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fatex xp \%i gg^#p$ Hiaum*
A.« cldenl,s and crimes 398
Acts of congress, list of 26

Adams, Mr. 161, 241, 289, 305
elected a member of the

Am. Soc. at New-York 311, 412
John A. 320,398,416

Ad valorem duties 181, 252
A', 'i :, eruptions of 334
. /,-, ,co—i'lie -I iv.- trade 5§, GO, 159

219, 237,299,397, 411

African colonization 103, 122, 348

Agricultural
—Report and proceed-

ings of the Pittsfield Soc. 47, 126
—

products of tlie U. S.

amount and value 273, &c.

ivport of the legis-
lature of NewvHsmpshire 313

Alabama territory 96^ 2S6, 304

325, o41

Alba'nv, ice at 96

Register 198, 224
Allied courts 331

Atmeida, case of 114, 129, 179, 231
Altitudes of mountains 400
American Monthly Magazine 198

prisoners in Cuba 82
in Florida 237

v.
j

; men in England 218
1— union, permanency of 228

Amsterdam, arrivals at, in 1816,

71; trade of 299
Ancient fortifications &. tumuli 3\J0

An ire, m j.
—

respecting his cap-

ture, 3; bis character 4

Angostura
—see Venezuela.

Apothecaries
—blunders of 272

Appling, col. 112

Appointments
—
by the president

and senate—executive, consu-

lar, &c. 31; by the same, in the

army 31, 44; by the same, in

the nivy 44; by the same, va-

rious 44

.Arabia—The Wahabees 139

JLrmy nf the U. S.—appointments
31,44; promotions 160, gene-
ral-order of gen. Brown 112*

of cot. Hindman 160; of the

adj anl'insp. gen. 160; of gen.
.Taction 320

Arrivals in the V. S. for 1816, 324

singular 341

Arrow Root 128

Asbuiy, bishop 79
Alheneum l'jg

Auburn, N. Y. 144

Austria—finances and funds of

30; treaty with Brazil.&C. 125;

military force 138; a vessel of,

passes up the Nde 158; mar-

riage of a princess to a Portu-

guese prince 173, frigates 249;
consul to the U. S. from 355;

state of.the country 405
B.

Bainbridge, capt. his wife dies 415
Baltic trade-^vessels passing the

sound, 1816,71; their cargoes,
&c. 219

Baltimore—the boundaries of the

city enl irged 16, bills of mpr-

tality 31; presents a service to

com. Rodgers 24$ Unitarian

church at 251; improvements
of the ci y 303; arrivals at

325; monument erected to A.

Randall 367; Freshet at, height
of the water, &c 393

Bank, national, remarks upon 68
——

s, law or New York respect-

ing 96, 208; of Kentucky 239;

of the United States 185, 208,

336, 399? of Illinois 239; of

S.jrnersetr 240
Bank notes, not money, a lav-

case 221; remarks upon 262,

357; species of 3*39

Baptists in the U S. 400

Barbary powers.
—Ezport of corn

from M H'occo 30; reported

hostility against the Dutch 30$

Algerine affairs 53, 158, 184,

299, 334, 376. Tripolitan af-

fairs 78; Tunis 250, 319; cor-

sairs in the English channel

334; pirates af sea 411
Barcelona—see Venezuela

Barney, com. entertained in Ken-

tucky 48

Bayou, S;. John, vessels cleared

at, with a list of exports 70

Beanjour
Beauharnois, Eugene 138, 39/

Bible societies, denounced by
the pope 206; prohibited in

Hungary 333
Binns. Mr. his edition of the de-

claration of Independence 176

Bread, sir H.Davy's experiment j

on flour

a series of experiment on

the making of 161.
consumed ir. theU S.273,&.c.

Briggs, Isaac 166
BRITISH.

Riot<?—at London 16 23; Car-

lisle 182; Eiv 182; Mwcheste*^
182, 183,205—-.t Dun W 23; Chip-
penham 28; Sheffield 28— i Irelind

157, 374, 396, 409; C > k 363; N *L-

tiugham 363, 374, 396; York hir ,

371—Welling' m th< duk •
i 16,

23, 69, 218, 298; Watson 28, 135,

344, 374, 396; British goods .m-

pqr*e«i/rom the U. Slates 28; Suik
of Englan '

28, 57; lord Cochrane

28, 124, 159, 205, 397; Bristol

n
-tirig.38; Luddites 28, 45, 205;

Grain and flour, prcesof, &c. 28,

95, 104. 182. 205, 215, 331 34 ,363,

396, 408; of butchers mea 28;

stocks, prices of 28, 108, 135, 293;

Representation! 23, 124 363; Re-

form, measures an! petitions for

29, 45, 56, 76, VIA, 135, 331,
52. 363; Lnnd n— ildressto the

J? I .*k Sea, trade of, &c. 405

Black, Dr. his statement respect-
12:ing the vaccine

Bland, judge, his opinion in the

esse of Almeida 114; his ex-

amination of a great constitu-

tional question 377

Bonaparte, Napoleon—Brief no-

tices of, 30, 139, 158, 183, 249,

319; measures for his security

78, 183,206, 364; of his treat

meni 156, 169,172;(pretended)
memoirs of himself 234; sir II.

Phillips' correspondence rela-

tive to his writings 318; of his

son 319, 411; his statue 363;

Santani 397

Jerome, 125,334

Joseph 334; his town

near Baltimore 411

Lucien, 184,219; de
creeof the allies respecting 33l

Bones, large, in the Missouri T.

240; in New York 251

275 ;prince regent for reform, an 1 reply

29; on the attack upon him 107;

the lord mayor 363; of the taxes

46, 49; table of 224; American
stocks 46, 159, 205, 317, 363; the

debt 46, 169, 318; navv, state of,

&c. 46, 56, 108, 135, "218, 298,

518; population, classes of 49; ge-

nerals, list of deceased 57; curren-

;y
—paper and specie in England

57; independence of parliament 77,

182; remarks on the present state

of affairs 104, 107, 145, 157, 293,

404; Spa-fields meeting 107; army;
state of, &c. 108, 135, 182, 310,

396; budget 103, 396, 409; pu-
nishments 124; post office estab-

lishment 129; army in France 13f;

half-pay list, army and navy 135;

report of the com. of the co unions

on the state of the country 136; do.

of the lords 574; arrests 156, 157,
237. 317; Cashirian 157; princPss
of Wales 157, 172, 243, 286, 397;

exchequer bills 157, 409; Liver-

pool, vessels detained at 157; re-

trenchment 133. 182, 410; marquis
'

Wellesley 182; earlofBuchan 182;

women flogged, &c. 1S3, 409; Wil-

liams, a prisoner for debt, 183;

hanging anecdote 205; executions

Boston, bills of mortality, 31;

ancient artillery company 251;
Patriot and Chronicle 239, ar-

rivals at 325

Boundary commissioners 224, 336
Bountv lands 81

Boyd. 'gen. 172
Brass cannon—raised in York-

river 176
Brazil—Mr Sumpter at the court

of 139-, Pernambuco, 159, 174,

184, 2J7, 219, 237, 250, 271,

286, 299, 334, 376, 398—— St.Anthony elected gen. 134

"Bonus Bill"—see Congress and 67 ,205, 298, 318, 343; Sidmouth's

circular £05, 218, 317; princess
Charlotte 218, 243, 363; Depen-
dencies 218; mendicity 57, 95, 332;

shoe buckets, to be introduced 46;

distress of the people, 45, 124,

112J159, 183. 248, 293; "Patriot Fran-
° cis" decorated with a tomal .< k

46; fog in London 56;Waterloo sub«

scrip* ion 56; do. bridge 396; Cor-

nish miners 56; poor taxes 56, 317,

33 i; Dublin, population and beg-

gars 57: Edinburg and Glasgow
canal 59; Cork meeting 77; Stat-

forighlre, 77; r*3W instrument o!



INDEX. in

war 95; lord Castlereagh 104, 135,

184, 217, 276; his iergiversa
no

217; Mr. Owning 104, 217, 5 IS;

opinions—of the United State>-

230; of the presidents address 231;

Irish t.xes 105, 183; dulchess of

Cumberlan I lo5: Dogood, Thomas
121; military inter! rence 124; mar-

quis of Camden 124, revenue 121.

235, 159,168-. tax on tea, fee. 124,

172: firms 135jcattle,great prices
of 135; Brougham's speech 147:

trea m rnt of Bonaparte 156, 169,

172; Manehes er meeting 157;

WiH ,m Cobbett 157, 172, 179,

198; • wife sold 157, 183, 313; ton-

nag: 16S; exports 169; royal en-

teruinment 182; Birmingham 132,

331; seditious society bill 183; in-

come tax 2 '5; lord Holland 206;

If". Wrti hm-iu 217; American sea-

men i B igland 218; flaxseed 237;

cotton yarn 237; duty on salt '237;

Mr Soiithey 218; lotteries 243;

bills for high treason 248; sir It

Phillips 318; lead miners 318;

power of beauty 318; Septennial
act 331; rev. Neal Douglas 331;

Tunisian corsairs 331, 346, 396;

Irish distresses 343, 409; state pri-

soners 344, 374, 396; conspiracies

353; p: ogress of letters 363; fe-

cundity 363; small arms, &c.

409; Cummins, the pliyer 4u9;

relief of the poor 248; emigration
checked 270, 293; law case—earl

DfMorley v? Kerswell 293; cloth

manufactories 318, 396; catholic

question 318; the pope 319; new

gold coin 331; stage coach, law-

case 332; Talma, in England 332;

new speaker chosen 343; Blnck

Dwarf and Mr. Wooller 344; Al-

ceste frigate 346; a pickpocket 363;

Saxon coins 563; E. Rushton 396;
.Tack Ketch 298; Scotland 317;—

great heat 409; Boxing'3 18; Beth
nal g.

-een 318; new vessels built

323; sheep in Great Britain 331;

in-olvencies 332; constables 343;

Lancashire dialect 199; Lancashire

toasts 344; curates 363; Mrs CI irk

396; nigh-blood 408; money 408;

real tragedy 409. Hal/ens corpus
act— 106, 135, 156, 172, 205, 331,

343, 374, 376, 408; debate on 154;

protest 156; reports on 136, 374
Prince regent

—of the attack upon
him 104, 106, 124; his speech to

parliiment 105; deb/ite on the ad-

dress in reply 107; his UberaVty 107,

172; his prodigality 172; addressof
the city of London to 107; of the

merchants and traders, 124; of the.

bishop of Winchester, fee. 205; the

regent d—d 332; his message 344.

Brown, major-gen. 16, 112
Brown's gazetteer, 128
Buenos Ayres, see Rio de la Plata

Buffalo, N. Y. 79

Burning alive 184
C.

Caddo Indians 96

Calhoun, col. Joseph 224

C.i nal between Edinburg and

Glasgow 59
Hudson and Cham-

plain 79; report 89
" and lake

Erie TV, 142, 144, 320; report
189; the work begun 340

Delaware and Ra-
ntan 96, 110

Seneca and Sus-

quehartnah 272

spoken of in Italy 173
Corandol-t 287

atArgyle, N. Y. 320
Canals and roads, report in the

senate upon 12
extensive views of, for

the United States 180
in England, &c. 270

Cancer cured
Canada—war hetweeji the N. W.
and H. B. companies 30, 109,
334; military law 95; British

ships on the lake* in commis-
sion 58; exports and imports
for 1816, 70; a new map of 270;

May poles erected on the ice

207, 271, 334; emigrations to

3';-'t; gov. Gore 3<

Cannon, brass, raised at York
river

foundery in N. Y.

Canova, the sculptor
Caracas—see Ye?L?zueia

Carver's purchase

Cashiering of kings
"Cato," a writer on the navy

176
406
184

325
81

401
92Catechism, royal, of Spain

Cattle, presented to Messrs. Pat-

terson and Citon 252, 272

, arrive at New. York from
Ohio 287

Chamount le Ray's lands 87

Chapman, Eunice 74, 114

Chauncey, com. 48
Charleston—exports 12S; popu-

lation 272; arrivals at 325;

fight in the harbor 399; fever

prevailing at 416
Cherokee warriors 121; exchange

of lands with 272, 368

Cheves, judge, on the power of

the judiciary 248

, in the case of

Rhodes 264

Congress—see also, Laws, Reports.
Banks in the city o€ Washington

14, 37. 38; persons of color 14;—
about the decisions of the supreme
court and yeas and nays 14; on pei

-

sons escaping from service and
j
ens

and nays 14, 37; Columbian I (sta-

tute 14; Spanish affairs 14; culti-

vation of the vine 14, 1 5; army, en
the reduction with yeas and nays
14; army general staff" 14; na-

vigation bill 14; navy, hospital sur-

geons 14; timber for die hairy 14;

interna! improvements,bonus of the
U S. bank.&c. 14, 38; president's n .

gative 25, yeas and nays 26, history
of the proceedings on the bill 36;

crimes, within the Indian boun i-u \

14; .Times Mridison, the privil :ge of

franking extended to him 14; Jas.

Monroe, respecting his election lo

the presidency 14; inauguration 17;

D. D.Tompkins,respecting his elec-

tion to the vice-presidency 14;—
board of agriculture 14; internal

t.xes, proposed repeal of, With the

yeas and nays 14; bills passed 15;

foreign relations 15; Chesapckc,
on the defence of 15; invalid corps
15; Mississippi territory 15; Cana-
dian volunteers 15; public debt 15-.

judge Touhnin 15; list of acts pas-
sed 26; land titles in Tennessee 37,

38; neutral relations, With the yeas
and nays 57, weights and measures

37; plaster of Paris trade,with yeas
and nays 37; vote of thanks to Mr.
Gaillard 37; same to Mr. Clay 38;

new senate organize d 37; consti-

tutional amendment,Mr. Harrison's,

38; national painting 38; "claims
law" 38; U States' bank 38; Geor-

gia militia claimsSS.

Connecticut Election 128, 144,
185; governor's message 201;

legislative proceedings 240;

politics, address of the majo-
rity of the house of rep. 247;
school fund 287; domestic
manufactures 300; celebration

of the 4th of July 335
Constitution of the U. S.—A-
men'dment proposed in con-

gress, by gen. Harrison 38; do.

in the legislature of Pennsyl-
vania, by Dr. Bodgers 41

Chili—proceedings in 139, 159, [Constitutional question 377

346, <*12
j

Constance, brevet of the pope to

China. The British and Chinese the canons of 364*

46, 158, 172, 237, 252; of the ! Copper, vast mass of native 4i6
trade with 208, state paper
252: criminal law 301

Church affairs 250

Clav, Mr. 208

Cleveland, col. 300

Cleopatra's bitrge 288

Clock, an ingenious one 59

Clothing of the people of the

U S. "273

Collins, Isaac 96

Conscriptions in Poland 30

Coke, Mr. 252, 272
Cold, record of 55, 96, 143, 251;

remarks upon

Corsica 249

Cotton, imported into England 71

,
frauds in the pfccfcfcge

of 23$ 272
Creek Indians—hostile ac'-s re-

ported of 60, 112, 175, 287,

335; Woodbine's talk to them
287; assemblage of at Fort

Hawkins 399; 'talk 595

Crimes, remarks on the publica-
tion of 304

593, :

Croghansville

Crop, ex' raordinary



IV INDEX.

59
5

60
223
395
83

Cuba, Am. prisoners in 82; state

of the people of 174; assassi-

nations 250

Currency, uniformity of 33

Cu-ran, Mr. his speech before a

meeting for reform, &e. 76

Curtenius, general 96

Cutworm 208, 212, 222, 251

D.

D mube, the navigation of the 207

Darmstadt 365

paschkofl) Mr. 399

Daw, Sir. H. his experiments on

flour 59

Deaf, cured 252

Debt, of imprisonment for 16, 144

Declaration of independence
—

gov M'Kean's statement 278

JJda-zvave—G>v. Clark's maugu
ral speech 41; manufacturing
society 166; bay, defence of 48

D nmark 8c Sweden 397

Detroit Gazette 399

Deshon, bishop 415
D<ckin>on, John 178

Diminution, extraordinary 129

Discovery, a voyage of, prepar-

ing in France

District tonnage, U. S. 1815

Dog, sagacity of a

Drawing, interesting

Dupont de Nemours

D^uesj internal, product of
E

E t<jtport bonds 370

East India—British victories in

Celebes 30; Fire at the Isle of

Trance 30, 46; Java 46, 139;

fcpedemic 139; Pondiciierry

139; N.paul 173; feasts and

miracles 173; the Pind.irees

249; ship building in 319; a

leper burnt 397

Editorial essays Address on

commencing the volume 1;

closing the same 401; on the

state of our country 33; on "re-

bellion" 34; on the taxes and

tax paying ability of the U.S.

and England 49; constitu-

tional principles, internal im-

provements, bank, university,
&c. 67; Cashiering of kings SI;

oa public stocks 164; on a na-

tion's wealth 177; national lite-

rature 197; English and Scotch

reviewers 198; on a naval esr

tablishment 209, 338; on the

slate of the southern Indians

210; Political Economy 225,

273, 290, 321; Ross' arms and
Parker's monument 244; His-

torical paintings 263; links
and Bank notes 262, 35?; Pre-

sent state of England 293;
Trade in negroes 323; Ar-

rangements and prospectus of

the Register 369

Egypt, emigrants from ..rnve in

Prance 157; rain at Cairo 237;

plague in 237

Egyptian customs 176

[French] expedition,

drawings of the chief persons
-

engaged in 2$3

Elliott, Lieut, of the Navy
Emigrant's Directory 128

Emigration to the U. S. 185, 224,

270, 272, 335; tabl« 359, 365,
400

from the U. S to

Canada, of British subjects 304

English and Scotish reviewers 198— language 198

Erie lake—Light houses on 96; of

the fleets upon 320; new har-

bor 340

Escape, singular 224

Evans, Oliver, his machine for

raising water 96

Europe, glances at 404

Exchange, at New York, Feb.

1817—16; April 19, 143; July

19, 347; August, 9 398

Explosion in the Chesapeake 176

Export of British goods to Eng
land from the U. S.

of Bayou St. John
F.

28
70

Fearon, Mr.

Federalist, the authors of

Female toasts

Fire, of a new species and of

great power, said to be disco-

vered 59; manufactories des-
"

Iroyed by 159; at Sag Harbor

236; at Havre de Grace 16

Fishing vessels captured 299

Fisheries, product of the 272;

British notice respecting 346

Flag of the United States 159

Florida—Of Pensacola 47, 250,

286; remarks and renorts res-

pecting 112, 208, 299, 334;

American prisoners reported in

237; Amelia island 334,347,
397, 411; capitulation, procla-
clamation &c. Sec. 365, 376;

scrip 378; Mr. Hubbard 376;

case of the Margaret 397
Flour and bread, experiments 164

Floyd, general 335

Foot, a man cuts his own off,

with a penknife 239

Fortitude, singular act of

Fortifications, ancient

rllANTE.

48 commerce 249, 270; marriages 290,
m id. d'Angely 249, 286, 318; mad
Ney 249; church ceremonies 249;
Havre de Grace 249; mar. Grouchy
236; Mavence 3 IS; arrests 318.

prisoners in Russia 183, 318; loss of

men in Russia 345; bread 333; tri-

colored flag 333; duke of Orleans

344; V .adamme 364; population of

Puis 364; singular denunciation

376; Dupontde Nemours 395; dis-

tresses of the people 396; mad
wolf 396; state of" the country 405,
marshals of France 413; museum
414.

Franklin, Dr. 122; his tomb stone

310

Free people of color (report)

103, 122, 348

Freezing, a method of 144
Freshet at Baltimore, &c. 393

Fulton, Robert, lite of, noticed 1 IS

Fur trade 348
G.

Gallatin, the cutter 399

Gaslights 240

Gen. Armstrong privateer
—her

case before the senate 43

Gen. Scott, the ship 224
Gennessee river 348

Georgia, commerce of 128; per
n herniary 251

Germany, generally
—B mkrupts

at Munich, 138; emigrations
158, 206, 333, 397; opposition
to British manufactures 207;

the P tzelians 299; general
state of 403; distresses 411

Girl, a mammoth
Gold, Mr. on manufactures

Good Hope, the cape of

Gordon, capt. of the navy

Gottengen university

Government, thoughts on, by J.

Adorns, esq. 161

Gregor McGregor 251—see Flo-

rida

Grosvenor, Mr.
H.

239 (Hail
300 ! Hamilton, miss—murder*of

[Hamburg

41§
81

347

50
218
80
57

175

304
96

King sick 29, 46; recovers 218; i H mson, judge, his opinion in Al-

at mass 396-, budget, finances and ! meida's case 231

loans 29, 46 57, 78, 125, 157, 206,
j
Harper's Ferry, armory at 398

333; discontents, riots and conspi- Harrison, Gen. honors to and bis

racies 29, 95, 108, 159, 333, 364;

corn, &c. 29, 95, 318, 396; gen.
Sav iry 29, 344; the press 30; sta-

tue of the virgin Mary decorated
}

speech on the occasion

-vindicated

79
91

Hawkins, fort—indian assembly
at 399

•Pith a tri-colored cap! 30; Gamut ! Havre de Grace, a fire at 16

46; uproar about the sacrament 46; I report on the claims of a

passports 57, 397; Marseilles-577-L citizen of for property des

cotton manufactures 57; the allied

army 57, 410; population ol France

57,298; rem rkon the attack ofthe

English regent 108; Talleyrand 125,

157; Egvpt ian emigrants 157; L iva-

lette 158, 410; Lallemand 158, 208;

Massena 183, '237, 240; Soult 185;

[Early spring 158; theatres 173; the

troyed by the enemy in 1813, 72

Hay, Mr.
'

253

Ilayti—Notice of king Henry's

proceedines &c. 58, 109,184,

397; Petion 108, 224,250; of

the American consul at Port

au Prince 224; powder maga-
zine explodes 346; death of

the prince of Hayti 365army 183: the king, "a sovereign
in a' go-cart" 206; "la coalition et

J
Heath, 'capt. and capt. Perry 292

la France," 206; prisoners returned
j

Heath, lieut. of the navy 251

from England 206; slave ship 218; 'Hebrew, improvement in 303



INDEX.

Hemlock, fatal effects of 22-1

Hessian fly 176, 208, 239, 251, 282

High blood 409

Historical paintings 263

Hoffman, lieut. of the navy 336

Home market 321

Horses in the U S. 273

Howard, c«pt. his address 367

Hubbard, Mr. 376

Hudson river, projects to deepen
it 251, 303

Hughes, Mr. C. 46, 365

Hydrophobia 3U4

I& J.

Jackson, gen. a vase presented to

him by the ladies of Charleston

48; his general order 320; no-

tice of the life of 348

Jackson, Henry 336

Jamaica, a law case at 346

japan 17->

Jeruselam, the pacha of 270

,
the Greek ship 272, 304

Jesuits restored in Mexico 159

Jones' white wheat 284

Importations of the U. S. 1815, 186

Imprisonment for debt, a bill to

abolish it before the legisla-

ture of New York 16, 144

Inauguration of Mr. Monroe 17

Indian affairs. Letter of the su-

perintendant of the trade to a

committee of congress 54; of

the captivity of certain Ame-
ricans 60, 174; manufactures

122; meeting at Fort Hawkins

399; talk 399; in Missouri 96,

228; Susep 323-

Indians, in New York 208

, southern, remarks on 211

Indiana, Williams' map of 110

Inland navigation 340

Internal improvements, remarks
on the constitutionality of their

being made by congress 67

Internal duties, tables of the pro-
duct of 83

Ionian islands 158, 184

Iron pavement 110

Italy
—corn, a return of order-

ed 30; robbers in 30, 286; the

British at Genoa 58; the pope
and the United States 58; riot

at Messina 139; St. Merino
173; revenue of the pope 318;
the pope and the regent of En-

gland 318; population ofRome
158; strangers at Home '36i;

pope's brief about bible socie-

ties 206; his brevet to the

canons, &c. of Constance 36'!;

excavations at Rome 364;

plague at Milan 219

Jefferson, Mr. his letter on Afri-

can colonization 122

, elected a member of
the Am. society at Naw York

311 412
K.

Kenhawa, the battle at in 1774 145

Kentucky. Yeas and n:>ys in the

legislature on supplying the

vacancy in the office of go-

vernor 42: address to James

Madison proposed amend-

ment, yeas and nays Stc. 42;

freshet in 144

King, Mr. 175

King's mountain 3JU

Kirk, Caleb 212
Kosloff's case 139

L.

Labor, of the product of 273, 290

Lady with a death's head 1 1 1

Lallemand, marshal 15S, 208

Lamp, new 240
Lancashire dialect, specimen 199
Land office of the U. S. circular

from the 167

Lands, exchanged with the Che-

rokees 272
Las Casas 139, 158

Laws, passed it the 2nd session

14. li congress 26
Law—of South Carolina, to se-

cure the rights of mechanics,
&c. 13; to preserve the neutral

relations of the U. S. 51; con-

cerning the navigation of the

U. S. 52; providing for the re-

demption of the public debt

flj (of New York) concerning
the Shakers 74; to regulate
the trade in Plaster of Pai is 301

Law cases—of Joseph Almeida

114, 231; of N.
KpsLofF 139;

in respect to a defect in religi-
ous principle 144; bank notes

not money 221; judge Cheves'

opinion on judicial powers 248;
the same in the case of Rnodes
264; winged gudgeons 282;
e.trl of Morley vs. Kerswell

293; Owings v. Karthaus 325;
at Jamaica, respecting a Spa-
nish vessel captured by the

patriots 346; Adams v. Story,
before judge Livingstdn 348

Lawler wheat 284
Lead mines on the Mississippi 5 6

Lee, lieut. of tli^ navy 336

"Legitimacy," &c. 34, 4v>8

Lesslie, professor 144
LETTERS.

To the editor, respecting the

proposed volume of revolutionary

speeches, &c. 1; of Messrs. Lloyd
and Sumner, on the claims of Mas-
sachusetts 8; correspondence o!

Mr. Monroe and the chevalier de

Onis 21, 60 to 67; from the secre-

tary of the treasury, as to measures
to produce uniformity in the cur-

rency 35; from the same on the

mint establishment 45; from com.

Chauncey to Mr. Henry, consul, See.

48; to the editor on ancient usages
in the legislature of Pennsylvania
50; from Mr.Gold on manufactures
51; from the superintendantof the

Indian trade 54; c int. Read to the

secretary of the navy on the loss of

the Chippewa 58; from col. ft M.

Johnson, respecting a Kentuckian
in Indian captivity 60; from Mr.

Jefferson on African colonization

122; from Dr. Praiiklin to YV. Stra-

hat;, esq. 18S? Mr. Adams to the
editor 161, 241, 289, 305; Isaac

Briggs to th< di o> 166; Richard
Rush to col. Johnson 174; from "Mr.

Bigot 'o Mr. Rush, enclosing i let-

ter from gov. Sherbrook 17.5; from
the secretary of the treasury to J.

II M'Cullocii and reply 181; from
an English quuker to his friend in

the United States 183; from the

post-master-.^eneral to the editor
200; from Caleb Kirk, respecting
the cut-worm 212; from a revolu-

tionary patriot 250; from general
Washington to Mr. Adams and re

ply (secret papers) 289; from gov,
McK-an to Mr. Adams 305; from
col. Reed to the editor 309; from a

gentleman in North Carolina to the
editor 310; from p;^n. Flovd to the

gov. of Georgia 335; major Bailey
to 1.011. Floyd, 335; from the agent
of Indian affairs at Fort Hawkins
336; from lord Castlercagh to Mr.
Adams 270; to the editor(exiracts)
403; from Messrs.Adams, Jefferson
and Madison to the secretary of
the N. Y. society for encouraging
domestic manufactures 412.

Liberal, a newspaper 286, 333
Light houses to be erected 95, '2~3

Lightning, a vessel struck with
in Boston harbor 251

, two ladies killed In a
church, by 576

Liquors consumed in the U. S
273, &c.

Livingston,judge—case ofAdams
vs. Story ,^4pr

Locke's treatise on government Jj$3

Longevity 139. 35,4

, royal gl8
Locust, period of the 3l;i

Lupenella
•

«jqj

M
MacClnre, rem his pamphlet 60
MacComb's purchase 7c
MacCulloch, J. II. Jgf
Macdonough, com. a sword pre-

sented to him 4.9

MacKean, gov. 278.

MacRea, col.

Madison, Mr,—leaves the seat of

government, 112; memm-ia] ..

remonstrance drawn up byhii 1

in 1785, 295; elected a mem
berof the America;: Soc. at N.
Yolk 311,412

Magnetic needle

Mail, robbery ot the 177; dolt:;-"
tion of the iPQ

Mammoth bones 240, 25J
Manufactures—Report of the le-

gislature of Pennsylvania 39;
do. of the Pitt^ffeld socety4?;
Pittsburg memorial loi; re*

port 129; .Air. Gold's tet-
ter 50; circular of the Phila-

delphia society 75; remarka-
ble, by indians 322; Delaware

f society 166; remarks upon, in
the Boston Centinel 221; re-

port to the legislature of New
York 235; in Connecticut $QQ-
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report to the H. York society
•and address 311; do. in New-

Hampshire 31->

Maria Louisa 184, 237, 411

Marine corps 160

Marriages. Of gen. Scott and

capt. Warrington, 6J; of col.

Croghan 18j

Margarvtta
—see Venezuela.

Muyland representation 16;.

Penitentiary 32, 399; assess-

ments in 1774 .md 1813 115

Massachusetts—report of the se-

cretary of war on her claims

for militia expences 8; elec-

tion 128, 144, 239; governor's

speech 245; extract from the

reply to do. 300; general hos-

pital 336

Mauritius 218

Meats consumed by the people
of the U.S. 273, &c.

Mead, Jeremiah 304

Meade, Mr. at Cadiz 58, 363

Mechanics, a law securing their

rights, &.c. 13

Meigs, fort, some account of the

siege of 180

Memorial of the peace society to

congress 72

Mercantile law case 325

Messina, reported fracas at 79, 139

Message—of the president of the

U. S. relative to our affairs

with Spun 21; rejecting the

bonus bill 25; of the governor
of Olio 52; extracts from sever-

al respecting internal improve-
ments 67; of gov. Woleott 201;

of gov. Plumer 268; of gov.

Knight 204

-M tijorologic.il Register 167"

M thodists in the U. S. 416
^Mexico Dollars arrived at Ve-

ra Cruz 30; Dr. Robertson 30;

various items 184; state of the

country 271; population 319;

gen. Mink 58, 237, 286, 534,

347; the congress wotes their

thanks to H. Clay 203; "Vera

Ouz 365; Calzada 365

Micheaux, Mr. 143

Militia claims—of Massachu-

setts 8

fine exacted of a judge
in Ohio, not mustering 224

Mint establishment 45

Minorca, tiie island of 249

Mississippi territory, the divi-

sion of 304, 325; convention 375
Mi h l', the pirate 347
Monument at Baltimore 367

Mountains, the altitude of 400

Mobile, 240

Money—see exchange.
Monroe, president

—his inaugur-
al speech 17; projects a tour

through the United States 128,
143; British remarks on Ins

election, 224; Bn ish remarks
on his speech 230; Irish do. 343;

at Baltimore 238; at Philadel-

phia 251: at New York, See. 271
230; at Trenton 280; at New
Brunswick 280; at Newhaven

31V Middletown 314, 327;
Hartford 3*14; New London
315, 326; Stonnington 315;

Newport 315, 341,362; Bris-

tol 315; Providence 31.5,

363; Pawtucket 315; Boston

316, 327, 342, 345, 371;
Charlestown 32% Cambridge
328, 342; Milton 341; Lynn
341; Salem 341; Beverly 342;

Newbiiryport 359; Portsmouth
360; Kennebunk, Stc. 361;
Portland 362, 371, 372; on
board the Independence 371;
with the Shaker.:, in N. 11.371;
Strafford 571; York 371; Bid-

deford, Scarborough, Wood-
stock371; Dover 372; address
o' tiie deputies of Maine 373;
Concord 373; gov. Plunder's

letter 374; on Charhplaui 374;
Suckett's Harbor 398; Fort Ni-

agara and Buffalo 415

Monroe, Mr. remarks on his tour

271, 320, 357; elected a mem-
ber of the Am. society at New-
York, address Sec 311

Montholon, count on the treat-

ment of Napoleon 169, 172, 183

Morphy Ion Diego—see Spanish
consul.

Mortality, bills of 31

N.

Nain Juan, a newspaper 183, 286,
333

Nail-factorv, Wernwag's 78

Naples and' the U.S. 139
Natchitoches 288
Nation's wealth 177
National feeling 300

r- question 376

Navy—of the squadron in the

Mediterranean 16, 48, 79, 128,

159, 185,415; brig Tom Bow-
line 16; vessels building and
to be built, &c. 16, 185, 398;

promotions and appointments
44; marine corps, officers of

160; cost of ships, &c. 225;

ships in commission, Sic. 398;
on the lakes 398; the Java fri-

gate 48; Chippewa, loss of 58;

Washington 74,-79; Boxer

143, 159i Franklin 74—185,
363; Prometheus 185; Inde-

pendence 74, 251 ; United

States 415; Enterprize 252;

John Adams 398; M icedonian

304; Ontario 376; Congress
304.347, 393; Firebrand 334,

415; Saranac 320, 376; Alert

376
JV&oal. Court in case of the Chip-

pewa 59; officers, remarks up-
on 200; establishment, essays

upon 209, 337; surveys of the

coast 287

Neal, archbishop 272

Negro prisoners, returned by the

British 48

stealing punished 240, 287

trading 323, 415
Netherlands- Of corn 30, 365;

a new tariff 57; finances 108;

population 158; royal birth

.-tO -

158; the Scheldt 158; Mr. Ea'-

tis, at the Hague 219; arrest

of printers, see N tin Juan he.
and 299; the bishop's 315; re-

solves against British manu-
factures 364; commerce 364;

rims at Burges, Sec. 411
New Granada, population of 319

Newport, R. [.—bills of mortali-

ty 31; harbor 272
•/Veto- Hampshire, governor's mes-

sage 253; election 79, 272, 320;
U.S. senator resigns 287; bal-

lots for a successor 303; state

prison 303; report on agricul-
ture and manufactures 313

New Orleans—arrivals andclaar-

ances at 70; British consul at 415
New Holland 173
New York (city) bills of mortali-

ty 31; inspections 78; Frank-
lin square 96; ship letters 159;

annual census of orphans,
debtors, criminals, &c 223;
names of streets changed *93;
arrivals.

J\fe-v York—Yeas and nays on the

bill providing for the election

of a governor 41; the election

17.5; slavery abolished 60,
144; law concerning the Sha-

kers 74; resolution respecting
domestic manufactures 78;

respecting banks 96; nomina-
tion of governor 96. Reply
of the house to gov. Tomp-
kins' resignation of office 127;

^ yeas and nays on the Canal bill

142; the same on the raising
the wages of the members of

assembly 142; school fund—
militia—newspapers 144; im-

prisonment for debt 16, 144;
indians 208; common schools

224; report on manufactures

235; gov. and lleut. gov. inau-

gurated 320

Niagara frontier, M'Clure's pam-.

phlet respecting the campaign
of 1813 60

Nicholson, Joseph H. 32

Nile, the river 158
North Carolina. Internal improve-
ment of 224, 321

North Point, monument at 36?
O.

Oath—not to be taken in court 144
Odessa 173

O'Connor, capt. his treatise 223

O'Garnish, counsellor 142
Ohio, governor's message 52;

of Indian lands in 303; prices
current in 144; river, the ice

breaks up 60; depth of 348; a

brig of 170 tons goes down the

river 70; commerce of the

river and steam boats 70, 143,
175

Onis, the chevalier de 21

J. H. Robinson to him 223
death of his lady 224

Ontario lake, commerce on 257
of the fleets upon J20

Opinion, a difference of 310

Oratorv, blunt but effectual 300
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79
110
176
245

Pacific ocean, fishery ih.

Painting, expeditious

Paher, spi :n !id

Parker, sir Peter's monument
his affair, 245, 3U9

110
59

72

surveys, &c. 97, 406; hints to

Pavement, iron

~Vtac, Canova's statue of,

Peace society's memorial

Pennsylvania
—election of state

treasurer 16; report to (lie le-

gislature on manufactures 39;

proposition to amend the con

s'.ilU'ion of the U. S. to recog-
nize die existence of a God 41;

ordnance stores 47; nomina-

tions of governor 47, 60; aii:

cieiu usages in the legislature

50; appropriations for improve-
ments 80, 1CS, 304

People of color 103. 543

Pernianency- of the Am. union 223

Pornambuco, see lira&l.

Perry, cupt.O H. 292

Pertryjiolis
288

Peru, 250; population 319; bat-

tles with the patriots 411

Pelagians 299

Philadelphia
—bills of motility

31; society for the encourage-
ment of manufactures 75; line

of waggons to Pittsburg 79;

arrivals at 325; return of chil-

dren for pnohc schools 336

Phillips' sp. Dicker. Wilkins 212

Pindarees, the 249

PiUsburg mem. 101; report 129

Plague, a. Milan 219
Plaster of P:uus, in N. York 79;

trude in 37, 301, 336, 347, 368;

on lake Erie 2S8

Plainer, gov. 374

Pojni Peire 376
Poland—conscriptions, in 30; of

the peasantry 237
Political curiosity 161

Political economy, count Tracy's
treatise noticed 16; editorial

No. I. -225: No. 11. 273; No. III.

290; No. IV. 321

Pompeii 206, 270, 345

Pijr'icu, a noticenf the 197

Portugal—state of 46, 286, 334;

imports arms 249; plot at Lis-

bon 264; entertainment of the

minister of, at Vienna 411

Potatoes, on th^ planting of 159
President's tour—se^ Aionroe, Mr.
Prices current inJOluo 144

Printinr, expeditious 14 3

Prisoners, American in Cuba 82

negroes, returned by
the British 43

with the Indians 60, 174

Proclamation, public lands 176
of gen. Mina 335
ofG. McGregor, 366

Phissiu—Manufactures 173",333,
365; popukition 333

Public buildings 101
Public economy, a society for

promoting it 211
Public lands—Proclamation for

the sale of 176} eaw.vs on the.

purchasers of 99
Public stocks, remarks on 164

Put-in-bay island 143

Q.

Quakers, of R Island, longevity 31

ofHoland, emigrating 270
It.

Randall, A. 367

Randolph, John 79

Rapidan river 143

Read, capt. his tetter, with the

proceedings of the c<«uri,onthe
loss cf the Chippewa 53

"Rebellion," remarks upoa 34
R.d river 320

Reed, col. 309
Relations with Spain 2; the do-

cum:-nts 21, 60 to 67
with Russia 57, 75
with irie pope 58

with Naples 139

Remittances of penalties, ike. by
the treasury 182
11KPORTS—COXGRKSSIOSAI., &.C.

Of the secretary of the treasury
on tiie tonnuge of the U. S. 5

of war on the claims

of Massachusetts
Ot a etirn. of the senate on roads

and canals 12

in respect to

the Gen. Armstrong privateer 43
On the mint establishment 44
Of the superintendant of the In-

dian trade 54
On the claims of a citizen of Ha-

vre de Grace for property de

[Rome, (see ItatuJ 15S'

Romp, case of the 143, blown up
176, 184

Ross, gen. Ins coai of arms 244

Royal longevity 213
Russel, Mr. his marriage 112, 178
Itnsiia—The empress Catharine

34; relief of the poor 57; rela-

tions with the U. S. 57, 75; the
state of the press 57; Mr.Pink-

ney at Petersburg 138; of the

population 158; emancipation of
the peasantry 173, 219; voyage
of discover) 184,289,365; im-

ports and exports of Peters-

burg 207; circulating medium
299; of the emperor 345, 411;
loss of the French in the cam-

paign of 1S13, 345; Moscow
365; public debt 365; designs
and prospects, &c. 3C4; extra-

ordinary fecundity in 41t
S.

Sabbath, observed in Louisiana 336

Sag harbor, fire at 325

Sailing, fast 143, 240, 416

Salt-springs 185

Sandwich-islands, the 4th ofJuly
celebrated at 95

Santani, arrested 397
Savannah,arrivals and clearances

at 69; exports 128; health of
the city 128; population

Sawing, rapid
Scandal mill !

Scheldt, the

Schools, common, in N. York
Sen terpent

185
or. f-

223
153
224
416
139
318

strayed by the enemy in 1813, 72
j

Secret papers
respecting the free people of co- Seminole Indians

lor 103 Senate of the U. States, frequent
Revolutionary speeches.orations, renovation of 15

&c. proposed to be published, ! Sergeant, Mr. 159
with several letters respecting 1

'

Seventy-six association 357
pamphlet, by Mr.

j
Shakers, the case of E. Chapman

Adams 241, and the act of the legislature
Reviewers, English and Scotch 1.98; of New Yoik 74, 11 4
Rhide Island—Election 144, 159, ! Shattuck, iwtfos, case cf

185; governor's message 2o4; ; Sheep
insult to gov. Jones 297

1 Shelby, gov.
Rhodes' Case 264j Shipping and commerce,
Rice, British duty upon 157JShips, Am. power and celerity
Richmoiidrpopulation of 224; in-

| letters, received at N. Y.

14-,

spections 240
Rifle-—Ball's patent 223
Rio de la Plata, provinces of—

Privateering 47, 139, 174, 237,

334,346; Montevideo 58, 108,

286; com. Taylor -95, 139,238,
250, 271; violent proceedings
of the government, 219, 250,

319; population 319; Garrera

565; ''kingdom ot Buenos Ay
ivs" 365; various military no-

tices 411

Ripley, gen. 415

Boads and canals, reports in th :

senate upon

timber

239
2S7
144
69
79

15.?
OQ-r

Shipp, capt.E. 224
Sicily— reported disturbed 270

Smugging 252
Soldiers' bounty lands 81,112
Sound doctrine 25'i

South America, remarks en the
state of 174

South Carolina—law of, securing
the rights of mechanics 13;

gov. Pickens' address to the

legislature 111; commerce 12R
Southern hemisphere 5y

Spain— tiie relations of the U. S
12 with 2, 21, 60; riots and conspita

224, 272|cfes, fce.SO, 125, 153, 2U6,219, 23<Roanoke, the river 224, 272
jcies,

Sua. 3 J, 125, 153, 2U6, 219, 23?
Robbery, curious

323|270, 286, 333; British complaints
Robinson, J. H. 222 against 30; Cadiz blockaded 30,58;
R idgersj com. presented with a

service of plate by citizens of
> BajUimcrs 245

finances of 46, 206, 270, 344; Mr
Meade 58, 363; the monk> spiling
titles of nobility 30; gen. Casta -
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SB; commercial regulations 78; the

"patriots" 124, 183, 286; royal ca-

techism 92; conscription 158; dit*

fers with Portugal, 158, 183, 330,
-i; Prince of Peace 173; hooks

prohibited 173, 18J; colonies, Bri-

tish views respecting 184; assassi-

nations 206, quarrel with lha Bri-

tish at Gibr tltai 219; n ivy 219,333;

Epedemic 237; don Antonio 286;

gen. Licy 334; Ferdinand's picture
354; gen. Milans 364; marine arse-

nal burnt 364, 411; state of the

country 405; robbers in 270.

Spafford, H. G remarks on cold 35

Spanish America,popul»tion of 319

Sp .nish consul caned 2?4; his

publication thereon 239; be-

fore a court for the above 272

Spanish ship, (prize) dei vined 368

Specie, imports of, 32, 60, 159,
185 259, 270, 28r, 304, 34,',

398, 415; payments in 96

Spe c —inaugural of president
Monroe 17; inaugural of gov.
Clark, of Del. 41; gov! P;ck

ens, of S. C. 110; gov. Brook,

245; Mr. Curran, in London, 76;
of' counsellor O'Garmsh 142;
Mr Brougham 146; .Mr. Phil-

lips (Blake va. WilkinsJ 212;
Mr. Hay 253; on the impedi-
ment of 224

Stages; Pittsburg to Louisville 304
"State of our country," nn essay 33
"Statesmen and Politicians'' 225
State papers—ot the allied courts

respecting the differences be-

tween Spain and Portugal and
Luck n Bonaparte 330

Statue of p : ace 59; ancient 345

:it, Clair, gen. 80
St. Croix, an American seam in

punished at 415
Steam boats—supposed to injure

the herring fishery 48; on On-
tario 78, 185; on the Hudson

96, 335; on die Delaware 287;

on the Chesapeake 398; on the

Mississippi 143; at Hamburg
237; accidents to 239

"

Steam engine, at Vienna 345

frigates 224, 272
saw mill 336

^teubenville 144

Stockafiriyish and American 164

(see also BritishJ—of the U.

States 224

Strong, gen. S. 336

Sugar, American 79, 144
West Indian 397

Susep—the Indian 323

Susfjuehannah Bridge 336

river, trade on the

159, 272, 304, 320
Sweden—navy of 57; various item-

159, 219, 257, 270, 319; reported
conspiracies 184, 207; "conscrip-
tion" 207; com. regulations 333

Switzerland—emigrations to the

U. States 57, 206, 219, 299, 364

scarcity of bread stuff's 319; con-

fession, See in 397

Sylva, North American 143

T.
Tables.

Tonnage of the United State 6;

7, 322; of cotton and ashes im-

ported into England 71; of Cana-
dian exports and imports 70; of ar-

rivals and clearances at several

ports 69; of the product Sec. of

die internal duties 82; of the as-

sessments of Maryland, 1774 and

1813—113; of the importations of

the U. S. 1815, 186, 188; of the

arrivalof vessels in the U. S. for

1816, 324; of emigrants 359; of

the height of the water during the

freshet at Baltimore 393; of hn

Baptists in the United States 400;

altitudes of mountains 400; of new
ves: -Is built in the U. S. and E l

gland 323.
T dapoosa, the battle of 121

Tallm.idge, col. his charges a-

gainst Van Wart, refuted 3

Tarr, case of 144

Tay, British sloop of war, 47
Terre Haute, a new town 96

Thermometer, state of at various

places, Feb. 1817 35

Tippecanoe, the battle of 91
Toast—a neat one, drank at Phi-

ladelphia 48
Toasts at a dinner in honor of

generil Harrison 80

T'>mbigbee settlement 347

Tompkins, D. D. resigns the of-

fice of ;„ov. o e New York 16,

20; reph of the assembly
thereto 127; his general orders

on retiring from the command
of the militia 21; account of a

public dinner given to him 128

Tonnage of the U. S. for 1815 5

for several

years 322

Tooke's Pantheon 198

Treasury notes, a notice of 48

circular, on the adva-

lorem duties 181; about the

plaister of P^ris trade 301;

remittances of penalties, Sec. 182

Treaty with Sweden 60, 80; In-

dian 368
T nton, the battle of 282

Trio, illustrious 304
Tristram ie Cunha 158

Trumbull's paintings 272

Turkey. 158, 270, 299; order of

, he grand signer to the pacha
of Jeruselam 270

U.

Uniformity in the currency 35

Union, on the permanency of 228
United States—Br opinions of 231— stocks 304

commerce 324

Usury, Mr. Hay's speech on 253
V

Vaccine disease, Dr. Black's
statement respecting 125

V?ccin ition, in Sweden 219
Van Wart, P tulding and Wil-

liams, vindicated 3; * painting
•it their exploit proposed 38

Vegetables, Mammoth 240

Venezuela, the provinces of-—bat-
tle ncr Barcelona 30, 47, 78. 103,

208, 219; the coast declared block-
aded by Bolivar and Brion 30, 78;

Spanish reinforcements 58 139 250;
battle near Cumana 95, 139; bat-

tles in Guayana 237 250, 271, 299,
411; privateers 184, 271, 346, 365;
Morillo 184; extermmating war208;

Angustura 271, 286, 299; militay
force of the patriots 299; naval do.

300; population 319; Margaretta
attacked 411
Vessels, new, built in the U S.

and England 323
arrived in the U.S 1816 324

Vienna, the congress of 376
entertainment given by

the Portuguese ambassador 411

Virginia. Legislative proceed-
111,4 on equdization of repre-
sentation, calling a convention
&c. with the yeas and nays, 32;
address of the legislature to

president Madison 54; repre-
sentation 78; members of the
15th congress 185; Mr. Ma-
dison's memorial and remon-
strance 1785, 295; central

college 3G4
W.

War tables, corrected 179
Warden's narrative of conversa-

tions with Nap. Bonaparte 234
Washington's birth day—cele-

brated at Buenos Ayres 174;
at Paris 183

Washington City, public build-

ings 101

Washington, monument propos-
ed in Virginia 185

Waterloo, account of the battle

of, by a French general officer

109; "dreadful destruction at 237

Webster, Noah
. 240, 288

Weekly Register
—terms of 1
new arrange-

ment and prospectus 369
West Indies—scarcity of bread

stuffs 30, 207
West Point 69, 303
Western Herald 402
Wheelock, president 143
Whale fishery 223

Wheat, prospects of, &c. 176, 251,

368, 398; Jones' or Lawler's

284; price of 287

Wilkinson, gen.
—memoirs 96, 282

Williams.S. his map of Indiana 110

Wilson, Mr. at Puerto Cabello 346

Wine, American 416

Winged gudgeons
—a few case 282

Wirtemburg—the king of 30, 57,

397; brief notices of things 319,344,
365; declaration of prin. Paul 344;

king and queen nearly drowned 397
Wood screws, making them 96

Woodbine, Br. agent 175, 211, 287
Y.

Yeas and nays
—see congress, 8cc.

when the practice
of taking them first began? 50

Yellow fever—at Havana 240; in

the Weat todies 265
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If desired bound, an additional charge of 87i

cents per vol. for binding. There are two volumes

in a year. Copies bound, or in sheets, may be ob-

tained at Salem, Boston, Newport, New-York, Al-

bany, Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Baltimore, Rich-

mond, NorP.dk, Petersburg, Fredericksburg, Lynch-

burg, Lcesburg, Charleston, Savannah, and New-

Orleans, free of additional cost to the purchaser' for

freight, also at Pittsburg, Louisville and Cincinnati,

and soon hereafter at Chilicothe, at a small advance,

partly to meet the extra cost of transportation.

We this day commence the 12th volume of the

Wukkly Register, with a fixed resolution to perse-

vere in its old and approved plan, with all the in-

dustry and care needful to a continuance of the

flattering reputation which is now attached to the

work. The editor, always happy in the advice of

his friends, and willing to correct and acknowledge
an error, if properly informed that he has commit-

ted one, has bad too much experience in his pro-

fession, is too well defended by [what he hopes is]

good opinion of his most respectable and still

growing list of subscribers, to be diverted from his

difficulty in immediately referring to any article

sought for, or to trace any chain of events or things
happening at a particular place, their time and pro-
minent feature being also inserted in the index'-

Revolutionary speeches, orations, &C<
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Kentucky, 15th February, 1817.
Dear Sir—Tn my letter of the 25th December,

1S16, I merely adverted to the subject suggested
by an anonyfhous correspondent, respecting the

publication of a supplement to contain Revolution-

ary Orations, &c. Since the date of my letter I ac-

cidentally reverted to the communication of your
correspondent, and a re-perusal of it gave me strong-
er impressions than I had at first entertained of its'

importance, and interest, and essentia.! utility. You
ask, "Can the materials be got? Wou'.d the publi-
cation be sufficiently patronized?" and ''respect fully
solicit answers to these questions from all the

friends of the Rf.iustbii." As a firm friend to the

editor and the work. I would respectfully suggest
my views upon this interesting subject. I advanced

my opinion in mv hurt letter to you, but my »Y,;,vf/.».
<
?

for that opinion were but faintly, if at all, e-i.pris.u-d.
That America is one day to be a great, a mighty

and a powerful nation; that she will make a figure'

upon the page of future history, which wrll dazzle

an honest pride, and has too great a regard for the the eyes and win the admiration of future genera'
lions; that the t'-ack which she is destined to pur-
sue in her political revolution, through the vast

course by the criticisms of foots or falsehoods of' system of nations, will be marked by beams of sola;-;

knaves,- each of whom have, for a considerable time (like effulgence, is not merely tlie visionary whims.

past, exerted themselves not a little to injure the

Rksister. Tlie ground that he stands upon enables

him to look down upon such, and laugh at their silli-

ness or despise their malignity.
There are two subjects to which the editor wishes

at this time to draw the attention of his friends—
the first is, in respect to the proposed publication of

a volume, or supplement, of revolutionary speeches,

orations, &c. the other is the much to be desired

general index.

The former has excited great attention. "Letters

from all quarters are received urging the editor to

attempt the collection—we insert two of them be-

low as specimens of the rest. It is now determined
that the attempt shall be made, and those possessed
of papers suitable for the work, are earnestly re-

quested to forward them immediately—or, at least,

to furnish copies of them. If either of these are de-

sired to be returned, they shall be most carefully
handled and faithfully sent back. If this work is

accomplished at all, the editor expects to complete
it in October or November next. It is to be hoped
that the materials will be sufficient to make a vo-

lume of the usual size.

In making out the general index (a work requir-

ing no little share of patience and perseverance)
considerable progress has been made; and it is ex-

pected to be completed with the present volume.
The arrangement has been adopted after much re-

flection; and it is believed that, with a little atten-

tion to its general principles, it wr'M be barfllv pos-
Yol. .Xlf .

of a bewildered imagination, nor the theoretical

suggestions of a prejudiced mind; but is amply tes-

tified by a retrospection of events, as well as by ex=>

isting appearances. But, sir, in order to propel her'

in that track of splendid illumination, and secure to
her that character of transcehdartt greatness, much*
and very much, depends upon the present genera-
tion. To the snail-paced progress of other nations to

refinement in the arts; to fame in arms; to wealth,

grandeur and prosperity, we exhibit a curious and
vivid contrast. If we take a restrospectire glance at

the early conditions of our country, and view her in

the limited space of forty years, rising from the hu-

mility of colonial dependence, to the proud ami

commanding and exalted station that she new hold*

among the nations of the earth, the mind of the re-

publican is struck with, the liveliest emotions, xm!
is immediately prompted to enquire, what will be
her situation at the expiration of the next forty

years.
-

It is not. for me, nor you, nor the most saga-
cious mind, to tell—But as it has never yet been as-

certained, that nations have certain fixed limits pre-
sented to them, at the eud of which, when they ar«

rive, they must retrograde, we are justified in the

conclusion, that if we are but true to ourselves, w©
shall, before many years, behold America answer-

ing the lofiest expectations of her most partial

friends, and involving, (if I am allowed the expres-

sion) in acompletenationaleclip.se, all those petty

nations, that wfw hoot at her grandeur ami, eov'*

•A
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her growing prosperity.
—Great orators and gre.it

statesmen, have been the pride of every country,
and the boast of every age, that have been so for

tur.ate as to produce them. In republics, like ours,

they are, in a great measure, the props of the politi-
cal fabric. Our country is yet in her teens:—But

young as she is, she has produced her orators, her

sages, her heroes, statesmen and philosophers,
which would do honor to any nation. If England
is proud of her Chathams, her Foxes, and her She-

rjdans, America can boast of a Henry, a Hamilton,
an Ames—and it must gladden the heart of even
lover of his country, when he views the many- splen-
did constellations that bespangle our present poli-
tic. .1 hemisphere. To keep alive the flame of li-

berty, we must be careful to keep alive the senti

ments and principles that inspired the bosoms of
our fathers, and urged them to put on the armor of

resistance to curb tyranny and arrest oppression.
—

Tl ere never was a more favorable juncture, for in-

stilling those sentiments, than the present
—as your

porrespondent well observes, "the moment and op-

por". unity may pt.ss and not immediately return—
the events of the late war, have imparted a glow of

national feeling, for every thing republican."
Characterized, then, as is the editor ofthe Week-

ly Register, for a strict and steady devotion to the

principles ofrepublicanism, and promulgating them
as he does, through the medium of a widely cir-

culating paper, uninfluenced by the malignant mo-
tives of party zeal, there is no one better qualified
to arrange the materials for such a work, as the one
in question, and there is no one more highly de-

serving of the credit that would result from it, than

himself. The medium of conveyance too, would
be no small consideration. The Register, from its

vs3t comprehensiveness and unbounded utility, is

destined to survive the short-lived productions of

the day; and as it already contains records of the

lives and achievments of the brave and great, of

those, (as I have had occasion before to remark)
who hare fought for their country, of those who have

gloriously died for her, and of those who still live

to defend her, when occasion demands it—I think

it essential, that in it should be recorded the effu-

sions of those, whose tongues spoke the eloquence
of patriotism, and gave life to those atchievments
which have exalted the honor of the republic, and
rendered the names of our heroes "immortal in

story."
That the materials can be procured, admits not, I

presume, of any doubt; and respecting encourage-
ment, I should suppose a very adequate idea could
be formed, from the support other supplements
have received. Ifa sufficient number of revolution-

ary speeches and orations cannot be obtained, why
not connect to what you can obtain, the most im-

portant and useful of the great men of our day?
I am very much pleased with the suggestion

concerning the publication of subscribers' names at

the end of the 12th vol.

The pillowing is from one of the Editor's plain, solid

friends
—written with haste and amidst the bustle of

a very extensive business. He will be surprised to

eee it published—but it contains so?ne valuable hints
on a subject that we have now much at heart.

"My friknt)—I feel much interested in your ex-
cellent plan respecting revolutionary speeches, ora-

tions, &.c. It must be interesting, for it belongs to a

period next to the heart of every man who feels, or

reflects, what a. blessing it is to be an American.
Perseverance will ensure more success than you
calculate upon. The proud monuments of the "an-

cient republics have failed to perpetuate the memo-

ry of men and things as faithfully as it is yet in the

power of the American people to record the history
of their nation's birth and parentage. I question,
too, whether any age or nation has produced more
men of equal worth, or who might serve as more

perfect specimens of patriotic virtue, than our own,
upon that occasion. It would be criminal to ne-

glect the duty that the proposition of your plan now

enjoins upon you—posterity will ask the record of
this age, and wonder that the immediate successors

of the people of '76 should have so degenerated in

forty years as to forget to estimate the importance
of that period, and the virtues of those who stamp-
ed its character. I do not believe that the age will

continue to risk the imputation. We have abroad

amongst our people a more truly American, and less

of a foreign feeling, than we ever could boast of,

since my maturity. A bold and faithful assertion of

this feeling, such as II. Niles has never failed to

express with true republican freedom and simpli-

city, has contributed to establish for his publica-
tion a character that must be the most grateful re-

ward for his application
—I feel proud to believe

that I know him well enough to know how much he
e teems the public sentiment, and this sentiment

requires that he should use all possible means to

accomplish the proposed undertaking. The mate-

rials lie scattered in libraries of private citizens, or

are preserved as sacred relicts of departed friends
—Call them forth and promise them a station in

history and in literature, and you will find that they
will be liberally lent for the purpose. I do not

know that fortune has bequeathed me any that will

be worthy of the collection; but if I find one, I

shall feel it a duty that I owe posterity- to give it

to you."

Relations with Spain.
We have a pamphlet of nearly 80 pages contain-

ing "the message of the president transmitting the

correspondence between the United States and

Spain, relative to the subjects in controversy be-

tween the two nations," complying with the resolu-

tion of the senate of the 20th instant.

We have given these documents an entire exa-

mination, and do not consider them of that import-
ant character we were led to expect of them; nor

indeed ofsufficient interest to induce us to derange
the week's business to give them a place in this

paper—but they shall be inserted in coarse. The

following brief remarks on the correspondence from

the National Intelligencer of Tuesday last, may sa-

tisfy the general curiosity for the present.
"The documents appear naturally to divide them-

selves into three chapters.
The first series in chronological order, but sc»

cond in the order of publi ration, and arranged un-

der letter B, comprises a continuation of the cor-

respondence between Mr. secretary Monroe and

the Spanish minister, the first part of which, it will

be recollected, was communicated to congress at

their last session, and was then the subject of much

public and private remark.
The second series, in the order of time, but last

in that of publication (under the letter C.) compri-
ses the discussion and correspondence between our

minister in Sp.tin (Mr. Eavixri,) and the Spanish
minister of foreign affairs, which terminated in a

transfer of the negociation to Washington by the

Spanish government, on the ground of alleged want

of time to enter into it a Madrid.
The third series as to date, but first in the order

of publication, and first also in importance a* shew-

ing the actual posture of our relations with Spain
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Comprises the recent correspondence between Mr.

'Secretary Monroe and Don Luis dk Onis, in conse-

quence of the transfer of negociationS by the Spa-
nish government to this place. From tills corres-

pondence, which appears to have terminated no

longer ago than on Friday last, it appears that the

Spanish minister, though he lias his powers from his

government to treat, has, after all, no instructions.

Thus, then, the matter rests. The discussion is

unreasonably delayed, not to sav evaded, of our ex-

isting differences with Spain; and every thing re-

specting them is in suspense. We do not discover
those features of hostility, on the whole view of the

case, winch report had taught us to expect; but it

is quite clear, from the general aspect of these do-

cuments, that our relations with Spain are far from

being in a satisfactory state.

Van Wart, Paulding and Williams-
The following full, clear and conclusive vindication

of the three patriotic mitilia-men, who arrested mil).

Andre, against the charges of col. Tallmadge, in
the house of representatives of the United States, is

copiedfrom the .Yew-York Courier of the 17th ult.

IVe do not regret thai what was never before doubted

hy the public is now unquestionably proved; but are

sorry that a man like col Tallmadge should have so

committed himself, ivhile -ve rejoice in his discomfi-
ture IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A LASTING SUBJECT OF

REGRET, INDEED, IF UK HAD SUCCEEDED IN ANNI-
HILATING THE FAIREST PAGE OF THE ANNALS OF
FltEKDOM AN INCIDENT TENDING, MORE THAN ANY
OTHER WE KNOW OF, TO RAISE US A NATIONAL
CI1 \KACTEIl, AND TO GIVE TO THE PEOPLE THE
COMMON PEOPLE, A JUST ESTIMATE OF THEMSELVES.
Colonel Benjamin Tallmadge, a member of the

house of representatives of the United States, in a

speech which he lately delivered in that body, ven-
tured to ascribe to the celebrated captors of Andre,
a character the most infamous and detestable; and
to their conduct on that occasion, motives the most
sordid and odious. He accused those men of be-

ing as often in the camp of the enemies of their

country, as in our own; of being men, destitutue
not only of patriotism, but ofcommon honesty and
honor; of belonging to that detestable gang usual-

ly known by the name of Cow-boys, lie charged
them, in effect, therefore, with being the vilest of
thieves and robbers; and in doing so, represented
general Washington and the congress as bestowing
tlte public praise and the public bounty upon wretch-
es, utterly base and contemptibLe, from mere mo-
tives of policy. There was in this attempt, an in-

trepidity worthy of a better cause; Inf. at the same
time a rashness which he will never cease to re-

pent. Col. Tallmadge has endeavored to tear the
fairest leaf from our history, and to deprive the yeo-
manry of our country of a theme in which they glo-
ried, and of an example, whose influence is not less
extensive and important, than was that of the im-
mortal William Tell. If he has done so, when
there was the least possibility that he might be in

error; he could never upon reflection justify him-
self.—But if iiehas done so upon slight, upon ve-

ry slight grounds; not from his own knowledge, but
from the calumnies of the envious, and the mere
suspicions of an enemy, he has incurred a respon-
sibility, which he must meet: a responsibility from
which the personal respect with which he may have
been heretofore regarded, ought not to protect him,
nor general coincidence of political opinion to re-
lease him.

< Tpon what grounds did the colonel accuse these

men of b<ing Cow-boys? of being as often in the
enemy's camp, as in our own? Did lie know tiie

facts? If lie did, he must have seen them steal; he
must have seen them in the enemy's camp! But he
does not pretend this What then is the evidence
of these facts? At most, hearsay

—which might in-

deed be true—but it might also, be, as In fact it

was, false? This evidence was assuredly too loose,
for the charge he advanced—against men whose ser-
vice had certainly been important; and who, absent,
were not in a condition to justify themselves. The
colonel is a christian.—Did he here observe the
golden rule? The colonel has his enemies: how
would he feel, if the community should judge of
Ids character, by their calumnies?
The utmost that can be said in palliation of coL

Tallmadge's conduct, is, that he believed what he
said to be true. He believed them to be Cow-boy
plunderers, because he heard so! He believed they
would have permitted Andre to proceed, if lie had
had more to give them, because Andre said he was
of that opinion! Upon such grounds the colonel

employed the weight of his character, and the au-

thority of his place, to consign to infamy the three
men who had saved West-Point and the army!
There is not a court of justice in Christendom

which would not spurn such evidence. There can
therefore be no fear that it will be received by a

grateful people.—And although we are fully per-
suaded that nothing has appeared to put the accused
upon their defence, yet we proceed gratuitously, to

lay before our readers, such conclusive testimony
as will satisfy the whole world.

And first, aS to these men being Cow-boys. Their
neighbors would be, of all others, most likelv to
know the fact, if it were so; and the annexed "cer-

tificate from men, aged and venerable, will show
that they were not even suspected. But the oath
of Mr. Van Wart is decisive.

As to the second point, whether the captors of
Andre would have released him for a very large
bribe, provided he could immediately have paid it,

that is a circumstance which could be known only
by themselve*.—And Mr. Van Wart expressly denies
the imputation in the annexed affidavit.

The only possible question that can remain is,
whether the witness is worthy of credit. To this

point, we bring men who have known him from his

infancy; men, whose venerable hairs are silvered by
age; they speak to us from the vei-ge of the grave;
and they unite in the declaration that no man is

more entitled to be believed, than Isaac Van Wart.
The nature of the case does not admit of testimo-

ny more prcise, perfect and conclusive. The refu-

tation is solemnly sworn to, and by a man who, in

moral and religious deportment during along luej
has had no superior.

Isaac Van IVart's Affidavit.
Isaac Van Wart, of the town of Mount Pleasant,

in the county of Westchester, being duly sworn,'
doth depose and s,ty, that he is one of three persons,
who arrested major Andre during the American re-

volutionary war, and conducted him to the Ameri-
can camp. That he, this deponent, together .With
David Williams and John Paulding, had secreted
themselves at the side of the highway, for the pur-
pose of delecting any persons coming from, or hav-

ing unlawful intercourse with the enemy, being be-
tween the two armies; a service not uncommon in

those times. That this deponent and his companions
were armed with muskeis; and upon seeing major
Andre approach the place where they were conceal-

ed, they rose and presented their muskets at him,
and required .him to stop, which he did. He tJi«fc
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afked them whether they belonged to his party ?

and then they asked him which was Ids party? to

which he replied, the lower party.
—Upon which

they, deeming a little stratagem, under such cir-

cumstances, not only justifiable, but necessary,

gave him to understand that they were of his party;

upon winch he joyfully declared himself to be a

britisti officer, and told them, that he had been out

upon very particular business. Having ascertained

thus nnicii, this deponent and his companions
undeceived him as to their characters, declaring
themselves to be Americans, and that he must
consider himself their prisoner. Upon this, with

aseming unconcern, he said he had a pass from gene-
ral Arnold, which he exhibited, and then insisted

pn their permitting him to proceed. But they told

hini thai as he had confessed himself to be a British

officer, thay deemed ii to be their duty to convey
him to the American camp; and then took him into

a wood, a short distance from the highway, in order

to guard against being surprised by parties of the

enemy, who were frequently reconnoitering in that

neighborhood. That when they had him in the

wood, they proceeded to search him, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining who and what he was, and found

inside of Iris stockings and boots next to his bare

feet, papers, which satisfied them, that he was a

spy. Major Andre now showed them his gold
watch, and remarked that it was evidence of his

being a gentleman, and also promised to make
them any reward they might name, if they would

Bu{ permit him to proceed, which they refused. He
then told them, that if they doubted the fulfilment

of his promise, they might conceal him in some
secret place, and keep him there, until they could

send to New York, and receive their reward. And
this deponent expressly declares, that every offer

made by major Andre to them was promptly and

resolutely refused. And for himself he solemnly
deciars that he had not, and he does most sincerely
believe that Paulding and Williams had not, any
intention of plundering their prisoner; nor did they
confer with each other, or even hesitate, whether

they should accept his promises, but on the con-

trary they were, in the opinion of this deponent,

governed, like himself, bv a deep interest in the

Cause of the country, and a strong sense of duty.
And this deponent further says, that he never visited

the British camp, nor does lie believer or suspect
that either Paulding or Williams ever did, except
that Paulding was once before Andre's capture, and
once afterwards-, made a prisoner by the British, as

this deponent has been informed and believes. And
this deponent for himself expressly denies that he
ever held any unlawful traffic or any intercourse

whatever with the enemy. And, appealing solemnly
to that omniscient Being, at whosetribunal he must
soon appear, he doth expressly declare that all

accusations, charging him therewith, are utterly
untrue. ISAAC VAN WART.

'

Sworn this 28th day of January, 1817, before

Jacob Radcliff.

ther certify, that the said Paulding and Williams
are not now resident among us, but that Isaac Van
Wart is a respectable freeholder of the town of
Mount Pleasant, that we are well acquainted with

him, and we do not hesitate to declare our belief
that there is not an individual in the county of

Westchester, acquainted with Isaac Van Wart, who
would hesitate to describe him as a man of a sober,
moral, industrious and religious life—as a man whose

integrity is as unimpeachable as his veracity is un-
doubted. In these respects no man in the county of
Westchester is his superior.

JONATHAN G. TOMPKINS, aged 81 years.
JACOB PURUY, aged 77 vears.
JOHN ODELL, aged 60 years.
JOHN BOYCE, aged 72 years.
J. REQUA, aged 57 vears.

WILLIAM PAULDING, aged 81 years.
JOHN REQUA, aged 54 years.
ARCHER READ,' aged 64 years.
GEORGE COMB, aged 72 vears.
GILRERT DEAN, aged 70 "vears.

JONATHAN ODELL, aged' 87 vears.

CORNELES VANT TASSEL, aged 71 years.
THOMAS BOYCE, aged 71 years.
TUNIS LINT, aged 71 years".

JACOBUS DYCK.MAN, agad 68 years.
WILLIAM HAMMOND.
JOHN ROMER.

We the subscribers, inhabitants of the county of

Westchester, do certify, that during the revolu-

tionary war we were well acquainted with Isaac

Van Wart, David Williams, and John Paulding, who
arrested major Andre; and that at no time during
the revolutionary war, was any suspicion ever

entertained by their neighbors or acquaintances
that they or either of them held any undue inter-

course with the enemy. On the contrary, they
were universally esteemed, and taken to be ardent
and faithful in the cause of the country. We, fur-

CHARACTER OF ANDRE.
The preceding refutation of the charges of colonel

Tallmadge was sufficient, perhaps, to put the

subject at rest without the annexed statement

affecting major Andre himself. He is dead, and
his faults ought to be forgotten. But as the repu.
tation he obtained (far beyond his deserts), lias

been brought forward to destroy that of other

men, his equals, at least, in honor and honesty—
we feel it right to insert the following, from the

Philadelphia True American of Saturday last.

Mk. Stiles,—As colonel Tallmadge's attempt in

the house of representatives to deprive Van Wart
and his companions of the credit usually bestowed
on them for the arrest of major Andre, has excited

considerably,public attention, perhaps the following
anecdote, which is derived from the most undoubted

authority, may not be uninteresting. Andre was in

Philadelphia with the English army, and was quar-
tered at the house of Dr. Franklin, in which the
doctor's furniture and very valuable library had
been left. When the British were preparing- to eva-
cuate the city, *M. de Simetere, who was an intimate
friend of Andre, called to take leave, and found
him busily engaged in packing up and placing
amongst his own bag-gage, a number of the most va-

luable books belonging to Dr. Franklin. Shocked
and surprised at the procedure, he told him, in

order that he might be influenced by the highly
honorable conduct of gen. Kniphausen, who had
been quartered at gen. Cadwallader's house, that that

officer sent for the agent of the latter, gave him an

inventory which he had caused his steward to make
out on his first taking possession; told him he
would find every thing in proper order, even to

some bottles of wine in the cellar, and paid him rent
for the time he occupied it. Not so with Andre,
he quietly carried off' his plunder, i have often

thought his character owes many of the beams which

*Simetere waa a native of Genoa, who had settled

in Philadelphia, and was the person who laid the
foundation of the valuable museum now belongiug
to Mr. Peale.
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play pound it to the fascination of Miss. Seward's

verse and description, of which he was by no means

worthy, though there can be no doubt but he was

a gallant soldier and in some respects an honest

man.

Legislature of South- Carolina.
The journal" of the legislature, on the bill to incorporate the

Winyaw anJ Wando canal company, which grants great chartered

rights to the persons petitioning, presents ns with the two following

j>rote.its, one from a member of each house:

The following protest was made, and ordered to be entered on the

journals of the house, viz. . .

Whereas, 1 conceive every grant of power, which gives privile-

ges and exemptions to any man, or set of men, which is denied to

the citizens generally, dang-rous, and in direct violation of the

spirit of the constitution- -and whereas, the Winyaw and Wando

company, is incorporate in perpetuity, and exempt forever from

taxation, by a vote of this house; I hereby enter and reserve my
protest, in solemn form, upon the journals of this house, grounded

upon the following objectionable features in the said bill :

1st. An unlimited power to acquire and hold personal and real

estate, thereby creating a monied aristocracy; an aristocracy the

most dangerous to the liberties of a free government.
2d. The grant of an exclusive right oi steam navigation, to the

said company, for ten years after the said canal intended to be

made, is completed: which exclusion is a monopoly, and against

the spirit of the government.
3d. A perpetual exemption from taxation, and a power to levy

upin the citizens, the unusually high interest of twenty-five per
«enr.

4tb. A grant of these privileges and exemptions, in perpetuity,

thereby rendering the creature of legislative creation, for ever in-

dependent of its creator, and destroying that responsibility which

•ught to exist in the pi-raises.
JOHN L. WILSON of fVimjaw.

The following protest was made, and ordered to be entered on

the journals of the senate, viz.

Whereas monopoli s and perpetual charters, granting exclusive

pmileges to any body of persons, are hostile to the true interests

of any government, and are more especially repugnant to the

principles of a republic, unless snbject, in some measure, to the

contruling power of the state:

I do, therefore, solemnly protest against that part of the act, in-

corporating the Winyaw awd Wando canal company, whioh de-

prives the state of the right to tax the property ofthe said company,
until the members of the same shall, from the profits of their

establishment, receive the amount of their capital, and the annual

interest of fourteen per cent, on the same.

First. Because the said exemption amounts, in etfect, to a per-

petual exemption from taxation; and the clause deprives the state

of the controling power that they ongbt to have retained over a

company, who will hold under its control, the inland navigation of

a considerable part of the state of South Carolina.

Secondly. Because, as there is no limitation to the amount of the

capital of this company, a privilege is given, by which property, to

an unlimited amount, may be holden by individuals, without the

state possessing the right, when it may be d«emed just and expe-

dient to impose on such property, a part of the burdens of the

country. CHAPMAN LEVY.

District tonnage of the United States.

Letter from the secretary of the treasury, transmit-

ting the annual statement of the district tonnage
of the United States, on the 31st December, 1815;

with an explanatory letter from the register of

the treasury.
—January 17, 1817. Headland or-

dered to lie upon the table.

Treasury Department, January \6lh, 1817.

Sin,—I have the honor to transmit the annual

statement of the tonnage of the United States, on

the 31st day of December, 1815; with a letter from

the register explanatory of the same.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect,

sir, your most obedient servant,
WM. H. CRAWFORD.

The honorable the speaker,
/louse of representatives.

Tiieasury Department,
Register's office, January 9th, 1C17.

Sin—I have the honor to transmit the annual

statement to the 3lst December, 1815, of the dis-

trict tonnage of the United States.

Tons. 95ihs.

The registered tonnage, as corrected

at this office, for the year 1815, is

stated at 854,291 74

The enrolled and licensed tonnage is

staled at ..... 475,665 43
The fishing vessels at 3<%167 57

Amounting to 1,363,127 78

The tonnage on which d".Me4 were
collected during t!ie year 1815,
amounted as follows:

Registered tonnage paving duty on
each voyage .... 694,754 59

Enrolled and licensed tonnage employ-
ed in the coasting trade, paying an

annual duty .

'

. . . . 374,836 13

Fishing vessels, the same . . 33,222 69
i.

1,102,813 26
JS'ote.—Duties were alss paid

on tonnage owned bv citi-

zens of the United States,

engaged in foreign trade,
not registered, . ll,70S 93

Ditto, coasting trade 512 47

12,221 45

Total amount of tonnage on which du-
ties were collected . . . 1,115,034 71

The registered tonnage being correct-

ed for the year 1815, according to

the mode prescribed for the govern-
ment of the collectors of the several

districts, as stated in the communi-
cation made to congress the 271 h
February, 1802, and in conformity
with the intimation contained in the

register'.-; letter of the 7th Decem-
ber, 1811, may be considered nearly
the true amount of that description
of tonnage . . . . . 854,294 74

The enrolled and licensed tonnage is

stated at the amount upon which
the annual duty was collected in

1815, on that description of tonnage,
and may be considered as nearly
the true amount . . . . Sr4,836 13

Fishing vessels the same . . . 33,222 69

The district tonnage of the United
States is stated at . 1,262,353 61

Of the enrolled and licensed tonnage amounting,
as before stated, to 475,665 44 tons there was em-
ployed in the whale fishery 1,229 92 tons.

I beg leave to subjoin a statement, marked A, of
the tonnage for the year 1815, compared with the
amount thereof as exhibited in the preceding an-
nual statement for 1&14; with notes in relation to
the increase of the register* d and enrolled tonnage,
respectively, in 1815. By this statement it appeal ;,

that the total amount of new vessels built in the
several districts of the United States, in 1815, was

Registered tonnage . 106,079 33
Enrolled do. . . 48,545 06

Total amount Tons 154,621 39

I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, sir,

Your obedient humble servant,
JOSEPH NOUUSE, Register.

Hon. JJ'm. If. Crawford,

Secretary of the treasury,-
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ABSTRACT
Of the tonnage of the shipping of the several districts of the United States, on the last dav of Dec. 181$,
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To the preceding is attached a table headed,
4 Dr.—the general statement of tonnage accounts, shevi-

.*ig the increase of tonnage from the 3lst of December,

1814, to the olst of December, 1815, inclusive— CV."

Thi3 shews a difference in favor of the real increase

of registered tonnage of 106,4-85 tons, and in favor

of the enrolled of 43,782 tons, for the year 1815.

RERISTEHED TONNAfiE.

Bv the returns of the collectors during the year

1815, there were built 134 ships. 193 brigs, 198

schooners and 27 sloops, equal to 106,G£9 tons;

and captured in the late war and condemned in

1315, SO ships, 78 brigs, 42 schoonets and 4 sloops—34.3S6 tons, registered.

By the same returns—there were sold to foreign-

ers IJ ships, 11 brigs, 38 schooners, and 6 sloops
—

9,227 tons; lost at sea, 15 ships, 33 brigs, 32

schooners, and 6 sloops—14,241 tons; captured in

he late war, by the return of 1815, 12 ships, 19

brigs, 14 schooners and 4 sloops
—8,260 tons; and

condemned as uiseaworthy, 2 ships, 9 brigs, and 5

schooners—2,250 tons.

ENROLLED TOWAGE.
Bv the collectors' returns for 1815, there were

built 2 ships, 31 brigs, 482 schooners, and 257

sloops
—48,545 tons; and captured in the late war

and condemned in 1815, 6 brigs, and 13 schooners
—2,213 tons, enrolled.

And sold to foreigners, 1 ship, 1 schooner, and 1

sloop—355; lost at sea 39 schooners, and 2 sloops—3.262 tons; captured during the war, 1 brig, 35

schooners and 13 sloops
—2;

805 tons; condemned as

unseaworthy, 7 schooners, 13 sloops
—1,053 tons.

The amount of tonnage captured in the late war

and condemned in 1815, is—
Registered . . 34,385
Enrolled . . 2,213

36,599

Captured by the enemy, by the re-

turns of 1815—
Registered . . . 8,260

Enrolled . . . 2,305

I have the honor to be, with great respect, yovi
obedient servant, GEO. GRAHAM,

Acting secretary of war.
The hon. Henry Clay, speaker
of the house of representatives.

(A.)
Sir—In the conferences we have had the honov

to have with yon, in relation to the claim of the
state of Massachusetts, for expences incurred, and

supplied furnished, for the service of the militia of
that state, for the general security and protection
during the late war, with the adjustment of winch
claim we have been charged, it lies been our wish,
ae we have before made known to you, to conduct
the examination and settlement of the account with
the respect a>>d deference always due to the highest
public functionaries of the nation, and to pursue
that course, which, while it would do justicc'to the
state we on this occasion have the honor to repre-
sent, would also best comport with the convenience
and wishes of the executive of the United States,
to whom, in the first instance, we considered it

most proper to apply.
We understand, from the laws passed in the years

1795 and 1814, authorizing under certain circum-

stances, detachments of the militia on the requisi-
tion of the president of the United States, that the

expences incurred, in consequence of such requi-
sitions, have been liquidated and paid by the ge-
neral government; and that where the militia has
been ordered by state authority into service, with-
out the request of the president, and the occasion

has, in the opinion of the executive of the United

States, justified the call for their services, that a

subsequent recognition has been considered as

equal to a previous requisition; and that on this

construction of the powers given, by the laws bo
fore mentioned, to the president, very h rge claims
have been admitted and paid, in whole or in part,
either by advances or on final adjustment, to se-

veral of the states who have presented them.
On this ground, therefore, and justly presuming

on the distribution of that equal and exact justice
to all the members of this great family of states,
which alone could furnish the vital principle of their

union, and which undoubtedly will govern the con-
duct of the general goverument on this and on all

other occasions} we have hoped, that the account

tetter from the acting secretary of war transmit-! we had the honor to present would have been ad-

ting information relative to the claims of the) mitted, at least to an investigation on its merits; and
state of Massachusetts for payment of the ex- 1 that, as the simplest and most easy method of ex-

pences of the militia, ordered out by the execu- lamination that presented itself, we should be al-

tive authority of the state, during the late war. ' lowed to take up the several items which composed
February 20, U'17.— Read and ordered to lie omit in succession, in the order in which they had been

the table. ! arrang ed, and to offer them for admission or rejec-

Department of War, F>b. 18/A, 1817. tiori, accordingly as the judgment or sense of duty
Sin—In obedience to the resolution of the house 'of the head of the department, or the proper officer

of representatives of the 14th inst. directing the designated for the purpose, might determine: not

secretary of war "to lay before the house any infor- expecting that a cLim for any espence would be al-

jnation in the possession of that department relative; lowed, unless it were sho>vn, that the occasion

to the claims of the s»ate of Massachusetts fur pay-
ment of the expe'ices of the militia ordered cut by

10,553

Difference Tons 26,034

Massachusetts' Claims.

the executive authority of the state, during the

late war," lhave the honor to transmit the enclos-

ed documents. That marked A, is a copy of the

communication, with the accompanying documents,
made to this department by James Lloyd, and Wil-
liam H. Summer, esquires, agents on the part of
the state of Massachusetts. B, is a copy of the

answer given by this department to that communi-
cation; and C, is a copy of a communication made
by the secretary of war to the chairman of the mili-

tary committee of the senate, on the 7th of Febru-

ary* 1815, with the accompanying documents.

'called for its being incurred—that the service was
both effectually and economically rendered, and
that it has been fully and honorably paid for by the

stat< .

This course we regret extremely to find is not

acceptable to the executive, if we were correctly

impressed by the conversations which we h;<d the

honor to hold with you, the result of which, we
understand to be, that t'.e'expencco not having been
incurred under the authority of the United Slates,

and the governor ofMassachusetts, having omitted

to place the militia of the state under the officer*

of the general government, no account of this kind

could be received for examination at the depart,--
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ment, w ithout an antecedeni rccoyini i< by the pre-

sident of the United States of the several cases uu-

der which the expence arose.

We cannot but lamcnttniscoursebeingnow taken,

because we do not learn that it has been asked in

any other instance to be pursued so much in detail,

as
'

.•. e now presume it to be required, in reference

to the claim of Massachusetts; because it will un-

avoidably entail a considerable delay in classing

anew the various expences of the same bodies of

militia, as thev were at different times called into

service, under separate heads or occasions; and may
require a minuteness of evidence in support of the

urgency of their being employed, which the noto-

riety of the occasi >ns at the time they occurred,

and the line of conduct understood to be adopted
towards oilier claims, was not supposed to require;

and which evidence is not, even now in all its parts,

probably in existence as a matter of record, and

must therefore, in many instances, still remain to

be collected in an official or authentic shape, if this

rigor in point of form should be adhered to.

It is undoubtedly true, and neither a wish is felt,

nor a direction been received to conceal the fact,

that a difference of opinion has unfortunately exist-

ed bet.veen the general government of the United

States and the government of Massachusetts, re-

specting the constitutional powers in 'he former in

relation to the control of the militia of the several

states in the union; and it is greatly to be deprecat-
ed that a difference in the construction of consti-

tutional powers should ever excite other sentiments

than those of a reciprocal respect, and a mutual

disposition, after dispassionate consideration, to

amend what may be defective and to provide a reme-

dy for the evils of the future, from the inconvenien-

eiesofthe past; and, more especially should this be

the case in a government founded on dte choice of

enlightened freemen, to secure the enjoyment of ra-

tional liberty to themselves and their posterity
—

and the chief preservation of the purity and conse-

quent duration of which must spring from the jea-

lous vigilance with which all questionable expan-
sions of power ought to be viewed, either on the

part of the general government or that of the states

—and which disposition, therefore, instead of meet-

ing the frowns, would appear to be entitled to the

support and encouragemem of every friend of the

present form of government, and who would wish

to maintain and transmit it, resting on its existing

foundations, pure and unimpaired to distant gene-
rations. And in a more particular manner, should

this disposition of mutual respect and deference for

conflicting opinions prevail, where the event has

happily proved the evils apprehended to flow from

them to be those of imagination, rather than of

reality
—and when the prosperous circumstances of

the country admit the people of the United States,

the legitimate fountain of all power, peaceably to

adopt that corrective which their ardent desire to

secure and preserve their own rights, and those of

the general and state governments, as defined by
their respective constitutions, will undoubtedly in-

duce them to apply, should they consider the oc-

casion as requiring it.

The point in discussion, that of the constitution-

al control of the militia, and the extent to which it

has been given to the general government, or is re-

tained by the states respectively, has from the first

adoption of the federal constitution, been perhaps
a question more doubtful and interesting

in its na-

ture, and has given rise to a greater diversity of

opinion anion? the most eminent statesmen of the

Terence of sentiment, that can he brought into con-

troversy under any other provision of that consti-

tution.

Without meaning to sustain or scarcely to enter

into the argument, it is on the one hand conceded,
that a denial of the construction given by the gene-
ral government, would lessen the powers, and
under certain circumstances materially impair the

strength of the nation, while on the other, the

admission to the fullest extent, of the doctrines,
that the executive of the union is to be the only

judge "of the emergencies, under which the militia

is to be brought into the service of the United

States, at the time and in the manner which it might
think expedient; and that when so brought into ser-

vice, the militia can by the junction of a large num-
ber of their men, to a mere skeleton of regular
troops, be in fact officered by the United States,
and that the executives of the several states, con-

trary to their own belief in the existence of such

emergencies, would be bound to bow before this

tribunal, erected in the breast of a single individual,
and to yield implicit obedience to such opinion,
must, after the surrender of the several states, of
the principle sources of their revenue, place them
entirely at the mercy or disposition of any future
tenant of power; strip the individual states of their

physical, as well as fiscal force, and would scarcely
leave them in possession of even the remnant of
that sovereignty, and self-dependence, which some
of them undoubtedly supposed they had retained;
but it is repeated, it is not intended to discuss this

question, further than to prove, that with the most
correct views, different sentiments may honestly
and intelligently exist, with regard to it: and that

at any rate, the opinion adopted for the time by-

Massachusetts, was one, fairly and deliberately

formed by the governor of a large and respecta-
ble state; himself a statesman of forty years' ex-

perience, in the highest offices in the country, and
with the advice of his council; was corroborated

by a judicial tribunal commanding the highest res-

pect where known, and who are by the constitu-

tion of the state, bound to give their opinion "upon
important questions of law, and upon solemn oc-

casions," to the executive; was an opinion confirmed

by the legislature, and sanctioned by the people,

by their reiterated support and election to office

of the same public agents, who adopted and avowed
it; an opinion, therefore, entitled to great respect
under all circumstances, and meriting every con-
sideration which the most deliberate judgment
could give to it, and perhaps requiring the settle-

ment of a point so interesting in itself, and so open
to controversy, in the mode pointed out by the

constitution, by an amendment explanatory of its

powers, as applied to the rights of the general go-
vernment, and the states, in the employment of the

militia, in the cases contemplated by the constitu-

tion.

This course has already been recommended by
the executive of a highly respectable state, (South-

Carolina,) not interested in the immediate question
to be adopted by its legislature, and seems to be
that best founded in reason and expediency and
the one which might be attended with the hap-
piest effects hereafter, in preventing misconstruc-
tions or collisions of opinion, when they might
become injurious to the public safety, if the sub-

ject wevc left in its present unsettled state. At

any rate, in a government yet in its infancy
— in a

government of experiment, which had never before

tested, or attempted to exercise its powers, in a

country and probably allows of* a more honest dif- foreign war. and under a state of public sentimeiu,
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unprecedented in former times, it cannot be wished

or expected by any part of the community, that a

difference of opinion relative to the extent of con-

stitutional powers, sanctioned as was that formed

by the state of Massachusetts, whether correct or

erroneous in itself, can be suffered after the services

have been rendered, and the protection wanted, in

a great measure, obtained, to remain as a lasting

source of irritation, or to operate as a pecuniary
mulct upon a brave and free people,ivho first reared

the standard that ultimately, by the common efforts

of the nation, waved triumphantly over the esta-

blished independence of the country, and who in

that war, as well as in the last, furnished their full

proportion of those who filled its armies and fought
its battles.

Still less, if possible, can it for a moment be be-

lieved, that a claim thus founded on a necessary and.

unavoidable defence for the general safety, against
a common enemy, and not amounting in the whole

to one third of the sum which is contributed to-

wards the revenues of the United States in a single

year, by a single port of the state that advanced it,

can be retained as a lure for political subserviency,
or its liquidation be withheld for the advancement

of party purposes; a doctrine too discreditable to

receive a moment's confidence, and requiring from

the undersigned an apology for its introduction,

only to be derived from the public avowal and re-

commendation that has been made of it, and the

expression of their perfect conviction, it will meet,
both from the high officers of government, and from

the people of the United States, the reprobation it

deserves.

We cannot, therefore, but feel confident that

the rightful and constitutional remedy before no-

ticed, if it should appear, in the good judgment of

congress, to be needful, will be resorted to, and

that the claim of the state of Massachusetts will

be admitted and repaid by the general government.
Under the influence of these impressions, we beg
leave to state, as the origin of this claim, and as

matter of notoriety, that at the commencement of

the war, the regular troops, perhaps not exceed-

ing, at the time, a man to a mile of the exposed
sea-coast of Massachusetts, were, at a very early

period, withdrawn to the northern frontier; that

after the first year of the war, the maritime bor-

der of the state was frequently threatened by the

enemy; that a part of it was actually invaded, and

a very commanding naval and military position in

it, unassailable when once fortified and possessed,
without a superior naval force, except with great
and nearly inevitable destruction, was secured and

retained by the enemy; thus cutting off and keep-

ing in some degree, under his control, a large
division of the state, depriving it of the power of

military co-operation, or of a safe and easy inter-

course with the capital or the government; that the

harbors along the cost were frequently annoyed—
expeditions for further conquest menaced, and pre-

parations made for effecting it: that several ports
in the state were entered—the vessels in them, in

some instances, burnt: that small, defenceless towns
* were laid under contribution; that predatory in-

cursions and alarms, constantly prevailed; and that

the security and protection of the inhabitants of

the state, from further aggression and insult, were
derived from the services of the militia, in the way
in which they were rendered, and in which, from
various circumstances, there is reason to believe,
the defence of the state, by the militia, could alone

have been made effectual.

The circumstances relative to the calls for the

service of the militia having been communicated to

congress by the department, and for the greater
part printed, we will not trespass upon your time

further, in relation to them, than to remark, that
the first call was made in consequence of the letter

of the honorable William Eustis, written prior to
the declaration of war; and when that event still re-

mained suspended in a very doubtful scale, and that

none of the constitutional emergencies did, at the

time, exist, or were expected by the government
of Massachusetts speedily to occur, nor did they
occur, to any extent of impartance, until two years
after the request of general Dearborn, on the 22d
of June, under the authority given him on the 12th
of that month. Rut shortly after the declaration of

war, to wit, on the 3d of July, 1812, the executive
of Massachusetts issued the general order, (No 1,)
which accompanies the present communication, for

the purpose of placing the militia of the common-
wealth in the most effective possible state, "ex-

citing their love of country, and exhorting them to

be obedient to the provisions and intentions of the

laws in every respect, and to be ready, with alacri-

ty and effect, to defend their constitutional rights
and liberties," and apprising them, in case of in-

vasion, or imminent danger thereof, they were to

march without delay, and when in the actual ser-

vice of the United States, to be pLced under the

orders of the president thereof. This order was

sent, the same day it was issued, to general Dear-

born, and, shortly after this, a body ofmilitia, con-

sisting of three companies, was placed in the ser-

vice of the United States, at Eastport, under the

orders of general Boyd.
The next request received by the governor was

in July, 1814, when the probability of attack hav-

ing increased, the general requested eleven hun-
dred men might be ordered out for the defence of
the more exposed parts of the sea coast. This or-

der was complied with; the troops placed ujn!er the

authority of the United States, and the service per-
formed—part of the said iroops, to the number re-

quested by general Dearborn, having been station-

ed at Castine and Machias, prior to the capture of

those places by the enemy.
•On the 5th September, 1814, general Dearborn

again made a requisition on the governor of Massa-
chusetts for a body of militia, when the general or-

der No. 2, herewith presented, was issued on the

6th of the same month, and every measure taken to

guard against the attacks of the enemy. A consi-

derable body of the elite of the militia, from the

interior, was ordered into immediate service, and
marched and encamped on the sea board, and
the whole of the militia were enjoined to hold

themselves in constant readiness, and were called

upon "by every motive of love of country, of ho-

nor, and sympathy for their fellow-citizens, who

might be suffering the perils of war, to maintain the

most perfect state of preparation, and to move,
when called to the scene of action, with the utmost

celerity." But the difficulties which had arisen,

and the complaiuts that had been made, from plac-

ing the militia in the immediate service of the

United States, under United States' officers, on for-

mer occasions, had been such as to induce the be-

lief it would be inexpedient, if not hazardous, to

repeat the order without having the power to en-

force it. An arrangement was, however, subse-

quently m.nde with general Dearborn, to place part
of the militia in the forts of the United States, in

the harbor of Boston, under the direction of his

son, general H. S. Dearborn, and the very efficient

body of troops before mentioned were stationed iu
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v.he vicinity of the forts to reinforce and support
them
A fourth requisition was made by general Dear-

born to guard the prisoners at Pittsfleid, but the

same causes .perated, as in the other case, in ad-

dition to the belief that in the midst of a thickly
set+led population, the danger of escape from the

existing guard, or of insurrection, did not require
a compliance with the call: the event verified the

soundness of opinion.
These are all the culls for the militia which are

kno .:i to have been made, and i: is helieved it can
be shown that the omission to place the militia in

the service of 'lie United States was a matter of
form ratbetfthan of fact; thai the protection of the

coin, r, was never for a moment abandoned, and
that the militia wer<j assembled and in readiness to
act « ver emergencies appeared to require
them; that arrangements adopted were judicious,
and, in several instances, predicated upon the

wishes of the officers of 'he United States, or of
those who had the confidence of the general go-
vernment, or who were at the time, or subsequent-
ly, dcen into its service, as wid appear from the
co pondence of generals Dearborn, King, and
H S. Dearborn, and of commodore Baidbridge
and :i-.ill of the navy, presented in the na-

pe:- ki 1 3. 4, 5 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, '.') md also from the letter of the honorable
V.' .;• ies, late secretary of the navy.

I r .: be demonstrated, also, that the services
of militia, so rendered, were both frugal and-

ve, as large bodies of troops were never un-
n- >arily called into service, nor retained in it

li r tn:«ri r!ie occasion required
—that die con-

stan pearance, and probable knowledge of pre-
Rai !i "' • id r< idii eSs to repel attack, prevented
the advances or further depredation of the enemy;
w ile th< propriety of this mode of defence has
bei i idmitted, as we conceive, not only by the

1st. For the expences of the militia who w«re
called out by their respective officers, in conse-

quence of an attack, or threat, to lay small towns
a"nd defenceless places under contribution; or who
rallied suddenly against the depredatory incursions
of the enemy's ships and barges, most of whom
were in service only a few days at any one time,

having been discharged as soon as the danger
ceased; and for the pay and subsistence of small

guards and detachments, ordered out at the sug-
gestion of general Dearborn for the defence of se-

veral small villages whose shipping and property
were much exposed.

2d. For the payment and supplies of the militia,
who were detached and ordered into the service
of the United States, from the time they were mus-
tered in their several companies until they arrived,

at their places of rendezvous; and for the rations
and supplies furnished them, after they were re-

ceived into the service of the United States, none

having been provided for them at the time.
3d. For the pay and supplies ofthe militia march-

ed for, and employed in the defence of the Penob-
scot frontier, after the country, east that of river,

was taken possession of by the enemy.
4th. For theexpence of the militia who were de-

tached, agreeably to the request of the superin-
tendent of the military district, and offered to be

placed in the service of the United States, organiz-
ed according to law, which offer was accepted but
a short time before the period for which they were
detached had expired; by reason of which, and the

inability of the contractor on the station, to furnish
the supplies, they were retained in the service of
the state.

5th. For the expence of the militia at Portland,
which were called into service at the request of
the committee of safety of that town, at a time
when the enemy's fleet, with troops on board, was

lying on the coast; when great alarm existed in

co res mndence before referred to, and by the pay-
j

the town, and an attack was momently expected;
ments made under similar circmstances to other ; when the principal reliance for the defence of the
st ites, but also by 'lie dictum of a former secreta-

ry of war, promulgated at ;. period when, from the
absence of all causes of irritation, the roost dispas-
sionatejudgment could be formed, "that it is law-
ful for the governor of a slate, when the state may
be i ivaded, or in imminent danger of invasion, to
be the judge of the degree and duration of the

danger, and to apportion the defence to the ex-

igencies that presented," as appears from the re-

port of general Dearborn, made to the house of

representatives of the United States, February 3,
1803; and also from the opinion of general- Knox,
when in the same office, as expressed in his letter
of June 10th, 1793, to the governor of Georgia.—And the

utility and necessity of the said services
of the militia, as they were rendered, is still more

town was on the militia; and when the sea-coast
must have been protected by them, or abandoned
to the will of the enemy.

6th. For troops employed for the defence of i.n-

p'trtaiH exposed places, some of which were attack-

ed, and for the defence of which no troops -were re-

quested to be placed in the service of the United
States.

7th. For troops which at the request of the com-
mittee of safety of various towns, in time of alarm,
were marched in for the defence of those places,
more than those winch were placed, or offered to

be placed in the service of the United States, for
the defence of such places, and who were imme-
diately discharged on the cessation of danger.

Sth. For troops that were called in for the de-

the United States, and who weve stationed in its

vicinity to reinforce the garrisons of those forts,
in case of attack, and to prevent the enemy from

obtaining possession of the heights adjoining, which
>vn, and the United

fully and strongly confirmed by the fact that, when i fence of Boston, besides those placed in the forts of
so ordered into service, they received the recogni-
tion of general Dearborn, by the supplies of mus-
kets and munitions of war he, in certain cases and
to a considerable extent, furnished them with on
loan, or otherwise, from the stores of the United I commanded the forts, the to

States; and which had been requested of him ex-| States' navy yard
pressly for the use of such bodies of militia or-
dered into service for the general defence of the
seaboard.
The foregoing embracces :he chiefoutline ofthe

claim we have been instructed 1o presait, and we
proceed now, in compliance with the suggestion of
the department, to state that so far as we have at

present at command the means of judging, it mat-
be classed under, the following heads, to wit:

Dili. For troops which, at the request of the se-

veral naval commanders at Boston and Portsmouth,
and at the suggestion of general Dearborn, were
called out for the protection of the United Slates'

74 gun ships building at those places, and for the
defence of the ships of war of the United Staten,
which were chased into port: part of the evidence,
in reference to which, may be seen in the letters of

general Dearborn, commodore Bainbndge, a!ui
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cnptain Hull, and of adjutant general Brooks, who,

in consequence of the directions of the executive,

promptly complied with the requests made—order-

ed some cf the most effective and valuable corps in

the state into service, and informed the commo-
dore that the governor was "fully disposed to do

every thing in his power to aid in defending' the na-

vy yard, and the ships in the harbor, which his au-

thority by the constitution would admit."

10th. For an allowance to the militia for arms
and clothing', and the use of their horses when in

service.

proof, hereafterto be produced, being- satisfactory
established?

We will only extend the present letter by making-
known oar readiness and desire to afford any fur-

ther personal or other explanation on the subject to

which it relates, whenever you may have the good-
ness to inform us it would be acceptable to you to

receive it. And we also avail ourselves of the oc-

casion to express the due sense we entertain of the

urbanity and courtesy we have individually expe-
rienced, botli from the state and war departments,
in the intercourse we have had With them on the

11th. For die cost of procuring small arms,\ business committed to our charg-e

Requesting from you, sir, the favor of an answer
as soon as the importance of the subject and your
other various avocations will permit,
We have the honor to be, with sentiments of

great consideration, your respectful and obedient

servants,

(Signed) JAMES LLOYD,
W.VI. H. SUMNER

Washington, February 3, 1817
The honorable Geo. Graham, acting secretary of war.

Department of War, Feb. 9, 181".

Gentlemen—Your communication of the 3d inst. in

relation to the claim of the state of Massachusetts
for the reimbursement of expences incurred, and for

supplies furnished for the service of the militia du-

ring the late war, has received the consideration

due to it.

As it appears that, with one exception, the militia

on whose account the expences were incurred were
called out and kept in service by the state authori-

ties, independently of the authorities of the United
States: and were withheld from the command of the

officers of the United States, placed by the presi-
dent within the military district ofwhich Massachu-
setts formed a part, with authority to call for and
t:ke militia into the service of the United States: the

claim with which you have been charged is excluded
from the recognition of the executive authority of
the United States, by the principles explained in

the answer of the secretary of war to the commu-
nication of the governor of Massachusetts, of the 7th
of September, 1814, copies of which are herewith
enclosed. Those principles have been kept in view

by the executive of the United States, in all cases
where expences incurred by a state on account of
militia services have been assumed.

It follows from these observations, that no part of
the claim presented by you in behalf of the state of

Massachusetts, can be assumed by the executive,

except for such expences as were incurred "for the

laws of the United States—the usage under them, [payment and supplies of the militia, who were de-

and the opinion of the executive. The vouchers in tached and ordered into the service of the United

support of the claim shall be promptly furnished, as! States, from the time they were mustered in their

soon as we can ascertain what may be wanted and 'several companies, until they arrived at the places
can procure them from Massachusetts; but as we

j

of rendezvous, and for the rations and supplies fur-

oame unprepared for the exhibit, under the forminislied them after they were received into the Uni-

that has been prescribed, and are unwilling longer; ted States, none having been provided for them at

to delay this note for the receipt of further docu- the time."

which were distributed amonir the militia—ofO

mounting and transporting pieces of heavy ordnance
—

purchasing ammunition, tents, military stores,

and equipage. For barracks built and hired for the

troops, and damage done to individuals in their

property, by erecting forts, and occupying their

buildings as barracks.

12th, For the expences of materials furnished

for building platforms, magazines, furnaces, pickets
&.z. in forts ami batteries erected, in conformity
with the advice and suggestions of naval and mili

tary commanders of the United States.

13th. For the pay and supplies of the militia,

who were employed in fatigue duty in repairing,

extending, and strengthening theUnited States' forts

in various places, and for the cost of the materials

therefor—and for shot, and other supplies ofammu-
nition furnished to the commanders of those forts.

14th. For the pay and rations of the militia,

in the most exposed and important towns on the

sea-board, who were called out two days in the

week for discipline and exercise, agreeably to the

wishes of the officers of the United States.

15th. For the purchase of several large ship-,
and preparing them to be sunk in the main channel

©f Boston harbor, in concurrence with the opinion
•f naval and military commanders in the service of

the United States, for the security of the navigation,

towns, and navy yard; which vessels were sold af-

ter the peace, and the proceeds credited to the

United States.

The preceding specification offers to view, sir,

the principal heads of charges incurred and paid

fey the state, for the general defence and security

during the late war, which at present occur to us.

But we will omit, at this time, to burden you with

voluminous documents in their support, as we un-

derstand the judgment, with regard to them, is

to rest on principles, and not on details; and to be
determined by the authority given to the existing

ments, we ask leave to be considered as reserving to

the state, or its agents, the right hereafter to ex-

tend, alter or amend it, as a farther development
of the circumstances of the several items of the ac-

count, or the evidence in their support, may require.
Under this illustration of the claim, we have now

the honor to request you would be pleased to inform

us, whether the expences which have arisen under
the heads before enumerated, and which have been

paid by the state, will be admitted to an examination
at the war department? And if the whole should
not be so admitted, what part may be considered

by the executive as entitled to payment, on the

I have the honor to be, &c.
GEO. GRAHAM.

Messrs. James Lloyd and Wm. It. Sumner.

Hoads and Canals.
IS SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, FEB. 14, 1817

The committee uppointec on so much of the preside?u's

message as relates to roads and canals,
REPORT IN PART.
That on the general utility and national import-

ance of roads and canals, little remains to be added
to the stock of information now in possession of the
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senate, and to he found in the several reports made
on that subject. The committee, however, would
observe in addition, that the present period appears
to them peculiarly propitious and strongly invites

to the commencement and prosecution of such a sys-

tem of public improvement. To the pleasing
-

pros

pect of pe.ice abroad, we enjoy mutual confidence

and tranq lility at home; our resources are abundant;
our public revenue ample; our citizens at all times

general outline of such public worts, embracing
the United States generally, and consulting, as far
as practicable, the interest of each section of the
union; and which they conceive, in a further im-
proved state of our national industry, may be com-
pleted without embarrassment to the operations of
the treasury, or imposing additional burdens on the
people.
On the subject of national roads, the first that

evincing a willingness to make every sacrifice for
j

presents itself, and of primary importance, is a turn-
the public good and on whom perfect reliance may j

pike from Maine to Louisiana, passing through the
be placed, more especially when the contributions seat of the national government, and the principal
required must, when obtained and judiciously ap-jcities

and towns on this route,

plied, promote their own interest, and add in an Secondly; roads to connect the highest naviga-
•minent degree o the wealth, comfort and safety of]

ble points on the Atlantic rivers, with such points
the nation; and it appears to vourcommittee that the on the corresponding- streams that fall into the

experience, dearly purchased in the late war, shouk
not be regarded with indifference; much of the

money expended in the necessary defence of the

sea-boar 1, as well as the lives of many Valuable citi-

zen-, would have been saved to the nation, had a

good inland water communication been made on our

Atlantic frontier— the transportation of our armies,
with all the munitions of war to the most vulnera-

northern and western lakes, and the Mississippi
river and its branches. And lastly, such military
or other roads as may serve to connect the scatter-
ed settlements in our states or territories, with th
more compact population of the interior, and there-

by secure the frontier settlements, in a great mea-
sure, from hostile annoyance, and enhance the value
of the public lands by inducing a more dense popu-i

ble points would have been facilitated, and the
ad-jlatioft.

vantages of the enemy arising from the celerity of The other brancli of this system of public im-
his movements by water greatly diminished; more- 1 provenient, and equal, if not superior in importance,
over, the products of the west and south, consumed; is the construction of canals, and the improvement
in the east and north, could have been transported of the navigation oft ir rivers.

secure from the common hazards of a sea voyage,' 1st. An inland or shore navigation from the har-
and in defiance of blockading squadrons, and

thusjbor
of Boston, to the river St. Mary's, in Georgia

the inhabitanls of the United States dispersed over! —to connect these points, it is ascertained that
a vast territory, embracing various climates suited not more than 100 u.i'.es will need the aid of canals,
to the productions of all the necessaries and many and from an estimate made bv Mr. Gallatin when
©f toe luxuries of iife, might even, in a state of war, secretary of the treasury, will incur an expence
rely with comfort and security on her own internal little exceeding 3,900,000 of dollars, less it is

resources. believed than 2U0 dollars per mile, taking the whole
To these advantages that refer themselves more distance of this water communication,

especially to a suae of war, must be added those, 2d. A canal from the Hudson or Xorth river to
if possible, of a more imperative character that will lake Erie, and from tiiat lake to some of the many
at all times arise to the nation from an improved navigable waters of die Ohio river, which approach
state of her roads and inland navigation. The peo- within a few miles of its margin or intermix with

pie of these United States are spread over an its navigable waters.

extensive territory, and that dispersion of inhabi 3d. The improvement of the navigation of the
tauts is keeping full pace with the increase of Ohio river, more particularly the falls at Louisville,

population; a'id by a people thus dispersed, of 1 4th The improvement of the several Atlantic
different habits and pursuits, and, in many in rivers, and the corresponding streams that empty
stances, with discordant views, is the national so-

j

into tise Mississippi and Ohio rivers,

vereignty exercised, and its fundamental powers — ,—..—— ,.-.„

directed; fir, politically speaking, there is in the j ^ Q 41 r* 1"
United States but one order or grade known—that LAW Ol teOlliJl-LarOilUa,
vf the people; and hence arises the imperious ne- passed at the ust sssvov o t ie leoiscattjiij:.

cessity, in a government thus constituted, of fvini;
An act to secure tlie iuH rig/Us of mechanics, handicraftsmen, anil

. - \i .i i_ i i_ ^1 .

'
, for other purposes therein mentioned.

together the whole community by the strongest Be u enacteil bj U.e honorable the seneteand house of reprwr-
ligatures. This, your committee believe, can be utives, bow met and sitting in general assembly and by the autbe-

best effected by the construction of roads and "^ the ^m^ T''a*
£"»'

andafter the wssingofthis art, every
. , ,

J
. , . . . master mechanic, handicraftsman aid artificer, who s!;.!l rrni,

canals; by these mear.s commercial and social in- improve or
repair, any building whatsoever, shall hove a legal lieii

lercourse will be made easy—industry, ill all itslupou the building so erwted. improved or repaired, fur the amount
k,.,,.„K^„ „.,„„... i u <i",„ •„„„„ .,. -,,1 „„,,. ,-,i justly due him for the erection of such building, improvement nrbranches encouraged by the increased rewardsH,^, . PyuviJl .lL , meroorandu.n or agre. menl in « rftinp, in

•' e
bestowed on every exertion—the love of country nscure ofa contract,be signed, in presence of one or more. witne.>-

will be awakened, and a laudable spii it of na ional »?> ''> u,e
f'^'V

i0 !UCU c
;

i:

".",.'
and

,

,,,c
.

i "P™*** uf ,llK I!r
*"

., . . . , ,.

'

i i
• mis- s, or some oilier persons lawluUy aulbnnsediu u ntinq- |-\ them

pride substituted in place of sectional jealousies ! 0B which such building, i«.pruvemcni or repairs were erected or—a community of interest and feeling will produce done, which ceutraci or agseement shall contain a particular ne-

miitu.l rnnfirlpnm nnr1 ,+tV r'inn Tims hfiiv one !
u""" ol lllL

' VK,|i> ,u b'' ll ""c ' i:,l: " l;«ti'iai> '•" ^ I'uiiiislisd. ami <mutual connuence anu ante. ion. 1 nils, Demb one
genera] dr8Uripuon of tl )t said preoiiUs, and ion-record d in th-

people, the nation can have but one object in View I office of the register of mesne conveyance for the district iu which—the continuance and preservation of a government! *he buildings arecr.<t«d or the impn vements or repairs may h

r,™„ i i
•

i »• j_- • »' _.1 r„. *k- done: Fcuxidcd, lliai such lit a sluti in no ca»i- be for a greaterfonnded in equity and justice, administered for the $uln than lm .

jusl vallle ttil .,;U M , cli blliWiD& improvement or r -

advantage of ail, antl calculated in the. calm of peace pairs shall eive to the land upon > liieh tde same may be erect© :

to call forth talents and industry for the acqtlisi ion ^'>'l
provukd aho iim no such lien shall take elector commence

~ . . ,
» c bclore the- date ol tiif recording of such contract or intinoruiiduin

Of property, and in war the sureat guarantee for its executed, in manner and lorn, aforesaid, nor shall su. b Ken in any
security and protection case ever continue or remain of force lira longer period than three

-
tlate tb.-recif.

t/icr enacted. That nothing herein contained shall
With these general observations on the national! ^j^^/'h.-'a'-

importance of internal improvements, your com-j be construed- to im|>air any prior lieu oifsucb building- sv to b
mittee will endeavor to lav before the senate aj

erected.
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- CONGRESS.
SENATE.

Wednesday, Feb. 19.—The bill for establishing a

bunk in the city of Washington was postponed to a

day bevond the session.

The bill "respecting' the transportation of per-

sons of color for sale, or to be held to labor," was

read a third time, and passed.
The bill to provide for reports of the decisions of

supreme court, (the blank for the annual compensa-
tion of the reporter having been filled with one thou-

sand dollars) was read a third time and passed by
the following vote

internal improvement, was set apart and made the

order of the day for Tuesday new.

[Every senator of the United States is, at '.he pre-
sent moment, at his post; in number thirty eight.

This is an evidence of exclusive attention to public

duties, not often witnessed ]

Monday, Feb. 24.— Among the bills passed were
the following:
A bill to provide for the punishment of crimes and

offences committed within the Indian boundaries.

[On this bill the vote, bv veas and nays,
was 17 to

13.]
A bill making reservation of certain public lands

TBAS.-Me»srs. Ashmun, Barbour, Brown, Campbell, Cliace, to supply timber for naVal purposes.
Daggett. Dana, Fromentin,Gaillard. Goldsborough, Hanson ,Hardin

Horsey, Howell, Hunter, Kins, Mason, of N. H. Mason, of Va. Mor

row, Noble, Ruggles, Santbrd, Smith, Stokes, Talbot Tait, Taylor,

Thompson, Ticbenor, Troup—30.

NAYS.—Messrs. Condit, Lacoek, Macon, Roberts, Varnum, Wil-

The senate resumed the consideration of the bill

•'respecting persons escaping from the service of

their masters."

On motion of Mr. Talbot, that the further con-

sideration thereof be postponed to to-morrow week,

it was decided as follows :

YEAS.—Messrs. Barbour, Brown, Campbell, Condit, Daggett,

Dana, Fromentin, Gaillard, Goldsborough, Hardin, Hunter, King,

Macon, Mason, of Va. Sanlbrd, Smith, Stokes, Talbot, Tait, Thomp-
son. Troup—2).

NAYS.— Messrs. Ashmun, Chase, Hanson, Horsey, Howell, Lacoek.

Morrow, Noble, Roberts, Buggies, Taylor, Ticherior, Varnum, Wil-

sjii— 14.

The bill to incorporate the Columbian Institute

was postponed to a day beyond the session. The
bill to establish a separate territorial government
in the Mississippi territory was ordered to a third

reading
—[passed next day.]

Thursday, Feb. 20.—The motion yesterday sub-

mitted by Mr. Williams, calling for papers respect-

ing Spanish affairs, was considered and agreed to.

The bill to set apart and dispose of certain lands

for the encouragement ofthe cultivation of the vine

and other exotic plants, was considered and ordered

to be read a third time, [passed next day] 29 yeas
to 5 nays

[Those who voted in the negative were Messrs

Dagget, Hardin, Mason, of N. H. RugglesJ and

Smith.]

Friday, Feb. 21.—The proposition to reduce the

army was postponed until Monday. Eight bills from

the house of representatives were read.

The bill concerning the navigation of the United

States, was read a third time and passed.

[The amendments to this bill yet require the

concurrence of the. other house.]
The bill to provide for the appointment of hos-

pital surgeons, See. in the navy, was postponed to a

day beyond the session.

Saturday, Feb. 22.—Mr. Williams, from the mili-

larv committee, reported a bill to amend the act

organizing a general staff, and making further pro
vision for the army of t!-:e United States.

Mr. Jfason, of Va. reported a bill to incorporate
the subscribers to certain banks in the district of

Columbia, and also a bill to extend the charters of

certain banks in the district of Columbia.

Mr. Tait, agreeably to notice, leave being given,
introduced a bill to alter the time for the next meet-

ing of congress.
The bill to set apart certain lands for the purpose

of securing a supply of live oak timber for the navy ,

was resumed, and ordered to a third reading, as

were two or three other small bills.

The bill from the other house, directing the ap
plication of the bonus and profits of the Uniteu
States stock in the national bank, to the purpose oi

A bill relating to the ransom of American captives
in the late war.

The bill more effectually to preserve our neutral

relations, was reported by Mr. Harbour, from the

committee on foreign relations, with sundry amend-

ments.

Tuesday, Feb. 25.—The senate resumed the con-

sideration of the resolution to direct the military

committee to report a bill to reduce the army; and,
Mr. Barbour, having moved to postpone the sime

indefinitely, the question thereon was decide! as

follows.
YEAS.— Messrs. Barbour. Brown, Campbell, Cbaee. Condit,

Fromentin, Gaillard, Hanson, Howell, Hunter, King, Lacoek, Ala-

son, of Va. Morrow, Noble, I., lerts, Kuggles, Sauford, Stokes. Tait,

Taylor. Troup, Williams, Wilson—24.
NAYS.—Messrs. Ashmun, Daggett, Dana, Goldsborough, Horsey .

Macon, Mason, of N- H. Smith, Thompson, Ticheuor, Varnuui—11.

So the resolution was rejec ed.

The bill freeing from postage all letters and

packets to and froiu James Madison, was read a

third time and passed.

Wednesday, Feb. 26.—After a variety of Other bu-

siness, the senate spent some time on the bill to

set apart the bonus, Sic. of the United Slates bank,
as a fund for internal improvements. A motion to

postpone it indefinitely was negatived
— 18 to 19.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Friday, Feb. 21.—Mr Jackson offered the follow-

ing resolution, which he stated grew out of the re-

port made a few days ago by the committee on the

part of this house on the subject.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed on the

part of the houseofrepresentatives, to notify the hon.

.lames Monroe, of his election to the office of presi-
dent of the United States for the ensuing four years;
and that the speaker cause a similar notice to be

given to the lion. Daniel I) Tompkins, of his election

to the office of vice president of the United States

for the same term.

The resolution being read, was agreed to and a

committee appointed accordingly.
Mr. Hulbert, from the select committee to whom

the petition of the Berkshire agricultural association

had been referred, reported a bill to establish a na-

tional board of agriculture; which was twice read

and committed.
The house proceeded to the order of the day, be-

ing the proposition to repeal the internal taxes.—
The previous question was called, but negatived;
and finally the resolution was postponed to the 2nd

day of .March, or laid on the table for the session.

On the postponement the yeas and nays were as

follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Adgate, Alexander, Archer, Ather-

ton, Baker, Barbour, Bassett, B.-ueman, Bennett,

Belts, Birdaeye, Breckenridge, Brown, Caldwell,

Calhoun, Cut, Mass, CHappell, Clark, N. Y. Clark,
NT. C. Condict, Conner, Creigh on, Crocheron, Find-

ley, Forney, Forsyth, Gaston, Gold, Griffin, Ilahn,

Harrison, lieister, Ilopkinson, Huger, Hulbert, Ing-
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ham, Irving,N Y. Jackson, Johnson, Ky. Kent, Kerr,
Va. Little, Lowndes, Lumpkin, M'liean, Middleton,

Miller, Mills, Milnor, Jer. Nelson, Thos. M. Nelson,

Newton, Ormsby, Pickering, Pleasants, Rice, Ro-

bertson, Ross, Ruggles, Savage, Schenck, Smith,
Penn. Southard, Stearns, Taggart,Tallmadge,Taul,
Taylor, N. V. Taylor, S. C Telfair, Thomas, Town-
send, Ward, Mass Webster, Wendover, Wihle, Wil-

kin, Willoughby, Thos.Wilson, Woodward, Yancey,
Yates—82.

Nays—Messrs. Adams, Baylies, Birdsall, Blount,

Boss, Bradbury, Bryan, Burwell, Cady, Cannon,

Champion, Cilley, Clayton, Clendennin, Comstock,
Cook, Cooper, Crawford, Culpepper, Davenport,
Desha, Dickens, Edwards, Fletcher, Goldsborough,
Bale, Henderson, Hendricks, Herbert, Hooks, Hun-

gerford, Jewett, Johnson, Va. Kilbourn, King, Lang-
don, Law, Lewis, Love, Lyle, Lyon, Win, Mack-

lay, Wm. P. Maclay, Marsh, Mason, M'Coy, M'Kee,
Moffit, Moore, Moseh, Hugh Nelson, Noyes, Par-

ris, Peter, Pit kins, Piper, Powell, Reed, Roane,

Sharp, Smith, Va. Strong, Stuart, Sturges, Tyler,

Vosc, Wallace, Ward, N. Y. Ward, N. J. Wheat-

en, Whiteside, Wilcox, Williams—73.

The following engrossed hills were severally
read the third time, passed and sent to the senate

for concurrence, to wit: the bill making provision
for the support of the military establishment of the

United States for the year 1817; the bill making
additional appropriations to defray the expencen of

the army and military during the late war; the bill

making appropriations for the support of the navy
for the year 181"; the bill freeing from postage,

hereafter, all letters and packets to and from James

Madison; the bill supplementary to the act further

to amend the several acts for the establishment of

the treasury, war, and navy departments; the bill

to repeal the act providing for the s^fe keening and

accommodation of prisoners of wai- ;
the bill con

cerning the compensation of the district attorney
for the district of Massachusetts; and the bill to

authorise the extension of the Columbian turnpike
within the District of Columbia.

The bill respecting the establishment of an armo-

ry on the Ohio, or its branches, was postponed in-

definitely
—ayes 70.

Many reports were received from different com-

mittees, and much other business was transacted,
which shall be noticed in its progress.

Saturday, Feb. 52.—Mr. Forsyth, from the com-
mittee on foreign relations, reported their agree-
ment to the amendments made by the senate to the

bill concerning the navigation of the United States,

and they were then concurred in by the house.

Mr. Cannon moved that the several orders of the

day be postponed to Monday, and that the house

proceed to the consideration of the resolution offer-

ed by him some weeks ago, to reduce the arm}
—

which motion was negatived, ayes 39, noes G9.

The following engrossed bills were severally read

the third time, passed and sent to the senate, V) wit:

The bill concerning invalid pensioners;
The bill to amend the act making further provi-

sion for military services during the late war; and

The bill concerning the pay and emoluments of

brevet officers.

The last was warmly opposed by Mr. Harrison.

The bill concerning invalids of the revolutionary
war, and of the widows and children of the militia,

and of the soldiers of* the army during the late war.

was indefinitely postponed, after considerable dis-

cussion-.

The bill for opening a road through Ihe Chicka-
saw country was ordered to be engrossed for a third

reading.
Mr. Goldsborough, from t

v ? c, mmittee appointed
on the 20lh instant, to present a resolution to the

president of the United States, requesting him to

report to the next session of congress the best prac-
ticable mode of defending the waters of the Chesa-

peake, reported that the committee had performed
that duty, and that the president answered it would
not be in his power to comply with the request of
the resolution, but that he had no doubt his succes-
sor would pav all due attention to it.

Monday, Feb. 24.—The bill for the establishment
of an invalid corps and the bill making provision
for three additional military academies were inde-

finitely postponed; as was also the bill to establish

an uniform system of bankruptcy.
The bill from the senate to enable the people of

the western part of the Mississippi territory to

form a constitution and state government, &.c. was
after considerable opposition, ordered to be engross-
ed for a third reading.

Among the bills passed were the following:
A bill to amend the act entitled "an act grant-

ing bounties in land and extra pay to certain Cana-
dian volunteers" passed on the 5th March, 1815.'

And the bill from the senate for the relief of the

representatives of John Y. Yarnall.

Tuesday, Feb. 25. Much business was done.—
The most important regarded the sinking fund as

follows:

The house resolved itself into a committee of the

whole, Mr. Jackson in the chair, on the bill for the

redemption of the public debt. [Providing, substan-

tially', to make the sinking fund ten inilliors annual-

ly; and to add to the fund of ten millons, the further

sum of nine millions, (the existing surplus in the

treasury;) t"jus making the \nbole sum applied this

year to the reduction of the debt, amount to nine-

teen millions of dollars. Also, authorising die secre-

tary of the treasury, at any time during the present

year, to pay the commissioners of the sinking fund
the further sum of four millions, to be considered

as an advance to that amount on the appropriation
often millions, payable in the next year. Also, vest-

ing in the commissioners of the sinking fund, to be

applied to the redemption of the debt, any surplus
which may hereafter acerue, over and above the sum
of two millions, to be always retained in the treasu-

ry.]

The blanks were filled up— it was afterwards tak-.

en up by the house and after some opposition, and

the rejection of some proposed amendments, order-

ed to be engrossed for a third, reading.

Wednesday, Feb. 26.—The bill from the senate,

respectmg the Mississippi Territory was parsed. A

great deal of other business, preparatory to a close

of the session was transacted, not necessary to de-

tail it at present.

Tfamday, Feb. 27. The committee on the charg-

es against judge Toulmin, on the ground that there

was no proof of the charges made against him,

were discharged from the further consideration of

tbe subject. The report shall be inserted hereaf-

ter.

Several bills were ordered to be road the third

time: amongthem was the bill for disposing of f >u
'

townships of I. nd, on favorable terms to emigranis,
to encourage iiie cultivation of the vine and olive',-

Stc.

Many private bills were passe I
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Foreign Articles.
There have been several arrivals from Europe

since our last, by which, English papers of about

the middle of December, and French of the latter

end of that month have been received. We had

The mere addition thus made to Baltimore city,
for population or value of property, is far greater
than that of any one of seven or eight of the coun-
ties of the state, and equal, or superior, to that of
two several pairs of united counties—But ~each

prepared a distinct account of their contents, but
j

C0UuUJ sends four members to the legislature. This

so the necessity of the case is, that the matter musi
j

" Maryland representation.
Of the political motives that led to this proce-

dure, it does not belong to this work to say any-
thing.

Pennsylvania..—At the late election for state trea-

surer, the joint ballot of the legislature stood thus
—for Wm. Findhv, "rep." 82; James Brady, "fed."
20; James Whitehall, "old-school,** 10.

Imprisonment for debt.—A bill is before the legis-

be deferred. They contain, however, nothing im

portant. There had been a great riot, or "insurrec-

tion" in "London on the 2nd of Dec. which was

quelled in the usual way—by the military. The

city of London has addressed the prince regent in

a manner so bold and explicit as to cause him to

say in his reply that he received the address "with
duksurprise and regret." The duke of Wellington |

has suddenly arrived in England, even unknown to |'
ature of New-York for abolishing imprisonment for

his wife, and speculation is afloat as to the object i

debt. The certificates published about the hard-

of his journey
—but all appears tranquil in France,'

sni P s suffered by this class of society in that stat<*

and the most important feature of the news from
j

are alm° s t beyond belief—it appears that they arc

that country seems to be, that—the king, by over-[ dependent wholly on charity for subsistence and

eating, or from some other cause, was sick.

Whatsoever is useful for record shall be attended
to nest week.

the means of keeping them from perishing with the
cold. In the year 1816 there were confined in the
jail of New- York 579 debtors, for debts under the
sum of 25 dollars—all, or nearly all of whom must
have starved, but for charitable donations—llOfc)

debtors in that year were fed by tbe Humane socie-CHRONICLE.
B. I). Twi/jfa'rcs resigned the office of governor of

|
tyl—Swch is the substance of certificates of the she

the state of New-York, about the 20th instant, be

ing elected vice-president of the United States.

Lend.—The valuable lead mines, on both sides of

the Mississippi are now worked very extensively,
and to great profit.

Exchange.
—At New-York, Feb. 22—on London,

101 to 101J; on Boston, 1 per cent, advance. Phi-

ladelphia, par to } dis.; Baltimore, $ dis.; Virginia
and North-Carolina, $ dis.-, South-Carolina and Geoi--

gia, par,- New-Orleans, 2 dis.

.Mediterranean squadron.
—Our last accounts state

that our squadron was at Syracuse.
The brig Tom Bowline is reported in the Missis-

sippi, proceeding to New-Orleans, in company with
a Carthagenian privateer, as her prize
lars stated.

One 74 gun ship is building at Washington City,
and it is stated that the keels of two others will be

laid at New-York and Norfolk,

also to be built.

The spacious tavern and stage house, at Havre de

Grace, occupied by Mr. Gilbert, recently took fire

at 2 o'clock in the morning, and was entirely con-

sumed. There were in all about 40 lodgers in the

house, some of whom escaped with great difficulty,

riffs, &.c.

Senate of the United States.

According to the theory of our government, antl

the general impression on that subject, the senate
of the United States, whose members are c.,o~en

for six years, should be the most permanent and
least changeable of the branches of the govern-
ment. On this ground hostility to the senate has
been entertained by many good men, as possessing
greater power, and being more permanent in its cha-
racter than is consistent with the democratic prin-

ciples of our government. A few facts on this sub-
No particu- jject, will shew what in practice, is the character

of this branch of the government.
It is well known that the senators are arranged

into three classes; one of which goes out of office

at the end of each congress. Of the class whose
term of service expires on the 3d of March next,
bat one will take a seat in the senate on the 4th of
March next (Mr. Williams of Tennessee) and that

one temporarily appointed by the executive of the
state which he represents.
Of those who composed the senate on the 4th r>f

Some frigates are

and with considerable damage, by leaping from win- March, 1813, four years ago, butfive will take their

dows, &c. Among the lodgers was maj. gen. Broimi I seats as senators on the 4tli day of next month,
and his suit, who lost all his baggage. From the fourth day of March, 1813, to the 4th
Mr. Miiligan, of Georgetown, 1). C. has advertis- ' March 1317, inclusive, there will have been the

ed A Treatise on Political Economy, translated from I number of persons which follow in the office of se-

rin unpublished work, by the count Destult Tracy, [nator from the respective states, each state being
member of the senate and institute of France. The ; entitled to two represents' ives in the senate. There

will have been, for example, from

New-Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island

Connecticut

reason given for publishing this work in a transla

tion, and in this country, is that the author could
not safely publish it, at present, in France without
mutilation. He preferred first giving it to a coun

try, "which is afraid to read nothing, and which

may be entrusted with any thing."
Baltimore city. The legislature, at its late sitting,

[

New-York
passed an act to annex the Precincts, as they were I New Jersev

called, to the city of Baltimore, against the con-
j
Pennsylvania

sent of nine-tenths, perhaps, of the people of both. I Delaware

By this procedure the city acquires a population of
j

It is presumed our readers will find in these facts
16 or 17,000 souls; and still has only t-uo members in the evidence of a more frequent renovation of the
the house of delegates

—a fortieth part of the pow- senate, of a more continued rotation in office in that
er of legislation, and a fifth, if not a jourth, of all body, than any of them without inquiring would
the white persons in the whole state.

J
have supposed.

—Wat. Int.

Man land

Virginia
North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia
Tennessee

Kentucky
Ohio
Louisiana
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The president reached the congress-hall u little

before 12; and at the same time the ex-president

arrived, and the judges of the supreme court. All

having entered the chamber of the senate, then in

session, the vice-president took the chair, and the

oath of office was administered to him. A perti-

nent address was delivered on the occasion by the

vice-president.
This ceremony having ended, the senate ad-

journed, and the president and vice president, the

enters on t ! ie execution of his office, on Tuesday, judges of the supreme court, the senate generally,

the 4th inst. at 12 o'clock, in the chamber of the the marsua iSj ^. attended the president to the ele-

house of representatives. vated portico temporarily erected for the occasion,

I have the honor to be, with the. greatest respect, w ] ierej |n x \\& presence of an immense concourse of

The Inauguration.
WVSIllNtiTOX, MARCH 3.

The following letter was received by the senate

from the president elect, and read:

City of Washington, March 1, 1817.

Sir—I beg leave through vou to inform the ho-

norable senate of the United States, that I propose

to take the oath which the constitution prescribes

to the president of the United States before he

enters on the execution of his office, on Tuesday,

sir vour most obedient humble servant.

JAMES MONROE.
The hon. John Gaillanl, president of the senate of the U. States.

Order of arrangement on the fourth of March,

1817; determined on by the committee of the

senate.

The senate will meet and be organized in the se-

nate chamber at 11 o'clock, A. M. and remove to

the chamber of the house of representatives in

time to receive the president elect at the appoint-

ed hour of 12 o'clock.

The committee of arrangement will receive the

president elect at the door of the chamber of the

house of representatives, and conduct him to the

chair.

The president elect will be attended by heads

•of departments, marshal of the district, marshals

of the dav, and the mayors of the district.

The president of the'senate, with his secretary,

officers of the government, foreign officers, stran-

gers, (ladies as well as gentlemen) and citizen;.*

the president rose and delivered the following

SPEECH.
I should be destitute of fueling if I was not deep-

ly affected by the strong proof which my fellow-ci-

tizens have given me of their confidence, in call-

ing me to the high office, whose functions I am
about to assume. As the expression of their good

opinion of my conduct in the public service, I de-

rive from it-a gratification, which those who are

conscious of having done all that they could to

merit it, can alone feel. My sensibility is increas-

ed by a just estimate of the importance of the

trust, and of the nature and extent of its duties;

with the proper discharge of which the highest in-

terests of a great and free people are intimately

connected. Conscious of my own deficiency, I can-*

not enter on these duties without great anxiety for

rep. ~

The heads of departments to be seated on the

right, and the foreign ministers, with their suites,

on the left of the chair.

The judges of the supreme court to be seated

at the table in front of the chair.

T'>e senate to till the seats immediately in front.

Members of congress, and sucli persons as, by
the standing rules of congress, are admitted to a

seat within the chambers, will occupy seats on the

floor.

Ladies will be accommodated with seats in the

to be seated on the right of the chair, the ex "P 1-e

^ the result. From a just responsibility I will never

sident on his right, and the speaker of the house of
s},rjnk; calculating with confidence, that in my best

representatives on his left.
_ _ efforts to promote the public welfare, my motives

wiil always be duly appreciated, and my conduct be

viewed with that candor and indulgence which I.

have experienced in other stations.

In commencing the duties of the chief executive

office, it has been the practice of the distinguished
men who have gone before me, to explain the prin-

ciples which would govern them in their respective
administrations. In following their venerated ex-

ample, my attention is naturally drawn to the great
causes which have contributed in a principal de-

, „w „v,v,w.... ~- •

igi'ee, to produce the present happy condition of the
chamber to the utmost extent, consistent with the

j

tj^.iteci States. They will best explain the nature

preceding arrangements. of our duties, and shed much light
The end door of the gallery will be open for the ^fe^ ought to be pursued in future.

accommodation of citizens generally.
No other persons than those before specified can

be received on the floor of the chamber ; and offi-

cers will be appointed to enforce these regulations.

Washington, March 5.

Under the auspices of a delightful day, yester-

dav took place the interesting ceremony attendant

on the entrance of the president elect of the Lift-

ed States, on the duties of his arduous station. The

ceremony and the spectacle were simple, but

grand, animating and impressive.
At half after 11 o'clock, the president, with him

the vice-president elect, left his private residence,

attended by a lar^e cavalcade of citizens on horse-

back, marshalled by the gentlemen appointed to

that duty.
Vol. XH;*

of our duties, and shed much light on the policy
•hich ought to be pursued in future.

From the commencement of our revolution to the

present dav, almost forty years have elapsed, and

from the establishment of this constitution, twenty

eigiit. Through this whole term, the government
has been, what may emphatically be calkd,
self government; and what lias been the effect? To
whatever object we turn our attention, whether it

relates to our foreign or domestic concerns, we find

abundant cause to felicitate ourselves in the excel-

lence of our institutions. During a period fraught
with difficulties, and marked by very extraordinary

events, the United States have flourished beyond,

example. Their citizens, individually, have been

: ippy, and the nation prosperous.
Under this constitution our commerce has been

.visely regulated wfth foreign Rations, and bet'.ree^

Jtt
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the states; new states have been admitted into our

Union; our territory has been enlarged, by fair and
honorable treaty, und with great advantage to the

original states; the states respectively, protected
by the national government, under a mild parental

system, against foreign dangers, and enjoying' with-

in their separate spheres, by a wise partition of

power, a just proportion of the sovereignty, have

improved their police, extended their settlements,
and attained a strength and maturity which are the

best proofs of wholesome laws, well administered.

And if we look to the condition ofindividuals, what

a proud spectacle docs it exhibit! on whom has op-

pression fallen in any quarter of our Union? Who
has been deprived of any right of person or pro-

perty? Who restrained from offering his vows, in

the mode which lie prefers, to the Divine Author
of his being? It is well known that all these bles-

sings have been enjoyed in their fullest extent; and

I add, with peculiar satisfaction, that there has been

no example of a capital punishment being inflic-

ted on any one for the crime of high treason.

Some, who might admit the competency of our

government to these beneficent duties, might doubt

it, in trials, which put to the test its strength and

eiHciency, as a member of the great community of

nations. Hert^too, experience has afforded us the

most satisfactory proof in its favor. Just as this con-

stitution was put into action, several of the princi-

pal states of Europe had become much agitated, and

some of :;icm seriously convulsed. Destructive-

wars ensued, which have, of iate only, been termi-

minated. In the course of these conflicts, the Uni-

ted States received great injury from several of the

parties It was their interest to stand aioof from the

contest, 1o demand justice from the party commit-

ting the injury, and to cultivate, by a fair and ho-

norable conduct, the f; lends:, ip of all. War became
at length inevitable, and the restdt has shewn
that our government is equal to that, the greatest of

trials, under the most unfavorable circumstances.

Or the virtue of the people, and of the heroic ex

ploits of the army, the navy, and the militia, I need
no. speak.

Sucn, then, is the happy government under which
we live; a government adequate to every purpose
for which the social compact is formed; a govern-
ment elective in ail its branches, under which every
citizen may, by his merit, obtain the highest trust

recognized by the constitution; which contains

within it no cause of discord; none to put at vari-

ance one portion of the community with another;
a government which protects every citizen in the

full enjoyment of his rigiits and is able to protect
the nation against injustice from foreign powers.

OJter considerations, of the highest importance,
admonish us to cherish our union, and to cling to

the government winch supports it. Fortunate us we
are, in our political institutions, we have not been

less so in other circumstances, 01 which our pros-

perity and happiness essentially depend. Situated

within the temperate zone, and extending through
many degrees of latitude along the Atlantic, the

United States enjoy all the varieties of climate,
and every production incident to that portion of

the globe. Penetrating, internally, to the great

lakes, and beyond the sources of the great rivers

which communicate through our whole interior,

no country was ever happier with respect to its

domain. Blessed too with a fertile soil, our pro
duce has always been very abundant, leaving, ever.

in years the least favorable, a surplus for the wants

of" our fellow-men in other countries. Such is our

liecMUiff felicitvj that there is uot a part of out

union that is not particularly interested in preserv-
ing it. The great agricultural interest of the na-
tion prospers under its protection. Local interests
are not less fostered by it. Our fellow citizens of
the north, engaged in navigation, find great en-

couragement in being made the favored carriers of
the vast productions of the other portions of the
United States, while the inhabitants of these are

amply recompensed, in their turn, by the nursery
for seamen and naval force, thus formed and reared

up for the support of our common rights. Our
manufacturers find a generous encouragement by
the policy which patronizes demesne industry; and
the surplus of our produce, a steady and profitable
market by local wants, in less favored parts, at

home.

Such, then, being t!ie highly favored condition
of our country, it is the interest of every citizen to
maintain it. What are the dangers which menace
us? If any exist, they ought to be ascertained and
guarded against.

In
explaining- my sentiments on this subject, it

may be asked, what raised us to the present happy
state ? How did we accommplish the revolution ?

How remedy the defects of the first instrument of
our union, by infusing into the national government
sufficient power for national purposes, without im-

pairing the just rights of the states, or affecting
those of individuals? How sustain, and pass with

glory through the late war ? The government has
been in the hands of the people. To the people,
therefore, and to the faithful and able depositories
of their trust, is the credit due. Had the people
of the United States been educated in different

principles; had they been less intelligent, less inde-

pendent, or less virtuous, can it be believed that
we should have maintained the same steady and
consistent career, or been blessed with the same
success? While then, the constituent body retains
its present sound and healthful state, every thing
wid be safe.—They will choose competent and faith-
ful representatives for every department. It is only
when the people become ignorant and corrupt;
when they degenerate into a populace, that they
are incapable of exercising the sovereignty. Usur-

pation is then an easy attainment, and an usurper
soon found. The people themselves become the

willing instruments of their own debasement and
ruin. Let us then look to the great cause, and
endeavor to preserve it in full force. Let us, by all

wise and constitutional measures, promote intelli-

gence among the people, as the best means of pre-

serving our liberties.

Dangers from abroad are not less deserving of
attention Experiencing the fortune of other na-

tions, the United States may again be involved in

war, and it may in that event be the object of the
adverse party to overset our government, to break
our union and demolish us as a nation. Our dis-

tance from Europe, and the just, moderate and

pacific policy of our government may form some

security against these dangers, but they ought to

be anticipated and guarded against. Many of our
citizens are engaged in commerce and navigation,
and all of them are in a certain degree dependent
on their prosperous state. Many are engaged in

the fisheries. These interests are exposed to in-

vasion in the wars between other powers, and we
should disregard the faithful admonitions of experi-
ence if we did not expect it. We must support
our rights or lose our character, and with it per-

haps our liberties. A people who fail to do it, can

scarcely be said to hold a place among independent
nations. National honor la national property of the
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highest value. The sentiment in the mind of every

citizen, is national strength. It ought therefore to

be cherished.
To secure us against these dangers, our coast

and inland frontiers should be fortified, our army
and navy regulated upon just principles as to the

force of each, be kept in' perfect order, and our

militia be placed on the best practicable footing.

To put our extensive coast in such a state of de-

fence, as to secure our cities and interior from

invasion, will be attended wi»:\ ex enee, but the

work when finished will be permanent, and it is

fair to presume that a single campaign of invasion,

by a naval force, superior to our own, aided by a

few thousand land troops, would expose us to a

greater expence, without taking into tbe estimate

the loss of property and distress of our citizens,

than would be sufficient for this great work. Our

land and naval forces should be moderate, but ade

quate to. the necessary purposes. The former to

garrison and preserve our fortifications and to meet

the first invasions of a foreign foe; and, while con-

stituting the elements of a greater force, to preserve
the science, as well as all the necessary implements
of war, in a state to be brought into activity in the

event of war. The latter, retained within the limits

proper in a state of peace, might aid in maintaining
the neutrality of the United States with dignity in

the wars of other powers and in saving the pro-

perty of their citizens from spoliation. In time of

war, with the enlargement, of which the great
naval resources of the country render it suscepti-

ble, and which should be duly fostered in time of

peace, it would contribute essentially, both as an

auxiliary of defence, and as a powerful engine of

annoyance, to diminish the calamities of war, and

to bring the war to a speedy and honorable termina-

tion.

But it ought always to be held prominently in

view, that the safety of these states, and of every

thing dear to a free people, must depend, in an emi-

nent degree, on the militia. Invasions may be made
too formidable to be resisted by any land and naval

force, which it would comport, either with the prin-

ciples of our government, or the circumstances of

the United States, to maintain. In such cases, re-

course must be had to the great body of the peo-

ple, and in a manner to produce the best effect. It

is of the highest importance, therefore, that they be

so organized and trained, as to be prepared for any

emergency. The arrangement should be such as to

put at the command of the government the ardent

patriotism, and youthful vigor of the coifutry. If

formed on equal and just principles, it cannot be

oppressive. It is the crisis which makes the pres-

sure, and not the laws, which provide a remedy for

it. This arrangement should be formed, too, in

time of peace, to be the better prepared for war.

With such an organization, of such a people, the

United States have nothing to dread from foreign
invasion. At its approach, an overwhelming force

of gallant men might always be put in motion

secting the country with so many great rivers, bays
and lakes, approaching from distant points so near to

each other, that the inducement to complete the

work seems to be peculiarly strong. A more inte-

resting spectacle was, perhaps, never seen than is

exhibited within the limits of the United States; a

territory so vas;, and advantageously situated, con-

taining objects so grand, so useful, so happily con-

nected in all their parts.
Our manufactures will, likewise, require the sys-

tematic and fostering care of the government. Pos-

sessing, as we do, all the raw materials, the fruit

of-our own soil and industry, we ought not to le-

pend, in the degree we have done, on supplies IV nut .

other countries. While we are thus dependent, ths

sudden event of war, unsought and unexpected^
cannot fail to plunge us into the most serious dif-

ficulties. It is important, too, that the capital which
nourishes our manufactures should be domestic, a3

its influence in that case, instead of exhausthg, a9

it may do in foreign hands, would be felt advanta-

geously on agriculture, and every other brunch of

industry. Equally important is it, to provide at home
a market for our raw materials, as by extending the

competition, it will enhance the price, and protect
the cultivator aarainst the casualties incident to fo-

reign markets.
With the Indian tribes it is our duty to culti*

vate friendly relations, and to act with kindness and

liberality in all our transactions. Equally proper
is it, to persevere in our efforts to extend to them
the advantages of civilization. .

The great amount of our revenue, and the flou-

rishing state of the treasury, are a full proof of die

competency of the national resources, for any emer-

gency, as they are of the willingness of our fellow-

citizens to bear the burthens which the public ne-

cessities require. The vast amount of vac.T ti

the value of which daily augments, forms an a<i li-

tional resource of great extent and duration. These
resources, besides accomplishing every 6ther neces-

sary purpose, puts it completely in the power t

the United States to discharge the national debt it

an early period. Peace is the best time for improve-
ment, and preparation of every kind: it is in peace
that our commerce flourishes most, that taxes ar.j

most easily paid, and that the revenue is most pro-
ductive.

The executive is charged, officially, in the de-

partments under it, with the disbursement of the

public money, and is responsible for the faithful ap-

plication of it, to the purposes for which it is raise. I.

The legislature is the watchful guardian over the

public purse. It is its duty to see that the disburse-

ment has been honestly made. To meet the requi-
site responsibility, every facility should be aflfbi

to the executive, to enable it to bring the public

agents entrusted with the public money, strictly and

promptly to account. Nothing should be presumed
against them; but if, with the requisite facilities, Ihft

public money is suffered to lie long and useless y, i i

attention

coun
w
place. By thus facilitating the intercourse between
the states, we shall add much to the convenience
and comfort of our fellow-citizens, much to the or
nament of the country; and, what is of greater im-

portance, we shall shorten distances, and by making
each part more accessible to and dependent on the

odier, we shall bind the union more closely toge-
ther. Nature has done so much for us by intcr-

nunity. I shall do all that 1 can to secure econo ny
and fidelity in this important branch of the adminis-

tration, and I doubt not, that the legislature .vill

perform its duty with equal zeal. A thorough ex-

amination should be regularly made, and I will pro-
mote it.

It is particularly gratifying to me, to enter on
the discharge <rf these duties., at a tUne- wfeen tho
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United States are blessed with peace. It is a stat e

most consistent with their prosperity and happiness.
It will be my sincere desire to preserve it, so far

as depends on the executive, on just principles,
with all nations, claiming

1

nothing unreasonable of

any, and rendering- to each what is its due.

Equally gratifying is it to witness the increased

harmony of opinion which pervades our union. Dis-

cord does not belong to our system. Union is recom-

mended, as well by the free and benign principles
cf our government, extending its blessings to every

individual, as by the other eminent advantages at-

tending it. The American people have encountered

together great dangers, and sustained severe trials

with success. They cons'itute one great family,
with a common interest. Experience has enlight-
ened us on some questions of essential importance
to the country. The progress has been slow, die

tated by a just reflection, and a faithful regard to

every interest connec 1 ed with it. To promote this

harmony, in accord with the principles ofour repub
iican government, and in a manner to g-ive them the

most complete effect, and to advance, in all other

respects, the best interests of our country, will be

the object of my constant and zealous exertions.

Never did a government commence under auspi-
ces so favorable, nor ever was success so complete.
If we look to the history of other nations, sneient or

modern, we find no example of a growth so rapid
so gigantic; of a people so prosperous and happy.
In contemplating what we have still to perform, the

heart ofevery ciuzen must expand with joy, when
he reflects how near our government has approached
to perfection; that in respect to it we have no essen-

tial improvement to make; that the great object
is to preserve it in the essential principles and fea-

tures which characterize it, and that that is to be

done by preserving the virtue and enlightening the

minds of the people; and, as a security against fo-

reign dangers, to adopt such arrangements as are

indispensable to the support of our independence,
our rights and liberties. If we persevere in the ca-

reer in which we have advanced so far, and in the

path already traced, we cannot fail, under the fa-

vor of a gracious Providence, to attain the high des-

tiny which seems to await us.

In the administration of the illustrious men who
have preceded me in this high station, with some of

whom I have been connected by the closest ties

from early life, examples are presented which will

always be found highly instructive and usefid to

mili.iry honors, by the marine corps, by the George
town riflemen, a company of artillery, and two

companies of infantry from Alexandria; and on his

return was saluted iti like manner.
It is impossible to compute with any thing like

accuracy the number of carriages, horses, and per-
sons present. Such a concourse was never before
seen in Washington; the number of persons present
being estimated at from five to eight thousand. T ie

mildness and radiance of the day cast a bri liant

hue on the complexion of the whole ceremony; and
it is satisfactory to say, that we heard of no accident

during the day, notwithstanding the magnitude of
tbe assemblage.
The president and his lady, after his return, re-

ceived at their dwelling the visits of their friends,
of the head* of departments, most of the sen itors

and representatives, of all the foreign ministers at

the seat of government, of strangers and ci izens;

who also generally paid the tribute of their unabated

respect to Mr. and Mrs Madison.
The evening concluded with a splendid ball at

Davis's hotel; at which were present the president
and ex-president and their ladies, the heads of de-

partment, foreign ministers, and an immense throng
of strangers and citizens.

Address of the vice-president to the senate, after

having taken the oath of office on the fourth day
of March.

Gentlemen of the senate :

In entering the office of vice-president, I beg
leave to offer a public acknowledgement of r >e

honor conferred upon me by the people of the I t-

ed States, by placing me next in their confidence
lo that illustrious citizen whose patriotism, virtue,
;;nd eminent public services, receive this day the

highest reward that a free people can bestow.
I assume the duties assigned me in the senate*

with the greatest diffidence, arising from a con-

sciousness of my inexperience in the forms of li-

berate assemblies; and when, at the same time, I

reflect that this chair has hitherto been adorned by
men of the first distinction for experience, tale-its

and character, I am oppressed by the magnitude
of the responsibility which now devolves upon me.

My heart assures me that I may promise upright
intentions, zealous industry and rigid impartiality^
If aught beyond these shall merit approbation, it

will be justly ascribed to the wisdom and mag-
nanimity of the members of this dignified body—

Vice-presiuent Tompkins.

their successors. From these I shall endeavor to de- and upon that wisdom and magnanimity I entirely
rive all the advantages which they may afford. Of my

j
repose myself for guidance and support,

immediate predecessor, under whom so important
a portion of this great and successful experiment
lias been made, I shall be pardoned for expressing

my earnest wishes, that he may long enjoy in his

retirement the affections of a grateful country, the 'The governor of New-York announced his election

best reward of exalted talents, and the most faithful! to the vice-presidency of the United States to

and meritorious services. Relying on the aid to be the legislature and militia of the state, in the ad-

derived from the other departments of government, dress and general order inserted below.

1 enter on the trust to which I have been called by Gentlemen of the senate and of the

the suffrages of my fellow citizens, with my fervent assembly of the slate of JVew York—
prayers to the Almighty that he wi . be graciously Having received official information of my elec-

pleased to continue to us that protection which he Ition to the office of vice-president of the Ui.ited

has already so conspicuously displayed in our favor. States, I surrender, through their representatives,
to the people of this state, the office of their chief

Having concluded his address, the oath of office

Was administered to him by the chief justice of the

United S ates. The oath was announced by a single

gun, and followed by salutes from the navy-yard, the

battery, from fort Warburton, and from several

pieces of artillery on the ground.
The president was received oq his arrival, with

magistrate.
Whether the influence of my official conduct on

the prosperity, the security, and the character ofr

New-York may be regarded in a favorable or unfa-

vorable light, I shall always hear with the highest

gratification, that those who may succeed to the ad-

ministration of its government shall have far excelled
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Bie in advancing the interests and the honor of the

state.

A crowd of sensations are awakened by announc-

ing this, my separation,from officers, legislators, and

citizens, with whom I have b^en so long
1

associated,

an 1 who have yielded to me, on all occasions, the

f'e^tes"
kindness, issistance and respect. When

call to miiid that I was distinguished at an early

age by a preference far beyond my merits, and re-

flect on the vinlenl p rtv colli ions with which this

stute lias been, unfortunately, too often agitated

during n administration; when I recollect the na-

tional difficulties and distress occasioned by the war
in whicli we have be^n engaged, and call to mind
the unbounded confidence, support, and indeed, pa-
rental solicitude, with which they sustained me in

the midst of those most trying scenes of my public
life, and at the same time, reflect how inadequate
and feeble have been my greatest exertions and my
utmost devotions to their interests to repay the ob-

ligation, my heart is overwhelmed with emotions
whicli I have uo power to express.

I shall bear with me through life a glowing re-

collection of the affection and gratitude I owe to

the people of the state of New York; and that they
may be blesr.ed with perpetual happiness, prosperi-

ty and liberty, will ever be the warmest wish ofmv
heart. D'sIEL D. TOMPKINS

Albany, February 24, 1817.

STATE 9T rtKW-TORR.—fiETTEHAI. GRnETtS.

Head-quarters, JSlbany, 20th Feb 1817.
On the eve of Ids separation from the officers and

soldiers of the militia, the commander in chief of
fers a sincere acknowledgment for the confidence
and bupport he has always received from them, and
for die patriotism they have exhibited in the whole
course of the late war Deeply sensible how much
the subordination and zeal of the militiaofthis state

have contributed to advance its honor and fame, he
would do injustice to himself and them were he not
on this occasion publicly to proclaim his high sense
of gratitude.
The conduct displayed at Plattsburg, Sackett's

Harbor, and on the Niagara frontier, and especially
in the sortie from fort Erie, has given the military
in this state a high rank amongst the bravest ..e-

fenders of the country. The commander in chief
entreats them to cherish and transmit to posterity
that patriotic spirit which animated them to such
noble deeds-
He will ever retain a lively recollection of their

services in the most trying periods, and of the re-

spect and regard he has uniformly received from
them, and with the most devout prayers for the fu
ture prosperity and happiness of his fellow officers
and soldiers of the militia of the state of New York,
he bids them an affectionate farewell.

By order of the commander in chief,
SOL. VAN RENSSELEAR,

i djutant-general.

Relations with Spain.
Message from the president of the United States,

transmitting the correspondence between the U.
States and the government of Spain, relative to
the subjects of controversy between the two na-
tions.—-February 22, 1817". Read and ordered to
be printed for use of the senate.

To the senate of the United Stales—
1 transmit to the senate a report of the secretary

of stale, complying with their resolution of the 20th
j.
nstant. JAMES MADISON.
February 22, 1817.

Department of state, Feb. 22d, 1817.
The secretary of state, to whom was referred the

resolution of the senate of the 20th instant, request-
ing "the president to lay before the senate a copy
of the correspondence between the government of
the United States and the government of Spain,
relative to the subjects of controversy between the
two nations, except such part as he may deem im-

proper to disclose," has the honor to submit to the

president the accompanying papers, marked A. B,
and C. as containing the information which is sup-
posed to be wanted.

All which is respectfully submitted.
J AS. MONROE.

(A.)
C°Ph °f a tetter from the secretary of state to the

Chevalier <Ie Onis, dated
Department of statu, Jan. 14, 1817.

Ste—Having understood, in our late conference,
that you would not agree to an arrangement, by
which Spain should cede her claims to the territory
eastward of the Mississippi, unless the United States
ceded their claims to all the territory westward of
that river, and that even then, your Agreement
•vould be restricted to a recommendation to vour
government to adopt an arrangement to that effect-
it is deemed unnecessary to make you any further
proposition, or to prolong the negociation on the

subject of limits.

1 have now to request, that you will have the
goodness to inform me, whether you are willing to
enter into a convention to provide compensation for

spoliations, and for the injur) resulting to the Unit-
ed States from the suppression of the deposite at
New-Orleans.

I have the honor to be, he.

JAMES MONROE.
[Translation.]

JUr. Onis to the secretary of stale.

16rh January, 1817.
Sir—? have received your official letter of the

14th inst. in
which, you are pleased to make known

to me, that, having understood in our last confer-
ence, that I would not accede to an arrangement
by which Spain should cede her pretensions to the
territory east of the Mississippi, if the United
States did not relinquish theirs to the west of that
river, and that, even in this case, my accession
would be limited to recommending to my govern-
ment the adoption of this project, it appeared to you
useless to make me more propositions to prolong
the negociation on the subject of limits between
the two governments, and you only desired to know
if I was disposed to sign a convention, to provide
compensation for the injuries occasioned to the
United States by the cruizers of his majesty in the
late war, and for those winch resulted to the United
States from the suppression of the deposite at New
Orleans.

In answer to this letter, you will permit me to
observe, that, in the conference referred to 1 had
the honor to exhibit to you the full powers of my
sovereign, in which he authorizes me to negoeiate
adjust and sign a treaty, or convention, with the
United States, in which should be arranged riot only
the indemnities due to the subjects and citizens of
both nations, for the injuries they had suffered from
the last war between his majesty and Greaf Britain
to the present, in contravention of the law of na-
tions, and the existing treaty between the two pow-
ers, but also to fix the respective limits to the satis-
faction of both. The intention of his majesty (and
in this I believe the two governments agree) is not
confined to a partial arrangement, which might lave
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in existence the disagreements which have unhap-

pily arisen between them from the effect of circum-
stances. His majesty, fully convinced that no treaty
or convention can be durable, unless it is founded
in equality and mutual convenience, has particularly
directed me, that keeping in mind the reciprocal,

political and commercial interests, which unite the

two nations, I should so adjust the definitive ar-

rangement with the person whom the president
should authorize to that effect, that no controversy
could ever again arise between them.

1 cannot conceal from you, that, to arrive at

this end, it is indispensable to begin by amicably

Pensacola, which was the key of the Gulf of Mexi-
co; the best port of that Gulf, and which was the
more necessary to his majesty for the security o
his possessions; but that, in the mean time, if you
should propose to me, on the part of this govern-
ment, to make the Mississippi the frontier, 1 should
see in that proposition a disposition on the part of
the United States to offer some equivalent, and I

would recommend it to the consideration of his ma-

jesty as a fixed and stable limit, to assure the peace
and tranquility of the two nations.

I hope that you will recognise in this exposition
the sincerity and ingenuousness with which 1 pro-

discussing and agreeing upon the rights of each of ceed, and that you will, on a view of it, adopt, of
the two powers, and that the-result of this discussion (the two modes proposed for setting on foot the

is, what ought to guide us in arranging the indem- negociation, that which will be most agreeable to

nities and fixing the limits which may be just and Hie United States. The first, that is to say, that of

mutually convenient to the two nations. You had
| discussing and agreeing upon die reciprocal rights

the goodness to say tome, that this method had and pretensions of the two nations, is the safest, and
been adopted by you and Mr. Cevallos, and that, it;

that which ought to conduct us with the greatest
•we renewed it, precious time would be lost without

our being able to agree. In such a dilemma, and
anxious to contribute on my part to accelerate the

negociation, 1 took the liberty to propose to you the

only other method which appeared to me to exist,

besides the one which I have just mentioned, to

arrange these differences, which is this: that the

precision, to the indemnities and to the establish-

ment of limits between them, since nothing is more

easy than that, each point of justice being agreed
upon, the equivalent to it should be arranged upon
principles of equality and reciprocal convenience.
The wecond is shorter, but it requires a relinquish-
ment of all views of aggrandizement on both sides,

two powers, th: owing off all idea of aggrandize- and that each government, adopting as a basis the

ment, and sacrificing resentments *nd complaints Yuti possidetis, either of the year 1792, which is the

of little import.. nee, should proceed, with good
faith, to fix limits between them which should be

mutually convenient, which should not be liable to

controversy, or be unknown to, or violated by, the

respe- tiye subjects of each.

one fixed on by the allied courts in the general
pacification for the recognition of the right of pro-

perty in their possessions, or that of the year 1763,
after the conclusion of the treaty of peace between

Spain, France and England, in which treaty the

You did me the honor to applaud a proposition [limits of their provinces were fixed, and the two
So C ink and liberal, »s dictated by equity and

goodjFloridas were separated, the East from Spain and
faith—and made known to me, with the same the West from France, by transferring them in full

frankness, that the Unite! States desired to unite
[sovereignty to England, they may come to a just

to its dominions all the territories which belong toiand friendly understanding, so as to do away these

Spain to the east of the Mississippi; and that, for (disagreements. I am ready to discuss with you in

them, they would offer to Spain those which were
J

the first mode just referred to. 1 am, also, ready to

between the rio del Norte and the Colorado. Butt treat with you by adopting the second: and I flatter

&* no- only these lands, but all those which lie be- myself that I shall, in either case, give you proofs
tween the Colorado and cape North, drawing a line that I will not depart from what is due to justice,

by the river Mertqento, or Mermentao, towards the equity, and the mutual convenience of the two na-

Pvesidia of Adais, and from thence by the Arroyo jtions. I renew to you, &c.

Onda towards Natchitoches, are a part of the pro- LUIS DE ONIS.

yinee'ofTexas, belonging to, and in the uninterrupted
possession of histnaiesty, wi hoiit there having been, Copy of a letter from the secretary of state, to the

in relation thereto, any dispute between France and

Spain, that dispute being solely as to Natchitoches,
which ft rt the Freneh raised, unjustly,

in the terri-

tory of his catholic majesty; it results that this pro-

position not only does not offer compensation to

his in jesty for West and East Folorida, whose
cession the United States intimate would be very

agreeable to them, but it involves the relinquish-
ment of the property and possession which his ma-

les v has of die territory in the province of Texas,
wliicii lies between the Colorado and the vicinity of

Natchitoches.
To pr >p. sitions so distant f/om the equality and

re' ip ocal convenience in which we have agreed to

treat tiiese affairs, 1 answered, that, as the powers
of Ins msjes y had been hastily sent to me, by Mr.

Cevallos, to lake advantage of the departure of Mr.

Brent, 1 have not received express instructions

Chevalier de Onis, dated

Department of state, Jan. 25, 1817.

Sin—I have had the honor to receive your let-

ter of the 16th, in reply to mine of the 14th of this

month.
It having been the invariable desire of the United

States to settle all differences with Spain on just

and fair conditions; it is seen with much regret,

that a similar disposition is not manifested on the

part of your government.
Finding by your letter, that 1 had distinctly un-

derstood the views ofyour government, as explained
bv you, in our late conference, and stated in my last

letter; and perceiving also, that you still adhere to

those views, which, being altogether inconsistent

with the rights of the United States, are inadmissi-

ble; I have to repeat, that this government has ho

motive to continue the negociation, on the subject

ouching t:it entire cession of the two Fioridas, of boundaries.

which the United States wished: and, although they

prove to me the desire of his majesty to accommo-
date them in all arrangements which may be com-

patible with his interests, I saw myself obliged to

wai' for instructions on this point, of so much the

gre .ter importance, as it relates to the cession by
his majesty to the United States of the port of

In making this frank declaration, I cannot avoid

expressing my surprise, that you should now find

it necessary to refer again to your government, for

instructions on any part of this subject. These

differences have long existed, and, as far back as

1805, were fully discussed, as you readily admitted,

in every circumstance appertaining to, or connected
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cidental circumstance of Mr. Brent's haying taken

charge of the duplicates of his majesty's powers,
uus alone obtained for me the receipt of them, and
that lam even yet without the originate: with which,
doubtless, his m.jesty sent me instructions, and
communicated to me his reasons for transf ring- the

negotiation here. I can assure you I am entirely

ignorant of what has passed in Madrid between Mr.

Erving and Mr. CeVallos, and that T am pot less so

of the motives which have induced his majesty to

transfer the discussion here, notwithstanding I h:id

informed him, that I had myself proposed to you
that authority and instructions should he given to

Mr. Erving in relation to it, it being clear to me,
that his majesty desired nothing with more anxietv
than to see an affair terminated, which must be the

precursor of the reciprocal intimacy, which should
be established between the two governments, for the

mutual benefit of their respective subjects and citi-

zens.

If T might be permitted to conjecture the motives
which have induced his majesty to transfer the ne-

gotiation here, I believe I should not mistake in

designating, as the principal one of them, the know-

ledge his majesty has ofyour talents, of your justice,

(justification,) and of the conciliatory disposition
wiiich you manifested in your conferences with Mr.

Cevallos, to concur in the settlement of these dis-

cussions; and, as the second, this: that, in the mo-
ment of the arrival of the queen, his august spouse,
and of the festivities incident to this happy event,
his majesty could not give the attention which was

requisite to these affairs, which he considered of he
fiVst importance. You are too just not to appreciate
these motives, and not to see in them any thing but
a new proof of the anxiety of his majesty to avoid ail

delay or inactivity. T!«e president, informed by you
of these motives, will, I flatter myself, form the same

opinion, and seethe necessity of my waiting for the

necesary instructions from my sovereign, before I

subscribe to the points which ought to form the basis

of this treaty. The short delay winch may result

from this, will be amply compensated for and with
mutual advantage, if you would place me in a situa-

tion to inform my government of the principal
points on which the government ofthe United States
wish to see this negotiation turn You know that
as yet you have only made known to me, in our first

conference, that if we were to go into a .discussion
of the rights of the two powers, as was done by you
and Mr. Cevallos, much time would be lost, and
each of us would ret. i in his opinion. You know
that I agreed to this: but at the same time intimat-

ed, that i saw no other more certain mode of accom-

plishing the object which the two powers had in

view, since it must be with a knowledge of there*,

pect'ive rights of each party that we ought to begin
.in fixing the indemnities a>id compensations, which

ferences between Spain and the United States on
i belonged to each, on the principles of equity,

juscice, and convenience; and that the only way of

avoiding this and of shortening the negociation,

with them, in a special mission to Madrid for the

purpose. It was hoped and expected, on the restor >-

tion of the diplomatic intercourse between the twi.

nations, that you would have been invested with

full power to settle them; and it was in accord with

your views, when this ./as fmnd not to be the case,

that the requisite authority was given to the minis-

ter plenipotentiary of the United States at Madrid.

It could not have been doubted, as your govern-
ment had not authorized its minister here to bring
these controversies to a conclusion, that the minis

ter of the United States would have been promptly
met in his offers to effect it at Madrid. I need not

repeat to you the great disappointment which the

president felt, when, after the lapse of so much

time, he was informed, that an expression of regret
in my letter to you of the 10th of June, at the delay

resulting from your want of powers, and from the

nece*s':'v of transferring the negocia
1 ion "o Madrid,

had been misconstrued into a desire that it should

be transferred again to the United Sta.es. On

examining, however, the tenor of your commission,
and the communications between Mr. Erving and

Mr. Cevallos, both of which seemed 'o contemplate
a prompt conclusion of the business here; the idea

now brought forward in your letter, ofa further re-

sort to your government for other instructions, was

surely the last to enter into the anticipations of this

government.
It is proper to add that I understood you to con-

ceive in our late conference, fully with me, in the

sentiments, that any further discussion of subjects,
which had been already so of; en discussed and com-

pletely exhausted, would be useless, since it could

not be presumed that any change of opinion on any

point, would take place on either side. Each party
understands its rights, and has, doubtless, made up
its mind as to the conditions it is willing to a„opt.
To those suggested by you, as being worthy the

consideration of your government, this government
cannot agree.

Under these circumstances I have again to re-

quest that you will do me the honor to inform me,
whether vou Are willing to conclude a convention, to

provide indemnity for spoliations, and the suppres-
sion of the deposite at New-Orleans as mentioned
in my last letter.

I have the honor to be, with the most perfect

consideration, sir, your very oheclient servant,
JAMES MONROE.

[Translation.]

Mr. Onis to the secretary of state. -.

10th February, 1817.

Sir—I have received the official letter which you
did me the honor to address to me, under the date

of the 25th of last month, stating that notwithstand-

ing the desire the president had to adjust all dil

just conditions, and to their mutual convenience, it

"was seen, with great regret, that a like disposition

was not manifested on the part of Spain.

You support this opinion on the ground that I ad-

here to the same sentiments which my government
manifested in former times; and also, that the pre-

sident, seeing the powers with which his majesty
had been pleased to honor me, could not compre-
hend why I should think it necessary to recur to my
sovereign to obtain new instructions. You will

would be, that the two powers, giving up all pre-
tensions and all idea rivalship or aggrandisement,
should agree between themselves, in good faith, to

fix their limits according to equity, justice, and
mutual convenience, so that they should not be li-

able to be violated by thij

subjects of the one
or the other, and in a way to avoid the renewal (^
the complaints which hid given rise to misunder-

standings. You approved an idea so libera!, so ge-permit me to observe, that the number of privateers standm

armed in the ports of this country, to cruise under nerous and so demonstrative of the disposition of

an unknown flag against the Spanish commerce, have the king, iny master, to accommodate the United

obstructed in such a manner the communications 1 States in whatever might be agr& ibie to thtm, if

between the peninsula and these stales, that the ac-|not incompatible with his interests; audi in conse-
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quence, you made known to me, thai lilt United

Si: s wished to unite to their dominions the two

Florida*. As, in the former negotiations, the ces-

sion of West Florida, to the rio Perdido, was alone
J

spi ken of, and as his maiesty was ignorant of the

new desires of this government, I said to you, that

although I did not positively know whether his ma-

jesty would deprive himself of Eas< Florida, and of

the important port of Pensacola, which was the key
of the gulfof Mexico, yet the desire of his majesty
to gratify this government was great, and thai it

was very probable he might agree to do it, pro-
vided that, on the part of the United States, there

should be offered to him a just equivalent, and one

of reciprocal convenience.
I leave to your impartiality and justice, and to

that of the whole world, to say, if, on the part of

his majesty, a more positive proof is wanting of the

interest which he takes in arranging these affairs

in a friendly manner, and, if I should not find an -

self more authorized to doubt of equal dispositions
on the part of the United States, in consequence
of the proposition which you made me, not only
of not giving any thing in exchange for the two

provinces, and the cession of which the U. Slate-

desire, but requiring that his majesty should cede

to them a part of another, which has been in the

Uninterrupted possession of his majesty for more
than two hundred years.

I am, nevertheless, very far from judging it thus

A firm and permanent arrangement of all points o;

difference, is equally useful and necessary to both

nations. It ought to fix the basis of the happiness
of their respective subjects and citizens; and to

obtain this, it ought necessarily to be founded in

justice, equity and mutual convenience. His ma-

jesty is disposed to conclude it on these terms; and

he has too much confidence in the well known
rectitude of this administration to think that it could

solicit it on other terms.
You are pleased also to inform me, in your es-

teemed note, that to the propositions which I
have]

suggested as worthy of the consideration of my go-

vernment, that of the United States cannot agree;
and that abandoning the arrangement of limits, you!
desire only to know if I am disposed to sign a con-!

vention for settling the injury sustained by the

American coram ei-ce, and for the suppression of the

deposite at New Orleans.

As the propositions which I have made to youj
•were confined solely to the leaving to your elec-

tion whether we should treat, by discussing and

fixing in a friendly manner the respective rights
of each power, to the end that, having agreed to

them, and the obligations of e..ch upon the other

being known, the compensation to which each may
foe en' [ led might be settled: or that, leaving things
to remain in ;he state they were, we might agree
in a friendly manner as to what would suit each— 1

cannot conceive that the United States should be of

opinion that they cannot agree to my of these points.
I would offend my own delicacy if, after being

assured by you that the United States were dis- •

po- i. to terminate all the differences which exist;
between t!<e two nations by a treaty founded onj

justice, equity, and mutual convenience, I could
believe that the United States would repel the)

only means which, in my opinion, exist to arrive'

a ! this and I ju ..-.. t
ten, that I have not explained!

jpyseli
'

i ient clearness, or that 1 have not]
well comprehended you; and] again renew my pro- 1

positions in a plain, ce;.r and demonstrative man-]
n> .

, fiving you au example which you cannot but!
find just. J

Let us suppose (and it is a very proper supposi-
tion) that you and 1 are intimate friends; you have

purchased an estate adjoining one of mine; (I do
not now inquire whether you purchassed it from a

person who had a right to sell it or not— but you
purchased it;) and, be it because some officious

person said so, or because you thought so, you were
of opinion that there was included in this purchase
a part of my estate which I worked, took cart of,
and possessed As soon as you had made this

purchase, and observed that possession was not

given you of the land I worked, and which you
believed to belong to you, you asked me to give
it up to you. 1 observed to you that it was mine,
that the land which you had purchased had also

belonged to me formerly, that I had ceded it to

him who had sold it, such as he had delivered it,

and in no greater extent; and that, consequently,
he could not transfer to you more than I had given
to him. You and I refer to the seller, and he
tells us that he never sold the land to you which

you require, and never obtained it from me, nor,

had an intention of acquiring it, Notwithstand-

ing this declaration, which is decisive and irrevoca-

ble, I, from motives of friendship for you, and to

do away all doubt on the point, propose to you
that we should discuss the affair in a friendly man-
ner, and assure you, that if you present to me
unquestioiia&le documents to prove thai it belongs
to you, I am ready to give it up. I ask you, dis-

passionately, if this proposition could be considered
as inadmissible. I go further. I, who am anxious
to accommodate you because you are my friend
and a good neighbor, knowing that you desire to

get part of my territory to round out yours, and
to facilitate the exportation of your produce, as

there is a navigable river passing through it, carry
my friendship and condescension so far as to say
to you, that we will agree between ourselves, by- a

friendly investigation, what belongs to each; and,
this being settled, I am ready to cede to you the
lands you desire, for an equivalent founded in

equity, justice, and reciprocal convenience, fixing
tne limits between us in such a way that our
servants should not engage us in quarrels and
contests, as, it being our desire to live in the

greatest harmony, we were equally interested in

avoiding every subject of difference. Will you
say to me that these friendly propositions, are

inadmissible? I believe not. Such, then, neither
more nor less, are those which I have suggested
to you in my former official note, and renew to you
by this, hoping

1

that, taking them into serious con-

sideration, you will view them as just, equitable, and
even generous.
You cannot but know that the convention you

propose, limited to the indemnification for injuries
done to the American commerce, by the cruizers

and tribunals of Spain, and by the suppression of
the deposite at New-Orleans, will not accomplish

fully the object which the two nations propose to

themselves, of extinguishing all disagreements.
Nevertheless, to give another proof of the defer-

ence of his majesty to the wishes of this republic,
1 agree to the negociation with you on these two

points, and to conclude a convention as to them, in

which shall be embraced the just reclamations

which his majesty shall produce against this go-
vernment, and the various arrangements he desires

to place in it for the encouragement of the com-
merce between the two nations, and to avoid inju-

ries, such as those, which, from the want of expli-

citness in the last treaty, have been experienced by
r

t.ie respective subjects of both. I will add more^
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and it is, that the first point to which you refer, be-

ing founded in the treaty which exists between the

two nations, I will subscribe to ii without difficul-

ty; and as to the second, it is of so small an amount,

that if I do not succeed in demonstrating to you
th-.it these injuries have not existed, or that they

are much exaggerated, and that the United States

have already admitted that they were satisfied for

them, I will have no difficulty even as to them. I

ought likewise to observe to you, that it will be ea-

sy to include in this same convention or treaty, a

provisional arrangement of limits, without detain-

ing us to fix them with exactitude. If tlie United

States do not desire to make an essential change in

the established limits, fixed bv the treaties of

1763, 1764, 1783, 1795, and 1800, and that this ar-

rangement should only apply to the uncultivated

lands to the north of the Missouri, the boundaries

of which were never settled between France and

Spain, this question might be left for commission-

ers, named by each party, and their decision might
be considered as part of the convention: But in

any case, the most efficient method of concluding

these affairs will be, that you should have the

goodness to say to me, with frankness, what are the

real views of the United States, what are the real

and true compensations they are disposed to ofler

for the country they desire to obtain from his ma-

jesty. You may be assured that I will support,

earnestly, proposals that are just and reciprocally

convenient, and that, on the return of the courier,

I shall be able to sign, under the powers I now

have, a treaty mutually satisfactory to both parties,

we, in the mean time, agreeing upon all the articles

or minor considerations. You cannot but know
that the instructions ought to he adapted to the

greater or lesser territory of his majesty which the

United States may desire to add to their dominions;

and that, if they desire none, little difficulty can

occur on the subject of indemnities between two

powers animated by conciliatory and just sentiments.

I renew to you my respects, &c.

LUIS DE ONIS.

Copy of a letter from the secretary of state to the

chevalier de Onis, dated

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

February, 20, 1817-

Sir—I have had the honor to receive your letter

of the 10th instant.

From full consideration of the contents of this

letter, it appears, that, although you expect in-

struct ions at an early date, to negociate and con-

clude a treaty, for the adjustment of all differen-

ces between the United States and Spain, which

you manifest a desire to accomplish, you do not

consider yourself authorised to do so on any one

point,, at this time. I will thank you to state whe-

ther I have understood correctly the idea which you
intend to convey. In case I have, I have only to

remark, that although the delay is particularly to

he regretted, it is not perceived, that any advan-

tage can be derived from entering into the negocia-

tion, before you have received your instructions.

I have the honor to be, &c.

JAMES MONROE.

Translation of a letter from the chevalier de Onis to

the secretary of state, dated,

Washington, February 21, 1817.

Sir—In the official letter which you did me the

honor to direct to me yesterday, you state that you
had taken into consideration the contents of mine

of the 10th instant, and, confining yourself to one

point only out of many on which it touches, of the

greatest importance, as I think to the interest of
both nations, you say, that if you had correct!'/ un-
derstood the meaning of my letter, at th" same time
that I manifest a desire to conclude a treaty for the

adjustment of all the differences existing between
Spain and the United States, I do not consider my-
self authorised to do so, until I receive the instruc-
ions from mv sovereign, of which I am in daily ex-
pecl ition. You ask me if this is the true idea
which I had wished to give you, and add, that if it

is, altho-jgh we must both lament the delay, it is

not perceived that any advantage can be derived
from entering into the negociation until I receive

my instructions.

In my noie above mentioned, I made known to

you, with the candor and sinceritv which charac-
terise me, the causes to which I attributed the delay
in receiving the instructions consequent on the pow-
ers which his m tjesty had given me; and I do not
doubt that the president will have found them as

just, as the reasons I stated to you demonstrating
that a partial negociation, which did not embrace
all the points of disagreement between the two na-
tions, cannot accomplish the one or the other—
which is to get clear of these disagreements, and to
take care that they are not renewed in future. The
treaty in question ought to provide for the JHst re-
clamations of the subjects and citizens of the re-

spective parties; that the limits between the two
powers should be fixed agreeably to their respective
rights, to justice and reciprocal convenience Finally,
it ought to comprehend different stipulations anala-

gous to the new state of relations of intimacy
which is about to be established between the two
governments for the greater encouragement of their

reciprocal commerce. You know that all these

poinds have so intimate a connection with each other,
that it is not easy to separate them, and on the other
hand they are of such importance that I consider it

necessary to wait the arrival ofmy instructions, be-
fore I conclude definitely a treaty involving affairs
of such magnitude. Nevertheless, as we cannot
but feel this delay very sensibly, which most pro-
bably will be short, anxious on my part to lessen
it so far as depended on me, I have suggested to

you that we might begin to discuss the points of
least importance, to the end of having the work in
a state of forwardness when the instructions should
arrive; but, since you prefer waiting for their

arrival, I will agree to what you may resolve on;
persuaded that you do not take less interest than I

do, in fixing the relations of amity between the two
countries on a footing the most solid and durable.

LUIS DE ONIS.

CONGRESS.
CCj'We are compelled to postpone for our next

paper the usual journal of the proceedings of con-

gress, when every thing useful for record shall be
inserted. The list of acts, however, shews what
was done. The following is immediately and ex-

tensively interesting:
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

The following is the message of the president,
transmitting to the house of representatives his ob-

jections to the bank bonus bill:

To the house of representatives of the United States:

Having considered the bill this day presented to

me, entitled "an act to set apart and pledge certain
ftmds for internal improvements;" and which sets

apart and pledges funds, "for constructing roads
and canals, and improving the navigation of water
courses, in order to facilitate, promote and give
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security to internal commerce among tlie several

states, and to render more easy and less expensive
the means and provisions for the common defence,"

I am constrained, by the insuperable difficulty I

feel in reconciling the bill with the constitution of

the United States, to return it, with that objection,
to the house of representatives, in which it origi-

nated.

The legislative powers, vested in congress, are

specified and enumerated in the 8th section of the

first article of the constitution; and it does not ap-

pear that the power, proposed to be exercised by

gislature to provide for them, might be exercised
with signal advantage to the general prosperity.

—
But seeing that such a power is not expressh giv-
en by the constitution; and believing it cannot be
deduced from any part of it, without an inadmissa-
ble lattitude of construction, and a reli tnce on in-

sufficient precedents; believing, also, that the per-
manent success of the constitution depends on a de-

finite partition of powers between the general and
the state governments, and that no adequate land-

marks would be left by the constructive extension

of the powers of congress, as proposed in the bill,

the bill, is among the enumerated powers; or that 1 1 have no option but to withhold my signature from
it falls, by any just interpretation, within the power it; cherishing the hope, that its beneficial objects
to make laws necessary and proper for carrying into may be attained, by a resort for the necessary pow-
execuiion those or other powers vested by the con

stitution in the government of the United States.

"The power to regulate commerce among the se-

veral states," cannot include a power to construe

roads and canals, and to improve the navigation of

water courses, in order to facilitate, promote and

secure, such a commerce, without a lattitude ofcon-

struction, departing from the ordinary import of

the terms, strengthened by the known inconveni-

ences which, doubtless, led to the grant of this re-

medial power to congress. To refer the power, in

ers, to the same wisdom and virtue in the nation,

which established the constitution in its actual form,
and providently marked out, in the instrument it-

self, a safe and practicable mode of improving it,

as experience might suggest.
JAMES MADISON.

March 3, 1817.

On the question "shall this bill pass, the presi-
dent's objections notwithstanding?" the vote stood

as follows:
YEAS—Speaker* fMr. CtayJ Messrs. Alexander, Archer, Betu,

.... ,,;„' in ri„»Mim«P "in nrnvirle fnr the common !

Birdseye, Breckenridge, Brooks, Cady, Calhoun, Chttppell, Clen-
qaction, to the clause to pi o\ icie Tor tne common

, denne^ Comstockt Conner, Creighton, Culpepper, Forsyth, Gas-
defence and general welfare,

' would be contrary tO;
toni Griffin, Hahn, Hall, Harrison, Henderson. Herbert, Hopkin-

the established and consistent rules of interpreta-jso", Hager, Hulbert. Ingfaun, Irving, N. Y.Johnson, Ky. Kent,

i ., •
i j „r i ~„Ji* a„c Kerr, Va. Kilbourn, Little, Lovett, Lyle, Midaleton. Milnor, Jer.

tion; as rendering the special and careful enumera- Nels^ 0r;nsny>

'

P„ter, Pickering, Reynolds, Ross, Savage,
tion of powers, which follow the clause, nugatory jSchanek, Sharp, Slieffev, Tate, Taylor, N. Y. Telfair, Wallace,

and improper. Such a view of the constitution{^^S^S^SS^^ VVilkin <
Thos - Wi,son'

Would have the efiect of giving to congress a gene- j NAYS— Messrs. Adams, AuVrton, Baer, Baker, Barbour, Bas-

ral power of lejrislation, instead of the defined and sett, Blount, Boss, Bradbury, Carr, Ms. Clark. N. C. Clayton,

,. y. , ...P . ,„, .„ j tA i,j„„„.„,|,„ 1T1 . Davenport, Desha, DicU?ns, Edwards, Fletcher, Forney, Golds-
] united one hitherto understood to belong ,o them;

borolI^ > Goodwyll) Hale, hWs, Hnjigsrford, Irwin, Penn. Jew-

the terms "common defence and general welfare, et t, Johnson of Va. King, Law, Lowndrs, Lyon, William Maclay,

pmhririnir everv obieftt and act within the Durview ,

Marsh, Mason, M'Coy, Mills, Hugh Nelson, Noyes, Parris, Pit;
embracing every onjeet ana act \vitnm me ptuvic, Pleasant Rpwl Root RUggies ,

Smith Md. Southard, Steams,
of a legislative trust. It would have the effect ot

Strong
,

sturges, Tallmadge, Taul, Vose, Ward, Ms. Ward.N. Y.

subjecting, both the constitution and laws ofthe se- Ward, N. J. Wilcox, Williams—S6.

veral states, in all cases not specifically exempted,
to be superseded by laws of congress; it being ex-

pressly declared, "that the constitution of the Uni-

ted States, and laws made in pursuance thereof,

shall be the supreme law of the land, and the judges
of every state shall be bound thereby, any tiling in

the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary

notwithstanding." Such a view of the constitution,

finally, would have the effect of excluding the judi-
cial authority of the United States from its partici

pation in guarding the boundary between the legis-

lative powers of the general and of the state go-

vernments; inasmuch as questions relating to the

general welfare, being questions of policy and ex-

pediency, are unsusceptible of judicial cognizance
and decision.

A restriction of the power "to provide for the

common defence and general welfare," to cases

which are to be provided for by the expenditure of

money, would still leave within the legislative pow-
er of congress all the great and most important
measures of government; money being the ordinary

and necessary means of carrying them into execu-

tion.

If a general power to construct roads and canals,

and to improve the navigation of water courses,

with the train of powers incident thereto, be not

possessed by congress, the assent of the states, in

the mode provided by the bill, cannot confer the

power. The only cases in which the consent and

cession of particular states can extend the power of

congress are those specified and provided for in the

constitution.

I am not unaware of the great importance of

roads and canals, and the improved navigation of

water courses; and that a power in the national le

Two thirds being required to decide the ques-
tion affirmatively, the bill did not pass.

List of Acts

rASSED AT THE SECOND SESSION OF THE FOURTEENTH

CONGRESS, JUST CLOSED.

An act to repeal the second section of the act

concerning the pay of the officers, seamen and ma-

rines of the navy.
An act supplementary to an act to regulate the

duties on imports and tonnage.
An act for the relief of Nathaniel Williams.

An act directing the discharge of Nathaniel Taft

from his imprisonment.
An act for the relief of Win. Ilaslett.

An act for the relief of John Ricaud.

An act authorising a new edition of the land laws.

An act making a partial appropriation for the navy,
for the year 1817.

An act for the relief of Oliver Spellman.
An act for the repeal after the present session of

congress of the act to change the mode of compensa-
tion to the members of the senate and house of re-

presentatives and the delegates from the territories,

passed March 19, 1816.

An act to extend the provisions of the act to au-

thorise certain officers and other persons to ad-

minister oaths, passed in 179S.

And act to amend the act authorising the pay-
ment of a sum of money to Joseph Stewart and

thers.

*The speaker always has the "right" of voting
—but exercises it only when his vote can affect a

question.
—Keg.
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An act, for the relief of Henry Malcolm.
An act for the- relief Jacmt Laval.

An act in addition to the act for the relief of

George T. Ross and Daniel Patterson.
An act providing for the division of'certain quar-

ter sections in future sales of public lands.

An act for the relief of Lewis Olmstead.
An act authorising the sale of certain grounds

belonging to the United States in the city of Wash-

ington.
An act for the relief of Alexander Holmes, and

Benj. Hough.
An act supplementary to the act for the reliefof

persons imprisoned for debts due to the United

States.

An act for the relief of Peter Kendall.
An act for the relief of certain Creek Indians.

An act making an appropriation for opening and

cutting a road therein described.
An act making further provision for repairing the

public buildings and improving the public square.
An act authorising a subscription for printing the

tenth volume of public documents.
An act supplementary to the act further to amend

the several acts for the establish ment and regula-
tion of the treasury, war and navy departments.
An act for the reliefof certain officers.

An act for the relief of John De Castanado.
An act to continue in force the 2d section of the

act supplementary to the act to regulate the duties
on imports and tonnage
An act to authorise the extension of the Colum-

bian turnpike road in the district of Columbia.
An act to provide for furnishing the house of the

president of the United States
An act making provision for the support of the

military establishment during the year 1817.
An act allowing further time for entering donation

rights to lands in tire district of Detroit.
An act to set apart certain public land for the

cultivation of the vine and the olive.
An acting making appropriation for carrying into

effect certain Indian treaties.
An act to incorporate the subscribers to certain

banks in the district of Columbia, and to prevent
the circulation of unchartered bank notes within
the same.
An act authorising the payment of a sum of mo-

ney to Teacle Savage and others.
An act to amend the act of last session making

further provision for military services during the
late war.

An act
transferring the duties of commissioner

of loans to the bank of the United States, and abo-

lishing the office of commissioner of loans.
An act To continue in force an act of 1815 further

providing for the collection of duties on imports and

tonnage.
An act for the reliefof Mary Wells.
An act for erecting a light-house on the west chop

of Holmes Hole channel.
An act for the relief of James H. Boisgervais.
An act for the relief of Wm. Oliver.
An act supplementary to the act directing the

disposition of money paid to the courts of the' Unit-
ad States.

An act for the relief of Francis Cazeau.
An act for the relief of Wm. Smith.
An act to alter and establish certain post-roads.
An act to provide for the punishment of crimes

committed within the Indian boundary.
An act for compensating Peter Eiagrer.An act authorising the payment to the state of

Georgia of J 5 per cent, on her quota of the direct

tax, for the year 1816, assumed and paid by said
state.

An act for the reliefof Henry Lee.
An act respecting the contracts for the printing

for congress.
An ac' more effectually to preserve the neutral

relations of the United States.

An act for the relief of Joseph Summers and John
Allen.

An act for the reliefof Robert Burnside.
An act to provide for reports of decisions of the

supreme court.

An act for the relief of Journonvi'le de Villiers.

An act for 'he relief of diaries Williams. -

An act to provide for the redemption of the pub-
lic debt.

An act repealing the act for the safekeeping and
accommodation of prisoners of war.

A- 1 act respecting the compensation of certain

collectors.

An act for the relief of the widow and children of
Abraham Owen
An act making additional appropriations for pay-

ing the expences of the army and militia during the
late war.

An uct for the reliefof the widows and orphans of
the officers, seamen and marines who were lost in

the United S'ates' brig Epervier.
An act to repeal so much of acts now in force as

authorises a loan of money or an issue of treasury
notes.

An act to continue in force the act establishing

trading houses with the Indian tribes.

An act for the re'ief of Peyton Short.

An act providing for the more prompt settlement
of public accounts.
An act making appropriations for the support of

the navy, during- the year 1817-
An act repealing the assessment and collection of

the direct tax.

An act authorising the payment of a sum of mo-

ney to Nathaniel Seavy and others.

An act for the reliefof the widow and children of
Arnold H. Dohrman.
An act to fix the peace establishment of the ma

rine corps.
An act for the relief of William Chism.
An act for the relief of George Buckmaster.
An act authorizing the payment of a sum of mo-

ney to Georgia, under the articles of agreement
and cession between the United States and that

state.

An act for the relief of Caleb Nicholls.

An act respecting the district court of the LTni-

ted States in the nothern district of New York.
An act for the relief of Madame Mbntrieul.
An act to amend the act, authorising the payment

of property lost, captured or destroyed, by the ene-

my while in the military service during the late war.

An act authorising the secretary of the treasury
to remit certain duties therein mentioned.
An act to provide for the due execution of the

laws of the United States in the state of Indiana.

An act to continue in force the act relating to

settlers on the public lands.

An act authorising the deposit of papers of fo-

reign vessels with the consuls of their respective
nations.

An act to amend the act granting a bounty in

lands and extra pay to certain Canadian volunteers.

An act for the relief of Joseph J. Green.

An act to authorise the re-payments of certain

alien duties.

An act to regulate the trade in plaster of Paris.
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An act for the reliefof Isaac Lawrence and others.

An act for the relief of James Villere.

An act for the relief of Peter Gaslard.

An act to regulate the territories of the United

States and their electing delegates to congress.
An act for the relief of Anthony Buck.
An act for the relief of Asa Wells
An act making provision for the location of lands

reserved by the first article of the treaty of 1814,

does not appear <o have been used with so little

ceremony as heretofore—they rather overawed than
forced the mobs; a happy policy for the occasion,
and probably pursued at the requisition of the lord

mayor—for violence would only have increased the

fury of the populace.
At 10 o'clock in the evening all was quiet

—some
few of the rioters were made prisoners

—a chief of

them, named Watson, escaped. Many houses were

injured
—London has not, for many years, exhibited

The stocks
between the United States and the Creek Indians

An act to amend and explain the act giving pen- such a scene of outrage and tumult
sions to the widows and orphans of persons slain in had a momentary fall in consequence
the public or private armed vessels of the U. States.

An act concerning invalid pensioners.
An act authorising the people of the western part

of the Mississippi territory to form a state govern-
ment and for the admission of the same into the

union.

An act for erecting a territorial government in

the eastern part of the Mississippi territory.
Resolution for admitting the state of Indiana into

the union.

Resolution to employ John Trumbull to compose
and execute certain paintings.

Foreign Articles*

ENG1AITU, &.C.

The most prominent article of intelligence in

our papers is an account of an alarming riot, or

"insurrection," as the Courier calls it, at London,
on the 2d of December. A large body of the peo-

ple met at Spa-Fields, to hear the report of Mr.

Hunt, who had been deputed by a previous meet-

ing to deliver an address to the prince regent. The
report was far from satisfiictory, and the crowd ma-
nifested a determination to obtain that redress b\

force which they had petitioned for in vain. A num-
ber of flags were displayed, on which were inscrib-

ed, "Nature, truth and justice"
—"Feed the hungry""—"Protect the oppressed'

—"Punish crimes " two of
these were tri-colored; a white flag had this motto, Iracter, against the administration of affairs, were

An American ship has recently arrived at Lon-,

don, with £50.000 worth of British goods, from

Philadelphia—another, so laden, had arrived at Li-

verpool, from New-York.
The bank of England is about (partially) to re-

sume specie payments.
A requisition has been presented to the high she-

rift'of Westminster, desiring him to convene a meet-

ing of the inhabitants of Westminster, to take into

consideration the sentence passed by the court of

king's bench on lord Cochrane. To this requisition,
the high bailiff has felt it his duty to reply, that he
does not think the proceedings of a court of judicar
ture a fit subject on which to assemble the inhabi-

tants for public discussion.

Lord Cochrane's fine of £100, for breaking pri-

son, has been paid by his friends, at one penny each.
This was the limit of the subscription.

Riot at Dundee.—About the 5th ?_>ec. a mob of
2000 persons collected at Dundee, and destroyed
and pillaged upwards of 100 shops, chiefly of meal-

sellers, before they were quieted. They also fired

a house.

At Chippenham, in Wiltshire, a mob destroyed a

very extensive mill, with a large quantity of grain.
At Sheffield a mob paraded the streets with a loaf

of bread, po.ked in blood, stuck on a pole.
At Bristol a very large meeting of the people was

held, at which resolutions, of a very decided cha-

"T/ie brave soldiers are our brothers; treat them hind

ly." After being addressed in warm and intempe
rate language, to which the people replied in the

most earnest nnd determined manner, they march-
ed into the city in three grand divisions, where the

police, supported by the military, were prepared to

receive them. They, however, pushed forward, and
in a short time, by breaking open arm shops, were

pretty well supplied with muskets, pistols and
swords; and many were armed with bludgeons. All

sorts of business were suspended—many of the pub-
lic offices, and most of the stores in the principal
streets, were shut up—a report prevailed that these

rioters were acting in concert with others in differ-

ent parts of the kingdom, and all was tumult and
consternation. An attack upon the tower was ex-

pected
—the gates were shut, the drums beat to

arms, the cannon loaded, and every thing prepared
for a siege.
The details of the proceedings on this occasion

would fill half our paper. The lord mayor exhi-
bited astonishing firmness and perseverance, and it

was probably owing to his popularity, more than

any thing else, that the mobs were dispersed. The
populacecheered him wherever he appeared, though
they fired upon his party for making prisoners of
some of their comrades. Many persons were wound-
ed in the various rencontres, but it does not ap
pear that any were killed on the spot. The Bank,
India House, Exchange, &c. were garrisoned with

soldiers, and detachments of troops were passing
through the city in every direction. The military

passed.
The riot in London appears to have had a much

more alarming character than was represented in
the papers.
The duke of Wellington as suddenly returned to

France as he arrived from there. His mission is

understood to have had some connection with the
fact that France was unable any longer to pay her
"deliverers."

The Lnddiies are still in great force at Notting-
ham—committing occasional depredr.tions.

Grain has not risen in price in England so much
as was expected. There hat. been considerable sup-
plies from the continent. Dantzic wheat, however,
sold as high as 132s. per quarter.
The lord mayor of London has purchased iu

Smithfield market a bullock, to have it slaughtered
and cut up in joints, in order to judge of the profits
of the retail butchers. He has likewise purchased
a sack of flour, to be made in loaves, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the actual gains of the bakers.
A letter from a gentleman who resides in Devon-

shire, states, that his family is supplied with the
best butchers' meat at o\d. per pound, and he has
a right of making choice of whatever joints he
wishes to have.

Stocks, Dec. 31.—3 per cent, consols, shut; do.
for opening, 63 34-48ths; red. 62 15-28ths.

Representation—In the town of Kilmarnock, Scot-

land, containing 13,000 inhabitants, there is only
one person who has a right to vote for a member of

parliament!
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The reform of parliament is warmly discussed I

in England; and we hope the spirit of the people

may extort justice from their oppressors.

London, Dec. 10.—Yesterday the lord mayor, at

tended by Mr. Alderman Goodbehere, the recorder,

sheriffs, city officers, and several members of the

common council, proceeded to Carlton house, where

they presented the following address to his royal

highness the prince regent seated on the throne.

To his royal highness, the prince of Wales, regent of

the united kingdom of Great-Britain and Ireland.

The humble address and petition of the lord

mayor, aldermen, and the common council of the

city of London, in common council assembled.

Jllay it please your royal highness,

We, his majesty's most faithful and loyal sub-

jects, the lord mayor, and common council of the

ciiy of London, in common council assembled, hum-

bly approach your royal highness, to represent our

national sufferings and grievances, and respectfully
to suggest the adoption of measures which we con-

ceive to be indispensably necessary for the safety,

the greatness and the prosperity of the realm.

We forbear to enter into the details of the afflict-

ing privations and sufferings that every where exist;

the distress and misery which, for so many years,
has been progressively accumulating, has at length
become insupportable. It is no longer partially felt,

nor limited to one portion of the empire, the com-

mercial, the manufacturing and the agricultural

interests, are equally sinking under its irresistable

pressure, and it has become impossible to find em-

ployment.
We beg to impress upon your royal highness that

our present complicated evils have not arisen from

a mere transition from war to peace, nor from any
sudden or accidental causes, neither can they be
removed by any partial or temporary expedients.

Our grievances are the natural effect of a rash and

ruinous war, unjustly commenced and pertinaciously

persisted in, when no rational object was to be ob-

tained.—Of immense subsidies to foreign powers
to defend their own territories, or to commit ag-

gressions on lhase of their neighbors
—of a delusive

paper currency
—of an unconstitutional and unprece-

dented military force in time of peace—of the un-

exampled and increasing magnitude of the civil list

—of the enormous sums pud for unmerited pen-
sions and sinecures, and of a long course of the

most lavish and improvident expenditure of the

public money throughout every branch of the go-
vernment;—all arising from the corrupt and inade-

quate state of the people in parliament, whereby
all constitutional control over the servants of the

crown has been lost and parliament have become
subservient to the will of ministers.

We cannot forbear expressing our grief and dis-

appointment, that notwithstanding your R. IPs,

gracious recommendation of economy, at the open-
ing of the last session of parliament, your ministers

should have been found opposing every proposition
for lessening the national expenditure, and that

they should have been able to support and sanction
their conduct in defiance of your It. H's. recom
m ndation, and the declared sense of the nation

affording another proof of the con upt state of the

representation, in addition to tho^e facts so often

stated and offered to be proved at the bar of the
house of commons, in a petition presented in 1793,

by the hon. Charles,, now lord Grey, whereby it ap
peared that the great body of the people were
excluded from all share in the election of members
and th.it the majority of the honorable house were
returned by the proprietors of rotten boroughs

the influence of the treasury, and a few powerful
families.

We can, sir, no longer support out of our dilapi-
dated resources, an overwhelming load of taxation,
and we humbly submit to your royal highness, that

nothing but a reformation of these abuses, and re-

storing the people to their just and constitutional

right in the election of members of parliament can
afford a security against their recurrence, calm the
apprehensions ofthe people, allay their irritated

feelings, and prevent those misfortunes in which the
nation must inevitable be involved, by an obstinate
and infatuated adherence to the present system of
corruption and extravagance.
We therefore humbly pray your royal highness to.

assemble parliament as early as possihle; and you
will be graciously pleased to recommend to their
immediate consideration these important matters,
and the adoption of measures for abolishing all use-
less places and sinecures; for the reduction of our
present enormous military establishment; for making
every practical reduction in the public expenditures,
and restoring to the people their just share and
weight in the legislature.

Signed by order ofthe court,
HENRY WCODTHORPE.

To which his royal highness was pleased to make
the following answer:—

It is with strong feelings of surprise and regret,
that I receive this address and petition of the lord
mayor, alderman and commons of the city of London,
in common council assembled.

Deeply as I deplore the prevailing distress and
difficulties ofthe country, I derive consolation from
the persuasion that the great body of his majesty's
subjects, notwithstanding the various attempts
which have been made to irritate and mislead them,
are well convinced that the severe trials which they
sustain with such exemplary patience and fortitude,
are chiefly to be attributed to unavoidable causes,
and I contemplate with the most cordial satisfaction
the efforts of that enlightened benevolence which is
so useful and laudably exerting itself throughout
the kingdom.

I shall resort wjth the utmost confidence, to the
tried wisdom of parliament, at the time, which,
upon the fullest consideration, I have thought most
advisable under the present circumstances of the

country; and I entertain a perfect conviction that a
firm and temperate administration of the govern-
ment, assisted and supported by the good sense,
public spirit, and loyalty ofthe nation, will effectually
counteract those proceedings, which, from what-
ever motive they may originate, are calculated to
render temporary difficulties the means ofproduc- »

ing permanent and irreparable calamity.

FIIAXCE.

The king h unwell with the gout—great efforts-

are making to negociate loans to supply the enor-
mous deficit in the budget of 1817—discontents
and seditions are spoken of, in which gen. Vand am-
ine is supposed to have a part. Uut other accounts

•ay that all is quiet.
A conspiracy is said to have been detected at

Bordeaux. It is said to have been the inieniion to
drive out the Bourbons, and declare .Maria Louisa

regent of France.
The exportation of corn from Trance is prohi-

bited.

Gen. Savary has been tried and condemned to

death, par contwnace.

France, like England, is filled with riots for the
*5* ant ©i bread and employment. The government,
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it seems, cannot pay, awl yet is afraid to ask the

retirement of, the allied troops.
The French press seems even yet too free for the

clemency of the Bourbons—new decrees have been

introduced to regulate it.

The journal of Grenoble, of the 19th, publishes
the following article.

"The emperor of Morocco has just written to

the king', offering to permit corn to be exported
from the ports of his kingdom to Marseilles, in any

quantity that should be necessary His majesty
has answered this prince with his own hand, thank-

ng him, aid accepting his offer. Tliis fad has been

'communicated to us by a person in this city, wor

thy of faith, and wed informed."
The French papers almost made the late riots in

London to amount to a revolution!

The following is extracted from a London paper
of Dec. 19—"On the 8th inst. the festival of the

conception of the virgin Mary was observed with

its usual solemnities among the French Catholics.

On this occasion the figure of the virgin Mary was

placed in the open court opposite the museum,
at Rouen, according to immemorial custom, to

which the people flocked in numbers. Rut, to the

astonishment of every worshipper, the statue had
been decorated, by some unknown persons, with a

beautiful tri colored cap, and he sash which Na-

poleon Bonaparte usually wore suspended overt'.e

shoulder. The device occasioned an electric sen

sation throughout the city; and for some time noi

one would dare to remove the revolutionary em
blems for fear of defiling the s cred figure."

NETHERLANDS.
The further exportation of corn from Holland,&c.

is said to be prohibited.

SPAING

An extensive conspiracy in Spain is said to have

been detected. Several of the alleged conspirator
are confined in the fortress of Pampaluna> The
most gloomy despotism reigns in Spain.

Great complaints are made by the British against
Ferdinand for his regulations about their manufac-

tures; the duties on many of which amount to a

prohibition. Besides those of British manufacture
it appears that his edicts expend to all E ist India cot-

tons, with nankeens &.c. The supply of Spain with

these is granted as a monopoly to die Philippine

company, who receive their stock from Manilla.

The imbecile stale of this kingdom is manifested

by the continued blockade of Cadi: by a few patriot

privateers, by whom many rich captures continue
to be made. The ling talked of expedition against
the colonies remains in statu quo for want of money,
and it seems that Hie merchants are themselves about

to fit out a frigate to protect the trade at their

wwn expence—the king being unable to do it !

Natality. The king has granted to a community
of Dominician .'>Io iks the privilege of selling, for

their own profits, (our titles of nobility, those of

marquis and count.

ITALY.

The senate of Turin have ordered all the people
to make a return of the quantity of grain and bread
stuffs they have on hand, on pain of confiscation of
all the property detected.
The Roman states aie over-run with armies of

robbers, one of which lately defeated the troops of
the pope in a regular battle. Their depredations
are very extensive.

NORTHERN EUROPE.
Some "foolish war reports," at Vienna, lowered

ihe exchange in one day 20 per cent. It was re-

ported that Russia was going to war with Turkey^
and that Austria was to "assist."

"Conscription"—worse than the "French."—la
"delivered" Poland every man, without distinction
of rank, origin or religion, is to perform military
service as required by his master, the emperor of
Russia, for the space of ten years—beginning at the

age of 20 and ending with that of 30."

The new king of Wirtemberg is spoken of highly
a- being a gentleman. He is actively employing his

power to ameliorate the condition of his people'. By
abolishing some of the trappings of his court, he
has done more than all the boasted charities of the
British royal family, with the bench of bishops and
train of placemen and pensioners, amount to. It is

really pleasant to find an honest man among the
breed of kings.

EAST-INDTES.
The British forces in Celebes have obtained a

decisive victory over the natives at Macassar.
1500 houses were destroyed by fire in the town of

Port' Louis, isle of France, in Sept. last.

Bonaparte.—A London paper of the 2nd ofDec*
mentions, that Bonaparte is actually engaged in

composing the "annals of his life;" and that lie em-

ploys count de les Casas as his amanuensis.—The
count has informed a Mr. Warden, that the cam-
pains of Egypt and Italy, and what Bonaparte calls,

"my reign of a hundred days," were already com-
pleted, and that the intermediate periods were in a

progressive state.

BARBARY POWERS.
There are reports that the cruisers of Morocc©

have captured some Dutch ships, and that, in con-

sequence, admiral Capellan, with his squadron, had
proceeded to Tangiers to demand satisfaction.

WEST -INDIES.

A famine seems to be apprehended in Martinique,
yet "colonial" regulations appear to preponderate.
Flour will be admitted on a duty of 6 per Cent, and
wheat may be brought "directly from the United
States" in "French vessels," on a duty of 4 per
cent.

HATTr.
The rival chiefs appear to have settled their dis*-

putes for the present, and all is quiet.

BRITISH AMERICA.
The Canada papers have Miany details of the petit

guerre carrying on in the north west, between the
the Hudson bay and North West companies.

"SPANISH AMERICA."
It is said that both the English and Spanish charge

des affaires, at Bio Janeiro, have protested against
the expedition of the Portuguese against the pro-
vinces of the Rio de la Plata!—which, it is probable,
will amount to nothing. Their force had, at the
last accounts, accomplished—nothing.
A general action is said to have taker, place near

Barcelona, on the 23d December, in which the pa-
triots under general Piar were completely defeated,-

losing abotit 4000 men, a remnant only escaping in-

to Barcelona, where they were closely blockaded^
as it appears by land and sea
Gen. Bolivar and admiral Biron, however, have de-

clared the whole coast of the main in a state of
blockade. Their force is said to amount to 2500 or
3000 men.

MEXICO.
It is reported that 16 millions of dollars have re-

cently arrived at Vera Cruz, under a strong escort.

The celebrated Dr. W. D. Itobin&on said to have
been killed at Boquilla, is a prisoner with the Spa-
niards.
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Bills of Mortality.
F9r the year 1816.

Boston.

Total deaths 904—smallest number in June, 53;

greatest in February, 98. Under 1 year 186; 1 to 5

years 127; above 60, 112. Diseases—consumption

180; fevers 120; infantile 195; apoplexy 18; dropsy

12; still born 31; old age 37; mirasmus 37, &c. &c.

Newport, K. I.

Deaths in the RhOde-Islimd monthly meeting of

the society of Friends, or Quakers, residing at New-

port and consisting of more than 400 persons.

In 1812—8 persons, the youngest 60, the oldest

34 years of age.
In 1813—8 persons; the youngest 49, the oldest

85 years of age.
In 1814—1 person only, aged 87 years.

In 1815—5 persons; the yyungest 48, the oldest

90 years of age.
In 1816—9 persons; the youngest 58, the oldest

94 years of age.
Total amount of the ages of the above 31 persons,

2298 years, giving an average of 74 years and up-

wards to each

United States adjourned yesterday at an early hour.

Previous to the adjournment, the vice president re-

tired from the chair, according to the usage at the

close of a session, and Mr. Gcdllard was again
chosen president pro-tempore of the senate.

Appointments by the president and senate.

Kichard Cults, late superintendant general ot mi-

litary supplies, to be second comptroller of the trea-

sury department, under the act of the 3d of March,
1817, to provide for the prompt settlement of public
accounts.

William Zee, late accountant of the war depart-
ment, Peter Hagner, late additional accountant of

the war department, Constant Freeman, late ac-

countant of the navy department, and Stephen Plea-

sonton, of the state of Delaware, to be auditors in the

treasury department, under the act aforesaid.

John Coffee, of Tennessee, to be surveyor of the

lands in the nothern part of 'lie Mississippi territory,
under the act of third of march, 1817.

Israel Pickens, of North Carolina, to be register
of the land office, to be opened in the Mississippi

territory under the act of 3d March, 1817.

Stephen Archer, of Maryland, to be additional

Judge in the Mississippi territory, to reside in the

During these five years not a
single^

child tiied »

]

eastern part thereof, under the act of the 3d March,
1817.

The following appointments were made by the

president of the United States, by and with the

advice and consent of the senate, during the late'

session :

Joseph Philips, late of the army of the United
. . _ .... !_.-- .. ~c^u~ tii:„„:„ *„ :* .

nor any other person under 48 years of age
The above statement, perhaps, is without a pa-

rallel, and argues, like an angel "trumpet-tongued,"
in favor of temperance and regularity of life.

New-York.
Total deaths 2739—the months not stated. Un-

der 1 year 522; 1 to 5 years 396; above 60, 286, of!
Stales^ t0 be secretary of the Illinois territory,

whom 7 were from 90 to 100. Diseases, generally,
j jiobert jaqueSf of New-York, to be consul at St.

not given. Increase of deaths, compared with the
Croix.

last ye:.r, 232. Ninety- eight persons died of the
j

Jghn Howard March, of New Hampshire, to be

small-pox in ilie month of January, among whom nsuj at Madeira,
was a woman aged 97 years ! The cases of consump-

j j}aniel Strobel, of South Carolina, to be consul at

Bordeaux, in place of William Lee, resigned.
Jl'illiam Davy, of Pennsylvania, to be consul of

tion are given at 678
In the citt and LiBEnTiES of Philadelphia

Total deaths 2040—smallest number in February,
j

tne unjted States at Kingston upon Hull, in Grea
122; greatest in August, 226. Under 1 year 455;

| Bl.: ta in
1 to 5 years 302; above 60, 240. Diseases—con- joseph Pay, of the same state, to be consul at

sumption of the lungs 347; convulsions 180; pleu- pernambucco, in Brazil.

risy 126; cholera morbus 94; various fevers 176, of. jgge dos Santos Movieiro of Brazil, to be consul
whom 84 of typhus; dropsy 53, in the breast 19, in

| for t)ie Is | anci f Maranhoa, in Brazil.
the brain 65; still born 97; decay 63; old age 60;

j

R^ben G. Beasley, of Virginia, to be consul at

debility 52; apoplexy 5U; inflammations 101; child- inaVre de Grace,
bed 7, Sic. &c.

Baltimoiif.

City and precincts.
Total deaths 1317—smallest number in October,

80; greatest in August, 212. Under 1 year, 477? 1 to

5 years, 117; above 60, 71, of wheni 1 above 100.

Diseases—consumption 250; cholera morbus 132;

fits 91; fevers 91; hooping cough 1U5; pleurisy 75;

still born 78; worms 76; dropsy 33, in the brain 3;

child bed 26; smallpox 2; apoplexy 52, &c. The city
and precincts are supposed to have a population ol

about 60,000 souls—the deaths were 32 less than

last year.

CHRONICLE.
Appointments, by the president of the United States,

with the advise and consent of the senate.

To be secretary for the department of state, John

Qdinci Adams, of Massachusetts.
To be secretary for the department of the trea-

sury, WrLLIAM H. CltAWFOJH).
To be secretary for the department of war, Isaac

Shelby, of Kentucky.
Mr. CaowMNSHiEi.n, it is understood, remain--

at the head of the navy department
Washington City, March 7.—The senate of the

Robert Trimble, of Kentucky, to be judge of the-

United States for the district ot* Kentucky,
Ed-ward Wyer, of Massachusetts, to be consul of

the United States at Hamburg.
Henry Wilson, ofMaryland, to be consul at Nanfz.
Edward Churth, of Kentucky, to be consul at

I'Oiient.

John B. Frazier, of Massachusetts, to be consul

for the Island of Curtvacoa.

John O. Sullivan, of New-York, to be consul at

Magodore, in Morocco.
Joel Hart, of New-York, to be consul at Leith.

Adjutant and inspector-qeneral's office,

February 22, 1817.

On the 17th of February, 1817, ihe president, by
and with the advice and consc.it of the senate, made
the following appointments in the army of the

United States, viz.

Paul H. Perrault, to be topographical engineer.

Gary Nicholas, to be battalion paymaster.
Samuel Ayer, to be post-surgeon.

George 1>. M-Knight, to be surgeon's mate, 1st

infantry.
Mattron Ball, to be surgeon's mate, 4th infiuitry.

Henry Taylor, to be 2d lieut. 6th infantry.

William S. Blair, to be 2d lieut. rifle regirffe:
t
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Edwin Wyatt, to be surgeon, rifle regiment.
And on the 19th of February, 1817, the president,

by and with the advice and consent of the senate,

made the following appointments in the army of the

United States, viz:

Hugh Young, to be assistant topographical engi-

neer.

C. G. Garrard, to be post surgeon.
Francis B. Murdoch, to be 2d lieut. 1st infantry.

James Collins, to be 2d lieut. 1st inf.

Ovenon C. Addison, to be surgeon's mate 1st inf.

Stephen Griffith, to be 2d lieut. 2d inf.

James Stewart, to be 2d lieut. 4th infantry.

John C. Wells, to be 2d lieut. 4th infantry.
Francis VV. Brady, to be 2d iieut. 4th infantry.

J. R. Clark, to be 2d lieut 4th infantry.
Horace Broughton, to be 2d lieut. 6\h infantry.

Win. H. Nicholl, to be surgeon's mate 6th inf.

James Roane, to be 2d lieut. 7th inf.

D. Shelton, to be 2d lieut 7th inf.

Charles Betts, to be 2d lieut. 7th inf.

Isaac W. Snowden, to be surgeon's mate 7th inf

By order, D. PARKER,
Adjutant and inspector general.

Specie. Large quantities of specie have arrived

in the United States within the last two or three

weeks. Much of it from the West Indies, and

some from Europe. We cannot suppose there is

at present any real scarcity of the precious metals

in our country.
Mr. Hughes, charge des affairs at Stockholm,

arrived in London on the 15th of December on his

way to Sweden.
Jllari/land Penitentiary.—A fire broke out in the

oakum loft oftids hue establishment, on Wednesday
«vening last, by which the roof of the wing andsome
considerable part of the floors, in parts not arched,
were destroyed. The centre building, with the

work shops, &c. were uninjured. It is supposed
to have been caused by design. Not a single crim-

inal escaped. The loss estimated at 12 or 15,000
dollars.

Died, suddenly, on Tuesday last, Joseph H. JVi-

chohoTi esq. chief justice of the 6th judicial dis-

trict of the state of Maryland, (ofwhich Baltimore
forms a part) and president of the Commercial and
Farmers' bank of Baltimore. On the death of this

great and good man, the gentlemen of the bar im

mediately assembled, judge Bland in the chair, and
resolved to wear crape as a tribute of respect to

his memory until the end of the ensuing session of

the court; and the city councils of Baltimore passed
a resolve to attend his funeral, headed by the mayor.
A long procession of our most respectable citizens,
followed his body to the "narrow house," "appoint-
ed to all the living."
The decease of this man is a public calamity

—he
Was possessed of fine talents, well cultivated, whicb
were applied with a just discrimination and index-
ible integrity. But his character as a judge, as

president of one of our most respectable monied
institutions, as captain of a most reputable artille-

ry company, which assisted in the glorious defence
of Fort M Henry, on the memorable 13th of Sep-
tember, 1814—however honorable they may have
been to him for an enlightened independence, liberal

deportment, or undaunted courage—were eclipsed
by the generous qualities that endeared him to a

large circle of relatives and friends—to the former,
though his means were limjtted, he stood as a com-
mon father and protector; and he was the pride or
the latter. He died in the meridian of his useful-

ness, being aged only 47 years.

Virginia Legislature.
The following may be useful to our friends in vif*

g-inia for reference.
In the house of delegates, Feb. 11.—The house took

up the engrossed bill for equalizing the representa-
tion in the senate, and equalizing the land tax. A
long and interesting debate ensued—Messrs Hay
and Tucker being in opposition to the bill; Mr.
Tazewell in favor of it—Mr. Mercer, (of L.) made
some remarks on certain incidental points. The de-
bate took a wide range, both on the ground of ex-

pediency and constitutionality. The opponents of
the bill contending that it was contrary to the state

constitution—the latter repelling the idea. The
question was finally taken, by ayes and noes, and the
bill passed—ayes 75, noes 71, as follows:
AYES—Messrs- Wise, Maury, Penn. [Amherst] Anderson, Black-

burn, Jordan, Campbell, Pate, Colston. Wilson. [Botetourt,] Cook,
[Botetourt,] Hill, [Brunswick.] Austin, Yancey, [Buckingham.!
Battaile. Uemoville, Wyatt, Richardson, Taylor, [Chest, rfieldj

Thweatt, Wilson, [Cumberland,] Barrctte, Haulaway. King, Ar-

mistead, [Elizabeth-City,] Buckner, Marshall, Payn. , Cary
s

[Fluvanna,] Cook, [Franklin.] Matthews, Hyde, Land, Johnson

[Giles,] Clarke, [Halifax.] Jackson. McWhorter, Chamberiayne,
Atkinson, Brown, Hankins, Stuart, Braxton, Mercer, [Loudoun,]
Taylor. [Lunenburg,] Alexander, ir. Bradlbrd, Graves, Christian,

Cook, [Norfolk,] Pollard, Wilson, [Northampton,] Jones, Juur.

[Nottoway,] Pinchani, Shelton, Martin, Clarke. [Powlu-tan.]
Booker. Lindsay, Martenev. Booth. Mitchell, Johnson, [Southamp-
ton,] Belches, Mercer, [Spottslvaraa,] Judking, Jas, Thompson,,

[Tazewell.] Rees, B. Thompson, [Tazewell,] Pescud, Cary, [War-
wick,] Estill, Smyth, [Wythe] Scott, Shield, Tazewell— 75.

NOES- Messrs, Stanard [Speak, r.] Yancey [Albemarle,] Lane,.
Edie, Doddridge, Lewis [Campbell.] Armistead [Chailes-City,l

Baker, Turner, Smith, [Cabell,] Latane. Garnett. Thompson,
[Fairfax,] Hunter, Williams, Sexton, Jones. [Gloucester ] Seawell ,

Currin, tooley, Starke, [Greensville] Smith. [Giles.] Mc'Carty,
Starke [Hanover,] Hav. Hairston, Allen. [Henry.] Morgan, Wilson,

[Kanawha,] Ruster [Kanawha.] Harwood, Hill, [King-William,]
Biscoe, Cvabtree, Fleming, Daniel. Binks. Allen [Madison,] Clen-

dinn'-n, Ransome, Tarrv, Healy, Gray Thomas [Monroe .1 Wilson*

[Monongalia,] McHenr'y, Charlton. Borland. Blackwell, Edwards,
Irwin, Mallory, Staples, Hiner, Hiukle, Tucker. McRae, Foster,

Beltieitl, Bo«vyer, Bryan, Fugate, Caldw. 11, [Russell,] Fulleii,

Rinker, Steenbergeu, McCoy, Hungerford, Stokely, Bukey Ro-

bertson, [Richmond,]—71.
A motion was then made by Mr. Sexton to re-con-

sider the bill "to incorporate the Manchester turn-

pike company," &c.—declaring that he had voted

•gainst the bill yesterday, and was dissatisfied with

the vote he had given. Mr. Clarke (of Powhatan)
stated, that this was a strong case; that one of the

majority had already stated that he was dissatisfied

with his vote, and that other gentleman had stated

the same. Mr. Mercer (of L.) opposed the motion

—Messrs. Blackburn, Doddridge, Smith and Hay
followed on the same side—Messrs. Baker, Lane,
and Thwaett enforced the motion. The questios,

however, was finally taken, by ayes, and noes, and
the motion was lost—Ayes 61, Noes 66.

In the senate, Feb. 11.—The bill "requiring the

sheriffs of the different counties and corporations
within this commonwealth, to take the sense of the

people upon the propriety of calling a convention,"

which was, on Friday last, reported from the com-
mittee with an amendment, which was read, and

with the bill laid upon the table, on motion of Mr.
A. H. Powell, was taken up.
The amendment proposed by the committee be^

ing again read, and, on motion, amended was on the

question put thereupon, agreed to by the house.

And, on the question being put on the 3d reading
of the said bill, as amended, it was rejected by
house—Ayes 9, Noes 12.

The Ayes and Noes being required on that ques-
tion, were as follows:

A YES—Edward Watts. [Speaker] Chapman Johnson, John W.
Green. Cutbbert Powell. Alfred H. Powell, Francis Preston, George
I. Davison, Thomas C. Hooines, and Joseph C. Cabell— .

NOES-James Robertson, jr. Thomas Taylor. William Cham-

beriayne. William Lee Ball. Bartholomew D. Henley, John Hill

Richard Jones, John Cr.rgill, Armistead Hooines, Brazure W. Pryo?
Jolui Hoof, aud John Cropper,— 12.
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The state of our countr .snatched victory from the hands of the brave,
^ *

J
though reduced in numbers, retains a prosperous

Although we in the United States are not exempted
j

sufficiency for every purpose of peace, and rests ir»

from a portion of the common suffering that belongs, glorious ease without burthening the people that it

lately defended. The navy, illustrious and unrival

led for deeds of courage and skill, is silently, bu

certainly, approaching the state of power required
by the wishes of the nation, and carry the "star

spangled banner" to command the respect of the

world. But an event has just happened winch ift

calculated as much to raise a delightful sensation

in the patriot's breast as any thing else: "The pilot
that weathered the storm," the great and good
Madison, has returned to the rank of a private ci-

tizen, and Mr. Monroe has succeeded to his place,
with less bustle and national confusion than be-

to our nature as men and our condition in society

and those engaged, either in foreign or home trade,

generally experience considerable difficulty in get-

ting through with their ordinary transactions of

business—although things are dull, and money is

said to be scarce for the want of something to make
it plenty by circulation, and our country, inundated

by foreign goods, was overwhelmed by debt, to the

apparent destruction of our own sources of wealth

in manufactures—how manifold are the causes for

exultation when we take an extended view of the

situation of the people of this republic, and con-

trast their general prosperity and happiness with
^
longs to a Westminster election far a member ot

the common misery and distress attached to those [parliament, in England! Such is the order and liar-

of other nations! It is here, and here only, that the mony of our constitution, duly appreciated by the

friend of freedom finds a state cf safe repose, and people and faithfully administered by responsible
honest industry meets its proper reward in enjoy-; agents. How different is the lively quiet that we
ment and ease. enjoy from the state of dead repose that belongs to)

We have the most profound peace
—indeed, the a despotic government! We hear of no plot-;, con-

people seem hardly to have any public matter to
i spiracles or mobs—nor do we fear them: Bad men

talk about, and the ingenuity of the politician is 'may cause a temporary, or local, agitation of the

strained to the utmost to discover any thing to (public mind, in the United States, but there is, in

which to draw the public attention. So much does the good sense of the people
—hi their refection oil

the government possess the confidence, and so com-
1
the necessity "at the call of the law, of rallying

pletely does it meet the wishes of the people, that 1 round the standard of the law, to unite in common
if it had not been for the famous compensation lav>,t efforts for the common good," an assurance of

we should, truly, have had a du!l winter of it. But safety that cannot be disturbed-, and the late mighty
every body grew tired of that, and »t was "put anuYapoleon, or even the arch-breeder of misciiief,

the shelf"—and we seem absolutely in want of Castlereagh, would have as little influence here to

something—any thing, to keep up what may, per-jdestroy the public tranquility as the village smith,

haps, be deemed a wholesome degree of excitement.' whose shop is the political head-quarters of the

When it was said that our relations with Spain were i neighboring country. When we look at these things
about to be disclosed, the partizan dipped his pen

' and see laughing freedom make every part and
into the inkstand and placed himself in an attitude; corner of our country smile—how great cause have
to write-,—but behold!—the case was so plain as} we daily to renew our vows to guard the cohstitu*

hardly to bear an explanatory paragraph, much less; tion, and preserve, with vestal purity, the " ac: ed
afford causes for columns of comment. It is hard', flame"—which, not confined within walls, extends

times for those who delight in "wordy war." liap-jand warms this great and justly proud republic?

pily, the approaching elections in i,ome of the states

trive some such a little to do!
We are, also, rapidly rising from the state of de-

pression which to us, as individuals, followed the

In our national capacity, there is much for the' termination of the forced condition of commerce

patriot to be proud of. The population and resources I that grew up out of the late general warfare in

of the republic, every hour increasing, are going Eu rope. This was so extensive and lasted so long,
on most rapidly to fullness and power commen-ithat it seemed to come to the home of almost every
surate with the high-toned national feeling now so man, and so great a change, as its annihilation cauy-

generally prevalent in every rank of society
—a feel- ed, could not have been expected without much

ing of inestimable value, and more important to us, derangement of business and distress. But we are

in a mere calculation of dollars and cents, than the [settling do- n better than was hoped for, and shall

mines of Mexico and Peru* affording the best pos- soon get into a peace establishment. However, tf

sible reliance for a long continuation of our present there is any consolation in the pivspect, we may rea-

system of government; a rampart against assaults

from without or encroachments from within. Our
finances are in the most prosperous condition; we
nave, thepresent year, appropriated nineteen millions
of dollars to reduce the debt incurred to maintain
our independence and sovereignty, and also ad-

vanced /wr millions more for the same purpose, in

anticipation of the regular appropriation for 1318:
Vet the law for levying a direct tax was suffered to

expire by its own limitation, mid the prospect is that
all the internal duties will be taken off, at the next
Session of congres.

1 The gallant rumv, that lately gagemeirts rhan they are n«w-
t'or,. XT*.

sonably conclude that there will agkih he an Uproar
in Europe—a little period of time will prove that

the i* lining of Bonaparte to the rock of Si. Helena
has not extinguished the ambition of kings. Among
the pleasing evidences of the fact j'ist stated, We
may notice the general resumption of specie [Jay-

men*.:; by our numerous batiks: this important mea-
sure hns been acted upon without th occurrence oC

any of the difficulties that were apprehended, and
it is received as a fact, that these insututions were
never better prepared, in reality, i-o meet their etv
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Our manufacturers, too, are raising their heads a dinand, than obtain the gratitude of a world of free%
little—just beginning to breath again. Some of their

establishments, perhaps, grew up too suddenly, or

were undertaken without sufficient capital or intel-

men !
—

Verily, the writer must have supposed that
we had already forgotten our own origin; or meant
to libel us by believing us capable of condemning

licence, and many of the most important seemed to
i
the generation just passed; which, with Washington

be crushed by the weight of "the enemy." But we
know that many are now in full operation, and hear

that others are preparing for it; with the prospect,
it is said, of reduced profits, but with a certainty of

using the capital invested in them to advantage.
What they seem chiefly to require is steadiness in

our government; and this, we trust, will be afforded

to them. It was always, however, upon the house-

hold manufactures that we mainly relied to arrive

at the independence desired; these bring into

the general stock of wealth the labor of the peo-

ple, and we know that they were always extending
without the least interruption, from outward causes.

It is the increased force of household industry, that,

in all probability, has given the new impulse to the

large es'ublishment-:, and here is a home market that

xhay be depended upon—a source of incalculable

wealth not to be affected while liberty waves her

eagle-si andard over the land.

Let us go on, then, with courage and confidence
—the trial ofwftv and the trial of peace have passed :

-It remains that we add to the stock of intelligence
the result of our experience in these, and march

at its head, "rebelled" against the king. The case
of South America, in relation to Spain, is precisely
that which the present United States had in rela-

tion to Great-Britain, in what the world [because it

succeeded] now calls our "revolution;" except, in-

deed, that where we had one just cause for com-
plaint they have a hundred—and, perhaps, a thou-
sand.

But as to "rebellion"—what is it? Is not Ferdi-

nand, himself, as well a rebel to his king and Ins
'

father, as to common sense and common justice?
And shall he, or his friends, who by intrigue or force,
divested the father of the throne of Spain, charge
the transatlantic colonies with "rebellion" against

himself? We wish the knavery of monarchy to be-
come a thing to be hooted at by every one, and ask

again, if a "divine right" can be abrogated by a
human act—what change of circumstances amongst
men can alter the decrees of Almightt God?—and

yet on this is established the foundation of every
throne in Europe, that of the 'fiiluscrious house of
Brunswick" not excepted—for this house obtained
it through force in "rebellion;" which uncourtly

steadily on to the high destinies that await our i phrase, however, is changed for that of a "glorious

country. The name of an American is a proud one revolution."

every where; and it should always be remembered Turning over a volume a few days ago, I was
tli at "national honor is national strength." May it much diverted by an edict of Catharine, of Russia,
never be sullied by an act of injustice! May it never

be lost by an act of submission*!

in the year 1793, on the occasion of the revolution in

France. That mild advocate of "regular govern-
ment," alluding to the National Assembly, said—
"seven hundred monsters have laid their paricidal
hands on the life of the Lord's anointed, their lawful

master;" she ordered a suspension of all intercourse
with France, until "his most christian majesty
should be re-established in those rights and prero-

gatives assigned to him by human and divine law,"

calling the republicans "usurpers of government
and legitimate authorities."

What impudent hypocricy !
—But the history of

Catharine is too well known to require a detail

here. Of an obscure beginning and a stranger in

Russia—and placed near to the throne by her mar-

riage with the "Lord's anointed"—she snatched,
with blood-stained hands, the sceptre from her
husband and "lawful master," and marched over
his dead body to "usurp" the "legitimate authori-

ties" of Russia, having also put out of the way all

his relatives and adherents! We may admire the

talents of this woman; yet a more ambitious, more

wicked, more profligate creature, never lived. But
* The United States will not espouse the cause of I she, of all persons in the world, ought to have been

rebellion?" What is "rebellion?" A resistance of
|
the last to hint at the killing of a king, or speak of

"Rebellion."
1

At writer at Madrid, speaking of certain reports
that had prevailed there as to the United States

being about to declare war against Spain, and lend

their assistance to the colonies struggling for inde-

pendence, observes, after some compliments on our

condition,—"the United States will not espouse

TtT. CAUSE OF REBELLION," &C
Whether it is politic for us, in the present un-

settled state of the world, to be the first to disturb

its dreadful calm, portenting storms more destruc-

tive, perhaps, than any we have yet witnessed, by
attemp'ing to gain that redress of Spain for wrongs
committed by her, by the argument of arms, which
has been refused, in the most pitiful and prevari-

cating manner, to honest negociation
— is not the

question that presents itself at this time; but we

may profitably offer some remarks upon the princi-

ple of the sentence just quoted.

the legal authority. What is legal authority? The
''divine right of kings" to govern the people! What
caused these states to unite ; A resistance of the

right of the king to bind them in all cases whatsoever,
or, a rebellion. Yet they, who have themselves profit-

ed so much by it—who have thereby given them-
selves a name and rank among the nations of the

earth—who, in their childhood have performed
deeds of highest renown, and, by their resistance of

"legal authority," have arrived at a state of unri

the usurpation of a government—she had no claim

whatever to the throne of Russia, except that built

upon the true principle by which all thrones are

supported; the bayonets of the soldiery, that she

prostituted herself to debauch.
Nor is it less impudent in the friends of Ferdi-

nand to speak about "legitimacy" than it was in

Catharine. He was proclaimed by his own mother
not to be the son of her husband, king Charles, and

he stands to us as naturally illegitimate; that he is

vailed prosperity and glory, marching rapidly to politically so is more easy of demonstration. He
the fullness of strength and power, "will not espouse

j

mounted the throne by a forced retirement of his

the cause of rebellion" (so called), the grand source
|
reputed father, and re-gained it by a violation of

his oaths to the Cortes; rewarding them for his "re,

storation" by killing some, imprisoning others-
of their own happiness and fame—will be unwilling
that other countries, by like means, may reach the

same state of liberty, safety and independence—
'vill rather have the friendship of a thing like Fer-

.ending many to the gallies and banishing the rest

or life. -"Rebellion," us it is called, against this per-
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jured and ungrateful man, must be a virtue—and
toj

On the 17th of January, the crew of a trading'

every attempt against him to which he can possibly vessel on lake PoncKartrain were frozen to death.

be liable, except that of assassination or murder,
we wish complete success. May he take the oar of

tbe galley from the hand of some member of the

cones that he himself chained to it—or occupy the

dark and dreary dungeon where he confined the

enemies of the inquisition!

Uniformity in the currency.
The chairman of the committee of finance, of

the senate, addressed a letter to the secretary of

the treasury, requesting his opinion as to what fur-

ther legal provisions were necessary to aid the trea-

sury in restoring uniformity in the circulating cur-

rency of the different sections of the union; and

also expressive of a wish to be informed of the

places in which the balance remaining in the trea-

sury on the 1st February was deposited and the

currency in which it consists.

The secretary under date of the 20th ult. re-

plies, that the banks of the cities of New-York, Phi-

ladelphia, Baltimore, District of Columbia, state of

Virginia; and bank of Muskingum and Miami Ex-

porting company of Ohio, have notified the depart-
ment that "they will on this day resume and con-

tinue specie payments"—that the banks south and

On the 22nd of the same mouth, the thermome-
ter at Augusta, Georgia, stood at 21 degrees below

freezing point.
On the 30i h, the St. Lawrence was frozen lower

down than it had been for half a century.
On the 13th and 14th of February, the degrees

on the thermometer were given about as follows:

At Montreal
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snow or rain. This is taking the average, tempera-
lure of the open air, the coldest day of' the present
winter, by near 5° and colder than any other we
have had here within .5 years

—though the water is

falling from the eaves of many of the houses, and
thc-sun has such power that many maybe disposed
to doubt the accuracy of these remarks, without

attending t<> the singular facts noticed above.
I have only further to add that the people do not

in their thermometrica] observations, pay sufficient

attention to the position of their thermometers.
In your last Gazette, I noticed observations on the

or both, in each state, as congress, with the assent
of such state, shall by lnw direct, and in the man-
ner most conducive to the general welfare; and the

proportion of the said money to be expended on the

objects aforesaid, in each state, shail be in the ratio

of its representation, at the time of such expendi-
ture, in the most numerous branch of the national

legislature.
Sec 3. And be it further enacted, That the said

fund be put under the care of the secretary of 'he

treasury for the time being; and that it shall be his

duty, unless otherwise directed, to vest the said
r] ivSiberian severity of'the cold of the present winter, dividend, if not specifically appropriated by con-

ai Montreal, and at Gardiner, in the district of gress, in the stock ofthe United States; which stock
Maine. At Gardiner, on Jan. 14, it is said to have
be< n 24 below zero, and on the 15, at 32; both obser-

vations at ~a. si. The observer has not said whether
his thermometer was a mercurial one—but as these

are by far the most common I take it for granted
that it was: nor has he described the position of the

instrument;. It should be observed, that mercury
is congealed to a solid at 39 to 40 below zero, of

Fahrenheit's scale; and that at any degree of cold,
below 16 to 18, below zero, the indications of the

mercurial thermometers are not to be relied on.

The .spirit ofwine endures a much greater degree of

cold; and people in high northern lattitudes should

always use their thermometers filled with this in

preference to mercury. J>v placing two instruments
side by side, in such a degree of cold as that notic-

ed at Gardiner, or at Montreal, people, would soon
di

shall Hccrue to, and is hereby constituted a part of
the said fund.

Sec 4. And be it further enacted, That it shall also

be the duty of the said secretary, unless otherwise

directed, to vest the bonus for the charter of said

bank, as it may fall due, in the stock of the United

Stales; and also to lay before congress, at their

annual session, the condition of said fund.

February 26.—A motion was made to postpone
the bill indefinitely

—negatived as follow*:
YEAS—Messrs. Ashmun, Brown. Campbell, Chace, Condit, Dag-

gett, Dana, Fromentin, Gaillanl, Howell, Hunter, Macon, Smithy

Thompson, Tichennr, Troup, Varnuni, Williams—18.
NAYS— Messrs. Barbour. Goldslw rough. Hardin, Horsey, King,

I.acock, Mason, of N. H. Mason, of Va. Morrow, No>>le, Roberts

Ruggtes, Sanford, Stokes, Talbot, Tait, Taylor Wills— 19.

February 27.—The bill being under consideration
—Mr. Ashmun offered the following proviso:

"Provided, however, that no par' of -aid fund
[shall be expended on any of the objects aforesaid

iscoyer the propriety of these remarks.
But 1 am too tedious; you will abridge at pleasure

and may use what I have written in your own way, w,lhin
,

t,ie s
l
tat0 ' w,th?ut the assent of the legisla-

It is now half past 2 o'clock r. M. and the mercury
ture thereof: And provided also, thai rf any state

lias risen to 8? in the N. window. Were the houses sha11 refuse lts assent as amresMd, there shall be

or polite, removed, and the space open to the N. I Paid to such state sue!, proporHon Of st id money,

presume the temperature of this position would now
as lV0uld be expended therein, on the objects afi. re-

be from 3 Lo 5 lower—A remark that I add only to i

said > lf sllch state had assented to .s

invite people to be more careful in noting positions
of observation. Aery respectfullv, your friend,

HORATIO GATES SPAFFORD.
Albany, 2d mo. 5, 1817.

CONGRESS.

ture."

The question thereon was decided by yeas and
nays a* follow:
YEAS— Messrs. Ashmun, Condit, Daggett, Dana. Tiebenor—5.
NAYS-33.
A motion was made by Mr. Goldsborong-h to strike

out of die third section, -after the word "duty" to

the end of the section, and in lieu thereof to insert

To apportion and divide the said fund, as it an-

SLXATE.
The following history and account of the bill «lo\ the following words

set apart and pledge as'a permanent fund for internal] "J
o apportion anc

. . f. 7 /., . i u i ,i,i nually accrues, amoiiir the several states, now ex-
approvements the bnnvs of the national bank, and t/iei ;

v
.

>
,

' °
, „ , , ? , .

tt -, , c., . , ; f -

f r i i )>„,„'+ •. ;i „fistimr, and such as may hereafter be admitted into
I nited States s/tare of its dividends, cannot tailor

, 6*. ,.
-- { . . . . «

. . ... i
• the union, according to the then existing rauo of

interesting: our reaUers: '
.

,

*
,. . . ,, v .

.

The following is the bill as it came up from the representation as before directed; and to invest the

house of representatives: I

same > so apP^1""^ a"d d,
_
v,(1f ]" f,inded debt of

A bill to set apart and pledge, as a permanent fund' !

(the United Suites; an dthe funded debt so set apart

for internal improvements, the bonus of the na-
in the names of the respective states, shall be ap-

, pbed to the aforesaid objects, under the concurrent
tional bank, and the United States snare oi its

1

'
.

' J
. ', ,

.
,

. c ,,
,-... , ,

'
direction of congress, ;ind the legislature of the

Be it enacted, &c. That the bonus secured to the
state interested, and he shall also lay before con-

(Sjress at iheir r.nnual session the condition of the
United Sates bv the "^ct to incorporate the sub- s

. , f
, .,

scribers to the bank of the United Stales," and the
sa,£ tuncl -

.

.i;.,;.i„.,.i„ *i,i.i, .i..ti „,.:„„ a . ..,,,:„ ..!..,„„„ :„ :.., !
ihe question wh

dividends Which shall arise from their shares in its

•capital stock during the present term of twenty
years for which the proprietors thereof have been

incorporated, be, and the same are hereby set apart
and pledged as a fund for constructing roads and

canals, and improving the navigation of water cour-

qucsnon wnereupon was determined by the

following vote:
YEAS—Messrs. Barbour, Brown, Fromentin, GoIdsborough.Han-

son, Horsey, King. Lacock, Mason, of N. H. Mason, of Va. Morrow,
Noble, Roberts, Ruggles, Sanford, Stokes, Talbot. Tait, Taylor,

Thompson, Wells—21.
NAYS—Messrs. Ashmun, Campbell, Chace, Condit, Daggett,

Dana, Gaillanl, Hardin, Howell. Hunter, Macon, Smith, Tithenor,

ses, in order to facilitate, promote and give security j

i
'

1 " ll Pi Vamura, Williams, Wilson—17

to internal commerce among the several states, and
to reiv.'.cr more easy and less expensive the means
and provisions necessary for their common defence.

Sec. 2. And be itfurther enacted, That the monies

constituting the said fund shall, from lime to lime,
be applied in constructing such roads or canals, or

Many additional amendments were proposed—
bv Mr. Campbell, limittuig the appropriation of the

dividends to the excess beyond the payment of the

interest of the United States stock, constituting the

shares: negatived, ayes 17, nays 21.

Mr. Horsey moved to add to the end of the see-

'>'h improving; the navigation of such, water courses, tion a proviso in the following words:'
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^Provided, That the proportion of said fund '.o be

assigned to any sta'e, or any part thereof, may by
the assent of such state be applied to the purposes
aforesaid in any other state."

This ' '; ion was decided bv the follTwinp; vote:
YE\S.—Messrs. 6>irhi)iir, Brown, Chace. Fronu-ntin, Golds-

bnronerh. Hanson. Hardin. Horary, Hunt r, King, Lacoek, Mason,
«f V H Mason, of Va. M irt w. Noble, Roberts, Ruggles, Sanf >rd,

Stokes, Talhot, Tait, Taylor, Thompson, Tiehenor, W-lls, Wil-
son—26
NAYS— Messrs. \shmun, Campbell, Condit, Ds?erett, Dana, Gail-

lard, Howell, Macon, Smith. Troup, Varnum, Williams— 12.

Mr. Daggett offered a provision which had for its

purpose a privilege of diverting- this fund in case of
war—negatived, ayes 18, noes 19.

The question of rea ling the bill with the amend-
me 1

ts, the third time, was decided as follows:
YEAS—Messrs. Barbour. Brown, Fromt-ntin, GoJJsborough, Han-

son, Hardin. Horsey, Ki tr. Lacock, Mason, of N. H. Mason, of Va.

Morrow, Noble, Roberts. Rugbies, Saniord, Stokes, Talbot, Tait,
Taylor. W Us. Wilson—22.
NAYS— Messrs. A«hnnni, Campbell, Chace, Condit, Daggett,

Da ,:,. Gaillard. Howell, Hunter Mason, Smith, Thompson, Tieke-
nor Troup, Varnum, Williams— 16.

After another proposition for amendment, by Mr.

Daggett, which was negatived—yeas 14, nays 21,
the question on the passage of the bill was decided
as follows:
YEAS— Messrs. Barbour, Brown, Fromentin,GoUsh3iough,IIa»-

son, Hardin. Horsey, King. Lacock, Mason, of N. H Mason, of Va.
Morrow. Roberts, Ruegles, Sanfurd, Stokes, Tait, Taylor, Wells,
Wilson—20.
NAYS—M sars. Ashrmin, Campbell, Chace. Da.^g.-tt, Dans, Gail-

lard, Howell, Hunter, Macon, Noble, Smith, Thompson, Tiehenor,
Troup, Varnum, Williams— 15.

Other proceedings of the senate.

The bill to authorize the state of Tennessee to

issue grants and perfect titles on certain entries

and locations of lands therein described, together
with the amendments reported thereto by the se-

lect commit ee, was ordered to a third reading by
th ro" win"- vote :

YE AS—Messrs. Aslimun. Brown, Campbell, Daggett. Frnmentin,
Goldsborourh. Hardin, Horsey, Howell, Lacock, Morrow. Noble,
Roberta. Ruegleg, Sanf ird. Stok>'6. Talbot. Tait, Taylor, Thomp-
son. Tiehenor, Troun, Williaras—23.

NAYS—Messrs Condit. Dana, Gaillard, Macon, Mason, ofN. H.
Smith. Varnum, Wilson—8.

The senate took up the bill to incorporate the
unchartered banks in this district; and a motion
was made by Mr. King, to pos'pone the further
consideration of the bill indefinitely.
The (iiestion was, after debate, decided as fol-

lows :

YEAS.—Messrs. Aslimun, Condit, Hunter, King, Macon, Ma-
son, of N. H. Morrow, Smith, Tait, Thompson, Tiehenor, Wil-
liani' -'2.

NAYS —Messrs. Barbour, Brown. Campbell. Chace. Dagirett,Dam Prom ntin Gtillard. Goldsborough. Hanson. Horsey. How-
ell. Mason, of Va. Noble, Roberta, Ruggles, Sanford, Stokes,, Tay-
lor, Troun. Varnum, Wells, Wilson—23.

The senate then proceeded to consider the details
oft hill

Before the senate adjourned, this bill was order-
ed to he engrossed for a third reading to-morrow.

Feb ^8. & .March 1.—The bill concerning per-
sons escaping from the service of their masters,
w. s -m moio'. of Mr, Tail, postponed to a day be-

yon 1 th" session. [The object of this bill, was to

prevent kidnapping free persons as slaves; the ob-

y-
- ion was, that it would afford impunity almost

absolute to slaves deserting the service of their
ow ers ]

The bill to extend the charters of the chartered
banks in the District of Columbia, was, on motion
of Mr

Goldsborough, postponed to a day bevond
the session.

The bil! more effectual!v to preserve the neutral
rela'ions of the United States, being before the
senate, a motion was made by Mr. Smilfi to post-
pone it to a day beyond the session; which inotii n
failed. Yeas 8, nays 28.

The biW being amended, finally jxissed as follows;
^ EAS.—Messrs. Aslimun. Barbour, Camnhell. Daggett, Golds-

borough, Hanson. Hardin, Howell, Hunter, Ki fl», Lacock, Macoa,
Morrow, Roberts, Ruggles, Sanford, Stokes, Tallwt, Tait, Taylor,
Tiehenor, Troup, Wells—23.
NAY-).— Messrs. Brown, Chace, Dana. Fromentin, Gaillard, Ma-

son, of N. H. Nook-, Smith, Varnum. Wilson— 10.

The following resolution was reported by the
committee, to whom was referred so much of the

president's message as relates to an uniformity of

weights and measures, and was adopted by the se-

nate:

Resolved, That it be referred to the secretary of
state to prepare and report to the senate a state-
ment relative to the regulation and standards for

weights and measures in the several states, and re-

lative proceedings in foreign countries for estab-

lishing uniformity in weights and measures; toge-
ther with such propositions, relative thereto, as may
be proper to be adopted in the United States.
The bill to regulate the trade in plaster of Paris,

having been so amended as to take effect on the 4 h

day of July (instead of the 1st day of May next)
passed bv the following vote:
YEAS.—Messrs. Ashruun, Barbour, Br.iwn, Campbell, Chace

Coiulit, Daggett, Dana, Fromentin, Gaillard. Hardin, Horsey, How
ell. Hunter, King, Lacock, Macon, Morrow, Noble, Roberta, Uugr
gles, Sanfurd, Smith, Stokt*. TalSwt, Tait, Thompson, Ticlienoc
Troup, Varnum, Williams, Wilson—32.
NAYS.— Messrs. Hanson, Mason, of Va. Taylor.—3

March 3.—The following resolution, moved by-
Mr. Goldsborovgh, was agreed to:

Resolved unanimously, That the thanks cf the se-

nate be presentented to the honorable Jons Gail-
lae-d, for the able and satisfactory manner in which
he has discharged the duties of "the president pro*

I tempore of the senate since his appointment to that

office, and that this testimonial of their approba-
tion and respect be entered upon their journal.
Whereupon Mr. Gailard rose, and addressed

the senate as follows:

se.vtlemi:;t oi- the sexate,
The approbation of a hodv so respectable and

distinguished as that which I have now the honor to

address, is received with the mo.st profound res-

pect, and will ever be to me a source of pleasing
and of grateful recollection. To the habits of or-

der, of decorum, and attention to business, which
so strongly mark the character of this honorable
body, I have felt myself to be greatly indebted,,
but more, much more so, to that spirit of liberality
and indulgence which has been extended to me on
all occasions, and which has been ever ready to

I

overlook my many deficiencies and errors, and to

oyerrate,my feeble humble efforts which have V
J

directed with anxious solicitude to the faithful and

j

impartial discharge of the duties of the chair. If,

1
in the course of my official conduit, it should have

[been my misfortune to have wounded the feelings
of any honorable members, or i;; aught to have of-

fended, I c.ui assure them that such offence was un-
intentional on my part, Mid 1 pray them to accept
this apology as an atonement I'L-nnit me now,
gentlemen, to tender to you collectively, as well
as individually, my grateful acknowledgements for

your kindness, and my warmest wishes for your
prosperity and happiness.

March 4.—About 11 o'clock Mr. Gaillard, the
president pro tempore of the senate, took the chair,
and the following new members appeared (besides
those whose term of service did not

e.\] ire yesteav
day) were qualified and took I

- its:

From New-Hampshire—,J)avid /. Morrill.
From Rhode-Island—James I'm
From New-Jersey- -.</

'

'on D .-

From Massachusetts— // .. . , ; G. : >
.

From D holas Va . ,"
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Messrs. Stokes, Smith, Troup and Williifma, mem-
bers of the last congress, re-appeared and also took
their seats

Mr. Ef'pes, from Virginia, Mr. Crittenden, from

Kentucky, and Mr. Claiborne from Louisiana, three

other new members, did not attend

Several bills passed through different states, and
the house adjourned for one hour.

Evening session, March 1.—Some time was spent
on the bill making appropriations for claims for

militia services by the state of Georgia, against the

Indians, 25 years ago
—laid on the table; time to ex-

rhe vice PRhsiDENT having appeared and taken amine the bill being- wanting. As was also the bill,

and for the same reason, from the senate, authoris-

ing the state of Tennessee to issue grants and per-
fect titles, &c. Several bills were ordered to be

engrossed for a third reading on Monday.
March 3.—Both bouses adjourned after midnight,

after an arduous session, with only one hour's re-

cess for the whole day. We have not seen a detail

of the proceedings, but much business was variously

disposed of. See the list of acts, published in our

his seat, &c. the senate adjourned to to-morrow.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Friday, February 23 — Mr. Harrison submitted for

consideration t
; e following proposition to amend

the constitution of the United States:

Itesr/lvt d, bo the senate and house of representatives

of the United States, in congress assembled, two-thirds

of hi-th houses concurring therein, That the following
an endment to the constitution ofthe United States,
be proposed to the legislatures ofthe several states, last.

which, when ratified by the legislatures of three
fo irths of said spates, shall be valid to all intents

and pi rpo-.es, as a part ofthe said constitution:

"Congress sh.ill, concurrent with the states, have

po er to provide for training the militia according
to i nt- discipline prescribed for that purpose, and,
whilst eng; g--d in that service, they shall be subject
to Ifcfe rules and regulations prescribed for the

government ofthe militia when in the military ser

vice of 'he United S.ates, ami also to provide for

teaching in the primary schools, and other semina-
ries oi learning in the several states, the system of
dis< ipline ir scribed for the militia."

Thes.id proposition was read and ordered to lie

on the table

Mr Ward, of N. Y. offered a resolution to autho-
rise the employment of col. Trumbull, to execute,
in addition to the paintings already autho ised, a

Immediately after the opening ofthe evening sit-

ting of the house of representatives, Mr. Mills, of

Massachusettts, moved a resolution in the follow-

ing words:

Resolved, That the thanks of this house be pre-
sented to the honorable Hknry Clay, for the ability
and impartiality with which he has presided over

its deliberations, and the correctness with which he
has performed the arduous duties of the chair."

This vote was carried with an unanimity the most

flattering. [Mr. Hopkinson observed that the only

objection he had to it was, hat the house was thin,

and that it would, therefore, not be een that, if

the house had been full, there would not have been

a dissenting vote.] The motion was unanimously

agreed to.

On adjo' r ung the house,
Mr. Clay said, that, before he performed the last

painting to commemorate the patriotic conduct of
j duty of the presiding officer of the house, he would
avail himself of the occasion to make his respect-
ful acknowledgements, for the flattering expression
oT favorable opinion which had been recently made
and which was rendered more interesting by the

quarter from which it proceeded. Next to the ap-

probation of one's own conscience, and one's coun-

t y. that ofthe immediate representat >e< ofthe

people must ever be most acceptable. But he felt

that, in the instance of that just bestowed on him,
he was more indebted to the kindness tha* to the

justice ofthe house. For he was quite sensible

that, in the course of his administration of the du-

ties of the chair, called upon as he frequently was,

p omptfy to decide complicated and embarrassing

questions, as they suddenly arose, he must have

committed many errojs. And if he had been able,

in any degree, to salisfy the just expectations of

the house, it was owing to that liberal support which

had been, on all sides, generously accorded to him.

In legislation, Mr. C continued, there were three

periods of extraordinary difficulty, and requiring

Padding, Van Wart and Williams, in capturing
m j"i Andre, a British sp_\, during the American re-

yoiuvion—read and laid on the table.

The- bid to explain 1 lie act respecting military

bounij lands, Was indefinitely postponed.
M.mj bills were ordered to a third reading to-

morrow.

Saturday, March 1.—Many bills (which appear
in tht list of acts) were passed.
Tne house tooli up the amendments of the senate

to the bill sem from this house, to amend the claims

Jaw of last session—which amendments go to change
altogether the character of the bill.

All which, after considerable opposition, were

agreed to.

i'lii amendments proposed by the senate to the

amendments ofthe house to the bill from the senate

"to provide for the prompt settlement ofthe public
accounts," were read and concurred in by the house.

The amendments proposed by the senate to the

bill "to set apart and pledge, as a permanent fund
for internal improvement, the bonus of the national great fortitude. The first was that which imme-

bank, and the United Stales' share of its dividends,
were read.

A motion was made to postpone the bill indefi-

nitely
—

negatived, ayf s 61, nays 6J: and then to pos -

p<;ic- it until Monda\—negatived, ayes 66, nays 68

diatelv precedes a war, and in which preparation is

made "for the event. The second, that which accom-

panies the war; and the third, that which imme-

diately follows the war. During the two first, ho w-

ev.-r, there were animating circumstances, always
he amendments of the senate were then agreed to.

j existing, which invigorated the legislative function.

The bill to incorporate sundry banks in the Dis- During the last the stimulus is gone, and being re-

trict ofColumbia was read the first and second time,
and referred to a committee ofthe whale, by the

casting vote of the speaker,

placed bv relaxation, the legislator needs more for-

titude. 'He lias to survey the whole fabric of the

tate; to accommodate it to the new circumstances

Several bills were ordered to a third reading. Mr. in which it is placed; to provide a revenue for re-

Forsyth's resolutions about the conduct of the U. S [deeming the debt of the war; to retrench; and, by

bank, were, on his own motion, for want of time, I the reduction of establishments, to dismiss from

indefinitely postponed. ', the service of the country many of those who have

A motion was made to adjourn to to-morrow (Sun-
j nobly contributed to sustain its glory,

day) at 11 o'clock; and negatived—yeas 68, nays 48. J It has been your lot, gentlemen, to be cast in the
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last ofthe threeperiocls mentioned. Anrl I take great

pleasure, regardless of the motives which may be

ascribed to me, in testifying to the patience, the dili-

gence, and the zeal which you have manifested in the

public service. I am greatly deceived if, as the re-

sult ofyour labors, at no distant day, there will not be

ackowledged '.o have been laid by you tbe deepest
foundations of the national prosperity. That you

may long continue to live to witness and to partici-

pate in that prosperity; and that you may experi-

ence, on your return to your, respective homes,

every blessing ot which our nature is susceptible,

is the ardent wish of one who, wherever he may
be, will never cease 'o cherish of al! ofyou the most

agreeable and affec ionate recollections.

It remained for him only to announce that the

house stood adjourned sine die.

Legislature of Pennsylvania.
SENATE OF PENNSYLVANIA. FEB. 14, 1817.

The following preamble and resolution were of-

fered by Mr. Lowrie, and adopted, and a commit-

tee accordingly appointed.
The United States, remote from the governments

of Eirope, possessing a territory enriched with na-

tural advantages and rescources, amply sufficient not

only to supply the wants of the inhabitants, but also

to furnish in abundance the elegancies of civilized

society, are by these circumstances favorably situ-

ated to become a manufacturing nation.

To assist in calling these advantages and resour-

ces into action—thereby rendering the United States

independent of other nations—is a duty enforced

by interest, patriotism and the love of indepen-
dence.
The citizens of this state have already embarked

extensive capitals in manufactures, particularly in

iron and glass, woollen and cotton goods. But the

late large and unprecedented importation of foreign

articles, has given a shock to our infant manufac-

tures, unprotected as they now are by discriminat-

ing duties; which, without the interposition of go-

vernment, must result in the ruin of numbers of

meritorious individuals, and also threatens the most

serious and lasting injury to the future comforts

and rising prospects of the community.
During this pressure, which militates against the

best interests of the state, the fostering hand of

government, as far as the same can be extended,
becomes necessary.

Therefore,
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to take

•into view the situation of the manufactures of this

state, and make report.
Feb. 19, 1817.—Mr Lowrie, from the committee

to whom was referred the foregoing resolution, made
report, which was read as follows, viz.

The committee appointed on the 14th inst. to take
into view the situation of the manufactures of the

state,

REPORT:—
That the short time allotted to them in the

intervals of their legislative duties, has not enabled
them to go into a detailed investigation of loe sub-

ject committed to them. They have given to it

all the attention in their power: the result has

been, a strong conviction of the vital importance of

manufactures to this state and the nation.

The committee cannot believe that establish-

ments to whicli other nations owe their greatness,
can be injurious to ours. That the great powers
of Europe, during five hundred years, have been
inattentive to the true sources of national great-

ness; that they would during that period have con.

tinued with one uniform perseverance to which all

other views of policy have been subservient, to pro-
mote, encourage, and even force into maturity their

manufactures, if experience had not led them to a

conviction of their vast importance. A recurrence
to history, and the present state of Europe, will

most abundantly shew, that with manufactures na-

tions rise and fall. The committee apprehend that

the true course of national policy is following the

lessons of experience, and the example and practice
of every nation which has risen to greatness. We
think it not sound policy to persevere in those
errors whicli have proved ruinous to others, and in

the face of conviction which ought to flow from

history, experience and our own observation, to

trust to the visionary expectation that the same
causes which, led to power in Europe will produce
ruin here. That by crossing the Atlantic every
maxim of national policy is reversed; that the con-
nexion between causes and effects is dissolved; that

every great and enlightened prince and nation in

the old world have for centuries mistaken their

vital interest, by not adhering to theories which
have been exploded by practical experience.
Man and all his works are helpless in infancy.

The noblest then require the protection and nou-

rishment of a parent. Seeing establishments in

their greatness, we are apt to forget the humble

beginning from which they have risen; but when
traced to their origin it will be found that in every

enlightened government, they have been its nurs-

lings in their infancy. In such governments, manu-
factures have been the favorite and almost peculiar

objects of their protection; the history of all the

manufacturing nations is full of proofs, that when-
ever a manufacture is in its infancy, it is protected

by duties, bounties, and premiums on the article;

privileges, protection and encouragement, to the

artisan; until the manufacture has progressed so as

to supply the wante of the country. Then the ex-

portation of the raw material, the importation of
the manufactured article, the emigration of the

workmen, and the communication of the knowledge
of the art are prohibited under severe penalties, in

some cases extending to the forfeiture of life. The

history of none of these nations can furnish an

instance of a manufacture being left to take care

of itself, or of its success when unaided by govern-
ment. The committee can discern no good reason

why this nation should not follow in the path
which lias been lighted by the experience of others,
and more especially where our own teaches us the

immense advantage flowing from manufactures to

the places where they have been established.

A memorable instance in our own state, is fur-

nished by the unexampled prosperity of Pittsburg
—

its manufactures have given to it its importance.

They have increased the value of every farm with-

in 4u miles of it, by the market which it has afford-

ed for the productions of the earth. The pros-

perity of this place, and the growing importance
of the country round it, leads us to the true cause

why foreign governments are so zealous in protect-

ing their own, and endeavoring to crush our manu-

factures; they are known to be the real sources of
national life and power.
The commi'tee would ask, whether during the

late war the establishment of manufactures had art

injurious effect on the value of land adjoining, or

on the price of provisions ? The farmer v. ho adjoins
a manufacturing town cannot surely procure a bet-

ter price for his produce as the number of con-

sumers diminish,. He cannot be benefited by being
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obliged to seek a more distant market; it must be strange thai the nation is enriched by exporting U^
an advantage to find a market at home, without the barco and importing snuff; cotton and wool, and im-

expence of transportation. One hundred men em-| p rting cloth; iro", and importing nails and cutlery

ployed in a manufacture, must add to the demand
for "the produce of a farm, as there is that additional

number to feed- A turnpike road or a country
town, is of advantage to the farmer; it gives him a

market at his door, and he there procures the prices
of ' he distant market.
The same effects flow from manufactures; they

increase the demand and afford a market on the

spot We believe there is no farmer who thinks

his interest, as an agriculturalist, is injured by his

contiguity to roaus, towns, mills, iron works, cot-

ton, Woollen or glass manufactories. On the con-

trary, he knows and feels that his land produce
rises in value; that he is enriched, while he spends
no capital and runs no risk. The committee think

that all tiie errors which have affected public opi
nion on this subject have arisen from viewing it in

the abstract, and not bringing it home to practical
observation.

It will be probably impossible to point out one

spot in the country which has been injured by the

posperity and benefited by the destruction of manu-
factures and the substitution of foreign goods. It

would require much refined and theoretic reasoning
to convince our farmers that they will grow rich by
purchasing their families' clothing at a store, and

poor if it was made at home. The knitting needle,
the wheel and the loom have been deemed useful

ar'icles of household furniture. What yeoman does

not display with pride and pleasure the clothing
m-de by his wife and daughters? Can such a man
be convinced, that he would be more respected
and richer if his family remained in idleness? Are

he*»vy merchant's bills clogs or aids to agriculture ?

Would it nut require the same reasoning to con
vince a farmer that it was as much his interest to

buy his bread as his stockings? The committee
can perceive no difference.between family manufac-
tures and more extensive ones, other than in the

extent of the benefits^ for what is profitable on a

small scale must be soon a large one, as machinery
with half the labor produces double the profits.

B\ thus testing these principles and making a

practicable application to families, we come to

result winch cannot be erroneous. The family winch

buys more than it sells, must be in debt and become

poor, and it matters not whether the debt is con

traced for food or raiment. The family which
sells more than it buys must become rich. These
effects must be the same, whether the family con-

sists of 1(J, 100, 1000, or a nation; for the aggregate
cannot prosper by pursuing measures which ruin all

the component individuals. Prudence and economy
are as necessary to a nation as an individual, and

thus we find that the individual and the nation which

manufactures most, are alike distinguished among
their neighbors for wealth, influence and honor; and
thus are the lessons of history and experience con-

firmed by the observation of every man in his own

family.
It surely cannot be safe to disregard such moni

tors: this should be to every one that hears it, the

voice of conviction. Folly in an individual cannot

be wisdom in a nation; the same conduct which
would impoverish the one cannot enrich the other.

To the statesman who says that it is true policy to

export the raw material and import the manufactur-

ed, the question may be put, would not the farmer

be in the road to ruin who would sell his grain and

buy his flour; his flax, and buy his linen; Ids milk,

-and b;iy ]ijs £ftUor and cheese? If he would, it is

The same profit which the farmer makes or. the
labor employed in converting his flax or wool into

cloth, is made by the nation on a great scale in con-

verting the raw material into manufactures. Cot-
tou is exported at 20 cents a pound; it is imported
manufactured at from 1 dollar to 100 dollars a pound,
according to the fineness of the fabric. The differ-

ence in the price, is the profit which we pay and

England receives. If it injured them, it is strange
they would manufacture it. If a profit attends it,

it ought to be ours. If manufactures had an injuri-
ous effect on agriculture, it must be in the depres-
sion of the prices of provisions; but experience
proves the reverse. We feed the manufactures of
Europe—the reason is obvious; the produce of the
earth commands a better price.

This fact we think affords a salutary lesson; the
manufactures of England afford to their farmers a
market at home, while ours are obliged to seek it

across the ocean. Their's pay no transportation and
run no risk; we are obliged to encounter the perils
of navigation, ofenemies, of orders in council, de-
crees and pirates. If the export of the raw ma-
terial is more advantageous than the manufacture,
we cannot comprehend the policy of all enlightened
governments, except ours, which prohibits the ex-

port of one and the import of the other; and still

less can we comprehend the wisdom ofthose states-

men who contend, that to convert into money those

productions of the earth which cannot be exported
and for all purposes except manufactures, are of
no value, (as iron ore) is bad policy. By these

means, millions are annually added to the produce
of this state; and the committee believe that it

equally couduces to national wealth, whether money
is extracted from the bowels of the earth or from
its surface; each mode adds to the public stock as

it adds to the value of property, produce and the
sum of wealth.

It is certain that population, industry and wealth,
are efficient sources of national wealth. I low far

manufactures conduce to these objects, the opinion
of this nation expressed through the fit hers of our

independence, the immortal congress of 1774, seems
to the committee conclusive. They recommended

by a solemn resolution, that no manufacture of

England should be used or worn. If in their opinion
this was then necessary to rescue us from colonial

bondage, if it was adopted as one of the means the

most effectual to resist the tyranny of the mother

country, it was because experience and reflection

had convinced them, th t she was most vulnerable

through her manufactures. For the same reason

the continental system of France has in latter days
iieen directed, not against the territory or the agri-
culture of England, but her manufactures, the

known and acknowledged source of her supremacy.
The .committee cannot believe that the great

principles of national policy can have been so soon

reversed, and think that the same principles which
were in 1774 necessary to rescue us, are now the

only ones winch can prevent us from relapsing into

a virtual bondage to the parent country—that the

congress of that year were not ignorant of the true

interest of the country—that manufactures were

then, now are, and ever will be, the vital sources of

national life and power; and that it is not reserved

to the theorist of the present day to teach our own,
and the enlightened statesmen ofall other countries,

that the true principle of legislation has been hither-

to undiscovered.
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imploring for our beloved country its

tion: Do ordain and establish thefol-

blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity,

gratefully acknowledging the benign Providence by
which we hive been raised to the rank of an indepen-
dent nation, an
continued protection: no or(

lowing constitution for the United States of Ame-
rica.

Resolved, That the governor be requested to

forward a copy of the foregoing- preamble and reso-

lution to each of our senators end representatives
in the congress of the United States, and to the

executives of the several states in the union, with

a request that the same may be laid before the le-

gislatures thereof.

The question was taken on agreeing to the fore-

vive them; once' abandoned they are gone for going proposition, and decided in the negative, by

Trom personal knowledge and undoubt ed informa-

tion, the committee believe, that in all parts of the

country our tnanufactu.es are rapidly declining and

sinking under a foreign combination and forced

importation, and the unwillingness of the govern-

ment to protect and uphold them. The intention

lo crush our manufactures has been publicly avowed

in England, and has not been resisted here; they are

lof to contend unaided and unprotected, against

confederacy abroad and indifference at home. The

committee 'think that the attention of government
has been drawn to smaller, and directed from the

more important concerns of the country
—

they think

manufactures the primary one, and that before the}

are finally crushed, some efforts should be m-ide to

re\

many years. The committee are aware, and deeph

regret, that tlie state governments can afford no

efficient protection; but they can do something;

they can exempt them from taxation, and workmen
while actually employed therein, from militia duty
—and they can recommend the subject to the atten-

tion of the members of the legislature of the union.

The committee therefore offer the following reso-

lutions :

Resolved,That a committee be appointed to bring
^n a bill embracing the above principles.

Resolved, by the senate and louse of representa-
tives of the commonwealth of Pensylvania, in gene
xal assembly met, that our senators in congress be

instructed and our members in the house of repre
sentatives requested, to use their endeavors to have

such measures adopted, as will effectually protect
and encourage the manufactures of the United

States.

a large majority.

In the house ofrepresentatives, the following pro-

position was moved some days ago by Dr. Rogers:
DR. ROGERS' RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, we most solemnly believe in the exist-

ence of a God and a Providence, who created and

sustains the universe, in whose hand are the des-

tinies of kingdoms, of empires, and all created be-

iiigs—-that it was the angel of Divine Providence,
who walked with our fathers through the fiery fur-

nace of the revolutionary war, and gave us a name

among the nations of the earth, the most free, in-

dependent and happy; that through the benignity
of the same Providence, we have been protected,

through a recent bloody conflict, in the enjoyment
of the inestimable privileges of religious and civil

liberty; and that it is to the same Providence we
must look for the preservation of those blessings.
Under these serious and solemn impressions, we
recollect with deep regret, that in so important an

instrument as the "constitution of the United States,"
there is no recognition of the existence of a God
or acknowledgment of the benignity of a Provi-

dence.
To remedy this material defect, we feel it our

indispensable duty to submit the following resoiu

tions:

Resolved, Ily the senate and house of representa-
tives of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, that

our senators in the congress of the United States

be instructed, and our representatives requested, to

use their earnest endeavors to have the preamble to

the constitution of the United States so amended as

to read as follows, viz.

In the name of God most holy and most merciful
—

We the people of the United States, in order to

form a more perfect union, establish justice, insun

domestic tranquility, provide for the common de-

ihice, promote the, general welfare, and secure the

Legislature of New York.
A reference will probably often be made to the vote

below, we insert it for the convenience of our

friends in New-York.
ELECTION BILL.

The following were the yeas and nays in the

house of assembly, on the first clause of the bill

for electing a governor of this state, at the ensuing

election, in the place of gov. Tompkixs, resigned,
viz.

YEAS.— Messrs. AlWn, Ambler, Arnold, Barnes, Brown, Barstow,
B'-ach. Beckwith, Benton. Bmven, Burluins, Callender, Camp, Car-

man, Carpenter, Cock, Carll, Child, Canting, Day, Dickinson,

Elriridge, Emott, Faulkner, Fonda, Ford, Gansevoort, A. Given,
B. Green, Gros. Hamilton, Hedges, Hooghtaling, Hilton, Hub-

bard, Hammond, Hmvley. Hulbert, June*. Jackson, Larzelcre,

M'Fadden, Miles. G. Miller. J. Mill r, Moit, Marsh, Noble. Ostrander,

Palmer, Pendleton, PLvley, Paine, PettiL Pitcher, Piatt, Porter,

PreimVrgast, Rochester, Sarart-ant, Sears, R. Smith, K. Smith,

Sherman, Squire, Ta'ior, Turner, Woods, (»o-ak. r) Wakely,
ffalbridge, W Us, Wllcoxson, Wilson, IVatson J. Whitney.—79

NAYS.—M ssrs. Blauvelt. Campbell, Cooklin, Cook, (arson,

Crolius, Doty, Eckfoiyl, Finch, Gale, Ganson, H«eny, Irving, Law-

rence, Lester, Mann, A. Miller, Mooers, Romaine, Russel, San-

fbrd. Sbarpc, .1. Smith, S. A. Smith, Stebbins. Townsend, Warner,

Webb, Webster. White, Wood.—31

ABSENT.—M. ssrs. Albert, Barber, Hallock, Keeler, Kissam,
Lee, Maynard, Olmstcad, Parsons, Peek, Victory, N. Whitney,
ll'itliams.

The house in committee of the whole Mr.

Duer in the chair.

The names in Italic arcfederal.
—Albany Register.

The following were the yeas and nays in the senate

on the s;tme question :

For the affirmative*—Messrs. Baets, Bicknell, Cochran, Hascall,

Hart, Knor, Livingston, Mallory, Noyes, Prendergast, Uoss, Swift,

Swart, Tibbits, Van Buren, Van Vechten.—17

For the negative.
—Messrs. Bowue, Cantine, Crosby, Dituiis,

Elnitudorf, Keys.— 6

Legislature of Delaware.
GOVERNORS ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the senate, and
Gentlemen of the house of representatives:

In obedience to the voice of my fellow citizens,

I appear before you this day, for the purpose of en-

tering on the exercise of the duties ofthe first ma-

gistrate of the state. Permit vne to tender, through

you, to my fellow citizens, my grateful acknowledge-
ments for their partiality and kindness. The ho-

nor they have conferred upon me, I will endeavor

to merit by constant and unremitted exertions to

perform the duties of the station to which their

--uffrages have called me. My only object shall

be to act, with a single eye for the public good
mid the happiness and prosperity of the people. 1

shall indeed be most happy, if my exertions should

>e crowned with success and be favorably re-

ceived. Hut I cannot flatter myself, that my ad-

ministration will be exempt from errors. Such an

expectation would be presumptuous. Relying how-
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ever for support, on the goodness of that Almighty
being, who has so peculiarly blessed the American

people; on the rectitude of my own intentions, and
on your co-operation and assistance, I hope that the

errors I may commit, may neither be many nor in-

jurious. And I trust that all my public acts may
be examined dispassionately and judged of charita-

bly.
Allow me, gentlemen, on this occasion to suggest

to you the great importance of inculcating the

highest regard and veneration for the constitution

of the United States. That sacred instrument was
formed by the best and wisest men, at a time

peculiarly favorable. It was the result of a spirit
of amity and of mutual deference and concession

among the several slates. It is the bond of their

union, and that which alone renders the American
nation powerful and respectable. It contains all

the great essen'ials of a free government, and on
it depends in a very particular manner the indepen-
dence of this state and the freedom and happiness
of its citizens. Amendments, therefore, that may
be proposed to it should be received by us with

great coldness and caution, and should not be ac-

ceded to without the very fullest conviction of
their absolute necessity, let them come from what
source they may. If alterations be lightly made,
they may succeed one another till the great princi-

ples which it contains are entirely departed from,
and all respect for it is totally lost. Let us then
cherish it as "the palladium of our political safety
and prosperity"

—let us "watch for its preservation
wiih jealous anxiety" and "discountenance what-
ever may suggest even a suspicion that it can in any
event be abandoned."

Our state constitution is also entitled to the

highest respect and reverence, and its provisions
should be faithfully observed. There is not however

and assuage it."— Let us entertain no partialities
for foreign nations; but lei us be Americans only io

affection, in sentiment and deed. Let us encourage
a manly, patriotic and enterprising spirit.

—Lei us
cherish the agriculture, manufactures and com-
merce of our own country and endeavor to render
her really independent of all other nations. Let us
be careful and assiduous in the education of our

youth; and in the dissemination of knowledge and
the useful arts among us, and by all means let us
cultivate the most sincere regard and reverence
for morality, virtue and religion; those main pillars
which support the fabric of republicanism: des'.itute

of these, our free constitutions and laws will be-

come as waste paper, the people will cease io be
true to themselves; liberty will be banished the

land, and slavery and oppression will triumph in its

stead.

I proceed gentlemen, to take the oaths of office;

and if I deem it necessary during the continuance
of your session to direct your attention to any par-
ticular objects of legislation, in addition to those

already suggested by your own wisdom and in-

telligence and the recommendation of my pre-

decessor, it shall be done by message. And may
the supreme ruler of the Universe preside over

your deliberations, and sd direct all your proceed-
ings, that they may redound to his glory and the

safety and happiness of the people.
JOHN CLARK.

Dover, January 21, 1817.

Legislature of Kentucky.
The yeas and nays on the qotstion relative to the election of a
new governor to «uppl) the vacancy occasioned hy the decease
of the beloved Madison, may be useful to our friends in that

state, and are therefore given.
For a new election.—[Mi: Speaker,] Messrs. Armstrong, Bar-

the Same danger to be apprehended from examin- hour, Breckenridge, Clarke, Cohurn, Dallam, Davenport, Duncan

inginto its provisions and amending them where 51^6^
amendments may be found necessary, that there is South, Trigg, Turner, Wall, and D. white-28.

in regard to the constitution ofthe"United States. \„
ASainsi a new

ete«MiJ;
-Mes»rs. Barrett, Birney, Blackburn,

,
a
j . ,. ,. I Booker, Bowman, Caldwell, Carson, Cook, Cotton, Cox, Cummins,Amendments to our state constitution ought, \ Cunningham, Davidson, Davis, Dollahide, Duucan [of Lincoln]

though, to be made with great caution and only Eggleston, Ewing, Ford, Gaither, Garrison, Gilmore, Given, Good,

for sound and weifrhtv rpacniKi Thp nrnvklnn rrni Gs"
al". Green, Grundy, Harrison, Hawkins, Helm, Holemsu, Horn-

ior sounu ana weignty l easons. i ne pro\ lsion con-
bt .

ckj H JoneSj Lugall) LoV6( Marshall, Mercer, Mills, Moorman,
tamed in it respecting amendments, is wise and Monroe, M'Cown, MHattan, M'Mahan, M'Millen, Beeves, Bobert-

son, Bowan, Budd, Shepherd, Slaughter, Spilhnau, S. Stephenson,
Stapp, T. Stevenson, Todd, True, Underwood, Ward, P. White,
Wier, WickliflT, Woods, and Yautis— 62.

ADDRESS TO JAMES MADISON.
The legislature of this state adopted ihe follow*

ing address, and respectfully solicited his excel-

lency Gabriel Slaughter, lieutenant governor, to

transmit it to the president:
—

Sin—The legislature of Kentucky present you

judicious, and prevents rash and precipitate altera-

tions.

It is our duty, gentlemen, at the same time, that

we protect and guard with the greatest care and

circumspection the sovereignty and rights of this

state, to cultivate harmony and a good understand-

ing with the government of the United States. As
a member of the union, it is incumbent on us faith-

fully to perform all our duties to Ihe general go- with an expression of their feelings and sentiments
vernment and our sister states, and to contribute
as far as lies in our power to the strength, pros-

perity and glory of the American empire. In the

on the close ofyour administration. We know that

the approbation of republican citizens is the noblest

reward that can be conferred on their chief magis-
performance of these duties, and the advancement

j trate, and your approaching retirement will soon
of these objects, the people of Delaware will add

|

exhibit you on a level with other private citizens,
to the respectability of their state and increase

j
distinguished for your virtues and past services—a

their own prosperity and happiness; for as we in- 'situation where no congratulatory address can be
crease the strength, prosperity and glory of our

[supposed to elicit in return the favors of executive
own state, so do we contribute to the strength,

<

patronage. Your services in advocating the con-

prosperity and glory of the United States. Let us stitution of your country, in filling with fidelity
all then, both as public and private citizens, be i many important offices under that government, and

extremely cautions not to excite the spirit of party. | thereby promoting its welfare—in approaching the
It has been the destroying angel of republics. "In presidential chair—in conducting that arduous and

governments of a popular character and purely elec

tive, it is a spirit not to be encouraged. From their
natural tendency, it is certain, there will always be

enough of that spirit for every salutary purpose; and
there being constant danger of excess, the effort

•ught to be, by force of public opinion, to mitigate

important office with correct policy
—in managing

the helm of state through a just and necessary, but

a tempestuous and boisterous war, difficult on ac-

count of the power of the enemy, but rendered
more dangerous by faction at home—recommended

by your patriotism, pros touted under your auspices,
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and terminated gloriously by your unci eviating per-

severance, presenting a crisis unknown to any other

chief magistrate since the adoption of our consti-

tution—ail demand of us an unequivocal declara-

tion of your title to the lasting- gratitude of the

people of Kentucky; and while we contemplate
with delight the elevated attitude of this nation

among the civilized governments of the age, we
will cherish with pleasure the memory of the man,
whose talents and services have so eminently con-

tributed to his country's character and unsullied

honor.

Mr Rowan offered an amendment excepting from
the approbation of the legislature so much of the

president's conduct as related to his approbation
and signature of the compensation law, and the af-

fair at Bladensburg. The question being taking on

so much of the amendment as related to the com-

pensation law, it passed in the negative
—

ayes 9—
noes 66. Then on the affair at Bladensburg, and

negatived—ayes 5—noes 70.

The following are the yeas and nays, on the pas-

sage of the address—
YEAS— Mr. Speaker,— Messrs Armstrong, Barbour, Barrett,

lilac, burn, Booker, Breckenridge ,Carson, Clarke, Culiuru, Cotton,
Cox, Cummins, Cunningham, Callani, Davenport, Davis, Dollahide,
Duncan (of Daviess,) Duncan (ot Lincoln,) Ewing, Fleming, Ford,
Raines, Garrison, Goode, Green, Grundy, Hart, Hickman, Honsun,
Hou.ien, Hunter, Jamison, H. Joins, Irvine, Lackey, Logan, Mercer,
Mucalfv, Mills, Mi n roe, M'Coun. M'Hatton, M'Millan, Owings,
Parker, Beeves, Rice, Rob rtson, Rudd, Stiepard. South, S. Ste-

venson, Stanp, T. St. venson, Todd, Trigg, True, Underwood,
"Wall, Ward, P. Whit.-,D. White, Wier, Wickliff, Wuod, and Yantis
—68.

NAYS— Messrs. Birney, Cooke, Davidson, Gaith r Gillmore,
Given, Grain, Helm. Horubeck, Marshall, M'Mahau, Rowan, Slaugl'i,

ler, Spillman, and Turner— 15.

The senate concurred—those opposed to the ad-

dress on the yeas and nays being called for, with-

drew their opposition (says the Argus) and the vote

Was entered "unanimously."

General Armstrong privateer.
The Washington City Weekly Gazette, remark-

ing on the claim for indemnity, and ihe report of

the committee of the senate on the petition of the

owners, observes :

"The report is unfavorable to the prayer of the

petitioners, and the reasons set forth are just and
conclusive. There is no fixed principle of law or

equity under which the United States can be called

upon to make good a loss sustained under the cir-

cumstances of the present case. In the attack and
destruction of the general Armstrong, a flagrant
violation of the neutrality of a port, was committed,
and the law of nations and usages of civilized pow-
ers unite in pointing out the correct and acknow-

ledged course in obtaining indemnification; and'
from the peculiar circumstances of this transaction,
there is no doubt but the Portuguese government!
will, on prompt representations, make good all the
loss sustained on this occasion, and although not

a]

subject proper to be debated upon, we feel no doubt;
that the British government will also reimburse the

Portuguese government for the assumption of this

claim, brought on by the imprudent zeal and culpa-
ble conduct of her officers. It is, then, through the!

government of the United States, that the owners of
the General Armstrong must seek redress from Por-

tugal, and there can be little hesitation in declar-i

ing that no efforts will be wanting to command jus-l
tice.

"The committee of the senate would not permit!
themselves to report without paying a just tribute
to the gallant efforts of capt. Heed, and his little

|

crew, in repelling an attack made under such (lis- 1

CJUiaging circumstances. It can never cease to be]

an object of astonishment and just pride to the na-

tion; and the more that defence and its awful effects

are examined, the more securely we may rely on.

the skill and bravery of our officers and seamen.—
Captain Reed, we understand, is not interested iit

the General Armstrong, nor does he petition for

indemnification or relief; he has, however, no less

claims on the liberal consideration of his country."

The naval committee of the senate, to whom has
been referred the memorial of Frederick Jenkins
and Rensselaer Havens, in behalf of the owners,
officers and crew, of the late private armed brig
General Armstrong—

report—
That the memorialists state, that on the 26th of

Sept. in the year 1814, while the private armed
brig General Armstrong was lying at anchor in the

port of Fayal, she was attacked by a superior Bri-

tish force, and, after a brave resistance by her com-
mander, Samuel C. Reed and his valiant crew, was

destroyed. They also state, that the vessel and ar-

mament cost forty-two thousand dollars, and pray-
that such relief, indemnity, or compensation, mav
be extended to the owners, officers, and crew of
the privateer, as, under the peculiar circumstances,

attending her destruction, may be deemed by con-

gress just and equitable.
The committee are left to conjecture the grounds

on which the memorialists rely for a remuneration
or indemnity from their own government. It 'a

presumed, however, that if the claim must be sup-
ported at all, on one of the two grounds. 1st. Be-
cause the vessel and armament were destroyed by
the public enemy, in a neutral port, and in viola -

of the laws of nations; or 2dly. Because the brave
and gallant defence of captain Reed, his officers and
crew, entitle them to the bounty of the govern-
ment.
The committee are unable to perceive what rights

of indemnity the citizens of the United States can

acquire against their own government for losses,

sustained in consequence of the violated rights of a
third party. It is the duty, no doubt, of all govern-
ments to extend to the person and property of
the citizen all the protection in their power. It

is the end of all governments to do so. It is the

right of the citizen to make known his wrongs to his

government, and it is the duty of the government
to seek redress by such means as it may deem ex-

pedient. The neutrality of Portugal was grossly
violated in the case of the private armed ship Gener-
al Armstrong. It- was the duty of that government
to preserve her neutral character, and to protect
the brig and all on board, from any hostile attack
while in her port. Either from want of ability or
inclination she failed to do so; but can this failure to

support its own rights, and perform its duty to-

wards us, vest a right in an individual to come on
his own government for indemnity on account of a

pecuniary loss? The United States it is believed
have done or will do, what comports with their

rights and their character. That indemnity from

Portugal for the loss of this property, should be
insisted on as an affair of* state, is perhaps highly
proper; but the committee cannot perceive how the
weakness or the delinquency of Portugal can impose
on the United States the duty of indemnifying the
memorialists for the loss of the brig and her arma-
ment.
The committee believe that this opinion is in con-

formity with the practice of this government, and

perhaps of all governments. Antecedent to the

year 1802, much property belonging to citizens of
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the United States, has been wrongfully seized by
the cruisers of France. In no case, known to the

committee, did this government indemnify its citi-

zens from its own treasury. Indemnity was sought
from France by negociation, and obtained in the

Louisiana convention. Citizens of the United States,
at this moment, have claims to a vast amount

against the governments of France, Spain and Na-

ples, for property seized in violation of all right.
On principle, all these claimants have the same

right to demand indemnity from their own govern-
ment as the memorialists in the present case; for,

in principle, the committee can see no distinction

between a private armed ship and a merchant ship;
nor between property captured and converted to

the use of the captors, and property destroyed by
a third party omitting to do its duty.

If this is a mere appeal to the liberality of con-

gress; if the memorialists rely for the success of

their application on the bravery, gallantry, and

good conduct of captain Reed, his officers and

crew, in the defence of the vessel, then the commit-
tee are sensible that a stronger case of the kind
could not present itself. The stubborn bravery, the

cool intrepidity and presence of mind displayed by

captain Reed and his associates, in the defence of

the ship, was, perhaps, never equalled, certainly
never surpassed, by any private armed vessel, in the

annals of naval warfare. It has excited the admira-
tion of the nation, and cannot fail to immortalize
those concerned. If actions like this are to be re-

Warded with money, too much could not be given;
but government is but the trustee of the nation and
is bound, deliberately, to examine into the principle
on which the treasure of the nation is bestowed,
and the extent of the precedent which is set in be-

stowing it. It is unknown to the commi'tee that

congress, as yet, has ever dispensed its bounty, or

in any way bestowed a gratuity for any achieve

ment, except to its own peculiar force; nor in any
case except there was victory. The committee are

of opinion that it woidd be inexpedient to do so. It

would open the treasury to a class of cases, arising
out of .lie last war, which would be extensive and
erroneous. The effect of such a measure must be

counted on, for they would be felt in all future wars.

The case of the Essex, attacked also in a neutral

situation, was a strong one. The defence there too

was valiant, persevering, and highly honorable to

all on board, as well as to the nation, yet congress
has done nothing, for the essential quality of victo-

ry was wanting to the transaction. The committee,
therefore, in whatever aspect they view the applica-
tion of the memorialists, are of opinion, that it

would be unsafe and inexpedient to grant it, and
recommend the following resolution :

Resolved, That the committee on naval affairs be

discharged from the further consideration of the

memorial of Frederick Jenkins and Rensselaer Ha-
vens.

or and inspector of the revenue for the port ofAless-
andria

McQueen Mcintosh, to be surveyor and inspec-
tor of the revenue for the port of Darien, in Geor-

gia.
Lemuel Hoivel, to be collector and inspector of

the revenue for the port of Burlington, New-Jersey.
Beverly Chew, of Louisiana, to be collector and

inspector of the revenue for the district of Missis-

sippi.
Thomas Morris, to be marshal for the southern

district of New-York.

Henry Dodge, to be marshal of the district of Mis-
souri.

Charles Lucas, to be attorney of the United States
for said territory.

Henry Wilcox, to be surveyor and inspector of the

port of Marietta.

Since the fourth ofMarch.
James JSTKay, to be attorney of the United States

for the district of N. C.

Benjamin Parke, of Indiana, to be judge of the
district court of the United States in the state of
Indiana.

Thomas II. Blake, to be attorney of the United
States for the district of Indiana.

John Vaiuter, of Indiana, to be marshal of the said
district.

Daniel Sutton, of Louisiana, to be register of the
land office north of Red river.

Henry Bree, of Louisiana, to be receiver of public
monies north of Red river.

Adam Lynn and George A. Thornton, to be justi-
ces of the peace for Alexandria county, in the dis-

trict of Columbia.
Promotions in the navy, confirmed by the senate

since the 4th of March.
Masters commandant to be captains.

Edward Trenchard, John D. Henley.
John Downes, and

Lieutenants to be masters commandant.

Joseph J. Nicholson,
Walter Stewart,
John H. Elton, ieekman V. Hoffman.
Edmund P. Kennedy, j

Sailing masters to be lieutenants.
James Trant, and

j
Uriah P. Levy.

And the following midshipmen to be lieutenants, vi.

j

Alexander J. Dallas,
1 John B. Nicholson, and

Appointments and Promotions.

By the president and senate, previous to the 4th of

March, and not heretofore announced.
William C. Bradley,of Vermont, to be agent under

the fifth article of the treaty of peace with Great
Britian.

Charles Pelham, of Kentucky, to be surveyor of

the port of Limestone, in Kentucky.
Christopher Hughes, jr. to be secretary of the le-

gation to Sweden.
Bathurst Dangerfield, of Alexandria, to be survey-

Enoch H. Johns,
Charles Lucey,
William Arthur Lee,
Clement \V. Stevens,
Charles Boarman,
French Forrest,

Edgar Freeman,
Thomas A. Tippitt,
William E. M'Kenney,
Edward Greenwell,
William J. Belt,
Charles H. Caldwell,
William Jameson,
James W. H. Ray,
William Bcerum,
Ch. L. Williamson,
William W. Ramsay,
Charles Gaunt,

Kalph Voorhees,
James B. Taylor,
Kobert E. Searcy,
Thomas A. Conover,
James Nicholson,
Archibald S. Campbell,
William Taylor,
Thomas H. Bowyer,
Alexander Eskridge,
Ebenezer Ridgeway,
George W. Isaacs,"
John D. Fischer,

Henry R. Warner,
John H. Graham,
John C. Long,
Nathaniel Carter, jun.
Henry Ward.

Adjutant and inspector-general's office,

March 3, 181T.
General oiwer.—The following promotions have

been made in the army by the president of the
United States, with the advice and consent of the
senate, since the publishing of the register on the
1st of January last, viz :
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Light artillery.

1st Lieut. Wm. F. Hobart, to be captain, 1st Jan.

1817.

1st Lieut Geoege N. Morris, to be captain, 15th

Jan. 1817.

2d Lieut. Elijah Lvon, to be 1st lieut. 1st January,

1817.

2(1 Lieut. Samuel Washburn, to be 1st lieut. 15tb

Jan. 1817.
Brevet 2d lieut. Thomas I. Gardner, to be 2d

lieut. 1st Jan. 1817.

Do. 2d lieiu. B. L. E. Bonneville, to be 2d lieut.

15th Jan. 1817-

First regiment of infantry.

2d Lieut. Thomas Rogers, to be 1st lieut. 31st

October, 1816.

Third regiment of infantry.

1st Lieut. James Hackley, to be captain, 17th May,
1816.

2d Lieut. Asher Philips to be 1st lieut. 17th May,
1816.

Fourth regiment of infantry.

1st Lieut. Wm. Nelson, to be capt. 1st Dec. 1816.

2d Lieut. Philip Wager, to be 1st lieut. 1st Dec.

1816.

2d Lieut. Joseph Shommo, to be 1st lieut. 31st

Dec. 1816.

2d Lieut. Henry Wilson, to be 1st lieut. 31st Dec.

1816.

2d Lieut. George B. M'Claskey, to be 1st lieut.

31st Dec. 1816.

Fifth regiment ofinfantry.
1st Lieut. Henry Whiting, to be capt. 3d March,

1817.
2d Lieut. Nathan Clark, to be 1st lieut 3d March,

1816.

Seventh regiment ofinfantry.
2d Lieut, josepn W.AUston to be 1st lieut. 20th

Dec. 1816.

2d Lieut. Robert H. Goodwyn, to be 1st lieut. 1st

Feb. 1817.

Eighth regiment of infantry.
1st Lieut. David Riddle, to be captain, 3d Dec.

1816.

2d Lieut. Charles Stevens, to be 1st lieut. 3d Dec.

1816.

Appointments.
—Claude Crozet, to be professor of

Engineering at the military Academv, 6th March,
1817.

Cupl. William Tell Pousin, to be assistant To-

pographical Engineer, 6th March, 1817.

Abraham Wendell; to be 2d lieutenant in the 3d

infantry, 5th March, 181G.

Henry R. Dulany, to be 2d lieutenant in the 4th

infantry, 5th March, 1817.

Value of gold, silver and copper coin-

age, up to the 31st Dec 1815, £-,13,479,715 49 5

Gold coins made from Jan. 1, to Dec.

31, 1816, per account A,
Silver coins made from
Jan. l,to Dec. 31,1816,

per account A, §28,575 75

Copper coins made from
Jan. l,to Dec. 31,1816,

per account B, 28,209 S2

56,735 57

Total value gold, silver and copper 13,536,501 06

Nett charge on the coin-

age of gold, silver and

copper, to the 31st Dec.

1815,
Add amount gained on
the coinage of copper
to the same period

476,8S8 91 5

From which deduct a-

mount wastage gold &;

silver, to December 31,

1815, 51,210 65 5
Also amount

wastage fr.

Ja.i'rv 1, to

Dec.31,1816

38,156 62

515,045 5% 5

51,210 65 5

Add amount disbursed
on account of the estab-

lishment from Jan. l,to
31st Dec. 1816,
Add also the amount

wastage on gold and

silver, to Dec. 31, 1815
Add also the amount
ditto, from Jan'y 1, to

Dec.31,1816,

From the above deduct
the amount retained fr.

deposits to December
31, 1815, 7,773 59
Also this sum
from Jan'y 1,

to Dec'er 31,

1816,

-463,334 88 •

18,039 00

51,210 65 5

51,210 65 5

-7,773 59

43,437 06 5

525,310 94 5

Martin Thomas, to be 3d lieutenant of Ordnance
5th March, 1817.

By order, D. PARKER.
AdJ

(Deduct amount gained on the coinage
ofcopper,from the commencement of
the institution to December 31, 1816, 42,473 44

and Ins. gen.

Mint Establishment.

The following gives us the aggregate facts of a let-

ter from the secretary of th« treasury to congress,
dated February 27, 1817, "transmitting sundry
statements relative to the operations of the mint

of the United S-ates."

Summary statement exhibiting the value of coins made
at the mint; the amount of disbursements on account

of the establishment; the amount allowedfor wastage;

Nett amount chargeable to the coinage
of gold, silver and copper, from the
commencement of the institution to

Dec. 31, 1816, including the cost of

lots, buildings and machinery 482,847 50 5

Comptroller's office, Feb. 22, 1817,

(Signed) ANDREW ROSS, ckrfc.

Foreign Articles.
KM;i.AXT>, TiC.

The city of London has taken a very decided stand
the amount retained ofdeposits; and the amount gain- j

in favor of parliamentary reform, and against the

e/l on the coinage of co!>'jer from the commencement nf\ present administration of the government; of which
-s- of copperJ

the insiitntitn to the 3lst of Jtebemier, 1816, »::
nf\ present administration or tiie go\

the people at large speak with uncommon freedom
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The papers teem with essays, which, by enlighten-

ing' the people, must alarm their oppressors
—whose

whole reliance now seems on the bayonet. If that

fails them, as it failed in France, they must go.
The magistrates in some parts of England have

agreed to represent to the chancellor of the exche-

quer the reduced state of the country by taxes and

rates, and the impossibility of paying those becoming
due.

In Spitalfield's district, late famous for its pros-

perous manufactures, it is stated that nearly two
thirds of the people are unemployed. Many that

used to live respectably have parted with their ve-

ry beds and clothing to procure food for their fami-

lies—after having sacrificed their looms and tools

A Liiddite, named James Towles, lias been execut

ed at Leicester. He conducted himself, says the

account, with great propriety during his confine-

ment, "but elicited nothing that would at all impli-
cate the Luddites, in whose dark and diabolical

system he has been the first to suffer."

The arrival of Mr. Hughes in England is honora-

bly noticed in the London papers, on account of his

benevolence at Carthagena.
American stocks at London, December 30.—6 per

cents 94.

The receipts of the British government, for the

year past, however heavily the people are taxed, are

about, or almost, an hundred millions of doll.trs

less than its expenditures, and this amount must be

borrowed to keep the wheels a-going.

Now, the whole debt of the United States amounts
to about as much as this deficiency of the British

revenue, in a time of peace, and after the "glorio"s

victory of Waterloo"—and our debt will be reduced

by nearly one-fourth of its amount in the preseni

year, though the direct tax has ceased !

To relieve the people, the prince regent has recom-
mended the general use of shoe-buckles, as a com-
mon article of dress. If the fashion prevails in

England, it will no doubt reach the United States,
where we have fools enough ready to pay their

portion of tribute to support the dignity of the Bri-

tish crown. Let us take it in time, and even head
of a family resolve to resist this useless, tax-gather-
in EC fashion.

The Navy. The state of the British navy stood
thus on the 1st of January—at sea, 92 vessels, of

which 10 were of the line and 30 frigates; in po»,
and fitting 53, of which 12 were of the line ; guard
ships 0; hospital and receiving ships 25—13 of them
of the line; in commission 170, ofwhich 35 were of
the line, 4 from 50 to 44 guns, and 44 frigates; in

ordinary and repairing 370, of these 115 were of
the line, 15 from 50 to 44 guns, and 96 frigates;

building 30, 16 being of the line. Crand total of

every description 570.

The cry of distress is heard from all quarters
—

but circulars, from the department of state, call

upon the lord lieutenants of the counties, to encou-

rage the enrollment of respectable householders, to

serve as special constables, and direct that the

yeomanry corps should always be held in readiness.

"We see a pompous account of a ball given on
board a Russian frigate lying off Woolwich, (Eng.)
on the anniversary of the emperor's birth-—we no-

tice it on account of the following paragraph:
"The double sound of a trumpet announced the

arrival of the patriot Francis, who fought so glori-

ously in our cause in America: lie was dressed in a

most splendid suit of red and gold, and by his side
lie wore a tomahawk, mounted in gold, presented to

him by the pru\ce regent; he appeared much de

lighted with the appearance of the frigate."

We suppose this "patriot Francis" is a savage.
In the parish of St. Leonard's, Shoreditch (says

the "Statesman") there have been issued three thou-
sand six hundred warrants of distress against inhabi-

tant-householders, for default of the last quarter's
poor-rate.

FRANCE, &C.
Failure in an attempt at "restoration." We have a

long and laughable account of an affair between the
priests and the people at Chatellerault, in France,
The amount is, that the chief physician of the place
died without having received the sacrament, and
the priests refused the customary rites to his re-

mains, the grand vicar approving their resolution.—
Rut the people, by whom the deceased was belov-
ed, forced the doors of the church, and caused the
funeral procession to enter as usual, and compelled
a few priests they laid hold of, to perform the com-
mon service for the dead. The military was called
out to stop this terrible outrage; but the people kept
the soldiers at hay until the ceremony was com-
pleted! The affair made a great noise. Since then
the people of the place have manifested a disposi-
tion to treat the priests—as they deserve.
There is a report that Camot is confined in the

dungeons of Magdeburg, which, however, is doubt-
ed by some on account of the flattering treatment
he had received from the allied sovereigns.
A London paper of the 18th of January, says king

Louis has the dropsy, and that his case is hopeless.
The loan.—The French have succeeded in negoci-

ating a loan of 12 millions of pounds sterling to meet
the deficiency of the revenue for the year. The
contractors are Baring & Hope, of London; Parish
& Co. of Hamburg, and a banker at Paris. The
terms are not stated -one half of the amount is to
be paid in money, and one half in supplies for the
Hied troops in France; of whom, it is said, all but

30,000 are to be immediately withdrawn.
Paris Dec. 18.—From the establishment of the

decimal system to August, 1816, the money coined
amounts to 1,629,666,538 francs, of which 150 mil-
lions were gold. The money coined with the head
of Louis XV1H. amounts already to 213,815,475
ir.mes, of which 116 millions were in gold.

spaiit.

The deficits of the Spanish revenue for 1815 and
1816 amount to thirty five millions of dollars. The
estimated revenue for 1817 is not more promising,
and there is a talk of attacking the fat incomes of
the priests. But this will not do.

PORTUGAL.
This country suffers exceedingly from the depar-

ture of men of capital and enterprize for Brazil.—
The British had better, at once, take it wholly un-
der their "protection"—that is, make a colony of it.

It is said, however, that the king is about to visit

the country.
BAST IKDIES.

The loss by the late fire at the isle of France is

estimated at ten millions of dollars—1482 houses
were burnt. The port is to remain open for 18
months, if sanctioned by the government of England.
A conspiracy of the natives against the Europeans

in Java, is said to have been detected, for which

many were put out of the way.
CHIN'A.

Some new difficulties appear to exist between the
Chinese and British at Canton. The latter have

trespassed on the regulations of the former—the
"security merchants" are ordered into the city, and
the lighters are not permitted to go down with car-

jgoes.
The mandarin of Canton will bring the Bri-

tish commander to reason.

The purpose of the British embassy to China ha$
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entirely failed. The emperor refused all the pre-

sents except the portraits of the king and queen
of England.

"SPAXTSK AMERICA."

The defeat of the patriots near Barcelona, men-

tioned in our last paper, is now understood to be

totally false—a thing- of royal manufacture. On the

contrary, they appear to be generally successful,

and steadily pushing- towards the great end of their

labors, in achieving the independence of their

country.

Thegovernment of the united provinces of the

Rro de la Plata have issued a decree to encourage

privateering against the Spaniards. Particular re-

IIEPOIITS.

The committee of the Berkshire agricultural so-

ciety appointed for viewing crops standing in the

fields, have faithfully attended to the discharge of
their important trust and beg leave, respectfully, to

report:
That they noticed with peculiar pleasure a grow-

ing attention to improvements in agriculture in eve-

ry part of the county, where their duty called

them, which was gratifying to them especially as it

was manifest that these interesting results of our
own enquiries were principally owing to the effects

of your society in diffusing a laudable spirit ofemu-
lation among our farmers, which has stimulated a

wards are promised to cruisers that shall intercept general ambition to excel, not only in raising good
despatches or take transports with troops or muni crops but keeping buildings and fences in better

tions of war. The mode of boarding neutral ves- repair. It is, therefore, our earnest wish and en-

seU is prescribed. All prizes are to be free of duty treaty, that the members of the society, and the

aid all articles of war. Negroes between 12 and

40 years of age, taken, are to be paid for by govern-
ment—to serve in the arm}', and after a certain

period to be free. All not fit for service to be free

at once. All vessels of little value, taken on the

high seas are to be burned. In Peru the patriot war-

rior Don Manuel Ascensio Padella. has deceased.

Our accounts from this country are pleasant. The
cause of liberty, and hatred to tyranny, prospers
The Portuguese expedition does not appear in the

least to alarm the people.
The disputes between the British and Spanish at

Havana, relative to the specie saved from the British

sloop of war Tay, have assumed a pretty serious

appearance. The latter will not give up the cash—
they also treated the captain and crew of the Tay
most ignominiously, and trampled upon the Bri-

tish colors, &c.
It is again stated that the patriots contemplate

the capture of Wensacola. It has a very fine harbor,
and on that account would be of great importance
to them. They ought to take it.

Agricultural.
[LO.VG DEFEIlIlIin.]

The following report of the committee of agri-

culture and of domestic manufactures, are extract-

ed from the Pittsfield Sun.

They were read in the order of proceedings of

the late cattle show and fair in Pittsfield, and are

deserving the attention ofour agricultural readers.

Probably the organization of a visiting committes

of farmers, to inspect crops standing in the field, is

altogether original, and the effect, we are told, ve

ry interesting. Eleven of the most respectable
farmers of Berkshire, are annually selected as a

committee to award premiums on crops. They
meet at Pittsfield the early part of July; receive

from the secretary of t'.ie society an abstract of the

namej of candidates; their residence, and articles

offered for premium. The committee then settle

their route, and proceed from farm to farm, usual-

ly followed by a train of anxious spectators. The
candidates being apprized of the day and route of

the committee, are well provided with substantial

home-made fare to greet them under their roofs.—
The committee then enter into the midst of their

fields of grain, attended by the anxious candidates;
thus proceeding from town to town till they have
fulfilled the duty assigned to them which requires
several days.
The chairman of the committee is the farmer

who has produced the best farm the year preced-
ing, and received the society's diploma anil an ex-

emption from all taxes to the society thereafter.

community at large, will contribute liberally to the

support of an institution so eminently calculated to

do good to the whole country.
We will not, on this occasion, trespass on the

time of the public by going into a detail as to the
best method of fencing, of collecting and creating
manures, or of raising and preserving fruit trees,
and many other objects interesting to every farmer.
At the same time we beg- leave strongly to recom-
mend a general attention to these interesting ob-

jects, that the society and posterity may derive

knowledge and benefit from ©ur experience.
Your committee cannot refrain from expressing

their deep sense of gratitude and praise to Almigh-
ty God, in blessing this people with such abundant

crops of wheat, rye, oats, flax and pease, notwith-

standing the uncommon cold, and severe drought,
they were never greater. Indian corn having, for

the same reasons, generally failed, the applicants on
this article generously waved their premiums and
are entitled to the thanks of the society. The
candidates were numerous, and had the season
been favorable, the whole community would have
been sensible of the visible effects of your premi-
ums.
On the suggestion of the president, your com-

mittee examined a mill, erected by capt. .Merrills,

for grinding Pluisterof Paris on an extensive scale;

and they beg leave to recommend it from its pro-
mised utility, as an object worthy of premium.
By order of the viewing committee of agriculture.

JOEL BRADLEY, Chairman.
The committee of domestic manufactures, after

awarding the several premiums made the follow-

ing remarks:
It is with regret your committee notice an evident

diminution of domestic manufactures the present

year, probably occasioned by the peculiar situation

of the times; but we notice with pleasure, a varie-

ty of articles exhibited by sundry persons which

though not named in the list of premiums, discover

a superior style of workmanship, the manufacture*
of which, are entitled to the highest praise.

SOLOMON WARRINER, Cii'm

CHRONICLE.
Pevsstivaxia. Public ordnance mid cmwj in tlic

arsenal at Philadelphia, &c. Ordnance, chiefly brass,

3S pieces, 12, 9, 6 mid 4 pounders; muskets,
2U,875; rifles, 1,725.

Nominationfor Governor. At a convention of de-

legates from the respective counties of the com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania, elected by the people
for nominating a suitable person for the office of

governor, present a representation for all but three
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counties, Jacob Holgate was called to the chair, and

Andrew Stewart and I. D. Barnard appointed se-

cretaries.

After an examination into the election of the de-

legates, William Finlay, J\". B. Boileau and Isaac

Weaver were put in nomination for governor, and a

ballot being had, Mr. Finlay had 99, and Mr. Hoi-

leau 14 votes.

So it was agreed that William Finlay be recom-

mended to the republicans of Pennsylvania, to be

supported as their candidate for governor at the

ensuing eiecuon.

There has also been a convention at Carlisle for

the same purpose
—

present, delegates for thirteen

counties and the city of Philadelphia. Hamilton

Humes in the chair, F. A.. Muhlenburg, Presley C.

Lane, Isaac Weaver and John Steal, were put in

nomination, but all withdrawn except the first

named, who was agreed upon unanimously to be re-

commended to the freemen of Pennsylvania for their

support at the election in October next.

Both candidates are republicans.

Toast, drank at Philadelphia on the 4th of Marcli
—" Commerce—The jolly boat of the American

seventy- four, called agriculture and manufactures."

Prisoners. In a brig lately arrived at Charleston,
from London, there was brought twenty eight ne

gr.-.es,
"taken prisoners during the late war," some

of whom were supposed to be slaves.

The 4th of March has been observed at many
places with public feasts and toasts. The venera-

ble John Adams was a guest at one of these at Bos-

ton.

Naval.—The U. S. frigate Java, captain Perry, has

arrived at Newport, and the sloop of war Ontario,

rapt. Downes at Annapolis, from the Mediterranean,

bearing dispatches from com. Chauncey, who, it is

understood, has persuaded the dey of Algiers to

recognize the treaty he made with com Decatur,
with some unimportant modification. The dey, it

is said, respects our nation very highly, but has

given com. Chauncey rather to suppose that he will

not observe the treaty any longer than he can help
Exmouth's attack seems, (as we supposed it would)
to have been of real service to him—his works for

defence are in a much better condition than ever

they were, and he was preparing a new navy. Our

squadron, generally, was at Port Mahon, when these

vessels left it.

We have ahead noticed the decease of lieut.

F.Uiot. He died on board the Ontario in October
last.

MF.DITF.nnAlVEAN AFFAIRS.

A vessel, arrived at Norfolk, brings the following

copy of a circular from commodore Chauncey to the

Mediterranean consuls:

(CCECULATJ.)
U.S. ship Washington, Mahon, .Tan. I, 1817.

Sm—I am happy to inform you that the treaty of

peace and amity was concluded with the dey and

regency of Algiers, on the 2Jth ult. which, in its

principal features, is the same as the treaty ofJune,
1815.

Our relations with the other Barbary powers re

main as we could wish them, and the American
trade has nothing to apprehend from the cruizers

of either of those powers.
Be pleased to communicate this information to

all the. American merchants and ship masters with-

in your disirict.

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully

your most obedient humble servant,
I. CHAUNCEY-

Fo Bernard Henry, esq. U, S. consul, Gibraltar.

Com. <Macdonowgh.
—The sword voted to the he*

ro of Ch miplain by the state ofNew York, has been
presented to him in ample form, at Hartford, by a.

committee of gentlemen appointed by governor
Tompkins for the purpose.

Gen. Jackson.—Thomas Lee, Thomas Bennett and
J. S. Richardson, esquires, for the ladies of Charles-
ton, S C. havepiesented to the "man of Orleans,';}

through col. Hayne and m:»j. Gadsden, the elegant
silver Vase prepared at their cost for him.

Defence of the Delaware.—Capt. Babcock, of the
U. S. corps of engineers, is advertising for 24,000
p-rches of building stone and 60,000 bushels of lime*
to be delivered at the Pea-Putch.

Steam-boats.—Sundry persons concerned in the
shad and herring fishery on the Potomac, have pre-
sented a petition to the Virginia legislature, pray-
ing that steam-boats may be forbidden to run in
the month of April; because, they say, that the
noise of these boats, which may be heard several

miles, and the agitation of the air and water drive

awaj the fish.

Com. Barney.—At the entertainment, by the citi-

zens of Frankfort, Ky. of com. Barney, the follow-

ing toast w..s given
—

"Our welcome guest, commodore Barney—So long
as bravery shall constitute a trait in the American
character, so long will his fame rank high in the
annals of his country."
On which he arose and addressed the company

wi'h—
"Gentlemen—The honor which you have just con-

ferred on me, claims my sincere thanks. It is the

only reward a republican soldier should ask- that

independence which I contributed to establish in
the revolution, and to maintain in the late war, I

am ready to support with the last drop of my
blood."
At the entertainment by the members of the legis-

lature, the toasts given at which were, indeed, ex*

cedent, the following was drank—
"Commodore Barney, our gallant guest—Two wars,

the land and the ocean, bear witness that he is a

patriot and soldier."

When this toast was drank, the commodore rose
and said,

"Gentlemen—The testimony ofrespect which you
have this day given, is doubly dear to me, as coming
from the legislature of Kentucky I had the good
fortune to be in seventeen battles during the revo-

lution, in all of which the star-spangled banner tri-

umphed over the bloody cross, and in the late war
I had the honor of being engaged in nine battles,
with die same glorious result, except in the last,

in which I was unfortunate, although not in fault.

If there had been with me 2000 Kentuckians instead

of 7000 Marylanders, Washington City would not
have been sacked, nor our country disgraced.

"If my arrangements shall permit, it is my inten-

tion to become a citizen of Kentucky—and when I

die, I know that my bones will repose among con-

genial spirits."
Treasckt depatitmen't, Jlfarchloth, 1817-

Notice is hereby given, that funds have been as-

signed for the payment of such treasury notes, and
the interest thereon, as are now due at the loan of-

fice in Boston, in the state of Massachusetts.

And uie said treasury notes will accordingly be

.id, upon the application of the holders thereof

;spectiveiy, at the said loan office in Bcmon, at

. time prior to the 1st day of May, 1817, after

tichday, interest will cease to be payable upon
he s.ii . reasury notes.

W M. 11. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the treasury
'
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1000 acres of the richest land, if nobody works it»

or of a million in capital unemployed?—neiiher the

land nor the capital can be made useful to the pos-

sessor, but through labor; yet these are power-
ful auxiliaries, perhaps indispensable properties, to

give fullness to its product. But labor is the first

principle of wealth, and is the only thing on whisht

we can make a calculation on an occasion like this.Tit is mv deliberate opinion, after a careful exami-
ne tax-paying nauOll. nation of'the facts within my reach, that the aggre-

We do not pretend lo say what will be the result
p.ate f the laboring classes in the United States is,

Relations with Spain.—Though the documents

belonging to our relations with Spain are not im-

portant, they possess a character that demands a

record in the Register—we have therefore used

our smiil type tor the purpose* and so arranged
the matter as to be concluded in our next paper, in

succession.

f)f the apparent determination of the British people
to extort a reform in parliament from their rulers.

That body now is the most corrupt and corrupting

body that ever assembled together; and, as re-

presentatives of the people, is calculated only to ex-

cite the contempt and hatred of every honest and

reflecting mind, b<=ing a mere mockery and abuse of

an inestimable principle. But we fear that the bay-

onet of the government will prove too strong for the

•right of the people; and that, if they will have re-

form, they must have revolution, also.

at least, one-fourth more numerous than it. is in Eng-
land. But it is, also, very true that the persons,
who form those classes with us do not so generally

labor, nor labor so much, as they do in England,
when there is employment for them; and, besides,

they have a greater extension of labor-saving ma-

chinery, with a more complete economy in business,
than we have—and, therefore, the probability is,

that the British laborers may produce quite as much
value, per annum, as the American, though the lat-

ter is so far the most numerous. It is, also, very
The English people have very recently made what certain, that British labor affords articles for ex-

is to them an astonishing discovery
—wonderful to

port, after supplying the home demand, far mor
be told, they have found out that in thejr taxation

is the real source of their distresses!—Now, this is

not so strange as some may, at the first glance, be-

valuable than those that we have, to spare: this

arises, chiefly, from two causes— 1st. because the

American laborer retains a much greater portion of
Jieve it, if we recollect that, for many years past, I his earnings for his own use; and, 2dly, because of

poor John Ball has always been looking abroad in- the large amount bestowed on the clearing of nevt

stead of attending to his affairs at home. One while lands, in the building of nexu towns, and in accom-
!ie was hugely tickled with the "Spanish patriots," jplishing the thousands of things that belong to a
the "Portuguese patriots" and other "patriots"

—
\nerj and vigorous country—and, as it is in these,

and, Bonaparte, the arch-devil, always occupied his
; perhaps, that labor is more productive of value than

attention. Then, after a while, came the affair of in any other way that it can be applied, to increase

Waterloo, and John threw up his hat and thought! the real wealth of a nation, we have a decided ad-
that his troubles were at an end, though he smarted; vantage over British labor, which may be said, com-

sorely for it, and saved himself only by -iccident, orjparatively, to have no such employments. But, on

treachery, from the most complete thrashing he, the whole, we may reasonably conclude that the
ever received. But an increase of misery, instead value produced by labor in the United Stales is,

of a relief from exaction, alone remained, for JohnAzX least, equal to the value, so produced, in Eng-
and then his masters told him to never mind him-jland—and we may say that there are six millions of

self) but to look towards Algiers to see what a terri

ble beating old England would give the barbarians.

This amused him a little, but he saw neither profit
nor honor in that business; and, worn out by all soTls

of means practised to keep him gaping abroad, he

now seems resolved to look into matters at home.

He may be deceived again; and my conclusion is,

that if lie keeps in his present mood (as it is repre-
sented to us in the newspapers) his drivers will

commence a fight with somebody, and kill off two
or three hundred thousand men—-just to divert him.

It is far better that England should be at war, than

that the prince regent, and the royal duke-, and the

like, should be compelled to earn their bread as

common men.
The aggregate of the classes oF productive labor-

ers in the United States is much greater than it ism

England, with her millions of paupers and placemen,
and pensioners, including the army and navy, i<c.

Argue the matter in any way, the result must be,
that on the quantity of labor performed rests the
resources of nations at peas-e, and indeed, also, ge-
nerally, if at war. It is the only certain source of

n.i i >iial wealth—nations of noblemen could no more
exist than nations of fiddlers. Tor of what <u;?: is

Vol. XII.

the laboring classes in each country, for the sake

of the calculations that follow, which is conceding
a great deal.*

*Gross population of the United States,

about, 9,000,000

Deduct—
Tor persons out of business; liv-

ing on rents, dividends, &o. 75,000
Civil officers of every descrip-

tion, the army and navy, and
all persons receiving support
for services rendered to the

public, 40,000

Clergy, lawyers, physicians, 12U.JU0

Universities, college* & school's, 6u0,000

Paupers and beggars, subsisting
on tlie public charity, 30,000

-865,

Productive classes, 8,135,O0U

O^Hi must be observed that the families, the wo-
men and children, are included in these estimate?,

sifter the manner of that celebrated statistical wri-

u-r, Colfiihonri) whose statement, for England, is

IV
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After some rough calculations, I have concluded

that the whole amount of taxes, assessments and

duties, directly or indirectly paid by the people of

the United Slates,for the actual support of their ge-

neral and state governments, including county and

township rates of every description, may he^esti-

mated at about or under twenty five millions of dol-

lars per annum—this takes in the payments forinte-

rest of the national and state debts; and contains in

it a surplus sufficient for the support of all the cler-

«rv &'c. Any that will take the trouble to examine

This will di-'cover that I have probably rated it high

enough. The amount, supposing our eight millions

of productive classes as being only ^qudto the six

millions in England, and rating them as six millions,

requires an annual contribution of four dollars and

,-
7

'

< ncents from each, to answer all the purposes of

govt rnrnent—and allowing one of every five of these

to be a malt capable of earning a dollar a day, there

is required of him a little more than twenty days la-

bor per annum.
The expenditures of England (proper) may be

thus roughly estimated—
For the payment of the interest of the

national 'debt, civil list, army and

navy. &c. &c £60,000,000

Poor rates 8,000,000

tjthes 5,000,000

County ra es ... . 5,000,000

£78,000,000

I believe this is below the amount required. The

Vst i^m is entirely a guess. The aggregate is three

hundred and forty-six millions of dollars, per an-

num, or fifty-seven
dollars sixty-seven cents for

each person of the productive classes, or for every

reaie, (as before, one in five of the whole popula-

tion) two hundred and eighty-eiqht days labor per an-

num, at one dollar per day, without including the

amount paid by dissenters for the support of their

churches, &c.

It is admitted, as a fact, by ministerial writers in

England, Quit one half of the wages paid for labor is

seized, in one way or another, by the government, and

from this statement, it appears undeniably that it

must be so.

Let the American ponder on these things
—and

find in them new motives to love his country and

guard its institutions.

given below. Tne amounts are only guessed at; but,

pei bans, they are not far from the truth—certainly

not s.i UcienUy so to affjet a general result.

Gross population of England, including
the army and navy in all parts of the

world, 10,747,280

Deduct—
Royalty, nobility and gentry, 416,000
Civil officers, army, navy, half-

pay and pensioners, 1,056,000

Clergy, law, physic, 281,000
Universities and schools, 567,9.37

Paupers and beggars, 2,500,000~ 4,820,937

To the editor—"modern antiquities."
The following leiter is from a gentleman of the so-

ciety of Friends, or Quakers. Though we have
no personal acquaintance with him, we have
long been familiar with his excellent character.
The facts stated are very interesting; especially
as tending to establish the period when the call-

ing of the yeas and nays in legislative bodies—
(a very important measure, bringing the repre-
sentative immediately to the view of the consti-

tuent) first begun. This has been considered
an American practice; but when or where first

used is not yet, perhaps, ascertained.

Respected citizen,
In the 10th vol. page 336,1 observe the fol-

lowing—"about the year 1683, or 16a4, the legis-
lature of Pennsylvania passed a resolution, that no
member thereof should come to the house barefoot,
or eat his bread and cheese on the steps"

— I know
not where thee could have go: the information, but
believe it to be utterly false.* 1 have their votes and

proceedings from the first to the revolutionary war,
and know it is not to be found in them; nor is it

probable that there were steps to the house—the
rent of it annually was only £10—a rent for 24
members, very moderate even in those happy days
of simplicity and frugality.
Members of assembly had at that time six shil-

lings per diem—in 1683, the house met at 7 o'clock
in the morning; m 1690, at 6 o'clock in the morning,
all present, and in 1693, at 5 o'clock in the morn-

ing
— if some of the information 1 give is not want-

ed, it can do no injury and will be cheap.f
In 1685, the first pro est against the proceedings

of the house, was entered on their votes, or journal.
In the same vol. I find that thee wishes to know,

"when the practice of calling the yeas and nays in

legislative bodies was first begun." In 1745, the

legislature of Pennsylvania were requested to en-
ter the yeas and nays on the votes of the house—
the request, it appears, was not granted. In 1754,
is found the first instance of entering the yeas and

nays on the said votes or journals.
In 1722, paper money was firs* made in Pennsyl-

vania, and agreed that it should be lent to the peo-
ple in small sums at 5 per cent, interest, and repaid
in installments—the interest accruing to the pro-
vince; which almost supported the government.
The issuing of paper money was (under Provi-

dence) a greater benefit to the province than any
other act or proceeding ever had in it. How differ-

ent from the bank mania now so prevalent, and
which will bring down ruin sooner or later.

I am pleased to find so useful a book as thy Re-

gister edited by a whig.
H. Jl 'iles, edt. Reg. Baltimore.

Productive classes, 5,926,343
These items are taken from Colquhoun, except

ill respect to the paupers
—which now is, probably,

under the real amount estimated, by at least half a

million.

There ought, also, to be made a great deduction
in the comparative amount of labor that the remain-

ing classes can contribute, from the fact that the ar-

my and navy, ut allparts of the world, employs about

Manufactures.
Copy of a letter from the hon, Thomas R. Gold, a

representative in congress from Oneida county,
N. Y. to Charles Shaler, esq dated

Washington, Feb. 21, 1816.

Dkaii Sir—I have reul with much satisfaction

the Pittsburg report on the subject of manufactures

*I do not recollect where the article alluded to

first appeared. It was copied from some other pa-

per, after running through the United States un-

contradicted; having been originally published as

in apposition to some of the "blue laws" of the

New-England states.

fThe gentleman paid the postage of his letter.

[Editor.
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It discovers research; and that atterttion to the sub-

ject, foe want ofwhich, it has suffered much. Inve-

terate prejudice is to be conquered, and the merits

of the question unfolded to the public eye; this be-

ing
1 done, the contest is at an end.

It has been a settled course with Englishmen to

hold up to America bugbears to deter from manufac-

turing. Her writers on political economy insist that

industry should be left to its own course, and go-
vernment take no part, while her legislators have

swelled the statute book with regulations on trade.

Those writers proclaim manufacturing destructive

to the human constitution! while her historians and

war annalists proclaim the British arms, notwith-

standing all their manufactures, as invincible, as

unpalsied by manufactures. In fine, Britain's

creed is short: to manufacture for the -whole -world

and suffer no nation to manufacture for her; and I am

sorry to see too many Americans bending them-

selves to British policy. It is impossible to shut our

eyes on the fact, and it is time for every friend to

his country to rouse himself and dilfuse an Ameri-

can spirit.

Would our own government do for manufactures

one half Great Britain has done for hers, to raise

them to the present pinacle, we might soon bid de-

fiance to all the efforts to crush our establishments.

Based as our government is on popular feeling, I

behold with pleasure that manufactures are becom-

ing the people's cause, and I will never believe

that the people will manifest less wisdom and at-

tachment to manufactures than what we now witness

in the continental kingdoms of Europe. Great as

their obligations are to Great Britain, those govern-
ments are not disposed to sacrifice to English ma-
nufactures the interests of their own kingdoms.

I am, sir, very sincerely, yours.

BRIEF REMA11K BY THE EDITOR.
The preceding is one of the most pithy and best

pointed things we ever saw on the important sub-

ject to which it refers, and contains a volume for

reflection. We trust that the cause of manufactures
will be made the "people's cause"— fi>r the home

feeling, about which we have said so much, gathers

strength every day; not only because it is right in

Itself; but also because every day furnishes some
new inducement or necessity for it.

The "Pittsburg report" alluded to is a very able
one in every respect. We have it on our files for

publication, and it shall be inserted in the Register
when we have furnished the public documents we
believe it needful to publish.

Laws of the United States.

An act more effectually to preserve the neutral re-

lations of the United States.
Be it enacted by the senate and house ofrepresen-

tatives of the United States of America, in congress
assembled, That if any person shall, within the li-

mits of the United States, fit out and arm, or attempt
to fit out and arm, or procure to befitted out and
armed, or shall Knowingly be concerned in the fur-

nishing, fitting out or arming of any such ship er
ve-sr-1 with intent that such ship shad he employed
in the service of any foreign prince or state, or of
aiy colony, district or people, to cruise or commit,
hostilities, or to aid or co-operate in any warlike
measure whatever against the subjects, riti'.cns or
pr perty of any prince or state, np of any colony,
district or people with whom the United States
arc at peace, every sue!) person so offen ling shall,
upon conviction, bo adjudged guilty of a high mis-

demeanor, and shall be punished and imprisoned
at the discretion of the court in which the convic-
tion shall be had, so as the fine to be imposed,
shall in no case, be more than ten thousand dollars,

and the term of imprisonment shall not exceed ten

years; and every such ship or vessel, with her tac-

kle, apparel and furniture, together with all ma-

terials, arms, ammunition and stores, which may
have been procured for the building and equipment
thereof, shall be forfeited, one half to the use of

any person who ahall give information, and the other
half to the use of the United States.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the own-
ers of all armed ships, sailing out of the ports of
the United States, and owned wholly or in part by
citizens thereof, shall enter into bond to the United

States, with sufficient sureties, prior to clearing
out the same, in double the amount of the value of
the vessel and cargo on board, including her arma-

ment, that the said ship or vessel shall not be em-

ployed by such owners, in cruising or committing
hostilities or in aiding or co-operating in any war-
like measure against the subjects, citizens or pro-

perty of any prince or state, or of any colony, dis-

trict or people with whom the United States are at

peace.
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted. That the col-

lectors of the customs be, and they are hereby res-

pectively authorised and required to detain any ves-

sel manifestly built for warlike purposes and about
to depart from the United States, of which the car-

go shall principally consist of arms and munitions of

war, when the number of men shipped on board,
or other circumstances, shall render it probable
that such vessel is intended to be employed by the
owner or owners to cruise or commit hostilities

upon the subjects, citizens or property ofany prince
or state, or of any colony, district or people, with
whom the United States are at peace, until the
decision of the president be had thereupon, or
until the owner enters into bond, and sureties to the
United States, prior to clearing out the same, in-

double the amount of the value of the vessel and

cargo on board, including her armament, that the
said ship or vessel shall not be employed by the
owner or owners, in cruising or committing hostili-

ties, or aiding or cooperating in any warlike mea-
sure against the subjects, citizens or property of

any prince or state, or of any colony, district or

people, with whom the United States are at

peace.
Sec. 4. And be itfurther enacted, That if any per-

son shall within the territory or jurisdiction of the
United States, increase or augment, or procure
to be increased or augmented, or shall be knowing-
ly concerned in increasing, or augmenting the force
of any ship of war, cruiser, or other armed vessel,
which at the time of her arrival within the United
States, was a ship of war, cruiser, or armed vessel,
in the service of a foreign prince, or state, or of any
colony, district or people, or belonging to the sub-

jects or citizens of any such prince, state, colonv,
district or people, the same being at war with any
foreign prince or state, with whom the United
States are at peace, by adding to the number or
size of the guns of* such vessels prepared for use,
or by the addition thereto yf any equipment, sole-

ly applicable to war, every such person, so offend-

ing, shall upon conviction be adjudged guilty of a
misdemeanor, ami shall be fined, and imprisoned,
at the discretion of the court in winch the convic-
tion shall be had, so as that such fines shall not
exceed one thousand dollars, nor the term »f im*

prrsoniwent be more {h*n one year.
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Sec. 5. And be it furtfier enacted, That this
actjtaken in one state, to be delivered in another stated

shall continue in force for the term of two years
IT. CLAY,

Speaker of the house of representatives
JOHN GAILLARD,

President of the senate, pro tempore.
IVParch 3, 1817.—Approved,

JAMES MADISON.

An act concerning
1 the navigation of the United

States.

Be it enacted by the senate and house of representa-

tives nf the United States of America, in congress as-

sembled, That after the thirtieth day of September
flext, rio goods, wares, or merchandise shall be im

ported into the United States from any foreign port 'certain districts," and therein to amend an

or place, except in vessels of the United Slates, or in ! tied "An act to regulate the collection of c

such foreign vessels as truly and wholly belong to the
j

imports and tonnage, and for other purposes."

Provided, That it shall not be paid, on any ship
or vessel having a licence to trade between the dif-

ferent districts of the United States, or to carry on
the bank or whale fisheries more than once a vear;
And provided also, That if the owner of any such ves-
sel or his agent, shall prove to the satisfaction of the

collector, that three fourth's at least of the crew
thereof are American citizens, or persons not the

subjects of any foreign prince or state, the duty to

be paid in such case shall be only at the rate

of six cents per ton; but nothing in this section shall

be construed to repeal or affect an exemption from

tonnage duty given by the eighth section of the act,
entitled "An act to provide for the establishment of

act enti-

duties on

citizens, or subjects, of that country of which the

goods are the growth, production, or manufacture;
or from which such goods, wares, or merchandise
©an only be, or most usually are, first shipped for

transportation: Provided, nevertheless, That this re-

gulation shall not extend to the vessels of any fo-

reign nation which has not adopted, and which shall

not adopt, a similar regulation.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That all goods,

wares, or merchandise, imported into the United
States contrary to the true intent and meaning of

this act, and the ship or vessel, wherein the same
shall be imported, together with her cargo, tackle,

apparel, and furniture, shall be forfeited to the Uni-

ted States; and such good, wares, or merchandise,

ship, or vessel, and cargo, shall be liable to be sei-

zed, prosecuted, and condemned, in like manner,
and under the same regulations, restrictions and

provisions, as have been heretofore established for

the recovery, collection, distribution and remission

of forfeitures to the United States by the several re-

venue laws.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That after the

thirtieth day of September next, the bounties and

allowance now granted by law to the owners of
boats or vessels, engaged in the fisheries, shall be

paid only on boats or vessels, the officers and at least

three fourths of the crews ofwhich shall beproved to

the satisfaction of the collector of the district where
such boat or vessel shall belong, to be citizens of the
United States, or persons not the subjects of any
fjreign prince or state.

Sec. 4. Arid be it further enacted, That no goods,
wares, or merchandise, shall be imported, under

penalty of forfeiture thereof, from one port of the

United States to another port of the United 3tates,

in a vessel belonging wholly or in part to a subject
of any foreign power; but this clause shall not be

construed to prohibit the sailing of any foreign ves-

sel from one to another port of the United States,

provided no good
1

;, wares, or merchandise, other

Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That after the
thirtieth day of September next, there shall be paid
upon every ship or vessel of the United States,
which shall be entered in the United States, from

any foreign port or place, unless the officers and
at least two thirds ofthe crew thereof shall be prov-
ed citizens ofthe United States, or persons not the

subjects of any foreign prince or state, to the satis-

faction ofthe collector, fifty cents per ton: And pro-
vided also, That this section shall not extend to ships
or vessels ofthe United States, which are now or

foreign voyages, or which may depart from the Uni-

ted States, prior to the first day of May next, until

after their return to some port ofthe United States.

Sec. 7. And be itfurther enacted, That the several

bounties or remissions, or abatements of duty allow-

ed by this act, in the case of a vessels having a cer-

tain proportion of seamen, who are American citi-

zens, or persons not the subjects of any foreign pow-
er, shall be allowed only in the case of vessels hav-

ing such proportion of American seamen during their

whole voyage, unless in case of sickness, death or

desertion, or where the whole or part ofthe creW
shall have been taken prisoners in the voyage.

H. CLAY
Speaker ofthe house of representatives

JOHN GAILLARDr
President ofthe senate pro tempore.

March 1, 1817.—Approved,
JAMES MADISON.

Legislature of Ohio.
governor's message.

[Accidentally omitted, heretofore]
Gentlemen ofthe senate, and house of representative^,

It will no doubt be highly gratifying to you, that

your first meeting at the permanent seat of govern-

ment, under the dispensation of a Divine providence,
should be attended with many favorable circum-

the whole world
,

J

stances. With a few exceptions
than those imported in such vessel from some foreign

j

is now freed from the turmoil and desolation of war,

port, and which shall not have been unladen, shall U»d restored to a state of tranquility and comfort;

be carried from one port or place to another in the land even where war does exist, we find a people

United States. [slrugling to establish that independence and liber-

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That after the

thirtieth day of Septembernext, there shall be paid
a duty of fifty cents per ton upon every ship or ves-

sel ofthe United States which shall be entered in a

district in one state, from a district in another state,

ty, which our forefathers* after similar efforts, esta-

blished in this eur happy country.
As neighbors, inhabiting the same continent, en-

titled by every principle "of justice to self govern-
ment, tlic people of South America merit our best

except it be an adjoining state on the sea coast, or wishes.

on a navigable river or lake, and except also it be a
j

Our country generally, but particularly the state

coasting vessel going from Long Island, in the state
j

of Ohio, has been highly favoured.

of New' York, to the state of Rhode Island or from)
We have been blessed with health; and although

the state of Rhode Island, to the said Long Island, the season appeared more unpromising than any

having on board goods, ware-?, and merchandise,! before experienced, yet the earth brought forth her
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jfuits in abundance, not onlv for our own sup y

JDut enough for the immense increase of population,
and even a large excess for exportation. These, with

many other blessings which we enjoy in an eminent

degree give that Almighty Being from whom they
all proceed, the highest claim to our most sincere

,and thankful acknowledgments.
Ohio posesses advantages that will, by the appli-

cation of proper means, enable it to become a great

agricultural and manufacturing state; and from the

excellence of its soil and climate, perhaps no tract

of country of the same extent on the globe is capa-
ble of supporting a greater population. This is now

increasing beyond any former example, and no

doubt at this time exceeds half a million.

Such gentlemen, is the country, and its growing
population which you now represent, and whose

present prosperity and future destinies are mea-
surable committed to your care and guidance.

The stations which have been assigned to you,

gentlemen, are no less responsible than honorable.

A wide field is open for the exercise of the talents,

patriotism, and industry which will be found iu your
honorable body, and the present state of the coun-

try will claim your particular attention. The im
mence importation and consequent consumption of

articles of foreign manufacture since the war, with

other causes connected with the suspention of spe-
cie payments and the restrictive system adopted by
the banking institutions; the disadvantages in the

course of exchange with the Atlantic states; and the

uncertainty of the paper currency of the country,
have, altogether, produced a scarcity of circulating
jnedium, a state of embarrassment, inconvenience,
and loss to the country seldom experienced.

Most of these evils will be done away by the

adoption of economy and industry on the part of

the community at large, aided by such wise legis
iative regulations as you, gentlemen, coming from

every part of the state, with an intimate know-

ledge of the wants and interests of your constitu-

ents, may think proper to adopt.

Among the objects which claim your particular
attention, are the public schools and the means of

improving the mind of the rising generation, the

navigable rivers and the public roads of the state.

The opportunity of acquiring an education in

Ohio, lias hitherto been confined to the few; and as

a general dissemination of learning necessarily con-

duces to the improvement of morals and behavior,
whilst, in effect, it gives to the people a more ex-

tensive knowledge of their rights, it becomes the

legislature of a free state to adopt measures co-

extensive with their means to accomplish these

objects.
The navigable rivers and public roads, as the

means of conveying the surplus produce of the

country to market, are of the first importance to

the state. Notwithstanding the great fertility of

our soil, if the surplus produced from it, beyond
our own consumption, docs not command a price
sufficient to reward the husbandman, the spring to

industry is in a great measure destroyed.
Ohio abounds in beautiful and useful navigable

rivers; these, however, require artificial aid to ren-
der their navigation safe; besides, many of tbem
are almost entirely obstructed by mill-dams, which,
under proper regulations, and with efficient locks
and slopes, might facilitate the navigation, but,

without, may be strictly considered public nui-

sances.

I recommend to your consideration the propriety
«f levying such a tax on the lands of the countries

i Nidi the several navigable streams pa««?
as will be sufficient to render the navigation of
them more safe and certain, and that the same be
exoended under the authority of a board of com-
missioners appointed for that purpose, or such other

authority as you may deem politic and proper.
The great advantages derived by the community

at large from good roads, is self-evident. They
nromoteconvenience and facilitate intercourse-, thev

give an additional value to the adjacent lands, and
at all times increase the wealth of the country.

Tn proportion to the fertility of soil, is the diffi-

culty generally of improving the roads, especially
if the country be level. A great proportion of this

state is thus situated, and hence much more labor
is required in keeping the roads in repair, than
where the ground is more uneven and less fertile.

It is evident, fVom past experience, that the pre-
sent system for making and improving the roads, is

defective, and does not produce that result which
the best interests of the state require. The ad-

vantage to the landholder, through or near whose
land a good road passes, greatly exceeds the incori'

siderable sum required of him in taxes. T therefore

recommend to your consideration a revision of the

present road laws, aad that such a system of taxa-

tion be adopted as will best suit the different parts
of the state, and which, together with s~ich propor-
tion of personal labor as may be deemed necessary,
will put and keep the roads in best repair.

The manner of expending the three per cent, tin

the net proceeds of the sale of public lands in Ohio,
seems to be universally condemned; and experience
has proved to every reflecting mind, that a bettei

disposition may be made of it. Firmly persuade>..
of this, I again recommend to the consideration o'i

the legislature the propriety of confining its expen-
diture to the leading roads of the state, and, for

that purpose, recommend the incorporation of com-

panies, authorised to make permanent roads in such
directions through the state, as will best promote
the general interest thereof; and that the legisla-
ture take, for the benefit of the state, such propor
tionof the capital stock as may be deemed proper
to be paid out of the three per cent, fund; always
applying the proceeds of such stock in like manner.

I am persuaded, gentlemen, that at a time so
favorable as the present, the internal improvement
of the state, generally, will receive your particular
attention. The amount received from the people
in taxes, properly applied in this way, is returned
to them with a compound interest, and their good
sense will always lead them to approve such a

course. It is the improper application or waste, by
false economy, of public monies, of which the

people have a right to complain. It is mistaken

economy to refrain from taxing the community,
when these taxes can be applied in the most profita-
ble manner to their advantage. Under these con-

siderations, I recommend to your consideration the

propriety of continuing the present rale of taxation

on lands, even if the direct tax of the United States

should be discontinued, and that the surplus of the

revenue, beyond the ordinary expence of the govern-
ment, be applied towards making such substantial

and permanent improvements as the legislature shall

direct.

The people of Indiana have formed a constitu-

tion, and become a sovereign independent state,
and no doubt will be firm supporters of the rights,

liberties, and union of the general government.—
The constitution they have adopted in most of its

provisions is very similar to our own, and I fee
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highly gratified that they have in the most unquali- Idignantly appealed to arms, they encountered, withy
fied manner prohibited slavery. From a similarity out an ally or auxiliary, the nation of all others, to

in our civil institutions, soil and climate, our habits,

manners and customs will be nearly the same, which

affords the best security for the most lasting har-

mony, between the two states.

The beauty and advantage of the site fixed on as

the permanent seat of government of the state are

more apparent as it progresses in improvement. You

may for the present be subjected to some incon-

veniences, but from the fertility of the surrounding

country and the extraordinary improvements made

since its establishment, there is every reason to ex-

pect that in a slioi" time the growth of the town

will remedy these inconveniences.

Having set that example of piety to God, in-

tegrity, industry, harmony and economy in dis

charge of the importam duties committed to you,

which your fellow citizens have a right to expect
and your stations in society require at your hands,

and having implored the blessings of that Almighty

Being who governs the universe, on the result of

your labours, you will return to your homes; with

the pleasing reflection ofhaving used all the means

in your power to promote the best interests of your

constituents, and will carry with you the highest

claims to their approbation.
I sincerel) hope that tins your first session at the

permanent seat of government may be attended

with the most beneficial consequences to tiie good

people of the state, and be held up as an example

worthy the imitation of future legislatures. It will

afford me the most sincere pleasure to co-operate
with you in every measure tending to promote
the welfare and happiness of the inhabitants of the

state.

T. "VVORTHINGTON.
COLUMBUS, DEC. 3, 1S16.

Legislature of Virginia.
lent of the Uni-The folio- nig -deiress vo the pre.M

ted States passed the house of delegates on the

day of its date, 90 to 19, and was unanimously con-

curred in by the senate.

To James Madison, president of the United States.

Richmond, (Va.) Feb. 21, 1S17.

Sir., At the moment when you are aboir to lay

down the power with which the voluntary suffrages

of an enlightened country have invested you, and to

retT to that peaceful calm, which you; devoiion to

the public service has hitherto denied you, the ge
neral assembly of Virginia cannot forbear to ten-

der vou in behalf of the good people ofyour native

s T
ate, a brief expressidn of their esteem, their con-

fidence, and their cordial wishes for your future

b ippi'iess.
T'te present prosperous condition of the Ameri

can republic, sheds a greater lustre on your admi-

nistration, from the difficulties and embarrassments

which encountered you at the outset, and which

per inacio isly attended you through the greater

par of h- same eventful period When you enter

ed on the duties of your high office, you found thf

two great rival powers of Europe in (heir unprinci

pled eff rts at mutual annoyance, trampling on ouj

dearest principles and violating our most indisputa-

ble rights. The po.icy which we adopted in pre-

ference to v ar, for which we were so ill prepared,
and by which * e must so greatly suffer, thougl il

inflicted some punishment on our adversaries, di ,

also of necessity, inflici the severest sufferings on

ourselves: And when at lengh the utmost poin ol

forbearance was reached, and your countrymen in-

whose power they were most vulnerable.
The glorious events of that conflict are fresh in

the minds, and deep in the hearts of all. What-
ever may be the difference of opinion on the policy
of war—however humanity and patriotism may de-

plore some of its disasters, every candid mind must
admit that it affords abundant c;mse of national joy
and exultation. It has taught us many valuable les-

sons in the science of government, by observation
and experience, the only sure tests of political the-

ory. It has proved to a doubting world that this

confederation of republics, cemented only by tke
ties of love and common interest, can stand the rude
shock of war—of war, too, made against the consent
of a numerous, a zealous, and a compact minority.
It has called forth a fervor of patriotism, which is

at once the surest proof of the beneficence of our

government and the best guard of its safety. The
achievments of your gallant countrymen, by land
and on the ocean, will make your administration a

proud era in the annals of these states. They have

given us our proper rank and character among the
nations of the earth; have covered the American
name with the glory of such solidity, that the pass-

ing current of time will but serve to increase its

brightness.
The storm has passed away, and we are left with

aserener sky and a purer atmosphere, to grow, to im-

prove, to cherish those arts, which can give comfort
or embellishment to human life—and to enjoy, under
the favor of heaven, the noble fruits of that govern-
ment, which your wisdom contributed to form, your
eloquence recommended to the confidence of your
countrymen, and which your integrity and talents

have so often, and so signally aided in carrying into

successful operation.
In a few days, you, sir, like ourselves, will have

surrendered up the power which has been entrusted
to you, and return to the station of a private citi-

zen. In that station, your example will still teach
a most sulutary lesson to your conutry; and as your
exaltation to the chair of state, has shewn that ge-
nius and talents, and virtue, are not the less appre-
ciated for the veil which modesty has thrown around

them, so it will be found that when divested of the

splendor and power of office, you will continue to

enjoy that richest reward of every generous mind,
tiie affections anel applause of a just and grateful

people. Partaking of these sentiments in common
with those we represent, in the honest language of

truth, we tender you our thanks for your long and
faithful services, our admiration of your talents, our

confidence in your integrity anel devotipn to the na-

tional welfare, and our ardent wish, that still illu-

mining the public mind with the lights of your
wisdom and experience, you may in health and hap-

piness live many years an ornament and benefactor

of your country.
Resolved by the general assembly of Virginia, That

the governor of this commonwealth be requested
to transmit, on behalf of the said general assem-

bly, a copy of the preceding address to James Madi-

sjn, the president of the United States.

Oil Indian Affairs.

A letter adelressed to the committee appointed on

so much of the president's message, as relates

to Indian affairs, by the superintendent of Indian

trade.

OJice ofthe Indian Trade, Georgetown, T)ec 14,1816.
Sin.—1 have had the honor of receiving your jet-
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ter ofyesterday, wherein, "according lo -he ins'ruc-

lions given you by the committee to whom was re-

ferred so much of the president's message as re-

lates to the amelioration of the condition of the

Indian tribes, you call upon me for any information

that I may possess, in relation to the particul r

situations; and for a plan, if any has been thought
of, best calculated to effect the humane object re-

commended to congress."
I have the honor to state, in reply, that, so far as

I have been able during the short period of my
superintendence of this department, to gather in-

formation respecting the particular situation of the

Aborigines of our country, it appears to me, to

remain nearly the same with that of the former

periods of their history, excepting those tribes that

inhabit the portions of country bordering- on our

frontier settlements and those that have for a longer

period been engaged in commerce with the United

States' trading houses.

The same devotion to the chace, and all those

irregular habits, which from the beginning charac-

terised the sons of our forests, yet predominate
—

Still, however, there is no evidence of the existence

of any principles in their nature, that might not be

corrected by an enlarged and liberal policy, and

this opinion is founded in the exception already
taken to those tribes, who, from their proximity to

the settlements of the whites, have learned those

lessons which form the elements of a transition from

a 6avage, to a civilized state. Those Creeks fin

example, who reside on Cha-ta-how-chee, near fort

Mitchill, and eastward to Flint river, cultivate the

soil with considerable success; and many of them
are clad in cloth, manufactured by themselves.—
The same may be said of the Cherokees and

Chickasaws. Those of the Chawanoes and DeUi

ware tribes that resort to St. Louis to trade are

mostly attired as we are; and by their conduct and

manner of transacting business, furnish satisfactory

evidence, as well in behalf of their trietableness,

under even this sort of initiatory discipline as of

their capacity for the pursuits of civil life. But in

all cases of advancement, whether it relates to the

cultivation of the soil, or to manufacturing, we may
trace their contiguity to, and intercourse with the

whites.

The benevolent policy which organized this de-

partment, through which articles of the first ne

cessity are sent to the Indian tribes, so far at leasi

as they are embraced by the number of trading
houses now established, and which are furnished
to them in their own country, at an advance 01

their original cost, sufficient only to cover the ex-

pence of transportation: and given at those rates i:.

exchange for their furs, and peltries, and what
ever else of a merchantable nature they have to

dispose of, and for which a fair valuation is allowed,

although it may not have produced a change, to

an extent as great as might have been expected as

it respects their manner of life, yet it is manifes*

that greater benefits wovdd have resulted to them
from this policy even in this view of the subject,
but for the countervailing influence of avaricious

traders, whose object is gain, and with many the

means of acquiring it are perfectly indifferent,

Those^men, aware of the propensity of the Indian-;,
make the intoxicating beverage a leading article in

the supplies, by which the Indian is first debauched,
and then plundered, or if the traders offer pnment
at all, it is at such rates as they shall fix; and then
it is often made in spurious money, nor is it unusual

which is counterfeit paper. One of the respectable
•It: gales from the Creek nation, nowhere, showed
me a parcel of this counterfi it paper money, a few
• lays ago, which he had received as genuine.

1 have referred to these impositions, hoping that
suitable checks maybe devised, which shall lessen,
if they do not destroy, the almost boundless extent
to which they are now carried. They are called

for, as well to secure the Indians in the enjoyment
if their rights, as to allay the vengeance winch this

system of fraud cannot, but excite in them against
even the likeness of tli«ir despoilers.
Well organized agencies, and trading bouses,

^ppear to me to be amongst the best means for the

management of the Indian tribes, whether in peace
or war; and if those which have heretofore been es-

tablished, and those which are now in actual opera-
'

ion, have not produced, and do not produce a more
visible alteration in their manner of life; and if the

trap and the spear are not yet exchanged more
generally for the hoe and the plough: yet I am not

prepared to admit that this is owing to any radical
defect in the system itself, but rather to the checks
that have retarded the activity of its effects; to a
want of its enlargement; and to the omission of
what I conceive to be an important auxiliary, and
which I will presently refer to.

It must be admitted, that if the policy pursued
by the government have not produced marks of a
more civilized character (and it has not been en-

tirely without success in that point of view) it has
subserved the great principles of humanity and
jintire Without its interference, and aid, articles

of the first necessity must have been dispensed
with by those indians who have been served with
them. Or, possessed by them at all, they must
have been procured under circumstances of the
most oppressive character, and- which would cer-

tainly exist, were the aborigines dependent for

their. supplies, upon the unchecked avarice of pri-
vate traders. Xor is this all— .lie respectability
and intellgence of the agents and factors; their at-

tachment to our government and countrv; and the
interest they take in whatever tends to the securi-

ty of our frontier citizens, all serve to breuh an in*-

fluence, which, when exercised in the indian set-

tlements, counteracts much of the evil that would
otherwise result, as well from the excitements oc-

casioned by the conduct of private traders, as from
the machinations of disaffected and designing men.
The very calling of a factor is conciliatory in its

tendency—and the representations of agents are of-

ten required to cool the inflamabk- materials, thrown
in amongst the indians, whether by accident or de-

sign. United they cannot fail to promote those

friendly relations which it is so desirable should
be kept up with our border neighbors

This view of the subject is sustained bv the pa-
cific disposition manifested among those tribes that
have a more constant intercourse with the whites
and with the factories, above that which exists among
those whose settlements are beyond the reach of
this influence.

From this it may be inferred, that to increase
the number of agencies and factories, by extending
them farther to the north, and to the west, would
be to promote these pacific dispositions, and serve
the great object of humanity.

I would recommend therefore, as apart of apian
which is in my opinion well "calculated to effect
the humane objects recommended to congress," an
increase of the number of factories, which, in pro-

oper

require a correspondent appro

fbrthe respectable and sober Indians to be defrauded ! portion to the extent that it may be tho't prope
by their having passed upon them for genuine, that 'to carry them, will
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priation
—the capital now employed being only

sufficient to sustain the trade already established.

Fp] a detailed account of the forms, including
the mole of accounting at this office; a state of its

funds, and for the principles in general which go-
vern it, I beg leave to refer you to a report made
to the honorable tiie secretary of* war by my pre-

decessor, and which accompanied that gentleman's
able exposition of Indian affairs, to the United

States' senate al its last session.

The funds remain, in amount, much the same as

they were at that time—they will vary in their re

suits, when these shall be known only as the prices
whicr 1 may be able to obtain for the furs, and pel

tries, Sec may be more or less, than the cost of mer-

chandize given in exchange for them since that

period.
The factories at that time were eight in number

—they remain so now, and all except two are on
the same scites—That at Natchitoches has been re-

moved nine miles above that post, on Red river,

and that at fort Micthell, on the Cha-ta-how-chee

river, and in the midst of the Coweta and Cussetah

towns, immediately at the intersection of the two

leading- roads to the southern territory.
At present they stand thus:

1st. Fort Mictiiill—Georgia.
2d. Chickasaw—At the Chickasaw Bluffs, Mis-

sissippi territory.
3d. Fort Confederation—on the Tombigbee river

4th. Fort Osage—on the Missouri, near the
mouth of Osage river.

5th. Prairie du Chien—on the Missisippi, near
the mouth of the Quisconsin river.

6th. Late at Natchitoches—now nine miles above
that village—scite nift named.

7th. Green bay—Green bay of lake Michigan.
8th. Chicago

—lake Michigan.
The great, ability displayed in the report of the

late secretary of war, as above referred to, super
cedes the necessity of my detaining you with a de
tailed plan for the amelioration of the condition of
the Indian tribes. I cannot forbear however, accord-

ing to my purpose, heretofore expressed, to sug-
gest, in addition to the views taken by that gentle-
man, the advantages that would in my opinion re-

sult from the establishment of public schools in the
Indian settlements. Uowever ineffectual this means
of instruction might be, in its operation on the
adult Indians, the rising generations would insensi-

bly imbibe from such a scource of improvement, and
transmit them to their successors, those ingredients
without which it seems impossible, with any thing-
like human exertion, to teach them a knowledge of
or make them familiar with (at least in any reason-
able time) the excellent, principles of our govern-
ment; the ties which unite and bind society toge-
ther, with the great advantages of that state over
that of the savage, or impress them with the impor-
tance ofthe observance of those great moral lessons,
in the practice of which results so much security
and happiness to man. To impart a knowledge of
those principles to the aboriginies of our country,
would be an advantage to the United States, exceed-
ed only by that which would result to them. Out
of these elements a foundation might be prepared
on which to place the great axiom ofhuman happi-
ness. Make a path in the desert by the agency of
schools of instruction and the holy doctrine—" as

ye -would that man should do unto you, do ye c-wn so

to them,'" will soon follow and consequences, similar
to those which this kind of teaching has produced
in all those parts of the known world where the ele-j

jnents fqr its admission have been prepared, might

reasonably be expected to flow to the nations pfoni
forests—unless indeed they are made of mater; ds
different from those, out of which it has pleuseci
God to construct the rest pf -the human f.mily.

If this auxiliary he adopted and 1 'recommend
it with a full conviction of its siaeces*, 1 would re-

specfully suggest that the Lancastrian mode of in-

structed be adopted, as well on account of its sim-

plicity, as its economy. Universal experience hav-

ing proved the superior facility with which it com-
municates the firs^ principles of learning

Tiie present appears to be a time peculiarv favor-
able for a genera is exertion in behalf of the Abo-
rigines of our country. The war spirit slumbers,
and the peacefulness of the calm prevades even our
forests. But amidst this scene ofgeneral tranquili-
ty
—and which the citizens of America enjo\ with

such peculiar fecility, how comfortless remains the

condition, and how cheerless die anticipations of
those unfortunate people! Pained at the recollec.
tion of the past; disheartened at the prospect ofthe
future; shut out by a destiny which they had no hand
in creating, from all that is deemed great and good
amongst men, they feel themselves yet wrapped in

the gloom of their native forests, and are left to
mourn over the severity of their fate!

What consolation would mingle with the cup of
their bitterness, were they roused from this distress-

ing reverie, to witness a display of an enlargened
and liberal policy, ordained in their behalf! Hope,
that never failing friend to man, however ray less it

has been to them f >r the past, would lighten up their

prospects for the future; and if any thing could vie
with the pleasure it would impart to them, it would
be the gratifying reflections of those who might
contribute to the relief of so much wretchedness.

I have the honor to be, &c.

THO. L. M' KENNEY,
S. I. Trade.

We are authorised to state, that a bill upon libe-

ral principles, was presented by the commitiee to,

the house, but, owing to the press of business at
the close of the session, it could not be finally acted
on.

Foreign Articles.

F.XGLANI), &C.

Meetings are holding throughout the three king-
doms in favor of parliamentary reform. The minis-

try, expecting- a severe opposition at the ensuing
session of parliament, have issued circulars to all

their members, ordering their attendance!
The fog was so thick in London, on the eighth of

January, for several hours, that all the shops were

lighted as in the night. It was a day of darkness
and mourning, for the battle of Orleans.

The public meetings of the people at Bristol,

Hath, &.c. held to petition for a reform of parlia-

ment, were attended by large bodies of troops under

arms—and besides, all the "loyal" were sworn in as

special constables!—What a state of things is this!

The prince regent of England has directed, that

in future, all the vessels in the navy shall be dis-

tinguished by the number of guns and carronades

they actually mount, and not according to the erro-

neous denominations which had long ago grown into,

use.

The Waterloo subscription now amounts to about

£415,000. It is expected that this sum will be fur*

tlier increased.

The Cornish miners are represented to be in the

most deplorable condition.
\

The poor-tax in Birmingham averages 6/. for even
house—of 18,000 houses 1,500 are uninhabited.
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Dublin.—The population of Dublin is estimated

at 200,000 souls. It has been ascertained that no'

less than 74,000 of these are "absolute beggars, liv-

ing upon the bounty of the charitable." Tnese facts

ares tated in a iate public speech, at a meeting in that

city, about the poor
—and the speaker adds—"If the

eye is directed to other parts of the kingdom, a

similar, and perhaps worse, condition of tilings, will

be seen. Nor is distress confined to those who are

called the lower order. There is nothing now so

common in our streets, as persons begging, whom
the highest amongst us, would not, at one time, be

ashamed to recognize as acquaintances and friends."

Since the 4th of June, 1814, the British army has

lost, in the field, or by natural deaths, no fewer than

sixty-three general officers—viz.

GENERALS.

William, lord Howe, [James
Stewart,.

Win. marquis of Lothian,!jo!m While,
Hon. Win Gordon,
Robert Prescott,

Hon. Win. Hervey,
Thomas Bland,

Watson Powell,
Charles Leigh,
T. Stanwix,
Grice Blackney,

Wm. Macarmick,

|,!ames Stewart,
Alexander Mercer,
Colin M'Kenzie,
John Dickson,
Miles Stavely,
Thomas Murray,
Hon. H. A. Bennet.

LIEUTENANT-GfcNERALS.

Lord Seaworth,
Hon. sir B. Henniker,
Sir John Stewart,

George Fead,
Forbes Champagne,
Sir George Prevost,
William Johnstone,
J. Levison Gower,
John Eveleagh,

Itobert Liwson,
Andrew Gammell,
Sir Thomas Picton,
Edward Stevens,
Walter Cliff,

Hubert Bereton,
W P. Ackland,
John Santag,
Sir James Leith.

MAJOR-GENERALS.
John Brown,
John Picton,
William M'Caskill,
John Craugy,
Thomas Eriington,
Robert Ros,s,

Adam Gordon,
Robert Young,
Lord Molesworth,
Samuel Gibbs,
M. E. Jacob,

Jeffery Amlierst.

Andrew Burn,

Benjamin Fisher,
Thomas Nepean,
Sir Charles Shipley,
Sir Tliomas Dunbar,
Eieas Shaw,
Trevor Hull,
Flowers Spraule,
Sir Edward Packenham,
Roilo Geilespie,
James Baird,
Oliver Jones,
Hon. Wm. Ponsonby,

In the London papers there is an interesting arti-

cle on the banking system of England—At the be-

ginning of the year 1810, there we: e 700 country
batiks, which gradually increased to nearly 900—
The issues of the private banks since 1797, have
contributed an addition to the national currency of
about 20 millions sterling

—The total currency in

the year 1812, was estimated as follows, viz.

Bank of England notes in circulation, £25,500,000
Issues of 300 private banks, at ^50,000

each, 15,000,000
Issues of 500 at 40,000, 20,000,000
Gold and silver, 4,000,000

^'62,500.000

Thus, in the year 1812, the circulating medium
of England amounted to the enormous sum of above
250 millions of dollars!

The bank of England has advertised to pay specie
or new bills for all bills of one or two pounds, issued
before 1812. It had out 950,000*. in these bills-

yet, in several weeks, only 1500/. have been brought
p for specie, and 50,000 for new bills—the rest out .

FRANCE, 8tC.

The French consul ai Boston gives notice, thai

no individual, whether a Frenchman or of any other

nation, will be permitted to land in France unless

he has a passport, either given or countersigned by
a French minister or consul!

The king" has issued a decree authorising a loan,
of 100 millions of dollars.

The report that the allied armies in France was
to be reduced is not confirmed. Indeed, it appears
most likely that thev may rather be increased.

The object of the duke of Wellington's journey
to England is said to have been to represent that the-

situation of the Bourbons was more critical than

ever. It appears that the British government have
been compelled to resort to brokers to obtain spe-
cie for the payment of their own troops in France;
which are said to be in the finest order.

. .More than sixty merchants, of Marseilles, have

petitioned the French legislature for the repeal of

|
the law which declares that city a free port.
The court of France have made a definitive at

rangement with the city of Hamburg, in relation t«
the bank subject.
The population of France is officially reported tq

be 2^,813,041 souls, exclusive of Corsica, and the

I colonies.

The cotton manufacturers in France have pub-
lished a memoir addressed to the king and the le-

gislature, in favor of the continued prohibition of

foreign manufactures. [But it is said, that one of
the conditions of the loan, lately negociated in Eng-
land, is—that the French ports shall be opened for

the introduction of "certain British commodities"—
the king may "buy gold too dear."]

NETHERLANDS.
A new tariff was put into actual operation at

Brussels before its publication, to the great dissatis-

faction of the people.
NORTHERN EUnOrE.

There are 1100 students in the university of Got_-

tinsfen, many of whom are said to be Americans.

Emigrations from Switzerland for the U. State."

have recommenced.
A ship of the line, larger than any belonging W

the Swedish navy, is about to be launched at Carls-

crone. The navy will then consist of 11 ships of

the line, in the best state, besides frigates, &c.
An insurrection of the peasants in Norway is

spoken of.

Siutgurd, December 28.—The Wirtemberg armv
is to be reduced so as not to exceed 20,0y0 men
The king has ordered, that in all representations
and petitions addressed to him, the use of all French
and Latin expressions shall be avoided, and pure
high German alone employed.

RUSSIA.

It is perfectly understood that any difficulties

that existed between the United States and Russia,

through a misrepresentation of f«cts, are entirely
removed. It is reported, also, that the minister, Mi
Duschhoff, is recalled to account for his conduct.
A sum equal to nearly 50,000^ sterling has beer

subscribed in Russia for the relief of the poor.
St. Petersburg, Sej>t. 10.—The Northern Post* in

its remarks on the question now discussed so gene-
rally, respecting he inadmissibility, or admissibility
of the liberty of the press, distinguishes three par
ties.

•The Northern Post, or the New Petersburg Jour

nal, lias since 1809, been published twice a week by
the ministry of the interior. It is written in the

Russian language.
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One of these parties affirm, that the liberty of the

press is the shield of national freedom, the security of
the citizens, and the strength of the government.
Another again maintains that liberty is more de-

structive to every country than the plague.
And a third, that the liberty of the press is cer-

tainly of nse, but under a light censure.

As to this third opinion, says the Northern Post,

It has already been set at rest by Figaro, who says,

"if in my writings I only do not meddle with religion,

nor politics, nor morals, nor siy any thing of persons
in office or distinguished bodies, or of the opera, or of

tiny play, in short, if I say nothing respecting some-

thing; then I may be allowed to express my opinions

freely, under the stiperintendance of two or three dis-

creet persons.' In Order that I may avail myself of

this agreeable freedom, I have determined to pub-
lish a periodical work under the title of the "Use-

less Journal."

ITALY.

"The English are fortifying Genoa, and seem to

intend to render it a second Gibraltar," says a late

Paris paper. We did not know that Genoa was an

English port.
It is sud that several Italian state prisoners will

be allowed to proceed to America.
It is reported that Mr Pinkney has made a com-

mercial treaty with the pope; and that an American
consul is to reside at Ancona.

SPAIN.

It appears that Mr. Meade is yet confined in the

dungeons of Cadiz.

The patriot privateers vex the whole coasts of

Spain. They have captured some very rich ships
from Lima.

Gen. Castanos is a sort of prisoner at large, at

Seville.

AFRICA.

The trade for slaves, notwithstanding it is pro-
hibited by most nations, and vigilantly guarded
against by the British cruisers, is still prosecuted
to a very considerable extent.

Certain Barbary cruisers have lately appeared off

Naples. The Algerine fleet is already said to con-

sist of three vessels from 24 to 30 guns, and 12 gun
boats, completely manned and armed.

"SfAXlSH AMERICA."

It is said that several vessels of war and trans-

ports, with 2500 men, have sailed from Cadiz for

Vera Cruz.
We have a report that Monte Video has been cap-

tured by the Portuguese without opposition, and!

without any interference on the part of the Buenos i

Ayreans, with whom the people of the former never

had fully united.

The royal general, Morillo, is reported to have
9000 men at Varinas.

The patriot privateers swarm through all the

West Indies, and blockade Cadiz, he. Many valua-

ble captures are made by them.
General Mina is in Mexico—letters from Mata-

gorda speak very favorably of his progress so far,

and the writer of one of 'hem says, he hopes soon to

write from the capital of the country, after having
fixed the standard of liberty on every house of that

populous and wealthy city.
Admiral Brown has threatened the British with

reprisals from the Buenos Ayrean government, for

the condemnation of his vessel.

HATTI.

King Henry is much engaged to give a good edu-

cation to his people, lie has established schools on
the Lancastrian plan, and has founded a college—
all which are supported with distinguished liberali-

ty. He has ordered that the children should be in-

structed in the English language, with a view to pre-
vent the intrigues of the French to recover the

country; against whom he expresses the most de-

termined opposition. He repels the idea that his

countrymen are naturally subordinate, and main-
tains that by education they may be rendered equal
to any others. He appears to enjoy his throne with

quiet and security, and to possess the confidence
and esteem of the people at large.

Petion's squadron, consisting of a ship of 24 guns,
a brig of 14 and a schooner, is said to have put to

sea to meet Christophe's frigate and brig.
BRITISH AMERICA.

A Montreal paper calls the United States the
"natural enemy" of England. Some emigrants, that

lately arrived at Pictou (N. S.) brought with them
buckets and pails to milk the will* cows that they
understood inhabited the country L

The following ships have been commissioned upon
the lakes of Canada :

—
Kingston, 56, commodore

sir Robert Hall; Burlington, 42, capt. N. Lockyer;
Charwell, 50, captain Montresor, on lake Ontario;

Champlain, 32, captain Duell, on lake Champlain;
Confiance, 32, captain D. Pring, on lake Erie.

Loss of the Chippewa.
Copy of a letter from captain George C. Read, to the

secretary of the navy, dated

New-York, Jan. 16th, 1817.

Sir—In conformity to your orders of the 6th No-

vember, I left Boston on the 2rth of that month, to

proceed to the bay of Mexico, and on the 12th De-

cember, at half past 2 Y. M. intending to take the

Caycos passage, made one of the Islands by the

same name, bearing S. S. W. Upon discovering
the land, I immediately hauled up for it, in order
to ascertain what part of this group it was, being
under the impression, as well from its appearance,
as from the latitude and supposed longitude, it

might be the N. W. extremity.
At 15 minutes past 4 P. M. having approached

within nine miles, as I judged, of the shore, and

having satisfied myself it was the north or middle

Caycos, bore up W. S. W. no land to the westward,
at this time, being visible.

The best chart on board represented the north

and N. W. shores [jerfectly clear of all impediments,
and the course I was then steering as not only safe,

but one tending to draw off from the land. At half

past 5, night coming on, the bearings of the eas-

tern and western extremities of the land were

taken, made the middle Caycos bear east and the

north west point, which was plain in sight, S. W.
each distant ten miles. To be certain, however,
that the land which we took for the N. W. point,

was the most western land in sight, I directed the

master to go aloft, who, on getting there, reported
in the affirmative. Under these circumstances,

with a chart on which no danger was delineated;

steering a course upon which I had no accident to

apprehend; with the point, round which I wished

to double, distinctly in view, I could not feel other-

wise, than in possession of the fullest confidence.

At 35 minutes past six, having ran eight and a

half miles, I deemed myself abreast of the above

point, with an offing of at least ten miles, and di-

rected the brig hauled up one point on S. W. by
W. My hauling up sooner than may by considered

prudent, (which quite as unfortunately as unex-

pectly proved so) was dictated by the apprehen-
sion of getting tao far to the westward, thereby

rendering it difficult to lie through the passage.
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on account of the trade winds at this season of
the-jcourt

was composed of* captain Samuel Evans, as

year inclining much to the southward. president, captain Samuel Angus and master com-

At 10 minutes past 7, whilst steering the latter |mandant Edward Trenchard, as members, and

course heard the noise of breakers on the larboard; J.,mes A. Hamilton, esq. as judge advocate. After

beam 'when the helm was ordered up, but scarcely a minute enquiry into all the facts and circumstan-

had the order been issued when she struck, with
;
ces connected with the loss of the brig Chippewa,

much violence upon a rocky bottom. In this
situa-jit

was satisfactorily established, that no blame

tion without being immediately able to discover whatever attached to the commander; and that

the shore; or to form the most distant idea of the captain Read, his officers and crew, made every

position of our danger, the sails were trimmed, the possible exertion to save the vessel,

hands set to lighten the ship, and an exertion made
i

The proceedings of the court of enquiry were

to force her off with her head to the northward approved by the secretary of the navy, and captain

and westward. This effort, at first, wore a favora- George (J. Read was ordered to report himself for

ble aspect, and I felt sanguine in being able to ex-! duty.

tricate her in a few minutes; but, after having fore- ===
ed ahead some fathoms, she was again brought up

with redoubled violence, and lost the use of her Arts, SCieDCCS, improvements.
rudder. The boats were now got out, and^

an from European papebs.

anchor carried and let go in an easterly direction gjr H Davv jias found by different experiments,

The sails were furled, and with as much expedition tjj at ^y mixing 20 or 30 grains of common magnesia
as possible we commenced heaving, and again hght-j w ;tn eac |, pound of the worst flour, it will make

ing ship. About this time, a boat which 1
hadj breaQ f the best quality.

sounding round the vessel, returned, when I was The French papers state that capt. Freycuret was

informed the reef on which we were, appeared to
ak ut embarking on an interesting enterprize, in

extend from the shore; that it ran some distance, tue s i00p f war Urania. His principal object is to

outside of us, and that it was a bottom composed, ascei.ta ;n tne form f tlie southren hempisphei-e of

of sharp rocks, upon which there was but thirteen tne eartn . \\ s natural appearance, meteorology, and

feet water, for upwards ot a cable's length in eve
j
naturai

history. No expedition of this kind has

ry direction: the brig drawing sixteen feet and an been undertaken either in England or France, since

half. The carpenter also, reported the water in the tnat f capt Batidin, of whose parly capt. F was one;

hold having made its appearance above the birth-
|

an(j t-., e results obtained from that expedition,

deck. The getting off now would have been use-
gjves a

j
ust idea what may be expected from this.

less, even though it had been practicable. 1 there

fore turned the attention of the officers to getting

as many of the crew into the boats as they would

carry, and sent them to find the shore Shortly af-

ter their departure the brig being in the act ot

turning over on her starboard bilge, I was under

the necessity of having the masts cut away. The

preservation of those left on the wreck had now

become somewhat precarious. The wind and sea

had increased considerably from the period of her

A young, man named Thomas, of Newport, (E.)
has invented and perfected a clock, on a system en-

tirely new— it goes 384 days without once winding
up, marks the minutes and seconds—the wheels are

of copper, the pinions of cast steel.

There has lately been sent from Italy to count

Romanzow, at Saint Petersburg, a colossal statue,

of white marble, executed by Conova, representing
the goddess of peace, holding an olive branch in her

hand, leaning on a column with the following in-

first taking the ground, and there were no boats
scriptions

—"peace of Abo r 1743; peace of Kuds-

to take them off Luckily, however, the boats had' c iu,ik, Rainardschi; peace ofFredericksham, 1807."

effected a landing about 3 A. M. when the remain-: \ canal between Edinburgh and Glasgow, is fl-

ing part of the crew, the officers and myself aban- nsuly determined upon. It is expected to employ
doned the wreck and reached the shore.

I nearly the whole of the men at present out of work
It gratifies me to say that better conduct could j

jn tna t populous district. The estimated expence
not have been exhibited by any officer.-, in a similar, f forming the canal is £264,910, and the annual re-

situation. All orders from me were promptly obey-) c eipts, after deducting every charge coming against

ed by the executive officer (lieut. Edward Shu
it, are expected to amount to £49,000, being 15 per

brick) and such was the zeal manifested by the of-
J

ce nt. on the capital embarked.

ficers and crew generally for the preservation of the! The learned are much occupied in England ex-

vessel, that had it been an ordinary bottom upon aminir.g a ne~.it discovery* which furnishes to che-

which we struck, their exertions must have been,
rnistry an extraordinary power—it is fire of a new

crowned with success. My proceedings from the] species, resulting from the compression of a mix-

date of this unhappy even*., until 1 left the above ture of oxygen and hydorgen gas
— it melts in an

island, shall be the subject of another communica- 1

instant the hardest metals, even platina— it reduces

tion, and in the hope that no unfavorable impres-
'

sion may be received until an investigation ot my
conduct, which I trust will speedily take place.

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect,

your obedient servant,
GEORGE C. READ.

The hon. W. B. Crowninshield,

Secretary of the navy of the United States.

pipe clay to brilliant glass
— it changes (if we may

use the expression') the elements,and opens a course

to extraordinary experiments.
The rev. M. Stark, a canon and astronomer of

Augsburgh, has observed in the Sun a vast open-

ing or cavity, 4 minutes 36 seconds from i
f s eastern

and 15 minutes 7 seconds from its southern edge.
In that cavity, the apparent diameter of which is

three t'u es larger thai) the real diameter of tht

A court of enquiry was recently held in New! earth, ai e se n two black billows or holes, separat

York, in pursuance of an order of the secretary o£
the navy, issued on receipt of the preceding letter!

to investigate the causes and ch'camstances which
This "new discovery" is staled in the New-York

Columbian, to have been known in the United States

produced'the loss of the U. S. brig Chippewa, under
'

fifteen years ago, "by Dr. Hare, of Philadelphia, and

the command of George C. Read, esq. a master
j
improved and extended by Dr. Siliiman, of Yale

commandant in the navy of the United States. The) College."
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«d from each other by a luminious space, rid : '.

Jargest of which terminates in a point at its upper

extremity, and crenated at its lower. Between this

vast apparent abyss and the eastern edge of the sun

there are several asperities, below which four smali

lolack spots are seen, and six above.

CHRONICLE
We learn that Mr. Rush, late attorney general of

-the U. S. will succeed Mr. Adams as our minister

at London, and that until the return of Mr. A. he
Will have charge of the department of state.

It is stated that a party of lower Creeks have
feilled and scalped a woman and two children in St.

Mary's county, Geo

il fl fthwitli furnish all the facilities in his powe*
to release Pant and others from their present condi*
ion, by calling on the local authorities of Canada.
Besides this, the president will employ a special

messenger, to traverse the wilderness and search af-

ter those unfortunate captives who are deprived of

liberty, by risking their lives in defence of their

country.
—

[Avgrn.
Quebec, Feb. 26.— Castle of St. Louis.—A report

having reached his excellency the govt rnor in cbief
that an American citizen named Thomas Vr.nce or

Vant, who was taken prisoner
1

in the action atriver

Raisin, on the 22:1 June, 1813, is detained in captivi-
ty by an indian in Quebec, or its vicinity, and his ex-

cellency having caused every inquiry to be made,
though wilhoyt success, to discover the said \.me±
rican citizen, ha.s directed a public notice to be here-Many barges and boats left Cincinnati on the 1st.

ef March, the ice in the river being broken up, la- by given that if the said Thomas Vance or Vant is

den with flour he. for New Orleans. i
in any part of the province in captivity and will

The assembly of New York, by a large majority,
make known Lis situation to his excellency, measures

jbas passed the bill declaring all negroes and mulat-
1

W1H bo taken for his immediate release and resto-

toes and mustees within that state, to be free after i

rat 'on to his friends.—An d any person possessing
the 4th of July 1827.

j

information respecting the detention or present situ-

An Havana paper of Feb. 15, mentions the arri- l

a^ion of the said Thomas Vance or Vant, are re

val there of three vessels from \frica with upwards
of 1200 slaves!—Surely this dreadful traffic mus*
iiave an end.

B. Smead, of Bath, has announced his having in

the press, a pamphlet of sixty pages, entitled many ofour heroes reposing on their laurels won in

'Causes of the destruction of the American towns on

Niagara frontier, andfailure of the campaign of 1813—by George M'Clure, brigadier-general of the New-
Vork Militia.

The Carlis'e convention.—A strange error and
omission occurred in our last number in an attempt
to give an account of the proceedings of the con-
vention at Carlisle, Pa. for the nomination of a

suitable person to be supported by the "Indepen-
dent Republicans" of that state for g-overnor, at

the ensuing- election. Such things are among the
"miseries" of editors. The article ought to have
read thus—

"There has also been a convention at Carlisle for

the same purpose—present, delegates from thirteen
counties and the city of Philadelphia. Thomas For-

rest in the chair; Hamilton Humes and F. A. JMulden

quested to communicate the same to his excellency.
By his excellencv's command,

ANDREW WM. COCHRAN, Secretary.
The laurel.—We have had the pleasure to notice

the late war—and maj. gen. Scott has just married
Miss Mayo, at Richmond, and capt. Warrington, of
the navy, united his fortune with that of Miss King,
of Norfolk. Who does not "wish them joy?"

Specie. The .arrival of Mr. Sergeant, an agent
from the bank of the United States, is mentioned in
the London papers—and dollars are said to have
risen in consequence. But we think we have seen
the arrival of at least a million, at various ports of
the United States, mentioned within the last two
weeks, apparently reaching us in the regular course
of trade.

Treaty -with Sioeden.—There is a report that the
senate refused to ratify the treaty with Sweden, con-
cluded by Mr. Russell.

Sagacity of a dog.
—

Yesterday, a small dog fell

into the river atCoenties slip (New-York) and went
berg-, secretaries. An examination into the election of,

down with the tide, yelling for assistance. A large
water dog jumped into the river from a vessel,
seized the one in distress by the ear, and brought
him within the reach of several by-standers on the
dock, who pulled him out of the water; and the dog,
refusing assistance, swam back to the vessel he had

the delegates being had, Joseph Heister, Dr. George
Logan, Andrew Gregg, Presley C. Lane, Isaac
Weaver and John Steel, were put in nomination,
but all withdrawn except the first named, who Was

agreed upon unanimously to be recommended to

the freemen of Pennsylvania for their support at

die election in October next.

(Xj^The lines and words in italic were left out,
or transposed from their proper places, and the

paragraph was made to say that Mr. Muhlenberg, in-

stead of Mr. Heister, had been agreed upon as the
candidate for governor.
Indian captivitt Extract of a letter from col.

Richard Johnson to his friend in Scott county, "da-

ted January 29.

Dear Sir—We have received information from
several gentlemen in Kentucky, that one of our citi-

zen soldiers has lately returned from indian cap

left.
[
lYew York paper.

Relations with Spain.
[concluded from page 25.]

[«.]
Translation of a letterfrom Mr. Otiis to the secretary of state,

dated February 2_, 1815.
SIR—The letter with which yon honored me on the 19th of

last month, .in answi r io mine of the 30th December and 2d Janu-
ary, had two objects. I lie (list to make known to me the com-
plaints which tliis government considers itself as having against
Spain, for a long time past, 'l'he second to communicate the reso-
lution of tlic president on the three points embraced in my notes
mentioned above.

'.;,.;t,- „,„1
"

r) You bl;,u' that the president would have wished thatl should not
uvitj and has g.%en information that a number of I have confined myself to bringing forward the complaints of his
our fellow-citizens remain behind in the same situ-

: majesty, but should have likewise proposed a reparation for those

ation, captives to the indians, and that oui* neighbor
of4hie Uni

tM' Sta
.
tes against Spain.

,, . .. • • ,.ii,i ,
° 1 tie claim tor ilauiac-es and tniiirics, of which you speak, would

.lant, the musician, was near Quebec held as the pro- have been definitively arranged and settled, if the diplomatic re-

perty of an Indian in the British service, as a musi- ' ,J,t ' 011s between the two powers had not been interrupted since

ciari. I have seen the president and the secretary and|!.
h
„*! ^TT"

1

,'!

1?
-''I"''

"'' Ia " S; 1, ' ,a this
soyernment

cannot but

c , i_e ,*""'<""*"ivi.vv,i,,«uj' a,lu
[know, that this interruption ought not to he imputed to Spam;most ot the members ti om Kentucky, who have tak- his maj. sty having made, from that time, the greatest efforts tu

en an interest in this thing. Col
"

z. communication cf these facts

:ol Monroe has made ""J
1 '' 13" 1 ""'"' mire ai,d "'>al te'«l :

. »» Tj +i I have assured you verbally and in writing, that his
s to mr. iJagot, WHO Jjired nothing so anxiously, as tu satisfy the United Stat

majesty de-

es for ever}
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. ,. ... _ . t „,,,,„.„i to „;Te again took l-efupe in the tevritoiv of tins nn'ion-\\ here tin 5
aveiiow

...ved from Spam and to P>"ee^/°J^ , endeavor.ng to raise new forces to repeat the same excesses. Toledo!
isfaction with that generosity and^ ™g? L

se™^^BO™
d [Bernardo Guiterrez. doctor Robinson, and their followers, to this

I,;

States received the least injury from Spain; it' they have re-

ceived anyTi'-l'^'been e'omrary to the will ol his
»jg*"(!

without his knowledge. Of this class, without doubt, » *at wnicn

thatyou mention in your note ahove cited.

and agents had b<en introduced into Florida, and had community
s, that British troops

nd had comm unit

tion with the Indian enemies of this republic in its barwar with

Great-britain. The rigorous neutrality;
which his

majestyJ™.°°
ser

ouglr
with iii

he has failed in obeying them, he would have been severe yc as

rjsed.1..id you given to me the least inWnation as fo^s conduct.

I will now pass to the second object of which your letter treats?

that is to say, to the resolution which this government "as taken

en the three points stated in my letters of the 30th December and

"

ThTfirst was confined to a request that in conformity to the

principles I have stated; that is, that the affairs between the: two

nations should be placed on the same footing they were
Jf*o««*ne

interruption of the diplomatic relations betweeni them .
h« ma

J"J>
should be put in possession of that part oi Florida winch the trospj

of the union had occupied. You were phased to state, in reply,

that this government, believing that it had a well founded n not
;:iannn Koseiiniieiii, ui uoiiif; ui« ».-_.«••• <-.. -

',.,„:™i

only to the part of West Florida which their troops had occupied

but to a greater extent of territory, comprehended in the limits oi

vice-rovalty of Mexico, had judged that with the same
propriety

the king, my master, occupied those possessions,
the uniteu

es might retain that part of West Florida they held, until ft

; greatc
the vice-

:hat

States might ...

was decided by a friendly convention to whom it lielongeu.

Permit me to observe that there is no parity in the cases, l tie

country to which you allude, extending to the no Bravo, or del

Norte, has been under the dominion of Spain, not only before anil

since France ceded Louisiana to his majesty by the treaty ot 1704,

but from the time of the discovery and conquest ot Mexico, witnout

ever having passed by treaty to any other nation; whereas the

Floridas ceased to be a French or Spanish possession,
and passed

into the hands of England, under the name of East and West em-

tio*, in the year 1763. They remained under the power ot tns wii-

tannic majesty, as such, until the year 1783, when, by conquest,

the Spanish arms, and by solemn treaty, they passed under me uj-

minion of his catholic majesty. From this you w ill inter mat, ne me

interpretation which may be wished to be given to the titaty
' oi

retrocession ol Louisiana, made between France and Spain in tmx,

what it may, the two Floridas can never be directly OTinthrectlj

Included in it; first, because these provinces being in the legitimate

possession of England from the year 1763 to the year 1783, fiance

could not cede tluin to Spain by the treaty ot 170-l-nor Spain re

trocede them to Fiance, not having received them from her, unless

there should have been an article on this point, in winch expitss

and dirc«t mention was made of the cession; and secondly, necause

*e two contracting parties (Spain and France) have declared in

the most solemn manner, the first, that she did not cede to France

any part of the Fleridas-the second, that she hud not acquired

»hem by the traaty of St. Ildefonso, or of retrocession ol 1800; nor

had had the least intention to 3et up a claim to them. You know

very well, that, according to alt the acknowledged principles
oi

justice, no one can be put out of the possession of what he holds,

until the right of the person who claims it shall be proved and re-

cognised; and that, by a natural consequence of this principle, Sjjain

having been in possession of W est Florida when tin. United States

laid claim to it, it is proper she should keep it until this n public

shows a better right— which ought tube done in a friendly negoti-

ation between the two powers; and that it would be anticipating

the negotiating to begin by taking possession of the territory, the

right to which so far as it respects the United States, ought to he

the object of the negociation itself. These are the grounds which

support the first demand I made on you, in the name of his majesty,
in my letfrr ofthe 30th December, and I flatter myself, that, reflect-

ing on facts so well known, you cannot do less than consid * them

just.

I pass now to the second point; this is confined to askii g the

punishment, according to law, ofthose turbulent and seditious indi-

viduals, who have taken up arms within the territory of this cow-

doctor t'omi.soll.

time, move about with impunitv in Louisiana, and even in the city

of New-Orleans itself. The infraction of theJaws of the United

States, and the violation of the dignity and honor of the American)

people, of which they are guilty, is public and notorious, not only
in this country, but in the whole world. I stated to you in addition,

on this point, that the riicgUaders I had named to you were ex»

peeting considerable reinforcements from Kentucky and Terinese;

see, to undertake a hostile expedition against the neighboring pos-
sessions of my sovereign; and that I had advised that these reii <*-

forcements, composed of American citizens, were raised for the

purpose of unitii g with them.
You were pleased to state to me. in reply on this point, that the

president had determined not to take any part in the disputes
which had arisen between his catholic majesty and the revolted

provinces on this continent; and that, in conformity to this system,
the governors of different states, as well as the president himself,
had issued repeated proclamations, directing that all those who sef?

on foot, or promoted the recruiting of adventurers, wiih the de«

sign of invading the possessions of his catholic majesty, should be:

prosecuted according
1

to law; that the information received at youc
department from v-Ty respectable persons, is, that the fore, col-

lected by Toledo, is very inconsiderable, and compose?! principally
of Frenchmen and Spaniards, without the territory of the United
States, where their laws do not reach; that my statements on this,

point are not circumstantial, and that as soon as I poiited out
American citizens, who promoted the expeditions, collected the

troops or facilitated the supplies to which I referred, and if these
collections of troops, &c. wert in the territory of this union, the?
should be immediately dispersed and the persons implicated should
lie prosecuted according to law.

To satisfy you on this point, with that simplicity and candor
which belongs to me, I will divide into two classes these seditious

persons of whom I have spoken to you in my notes. I will include
in the first class, Toledo, Bernardo Gutierrez attil Dr. Ro!ii»«on,
as violators of the laws of the n. ut ratify of the United States, an
infraction so notorious, and so evident, that I should do wrong to

detain you in referring to the innumerable acts which demonstrates
it in an incompatible manner. It is known to you. to your govern-
ment, and to the whole country, that with th- troops they indivi-.

dually raised three years ago in Louisiana, they marched in mili-

tary array, to invade the internal provinces of the vict-rosalty of
Mexico; th- horrible assassinations they committed, particularly
those by Bernardo Gutierrez, at St. Antonio de Bexas, are known*
And finally, it is known, that being deflated by the troops of the

king, my master, they took refuge again in this country, and thai
the government of Louisiana permitted them to remain undisturbed
in the very territory whose neutrality they had violated. This

single fact is, in my opinio.!, a sufficient reason why the law should
take hold of them, before they leave the jurisdiction of the United
States, to renew melancholy scenes. But I will give to you even
new prools, that these high-way robbers have-not ceased from that
lime to concert and realize new projects against the tranquility of
the inhabitants of the dominions of the king my master.

The annexed copies, marked No. 1, 2 ejvl 3, of intercepted Iet-»

ters from Toledo, which have been officially sent to me, prove be-'

yond doubt, that Toledo had armed in New-Orleans, three vessels,
in which he carried arms and munitions of war, to give support to

the insurrection in Mexico; and that he returned to that cny,
bringing hack with him Hevrera, who calls himself minister pleni-

potentiary, from the revolted provinces to this government. Yon
will see, with surprise, that Toledo, not content with thus openly
violating the most sacred laws of neutrality of this confederation,
had the impudence to prostitute the respectable name of this go-
vernment, by asserting, in one of iiis said letters, that the United
States only waited the arrival of the minister of the revolutionists
of Mexico, to acknowledge its independence. The other rijg-1- aders
have done the same thing to deceive adventurers, both in and out
of Mexico, and even citizens of the United States, seducing tin m
hy false assurances, that their government was decided to support
them, and that it would proceed immediately to recognize, as an
independent power, that band of high-way robbers and insurgents.
From the extract of a letter from a person of the greatest v racity
and the best character, now forwarded to you, marked No. 4. yon
will observe, that Toledo had deferred his expedition against the

provinces of the king n.v mast' r, as I stated to you in my t;ote of
the 2d January, as the thousand men he exptcted from Ji. Mucky,
and tin three hundnd from Tenn.ss.e, could not form a junction
with him in hss than twenty-four days; and in Nos. 5 and 6, yoa
will see this information confirmed under a posterior date, advising
me, thai a numb:- of Americans came dawn from the states adja-
cent to Louisiana, to join tin expedition

which Toledo had concert-

ed; an-.: that he (Toledo) would carry with him engineer Laford,
Savi y and one Soubmet.
You will also I- arn, that provisi ns and a Carthaginian flag were

sent to the American brig, the Tom Bowline, from New-York, at

federation, and from thinoe, carrying desolation, di struction, mid thfrhlomi ,, t of her arrival at the Balize. by a gun-boat of the United
horror into the frontier provinces of the crown of Spain; and not , States, with the object, it would s

i, of convoying with her the
content wiih the atrocities they hare h< retotbre coinmitt d, to.

] vesll s which should sail from New-Orb ans with munitions of war
are now actually ei gaged in recruiting troops, and preparing ar-|

ror the establishm ut at the i„ w port I Tampica; that they had
niaments in the' bosom of this country, again to invade tb< se pro-, purchased, in Niw-Orkans itself, five other schooners, which they
fines. I have named the ringleadi rs of these n hel«, who have vio-

; alv actually arming to cruize against the Spanish commerce; and
la.-ed the neutrality and the must sacred laws of the Uliitod States; ih at it a

; ip. ars 'b;it Mr. John K. West, merchant of that place, is the

by the well known fact, of their having armed in their ttrritorj
and marched from thence in niiliiai> ai:d hostile array, to subvert
the peace, and good ord r of the dominions of tin Li ng my masti r.

1 have named Toledo, R. rnardo Guti it '. doctor Robinson, and
who perpetrated thi horrible dei ds at at. Ai t< nio de Hcxt's;

, Bruited their troops in Louisiana, and even ill the limns ./>

Id . '

I
-

proi ded from thence, as an army, to assault thi

province of New Mexico; who committed there outrages uevvr

agent for these vesselsj and finally, that in that city there has been
:\ j-< volutionary junta, at tin head of which is Toledo and Hcrrera,
from which has issued the wicked decree mentioned in these letters,

that foui honorable Spaniar s should be put to death for every
revolutionist punished by the established laws of the monarchy of
the King my master.

As respects doctor Robinson, it
'• notorioua that he has been one

the most iiifuri tied enemies .f Sj aio, and the one who has, with
r -, . . ,..b, . »id who, after being defeated, the gretti st i agtruess, pi onioted the rebellion of the pjruvio«es -ji'
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hi j majesty It was lie who introduced himself into the internal
| my master, to maintain ami to strengthen the ties of friendship afcil

provides to s,duce their inhabitants—it was he who sowed the good understanding with these states.

seeds of insurrection—it was he who procured intelligence m Saint At the conclusion ot your note, which 1 am now answering, yon

(Lntonio de Bexas lor B> rnardo tiutierrc/., that be might possess are p|. ased to make known to me that this government is anxious

himself of the place and afterwards n.urd-r fourteen Spanish chiefs to tern. mate, by means of a friendly negotiation with the king

, you will find more in detail in the authenticated point: nevertheless, I ought to state to you. (although it would be

cony fXo. 7) which accompanies this, the original of which is in highly flattering with me to treat with )OU, as yeur penetration

mv possession.
and rectitude would facilitate the arrangement ot these affairs.)

I include in the second class those individuals who, seduced by yet it appears to me, that, as Mr. Erving has not yet sailed from

the imposture of the principal authors ef these hostile expeditions, the United States, that the business would be expedited if the

have assisted, iroic the bos,mi of this republic, the revolutionists of
; president would give him pow, r and instructions to terminate

Mexico some by furnishing them arms and munitions of war, others
J
the negoeiations at Madrid. This arrangement cannot present

hv enlisting themselves, in this country, in the army ol the insur- great difficulties; the respective rights of each power being once

n nts, which p„ssed over to subvert all order in the provinces ot the

king my master. Iuthis number an those other persons, whom 1

have mentioned to you in this and my lornier notes. The informa-

tion which I gave you respecting some persons who were prepar-

ing hostile expeditions from Georgia, against the possession ol the

king my ma*M<{-, you will find estafclishcii, officially, by the govern- are the pretensions of right, which the United Sta

or ol East Florida, in his letter(No. 8) which accompanies tins; in
; Spain, and what are those for their own eonvenie

settled by common agreement, a friendly understanding being had
on each point in discussion, and it bt ing determined what are the

reciprocal obligations of Spain and the United States, they would
be still further obviated if you would have the goodness to inform

me, frankly and plainly, as I requested in a former letter, what
"

States have against
nee. which they

i he advises .e. that John M-Intosh and William Clinch, who desire to realize for an equivalent which may be advantageous to

supported the last insurrection in that province, in the year 1812;
|
the two nations, to the end that, with the knowledge I have

are now cecruiting in Georgia, a considerable number of vagabonds, i acquired of the mutual interests of both, I may recommend to the

again to invade th territory under his command.
I flatter myself that this series ol acts, so circumstantial, the in-

formation of which has been acquired through channels so respec-

table, will be Sufficient to call the attention ot the president to the

necessity of cutting up by the roots these melancholy abuses, and

to shut the door against the continual violent movements of these

turbulent people, who Iron the bosom ol this republic, make war

on a friendly and neighboring pow. r It has never been the inten-

tion ol the king, my master, to request that the punishment of the

attention of his majesty these particular points.
I renew to you my respects, and pray God to preserve your life

many years.
(Signed) LUIS DE ONIS.

Philadelphia, 22</ February. 1816.

Copy of a letter from the secretary of state, to the Chevalier lie

Onis, rioted

Department of state, .Tune 10, 1816.

SIR— I had the honor to receive your letter of February 22d, soon

laws shoiild he inflicted on these disturbers of social order, when after its date, and to communicate it to the president,

their guilt is not fully proven. On the contrary, I have informed Anxious as this govt rnment has been to terminate all differences

you that the object of his majesty is not to take vengeance on with his catholic majesty, on conditions of reciprocal advantage,

these high-way robbers, but to shelter his subjects from their bar- and with equal honor to both parties; it would have heen very

barity. His maj< >ty has only tlioiight proper to solicit from the, satisfactory to the president, to have found that you had been

rectitude- and cireu nspection of this gov. rnment, what might pre- vested with full power to negociate and conclude a treaty for these

vein the crimes which are meditated from taking effect, as other-, purposes.
wise it might be too lat to prevent them, as the offenders will he

j

I have the honor now to state, that Mr. Erving, minister plpni-

beyond the v rritory of a friend, and at a distance from the arm of, potentiary of tin Uiit-d States to his catholic majesty, has been

the law. Good oni. r requir, s, not only the offences already com- instructed on these important subjects; and that as the vrws of

mined should he punishi d, hut that those which are contemplated, tliis government are just and lib-ral. a strong hope is entertained

should be prevented: and this is the cas of the individuals 1 have thai your government, bringing to the negociation a similar dis-

CompreheTjded ir, thj s I ond class. Th- personal knowledge I position, will as^ree to such an arrangement as will be mutually ad-

have of the rectitude of ihe president inspires me with a confidence vantageous antl satis'aetory to both nations.

that he wdl vi< w the acts 1 have just stated, as I dei; and, proceed- . However agreeable it might be to leave th"se high concerns in

ingin this particular cat. with that integrity and humanity which I this train, without further discussion here, it is nevertheless, pro>

is the most glorious distinction ot the American eharacti r, he will

b_- ph ased to adopt thus* measures which he may believe most ana-

logous to the system which, you tell me. this government has adopt

per to notice some passages in your letter of Fehruary 22d. not-

withstanding the clear light in which the subjects, to which they
relate, have been placid in former communications. You intimate

ed^ not to mix in th. si fissentions, and not to permit the citizens
]
in your late letter of May 30th, a desire to receive a particular

•f this republic to tak. part in them, nor to permit its territory I answer to that of February V2d, and it is just, that you should see,

to be a shelter to foreigners, who try to make war on a friundly i that my silence was imputable to the cause only, which is above

power. ,

'

suggested.
To the third point in my not -s. intended to solicit from your Yon state that as that portion of Louisiana, which Ties eastward

government, that vessels from the insurgent or revolted provinces ol the
Mississippi

and the Iberville, had been ceded hy France to

*' Spanish America, should not be admitted into the ports of the
|

Great Britain in 176 5, and by Gnat Britain to Spain in 783; it

seDublic as well because none of thos •

provinces are recognized I could not he comprised in the cession o! Spain to France in 1800,
. » . -e .Li: ~- ..I-*..: l-t.:.. -* -e _ i_...-. .„ .,._ TT-:....l c.„.._ :_ ,an->. . .1 ... .!.:«

bv'auy power in Hie world, as oceans the obligations of friendship
ami good neighborhood demand that we should not in any way con-

tribute to protect provinces or subjects who have revolted, you
have hern pleased to maki known to ne, that the president, observ-

ing th- change of government which had tik n place among the

revolutionists in Spanish America, had adopted the measure ol or-

dering the collectors ol the customs to admit every description of

vessel, without regard to her character or flag, provided she paid

the duties, and observed the laws of the country during the time

she was in port

nor ot the latter to the United States in 1803; and you draw this

conclusion from the supposed import of the term "retrocession"
used in the two latter treaties; which you say, applies to that portion

only which Spain had received from France. My interpretation
of these treaties, taking into view so much thereof, as relates to

this subject, is very different. As to the term "r. troeession," it is

evident, that it was not the intention of the partie-s, that it should

have any effect whatever on the extent of the territory ceded. The
import of thisterm is too vague, and the term itself was used in a
manner too casual to admit such an inference, even had there been

With elue respect f<T the measures adopt, el hy the chief of this
j
nothing rise in the treaty between Spain and France of 1800. to

confederation. I cannot do less than stat to j
oil. that the changes show that the construction yon contend for, is altogether inconsistent

of government which have taken place among th. r vulu(ionists[ wjth the manifest intention of the parties. The import of this

t.rm would, in my opinion, be satisfied, if the whole province
ha<1 passed in the first instance, from France to Great Britain, and
been eonve ye-d afti maids by Great Britain to Spain, and by Spain
hack again to France. In r. gard to Ff*jnce, this last conveyance
would have been a 'retrocession," as, by it, the territory would have
been ceded back to her. It was very natural therefore, that this

te rin should he used, b. ing applicable in the most limited sense, in

which it can be- taken, to at h ast nineteen twentieths of the province,
and in a qualified sense, to the whole.
Had it h.en intended to exempt any portion of the province in

the possession of Spain, from the operation of the treaty of St.

lldephonso, it would have been easy to have done it. and in a man-.

ner to preclude- nil doubt ofthe intention of the parties. It might,
for example have been stated, that Spain ceded back to France,

!
such pan of the province as France had ceded to Spain. A stipula-
tion to this effect would have h.en concise, simple, and very per-

spicuous; it would has.- rendered useless and unnecessary the other
1

provisions ol the article, in regard to the point in discussion, and

for any purpose whatever, the first of those provisions; or they

might have defined the extent ot the cession by a natural boundary
which would have heen equally distinct and satisfactory. Had

Spain ceded to France all that portion of Louisiana, which lies

westward of the Mississippi, the Iberville and the lakes Matirepas

of Spanish America do not appear to me to afford a sufficient

motive tor altering the friendly conduct towards a p<«ver, with

whom one is in peace anil harmony. Von cannot but know, that

this measur. places these iactionisti not only on a looting ol

equality with the Spanish nation, but gi\-s them advantages over

all independent powers, sine, according t.. the laws ol neutrality,
the Unit d States would not permit any independent nation to arm
its vessels in their ports, nor to sell prizes in them as is permitted
to these r. vnli tioiiij s.

By the two acts of congress, one of th • 28th of February, 1806,

ami the other of the 2-ltli o! the same month in 1807, ail commerce
with the rebels of St. Domingo was prohibit d at the request of

France. As tie treati- s subsisting between Spain and th United

States place Spain on the footing of toe most favored nations, his

maj-st) considers himself entitled to expect that this republic will

now adopt in bis favor a like m.-asur •

during the disturbance in

Spanish Am rica. or for such oth r period as it may he considered

proper to designate. Such is the spirit in which I have made the

three requ Ms to your governnn nt, stated in my former notes.

I hope that t.i present ohs ivations will merit a favorable recep-
tion irom th rectitude and wisdom ot the president and yourself
I have give nan account to my governmi nt of all these particulars.

sending it a iopv of my notes, and of thi ansa t I had the honor
to receive from you. And in the- mean time I ought to reiterate I and Poutehartraill, no controversy could ever have arisen between

to you the most positive assurances of the disposition of the king,
' France and Spoilt, respecting the eastern limits; as to what Spam
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iiad ceded in that quarter, and what she had retained; nor could

there liave been one between the United States and Spam. By
declining to define tbe honndaries of Louisiana, eastward, in some

one of these obvious and perspicuous modes, it is just to conclude,

that it was intentional; that there was an object in it; ami what'

that object was, is sufficiently apparent, from a fair construction oi
,

the provisions of the article already noticed
_

I

I?y the treaty of St. Ildepbonso, in -800, the province of Loui-

siana is ceded to France by Spain, "with tbe same extent that it now

has in the hands of Spain, and that it had when France possessed

it; and such as it should be after the treaties subsequently entered

into between Spain and other states." And by the treaty of 1803,

between the United States and France, this article of the treaty

between France and Spain, is inserted verbatim, by which the

United States are placed precisely on the sfltne ground on which

France herself stood.

If we recur to the several provisions, we shall find that each

has a distinct object, for which it would not have been necessary
to provide, especially in that mod.-, if it had been the intention of

the parties that no portion of West Florida, in question, should

have been exempted from the cession. By stipulating first, that

the province was ceded '-with the same extent that it now hasin the

hands of Spain,"
1

direct reference was made to that portion of

West Florida lying between the Mississippi, the Iberville, the lakes

Maurepas and Pontehcrtrain. and the Perdido. This provision
cannot be construed, as alludin? to any other part of the province,
and its sole effect was intended to be to include it in the cession

to Fiance. The second provision is equally explicit, "that it had

when Franee possessed it." It is known that France had held the

province to that extent, before the trraties of 1763, by which she

had eedtd it to Spain and Gnat Britain, and by this stipulstiou it

w as ceded hack to fu r in riie same extent, so far as Spain could do

it. The third provision has an object equally distinct, and is the

more important, because by giving it its intended effect, the con-

struction given to th» others is fully confirmed. "Such as it should

be aft r the treaties subsequently entered into between Spa in

and othe states
"

By the treaty between the United States and

Spain, in 1795, th. boundaries, as established between the United
States and Great Britain, in 1783, and the free navigation of the

Mississippi, are confirmed, with the addition of the right of de-

posite at New Orleans. This provision applies to this treaty, and
likewise to the treaty of 1783, between Great Britain and Spain, i

by which West Florida was caded to the latter, whereby she was
j

enabl d to restore if, in the extent contended for, to France. In ;

regard to its operation on the treaty of 1795, between the United
|

States and Spain.it was a provision which the United States had a

right to expect from the good faith of Spain.
This view of the tubject, which was, in substance, taken by the

ministers of the U. S. in 1805, in a negociatiou w ith your government,
at Aranjuez. appiars to me, as itthen did, to be conclusive. You urge,
hewever, against it, that the French government had stated that

it was not its intention to cede to the United States that portion of I

Louisiana which France had ceded to Great Britain by the treaty I

of 1763. The same declaration was made to the ministers of the
j

Unitod States at Aranjuez. in 1805, for the same purpose that it is

now rep ated. A just regard to the lights of the United States
bunded on the cession which France had made to tbem, with a

thorough knowledge of all tile circn instances attending the trans-

action, combined with a due respect to the government of France,
dictated theanswu-. Your government was informed that the Ame-
rican envoys had proposed to the French government, in the nego-
tiation which terminated in the cession of Louisiana by France to

the United States, in 1803, that its boundaries should be defined by
tin treaty, to which the French government did not accede, prefer-
ing to insert in it an extract from the treaty of St. Ildepbonso, by
which the province had been ceded by Spain to France, with inten-
tion to place the United States, in regard to Spain, oo the same
ground, precisely, that Fiance held herself under the treaty oi St.

Ildepbonso, unprejudiced by any opinion of her own. Nothing
had occurred in the negociatiou with France to excite a doubt
that the Perdido was the eastern boundary of Louisiana. It had
been the boundary of the province when held by France, before
the treaties of 1763, and it was made so again by the treaty of St.

Ildephonso which restored it to her. Such was the construction
which the American ministers gave to tint treaty, who were en-
gaged in the negociatiou with Fiance, and such their representa-
tion of it to their government, after the treaty with Franee was
concluded. It merits particular attention that when your govern-
ment was requested to cede to the United States such territory as

j

they were desirous of obtaining, prior to their acquisition of Loui-
siana, it replied to their minister at Madrid, by a letter of the 3d of!

May, 1803, "that by the retrocession made to France of Louisiana,:
that powi i- regained the province with the limit-, it had. saving the

\

rights acquired by other powers; and that the United Str.tts could
address themselves to the French government to negotiate the
acquisition of territories which might suit their interest." With
the subject thus presented before the government of the United]
States, the fair construction of the article of the treaty of St. Ilde-

pbonso, maintained by the American ministers in their official tone
munication accompanying the treaty, sanctioned, as it evidently
was. by the leu r oi our minister of state, the treaty of Paris of
1803 was ratified. It could not be expected that the Uuittd States
would apptal. undtr these circumstances, to France for informa-
tion, as to the extent of the acquisition which they bad made, or be
governed by any opinion which her government might express, in
that stage, respecting It.

With respect to the western boundary of Louisiana, I have to
remark, that this government has never doubted, since the treat)
of 1803, that it extended to the no Bravo. Satisfied 1 am. if the
claims ol the two nations were submitted to an impartial tribunal,
who, observing the principles applicable to tbe case, and tracing
facts, as to discovery and siultiaeiu, on. either side, that such

would be its decision. T 1 e discovery of the Mississippi", as low
down as the Arkansas,! n 1673, and to its mouth in 1680, and the
establishment of settlements on that river, and on the bay of St.
IS< rnard. on the western side of tlie Colorado, in 1685, under the
authority of Fiance, when the nearest settlement of Spain was in
the province of Panucu, are facts which place the claim of the
United States on ground not to be shaken. It is known that nothing
occurred afterwards on the part oi Fiance to weaken this claim.
The difference which afterwards took place between France and!

Spain, respecting Spanish encroachments there, and the war which
ensued, to which they contributed, tend to confirm it.

I have thought it proper to make these remarks in reply to your
letter of February 22d, i\ speetiug the eastern and western boundary
of Louisiana. The subject having been fully treated in several
notes to your governnitnt in 1805, and particularly iu those of
March 8th, and April 20th of that year, I beg to refer you to them
for a further view of the sentiments of tins government on the
subject.

In adverting to the parts of your letter which relate to the re-
volted provinces of Spain in America, and tbe aid, which you state,
the revolutionary party have derived from the United States; I
cannot avoid expressing equally my surprize and regret. I stated
hi my letter to you of January 19th, that no aid had ever been af-
forded them, either in men, money or supplies of any kind bv the
government, not presuming that the gratuitous supply of provi-
sions to tbe unfortunate people of Carracas. in consequence of the
calamity with which they were visited, would be viewed in that
light, and that aid to them from our citizens, inconsistent with tbe
law s of the United States, and with the law- of nations, had been
prohibited, and that the prohibition had been enforced with care
and attention. Y«u statetl in your letter of January 2t'., that forces
were collecting in different parts of our western and southern
country, particularly in Kentucky, Tennessee and Louisiana, for
the purpose of invading the Spanish provinces. 1 stated to you in:

reply, that I knew of no such collection of troops iu any quarter,
and that from information derived from the highest authorities, I
was satisfied that none such had been made. I requested you to
state at what points these troops were collected, and who were the
commanders? You have sent mc, in replv, extracts of letters from
persons whose names are withheld, which establish none of the
lacts alledged as to the raising of troops in the United Slates, but
recite only vague rumors to that effect. I have the honor to trans-
mit to you a copy of a letter on this subject, from Mr. Dick, the
attorney of the United States for the district of Louisiana, by which
you will see how attentive the public authorities have been to the
execution of the laws of the United State*, and to the orders of the
government, and how little they have deserved the charges made
against them.
As I cannot doubt that you have taken erroneous impressions

from the misrepresentation of partial or misinformed individuals
and that you have communicated the same to > our government, I
rely on >our candor to adopt such measures as may appear best
calculated to place the whole subject before it in a true light. It is

important that the effort which the pr. sident is now making to

adjust our differences with Spain, should have the desired result;
and it is presumable that .a correct knowledge of the conduct oi'

the United States, hi these circumstances, would promote it.

I have the honor to be, etc.

JAMES MONROE.

Copy of a letterfrom Mr- Dick, attorney of the United Strifesfir tie
district of Louisiana, to Mr. Monroe, enclosed to Mr. Onis, in tke

secretary oj state's letter ofJune 10, 1816.

New-Orleans, March 1,1816.
SIR— I have just had an opportunity of perusing the letters of

the chevalier de Onis, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipo-
tentiary ol his catholic majesty, addressed to you, under date of
the 30th of December and the 2d of January. As these letter,
dwell largely upon transactions affecting the neutrality of the
United States, which are said to have occurred, and to be still oc-

curring hert—and as they charge the public authorities of this

city with giving, in the face of the president's proclamation of the
first of September last, protection and support to the entmies of
his catholic majistj, I think it not improper to address you in
relation to these charges.

It is affirmed by tbe chevalier de Onis, "and it is." says he, "uni-

versally public and notorious, that a factions hand of insurgents-
and incendiaries continue, with impunity, in the province of Loui-
siana, and t specially in NeW-Orhans and Natchitoches, the unin-

terrupted system of raising and arming troops to lisrht the fianienf
revolution in the kingdom of New-Spain. All Louisiana," he con-
tinues, ''has witnessed these armaments—the public enlistments-*
the transportation of amis—rejunction ol the insurgents—and their
hostile and warlike march from the territory of this republic
against the possessions of a friendly and neighboring power."
No troops at present are. ur at any former period were, opentr

raised, armed or etilislnl at Natchitoches, ov at Neu-Orh ans, or at

any other point wiilun the state of Louisiana. Arms have b, en
transported from this place by «:i and otherwise, as objects o"
merchandize, and probably have been disposed of to some ol the

revolutionary governments of New-Spain. Jt has not been supposed
here that there was any law of the United States, any provision by
treaty, or any principle of national law, that prohibit this species
of commerce: it was considered that tie- purchasing and exporting
by way of merchandize, of articles termed contraband, was free
alike to both belligerents; and that if our citizens engaged in it

they would be abandoned to the penalties which tbe laws of war
authorise.

What is said, too, about the junction of the insurgents, and their
hostile and warlike march from the territory of the United States
against the possesions of Spjin. i> unfounded. In the summer oi

the year Itlp, a band of ad»ei.«ispr.s%. without organization, ami
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apparently without any definite object, made an incursion into the, vessels, to be employed in the service of the colonies, beefs permU
province of Texas as tar as San Antonio, by the way of Nacog-( ted to fit out and arm, or to augment their force at New-Orlcan»
doclies. No doubt many of the persons belonging to this party tor elsewhere, within the state of Louisiana.

passed by the way of Natchitoches—but separately, in no kind ol

military away, and under such circumstances as to preclude the

inurf reucr ofthe civilor military authorities of the United States,

or of the state of Louisiana.
What could be effected in this respect was done; twice in the

years L8ll, '12, parties of adventurers who had assembled between

theRioHunda and the- Sabine, (the neutral territory) were dispersed

by the garrison of Natchitoches, their huts demolished, aim their

-whole establishment broken up.
The party that marched upon San Antonio assembled to the west

of the Sabine, beyond the operation of our laws, and from thence

carried on their operations. So far from troops, upon this occasion,

assembling at different points, forming a junction within the ter-

ritories ol the Unit< d States, and marching thence, I am assured,

by various and most respectable authorities, that, although it was

generally understood at Natchitoches that some enterprise was on

i'oot, it was extraordinarj to see two of the persons, supposed to be

On the contrary, it is notorious, that to no one point of duty have
the civil and military authorities of the United States directed more
strenuously, or it is believed, more sucaessfully, their attention,
than to the discovering and suppression of all attempts to violate
the laws in these respacts. Attempts to violate them, by fitting
out and arming, and by augmenting the force of vessels, have no
doubt been frequent, but certainly in no instance successful, ex-

cept where conducted titxter circumstances of concealment, that
eluded discovery, and almost suspicion; or w> re carried on at some
remote point of the coast, beyond the reach of detection or disco-

very. In every instance where it was known that these illegal
acts were attempting, or where it was afterwards discovered that

they had been committed, the persons engaged, as far as they were
known, have been prosecuted, while the vessels fitted out, or at-

tempted to be« fitted out, have been seized and libelled, under the
act of the 5th of June, 1794; and when captures have been made,
by vessels thus fitted and armed, in which tin ir force was aug-

engagvd in it. together The officer commanding at that time the mented or increased within our waters, where the proporty taken
United States troops at Natchitoches, (major Wolstoncralt) offered

his services to the civil authority in aid of the laws, and to preserve

inviolate the neutrality winch they enforce.

In consequence, several individuals, found with arms, were ar-

restid; they alleged that they were hunters, and there being no

evidence to the contrary, or rather no proof of their being engaged
in any illegal undertaking, they wire of course discharged. So

well satisfied, indeed, wi re the Spanish authorities of the adjoining

province, that neither our government or its agents gave succors

was brought within our jurisdiction, or even found upon the high
seas by our cruizers, and brought in, it has been restored to the

original Spanish owners, and in some instances, damages awarded
against the captors.
An enumeration of the cases in which individuals have been

prosecuted for infringing, or attempting to infringe our neutrality,
in aid of the governments of New-Spain, and in which vessels have
been seized and libelled, under the act of the 5lh June, 1794, toge-
ther with a list of the vessels and property restored to the original

or countenance to this expedition, that during the time they knew
| Spanish owners (confining the whole of the operations of the year,

it to be organized or organizing, they applied to the garrison at commencing March, ;8t5, and ending February, 1816'

Natchitoches, for an escort to bring in some specie, which was ini

mediately granted.
Toledo, who, at the time of its defeat, commanded the party that

penetrated to San Antonio, came to this city in the autumn of

1814, when he wasimmdeiately arrested and recognized to answer, I United States, for the Louisiana district, during the year 1815, for

at the succeeding term of the federal court, to a charge of setting
t
violating or attempting to violate, the neutrality of the United

on foot, within the territory of the United States, a military expedi- : States, in aid of the governments of the United Prov inces of New-

) will show
more exclusively, perhaps, than any thing else can,' how totally
without foundation are the complaints of Spain on this head.

The names of individuals presented in the district court of the

tion or enterprise, to be carried on from thence against the territo-

ries or dominions of the king of Spain: six months having passed,
and no testimony whatever appearing against him, his recognizance
was delivered up.

After the discomfiture of the party under Toledo, no enterprize
destine! to aid the revolutionists of New-Spain, appears to have

been set on foot from the vicinity of tin United Stales, until late

in the summer of last year, when it was rumored that a party,
under a person of the name of Perry, was forming for that purpose,
somewhere on the western coast of Louisiana. Upon the first in-

timation that this enterprize was meditated, steps were taken here

Co frustrate it. Nothing occurred to justify prosecutions or arrests;

a large quantity of arms, however, supposed to be intended for this

party, w re seized on the river, and detained at the custom-house
for several months; and commodore Patterson, commanding naval

officer on this station, instructed the ottic is under his command,
cruizing in the neighborhood of the suspected place of rendezvous,

(Belle Isle, at the mouth of bayou Peclu) to ascertain the truth of

the rumors in circulation, and if verified, to use the force under

their respective commands in dispersing the persons assembled, and

in frustrating their illegal intentions. In obedience to these orders,

the coast, as far as the Sabine, was examined, and no persons dis-

covered. It is now ascertained that Pt rry, Humbert,and their fol-

lowers, inconsiderable in number, passed separately, through At-

takapas, and assembled about two leagues to the west ol the Sabine.

Thence they embarked for some place on the coast of Mexico;
were wrecked, dispersed, and their plans, whatever they were,

totally defeated.
I have, in the foregoing detail, sir, given partly from information

entitled to perfect confidence, and partly from my own know-

ledge, a brief and hurried outline of two fruitless attempts of a

handful of restless and uniuflueutial individuals, stimulated by the

desire of aiding the cause of Mexican independence, or that of

bettering their own fortunes. These are the only military enter-

prizes against the dominions of tile Spanish crown, that have drawn

any portion of their aid or support from Louisiana. In both, the

mass of adventurers was composed of Spaniards, Frenchmen and
Italians. I need not say these enterprize s, whether in aid of the

revolutionists, or merely predatory, wen not only feeble and insig-

nificant, but that they were formed under circumstances which
forbid a surmise of their being sanctioned or connived at. Every
man acquainted with the state- of public feeling throughout the

southern and western sections of the United States, knows, that bad
our government but manifested the slightest disposition to sanction

enterprises in aid of the revolutionists oi New Spain, the condition
of these provinces would not at this day be doubtlul

It,, is said that troops have been recently enlisted, and that ex-

peditions haw been prepared in this city, to invade the dominions
of Spain. The enlisting of men, and the preparing of enterprises,
of the kind spoken of, cannot be accomplished without means, or

be carried on in the midst of a populous city, in solitude and silence.

Yet it is known, in the first place, that neither Mr. Toledo or Mr.
Merrera had or have pecuniary means for such purposes; and, in

the second, so far as negative proof can go. or so far as the absence
of one thing implies another, it is most certain that no enlistments
have taken place, and that no expeditions, or the means of expedi-
rioi's, have been are pared or are preparing here.
A regard to truth makes it necessary to say, that what is alleged

respecting the arming and fitting out of vessels within the waters

»lf Louisiana, to be employed in the service of the revolutionary
gov rntnents, against the subjects or property of the king ol Spain,
& unfounded. At no period since tiie commencement ol the strug-

gle between tli% Spanish cciooies aD( | the mother country, have

Granada, and the United Provinces of Mexico:
Jose Alvarez de Toledo.
Julies Casar Amazoni.
A'incent Gambie.
John Robinson.
Romain Very.
Peirre Scemeseri.
Bernard Bourdin.

List ot the vessels libelled for illegal outfits in aid of the same go-
vernments, during the same period.
Bng Flora Americana, restored.
Schooner Presidente, condemned,

Petit Milan, do.

General Bolivar. discontinued
1 aigenia, alias Indiana, condemned.
Two Brothers, restored.

Enumeratson of vessels and property brought within the Loui*
siana district, captured under the flags, and by the authority of
the governments of New Grenada and of Mexico, libelled on the

part of the original Spanish owners, and restored upon the ground
that the capturing vessels had been fitted out and armed, or hadS
their forces augmented within the waters of the United States.

1. Schr. Cometa, restored April, 1815.
2. Schr Dorada, proceeds restored 16th May, 1815, dolls. 3,050 08
3. Schr. Amiable Maria, do. do. 3,850 00
4. Schr. Ex perimente, restored 3d August.
5. The Polacre brig de Rtgla and cargo, proceeds restored

18th December, 1815, 19,209 50
S. Schr. Alesta and cargo, being the proceeds of the

capture of about 13 small vessels, restored 18th Dee.

1815, 62,150 05

Damages awarded to the original owners against the

captors in the two foregoing cases, 55,272 97.

7. The cargo of the schooner Petit Milan, restored Febru-

ary, 1816, 2,444 31
8. The cargo of the schooner Presidente, 1st February,

1816, 10,931 15

9. Schr. Sankita and cargo, restored 1st February, 1816, 37,962 94

The preceding account of Spanish property restored to the

original proprietors, after being in possession df the enemies of

Spain, is defective, inasmuch as it does not comprehend" the whole
ol the casts of restoration that have taken place within the period
to which the detail is confined; the very hasty manner in which
1 have made this enumeration, did not admit of a more accurate
statement. The principal cases however, are included in it. In
several other cases, where the property was claimed for the original

Spanish owners, the claims were dismissed because it difl dot ap-

pear that any violation of our neutrality had taken place.
The capturing vessels were not armed, nor was their force

augmented, within our jurisdiction; nor had the captures been
ma(Uj

within; a marine league of our shore. The principles that-

guided the decisions of the court, as well in restoring the pro-

perty captured, where our neutral means bad been used, as in

declining all interference, where that was not the case, manifest,
I think, a disposition to, and an exercise of, the most rigid neutrality
between the parties.

I have the honor to be, with sentiments of the highest considera-

tion and resptet, sir, your most obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN DICK.
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3d. The aid afforded to Great Britain by permitting supplies to

he sent through East Florida to the Indian tribes; and afterwards,

by allowing far to establish a place of arms in that province, for

tile purpose of encouraging and supporting the Indians iu their

savage war.
These acts were evident and very important violations of the

neutrality which Spain was bound to observe between the belli-

gerents.
Jler duti s, as a neutral power, were altogether lost sight of,

vi h< n the Unittd States' frigate "Essex" was attacked in the bay of

Valparaiso.
1 he seizure of American property, and the imprisonment of

American citizens, in various modes and under various pretexts,
liotli in the peninsula and in the colonies, afforded unequivocal
indications of an unfriendly tempi r; several of these acts may
hereaftel require special representations on my part—my present

object is to bring thejn geili rally to your view. The president re-

fits upon the just sense which his majesty must entertain of the

important crisis in our affairs, which such events are of a nature
ro produce, for the adoption of a poncy congenial to tin- interests

tif iioth countries; and the president persuades himself that the

same just and amicable disposition will be prompt in affording the

satisiactioii required tor the
injuries complained of, and that thus

a state of lasting peace and friendly intercourse may be secured

Between two countries, whose relathi situations and interests ren-

der thai stale so peculiarly desirable.

Filial!}, the qutstions respecting boundaries, which have here-

lofor been supposed to offer obstacles to a settlement of other

differences, the American government considers as susceptible of

amicable adjustment, and lam instructed, to tnat with your excel-

lency ou that subject. I have the honor to be, &c.
GEORGE W. ERVING.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Erving to the secretary of state, dated

September 22, 181t>.
1 1 wrote to Mr. Cevailos. on the 13th instant, a note, of which

t'ne nclosed paper (No. 2) is a copy, inviting his attention to my
not* of August 26th; and on the l-lth instant I again waited on

that minister, lor the purpose of again urging him to reply to my
sjrfd note; be made the same excuses fur his delay he had before

la.ide.

••On the 15th instant I received from Mr. Cevailos a note of the

sane: date; a copy of it ( No. 3) is herewith enclosed; I also submit
to you (No. 4) a copy of my reply, of the 19lh instant, to that

note.
"You will observe* sir, that under the circumstances of this sud-

den and unexpected determination of the king, as communicated
In Mr. Cevailos. I thought it indispensably necessary (and my rea-

sons will, I presume, be obvious to you) that my answer should in-

clude all that passed of importance in my intermediate conference

with that minister. I sought the interview for the purpose of ou-

tlining, prompth, explanations, which, in the ordinary course of

correspondence might not have been given for months, of ascer-

iug, as nearly as might be, the real view* of this government in the

measures adopted, and, as far as possible, of fixing Mr. Cevailos in

a dirtet and loyal course; in fine, of forcing our business on, by
one mode or another, to a conclusion of some sort. Indeed, it was

impossible for me to do any thing more than merely acknowledge
the receipt of the note, and to transmit it in course to my govern-
ment; unless I could harn whether the measure which it proposed,
was or was not likely to be acceptable to you; for 1 have not seen

your note ot June 10, to which Mr. Cevailos refers, and as the

words of his note, "que el citndo don Luis cstuviese autorizado para
mg"ci. r," are altogether equivocal, and may receive either a past
or future construction, 1 did not feel confident that you had

really invited Mr. Onis to send for powers; thus I could not but

lie apprehensive, that tlie object of this government, in the mea-
sure proposed, was merely to relieve itstlt from pressure here, to

gain time, and indefinitely t.j procrastinate the settlement of our

differences: and this suspicion was strengthened by many collateral

considerations.
'•You will perceive, sir, that Mr- Cevailos says, in his note, that

"correspondent -orders" have been sent to Mr. Onis, by which I must
Ulldi rstand, orders corresponding to the intention of the king to \

satisfy the president, by conforming to the desire expressed in your
note to Mr. Onis, which must be understood to mean full powers;

|

and yet, in Conversation, be allowed that such powers had not been ,

sent, and accepted of my proposal to transmit them. However, this
j

apparent discrepance may have been mere inadvertency; he may
liave intended duplicat s of his powers: I resort to this supposition,

because I have just now been informed, through another channel,
thai '-full powers'" have been sent to Mr. Onis; how the fact maj
be, you wiil he able to ascertain by the date of the powers; if th

powers have been sent (Unless indeed very lately) it is surprising

that Mr. Ctvallos did not earlier communicate the measure to me.

"The observations which I made to Mr. Cevailos, as to my own

powers to negotiate, and my proposal of a special commission;
these were intended rather to test his sincerity, than to alter his

professed plan. 1 said only what under circumstances it had been

extraordinary to have omitted; my earnestness naturally resulted

from the position in which I was placed by the proposed measure,
but 1 refrained from pushing to the extent, of which they wer
BUSC) jt'e I , what might be considt red as my own pretensions; for

iudep ndelit o'. tin doubt in which I was as to the real intention

of jour nstetu Mr. Onis, or that out of question, of what might
liest suit th views of government, my own decided opinion was,
that the negotiation might be carried on to much greater advan

tage, and brought to a .conclusion much more expeditiously at

Washington than h n ; not only because it would hein much ablti

hands than my own, but because Mr. Onis is there in a situation

to see, and to feel with infinitely more force, than Mr. Cevailos

can, in the midst of all his distractions here, the real importance,

nay, absolute necessity of si speedy adjustment of out differences.

Certainly what fell from the minister tended to strengthen that
opinion; and it has been still further confirmed in a subsequent
conversation. On the 21st inst. having reason to believe that he did
not intend to reply to any part of my note of the lStli, I imme.
diately called on him; I found, in fact, that the measure which he
had announced to me, having been definitely determined on by the
king, he considered any further correspondence on the matter as

altogether superfluous; indeed, that he had but the most superfi-
cial, if any, acquaintance with the contents of that note; I then
read to him a copy of it, and having urged all the reasons which
induced me to wish for his answer, he finally consented to give it—
—1 now wait for that answer."

I [No. \]
Tohh excellency don Pedro Cevailos, first minister ofstate, &c. &c.

j

Madrid. September 13, 1816.
SIR- It is my indispensable duty again to invite you? excellen-

cy's attention to my note of August 26th. The importance and the
| urgency of the matters of which it treats will, I am persuaded,
(sufficiently explain my earnestness on this occasion: and I most
'ardently desire that the determinations of his maj sty upon it may
correspond to the just expectations of the American government,
and lead to tin establishment of lasting peace and harmony between
the two countries.

I renew to your excellency the assurances of my very distin-

guished consideration. GEORGE W. ERVING.

[No. 3.]
Translation of a letterfrom Mr. Cevailos to Mr. Erving, dated IStk

September, 1816.
SIR— Having laid before the king a note, under date of the loth

June last, addressed by Mr. Monroe to don Louis de Onis, in which
he manifests the desire of his government that Mr. Oi'is should be
authorised to negociate with him; his majesty has acceded to it to

gratify the president; and I have given the correspondent orders to
the said Onis, to the end, that he may immediately enter into nego-
tiation with Mr. Monroe, and employ all the means that are within
his reach to secure a solid and durable peace and good intelligence
between the two nations. I renew, &c. PEDRO CEVALLOS.

[No. 4.]
To his excellency don Pedro Cevailos. first minister of state, &c. &c.

Madrid, Sept. 19, :816.
SIR— By your excellency's communication uf tlie 15th instant, I

learn, that a note of Mr. Monroe, secretary of state of the United
States, under date of June 10th, addressed to don Louis de Onis,
in which note the desire of the American government is expressed
that the said dou Louis should he authorised to'negociate with it,

having been taken into consideration by the king, his majesty, with
a view of conforming to the wishes of the president, has acceded ttj

the desire expressed in said note, and that you have sent the corres-

pondent orders to don Louis, to the end thai he may immediately en-
ter into the negotiation with Mr. Monroe.

I received this, your excellency's important comniunication, on
the day of its date, but before finally acknowledging tie receipt of
it, thought proper to seek, in an interview with you, such explana-
tions as it seemed tu require—lor that purpose I waited on you on.

Tuesday, the 17th instant. I predicated what I then said to you, on
the supposition, that the American government might not have
expressed a particular desire to change the seat ofnegotiation—but
that the secretary of state, in the note of June 10th, referred to by
your excellency, had but renewed the expression of his regret,
that Mr. Onis should continue to urge matters of complaint, on
winch he had not such full powers to negociate, as he was under-
stood to he in possession ofprevious to his reception by the president.
As I have the competent authority from my government to treat

—am in possession of all the documents necessary to be referred to
in whatever discussions may arise;—as your excellency is perfectly
versed in all the questions which exist between the two go-
vernments:— for these reasons it appeared to me that an arrange-
ment might be made here at Madrid more expeditiously than at

Washington. I stated expressly to you that 1 could in no case b»
under a necessity of referring to niy government for further in-

structions, requesting at the same time to know wfci ther it was
his majesty's intention to place Mr. Onis in a portion equally favor-
able to a speedy adjustmi nt of our differences. I concluded by excu-

sing the warmth with which I pressed the subject, assuring you that
I was very far from seeking mj personal gratification in this matter
of high public interest, but that I looked only to the desired result;
and that if this could be obtained more promptly by transferring

uld

sincerely rejoice at the transfer.

the negotiation to Washington than by pursuing it here, I shot

In reply to these observations, I understood your excellency to

stale, thut owing tu your being actually charged with the business

of three ministries, besides the direction of the posts; and to the

variety of other occupations incident to >onr high employ, it was

impossible for you to give the time to the affairs to lie discussed

which would he necessary to a satisfactory and speedy arrangement
ol them: that Mr. Onis was also fully acquainted with those affairs

and was in possession of all the documents rtlating to them : and

though you could not say but that-it might be necessary for that

minister to consult with his government, yet even the loss of three

months' time on such an occasion would not prolong the negocia-
tions to the extent which the unavoidable delays here would carry
them to.

These reasons urged by your excellency for transferring the seat

of negociation to Washington, induced me to propose that his ma-

jesty would appoint a special minister or a commission to treat

with me. I understood your excellency to reply, that as such

minister or commission would be entirely uninformed, and would
have every thing to learn on the matters to be discussed, and
hence continual necessity of referring to you, this mode could in no
wise expedite the result*
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On my asking your excellency if full powers and instructions

had been already sent to Mr. Onis, I understood you to say that

they had nut.

I then informed you, that after replying to your communication

of the 15th instant, I should prepare to send a gentleman ot my
legation to the United States with my despatches; and I ottered

his services to be at the same time bearer of your despatches to

Don Luis de Onis; which offer you were pleased to accepi.
If I may have made any mistake in this statement of the

substance of what passed in the interview which I had the honor

of having with your excellency on Tuesday the 17th iustaut, I

beg that your excellency will be so obliging as to correct it.

I have further to request that yon will be pleased to inform me
whether it is your intention to reply to my notes of 26th AugQst
and September 13th ,or whether I am to consider your communica-
tion of the lith instant as superceding the necessity of any special

reply to thosenotes.
I have to request, also, that your excellency would enable me

to inform my government whether it is his majesty's intention to

send '-full powers" to don Luis de Onis to treat upon alt the

matters in question between the two countries, and whether the

instructions to be sent to him will embrace all the points adverted

to in my above mentioned note of August 26.

As soon as possible after I shall be honored with your reply to

this note, I shall send a messenger to my government; he shall

wait, however, to be at the same time the bearer of your despatches
to Mr. Onis.

I renew to your excellency asssurancesQf very distinguished con-

sideration.
GEO. W. ERVING.

to have written, merely to get rid of importunity, by tranqiiilizing
what he supposes to be my personal apprehensions.
My despatches, (Nos. 18, 19 and 20) will accompany this. S3 well

as those of the Spanish government for Mr Onis, which are to

be ready within a few days. Considerii.g the peculiar importance
of these communications, 1 have concluded to svnd them by Mr°
Brent to the port of Bordiaux, from whence it seems to be more

probable that a speedy conveyance for the Unit'-d States win" be

found, than either from Cadiz or Lisbon. Mr. Brent Will proceed
to the United States, if he should find a suitable vesst I hound home.
On account of the lateness of the season, I have thonghe it rigbt
to leave this point to his own discretion, instructing him. however,
to make the voyage, (in whatever vessel,) unless he should find ;;i

Bordeaux some American going to the Unit -d Stat'-s. under whose
care he shall consider the despatches to be as perfectly secure as

under bis own.
I beg leave, on this occasion, to exprpss to you my particular

satisfaction with the services of Mr. Brent, who unites in his

character all the qualities which make a man of business, and a

valuable public officer.

Translation of a tetterfrom Mr. Cevallos to Mr. Erving, daicdith

October, IS 16.

SIR—In answer to your note of the t Qth of the last month I

have to say to you, that the determination of the king that a full

power should be sent to don Luis' dp O-iis. proceeds from the desire

of sooner terminating the pending disputes, anid that it
4
is uncoil'

oected with any personal considerations.
I renew to ycA, &c.

(Signed) PEDRO CEVALLOS.

Extract ofa letter from Mr. Erving to the secretary of state, dated

at Madiid, September 27, 1810

"You will perceive, sir, by my last communications that there-

is now very little probability that I shall have occasion to use the

ample documents with which I have been furnished.—Whatever

complaints this government may have to make, these originating
in Mr. Onis's reports will of course be sent back to him to bring

weight into his uegociations. It is equally probable. that he may-
be instructed to answer at Washington to whatever representations
I may find it my duty to make here; for it is now perfectly evident

that a principal motive with Mr. Cevrlloa in removing the negocia-
tion to Washington, has been to get rid altogether of the weight
and trouble of it here, and of whatt ver belongs to, or nay any how
be. comprised in it. I hope that this was his only motive.

I see with satisfaction that your uote of June 10, tu Mr. Onis,
does not admit of any other construction than that which I con-

jecturally gave to it in my conversation with Mr. Cevallos. It is

very evident too by Mr. Onis' reply of July 3d, that he has not
inisuiiderstood you; after this, is it to be imagined that Mr. Cevallos
has lallen into a misconception ? Certainly not. I presume then,

sir, that you will approve of my determination not to make any
attempt to alter his plan; and that you will agree with me in opi-
nion that the only chance of accommodation with this government
is by negociatiou at Washington."

Extract ofa letterfrom Mr. Erving to the secretary of stale, dated

3th of Oct. 1816.
"In my despatch, No. 18,1 mentioned that Mr. Cevallos, in

Conversation on the 21st of September, had promised to answer

my note to him of September 19th. He was afterwards, for several

days, so wholly occupied with the marriage ceremonies that not
the least attention to any other kind of business could be expected;
but these terminated, ou the 3d inst. I wrote to him unofficially a

note, of which the enclosed paper (No. 1.) is a copy; and on the 5th I

again waited on him to press him for the answer which he had

promised. On this occasion I observed to him that since, by his

note of the lith September, he had not assigned any sufficient

•motive for the determination of his majesty to transfer the uegocia-
tions to Washington, it had been incumbent on me to ascertain
what they might be, and so submit tliein to my government.

It was with this intent that I had sought the interview of Sep-
tember 17th, and had stated the substance of our conversation in

ray note to him of the 19th, which with his reply would be suffi-

cient for my purpose. That without explanation, the mere notifi-

cation of his majesty's determination, contained in his excellency's
note, would have a very extraordinary appearance to say the least;

my government had sent me with powers and instructions to ne-

gotiate; 1 had opened the matters to be treated on, and waited
several weeks lor an answer, when I was told bis majesty had
detesmiucd to empower Mr. Onis. Und r such circumstances must
it not be concluded, either that the Spanish gov-rnment by this

measure sought to avoid or to delay an arrangement, or lliatitbad
Some personal objection to myself: Hence the necessity of an ex-

planation. Mr. Cevallos answered that the motives to the hieasure
were what he had belore assigned, ami that I must nut allow my-
self to imagine that eitlur the king or himself had the least objec-
tion personal to me; on the contrary, it would give Mr. Cevallos

peculiar pleasure to settle the business with me, if it were possible
lor him to attend to it; finally, that since I considered it important
that my note should be answered, I should have the answer forth-

with.

Yesterday, the 7th, I received the note of the same date of which
the enclosed paper, No. 2, is a copy. In this you observe sir, that

Mr. Cevallos speaks of 'full pincers'" to Mr. Onis. and the object in

Sending them to be the more expeditious termination of existing
questions. In conversation, Mr. Cevallos told me, that the instruc-
tions to Mr. Onis, would comprise all the mutters mentioned in my
note of August 26th; but he has not thought proper in this last

communication, to reply specially to the question put ou that

subject, in my note of l'Jth ultimo; indeed it was impossible for

fen to answer that note, aad say less 'Van he he lia* done; he $eui

Erratum,—The following error is in thf printed documents, frolli

which we copied. In page 2',, in the 10th line of the last paragraph]
of Mr. Onis' letter of February 21, the words ^object ofthe" should
be inserted, so as to read '•cannot accomplish the ohftct of the om
or the other.'"

Constitutional principles.
President Madison's rejection of the bill thai

lately passed both houses of congress to appro;. ri-

ate the bonus, &e. of the United States Hank id

internal improvements, such as roads and canals—
has been highly commended by some, and ;<s severe-

ly reprehended by others. The details of this bill

were objected to by many who deemed it to be con-

stitutional—on the ground that a fund, capable of

accomplishing splendid national objects,might there-

by be squandered in pieces of patch-work} "here a

little and there a little," without perfecting any
thing of importance. But it was not on this account
that the president refused his sanction to It—he
considered it unconstitutional in its principle, and
here the matter rests. It is not probable that any
bill of the sort will hereafter become a law of the

United States, unless the powers of congress are

enlarged by an amendment of the constitution.

Without having examined the constitutionality of*

that bill—and, if we had, perhaps, without feeling
ourselves competent to decide upon it—we sup-

posed that it was in accordance with the principles
of the national compact, from the frequent recom-
mendations of such subjects to congress by the se-

veral presidents of the United States, and from the
able report of Mr. Gallatin, while secretary of the

treasury, on roads anil canals; and we knew that

the general government was making the Cumberland
road. We, therefore, felt surprised at its rejection,
and were induced to examine some of our presi-
dents' messages to see how far they agreed with
this act of Mr. Madison. The following extracts

immediately bear on the subject:

Extract from Mr. Jrfferson's message to congress, di

the opening of the session, December 2, 18U6.

"Their patriotism [that of the people oftheUnited-

States] would certainly prefer its [the duty on im-

ports] continuance, and application to the greatt

purposes of public education, roads, rivers and ca-

nals, and sucli other objects of public improvement'
as it may be thought proper to add to the constitutional

enumeration offederal powere/' He.

[He then suggests an arftendment to the consists
t'voii {by the purposes just stated .3
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Extracts from Air. Madison's message of December 3,

1816, on opening the session of congress.

"The importance wliich I have attached to the

establishment of a university within this district on

a scale, and for objects worthy the American na-

tion, induces me to renew my recommendation of

it to the favorable consideration of congress"
"And 1 particularly invite their attention to

the expediency of exercising their existing
1

powers,
anilwhere necessary of resorting to the prescribed mode

•>f enlarging them, in order Ui effectuate a comprehen-
sive, system ofroads and canals," &.C.

[A similar opinion, of the want of constitutional

power to make roads and canals, is expressed in

his message of December 5, 1815.]
From these extracts it certainly appears, that the

rejection of the "bonus bill," by Mr. Madison, en-

tirely agrees with the former opinions of that gen-

tleman; anii with those of his predecessor in office.

As
\f>

the Cumberland Road—In the act of con-

gress, passed April 30, 1802, establishing the state

of Ohio, it is provided that a certain part of the

proceeds of the sales of land in that state shall be

applied to the making of public roads, leading from

the navigable waters emptying into the Atlantic to

the Ohio, to the said state, and through the same;
such roads to be laid out under the authority of

congress, with the consent of the several states

through which they shall pass, &.c. The "Cumber
land Road" is, therefore, a matter of special agree-
ment between the general government and the peo-

ple of the state of Ohio.

There is something very melancholy in the idea

that no great national work" of internal improvement
can be effected by the broad patronage of the go-
vernment of the United States; which, superior to

local views and commanding such ample means,

might accomplish things to mark the age anel claim

the admiration and gratitude of posterity. But such

is the fact—at least in the opinion of the two last

presidents, whose talents as statesmen must be re-

spected
—that the constitution must be amended

before any work of the kind can be done. We do

not despair, however, of seeing tlie constitution so

amended as to meet these views of it; and the

"bonus bill," though rejected, may be the happy
cause of it. Many were under the impression that

Mr. Madison, in the rejection of that bill, had acted

inconsistent with his former recommendations of

such subjects; this is easily accounted for—they
recollecteel the great points of the fact, but forgot
the condition on which those points rested

A like diversity of opinion has existed, and yet

exists, as to the power of congress to establish a

national bank. No such power is expressly delegat -

ed, and the powers not delegated are reserved to the

.states respectively, or to the people. But congress
have power "to provide for the general welfare,"

wliich, we humbly believe, would be much better

promoted by roads and canals than it will be by the

establishment of that bank. "Time proves all

things:"
—if such an engine as that is had been in

the hands of those who endeavored to bankrupt the

United States in the late war, and who, with their

comparatively small means, really did so much to

depress the public creelit—what would have been
the consequence? Might they not have stopped—
anel would they not have stopped, if they could—
"the wheels of the government?" On the other

hand, if the government had retained more power
in the direction of the affairs of this institution, it

might be used to persecute and ruin the state banks,
ca individuals, whose political sentiments should

not be considered orthodox. What has happened
may happen again.
That congress has power to establish a national

university, within the district of Columbia, is fairly
presumed from their right to make all laws relating
to it— it may, however, be questioned whether the

public money can be appropriated for it. Some may
esteem it impudent in me to exoress an opinion in

opposition to the often-repeated and very earnest
recommendations of Washington, Adams, Jefferson
and Madison, in favor of a national university: But,
although I may respect the opinions of these to a

degree bordering upon veneration, I feel that I have
a right anel a duty, not only to think for myself, but
also to express my thoughts freely, upon am subject
that I please; and have no hesitation in declaring an

opposition to such an establishment, at the seat of
the national government; a government constituted,
at present, very much to my wishes, but which, I

seriously desire, may never h-.ve any other influ-

ence over the people than properly attaches to it by
its virtue. In time of war, or seasons of dinger,
when threatened by enemies without, or traitors,
within, I hold it right to bolster the administration'
of a free country to the utmost of our power, and in

every way possible to support it, the same not being
inconsistent with moral rectitude: but in a settled
state of things—in a condition of society calculated
to be permanent, I esteem it not less correct to
watch the governing authority, and to retain in the
hands of the peopie every methoel of reforming its

errors, if any should unhappily creep in. I the

emphatic language of Mr. Jefferson, "we have not
found angels in the form of men to govern us,"
andjiintil this comes to pass, I trust that all the great
powers of government, or, at least, the power of

changing the governors, will remain undiminished to
the citizens of this republic. I am unwilling that

government should have any thing to do with the
education of the youth; for on this, more than any
thing else, depends the liberties of the country.
It is better to leave it to the people at large, or to
the states, if the latter please to take it up—and
then, by rival institutions, the public will be better

served; anel each institution, emulous of repu'ation
and depending for existence on the number of its

students, will be zealous to conduct its aff.irs as—
they ought to be conducted; and if any are silly

enough to indulge in political dogmas that the peo-
ple are opposed to, they will tall to the ground.'
But there are many and very powerful arguments
in favor of a national establishment. Among them,
it may be said, that it woultl command the best ta-

lents of the country, and might produce an unifor-

mity of sentiment and of action by the uniformity
of the instruction received and the early friendships
formed thereat. But would even these be really

advantageous? Would it be expedient to collect the

rays of light to a point, and leave all out of its

focus in darkness anel solitude, seeing that few, and

only the sons of the very wealthy, could be benefit-

ted by it ? Shall we enlighten one at the expence of
a thousand; and imitate, in this respect, the policy
of Great Britain—who, to pamper a man beyond
human wants, packs off five or ten thousand others,
as gootl as he is, to the poor house, to make room for
him? It may reasonably be calculated tha* the

grants and annuities to the eluke of Wellington, over

and beyond the pay received as field marshal, &.c.

have added, at least, 10,000 souls to the stock of

paupers, anel the money given to him is of many
times the amount of all the subscriptions for the

relief of the poor, about which there has been such
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toud trumpeting?.* And how great would be the

evil of an uniformity of sentiment, if that sentiment,

among- the rich and the learned, should happen to

be erroneous— foi neither the professors of univer

bities, nor those educated by them, are more likely
to be "angels" than other persons; indeed, from

'feeling power," they are more apt to forget thai

they are men The best fastening' of these states is

a community '/interests, in all their parts, for pri-
vate friendship mlgi.t grant what public good would
refuse. The doors of this university would be vir-

tually closed to all but the suns of the great, ready
enough to play the part of aristocrats without being
led lo it by early pre-eminence. Nor would all, even
of such, have a chance of being educated there—
there must be some limit v.o the number of students,
and a preference may easily be supposed, if the ap-

plicants should exceed the number allowed to be
received. Take a case that now exists—we have
never heard \\ most remotely insinuated ihat politics
have had any thing to do with the nomination of

cadets, to be educated at the public expence at the

military academy at West Point; but many havecom-

plained that whilst some are able to get births in it

for two of their sons, that others plead for a single
child in vain. The number is fixed—all that 'are

applied for cannot be accepted, and personal favor
and p rso ial feelings mus- be supnosed to give a

preferenc This is natural—it is the result of the
common [aw '.hat governs the actions of men, and
can hardly be avoided. It is understood that there
are many applicants, from all parts of the union, for
situations in this academy, where the whole num-
ber of students is about 250—yet of these nearly
one-tenth are from the District of Columbia.'

Thus, and to a much more ruinous extent it

might be if we had a national university; which
would also, in my opinion, have a destructive ten-

dency on the present equality that exists among
the people, by rearing up certain persons, as it

were, to be governors of the rest; and just fears

might also be entertained of its becoming a chief
seat of immorality and political corruption. Seats

of government, from that of the meanest county to
that of i he most powerful nation, are not the places
best calculated to inspire the youth with virtuous
sentiments—they are calculated rather to make
cunning men than honest men, and early impres-
sions are the most lasting. This establishment
woidd probably send forth some few of splendid
talents, at the cost of the many : I prefer the in-
terest of the many to that of the few. Franklins and
Bittenhouses will work their way to eminence with-
out it, as Brown and Jackson "hewed a path to
fame" without having studied at the military aca-

demy; which, however, is an institution that 'ought
to be zealously supported as a seeding place for

accomplished soldiers. Let us profit by experience—we have heard it frequently stated, and from the

*The duke of Wellington is said to be worth a
million of pounds sterling, and, perhaps, much
more. Say a million. The interest of this, at 6 per
cent, per annum is 60,OUO£., which is paid by Bri-
tish labor. [See last number of the Register.] If
the family of a poor man consists of five persons, it

would give30,t. or 133 dollars a year for the support
of 2,000 families, or 10,000 persons. Herein we easily
see, when we consider how the people ofEngland are

overburthened, that the building up of the fortune
of this mar, must have made, at least, 10,000 tenants
for the poor houses. The weight of a feather may
Break a horse's back. These ai/i/its are independent
<f his pay and emoluments of <,j

'.

very nature of things are inclined to believe it, that
the private colleges of England are far more pro.
ductive of learned men, and eminently more so of
useful citizens, than the national universities of
Oxford and Cambridge, where the professors, rol-

ling in fat and independent of the people, are indo-
lent and careless. It is the great business in mo-
narchies first to grasp the mind of youth, at school,
through the fear of corporal punishment, and then
enchain it by a pensioned priesthood, holding tip

eternal torments for those who doubt the divine
rights of kings ; who are as much indebted to these
manoeuvres for their crowns as to the bayonets at
their command, and perhaps more so. I do not
want political schools, political priests or seiviie

bayonets to be called in to support the government
of the United States—yet I should like to see a set
of school-books compiled, which, without reference
to our parties, should excite a love for the consti-
tutional principles of the republic, to supercede the
kingly stuff that was handed to us while colonists
and subjects of England, yet used in so many of our
seminaries of learning, it will be recollected that
the famous Illuminati proposed, as the only sure
means of effecting their purposes, to obtain situa-
tions as instructors of youth—they were charged
with a design of overturning the old monarchies,
and their power, at one time, was reported to be
very formidable:—there was no objection to their

project because of its laudable end; but the fact
shews us that it is safest to deposit the power of

employing tutors in the hands of the people at

j

large
—
making them chiefly dependent on their

own good conduct for success and profit in it.

These are the outlines of my objections to a na-
tional university

—but the subject is of a nature to
command talents infinitely superior to any Xhat 1

have to bestow upon it.

On the whole, then, I conclude—that if it is con-
stitutional to establish a national bank and found a
national university, and unconstitutional to make
roads and dig- canals, that it would be much better
for the people to recal the power delegated for the
first and second and grant it for the third, than
to let the matter rest as it now is. The latter would
assist honest industry in its struggle to arrive at

independence—the others seem particularly design-
ed to make the rich richer and the poor poorer; the
immediate advantages of them being secured to the

wealthy. Hiches are apt enough to grow into luxu-

ry, and luxury into despotism, without such aids.
It is the alpha and the omega of my politics, in the

language of the late venerable Dickinson, "THAT
AN ARMED PEOPLE AND AN UNARMED
MAGISTRACY, IS THE BEST SECURITY FOR
FREEDOM." Let every species of power and in-

fluence remain where it rightfully belongs.

Shipping and commerce.
In the last volume, page 353, we presented *n

interesting view of the commerce, &c. of several

ports, to which the following is an
interesting- ap-

pendage:
POUT OF SAVASJTAll.

Jtlist of vessels which have entered, and cleared from
theport of Savannah, from the 1st of October isi6,
to the 2tith of February, 181~.-

AIIHIVED. CLKAnKl).

Ships(foreign voy.)19 Ships (foreign) If)

Brigs do. 52 Brigs do. 47
Schooners do. 28 Schooners do. 22

Sloops do. 6 Sloops do. 6— 105 — 91
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Ships (coastwise) 51

B'igs do.

Schooners do.

Sloops do.

Ships (coastwise) 14

Brigs do. 48
Schooners do. 38

Sloops do. 50
-150

352 cleared 241
arrived 352

Total, exclusive of coasters, which are not

obliged to clear from the custom-house 593

NEW ORLEANS.

For the year ending Jlecember 31, 1816.

Entered from Alexandria 1; Baltimore 20; Bath

1; Boston 26,- Charleston 7; Kennebunk 3; New-
Bedford 1; Newburyport 7; New London 1; New-

Orleans, new built, 3; New-York 67; Perth Amboy
1; Philadelphia 33; Portland 2; Portsmouth 8;

Providence, R I. 3; Salem 4; Savannah 2; Bristol

1; Gibraltar 1; Glasgow 1; Greenock 2; Isle of May
1; Liverpool 26; London 4; Jamaica 11; N. Provi-

dence 10; Surinam 1; Trinidad 1; Bordeaux 17;

Havre de Gr;<ce 8; M •rseilles 6; Nantz 5; Marti-

nique 4; St. Domingo 8; Apalachicola 1; Barracoa

1; Barcelona 1; Bilboa 1; Cadiz 2; Campeachy 13;

H-vuna 26; Laguira4; Malaga 1; Pensacola 4; Por-

to Rico 2; St. Jago de Cuba 10; Santa Martha 1;

Sptivsh Independent America 5; Tabaseo 1; Tam-

pica 5; Vera Cruz 2; Amsterdam 1; Mkldleborough,
Os.'-nd 1; Lisbon 1; Madeira 1; Hamburg 3; Bre-

men 2.

Total of vessels entered 387, of which 139 ships;

162 br ;

gs; 69 schooners; 17 sloops; giving a total

ton .g^ of 79485.
Cleared to Alexandria 1; Baltimore 14; Boston

14; Charleston 6; Mobile 1; New-York 43; Nor-

boxes; -.allow 160 cwt. tobacco 7282 hhds. do. ma-
nufactured 711 bbls. do. carrots 8200; whiskey
320,000 gallons; bear skins 2000. Besides a quan-
tity of horned cattle, castings, grind stones, indi-

go, muskets, merchandize, paean nuts, peas, beans,
kc.

The schedule of the above produce is indepen
dent of what is called Lower Louisiana, consisting
of cotton, corn, indigo, molasses, masts and spars,
planks, gunpowder, rice, sugar, shingles, soap, taf-

fia, tallow, timber, bees wax, &c. which are ge-
nerally brought to market in planters crafts, or tak
en from off the plantation by foreign bound vessels.

CANADIAN EXPORTS A.STI IMPORTS.

Exports fur the year 1816, from Quebec.
Lumber, furs, ashes (70,609 cwt.) with small

quantities of grain, flour and provisions, in all hav-

ing an official value of £480,000 or §1,920,000.—
This amount is said to be 140,000?. greater than it

was last year, principally owing to the export of
ashes, about one half of which is from the United
States. The export of furs has been very much di-

minished, owing to the war between the north west
and Hudson bay companies.

Imports, for 1816, at Quebec.

Dry goods, official value, £1,556,296. Wines
300,000 galls, rum 1,092,500; brandy 31,600; gin
30,100; whiskev 107.745; molasses 135,241. Sugar,
refined 438,673 lbs. Muscovado, 1.809,422; coffee,

335,441; tobacco, 46,562; tea 218,969 Salt 219,826
minots, &c. &c. making a total official value of

£2,174,796, equal to §8,699,184—leaving an appar-
ent balance against the colony of about §6,500,000.

WESTERN COMMERCE.

Cincinnati, Jllarch 7-—Came to anchor off this

place on Monday morning last, the fine brig Cm-foik 1; Philadelphia 16; Salem 1; Savannah 1; Bar
badoes 1; Co-vcs 1; Falmouth 5; Gibraltar 11; Icinnattis, 170 tons burthen, from the ship yard at

Greenock 3; Guernsey 1; Liverpool 31; London 1; Columbia, where she was built.

Porsmouth 1; Honduras 1; Jamaica 2; New Provi

der.ee 8; Bordeaux 18; Havre de Grace 9; Mar-

seilles 3; Nantz 5; Martinique 1; St. Domingo 7;

B*rr icoa 1; Cadiz 6; Campeachy 14; Havanna 30;

Laguira 3; Porto Rico 6; Si. Jago de Cuba 8; Tam-

pici 1; V-era Cruz 13; Amsterdam 1; Antwerp 1;

Flushing 1; Lisbon 4; Stockholm 1; Bremen 4;

Hamburgh 4; Bergen 1

This beautiful vessel, in the elegance of her mo-
del and workmanship, probably surpasses any vessel

heretofore built on the Ohio; she is pronounced by
seafaring men (of whom by the by we are not des-

titute, although our partis situated some sixteen

hundred miles from the sea) a handsome specimen
of the art of ship building. She is now receiving
her cargo and will sail in all next week, wind and

Total of vessels cleared, 312, of which 117 ships;
j

tide permitting, for Boston.

122 brigs; 56 schooners, S7 sloops; giving a total

tonnage 59033
The moderate weather of the last ten or fifteen

days has wrought a very great change in the ap-
937 vessels of all denominations departed within i pearance of our wharves. Previous to that time,

the expired yeas from the Bayou St. John, a port (every species of craft was locked up by the ice, ex-

of delivery in the district of Mississippi; the ton-
1
posed to imminent danger, or had sought shelter

nage of 'ljese vessels is calculated at 16,000; they
j

in some friendly inlet or mouth of a creek. Since

are chiefly employed in carrying the produce of that the opening of die river, our shores afford a most

pari of the Floridas belonging to the United States,

consisting in barks, coals, cotton, corn, furs, hides;

pit^h, planks, rosin, skins, tar, timber, turpentine,
sai.d, shells, lime, &c.

594 flat bottomed boats and 300 barges have ar-

rived within the expired year from the western

interesting appearance—crowded with almost eve--

ry species of vessels, from the brig down to the or-

dinary flat boat; all bustle and activity, loading
and preparing to improve the opportunity of de-

scending the river on a good tide.

The following vessels have sailed within the last

states and territories, with tiie following articles of! week for New Orleans, with cargoes principally of

produce viz:—Apples 4253 bbls ; bacon and hams, pork and flour, besides a number of flat boats.

13000 cwt. bagging 2579 pieces; beef 2459 bbls
beer 439 do. butter 509 do. candles 358 boxes;
cheese 30 cwt. cider 646 bbls. cordage 400 cwt.

cordage bailing 4793 coils; corn 13775 bushels;
corn nual 1075 bbls. cotton 37371 bales; flaxseed
oil 85 bbls. flour 97419 do; ginseng 957 do; hay
356 bundles; hemp yarns 1095 reels; hides 5000;

The barge Expedition, of 80 tons, on Saturday,
William Adams, master—owners Jeremiah Reeder

and Adam Moore.
The barge Adventurer, 60 tons, on Tuesday—600

barrels flour, owners James W. Byrne and co.

The barge Cincinnati, 120 tons, on Thursday, Jo-

nathan Ilorton, master—1300 barrels pork and flour,

hogs 500; horses 375; lead 5500 cwt. white lead .owners J. and W. Tcatman.
188 bbls. linens, coarse 2500 pieces; lard 2458 bbls.

|

Other similar vessels are preparing and will sail

oats 4065 bushels, paper 750 reams; peltries 24501 in a short time.

packs; pork 9725 bbls; potatoes 3750 bushels; pow-
der,, jjun 294 bbls. salt petre 175 cwt. soap 1538

The steam boat JEtnaleft Natchez on the 7th ult.

with a heavy cargo from New-Qrleans, bound t<\
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Louisville. The Franklin passed Natchez about the ten millions of dollars in such payments, and at such

same time for New Orleans. times in each year as the situation of the treasury

cotton and AsnES. will best admit. Provided, That all such payments
Commercial letters from Liverpool (says theias may necessary to enable the said comniis-

Boston Daily Advertiser) to Jan. 7th, contain ajsioners to discharge or reimburse any demands

variety of statements of imports there, and at other

ports of the kingdom during the year 1816, com-

pared with those of the preceeding years: The fol-

lowing are some of the results exhibited by these

statements,

Imports of cotton for the last six years.
American N. Orleans Liverpool G. Britain

1811
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for every hundred dollars of the principal thereof;
for stock bearing' an annual interest of six per cen-
tum per annum, there shall not be paid more than
the par or true value thereof; and for stock bearing
an annual interest of seven per centum, there shall

not be paid an advance above the par value thereof,

which shall exceed for every hundred dollars of

stoi k, the computed value of an annuity of one dol-

lar for a number of years, equally to that during
which the stock so purchased will not be reimbur-
sable at the pleasure of the government, estimating,
in such computation, the interest of money at six

per centum per annum.
Sec 6. And £e it further enacted, that all certifi-

cates of public debt which by payment or purchase
have become, or hereafter shall become the proper-
ty of the United States shall be cancelled or de-

stroyed, at such time and under such regulations and
seciuities as the commissioners of the sinking fund,
with the approbation of the president, shall estab

lisli and determine. And r.o interest shall be consi-

dered as accruing and no further payment shall be

made on account of such debt, the certificates of

which have been so cancelled and destroyed.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That nothing in

this act contained shall be construed to prevent the

congress of the United States, if war shall occur
with ay foreign power, from applying, to any object
of pub; C service, any surplus of the amount herein

appropiiated to the sinking fund, which may be left

in any year after paying the interest and principal
wtich may be actually due and payable by the Uni-

ted S ates. in conformity with their engagements
Nor sliall any thing in this act be construed to re-

peal, alter, or . ffect, any of the provisions of any for-

mer act, pledging the faith of the United States, to

the p-.\ment of the interest or principal of the pub-
lic debt, but all such payments shall continue to be

made at the time heretofore prescribed by law, ex
ceo ing only as before provided, that no payments
shall be made on certificates which have become the

property of the United Staves.

H. CLAY
Speaker of the house of representatives.

JOHN GAILLARO,
President of the senate, pro tempore.

March 3, 1817.—Approved
JAMES MADISON.

Claims for property destroyed, &c.

IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES—FEB. 27, 1817
Tht committee of claims to whom has been referred

the petition of William B Stokes,
REPORT—That the petitioner was owner of a

house in the town of Havre de Grace, in the state of

Maryland, when the British detachment arrived at

that place in May, 1813, at which time it was de-

stroyed by them.
The pe' itioner represents his said house as of the

value of $7,500. The evidence laid before the com-

mittee, ippears to have beeen taken under commis-
sions issued by Richard Bland Lee. It is set forth in

the deposition of John C. Ridgely, a lieutenant of

dragoons, at said time in the service of the United

States, that on the Saturday before the British arriv

ed at Havre de Grace, he reached there with a de-

tachment of dragoons in pursuit of deserters, and

asked for quarters. Mrs. Sears who keeps the hon^e
of Mr. Stokes as a tavern, objec.ed, but he insisted

and did quarter there from Saturday until Mon-

day, when the British landed, and at that time
had two deserters under guard in the said house.

Subsequently he bore a flag to the enemy and re-

monstrated against the destruction of said house and
was answered that it was a military depot. Abra-
ham Garret another witness examined, swears that
he accompanied the flag, and on remonstrating
against the conduct of the British in burning the

town, he was told by the admiral that many of the

houses burnt -were occupied for military purposes; that

it was his determination to burn every house occu-

pied for military purposes, &.c.

The deposition of Ridgely and Garret, are those

only that go to touch the cause of the burning,
and all they state amounts to no more than this was
the vague excuse of a vindictive freebooter for a dis-

graceful outrage on the usages of civilized warfare.

The detachment of cavalry, it appears, were evi-

dently sojourned in a public house over the Sabbath

only,that thev were there as persons passing casually,
not in a military station, nor exercising any control

over the house. The attempt to establish a mi!ita«

ry occupancy from the presence of militia, is still

more objectionable, as they were, it is beliced, only
the local militia present, and many of tnem resi-

dents That a British admiral committing actsof the

most flagitious desolation should, when earnestly

expostulated with against it, offer some pretence of

justification at the expence of candor and truth, was
to be expected— it was pefectly in character. But
the committee think it would be erroneous to admit
such authority, to establish the fact of public occu-

pancy. Mr. Garret says, that many of the houses
were alleged by the enemy to be occupied for mili-

tary purposes. This would seem to convey the idea,

that Mrs. Sears' house was the strongest case, and
that others are considered as eligible to allowance

even on slighter pretences. Some, however, it is

admitted, have been burnt wantonly.
The whole transaction, the committee have no

doubt, was of the most lawless character, and they
cannot admit for a moment that this flagitiously

incendiary act, should be at all palliated by the

admission of such evidence, to sanction it as an act

of excusable warfare.

The committee believe this to be the first claim

of a similar nature, presented for the decision of

congress; and tlu.v apprehend that the extent in

which like claims may be made, gives to the deci-

sion that may now be had an importance that does

not belong to the value claimed. While they re-

gret an enemy styling themselves Christians.-could

commit acts of such aggravated turpitude, and

that their fellow citziens have been made the vic-

tims of such heinous depravity, they cannot feel

the obligation on the government to make indemni-

ty, nor discover any practical principle of justice
that would allow it. They submit respectfully the

following, to wit;

Resolved, That the prayer of the petitioner ough^
not to be granted.

Memorial of the Peace Society.

To the honorable the senate and house of representa'
fives of the United States, in congress assembled,

The memorial of the members of the Peace So-

ciety of Massachusetts, respectfully represents:
—

That the society which now solicits the attention

of our national rulers, was instituted for the sin-

gle purpose of diffusing pacific and benevolent sen-

timents through this country, and through the

world. Impressed with a deep and sorrowful con-

viction that the spirit of christisnity, which is a spirit

of mercy, peace and kind affection, is imperfectly

understood; afflicted by the accumulating miseries

and extensive desolations which war has lately
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spread over the fairest, most fruitful, and most en-

lightened regions of the earth; and at the samp time

encouraged by many decisive proofs of the revival

of purer, and more benevolent principles among
christian nations, your memorialists have formed

this association, with the solemn and deliberate pur-

pose of co-operating with the philanthropists of eve-

ry country, in promoting the cause of peace and

charity; in stripping war of its false glory, mdin

uniting different communities in the bonds of amity

and mutual good will. We are sensible that from

the nature of our object, it is chiefly to be accom-

plished by a silent and gradual influence on the

minds of men and accordingly we have limited our

operations to the circulation of useful treatises, in

which, the pacific spirit of our religion has been

exhibited with clearness, and we hope with success.

We believe, however, the present moment demands

a departure from our usual course, and we cherish

the hone, that by an application to the government
under which we live, important service may be ren-

dered to the cause of humanity, in which we are

engaged.
The present memorial is founded on two occur-

rences, which we hail as auspicious to the pacific
•-

tion of the world. The first occurrence to which we

refer, is the well known and unprecedented union

of several of the most illustrious powers of Europe,
in declaring before "the universe their unwavering
determination to adopt, for the only rule of their

conduct, both in the administration of their respec-
tive states, and in their political relations with

every other government, the precepts of Christia-

nity, the precepts of justice, of charity, and of

peace."
The second occurrence to which we refer, is the

decided expression of pacific sentiments and anti-

cipations in the conclusion of the late message of

the president of the United States, in which his

parting wishes for his country are expressed with

tenderness and power. In this remarkable passage,

worthy the chief magistrate of a christian commu-

nity, he expresses his conviction that "the destined

career of Ids country will exhibit a government,
which, whilst it refines its domestic code from every

ingredient not congenial with the precepts of an

enlightened age, and the sentiments of a virtuous

people, seeks, by appeals to reason, and by its libe

ral examples, to infuse into the law which governs
the civilized world, a spirit which may diminish

the frequency, or circumscribe the calamities of

war, and meliorate the social and beneficent rela-

tions of" peace; a government, in a word, whose

conduct, within and without, may bespeak the

most noble of all ambitions, that of promoting peace
on earth, and good will to man."
On the recurrences now stated, your memorial-

ists respectfully beg leave to found the following

suggestions and solicitations :

First—We respectfully solicit, if it be consistent

with the principles of the constitution, that the so-

lemn profession of pacific principles, lately made

by several distinguished sovereigns of Europe, may
be met by corresponding professions on the part of

our own government. Whilst we are sensible that a

melancholy discordance has often existed between
the language and the conduct of rulers, we Still be-

lieve that the solemn assertion of great and important

principles, by men of distinguished rank ami influ-

ence, has a beneficial operation on society, by giving
to these principles an increased authority over the

consciences of those by whom they are professed;
by reviving and diffusing a reverence for them in

Vhe community, and by thus exalting the standard

of public opinion, that invisible sovereign, to whose
power the most absolute prince is often compelled
to bow, and to which the measures of a free go-
vernment are entirely subjected. When we consider
the support which is now derived to war, from the
perversion of public sentiment, we are desirous
that oui government should ur.i'e with the govern-
ments of Europe in a distinct and religious acknow-
ledgement of those principles of peace and charity,
on which the prosperity of the states, and the hap-
piness of families and" individuals are alike sus-

pended.

Secondly—We respectfully solicit that congress
will institute a deliberate enquiry, for the purpose
of ascertaining the methods by which this govern-
ment may exert on human affairs, that happy influ

ence which is anticipated by the president of the
United States; the methods bv which it "may infuse
into the law which governs the civilized world," a

pacific spirit "may diminish the frequency, or cir-

cumscribe the calamities of war," and mav express
"the most noble of all ambitions, that of promoting
peace on earth, and good will to rmn " We are

persuaded that a government, sincerely disposed to
sustain the august and sublime character which is

here described, of the pacificator of the world, will
not want means of promoting its end. We trust,
that under the persevering and well directed efforts

of such a government, milder principles would be
introduced into the conduct of national hostilities;
that the reference of national controversies to an

impartial umpire, would gradually be established
as the law of the christian world; and that national

compacts would be formed for the express purpose
of reducing the enormous and ruinous extent of

military establishments, and of abolishing that out-

ward splendor which has so long been thrown
around war, and which has contributed so largely
to corrupt the moral sentiments of mankind.
When we represent to ourselves a christian go-

vernment sustaining this beneficent relation to the

world; mediating between contending states; recom-

mending peaceful methods of deciding the jarring
claims of nations; laboring to strip war of its per-
nicious glare, and to diminish the numbers of those
who are interested in its support; diffusing new and

generous sentiments in regard to the mutual duties
and obligations of different communities; and incul-

cating, by its own example, a frank and benevolent

policy, and a sincere regard to the interests of the

world; when we represent to ourselves such a go-
vernment, we want language to express our concep-
tions of the happy and magnificent results of its

operations. It would form a new and illustrious era

in human affairs, whilst, by the blessings which it

would spread, and by the honor and confidence,

which it wotdd enjoy, it would obtain a moral em-
pire, more enviable than the widest dominion ever
founded on violence and crime.

Loving our country with tenderness and zeal; ac-

customed to regard her as destined to an exalted

rank, and to great purposes; and desirous to behold,
in her institutions and policy, increasing claims to

our reverence and affection, we are solicitous that

she should enter first on the career of glory which
has now been described, awd that all her connection

with foreign states should be employe'! to diffuse

the spirit of philantlu'opy, and to diminish the occa-

sions and miseries of war. Of such a country, we
shall exult to be the children, and we pledge to it

an attachment, veneration and support, which can

only be accorded to a virtuous community.
It is our happiness that we live in an age when

nuny noble schemes of benevolence have been a- -
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complished; when the idea of a great amelioration

of human affairs is no longer rejected as a dream of

fancy, when statesmen are beginning to learn that

all nations have a common interest; when philan-

thropy is extending its views to distant countries,

and is executing purposes which would once have

been regarded as the offspring of a blind and ex-

travagant zeal. In this age of enlarged views, of

generous excitement, of unparalleled activity for

the good of mankind, it is hoped that the idea of a

nation, espousing the cause of peace and humanity,
will not be dismissed as visionary and impracticable

Enlightened and benevolent statesmen will discern

that we do not live in ordinary times, but that a

new and powerful impulse has been given to the

human mind, which, under judicious influences,

may issue in great and permanent improvements of

the social state.

In presenting this memorial, we solemnly declare,

in the presence of God, that we have no private or

narrow views. On this subject we belong to no

sect, no party. As lovers of our country, as friends

of mankind, as disciples of Jesus Christ, with the

spirit of peace in our breasts, and with a deep im-

pression of the miseries of war, we are only soli-

citous to prevent the effusion of human blood by
human hands, and to recal men to the conviction

that they are brethren. We trust that the warmth
with which we have spoken, will not be construed

into a want of deference towards our rulers. On

such a subject coldness would be a crime. Our
convictions are deep, and no language but that of

zeal and earnestness, would do them justice.
We hope that we are addressing rulers who are

sensible to the responsibility imposed by the pos-
session of power; who regard the influence which is

granted them on human affairs as a solemn trust;

who consider themselves as belonging to their coun-

try and to mankind, and who desire to treasure up
for themselves consolations in that hour when hu-

man applause will be an unavailing sound, and

when no recollection will be so dear as that of hav-

ing aided with a disinterested zeal the cause of

peace and humanity.

By order of said society,
WILLIAM PHILLIPS, President.

THADDEUS MASON HARRIS,
Recording secretary.

A true copy. Attest,
THADDEUS MASON HARRIS,

Recording secretary.

Legislature of New York,
We deem the publication of the following act

of the New York legislature a curiosity well worth

the preservation.
I!» SENATE, MAHCH 10.

Jin act concerning the Shakers.

Whereas, Eunice Chapman, in the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and four, was lawfully married

to James Chapman, by whom she had three children,

and with whom she lived until the year one thousand

eight hundred and eleven, when the said James

Chapman abandoned his said wife, without leaving
her any means of support, and soon after joined the

society of Shakers, in Neskauna, in the county of

Albany: And whereas the said James Chapman, since

joining the society of Shakers, has taken from his

wife her children and now keeps them concealed

from her, and insists that the marriage contract be-

tween him and his said wife is annulled, and that he

is" not hound to etipport her, and has publicly forbid

all persons from harboring her, and declared that he
would not be responsible for her debts:—And -where-
as the Shakers hold, that whenever married persons

unite^
with their society they are absolved from the

marriage contract and profess to believe that the
said contract is unlawful and immoral, and that it is

sinful for a member of their society to maintain any
intercourse with those who are not members, with-
out what they term a gift from their elders: And
whereas a propagation of these principles is utterly
subversive of the peace and happiness of families
and the order of society—Therefore,
Be it enacted by thepeople of the state ofNew-York,

represented in senate and assembly, That the mar-

riage contract between the said Eunice Chapman
and her said husband James Chapman, be and the
same is hereby declared to be dissolved, and the
said Eunice Chapman entirely freed from the same;
but nothing in this act contained shall be construed
to give the said James Chapman a right to marry,
during the life time of the said Eunice: Provided,
that the dissolution of such marriage shall in no
wise affect the legitimacy of the children thereof.

II. And be it further enacted, That any married

person being an inhabitant of this state, who shall

hereafter attach him or herself to any society of
Shakers in this state, shall be deemed and taken to
be civilly dead, to all intents and purposes in the

law, and his or her property may be disposed of in

the same manner as if such person was really dead;
and such person shall forever thereafter be incapa-
ble of taking any estate, real or personal, by in-

heritance.

III. And be it further enacted, That whenever any
married person, being an inhabitant of this state,
shall hereafter attach him or herself to the said

society of Shakers, it shall and may be lawful for

the husband or wife, not belonging to the said so-

ciety, to file a bill in the court of chancery, setting
forth and alleging that the husband or wife (as
the case may be) of the person filing such bill, has

joined him or herself to the said society of Shak-

ers, and the like proceedings shall and may there-

upon be had as are prescribed by the act, entitled

"an act concerning divorces, and for other pur-
poses," and if it shall appear on trial or enquiry,
in the manner directed by that act, that such alle-

gation is true, the chancellor shall pronounce and
deem such persons, so joining the Shakers, to be

civilly dead; and it shall not be lawful for such per-
son thereafter to marry, if a man, during the life

time of his former wife—and if a woman, during the

lifetime of her former husband.

IV. And be it further enacted, That in all cases

where any husband or wife, having any child or

children of the marriage, shall hereafter separate,
or may at any time heretofore have separated the

one from the other, and shall or have attached him
or herself to the said Shakers, and shall also take

or have taken, with him or her, sucli child or chil-

dren, being under age, the chancellor or any judge
of the supreme court, for the time being, on tiie

application of the husband or wife, not having join-
ed the said Shakers, and being an inhabitant of this

st .te, may allow a habeas corpus to bring such child

or children before him; and if on the return there-

of, such child or children cannot be found, and it

shall appear that such child or children is or are

concealed and secreted, by and among any society
of Shakers in this state, it shall be lawful for the

chancellor or judge, as the case may be, in his dis-

cretion, to issue a warrant directing the sheriff or

qther proper officer of the county where the said
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society reside, in the very time to search the dwel-

ling houses and other buildings of the said society,

or any members thereof for such child or children,

and on bringing such child or children before the

chancellor or judge, he may on due considera-

tion, away the charge and custody of such child or

children, so to be brought before him, or any of

them to that parent who shall not have joined the

said society of Shakers.tor such time and under

such regulations, and with such provisions and di-

rections, as to the said chancellor or judge shall

seem proper, and as the case may require; and
^
ne

chancellor or any judge of the supreme court, shall

at all times thereafter, have power on sufficient

cause shewn, to annul, vary or modify the order so

to be made; and such warrant of the chancellor or

judge shall justify the sheriff or other officer, and

those who by their order shall come to their aid,

in malcing such search as aforesaid, and sued there-

for, may plead the general issue, and give this act

and the special matter in evidence.

American Manufactures.
Great and simultaneous exertions appear to be

made at the present moment to awaken public atten-

tion to the subject of home manufactures. The

following queries are calculated to produce infor

mation important to the great interest of the nation;

and we therefore lay them before our readers that

such as have it in their power may give the answers.

(circular.)
Philadelphia, March 6, 1817.

Sir—The committee appointed on the part of the

"Philadelphia society for the promotion of American

manufactures," to report a plan in aid of the inter-

nal industry of the country, take the liberty to call

upon you for information on this important subject.

That our manufactures are in a state of great de-

pression, is a fict, unfortunately, too well known, and

too severely felt: but the nature and extent of the

evils which press on particular manufactures are not

so obvious.

For the purpose of obtaining an intimate view of

the manufacturing interests, and of strengthening

our application to the legislatures, by the most pow-
erful of all means, a well digested statement of facts,

we request of you the fullest answers in your pow-
er to the following queries.

1. Is your manufactories in a depressed state? If it

be, to what cause do you ascribe its situation?

2. What measures in your view, will contribute

to its relief?

3. What proportion does the price of your manu-

factures bear to the present price of articles in your

line, of foreign fabric? What to (he heretofore regu-

lar import price, and to the cost in the foreign coun-

try in which they are made?

4. What is the national consumption of articles of

yoisr manufacture, and how far can the demand be

supplied from internal sources?

5. What are now, or have been heretofore the

quantity and value ofgoods manufactured by you?
6. How many hands do you employ, when your

manufactory is in full operation? What is their state

of mental cultivation, and what their moral habits.

7. Do the habits contracted by the people ofyour

manufactory render them less -profitable in other

employments?
8. Is your business conducted by manual labor, or

labor saving machinery, in whole or in part? What
is the relative propotion of each?

9. Are the people employed by you principally

adults capable of field labor, or minors, females, or

persons whose infirmities unfit them for such em-

ployments?
10. What is the quality of your manufacture, com-

pared with those of a similar kind imported? Illus-

trate this by instances.

11. If the articles manufactured by you are more
serviceable than the imported, please state the rea-

sons; if less substantial, inform by what.means these

imperfections can be removed.
12. How far is your manufacture dependent upon

foreign materials, and by what means can they be

supplied from internal sources?

13. What is the cost of the raw materials? Com-

pared with the prices of the same quality in foreign

countries, and if higher, say by what means you
suppose the prices can be reduced?

14 What is the difference of profit from hands

employed in your manufactory, and from hands em-

ployed in the pursuits of the yeomanry?
15. What is the national gain from the difference

of the raw materials employed in your manufacture,
and the value of the articles when manufactured?

16. What is the difference between the wages paid
to laborers in your manufactory, and those paid to

laborers in similar foreign manufactories? Does this

difference operate favorable or unfavorable?

17. Is the establishments of your manufacture fa-

vorable or unfavorable to the extension of agricul-
ture ?

18. Do the present duties on import afford a suf-

ficient encouragement to your establishment? If not,

what rate of duty will be necessary ?

19. Has your manufacture been the cause of in-

crease of the wages, paid to the laboring part of the

community, or upon whut principle do you account

for the increase paid for daily labor ?

20. Is the increase of paupers owing to the esta-

blishment of manufactories? IfnoUto what cause

do you ascribe the increase of the number of the

poor, and by what means do you suppose the num-
ber can be reduced, and their condition rendered
more comfortable?
You will particularly oblige the society, by for-

warding without delay your answers to such of the
above queries, as you consider within your know-

ledge, and in such terms as you shall consider best

calculated to give the most useful information.

Address to William Young, chairman, No. 10,
South Third Street, Philadelphia.

William Young,
Victor Dupont,
Edmund Kinsey,
Joint Rogers,
David Jjewis,

Joseph Siddall,

,1dam Seybert,

Henry Simpson,
Thomas Gilpin,
Thomas F. Gordon,^
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Relations with Russia.
FROM THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER.

Our readers have seen, by extracts from English

papers, and verbal advices from Europe, that the

difference between the United States and the Rus-

sian government is said to have been satisfactorily

adjusted. It has given us pleasure to learn, that

this report is not without foundation, and that in-

formation has been received by government, indi

rectly from Mr. Harris, our charge d'affaires in

Russia, that, immediately on being made acquaint,
ed with the true state of the case, by means of the

dispatches of which Mr. Coles was the bearer.
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the emperor expressed his conviction that not the

government of the United S'ates, but the Russian

officers in this country, had been to blame in the

tra:i action, which had been incorrectly represent-
ed to him.
The conduct of the emperor, in yielding

1 his first

impressions at once to just explanations from our

government, is an evidence of the continuance of

tne disposition, which that sovereign has always

shewn, to maintain amicable relations with the Uni-

ted States. The frankness and promptitude of the

executive in making these explanations directly to

the government of Russia, has secured the honora-

ble termination of a controversy, which, however

absurd in its origin, might by the intrigues of those

disposed to foment it, have become important in its

consequences.
It is stated in the. New-York papers that the Rus

sian minister has been recalled by the emperor, with

marks of his displeasure. We do not believe that

anv information to that effect has been received in

this country from any official source.

Curran's Speech.
FROM THE LOXDOX OBSERVER OF JAN'UARY 18.

A select but numerous meeting of the friends of

economy, reduction and parliamentary reform, on

Friday, dined together at the freemason's tavern,

Wm. Lucas, esq. in the chair.

The assembly was most respectable, and through-
out the whole of the proceedings never for a mo-

ment overlooked the great cause for which it was

convened. When the cloth was removed, the fol-

lowing toasts were given from the chair:

The king
—The regent, and may he never lose

sight of the principles which seated his family up-
on the throne—The queen, and all other members
of the royal family

—The constitution of king, lords

and commons. May all the efforts to endanger it

be rendered abortive by the timely exertions of all

good Englishmen to correct, such errors and abuses

as time and design have introduced—The friends of

economy, public order and reform, throughout the

united kingdom—Civil and religious liberty to all

mankind—The liberty of the press
—May the pre-

sent tranquility ot Europe be neither disturbed by
the injustice of princes, nor by the violence of in-

dividuals—The navy and array
—The lord mayor,the

friends of reform, and the city of London.

The Chairman said he should propose the health

of an illustrious man then present, the right hon.

John Philpot Curran, which was drank with great

applause.
Mr. CURRAN then rose, and spoke to this effect

—Mr. Chairman, and you, gentlemen, be pleased
to accept my most respectful thanks for the honor

you have done me; an honor peculiarly great on an

occasion awful as the present. On ordinary occa-

sions, a superficial civility is sufficiently rewarded

by an insolvent bow. But something more is ne-

cessary in return for the introduction of my name,
at a moment when the liberty ofEngland is in ques-
tion. I come from a country which has no liberty
to be proud of, and if I go back to it, it will be as

to the ruins of Babylon, to weep. You have been

pleased, however, to give one toast—the cause of

civil and religious liberty all over the world. When
you drank that toast, I felt my heart embrace the

negro
—I felt also that it sympathised with my own

poor country. Ireland, if it heard that toast, would
bless that generous prospect of yours, from which
alone can grow our human existence—(applause)—
I am enthusiastic for my countrymen, but my en-

thusiasm for them is not surprising. My youth has
been spent amongst them—my sympathy "has been
exercised for them—I might "have sold myself at
the market of corruption, and grown into pride, and
wealth, and remorse, at their expence; but I pre-
ferred to stay below with them in their humiliation
—to mourn their condition—to defend them if I

could—to chide and rebuke them, when a bold
friend ought to do so. On their behalf I thank you
for the generous sympathy which lias dictated that
toast. You will not find them unworthy coadjutors in
the vineyard of liberty.—(Applause.)— I might be
disposed, perhaps, to trespass too much on your
indulgence, on a subject towards which my heart
will never freeze—the subject which brought you
together; but the sentiments I entertain have been
so much better expressed by the member who
spoke last, my old friend, if he will allow me to
call him so (Mr. Waithman,) that I shall only
deface them if I attempt to rub them over. They
are sentiments which a longer life then he has yet
passed has rivetted more firmly on my judgment.
The awful subject of our meeting is that policy
which, by its melancholy results, we )>erceive has

approached a crisis. It is written in tears in this

country—it has been written abroad in blood (ap-
plause.) I remember the American war—I am not

sorry that I am old enough to have witnessed its

crimes and follies, because I shall soon be removed
from these scenes altogether. I saw thai the

graceless contempt of human rights. I heard the
assertion that men were represented when they
were not represented; they behaved to a nation as
a petty solicitor to a man when he enters his ap-
pearance in a court in order that judgment may
proceed against him (applause); the admonition of
Providence, the admonition of the waves, which
she had interposed, was of no avail. We displayed
our antic force and mimic ferocity; we kindled the
fire of liberty in America, and at that blaze was
the spirit of France kindled. Let no man dare to

say when he weaves his web of policy
—tush, there

is no God! Yes, there is—and by his law the
crimes of men generate in their own consequences
their own punishment (applause.) The French re-
volution began—the French would have been at

peace with us—as a man from them was on his knees
in this country—(Chauvelin,) but he was kicked
out. It will be tedious to read a clincical lecture
on the progress of this disease—we have brought
it to an end—but how ? As the most ignorant quack
might have closed it; we have bottled up the infec-
tion (appluse.) Have we done any more ? What
have we done ? The most glorious circumstance
for this country took place at the time of our revolu-

tion, when we decided, that in the time of national

calamity, the monarch should not cling for his de-
fence to the base and scurvy tie of legitimacy [ap-
plause.] Your ancestors saw what the monarch
would be, if he only could commit crime with im-

punity. They repealed that odious law. The last

war was to repeal that repeal, to establish the prin-

ciple that the nation has no power to judge of right
or wrong; that their decisions shall be set aside by
a gang of despots who have restored a faded—no .'

not a faded—an exhausted—no ! not an exhausted,
but a bloated, extravasated dynasty

—
merely be-

cause they had a mind to do so [applause.] It is

not that I have any sentiments of enmit) to the
members of the executive in this country

—they
are misguided, misadvised, but they do not want

good intentions; but is there nothing alarming in

itself in the establishment of 150,000 men? Where
think you this establisment was formed—in the cabi-
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r, et of St James'? Are yon sure of that?—Wasitnot course to be followed in the attainment of re-

at the congress of Vienna? [applause.] We see its, form, and proceeded]—There should be no spirit

effects, universal distress, universal beggary, ihave of acrimony in your proceedings. There are many
been shocked in your streets with what I had never persons of the highest honor in the house of com-
winessed before in this country—men well dressedj mons. There are in the direction of his majesty's
approach me, and, in the under voice ot suffering and councils—I do not know them—but blessed are

shame, beg me to give them something Remember, those, we are told, that believe, though they have
one thing. It was tht number of public mendicants in

France which caused the horrors of the revolution.

When man, who has been accustomed to support
his family, is no longer able to find them bread, the

social tie which binds him is broken, and famine

becomes the recruiting officer of rebellion (ap

not seen—(a laugh)—many excellent persons.—
When you hold up the situation of the country t»
their view, they will hav? so much acquiescence as
to say, as Nathan said to David, "thou art the man;"
they must acknowledge the justice of your picture.
I cannot suppose that if your claims are stated

plause.) Let me remind you of another thing: a
i fairly and moderately, they cannot have an effect

country does not fall to pieces in a moment; but] When the people are unrepresented beyond a
when it begins to fall, like other falling bodies, it! certain point, the system is worse than no represen-
descends with a constantly increasing velocity of

[

tat ion at all. (Applause.) The executive is not only
precipitation ! How far are we from the earth ?

How long will it take to pass the space which re-

mains ? If you have now 40,000 starving men (you
see I am absurdly minute in my calculation) burn-

ing under want and oppression, what bond of allegi-
ance remains for them ? The true bond of allegiance

without counterpoise but without apprehension.
-

Those bribing and those bribed degenerate into a

profligate fraternity, drawing and redrawing, with-
out funds of their own, on the solvency of the coun-

try. The ruler is not ashamed, and the betrayer
is not afraid. There is a kind of competition in

is, when the subject feels that he derives blessings
j

vice. If one man will keep within bounds, another
from it which he had better die than part with

But where is the John the Baptist ? Where is the

voice, human or divine, which can preach to

the exasperation which famine and oppression pro-
duces in the minds of men (applause,) and I will

even add in English minds ? You are not like the

French apes and dancers. You cannot pipe or sing
amidst your misery, and then run from your little

ordinan gambols into blood and cruelty. You are

will be found to dress himself out in all the ribbons
of his prostitution. I am not for giving votes to
the beggai* on the bridge, nor for the constant rout
of annual parliaments, but for a substantive re-

presentation of the people. In this cause I wish t9
see all distinguished persons come forward to pull
an oar. This society, I am persuaded, will set a

good example, it will show the people that parlia-

mentary reform does not consist in breaking
1 win-

of a grave habit; nature has made it move difficult; dows, or getting drunk in the streets. It will rally
to rouse you, but remember that oppression will

; every man of good sense and decent feeling
—behav*

make even a wise man mad. You feel what your| ing with respect even to those who have done vou

grievance is—but what is the remedy. Neither i wrong. Go on—and God give you the success
the patient or doctor know our evils; we feel im-

j

which, if it be not blasphemous to say, you have

pending famine and the dread of a military des- merited by the noble principles of your co-opera-
potism. Military establishments are useful when
raised to oppose our enemies, not to trample on
our friends. But even in the streets now we see

nothing but spurs, and cockades, and whiskers and
feathers.— Fine birds of show, but odious birds of

prey in a country like yours. What has been done

by this army ? It should almost seem that honor '

chair, and most of the company separated.
was no longer a part of the profession of a soldier.

Faith .j as not been kept in any part of Europe. How
have you behaved to Norway, how to Poland (which
has been treated almost as badly as Ireland,) how
to Italy ? To aid rulers against the people, you

lion (loud and long continued applause.)
The healths of the mover and seconder of the

resolutions were drank, who returned thanks.—
Several toasts were drank, as trial by jury

—The li-

berty of the press—Success to the cause of the so-

ciety. About 10 o'clock the chairman left the

Foreign. Articles.

ENGLAND, tiC.

Independence ofparliiuiient. It is publicly averred
were every where. Did the blessed Virgin lay you I in a British paper, that a certain measure will be
to sleep, while the horrors of the Inquisitiorf were! carried at the ensuing session of parliament, be-
restored ? (applause ) My unfortunate country you ;

cause lord Liverpool has signijied Ids intentions ofsup-
pi evaded on to sell her life, and when stie lay dead
instead of affording her decent rites of sepulture,

you tied her corpse to what remained of vital re-

portingit !

The meeting for reform, at Cork, was attends

by 20,000 persons. The state of Ireland is most
presentation in this country, and you have been

j

gloomy—tenants are deserting their farms, and'
rewarded accordingly. You have not been haunted :

they, with they- landlords are involved in a common
by :ier ghost, but you have been rotting with her' ruin. In one barony of the county of Clare, 18,009
Carcass. You have been engaged in a war contrary ! acres, deserted by" their late tenants, remain as
to the interests of your country—not one war in

aj
waste land, aud so it is in other parts of the coun-

thousand is undertaken for the sake of national in- \v\.

terests—they are stimulated by the courtly panders 'a London paper states that 13,000 distressed
to the passions of princes. The war with America workmen from Staffordshire, were patrolling the
had never been popular in Ireland; the war with kingdom in all directions as beggars, bringing with
France bad never been popular there. I do not them printed papers signed by the magistrates cer-

magnify the importance of Ireland; God knows the tifyingwho and what they were! Thirteen tliou-

English ministry had lefe it little to be proud of in sand ?nen from one country made beggars of, be-
the way of wealth—but still the voice of a nation sides the usual vast stock of pauper- and vagrants,
was something, and the base apostates who

go-j
—Is this possible? And why should it not be—it

verned it, thought better to sell their country, and
j

is said that many land-holders are willing for a
transfer their voices to this. [Mr. G. commended: term of years, to give their property rent free to
the judgment of Mr. Waithmaa as to the proper

1

any that will give -. .» .rity to pay the *>i'»^'.
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FRANCE.

"Shaving."—The following account of the new
French loan is given in the Boston Centinel:

"The London papers are in error respecting- the

extent of the loan which Messrs. Baring & Co. have

lately made to the French government. We have
seen letters from intelligent gentlemen in France,
which give correct particulars respecting it. The
amount of the loan is four hundred and twenty mil-

lions of francs, [nearly seventy-nine millions of dollars,

and upwards of seventeen millions sterling.] The len-

ders were to take five per cent, stork at 70 francs,

payable at the expiration of ten years, at par. It is

estimated in Paris, that the loan will produce nearly
eleven and a half per cent, per annum, for the ten

years. It is added, that only one half the amoimt is

to be paid in money, and the oilier in clothing and

supplies for the allied army; which unquestionably
will be supplied from the workshops at Sheffield,

Manchester, &c.'
}

SPAIN.

The Spanish consul at New-York has officially
notified the public, "that all and every description
of foreign manufactures, composed wholly or in part
of cotton, are totally and strictly prohibited" an

entry into the kingdom of Spain.
AFRICA.

The captain of a Tripolitan vessel of war captur-
ed an Anglo-Hanoverian ship, and entered port with

her flag at half-mast. A representation of the case

being made to the bashaw, he ordered the vessel

restored, &c. and caused her flag to be hoisted to

the mast-head, under a salute of cannon—the cap-
tain of the vessel of war, at the same time, being

hung from the mast at the height that the flag lud

just occupied.
ST. HELENA.

A letter from the marquis de Montchenu, com-
missioner of the king of France to guard the per-
son of Napoleon Bonaparte, in St. Helena, has been

widely circulated through Europe to shew the im-

possibility of the escape of that man—and, indeed,
if only one half of what the marquis says is true,

and we have no reason to doubt any part of his

statement, an army of 10,000 men and a fleet of 20

sail of the line would not be sufficient to release the

captive, if opposed according to the means posses
sed for the purpose. The little island, or rather

rock, of St. Helena has been fully described in the

Register. A landing is practicable only at one point,
and there "ten men with stones only," says the mar-

quis, "might stop a thousand well armed." The

garrison consists of 2500 men, with upwards of 500

hundred pieces of artillery and about 20 mortars.

The only plain on the island is that where Bona-

parte resides, on which a regiment is also encamp-
ed. This plain is surrounded by tremendous pre-

cipices, on which are stationed centinels and tele-

graphs. An hourly report is made with these to

the governor of what the prisoner is doing; and in

two "minutes he can be apprized of any particular oc-

currence, as well at night as in the day time. In

addition to all these, 2 frigates and 2 brigs are con-

stantly sailing round the island, and at night the

whole coast is patrolled by armed boats, he. Such
are the preparations deemed necessary to guard
against the influence and power of one man—ever

represented to us a monster, to be hated rather

than loved.

"SPANISH AMERICA."
"We have Bolivar's proclamation of Jan. 7, de-

claring the cities of Guayano, Cumana, La Guira,
and Fuerto Bello "in a state of strict blockade,"

according to the usages and custom's of civilized

nations.

Bolivar has had several hard battles with the

royalists and tories, and has finally succeeded, after

suffering one defeat himself, in nearly annihilating
a royal force of 3000 men, near and in the city of

Barcelona, while they were in the act of murdering
the people of that place, Without respect to age,
sex or condition. He killed, and captured 1000 of
them in the city, and the fugitives were happily in-

tercepted by gen. Arismendi, whoj had 800 caval-

ry, and literally cut them to pieces. It seems as if

none but solitary individuals could have escaped
him. Bolivar led the royalists into Barcelona by a

stratagem, and fell upon them at the moment they
were engaged in their butcheries. The probabili-

ty is that Cumana has fallen into his hands, where
there was a king's sloop of war, 3 gun brigs, and
a schooner, reported to be oidy half manned, hem-
med in by a division of Brion's navy, competent to

beat them with ease. Admiral Brion is using eve-

ry means in his power to detect and bring to con-

dign punishment those who, under the patriotic

flag, have latterly committed so many piracies in

the West Indies. He had several such in close

confinement, waiting for trial.

CHRONICLE.
Both houses of the legislature of New York have

agreed to a resolution requiring the members at

the next session, to appear dressed in Americai.

manufactures.
Mr. Werwag's extensive nail factory, not far

from Dowingstov/n, Fa. was partially destroyed by
fire on the 14th inst. It contained 43 machines,
each of which cut and headed a nail, or brad, at a

single operation, turning off an average quantity,
each, of half a ton per week. The works are to be

immediately repaired. The fire is supposed to have

originated in design.
The steam boat Ontario, capable of carrying 2000

barrels, is prepared for the lake, and will leave

Sackett's Harbor every Monday, and make a rout

from Ogdensburg to Niagara, stopping at several

places to land or receive passengers. The fare for

cabin passengers from Sackett's Harbor to Ogdens"-

burg is |§5—from the same to Niagara, $10.
Mr. Le Ray de Chaumont is offering for sale

120,000 acres of land, in the state of New-York, si-

tuated on or near the St. Lawrence, and watered

by many other fine streams. These lands make a

part of "M'Comb's purchase*"
—there are now up-

on them 3000 inhabitants, 12 saw mills, 5 grist

mills, Sec. and the proprietor is about to erect ma-

ny large buildings, and to establish iron works and
other manufactures upon them.
J\ew-York inspections.

—Flour and meal inspected
within the city of New-York, and county of Kings,
from the 16th of February, 1816, to the 15th of Fe-

bruary, 1817, both days inclusive:

236,326 barrels superfine flour,

11,552 half barrels do.

14,161 barrels fine do.

2,444 barrels fine middlings,
1,526 barrels common do.

10,303 barrels bad flour,

22,902 barrels rye do.

7,486 hhds. corn meal,

7,064 barrels do.

243 barrels bad meal,
137 half barrels do.

[ Official rcpoxt.

Virginia representation.
—The senate of Virginia is

elected bv districts of counties. The late prop«^
sition to call a convention was rejected therein by

ayes and noes—ayes 9, noes 12. The nine represent-
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ed certain counties containing 347,328 white inha

bitants, and the twelve certain other counties con-

taining 150,080! This a burlesque on the right ot

suffrage. .

Falsehood—Lieut. Crabb, of the United States na-

vy, under his own proper signature, has refuted the

story from the Gibraltar Chronicle, headed, "Fracas

between the British and Americans at Messina."

As the article had internal evidence in itself of its

falsehood, we did not think it worthy of notice in

the Register; and mention the subject now only

because it has been extensively circulated through

the United States.

Our ships. A letter from commodore Chauncey
to his friend in Boston, describes the Washington

74, "as the finest ship that ever floated," and the

swiftest that he ever was in, and the best sea-boat.

—She has been completely tried, and proved to be

the fastest ship in the fleet on a wind, and beats

all but the Java before it. The Spark, so famous

for her sailing qualities, was beaten by her, both by

and large. The Washington swims with the lower

cills of her lower ports five feet clear, with four

months provisions and water on board, Sec.

We have observed before, that our ships of the

line are the happiest combinations of celerity with

force ever before produced. And they h^ve

another advantage, which has not escaped the

ebs< rvat.on of every British officer who has had

an opportunity of examining them—they sit so

light on the water and look so small, that, at a lit-

tle distance, they cannot be distinguished from a

large frigate. This may as well facilitate the es-

cape of our own frigates from a superior force, as

lead larger vessels into a snare.

Sugar, made in South Carolina, has been refined at

Charleston.

JVew-Hampshire—William Plumer, esq. has been

re-elected governor of the state of New-Hampshire,

by a large and increased majority. All the branch-

es of the government of this state are republican.
Mr. John Randolph, it is understood, retires alto-

gether from public life.

The late bishop Jlsbury. A committee was ap-

pointed at the late conference of the Methodist

Episcopal church, held in Baltimore, to superin-
tend the publishing of a correct life of the late re-

verend bishop Asbury—who have notified the pub-
lic that they are about to appoint a suitable person
to write the same.

Western Piaster.—It appears fully ascertained, by
actual experiment, that the Plaster of Paris, from

Maniius, in the state of New-York, is an excellent

manure for lands near the sea coast, exhausted by

crop9 of cotton and indigo; on which the Nova Sco-

tia plaster is of no value at all.

Transportation.
—An association is spoken of at

Philadelphia to establish a line of waggons between
that city and Pittsburg

—to start at fixed periods,
&.c. and, by travelling day and night, like tiie mail

stages, make the journey in seven days. This may-
be easily accomplished when the great turnpike is

finished.

The Pacific
—Our hardy and adventurous brethren

ef Nantucket, Etc. are very successfully and very ex-

tensively engaged in the Pacific whale fishery.
Canals.—The canal commissioners have made a

veport to the legislature of New-York. They esti-

mate the cost of a canal from lake Champlain to the

Hudson at 800,000 dollars. They propose to borrow

1,500,000 dollars to complete that canal, ajnd the

great western canal from Rome to the Seneca river,
for which this sum is supposed adequate. It is pro-
bable that thes-e great works will soon be commenc-

ed and prosecuted with vigor. The rise in the value
of property they would occasion in the state of New
York would, of itself, pay for them many times over.

The state of Ohio has resolved, as far as the resour-

ces of the state will justify, to assist in making the
canal between lake Erie and the Hudson.
The great canal—The report of the canal com-

missioners on the contemplated western canal,makes
an octavo pamphlet of 90 pages. It contains a mi-
nute survey of the route.

From lake Erie to a point 11 miles up
the Tonnewanta, 27 miles, will cost g205,877
From Tonnewanta to the Seneca river,

136 miles, 194 feet fall, 25 locks, 1,550,9S5
From Seneca river to Rome, 77 miles,

48,50 feet rise, 6 locks, 853,166
From Rome to Schoharie creek,71 miles,

132,85 feet fall, 16 locks, 1,090,703
From Schoharie creek to Albanv, 32

miles, 289 feet fall, 30 locks, 1,106,087
Add for general expences, 75,000

Aggregate of expences, £4,881,738
Of rise andfall

—661,85 feet, by 77 locks.

Of distance—353 miles, 29^ chains.

By a route, south of the mountain ridge, from
Erie to Genesee river, will save in expences 309,025-
dollars.

"Ship chandlery."
—We were agreeably surprised

to see in a Buffalo paper, an advertisement headed
with "ship chandler}"

—wherein is offered for sale

cables, and all sorts of rigging, &c. with sail duck,
anchors, tar, 5;c. needful for the equipment of ves-
sels.

Major-general Harrison.—This estimable offi-

cer and accomplished gentleman, has been enter-
tained with a sumptuous public dinner by the pa-
triotic people of Petersburg, Va and the survivors
of the gallant corps of volunteers from that place
who served under his command in the late war,
through whom the citizens at large had become
familiar with his arduous services and exalted cha-

I

racter. The general, being on a visit to his relations
in Virginia, was sought after and invited bv a joint

1

committee of the citizens and the volunteers, which
he accepted. The town seems to have been quite
alive when he approached—he was received with a
salute of 16 guns and the general hilarity of the

people. It was a proud day for the general, that
those who ought to know him best, men of high and
honorable minds, should thus respectfully and joy-
ously receive him, notwithstanding the many perse-
cutions lie had suffered, for causes unknown to the

public. The account of the affair in the Petersburg
Intelligencer is delightful, and wc would copv it bin
for its great length.

After dinner the usual number of toasts were
drank, their beauty will plead an apology, if one
is necessary, for giving them entire:

1. The people.— Brave, patriotic, and virtuous— free, sovereign em
independent. 4 guns.

2. The Constitution—
Rleu'd be the code, by whomsoever wro't.

Uepleie with maxims sound, 41 id lib'ral thought. 3 guns.
3. George Washington.—Executing the mandate of Heaven, be

gave fretdom tc> millions. No. gun.
4. James Monroe—Called by the choice of his fello-w citizens t>.

the first oliice in their gift, he will not disappoint their hopes. 3
gUi.S.

5. James Madison-He gave the signal for battle, and saved the
republic. 3 guns.

b. Thomas Jcjferson.—The consciousness of having contribute'!
much to lus country's prosperity will render his declining lift
serene and happy- 3 guns.

7. The vice president of tiie United States.—He has baffled the
shaft's of calumny, and rises superior to the malice of his enemies.
3 guns.

s. T/ie New Cabinet—Farmed of virtue, talents ami patriousm.
the safe depository of American liberty. 2 guns.

9. The buttk of Tippesateen—'BaxkKA by British intrigue, its
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success was ominous of the glorious issue of our second war for

independence, 2 guns.
10. Fort Meigs—A watch-tower in the wilderness—defended by

valiant spirits, sc cond only to tin ir gallant commander. 6 guns.

General Harrison rose mnidst the loud shouts of

applause, which this sentiment excited. His feel

ings were evidently touched. In an instant all was

calm, and he spoke as follows:

The honor which you now confer upon me, fel-

low-citizens, is that which the most celebrated of

the ancient republics was accustomed to bestow

"upon such of their statesmen and warriors, who
were considered i0 have deserved well of their

country. To be feasted in the Pryianreum of their

native city, was the greatest reward which an

Athenian general could receive for the most brilliant

and important services.—With the recollection of

this fact, how shall I duly appreciate this mark of

your approbation ? I will not natter you gentle-

men, by saying that Petersburg is a modern Athens.

That great republic covered with her fleets and

her merchant ships every known sea. Arts and

arms were also Iter's. Such indeed was the case

with Carthage formerly as it is with Paris and Lon-

don now. But in what age, in what region, by
what city, have the pure principles ot liberty been

cultivated with greater care than on this spot ?—
Your THOMPSOsfhas obtained for you the civic palm.
In war, your Scott.—That gallant band, your
volunteers ! Yes ! Pclopidas did not glory more

iustly in his sacred band, which fought and bled

and conquered at M.uninx; nor Bonaparte, in his

young guards who were immolated at Waterloo;

than you in thesk !
—But a remnant only now re-

mains; alas ! I know too well where the remains

«f many of them are to be found: they lie in the

cold and dreary swamps of the north-west ! But
their memories are preserved in the hearts of their

countrymen. To perpetuate their fame is your
sacred duty; and you will not neglect it. Gentle-

men, I am not an Orator; had I talents of that kind,

what a theme is here, one to which a Cicero or

your own Taylor, or Robertson, or Leigh, would

have done justice: But I beg your pardon; I rose

merely to thank you for the compliment contained

in the toast; to the commander the merit of the

defence of fort Meigs must be greatly lessened,

when it is recollected that the lines were defended

by troops from Ohio and Kentucky, and the reserve

composed of the Pittsburg and Petersburg volun

teers !

11. Col. R. M. Johnson—Teeumseh's arm, that erst spread terror

through the forest's gloom, fell neveless before the champion ol

American liberty. 2 guns.
12. Lake Erie—The gallant Perry bridged its waters with the

flotilla of Britain, and conducted in triumph to the shores of

Canada, the avengers of their country's wrongs. 2 guns.
13. The River Raisin—Crimsoned with the bloo'l of freemen,

an eternal monument of British philanthropy, justice, and good
faith.

14. The American navy-r-The ocean and the lakes the graud
theatres of its glory. 2 guns.

15. The army of' the United States.— Composed of freemen, it

must ever be invincible. 2 guns.
jo. The brave volunteers lohofeil at fort Meigs—Drop the tear-

not of regret—their death was glorious.
17. The Spanish patriots—Contending for liberty— whilst we sigh

for their misfortunes we glorj in their triumphs. 2 guns.
i8. Our differences with Ferdinand I'll.—"Put up thy sword,

weak prince—th j hand shakis at it."

19. Hainan—
All that we believe of Heaven—

Amazing brightness, purity and truth,
Eternal jo> and everlasting love.

By general llari ison.— I'll town of Petersburg—the seed-bed of

patriotism, the nursery of heroes.

u^j General Harrison was also invited, in the

u,i:st handsome manner, by the mayor and citizens

of Richmond, to a public dinner; but his private
concerns prevented him from suffering the delay it

would hive occasioned. The correspondence on

the occasion has been published in the papers.

Gen. St. Clair.—"This poor and unfortunate, but

gallant soldier," (to use the words of the Democratic

Press) has, at last, got a competent subsistence for

the little remnant of his days. What congress de-

nied, the liberality of Pennsylvania has furnished.
The legislature, some time ago, gave him a pension
of 300 dollars, which, ai the present session, has
been raised to 650—this sum will keep the old gen-
tleman above want. He resides on the Alleghany
mountain. It is pleasant to remark that the political
sentiments of the general are opposed to those of
a very large majority of the people, and their repre-
sentatives, of this rich and liberal state.

True policy. The legislature of Pennsylvania has

passed an act appropriating halfa million of dollars

to internal improvements—roads, bridges and ca-

nals— 105,000 of which is to complete the turnpike
from Philadelphia to Pittsburg. The Schuylkill,

Lehigh and Monongahala rivers are among the first

objects for "lock navigation."

Treaty with Sweden.— It will be recollected, that

it was stated sorae time ago by us, as a report, that

the senate had under discussion a commercial treaty
concluded with Sweden by our minister, Mr. Russel.
We find it stated in some of the newspapers, that

the treaty was rejected by the senate. Not so, ac-

cording to our information. The treaty was ratified,

with the exception of one or more articles, which,
it is presumed, are to be the subject of future nego-
tiation. [Nut. Int.-

Captain Gordon.
The following notice of the late captain Gordon r

of the navy, is from the Philadelphia Political Re-

gister, 28th ult.

Obituary.—The village Hampden sleeps with his

fathers, but lives embalmed in the affectionate re-

membrance of those who are to rest by his side.

The great and the good, receive their last and

parting breath in the same air that animated their

early clay. In the land that gave them birth, they

pass aw.'.y; but are hallowed in the gratitude and
veneration of the f iends they have loved and of the

country they have served. The pompous obituary
swells the note of admiring recollection for those,
o'er whom the turf is warmed by tne same ray that

saw their incubate and their declining hour.

Shall then, no requiem be said for those who in

their country's cause, sleep in a land their sires had
never seen? Shall the ardent friend, the intrepid sol-

dier, the good and virtuous man, pass from a world
he adorned, and to his memory be given no sigh,
but from those lie cherished, no tear but from those

he loved.

The heroic bravery, and generous soul of the de-

parted Gordon, from a people, whose distinction he

:,raced, might have claimed a more extended sphere.
Those feelings, which highest glow in the bosoms
of the noble, made him in early youth misfortune's

target, but the spotless honor of his name even ca-

lumny has not dared to tarnish.

By those who knew him beloved, by those whom
e commanded almost adored—his ashes moulder

beneath the treads of a stranger, and unworthy de-

traction has essayed to darken the lustre of his

fame.—Shame on the soul, who would forget to re-

erence the dead, because it saw not the ascent ot

lis spirit
—But scorn on him, who admired, loved

or feared the virtues of Gordon, and veils the mirror

of recollection, when it would retrace the existence

that has been closed afar.

Cui pudor &,justiciar soror,

Incomipia bioi s, uudaque Veritas,

t^uanJo ullutu inventeni pareuu.
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Internal duties.—The statistical enquirer will

find much to amuse and instruct him in the interest-

ing view of the internal duties, given in the present
number.

The folding or the register.—Measures have

been recently adopted that will secure for the Re-

gister a much greater degree of accuracy in folding
it than heretofore—and, we hope, will silence the

just complaints that have been made on that ac-

count.

"Cashiering of Kings."
The number of the "Edinburg Review" for June

fctst, has an article on "A narrative of events which

have recently occurred in the island of Ceylon, writ-

ten by a gentleman on the spot." The tract is un-

derstood to come from high authority; and, as the

reviewers justly observe, "there is, perhaps, no pas-

sage in the history of [British] oriental policy which
exhibits s;> strong

1 a contrast to the ostensible prin-

ciples of [British] conduct in Europe,*' as is describ-

ed in these pages.
After the "legitimate" king had been defeated,

through the treachery and defection of his people
and the superior discipline of the British troops,
the British government issued a proclamation de-

claring that the Kandian king, "by the habitual viola-
" tion of the chiefandmost sacred duties of a sovereign,
" hadforfeited all claims lo thut title, or the powers un-

f'nexeei to the same, and is declaredfallen and deposed

"from the office of king; his family and relatives, whe-
" ther in the ascending, descending or collateral line,
" and whether by affinity of blood, are also forever ex-
•' eluded from the throne"—and said relatives, being
males, "are hereby declared enemies of the Kandian
"'provinces," and excluded and prohibited from en-

tering the same "without a written permission for that
•"

purpose by the authority of the British government"—
and "the dominions of the Kandian provinces is vested
" in the sovereign nf the British empire" &c.
These extracts are from the official paper, and

vlearly convince us that there is one "divine right"
for Europe and another for Asia! The narrative
makes it appear that the king of Candy was a very
bad man, exceedingly despotic and very severe, es-

pecially to the family of a certain chief who took up
arms against him, and resisted his royal authority.
But what of thai? Who gave an English general a

right to sit in judgment on the "Lord's anointed,"
and not only cashier him, but ^legitimatize his
whole kindred, and declare them enemies of their

own provinces? There is a superiority of impudence
in the transaction, when it is viewed in connection
with the clamors of the British in Europe about

France, Spain, Sec. that is truly laughable. It will
be recollected that the throne of the deposed mo-
narch was transported to London, and received by
government as lawful spoil.

It may be well here to insert an extract from Rol-
lings "Ancient History," one of the most useful and
most interesting works in the world, but which,
unhappily, abounds with stuff like the following.
Speaking of rebellions that took place in certain

provinces of Persia in consequence of the vices, ef-

feminacy and oppression of the government, he says:
"Their just complaints, long time despised, were
followed by an open rebellion of several nations,
who endeavored to do themselves that justice by
force which had been denied to their remonstrances.
In such conduct they failed in the submission and

fidelity which subjects owe to their sovereigns! but

''paganism did not carry its lights so far, and was not

capable of so sublime a perfection, which was re-

served for a religion that teaches that no pretext,
no injustice, no vexation, can ever authorise the re-

bellion of a people against their prince."
Now—the British—"the bulwark of that religion"

Mr. Rodin alludes to, not onlv made use of the Kan-
dian "rebels" 10 subdue their king, but appropriated
his kingdom, with all his private treasuies, to 'heir

own uses. [See the Royal Catechism, page 92.]

The Federalist.
This celebrated work is well known to have been

produced by the joint labors of Alexander Hamilton,
James JVladison and John Jay—we mention them iti

the order in which they appear to have contributed
to it. Some doubt has latterly arisen as to the Nos.
from the several pens of these great men. A writer

in the National Intelligencer, in March last, said—•

"I take upon me to state, from indubitable authori-

ty, that Mr. Madison wrote Nos. 10, 14, 18, 19, 20,

37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,

51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 62, 63, and 64. Mr.

Jay wrote Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5; and Mr. Hamilton
the residue.

"I have been for several years in possession of the

information upon which this statement is predi-
cated; :md, if it be doubted or denied, I will venture
to appeal to the papers of general IlamUton for the
confirmation of nay assertion."

Another writer, in the New- York Evening Post,
contradicts this statement, spying

—"General Ha-

milton, a day or two previous to his death, step-

ped into the office of his friend judge Benson,
then absent, and in the presence of his clerks left

a paper in a book lying there and departed. After
his fall this paper was observed, and deposited by
judge Benson in the eity library, with a certificate,

that it was the hand writing of A. Hamilton. The

following is a copy.
"Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 54, Mr. Jay; Nos. 10, 14, 37 to 48

inclusive, Mr. Madison; Nos. 18, 19, 20, Mr. Hamil-
ton and Mr. Madison, jointly; all the rest by Mr.
Hamilton."
"This is a sacred relict: call it not in question."

Soldiers' bounty lands.

FROM THE NASHVILLE (tKXS.) WHIR.

That part of the soldiers' bounty lands lying in

the Missouri and Illinois territories, being five mil-

lions of acres, are in a rapid state of preparation,
and will soon be ready to be allotted among the

soldiers.

General Rector, the surveyor general, following
the instructions of the government, has employed
more than eighty companies of surveyors, compris-

ing upwards of four hundred men, and bound them
F
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in contracts to complete their surveys by the first
|

confined in the Spanish prisons at St. Jago de Cuba,
was handed to us by a gentleman who arrived here
from that island, about ten days since, with a request
that we would publish and then transmit it to the

president. Not knowing the gentleman who was
the bearer of the letter, and having no evidence of
the authenticity of the document, induced us to de-

lay its publication until we could satisfy ourselves

on these points. Having received such assurances

touching its genuine character as we required, and

having the statement which it contains verified by
a subsequent arrival from the same quarter, we give
it insertion with pleasure, forwarding the original
as directed, to the department of state, where we
doubt not it will receive that attention to which it is

entitled.

day of June next

To make sure of five millions of acres fit for cul-

tivation upwards ofeight millions are ordered to be

surveyed. None will be offered to the soldiers

which is no\ tit for cultivation, and the surveys now
include large bodies superior in fertility to the

richest lands of Kentucky or Illinois.

Two and an half millions of acres will lay in the

Illinois territory, in the fork of Mississippi and Il-

linois rivers, between the latitude 39 and 41 de-

grees north; in parallels corresponding with Wash-

ington city, Philadelphia and the middle parts of

Pennsylvania This tract is washed by the Mis-

sissippi on the west and the Illinois on the south-

east, and has an easy communication with lake Mi-

chigan by Chicago, and may carry its commerce to

New Orleans or to New York, when the canal of that

state is finished. Slavery is not admitted in the Illi-

nois territory.
The other two and a half millions will lay in the

Missouri territory, between latitudes 35 and 40 de-

grees north, and longtitude 12 and 16 degrees west

from Washington city. This tract is watered by
the Mississippi, the Missouri and its tributaries the

Great Osage and the Gasconade; slavery is admit-

ted in the Missouri territory.
These lands are the first of the western country

for richness of soil, healthiness of climate, and na-

^ igable waters; advantages enhanced by a position
near the centre of the great valley of Mississippi,
where the union of the great rivers and the centre

of territory combine to fix so many interests, com-
mercial and political. The staples will be wheat,

hemp and tobacco; lead salt and fur.

Resides the bounty lands, upwards of five mil-

lions of acres of other public land will also be sur-

veyed by the first of June next; making in all, in

the territories of Missouri and Illinois, about four-

teen millions of acres subject at that time, to the

disposition of the government. The drawing of lots

for the soldiers bounties, and the public sales, may
be expected to come on soon after.

The Indian title has been extinguished in the Mis-

souri territory to about seventy thousand square
miles-, that is to say, to a tract of country about as

large as the state of Virginia, and embracing all the

latitude of that state.

The line between the whites and the Indians be-

gins three hundred miles up the Missouri river, at

the mouth of the Kanxus, in latitude 39 degrees 5

minutes north, and runs north over a rich country,
one hundred miles, to the head of the little river

Platte; then east, over naked sterile ridges, one

hundred and fifty miles and a half, to the ties Moines

(river ofthe Monks;) then down that river, 16 miles,

to the Mississippi south of the Missouri, the line be-

gins at Prairie de Free (fire prairie) thirty miles be-

low the mouth of the Kunxus, and runs south two

hundred and fifty-four miles down that river to Ar-
[

enemies.

kansas; then down that river, supposed two hundred

and forty miles to the Mississippi.
The two and a half millions of acres intended for

the soldiers in the Missouri territory, are surveyed
within those boundaries.

[We have this information from col. Benton, and

give it as such, that those interested may rely upon
it.l—Franklin Monitor.

Americans in prison.
From the Norfolk Beacon.

The following petition addressed to the president
of trie Vnited Stutes, by fourteen Americans., now

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Petition offourteen Americans now confined in the pri-

son of St. Jago de Cuba.

Honored sir,

We take the liberty to inform you of our sad"

misfortunes, confined in Cuba prison, at the inhu-

man mercy of the cruel Spaniards.—Our first mis-

fortunes are as follow : Our vessel being sold for

the purposes of privateering, we were obliged to'

take passage in the schooner Margaretta, Peter

Anchor, commander, bound to Jamaica. To our

sorrow, after being on our passage two days, the

captain brought up his Carthagenian commission,
and said he was bound on a cruize. Finding our-

selves taken in in this shameful manner, we concert-

ed each other to leave her the first opportunity. On
the 2d September we captured the schr. Sophia,
under Spanish colors, bound to Jamaica, with
cattle on board; on the 3d of the same month, cap-
tured a Spanish brig from the coast, with one
hundred and eighty negroes on board; the captain
anu owner ransomed the brig, &c. for !§1600; we
allowed the boat to take the captain on shore at

Cuba under a promise that he would return with

the money; the unjust agreement of the Spaniards,
-in place of the money, sent out a king's schooner
of superior force and captured us: at the time
of the capture, four of the men got clear in the

boat. Honored Sir, now began the inhuman usage
of the cruel Spaniards

—cut and mangled to pieces
with cutlasses, bound back to back till the blood

run from under our finger-nails; we are at present
in Cuba jail on the allowance of this savage nation,

on half a pint of rice and beans, half cooked, for to

content the sons of Columbia for 24 hours; without

clothing, or any thing to hide our nakedness, in

iron strong, See.—No friends allowed to see us.

Honored Sir—We the unhappy petitioners, do

humbly beg for the mercies of a free country, for

which we have fought and valiantly conquered our

John If. Buckley, J\rantucket,

Denard Teunsand, Norfolk,
Thomas Reed, Neio York,

Benjamin Brown, do.

John Davits, Newport,
William Handy, N Carolina,

George Wilson, New York,
James Morress, Boston,

John Bennet, Philadelphia,
John Jackson, do.

John Anderson, A'ew Orleans,
John Dunkin, New York,
John Charles, New Orleans,

Frantic Barber, do.
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Internal Duties.

jvTlie following can be regarded only as an abstract

of the report of the commissioner of the revenue;

but is presumed to contain every thing that can

be generally useful.]

Letter from the secretary of the treasury, trans-

mitting statements of the internal duties for 1815;

of the amount of direct tax, Sec. Sec—February 11,

1817. Read and ordered to lie on the table.

Treasury Department, December 31st, 1816.

Sir—I have the honor to transmit herewith, the

statements relating to the internal duties and di-

rect tax, required by the 33d section of the act of

congress, of the 22nd of July, 1813, to be laid

annually before congress, in the month of Decem-

ber, viz. A statement of internal duties for the

year 1815, showing the amount accruing from each

branch of those duties, in each collection district

throughout the United States and their territo-

ries; the amount paid into the treasury; and the

expence of collection; a statement of the amount
of the direct tax received; and the amount paid to

the officers employed in the collection thereof, in

each collection district, wherein the same became

payable; a statement showing the amount of the

compensation received by the principal and assis-

tant assessors under the acts of the 22d of July,
and 2nd of August, 1813; and a statement of the

official emoluments and expenditures of the offi-

cers employed in collecting the internal duties and
direct tax, during the year 1815.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir,

your most obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD.

The hon. Henry Clay, speaker of the house of representatives.

Treasury Department,
Revenue office, November 30, 1816.

Sir—I have the honor to communicate to you, to

be laid before congress, agreeably to law, in De-

cember ensuing, the following statements:
No. 1. Statements exhibiting views of the col-

lection of the direct tax of three millions of
dollars imposed August 2d, 1813.

No. 2. Statement of the amount of the direct

tax received during the year 1815, with the

amount paid to the officers employed in the

collection.

No. 3. General view of the collection of the di-

rect tax of six millions of dollars, imposed
January 9, 1815.

No. 4. General view of the collection of the di-

rect tax of three millions of dollars, imposed
March 5, 1816.

No. 5. Statement exhibiting the amounts which
have accrued during the year 1815, from the

several internal duties, as well as those receiv

ed, with the sums paid to the officers employ-
ed in the collection thereof.

No 6. Statement of the amount of duties which
have accrued on various goods, wares and
merchandise manufactured in the United
States.

>7o. 7. Abstract of the official emoluments and

expenditures of the collectors of internal du-
ties and direct tax during the year 1815.

I am, very respted fully,
: \. H. SMITH,

Commissioner of the revenue.
'Ion. Secretary of the treasury*

1 new of the collection of the direct tax of three mil-

lions of dollars, imposed on the 2,7 of August, 1813.
Oi tijfis amount the slates of Nv.v Jersey, Penn <

sylvania, Virginia, South-Carolina, Georgia, Ohio,
and Kentucky assumed and paid into the treasury
their respective quotas, amounting to if1,363,290 3.1.,

leaving to be collected by the United States the

remaining sum of #1,636,709 69.

The following- statements exhibit a view of the
collection of this last sum.

Statement No. 1. presents a view of the collectiori

in each of the collection districts.

Statement No. 2. presents a view of the collection

of taxes on non-residents' property transferred
to the designated collectors in each state; and

Statement No. 3. presents a general view of thd
collection.

— "Z ^

5'r-,
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No. 3.

Geriend vieio of the collection 'J the direct tax e/1814.

Aggregate of the quotas of the se-

vered districts as fixed by law, §1,638,479 84

A -

negate of ihe quotas of the se-

veral "districts agreeably to the tax

lists delivered by the principal asses

sors, to the collectors, 1,648,312 60

Deduct for allowances of errors in

assessment, 1,929 86

curred in tliis district in

m ;iking the assessment, 3,261 61
In the state of Louisiana,

the collection having been
but recently commenced, 20,079 68

In other districts, 2S7 45
Amount of taxes on non-

residents' property transfer-

red to designated collectors,
and not yet accounted for, 1,148 77

Leaving the amount of tax to be

collected, 1,64-6,382 74

Acid interest received on the re-

demption of property purchased in

behalf of the United States, 195 72

Surplus of the additions

of 10 and 20 per cent, over

ihe expences of property
advertised or sold, 3,465 9S

3,661 67

Amount chargeable to the collectors, 1,650,044 41

Amount of payments
to the treasurer, 1,521,129 25

Deduct amounts over-

paid by sundry collec-

tors, beyond the amounts

with which they were

respectively chargeable,
which will be credited

to them in the accounts

•f direct tax of 1815, 1,257 72'

1,519,871 53

Expeiices of collection, viz:

Contingent ex-

pirees, 5,493 39

Commission, 87,716 68
. 93,210 07

Amount of taxes lost

by persons absconding
or becoming insolvent, 1,204 Si

25,757 9£
Kevenue office, Nov. 27, 1816.

Aggregate statement of the amounts of direct tax re-

ceived during the year 1815, -with the amounts paia
to the officers in the collection thereof.

STATES.

New-Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
Vermont, ....
Rhode-Island, .

Connecticut, . .

New-York, . . .

New-Jersey, . .

Pennsylvania, .

Delaware, ....
Maryland, . . .

Virginia ....
North-Carolina,

Kentucky, . . .

Tennessee, . . ,

Louisiana, . . .

Dis. of Columbia,

Total, .

Amo'nt re-

ceived by
collectors

94,776
125,269

109,618
21.296

117,558
53.816

140,049

23,508

65,464

29
00
98
61

01

44
04

66
30

40,191 01

33,155

1,797

6,610

28
14

65

'833,111 41

Paid to the

treasurer.

83.693 91

131,187 15

58,147 88

7,274 45

108,935 05

73,741 21

120,155 43

23,331 54

72,730 68

49,332 34

88,560 69

1,683 80

6,250 00

775,024 93

Exp< nces
of collec-

tion.

4,390 38

7,927 17
3,479 50

1,032 OS
5,477 64
4,918 18
5,752 35

1.375 67
3,386 56

3,430 92

1,614,286 44

Amount remaining to be accounted for 35,757 97

Which consists of—
Taxes on property purchased

. the United States, and unre-

deemed, 5,7S<5 18

Taxes uncollected or in

the hands of collectors, viz:

In the 6Ui district of New-

York, of which William

Tremper is collector, being,
:.=, he states, in bank notes

which will not be received

by his bank of deposit, 1,473 £2
/

'

*\\\ the 16th district ofNew
York, stated by the late col-

lector (Francis A. Bloodgood)
to be detained in the hands of

a deputy, 1,710 84

*ln tiie 25th district of

New-York, of which Jonas

Harrison is collector, 2,026 82
In the 4th district of Ma-

ryland, of which Stephen H.

-Moore is collector, owing to

xhe captivity of the princi-

pal ssessor, great delay oc-

Nvte.— lioth Uiese casts of delinquency have been laid before the

yoniptfqlkc of die uxmujT) by wliwa suits have S»een iasuuited..

V Id amount of extra allowances by the

president, properly chargeable to the

collection of the direct tax,

Add amount of allowances under the

2d section of the act of March 3d, 1815,

properly chargeable to collection of di-

rect tax, ......

2,449 64
113 24
333 59

44,066 87

3,427 29

3,171 OS

50,665 19

l?eing 6 1-8 per cent, on the amount paid into the

treasury.
Revenue office, November 28, 1816.

No. 3.

General viexv of the state of the collection of the direct

tax of six millions of dollars, imposed Jan. 9, 1815.

Although this-tax was imposed on the 9th day of

January, 1815, in consecpience of the time occupied
bv the assessment, the collection of it did not com-
mence in any district until the 28th day of Septem-
ber, 1815, and generally did not commence until

the month of February, 1816.

Amount of the tax, §6,000,000 0®

Add amount of direct tax imposed
on the district of Columbia by the act

of February 27, 1815, 19,998 40

Amounts paid into the treasury by
the following states, viz:

New York,
South Carolina,

Georgia.
Ohiv,

6,019,998 4fi

731,240 76

258,239 32

170,885 69

177,055 54
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JJeducJLion allowed,

1,377,421 31
296 s4 S 15

1,634,267 46

Moiety of fines, penalties, and for-

! feitures,

80

9 142 99

6,369,272 90

Leaving to be collected by the col- Deduct amount of duties refunded

lectors, £4,385,730 94 or remitted, [see note 1.] 126.76° 35

Of this sum there is ascertained to —
bave ueen collected on the 31st of Total accruing duties, $6,243,503 55

October, 1816, 3,820,000 00
j

Add balances due on Dec. 31, 1814, viz:

In bonds uncollected, 1,170,949 57

Remaining to be collected, 565,739 54

Revenue office, Nov. 28 1816.

No. 4.

Central view of the state of the coliertion of the direct tax of three

millions of dollars, imposed March 5, 1815.

The revisions of the preceding assessment have

been completed in a majority of the districts, in

which the tax is in a state of collection.

In the o-'ier districts they will, it is supposed, be

soon effected.

Amount of the tax, S 3,000,000 00

Add amount of direct tax imposed
on the district of Columbia, 9,999 20

In duties not bonded, 1,396 29
1,172,345

Amounts paid into the treasury by
tbe following states, viz:

New- York, 365,620 38

South Carolina, 129,119 66

Georgia, 94,936 49

Ohio, 88,527 62

3,009,999 20

Deduction allowed,

678,204 15

102,929 58

Total of accruing duties in 1815, and
of duties outstanding Dec. 31, 1814, 7,41*.',849 41

Amount of duties received by the

collectors, 4,986 262 23

Amount of payments to tbe treasurer, 4,697.252 19

Expences of collection, consisting of

Contingent expences, 21,251 04

Measuring stills, 1,626 83

Commission, 216,908 12

Extra allowance by the

president, [see note 2.] 20,512 71

Allowance under the se-

cond section of the act of
3d March, 1815, 18,978 97

279,277 57

781,133 73

Leaving to be collected by the col-

lectors, 2,228,865 47
Of this sum there is ascertained to

bave been collected on the 31st of

October, 1816, 70,000 00

Remaining to be collected, §2,158,865 47
Revenue office, Nov. 28, 1816.

General view of the internal duties for 1815.

Accruing duties, viz:

On licences for stills

and boilers employed on
domestic materials, §750,503 22

Foreign materials, 91,616 59

On spirits distilled

from domestic materials,
at 20 cents per gallon, 1,305,160 32
at 25 cents per gallon, 742,398 57

Do. from foreign mate-
rials at 20 cts. per gallon, 159,229 00

842,119 81

On carriages,
On licenses to retailers,

On sales at auction,
On refined sugar,
On stamps, viz:

On stamped paper and
bank notes, 334,209 70

By compounding banks, 84,422 10

On various goods, wares, and merchan

dise, manufactured in theU. States,
On household furniture, and gold

and silver watches,
Interest and additions received on

.duties not punctually paid,

2,206,787 89

165,717 31

927,444 47

•825,132 83

72,807 32

80

53

418,631

793,625

93,034 50

14,827 85

Being 5 6-10 per centum en the

amount paid into the treasury.
Balances on the 31st Dec. 1815, viz:

In bonds uncollected, 848,404 05
In duties not bonded, 1,485,126 73
In cash and treasury

notes 225 105 47

—$2,558,656 25

NOTES.
There remain to be received partinl returns from

five districts, by which, when received, this state-

ment will be in a small degree varied. As, more-

over, it is formed from the accounts of tbeco lee

tors as transmitted to this office, uncorrected bi

the revision of the accounting officers of the trea-

sury, the several items of which it consists will not

precisely balance or correspond with the results of
the accounts as finally settled.

Note 1. This sum consists principally of renay-
ments to distillers, under the 17th section of the
act of December 21st, 1814.

JVote 2. The whole sum allowed bv the president
for the collection of the direct tax and the internal

duties, for the year 1815, amounts to 23,940 dol-
lars. There having been received from the dircc'.

tix 833,111 41 dollars, and from the duties

4,986,262 23 dollars, in the foregoing general view
a proportionate part of the whole allowance is

charged to the duties, viz: 20,512 71 dollars, tbe
r sidue being properly chargeable to the collec-

tion of the direct tax. As the whole of these al-

lowances were made after the close of the ve-tr

1815, and after the accounts of the collectors were
rendered, they were satisfied out of the duties ac-

cruing in 1816, to which, on the books of the trea-

sury, they will appear to be charged.
A like apportionment has been made of the al-

lowances provided by the second section of the act
of March 3d, 1815, in cases where the annual com-
iinissions of a collector do no*- exceed 1000 dollars.

Revemte office, JVoveniber 28, 1816.
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Champlain and the Hudson.

We have ulvea.lv published many reports of the

commissioners, &c. respecting the noble work of

uniting the great lakes of Erie, Huron, Mtcbigan

rind Superior, &c. &c. with the Atlantic, by means

of a canal from the first named to the Hudson, to

the city of New York, and the ocean, but we do

not recollect to have seen and published any thing

respecting the ^northern canal," so called, design-

ed to unite lake Charoplain and lake George with

the said river—an obiect of less ultimate import-

ance than the other, but easier accomplished and

Of more immediate interest. The following, being

a late report to the legislature, is very interesting.

There seems to he no doubt of its practicability;

and as it is entirely within the present means of

the state and people of New-York, we hope to see

it commenced at the earliest day possible. Suc-

cess in it, would secure the speedy accomplish-

ment of the greater and more important work.

Report of the board of commissioner! on the northern,

or Champlain canal.

The advantages which will result from the con-

nexion ot lake Erie with the navigable waters of

the Hudson, by means of a canal, have been so fre-

quently elucidated, and are indeed so obvious to

every one who possesses a correct geographical

knowledge of the west, that it has been deemed

unnecessary to enumerate them. But presuming
that the benefits to be derived from a similar com-

munication with lake Champlain, are not fully un-

derstood or duly appreciated, the commissioners

ask the indulgence of briefly pointing out a few of

the most prominent of these benefits.

That part of this state which is contiguous to

lakes George and Champlain, abounds in wood, tim-

ber, masts, spars, and lumber of all kinds, which,

transported by the northern canal, would find a

profitable sale along the Hudson, and in the city

of New York, instead of being driven, as much of

those articles have heretofore been, to a precarious

market, by along and hazardous navigation to Que-
bec.

Some idea may he formed of the immense quanti-

ty of lumber which would be conveyed on the con-

templated canal, from the following statement,

made on the best authority, and which embraces

only that small section of the northern part of this

state, from whence t' e transportation is carried on

to the city of New York, or to intermediate markets.

"Within that tract of country, embracing the bor-

ders of lake George, and the timber land north and

west ofthe great fulls in Luzerne, there are annually

made, and transported to the south, two millions

of boards and plank; one million feet of square tim-

ber, consisting of oak, white and yellow pine, besides

dock logs, scantling, and other timber to a great
amount.
A considerable portion of the northern part of

this state is rough and mountainous and, in a great

measure, unfit for agricultural improvements.
—

These broken tracts are covertd with native forests

which, by the contemplated canal, would furnish

vast supplies of wood and lumber for many years;
and thus the great and increasing population which

occupies the margin of the Hudson, would be sup-

plied with boards, plank, timber, fencing materials,
and even fuel, with less expence, than from any
other quarter; while, at the same time, the lands

to the north, considerable tracts of which belong to

the people of this state, would be greatly increased

to value.

The mountains in the vicinity of lakes George and

Champlain, produce a variety of minerals, amon^
which are found, in inexhaustible quantities, the
richest of iron ores. Several forges are in opera-
tion in the counties of Washington, Warren, Essex
and Clinton, the number of which may be inde-

finitely increased; and the iron which they produce
is very little, if at all, inferior in quality to the best

iron manufactured in the United States: nor can it

be doubted that, after the completion of the con-

templated canals, the middle and western parts of

this state would be furnished with this necessary
article on more advantageous terms than it can at

present be procured.
The inhabitants of a large tract of countrv on

both sides of lake Champlain, embracing a consid-

erable portion of the state of Vermont would find,

by the northern canal, a permanent market in the

city of New York, or at intermediate places, for

their pot and pearl ashes, and also for all their sur-

plus agricultural productions, from whence the?
would also be cheaply supplied with all the neces-

sary articles of foreign growth.
The iron of the northern part of this state, which

at present is unwrought in the mine, and the fine

marble of Vermont, which now lies useless in the

quarry, would be converted to useful and ornamental

purposes, in the west, in exchange for salt and

gypsum; and thus the large sums which are annuallv
sent abroad for the purchase of iron, of salt, and of

gypsum, would be retained among our citizens, and
added to the permanent wealth of the state.

In short, the connexion of lake Champlain with the

Hudson, by means of a canal, would greatly enhance
the value of the northern lands; it would save vast

sums in the price of transportation; it would open
new and increasing sources of wealth; it would di-

vert from the province of Lower Canada, and turn
to the south, the profits of the trade of lake Cham-

plain; and, by imparting activity and enterprise to

agricultural, commercial, and mechanical pursuits,
it would add to our industry and resources, and

thereby augment the substantial wealth and pros-

perity of the state.

The examination and levels for this canal, have
been made, under the direction of the commission-

ers, by col. Lewis Garin, and the line for the same
has been marked out upon the maps herewith pre-
sented. There are two places of departure from
the Hudson, in order to connect that river with
lake Champlain, each of which affords a very favor-

able route, in point of soil, to be excavated, and of
materials for the artificial works. One of these

routes, by commencing at the mouth of fort Edward
creek, and pursuing the valley of that creek to the

summit level, and then following the ravine of

Woodcreek, will reach Whitehall, in the distance of

twenty-two miles. This route was formerly deemed
most eligible by a board of commissioners, com-

posed of general Schuyler, and others. It is, how-

ever, supposed, by the engineer, that the other
route may he preferable, which commences about
six miles further down the river, near the mouth
of Moses' kill, and of Dead-creek joined to a short

length of artificial canal, forms the summit level

from whence it proceeds—partly by the natural

channel of Wood-creek, and partly by artificial cuts,
which greatly shorten the distance to Whitehall.
The length of this route is twenty-eight miles, and
it passes over a soil which is, in general, remarkably
favorable, consisting principally of vegetable mould,
loam and clay. At the northern termination of the

canal, a few yards of limestone excavation will be

necessarv; this however, is not deemed an unfavor-
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able circumstance, as the stone are of such a quality
as will be useful in the construction of locks, and

it may be remarked that the materials for the con-

struction of the locks, between lake Champlain and

the. Hudson, can be procured with little difficulty.

Between the Hudson and lake Champlain, nine

the dam last mentioned, it is proposed to cut an ar*

tificial canal, to the village of Waterford, where it

is to be connected with the Hudson. This canal

will be supplied with water from the river, at its

upper end. Its length will be nearly twelve miles,
and the whole descent is 76,464 feet; which will

locks will be necessary, viz. three at the Hudson, [require eight locks. The excavation of this canal,

of 7,779 feet lift each, by which the summit level! for some distance near the upper end, will be con-

will be attained, and by a deep cutting, the greatest Isiderably expensive as it passes through a slate

depth of which will be 12,465 feet, and the
lengthjrock,

the middle and lower parts, however, are ve-

of which is about two miles; the summit level will
jry

favorable.

be extended fifteen miles, and will terminate about
j

The expences from Stillwater to Waterford, may
one mile south of fort Ann. At this place, two locks ,be estimated as follows:—
will be necessary, of 6,217 feet lift each. Between 176 feet lockage, at 1000 dolls, per foot, 76,000
this point and Whitehall, two locks, the first of 12 miles of excavation and towing path, with

8.223 feet lift, and the next of 9,243 feet lift, are to bridges, culverts, and other necessary
be made. At Whitehall, the canal is to be con- works, at an average of 30,000 dolls, per
nected with lake Champlain, by two locks of 8,550 mile, 360,000
feet lift each. About fifteen miles of this route

| Recapitulation of .Expences.
will need no excavation, as the canal, for that dis- jFrom Whitehall to the Hudson, $250,000
tance, will occupy the natural channels of Moses'! Dam, side cut, and other works, at fort Mil-

kill, Dead-ci*eek, and Wood-creek. In order to| ler falls,

turn off", as much as possible, the superfluous waters Do. at Saratoga falls,

of freshets, and to ensure, at all times, a sufficiency
of water on the summit-level, it is proposed to erect

a dam across Half-way brook, of eighteen feet in

height, half a mile above the mouth of said brook,
and by a natural ravine leading to the south, to

direct so much of the water of said brook to the

summit-level, and from thence, by several waste-

wiers, into the Hudson, as may be necessary for the

convenience of the canal.

The water, in the canal, is not to be less than

thirty feet wide at the surface, twenty feet at the

bottom and three feet deep; and the locks to be

seventy five feet long, and ten feet wide in ihe clear.

By the mode of calculation heretofore adopted
by the commissioners, the whole expence, between
lake Champlain and the Hudson, at the mouth of

Moses' kill, will not exceed two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars.

From the mouth of Moses' kill it is proposed to

To Stillwater, including dam, Sec.

From Stillwater to Waterford including

lockage,
Add for contingencies, engineers, and su-

perintendance, 50,000

50,000

35,000

50,000

436,000

Total, $871,000
Whether the canal from lake Champlain, enters

the Hudson at fort Edward creek, or at Moses' kill,

is not very material in the estimate of expence; and
the commissioners wish to be explicitly understood,
that they consider this question as still open, and as

one which will require mature deliberation. It is

ascertained that both routes are equally practica-
ble

The termination of the northern canal in the Hud-
son, at Waterford, will afford the cities of Albany
and Troy, and the villages of Lansingburgh and

Waterford, a full participation of its benefits; and

improve the channel of the Hudson, for the purpose jits approximation to the great western canal, will

of navigation, as far south as the village of Stillwater,! open the most beneficial channels of communication
at the head of Stillwater falls. This may be effected

j

between every great section of the*country, and fur-

in the following manner: By erecting a dam of three jnish every facility for promoting the activity, and
feet in height across the Hudson, at the head of I enlarging the sphere of inland trade, which consti-

fort Miller falls, the river above, as far as fort Ed- 'tutes one of the principal elements of national opu-
vvard, would at all times afford a sufficiency of wa- lence, prosperity and greatness. And before the

ter for boats drawing three feet. To overcome the 'lapse of half a century, those who succeed us, will

descent of fort Miller falls, a side cut or artificial witness, in the consolidation of those cities and vil-

canal, of about one mile in length, and with two lages into one great city, a union of interests and

locks of 10,321 feet lift each, will be necessary.
—

sympathies which will totally dissipate the appre-
These works, including the dam, locks, excavation, hensions and jealousies that may now exist.

All which is respectfully submitted.

DE WITT CLINTON,
S. VAN RENSSELAER,
MYRON HOLLEY,
SAMUEL YOUNG.

Albany, ISth March, 1817.

towing path, and all other expenses, may be esti

mated at fifty thousand dollars.

Two and a half miles below the south end of this

canal, at the head of Saratoga falls, a dam three

feet in height is to be made across the river, and a

side cut round the falls, similar to the above, ofi

about one mile in length, with two locks of 8,198 > —
feet lift each. It is believed, that all the artificial „ , „ rT,.

works, at this place, may he constructed for thirty XJ&ttlG OI 1 lppecailOB.
five thousand dollars. ftiomthe national ijjtelligenceb.

Thirteen miles below this place, at the head of Messrs. Gales and Seaton,
Stillwater falls, another dam of three feet in height, In Dr. Ramsay's history of the American revolu-

will, in like manner, insure a good boat navigation I tion continued by Dr. Smith, to the treaty of Ghent,

up to the
Saratoga falls. I find in pages 142, 3, and 4, of the 3d volume, an

The cost of this dam, the construction of a tow- ;account of the transactions which preceded the

ing path, with several bridges, the purohase of battle of Tippecanoe, so essentially different from

Schuyler's mill which it is supposed will be nece

s.ary, together with all the other expences of this

section, are estimated at fifty thousand, dollars.

the facts, particularly that part which states that

general Harrison encamped his troops on ground
selected or pointed out by the Indians, that I am

From the village of Stillwater, at a point above induced, from regard to historic truth, and the
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reputation of a distinguished officer to request the

publication of the following extract from M'Affects

history of the war in the Western country, and

the subjoined statements of the honorable Waller

Taylor, now a senator from Indiana, and It. col.

Snelling, of the army, then a captain in the 4th

United States' regiment of infantry. JUSTICE.
THE EXTHACT.

"To this it was observed, that as the Indians seen

hovering about the army, had been frequently in-

vited to a parley by the interpreters, who had pro-
ceeded some distance from the lines for the pur-

pose; and as these overtures had universally been

answered by menace and insult, it was very evident

that it was their intention to fight; that the troops
were in high spirits and full of confidence; and that

advantage ought to be taken of their ardor to lead

them immediately to the enemy. To this the gov.

(Harrison) answered, that he was fully sensible of

the eagerness of the troops; and admitting' the

determined hostility of the Indians, and that their

insolence was full evidence of their intention to

fight, yet he knew them too well to believe thai

they would ever do this, but by surprize, or on

ground which was entirely favorable to their mode
of fighting. He was therefore determined not to

advance with the troops, until he knew precisely
the situation of the town, and the ground adjacent
to it, particularly that which intervened between it

and the place where the army then was—that it was
their duty to fight when they came in contact with

the enemy— it was his to take care that they should
not engage in a situation where their valor would
be useless, and where a corps upon which he placed
great reliance would be unable to act; that the

experience of the last two hours ought to convince

every officer, that no reliance ought to be placed
upon the guides, as to the topography of the coun-

try; that relying on their information, the troops
had been led into a situation so unfavorable, that

but for the celerity with which they changed their

position, a few Indians might have destroyed them:
He was therefore determined not to advance to the

town, until he had previously reconnoitered, either

in person, or by some one, on whose judgment he
could rely. Major Daveiss immediately replied,
that from the right of the position of the dragoons,
which was still in front, the opening made by the

low grounds of the Wabash could be seen; that

with his adjt. D. Floyd, he had advanced to the

bank, which descends to the low grounds, and had
a fair view of the cultivated fields and the houses
of the town and that the open woods, in which the

troops then were, continued without interruption
to the town.—Upon this information, the governor
said lie would advance, provided he could get any
proper person to go to the town with a flag. Captain
T. Dubois of Vincennes having offered his services,
he was dispatched with an interpreter to the Pro-

phet, desiring to know whether lie would now com-

ply with the terms that had been so often proposed
to him. The army was moved slowly after in order
of battle. In a few moments a messenger came
from captain Dubois, informing the governor that
the Indians were near him in considerable num-
bers, but that they would return no answer to the

interpreter, although they were sufficiently near to
hear what was said to them, and that upon his

advancing, they constantly endeavored to cut him
off from the army. Gov. Harrison dir. . g this last

effort to open a negociation, which was sufficient to

shew his wish for an accommodation, resolved no

longer to hesitate in treating the Indians as ene-
mies. He therefore recalled captjyn Dubois, and

moved on with a determination to attack them. Ji-

had not proceeded far however, before he was met
by three Indians, one of them a principal counsellor
to the Prophet. They were sent, they said, to know
why the army Was advancing upon them—that the

Prophet wished if possible to avoid hostilities; thai

he had sent a pacific message by the Miami and
Potawatamie chiefs, who had come to him on the

part of the governor—and that those chiefs had un-

fortunately gone down on the south side of the
Wabash. A suspension of hostilities was accord

ingly agreed upon; and a mpeting was to take place
the next day between Harrison and the chiefs, to

agree upon the terms of peace. The governor further
informed them, that he would go on to the Wabs&h
and encamp there for the night. Upon march-

ing a short distance further he came in view of the

town, which was seen at some distance up the
river upon a commanding eminence. Major Daveiss
and adjt. Floyd, had mistaken some scattered
houses in the fields below, for the town itself. The
ground below the town being unfavorable for an

eneampment, the army marched on in the direction
of the town, with a view to obtain a better situation

beyond it. The troops were in an order of march,
calculated by a single conversion of companies, to
form the order of battle, which it had. last assumed,
the dragoons being in front. This corps however
soon became entangled in ground covered with
brush and tops of fallen trees. A halt was ordered,
and major Daveiss directed to change position with

Spencer's rifle corps, which occupied the open
fields adjacent to the river.—The Indians seeing
this manoeuvre, at the approach of the troops to-

wards the town, supposed that they intended to

attack it and immediately prepared for defence.
Some of them sallied out, and called to the advance

corps to halt. The governor upon this rode for-

ward, and requested some of the Indians to come
to him, assured them, that nothing was farther from
his thoughts, than to attack them—that the ground
below the town on the river, was not calculated for
an encampment, and that it was his intention to
search for a better one above. He asked if there
was any other water convenient beside that which
the river afforded; and an Indian with whom lie

was well acquainted, answered, that the creek,
which had been crossed two miles back, ran through
the prairie to the north of the village. A halt was
then ordered, and some officers sent back to examine
the creek, as well as the river above the town. In
half an hour, brigade major Marston Clarke and

major Waller Taylor returned, and reported that

they had found on the creek, every thing that could
be desired in an encampment—an elevated spot,

nearly surrounded by an open prairie, with water
convenient, and a sufficiency of wood for fuel. An
idea was propagated by the enemies of governot
Harrison, after the battle of Tippecanoe, that t!

Indians had forced him to encamp on a pi
chosen by them as suitable for the attack t.i:y
intended. The place however was ckosen by ma-

jors Taylor and Clarke, after examining all the
environs of the town; and when the army of gen
Hopkins was there in the following year, thjw all

united in the opinion, that a better spot to resist

Indians, was not to be found in the whole country.".
The above account taken from MacAff'ee.'s histo

ry of the war in the western country, as it relates

to the situation of the camp occupied by the arm}
under the command of gov. Harrison, on the night
between the 6th and 7th of Nov. 1811, is entire

ly correct. The spot for encampment was select-

ed by col. Clark, (who acted as brigade major tc*
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general Boyd) and myself. We were directed
byjthe people of England, and as a most illustrative

gov. Harrison 10 examine the country up and down specimen of that beautiful system we have estab-
lished on the continent. In alluding to the trans-
actions of Spain, we have frequently met with more
severe than merited animadversions from a certain

the creek until we should find a suitable place for

an encampment. In a short time we discovered the

place on which the army encamped, and to which it

was conducted by us. No intimation was given by
the Indians ofthe wish that we should encamp there

nor could they possibly have known where the army
Would encamp until it took its position. The only
error in the above extract is, in saving that major
Clark and myself were sent buck, by winch it would

appear that the army retrogaded to take up its en-

campment; this is not the fact, the army filed off in

front of the town at right angles to the Wabash to

reaeh its encampment. It has ever been my belief

that the position we occupied was the best that

could be found any where near US, and I believe that

nine tenths of the officers were of that opinion. We
did not go on the Wabash above the town, but lam
certain that there was no position below it that was

eligible for an encampment.
WALLER. TAYLOR.

February 22, 181".

My situation as a platoon officer prevented my
having personal knowledge of the transactions above

related, so far as respects the selection of the en-

campment of the army under general Harison by his

staff officers; but having carefully purused the ex-

tract fromMcAffee's history, I have no hesitation in

saying that I believe it to be substantially correct;

and that in my opinion the ground on which the ar-

my encamped combined the advantages of wood,
water, and a defensible position, in a greater degree
than any other spot in that section of the country;
the grounil on the Wabash was wholly unfit, the

highland being destitute of water, and the intervale

(or bottom lartd as it is called) being without wood,
and incapable of being defended.

J. SNELLTXG,
Lieut, colonel 6th Infantry.

Washington, February 28, 1817.

Roval Catechism of Ferdinand VII.
FUOJTTHE LONDON MORSISfi CHRONICLE.

At a certain period of British history, marked by
the rapid strides of ministerial influence and court

persecution, and thence justly called the plot-disco-

•oering age, Swift, writing to Pope, sportively ob-

served, "that indeed he had often wished, for some
time past, that a political catechism might be pub-
lished by authority four times a year, in order to in-

struct us how we are to speak, write and act, during
the current quarter." The present enlightened mi-

nister of Spain, whosefamiliarity with Bri'ish works
cannot be doubted, has availed himself of the dean's

advice, and on behalf of his master, as well as for

1 he spiritual ar.d political good of the people, whose
destinies are in his hands, has caused the rever-

end bishops to step forward, with all their zeal, to

eradicate from their respective flocks the dreadful

principles they imbibed during the late revolution,

and to cleanse them from the contamination with

v Inch they had been infected by their past inter-

course with foreigners, particularly British heretics.

The bishops of Badajoz and St. Andero have been

foremost to comply with the wishes of the Madrid

cabinet, and we now lay before our readers the royal
catechism of the first, to which we shall on another

occasion subjoin its accompanying pastoral charge.
These two precious documents were distributed

among the faithful on king Ferdinand seventh's last

birth day, and of them we ofier no other than a lite

ral translation, without comment, for the benefit of

class of our cotemporaries, who possibly might wish
a similar catechism gazetted among ourselves, but
unfortunately we are fully warranted by authentic
papers, of which the decrees to restore "the Inquisi-
tion and to place public education in the hands of
friars and nuns, are not the least remarkable. Things
have advanced in Spain so rapidly, since the over-
throw of the cortes, that nothing 'is now wanting to

complete the existing system than the building of
another Dionijsius's ear,- and undoubtedly if die
treasures from Spanish America could onlv'flow in a
little faster, this would be the next laudable under-
taking, for which the ruins and site of La Cassu de
la China would exactly suit. It ought, however, to
be observed, that the bishop of Badajoz was one of
the most active prelates in writing pastoral letters
in fivor of the French, formerly a flatterer of Godoy,
and his present production is one of the best proofs
of what kings and ministers would do, if they were
not checked by the voice ofthe people, and the pub-
lic press.

ROYAL CATECHISM.
CHAP. I.

Jf hat a kmg is, and by what means it is possible to

become one.

Q. What is the king?— \. A temporal and supreme
power, instituted by God, to govern nations with

equity, justice and tranquility.
Q. By how many means can a man attain to be a

king?—A. By adoption, gift, exchange and the right
of \var.

Q. To how many may the above means be reduced*1

A To two, \\z. by election and by hereditary suc-
cession.

Q. Which of the two is the oldest?—A. That of
election.

Q. Which of the two is the most convenient?—A.
That of hereditary succession, for three reasons.

Q. Which is the first reason?—A. Because it iB

the most natural to the perpetuity of the kingdom.
Q- Which is the second?— A. Because it is the

most interesting to its conservation.

Q. Which is the third?—A. Because the dignity
of families adds glory and splendor to the kingdom .

Q. From whom does he, who is king by succession,
hold his power?—A. From God.

Q. And he who is so by election or conquest?—A.
From God also.

Q. On what authority is this proved?— A. That of
the scriptures, which say, speaking of all kings,
without distinction, "God is he who gave ye your
power."

Q. Who is now king of Spain?
—A. Our lord Fer-

dinand seventh, whom God miraculously preserved,
and may he preserve him to us many years.

CHAP. IT.

Of various names rsldch kings have in the scriptures.
Q. What names do the scriptures give to kings?

A. Many, and all magnificent and mysterious.
Q. Say how many and what?—A. They call them

Gods, Christs, Powers, Princes and Fathers.

Q. Why are they called Gods?—A. Because, in
their kingdoms, they are the visible images of God.

Q. Why are they called Christs?—A. Because they
are annointed, or may be so at the time of their co-
ronation.

Q. Why are they called Powers?—A. Because
such they are, and in their kingdoms they hold this

power over every thing temporal.
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V Why are they called Princes ;— A. Because

?»iev have the principal and first place in their king-

dom.
Q. Why are they called Fathers?—: \. Because

rhey attend to the good of their vassals, as fathers

do to that of their children.

Q. Why are the kings of Spain called Catholic?

A. In consequence of the distinguished zeal with

which they have and do defend the faith and chris-

tian religion.
CHAP. III.

Of (he superiority of the king and his attributes.

Q. Who is superior to the king?
—A. Only God, in

the civil and temporal matters of his kingdom.
Q. Is the king subject to the people?—A. No:

since this would be for the head to be subject to the

feet.

Q. How then is it that God says, that in the multi-

tude of the nation the dignity of the king consists?

A. Because his glory is greater when the nation is

most numerous.

Q. Which are the employments of a king?—A.

Four principal ones, in which many others are in-

cluded.

Q Which is the first?—A. To govern the kingdom
wi h justice and equity.

Q Which is the second?—A. To sustain the rights

of his crown.

Q. Which is the third?—A. To defend the king-

dom from his enemies.

Q. Which i> the fourth?—A. To protect the poor,

the orphan and the widow, from the violence of the

powerful.
Q According to this, the whole superiority of the

king yields in favor of his vassals?—A. So it is,

whence they ought to venerate and uphold him.

CHAP. IT.

Of the legislative power of the king;

Q. Can the king impose laws on his vassals?—A.

Yes; because God has given him legislative power
over them.

Q. Can he impose laws which bind from a princi-

ple of conscience?—A. Yes; according to that of

the apostle: "be subject, not only through dread of

the anger, but also through the obligation of con-

science."

Q. For laws to be binding, is it necessary for them
to reach the hearing of all?—A. No: since if it was

so, they seldom would be binding.

Q. And is it necessary that they should be pro-

mulgated?—A. Yes: because laws are then made
when they are promulgated.

Q. And is this promulgation to be performed^in
all the cities of the kingdom?—A. This is not neces-

sary; it is sufficient if it is done at court, or in any
other customary place.

Q. And is any time to elapse after their promul-
gation?

—A. Yes: and this is conformable tw natural

reason.

Q. In order that royal laws may be binding, is it

necessary for the people to accept them?—A No:
because this would be to govern according to their

will, rather than that of the sovereign.
Q. When the law appears burthensome, what is it

the vassal is to do—A. To obey, and humbly to sup-
plicate.

CHAP. V.

Of the coercive power of tlye king.

Q. Can the king impose laws which bind under a

penalty?
—A. Yes: because he holds coercive power,

and not without reason does he hold the sword.
Q. Can he impose mixed laws, which bind jointly,

through conscience and penalty;—A. Yes.: bec.au.se

these two things are not incompatible in one and
the same law.

Q. Does ignorance exempt from penalty?
—A. No:

because this would be a pretext for no one to be

subject to it.

Q If the law commands that not grain or arms
should be carried out of the kingdom, can the vas-

sal lawfully export them for once?—A. No: because
the exercise of this discretion would leave the king-
dom without arms and provisions.

Q. Is the vassal bound to accept and endure the

penalties imposed?—A. Yes: because they are just
and established by law.

CHAP. VI.

Of the protection of the kinir over the church. '

Q. Is the king protector of the church?—A. Yes,
in the quality of a good son, as is affirmed by the

councils and fathers.

Q. When is it they give him this protection?—
A. When they give him the power to govern his

kingdom.
Q. Can the king make use of the authority and

severity of his laws, to defend and cause those of
the church to be observed?—A. He can: because in

this consists his protection over it.

Q. Is this to place his hand in the sanctuary?—
A. No; it is merely taking care that abominations
do not enter into the sanctuary.

Q. Is this to exercise power in spiritual and sa-

cred matters?—A. No; it is only to defend the rights
of this same spiritual jurisdiction.

CHAP. VII.

Q. What kinds of vassals has the king?
—A. Two;

the ones exempt, and the others who are not so.

Q. How are the exempt vassels called in the

scriptures?—A. They are called children.

Q. Who are these exempt vassals?—A. The ec-

clesiastical persons of both clergies.
Q. And why are they called exempt?—A. Because

they are so, so far as regards their persons, proper-

ty, and controversies.

Q. In what does the exemption of their persons
consist?—In that they cannot be judged nor pu-
nished by a secular judge.

Q. In what does the exemption of their property
consist?—A. In that they do not pay tributes or im-

posts.
Q. In what does the exemption of their contro-

versies consists?—A. In that they cannot be carried
before a profane tribunal.

Q. And is this exemption of divine or human
right?

—A. It is most conformable to divine right.
Q. Why?—Because God, in the ancient law, ex-

empted Priests and Levites from similar bonds.

chap. viii.

Of the honor ivliich tttssals owe to the king.

Q. What is it vassals owe to the ir king'—A. Ho.-

nor ; according to that of St. Peter, FEAR GOD
AND HONOR THE KING.

Q. And is litis a precept or an exortation?—A. It

is a natural and divine precept.
Q. And where is this contained?—A. In the fourth

of the law of God.

Q What is it this honor which we owe to the

king binds us to?—A. To love him, fear him, re-

spect him, obey him, and keep fidelity to him.

Q. How did the first Christians conduct them-
selves towards the heathen emperors?—A. By ho-

noring them in a most exemplary manner.

Q. Did they ever mix in any conspiracy against
the emperors?

—A. Never; they were always ti .

raest Ovitfefttl vassals-.
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CHAP. IX.

Of the respect vassals owe to their king.

Q. Are vassals bound to respect the king?
—A.

Yes, because he is their superior father, and the

IMAGE OF GOD.
Q. And for what other reasons?—A. Because the

king- is a sacred and anointed person and Christ of

the Lord,
Q. Is it a sin to murmur, curse, or speak ill of

them?—A. Yes; because God says, "Do not mur-
mur at your Gods, nor curse the prince of your na-

tion."

Q. And what kind of sin is it?— A. A mortal sin,

if it is in weighty matters, and a venial one if in

light affairs.

Q. Does he who murmurs against the govern-
ment, murmur against the king?

—A. Yes, because

they are correlatives.

Q. Does he who speaks ill of the ministers, speak
ill of the king?

—A. Yes, because they are his en-

voys, and represent his person.
Q. He who despises the king or his ministers,

whom does he despise?
—A. God, who says, "He

who despises you despises me."
CHAP. X.

Of the Love which vassals owe their king.
B. What more is it vassals owe to their king?

—A.

Love.

Q. In conformity to what precept?
—A. Both to

the divine and natural one.

Q. Where is this contained?—A. In the same that

commands us to honor our parents.
Q. Will the vassal comply in only not abhorring

him?—A. No, it is requisite he should positively
iove him.

Q. What sin is it to abhor the king?
—A. A

grievous sin, owing to two distinct motives.

Q, To what virtues is this then opposed?—A.
To charity and piety.

Q_. Why so to charity?—A. Because, the king is

our neighbor.
Q. And why so to piety?—A. Because he is our

superior and father.

Q. Why is the king called father of his vassals?—A. Because he acts towards them as a father to-

wards his children.

Q. How, does he give them their being or their
life?—A. Xo, but he defends and preserves it.

CHAP. XI.

Of, the obligations on the part of vassals to pray for
their king.

Q. Is the vassal bound to pray for his king?
—A.

Yes, because he is bound to bear love towards iiim.

Q. On what authority is this obligation proved?—A. On that of St. Paul, who says, "Let prayers be
said for kings."

Q. What is it that is to be prayed for in their
behalf?—A. All kinds of happiness, spiritual and

temporal.
Q. What did the primitive Christians do?—A. To

leseech God, publicly and privately, for the healths
of the Emperors.

CHAP. XII.

Of the fear which vassals owe to tlieir king.
Q. Are vassals bound to fear their king?

—A. Yes,
because this is part of the honor they owe him.

''<.. Where is this obligation found?— A. In

Ecclesiastics, where it is said, "Son, fear God and
Use king."

Q. What is fear?—A. To avoid the evil by which
h e ..re threatened.

Q. How then i^ thq king any evil with regard to
his vassals?—A. Neither is God, nor can he be so—

yet we fear him.

Q. And why does a man fear God?—A. Because
he believes him to be the author of the punishments
prepared for the wicked.

Q. Why is the vassal bound to fear the king?
—A.

;

Because in his hands are the punishments establish-
ed for the guilty.

Q. Ought he to fear being wanting to his oath of

fidelity?
—A. Yes: because there is nothing secret

which eventually is not revealed.

Q. Ought he to fear the repetition of the sin for
which he had pardoned him?—A. Yes, because this
is to abuse his clemency, and make himself unworthy
of it.

CHAP. X11I.

Q. Is there any obligation to obey the king?
—A. J

Yes: because God his given him power to command,
Q. On what authority is this obligation proved?— 1

A. On that of St. Paul, who says, "obey princes and'

powers."
Q. Is there any obligation to obey their minis-

ters?—A. Yes: because they act for and represent
them.

Q Where is this obligation proved?—A. In St.

Paul, who says, "Obey the king and his envoys."
Q. And if the king or his ministers should be bad

ones?—A. In the same manner, because their power
is always good.

Q. Where is this proved?—A. By the same apos-
tle, who says, "Obey your lords, although they be

refractory."
Q And if what they command is certainly bad?—A. No? because we are to obey God before any

one else.

Q. And if there is any doubt of what they com-
mand being bad or good?

—A. It is to be obeyed;
because in case of doubt, justice is on the part of
the superior.

CHAP. XIV.

Of the fidelity which vassals owe their king.
Q. Is the vassal bound to he faithful to his king ?

A Yes, because he owes and swore it.

Q. When did he swear it ? A. AVhen the king-
dom adjured him in the name of all.

Q. In what does this fidelity consist? A. In not

injuring or plotting, directlv or indirectly, against
the person, jife, or rights of the sovereign.

Q_. Where is this obligation proved? A. In the

scriptures where God says "do not be disposed to
touch my Christs."

Q. If any one knows of a conspiracy, is he bound
to disclose it ? A. Yes; and not to do it, is to render

'

himself an accomplice in it.

Q. And if lie knows it under natural secrecy ?

A. All the same, because the general good is to be

preferred to that of individuals.

Q. And if he has sworn to keep the secret? A.
Still the same, because an oath can never be made
the bond of iniquity.

Q. And if the conspirators are brothers or pa-
rents ? A. Notwithstanding they are, because the

good of the monarchy is above all.

Q. And ought any fraternal admonition recede ? ,

A. No; because in similar crimes no amendment is

to be expected.
Q. Is that proposition condemned which says, It is

lawful to kill a king who is a tyrant ?—A. It is, for

being erroneous, heretical, seditious and scandalous.
CHAP. XV.

Of the obligations of vassn's to pay tributes.

Q. Are vassals bound to pay tributes to the king
A. Yes because they are bound to aid him with-

tlieir propei ty.

Q. What do you understand by tributes r A. A
small portion o» one's property paid to the prispe vbM
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order to supply him with the means of saving it other seamen, said a few words, and was going oft'

'n with them His benefactor asked him where?—He

A.

all

Q. And on what authority is this obligation prov-

ed' A. On that ofChristhimself when he said; "give
to Cxs&v that which is Cssar's."

Q. And on what is this ^bunded? A. On the same

submission due to the king.
Q. What sin is it not to pay these tributes?

Grevious or light according to the matter.

Q. To what virtue is this sin opposed? A. To obe-

dience and piety.

Q. Why is it opposed to obedience? A. Because

the king commands them to be paid.

Q. Why is it opposed to piety? A. Because he is

our superior and father, and thence we are bound

to provide for him.

Q. And if the tribute should be unjust? A. To

judge of this does not belong to the vassal; and he

ought to support it just till the contrary is proved.
cHAr. xvi.

Of the obligations of vassals to aid the king -with their

persons in case of war.

Q. What thing is war? A. A dissention among
princes, ending in battle between armed multi-

tudes.

Q. Is war lawful? A. It is so when the causes are

iust

said he was going to a cook's shop with his follow-

ers; but all lie knew of them was, that they had
been without food as long as he had.

London, December 31.—A new and dreadful instru-

ment of war was tried on Wednesday last, at Chat-

ham; and the experiment completely succeeded.
It is designed for the purpose of annoying an ene-

my entrenched before a fortified town. It consists

of a box, or barrel, filled with grenades, and charged
with powder sufficient to burst the barrel, and
scatter its other contents. The fuse of this machine

being lighted, it was rolled down the slope of the

parapet into the trenches, where it exploded, and
threw the grenades in every direction. The inven-

tion is said to be col. Paisley's, of the corps of Sap-
pers and Miners.

FRANCK.
Advices from Bordeaux state that grain of every

description has experienced a great fa.ll.

We have had two reports of an insurrection in

France and the flight of the Bourbons. One of them
came from the Buenos Ayrean commodore, Taylor,
cruising off Cuba, who said lie had the news from a.

British packet; the other comes from Curracoa to

New-York in 19 days, said to have been brought to

Q. Which are these? A. Self-defence, vindication
j

St. Bart's by a packet in 26 days. This would bring
from injury, or the recovery of usurped lands. jour accounts from England to the 10th or 12th of

Q. Can vassals ofthemselves stir up war? A. No;

they cannot, because they do not enjoy supreme au-

thority.

Q. Are they bound to serve in them with their

February, 12 or 14 days the latest; and there is a

possibility that there may be something in these

reports.
An English paper says that 14,000 persons were

persons? A. Even with their lives if it should be implicated in the conspiracy lately detected at

necessary, owing to the support they owe the king. J

Bordeaux

Q. Does he who is ballotted for the war, or cited

for an expedition, sin if he flies away, or avoids it

without just motives? A. He sins against obedi-

ence, against piety, and against justice, ifit is in de-

triment to a third person
Q. Does it belong to a soldier to ascertain whe-

ther the war is just or not? A. No; he is to suppose
it is, and obey.

Q. What is the obligation of the soldier? To ex-

pose his life, do no injury or violence, and t© be sa-

tisfied with his pay.
Q. Does a soldier sin who passes over to the ene

my's army? A. Yes; against obedience and fidelity,

and lie ought to be punished as a traitor.

Foreign Articles.

BRITISH AMERICA.
Tiie idea of laying an embargo to prevent the ex-

port of wheat and flour from Canada is said to be
abandoned. Flour at Quebec gl2 30.

Military law.—"It has been stated yesterday, that
lieut. Sampson, adjutant of the 70th regt. expressed
himself as follows, viz:—"I have given orders to the
officers of the guard to search any house, and at all

hours of the night, for his men, and if the owners
refuse him admittance, to break open the doors, in

which the magistrates of Kingston will support me."'

Kingston, U. C. 14/A Jtiarch, 1314.

"SPANISH AMERICA."

Gen. Artigas is said to have complefly routed a

large roval force near Cutnana. Their loss is put
at 2000 men.

It is again reported that the patriots have captur-
ed Pensacola.

We frequently hear of the Buenos Ayrean coro-

ENGLASD, &C.

Fbur.—The price of flour at Liverpool was at

from 73 to 75s. per barrel, and was expected to fall modore Taylor, off the coast of Cuba, which he
to 70—less than 16 dollars. ;has closely blockaded with his little fleet, censist-

A fleet of 21 sail of the line is said to be fitting big of a brig and three schooners, with which he
out in England; report gives it a destination to

China.
From a late London paper.

—On Monday three or

four poor seamen were collected under one of the

alcoves of Westminster-bridge.—On^ man begged:
the others were lying upon the benches. A lady

gave him a penny; die poor creature instantly ran

to a barrow with dog's meat, which had just pitt-
ed by, bought apiece and swallowed it in a minute
V naval lieutenant, who saw this, one who had him-
self felt some hardships, and seen some hard scenes,
was actually overcome by the sight, and could not

seems to be picking up some very good prizes. He
lately sent a message to the governor demanding
the release of certain persors who had been cap-
tured under the Buenos Ayrean Hag, stating ifthey
were not given up he would hang a.s many Spaniards

j

within sight of the moro of St. Lada— the gover-
nor refused to give them up, and if they are in-

jured the probability is that '1 aylor will do what
lie has threatened. In boarding Vmerican vessels,
lie appeal's to conduct hie-. II very correctly; and
told the commander of one of the other vessels,
who had behaved improperly, if he heard anymor i

prevent the tears from running down his cheeks.— of such con :

tct he would drive hi:n off the
don. He supplies himself with provj i

.He gave the man a 3?. piece. A son of distracted

adoration of his benefactor ensued. Mark how noblv
'lis poor fellow behaved'. He went directly to the) price fwr every tiling that lu takes from them.

sta-

!

from neutral vessels, but.pavs the i

; best ">
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The following' letter was received by a vessel iof Feb. last—Gen. P. Swift, speaker of the senate,;

lately arrived at New-York: I in the chair, and Elisha Jenkins, secretary.

Republican brig of vtfar Patriota, off St.l And, after some previous business, the votes of

Jago de Cuba, 15(7i March, 181". the convention being- ascertained, and it appearing
Sm— I have to request you will publish for the

[that
De Witt Clinton had a large majority of them

information of the merchants of the United States,
j

as candidate for the ofb>.e of governor, and John

and others interested therein, that the south side of Tayler having an unanimous vote for that of lieut.

Cuba, particularly the port of St Jago, was declar- [governor
— it was

ed on the 20:h February last in a stale of blockade,
which will be rigorously enforced from theSlhinst.

without respect to persons.

Sir, your's,
THOMAS TAYLOR,

Com. Buenos Ayrean squadron off

St. Jago de Cuba.

CHRONICLE.
The sudden and very numerous emigrations into

the Alabama country "threaten many with absolute

starvation, unless they are shortly relieved by sup-

plies from other parts.
The cjtief ofthe Caddo tribe of Indians, residing

near Natchitoches, is said to be invested by the

agents of Ferdinand of Spain, with the title of gene-
ralissimo of the Indians resident beyond the Arrayo
Honde—specially charged to detain all travellers

and suspicious persons

Unanimously resolved, That the members of the
convention do pledge themselves to support said

persons as nominated.

The votes were—for Mr. Clinton 85, for general
Peter B. Porter, 45, for governor.

Light houses. The commissioner of the revenue
is advertising for proposals for the erection of light
houses at Buffalo and Erie, on lake Erie.

Gen. Petei Cnrtenius lately died at New-York. He
was much esteemed. He was buried with military
honors, and the procession was the largest that had
been witnessed on such an occasion for many years.

Among the pall bearers were vice-president Tomp-
kins, maj. gen. Brown, U. S. A and maj. generals
Stevens and Morton, of the New- York militia.

.Miss Hamilton—The mysterious murder of a young
ladv, named Hamilton, after a violation of her per-

son, in the state of New-York, some years ago, seems
at last developed. It was the act of two men, 6m
of whom has confessed the crime, and both are in

custody. Tt appears that they accidentally met wit;,
The square in the city of JSew-York, heretofore

Misg R ^ [n mefe watonness of cmdt fi

called St George's square, has, by order of the cor-
L;olated ,wl lhen nlm.dered her, on account" of her

poration, been changed to that of Frankli* saiiARK.N ..
;md ; zin Pesistance, We have rare-

The new steam boat "Chancellor Livingston," aj

packet between New-York and Albany, is of 500

tons burthen, and cost ^110,000. Her average

speed is estimated at 8 miles per hour

Oliver Evans' steam engine, used for raising wa-

ter to supply Philadelphia, is calculated to raise

nearly 4 millions of gallons in 24 hours.

The fourth of July, last year, was duly observed

at the Woashos, one of the Sandwich islands, by the

Americans there, and others. At meredian, a grand
salute was fired from the American ship Enterprize,
which was repeated by a brig from Boston, by a

Russian ship and brig and by an English brig. Af-

ter which the Americans gave a dinner to the gun-
tlemen belonging to the place, and those from the

)thei
.em were sold tQ thg amount of 31QQQ d ^

ships in the harbor. In the evening there was a U
Qne

,

display of flee works

1

iy heard of two more abandoned villains.

Delaware and Raritan canal.—The cost of this

great national work is estimated at 836,824 dollars;

which, we are told, is a very liberal one. We hope
yet to see something- clone, as well as talked of, to

profit by the incalculable advantages to be derived
from such improvements.

Wilkinson & memoirs are published. This puts to
rest a very silly story about their being suppressed
by an officer of the government. We have not yet
seen a copy of the work; which, doubtless", is highly
interesting.

The wilderness.—A new town, called Terre Haute,
is laying out near fort Harrison, Indiana. Lots

Specie payments.
—The old banking institutions in

the interior, and many of the more modern estab-

lishments, have resumed, or are just about to re-

sume, specie payments.
Bunks. A law has passed the legislature ofNew

York subjecting the banks that do not pay specie
after the first ofJune next, to pay an interest to the

holders of their notes of 12 per cent.

Winter.—A New-York paper of the 25th ult. says
the ice remained firm at Albany—being "from 22
to 24 inches thick, on Saturday morning last."

Died, on the 21st ult. at Burlington, N. J. Isaac

GJollins, the oldest printer in the state. The public
was indebted to him (I believe) for the first quarto
edition of the Bible ever printed in America; which,
by its great accuracy, is regarded as a standai d

Ingenious Mechanism.
From a Philadelphia paper.

Mr. Uow, from Boston, has now in this city a ma-
chine invented and constructed by himself and Mr.
TnF.AjnvELL, for cutting and finishing wood screws.
The only manual labor required is that of coiling the
wire from which the screws are to be made, upon
a reel and applying one end to the machine. The
machine, which may be driven by water, steam, or
a horse power, will then continue to supply itself,

until the whole ofthe wire, which may be of any in-

definite length, shall be converted into complete
and highly finished screws. The wire is cut and

headed, the thread ofthe screw cut, the head groov-
JVew-York.—At a convention of the republican led and polished, and the finished screw delivered

members of the legislature of New-York, and of de simply by the operation of the machine. Ten of

legates from several counties represented therein by I these screws are thus made in a minute. The editor

federalists, at Albany on the 25th ult.—present 20

senators, 75 members of the assembly and 32 dele-

gates
—held for the purpose of nominating a suita-

ble person to be supported for the office of governor
of the state, &c. in pursuance of a resolve of the

pepublican members of the legislature of the 28th

ias had an opportunity for only a slight inspection
of the machine and of its operation, which, however,
was highly satisfactory; but he has been informed

many ingenious and accomplished artists and me-
chanics have examined it thoroughly and given am-'

pie testimony to the merits of it.
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The public lands are an important concern to the

people of the United States; and the information

which an obliging correspondent has furnished us

with, cannot be otherwise than acceptable to many.
The gentleman has the best opportunity of under-

standing the subject he treats of.

A breathing time being afforded, we shall go on

to publish the manufacturers' memorials that have

been lying over. The Pittsburg report and memorial

is prepared for our next paper.

We have late advices from England—the parti-

culars of which, being, of much interest, are de-

tailed under the foreign head.

The Public Lands.
TO THE EDITOR OF THF. WEEKLY REGISTER.

Dear sir—As the sessions of congress and the

state legislatures, generally, are closed, ! hope your
valuable and truly national Register will shortly re-

cover its wonted elasticity, and afford its readers

some relaxation from the monotonous perusal of the

mass of "messages," "documents," "matters and

things," connected with those sessions, with which
the "political department" of your work, has been

Unavoidably swelled to an extent almost excluding
the others. In the belief, therefore, that the current

matter requiring insertion, will be so much dimi-!

nished as to enable you to indulge your correspon-i
dents, occasionally, with a column or two, I propose I

to communicate to you, in this and subsequent let-!

lers, such sketches of the -western country, and par- \

ticularly or* the public lands, as may appear to mej
useful or interesting, and as my opportunities of

acquiring information may enable me. I do this with
j

the more pleasure, knowing the interest you feel in

every thing relating to the western country, which

you have somewhere emphatically styled "the future]
stamina of the republic" and convinced that yourl
labors have most essentially contributed to create
in your readers a corresponding feeling.
The system upon which the public lands are now

surveyed was adopted by colonel Mansfield,* a [ate

surveyor-general of the United States, who brought
it lo such perfection as to appear scarcely suscep-
tible of further improvement; and its excellence has
been fully tested by the experience of more than
tea years; has received the sanction of law, and the
full approbation of government.
A tract of country of any convenient extent, hav-

ing definite boundaries, such as a territory of the
United States, or a tract separated from others by
rjveis or Indian or other boundary lines, is thus sur-

veyed:—A standard line, called a principal meridian,
is run due north and south, through the tract, or so
much thereof as is intended to be surveyed, which
line is crossed at right angles by another standard
line, running due east and west, which is called the
base-line,- and both of them are run as nearly as may
be convenient through the middle of the tract,
though it is not material that they should be. As

these lines form the bases upon which tne s.i re s-

commence, they are run and measured with the.

greatest accuracy. At the distance of every six

miles on these standard lines, from their intersec-

tion, township corners are established; at the dis-

tance of every mile, between the township corners,
section corners are established; and half mile or

quarter-section posts are set bet veen the section

corners, equi-distant therefrom. The country .is then
laid off into townships of six miles square, the lines

dividing them from each other commencing from
the corners for townships established on the stand-
ard lines. For the sake of distinction, the north
and south lines dividing the townships are called

range lines; those running east and west, township
lines. A raiige consists of any number of townships,
and embraces all those belonging to the same sys-

tem, which he north or south of each other. The
ranges are numbered, progressively, eastward and
westward from the principal meridian; and the town-

ships northward and southward from the base-line.

The following diagram will serve to illustrate the

principle more full}:

IV III. u T. z I IT 711 TV
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sinuous its boundary may be, the lines of" survey are

continued to every part of it, by offsets, by traverse,
or by trigonometry, where necessary; and the frac-

tional and detached parts of townships and ranges
are numbered from the base-line and the principal

meridian, in the same manner, respectively, that

theywould be if the district was bounded by straight

lines, coinciding with the cardinal points. A town-

ship or range may be separated by the irregularities
of the boundary of the district into two or more de-

tached parts; yet all the parts together form but one

township or range, and bear the same numbers, re-

spectively, that they would if entire.

All the public surveys are now made by the true

meridian; for which purpose the variation of the

compass, at the place where the surveys are made,
is ascertained by celestial observation, and the sights

of the compass adjusted to the true meridian. The

compasses used, therefore, are required by the sur-

veyor-general to be of Rittenhouse's construction,

having a nonius division and moveable sights.
The towns!) ips are subdivided by lines, running

parallel to the town boundaries, into thirty-six lots

or sections, each section Containing one mile square,

or six hundred and forty acres. The sections are

distinguished by numbers, from ore to thirty-six,

progressively, beginning at the north-east corner of

the township, and numbering westward and east-

ward, alternately, as shewn in the following exam-

pk:

6
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and to the number of the range, the letter E. or W-
as the range may be east or west of the principal

meridian. By proper attention to these numbers and

murks, a purchaser is enabled to know the quarter
and number of the section he wishes to enter, and

the number of the township and range in which it

lies. The following example of the method of num-

bering and marking at the section corners, may serve

to explain it more fully:

Sec. 26.
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make, where he will receive the necessary instruc-

tions.

Lesser payments than the amount of an instal-

ment may be made at any time when it may suit the

troduction" prefixed to an edition of the land law..

of the United States, published in 1810, in pursu-
ance of an act of congress, exhibiting the "general
outlines" of the system of the puplic surveys, now

convenience of a purchaser, and the amount so paid in force. [See land laws—Introduction, p. xix.]
will be credited as "on account." Or the whole: "1. AXl the lands are surveyed before they are

of the pxirchase money ma) be paid at the time of
joffered

for s; !e; being actually divided into town-

purchase, or at any lime before it becomes due.— ishipssix miles square, and these subdivided into
No interest is required upon the credits allowed, i! 36 sections one mile square, and containing each
the instalments are punctually paid at or before the

times wlien they become due; but if they are not
640 acres. All the dividing lines running accord-

ing to the cardinal points, cut one another at right
thus paid, interest is charged on such instalments, angles: except where fractionable sections are form-
from the date oi the purchase to the time when paid
But when payments are made in advance, either at

the time of purchase, or hefore they become due,
a discount at the rate of eight per cent, per annum
is allowed on such payments, estimated from the

time paid to the time when it wouid become due.—
If the tract be completely paid for at the time of

purchase, the price of the land would be reduced
to one dollar and sixty-four cents per acre

If the payments are not completed within five

years from the date of purchase (being one year af-

ter the last instalment becomes due) ihetr.xt is then

or.e-eciat public sale to the highest bidder, and if

sold, the surplus, if ainy, after deducting the balance

due, and defraying the expences of sale, &c. is paid
• •••; r to the original purchaser But ifthe tr„ct is not

sold at public sale, it reverts to the United States,

and may be again entered by any person at the ori-

ginal price of two dollars; and all the payments
made by the original purchaser are forfeited.

When the whole amount of purchase money is

paid, the accounts therefor on the books of the

land officers are balanced and closed, and a "finai

certificate" thereof granted by the register to the

purchaser, exhibiting a transcript of the account

from his books; and stating that on presentation of

such certificate to the commissioner of the general
land office, a patent will be granted for the land.—
These certificates, however, are usually transmuted

by the register, to the general land office, where the
' viinal certificates," and the accounts kept in that

office are strictly examined and compared; and if

found correct, patents are issued by the president
of the U. S countersigned by the commissioner of

the general laud office, by whom they are trans-

muted to the register of the land office, to be by
him delivered to the patentees. There are no fees

paid by purchasers of public lands at any of the of-

fices transacting the business in relation thereto.

If a purchaser soils his land before he has com-

pleted the payments, he must make an assignment
on the '-first certificate," transferring his right, title

and ci .im o the land described therein, to the as-

gnee. The assignment must be acknowledged
before a justice of the peace, or other judicial uffi-

cer, wliose official capacity must be authenticated

by die certificate, under seal, of the clerk of the

county (or district) in which such justice of peace,
or other judicial officer, resides. The "first certi-

ficate,"' with the assignment, acknowledgment and

authentication thereon, must be deposited with the

register of the land office, by the assignee, when
lie completes toe payments for the tract, by whom
it will, together with the "final certificate," be

transmitted to the commissioner of the general
land office, al Washington city, who will issue a

patent to the assignee.
To persons proposing to purchase public land

and unacquainted with the mode ofproceeding, the

foregoing may, perhaps, afford information that

will be useful to them. As a recapitulation of the

principal points, I subjoin an extract from the "tri-

ed by the navigable rivers or by an Indian boundary
line. The subdividing lines of quarter sections are

not actually surveyed, but the corners, boundaries
and contents of these are designated and ascertain-

ed by fixed rides prescribed by law. This branch
of the business is conducted under the superinten-
danceof two principal surveyors, who appoint their

own deputies. The powers and duties of the first,

who is called surveyor general, extend over all the

public lands north of the river Ohio, and over the

territory of Louisiana. The other known by the

name of surveyor of the public lands south of the

state of Tennessee, superintends the surveys in the

Mississippi and Orleans territories. Both make re-

turns of the surveys to the proper land office, and
to the treasury.*

"2. The following tracts are excepted from the

sales, viz: 1. One thirty-sixth part of the lands, or

a section of 640 acres in each township, is uni-

formly reserved and given in perpetuity for the

support of schools in the township. 2. Seven en-

tire townships, containing each 23,000 acres, viz:

two in the state of Ohio, and one in each of the ter-

ritories of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Mississippi
and Orleans, have been also reserved and given in

perpetuity for the support of seminaries of learning.
3. AH salt springs and lead mines are also reserved,
but may be leased by the president of the United
States. Three other sections were formerly reserv-

ed in each township for the future disposition of

congress; but this reservation has, since the act of

26th March 1804, been discontinued. One section

was also reserved in each township within the boun-

daries of the tracts respectivly sold to the Ohio

company, and to John Cleves Symmes, and was

given in perpetuity for religious purposes; but this

reservation has not been extended to any other part
of the public lands.

"The Mississippi, the Ohio, and all the navigable
rivers and waters leading into either, or into the

river St. Lawrence, remain common highways, and
forever free to all the citizens of the United States,

without any tax, import or duty therefor.

"3. All the other public lands not thus excepted,

are, after the rightful private claims have been as-

certained and confirmed, offered for sale at public
s.ile in quarter sections of 160 acres each, but can-

not be sold for less than two dollars an acre. The

Since the publication of the volume from which

this extract is taken, there has been two additional

surveyors appointed; the first of whom is called the

"surveyor of the public lands in the territories of

Illinois and Missouri," and superintends the pub-
lic surveys in those territories. Since the creation

of this office the powers and duties of the surveyor

general extend only over the states of Ohio and In-

diana and the territory of Michigan. The other

principal surveyor, who has been appointed at the

close of the late session of congress, has, it ap-

pears, the direction of the surveys in the northern

part of the Mississippi territory.
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lands not purchased at public sale, may at any time

after be purchased in quarter sections at private

sale, and at the rate of two dollars an acre, and

Virhout paying any fees whatever. The purchase

money, whether the land he bought at public or at

private sale, is payable in four equal instalments,

the first within forty days, and the three others

within two years, three years and four years after

the date of the purchase. No interest is charged
if the payments be punctually made; but it must
be paid from the date of die purchase, ;it the rate

of six per cent, a year, on cell instalment not paid
on the day on which it becomes due. A discount

at the rale of eight percent, a year, is allowed for

prompt payment; which, if the whole purchase mo-

ney be paid at the time of purchasing the laud, re-

duces its price to one dollar and sixty-four cents

per acre. Tracts not completely paid for within five

years af'er the date of purchase, are offered for

sale at public sale, for a price not less than the prin-

cipal and interest due thereon; if the land « annot

be sold 'or that sum, it reverts to the United States,
and the partial payments made therefor are forfeit-

ed: if it sells for more, the surplus is returned to

the original purchaser"
In my next I exp ct to give you some account of

the several systems of the public surveys, and of

the land offices established for the s.de of the pub-
lic lands, in the states of O'.'.io and I.idiana, and the

territories of Michigan, Illinois and Missouri.

Yours &c.

Mr. II. JViles.

Public buildings.
The probable expence of finishing the public

buildings of the United States at Washington, are
thus estimated by the supermtendants—
For finishing the north wing of the Capitol,

exclusive of materials on hand . §107,941
the south wing, as above . . . 126.490
the president's house and offices, with
colonades to offices complete . 96,642

the porticos to the north and south
fronts. .-... 55,588

S>86,661

It is expected that the chambers for the senate

and house of representatives may be ready for their

reception in the autumn of 1818.

Memorial on Manufactures.
To the honorable the senate and house of representa-

tives of the United Slates in congress assembled,
The memorial of the subscribers, citizens of Bal-

timore, respectfully represents,
That during the interruption of the foreign trade

of the United States, by embargo, non-intercourse
and war, a great and salutary stimulus was given
to manufacturing establishments. Extensive and

expensive work* were erected in various parts of
the union, multitudes of hands employed, some
remuneration received by the Droprietors, and
essential service rendered to the nation. But the
conclusion of peace, and the consequent free inter-

course with Europe, and more particularly with

Britain, soon deluged our market with foreign
manufactures; the products of old and highly im-

proved establishments, by which the infant rising
manufactures of this country have suffered such a

check, as threatens to be fatal to them, and destruc-
tive of the immense capital employed in them, un-

less supported and upheld by the energy and wis-

dom of the national government.
We believe it now to be the general conviction

of the American people, that from the experience

already obtained, we are ripe for manufacturing
for our own consumption; that nothing farther is

necessary for accomplishing this important object,
but the fostering hand of the governments in per-

petually watching over and aiding the manufactur-

ing system; in imposing such protecting duties as

will secure to our manufacturers the home market;
that such laws should he unlimited in duration
and that they should be so framed as to make
evasion next to impossible.

—For no doubt remains
in our minds, that by the ingenuity and fraud of

many importers, the officers of our customs are

deceived, the revenue injured, and the duties

wisely imposed to protect American manufactures,
rendered, of no avail.

We believe manufacturing establishments to be
essential to our prosperity. We do not know that

the annals of history afford any instance of a nation

being great, powerful, and happy, unless where

agriculture, manufactures and commerce flourish-

ed.

England is indebted to this combination for her

great wealth, population, and political power; but

perhaps to none of the three so much as to her

manufactures. Their gross annual value, previous
to the establishment of her cotton works, were
estimated at sixty millions sterling. The cotton

manufacture, which for several years after the

reign of the present king, George the third, did

not exceed in annual value two hundred thousand

pounds, has reached the enormous amount of se-

venteen millions sterling; nearly equal to her staple

manufacture, the woolen: which has been long
stated at nineteen millions, making a grand total of

the annual value of English manufactures of nearly

eighty millions sterling.
When we contemplate the number of people

provided for by such establishments, the mechanics

employed in the construct'on of the various works,
and in keeping them in repair, miners, and wool

growers, the number of farmers, and the quantity
of cultivation necessary for their support, the roads,

the bridges, and canals necessary for their circula-

tion, the shipping for the importation of raw material

and for export of the manufactures, we must at

once see the national importance and value of such

works.

Borrowing information from history and experi-

ence, we see how admirably the United States are

fitted for participating in such advantages. Living
under a really free government, because purely

representative, with a territory almost unlimited,

possessing- the advantages of all climates, a soil in

many places luxuriantly fertile, a population nume-

rous', active, and ingenious, augmenting with a

celerity of which history affords no example; and

now abounding in capital, wc only want the aid of

our national government to put in action the energies
of our people, by a constant, unintermitted, assidu-

ous support and protection.
As the best of friends to agriculture, we wish

the establishment of manufactures, because in

many places of our extensive territory, lands are

so situated, that the proprietors have no induce-,

ment to extend their cult ivatian beyond their own

support; for all their neighbors raise enough of

provisions for their own consumption, consequently
there are no purchasers; and the articles they raise

will not bear the expence of distant land carriage,'

and thev have no conveyance by water.—What i*
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the consequence? excellent lands remain in a state

of nature, the farmer and his family have no motive
to industry, and idleness is the parent of vice.—
Intoxication, gambling, and irregularity prevail,
and spread through the district more destructively
than the pestilence. Let manufactures be esta-

blished in such neighborhoods, a demand will neces-

sarily arise for agricultural produce; lands will be

improved and extensively cultivated; industry, good
order, and riches will abound, and the whole face

of the country put on the appearance of a garden.
B\ sucii means, if you cannot bring the farmer to

market, you c^n bring the market to the farmer;

you change and improve the whole s'ate of society,

you give orign to good roads, to bridges, navigable
rivers, and canals; give celerity to exchanges, the

life and soul of commerce; and facilitate the inter-

course of every part of the country, with every
other.

To secure a regular and constant market to our

agriculturist, is of the last importance. All politic
economical writers agree, in considering the home
market and the home trade as very superior to the

foreign trade, because, the returns are more fre-

queni, and the risks less, and every profit remains
with the nation. In Britain, they estimate the su-

perior benefits of the home trade to that of the

foreign, as 28 to 12 In times of peace we have
no reason to expect a steady demand, nor conse-

queu.ly a good price for our agricultural products.
If these products remain on hand, or sell for little

or no profit, the cultivation will necessarily decline,
and intolerable distress will ensue. To prevent
such occurrences, home manufactures afford a
substantial remedy. We are of opinion that the

necessary hands employed at home to manufacture
for the population of the United States would con-
sume more provisions than all we export.

It has been alledged, that wages were too high
in America to admit of" our entering into competi-
tion in manufactures with the older countries of

Europe, particularly Britain- We believe the opi-
nion is not well fount-led. The wages of the per-
sons employed in the upper departments of manu-

factures, are high in England. Calico printers, chief

spinners of cotton or woolen, or superintendants,

principal dyers and finishers, generally earn wages
equal to from ten to fifteen dollars per week; wo-
men and children who perform a great part of the

work, can be hired nearly as low here as in Eng-
land; and there is no reason to doubt that our
colored people can be extensively and advanta-

geously employed in many manufactures. Lowness
of wages, and low price of raw material, do not

necessarily produce cheap manufacture; for it is

well ascertained, that though the cotton spinners
of Bengal buy their cotton at two pence per pound
and get a man's day labor for two pence more, yet
the British spinner can undersell the Asiatic, be-

cause by the intervention of labor-saving machinery,
he can spin as much by one person as requires in

India sixty persons; but allowing for the superior
expence of this machinery and other contingencies,

twenty persons, still it will be as one-man in Britain

to forty in India.

In the United States we have the knowledge
of the labor-saving machinery, the raw material,
and provisions cheaper tliau in Britain; but the

overgrown capital of the British manufacturer and

the dexterity acquired by long experience, make a

considerable time, heavy duties necessary for our

protection.
—We have beaten England out of our

market in hats, shoes, boots, and all manufactures

cf leather; we are very much her superior in ship

building; these are all the works of the hands,
where labor saving machinery gives no aid; so that
her superiority over us in manufactures, consists,
more in the excellence and nicety of the labor sav-

ing machinery, than in the wages of labor. With
all their jealously, and restrictions upon the emigra-
tions of workmen, the distresses and misfortunes of
England will, by due encouragement, send much of
her skill and knowledge to our shores; let us be
ready to take full benefit of such events as England
herself did when despotic laws in Germany, and
other parts of Europe, drove their manufacturers
into Britain, which laid the foundation of her pre-
sent eminence.

So sensible is the British government of the ne-

cessity, and advantage of completely securing their
markets to their own manufacturers that, although
no other country can enter into competition with
them on their own soil, in the greatest part of their

manufactures, yet, laws either absolutely prohibi]
tory, or duties tantamount to prohibition exists upon
every article capable of being made in England;
and the severest penalties are inflicted upon the

exportation of any kind of machinery, or the emi-

gration of any workman. Nevertheless, the com-
petition among their own manufacturers, keeps
down the price to the consumer, in general, lower
than he could otherwise obtain it.

We also beg leave to remark, that sales at auc-
tion are extremely injurious to our manufactur-

ing and mercantile interests. This mode of sale,
besides affording to foreign agents an immediate
reward for frauds, .gives to them advantages in

which the regular and honest merchant cannot par-
ticipate. Advantages we believe, denied to them
in their own country, the policy of which is said to

interdict, (except in a few inat'ances) all sales at

auction, on account of their evil effects upon their

mercantile and manufacturing interests! By this

mode of sale, the fair merchant is stripped of all the

advantages, which, by a necessary establishment,
large advances, and a long course of honorable deal-

ing, he had acquired; while strangers, bound by no
tie to this country, who bear none of its burthens,

perform no civil duties, nor any services in peace or

war; who are not even at the expence of store rent,
nor clerk hire; who are so transitory, as scarcely to

be amenable to our laws; are enabled to monopo-
lize our markets, by which our merchants are in

many instances obliged to sacrifice their goods
through the same process, in order to pay their

duties to the government. And too many are com-

pelled, by the stagnation of their trade, in moments
of pecuniary distress, to resort to these destructive
auction sales, by which insolvencies arc produced,
and a circle of connections are involved in ruin.

To promote the tbjects of this memorial, we
would, with due deference to the national legis-

lature, suggest a revision of their protecting law.%
with such enactments as would make them effec-

tual; as well as an assurance that they would be per-

manent, and that the manufacturing interests ne-

ver would be neglected. No individual can with

justice alledge, that to lay protecting duties, is to

take money out of tfie pockets of the farmers, to

place it in that of the merchant or manufacturer.
—The necessary taxes for the wants of the state

must be provided; if they are obtained in one way,

they will not be required in another, and what-

ever enriches one description of citizens, relative-

ly enriches all. The United States do not consist

of parts, they are a whole; whatever enriches one

pari, enriches all; if not directly, indirectly? "In

veste varietas sit, scis sura non sit." "The zoz:
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is without seam, woven from the top throughout,
let us not rend it."

To secure the imposed duties, reliance should

not be placed on custom house oaths, nor should

oaths be multiplied: the frequency of them destroys
their solemnity, sports with the most sacred obliga-

tions, and is unfriendly to religion and morality.

Inspectors, acquainted with the quality of the

goods, should be appointed; whose duty it should

be to ascertain by actual examination of the goods,
the correspondence of the denomination, or value,

to the entry; iffrauds are practised, heavy penalties
should be inflicted. Goods of foreign manufacture,

passing coastwise, from one port to another, should
be accompanied u-ith permits, certifying to the col-

lector of the. port at which they are to be landed,

by definite descriptions, that, entry had be-en fairly

made on them at the port of entry. Severe laws and
disabilities should be enacted against smuggling,
and every fraud committed against the revenue laws.

We believe that a duty often per cent sliould be

imposed on sales by auction, of all linen, cotton,

woolen, and silk goods, and of all those made of

metal, with the exception of the estates of bank-

rupts, insolvent persons deceased, and sheriffs and
marshals sales.

We pray that it may be the practice of the presi

dent, and vice prisident of the United States, and

not far distant, the rapidly extending settlements
of our white inhabitants would soon reach them;
and the evil now felt would be renewed; probably
with aggravated mischief. Were the colony to he

remote, it must be planted on lands now owned
and occupied by the native tribes of the country.
And could a territory be purchased, the transport-

ing of the colonists thither, would be vastly ex-

pensive, their subsistence for a time difficult, and
a body of troops would be required for their pro-
tec', ion. And after all, should these difficulties be

overcome, the origii.al evil would at length recur,

by the extension of our white population. In the
mean time, should 'he colony so increase as to

become a nation, it is not difficult to foresee the

quarrels and destructive wars which would ensue;

especially if the slavery of people of color should

continue, and accompany the whites in their migra-
tions.

Turning our eyes from our own country, no other,

adapted to the colony in contemplation, presented
itself to our view, nearer than Africa, the native
land of negroes; and probably th.11 is the onl\ coun-

try on the globe to which it would be practic ible

to transfer our free people of color wit': safety, and

advantage to themselves and the civilized world.

It is the country which, in the order of Providence,
seems to have been appropriated to that distinct

of the members of congress, as well as governors of, family of mankind. And while it presents the

respective states and their legislatures, with all (fittest asylum for the free people of color, it opens
their civil, military, and naval officers, to wear and i a wide field for the improvements in civiliza-

use the manufactures of their own country of every tion, morals and religion, which the humane and

description, by which, we think, they will effec-

tually promote its best interests, exhibit their pa-
triotic principles, and excite a just principle of imi-

tation.

And your memorialists further request, in behalf
of your mercantile and manufacturing interests,
such aid and protection as from time to time may
appear necessary; and as may place them be-

yond the reach of such foreign, domestic, or inimi-

cal influence, as intends them injury or aims at their

destruction. ^

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will

ever pray.

Free people of color.

Report on colonizing the free people of color of the

United States.

HOUSE OF IIEPRESESTATIVF.S, *XB. 11.

The committee to whom was referred the me-
morial of the president and board of managers of
the "American society for colonizing the free peo-
ple of color of the United States," have had the
same under their deliberate consideration. The
subject is of such magnitude, and attended with so

many difficulties, it is with much diffidence they
present their views of it to the house.
Were it simply a question of founding a colony,

numerous and well known precedents show with
what facility the work might be accomplished

enlightened memorialists have conceived it possi

ble, in process of time, to spread over that great
continent.

Should the measure suggested be approved, an

important question occurs.—In what way shall its

execution- be essayed ?

A preliminary step would be, to provide for the

perfect neutrality of the colony, by the explicit
assent and engagement of all the civilized powers,
whatever dissensions may at any time arise among
themselves.

The next important question is—Will it be ex-

pedient to attempt the establishment of a new co-

lony in Africa, or to make to Great Britain a pro-

posal to receive the emigrants from the United
States into her colony of Sierra Leone?
At Sierra Leone, the first difficulties have been

surmounted; and a few free people of color from
the United States have been admitted. A gradual
addition from the same source (and such would be
the natural progress) would occasion no embarrass-

ment, either in regard to their sustenance or govern-
ment.—Would the British government consent to

receive such an accession of emigrants, however

eventually considerable, from the United States?—
Would that government agree that, at the period
when that colony shall be capable of self-govern-
ment and self-protection, it shall be declared inde-

pendent? In the mean time, will it desire to inono^

polize the commerce of the colony? This would be

Every new territory established by our government,; injurious to the colonists, as well as to the United
constitutes, indeed, a colony, formed with great ease;

|

States.—Should that country from the nature of its

because it is only an extension of homogeneous set- soil and other circumstances, hold out sufficient al-

tlements. But in contemplating the colonizatiou lurements, and draw to it from the United States, the
of the free people of color, it seemed obviously great body of the free people of color, these would
necessary to take a different course.—Their distinctiform its strength, and its ability to render its com -

character and relative condition, render an entireimerce an object of consideration. Now as the

separation from our own states and territories indis- great and permanent benefit of the colonists, was
pensable. And this separation must be such as tolthe fundamental principle of the establishment—
admit of an indefinite continuance. Hence, it seems} will the British government decline a proposition
manifest that these people cannot be colonized with-

1
calculated to give to that benefit the important ex

:n the Limi'.s of the United States. If thev were [tension which will arise fr»m a freedom ©f #«m-
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merce; to those, at least, at whose expense, and by
whn*e means, the colony shall be essentially ex-

tended? Should an agreement with Great Britain

be effected, no further negociation, nor any extra-

ordinary expenditure of money, will be required.
The work already commenced will be continued—
simply of carrying to Sierra Leone, all who are will-

ing to embark.

Tt would seem highly desirable to confine the mi-

grations to a single colony. The two distinct and

independent colonies, established and protected by
two independent powers, would naturally imbibe

the spirit and distinctions of their patrons and pro-

tectors, and put in jeopardy the peace and prospe-

rity of both. Even the simple fact of separate in-

dependence, would eventually, tend to produce
collisions and wars beLween the two establishments

(unices, indeed, they were far removed from each

other) and perhaps defeat the further humane and

exalted views of those who projected them. The

spirit which animated the founders of the colony
of Sierra Leone, would be exerted to effect a union

of design, and the cordial co-operation of the Bri-

tish government with our own, and it might be

hoped not without success. It would be in ac-

cordance with the spirit of a stipulation in the last

treaty of pence; by which the two governments
stands pledged to each other, to use their best en-

deavors to effect the entire abolition of the traffic

in slaves, while the proposed institution would tend

to diminish the quantity of slavery actually exist-

ing.

If, however, such enlarged and liberal views

should be wanting, then the design of forming a

separate colony might be announced by the Ameri-
can ministers, to the maritime powers; and their

guarantee of the neutrality of the colony obtain-

ed.

Your committee do not think it proper to pursue
the subje-ct any further at this time; but that the

government should wait the result of the suggested

negociations; on which ulterior measures must de-

pend.

In conclusion, your committee beg leave to re-

port a joint resolution, embracing the views herein

before exhibited.

Reso'ved, by the senate and Itouse of representatives

of the United States ofAmerica, in congress assembled.

That the president be, and is hereby authorized to

consult and negociate with all the governments
•where ministers of the United States are, or shall

be accredited, on the means of effecting an entire

and immediate abolition of the traffic in slaves.—
And, also, to enter into a convention with the go
vernment of Great Britain, for receiving into the

colony of Sierra Leone, such of the free people of

color of the United States, as, with their own con-

sent, shall be carried thither; stipulating such
terms as shall be most beneficial to the colonists,
while it promotes the peaceful interests of Great

Britain and the United States. And should this pro-

portion not be accepted, then to obtain from Great

T5"itain, and the other maritime powers, a stipula-

tion, or a formal declaration to the same effect,

rriuranteeing a permanent neutrality for any colony
of free people of color, which, at the expence and
imder the auspices of the United States, shall be
established on the African coast.

Resolved, That adequate provision shall hereafter

be made to defray any necessary expences which

may be incurred in carrying the preceding resolu-

tion i»to effect.

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.
Tiondon dates to February 7, inclusive.

The state of things in F.ng'.m 1 appears to have

approached a very alarming crisis. The prince re-

gent, on his way to parliament to open the session

by a speech from the throne, was insulted with the

hootings and hisses of an immense multitude of

people, and in returning was attacked by another
mob with stones, and, as lord Murray supposes,
with bnllets fired from an air srun. See his examine-
tion before the house of commons. The rt gent escaped
without injury, but lord .Murray Was wounded.—
1,000£. reward are offered by proclamation for the

apprehension of the person or persons who were

guilty of the "attempt upon the life"" of the prince,
and it is said that several have been arrested and
committed to trial on a charge of high treason. A
bullet much battered, so as to be nearly flat, has
been picked up near the place where the regent's
coach was attacked. The person who found it was
examined by lord Sidmouth.

Afier the king was attacked in his coach in 1795,

very much in the same manner that the prince re-

gent lias been, the habeas corpus act was suspended,
and the power of the ministers exce -dingly in-

creased—and advantage was taken of the circum-
stance to alarm the people with ten thousand tales

of "tubs" and conspiracies, whereby they were
warmed into loyalty and forgot their then sufferings
in anticipating greater evils. On that occasion one
man was sentenced to seven years' imprisonment
for having "made mouths" at the royal carriage!
But the regent's message to parliament of the

29th of January, inserted below, is of more import-
ance than the attack upon his person, if the often-

repeated declarations of the ministers may be be-

lieved, that that message had no connection with
or reference to the attack. It. goes to shew the pre-
valence of a revolutionary spirit to a much greater
extent than we apprehended to exist in that coun-

try, and evinces to us that the government is ex-

ceedingly alarmed—unless, indeed, the whole bu-

siness, even the mob-scene itself, has been got up

by the ministers themselves to cozen the people out

of their just demands.
The apprehensions of a scarcity of grain lias sub-

sided. The supplies from the continent have been

very extensive. Tine old wheat, however, was at

6£ . tc 6£. 10s. per quarter. Average for England
and Wales 103s. lid.

Stocks.—Feb. 4. cons. 64 a 6 '
.

Lord Castlereagh.
—The old Corry packet, (says

a Dublin paper) in a recent passage from this port
to Newrv, had on board a fine Arabian ho'vse, be-

longing to his lordship, which some of our readers

might have lately seen in this port. A most violent

storm arose; and it was with difficulty that the cap-
tain and crew prevented the passengers from throw-

ing the poor animal overboard; as they persisted in

attributing their danger to having any thing belong-

ing to that popular nobleman on board.

It is stated that Castlereagh?s care of the people
of England has enabled his father to pay off an old

debt of 50,000^. and to purchase new estates which

cost him 250,000£.—together equal to Sl,o32,0U0.
A man ought to "provide for his family."
Some of the British troops will be immediately-

drawn from France for "home service"—25 trans-

ports have been taken up for the purpose.

Canning's impudence in talking about the whole-

some plans of the ministers, &c. was handsomely
rebuked by sir Robert HeroR, who said, "that he

(Canning) himself was one of the most flagrant and
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shameful instances of the wonderful profusion and' against ihe government of Algiers, have been at-

corruption of the ministers."—Canning's wages for tended with the most complete success.

Supporting the ministry, are about £12,000 a year.
|

"

The splendid achievement of his majesty's fleet

Double the amount of our president's salary.
j

in conjunction with a squadron of the king of the
At the commencement of the present year, the Netherlands, under the gallant and able conduct

collectors of the revenue in Ireland received notices
J

of admiral viscount Exmouth, led to the immediate
for the discontinuance of 395 four-wheeled car-

j

and unconditional liberation of all christian cap-
riages, 2565 two-wheeled do. 1785 horses, 624 ser-

; tives, then within the territorv of Algiers, and to

vants, 2226 windows, and 5564 hearths.
j

the renunciation by its government of the practice of

Royalty in the straw.—The following comical ar- christian slavery,
tide from a London p .per of January 29, is well. I am persuaded that you will be duly sensible
worth a record, for it will afford many a laugh to! of the importance of an arrangement so interest-

bur readers— I ing to humanity, and reflecting, from the manner in

"We have the happiness to announce that her
. which it was accomplished, such signal honor on the

royal highness the dutchess of Cumberland is safe-] British nation.

Iv brought to bed. Yesterday morning early her
j

In. India, the refusal of the government ofNepaul
royal highness was unwell, and between nine and to ratify a treaty of peace which had been signed
ten o'clock she was taken in labor; orders were giv
en for issuing the summonses which had been in rea-

diness for several days to the archbishop of Canter-

bury, the bishop of London, the lord chancellor,

and the rest of the cabinet ministers, who all at-

tended. Her royal highness was brought to bed

soon after their arrival, which was about one o'clock

T.ie child was still-born.

In a short time afterwards the following bulletin

was issued:—
"St. James' .Monday, Jan. 27.

'Tier royal highness the dutchess of Cumberland
was delivered at one o'clock this day, of a still-born

female child, and is as well as can be expected.
«H. HALFORD.
"C. M. CLARKE."

Col. Thornton waited upon the prince regent to
j
and sound policy allow,

inform him of the event. Messengers were sent off
j

I recommend the state of the pulic income and
to the queen at Windsor, the princess Charlotte at

]
expenditure to your early and serious attention.

Claremont, the dutchess of Gloucester, and the i I regret to be under the necessity of informing
other branches of the royal family; also the dutch- you, that there has been a deficiency in the produce
ess's family abroad." (of

the revenue of tne last year; but I trust that it

(Xj'The debates in the British parliament had; is to be ascribed to temporary causes; and I have
the consolation to believe, that you will find it

practicable to provide for the public service of the

year, without making any addition to the burthens
of the people, and without adopting any measure
i ijurious to that system by which the public credit

)y its plenipotentiaries, occasioned a renewal of

military operations.
The judicious arrangements of the governor-

general, seconded by the bravery and perseverance
of his majesty's forces and those of the East India

company, brought the campaign to a speedy and
successful issue; and peace has been finally esta-

blished upon the just, the honorable terms of the

original treaty.
Gentlemen of the house of commons,

I have directed the estimates of the current year
to be laid before you.
They have been formed upon a full consideration

of all the present circumstances of the coun+rv,
with an anxious desire to make every reduction in

our establishments which the safety of the empire

already assumed uncommon importance—the stale

of the country was freely discussed and exposed.
.Petitions for reform were pouring in at a great rate.

On the reply to the address of the prince regent
Which, according to custom, is a mere echo—the

votes for it were 264, against it 112, which shews
|

of the country has been hitherto sustained.

the majority of the ministers. .My lords and gentlemen,
I have the satisfaction to inform you, that the

arrangements which were made in the last session

IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Tuesday, January 28, 1817.—This being the day iif parliament, with a view to a new silver coinage,
appointed by the prince regent for the meeting of

,

have been completed with unprecedented expedi-
te) th houses of parliament, his royal highness came^tion.
down in state, and entered the house of peers at

|

I have given directions for the immediate issue

two o'clock. HiS royal highness was attended by j

of the new coin, and I trust that this measure will

all the great officers of state; the earl of Liverpool [be productive of considerable advantages to the
carried the sword of" state on his royal highness's trade and internal transactions of the country.
right hand, and the marquis of Winchester carried

the crown on a cushion on his left.

In a few minutes after the regent had taken his

seat on the throne, the commons having been

summoned by the usher of the black rod, appear-
ed at the bar of the house of peers, with their speak-
er at their head, when his royal highness delivered

to both houses of parliament the following speech:

.My lords and gentlemen

The distresses consequent upon the termination
of a war of such unusual extent and duration, have
been felt with greater or less severity, throughout
all the nations of Europe; and have been consider-

ably aggravated by the unfavorable state of the
season.

Deeply as I lament the pressure of these evils up.
on this country, I am sensible that they are of ana
ture not to admit of an immediate remedy; but

It is with deep regret that lam again obliged j

whilst I observe with peculiar satisfaction the for

to announce to you, that no alteration iias occurred Ititude with which so many privations have bee:

in the state of his majesty's lamentable indisposition. , borne, and the active benevolence which has been
I continue to receive from foreign powers the

J
employed to mitigate them, I am persuaded tha>

strongest assurance of their friendly disposition to- 1 the great sources of our national prosperity are es

wards this country; and of their earnest desire to sentially unimpaired; and I entertain a confident ex-

maintain the general tranquility. pectation that the native energy of the country will,

l'he hostilities to which I was compelled to re- 1 at no distant period, surmount all difficulties -ii

BOrt, in vindication of the honor of the country) which we are involved
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In considering our internal situation, you will, I (glass on the prince's left hand. The fracture ap
doub» not, feel a just indignation at the attempts
which have been made to take advantage of the dis-

tresses of the country, for the purpose of exciting
a spirit of sedition and violence.

I am too well convinced of the loyalty and sense

of the great body of his majesty's subjects, to be-

lieve them capable of being perverted by the arts

which are employed to seduce them; but I am de-

termined to omit no precautions for counteracting
the designs of the disaffected: And I rely with the

utmost confidence on your cordial support and co-

operation, in upholding a system of law and go-

vernment, from which we have derived inestimable

-advantages, which has enabled us to conclude with

unexampled glory, a contest whereon depended
the best interests of mankind, and which has been

hitherto felt by ourselves, as it is acknowledged
by other nations, to be the most perfect that has

ever fallen to the lot ofany people.
HOUSE OF COMMON'S—JANUARY 28.

While the house was debating about a motion,

for an address to the regent on his most gracious

speech—
Two messengers from the lords appeared at the

bar, with a communication; being admitted to the

table—they stated, that they were commanded by
their lordships, to desire a present conference

with this house, in the painted chamber, on a sub-

ject materially affecting the safety of his royal

highness the prince regent, and the honor and dig-

nity of parliament; and was directed to inform the

house, that in the absence of the usual messengers,
the clerk assistant, and reading clerk, were depu.
ted to convey the message.
The chancellor of the exchequer moved, "that

the house do acquiesce in the message sent by the

lords."—This motion was unanimously agreed to.

The speaker then said, that as the house had

peared to be produced by two bullets, for round

apertures had been made in the glass, and the re-

mainder of it was not broken, he had not the slight-

est doubt that the fracture was caused by bullets.

About a minute after this happened a very large stone

was thrown at the other glass, and then three or

four other stones with great violence; he had exami-
ned the first glass that was broken minutely; there

was no crowd near the carriage at the time; but if

a pistol had been fired with gunpowder, the person

firing it, he thinks must have been recognized; he

supposes, as no report was heard by him, they came
from an air gun. There was no bullets found in the

carriage; he supposes they were shot from some one

of the trees; the opposite glass was up, it was not

broke at all; he got out of the carriage immediate-

ly after the prince regent, did not search the car-

riage; nor did he know whether any bullets were
found at the bottom of it. The master of the horse

was in the carriage; splinters of the glass were found.

, the stone which struck the opposite glass did not

enter the carriage, the glass was very thick.

In answer to a question from lord Milton, the wit-

ness said, that his royal highness sat in the middle,
between the master of the horse and the witness.—
The stone smashed the window and pounded the

glass which was remarkable thick There was a

footman and a life guards man by the side of the

carriage. He could not say whether the supposed
bullets perforated any part of the carriage.
The witness having withdrawn, Mr. Vunsittart

conceived that no further information could be ne-

cessary, after the testimony they had just heard, to

induce the house to concur in the address—Hear

Hearf He therefore moved that the address be read.

The address was then read, to the following effect;

"We your royal highness' dutiful and loyal subjects,
the commons house of parliament, beg leave hum-

agreed to the message requesting a conference, it ibly to express our abhorence of the outrage offer

would be proper to name their messengers. \ ed this day to the person of your royal highness, and

The following members were accordingly depu-. regret that there should be found a person in these

ted: the chancellor of the exchequer, Mr. Canning, ;
dominions capable of committing so daring and

Mr. Ponsonby, Mr. Tierney, sir S. Romilly, lord flagitious an act. It is the earnest wishes of your
Arch Hamilton, lord Lascelles, Mr. Freemantle, and! faithful commons in which they must be joined by

several others, who repaired to conference. After
jail descriptions of faithful subjects that your royal

a short interval they returned to the house, when
; highness would be pleased to direct such measures

The chancellor of the exchequer reported, that

the lords had communicated to them that several

daring outrages had been committed on the person
of his royal highness the prince regent, on his re-

turn from parliament this day; that they had agreed
upon an address to his royal highness; and request-
ed the concurrence cf the commons house in the

same. The lords had likewise informed them, that

they had received the evidence of a witness, the

right hon. James Murry.
The chancellor of the exchequer then moved,

that the further consideration of the debate on the

address should be adjourned till tomorrow.
This beiag agreed to, the right hon. gentleman

moved, that the message of the lords be now taken

into consideration, and that lord James Murry be

called in and examined as to the fact stated in the

address.

Lord J. Murry was then called to the bar, and

to be taken, as should lead to the apprehension of

the authors and abettors of the outrage."
The address was then agreed to ?iem. co?i

Mr. Vansittart gave notice that he should to-mor-

row move for a vote of thanks to lord Moira, for his

conduct in India; and on Monday to lord viscount

Exmouth, for his gallant conduct at Algiers.
Sir P. Burdett gave notice, that he should on this

day month submit a motion on the subject of reform

in parliament.

January 29.—Lord Sidmouth presented a message,
to the house from the prince regent.
The message was read by the lord chancellor,

and was as follows:—
"His royal highness the prince regent, acting in

the name and on the behalf of his majesty, has

thought proper to order to be laid before the house

of lords, papers containing an account of certain

meetings and combinations held in different parts

in answer to certain questions put to them by the of the country, tending to the disturbance of the

chancellor of the exchequer, Mr. Curwen, Mr. public tranquility, the alienation of the affections

Wayne, and some other members stated, that he is of the people from hi* majesty's person and govern-
a lord of the bedchamber to the prince regent, and ! ment, and to the overthrow of the whole frame and

was in attendance on his royal highness in the car-
J
system of the law and constitution; and his royal

riage on their passage from the house of lords; on highness recommends these papers to the immediate

".heir return between r
. irlton house and St. James', and serious consideration of the house.

the glass dfthe carriage was fractured; it was the} His lordship moved that the prince regent's most
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tion
gracious message be taken into consiierat

morrow; and stated that he should then present
the papers alluded to in the message, which he

should move to refer ,0 a secret committee—Or

dered.

February 4.—The order being read for taking

into consideration the message of his royal highness
the prince regent, on the state of the country, the

message was accordingly read.

Lord Castlereagh, in rising on the present occa- '

sion to submit a motion to the house, was happy to
j

think that the proposition he had to offer tonight,!
was one on which he could n >t apprehend the slight-

'

est difference of opinion would exist, as it merely
went to acknowledge the receipt of the prince re-j

gent's most gracious message, and to assure his

royal highness that the house would take into its

most serious consideration the papers he had order-

ed to be communicated to them, without delay.
—

Whatever the situation of things might be at pre-

sent, nothing could be further from his wish, than

to say one word that might on this occasion, lead

to a debate on the present state of the country,
as the very nature of the communication which
had been made indicated secrecy to be desirable, !

as the house were not yet in possession of what mi-
1

nisters considered to be necessary to give them a ,

proper knowledge of the present state of the coun-

try. It would cause great embarrassment to him, 1

and to the house itself, were this subject now to
'

be entered upon. All he should at present request
of them was, that they would keep their minds free

and unembarrassed that they might then act as
'

should be necessary on the report of the committee.
\

There was only one other point on which he would
offer a single word. He thought it necessary to !

oppose the idea which had got abroad that this com-
munication arose out of the late atrocious attack

on the person of the prince regent, on which he was !

sure but one opinion could be entertained by every
member of that house and by every friend to the
British constitution. He begged distinctly to state

that the present proceedings did not arise in any
shape out of that outrage. The communication which
had been made was founded on information which he

thought it would be felt that the government,without
abandoning their duty to the country and to the con-

stitution, could not but advise his royal highness to

submit to the house. Having said this much, he

hoped it would be most consonant with the feelings
of the house not to enter upon the views which any
gentleman might take of the present situation of
the country, from the information which thev alrea-

dy possessed. He hoped they would keep their
minds free and unbiassed, that they might act on
the information which the prince regent had caus-
ed to be communicated as circumstances might re-

quire. He concluded by moving—
"That an humble address be presented to his

toyal highness the prince regent, to return his royal
highness the thanks of this house for his most gra- 1

cious message, and to assure his royal highness, j

that this house will proceed to take the information
j

laid by his royal highness' command before this

house, into its immediate and most serious consi-
deration."

Mr. Ponsonby professed his unwillingness to
make the slightest objection to the address now
proposed, but begged to ask the noble lord what
course his majesty's government meant to pursue
in consequence of che address.
Lord Castlereagh spoke in so low a tone of voice

that we could not distinctly collect what he said,
but as we understood him, he answered that it was

p oposed to fallow the precedent of 1795. (Hear,
1) ear

)

The question on the address was then put and
carried—nem. con.

Lord Catlereagh then moved successively. 1 That
the papers containing the communication from the
crown be referred to a committee. 2. That this

committee be secret. 3 That it consist of 21 mem-
bers. 4. That it be chosen by ballot. 5. That the
members of the house prepare a list of 21, to put
into a class to compose said committee. 6. That
the papers remain on the table as thev are, till the
said committee be chosen. All which motions were

agreed to.

Q^The debate on the regent's address in the
house of lords, equally shews the agitation of the

government at the alarming state of the country.
The deficiency of the revenue is twenty millions

sterling, or about 81 millions of dollars for the last

year; and the idea of a retrenchment, to cover this

sum, is spoken of as an absurdity. The taxes al-

ready levied r.annot be collected, and there seems no
resource from new requisitions

—the deficit will pro-
bably be met for the moment by further issues of

exchequer bills. One of the lords said, "the calami-
ties of the country had now come to that height,
that no vain and idle hyperboles could conceal ca-
lamities which threatened to overwhelm the coun-

try. This was no common occasion, in which thev
used to bandy compliments with the crown, or to

rejoice with it on the triumph of our arms." Lord
Sidmouth said, "He had concurred with his col-

leagues in recommending reduction, although he
kneiv that the military establishment at home ~uas neces-

sary for the support of the civil poiver, and although
he knew that they had aggravated the general
distress by the reductions which had already taken

place."

'Xj"In the remarks on the regent's message, lord
Sidmouth said, that that message had no connection
with the late attack upon the person of the regent—if that outrage had not been committed, ministers
would equally have felt it their duty to bring the

subject before p rliament. From what lord Liver-

pool said, some strong measures are contemplated to

keep down the people—the ordinary laws appearing
inefficient for the purpose. The message was refer-

red to a secret committee of eleven lords, chosen

by ballot.

If these combinations are as extensive as they
are intimated to be, who shall calculate their con-

sequences ? But may not the whole be a mere ruse de

guerre of the ministers—a plot to divert the people

from the great object of obtaining a reform of parlia-
ment? But, in either case, we are presented with a

dreadful view of tilings.
Latest from England.

Another vessel has arrived at Xew-Vork which
left Liverpool on the 17th of February, but brought
no papers later than of the 12th. They do not fur

nish us with any thing important—they are filled

with debates in parliament about reform, &e.
Another meeting had been held at Spa-Fields

which broke up peaceably—all the troops at the
west end of the town gave their attendance. Thf
state of society seems very unsettled and uneasv.

It is intimated that the prince regent will surren

der one-fifth of his income, as connected with hi

personal services, estimated at £ 50,000; and minis-

ters, it is said, have shewn an intention to follow his

example;
The following is the address of the city of Lou

don on the escape of the prince regent
— it will p

••

baoly be followed by manv of a similar charact .
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"To his royal highness the prince of Wales, regent of\

the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

"The humble and dutiful address of the lord mayor I

and aldermen of the city of London:

''May it please your royal highness,

"We, the lord mayor and aldermen of the

city of London,, beg leave to approach your royal

highness with profound sentiments of duty and re-

spect, to express our horror and indignation at the

most daring and flagitious outrage offered to your

royal person at the moment of your return from the

house of parliament, on the occasion of your royal

highness exercising the s icred duties of the crown, i

and fulfilling, in the name and on the behalf of his

•majesty, the very important function of one of the

estates of the realm.

"With the deepest concern we have to deplore
that any one should be found within his majesty's
dominions capable of violence so atrocious, so dis

graceful to human nature, so foreign to the British

character, and we most fervently hope, that the

loyalty of the subjects of the united empire will

manifest itself to prevent a repel ition of an attempt
so base against the sacred person of your royal high-
ness. We beg permission to add, that nothing shall

be wanting on our part, as magistrates of the me-

tropolis of the empire, to promote on all occasions

the general tranquility, and to evince our steady loy-

alty and attachment toy iur royal house and person,
and our determination to support the crown and

dignity of these realms.

"Signed, by order of the court,
"Hexry WooDTHonrE."

To which his royal highness was pleased to re-

turn the following most gracious answer:

"I thank vou for this loyal and dutiful address.

It is highly satisfactory for me to receive, upon this

occasion, and at the present conjuncture, the as-

surances of your steady attachment to me and my
familv, and of your determination to promote obe-

dience to the laws, and to afford a firm support to

the crown and the prerogatives which are insepara-

bly connected with the liberties and best interests

of the people."
The merchants, bankers and traders of London,

have likewise come forward, and subscribed to very

loyal resolutions.

London, Feb. 8.—Price of stocks this day at 12
o'clock.

Reduced 65 7-8 65—Cons. mo. 65 1-4 3-8—Cons,

for ace. 65 3-8 1-2.

4 per cent. 8S 1-4 7-8—5 per cent, navy 97 5-8

:Vi,

T.xchequer bills, lis. 17s. pr.
—India bonds, 31s.

Army saving
Navy ditto .

Miscellaneous

RECAPITrtATIOJT.

.£1,784,000

3,717,000
1,000.000

"

pre.
Lord Cas'lereagh last night brought forward a

statement of our naval and military establishments,
ond the reductions that have already taken place
and are in progress in these sources of expence;
and moved for the appointment of a committee to

enquire-into the public income and expenditures
for the year 181".

The army, in 1316, was 149,445 men; in 1817,
it is 123,702—reduction 25,743. The expence last

year, exclusively of ordinance, was .£10,564,000—
his year it is £9,280,000. The ordinance last year

cost'^1,696,000—this year it is £1,246,000. Total

saving on armv, £1.781.000.

Xavy, fast year, 33.0C0 men- this year 19,000—
reduction, 14,000. It cost for last year 10,114,000/.
this yer^r it will be 6,397,000/.—saving 3,717,000/.

Miscellaneous services in 1316, £2,500,000; ditto

Lis year, £1.50 ri/!On_^ving£l,000,onO.

Total saving, £6,501,000
SUPPLY.

Army £7,050,00fl
Commissariat and barracks, Great Britain 580,000
Ditto, ditto, Ireland . 300,000
Kxtraordinaries .... 1,300,000
Ordnance 1,246.000

Navy 6,397,000
Miscellaneous, Great Britain and Ireland 1,500,000

£18,373,000
Thus it appears that the army has been reduced

about one-sixth—the navy almost one half. The ex -

pences fur this year exceed eighteen millions; and,
lamentable to tell, the country cannot count on half
the amount of permanent revenue, after paying the
interest on our debt!

PRA.XCE.

The prices of grain in France have generally de-
clined. Cut there was a great sedition at Bordeaux,
where the people opposed the embarkation of corn
destined for the other departments. The military
were called in, who fired upon the people, and
killed several of them on the spot.
The royal guards being required to quell a riot

at Rouen, the national guards interposed themselves
between the former and the people. The Swiss

guards then reinforced the royal guards, but the
national guards, supported by the people, were too
s pong for the allied forces; who were defeated with
some loss. After their defeat, the national guards
exerted themselves, and with success, to protect
the discomfited royalists from the fury of the popu-
lace. In France, as in England, the public funds
are inadequate to the expences, and the laboring
classes want employment.
The French loyal newspapers express great in-

dignation at the late assault upon the prince regent
of England—which they say is calculated "to ex-
cite the indignation of all Europeans attached to

the cause of justice and legitimacy."
rfETHERLAXTlS.

The price of corn is exceedingly complained of.

A Brussels article gives the estimate of the mi-
nister of finance for 1817- The income is calculated
at 73,700,000 florins [a florin is about Is. 8t/. sterling]
and the expences at 73,400,000 florins.

"SPANISH AMERICA "

The defeat of the royalists by Bolivar, near Bar-

celona, noticed in our paper of the 29th ult. see

page 78, appears amply confirmed. The chief bat-

tle lasted a whole day—he was five times furiously
attacked by the royalists, 4,000 strong, under Mo-
rillo, assisted by all the Spanish naval force on the
station—this happened on the 16th of February; on
the 17th Bolivar attacked the royalists, sword in

hand, and defeated them with great slaughter. His

success had considerably strengthened his force.

Petion has latelv seized several of the patriot

privateers and their prizes, at Port au Prince. It

is thought that "he wants money and must have it."

But a large privateer commanded by capt. Champ-
lin, being ordered to be seized, the men were call-

ed to quarters, and Petion's officers refused an en-

try into their vessel.

Capt. Douglass, of the British brig Elizabeth, who
arrived at New York on the 7th instant, in 63

days from Buenos Ayres, informs, that the Portu-

guese expedition-had taken Monte Video, with very
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little fighting. He also states that the troops of

Buenos Ayres, comprising an army of 6000 men, had

marched for the province of Chili to induce or com-

pel the people of that province to unite in the com-

mon cause against the Portuguese. In case of the

union of the troops of Chili with those of Buenos

Ayres, no doubt was entertained of their success.

Four Portuguese brigs, laden with tallow and hides,

had been seized by the government of Buenos Ayres.

BRITISH AMERICA.

At a late session of tlie court of king's bench, at

Montreal, bills of indictment, with several counts,

were found against D. Cameron and others of the

North West company. The -war between this com-

pany and the Hudson Bay company has not yet ter-

minated.
HAYTI.

A large order has been received at BielefieH, in

Westphalia, famous for its linen and dam..sk manu-

factures, of king Henry of Hayti. The arms of the

sable monarch are to appear on the table linen, with

the motto, "Gad, my cause, and my sword." Large

orders of jewelry, &c.for the queen, have been ex-

ecuted at Hamburg and Bremen; and if splendor

and magnificence constitutes the attributes by

which royalty is distinguished, king Henry seems to

have as good a claim to the rank he has assumed as

any of his brother sovereigns on this side of the At-

lantic. London Traveller.

Battle of Waterloo.
The following is given in the public papers as an ex-

tract from' a volume just published at NeW-York,

entitled, "Letters on the revolution in France" by
a French general officer. It details some circum-

stances of great importance in considering he

merits of the famous battle of Waterloo—which,

it was always our opinion, was rather by the

purse than the stuord.

"Previous to the 13th of Junej the French army
had been recruited with the greatest celerity and

secrecy behind the forest of Fagne, between the

Sambre and the Meuse, without the enemy being

apprised of it. Blucher and Wellington thought
that the emperor designed to begin his operations
between the Scheldt and the Sambre: Wellington
even believed that Napoleon would not act on the

offensive.

But on the night of the 13th, Monsieur Le Comte
de Bourmont, col. Clouet, formerly aid de camp to

marshal Nev, colonel Gordon, and the secretary of

Mr. Avbernon, commissary srdonnateur deserted^ to

the Prussians. Adrim, major to the imperial guards,
aho deserted, who had been bribed at Paris by the

royalist committee.
The traitors advised the Prussian generals that

the French army was going to operate on the Dyle.
The emperor's project was not to begin the cam-

paign by regulor operations, but to surpi ise the

Prussian arm) in its cantonments from Chafleroi to

Liege and the English army iu its cantonments from

Mons to Brussels.

The enemies being put upon their guard at all

points, and having been thus enabled to unite two

scattered armies, the Prussians and the English
more than double in numbers to the French, the

able and bold dispositions of Napoleon were made
abortive through the treason of Bourmont, Clouet,

Gordon, Sec.

The emperor had chosen for his great movement
behind the forest of Fagne the very same day that

the duchess of Cumberland was to give a ball to the

officers ofth.esta.iFof the English, aimy at Brussels.

Had it had not been for the treason of Boufmont,
Sec. the Prussian and English armies would have
been surprised in their cantonments; they would
have been beaten in detail, and no general battle
could have taken place. The spirit and opinions
of the Belgians and of the department of the Rhine
are well known; they would have risen in favor of
the French; Austria was then lukewarm in the coali-

tion, and would have seceded from it. Mark the

consequences to the French and the rest of Eu-
rope.
Bourmont was formerly a Chouan chief, for whom

marshal Grouchy had obtained the pardon of Na-
poleon, when first consul. The emperor had made
him a general of brigade; he stuck to his cause until
his first abdication, then was made lieutenant-gene-
ral by La Proege, and commanded in Franche>
Comte under marshal Ney, governor of that pro-
vince. When the emperor returned from Elba, the
marshal being sent by the king to Franche Comte,
Bourmont, as well as the marshal, abandoned the

royal cause, when they saw how irresistible was
the tide of opinion in the country in favor of Na-
poleon. Hence he affected the greatest zeal for

Napoleon. He hastened to Paris to pay him his

court, and from the 28th or 29th of March he was
to be seen almost every day at the emperor's levee,
who nevertheless was very reluctant to trust him
with a command. However, through the interest
and solicitations of general Girard and Labadore,
whose doors he besieged every morning, and to
whom he engaged his word of honor, he obtained
the command of a division. When Napoleon heard
of his defection, so fa'al to him and to France, he
told general Girard, "Well my dear Girard, this is

a death war between the blues and the whites,"
[the republicans and the royalists.] Happy would
it have been for France had he been conscious of
that truth before, and had he acted accordingly
towards that cowardly and treacherous party !

Here follows a statement of the numerical forces
of the French, Prussian and English armies, such
as they were on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of June.
On the 16th, at the affair of Fleuras, in which the
French made some hundred Prussian prisoners, the
French were,

Men.
Under the emperor on the left side of the Dyle 70,000
On the right side under marshal Grouchy 36,000
The Prussians, Saxons, &c. under Blucher

and Bulow 130,000
At the battle of Waterloo, Wellington had,
Under his command, English, Hanoverians,

Hessians, Dutch, &c. 84,000
And Blucher upwards of 40,000
During that time marshal Grouehy was trying to

cross the Dyle at Yabre, and was fighting to ef-

fectuate that object with the corps of Bulow. On
the 12th or 13th of June, the emperor had ap-
pointed marshal Grouchy commander in chief over
the corps of Giraxd, Yandamme, Excelmans and
Pajol.
Orders liad been sent at noon to marshal Grouchy

to make his junction with the euoperorj but the of-

ficer sent tu carry that order deserted to the ene-

my.
Thus you see, my dear sir, that it was neither

Wellington nor Blucher who gained the battle of

Waterloo, but Gneisnau, chief of the general staff
of the Prussian army. It was he \\ ho ordered gene
ral Bulow, whilst lighting with marshal Grouchy,
to detach the greatest part of his forces in the

evening, to support Blucher. Al 4 o'clock every

thing aanounced t-he battle v:-.
;_

: >.d by the
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French, notwithstanding marshal Ney refused twice

obeying the emperor's order, not from any bad mo-

tive, but because he could not be persuaded to

change a position in which he had been, tor some

hours beating the enemy to atoms.

When a fair and liberal account of that celebrated

battle shall be given by Prussian and French mili-

tary men of candor and abilities, and of the events

which preceded it, it will be seen, that never has

Napoleon's military genius shone it brighter lustre

and that his defeat is owing principally to the trea-

son of Bourmont and others—a new kind of dis-

grace the French name owes to the return of the

Bourbons to France. Some commanders, too, made

fatal blunders; and let them not apologize at the

expence of Napoleon—of Napoleon, who loaded

them with favors and dignities. Fortune or treason

may oppress a great man, but incorruptible history

is always there to preserve his glory inviolable.

Having handled rather roughly the author of

Paul's letters, candor obliges me to declare, that I

have learned lately, from unquestionable authority,

that his account of the battle of Waterloo is fair

and correct, as far as relates to the dispositions and

execution of the English commander in chief.

If marshal Wellington did not exhibit great mi-

litary foresight in thinking that Napoleon would not

act on the offensive, the French generals who have

had an opportunity of observing his conduct during
the battle, do him the justice to say, that from the

beginning to the end of the battle of the 18th, or

of W-aferloo, he displayed a great ability and wis-

dom in the manner he disposed of" the divers corps
under his command.

But I will repeat it, had it not been for Bourmont
and Co's treason, the emperor would have cut and

destroyed the Prussian and English forces in their

cantonments before they could have time to assem-
•• and unite.

These are the only authentic documents I can,
lor the present, communicate to you on that ca

tastrophe.
I am, dear sir, yours, Sec."

route will not deviate two miles to the N. W. ©rS.E,
of a straight line, and the only assent or descent,
which is about 136 feet, is on the banks of the river

between the tide waters and the canal. The esti-

mated cost is 836,824 dollars, and the two impor-
tant items of expenditure are, first, for 29 miles

418,528 dollars; and, second, the amount of locks.

1250 dollars per foot, 170,000 dollars.

Iron pavement.—The experiment of paving Eotr-

don streets with iron, has been tried on the south
side of Blackfriars Bridge, and has so far succeeded
that we learn it is intended to pave some streets in

the city in this manner, under the auspices of the

lord mayor. It is computed that an iron pavement,
well adjusted will endure for twenty years in a great

thoroughfare; whereas it is too well known that a

stone pavement requires repairs and readjusting
two or three times a year, and renewing every
three or four years. The pieces laid down in Black-

friar's road resemble a batch of eight or nine rolls

as taken from the oven. During many weeks, under

every kind of load and the roughest usage, the firm-

ness of this mass has been undisturbed, and no doubt,

remains of the success of this experiment.
—

Reper-

tory ofArts, Manufactures and Agriculture.

Expeditious painting.
—

Paris, among other novel-

ties, has lately boasted of a most expeditious pain-
ter. The rapidity of his pencil is really astonishing.
He paints a portrait in water colors in two hours—
give him three hours he will finish one in oils. He
will complete a profile in a quarter of an hour, and
a slight sketch in a minute. He can finish a picture
of two or three feet in two days. The ladies of fa-

shion visit him with their families at ten in the morn-

ing, and carry with them to dinner finished Hkenes-
ses.—Journal des Dames.

Arts, sciences and improvements.
Tsdiana —We are glad to find, by an advertise-

ment in a Chilicothe paper, that Mr. Samuel JVU

Hams, of that place, has completed his map of the

state of Indiana. From a knowledge of Mr. JVilliams.

fto whom, more than to any other man, the readers

of the Weekly Register have been indebted for

correct information from the western country) we
venture to say, that in the execution of this work
all that could be expected from faithful industry,
aided by a discriminating and intelligent mind, will

be realized. He has had many and the best oppor
tunities to accomplish this work; and which, we
have no doubt, have been improved to their utmost! 19th December, 1816

Legislature of South Carolina.

Felloiv citizens of the senate,
and of the house of representatives :

I regret much that it has, so soon, become ncces-

cessary to call you from your domestic retreats, at a

time wlren your attention to agriculture and civil

pursuits is so interesting and important to the state

and to yourselves. I have no doubt however, that

you will cheerfully submit to personal inconve-

nience, if your attendance can be made conducive
to the public good.
At the last session of the legislature, "A bill to

alter the 3d section of the tenth article of the con-

titution of the state of South Carolina," was passed
agreeably to the constitution, and ratified on the

19th December, 1816. There was also an actenti-
f led, "An act to provide a more expeditious mode
for disposing of the causes on the dockets of the

constitutional courts at Charleston and Columbia,"
1

passed and ratified on the same day, viz, on the

Thrs act, making provision
extent.

JVevi Jersey Canal.—A canal, the object of which
is to connect the waters of the Delaware with those

of the Rii itan, passing through the state of New
Jersey, appears to be seriously contemplated. By
a very able and well digested report of three com-
missioners, appointed by the legislature upon this

subject, the question is very fairly stated to the

public. The various old projected plans are aban-

doned as impracticable. The distance from the

banks of the Delaware, or Croswick's creek to Long-
bridge farm, and thence to the banks of the Rai itan,

between New Brunswick and Washington, is about

29 miles, and the canal can be construe' ed upon a

dead, level, witkout the necessity of a lock. The

for the sittings of the constitutional court at Charles-

ton and Columbia, a majority of the judges of the

courts of sessions and of common pleas has adjudg-
ed to be unconstitutional, and that therefore they
had no power to hold that court.

This being the only court heretofore provided by
our costitution or laws, before which, motions for

new trial, or in arrest of judgement could be

brought up from our courts of sessions or common
pitas, we are by this decision of the judges, depri-
ved of a court indispensible in the steady adminis-

tration of justice. To restore this link in the sys-
tem of our jurisprudence, there is no power ade-

quate but that of the legislature.
—It is therefore

that I h*ve thought proper to convepe the legist?-
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ture, that there may be neither delay nor denial of

justice. To this subject, which is of great impor-
tance your early attention is invited at this time.

I will further ask your indulgence, in submitting
1

for your consideration one other subject which, if

neglected, until the constitutional meeting of the

legislature, will be too late for your interposition.
At your last session, an act was passed to confirm
the treaty between the state of South Carolina and
the Cherokee Indians, and providing for the survey
of the lai:ds ceded by the Cherokees to this state.

This act requires that all the lands so ceded, shall

be surveyed and plated off into tracts not less than

lu'u nor more than 500 acres. I would beg leave

tu submit whether the law should not be so altered

as to require the commissioners to survey into tracts

only such parts of the ceded territory as will be

tit for cultivation, and which alone will indemnify
the state lor tiie survey. It is well known that a

very great proportion of this accession, consists of

barren, rugged, and almost inaccessible mountains,
which will only attract the attention of the wander-

ing herdsman or shepherd. The survey of these

mountains will require much time, and cost much

money to the state, which will never be refunded
from the sale of them. If the whole territory be

laid out into tracts according to the provision of

tie existing law, it is probable the sums arising from
the sales will not reimburse the expenditure.

At the time when it was thought expedient to

convene the legislature, it was believed that it

would be necessary to recommend an appropria-

tion, authorising the comptroller to pay into the

treasury of the general government, our quota of

the direct tax which had been imposed by con-

gress for the last year, and which it was believed

would be again imposed for this year.
—The na-

tional legislature has, however, not thought proper
to re-enact the law imposing the direct tax.

Although our civil and religious privileges, as a

people, demand our most devout acknowledgments
to the Author of all good; yet we should be humbled

by his chastening hand, which is felt in the unusual

scarcity which prevails in most parts of our coun-

try. This scarcity proceeds, not only from the un-

propitious seasons of the last year, but from our

greater attention to the productions of our coun-

try which procure us wealth than to those which
are intrinsically valuable. We should profit by
our experience and devote ourselves more to those

pursuits which will promote our present comforts

and future welfare, looking unto Him who is the

author of every good and perfect gift for the bless-

ing. ANDREW PICKENS, J in*.

Columbia, March 25, 1817.

A pleasant little story.

A LADY WITH DEATH'S HEAD.
An end is put to the enigma which has so long

excited public curiosity. The young lady with

death's head is distinguished forever: but before we
relate the happy and singular denouement of this

most extraordinary adventure, we shall describe a

few of the persons who aspired to the honor of her

hand. They calculate among her lovers 547 reform-

ed rakes, and 155 ruined gamesters. She received

twenty five or thirty letters from Belgium, (not post

paid) written by certain wellknown ciiaracters, who
said they never would revolt, though she should

prove to be the most hideous object in the world.

They were disposed to flatter, caress and wed the

plague itself, so they could procure abundance of
gold; all their letters remained unanswered, but the

generous girl ordered her servant to return thanks
to a few poor devils who had solicited her hand in a
gallant style. We were permitted to tako a copy
of the following:—

"Miss,—Report has doubtless painted you less
handsome than you are, at least none will refuse to
admit that your physiognomy is expressive. I should
have had the honor of presenting myself before you,
and of declaring my passion, had not pitiless credi-
tors detained me in the conciergerie. I must beg
you will have the goodness to pay me a visit to re-
ceive the proposition I am so anxious to make.—
Though you may have shewn a little of the coquette,
to set yourself off to the best advantage, that is not
the fault of nature; consequently, it can make no dif-

ference in my intentions—No aspect can be more
hideous in the eyes of a prisoner, than his prison—
Bring me liberty, and you will appear charming in-

deed! Ifyon should favor me with a visit, you will
see a young man, 25 years of age, who has, among
other advantages, that of a tolerable person, with a
mind proper to meet wordly success. He has, more-
over the honor to declare to yon his most ardent
vows. FOLLEVILLE."

"P. S.—Be so good as to request the gaoler of the

Conciergerie to lend his parlor for our interview."
The mind of the young lady did not tend to a

union in pursuance of the above invitations, but her
heart was not insensible. She desired to find in
France a husband to answer one she had drawn in
her mind. In the brilliant society she attended con-

stantly in a mask of wax : she distinguished a

young man of noble and interesting countenance,
whose mind had been well cultivated. He had a for-

tune which placed him above interested views. The
young man, on his part, was charmed with the

graces and delicate sentiments which the young lady
with invisible features displayed in her conversation.
In short, he declared, that all his happiness depend-
ed on a union. She did not deny the impression he
had made on her heart nor conceal the pleasure she
would feel in acceding to Ids proposal, but she ex-

pressed to him, at the same time, the dread that
he would repent on beholding her race, which she.

described to be that of death in its most terrific
form. She urged him to beware of rashness, and
consider well, whether he could bear the wretched
disappointment he might incur. "

Well, well !" said
the young man, in a tone of penetration, "accept
my hand, and never unmask to any but the eyes of
your husband." "I consent," replied she, "but re-

member, that I shall not survive the appearance of

affright and disgust, and perhaps contempt, you
may feel after marriage." "I will not shrink from
the proof; it is your heart, and not your figure I

love." "In eight days," said the lady, "you shall be
satisfied." They prepared for the marriage, and,

notwithstanding the refusal of the generous young-
man to accept a million in bank bills, she settled
all her property on him. "If you have not courage
enough to suffer," said she, "for your companion, I

shall, at least, be consoled by the reflection that f

have enriched him I love, and he will perhaps drop
a tear to my memory." Returning from the altat

she threw herself on her knees before her spouse.,
and placed her hand upon her mask—What a situ-

ation for the husband ! His heart palpitated; hi~

face turned pale—the mask fell—he beheld an ange
of beauty ! She then exclaimed affectionately

—
'•You have not deserved deformity; you meri'.

love of beaut;"
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The happy couple left Paris the day before yes

terdayfor Livonia, where the immense property of
the lady is situated. There will be no more talk at

Paris respecting the lady with death's head.

[Gazette de France Jan. 6.

CHRONICLE.
Mr. Madison left Washington City on the 6th inst.

for his seat in Virginia
—a private citizen; "depos-

ed" from the office of president of the United States

by a voluntary retirement from it.

Col. Appling, distinguished for his gallantry in the

late war, recently died at Fort Montgomery, in the

Mississippi territory.
Something new.—Jonathan Russell, (to use a

yankee phrase) lately "doubled" with a Miss Smith.

The approaching nuptials were thus announced in

the Boston Centinel:

"This forenoon, the hon. Jonathan Russell, late

minister to Sweden, will be married to Miss Lydia
Smith, daughter of Barney Smith, esq. The nup-
tials will be solemnized in the Jung's Chapel, by
the rev. Dr. Freeman.
We are told that the "King's chapel was crowded

to such an excess that great exertions were neces-

sary to prevent injury to the spectators"—and as

how the bridegroom was bedecked with a nuptial
favor—as how the coachmen, the horses, and the

carriages were ornamented with ribbands &c.—as

how the people were fools enough to salute the

spectacle-makers with three cheers, to which Mr. It.

politely returned a bow, and the like. We have

laughed at the gossippings of the Londoners about
Charlotte and Coburg; but really this tale about
"brother Jonathan" exceeds the whole; for it was
mot to have been calculated upon The scene exhi-

bited has no part in the character of a republican
American, and we hope never to hear of its repeti-
tion in the United States. It has met with due re-

prehension every where.

The beautiful and very superior brig, "Cleopatra's
Barge" capt. Benjamin Crowninshield, has sailed

from Salem on a voyage of pleasure, observation and

improvement.
WAS DEPARTMENT,

Sections of bounty lands.

All persons entitled to military bounty kinds for

services rendered the United States during the late

war, would do well to recollect the notice given
from this branch of the war department, so long
since as the 22d of August, 1815, and which has been

repeated in the public newspapers many times since

that date, viz:

"A land warrant will not be issued to an executor
nor to an administrator. The government of the
United States has not authorised any person to act
us an agent for the purpose of transacting any part
of the business relative to the obtaining military
land warrants; which will, as usual, be issued gratis
at the war department: nor does it recognize any
pretended land office for such purposes, nor any other

agency of that nature, in any state of the American
union.

"August 22, 1815."
In addition to the above, it may be proper t«

semind applicants of the classes above referred to,
that their letters and documents need not be ad-
drest to any individual at the seat of government,
by name, but simply to "tue secreta^? of war,
Washington city, D. C." Their communication
should contain the addregs to which the reply

ought to be transmitted. April 8, 1817.

Charleston, April 29.—A gentleman of veracity^
who arrived this morning in the Southern Stage,
from St. Augustine, informs us that a new governor
is daily expected there, who has power and au-
thority from the government of Old Spain, to stU
the Fhridas to the Americans.
The gentleman alluded to, derived this informa-

tion from the highest authority at St. Augustine.
djTt is rumored, says the Augusta Chronicle

of the 29th ult. that the governor of Pensacola has

requested general Gaines to take possession of that

place, in order to secure it against the contemplated
attack of the patriots. It is certain that our brave

general and the Don have had an interview; and
there is little doubt but a solicitation of the kind
has been made, and received, as it should, a prompt
but respectful negative.
The paucity of Ferdinand's resources, and his

inability to protect his colonies, appear to be daily
manifesting themselves—while the patriots, slowly
but surely advancing, are reconciling their discord-
ant materials, increasing their numericaL force,
and giving a more bold and respectable tone to the
character of the revolution.

DIVISION ORDERS.

Adjt. Gen's. Office, JST. Y. March 22.
The following changes in the command ofthe de-

partments will take place on the first of the ensuing
month. Brig. gen. Porter is assigned to the com-
mand ofthe fourth department, and after his arrival

therein, will report the place he may select for his
head quarters. Brigadier general Miller is assigned
to the second department. Colonel Mitchill, on be-

ing relieved, will wait orders of the general of

division, who regrets that circumstances in the

regulation of commands have arisen which prevent
him, in the assignment to a similar station, from

availing himself of the high degree of ability and
zeal which the colonel has ever displayed in the
command of the fourth department, and in every
other while serving under his orders.

By order of major-general Brown,
C. K. GARDNER, Adj. Gen.

Dept. No. 4—A true copv.

By order, G. DEARBORNE, Adjt.

Milledgeville, March 25.—Early in this month tw<
or three murders are reported to have been com
mitted on the borders of Camden county, by the In-

dians. Complaints have been made to the execu-
tive of this state, from time to time, during the last

six months, of injury sustained by them from the

whites; these murders are more likely to be in re -

taliation, agreeable to savage custom of seeking re-
dress. The Seminole indians, we are assured from
high authority, have been plundered, and one or two
of them murdered, by a banditti (a remnant of the
self-stiled patriots) who infest a part of East Flori-

da, adjacent to this state. The atrocities of these
miscreants have probably brought on our citizens
the horrors of the tomahawk and scalping knife; and
a renewal of such scenes may be anticipated, until

that nest of thieves shall be broken up. The depre-
dation on the indians being committed in East Flo-

rida, the perpetrators when they can be identified,
are not amenable to our laws; and the governor of
East Florida either has not the means, or wants
the disposition to punish them. A small military
force at Trader's hill, would, it is believed, give se-

curity to that part of the southern frontier, and out*

government we hope will see the propriety of sta-

tioning there, such number of troops as will secure
the peaceful citizens against violence from red ci-

white savages.
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bequeathed the rich inheritance of their intellectu-

al treasures, should be estimated in proportion to

the value and extent of the benefits they have con-

ferred, the people of these United States have a

vast and sacred debt of gratitude to discharge.

"Few, indeed, are the nations, that in the same

space of time, have produced so great a number of

bemficent and enlightened men, whose ardent and

invariable pursuits through life have been to ad-

vance the interest of useful sciences, and to extend

the boundaries of social happiness. If to particular-
ize would not appear invidious, how justly should

be inscribed on the fairest pillars of the temple of

fame, as benefactors of mankind, the names of

Franklin, Rittenhouse, Rumford, Godfrey, Livings-

ton, West and Murray; names of which America

should, and it is hoped ever will be proud.
"To this splendid list of eminent and distinguish-

ed Americans, must be added the name of Robert

Fulton; a man who, by the powers of native genius
and a spirit of adventurous perseverance, from
which no dfnculties could deter, nor discourage-
ments dishearten, finally succeeded in bringing to

perfection the greatest, because the most valuable,
invention of modern times; an invention, tiie im-

mense importance of which had secured him, while

living; a well earned celebrity in both hemispheres,
and which will transmit his memory with grateful
recollections to the latest posterity. Always occu-

pied with plans of public utility, his fertile genius
has achieved what, before he appeared was consi-

dered as equally impracticable to realize as the vi-

sion of the endiusiftst or the dreams of the Alchy-
mist. By the wonderful combination of mechanical

powers, this American Archimedes has constructed,
for the protection of his country, a bulwark of de-

fence, more powerful than the machines of the

.Mathematician of Syracuse."

dj^The Literary and Philosophical society of

New-York, deploring the decease of Mr. Fulton,
cut off in the midst of his usefulness, as a national

loss, and respecting the memory of so valuable and

distinguished a member of their institution, select-

ed C. ft Co'den, esq. to compde a memoir of his

life; which being read to the society and highly ap-

proved, has been given up, by request, for publi-

cation—the proceeds of the work, after defraying

expences, are to be appropriated to the erection of

a monument to the honor of the late Mr. F.

QTj'Subscriptions for the life of Fulton will be re-

ceived at the office of the Weekly Register.

j

Woman" is received without the consent of her hus>'

[band
—and a married man may not put his wife

|

away "if she conducts herself as the law and mar-

riage covenant require." But if a man provides for
hia wife and children, and the wife refuses to live

with him "unless he will consent to violate his re-

[ligious faith," it is both lawful and necessary fol-

ium to separate himself from her. Declares that a
wife or child ought not to be deprived of any
part of their just interest in the man's property or

estate, &.c. They state that the quarrel between
Chapman and his wife originated before they knew
either of them; and express a hope that they may
"not be scandalized at the instance of a censorious
and defamatory woman;" remonstrating, in very for-

cible terms, against the passage of the law, which
goes to consider them as "civilly dead;" saying
there is no cause for such a law, Sec. and passing over
the allegation of their abstinence from "sexual co-

habitation for conscience sake," by asserting that
such an imputation cannoi injure them, Sic.

The pamphlet has an interest in developing some
of the points of doctrine held by this people, and
we could not do less than take this notice of it, af-

ter having inserted a copy of the law affecting
them.

In the debate on the bill above alluded to in the
house of assembly, it seems :o have been admitted
that the Shakers consider marriage, or sexual inter-

course, unlawful. The bill, however, was warmly
opposed on the ground that it was unconstitutional—that the Shakers, as a religious society, sober, in-

dustrious and inoffensive, had an undoubted right
to the common protection of the laws, as long as

they did not disturb the public peace, he. But the
bill was passed, as inserted in this paper, without
material alteration.

The Shakers.
In page 74, of the present volume, we published

a bill' before the legislature of New York, respect-

ing Eunice Chapman and the Shakers, &c.

We have since received a small pamphlet con-

taining an address to the legislature of that state,

bv James Chapman, husband of Kunice, with a si-

milar address from certain persons on behalf of tiie

society of Shakers, at Walervliet.

Chapman ascribes his separation from his wife to

her bad temper, and describes her as a perfect ter-

magant—and gives a long narrative of particulars
to do away the impression she had made in her fa-

vor; eiitreai ing that the legislature will not attribute

to an innocent society the acts of individuals with

which they had nothing whatever to do. And the

Sh akers disclaim any agency in parting man and wife,

and say it is not a principle of their faith that the

joining of their society disannuls the marriage con-

tract—Which however does not prohibit a separation

provided it be voluntary and lawful. No married

Highly important Law Case.
COMMUNICATED FOB THE WEEKLY BEGISTEH.

The case which drew forth the following opinion
gave rise to three very important questions; first,

Whether the judicial officers of Maryland could,
in any way whatever, take cognizance of a crrmnal
infraction of the laws of the United States? The
opinion is confined exclusively to the considtra'ion
and determination of this question. Secondly: Whe-
ther any offence at all had been committed ag.iinst
the United States, of which the federal courts could
take cognizance, supposing all that had been stated
to be entirely true as stated? As to this question it

was strongly urged, that by the treaty between the
United States and Spain, of the 20th of October,
1795, article 14, it is declared, "Nor shall any citi-

zen, subject or inhabitant of the said U. States, ap-

ply for, or take, any commission or letters of marque,
for arming any ship or ships, to act as privateers

against the subjects of his Catholic majesty, or the

property of any of them, from any prince or state,
with which the said king shall be at war. And if

any person, of either nation, shall take such commis-
sions or letters of marque, he shall be punished as a

pirate"—that the true and only correct construction
of this article was, that the offender might be pu-
nished, by the injured nation, as a pirate; not that the

offence, in itself, should be deemed and held to be

piracy; and that it could not be presumed, that the

United State j had or would stipulate to treat any
of their own citizens as pirates for doing what was
so very common among aJ I nations; that is, the citi-

zens of a neutral entering into the military or the

naval service of one of the belligerents. And, con-

sequently, that the most which could have been in-
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tended by the treaty was, that a citizen of the

United States, who should be taken in such kind of

yiiv.d service, should not be entitled to the protec-
tion of the nation to which he belonged; but might
be punished by his captors as a pirate. And thirdly:
Whether the thirteenth article of the amend-
ments to the constitution of the United States had

not virtually repealed this provision in the treaty
with Spain, which could oidy affect the prisoner as

being a citizen of the United States? The amend-
ment declares, that -if any citizen of the United

States shall, without the consent of congress, ac-

cept and retain any office, or emolument of any kind

wiiatever, from any foreign power, such person shall

Cease to be a citizen of the United States.

In the following opinion, the question relative to

the jurisdiction of a state officer, appears to have

been investigated and decided, in the only way in

which any such constitutional question ought to be

determined, that is according to the meaning of

the constitution itself, collected ex viseribus suis.

But this investigation will naturally suggest other

considerations relative to sound policy and ea.ped-.en-

cy, which are foreign in their nature, to a rigid ju-
dicial enquiry

—and these are, whether it would be

most politic and expedient, or otherwise, to have the

general government more dependent than it now

really is upon those of the states? Or the same

subjects might be presented to the mind in another

fbrm; so as more distinctly to recall to our recollec

tions the discussions which took place when the

constitution was laid before the people for their

consideration and ratification, that is to say, "is

llie government of the confederacy, in its present

form, preferable to that which existed under the

old articles ofconfederation, and in what respects?
The present constitution, it will be recollected,

was advocated, opposed and canvassed in two great

leading points of view— first; whether the powers
therein specified should be given at all or in any shape
•whatever?—And secondly; as to those powers which
it was conceded the government of the confederacy

ought to have, it was questioned, whether they

ought to be given as to a confederacy, to be exer-

cised in the shape of requisitions upon independent
sovereignties; or be invested in a national govern-
ment endowed -with the power and the means to act in-

dependently of, and superior to the will and pleasure oj

the state sovereignties?

But, if the general government could exercise

the powers with which it is invested by requisitions

only, and not by its tnvn agents; its very essential

and substantial principles would be changed. It is

not the intention, however, in these few prelimina-

ry remarks to undertake to consider, or to deter-

mine, whether it would be safest and best in this,
or in any other instance, to limit the powers of the

general government to a right of peremptory re

qmsition, or to invest it with the powers and attri-

stitute such inferior tribunals or magistrates as they
may think proper. And, consequently, '.he onlv

questions worthy of consideration are, .whethev or
not it be expedient, that congress should execute
this power, and in what manner they should consti-

tute inferior tribunals and officers; or whether it

would be best that the interests of the nation should
continue to swing along by the skirts of the state

authorities, until some great crisis shall arrive which
shall expose our imbecility to the world, and cause

every state of the union to feel the absolute neces-

sity of bracing the judicial arm of the nation.

The state of Maryland vrs. Thomas Nutter esq. acting
as marshal of the Maryland district.

Bland, judge.
—This case has been brought be-

fore this court by a writ of habeas corpus directed
to Thomas Rutter, esq. acting as marshal of the
district of Maryland, commanding him to have
the body of Joseph Almeida before this court, to-

gether with the cause of his caption and detention—In obedience to which he has returned, that he
detains Almeida by virtue of a warrant issued by
Thomas W. Griffith, a justice of the peace of the
state of Maryland, in and for the body of Baltimore

county, of which the following is a copy:
"Baltimore county ss:—
Whereas information upon oath has been given to

me, that Joseph Almeida, a citizen of the United

States, has been engaged in cruizing and capturing
the property of the subjects of the king of Spain;
and has taken a commission from a prince or sate,
with whom the king' of Spain is at war, to ;<c\ ,-s a

privateer against the subjects of the said king of

Spain; which act is, by the treaty between the Unit-

ed States and the king of Spain, an act of piracy;

you are, therefore, hereby, required to arrest the

said Joseph Almeida, for the said offence, and him
safe keep, so that you have Ids body before the judg-
es of the circuit court of the United Spates, for the

district of Maryland, on the first da\ of May next,
to be dealt with according to law; and for so doing
this shall be your sufficient authority.

Given under my hand and seal this 2nd ck.y of

April, 1817.

(Signed) THOMAS W. GRIFFITH, l. s.

To Thomas Rutter, esq.

Marshal of" Maryland district."

The petition of Almeida, praying to be relieved

by habeas corpus, was presented to me during the
last short recess of this court; and conceiving that

the case was likely 'o give rise to some questions
of great importance, I, therefore, made the writ re-

turnable to court

I have always felt, as I have heretofore had oc-

casion to express, the greatest reluctance to enter-

tain jurisdiction in any case, which was likely to

lead to a conflict between the judicial power of
this state, and that of the union—But when neces-

Autes of an independent sovereignty. The subject is I

sity presses such cases upon me, and there is no al-

;io lo.s important than extensive. It is, therefore,

thought most advisable merely to make a few sug-

gestions and leave it to the investigation and medi-
a1 ion of the reader.

ternative, I must endeavor to act in a manner be-

coming my station; for in such cases, however diffi-

cult, or painful the duty may be, 1 feel thai I am
bound to make an effort to surmount the difficulty

In answer to the arguments of inconvenience, that
J

and to discharge the disagreeable task.

Uave been urged by those who contend, thai it is

necessary, in certain cases, to invest state officers

with a portion of the judicial power of the union, it

will be sufficient to observe, that there is no defect
or deficiency of power, in this respect, ill the fede-
ral constitution; but, if there be a fault, it is attri-

butable solely to congress, in not executing the

powers which have been most clearly and unques

\s an arrest, or a commitment, or a trial presup-

poses an authority, power, and jurisdiction; it will,

therefore, be necessary, in the first place, to dis-

pose of the question relative to jurisdiction. For,
if the judicial officers of the state cannot have any
jurisdiction whatever, invested in them, by con-

gress, in any criminal case; it is evidently useless
to inquire, whether there be such proof of criminali-

: fan-ably invested in them. For cohgreSa may cou-'tv, for which the accused may, or may not be com
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milted for trial, before the proper tribunal of the

United States— I shall, therefore, lay aside all the

exceptions, that have been taken to the warrant of

commitment; because, there can be no doubt, that

limited one; to prove, therefore, that it has juris?
diction in any particular case, it is requisite that an
express grant of power should be shewn, or else,
that the power claimed should be shewn to be es-

if the judicial functionaries of the state have been<sentially incident to one expressly {riven.

epnstitntionally invested with jurisdiction, in cases Keeping this leading feature of the constitution
of this sort, by the Sod section of the act of con- |of the union constantly in view, I shall first clear

gress of the 24th September, 1789; and it appears
from the whole return, that the laws of the nation

have been violated, this court would take care to

away some questions apparently of a similar nature^
and then investigate the one before us singly, and
unnssociated with those ofits kindred, which, when

recommit the accused with a due degree of legal
j

taken together seem to have occasioned much diffi-.

formality
As to ihe legality of this court's entertaining ju-

risdiction, in any way, in this case, circumstanced
us it now is, it will be sufficient to observe, that,
the right to speedy relief from illegal imprisonment,

by means of the writ of habeas corpus, is one of
the most valuable of the rights of the citizen; and
the authority of the slate tribunals to grant such
writ is, certainly, as important as any other which

they exercise. Any restraint of such right, there-

fore, should be clearly shewn. It is acknowledged

culty and confusion, as well as some degree of
alarm, at the probable consequences of having this
whole family of presumed rights and constructive
powers banished from the constitution of tiie Uni-
ted States.

The first class of cases, which have some analo-

gy to that now under discussion, are those in which
the state courts claim a concurrent jurisdiction
with the courts of the union. To this cl;<ss may
be assigned all those civil cases, of which the state
tribunals Kay take cognizance; if the parties con-

are not, by the constitution, exclusively vested in
the tribunals of the United States. Such, it is ad-
mitted, are cases of controversies between citizens
of different states, between citizens of the same
state, claiming lands under grants of different

there is no express qualification of the authority of cerned choose to resort to them; and which cases
the state courts, in this respect, contained in the

constitution of the union; nor is their jurisdiction

impliedly circumscribed in any manner whatever;

except by the exclusive powers vested in the tribu-

nals of the United States. Therefore, this court
has an unquestionable jurisdiction in this case; un-

}

states, and between citizens and foreigners. In all

less it appears by the return, that it has been con- Cases of this kind, until legally removed from

stitutionally placed under the exclusive cognizance
|

before them, it is conceded that the slate tribu-
of the United States' couvis. It is not enough, thatj

na' s have complete jurisdiction; because, to all such
the officer, who has the prisoner in custody, be a|

cases the jurisdiction of the state conns extended
before the adoption of the federal constitution; a"nd
there is nothing in that instrument, which can well
be construed to have excluded them from the exer-
cise of such authority; and therefore, their powers
are said to be so far concurrent with the courts of
the United States. Questions, relative to a concur-

rency of jurisdiction, always give rise to an enqui-
ry, as to what cases the judicial power of the union
shall extend; and what is the nature of the powers
with which those tribunals are clothed. But, the
question now before us, involves no such inquiries,

legal officer of the United States; it must also ap-
pear, that his authority to arrest and detain is le-

gally derived from the United S'ates; for if, on his

authority being shewn, it shall be found to be un-

constitutional and void, the prisoner "must be dis-

charged. But, in questionable cases, where a per-
son wns in the custody of a legal officer of the Uni-
ted States, and there Was a doubt whether the case
was embraced by a treaty, or law, according to its

true construction, or not; or whether the courts of
the United States might or might not take cogn
zance of the matter, with which the prisoner was !t is, whether or not -congress may authorise the

charged; and the like, I should deem it proper tol state courts to exercise a jurisdiction, similar to

leave the determination of such dubious point to I
that of the United States courts, and in the nam?

tiie federal courts—7 Mies' W. II. supp. 96—5 Mies*} °f the United States. A single example will suffi-

IV. Reg. supp. 141— because, they are undoubtedly
'

ciently illustrate this distinction as regards crimi-
the constitutional tribunals for the decision of all(

nal cases. The act of congress of the 21st April
such questions, arising under the constitution, laws, i 1806, which provides for the punishment of coun-
and treaties of the nation: and in whose wisdom! terfeiting the current com of the United States; in

-••«'. integrity, we are bound, as public officers, by |toefourth section, recognizesand preserves thiscot-

those principles of comity which come in aid ofthe currency ofjurisdiction, by declaring, "that nothing

great ligatures, that hold the state governments) therein contained, shall be construed to deprive

together, to repose the most unlimited confidence,
j

the courts of the individual states of jurisdiction,
until such confidence shall be expressly shewn to|

under the laws of the several states, over offences

be m spliced. |

made punishable by that act"—In January 1816,

The great question, then, is; Can congress, con- 'the court of appeals of Smith Carolina decided, in

stitutionatly, invent the Judicial officers "/ this atate\ti*£
Case of The State vrs Joseph Antonio, that the

with any portion of the judicial power of the United]
state judiciary was not deprived of a concurrent

Stale*, in any criminal case -whatever?
'

jurisdiction to hear, try, and condemn under the

In the consideration of questions of this nature
j

^ate la-.vs, (making the counterfeiting the current

it is of no consequence, to determine, whence the I
coin felony) by any thing contained in the constitu-

government of the United Slates sprang; whether tion or the laws of the United States; because, be-

frqm the people, or the states of the union, or from I

fore the establishment of the general government,

both, as 'the only principle necessary to be borne
j

they had jurisdiction in such cases, and not being

constantly in mind is, that laid down in the tenth
\
divested of such authority by any express, QV ne-

ar.icld of the amendments: by which, it is
declar-j cessarily implied provision of the constitution, it

td, that, "the powers, not delegated to the United I remained, and might be concurrently exercised

States by the constitution, nor prohibited by it to I
with the courts of the United States. And Antonio

the slates, are reserved to the states respectively, 'being convicted was accordingly condemned and

or to the people." The government of the United,1 executed. But it was not pretended, that a state

States., being thus defined to be a restrictive and' court could hear, try, and condemn for that
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offence under the act of congress; and in the name of

the United States. From which, it clearly appears,

that to act upon the case, the jurisdiction may be

concurrent; but to act in the character and name of

the United States, is an affair of a totally different

nature. Hence, it is evident, that a question con-

eernii.g concurrent, original, judicial power is to-

tally different from that respecting
1 the right of

cong. ess to confer such power upon certain state

officers. The questions relative to the exercise of

powers concurrently, are, therefore, foreign to tke

present enquiry.
But there are certain legal principles laid down

by the constitution itself; "or which it directly, or

indirectly, authorises congress to prescribe, to all

the tribunals of all the states of the union, as niks

of judicature, which are conclusive and binding;
because aU the judicial officers of the several states

are bound, by t.':e explicit provision of the second

section of the sixth article, to regard the constitu-

tion, as well as the laws and treaties made in pursu-
ance hereof, as the supreme law of the land. A few

examples nill illustrate this position. The first

section of the fourth article declares, that "full

faith md credit shall be given, in each state, to the

public acts, records and judicial proceedings of

every oher state." This, then, is a law of the con

federacy; a rule of judicature, which every state

t ibunal of the u don is bound to observe. The lat«

ier part of this same section declares, that "the

congress may, by general laws, prescribe the man-
ner in which such acts, records and proceedings
shall be proved and the effect thereof." The acts

of congress, made in pursuance of this provision
and authority, are, in like manner, laws of the con-

federacy and rides of judicature, which the courts

of the several states of the union are bound to ob-

serve. Congress are, by the eighth section of the

first article, authorised "to lay and collect taxes,

duties, imposts and excises." By virtue of this

power, they have thought proper to impose a stamp
tax on certain instruments of writing; and, as a

means of enforcing the collection of such tax, they
have declared, that an instrument of writing, on

which a stamp tax is required to be paid, shall not
be evidence unless stamped. And this alteration of

a legal rule of evidence has been held to be binding
on the state courts; because it is necessarily inci-

dent to the power to lay such a tax, as a means of

enforcing its collection and payment. Virginia

cases, 128. So congress have, by the same section,
the power "to regulate commerce with foreign na-

tions, and among the sevtral states, and with the

Indian nations." And, as a necessary incident to

this power, they have assumed the right, and, as it

would seem, correctly, to regulate the maritime
contracts of seamen, engaged in the merchant ser-

vice, as being a class of persons who may fairly be
considered as the immediate instruments by which
commu-ce is conducted. And, in order to enforce
the specific performance of a maritime engagement
entered into by a seaman, an arrest and deten-
tion of his person, so as to he delivered immedi-

ately into the service contracted for, has been pro-
vided for and authorised by an act of congress.

In none of these, or any such cases, however, does
the constitution or congress invest the judicial
functionaries of the states witli new and original

jurisdiction, either of a civil or criminal nature;
but the constitution either lays down a rule ofjudica-
ture, or it authorises congress to do so, either in ex-

press terms or as necessarily incident to some power
granted. But the prescribing of a rule of judica-
ture to the judicial officers of a state, relative to

the kind of faith and credit to be given to records;
as to the authentication of judicial proceedings; a£
to the manner of enforcing the specific performance
of a seaman's contract, and the like, is manifestly
very different from the investing of such officers

with a portion of the original judicial power of the
United States in criminal cases.
The constitution of the United States, not only

declares the general government to be a Hinted
one, but it also prescribes certain boundaries to

those of the several s ates. The tenth section of
the first article declares, that "no state shall enter
into any treaty, alliance or confederation; grant let-

ters of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit hills

of credit; make any thing but gold and silver coin a
tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of attain-

der, ex pout law, or law impairing the obligation of

contracts, or grant any title of nobility." These
provisions are thus, virtually, engrafted upon the
constitutions of the several states; and are, in like

manner, obligatory up>a.i the several members of the
several state governments. They may be, in many
respects, considered as rides of judicature,- but they
confer no judicial power, nor do they authorise any
to be granted; they are, therefore, unconnected
with the present question.

In those cases, clearly within the jurisdiction of
the United States' tribunals; although it is udmit-

ted, that those courts can control the person, or
the property of the litigating party, yet, it is doubt-

ed, whether, in such cases, the United States' courts
can control the state tribunals, which mav have un-

dertaking to exercise a concurrent jurisdiction.—
And the exercise of such control has been solemnly
said to be "a right which congress has not asserted;
which the supreme court has not asserted; nor does
there appear any necessity for asserting." That the

right to control the judicial authorities of the states

has not been asserted, has, confessedly, been; be
cause there was considerable doubt with congress
and the supreme court whether it could rightfully
be done.— 1. Wheaton 381, Martin vs. Hunter's lessee.

But to control state tribunals, although doubted,
would seem to be included in the right to invest
them with original jurisdiction. The right to con-

trol, and the right to invest judicial power, are,

however, although strongly analogous, yet essen-

tially different. The right to control may be, and

perhaps is, in many respects necessary, as a means
of preserving the judicial power of the nation from

dilapidation; but the right to invest judicial autho-

rity may be used as an easy means of enlarging the

powers of the general government, or wielded as a

weapon to prostrate those of the states.

Having thus stripped the subject before us ofsuch

analogous, but foreign matter, as seemed likely to

obscure or retard our investigation, we shall be en-

abled, with less embarrassment, and in a more sin-

gle form, to consider the quetion before us; winch

is, Can congress invest any of the judicial officers of
this state with any portion of tin: judicial power of the

United States, in any criminal case whatever?
It may be affirmed, with perfect confidence, that

the several state governments of this union are as

totally foreign and alien to each other as those of
France and Russia; except, so far as they may have

been, by the constitution of the union, confederated
and amalgamated. Audit may,with equal confidence,
be affirmed, that the general government and the

several state governments are distinct sovereign' ies,

wholly independent of each other; and that the go-
vernments of the states cannot be controled by that

of the union, in any cases whatever; except in those
which arc clearly specified, or necessarily implied-!
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For, the general government being
1

, in its nature, a

limited one, it can exercise no powers but such as

are expressly granted, or are essentially necessary
to some given power, as is shown by the tenth arti-

cle of the amendments; by which it is expressly
declared, that "the powers, not delegated to the

United States by the constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the states, are reserved to the states re-

spectively, or to the people."
In addition to those axioms, growing out of the

peculiar structure of our political institutions, it

may be assumed, as a settled principle, applicable
alike to all governments, that the expounding and

enforcing of the penal laws of a sovereign state, be-

long exclusively to the courts of such state. This

principle has been long well established by the Eng-
lish courts; they hold it to be a settled principle of
the law of that country, that they have no power to

enforce the revenue laws, or any part of the penal
codeof aft reign nation. A similar principle seems to

prevail amopg the European nationsof the continent;

and also to have been held by the several states which

formerly composed the seven United Provinces—
whose principles of confederation were, in this

particular, more analogous to ours than that of

any other country whatever.—3. Dall. 370, note.

This principle has, in like manner, been recognized
by soiemn reported decisions in many of the states,

and, it is believed, is acted upon in all, that the

courts of no one state will expound and enforce tbe

criminal law ofsny other state of the union—2. Johns.

477, 479—2. Cait'iee, N. Y Rep. 213—3. Binney, 220
—5. Binney, 617—1. Haywood, 100.

had been violated, is manifestly a virtual recogni-
tion of this general rule, as to criminal cases. Hence,
it would seem, that this generul principle, that the
courts of one state will not expound and enforce the
criminal code of another, admits of no exception;
and that there are but few instances in which the
courts of one nation will or can act as the auxilia-
ries of another, even in mere civil matters. It fol-

lows, therefore, that according to this general ride,

applicable to the nature of an independent sove-

reignty, the congress could have no right to clothe

any of the state functionaries with any portion of
the judicial power of the nation in criminal cases.

Therefore, the judicial power which has, in the

present instance, been exercised by Thomas W.
Griffith, a justice of the peace of this state, must
be derived from some specific provision of the con-

stitution, or from some power necessarily incident
to a distinct grant of power to the general govern-
ment; which, in themselves, form exceptions to this

general ride. If it cannot be accurately traced to

one or the other of these sources, he had no juris-
diction whatever; and every thing that has been
done by him, under color of such judicial authority,
is absolutely null and void; and, therefore, can give
no legal authority to the marshal or any other officer

to arrest or detain the person now before us for a

single instant.

By the first section of the third article of the con
stituiion of the United States it is declared, that
"the judicial power of the United States shall be
vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior,

courts as the congress may, from time to time, or-

And, indeed, 'his indisposition or inability of the jdain and establish." By this article congress have
courts ofone state to act in aid of, and as auxiliary of power to ordain and establish inferior courts; and,
the courts, of anoiher, seems to have been extended I by the eighth section of the first article, "the con-

even to civil c-;ses. For, although the court of chan
)

gress shall have power to constitute tribunals infe-

rior to the supreme court." These are their powers
in this respect, and nothing more. The congress
have no right to prescribe where the judicial power
shall, or shall not vest; they cannot say, that it shall

ing sent from he court of chancery of England to not vest in the supreme court, the inferior courts

cerv ofEngland will, as it is s.iid, compel adiscoveiy
in aid of,> foreign cour', Coop.ch.pl. 141, yet, by the

c. of G .son vs. Wordsworth, 2. Vesey, 325, 336, it

appears, th . on :i conn kssion, to take testimony, be

Sweden, the king of Sweden refused the executing
of the commission, requiring it to be by some ma-

gistrate there, according to the laws of Sweden.

The lord chancellor seemed surprised at this refu-

sal, between two trading countries, which might be

so dangerous to commerce—and on a subsequent

day, in the same case, he declared, that he would

not send another commision over, under the seal of

Great B-iain, to be treated in the manner that had

been. And in the case of M'Kean vs. Bruff, a bill

of discovery was filed in the chancery court of Mary-

land, stating that the defendant had the knowledge
of certain facts, to which he might depose, as mate-

rial, cftmpetent and proper evidence for the plain-

tiff, in a cause depending in Virginia, between him

and a certain Kimmel and Albert; and, therefore,

prayed, that the defendant might be compelled to

submit to have his deposition taken to those facts,

to be read in evidence in the suit depending in Vir-

ginia To which bill, the defendant, Bruff, demur-

red. The claim to relief, in the manner prayed, was

pressed with great ability and force of argument, by-

Mr. Brackenridge, the plaintiff's counsel. Nbtwith

standing which, the chancellor sustained the de-

murrer, on the ground, that the court had no power
to compel a witness to discover or give evidence

under such circumstances.

But the second section of the fourth article of

the constitution of the United Spates, which ascer-

tains the mode in which a fugitive from the justice
of one state may be apprehended in another, and

thence remanded to tbe state whose criminal code

and constituted tribunals of the United States.-

They may distribute and regulate judicial authority

among the several courts and tribunals of the na-

tion, as declared by the constitution; but they can-

not invest such power, in any manner whatever,

differently from that which is so explicitly prescrib-
ed by the constitution itself.

But can it be said, that the conferring judicial
authority on a state officer is ordaining and estab-

lishing an inferior court within the meaning of this

article? To ordain and establish a court or to consti-

tute a tribunal is, manifestly, to create an office;

and to authorise the appointing of an officer to fill

such office. But it certainly will not be contended,
that congress can, by a mere legislative act, create

the office and officer together
—ordain and establish

the court and the judge at once, and thus deprive
the executive branch of its

rig-lit of appointment;
and so destroy that most valuable among the checks
contained in the constitution, which provides that

the law, and the executors of the law, shall emanate
from different sources, so as to countervail the irre-

gularities of each other.

If, however, this claim of congres, to invest the

officers of this state with the judicial power of the

United States, were conceded, it would lead to the

most extraordinary perversion of the theory of our

government; entirely prostrate some of its most
valuable principles; and overturn, or throw into

confusion, the whole judicial system of every &tate

of the union.

The chief objects in establishing the government
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,f the United States, certainly, were to regulate, ex- .and established, for the purposes oF administering

oound and maintain the aggregate rights of the justice in criminal cases, is, in theory, principle and

union, in relation to foreign nations; to regulate and
j
practice, variant from the use of i lie judicial system

pacify the conflicting claims of the several states

among themselves; and so to hind the states toge-

ther, by the strong bands of mutual convenience and

reciprocal interests. Hence, it must have been the

intention of the framers of the government of the

union, that it should be provided with powers full*

commensurate to these great objects; and also, that

those powers should be so distributed among its own

agents, as to enable it to act from itself—by its own

motion; and not through the instrumentality of any

other independent sovereignty. A distinction has

been taken between cases which obviously require

to be placed under the control and guardianship of

the national sovereignty, and those which policy may
dictate the propriety of being so placed, only pro-

visionally, or in the 'last resort. If the question now

before us was, whether the state courts had concur-

rent jurisdiction with those of the union? it might
be necessary to examine this distinction fully and

carefully; but the question now under consider*

tion is, whether the United States can use the agency

of any other power, than its own, in the discharge

of the duties assigned to it?

If the United States can use the judicial officers

of the several states, as agents to arrest and bring

offenders to justice, they certainly can, in like man

ner, use the courts of justice of the several states

as agents to hear, try and condemn for any criminal

violations whatever of their laws. There is nothing

in the constitution, or the law, whieh makes the

least distinction between the one and the other.

To judge of the grounds of an accusation, on which

a warrant to arrest may or may not be issued, is as

much a judicial act as the process of trial and con

demnation— 3. Ball. 42. Therefore, if the United

States can confer, upon the judicial officers of the

states, 'he incipient and ancillary power to appre-

hend, they may, with equal propriety, invest the

courts with the plenary power of trial and condem-

nation. And if the United States can make use of

the judicial officers of the several states as their

agents, and can compel them to act as such, for the

purpose of arresting, trying and condemning, in

their name and behalf, offenders against their laws,

in one kind of cases, they can do so in all; for, in

this respect, neither the law, nor the constitution,

makes the least shadow of distinction. Consequently,

the congress might distribute the judicial power
of the United States, specified in the constitution,

among the several state courts in such maimer as

they might think proper; and rely altogether upon
the state tribunals for the administration of justice

under their criminal code. And thus restore the

theory, principles and practice of the old articles

of confederation; the evils of which, in this respect

particularly, among many others, this constitution

was intended to remove.

It will not affect the force of the argument, in

this respect, in the least, to assert or to admit, that

the administration of justice in criminal cases, un-

der the laws of the United States, can, with more

safety, be confided to the state tribunals than to

those of the United States; on the reverse; it is suf-

ficient that it be admitted, the two modes of admi-

nistering justice are materially and essential differ-

ent; that the constitution looks to, and has actually

provided for one supreme court; has authorised con-

gress to constitute tribunals inferior to the supreme
court; that congress may ordain and establish a

judicial system for the United States; and that to

use the judicial system, so by congress ordained

of the states, for the same purpose. If this he admit-
ted j and I do not see how it can be denied by any one,
it follows, irresistibly, that an attempt, such as is

made in the present instance, to expound and enforce
the penal laws of the United States, in their name and

behalf, through the instrumentality of a judicial of-

ficer of this state, is a most extraordinary perver-
sion of the true theory of the constitution of the
United States, and is, therefore illegal and void.

The general government is so framed as to be
able U> act from, and by itself; it is a complete and

independent sovereignty in all its operations. But
in the only instance in which it is authorised to call

on the governments of the several states, as such,
for support, its right to do so is clearly and specifi-

cally expressed By the 8th section of the first

article, "the congress shall have the power to pro-
vide for calling fonh the militia to execute the laws
of the union, suppress insurrections and repel inva- ,

sions. To provide for organizing, arming and disci-

plining the militia, and for governing such part o
them as may be employed in the service of th

e

United States; reserving to the states respectively
the appointment of the officers, and the authority o^

training the militia according to the discipline pre*
scribed by congress." And by the 2d section o^
the second article it is declared, "that the president
shall be commander in chief of the army and navy
of the United States, and of the militia of the seve-

ral states, when called into the actual service of
the United States."

When the militia are so called for, and in pursu-
ance of such call, ordered into the service of the
national government; the authority of thestateover

them, that instant ceases, and that of the union com-
mences. Therefore, the militia do not act as allies

or auxiliaries, but as the troops of the nation, sub-

ject to its laws only; as forces placed under its com-
mand, government and control exclusively. From
being the militia and the officers of the state, they
are immediately converted, by such United States*

call, and state order, into the militia and officers of
the nation. The state whence they have been so

taken, so absolutely ceases to have any control over"

them, that it cannot organize a court martial from

among- them, or in any manner invest a court with

power to take cognizance of any offence which a
militia man or officer may commit, as such, while
in the actual service of the United States. This

right to call a militia state officer into the service

of the United States, does so effectually convert

him, while engaged in such service, into an officer

of the nation, that he is not bound to two superiors;

for, his allegiance to the one is thrown off, or sus-

pended during his being placed under the com-

mand, and an obligation to obey another sovereign-

ty
—Meade's case, 9 Niles' W. R. 194—Houston vs

Dicks, al. at Lancaster, Penn. 10 Feb. 1817, per
J. Franklin.

But, in the case now before us, the official duty
of this justice to the state, is supposed to continue,
and an attempt is made, to compel him to act as

auxilliary to a United States' officer, of a similar

character and superior grade. To compel this jus-
tice to receive, in his official character, an invest-

ment of judicial authority from the United States,
to be used in aid of, and as an auxilliary of their

power. In the one case, the state militia officer is

called for, and converted into an officer of the Uni-

ted States; in the other, the justice is attempted to

be used, or called on as av aid, or auxiliary. But*
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the right to call for a state militia officer, for the

purpose of converting
1 him into a nalional officer, is

distinct and specific; on the other hand, there is no

express right given to use an officer of a state, as an

auxiliary; and yet the one is no less important in its

nature and consequences, than the other. The in-

ference, therefore, is irresistible, that a state judi-
cial officer can, in no instance, be called on to act

i>s on auxiliary to the powers of the United States.

Among the various principles, arising- out of our

peculiar and inestimable form of government, there

is perhaps, no one more obvious or more valuable

than che principle of responsibility: whatever tends

to enfeeble this great principle should be regarded
with the most wakeful jealousy; but, whatever de-

stroys it, we should all unite in expelling, as the

implacable enemy of all our political institutions.

All i he officers of die United States employed in

defending their rights; or in carrying into execu-

tion their laws, are appointed by them; compen-
sated by them; removable by them; responsible di-

re ly or indirectly to lhem,and punishable by them
or heir official misconduct. With regard to all pub-

lic functionaries so employed, it may be correctly

said, that the United States can create or can de-

stroy; can reward or punish.
But if the United States are allowed to use the

officers of any other independent sovereignty than
their own, for the purpose of maintaining their

rights, or of executing their laws, this principle
of responsibility is certainly very much impaired, if

not totally destroyed. It is not pretended, that a

state judge can be impeached for official misbe-
havior of any kind when acting in the name and be-

half of the United States. Nor can any state officer

be removed from his office by any superior authority
of the United States. Even then, if it should be
admitted that such officer may be restrained from
misconduct by an action at law, in which he may
be treated as a wrong doer; yet he is absolutely
irresponsible to that superior power under whose

authority and in whose name lie acts. And it is

equally obvious, that for similar reasons, he cannot
be made to respond to the superior powers of the

state under which he has been commissioned; be-

cause it is clear that he can only be made to answer
to the state superiors for the faithful discharge of

the trust which ttiey have committed to his keep-

ing; and not for the performance of those duties

which any other sovereignty has assigned to him.

It is evident, therefore, that this great and valuable

principle of die constitution of the union, judicial

responsibility, would be completely prostrated by
allowing of this mode of conferring judicial pow-
ers on state officers; and consequently it must, for

this reason also, be deemed altogether invalid.

The first section of the 3d article of the consti-

tution of the United States declares, that "the

judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts,

shall hold their offices during good behavior; and

shall, at stated times, receive for their services, a

compensation, which shall not be diminished during
their continuance in office." Whether this be the

best tenure of judicial office or not, is, as regards
the present enquiry, of no importance. It is enough
that this be admitted to be the general constitu-

tional tenure by which all the judges of the United

States shall hold their offices. But if the judicial

power of the union can be committed to the judicial
functionaries of the states, then those who act as

fudges of the union would hold their offices by all

he variety of judicial tenures; during good beha-

vior, removable by conviction in a court of law, by
address, of by impeachment; some would, hold for

seven years; some until seventy years of age; some
by annual appointment, and some during pleasure,
as the constitutions of the several states will shew.
Fhat uniformity of the tenure of judicial office,

manifestly contemplated by the constitution of • e

United States, might in this way be perverted in

the most extraordinary manner
But, in addition to the perversions of the theory

of the constitution of the L'nited States; the danger
of committing judicial power into the hands of
those who were no way officially responsible; and
the injustice of exacting service without compen-
sation; especially where, as in this state, the officer

is prohibited from receiving any but what is allowed
him by the law of the state, such an investment of

j'ldicial power might have the most serious effect

upon the judicial system of every state of the union;
and perhaps in none would be more likely to pro-
duce difficulty and confusion than in that of Ma-

ryland.

For, if the state tribunals can be invested with
the jurisdiction properly belonging to those of the

nation, and the various powers and duties of both

brought together and invested in the same officer;

then, it is obvious, that there are numerous instance «

where it would be extremely difficult to determine
in what manner it might be most correct to proceed.
Because, in many cases the tribunal might have a.

choice to act in the name of the state or of the

United States; in which it would be very questiona-
ble, and yet, of critical importance, to decide whe-
ther it would be best to consider the case as a sub-

ject most proper to be brought, under the cognizance
of the municipal law of the state; or to treat it as

a matter of admiralty jurisdiction, involving, in

some degree, the la-.u of nations. In all cases

where it is admitted that the courts of the United

States and the several states have concurrent juris-

diction, it would be a matter of some difficulty and

delicacy, where the two jurisdictions were so united

in the same person, to say which of the two charac-

ters ihe forum should assume for the purpose of hear-

ing and deciding on the case. And it is manifest,
that where such seoara>ejurisdictions were confer

red on the same officer by those two distinct so-

vereign
-

ics, each of which must be obeyed; and a

different place and forms were prescribed for per*

Forming the duties required by each, it would be

impossible, thus to double business bound. not to

neglect one or both of them; or what would be most

likely, under such invidious circumstances, that

the officer should leave undischarged his duties to

the state. It is, therefore, clear, that if this claim

of congress to confer judicial power on the state

officers were to be allowed, the whole judicial sys-
tem of the several states might be overturned or

thrown into utter confusion.

IJ it experience will suggest considerations of

policy, in many respects peculiar to Maryland,
which ought to have much weight in the determina-

tion of a question of the nature of this now before

the court. When we cast an eye over the local situ-

ation of this state, and observe how completely its

dominion is divided by the Chesapeake, a great arm

of the sea; the independent territory of the union

carved out on one side; the smallest of the states

sharing with us a narrow froiit upon the Atlantic;

and that weave surrounded in every other direct i| ...

by two of the most potent republics ofthe confede-

ration—we cannot but perceive, as late experience
has caused us seriously to feel, that Maryland, so

far from assuming a haughty independency in all

respects whatever; and from endeavoring to have

her tribunals invested with the judicial attributes oi
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the union, stands in especial need of the presence

and the aid of the judicial arm and of the power of

the nation; in order to regulate the rival interests,

and to pacify the jealousies of our territorial bre-

thren; our feeble sister; and the powerful neigh-

bors bv whom we are surrounded and overlooked;

as well as to prevent the imputation from beinf,

cast upon us, either ofneglecting to vindicate som;-

national rights, or of exciting a conflict relative to

questions of a commercial or maritime concern.

with the various foreign nations who pass along our

coasts or enter our numerous harbors. With a*

open front, inviting the intercourse, and exposed to

the incursions of all the foreign nations of the earth;

and with a domain so eminently provided by nature

yrith the facilities of inland intercourse, it is evident

that the chief ports of this state must, ere long,

become the great depot, and thoroughfare of a verj

considerable proportion of the commerce of the

union, and consequently, that within our territory,

questions of the greatest national concern may oftef

arise; and thut this state may, more frequently than

any other, become the scene of the national con-

flicts, and of the clashing rivalship of the states.—
Wisdom and sound policy, therefore, seems strongly
to urge upon us the propriety of confining ourselves

within the pale of our municipal law; and of limiting
our wishes and our power, as a state sovereign!),
to the administration of our domestic concerns;

leaving all national questions and affairs to be regu-
lated by the wisdom of the national judicature, and

protected by the power of the national arm.

Upon the "whole, therefore, after carefully review-

ing the reasons and principles applicable to this

great question, I feel perfectly satisfied that con-

gress have no constitutional right to confer any

portion of the" judicial power of the United States

upon any state officer whatever, in the manner that

has been attempted by the act of congress of 24th

September, 1789, section 33d; and which has been

assumed and acted under by Thomas W Griffith,

a justice of the peace of this state, in the case now
before us.

And I feel fortified in this opinion, by the assur-

ance that the construction of the constitution

which, I believe to be correct, and have endeavored

to shew is the only sound one, is precisely that

which was put upon it, as well by its friends as by
its foes, among the members of that very conven-

tion which framed the instrument itself, Martin's

Information to the General Assembly of Maryland,

prt. March, 1788, pages 50, 51— The Federalist,

ho. 82,- by the arguments in some of the state con-

ventions which ratified it, Debutes Virg. Con. by
the adjudications of some of the most respectable
of the state judges before whom this question has

been directly brought and decided, the Common-
wealth vs. John Feely, Virginia cases 321—Jackson vs.

Rose, 9 .Vtles' W. R. 173— U. States vs. Mex. Camp-
bell, 10 Mies' IV. Reg. 405— Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania vs. Nicholas Koslof}', decided by the supreme
court of Pennsylvania, March 1816, 7 Johns. 144,
3 Dal!. 17, 5 Blimey 512—And also by what was

incidentally but very distinctly s;iid by the supreme
court of the United Slates in the case of Martin vs.

Hunter's Leasee, 1 Wheuton 334. As that portion
of the opinion of the supreme court, to which 1

allude, developes the principles on which the judi-
cial authority of the United Slates rests, with a

direct reference to cases of the nature of that

with which the prisoner before us is charged, 1 will

close the argument, on which I shall found m\
opinion, in (he words of that set) eminent national

V- banal.

"In the first place, (says the supreme court) as
to cases arising under the constitution, Lavs and
treaties of the United States. Here the state courts
could not ordinarily possess a direct jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction over such cases could not exist in the

stu:e courts previous to the adoption of the constitution,
and it cvuld not afterwards be direcl'p conferred on
them,- for the constitution expressly requires the judi-
cial po-.ver to be vested in court* ordained and establish-

e by the United States. This class of cases would
embrace civil as well as criminal jurisdiction, and
affect not only our internal policy, but our foreign
relations. It would, theref-.re, be perilous to re-
strain it in any manner whatsoever, iwasmuch as it

might hazard the national safety. The same re-

marks may be urged as to cases affecting ambassa-
dors, other public ministers and consuls, who are

emphatically placed under the guardianship of the
law of nations; and as to cases of admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction, the admiralty jurisdiction
embraces all questions of prize and salvage, in the

correct adjudication of -which foreign nations are

deeply interested; it embraces also maritime torts, con-
tracts and offences, in -which the principles of the law
and comity of nations often form an essential inquiry.
All these cases, then, enter into the national policy,
affect the national rights and may compromit the
national sovereignty. The original or appellate ju-
risdiction ought not, therefore, to be restrained,
but should be commensurate with the mischief*
intended to be remedied, and of course, should ex-
tend to all cases whatsoever."

It is therefore, my opinion, that Joseph Almeida,
the prisoner now brought before us, has been ille-

gally arrested and detained and that he must now
be discharged.
Judge Hassojj then delivered his opinion much

at large, in which he concurred with judge Hlund
as to the unconstitutionality of the act of congress;
and therefore by order of the court the prisoner,
Almeida, was discharged.

Chief judge Dorsey having been engaged as coun-
sel for Almeida, before his appointment,
sit in the cause.

lis not

Cherokee Warriors.
EXTRACT OK A LETTER FROX HIWAS1E

"With regrad to the rifes presented by the presi-
dent of the United States, as a reward for the ex-

traordinary enterprise of three young Cherokee -war-

riors, I must give you a short history.
"The Creeks were fortified on "a point of land

formed by a bend of the Tallapoosa river, at a

place which, from its shape, obtained the name of
Horse-Shoe. The river was deemed a sufficient se-

curity, on account of its depth, and that part of the
point adjoining the country was strongly fortified by
the Creeks, quite across the isthmus, with

1

large
square timber, well put together, and raised high.
General Jackson approached the works with such

artillery as he had; the Cherokee warriors having
been posted on the opposite side of the river to pre-
vent, any reinforcements from coming to the Creeks.
He then commenced a cannonade on the works,
while the Cherokees and Creeks fought across the
river with small arms. The general found that his

artillery was too light to make any effectual impres
sion on the works—the Cherokee warriors, at tin

same time, found that their fire across the river

promised nothing—they grew impatient
—and three

young Cherokees plunged into the river, while the
battle was raging, and swam towards thatpohat o'i'
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the Horsp-Shoe where the Creeks had secured their

water-craft. As these three brave Cherokees ap-

proached the shore, they were fired at by the Creeks,

and one was wounded—two reached the shore un-

hurt; each of these seized a canoe and re-crossed the

river; the two canoes were then filled with other

Cherokees, who crossed over and seized a number
of canoes, and returned. By these means, in a short

time, nearly all the Cherokees landed themselves on;

the Horse-Shoe, attacked the Creeks there, drove

them and burned their cabins. Gen. Jackson, finding
that the Creeks were attacked in their rear, on their

ownfortified ground, nade an assault on the works by

escalade, and carried themwith the loss of some ya
luable officers and men; but, notwithstanding the

works were carried, the Creeks fought obstinately

till night, wlien a few escaped. It was estimated that

about seven hundred Creeks fell in the action. The
Cherokee warriors suffered considerably, as well as

the American troops. A regular regiment, comman-
ded by col. Williams, lost a number of men in car-

rying the works. Col. Williams assured me, that,

had it not been for the enterprise of the Cherokees
in crossing the river, as stated, nearly his whole re-

giment would have been cut to pieces.

jVcf. Int.

The effort which I made with Portugal, fo obtain
an establishment for them within their colonies>

proved also abortive.
You enquire further, whether I would use my en-

deavor to procure for such an establishment, secu

pity against violence from other powers' Certainly
—

I shall be willing to do any thing I can, to give it ef-

fect and snfety. But lam but a private individual,
and could only use endeavors with individuals;
whereas the national government can address them-
selves at once to those of Europe, to obtain the de-
sired security, and it will unquestionably be ready
to exert its influence with those nations to effect

an object so benevolent in itself and so important ta
a great part of its constituents. Indeed, nothing
is more to be wished, than that the United States

would themselves undertake to make such an estab-

lishment on the coast of Africa—exclusive of mo-
tives of humanity, the commercial advantages to

be derived from it might defray all its expences.

Accept the assurance of mv respec and es'e^m,,

THOMAS JEFFERSON.
[Enquirer.

African Colonization.
The following- is an extract of a letter written by Tho-

mas Jefferson, to J. L .

monticello, Jan. 21, 1811.

Sib—You have asked my opinion on the proposi-
tion of A. M to take measures for procuring, on the

coast of Africa, an establishment to which the peo-

ple of color of these states might from time to time

be colonized, under the auspices of different go-
vernments.

Having long ago made up my mind on this subject,
I have no hesitation in saying, that I have ever

thought that the most desirable measure which

could be adopted for gradually drawing off this part
of our population; most advantageous for them-

selves, as well as for us.—Going from a country

possessing all the useful arts, they might be the

means of transplanting them among the inhabitants

of Africa, and would thus carry back to the coun-

try of their origin the seeds of civilization, which

might render their sojournment here a blessing, in

the end, to that country. I received in the last year
of my entering into the administration of the ge-
neral government, a letter from the governor of

Virginia, consulting me, at the request of the legis-

lature of the state, on the means of procuring some
such asylum, to which these people might be occa-

sionally sent. I proposed to him the establishment

at Sierra Leone, in which a private company in En-

gland had already colonized a number of negroes,
and particularly the fugitives from these states du-

ring the revolutionary war—And at the same time

suggested, if that cjuld not be obtained, some of

the Portuguese possessions in South America as

most desirable. The subsequent legislature ap-

proving these ideas, 1 wrote the ensuingyear (1802)
to Mr. King, our minister in London, to endeavor
to negociate with the Sierra Leone company, and
induce them to receive such of those people as

might be colonized thither. He opened a corres-

pondence with Mr. Wilberforce and Mr. Thornton,
secretary of the company, on the subject; and in

3 803, I received, through Mr. King, the result.'"—
'Note by the communicator.—Which was unfavor-

able, owing to circums f ances which do not ex-ist at

'he present tini<-

Remarkable Domestic Manufactures.
rROM THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE.

The pieces of goods prepared by the American.

Tartars, and presented to Dr. Mitchell by capt Rich-

ard Wliiley, late of the United States' army, are full

of instruction.

They consist wholly of animal materials, and do
not contain a single vegetable thread or filament.—
They are worked with curious art; and the ability

displayed both in the design and in the execution

are admirable. They were recieved by that distin-

guished officer, while he held the military command
at Michillimackinack, as an offering of friendship on
the part of an aged and venerable chieffrom the re-

mote regions of the north-west, with an intimation

at the time, that they were gifts of extraordinary
value.

Their Tartar origin is evinced by the fabrics

themselves, and by the scenes they intended to re

present.
The principal article, is a tawed or soft dressed

skin, probably of the Wapite deer, of about three

feet square, or of an extent almost sufficient to

cover a common breakfast table. The color is a

dark brown. The consistence of the leather pliable
and uniform throughout.
One of its sides is embroidered wkh an interesting

scene, wherein the hunters are exhibited as return-

ing to the village after a succesful chase. The em-

broidery is performed with flexible slips of porcu-

pine quills instead of thread. The stitching is so

nicely done that the skin is not punctured through
in a single instance, the needle, as in skilful taylor-

ing, only passing deep enough in the leather to se-

cure the work. The dyes, especially the blue, yel-

low and red, surpass every thing that our most able

chemists and manufacturers can extract from the

vegetables of the forest.

It was probably intended for a mantle or ornamen-

tal covering for the shoulders; all gentlemen, how-

ever, of a classical taste, are reminded by it of the

shield of Achilles as described by Homer.
In the middle are two quadrupeds, apparently

beasts of prey. From their long tails, it may be

conjectured they are conguars, and that the hunt,

which is celebrated, is that of the American panther^

They are encompassed by a ring, as if that circum-

scribed space was allotted for their confinement if

alive, or for their deposit if dead.

At the distance of an inch and more from this
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circle, there is a square often inches on each side,
j

Your expectation was ill founded; for you would

denoting the common area, or space assigned for not believe your old friend who told you, repeatedly,

general convenience in the centre of the village.

Opposite the four sides of this square, there are

four circles of about four inches diameter, and op-

posite the four angles of the same four more, repre-

senting the habitations of the tribe, constructed

around the central area; and, after the manner of

the Tartars, the houses or wigwams are circular,

and not square. Around these huts or dwellings
there are figures of human beings; showing that the

inhabitants were briskly stiring about. Within them

are forms of flowers, birds, and various other ob-

jects; illustrating, in all probability, some matters

connected with their furniture, dress and cookery.
The whole village is surrounded by a work of two

feet square, securing and inclosing it completely.
—

On the out side of it, by way of border, is represent-
ed a grand dance. On two of the sides are embroi-

dered nine men each, making eighteen; and on the

opposite two sides five men each, making ten. So

that the dance is performed by twenty eight per-

sons, connected hand to hand, and extending round

the whole contour of the margin This expression
of festivity and joy seems to occupy the part of the

male inhabitants, that are capable of partaking the

adventures of the forest.

This is picture writing, advancing towards the

hieroglyphic. It marks an sra in society of these

people, and it designates with singular exactness

the progress of the mind in invention, and of the

hand in dexterity.
There is nothing perhaps in the celebrated paint-

ings of Mexico, more worthy of philosophical and

historical research than this and similar fabrics of

the indigines.
The Mexican paintings were executed upon cloth

and were symbolical. The assiniboin embroidery
is done upon leather, and is imitative. The former

is derived from the Australians; the latter from the

Hyperboreans The more cultivated Malays who

people the southern parts of North America, form-

ed the famous records discovered in New Spain.
—

The ruder Tartars who migrated to the nothern re-

gions of the same continent are the authors of the

fabrics, not less curious, but in a totally different

stile, new under consideration.

American antiquaries have an extensive and

fertile field to cultivate, and it is pleasing to find so

many men of talents occupied in the productive la-

bor.

Franklin's Correspondence.
The long expected correspondence of Dr. Franklin

has been published in London, and will soon be

re-published in the United States. The following
letter, which is one of the collection, is copied
from a London paper :

To IVillimn Strahan, esquire, king's printer, London.

Pessy, August 19, 1784.— Dear'friend,—-YoU press
me much to come to England. I am not without

strong inducements to do so; the fund ofknowledge
you promise to communicate to me, is an addition

to them, and no small one. At present it is imprac-
ticable. But when my gradson returns, come with
him. We will talk the matter over, and perhaps
you may take me back with you. I have a bed at

your service, and will try to make your residence,
while you can stay with us, as agreeable to you, if

possible, as I am sure it will be to me.

You "fairly acknowledge, that

terminated quite contrary to your

that by those measures, England would lose her
colonies, as Epictetus warned, in vain, his master,
that he would break his leg. You believed rather
the tales you heard of our poltroonery, and im-

potence of body and mind. Do you not remember
the story you told me, of the Scotch sergeant who
met with a party of forty American soldiers, and,
though alone, disarmed them all, and brought them
in prisoners ? a story almost as improbable as that
of the Irishman who pretended to have alone taken,
and brought in, five of the enemy, by surrounding
them. And yet, my friend, sensible "and judicious
as you are, but partaking of the general infatuation,
you seemed to believe it. The word general puts
me in mind of a general, your general Clarke, who
had the folly to say, in my hearing, at sir John
Pringle's, that, with a thousand British grenadiers,
he would undertake to go from one end of America
to the other, and geld all the males, partlv.by force
and partly by a little coaxing. It is plain he took
us for a species of animals very little superior to
brutes. The parliament too believed the stories of
another foolish general, I forget his name, that the
Yankees never felt bold. Yankee was understood to
be a sort of Yahoo, and the parliament did not think
the petitions of such creatures were fit to be re-
ceived and read in so wise an assembly. What was
the consequence of this monstrous pride and inso-
lence:—You first sent small armies to subdue us, be-

lieving them more than sufficient, but soon found
yourselves obliged to send greater; these, whenever
they ventured to penetrate our country beyond the

protection of their ships, were either repulsed and
obliged to scamper out, or were surrounded, beaten,
and taken prisoners. An American planter, who
had never seen Europe, was chosen by us to com-
mand our troops, and continued during the whole
war. This man sent home to you, one after ano-

ther, five of your best generals baffled, their heads
bare of laurels, disgraced even in the opinion of
their employers. Your contempt of our under-
standings, in comparison with your own, appeared
to be not much better founded than that of our
courage, if we may judge by this circumstance,
that, in whatever court of Europe a Yankey ne-

gociator appeared, the wise British minister was
routed, put in a passion, picked a quirrel with your
friends, and was sent home with a flea in his" ear.
But after all, my dear friend, do not imagine, that
I am vain enough to ascribe our success to any
superiority in any of those points. I am too well ac-

quainted with all the springs and levers of our
machine, not to see, that our human means were
unequal to our undertaking; and that, if it had not
been for the justice of our cause, and the conse-

quent interposition of Providence, in which we had
faith, we must have been ruined. If I had ever be-
fore been an Atheist, I should now have been con-
vinced of the being and government of a Deity !

—
It is he who abases the proud and favors the hum-
ble. May we never forget his goodness to us, and
may our future conduct manifest our gratitude !

But let us leave these serious reflections, and
converse with our usual pleasantry. I remember
your observing once to me, as we sat together in
the house of commons, that no two journeymen
printers within your knowledge, had met with such
success in the world as ourselves. You were then
at the head of your profession, and, soon after-
wards became a member of parliament. I was an

the late war agent for a few provinces, and now act for them all

expectation..
,

'|
But we have risen bv different modes. I, as a re
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publican printer, always liked a form well plained

down, being averse to those overbearing letters that

hold their heads so high as to hinder their neigh-

bors from appearing. You as a monarchist, chose

to work upon crown paper, and found it profitable;

It appears that the bill which the boy polled
down had been printed at the expence of the />o/i«-
and was watched by police officers. Bogood was
seized under the broad plea of being a vagrant, and

bring punished as stated above by confinement and

while I worked upon pro pa tria (often indeed called
|

privation in a place declared by one of the mem-

foolscap) with no less advantage. Both our heaps
j

bers "to be utterly disgraceful to the country"—
hold out very well, and we seem likely to make a a place so wretched that no man would keep a pack

pretty good day's work of it. With regard to pub
lie affairs (to continue in the same style), it seems

to me, that the compositors in your chapel do not

cast off their copy well, nor prefectly understand

imposing; their forms too are continually pestered

by the outs and doubles, that are not easy to be cor-

rected. And I think they were wrong in laying
asside some faces, and particularly certain head-

pieces, that would have been both useful and orna-

mental. But, courage ! The business may still

flourish with good management, and the master be-

come as rich as any of the company.
By the way, the rapid growth and extension of

the English language in America, must become

greatly advantageous to the booksellers and hold-

ers of copy rights in England. A vast audience is

assembling there, for English authors, ancient, pre-

sent and future, our people doubling every twenty

years; and this will demand large, and of course,

profitable impressions of your most valuable books.

I would therefore, if I possessed such rights, entail

them, if such a thing be practicable, upon my pos-

teriiy; for the worth will be continually augment-

ing. This may look a little like advice, and yet I

have drank no Madeira these six months.

ot hounds in
it, was dismissed—no one appearing

against him.
Mr. Curwen stated, in the house of commons, that

one half of the laborers in agriculture, estimated at

2,500,000, and one half of those in manufactures,
3,000,000, were without employment.
Some of the petitions for reform have been re-

jected on account of the "violence of their lan-

guage."
Lord Cochrane, on presenting a petition for re-

form from the people of Hampshire, stated that the

meeting had consisted of 50,000 persons, and would

probably have amounted to 100,000 but for the ob-

stacles thrown in the way by the agents of the go-
vernment. He informed the house of commons,
that in preparation for this meeting the yeomanry
cavalry for four miles round had been called out,
and that ball cartridges were distributed to them
and to the regular garrison of Portsmouth—both
which were under arms all the time of the meeting
\o overawe it, 5tc.

The marquis of Camden has renounced the sine-

cures of his office, retaining only a regulated sala-

ry of £2700—111,988 per annum. A great merit

in made of this.

Spanish patriots
—From certain remarks, made in

the house of commons, it is understood that the

British government had much exerted itself for the

relief of the Spanish patriots groaning under the

tyranny of Ferdinand,- but without the least suc-

cess.

Revenue.—There cannot be a more convincing
proof (says a late London paper) of the great de-

cline of the commerce of the country than the ex-

traordinary diminution of the revenue of the post-

office, the receipts of the last year being less than

those of the preceding by the sum of 122,000/.

which is upwards of 2340/. per week.
In the old peace tax upon tea, (an article ofsuch

general consumption with the lower classes) there

is a decrease of 324,634/. making a total decrease

of more than 650,000/. on that article alone.

House of commons, Feb. 7-—Mr. Calvert said, he

rose to move for leave to present a petition from

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.

"King and constitution," and "no popery," will be

come the cry through England. The people, one

would think, have been fooled long enough by such

stratagems.
One of the accounts of the assault upon the re-

gent says that the people were even for killing the

horses—crying "down with them," and striking

them several times!—A person of the name of Scott

was taken up as having been engaged in the assault;

lie denied the accusation, saying "he supposed some

body must be taken up to get the reward, and that

he was selected for the purpose." He was commit-

ted for further examination.

The British house of commons was considerably

employed on the 3rd of Feb. with the case of a

poor boy, 17 years old, named Thomas Bogood.— I the lord mayor and livery of London. It stated the

The following brief abstract of it may suffice;
|
severe distress of the manufacturing and trading

The boy made his living by hawking through the I interests, and which it did not ascribe to the transi-

s$reets religious and moral tracts for sale (as stated
jtion

from war to peace, but to the enormous amount

in his petition) by which lie obtained a livelihood, of the national debt, the profusion of sinecure places
« m the 10th of January he pulled down a posting I and pensions, and an immense military establish-

bill, printed bg theprinter to the police, entitled "Mr.
jment. They allude to the corrupt state of the re-

Hunt hissed out of the city of Bristol." For this 'presentation, and pray for a reform according to the

offence he was immediately seized by the police, [constitution,
as it at present exists. He trusted this

and thrown into a dunggon, where he was compell- petition would be received and read.—
ed to lie on the bare boards, from the 10th to the After some observations from others,

22nd of January, fed only with bre.id and water.— Mr. Calvert maintained, that he had never bound

He was then, with about 50 others, "tied to a long i himself to support any petition, right or wrong,

rope, or cable, and marched to Hick's hall and thei
-e|

but one reason why he would support this was,

let loose." that be had himself been one of six persons who
His petition to parliament for redress, was offer- sent two members to parliament, each of them paid

rd by lord Folkestone; who, with Mr. Addington, £4,500 for their seat; and this independent of the

"Mr. Bennet, the attorney general, lord Castlereagh,
j
ringing the bell and paying £10, alluded to by the

lord A. Hamilton and sir F. Burden spoke on it.—
|
noble lord on a former occasion, was a state. of

It was finally laid upon the table, -with an under- 'things not to be endured.—(Loud cries of hear,

.standing that the "home department" would in- (hear.)

titute an investigation of the case. The following te the address of the merchant?,
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b«nfe*ra and traders of London to the prince regent:

-;n his lucky escape—
"We, the undersigned merchants, bankers, tra

ders, and inhabitants of London, deem it to be in-

cumbent on US to come forward with a declaration

of our sentiments on the present crisis of public af-

fairs. We are far from being insensible to the evils

which at present afTect every class of the com-

munity, more especially the lower orders; we are

anxiously desirous that every practicable
means

may be used for alleviating their distresses; and we

entertain a sanguine hope, that the embarrassments

with which we have to struggle will, by the exercise

Of a wise and enlightened policy, be overcome; and

that the agriculture, manufactures, and commerce

of the country, will at no distant period revive and

flourish. We are satisfied at the same time that

nothing can tend more to retard the accomplish

men. of our wishes and hopes, than the endeavors

which have recently been exerted with too much

success, by designing and evil-minded men, to

persuade the people that a remedy is to be found in

measures wliich, under specious pretences, would

effect the overthrow of the constitution. To these

ei.d.avors may be traced the criminal excesses

which nave lately disgraced the Metropolis and

other pans of the empire: and the still more des-

perate and atrocious outrage which has recently

been committed against the sacred person of the

prince regent, on his return from opening parlia-

ment, in the exercise of the functions of our revered

monarch. We cannot adequately express our ab-

horrence of the enormities, which, if not repressed,

must lead to scenes of anarchy and bloodshed, too

appalling to contemplate; and we feel it to be a

solemn and imperious duty we owe to our country,
to pledge ourselves individually and collectively,

to support the just exercise of the authority of go-

vernment, to maintain the constitution as by law

established, and to resist every attempt, whether

of craft or of violence, that may be directed against
our civil liberty and our social peace."

London, Feb. 4.—The expected message from

the prince regent was yesterday brought down to

both houses of parliament. As it calls their atten-

tion to papers containing information; an appoint-
ment ofcommittees will probably take place in order

ti examine them and to make reports; after which,
bills will be moved for upon these reports. In both

houses the message will be discussed tonight. As
to the ultimate measure to be adopted for the

preservation of public tranquility, the general be-

lief is that a suspension of the liabeas corpus act

will not be resorted to, but only some enactments,
which will limit greatly the number of individuals

who shall be entitled to assemble, publicly or

privately, without previously obtaining the con-

sent of t!ie vicinity. The privileges of corporate and

chartered bodies, are to be held sacred; but no

irregular meetings, like those at which Mr. Hunt

exhibits, will be permitted on any pretext.
The message is accompanied by copies of certain

examinations taken before the privy council, from
wliich we regret to hear that, in Lancashire in par-

ticular, there exists most dangerous societies, of a

secret, and therefore illegal description; having
for their object, the disturtur.ee of the public tran-

quility, ana the bringing into contempt all the

constituted authorities.

FRANCE.
It appears that Talleyrand is not yet suffered to

appear at the French court.

A friend has put int-o otir hands a Paris paper.

Jan. 26, a full sheet supplement of which is filled
with the report of count Buenot of the house of de-

puties, on the ways and means of defraying the ex-

pences of 1817. After a view of the financial oper-
atior.s of past years, he proceeds to state the esti-

mate of expences for the year, which he makes 16
millions less than the ministerial estimates, as fol-

lows

468,000,000, francs,

431,000,000,

157,000,000,

Ordinary expences
Extraordinary do.

Expences ofpub. debt

Making a total of 1,056,000,000, francs,
which is about equal to 198,000,000 of dollars Of
this sum it is proposed to raise 759,000,000 by taxes
and imports of different funds, and the deficiency of
298,000,000 by a loan, from a company through
which it was expected that the aid of foreign capi-
talists mi.?ht be obtained. To enable the govern-
ment to effect this loan, it was proposed to appro-
priate, from certain revenues, the annual sum of
o0,000,000.—Bost, Daily Adv.

SPAIX.

A small insurrection lately took place in Valencia,
Spain. Gen. Elio dispersed some and took others
of the rioters. Several of the latter have been exe-
cuted.

NORTHERN EUROPE.
The duke of Montfort (Jerome Bonaparte) ap-

pears quite at his ease. He lias a fine estate in Up-
per Austria, which he has late purchased.
A treaty ofcommere had been concluded between

the courts of Vienna and Brazil. The Austrian go-
vernment were fitting out the first merchant vessel
for a voyage from Trieste to Bio Janiero.

Vaccine Disease.

FROTH THE DELAWARE WATCHJIAS.
Mr. Wilson—If you should deem the following rela-

tion of facts, upon a subject of no little import-
ance to society, likely to prove useful to the pub-
lic, you are at liberty to insert it in you paper

S. H. BLACK.
Upon the 27th day of February last, I visited bv

request, the family of Risdon Anderson, a black
man, residing near the head of Back-Creek, in

Coccil county, in the state of Maryland. I found
his eldest son Adam, aged about 21 years, and of a
robust habit, laboring under the small-pox, of the
distinct kind.—Anderson is poor, and has nine
children in his family

—
eight of them appeared at

that time to be free from disease—none of these*,

had however been secured, by innoculation, from
an attack of the small-pox; and an aged mother
alone could have remained as their nurse, in the
event of the disease extending by contagion,

through the family. The propriety of vaccinating-
these children suggested itself, as being most like-

ly, at once to serve the c-ause of humanity, and
t . test by a fair experiment the relative power of
these two diseases in the human system. Having
some genuine vaccine virus, I innoculated with
it George, aged 18 years; Sarah, aged 16 year??;

Alexander, aged 10 years; James, aged 7 years;

Priscilla, aged 5 years; Pearcy, aged 4 years; Eliza-

beth, ai^ed 2 years; and Solomon, aged 1 yea-. Four

days afier the usual characteristics of the cowpock
appeared in all the cases. Upon the fifth day, how-

ever, George and James were attacked with chills

and fever, which was soon succeeded bv pustules
of the small-pox, with wliich they were nearly

covered f-om head to foo«-, these two very nay
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escaped with their lives; the disease retaining' a dis-

tinct character, perhaps alone saved them.

Upon the seventh day, reckoning from the period
of vaccination, Sarah was attacked with symptoms
of small-pox, and upon the following day there ap-

peared about one hundred pustules, of the voriolus

kind, upon different parts of her body, and extre-

mities.—She did not suffer materially from the dis-

ease. Upon the eighth day one small pustule ap-

peared upon the supper lip of Alexander, which

never filled with any sort of matter; and upon the

same day one pustule of a similar nature was observ-

ed upon the arm, and one upon the right leg, of

Pearcy; but in both these cases, the symptoms of

previous and subsequent indisposition was so very

inconsiderable, as to leave it doubtful whether this

slight eruption resulted from the vaccine, or from
the variolus disease. The appearance only of the

pustules induces me to believe, that they were pro-

bably the effect of the last expiritig effects of the

smallpox. Priscilla, Elizabeth, and Solomon, the

last a remarbable gross child, escaped free from

every appearance of disease, except the usual symp-
toms of a mild cowpock.

It may be necessary to remark, that these cliil

dren all occupied the same room, and had but one

common fire side : No attempt was made at any
time to separate one part of the family from the

other : their house, and their poverty, would in fact

have rendered any such measure impracticable : nor

was any preparatory regimen or medicine directed

or used.

The foregoing experiments seem clearly to war-

rant the following conclusions :

1st. The cowpock, when genuine, will, under all

ircumstances, most certainly prevent the small-

pox. This unfortunately is by many still doubted.

2dly. The vaccine virus introduced into the sys-

tem five days after the variolus virus has been re-

ceived, produces no good effect.

3dly. A successful innoculation for the cowpock,
made three days after the system has been charged
with the infection of the small-pox, will either to-

tally destroy, or render perfectly harmless, that

otherwise formidable disease—and hence the im-

portance of vaccinating patients even several days
after exposure to the contagion of the small-pox.

Lastly
— It appears that the peculiar change

which is produced in the human system, and by
which a subsequent attack of the small-pox is pre-

vented, is not effected by the cow-pock sooner than

the eighth, or perhaps the ninth day after innocula-

tion.

I cannot close these hasty remarks without ex-

pressing my sincere regret, that any circumstance

should happen, tending to discredit the utility, and
the importance of the kine-pock—and preventing it

from being Universally received.

Perhaps an entire union of sentiment upon any-

subject, is not to be exp&cted amongst mankind; yet

upon this I am sorry to believe good cause has been

given for a diversity of opinions.
The process of innoculating with the cowpock vi-

rus lias been thought so very simple, and the true!

characteristics of the disease so obvious and plain,
as to put it fully within the reacli of every man and

every woman : hence every needle has become a

lancet, and almost every house fbund to contain a

male or a female innoculator. These are likely to

prove most fatal errors.—'Tis well known in the

medical world, that to distinguish correctly be-

tween a genuine and a spurious cow-pock, is very
far indeed from being an easy task- The disease

seems to be ons sni g-eneii?. It has been known for

more than twenty years; and, during the whole of
that time, physicians in every part of the world
have been laboring with indefatigable industry to
discover its nature, its laws and its powers, and by
reasons and experiments to bring it, if possible,,
clearly within the scope of their knowledge :—yet
there are thousands who no sooner hear the name
of the disease, than, as if by intuition, they become
at once acquainted with all its mysteries.

It is well known that a thousand sores may be
given to as many patients, by the introduction
of matter taken even from the pustule of a cow-
pock, beneath the cuticle, and yet their may not
be one single case amongst them of the genuine
vaccine disease; nor may one of the subjects of such
experiments be secured from an attack of the small-
pox —Instances occur, almost daily, of the small-

pox being taken by persons said to have been pre-
viously innoculated for, and to have had the cow-
pock. Such accidents are not only injurious to the
individuals who are the subjects of them; but also

ex'ensively detrimental to society at large; as many
are in consequence discouraged from receiving the
important benefits resulting from this mode of in-

noculation.

The superior mildness and safety of the vaccine
disease, when compared with the variolus, even in
its best possible form, seems to be indisputable,
The only remaining question with the public is—
will the former certainly prevent the latter ?—If the
above statements and experiments, which have
strict truth at least to recommend them, answer
this query to the satisfaction of any, I am satifised.

A Board of Agriculture proposed.
FnO?4 TUE ALBAN I AHGCS.

The following plan of a National Board of Agricul-
ture, accompanied the petition of the Berkshire

Agricultural Society to congress; and as a select
committee have reported a bill founded on these

suggestions, we submit the plan to the perusal
of our readers:

First—A national board of agriculture to be orga-
nized, to consist of the members of congress for the
time being—honorary members to consist of all for-
mer members of congress, and all such other per-
sons as may, from time to time, be elected: the latter

may deliberate but not vote.

Second—The vice president of the United States
to be president of the society: the other officers of
the society to be annually elected.
Third—To give vigor and effect to the measures

of the society, an appropriation of several valuable
tracts of land in the national territories, and in eligi
ble situations; to constitute a permanent fund for
the promotion of agriculture within the United
States; as also an annual appropriation of twenty
thousand dollars, for the like purpose, to cease as
soon as the revenue arrising from said land shall

produce that sum.
Fourth—Agricultural societies in any state, not

possessing established funds, but which shall in any
year evince to the national board of agriculture to

have produced the preceding-year the greatest quan-
tum or" public good in relation to any other society in

the same slate, in pi omoting improvements in agr«
culture, ofpractical utility, shall receive from the na-
tional fund a sum equal to that which the said soci-

ety shall have expended in premiums in said year,
not exceeding the sum of§—, unless the aggregate
fund shall be increased.

Fifth—Said state societies to be compelled to apply
the whole of the monies they shall thus receive, ex-
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*:liisively to premiums on articles of agriculture, to

be awarded and paid at stated annual exhibitions, in

a manner to be prescribed by the societies respec-

tively, and approved by the board of agriculture.
Sixth—Not more than one society in any one state

can receive aid from the said fund in the same year:

other societies in the same state can by their efforts,

enter into an annual competition, so as to produce a

spirit of emulation, as well among- societies as indi-

viduals.

Seventh—Should there be no organized agricul-
tural societies in any state, the board of agriculture
can organize one or more, with power to annul the

same should their efforts not comport with the

views of their institution.

Eighth—The board of agriculture to meet in

Washington, statedly the first Tuesday evening in

each month, during the sitting of congress, com-

mencing the second week after the meeting of con-

gress.
Ninth—To give effect and permanency to the

measures of the society, and to mantain a foreign
and domestic correspondence, there shall be an ex-

ecutive committee of three persons (being mem-

bers) annually elected—the first named to be chair-

man, who shall have a secretary, to devote himself

exclusively, under the direction of said chairman,
to all the duties which shall be assigned to said

committee by the board of agriculture. The chair-

man of said committee shall receive for his servi-

ces, S^UUO, and each of the two members Sl^M
and the secretary £1500 per annum. It shall be

the duty of said committee to open an office at

Washington, to be denominated, Office of the Nation-

al Board of Agriculture
—Said office to be the place

of meeting of the board of agriculture and the ex-

ecutive committee; also a place of deposit for all

books on agriculture, seeds, plants, models, and
machines of agriculture.
Tenth—It shall be made the duty of all foreign

agents, and encouragement be given to all intelli-

gent sea captains, to collect and transmit to the ex-

ecutive committee such information and articles

of agriculture as they may deem useful to the gene-
ral interests of the United States

Eleventh— The several state societies who shall

receive aid from the national board of agriculture,
to report to the chairman of the executive commit-
tee yearly, the existing state and progressive im-

provements in agriculture in said state respectively;

also, their proceedings
—premiums paid

—to whom
—on what objects, and amount; also the effect pro-
duced; and to suggest such further measures as ex-

perience shall indicate.

Twelfth—It shall be the duty of the board of

agriculture to correspond, through the secretary of

state's office, with all American ambassadors and
consuls in every part of the globe, in relation to the

objects of the national society
—also, with all the

state agricultural societies. All letters going to

and from the office of the said executive committee,
to be free of postage. It shall also be their duty
annually to prepare a digest of all reports tVoni the

state societies—communications from abroad, and
all other information they may deem useful; also, a

statement of all receipts and expenditures, to be

annually liquidated at the office of the comptroller
of the United Ststes.

RKMAHK.S OB A COBUKSPOSHENT.
It will be obvious to every person, that the na-

tional society, thus organized, will be instrumental
in producing incalculable results in a few years.

—
The society wdl have little to do otherwise than a

monthly interesting meeting, to regulate and keep

in motion the machinery; thus, constituting
- a new

and highly interesting department, attended with
a trifling expence, comparable to the great nation-

al objects to be attained; and eventually, when
the land appropriated to produce a permament
fund shall effect that object, the expence will be
unknown and unfelt by the nation, although this

fund will probably increase for many years; and in

its effects, in less than half a century, it will be
productive of a new era in our agricultural pursuits.
It will also tend as a cement to the union, by assimi-

lating our agricultural habits, by uniform excite-
ments and competitions; thus rousing and bringing
into activity a laudable and useful spirit of emula«
tion in every section of this great republic.

Legislature of New-York.
Answer of the house of assembly to the communi-

cation of his excellency Daniel D. Tompkins, re-

signing the office of governor of this state, re-

ported by Mr. Irving, and unanimously adopted.
With feelings of sincere regret we have receiv-

ed your excellency's communication, announcing
your resignation of the chief magistracy of this

state. The period during which you have adminis-
tered its government, has been marked by events
of a highly interesting nature. Advanced tl this

responsible station, at a time when prosperity and
peace prevailed within our limits, your administra-
tion promised an opportunity of cultivating those
arts and impiovments which are alike the conve-

nience, the ornament and the pride of a nation.

Removed from the European continent, it was
hoped that our distance, and the pacific habits we
indulged and manifested, would preserve us from
those violent agitations which have convulsed the
old world—exhausting its wealth, and desolating
its inhabitants. Youhad scarcely, however, assum-
ed the reins of governments, when the injustice of

foreign powers, so affected our national rights, as
to produce a course of commercial suffering and
restriction which eventually terminated in war. It

has therefore been your lot to preside over this
state during a period of great difficulty and embar-
rassment, when with a diminished revenue and im-

poverished resources, it was called on to sustain all

the hardships and privations of war. Your patriotic
devotion to the best interest of your country during
this arduous contest—the zeal you manifested—the

spirit you infused—and the energies which you rous-
ed into action—while they commanded the applause
of our sister states, will ever endear you to those
who were the immediate witnesses of your attach-

ment, your ardor and your enterprize.
—Through

your instrumentality, the extremes of the state,
which were equally threatened with assailment,
were placed in a situation capable of repelling the

approaches of an invader. Those borders which,

during our revolutionary struggle, were the seat of
merciless warfare, and which were again exposed
to similar devastations, were rendered, through your
early solicitude, not only able to sustain the pres-

j

sure of .an enemy, but to retaliate upon him the ra-

vages he might venture to perpetrate. From points
'

of weakness, they were converted into places of

strength, and became the seats of splendid heroism
and exalted achievment.
Whether employed in the establishment of useful

institutions, in fostering the liberal views of science,
or providing the resources of war, we behold you the

faithful guardian of the best interests of the state.

After a period, therefore, of ten years ei gaged ac-

tively in its service, in your present sep iraticn from
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Its immediate concerns, you be::r with you the warm
attachment and the best wishes of its inhabitants.—
In then* behalf* we reciprocate the sentiments of'

regard which your excellency has so feelingly ex-

pressed; and while promoted to a sphere of more
extensive usefulness, may you by an equal devotion

to tiie general weal, secure to yourself the best re-

eomnence of public services—the approbation of

your own heart, and the lasting affection of our

country.

A public dinner was given at New York on the

31st ult. to Mr. Tompkins, late commander in chief

of the militia of that state, by the officers of gen.
Morton's division of artillery, and of generals

Mapes and Ward's divisions of inf.tn'ry. There is a

warmth of affection manifested for this gentleman,

by all classes of the people*over whose government,
civil and military, he lately presided, that must be

very grateful to his heart—constituting the best re-

ward for his efforts to serve his country.
This dinner appears to have been prepared with

uncommon splendor, and was honored with the

presence ofmany distinguished guests, among them

were m:.j. gen. Brown, and colonels Hindman,

Wool, Gardner, and Croghan, of the United States'

army- the mayor of New York, maj. generals Van

RenseWier, Stevens, and Ste.'diford of the N. Y.

militia. Mr. Tompkins being called upon for a toast,

after a short but handsome address, gave
—

The officers of the militia of the city of New-
York—distinguished, in peace, as unassuming and

accomplished citizens; in war, as the willing and

gallant defenders of our great metropolis.

Upon his retiring, the president gave—
His excellency Daniel D. Tompkins, late com-

mander in chief of the militia of this state; while

the zealous and faithful discharge of his duties dur

ing a long administration, claimed the public re-

spect, his uniform and undeviating attention to the

advancement and respectability of the milhia of

tins state; and the kindness and urbanity with which

his duties were on all occasions performed have

secured to him our sincere and lasting esteem.

General Brown then gave—
The men of every corps who evinced a spirit to

sustain the rights and honor of their country
After the general retired, the president gave—
Major general Brown—He drew from the sources

af his own intelligent mind the science of the soldier;

his daring and intrepid spirit gloriously developed
that science in the field.

town of Hartford, out of 880 votes the federal can-

didate for the legislature had a majority of 32.

Massachusetts election.—Mr. Brooks' has been rei

elected governor of Massachusetts—his opponent.
was general Dearborn. The returns are not yet fuliy

received.

Arrow Root has been planted on the Islands of

Georgia -xTlh success. It is said that Cochineal is

found on there islands, subsisting on the prickly

pear.

"E-.nfiRAJrrs' directory."—Mr. Henry C. South-

wick, of Auburn, N. Y. proposes to publish a new
work to he entitled "The Western Gazetteer,- or End'

S^ra7it's Director i/.
—

Containing interesting geographi-
cal descriptions of the western country

—viz. the states

of Kentucky, Indiana, Louisiana, (ihio and Tennes-

see, and the Illinois, Missouri, Mississippi, Michi-

gan and North-Western territories, together with

some of the western counties of New-York, Penn-

sylvania and Yirginia," &c.—By S. Ii. Brown, The
work will make an octavo volume of between 3 and

400 pages; price, in boards, $2 50.

The author, Mr. Brown, we are assured, is very

competent to the work he has undertaken—as an

intelligent correspondent, he has been known to the

editor of the Register for several years
—and he has

seen much of what he is about to favor us with a

description of.

Commerce of Georgia.
—The "Savannah Republi"

can" of the 27th ult. contains a very interesting ex-

position of the commerce of that city. It appears
from this statement that the value of the native pro-

ducts and manufactures of Georgia, shipped from
thence in one year, ending with September, 1816,
coastwise and to foreign ports, amounted to the

enormous sum of g 10,322,880 ! Thus—
By the report of the secretary of the trea-

sury in February last, the exports of

Georgia for that year were put down at $7,51 1,93?
And there was shipped coastwise, in 31

ships, 98 brigs, 49 schooners and 44

sloops, cotton, rice, tobacco, &c. to the

value of 2,981,481
Deduct foreign articles exported 170,540

CHRONICLE.
The Georgetown Messenger of the 16th inst. inti-

mates that the president is about to make a tour

of the United States.

Naval.—The U. S. schooner Hornet, lieut. Clax-

ton, arrived at Charleston on the 6lh instant, in 45

days from Gibraltar, with despatches from com.

Chauncey. Left at that port the ship Washington
sloop Peacock, brig Spark and store ship Alert.—

The rest of our squadron was at port Mahon. No
thing important is mentioned as having occurred in

the Mediterranean.
Connecticut election.—The "toleration ticket," so

called, has succeeded in this state. Mr. Wolcott has

has been elected governor by a majority of about

800 votes*—his opponent was Mr. Smith, the then

governor. The election appears to have been very

warmly contested- In die assembly, there is "a

republican majority of it least 5." in the famous

Value of native products 10,322,83a

Commerce of South- Carolina.—The editor of the

(Charleston) Patriot, noticing the preceding state-

ment, gives an opinion, which is a reasonable one,

that the coastwise exports of South- Carolina may
be estimated at $3,700,000—giving a total value of

exports from that state of fourteen millions and a half
for one year. After mentioning that a considerab.e

quantity of the products of South-Carolina pass down
the Savannah river, from the town ofAtigusta.he ob-

serves—"Put these facts together, and we think we

may be allowed to say, without fear of contradic-

tion, that South-Carolina is the greatest exporting*
state in the union."

Yet the cry has been—that the southern states

were anti-commercial !

Health of Savannah.—The mayor and aldermen of

Savannah, in common council assembled, have appro •

priated $70,000 for the purpose of bringing about.

a change of the culture of the low lands adjacent
to that city-, by which it is reasonably expected that

the general he 1th will be exceeding improved. The
l-mds alluded to are at present occupied as rice-

plantations— it is designed to appropriate them to

the raising of cotton, corn, grass, 8cc- requiring rt

dry culture.
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Almeida's case—The extraordinary interest ex-

cited by the late decision of the judges of Balti-

more county court in the case of Mmeida, made us

desirous of 'following the
opinion

ofjudge Bland by

that of judge Hanson, which we expected for the

present number. The non receipt of it has consi-

derably affected the arrangements that otherwise

would have been made for this week's business.

Capt. Almeida lias since been arrested by a war-

rant obtained from judge Duval, of the supreme
court of the United States. Application has been

made to admit him to bail; but the result of it is

not vet known.
.

Without pretending to give our "opinion on the

treat question involved by the decision of those

'fudges,

1

which is strengthened by that of several

others, we are pleased to observe that it seems likely

to raise up a spirit of enquiry that will probably

bring about a conclusion upon it, by the competent

authority. To assist this enquiry and lead to the

desired conclusion, we have herein insertjdA'os/ojf's

case.

(EjJt has ever been the unwearied object of the

editor to preserve for the possessors of this work

all important matters and things having a national

character. There is a pleasing evidence that he has

succeeded pretty well in this in one department, by

observing that judge Jitand, in his opinion, referred

no less than five times to the Weekly Register for

important judicial decisions.

New-Jersey canal—The editor has been furnish"

edwith a copy of the report of the commissioners

appointed by the legislature of the state of New-

.lersey, for ascertaining the most eligible route for,

and the probable expence of, a canal, to connect

the tide waters of the Delaware with those of the

Raritan—accompanied with some pointed remarks,

in manuscript, on canals, generally, &.c. by an ano-

nymous correspondent;—neither of which shall be

neglected.
•

We earnestly recommend the "Pittsburg re-

port" on manufactures, to the attention of every

class -of our readers.

"extraordinary diminution."

An extraordinary diminution of the revenue of
|

'he British post-office establishment was noticed in

our last paper
—its receipts for the last year being

.£122,000 less than those of the preceding—but

there has been a much more extraordinary diminu-

tion in the business of another post-office, more im-

mediately affecting us. The month of Jpril has

Tiitherto been the chief harvest-month of the editor

of the Weekly Register, and he was accustomed
j

to receive at least fifteen, if not twenty, letters per
diem in it, from his friends at a distance;—but in

this present April, without any diminution in the

business of the establishment, four days on one oc-

casion and three days on another, passed over with-

out bringing to it a single letter. A case similar to

either of these never before occurred since the com-

mencement of this paper"
V<rr> XTF.

Suppport of Paupers.
The very general practice of comparing the stats

of things in America with their condition in Great

Britain, has latterly made many desirous to ascer-

tain the facts belonging to pauperism in the United

States—a subject of very serious consideration and
of a most alarming extent, in England.
A statement just published by the auditors, ex-

hibiting "the account of the steward of the poor
house and house of employment for the county of

York, Penn. for the year ending on the 22nd day of

July 1816, furnishes some facts illustrative of this

matter.

The institution has credit for cash received for

cattle, grain and vegetables raised on the farm, £co.

and sold, amounting to $1217 09—and by other

commodities, the product of the farm or of the la-

bor of the paupers and others, estimated at $6,284
76—together §7,501 85. Among the latter we
have 583 bush, wheat, 240 ry •, 325 bariey, 235

oats, 1000 corn, 450 potatoes, with hay, cubb-t.ve,

onions, &c. and 425 lbs. flax. 1212 yards various

linens, 10,540 lbs. beef, 2917 pork, 'with veal and

mutton, &c.

The establishment is charged with cash paid for

labor performed on the farm, and many little sup-

plies including §275 for sugar, coffee and moh.sxe*,

&c. amounting to §1194 ^3; and with grain and

meat, &c. consumed by the institution, including

fire-wood, to the value of §4,695 33—together

§5845 06; leaving articles on hand valued at §1656
79.

There is no charge for the salaries paid to the

steward, physician, &c. all which amount to §655—
but it would seem from the preceding that die

profit of the farm is competent to the entire main-

tainance of the poor. The live stock, 6 horses, 3

colts, 6 bullocks, 15 cows, 40 sheep and 40 hogs,
was valued at §1,478.
The paupers, on the 22nd of July 1816, were—45

men, 20 women and 10 children—total 75. The
auditors say the institution is "over-charged."

Taking this as the average number, and estimat-

ing the population of the county, at 37,000 [25,64o
in 1800, 31,958 in 1810] it appears that a very small

fraction more than one in five hundred of the people
of this county are paupers. In EugLand, the average
is one i« five. In this respect then, York county
stands to England as one is to a hundred.

Pittsburg Heport.

Report of the committee appointed hy the citizens of,

1'iltshurg, at a meeting held at
tlve\

cmrt-houue mi

the 21st of December, 1816, to inquire into the

state of the manufactures in the city and its immedi-

ate, vicinity.

Head, Febuary 17, 1817, in the house of represen-
tatives of the United States, and ordered to lie

upon the table.

The committee appointed by the citizens of

Pittsburg, convened at the court-house on Satur-

day, the 2lst instant, to inquire into the state oi

manufactures in Pittsburg and its vicinity; have

devoted as- mirth time and attention to the. snbject
I
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.is their necessary avocations, and the short period I tal, to invest it in manufactures, the language and
limited for their report would permit. It would the conduct of the administration were not the least,

have been impossible for them to ascertain with any
degree of certainty the number and variety of ma-
mifac uring establishments in and near the city,

and much less the aggregate value of their pro
duce. The committee moreover did not regard
their instructions, as demanding any considerable

attention to those subjects, and have directed their

views to such branches of industry as have declined

for the want of national encouragement. In the

discharge of this duty, they have found that the

manufacture of cotions, woolens, fiint-glass, and

the finer articles of iron, has lately suffered the

most alarming depression. Some branches which
had been several years in operation, have been de-

stroyed or partially suspended, and others of a more
recent growth, annihilated before they were com-

pletely in operation. The following facts from ma-

ny others, of l'ess moment, within the knowledge of

the committee, are stated in illustration of this

part of the subject.
The cotton factory of Jelly and co. occupying a

larg-e three story brick building, and propelled by
steam, is not now in operation, and most, if not all

the hands, are discharged.
The woolen factory of Mr. Arthurs, conducted

by the agency of steam, is now but partially in ope-
ration and the number of hands reduced one half

The same observation applies to the woolen facto-

ry of George Cochran, lately removed from Pitts-

burg, to Beaver creek. The flint glass, formerly
made in Pitts-burg, and which in point of beauty
and style of workmanship, equalled the finest glass
from Europe, amounted to upwards of 130 thou-

sand dollars per annum. The enormous influx

of foreign glass has already stopped one of the

furnaces, and reduced the manufacture about thirty

thousand dollars a year.
The wire factory of Mr. Eichbaum, carried on by

steam, is no longer in operation.
The butt hinge factory, lately erected by A.

Beelen, has fallen a victim to the late importations.
The manufactory for curry combs, established by
the same gentleman, has met a similar fate. The

importance of our manufactures in iron, may be

estimated from the following facts: In Pittsburgh
and its immediate vicinity there is an annual con-

sumption of pig iron to the amount of 1800 tons,

which ghee employment to about 150 hands. The
value produced is estimated at 225,000 dollars per
annum. Of wrought iron there is annually worked

up, above two thousand tons, furnishing according
to the best estimate in the power of the committee,
a produce of one million three hundred thousand

dollars.

The great public injury and private distress, which j

It was certainly understood, and every one was led
to believe, that government was at length convinced
of the necessity of a reliance on our own resources,
and that a permanent support would be given to
domestic manufactures. Their growth and pros-

perity during the war, seemed to atone for its most
pressing evils, and became a topic of triumph and
exultation at its close. Although we had acquired
no territory, nor extorted a formal acknowledgment
of the rights asserted by an appeal to arms, the de-

velopment of our interior resources promised a sta-

bility to our independence, which seemed an equi-
valent for the sacrifices we had made. It was earn-

estly believed that the destinies of the United
States, would no longer depend on the jealousy and
caprice of foreign governments, and that our national
freedom and welfare were fixed on the solid basis of
our intrinsic meaas and energies. But these were

"airy dreams." A peace was concluded with Eng-
land, and in a few months we were prostrate at her
feet. The manufacturers appealed to the general
government for the adoption of measures, that might
enable them to resist the torrent that was sweeping
away the fruits of their capital and their industry
Their complaints were heard with a concern whicli-
seemed to vouchsafe the return of better days. The
tariff of duties, established at the last session of con-

gress.and the history of the present year, will demon-
strate the utter futility of their expectations. Vast

quantities of the circulating capital of the country—the life-blood of domestic enterprize
—have been

drained into a foreign kingdom; our own manufac-
tures have been superseded by British goods, and a
balance of trade already stares us in the face, equal,
perhaps, in amount, to the whole specie capital of
the union. Even the British government, whose
rooted and implacable hostility to our manufactures
has been proverbial throughout the world, is at

length gratified with a complete triumph. Mr.
Brougham, a distinguished member of parliament,
in a late speech, after noticing the great losses
which accrued from the vast exportation of goods
to the continent, uses the following language: "The
peace with America has produced somewhat of a
similar effect; though I am very far from placing
the vast exports which it occasioned upon the same
footing with those to the European market the year
before; both, becatise ultimately the Americans will

pay, which the exhausted state of the continent ren-
ders very unlikely, and because, it -was -yell -worth
•ivhile to incur a loss upon the first exportation, in order,
by the glut, to stifle, in the cradle, those rising manu-

factures in the United States, which the -war hadforced
into existence, contrary to the natural course of things."
When the destruction of our manufactures forms

have attended the late depression of manufactures, : a strong feature in the views of a rich and warlike
seems not confined to Pittsbugh or the western; power, jealous of our rising strength, and unchange-
country

—from many parts of the middle and north- able in her hatred towards us, their security b&-

ern states, the same complaints are heard, and the

same distress appears to prevail. The tide of impor-
tation has inundated our country with foreign goods
Some of our most valuable and enterprising citi

comes an object of national pride, and seems to in

volve the national honor. To England the growth
of our manufactures is a subject of concern and
dread; their declension a signal of great joy and

zens, have been subjected to enormous losses, and
j
triumph. Her strength is our weakness; her joy

others overwhelmed with bankruptcy and ruin. The
j

our sorrow; her glory our shame. In such a strug-

pressure of war was less fatal to the hopes of enter- gle she regrets no sacrifice, and spares no treasure;

prize and industry, than a general peace, with the

calamities arising from the present state of our fo-

reign trade. The circumstances which have induced

such a condition of things, demand the investigation
of the national government, bound as it certainly is,

to provide for the general welfare of the community.

Among the inducements presented to men of capi-,

the millions scattered to-day will produce a rich

harvest in all future years. Is there not virtue,

energy and patriotism in the American people' to

withstand her hostility against their vital interests
—a hostility, open, palpable and direct? The eager-
ness of England to paralyze our manufactures, in

itself, demonstrates their importance to us as a r.a-
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lion; they are a resource of wealth and strength
which she deprecates; their success would sever

the bond which has held us in a servile and merce-

nary dependence on her from the first settlement of

our country. This dependence continued when our

allegiance had ceased: and free America was as va-

luable to England as her former colonies. Our go-
vernment was our own, but our treasures were still

hers. Prom England we still continued to import
the very necessaries of life, and a momentary inter-

ruption of our commercial intercourse was a priva-
tion of many of our accustomed enjoyments. Her
frowns brought instant stagnation upon all business,
and reached every condition of life. At the begin-

ning of the last war our government was under the

necessity of either conniving at illicit importations,
or suffering the merchants to compound for their

crimes at an immense profit, in order to get a sup-

ply of clothing for the army. There is no man of

market. In the interior of the United Slai&, few-
articles can be raised which will bear a distant trans-

portation; products much more valuable when the
grower and consumer are near each other, ar^ there-

fore^
excluded from cultivation. A dependence on

foreign markets in the most prosperous times neces-

sarily restricts the labors of agriculture to a very
few objects; a careless, decrepit, and unprofitable
cultivation is the known result.

The propriety of these observations mav, in some
degree, be illustrated by the difference in value be-
tween the land in the vicinity of a large town, and
and at a greater distance from it. The labor which;

prbduces the greatest quantity ofsubsistence is be-
stowed in the culture of articles too cumbrous for

transportation; and in general a farm which will
subsist fifty persons in its vicinity, would not sub-
sist the fifth of that number three hundred miles off.

If the value of land be sa much enhanced bv the

intelligence who has not a lively recollection of the proximity of a market, and so rapidly diminishes bv
sufferings ofour gallant troops from nakedness alone, the distance of transportation, the introduction of
We mention it not in the spirit of detraction or com- manufactories, and the creation of an interior mar=
plaint

—but to exhibit, in the strongest light, the ket, ought to be regarded as peculiarly auspicious
evils of abject dependence, and the necessity of

rousing the pride and patriotism of the nation to

provide against it in future.

Among the necessaries of life, we may safely rank

clothing and subsistence; these we ought not to

receive from the hands of Europeans. The United
States possess, within themselves, almost every
material requisite in the more important manufac-
tures. The inventive genius of our citizens, their

enterprize and industrious habits, will enable them,
under the care of a paternal government, to equal
any other nation in all the necessary branches of

mechanical art. The want of capital is no longer an

objection to their efficient encouragement—and the
want of skilful workmen, though now but partially

felt, is an inconvenience which results, in some mea-

sure, from the neglect of government. When it shall

be known that manufactures are under the sacred

guardianship of the nation, foreign artists, many of

whom are on the point cf leaving our country, will

remain among us, and other?, encouraged by the

spirit of our free institutions and the prospect of a

v unpetency, will come to America for employment.
Even the short period in which our manufactures
had met encouragement, brought hundreds of fo-

reign workmen among us; a proof, demonstrative
that a few years of prosperity would produce an

ample supply of labor and of skill. The committee
arc aware that many worthy men, regarding agri-
culture as the basis of national wealth, or insensi-

bly biassed by considerations of a local nature, op.

pose the extension of further aid to manufactures.
On this subject they have neither leisure nor in-

clination for the discussion of abstract systems of

political economy; they will advert to principles
ilimiliar to the mind of every practical man, and to

facts within the knowledge cf all classes of citizens.

It is certainly true that the sub-istence of civilized

man depends, in a great measure, on agriculture;
but this branch cf industry, when properly conduct-

ed, is necessarily preceded by manufactures. The
implements of husbandry arc the work of artificers,

and the farmer, before he opens his soil with the

plough, must recti- to the workers in wood and
'in iron. Through all lire varieties of agricultural

Jabor the same dependence is preserved, and it is

impossible to imagine a state of society in which it

oan be carried on, detached from the mechanical
arts.

The value of agricultural labor must depend on [England? certainly not.

the vabte afsuralus subsistence which it places in reiqair

to the interests of agriculturers.
Within a few years past, Pittsburg has grown"

from an inconsiderable town to a citv of ten thou-
sand inhabitants; two-thirds of the population are

supported by manufactures. The enterprise and
skill of our artificers have created a circulating ca-

pital of very great amount. Spacious buildings,
with other improvements, have risen up in an almost

magical succession; the agriculture of the country
around has flourished and extended with a commen-
surate rapidity; real property, to a great distance
in every direction, has doubled and, in many places,
trebled in value; (lie farmers are attaining to afflu-

ence, and already find surplus funds for el"gant and
costly improvements But during the season ofour

prosperity, the exports of agricultural produce from
western Fensylvania have been trifling indeed; small

quantities of flour have descended the Ohio, whilst
we imported cargoes of bacon from Kentucky, and
fish from the seaboard and the lakes. It has been uh*
der sucli circumstances that Pittsburg, and a large!

territory around, have advanced in wealth, improve-
ments, and population, beyond example.
The committee might assume as a fact, and ap-

peal to every man in the interior of the United
States for its truth, that wherever manufactures
have been established they have produced similar
results: new life and energy have been communi-
cated to agriculture

—and the home market, ena-

bling the farmer to diversify his labor, g
-ave him j

large profit on many productions too bulky and

perishable for exportation.
It is remarked by a very able writer, "that what

a town is with regard to the country in its neighbor-
hood, one independent state may be with regard to

other independent states; a small quantity of ma-
nufactured produce purchases a great quantity of
rude produce; a trading and manufacturing coun-

try therefore, naturally purchases with a small part
of its manufactured produce a great quantity 6f
the rude produce of other countries, while, on the

contrary, a country without trade and manufactures-
is generally obliged to purchase at the expence
of a great part of its rude produce, a very small

'part of the produce of other countries." We might
here ask, what has Pennsylvania to give in exchange
for the enormous quantities[of English goods which
she has imported for her own use since the w«r ?

Will her agricultural produc'ions be accepted by
What means of payment

market ccuid tadmitting a foreign
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fonntl1

; what proportion in value will her exporta-
ble produce he-.tr to the manufactures received?

With the most fortunate trade, a f-ightful balance

would remain to be discharged in gold and silver.

Confining our views to tlie western country, we

mi}^'f:t emphatically ask, with what exportable com-

modities shall we restore the balance of trade, now
fast accumulating against us? How arrest the

incessant drain of our capital? Our manufactures
are perishing around us, and already millions have

escaped, never to return.

In the remarks of the committee thus far, the

certainty of a foreign market has been conceded:
but the slightest reflection will convince us that

this is a resource of the most precarious kind.

The agriculture of Europe is fully adequate to the

subsistence ofher population, and it is only in times

of war or unpropitious seasons, that a market is

(rpened there. In the West Indies our hopes and

fortunes are the sport of chance, and fluctuate with

the caprice of European tyrants or colonial govern

c'om were mostly poor, ill built, small and tlun o7

people; and reflecting that the province of Flanders

particularly, was thereby become so opulent and

potent as to be a dangerous neighbor to England;,
more especially when in alliance with France, he
determined to attempt the removal of every obstacle
in order to attain the same benefits and advantages
to himself and people

At this period the city of Bruges was arrived to

such a pitch of grandeur and" wealth by its manu-

factures and commerce, that the king of France, be-

ing here with his queen, they were both astonished
at the magnificence and riches of that city. The
ladies of Bruges put her majesty out of all patience
to see how splendidly they were decked with jewels
and rich attire, so that she broke out into this pas-
sionate speech : "1 had thought, that I was the

only queen here, but I find there are above six hun-
dred (besides myself) queens in this city."

King Edward, pursuing the policy he had so

earnestly adopted, granted a letter of protection
ors. These considerations abundantly show that to John Kemp of Flanders, a woolen cloth weaver,
a foreign market cannot be r»lied on—that it is an 'coming over to exercise his trade in England, in

object of the most changeful and illusive character.

iii time of general war in Europe the demand for

our produce, and especially the carrying trade, gave

encouragement to the interior and commercial in-

dustry of the United States. Satisfied with the

present good, the certainty of future evil was not

regarded, and every plan of private enterprise
and maxim of political economy had an exclusive

relation to the existing state of things. Our go-
vernment and country seemed to think (and they

certainly acted) as if the war in Europe, which had
lasted so long, would last for ever. With the re-

turn of peace, these habits and opinions are not

changed. All the arguments against manufactures
are still predicated upon the existence and con-

tiuiar.ee of a foreign market, a privilege resulting

the year 1351, and as his protection expresses it,

"to teach his trade to such of our people as shall

incline to learn it. The king hereby taking the

said Kemp with all his servants, apprentices, goods
and chattels, into his royal protection, and pro-

mising the same likewise to all others of his occu-

pation, as also to all dyers and fullers who shall

incline to come, and settle in England. In conse-

quence thereof, seventy families of Walloons were
this year brought over to England by the invita-

tion of the king, for promoting the woolen manu-

facture, and teaching it to the people."
Similar protections were afterwards granted and

other woolen manufacturers were induced thereby
to carry on their business in England. Six years
after the first fine-cloth weaver was brought into

from the pressure of war, and consequently unna England, a parliament was summoned, and at the

tural and transitory. "/instance of the king, it was enacted "that no Eng-
The plans of every wise government, are the re- lish wool should be exported under pain of for-

sult of enlarged and comprehensive views of theifeiture of life and member till otherwise ordained;

future and the past. They have an inherent stabi-l that all cloth-workers should be received from any

iity adapted to every vicissitude of peace and war. foreign parts, and fit places assigned, with as many
A shifting changeful policy, which follows the for- and such franchises as might satisfy them, and a

tunes of other nations, and becomes the slave of' certain allowance made them till they were fixed

accidental emergencies, is the reverse of wisdom, in some competent way of living; that none should

Shall the prosperity of the United States, be for-! wear any cloth in future but such as was made in

ever staked upon the chance of European wars? ! England, except the king, queen, and their children;

A nation merely agricultural was never rich; and, land that no foreign cloth should be imported on

on the contrary, there have been nations of very i pain of forfeiture and other punishment." Under
slender agriculture, possessing immense wealth;, such encouragement it was not long before the

whose industry and manufactures enabled them to| woolen manufacture spread into many parts ofEng
push their commerce into every sea, and carry-tile
terror of their arms to the remotest regions of the

globe. These facts are confirmed by every page
of history; and a slight recurrence to the rise and

growth of manufactures, in some of the kingdoms

land. Several of the citizens of Bristol, immediately
afier the act of parliament was passed, set up looms

for weaving cloth, which example was afterwards

followed by some of the neighboring counties.

"The establishment of woolen manufactures in

of Europe, will place them in a clear and striking i'.n^land did, without doubt, at first diminish the

point of view. "Until the reign of Edward III."king's customs, because all the wool of the home-

says Anderson, "England had no manufactures for 'math-' cloth was used to be exported, on which a

exportation; that king's revenues, were, therefore,
1 considerable custom was paid, as did also the cloth

comparatively very inconsiderable, for in the 22d; brought back in return from the Netherlands."—
year of his reign, (1328,) when, in a hot war with

\Jtnd.
Ms. Com. But we find that in the year 1354 the

France, the whole subsidy on wool exported, at [general balance of the commerce of England, then

40 shillings a sack, (a very heavy tax) was but

60,000 pounds. This king-, attentively observing
the great benefits accruing to the Netherlands,
from their vast woolen manufactures, and that they
owed all their wealth and power, entirely to Eng-
lish wool:—viewing also the beauty, populousness,
spulence and strength, of their cities, and wealth
even of tbeir villages, whilst those of his own king-

in its infancy, was nearly eight hundred thousand

pounds of her present sterling currency. Upon
which "noble balance" sir William Temple observed,
"that there must have entered into England during
this year, either in coin or bullion, or else, which

is the same thing, their must have grown a debt to

the nation ofjust so much as that balance amounted

to." At this tim? England had began to send
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so&rse woolens abroad; for among' the exports of

this year we find 4,774 coarse cloths, and 80,061 $

;>eices of worsted. The manufactures of silk, cot-

ton, linen, iron, &.c. &c. were then unknown in Eng-
land. Her commerce had scarcely reached the

Baltic sea, and few of her ships had ever appeared
in the Mediterrannean.

All English writers agree that the preasent

astonishing wealth and grandeur ofthat nation are to

be traced back to these small beginnings. "It is

her manufactures, say they, which have brought

England to her unrivalled opulence and power."
When Edward III. began his reign, the wealth of

England consisted in cattle, sheep, and the pro-

ducts of a rudely cultivated soil. The English
were poor, ignorant, and servile. The Netherlands,

in extent but a speck upon the map of Europe, and

whose natural products were very inconsiderable,

by her woolen manufactures alone, attained to such

a height ofopulence that some ofher private citizens,

in their treasures and equipage equalled the great-

est monarchs of the surrounding nations. No soon-

er were the woolen manufactures naturalized in

England, and guarded by the strong arm of govern-

ment, than similar effects began to be witnessed

there. England gradually emerged from poverty and

ignorance, to wealth, knowledge and splendor.

The history of all nations demonstrates that ma-

nufactures have been the inseparable allies of

wealth and power. Their prosperity or declension

constitute an epocha in the rise and fall of cities

and nations. The vast capital and power recently

possessed by Holland may be traced back to the

dawn of her manufactures. "By reason of the tu-

mults and discontents occasioned by restrictions

and taxes upon the manufactures in the towns of

Flanders and Brabant, many of the manufacturers of

those towns, savs Pensionary He Witt, removed soon

after the year 1300 to Holland, whereby the towns

of the Hollanders increased in greatness and num-

ber of inhabitants."

In the year 1380, Louvain, a great, flourishing

and populous city, was ruined by an insurrection of

the journeymen weavers against their sovereign, the

duke of Brabant; who having besieged the revolt-

ers, obliged them to submit to his mercy, and the

greatest part of them were banished—many of them

settled in Holland, and some in England; where

they were kindly treated, and contributed to the

improvement of the woolen manufacture in both

countries. "From this'time," says Anderson, "Lou

vain was never able to recover its former lustre aud

riches, being at this day famous for nothing but

good beer." The history of Venice, Florence, Genoa

and Lyons, exhibits the same picture and establish-

es the same conclusions. Manufactures and the arts

have invariably been the handmaids of wealth, com-

merce and power.

They have been fostered by every wise government
with paternal care, and most of the distinguished

reigns in Europe have been characterized by their

encouragement.
In the year 1599, king Henry the IV. of France,

prohibited, by a special edict, all foreign manufac-

tures, as well of silk, as of gold or silver, pure or

mixed, at the request of the merchants of Tours,
who undertook to make quantities of such manufac-

tures, sufficient for the whole kingdom. Ye'., grasp

ing at more than they could perform, and being also

complained of by the city of Lyons, justly styled

(on account of its manufactures) the golden gate of

France, as thereby destroying their famous fairs,

as well as lessening the king's customs, that edict

observes, "these new manufactures of France, and
more especially that of silk, afterwards drew wealth
into the kingdom."
"The king saw (1603) that it was in vain to pro

hibitthe exportation of gold and silver, unless those

things were made and improved at home, the want
of which had hitherto principally occasioned the
said exportation; that the wearing of silk clothing

1

was, in his time, become so common, more especi-

ally among the fair sex, that they despised the use
of woolen, so universally and frugally worn by their

ancestors; and that hereby much money was sent
out of the kingdom, for the purchase of wrought
silk. Wherefore, the king, not only set about the

propogating of the worms for the spinniug of raw
silk, but, which was the greater benefit to the pub-
lic, the manufacturing of the same The king, also,

procured workmen from Flanders, for a tapestry
manufacture, in which country it had long flourish-

ed The manufacture of fine earthen-ware he intro-

duced also into France from the Netherlands. He
revived the glass-houses, which had been first set

up in king Henry the second's time, in imitation of
those at Venice. He also established a linen manu-
facture. That the king's magnificent improvements
in buildings, gardens, 8cc. were suitable to his great

genius. He also made rivers navigable, &c."—And,
Hist. Com.

"In the year 1606, he setup in divers parts of the

kingdom, the manufacture of tapestries, gilt leather,

hangings.mills for working and cleaning iron, gauzes
and fine linen cloth, potters' or fine earthen-ware,

glass-houses for chrystaline, cloth and serges, stuffs

and silks, with several others."—And. Hist. Com.

Examples, like the foregoing, might becited from

all the enlightened and wealthy nations of Europe,
but a further reference is deemed 11111160635317.

The history of Spain furnishes an instructive les-

son to all nations on the subject of manufactures,
and shows that the want of them is not compensated
by the highest natural advantages of soil and cli-

mate, and the greatest resources in colonies and
mines of the precious metals. "From the year 1493

to the year 1724, the gold and silver brought into

Spain from the Indies is computed to have amount-
ed to 5,000,000,000 of dollars; being above twenty-
one millions and a half yearly, on a medium; yet all

this treasure necessarily goes out every year to other

European nations for the manufactures and produce
of those nations with which Spain and its lndiea are

supplied in immense quantities. Some have been

of opinion, that it would have been happier for Spain
if she had never planted in America, unless she had,

at the same time, cultivated manufactures of all

kinds."

We often hear it urged, that prohibitions and

heavy import duties, are calculated to control and

change the course of private enterprize which had

better be left to the direction of private interest, and

that in effect they sacrifice the general interests of

the community, to the partial interests of a few in-

dividuaAs.

As to prohibitions and duties.the committee would

observe, that the value and importance of manufac-

tures, in a national point of view, are acknowledged
by all. It is also admitted, that they have seldom,
if ever, succeeded without the aid and protection
of government. The committee will not attempt a

refutation of the subtleties of abstract speculatistsy
as to the justice or expediency of such aid and pro-
tection.* It will be sufficient for them to refer to>

the practice of the most wealthy and powerful na-

tions in the world for a test of their utility. Eng-
in favor of Tours, was revoked. Yet, as Puffendorf! land, in almost all coses, prohibits ander severe pe
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nalties, the exportation of all her raw materials for

manufactures She also prohibits directly, or b)

excessive duties, the importation of almost every ar-

ticle of manufacture, the raw materials whereof she

possesses within herself, or is able to procure from

other nations. Her laws, on these subjects, are

matters ofcurious research; and the progress of her

manufactures may be traced in her penal statutes.

Some branches were introduced originally by the

.power of government alone. Others, while in an

incipient state, were fostered and guarded by its

ca: e. England never suffered a foreign government,
or .i combination of foreign capitalists, by glutting

lie: own market, to crush in the cradle, any branch

of her domestic industry. She never regarded, with

a cold indill'erence, the ruin of thousands of her in-

dustrious people, by the competition of foreigners.

The bare avowal of such an attempt would have in-

curred the indignant resistance of the whole body
of the nation, and met the frowns, if not the instant

vengeance of the government. The consequence of

this policy in England are well known; her manu-

factures have become a source of wealth incalcula-

ble; the treasures of Spanish America are poured
into he lap; her commerce is spread over every

ocean, and with a population comparatively small,

she is the terror and the spoiler of Europe. Take
from England her manufactures and the fountains of

her wealth would be broken up; her pre-eminence

among nations would be lost forever.

Similar consequences have flowed from like causes

in all the opulent nations of Europe. The history
of the Netherlands, Holland and France, all concur

in the same result; when the energies of the govern-
ment were strongly exerted in the patronage of

manufactures, the nation prospered; when manu-

facmres were neglected, the nation declined. Such

examples are fraught with wisdom and instruction

to ourselves. Of what moment are untried theories,

when opposed by the experience of age?
If the United'States in their trade, as well as geo-

graphical position, were detached from all other

nations, private industry might be safely left to the

guidance of private interest. But such is not the

case; we constitute a branch of the community of

nations, and are necessarily affected by the policy
of other countries. England, with whom our deal-

ings are most extensive, sella but never buys her

manufactures—the means by which they are sup-

ported, are calculated to prostrate all rivalship on

our part. England impedes the enterprize of Ame-
rican citizens; she controls and directs the pursuits
of private industry among ourselves; her interfer-

ence extends to every Held and workshop in Ame
rica; we suffer the ardor of genius and the vigor of

exertion to be smothered and deadened by it. Re-

move this baneful interference, or restrict it so as

to be harmless, and the interior trade and industry
of Americans may be safely left to themselves. The
free and unrestrained scope to private enterprize,
which is so strongly insisted on by those who de-

precate the patronage of government to manure
tures, is the weightiest argument to prove its ne-

cessity. The government must go so far at least,

as to countervail the checks to American enterprize

proceeding- from foreign nations.

The establishment of manufactures, instead of

producing a partial benefit to individuals, to the

prejudice of the rest of the community, would evi-

dently add to the comforts and the wealth of all. A
few years of competion, amongst themselves, would
fix the prices of their produci upon '. fair and a rea-

»onaple^ scale

The population of the country will be condensed'

md the chances of civilization and improvement
greatly multiplied; science, literature and the arts

have never taken deep root among a thinly scattered

people.
The prevalence of manufactures would also ame-

liorate the agriculture of the country
—the proximi-

ty of a market for its products giving a stimulus

to industry by increasing its reward. Hitherto the

want of good roads and canals has retarded the

growth and improvement of many sections of the

inland country. By manufactures a vast interior

commerce will be brought into action; and roads

and canals, affording new facilities to its prosecu-

tion, will not be delayed. Viewing the subject of

manufactures in this point of light, the declamation

so often heard, against taxing the farmer, by exces-

sive import duties, and compelling him to purchase
at the dearest market, loses all its force. If by ma-

nufactures, and interior commerce, the value of his

products, and consequently his means of payment,
are doubled—if his money be retained in the gene-
ral stock of currency, instead of being sent abroad

—if his comforts are augmented, and his land vastly

appreciated—if his country be disburdened of her

load of foreign debt, and her independence fixed on

the deep and solid basis of her own resources, a

trifling addition to the price of his clothing, and

other necessaries would not be regarded. Of what

benefit is a depreciation of price, if it brings a two-

fold depreciation of the means of payment? But the

objection, noticed above, taken in its most plausi-

ble aspect, applies merely to the infant state of

manufactures; their patronage would soon command
artists, capital and skill— their growth maturity,
and competition would reduce the prices of their

products.
The committee, in attending to the subject of

their appointment, have been led to a cursory exa-

mination of the tariff of duties, established during
the late session of congress. They find that the

duty on flint glass, which was formerly 22, is now
but 20 per cent. Congress have also declared that

cotton cloths, or cloths of which cotton is the ma-

terial of chief value, (except nankeens imported di-

rect from China) the original cost of which at the

place whence imported, with the addition of 20 per
cent, if imported from the Cape of Good Hope, or

from places beyond it, and 10 per cent, from any
other place, shall be less than 25 cents per square

yard, shall, with such addition, be deemed and
taken to have cost 25 cents per square yard, and
shall be charged with duty accordingly, tiventy-Jiva

per cent.

They will now turn, for a moment, to the pro-

gress and patronage of the cotton manufacture in

England. In 1787 there were built, and in progress
in Great Britain 143 cotton mills, and 20,500 jennies
for spinning; the shute for the twisted yarn spun by
the watermills. The expence of the mills, jennies,

houses, buildings and auxiliary machinery was esti-

mated at 1,000,000 pounds. In the branches appli-
cable to muslin and calico, employment was given
to 100,000 men and women, and to 60,00.0 children;

many of the latter taken from the parishes and hos-

pitals. But notwithstanding the great maturity and

perfection to which this manufacture had attained

in England at the period of which we speak, it was

suddenly checked by the competition of East-India

goods of the same species, imported by the East-

InUia Company, and sold about 20 per cent, on an ave-

rage, under the lowest prices at which the British

mtmufacturers could afford to sell without lO! t
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Anderson observes, (1787) "such conduct in the

company," (all Englishmen) "must operate to the

very great prejudice of the British manufactures,
and will continue to do so while they press poods

upon the market at prices which have no relation to

the original cost, and under circumstances when the

just laws of competition cannot operate, and when

every idea of protecting duties is annihilated in the

general system." "It appears, therefore," says he,

"that unless somerelief is given.perhaps little short

of one half of the present mechanical powers now
in action must cease working." It will be kept in

mind that the East-India goods were imported from

British provinces by British subjects. We will now

see what measures were adopted by the British go-

vernment for the protection of the cotton manufac-

tures in England. In the same year, (1787) an act

of parliament was passed, "imposing a duty u! fifty

pounds for every hundred pounds of the true value

of East-India cotton manufactures, according to the

gross price at which goods were sold at the public

sales of the company trading to the East-Indies."

In 1798 this duty was increased to one-hundred and

twenty-two pounds, L
four shillings and five pence,

for every hundred pounds of the original cost, as

abovementioned. Such duties were necssary for

the protection of British manufactures against a

competition from their own provinces; and this too

when they had been brought to the utmost possible

perfection. Our government protects our own in-

fant manufactures against British competition by a

duty of twenty five per cent. Further time would

euable the committee to extend their animadver-

sions upon the tariff; but its defects are known and

proved by the present condition of the manufac-

tures which it affected to assist.

Strong and imperious reasons for the encourage-
ment of manufactures are suggested by the state

of our foreign trade. In the year 1815, the gene-
ral balance against us amounted to seventeen mil-

Kons of dollars; a sum nearly equal to the annual

produce of all the mines of Spanish America within

the period before noticed. It would give us plea-

sure if the friends of commerce, and enemies of

manufactures, would inform us by what means this

accumulating balance is to be discharged; suppose
the country \vere now called on to pay it? sudden

and inevitable bankruptcy would ensue. Such is'

the awful predicament in which we awaken from

the golden dreams of British trade! Plunged into in-

extricable debt; the interior energies of the country

paralyzed; our manufactures sinking into annihila-

tion, and poverty and misery staring us in the face!

For a speedy redress of such pressing evils, we
look to the government of the union. Will they

uphold the sinking manufactures of the country, or

will they not? are their late assurances of aid and

protection forgotten with the crisis that gave them
birth? Let them realize the hopes of the country,
and act with decision before it be too late.

JK'oie—The annual products of the undermention-

ed manufactures in Great Britain, in 1783, was esti-

mated at fifty-one millions three hundred and ten

thousand pounds sterling, viz:—wool, leather, Has.,

hemp, glass, paper, porcelain, silk, cotton, lead, tin,

iron, steel, plating, &c. The above sum when turn

ed in American currency, is 232 million dollars; an

amount ten times as great as that produced by the

mines of Spanish America at the period mentioned

in tike foregoing report.
The value of the cotton manufactures alone, in

1787, was seven millions three hundred thousand

pounds sterling: a ?um probably greater than '

mines of America ever produced in the sametirr.f.

Resolved, That the citizens of Pittsburgh in a

town-meeting assembled, do approve of the fore-

going report; and that the committee be requested
to transmit a copy of the same to the speaker of the
house of representatives of the congress of the
United States.

E. DENNY, Chairman.

(Attest)
E. Pentlabjd, secretary.

ie

Foreign Articles.

ESGLASD, &C.

dj'The debate in the house of commons for sus-

pending the habeas corpus, ogether with the re-

ports of the secret committees, would make us be-

lieve that a revolution was actually contemplated in

Great Britain by a very considerable portion of the

people. Those in power give it as their opinion that

designs destructive of the constitution are still ex-

tending; but this is believed by many to be only a

stratagem to get greater power into their hand^, to

enable them to pursue their iniquitous courses.—
The ministerial papers are doing all that they can
to alarm the people—France and the French, tri-

colored cockades and committees of public safety, are

spoken of in almost every line. Arms, it is said, are

still sought fur, the clubs are multiplying, the lists

of proscription filled up, he. But the report of

the committee inserted below is full otj these sub-

jects.
Ft may be, that there is caus*e for this alarm—if

so, we hope it will go on to a thorough reformation
of the governing power in Great Britain.

A bill for the suspension of the Hal>eas Corpus

passed parliament on the 4th of March—but at our
last advices had not received the royal sanction. It

was introduced by Castlereagh, and passed the

commons 273 to 98. The city ofLondon had remon-
strated against it. In the house of lords a number

protested against it.

The debates about reform go on with pretty se-

vere cuttings in the British parliament. They will

amount to nothing. The people have no chance of

regaining their rights but in the same manner that

they were deprived of them—which is, by the

sword. Those considered as friendly to reform "are

divided am . ng themselves as to the extent they
would give it.

The petitions to parliament for reform, presented

by sir Francis Burdett, are said to have had a mil-

lion of signatures. The funds continue to rise—3

per cent. cons. March 6, 69 3-8.

The customs produced for the month expiring on
the 5th February, were 6,884?. sterling above that

of the same month last year, but was 60,57 Jt. ster-

ling below that of 1S15.

The expences of the British army in France for

one year is estimated at l,u3u,603/. sterling.
Dr. Watson and five other persons have been ar-

rested and committed to different apartments of the

tower, as having been concerned in some of the hue
riots.

10,000 British troops, one-third of their army of

occupation, arrived in England from France on the

24ih of February.
The number of persons on the half-pay list in the

army and navy is about 1UU,U00, </f whom about

56,000 belong to the former. The half-pay and pen-
sions for the army and navy cost the nation nearly

4,590,000=^. per annum. It is supposed that the
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number will decrease at the rate of 2/joO a year, by

deaths.

The charges for the army and navy, barracks, ex-

traordinaries, ordnance and miscellaneous services,

sfter all the talk-d-of reductions, will amount to

about 18,500,000 for the present year. Besides

which there is the civil list and many et ceteras

Castlereag'n has been sick—but was recovering.
Catde —ISO head of cattle (one-third of them

yearlings and calves) bred by a Mr. Price, near

Upton,"sold for the enormous sum of 7,600/. One

yearling bull for 341/. 5s. a heifter for 252/.

House of commons, Feb. 19. Report of the commit-

tee of secrecy.
—That it appears to your committee,

af.er a most attentive consideration of the docu

ments submitted to them from various parts ot the

country, that attempts had recently been made to

take advantage of the distresses of the laboring
and manufacturing classes of the nation, with a

view not only to effect a parliamentary reform on

the principle of annual parliaments and universal

suffrage, but to cause the total overthrow of all

our institutions, and of every description of landed

and funded property.
That this system of general spoiliation chiefly

proceeded from the doctrines maintained by a num-
ber of societies distinguished by the title of "Spen
cean," whose tenets were principally drawn from

the works of a visionary writer, published above

twenty years ago. That at meetings of these soci

eties it was urged, that parliamentary reform must
be held out as the ostensible object of their efforts,

and with a view to mislead their enemies, but that

it was in fact only a half measure; and tliat the

people ought to look to the possession of the land,

and nothing short of that; and that as to the con-

stitution, of which so much had been said, this

country had no constitution, for it was not to be

found in any book, nor could any man tell whuff it

was. In other societies, founded on the Spencean

principles, it had been maintained that the only re-

medy for the grievances of the people was, to hunt

down the land-owners, and to deprive those still

greater wretches, the fund holders, oftheir pretend-
ed rights.

It appeared also, that these, and other societies

of a similar character, had been guilty of the roost

blasphemous and impious proceedings; and that as

they assumed to be of a convivial nature, their poli-

tical discussions were followed by songs of the most

inflammatory and seditious description, and by the

recitation of profane parodies of the liturgy, and of

various parts of the holy scriptures.
That in order to extend the principles of these

societies over the whole kingdom, the most active

efforts were made by their various members; and
in consequence, those principles were disseminated
in speeches at the public meetings to the discharged
soldiers and sailors, and to the distressed laborers

and manufacturers of the country; and that, in aid

of this object, incredible activity had been used to

disperse cheap, and in many instances gratuitous,

publications, unfolding the doctrines of the socie-

ties.

That it had been proved to the entire satisfaction

of your committee, that a number of the members
of the various societies, acting in a body as dele-

gates, conceived and declared, that in their opinion
the objects which they had in view, might be, and

ought to be, insured by an effort of the physical

strength of the people to overpower the constitu-

tional authorities. That they considered the first

step which should be taken by them for this pur-

*pos,e, was by their individual exertions to discover

and foment the discontents of the metropolis and it^

vicinity; and that reports of their proceedings were
made by the individual delegates to the general
body.

That it appears to your committee that a plan was

formed, by a sudden rising in the dead of night, to

surprise the soldiers, and in the terror which would
be thereby occasioned, to set fire to the town in

various places, and to take possession of the bar-

racks, the tower and the bank. That to assist in

the execution of this project, a formidable machine
was invented with which the streets could be clear-
ed of all opposing force. This plan was, however,
relinquished as premature; and it was resolved that
it would be more proper to ascertain the strength
of the popular party, by convening meetings under
the pretext of taking into consideration the legal
mode of redressing grievances; and a map of Lon-
don having been examined, Spa-fields was selected
whence an attack on the bank and the tower could,
with the greatest facility be made. That the first

meeting at Spa-fields was accordingly advertised for

the 15th of November, and that printed and written

placards were exhinited in all parts of the town, of
one of which the following is a copy:

"Britons to arms! The whole country only waits
the signal from London. Break open the gunsmiths'.
Arm yourselves with all sorts of instruments. No
rise in the price of bread. No regent. No Castle-

reagh. Off with their heads' No taxes. No bishops;
they are only useless lumber.
N. B.—5000 of these bills are posted up in the

town, and in the principal parts of the neighbor-
hood."
That the intended insurrection assumed all the

symbols of the French revolution. That a commit-
tee of public safety was formed, consisting of twen-

ty four members. That flags and cockades were
prepared for the occasion. But that on the loth
of November, when the first meeting took place,
there was no violence (although there was some
plunder in the evening of the day) and that the

meeting adjourned to the 2d of December, by which
time it was hoped mean^ might be found to accele-
rate the accomplishment of the projected undertak-

ing-
That your committee find that not a moment was

lost in the interval between the first and second

meeting, to take advantage of every circumstance
which could further the attainment of the objects
in view. Additional publications, of an inflamma-

tory nature, were circulated every where. Endea-
vors were made to raise a general subscription for

the support of those who had relinquished their

ordinary occupations, to enable them to devote
themselves to those purposes, which persons had
hitherto chiefly been paid by a principal member of
one of the societies. A plan was formed for the se-

duction of the soldiers, by raising hopes of promo-
tion in the event of their joining in the approaching

1

attempt, and exciting discontent among them by a

story of the landing of a large foreign force in the

country. It was again recommended that the bar-

racks should be the object of particular observaq
tion—Tljo.se quarters of the town, where distress

was most prevalent, were visited by individuals ap-

pointed to inflame the people. Those warehouses

along the river, and those shops in various parts of
the town, where arms were deposited, were care-

fully noted. A plan was also formed for the seduc-
tion of the sailors, by offering them additional pay,
under the new government which was about to be
established.

That immediately before the meeting of the 2d
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at December, many persons, connected with these

proceedings, procured arms of various descriptions.
it was thought that sufficient means had thus been

obtained to carry on the intended operations for at

least two hours, by which time, it was supposed,

enough would be got from the gunsmiths' and other

depots, to arm a considerable number of individuals

The manufacture of tricolor ribbon was encouraged
with a view of rendering it familiar to the eyes of

the public.
Your committee have further received undoubted

information that a large number of pike heads had
been ordered of one individual, and 250 actually
made by him, and delivered and paid for. It was
also undoubtedly intended to liberate the prisoners
in the principal goals in or about the metropolis, in

the hope of their concurrence and assistance in the

intended insurrection. Addresses were introduced
into some of the prisons, and recommended to be

communicated to others, in which the persons con-

fined were invited, in the name of the tri-colored

committee, to rally round the tri-colored standard,
which would be erected on Monday, December the

2d, and to wear tri-colored cockades themselves.
It was promised that the prisoners should be libe-

rated by force, and arms were stated to he provid-
ed for them, and they were directed to be ready to

assist them in the overpowering the turnkeys. A
waggon was hired for the business of the day, in

subject of equally momentuous consideration.
The first thing which has here forced itself upon
their observation, is the widely diffused ramifica-
tion of a system of clubs, associated professedly, for
the purpose of parliamentary reform, upon the most
extended principle of universal suffrage and annu-
al parliaments. These clubs in general designate
themselves by the name of Hampden clubs. Or.
the professed object of their institution they appear-
to be in communication and connection with the
club of tli at name in London.

It appears to be a part of the system of these
clubs, to promote an extension of clubs of the same
name and nature, so widely as if possible to include

every village in the kingdom. The leading mem-
bers are active in the circulation of publications
likely to promote, their object. Petitions, ready
prepared, have been sent down from the metropo-
lis to all societies in the country disposed to receive
them. The communication between these clubs
takes place by the mission of delegates; delegates
from these clubs in the country have assembled in

London, and are expected to assemble again early
in March. Whatever may be the real object of
these clubs in general, your committee have no
hesitation in stating, from information on which
they place full reliance, that in far the greater num.
ber of them, and particularly those which are es-

tablished in the great manufacturing districts of
which the flags and banner, or standard, which had [Lancashire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, and
been previously prepared, together with some am
munition, were secretly conveyed to the place of

meeting. From this waggon, before the ostensible

business of the day commenced, in the other part

Derbyshire, and which are composed of the lower
order ofartizans, nothing short of a revolution i»

the object expected and avowed.
Your committee find, from equally undoubted in-

of the field, the most inflammatory speeches were formation, that the doctrines of the Spencean clubs

delivered, tending directly to excite insurrection, have been widely diffused through the country,
concluded by an appeal to the multitude assembled, either by the extension of similar societies, or more
whether they were prepared to redress their own frequently by the intervention of missionaries or

grievances. A tri-co!ored cockade was then exhi- i delegates whose business is to propagate those doc-

bited, and the tri-colored flag w*s displayed, and a i
trines throughout every society to which they have

number of persons followed it out of the field. access. It is the universal practice of these socie-

The direction which they took was towards that ! ties, to require from the members a small weekly
part of the town previously designed; gunsmiths' ! subscription, which provides a fund for the expen-
shops were broken open, addresses and offers were |Ces of these missionaries, and also for the purchase
made to the soldiers at the tower to induce them to

j

of seditious tracts which are read and commented
open the gates; but from the failure of the numbers on at their meetings. Some of these tracts now be-

txpected to join the insurgents, no attempt was fore your committee, inculcate in the most artful

:nade to f.irce the gates. An attack was, however,
)

manner, the necessity of overturning what they call

made upon the city magistrates, assembled in the "the privileged class," as distinguished from the

Royal Exchange, a shot tired, and a tri-color flag {people, who are described as consisting of laborers,
and cockade openly displayed and seized on the iartizans, tradesmen, and every profession useful to

offender. i society. Anew order is declared to be the will of
In reviewing the whole of the transactions of the I

the people; rebellion is justified by the assertion

2d of December, your committee are firmly persuad- jthat
a nation cannot be a rebel; and all religion is

ed, that however improbable the success of such a; disavowed, as well as loyalty, by the assertion, in an-

plan may appear, it yet was deliberately premedi- Iswer to the question, "would you live without gods
tated by desperate men, who calculated, without or kings'" "we abjure tyranny of every kind."

reasonable ground, upon defection in their oppo- It seems, indeed, to be a part of the system a-

sers, and upon active support from those multitudes I dopted by these societies, to prepare the minds of
whose distress they had witnessed, and whom they |

the people for the destruction of the present frame
had vainly instigated to revolt. That, consequently; {of society, by undermining not only their habits of
it was not merely the sudden ebullition of the mo-

j

decent and regular subordination, but all the prin-

ment, or the unauthorised attempt of any uncon-|ciples of morality and religion. Your committee
iierted individual. fil.d, that there is scarcely any very numerous society
Your committee are further convinced that not-

j

m the parts above referred to, of whose proceed-

withstanding the failure of the 2d of December, the ings they have obtained an account, in which some
same designs still continue to be prosecuted, with

J

of the leading speakers do not openly avow the

sanguine hopes of success. I most seditious opinions, and do not excite their

Your committee having thus stated the general j

hearers to be prepared for actual insurrection. To-
result of the evidence which has been laid before

j

pics for discussion are selected with this view; a-,

ihein, respecting the state of the metropolis, have |mongu others the question, wether the jacobin 01

flow the no less painful duty of calling the at- I the loyalist was the best friend to his country
tention of the house to what has been passing du- Even where the petitioning is recommended, it is

ring the neri •>! in lifferei t parts of the country, a proj
•• e •' to be

'

:! in .such z manner, by gi
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rmmense number of delegates attending in London

at the same time, in several parties, attached to

each petition, as might induce an effort to obtain

by force whatever they demanded. A general idea

seems prevalent among those who compose these so-

cieties, that some fixed day, at no very great dis-

tance, is to be appointed for a general rising. They
have been taught to look to the meetings in Lon-

don, as the signal for their operations, and have

been in the habit of adjourning their own assem-

blies simultaneouly to the same day; and it isala-

meHtable instance of the common interest they feel,

if net of the connection which is formed with those

most implicated in the outrages committed in the

metropolis, that about Manchester and some other

places, the greatest exultation was manifested pre-
vious to the meeting in Spafield ofthe 2d ofDecem-

ber; and the taking of the tower and the ruin of the

bank were publicly and confidently predicted. The
news of the result was impatiently expected, the

roads were crowded during the night with a num-
ber of persons, many of them delegates from the

different societies in the country, waiting for the

arrival of the mail coach, and the disappointment
was not concealed, when it was ascertained that the

riot had been quelled without much serious or ex-

tensive mischief.

It appears that the confidence of the disaffected

is such that they represent the numbers enrolled as

amounting to several hundred thousand, and that

their societies are daily increasing; that in their lists

they distinguish by particular marks those among
their subscribers who are able bodied men, and

ready to act when required; and that they also keep
a list of those who refuse tojoin them in what they
call a "black book" and threaten vengeance against
those persons when the general insurrection shall

take place. In some parts of one populous county,
where nearly every village has already its Hampden
club, the members make it no secretthat they con-

sider themselves as of no other use than as being

ready to act whenever they are called upon : on

their admission they are said to be listed, and re-

ceive a secret card with the words "Be-ready, be

steady."
The habits and manners of these persons seem

entirely changed; they already calculate upon the

share of land which each is to possess, and point
out the destruction of tlio churches, as the neces-

sary consequence of their success. It appears that

preparations are in progress, m several places, for

providing arms,; the demand upon gunsmiths, for

every species of fire arms, has been beyond all

former example, the intention is professed of hav-

ing recourse for a still larger supply to those towns

where arms are manufactured, and where they are

to be obtained at a very low rate, from the general

cheapness of labor at this time; or in case of ne-

cessity they are to be seized by force. The facility

of converting implements of husbandry into offen T

sive weapons, has been suggested; and persons
have been sent to observe the state of particular

places, where depots of arms for the public ser-

vice were suppos.vl to have been formed.

Your committee find, that a system of secret

association' has been extended to the manufactur-

ing population of Glasgow, and some other populous
towns of Scotland; and although these societies

have availed themselves of the same pretext, of

parliamentary reform on the broadest basis, your
committee are firmly persuaded, from the informa-

tion that has been laid before them, that their ulti-

mate object is the overthrow by force of the exist-

ing form of government. That the time for at-

tempting tlris enterprize was to depend on the
simultaneous rising of the disaffected in England;
with some emissaries from whom occasional inter-

course appears to have taken place, and that some
provision ofweapons has been made by this associa^
tion.

Your committee have now submitted to the house
what they conceive to be a fair and not exaggerated
statement of the result of tneir investigation. They
have thought themselves precluded from inserting,
in an appendix, the information from which it is

drawn, by the consideration, that unless it were

extremely partial and complete, they could not
make it public- without hazarding the personal
safety of many respectable individuals, and in some
instances without prejudicing the administration of

public justice.
On a review of the whole, it is a great satisfac-

tion to your committee to observe, that, notwith-

standing the alarmingprogress which has been made
in the system of extending disaffection and secret

societies, its success has been confined to the prin-

cipal manufacturing districts, where the distress

is more prevalent, and numbers more easily col-

lected; and that even in many of these districts,

privations have been borne with exemplary patience
and resignation, and the attempts of the disaffected

have been disappointed; that few,ifany of the higher
orders, or even of the middle class of society, and

scarcely any of the agricultural population, have
lent themselves to the more violent of these pro-

jects
—Great allowance must be made for those

who, under the pressure of urgent distress, have
been led to listen to plausible and confident

demagogues, in the expectation of immediate relief.

It is to be hoped, that many of those who have en-

gaged to a certain extent, in the projects of the

disaffected, but in whom the principles of moral
and religious duty have not been extinguished or

perverted by the most profane and miserable

sophistry, would withdraw themselves before these

projects were pushed to actual insurrection.

But with all these allowances, your committee
cannot contemplate the activity and arts of the lea-

ders in this conspiracy, and the numbers whom they
have already seduced, and may seduce; the oatks by
which many of them are bound together; the means

suggested and prepared for the forcible attain-

ments of their objects; the nature of the objects
themselves, which are not only the overthrow of all

the political institutions of the kingdom, but also

such a subvertion of the rights and principles of

property as must necessarily lead to general con-

fusion, plunder and bloodshed; without submitting
to the most serious attention of the house, the dan-

gers which exist, and which the utmost vigilance of

government, under the existing laws, has been found

inadequate to prevent.
geioiavt, &c.

A Frank/art article says that the ex-queen of Spain
resides in that city. She lives retired, devoting her

time to the education of her two daughters, 16 and

15 years old. The manners and dress of the family
is described as very simple, but elegant.

ltuinpus bankruptcies are spoken of at Munich—
one of which is said very seriously to have affected

the fortune Eugene Beauharnois.

The actual armed force of Austria is computed
in a German journal at 530,000 men.

RUSSIA.

Mr. Pinkney has arrived at St. Petersburg and

had an audience with the emperor. The relations

between the United States and litrssia are on tUs

happiest footing.
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ITALY.

The city of Messina lately presented a scene of

lawless riot and utter confusion for several days,

because the communion cup, with the Host, had

been stolen from a certain church. The troops were

called in to quiet the fury of the people, who were

for burning' the houses of all unbelievers. The shops
continued shut for a long time—processions were

continually passing- through the streets—nobody
dared to work—even the soldiers were compelled
lo wear crape, and become parties in the general

mourning.
A London paper, of February 8, has the following:

"The foreign papers contain a most interesting ar-

ticle on the subject of the late negotiations between

the American minister at Naples and the Neapolitan

government, It is not true, and we are most happy
it is not true, that the Island of Lampedosa has beei.

ceded to the Americans towards whom the go-
vernment of Naples has behaved with great spirit.

The former have, in fact, gained nothing by their

mission to Naples. The Americans are certainly a

rising people; but it is rather premature, we think,

for them to begin the re-action of colonising Eu-

rope."

Longevity.
—On the 15th of December a Catholic

Priest proceeded on foot to the Cathedral of Adria,

in Lombardy, and returned thinks for having at-

tained his 110th year, without infirmities or sick-

ness ! He was accompained by an immense con-

course of people, and chaunted the Cathedral ser-

vice in a firm, manly, and dignified voice.

liOXArAJlTE.

A London paper of Feb. 1, says.
—An account has

reached this country from St Helena, of a corres-

pondence with Europe, curried on by one of Bona-

parte's followers, having been detected Las Casas

is said to have been the agent; and the discover}
is said to have been made by the governor sir Hud
son Lowe. Las Casas is reported to have, in con-

sequence, been placed in close confinement, and

Bonaparte himself to have been subjected to morejin
a state of blockade. This officer has distinguish:

"roiiTur.uESE America "

A letter from Rio Janiero says
—"When the. royal

family are passing here, all must take off their hats
—if on horseback dismount. Lord , formerly
'he English minister here, on the royal family's

passing, refused to dismount; the king's guard im-

mediately forced him from his horse. Mr. Sumpter,
our American minister, refused to dismount—and

being armed with his pistols, he told the guard he

would shoot any one who attempted to arrest him.

He got away from them, and continued mounted,

being more resolute than the Englishman. Since

this affair, his majesty issued a decree, which de-

clares that dismounting is not required of foreign-

ers, but only to take off their hats, which no doubt
will be readily acceded to."

" SPANISH AMERICA."
The sloop of war Invincible, of Chili, commodore

Jewett, with her tender, the ship Chili, lieut. Sireb-

ner, arrived at Savannah, on the 14th instant, from
the South-Sea. The Invincible carries IS guns and
170 men; the Chili has 11 guns and 80 men.

Complaints are made that the patriot privateers,

cruizing off Cuba, have lately plundered several

neutral vessels. Com. Taylor had recently captur-
ed three Guineamen, one of which had on board a

large quantity of gold dust.

The patriot gen. Marino is stated to have captur-
ed Cumana on the 6th of Feb. with the loss of be-

tween 4 and 500 men. After the general battle was

over, from 700 to 1000 royal European troops re-

tired into the fort, which was assaulted and carried

by storm, and the whole of them put to the sword.

The Spanish authorities, on the coast of Chili,

have behaved very badly to some of our vessels,

putting in for refreshments. The consul general of

the U. S. at Chili, Mr. Havel, has been arrested and
sent as a state prisoner to the island of Juan Fer-

nandez—the pretence is not stated-

It would now appear that the Buenos Ayrean com.

Taylor has declared the whole of the island of Cuba

severe regime—this is proper—but the carrying on

such correspondence seems to be an act of absurdity
and madness. For he cannot think that the con-

tinent of Europe would suffer Ids rule again
—or

that if they would, they have the power to bring him
from St. Helena, or that ~ve should suffer him ever to

feave that prison alive.

GTj^Las Casas and his son have been deported to the

Cape of Cood Hope.
ASIA.

A dreadful epedemic prevails in many of, the

British provinces. "Ever}- family is suffering in

the loss of some of its members." The 66th reg.
had 300 men, and the 87th 200 more in hospital, at

Cawnpore.
The English flag still flew on Java, on the 1st cf

October last. The business of the transfer not
then being finished with the Dutch, who were mak-

ing arrangements for taking possession of the Mo-
luccas.

The French are about to reinstate a college at

Pondicherry, which is soon to be ceded tothern.
The Wahabee Arabs have been subdued by the

Turks, and compelled to guarantee the payment of
the tribute, exacted by the delivery of hostages.—
The "holy cities" of .Mecca and Medina are now
possessed by the Ottomans.

WEST INDIES.
The dreadful fever, which lias so long ravaged

several of the West India islands, siill rages. Near-
ly 1000 men of the garrison of Bridgetown, Bar-
badfles, arc said to have d^ed pf '<

ed himself for his good conduct to neXitrals. He is

said to have 12 or 13 vessels under his comnjand.
A royal Spanish schooner was lately blown up in

an action with one of Brion's squadron, and every
one of the crew, 60 or 70 men, perished.
A letter from Cadiz, of the 11th of Feb. state.;,

that the expedition of 15,000 men, destined for

South America, was ready to sail, with an escort of

a ship of the line and several frigates.

Law Case.
Commonwealth cf Pennsylvania, "^

VS
V . C

J\ irfiolus A'jslnjf. \
The grand inquest for the city and coynty of Pi.:

ladelphia, having preferred a bill of indictment fot

a rape against Nicholas Koslolf, consul-general of
Ins imperial majesty the emperor of Russia, a mo-
tion has been made to quash the indictment fo;

want of jurisdiction in this court. Twocaus.es arc

assigned for our want of jurisdiction.
— 1st. That

the privilege of immunity from criminal prosecu
lions is conferred on. consuls by the law of nations
2nd. That by the constitution and laws of the Din-
ted States exclusive jurisdiction in all cases affect

nig consuls is vested in the courts of the United
States.

1st. It is granted, thai by the modern law of na-

tions, ambassadors and other public ministers, are

in general, exempt from criminal proseputions.-
Perbaps th^-e are som p ojlen jcs, such as an attempt
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on the life of the sovereign near whom they reside,

which would warrant their punishment. But in

every thing shfcft of an extreme case it is more con-

ducive to the peace and more agreeable to the usage
of nations, to send them to their own sovereign,

to receive f.om him the punishment they deserve.

It has not been contended that a consul is a public

minister, but it is said, that a consul general, such

as Mr. Kosloff, is prohibited from exercising trade

and commerce, and entrusted with important con-

cerns of his sovereign, so nearly resembles a pub-
lic minister, that he is entitled to some of his pre-

rogatives, and in particular- to exemption from

criminal prosecution. In considering this case we

must exclude from our view, the august perscnage
to whom allusion was made in the argument. Con-

is to be full and perfect immunity concerning the

chancery and its papers, bat the house of the con-
sul is to be no asylum for persons or effects; and
in our other treaties the most that is stipulated in

favor of consuls is, that they shall respectively en-

joy the same prerogatives and powers, that are

granted to those of the most favored nations. Those
treaties afford a strong proof of the usages of na-

tions, for it cannot be supposed, that they should
have omitted to secure consuls from criminal pro-
secutions, if it had been thought desirable or usual,
to afford them that protection. But there is not

wanting more direct proof of the opinion of our
own government. In the "act for the punishment
of certain crimes against the United States," passed
April 30, 1790, penalties are inflicted on persons

cerning his high character, and the intimacy of the I who sue out process from any court against an am
relations to be preserved with him, there is but ! bassador or other public minister; but the act is si

one voice, one wish. These considerations would
}

lent as to consuls. And what is directly to the

have their deserved weight in their proper place,
j point, the 9th sec. of the "act to establish the ju

but before us, there is only a naked question of

right, in which all nations are equally concerned,
for we cannot i ut see that what is granted as the

right of one, must be conceded as the right of all.

The law of nations is to be sought for in the usages
of nations, in the opinions of approved authors and
in treaties, and in the decisions ofjudges* with re-

gard to the privileges of consuls, there is some dif-

ference of opinion, among respectable authors.—

Wicquefort, Bynkershoeck and Marten's allow to a

consul no privilege, against suits civil or criminal;

and the reason they assign is, that consuls in no

manner represent the person of their sovereign, but

are sent for the purpose of assisting his subjects,

particularly in matters of commerce, and some
times of deciding disputes, which may arise between

them, by permission of the government in whose
dominions they reside, (see Wicqueforte l'Ambas-

deur, book 1, page 65; Bynkershoeck deforolegato-

rum, chap. 10, page 110. Barbeyrac's translation

into French, Marten's summary of law of nations,

book 4, chap. 3d, sec. 8.) Opposed to them is Vat-

tle, who though he does not assert that a consul

is entitled to the privileges of a public minister, in

general, is yet of opinion that from the nature of

bis funci ns, "lie should be independent of the or-

dinary criminal justice of the place where he re-

sides so as not to be molested or imprisoned, unless

he himself violates the law of nations by some
enormous crime." Vattle, vol. 2, chap. 2. sec. 34.

I am not quite sure what is m,eant by violating the

law of nations in this passage. Crimes against the

law of nations, we sometimes understood to he
crimes which all nations agree to punish

—Such
are murder and rape, among all civilized nations,
and if that be the meaning of Yattle, his authori-

ty would not exempt the consul from the present
Prosecution. But what is of more weight than the

judgment of authors, however respectable, is the

opinion and the practice of our own government,
and that of the foreign nations with whom we have
had intercourse. We have had treaties with Trance,

Spain, Great Britain, Holland, Prussia, and Sweden,
in all of which the subject of consuls has been in-

roduced, and in not one of which have consuls
•n protected from suits civil or criminal. I say

nothing of our trreaties with the Barbary powers,
because there are special reasons why all nations

dicial courts of the United States," passed Sept.
24, 1789, vests the district courts with j urisdiction
of offences committed by consuls, in which the pu-
nishment did not exceed a fine of 100 dollars, &c.
8tc. Neither are we left, on this importsnt subject
without the light ofjudicial decision. Mr. Ravara.
consul from Genoa, was indicted and convicted of
a misdemeanor in the circuit court of the United
States. He was defended by able counsel, who
contended for his privilege, on the authority ofVat-
tle. But the court decided against him, and it is

worthy of remark that C. J. Jay presided, who had
been long employed in a diplomatic function of a

high grade at the court of Madrid, and was one of
the ministers of the Unitp>' States, who negociated
at Paris, the treaty which established our indepen-
dence. No perron certainly had better opportune
ties of knowing the usage of nations, or a better

capacity of improving those opportunities. From
all these considerations, I cannot hesitate in the

opinion, that there is nothing in the law of nations
which protects the consul-general of Russia from
this indictment.

2d. A more difficult question remains to be con-
sidered. Is the jurisdiction of this court taken

away by the constitution and laws of the United
States. Before I go into an examination of the con-

stitution and laws, it may not be improper to say a
word or two respecting the subject out of which
this question arises An agent ofa foreign govern-
ment, accused of a crime committed in the state
of Pennsylvania, claims not an exemption from trial,

but the right of being tried by a court of the Uni-

ted States. His public relations are not with the
state of Pennsylvania, but with the government of
the United States, and if the emperor of Russia
should suppose that he had cause to complain of
our treatment of his officer, he must address him-
self not to the governor of Pennsylvania, but to

the preisdent of the United States. But even
where there was no cause of complaint, cases may
be easily supposed, in which the president might
think it more conducive to the peace of the nation

to send a foreign agent out of the country to be pu-
nished by his own sovereign, than to inflict punish-
ment on him, by our own laws. These considera-

tions are so manifest, that when the people of the

United States were about to form a federal govern-
who send consuls u> them take care to provide i ment, through which alone they were to maintain

expressly for their personal security. In the treaty
with Great Britain, made in 1794,' consuls are ex-

pressly declared to be subject to punishment by
the law of the country in which they reside. By

an intercourse with foreign nations- it would have
seemed a want of common prudence not to commit
to that government, the management of all affairs

respecting the public agents of those nations.-

he eorrsu'.y convention with. France i;i 378S, thorc Let irs now advert to the instrument of our fede^
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-at union, and we shall soon perceive, that the

Statesmen who framed it, were perfectly aware

of the importance of placing all foreign public

agents, consuls included, under the complete

superintendence of the federal government.
Jt was through the judicicial power, that those

persons could principally be affected. According-

ly we find it provided by the 2d sec. of the 3d art.

of the constitution, that the judicial power shall

extend "to all cases affecting ambassadors, other

public ministers and consuls"—words more com-

prehensive cannot be devised. They include suits

of every kind, civil, and criminal. This is not de-

nied by the attorney-general of Pennsylvania, nor,

ae I understand, is it denied, that by virtue of this

provision, congress has a right to declare by law,

that in no case, civil or criminal, should a state

court have jurisdiction over a consul. But it is

contended, that until congress does by law declare

so, the state court have concurrent jurisdiction

with the courts of the United States; or rather, that

in the case before us, the state courts alone have

jurisdiction,
because congress having passed no

law defining the crime, or the punishment of rape,

the courts of the United States cannot take cogni-

zance of the offence. The constitution in the 1st

sec. of the 3d article, declares in what courts the

judicial power shall be vested, viz. in one supreme
court, and in such inferior courts as the congress

may from time to time ordain and establish. In

the secon 'section, it enumerates the different cases

to which the judicial power shall extend, and then

goes on to direct the distribution of that power

among the different courts, "In all cases affecting

ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls,

and those in which a state shall be a party, the su-

preme court shall have original jurisdiction. In all

the other cases before mentioned, the supreme
court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to

law and facts, with such exceptions and under such

restrictions as the congress shall make." Thus the

judicial power, extending to all cases affecting con-

suls, and that portion of it which respects consuls,

being vested in the supreme court, it follows that

as soon as the supreme court was organized by law,

it become immediately vested with original juris-

diction in every case in which a consul might be

affected. But was this an exclusive jurisdistion?
The opinion of the supreme court, in Marbury vs.

Madison, 1 Cranch 137, goes far towards establish-

ing the principle of exclusive jurisdiction. The

point decided in that case, was, that where the

constitution had vested the supreme court with

appellate jurisdiction, it was not in the power
of congress to gire it original jurisdiction, and

the whole scope of the argument maintained in

the court's opinion goes to prove, that where
the constitution had given original jurisdiction,
it was not in the power of congress to give ap-

pellate jurisdiction. This will appear from the

following extract from that opinion. If congress
remains at liberty to give this court appellate juris
diction where the constitution has declared their

jurisdiction shall be original; and
original juris-

diction where the constitution has declared it shall

be appellate, the distribution of jurisdiction made
in the constitution, is form without substance.—
Affirmative words are often in their operation nega-
tive of other objects than those affirmed, and in this

case a negative, or exclusive sense must be given
to them, or they have no operation at all. If the

solicitude of the conventiou "with respect to our

peace with foreign powers, induced a provision that

the supreme court should take original jurisdiction

in cases which might be supposed to affect them;

yet the clause would have proceeded no further
than to provide for such cases if no further restric-

tion on the power of congress had been intended ,

That they should have appellate jurisdiction in all

other cases, with such exceptions as congress might
make, is no restriction unless the words be deemed
exclusive of original jurisdiction."
Xow taking this to be the construction of the

constitution, all those parts of the "act to establish

the judicial courts of the United States," which

vestjurisdiction in cases affecting consuls, in the
district or circuit courts, would be unconstitution-

al and void; and if it was intended by the constitu-

tion, that no inferior court of the United States,
should have jurisdiction, it cannot be supposed that
the state court was to have it, because there are
much stronger reasons for denying it to the state

courts, than to the inferior courts of the United
States. It will be perceived that the principle
shakes the decision in the case of Bavara who was
convicted in the circuit court, though not that part
of the decision, which respects the privileges of :i

consul. But if the two cases cannot be reconciled,
the circuit court must give way. Supposing, how-

ever, for argument sake, that the constitution does
not vest the supreme court with exclusive jurisdic-

tion, let ivs see whether congress has not excluded
the states courts by the judiciary act, passed 24th

September, 1789. By the 9th section, the district

courts are vested exclusively of the courts of the se-

veral states, with cognizance of "all crimes and of-

fences that shall be cognizable under the authority
of the United States, committed within their res-

pective districts, where no other punishment than

whipping, not exceeding thirty stripes, a fine not

exceeding $100, or a term of imprisonment not

exceeding six months, is to be inflicted
" Consuls

are embraced in this jurisdiction, as plainly ap-

pears by considering the whole section, and as was
declared by the court in JManhardt vs. Soderstrom,

(1 Bin. 138.) Then comes the 11th section by
which the circuit court are vested with exclusive

cognizance of "all crimes and offences cognizable,
under the authority of the United States, except
where the said act otherwise provides, or the laws
of the United States shall otherwise direct, current

jurisdiction with the district courts, of the crimes
and offences cognizable therein." Does not this

exclude the state courts from jurisdiction in the

case of consuls.

The only argument attempted, or that can be
devised in support of the negative, is that no of-

fence is cognizable in any court of the United States

until congress has declared it to be an offence, and

prescribed the punishment. This is the only con-

sideration which ever had the least weight in my
mind—but upon mature reflection, I am unable to

deny, that the courts of the United States can take

cognizance, when I find it written in the consti-

tution that the supreme court shall have jurisdiction
in all cases affecting a consul— Is he not affected in

criminal cases mu«h more than in civil. How then
can I say that the supreme court has no jurisdic-
tion ? But how, or by what law is he to be punish-
ed, in case of conviction? Shall he be punished
hy the law of Pennsylvania, where the offence \vi«

committed, in as much as there is no other express
law which reaches his case, and it is on account oi

the person only that jurisdiction is given to the

courts of the United States? Does the 34th sec-

tion of the judiciary act apply to the punishment of

offences, by which it is enacted, "Tint the laws o:

" the several states, except where the constitution,
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"
treaties, dr statutes of the United Slates shall

" otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded
" as rules of decision in trials at common law in the

f« courts of tlie United States, in cases where they
*'

apply?
"

May a person convicted in a court of

the United States, of' a crime of the highest grade,

concerning which congress has made no provision,
be punished according to the opinion of judge Sto-

ry, in the United States, vs Coolidge; by fine and

imprisonment, on the principles of common law ?

1st Galleson's Rep. 488. Or is the constitution to

be so construed as to exclude the jurisdiction of

all inferior courts, and yet Buffer the authority of

the supreme court to lie dormant, until called into

action by a law which shall form a criminal code on

the subject of consuls ? These are the questions
which may embarrass those who have to answer

them, but are not necessary to be answered here.

No embarrssment, however, could equal that into

which this court would be thrown, should it de-

termine that no court of the United States has ju-
risdiction in a case which affects a consul in every

thing short of life,
when the constitution declares

that the supreme court shall have jurisdiction in

<:ll cases concerning him. Upon full consideration

I am ofopinion that the indictment should be quash-
ed, because this court has no jurisdiction.
-Justice Brackenridge concurred on the second

ground, declining to give any opinion on the first,

as he did not deem it necessary.

Legislature of New-York.
THINGS FOn HEFEHEXCE.

The legislature of New-York adjourned on the

35th inst. Among the laws passed were 24 for in-

corporating turnpike and bridge companies, 10 for

erecting new towns, 1 for erecting a new county, 4
for incorporating banks, and several for laying out

new roads.

But the most important law is that which pro-
vides for the immediate commencement of the

canals which are to unite the lakes with the Hud-
son. The act authorises the commissioners to bor-

row money for this great work, and assigns certain

revenues and taxes to aid the funds, expected to

produce 300,000 dollars per annum. The follow-

ing were the yeas and nays on the iinal passage of
The bill:

In the assembly.
AYES—Messrs. Albert, Ambler, Barber, Barnes, Beach, Beck-

witb. Brown. Bjir.Xms, Camp, Campbell, Carpenter, Child, Click.

Day, Dickinson, Duer, Eldridge, Faulkner, Finch. Fonda, Fo>-d,

Gaiison, A. Green, Gros, Hammond. Hedges. Hilton, Houghtaling,
Hulbert, Jackson, Lar/.elere, Lee, Marsh. Maynard, G. Miller, J.

Miller, Mooers, Mott, Noble, Olmstead, Osnander, Palmer. Pen-

dleton, Pitcher, Pixley, Plaft. Porter, Prendergast, Rochester,

Hoseburgh, Rosecrantz, Si us. R. Smith. Speaker, Taber, Turner,

'.Vakelv, Wallbridge, Watson, Webb, Wells, Wilcoxson, Williams
Wilson- 64.

NOES— Messrs. Blauvelf. Calleuder. Carman, Cook, Corson,
Croliua, Doty, Einott, Gale, Heem-y, Jovs, Keeler, Kissam, M'Fad-

den, Mann, Miles, A. MiUer, , Parsons, Peltit, Komaine, Russell,

>>anford, Sargeant, Sherman, E. Smith. I. Smith. S. A. Smith,
Squire, Steboins, Tappet), Towrueud, Victory, Warner, Webster,
White, Wood-36.

In the senate.
AYES—Messrs. Allen. Bates, 13i< knell, Cantine, Cochran, Ilascall,

Hart, Keyes, Knox, Mailery, Prendergast, Koss, Sirunahan, Stewart,
..wart, Tibbits, Van Bonn. Van Vteluen— 1-.

NOES— Messrs. Bloom, Kowne. Crosby, Dayton, Ditmis, Elmell

dorf, Livingston, Koyes, Ogden—9«

The supply bill (says the ArgusJ making the

'ibiial allowance to the members and officers of the

legislature, &c. has passed both houses. It con-

tains a clause allowing one dollar per day to the

members, i:i addition to the four dollars already al

lowed by law, making the per diem compensation
five dollars. On a division being taken on the ques
tion in assembly, the votes stood as follows—

A \ liS—Messrs. Albert, Allen, Ambler. Benton, Blauvelt, Bowen'
Brown, Calrender. Cam]). Carll, Carpenter, Child, Cutk. Conklin'
Coursm, Crolius. Doty, Eldridge, Faulkner, Finch, Ford, Ganson.
A. Green, Gros, Hammond, Hawlev, Hetnev,Hopkins, Houghtaling.
Hulbert, Keeler. Laiztlere, Lee, Mann, Marsh, Maynard, Miles, G.
Miller, .1. Miller, Noble, Paine, Palmer, Pendleton, Piatt, Porter,
Prendergast, Rochester, Romavne. Roseburgh, Russell, Sanfurd,
Sears. Sharpe, Sherman, E. Smith, I. Smith, R. Smith, S. A. Smith,
Squire, Stebbins.Tappen,Townsend, Turner, Walbridge, Warner.
Webb, Webster, White, Wilson, Wood—70.
NOES—Messrs. Barber, Beach, Beckuith. Campbell, Carman,

Cook, Da>, Dickinson, Emott, Fonda, Gale, Hilton, Jackson. Jones,
Kissam, M'Faddcn. A.Miller, Mooers,Mott, Olmstead.Parsons.Pettit,
Pitcher, Pixley, ltozeerantz. Sargent, Speaker, Taber, Victory,
Watson, Wilcoxson, Williams—32.

Tlie bill for reducing he salaries of certain offi-

cers was lost by tlie disagreeing vote between the
two houses.

Counsellor G'Garnish.
FROM A LATE LONDON PAPER.

We take shame to ourselves for not having soon-
er noticed the very able address to the court of

king's bench during the last term, of a barrister
from the sister kingdom, in the cause, Serge against
Sabretach. The following is, we believe, a pretty
correct report of it:—
"When I look around me, and above me, and be-

low me, and dizzily ponder over the tide of time,
which rolling through this elevated edifice, sweeps
the mighty and the mean to one common bourne,
whence, as the poet of nature informs us, no tra-
veller returns—when I reflect that the court which
I now address, nay perhaps the very segment of the
seat 1 now occupy, was heretofore enlightened by
that Aurora Borealis of legal effulgence, which
formed a halo en the brdws of a Dunning and a

Mansfield, I feel rooted with terror to the ground,-
and paralyzed in my lower extremeties like the
marbled thighed monarch in the Arabian tales.

Would to Heaven that the red haired founder of
this venerable hall had snatched Tyrrell's dar:

from his own bosom, and plunged it into mine, ere
[ had essayed this office! But the different epochs
of our existence checks the wish!—My lords, my
client, the plaintiff, is ofthe useful class of beings
(nine of whom were heretofore supposed to con-.

stitute a man) who give broad cloth to the back—
serge to the stomach—buckram to the body-
thickset to the thigh ! His manners are modest—his conduct is creditable—his shop shewy—and
his residence is RatclifFe. The defendant is an
officer of dragoon's, recently drawn from the pur
lieus of Pail-Mall, and quartered at Hounslow.—
Luckily for him the days of drawing and quar-
tering are over, or wrongs like my client's might
justify the corporal partition.

—It might be acci

dent, it might be design, which caused captain
Sabretach, on a visit to the Wapping docks, to

lounge over Ratcliffe highway. Attracted by these

words, "Serge, taylor and habit maker," he halted at

the plaintiff's door. An elegant pelisse, with arms

extended, hung swinging on the door post
—he en--

tered the shop and with a blandishment well suited

to the perfidy of his purpose, he ordered a pelisse
of the same workmanship and materials. The su-

perb ornament started like the web ofArachne from
the fingers of the plaintiff's journeymen, and on the

Monday week following, the defendant issued from
the Hounslow barracks, the envy and admiration oi

his booted brethern. His collar was of sable fur

"Get me a suit of sables," cried he, mimicking the
m.irchofthe duke of Denmark; but when he would
have added,

" devils wear black," the daemon ofdark-

ness stuck in his throat. My lords, you are (and

long may you continue to be) clad in the robes of

office, and you know what fur is. When you reflect

that thepelissc was of extra-superfinC French- brown r
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that hands of braids were buttoned on the bosom,] Mr. Michaux has published at Paris, in English,
with a fork of ditto behind: that the side seams his A'orth American Sylva, or description of the fo-

were finely and fully figured; that the tassels were

tamboured; and that frogs, presumptuous as those

of Pharoh, enveloped the defendant from chitter-

lin to chine, you will not, I am sure, elevate your

eye-brows with extra-astonishment, when you learn

that the price demanded was seventeen pounds
fourteen shillings and sixpence. The plaintiff was

pressing—the defendant was dunned; but cash not

being forth-coming, the plaintiff drew a bill of ex-

change for the amount, which the defendant accept-

ed, payable at Messrs. Child and company's, Temple
bar. The bill was presented when due, and was
noted for non-payment. God forbid that I should

imput* any blame to Messrs. Childs and Company.
Their answer was "no effects;" and after sedulous

enquiry, I find that when a man has no money in a

banker's hands, such banker is not bound to pay his

drafts. This my lords, the defendant must have

known. His acceptance, therefore, was a mockery
of the lace merchant; it was buttering the bacon of

baseness; it was thrusting the red hot poker of pert-
ness into the already blazing conflagration of my
client's grievances. The defendant had now thrown

away the scabbard, and the plaintiff drew the sword.

He issued out a writ, in the name of George the

Third, of the united kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland—Ireland, in its unfathomed caves of despot-
ism; that hapless tin-kettle, doomed to be eternally

appurtenant to the tail of the dog of war. A decla-

ration was filed, cautiously containing counts for

goods sold and delivered, and for work and labor,
with a notice to plead in eight days. Even now the

plaintiff did more than by legal courtesy he was
bound to perform. He demandeda plea—how primi-
tive the process! other-vise judgment

—how awful the

alternative!

"This was contumeliously contemned: it was
treated as Brutum Fulmen. But the plaiiitiff, my
lords, was no mimic Jove, bantering and blustering
from a bridge of brass; Serge, and not Salmoneits,
was the antagonist whom the defendant was to cope
with. The bolt was hurled, and interlocutory judg-
ment was signed for want of a plea. At this stage
of the proceedings, the plaintiff's attorney put into

my unexperienced hands, an affidavit of the cause
and action. The motion he wished me to submit to

your lord hips was novel and arduous. Seniors in

silk, and Puisnes in prunella, would have shrunk
from its experiment. But, full ofmy client's wrongs,
and swelling like the Sybil with my subject, even so.

humble an individual as myselfnow ventures to move
your lordships

—that it may be referred to the mas-
ter to compute principal and interest on the bill of

exchange upon which this action is brought!"

CHRONICLE.

rests trees of the United States, Canada, and Nova
Scotia, in six half volumes imperial octavo, with
150 coloured prints. This edition, it appears from
the prospectus, contains some additions.
The U. S. brig Boxer, capt. ,T. Porter, has sailed

from New-York on a cruize in the Gulph of Mexico
and the West-India seas.

In consequence of the alarm existing on the fron-
tiers of Georgia, by the hostility of the neighboring
Indians, gen. Floyd, who commands a brigade of
militia in that quarter, has been authorised by the

governor to adopt such measures for the safety of
the people as he may deem necessary.

Dr. Wheelock, president of the Dartmouth col-

lege, New-Hampshire, died on the 11th inst. aged
63 years. He was distinguished for pietv, learning
and goodness of heart, and succeeded his father in

the presidency of the college in 1779. His last act
of munificence was a donation of $40,000 to the

university which had long been the object of his
solicitude.

The Ron.-p.-On the 11th inst. in the United States
district court of Virginia, judge Tucker presiding,
the schooner Romp, with her tackle, guns, &.c.

were declared to be forfeited to the United States;
for being employed in cruising against, and com-
mitting hostilities upon, the subjects of the king of.

Spain, &c.—On the 15th, Thomas Taylor, by his

proctor, John Wickrtian, Esq. prayed an appeal
from the decree, which was allowed, on or before
the 1st of May, upon the security of 500 dollars.

Cold.—A letter from Bangor, Maine, dated April
4, says "snow here in the woods is three feet deep
on a level, and it continues to freeze every nisrht

hard."
3 b

Gov. S/telby has declined accepting the office of

secretary of war. It is well observed that "the good
old patriot has no reputation to gain, no ambition
to gratify, and thinks himself too far advanced in

years to assume the details of a burthensomeoffice."'

Expedition. A new novel, in two volumes, con-

taining 628 close printed pages, was put into the
hands of a printer at New York on a Wednesday, and
delivered by him complete to the bookseller on the

following Tuesday, in time to offer it for sale, bound,
at 6 o'clock in the evening.

Fast sidling.
—The ship Pacific was only seventeen

days on her passage from New-York to Liverpool.
The brig Eagle has arrived at Baltimore from Cape
Henry, Hayti, in Jive days from cape to cape.

Travelling.
—The distance from the falls of the

Ohio to New-Orleans is 1502 miles. A steam boat,
with a full cargo, has performed the voyage in seven

days work—the whole passage occupying nine davs,
two of which she was detained by grounding on a
sand bar.

Exchange.—Though the banks have generally re-

the National Intelligencer, that the President of the
United States, accompanied by gen. Swift, chief of
the corps of engineers, by the general officer com-

manding in the several districts, and, occasionally,

by a naval officer, will visit the posts northwardly,
along the whole Atlantic border; thence to Piatts-

burg, and to Sackett's Harbor, and on to Detroit,
and homeward through the country, lie proposes
to travel without his family, as a citizeii, »u business,
and will refuse to attend to any public or private
invitations which a respect for his public or private
character may induce, as tending to break in upon
his arrangements. A similar tour to the southward
and westward is, also, contemplated

The President.—We are given to understand, by, sumed specie payments, there is still diffej ences of

exchange. At New-York, April Id, they were giv-
en thus: South Carolina & to 1 pe? cent prem.
Boston, par to i per cent. prem. Georgia, par; Phi-

ladelphia, par to i per cent. dis. Baltimore A dis«

Virginia, j dis. North Carolina, 1 dis. New Or-
leans 2 dis.

l'ut-in-bay island.—A Mr. Edwards, at New York,
is offering advantageous torms to those who will

make actual settlements on this island. We had
never heard of Put-in-bay until Perry, anchored his
victorious fleet in it.

The Jiupidan.
—Loammi Baldwin, esq. principal

Engineer to the Virginia board of public works, has

completed the survey «f the North Branch of the
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Rappahannock and commenced that of the Rapidan.
The fall from the top of Hart's Dam, to the mouth
of the Rapidan, a distance of 35 miles 102 rods, is

195 feet, 2 inches; and from the place of beg-inntng
to Fredericksburg-, a distance of 50 miles, 157 rods,

the fill is 310 feet, 4 inches.

Sugar.
—It is stated that the culture of sugar in

Louisiana, sold at §S 50 cents per cwt. has given
to a Mr. Perrett §782 for the labor of each hand

employed by him. This, however, is considered as

the maximum.
New-York.—65,000|g were distributed from the

schoolfund of this state during the last year. The
return of the militia, exclusive of about 20 compa-
nies not heard from, give an aggregate of 106,880
men—viz. 97,639 infantry, 6,434 artillery and 2,807

cavalry. There are ninety-six ne^uspapers printed
in this state—8 daily, 8 semi-weekly and the rest

weekly. "This is probably a greater, number (ob
serves the Albany ArgttsJ than is published in the

whole of Europe, if we except those published in

the city of London.
Abolition of slavery in the state of New-York.—By

a law passed on the thirty first of March, 1817, the

final and total abolition of slavery within this state,

is declared to take place on the 4th day of July,
1817. Tn this law it is enacted "That every^ ne-

gro, mulatto and mustee within this state born be-

fore the 4th day of July 1799, be free,-" and by the

same law it is further enacted, "that all negroes,
mulattoes and mustees born after the 4th day of

July 1799, shall be free;
—males at the age of 28

years, and females at the age of 25 years.
The great canal.—From what we .see in the pro-

ceedings of the legislature of Xew York, there is

a strong probability that the mighty work of con-

necting the great lakes with the Atlantic by a canal

from the Hudson to lake Erie, will be commenced.
The project is considered as "easily practicable"—
nothing but the funds seems wanting, and we should

suppose that the immense utility of the work ought
to command them.

Imprisonment for debt is abolished in the state of

New-York for all sums less than 25 dollars, pro-
vided the defendant makes oath that he does not

possess any property excepting such as is by law
now exempted from execution.

Auburn. We have a pleasant account of the de-

dication of a church, at Auburn, X. Y. which cost

between 16 and 17,000 dollars. A iittle while since

the spot where the village stands was a wilderness.

.Massachusetts—Gen. Brooks' majority for govern-
or, it is supposed, is abu'-it 8000.

Rhode-Island.—Nathaniel Knight, rep. is elected

governor of liho de-Island. His opponent was gov.
Jones.
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Hctc olirn ineminisse juvabit.
—Viiiqil.

raivrED i.yi) PriSLISKEI) I1Y H. NllIS, AT THE KXAD OF CHEAPSIDE, AT g5 PEK iSS'JM.

THE PRESENT STATE OF ENGLAND "I do not know that my efforts may be within the

Occupies the public attention, almost exclusively, scope ofyour plan to publish revolutionary speeches,
That the condition of this country is most distres-! orations, S:c. but I propose to transmit you in the

sing and truly alarming', cannot be "doubted—ascene,cours
l

e of the year, authentic documents respecting
or" misery presents itself for which we have no pa- jibe campaign

led by governor Dunmore, frith 1500
lallel : but there is no hope of reformation by the I troops, against the X. W. Indians, in the fall of 1774;

voluntary act of those in authority, and revolution] the left wing of whose army, consisting of 1000 rifle-

seems to be impracticable. The ministry and bo-] men, fought the battle at Point Pleasant, early in

rough-mongers have armed themselves by the most' the same month in which the first t evolutionary con-

despotic laws, and have the power to give them
\
press convened; also respecting au important bat-

effect by mercenary bayonets. The soldiers have! tie fought at the "Great Islands," upon Holstein, by
been so much accustomed to fire upon the people,! captains James Thompson and James Shelby with
that nothing remains for the latter but passive obe-ithe Cherokee Indians, led by the celebrated chief

dience, «r a desperate resistance offeree by force. It "Dragon Canoe," in the summer of 1776, in which
seems almost impossible thai they should remain the latter was signally defeated—also respecting a

quiet, for hunger, it is said, "will break through campaign, led by col. Christian with 2000 riflemen,
stone walls," but they appear wholly destitute of

| against the Cherokees in the fall of the same year—
the means and the men to afford any prospect of

j

also respecting a campaign against the southern
success in the dreadful alternative. If the wretch- 'Indians, in 1779, led by general Evan Shelby, with

edness and suffering that belongs to so large a par- ',

1200 riflemen—500 of whom were of the armv of
'lion of the English nation, was settled and pressed "general Geo. R. Clark, which campaign terminated

upon those who have destroyed "ad places assuil-\\n
the destruction of their establisbmentat "Chica-

ne"—the royalty, "nobility," gentry and clergy,"; mango," just above the "Muscle Shoals," on the

of the kingdom, no one would pity them; but we Tennessee—also respecting two severe actions

do pity the people—and yet, perhaps, so it is, that fought at the "Enoree" and "Cedar Springs," on the

the poor must suffer to make the rich feel as they J

waters of Broad river, South-Carolina, in the sum-

ought. We have chiefly appropriated this paper to|mer of 1780, against a superior Bri'ish force, by
800 riflemen, led by col. Shelby and the celebrated
col. Clark, of Georgia."
(Xj^Those things do not come within the scope of

our design respecting revolutionary papers; but

they are completely within the plan of the Regis-

ter, itself, and will be gratefully received and
promptly Inserted.

Camp ox poist fleasaxt,
Jit the mouth of Great Canavay, October, 1774.

For the satisfaction of the public, in this thevhave
a true state of the battle fought at this place on
the 10th instant. Monday morning, about half an
hour before sun-rise, two of c^pt. Russell's compa-
ny discovered a large party of Indians about a mile
from camp; one of which men was shot down by

i the Indians, the other made his escape and broughtThe following article details an account of what
J
in the intelligence; two or three minutes after, two

was, probably, the most obstinate battle ever! of capt. Shelby's men came in and confirmed the
fought with the Indians. The history of it was

[account.
passing to oblivion, with its actors; but it is hap- Col. Andrew Lewis being informed thereof, im-
pily rescued, in consequence of our project abont mediately ordered out col. Charles Lewis to take

shew the state of England, by the insertion of M
Brougham's speech on the "distress of the country"—which, long as it is, few will be willing to pass
over without an attentive perusal, as it certainly
contains a greater body of facts than ever before hail

been presented to view at one time. It was so re-

ceived by all parties in the house of commons,
where nothing but the reprehensions near its con-

clusion were objected to or denied, by several minis-

terialists who followed him. Many articles have
been laid aside to make room for it, -which shall be

attended to in our next.

Materials for History.

publishing a collection of revolutionary papers,
speeches, Sec. It was communicated to the editor
Vrom a source that guarantees its authenticity

—
with the following remarks:
"Your intention to collect revolutionary docu-

the command of one hundred and fifty men, of the

Augusta troops; and with him went capt. Dickison,
capt. Harrison, capt. Willson, capt. John Lewis, of

Augusta, and capt Lockridge, which made the first

division; col. Fleming was ordered to take com-
ments is highly approved with us. It is in my power! mand of one hundred' and fifty more, consisting of
to furnish authentic papers in relation to important Botetourt, Bedford and Fincastle troops—viz. capt.
.vents heretofore imperfectly detailed; some ofiBuford, of Bedford, capt. Love, of Botetourt, and
y.'hich, indeed, have entirely escaped the historian, capt. Shelby and capt. Russell, of Fincastle, which

"I enclose you the original report (and a copy lest
j

made the second division. Col. Charles Lewis' di-

you may not be able to decypher it) of the battle vision marched to the right some distance from the

°_ugbt
at the mouth of Kcnhawa, 10th of October,

1774. This statement is official, and was made on
*be ground the morning after the action; not more
vban five copies of it were preserved, and I have
been credibly informed, that it is now the only re-

maining official document in relation to tbit import-
an.t transaction.

-vor-. sir.

Ohio; col. Fleming, with his division, up the bank
of Ohio, to the left. Col. Lewis' division had not
marched quite halt a mile from camp, when about

sun-rise, an attack was made on the front of his di-

vision, in a most vigorous manner, by the united
tribes of Indians, Shawnees, Delawares, Mingoes,
[aways, and nf several other nations, in nmuber ncf:-
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the !k :<\ i fire of the enemy; in about a second of

minute after the attack on col. Lewis' division, the

encmv engaged the front of col. Fleming's divi-

1
> - s than eight hundred, and by many thought to country, and that during that period nothing what-
( :i , iisaiul; in this heavy attack col. Lewis re- ever had been done to bring the matter before them,

ctivcil a wound which in a few hours occasioned his lor to testify on their part what he considered a

death, and several of his men fell on the spot; in proper and becoming anxiety concerning such dis-

Jact lire Augusta division was forced to give way to
|

tress, he felt himself somewhat supported under
the magnitude of the question. They had, in fact,
allowed that interval to elapse, without doing any-

thing, except what lie conceived to be, with all due
sum, on the Ohio; and in a short time the colonel

j
respect for their proceedings, beginning at the

received two balls through his left arm, and one wrong end. They bad attempted to stifle the cries

thro
igii

! is breast, and after animating the officers
j-

of the people, in their sufferings and distress, in-

and soldiers, in a most calm mawner, to the pursuit ,

stead of probing the causes of those sufferings, or
of victory, retired to camp. I endeavoring to apply a remedy. He would put it.

The loss of die brave colonels from the field was however, to all who then heard him, to those gen-
sensibly-felfe by the officers in particular; but theitlemen, who might think with him, that the mea-

V.igusta troops being shortly (after) reinforced f»m I sures adopted were erroneous, and to those who
camp by col. Field, with his company, together believed them well founded, by the necessities of
with capt. M Dowel, capt. Mathews and capt. Stu-

1

the times, whether the time was not now come
art, from Augusta, and capt. ArbuGkle and capt.

]

when it behoved them to turn their attention from

M'Clennhan, from Botetourt, the enemy, no longer :
the effect to the cause; whether, having done what

able to maintain their ground, was forced to giveWay they could to preserve the public peace and tran-

till they were in a line with the troops of col. Flem-iquility, they ought not now to inquire into the

the bank of Ohio. In this pre- means of remedying those disturbances, ft

Field was killed; capt. Shelby with that view lie made bold to bring forwarc
ing, left in action on

cipitate retreat col. F
was then ordered to take the command. During jpresent question; too late, he admitted, in refer-

was
r'ard the

this time, which was after twelve o'clock, the ae

tion continued extremely hot—the close underwood,
many steep banks and logs, greatly favored their

retreat, and the bravest of their men made the best

use of them, whilst others were throwing their

dead into the Ohio and carrying off their wounded.
After twelve o'clock the action in a small degree

abated; but continued, except at short intervals,

slurp enough till after one o'clock; their long re-

treat gave them a most advantageous spot ofground,
from whence it appeared to the officers so difficult

to dislodge them that it was thought most advisable

to stand as the line then was formed, which was
about a mile and a quarter in length, and had till

then sustained a constant and equal weight of the

action, from wing to wing. Tt was till about half

an hour of sunset they continued firing on us scat-

tering shots, which
r
we returned to their disadvan-

tage; at length night coming on, they found a safe

retreat. They had not the satisfaction of carrying
off any our men's scaips, save one or two stragglers,
whom they killed before the engagement. Many
. C 4l. ,,'.->. ,!,ln/l A U . .-. „ n . -. 1 »-. .-. .1 .... (i.,-.., 4!w.n .«n , 1 „ .. 1 A

ence to the general subject, but yet not too late,
he hoped, to do some good. He was aware there
was nothing so injudicious as to begin a discussion
of that kind, by hazarding any large and general
predictions with regard to what would be its result;
nevertheless he would venture to say, he most con-

fidently expected, whatever difference of opinion
might exist upon particular topics, that a consider-
able majority of the house (if it should be neces-

sary to take the sense of it) would agree in hold-

ing, that the time was now come, when, the war

being ended, and great and general changes having
taking place in the situation of the whole world, it

was absolutely necessary for us to enter upon a
careful and unfearing revision of almost the whole
of our commercial system, with a view to eradi-

cate those errors which time had demonstrated,
with a view to retrace those steps where it was
found we had deviated from sound policy, with a

view to accommodate our laws to that change of"

circumstances, and with a view to abandon many
frantic and senseless prejudices, unworthy the age

of their dead they scalped rather than we should
j

in which we lived, and unworthy ofthe character and
have them; but our troops scalped upwards of judgment of the nation. He should begin by enter-

ing upon what lie considered to be the fundamental

part of the inquiry that ought to be instituted.—
They were all aware that there existed in the coun-

try a great degree of distress. He might, in ge-
neral terms, say, that in its extent and amount it

was wholly unprecedented in any former period of
our history. It was, indeed, a matter of such ge-

iwenty of those wuo were first killed. It is beyond
doubt their loss in number far exceeds ours, winch

is considerable.

Field officers killed—Col. Charles Lewis and col.

John Field. Fieldofficers -wounded—Col. M m. Flem-

ing. Captains killed—John Murray, Samuel YYi!i-

• on, Robert M'Clpnahan and diaries Ward. Cap
tains -.vmmded—Thomas Btiford, John Dickison and "era! notoriety, that it would hardly appear neces-

Johit Skulmorc. Subalterns' killed—t/rent. Hugh Al-I s"7 to enforce it by any particular proofs or illus-

ion, ensign Mathew Brakin, ensign Cundiff. Sahal- trations, were it not, that unless the house were
mr: -n^ir.ided—Lieut. Lard, lieut. Vance, Lieut. Gol j«dly

and deeply impressed with the precise degree
man and iieut.

v,James Robison, and aboiit 46.spies, j

of misery that prevailed in specific districts, it

pergeanfs and private men killed, and about iJO Kvould iii vain attempt either to probe its sources,
lor apply a remedy. He might infer, indeed, from
the number of petitions that were presented (not-

withstanding what had been urged respecting the

mode of obtaining signatures to them) coming as

they did from such a variety of places andpeTsons,
that they furnished a strong evidence in support of

He might appeal next to the state

wounded.

JVIr. Brougham/ » speech.
HOUSE OF COMM.;X«. STARCH 13.

Distress of the country.
Mr. Brougham, in rising, pursuant to notice, to

j

the assertion,

bring this very important subject forward, said, |
of our trade and commerce, as additional evidence,

when he considered that the period of the session furnished by the returns laid upon their table. At
was well nig:: passed in which it was the custom of [the same time he was aware there was nothing
that house, at former periods of great national dis- more fallacious, generally, than arguments which
xlcess, to take into consideration tlje state of the were vrljolly founded upon out imports and exports,
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and he would allow, that those returns did not shew
the exact measure or extent ofour distresses. But,
as far as they went they were not unimportant docu-

ments; audit appeared from them, by a comparison j

between the two years 1S15 and 1S16, that there

Bras a deficit i:i tonnage upon the latter year, :

amounting to 820,000, or equal Lo 5000 vessels. He i

»p >ke of the aggregate as referable to one year on-
1

population of 84,000, contained in that town, it was
calculated that 27,500 or about one-third on the

whole, were at this moment parish paupers. Of 'he

workmen, one-third were wholly out of employ,
and the poors' rates there, had risen to between 50
and 60,0001. a year—a sum, exceeding, as he under-

stood, what was formerly paid bv that town under
the property tax. In 18 1 2, a period of great dis-

of exports and imports; and that alone, hei tress, instead of one-third receiving parish reli

thought, exhibited a striking fact, when they con

kldered that 1315 was the first year of peace, and

1816, in whioh that great diminution occurred, was ,

the second year of peace. Those returns spoke asi

lo the tonnage inwards and outwards, but they did
J

not tell anything as to the difference between the:

exports and imports of that period; a difference,
which he would venture to say, instead of being in

the proportion of 5000 vessels, Would be found to
J

constitute a defalcation vastly greater in amount.—
He was well aware that many millions of goods had!

been sent abroad, for which no returns had been

received, and which, in fact, would never produce j

a sixpence. The returns upon their table would

g;ve them no information upon that point; theyi
would not show what proportion of those goods |

had already found a market, what proportion of

them were yet likely to find a market, or what pro-

portion of those imported into this country had
found one. They had known 1 imes of great nation-

id distress in former periods, but nothing that could

compare to the present in its general amount. In

18'JO there was a great scarcity, greater than was
now felt, but no distress ensued beyond what tiie

reach of time could remedy, for though provisions
were dear, workmen were in full work, and thus

enabled, in some degree, to sustain the evil. In

1312 there was distress, accompanied indeed by a

slighter pressure ef dearth than in 1800, but by a

considerable diminution in the rate of wages.
—

Wretched, however, as the circumstances were in

which the manufacturing population of the country
was then placed, yet when compared with the pre-
sent misery, it actually rose into a period of pros-

perity. It would be necessary for him, and he

hoped the house would grant him their indulgence

[hear!] to go shortly into a few particulars respect-

ing the great staple manufactures of the country,!
and they would then see how general and unvari-

j

ed the distress was which now prevailed. He would
j

first take the clothiers, which branch of trade, how-j

ever, from accidental circumstances, was not so
de-j

pressed as others of our great staples. One reason I

was, that some of the foreign markets did not hap-!

pen to be over-stocked with that manufacture. He-

held in his hand the result of statements which he
had received from several of the principal clothing
districts in Yorkshire; he alluded to Leeds-, Hud-
derstield, Wakefield, and Halifax. He had taken
the number of men employed in those brandies,
which suffered the most, at 2,300 in August last;

of that number one-third were now wholly out of

employ, and of the remaining two-thirds, only one-

third had full work; in other words, only two men
in nine, at the present moment, had full work.—
The distresses in other parts of that country were
not so considerable; but in the clothing districts of]
ihe west of England they were greater Lhan any]
thing that could be conceived. In passing to the!

iron trade, as carried on at Birmingham, and hi the I

neighboring counties, a much moregloomy picture]
was presented; and Birmingham might be consi-
dered as a fair symptom of the state of the neigh-

j

Coring counties, connected as they were with it, in

all the branches of their internal trade. Upon a|

and only 27,0001. a year was paid for poors' rates,
instead of nearly 60,0001. yet that period was then

thought to be one of unparalleled difficulty. The
population of Birmingham might be divided into

lour classes, in the view of their wages and labor.

The first were the miners, employed in obtaining
the raw materia!; the second, those who were em-

ployed in the manufacture of arms; the third, the

nailors; and the fourth, the common artificers.—
With respect to the first, who formerly received
18s. or a guinea a week, they could now get only
8s. or 10s. Those who were engaged in tiie manu-
facture of arms, and who used to receive some-
times as much as three guineas a week (though he
admitt ,1 that was an exorbitant rate of wages, aris-

ing from particular circumstances) now received,
when they obtain employ ment, ro more than 7s fid.

The nailors, who commonlv earned about tweive
or fifteen shillings a week, were rather better off

in comparison with the others, but their wages was
now down as iow as nine shillings; while the com-
mon artificers were absolutely working at one shil-

ling a day. But the most remarkable proof of the

degree to which the distress actually existed was
to be found in the fact, that whereas the wives and
children of the men who used to be employed, and
whose wages doubled the earnings of tiie family,
were now wholly unemployed. He did not wish to

mingle any thing of a political nut ire with his de-

scription of these distresses, but he felt it due to the

character of those Unhappy persons to state (and
he did so from the most accurate information com-
municated by individuals who did no', coincide with
him in political sentiments) that a more peaceable,

loyal, and tranquil set of men was not to be found
in the whole of his majesty's dominions [hear, hear,

hear!]. It was painful to say, that great and severe
as the distress was in Birmingham and its vicinity,
the picture became infinitely more melancholy,
when they looked at that great ancient staple of
our country (ancient in comparison with the last

mentioned) the cotton trade. It was well known
to that house, that the cotton manufacture was di-

vided into two branches—the spinning and the

weaving; hut the numbers employed in weaving was
out of all proportion greater than those employed
in spinning. In Lancashire alone there Was at least

half a million of persons who derived their support,
from the former. Their wages in 1800 were 13s.

3d. a week, taking the average of one thousand

workmen, Those thousand in 1802 were paid at a
Still higher average, for it amounted to 13s. lOd.—
In 1806 it came down to 10s. 6A. and in 180S, when
it pleased the government to retaliate measures

upon the em< my, and to quarrel with their best cus-

tomers, it was as low as 6s. 7d. In 1812, when we
pursued those measures stiil more closely, it fell

still further, and v. as only 6s. -kl. In 1316, a year
of peace, and while we were passing from that

transition which had been so much talked of, it was
5s. 2d. that was in last May; and in last January, it

reached the fearful point of depression of 4s. 3^d.

per week, from which, when certain customary
expences were deducted, little more than 3s. 3d.

was left to support Iruman Pife for seven, days.—
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"When he heard of that unexampled scene of liu

man misery, he was tempted to ask how it was pos
njble to sustain existence under such circumstances,

peared from a statement some days since in nil the

public prints, there were now 3000 journeymen
watch-makers out of employment; those who had

and whether it was practicable to administer chari- ', employment could earn only one-fourth of what
table aid?—To the first question he received the they were accustomed to earn, and during- the last

painful intelligence, that those miserable beings j

month only one sixth. The said persons also had
could purchase, with their scanty earnings, no more jbeen compelled to pledge tools used in their trade

than half a pound of oatmeal a day; which, mixed to different pawn brokers ofthe metropolis, amount-
with a HttLe salt and water, constituted the whole mgto 1500=£. There were other trades in London
of their food. In answer to the second he was in- suffering the same depression, for if he Was not

formed, that upon a calculation of what would be misinformed, there were at that present moment

necessary to afford them only a slight nourishment,
alittle milk, beer and meat, i'n addition to their oat-

meal, it appeared that no less a sum than 20,0001. a
week would be requisite. To talk ofcharity there-

fore, was utterly out of the question; the case lay

wholly beyond the reach of private benefaction, and
if remedied at all, must hope for remedy from
other sources. Whatwas the consequence of such

at least 18,000 journeymen tailors- out of employ-
ment. Another symptom of the present distress, he
took to be, the great discontent excited through-
out the country by the introduction of new ma-

chinery. Formerly, when any machines were in-

vented which dispensed with manual labor, though
perhaps partial discontent might be produced at

first, yet, as the workmen speedily found other

unexampled misery? Those poor wretches were channels of employment, which absorbed the dis

compelled, for their support, to part piece-meal with
j

engaged population with its industry, it did not
the whole of their property, from the little furni- amount to any thing like what was created at the

tnre of their cottages down to the cloaths which
sheltered them from the weather. They submitted
to their half pound of oat-meal and their salt and
water, upon a calculation, that if they sat up one

present moment. Now, however, the petitions upon
their table, from thousands and tens of thounands
of individuals, complaining of the introduction of

machinery, testified, that when they were once
hour longer at their work, they might earn indeed thrown out of one employment, no other was ready
t£d. fno're, a half penny of which would go to the

purchase of a candle, and the penny would remain
tor themselves; but then, they would be the less
able to go through their labor on the following day.
To such a frightful calculation were they reduced,
treating themselves like mere machines, and esti-

mating bv their physical powers, the utmost possi-
ble work which they could perform. At last, how-
ever, they were compelled to come upon the parish
for relic f. If from those particulars they ascended
to more satisf<ctory evidence, they would find in all

that had happened nothing but what might be ex-

pected to happen fi om the general signs of the
times. First, he would refer to the great diminu-
tion that had taken place in the consumption of
luxurious articles all over the country. He alluded
to a diminution in that consumption as attested by
the undeniable defalcation in the excise and cus-
toms during the last year. In like manner it would
be found, that all districts which depended upon
the manufacture of articles of luxurious consump-
tion had suffered first. The case of Spitalfields
was well known. The population of that place, af-

ter having exhausted the whole of the poors' rates,

to receive them, and that the capital which was saved

by machinery no longer produced that healing effect^

which it was wont to do. When sir Rich'd Arkwfight
invented that mechanical apparatus which had prov-
ed of such infinite use to the country, though de-

prived many hundreds of their livelihood at the

time, yet no particular discontent was excited. He
(Mr. Brougham) had applied to two of the greatest
cotton manufacturers in the kingdom, one in Scot-
land and one in England, for a calculation of the

saving in manual labor, effected by that machine.
The answer from both was so exactly alike (though
neither knew that the other was asked) that he wa9

justified in assuming it to be a correct calculation;-
and lie was informed that one man was made to do
as much as 100 men before. No violent discontent,

however, was expressed at its introduction. But the
case was very different now; and hardly knew whe-
ther to be sorry or glad at the change. Of late

there had been an accession to the machinery of the

country in the weaving trade, which, though not

likely to throw so many out of employment as sir

It. Arkwright's invention, yet bade fair to throw out
a great number of those already wretched cotton

had received a sum with the voluntary contribu-j
weavers. He alluded to what was called the power-

tions of individuals (which reflected "the highest I loom, by which one child could do as much work
honor upon the charitable and liberal character of

j

as two or three men. He would tell the house,
the metropolis)

—
[hear, hear!] equal to the whole! however, what was likely to impede the further

rental of that parish, taken at a rack rent. There progress of mechanical improvement. It was now
was an instance, tndo ed, of an estate in that parish,

j

actually found, for the first time in the history of

which paid nearly half its rent in poors' rates Even ' mankind, that the wages of labor were so low, and
the ordinary and common luxuries of watches, '(.the

distress so great/that manual labor was making
shewed the extent to which the present difficulty reprisals on machinery, that it was coming in compe-
aud distress prevailed. It appeared from what aii i

tition with machinery, and making it impossible for

honorable friend of his had stated, upon a former 1 evei1 °ue child to maintain its ground against the

evening, that a person in the town which he r'epre-
diminished claims of two or three men. There

sented, was accustomed to travel in the watch were other branches of manufacture, such as the

trade, ;md that he usually visited about two hun- 1 printing trade and lace trade, threatened, if he

dred and thirty towns and cities in the course of a might use the expression, with the introduction of

year, where he sold at least six hundred watches.
Last year, however, making precisely the same cir-

cuit and visiting precisely the same places, he sold

41. Perhaps a stronger symptom could not be pro-
duced of what he had asserted, of the great dimi-

nution in the consumption of articles merely luxu-

rious. Nor was the fact by any means peculiar to

machinery, and which not even the low rate of wa-

ges was Hkelv to keep out. The last symptom to

which he should allude, was the state of the money
market. He was aware there were some who re-

garded that question in a very different light to

which he did. He did not know whether the right
honorable gentleman opposite (the chancellor of the

She watch makers of Coventry. m Loadon as ap- j exchequer) concurred in an opinion which w*s en
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tertained by ahigh authority in another place; by no

less an authority than the prime minister ofEngland,
and who was also at the head of the financial de-

partment of this country. That noble earl had in-

dulged in the most flattering hopes, and derived

the most favorable auguries from the late rise in

the funds, which he was pleased to attribute, in

some sort of way, which he (Mr. B.) could not com-

prehend, to the suspension of the habeas corpus act
—

[hear, hear.'] That measure was considered by
the noble earl, as at least favorable to the commerce
of the country, whatever might be its injury to

the constitution. But suppose he were disposed
to turn the tables upon the first lord of the trea-

sury, and ask him to look at the still greater rise in

the funds after the report of the committee appoint-
ed to enquire into the contents of the green bag.
That report first unfolded the existence of the Spen
cean system, which might be found to have some

analogy with the funds, because, though the land

holder, in that system was to be despoiled, the

fundholder was still more violently denounced as a

monitor that should not be suffered to exist. There-

fore, if he chose to assume so trivial a principle, he

might with more propriety argue, that the rise of
the funds immediately after the promulgation of
that terrible plot, by the committee, was at least a

proof of the total disbelief, on the $art of* the fund-

holders, in the existence of any such plot. He
should not, however, resort to any reasoning ofathat

kind, but contend that the actual state of the mo-

ney market supported the arguments he had al-

ready advanced. It was well known that there ex-

isted an unprecedented facility in obtaining dis-

counts for bills at a short credit, at 4 and 4£ per
cent, which could not have been procured two or

three years ago. The stocks also had risen, aud
were now about ten per cent, nominally, more than

they were two years since. What did all that prove?
If he saw that there was any proportionate facility
in raising money upon land at 5 per cent, that was,

upon the very best security our law afforded—name-

ly, a mortgage; he might be disposed to stop before

he stated that that rise in the stocks, and that faci-

lity
in obtaining discount for bills, was only a proof

of the glut which prevailed in the money market.
The fact was, there was more money in the market
than could find employment in the trade of Eng-
land, and no capitalist chose to allow his money to

be more than six months beyond his reach. It was
on the same principle that there existed the nego-
ciation for loans to foreign powers. One of these,

namely, that with France, had been concluded, and
there was little doubt but a very considerable part
of the mor.ey advanced would be drawn from the

capital of this country. America had also two nego-
ciations of a similar nature in progress, with the

particulars of one he happened to be acquainted—
it was what was called a stock operation, and would
most probably be supplied from British funds, from
the utter impossibility of employing the capital of

the country in any encouraging speculation, either

commercial or manufacturing. The only remaining
point connected with that part of the question at

which he should cursorily glance, was the rate of

exchange, and he would only assure the house, that

before he sat down, he should feel that he had en

tirely failed in the views, he had taken of the ques-
tion, if he would not bring home to the conviction
of the house, that what was called the favorable rate

of exchange, was but another proofof the depressed
state of our trade—that it was the natural result of

and there being no import, and in the consequent
demands for bills to make remittances, the twenty
shillings British was raised between a 9th and a 12th

higher than the par. When such was the unexam-
pled embarrassment and distress under Which fhese
two great sources of national prosperity labored, it

was futile to expect that such an unnatural state of

depression should not affect, and severely affect, the

agricultural interest. The only difference was, that
as in the last year these effects were accompanied by
a very superabundant harvest, and by the residue in

the warehouses of the former importations of corn,
at present they were in a degree qualified, partly by
the measures adopted by the legislature, and partly
by the advanced price, that the nature of the last
season's crops afforded to the landholder. It was in

vain to draw any line of invidious distinction be-
tween these our best and nearest interests, they
must be all intimately affected by the progress and
decline of each other, for it was well observed by
one ofthe greatest ornaments ofone of these classes,
and who, from his success in trade, became after-
wards an ornament of the landed interest, and from
his great experience in both, became an ornament
to letters, (he meant Mr. Child) that trade and land
will both increase and decay with each other—when
it was ill with trade land would fall—when well with
trade land would flourish—[hear, hear/] The house
would feel that it was much less difficult to de-
scribe the extent and intensity of the prevalent dis-
tress in all these branches of the public economy,
than to give an accurate outline of the concurring
causes that have produced these disastrous effects,

separating also those that might have arisen from

temporary ciroumstances, from those that were of
progressive growth, must be supposed to be more
deeply rooted and intorwoven with the system of
policy that has been pursued. In this difficulty tlve
better and more explicit course was to illustrate
his opinion. It was true, from the nature of things
it must be the case, that the transition from war to

peace must have affected many branches of the pub-
lic wealth. Some of a foreign, but the greater pro-
portion of a domestic relation. There were two of
these branches that must have been

peculiarly in-

jured by the change—namely, the provision trade
of Ireland, and the manufacture of military weapons
at Birmingham. The distress arising from such
sources, it was easy to understand might be tempo-
rary, but at the same time it was to be recollected,
that the occurrence of this temporary hardship, at
amoment when a general depression in all the other
branches, not under the influence of the same causes,
was so sensibly felt—when it was impossible that the
hands thrown out of employment could be absorbed
in the general system—when there was such a ge-
neral choaking of all the sources of national indus-

try, it was not unnatural that distress, under more
favorable circumstances of a transient character,
might grow into a permanent system. We had only
to look at other branches of trade besides those de-

pending on war for their existence, to be satisfied

that the depression was not circumscribed. The
cotton trade, unaffected by the cessation of warlike

pursuits, was as depressed as the very gun manu-
factory of Birmingham. In order to arrive at the
true complexion of our situation, we must see fully
the amount and extent of the evil. The more
accurately we canvassed it, the more we would be
convinced that it was of an universal description

—
that it was not only general, but searching

—that
there was not one filament or fibre, he. might say.

forced exportations, without any import in return, in the whole system of our economy, that did not
In France, for instance, owing to those exportations, feel its deadening influence, and was actirally inert
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in the exercise of its fanctions—[hem-, lieur.'] U
was almost unnecessary to add, that we had now

approached the end of the third year since the tran-

sition from war to peace, and still no mitigation,

but, on the contrary, increasing calamity; whilst in

half that period, from the end of all former wars,
the nation had recovered fully from those temporary
effects that the change in our relations had produc-
ed. He would, therefore, take leave to mention,
what appeared to him, after the fullest investiga-
tion of the sunject, to be the real causes of the un-

natural state in which the country, confessedly on

all sides, was placed. He begged the house, in the

first place, impartially to reflect on the line of poli-

cy which for years past, had characterised the pub-
lic councils of the country. In referring to that

policj , he should as much as possible avoid the more
debaieable ground of the question as it respected
the continuance and protraction of war, and keep to

points on which he was inclined to belive no very

great difference of opinion existed It would seem
that the practical politicians of this country, as

they styled themselves, were long surrounded by a

class of men, that blending a sort of political feel-

ing with what was called mercantile knowledge,
had considerable influence in guiding the councils

of the nation; that it was an axiom, equally sacred

as it was profound, with these sage instructors of

the administration, that they could hardly do too

much in discouraging foreign importations of all

kinds and from all countries. To this remr.ant of

the mercantile interest, as it was titled, they invari-

ably adiiered, by which it was to be all trade and no

partnership
—all selling and no buyiDg

—all was to

be done for money, and nothing for goods—[hear,

hear.') In favor of this doctrine, exploded years

ago by every improved and enlightened mind, by
every means, fair or foul, for the morality of these

sound advisers in support of a constant balance of

trade, was far from being rigid; it was marvellous

to know that in this age, and in this country, the

practical results of this repudiated jargon were still

existing, and were traced in broad characters up to

the very last year, in the enactments of the statute

book—[hear, hear.'] Year, after year, we were pro

ceeding under such auspices, until at length, as was

natural, we had deprived ourselves of all the great
staples of foreign commerce— [hear, hear.'] To the

subversion of our currying trade, we had succeed-

ed in excluding from our warehousing depots, all

the productions of foreign countries. The instan-

ces would strike the house as soon as they were
Stated in detail. To the opinion that he originally
entertained on the corn law, he still adhered; yet
in considering the development of that measure, it

was easy to perceive the effect of that main sin in

our commercial system with foreign nations. To be

sure, he felt now as he did then, that those injuri-
ous effects would be compensated in that case by
the higher consideration of insuring to this country
a regular and safe supply of the great necessary of

life, which no change of foreign policy, nor caprice
of foreign governments, could impede or disturb—
[hear, hear, hear.'] Besides, it must be admitted,
that even if that enactment was exceptionable as a

general branch of permanent policy, it was fully

justifiable as a temporary resource. There was also

this further consideration, that the very existence

of the unnatural depression in all the sources of

national wealth, became a strong ground, at that

particular moment, for its adoption. Recurring,
however, to the details of the system to which the

evils of the times were mainly attributable, he

would first advert to the Baltic trade. That, trade

was of considerable interest to our shipping and ohj
commerce—both in point of defence and gain, it wa.s

most valuable. It was so near, as to allow quick
returns to speculators, and quick voyages for the

nursery of our seamen. It was accompanied with
a pre-eminent degree of security, from other causes
not then necessary to mention. Yet of the four

great staples of that trade, the two principal ones
we had totally cut up. The two others, hemp and
tallow, remained; but the importation of iron and
timber had wholly disappeared. And for what ob-

jects had we sacrificed these great markets for our
manufactures? For the sake of the money specula-
tions of this country, we had placed on foreign iron

a duty, equal to a prohibition, whilst, to prop up
the importations from our North American colonics,
we excluded the other great staple of the Baltic
trade. Instead of leaving, as sound policy would
have dictated, the money speculators of this coun-

try to their own fate, to thrive, if they could, by
their own natural progress, we pampered them, gave
an unnatural stimulus, and, in pursuit of a precari-
ous gambling, and, in fact, most losing concern, aban-
doned an intercourse that increased your capital
and employed your population

—
[hear, heur.') To

Norway this country had long been in the habit of

exporting manufactures to the amount of between
4 and .£500,000, annually. That consumption has
now ceased, Norway having no other means of pay-
ment to make than the iron and wood, which the

modern policy had altogether excluded. We have
done the same by the article of copper; and, looking
to the supply that South America could give, we
have shut ourselves out from that great continent.
It was but a few nights past, that some allusion had
been made to the act of last session, that imposed
protecting duties on the importation of foreign but-

ter and cheese; and in order to shew the house what,

little faith was to be placed in all those unsound
calculations from all export and the high rate of

exchange, he would merely mention the one fact—
that the very day last session that these protecting
duties were enacted, as true as the pulse respond-
ed to the beat of the heart, an increase of 2 or 3
per cent, took place in the city in the rate of ex-

change, while the imposition of these duties were
admitted to be the only cause. The same pervere
system characterized our commercial intercourse
with France. Partly from political feeling, and part-

ly from commercial views, there was a class of men
in this country, who laid it down as a principle, from
whence they deemed it almost irreligious to depart,
to take no wine from France—though it was our
nearest market, and ought to be our best customer,
and though it grew the best wines, indeed the
wines considered by some as the only drinkable,

yet all importation thence was to be avoided, be-

cause, forsooth, France was our natural enemy, and

Portugal our firm friend—[hear, hear.'] In the true

spirit of this creed, the right honorable the chancel-

lor of the exchequer laid an additional duty on claret

last session, not, as he himself professed, for the

purposes of revenue, but to discourage importation
as much as possible. It may, in the contemplation
of this class of politicians, be a proof of a compre-
hensive policy in this manufacturing country to

quarrel with its best customer; but to speak as a

trader, on the suggestions of common sense, he
could consider it, not in the light of sound policy,
but dictated by a prejudice bordering on insanity
itself—[hear, hear.'] The next consideration that

offered itself was the policy pursued respecting the

linen trade. The carrying trade had no more be-

neficial support than what was afforded by
'
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i x of foreign linens, yet on this most productive I

branch of trade we did not stop until we had imposed
n 15 per cent. duty. The ground for this extraordi-

nary measure was simply this—many nations prefer
1 he" purchase of foreign linens to our manufacture.

We saw this, and said immediately they should not

be gratified. To legislate we went, determined that

an act of parliament, the very moment it received

the royal assent, should make foreign nations change
their taste to please us. What was the consequence?
It was this—That those very nations that formerly

repaired to British markets for foreign linen, and
at the same time to complete their assortment in

British goods, the foreign linens operating as a sort

of decoy to the sale of our own manufactures, all

at once ceased to visit our ports. They owed this

country no allegiance, and directed their course to

Hamburgh and Copenhagen, where they were ena-

bled to obtain these foreign linens at a cheaper
rate than they were in the habit of purchasing at in

the British market. This latter advantage they
were, iiowever, inclined to forego. The opportu

n-ity of completing their cargo in British articles,

being considered by them as a full compensation.
The transit duty was imposed, and with it this va-

luable branch ot our trade also disappeared. Such
a scheme ofperverse and short sighted policy would
•have corresponded with the state of information

that existed on the great principles of commerce
150 years ago. But what will the house or the

country say, when, after almost centuries of expe-
rience, after the full knowledge that the events of
the last twenty years should have imparted; yet as

late as the year 1810, notwithstanding the utter

absurdity of tenets such as these, they were made
the ground-work of our trading policy, and were
now realizing all their natural evils. He might
mention the coal trade, on the export of which a

duty of 70 per cent, was levied, and for which,
without such a duty, we might find a market in

France, provided we would take her goods in re-

turn. He might also dwell with effect on the un-

accountable inconsistency of our laws regarding
wool, on the prohibition to its export, though twist

might be exported. Indeed, under all the cirum-

stances, he thought it was not going too far to state,
that the time had now arrived which called for a
full and anxious review of the whole trading policy
of this country—[hear, hear( from all sides.'] That
not only that policy demanded it, but our naviga-
tion system most imperiously required the same
kind of prompt and accurate revision. Viewing
that system in the light of defence as well as of

wealth, it was his full impression that no time should
be lost in receding from the severe adherence to

its provisions. He was disposed to admit that it

was a system originally founded in sound policy,

though there were many theorists that denied its

capacity of being ever productive of public benefit.

It had, in his contemplation, anticipated by half a

century, what must have subsequently occurred,
the transference to this country of the commercial

preponderance then held by the United Provinces.
But whilst willing to admit its original recommen-
dations, he could not help declaring his conviction,
that we continue to adhere to its strict principles,
one hundred years after the cause that alone justi-
fied it ceased to be operative. What was now pas-

sing in our West-India colonies afforded the illus-

tration of its impolicy. Whether from orders from
home, or by local suggestion, the true spirit of the

navigation laws were in these colonies now display-
ed, a stop being put to the issue of those licences

which authorized foreign importations into theWest

Indian poru
-

. What course did America in conse-

quence propose to taker She said, if you will not al-

low us to import in our own bottoms those provisions
to your colonies, of which they stand in need, and
without which, they would in extreme cases starve*
we will, (retaliating on our heads the mischiefs
of our own policy,) shut our ports against vessels

either from or bound to those places from which we
are excluded. That was the object of a bill now
before congress, of which he had seen a copy. He
knew also that a considerable alarm prevailed at

present in the colonies on that subject. It was a

striking specimen of that system that refuses to

vary with human circumstances—that will not ac-

commodate itself to the progress and changes of
times and seasons, but keeps rigorously to what
was once important though now inapplicable, as if

time was standing still, and the events of history
had no distinctive character (he.tr, hear, hear !).

Seeing, then, the universal distress that pervade:'.

every branch of the public economy, how our trade
was cramped by the short sighted limitations of an

unenlightened policy; what little relief, and even
that little accompanied with some obstructions it

had received from our negociations with foreign
powers, there never was a period in the vicissitudes
of this country, when, with so much propriety, it

might be affirmed, that British commerce actually
labored for its existence [hear, hear!] That when
we cast our eyes over every point of the compass,
and when scarce a solitary spot of comfort or of

hope presented themselves, it was natural for that

house, for our unfortunate brethren, now suffering
under indescribable distress, whose industry bore
us through the late eventful struggle,

—for the
whole population, pressed by the difficulties of a

protracted war, and exhausted under its over-

bearing taxation, now cut off from thos-e very
supplies which the unnatural monopoly of the war
afforded— it was, he would say, natural that

they should all cast their eyes with eager expec-
tation on some new source of recovery—some
new opening for the exertion of their industry.

—
There coukl exist no opening so magnificent in

promise—so calculated to realize the most sanguine
hopes

—so congenial to the most generous sympa-
thy, and so consistent with the best interest of Bri-

tain—that he indeed must be more than a tempe-
rate—a cold reasoner, that did not grow warm
when he adverted to the prospects of South Ame-
rica [hear, hear!] It was said by the eloquent his-

torian (Robertson) who described the progress of
the first rude invaders of that country, that when,
after difficulties unexampled, amid privations al-

most insupportable, after a struggle with sufferings

beyond endurance, when wearied, hungered and

exhausted, they arrived at the elevated summit so

long the object of that perilous toil; they stood at

once motionless, in mute admiration at the im-

mense ocean that presented itself to their longing
view, and to the boundless territory that gave birth

to all their fond calculations. The people of this

country, after their long and dreary pilgrimage
—

after the dangers to which they have been exposed,
and the difficulties they have surmounted, have had.

somewhat of the same prospect open to their view;
and ought to be enabled, if any regard to the dic-

tates of a sound policy exists— if any reverence for

the maxims of our ancestors had its influence in

our councils, to make a nearer approach to this in*

viting intercourse. There was too, that vast ex-

panse of territory, comprehending every soil, and

every climate, intersected by inland seas rather

than by rivers, and studded with harbors, ample
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room fop the exertion of British enterprise.
A coun-

try populous enough to raise every species of pro-
duce that we wanted, and yet not populous enough
to threaten its continuance with, any rivalry. It had
that also, which was the patron saint of the class

of practical politicians, to whom he alluded, great
mines of gold and silver. Notwithstanding all that

had been drawn from it, yet greatly productive,
and, under European skill and ingenuity, capable
of being made still further productive, such was
the prospect South America presented. A pros-

pect calculated to compensate every enterprize.
—

Though Europe was hermetically sealed against

you—even though Bonaparte and his continental

system was, as it indeed is, revived—though even

Europe itself, in a commercial view, was blotted
out of the map of the world, let no man suppose
that this was the mere indulgence of fancy

—he
rested his statements on the perusal of documents
of the most unquestionable character. Theexpor-
tations of that country amounted to 18,000,0001. an-

nually. Some portion of that amount found its

way to this country, but it was, he with regret
must say, decreasing daily under the impolitic
course that in regard to that continent we pursued.
lie would state for the guidance of the honorable

gentlemen opposite some facts, because he well
knew that they would listen to nothing but in the

shape of detail [a laugh, and hear, hear!] In the

year 1802, there was imported into Cadiz no less

an amount than eighteen millions and an half,

twelve millions in bullion, bullion he would repeat,
for the consideration of the practical politicians

opposite and six millions in goods. The yearly

coinage was twelve millions, of which Mexico
gave seven. The population was computed at se-

venteen millions, of which New Spain was, reckon-
ed between seven and eight. Of that population,
in the majority of districts, not one in three wear

foreign goods. In New Spain not one in seven.—
What an opening did this state of events afford to

facilitate the introduction of British manufactures?
You had here but to encourage the public taste for

their use, as. there existed no want of the power of

repaying the purchase. If any proofs were want-

ing, the occurrences at Buenos Ayres furnished it,

inasmuch as the two gluts of British articles into

that section of the continent, though they proved
fatal to the projectors, yet had been advantageous
in diffusing a taste for the use and consumption of

British manufactures. Were we to succeed in

Opening some of the other ports, the inevitable con-

sequence would be, that this country would take

off, not any stated amount of their exports, but an

amount that almost deterred the imagination from

Calculating. With such a country inviting our ap-

proach—with no prejudice among its population
hostile to our views—possessed of money sufficient

to answer boundless traffic—how has it happened 3

that in times of such great pressure, this theatre has

been overlooked [hear, hear!]. It was the execrable

doctrine of legitimacy [hear, hear !]
—that love of

Ferdinand the seventh, that has precluded England
from that natural connection with South America.
We have abandoned all those to the political ca-

price of supporting Old Spain in her endeavors of

subjugating the incipient energies ofher now, thank

God, almost severed colonies [hear, hear!] Instead

Of having our flag flying in every part of that ex-'

tensive continent, we have been supplanted by a

fcearer power (the United States)
—a power as ac-

tive as ourselves, and wholly free from the incum-

brances of these inconvenient doctrines and attach-

ments which have so lamentably fettered the enter-

prize of Great Britain [hear!] In 1809 we conclud-
ed what was called the Apodaca treaty, in which
we bound ourselves to uphold the integrity of the

Spanish empire. It contained, however, another
article, which has never since been noticed, viz.—
that.the two countries would lose no time in con-

cluding commercial treaties. In 1814, after the
conduct of Ferdinand had called forth, not the ap-
probation most certainly of every enlightened
mind in every country in Europe, it pleased our go-
vernment to conclude a convention with Spain, in
which was inserted an article, not what might be
called an offensive guarantee, but by whirl)' every
thing in the state of prevention would be thrown in
the way of all assistance to the patriot exertions of
the people of South America. In vain had the va-
rious provinces of South America, as they threw
off the yoke of Spain, offered to us commercial ad-

vantages in exchange for our friendship. In 1814,
stating as one reason why we ought to favor their-

cause, the long established character of England
for justice, humanity, and love of liberty, they
made the unprecedented offer ofa monopoly oftheir
whole trade for 25 years. In 1816 an offer of R
similar nature was made by general BonnivaL, then
on his way to secure that independence for hi-;

country, which he (Mr. Brougham) hoped he had
ere this achieved. All these offers were rejected.
Sometimes they were treated with contempt. Tm
pediments were thrown in the way of the trade be
tween some of our own colonies and the Spanish
main. But even these were capricious in their na
ture; for while the trade from Jamaica was left free,
th:.t from Trinidad was prevented. Eet the house
recollect, that the same treaty which our govern-
ment understood bound to do all this, bound Ft;
dinand to do that which he had not done, and which
it did not seem that he ever intended to do, name-
ly, to abolish the slave trade. Me did not say thai

we ought at once to go to war with Ferdinand be-
cause he had neglected to fulfil his part of the en-

gagement between us; but he thought we had a

right to know from him, when we had performed'
the conditions imposed upon us by the treaty in

spirit and in letter, why he had wholly omitted to

perform his conditions. So bjgotted were the go-
vernment of this country to the cause of Ferdi-
nand that he (Mr. B.) had seen a memorial pre-
sented to our government by three respectable
merchants, who haying come over to England from
Buenos Ayres on commercial business, and having
completed their arrangements were on the point of

returning, when they were stopped by an order

signed by one of the under secretaries of state, re-

fusing them leave to proceed on their voyage until

they had also obtained the permission of the Spa-
nish ambassador!—This was one of the fruits of
that blessed measure, the alien act, and afforded
a proof of the soundness of the argument urged
by the opponents of that measure, that it might be
used as a political engine, and in particular cases to

gratify the wishes of foreign sovereigns [hear, bear!],
Last of all, in order tn shew our attachment to the came even be-

yond the letter 3nd spirit of the treaty, which bound us to it, and
our determination by every means possible to endeavor to extin-

guish the spirit of liberty and independence in the Spanish colo-

nies, a representation had lately been made in the American con-

gress, that the British minister at Washington had interfered to en =

deavor to prevent shipment being made to those colonies by Ame- ^
rican citizens [hear, bear !] He would ask the house, if they » ere

prepared to patronize so inconsistent, so unsound, so oppressive a

policy as that which, after having kept British commence out <il

all the marketa of Europe, would refuse to allow it a market in

another quarter of the world, because thereby the despotic tyrant
of Spain would he gratified [hear, hear, hear !]. He had alieady
said, that our trade at home was depressed by excessive taxation.
The house, he wus persuaded, would give him credit for entertain-

ing no disposition to argue this question on the ground of popular
clamor merely. He only wishes to show '•?: '• unnarall
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: . .ount cf our domestic taxation, necessarily kept our commerce
-

1 :i state of thraldom wliich tlie commerce of no country ever

before endured. In addition to the fallacy of supposing that it

mattered not what impost might he laid on our gnodasent to to

feign markets, since its only effect would lie to raise the price of

foreign goods brought to those markets, was the fallacy of supposing,

country of Europe did it enjoy them." Was it not notorious tl «r
wuli these r^r5

- a ||j fs ,-,.,. wnom w . .

|, n ,| fou ,,!, t and conquered -in
the snppurt of whose cause we had expended our treasure, anil
lavished our best blood—we had not had influence enough to ol -

tain the advantage of a single custom-house regulation in onr
favor Had any thing whatever been done by our government? Hr.d

thai li' eause the money raisid by taxes in the country, was spent in t any thing even been attempted? H.» knew c rtainly that Russia
had reduced her tariff since the termination of the' war. Dnt he
knew also, that with respect to British, commerce, it labored in
that country under duties almost prohibitory; ami that, from Ke-
rnel to the southernmost part of Poland, along the whole Russian
frontier, the trade carried on was almost entirely, contraband, and
maintained by Jews and others, tn tlie utter exclusion of Uiat fair
and honorable traffic to which the British, merchant was accustomed.
In Prussia, also, duties ofa prohibitory-amount existed with respect
to onr commodities; and in the two porn under the Prussian do-
minion, a severe transit q*nty of eight and a half per cent, hail
been imposed on them. As to Spain—that country whose cause we
? 1

? warm,y espoused—of the expenees incurred in the defence
of which by Great Britain, fifty millions yet remained tv be audited
—it appeared, after all our efforts in its behalf, our government
possessed no interest in the cabinet of Madrid, political or com-
mercial. This was a specimen of ingratitude on the one hand,,
and ot imbecility on the other, disgusting as it regarded Spain,
and humiliating and provoking as it regarded our own government
[hear, hear, hear!]. As soon as the Spanish cones were extinguish-
ed, and the beloved usurper came back, old monopolies were
revived and new monopolies were established, all equally injurious
to British interests. After the treaty concluded with admiral Apo-daca additional impositions were laid on our trade. But the last
and worst consideration was—that after the British government in
the support of Ferdinand had gone further than was allowable in
the representatives of a free and honorable country like England-
after it had been guilty of the most indecent subserviency to his
views—after it had abandoned the high tone which it had assumed
against France in his favor—after it had looked wn with indiffer-
ence upon his iniquities—after it had condescended to become his

1 he country, the"evil of taxation was not to en at as it was generally
believed to be. It was said, that if we rased 44 millions to paj the

stockholder, the stockholder expended those 44 millions among us.

fiut first of all, let the house recollect that these taxes were taken
from one quarter to which they did not generally rutcrn. For in-

stance, wh< n a tax of twenty-seven shillings a cwt. was raised on

sugar, that old not return to the consumer of sugar by whom it

Was p;;id— it went principally to those who in no way contributed
to the hem tit of the community. The hundreds of millions of

winch our debt consisted were lost tor eve r to
1

the country. They
formed a capital taken out of the hands ot those who employed it

profitably, and put into the hands of those who employed it wnpro-
litably. He would state to the house a few facts illustrative of
the evils

resulting even to the revenue of our excessive taxation;
and he thought the right lion. gentleman opposite would find from
them that we had gone far to kill the goost- that had been laying
golden egg>, and that there was great truth in the as>i rtion of Swift.
"that in the arithm tie of the custom house two and two did not

always make four." He would begin with the sugar duties. The
duties on sugar had been nysed from 14s. to 27s. and if the price
should be 40j-. to 30.t. a cwt. It would be found on examination
that in three years, frem 18i3 to 1806, duties on sugar, amounting
to 50 per cent, on the former duties, had been imposed. The average
produce before that increase ofduty was 2,773,0" Ot, In 1806. instead
of being augmented, the produce fell to a little more than 2,500,000.'.
i hen with respect to glass—in ten years the duties on glass had
been nearly doubled; the produce however remained nearly the
5

'!-

n>e
i.

It
.
Wiis ' vident therefore that there had been a diminution

ol a half in consumption, and an attendant diminution of every
thing connected with the trade, and of all the otlitr taxes which
would have grown out of a larger consumption. The house had
recently a history of the wine trade laid before them : since 1792
'he wine duties had been trebled. It appeared, however, that even
in the last year the produce of those duties in the port of London ; of Madrid, imposing new duties and prohibitions on British trade,
alone had fallen offby 33^.000/. as compared with the two preceding

;

The consequence of these additional measures of severity against
years. Here, therefore, there vfas a great diminution of general

j

,ls was. that our commerce with Spain was almost in a worse state
trade, a great abridgment of the comforts of the people, and after than with any other country in Europe; the calculation being, that
all the revenue suffered by a direct as well as by an indirect di-

,

of our trade with that country only fifteen parts in the hundnd
rmnution. When Mr. Pitt, by a wise and politic measure, in the : paidduty.and that theremainit.g seventy-five parts were contraband,
year 1784, diminished the duties on tea from 56 to 12 per cent, the « the house turned their eyes towards Austria, they would see
consumption was thereby so much increased, and smuggling so

|
nothing but prohibition. Since that termination of the war. in which

much put down, that notwithstanding the diminution in the rate i F.iigland had fought side by side with Austria. Austria by an in-
ofthe duty, the revenue resultingfrom it rose considerably. When ' crease of duty of five pounds (being a rise from five pounds to ten
in 1787, the duty on wioe and spirits was decreased 50 percent, the i pounds) on every hundred and twenty pounds weight of cotton
revenue nevertheless remained the same; the trade, therefore, must

| ^''
st. below a certain degree of fineness, imported from Grea

parasite and to pander for him the degradation and slavery of his
unfortunate subjects—bow was it requited? In -

'a little month" af-
ter the signature of the treaty, an edict was issued by the court

have doubled, the comforts of the people have doubled, and other
trades ami other sources of revenue have b-en considerably bene-
fitted. When the duty on coffee was increased in 1-04 by fid.nr 7il.

per pound, the consumption must have fallen of!" considerably,
lor it appeared that in 1-04 the revenue from that article was
63,0 -of. while in 1805, notwithstanding the increase of duty it

was only 142, 00/. But wh. n the duty was found to be overdone,
and when, three parts in four being taken off, it was brought down

Britain, had occasioned an almost total prohibition of the onlv
article of British manufaeturf which she had been accustomed to
receive. Instead of deriving honor and profit by our exertions t»
serve the continental powers, we had expert -ced nothing from
them but disgrace and loss. He wished to call the attention of the
noble lord to one particular circumstance; for it was very possible
that some of those military gentlemen whom the noble lord had
planted as consuls in the various ports of Europe, unaccustomed to

from 2jr. a pound to 7rf. instead of the revenue falling iu any thing I commercial transactions, had failed, in their reports to govern-
like the proportion in which it had fallen when the duty was' raised,! ment, to notice it. Did the noble lord now hear for the first time—
,t the very- next year increased so much, that it was evident the and if he did—he (Mr. B.) was sure it ought to make a deep im-
eoiuuiiiption must have increased generally four or five fold, and

|

pression on his mind, to learn that punishment had so soon fol-
in one part of the island (Scotland; ten-fold; increasing therewith

j

lowed guilt—Did the noble lord now hear for the firt time, the con-
bent fits to the community and to the state of every description, sequence of the two worst acts of that system of measures, of
It was not therefore on speculation, on theory merely, that he en-

1

which the noble lord was the advocate in that house, as he had
treated the financial part of the administration to retrace their

j

been elsewhere the adviser, was to make the very perrons in whose
steps, and instead ol thinking of any increase of taxation (an object behalf those acts were committed, set themselves in direct hosti-
whieh, by the bye, however they might think of it, they could

f
lity to the commerce and prosperity of this country? If the noble

never Heer.dnii;. t. ' ... «v.:..i. ..r.i... i . ...—i.. ,.*• .i:™.:..:.!.:..'.* :• t. Ir.i-.l V, A ..... I,, i . IimmI .1.:.. :. -. ...*. t.i i. ...... .......... n .... *\.i inever accomplish j to think of the best mode of diminishing it. It
was only by such a retrogression that the coffers of the state could
be filled, commerce restored to health, and general comfort and
prosperity be re-established. The very collection of our present
revenue, from its magnitude and nature, was of' itselfa great evil;
and in order to prevent, an evasion ot many of the duties, we were
compelled to give to some private companies, such as the West
India Dock company and London Dock company a monopoly in
C

x-
rl
u"'

ar, ic ' ts
i verj injurious to the general interest. Delajs too

of the most pernicious consequence to our commerce wire created
at the custom house. It would be in vain to increase tiie number
pf land wait, n and excise boards. The evil was essential to the
system; and h c would defy any government to collect such a re
-.. ......... e, .. . ..... . ...

lord had not before heard this, it would, perhaps, prove a us-ful les-

son to him, and at any rat-- he (Mr- Brougham) trusted it would
not be thrown away on public men in general, to state the facts
on which he asserted with regard to those very individuals for
whom the noble lord had sacrificed the honor of the country, and
abandoned its sound policy with regard to foreign nations, and in
whose behalf, after he had (.tilled down the usurper by whom they
were threatened, lie had plunged into the commission of the great-
est political crimes—that liny execrated the man who bad been
their accomplice in their infamous projects. He was sure that the
nnhle lord's political conscience already whispered to him to what he
(Mr. B.) alluded. He was sure that the noble lord knew that be
meant to refer to his conduct with respect to Ragnsa and Genoa—

v.nue as that of Great Britain at the present moment, without
|

where the name of England had rec< iv-d a stain, that not all the
the occurrence of difficulties :u,.l inconveniences as must hamper I victories of the duke of Wellington could wipe out, nor all the
anil distress every branch of our trade. He had now come to the I services of the longest life of the greatest minister that ever lived
last topic on winch he should trouble the house. He feared that

j

atone for [hear, hear, hear!] He would advert first to Itagusa, be-
ne had air. ady trespassed much too long on their attention [hear,: cause it was the smaller state; and li' cause, if political morality and
hear, hear!], but he could not prevail on himself to sit down with- political justice meant any thing, lb.

>• meant that the rights and
out saying a few words on the subject. The house, he had no i lib rties of inferior states should be protected by the more powerful,
doubt, already perceived that he referred to the total abandonment In therefore, the place in question were San Marino instead of
of all care and regard for the commercial interests of this country, 1 Ragnsa, he would cite the conduct which had been pursued as a
manifested by the British government in their recent continental

'

still more flagrant instance of base dereliction of public principle,
negotiations. He would not merely ask why no arrange!. .ents had Ragnsa had been, nominally at least, under the dominion of the
been made of the nature to which he alluded—he would ask why, ;

Ottoman Porte. The Ottoman Porte was the ally of England. It

after all our sacrifices and sufferings during the war, peace had
,

had been said that the worst of all Bonaparte's atrocities was his

returned without bringing hack our foreign trade; and why, day attach on Egypt, he being at that time in alliance with the Otto-

after day, obstacles to our commerce arose in every part of Europe, : mnn Porte, and having th. r.fore no ntotivi fjr the enterprize but

in which, on the contrary, it ought to experience the kindest en- ' the love of gain and the lust of power; and it was well known tba'

cotirageiueHi? It was not in France mer.-lj—a country which we ! his sending Sebastian! to that country after the peace of Amiens,
had long been accustomed to consider as our rival, commercially as was one of the chief causes ofthe war that was so suddenly renewed.

Yell as oihe ry ii— 'hat cer trade enjoyed no facilities. In wfaatj —But what bal b- en uu: induct in :l;e occurrence to wL h
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he was adverting? Were we at war with the Ottoman Porte It

t at, did we consult tin-Ottoman Porte about tlie cession of Ragusa to

Austria ? What wa* still more important, had the Ragnsese been

consulted about that cession.'' Had we not, without the slightest

regard to the rights of a free people, parcelled them oiitatourowrr

discretion, and from the state of liberty which.they were enjoying,
had we not handed them over to that, which tiny at least con-

ceived, to be a tyranny .' Had they tlie sliglttcst share in the

deliberations of the congress? They hail no minister tlierev—

They had made no communication, nor hail any communica-
tion been made to lUejn. Their very existence was scarcely

known, except by the gallant example which tli.-y had afforded

ia shaking oil", without aid. the hated empire of France. And
how did we rccjuite th,em for this noble ai;d successful effort.

We, who had sounded the alarm to tlie uttermost corners of

the earth against the despotism of Donapajte. and who in the

cause of liberty and independence had called on the people
ot the whole globe—on the lla.gusrse as on others— to sri/.e

the first opportunity of overturning bis tyranny? We requited
them by handing them over a; slaves to a power which they

detested [hear, hear!]! But let the noble lord, a-.ul lei that

house, and let tlie world mark how we were repaid for this

most criminal act. The emperor of Austria, extending his com-

mercial regulations to all his Italian states, absolutely shut our
trade out of that very Kagnsa which we had delivered over to

him ; and thus had the noble lord received his punishment on
the very spot on which he had so shamefully sacrificed the

honor of his country [hear, hear hear!]. But if any page o£

the history of the late transactions on the continent were blacker
than any other, it was that in which were recorded the deeds

of the noble lord respecting Genoa. In speaking on this sub-

ject, when he recollected the eloquence, tlie force of language,
as well as of argument, and the authority of virtue (an authority
ever deeply acknowledged in tliat house,) with which the cause

of Genoa had,once been advocated by a tongue now silent, but

which used to be ever eloquent when public law was to be

maintained, or useful truths were to be inculcated, he felt a still

deeper regret that his lamented friend was not living to witness

the noble lord's punishment for the conduct which he had pursued
towards unhappy Genoa [hear!].—The petty tyrant to whom
the noble lord had handed over that once free and gallant re-

public, after having called upon it to join the standard of li-

berty and independence, had laid it under the most rigid com-
mercial restrictions—restrictions not directed against its trade

generally, but espeoially and pointedly against its trade with
this country. It appeared, therefore, that in public as well as

in private
—in state affairs as well as in the affairs of an hum-

ble individual— the old ma,xim,that ''honesty is tlie best policy,"
ought never to be forgotten. In vain had the noble lord

flattered himself that his subserviency to the unrighteous sys-
tem which prevailed at the congress, would secure to him the
adherence of the courts of the continent. Had he ahandnned
that system—had he acted in conformity to the principles of the

country whioh he represented—had he advocated the tights and
lib-rties of the people, the people would have been grateful.—
Preferring the immediate interests and wishes of (the courts, hy
the courts he was now treated with nee.lect. To the noble
lord's crimes with respect to the people ail over Europe—to his

invariable abandonment of their interests— to his failure in af-

fording them the protection which they had a right to expect, and
which they did expect from the manly and generous character of

England—were to be attributed the fact, that if the noble lord
were at the present moment to traverse Europe in any ant! every
direction; he would hear nothing hut the execrations of those
whom lie had betrayed, and the mockery of those by whom he
had been inveigled [hear, hear, hear !]. It was in vain to endea-
vor to deceive ourselves on this subject. Nothing could be muru
evident than that if, instead of lending our assistance to abuse,

spoliation and tyranny, we had exhibited a noble, gallant ami
English spirit, in the cause of the rights of nations;—if instead of

acquiescing in thejr narrow and wretched principles, we had
done our utmost to liberalize and enlighten the sentiments and
policy of the various courts—instead of the capricious and ruinous
commercial regulations with which we were now annoyed, we
diould have had a number of constitutional governments in Eu-

rope, with sound views of policy, and with which we might have
entered into arrangements, beneficial and satisfactory to all

parties. Let the house compare the conduct of America towards
this country, with the Conduct of the king of Sardinia, of the em-

peror of Russia, of Ferdinand of Spain. Prom America we had
no reason to expect peculiar favor. Her struggle for independ-
ence we had treated as a revolt. Successful in its issue, we hail

entertained towards the people of that country a feeling approach-
ing to hatred. He did not wish to give the American government
greater credit than it had deserved. It had, perhaps been foolish

enough to cherish a little spite in return for ours. Rut the result
had shewn that in all free governments the interests of the peo-
ple must he consulted, and must eventually supersede every other
consideration. Gradual advantages had been given to our com-
merce. The Americans, more beneficially employed, Were by
degrees allowing those rival manufacturing establishments to sink,
which had been created in hostility to us, and it was probable,
that with a trilling exception, the market of the United States
would iu a few months be entirely open to us. In France we
might have done the same thing. We might at least have talked

of, if we had not completed some commercial arrangement. But
?he policy which our government had pursued had destroyed
very such expectation; destroying, as it had done, every favora-
ble impression towards us. He appealed to every inie who had
been in France since the termination of the war—he appealed to
several of the hon. gentlemen opposite—if thev had not discovered
Ti that country a must intimate connexion between the commercial

and the political feelings of the inhabitants towards us ? "Wlpl*
y iu have 130,000 men in arms in our territory," was their usual

declaration, "we will not treat with you at all. While you rule
us with a rod of iron, you shall get no gold from us by trade.
While you continue to exact from us tribute at the point of the

bayonet, you must give up all hopes of obtaining it through the
medium of commerce." As long as this fatal policy should be
pursued, so long would British commerce be excluded from the
continent—excluded more completely than by Bonaparte's system ,

because now, for the first time, the ports of the continent were
sealed against us by the governments, with the full and cordial
concurrence of the people [hear, hear, hear!]. He hoped that
this country might yet see the day when the steps which it had
taken under the guidance of the noble lord towards its destruc-
tion should be retraced. He hoped that our government might
yet pursue a more honest, a more liberal, a more manly, a more
truly English policy; and that if no superior considerations were
permitted to direct its proceedings, that at least it might be in-

fluenced by the rational expectations of advantage which sneh a
mode of conduct must invariably inspire. The honorable and
learned gentleman here concluded a speech which took up three
hours in delivering, with moving the following resolutions :

"1. That the trade and manufactures of the country are re-

duced to a state of such unexampled difficulty, as dematrfls the most,
serious attention of this house.
"2. That those difficulties are materially increased by policy

pursued with respect to our foreign commerce, and that a re-

version of this system ought forthwith to be undertaken by the
house.
" 3. That the continuance of these difficulties is in a great de-

gree owing to the severe pressure of taxation under which the

country labors, and which ought, by every practical means to be
lightened.

'• 4. That the system of foreign policy pursued by his ma-
jesty's ministers has not been such as to obtain for the people of
this country those commercial advantages which the influence of
Great Britain in foreign courts fairly entitled them to expect."

Suspension of the Habeas Corpus.
HOUSE OF LORDS.—MOKBAI, FEB. 24.

The habeas- corpus suspensio?i bill.—Viscount Sid-
mouth rose on the order of the day to move the
second reading

1 of the bill to enable his majesty's
ministers to provide for the protection of the throne
and government, by the power of apprehending and
securing all persons reasonably suspected ofa design
io overthrow tlie constitutional government. He
had particularly to call the attention of tlie house to

three prominent features in the report: first, the con-

spiracy to overturn the government, and resort to

general plunder; 2 lly, the extension of the conspi-
racy to. various parts of tlie kingdom; and 3dly, the
declaration of the committee that further provisions
were necessary for the protection of the public
peace. He adverted to clubs for reform, observing,
that although reform was in their mouths, revolu-
tion was in their hearts. The first disturbance of
the peace took place at Spafields on the second De-

cember, when it was necessary to employ the mili-

tary to assist the civil power. He also called upon
their lordships to afford protection to the illustrious

personage who on the day of the meeting of parlia-

ment, was not only insulted, but his sacred per-
son endangered. He enumerated the laws it would
be nccejssary to enforce, particularly the 39th of the

king, forbidding clubs and unlawful meetings. He?

lamented the necessity for restraining the liberty of
the subject, but considered the bill indispensable
for tlie protection of the throne, and that for which
tlie habeas corpus suspension bill was originally
framed, namely, the protection of the liberties of
tlie constitution, and to prevent the commission of
crimes. He concluded by moving the second read-

ing of the bill.

The marquis of "Wellesley observed, the country
had been suffering for some time past, under that

distress which, as lord Bacon had described it, was
the Irue legitimate parent of sedition; and, under
these circumstances, was it extraordinary that symp-
toms of disaffection had shewn themselves among
a part of tlie population. Restraint, however, was
the best protector of liberty, and the law must be
made strong enough to meet and grnpplc with the
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evil, But it was not a slight disturbance, or eventassure thenoble lord, that ifhe had named him (Mr-

treasonable practices, if confined within a certain B.) on the committee, he would not have sat with

extent, which would justify a departure from the

c-siabiished constitutional law. There must be a

strong
- case of necessity made out Defore such a

measure could or ought to be adopted.
As far as this measure went with respect to pre-

venting meetings, and adjournments of meetings, it

had his support, as well as any measure tending for

the preservation and safety of the prince regent, but

he could not go to the length of agreeing to the

suspension of the habeas corpus act. He had not

at present such evidence as would justify his going
tint length.
The noble secretary of state had said, he should

have considered the attack on his royal highness as

sufficient grounds for proposing this measure. If

the noble lords could have made out this attack on

his royal highness to have had any connection with
the Spafields meeting, it was a serious charge
against them that they had not stated it to the house.

The noble lord might smile, but he had better an-

swer witli his speeches than his insolence.— Order,
Order.'

Lord Liverpool had no intention to offend the

noble marquis, but, he would not be bound to

manage his smiles according to the dictates of the

noble marquis, or of any other man alive.—Hear,
hear'

Lord Liverpool agreed with the noble marquis
that it was not for every instance of treasonable

practices that the habeas corpus should be suspend-
ed; but if the house believed the report at all, there

was proof that a widely spread conspiracy did at pre-
sent exist: serious circumstances had come to light,
even during the time the committee was sitting:
and the noble lord observed, he believed the con-

spiracy was more extensive, and more malignant
than it was in 1794; and if ever there was a case

which justified the suspension of the habeas corpus
act, he believed the present case did.

Lord Grey contended that the measure now pro-
posed was an unnecessary attack upon the liberties

of the people:
—That the disaffection which existed

in the country was the offspring of distress, occa-
sioned by the peace which had been concluded on
the continent; and that the nature of the conspiracy
was known, the conspirators in custody, and that

the existing laws, to which he trusted they would
soon be delivered over, were fully equal to their

punislunent.
The duke of Sussex and lord Holland strongly

condemned the measure:—Lord Grenville and the
duke of Gloucester defended it.

The house then divided—for the second reading,
150—against it, 35—majority in favor of the bill,

115.

The bill was then committed, reported, read a

third time and passed.—Adjourned.
HOUSE OF COMMONS. WEII.VKSJJAT, FEB. 26.

Habeas corpus suspension bill.

Lord Castlereagh moved the first reading of the
bill brought from the lords for suspending the habeas

corpus act.

Mr. Bennett took the earliest opportunity of en-

tering his protest against the mischievous tendency
of the bill; and to express his surprise after what
had passed that night, that the noble lord should
not have deemed it expedient to inform the house
of the necessity for the adoption of the measure.—
He regretted that his hon. friend (Mr. Ponsonby)
should have allowed himself to sit in the same cham-
ber with the noble lord; for he was a person, after

him. He was ashamed ofthe report, which deserved
to be trampled under his feet. [The hon member
here literally carried into ef'ect his opinion, by throinnff
the printed copy on the floor.] Into whose hands was
this power to be put? Into those who were alreach

stained with their country's blood.

Lord Castlereagh rose to order. If the hon. mem-
ber stated that he had imbrued his hands in blood

unjustly, it was false.

Mr. Bennett had no hesitation in stating that he
meant the expression generally, to apply to every
one of the government who was in power at the time

those dreadful scenes took place in Ireland.

Lord Castlereagh said he had no right to complain,
after the explanation given by the hon. member;
but in a parliamentary sense, he must still repeat
what he had said before.

Mr. Bennett said, the cruelties which he had
alluded to, and the tortures, were committed in

Dublin castle yard, under the eyes of ministers.

Lord Castlereagh trusted the house would not
suffer the hon. member to pursue such a course. It

would be open to the hon. member to bring for-

ward any charge against ministers, if he thought
proper.

Mr. Bennett hoped the house would excuse the

heat of debate; and concluded by declaring that he
would oppose this bill and that for the suppression
of seditious meetings. To the others he would give
his assent.

Lord Althorp had no objections to the bills for

the security of the regent's person; for punishing
the seduction of the soldiers and sailors; or against
seditious meetings for a limited time, provided the

meeting should be tolerated—where they dispersed
in an hour if required. But he could not give his

assent to the bill for the suspension of the habeas

corpus act, because he did not think any grounds
had been laid for it.

The lord advocate of Scotland, stated, that on the

23d January, he was informed that a secret conspi-

racy was formed, and cemented by an oath, to per-
severe in obtaining for all the people, annual parlia-
ments and universal suffrage by moral and physical

strength; and that the punishment of death be in-

flicted on any one who informed of any of the mem-
bers. This society was formed in Glasgow, and the

oath was administered to many hundreds in Glas-

gow and its neighborhood. A motion was made to

expunge the punishment of death from the oath,
but it was rejected; and he had the pleasure to state

that many had been taken up; but there were others

in a different sphere of life in communication with
this traitorous committee; but against whom the
evidence was not yet strong enough to warrant their

apprehension. The traitorous committee was in

communication with societies in England, and had

spread widely over Scotland For these reasons,
and to save the effusion of blood, he thought it ne-

cessary that, for a time, and for a short time, the

great bulwalk of the constitution should be sus-

pended.
Sir S. Tlomilly could not give a silent vote on this

important question. All were agreed that great
danger did exist in the country; and the only ques-
tion was, whether the remedy now proposed was
that which ought to be adopted? and whether all

existing means of putting an end to the evil had been
tried'

1 He feared the proposition now made to take

away the great bulwark of the people's liberties,

would not increase their confidence. He could not
what had passed, not fit to be trusted; and lie could

'

consider the house justifiable in adopting the mca-
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sure now proposed, till the effect of the existing
i .ws had been fully tried.

The solicitor general defended the conduct of the
law officers of the crowm, and contended that the

existing laws had been put in force as far as they

beneficially could be. The habeas corpus act, on

former occasions, had been suspended when all the

present existing laws were in existence; and if the

danger was as great as ho considered h, he was, per-
suaded the laws at present in existence were not

sufficient to meet it.

Sh\ F. Burdett congratulated the noble lord (J.

Russel) on the manly manner in which he had that

night come forward in the support of that liberty
for the establishment of which, his revered ancestor
lost his life. The grounds of the present measure
as he understood from the speech of the learned so-

licitor general, was the fear of the Spencean system.
Poor Mr. Spence, who has been dead upwards of

25 years, never during his life, thought he should
be a person of so much importance as he was now
made. In his opinion, however, it was not from
the Spence system that we had to apprehend danger
but the Expence system—a system which ministers

determined never to abandon, since when it was

proposed only to give up to the cry of the people
a lord of the admiralty, the noble lord stepped for-

ward, crying out that fox the safety of the consti-

tution and the country, they must make a stand and
refuse the boon which the people asked. The
learned solicitor had also talked of the French re-

volution. We did not wish to stand on the French

revolution, but on the English constitution. He
also talkedo.ftheprofanenessoftho.se times ofre-

volution, He (sir. F.) had also heard of that pro-
faneness; but he could not but think it had been

equalled by the miserable farce played off in our

churches a few weeks since, where prayers had been

offered up for the safety of the prince regent, against
a pestilence walking abroad, lie knew of no pesti-
lence existing except that which was met at every
corner of the street in the shape of taxation. With

respect to the proposed measure, the noble lord

might carry it—he might erect a gallows in palace
yard, or even in the lobby of the house of commons,
"but he could not entirely stop the mouths of the

people, unless he could shut them all up in prison;
and to do this he must erect new prisons in every

quarter, for those at present in existence, were al-

ready filled by the distresses of the times. With

respect to the report, although he had a great re-

spect for several of the members who formed the

•sommittee, he could not agree with them as to the

danger which existed.

Lord Castlercagh maintained, that the lion, hart

was pursuing a course which better suited with his

electioneering views, (hear hear \J Was he to be

told that the country was not surrounded with dan-

ger? lie disclaimed the bill on the part of the

crown, as a measure of punishment. What he wish-

ed to know was, whether a conspiracy really existed;
and if so, whether this was a proper remedy to cor-

rect the evil? If government was not armed with
this measure, the house would place the country in

the most painful, bloody and disastrous state, (hear
hear/ )
Lord Lascelles supported the bill, and lord Stan-

ley and Cochrane opposed it.

The house then divided on the cmestion, for the
first reading

—
ayes, 273—noes, 98—majority 175—

the bill was then read a first time, and ordered for

a second reading on Thursday.
TauRsDAr, Feb. 27.—After a few remarks from

Mr. Curwen, in opposition 1o the bill, it was rend a

'second time, and ordered to a third reading on Fri-

day. In the coure of his remarks, Mr. C. said that
he did not believe there was a man in the country*
who did not wish parliamentary reform. Could any
man, looking to the statement of the speaker, who
had declared that the sale of seats was as notorious
as the sun at noon, say the people were not justi-
fied in expressing opinions that parliamentary re-
form was necessary.
Friday. Feb. 28 —After a few additional remarks

from the friends and opponents of the measure, the
habeas corpus suspension bill was read a third time
and passed—ayes 26J—nays 103—majority in favor
of the bill, 162.

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C
Parliament.—Lord Holland has given notice of a

motion for the production of papers relative to the
treatment of Bonaparte, who has bitterly complain-
ed of ill usage. 120,000 men hava been voted for

the army, for six months. A motion to abolish sine-

cures was negatived in the house of lords ayes 5,
noes 45. Lord Cochrane has given notice that he
will bring forward a motion to reduce the interest
of the national debt.

The act for suspending the habeas corpits received
the royal sanction on the 4th of March. All the
"Greuville party" in parliament voted for it. The
following is a list of the lords who voted against it;

Dukes of Sussex, Somerset, Bedford and Argyll;
marquis Wellesley; earls of Derby, Thafiet, Essex,
Albermarle, Grosvenor, Rosslyn, Grey, Laroley,
Lauderdale; viscount Torrington; lords Say and
Sele, St. John, Montfort, Holland, Tolev, Auckland,
Alvanley and Erskine. And by proxy—the dukes of
Devonshire and Leinster; marquis of Downshirej
earls of Jersey, Cowper, Waldegrave, Darlington
and St. Vincent; viscounts Anson and Clifden; lords

Byron and Ponsonby.
Many arrests had already been made under this

act. An information is said to have been lodged
against Cobbeit.

The nature of this suspending act may be gather-
ed from the following proceedings in the house of
commons, on the 28th of February:
The third reading of the bill to suspend the ha-

beas corpus was ordered by a majority of 265

against 103.

Sir Francis Burdett proposed an amendment, that

no person should be imprisoned in a damp or unheal-

thy dungeon; that they should have the benefit of

air, fire and exercise; that they should not be load-
ed with irons; that they should have liberty to ad-
dress petitions to the king and two houses, and to

see their wives and children.

Mr. Ponsonby moved that the suspension should

only continue to the 1st of May, instead of the 1st

of July.
Another member moved, the suppresion of the

clause which permitted the transfer of a prisoner
from one prison to another. The attorney general
opposed, by observing that it might be useful to re-

move a prisoner from those who might hold intelli

gence with him. All these amendments were suc-

cessively rejected and the bill adopted.
Abstract of the suspension bill.—The act for sus-

pending the habeas corpus act, after a preamble in

the following words, "Whereas a traitorous conspi-

racy has been formed for the purpose of overthrow-

ing, by means of a general insurrection, the estab-

lished government, laws and constitution of this

kingdom; and whereai designs and practices of a
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'reasonable and highly dangerous nature are now

carrying on in the metropolis, and in many other

parts of Great Britain," proceeds to enact, that for

the better preservation of the persons of the king
and prince regent, and the peace of the kingdom,
all persons imprisoned at the time of the passing of

the act, or after, in that part of the kingdom called

Great Britain, by warrant of the privy council, or of

any of the secretaries of state, for high treason, sus-

picion of high treason, or treasonable practices,
shall be detained in safe custody, without bail or

mainprize, until the 1st day of July next, and until

that day no judge or justice of the peace shall bail,

or try s-u«h person, without order from the privy
council. The act then expressly suspends the "act

fbr preventing wrongous imprisonment," Sic. made
in 1701, for the period abovementioned, and among
some other provisions, requires that persons impri-
soned for the causes mentioned shall be kept sepa-

rate, and prevented from communicating with one

another.

(Xj'See the proceedings on this bill in the preced-

ing pages.
Execution of Cashman.—The London papers give

us a voluminous detail of the execution of Cash-

man, a sailor, convicted of being concerned in the

riot on the 2nd of Dec. He was hung in Skinner-

street, opposite the house ofa Mr. Beckwith, which,
ft is said, he and others had entered, and plundered—of afms.
The preparations for this execution shewed much

apprehension of a rescue, which was probably de-

signed. Regiments of constables and regiments of

soldiers surrounded the spot, and the avenues to it

were also guarded.
Cashman met his fate with astonishing firmness,

and seemed only to regret that, after having faced

death so often in the cause of hie country, he should
be carried through the streets like a vagrant and

hung like a thief. Me bid "good bye" to all that

he knew with the oft-hand carelessness of a sailor,

bound upon an ordinary voyage. He loudly com-

plained of having been defrauded by merchants as

well as by the government of his hard earnings
—

£200 was due to him from the latter, which he be-

queathed to his brother, &»c. As he passed through
the streets, the mob expressed their feelings by
groans and hisses—which he joined, often crying
out, "huzza my boys; I'll die like a man." Arrived
at the spot, he refused the religious exhortations of

the priests, saying, "dont bother me—it's oi' no

use; I want no mercy but from God." He resisted

the drawing of the cap over his face; he wanted to

see the last of it! At this moment he turned to

Beckwith's house, and threatening, observed, "I'll

be with you there," meaning he would haunt it af-

ter death. He told the crowd he was a murdered
man—and cried out "now, give me three cheers

when I trip." Then calling to the executioner he

said, "come Jack, you let go the jib-boom."
The drop fell, and he died without a struggle. A
dead silence prevailed for. a moment, when groans
and hisses, murder, murder, and sjiame, shame,
were heard from every part- The execution took

place on the 12th of March.

Meeting at Manchester.—The 10th of March was

appointed for a meeting of the people at Manches-

ter, for the purpose of marching to London! The
arrivals from the adjacent parts were estimated at

60 or 70,000 men. 20,000 were embodied, many of
them provided with knapsacks, containing blankets
and little stocks of provision. The activity of
the magistrates, however, assisted by the military,
defeated the design*-, ami 200 of them were arrest-

ed and sent to prison. The people v. ere unarmed,
hut are said to have expected that 25,01/0 muskets
might be had at Birmingham*' Some persons have
been arrested on charges of high treason.

Arrests at Glasgow.— Several persons have been
arrested at Glasgow on tire charge of conspiring
against government and administering unlawful
oaths. The military fired on the mob attempting
to rescue them.

The princess of Wales, the wandering wife of the

regent, it is said is about to return home. Another
account says she is to visit Persia.

Rice.—The duty on American rice is to be reduc-
ed 12s. 6d. per cwt.—being put at the same rate as
if received from British plantations. Grain, gene-
rally, has advanced a little.

Stocks—at London, March 13, 3 per cents. 69—
they had been as high as 71. American stocks arc
at par in London.
The famous William Cobbett, apprehending a lodg*.

ing in a dungeon after the suspension of the llabeus

Corpus, is said to have effected his escape and to
be hourly expected at New York. A person was
fined 10/. for selling one of his papers.
Exchequer bills. It has been proposed to issue

18 millions of new exchequer bills at 2%d to re-
deem a like amount of old bills at 3d, by which a

saving of from 3 to 600,000 is talked of.

Ireland.—Riots are frequent here also. The peo-
ple are suffering for bread. The military often fire

upon the starving populace.
Scraps—A meeting to petition for the dismissal,

of ministers was held in Westminster. Public offi-

cers have been invited by government to yield por-
tions of their salaries for the wants of the state.—
A complaint has been made to parliament against
king Christophe, for torturing a British subject.

—
It is a lamentable fact, that nearly 20,000 bbls. of
American flour have been lost in the late tempes-
tuous weather; being nearly a fifth of the whole
importation. Letters lately received from Trieste
state, that a very brisk trade is carried on in that
port, in consequence of large exportations of fire
arms and sabres from thence to South America.—
The Liverpool Mercury of the 14th March, states,
that there were then in that port 600 sail of vessels,
out of which from a moderate calculation, there
were upwards of 300 ready for sea—they had been
prevented from sailing for nearly eight weeks by
strong gales of wind. Even the Dublin packets,
which usually leave Liverpool every day, were forc-
ed back, and kept in port five weeks! Many ship-
wrecks have happened on the coast, and the gales
have also done much damage on the land.

General state of the country.
—The whole country

appears to be in a ferment. Arrests are making in
all quarters—yet "riotous meetings" are held, and
the general excitement seems to rise with the at-

tempts to repress it. Plots are talked of as exist-

ing in every part of the kingdom. A law has pas-
sed making it death to refuse to disperse at the or-
der of a magistrate! Another, makes it death to at-

tempt to "seduce the soldiers or sailors."

Selling a wife
—A man, a few days since, sold his

wife, in a halter for Is. 6d. in the public market at

Wellington, and allowed the purchaser a quart of
ale to drink his health. London paper 8th Feb.

FRANCE.

Talleyrand is reported to be in favor again—re-

instated in his office of high chamberlain. French
funds, March 8, 61/ 60c. Measures are talked of
to put the French army on a respectable footing.

Franklin'3 works are in the press at Paris.

It is stated that there are between 4 and 500
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Egyptian emigrants at Marseilles. Government
was about to do something- for their relief.

Tt is officially announced that the duchess of Ber-

ri is in 'the 5th month of her pregnancy.
•

Lavalette is said to be in Germany, about to re-

side with the ex-queen of Holland.

The army of occupation was to consist of any

number of troops the allies might think proper, not

I seceding 15u,000 men. to be paid by France. They
are now reduced to 120,000 men; who appear to be

regularly paid. How humbling to the pride of

Frenchmen must be the existence of such a force

in their territory.
Gen. Lallem»nt, who accompanied Bonaparte on

board the Bellerophon, has safely arrived at Boston
from Smyrna.

Paris, March 2.—The drivers of the little car-

riages for Versailles call out, "there is still one

seat left for Versailles; come and see the spring at

Versailles." The crowd of curious persons going
thither is very great. The fact, which gives occa-

sion to this, is the fine sight presented by the trees

in the grand park, which display the phenomenon
of a vegetation, such as is seen in the month of May.
Several trees in the park of Trianon are covered
with new leaves: the hawthorns in the open air are

loaded with flowers.—May the hope which this ear-

ly spring gives us not be destroyed by frosts in the

month of May!—If we have reasons for fear, we
have also many for hope. The Chronicle of Bul-

linguer, mentions, after a calamitous year, the sum-
mer of 1540. The fine weather and the heat last-

ed from the month of February to the 19th of Sep-
tember, and during all this period it rained but six

times. At the end of May ripe cherries yvere eat-

en, and grapes in July; the 25th of June was the

midst of the harvests; and at the beginning of Sep-
tember, Bullinguer adds, that this year was re-

markable for the extreme abundance of wine, com,
and all sorts of fruit.

Spain.

There appears to be some serious difficulty be-

tween Spain and Portugal, in consequence of which
the British officers attached to the Portuguese corps
have left London to join the army.
An insurrection is said to exist in Valencia—many

lives are reported to have been lost, but we have not

the particulars. Ferdinand has ordered a conscrip-
tion—a "horrible French conscription"—of 40,000

men, "to be enforced without any exception of

classes." These are designed to replace the old

soldiers, suspected of not loving the king so much
as they might. The state of Spain is represented
as that of "extreme misery"

—
great numbers of the

people dying of hunger. The illustrious Herreros,
a deputy of the late Cortes, died recently in con-

finement in a fortress on the African coast. He had

previously been kept two years in a dungeon of

Madrid, "TVre Boiirhons are restored"
ITALY.

A new census of Rome has been taken, and the

number of souls found to be 129,000. Turin con-

tains 88,538 souls.

IOSIAN ISIiANl):.

The islands are protected by the English. The
people latterly have manifested a disposition to

protect or govern themselves. In consequence a
British mercenary iorce was to be raised of 23,000
men.

NETHERLANDS.
The population of the kingdom of the Nether-

lands amounts at present to 5,226,857 souls.

The princess of Orange has had a son—bis title

is, duke of Brabant.

"•Restoration."—The navigation of that noble Av.
er, the Sheldt, is not yet again closed, by Dutch

liberality, but is is very much shackled by extra du-

ties, &c.

GEIWANT.

Emigrations from the south of Germany, for the
United States, are said to have become numerous.
An Austrian vessel, with a cargo ofwood and iron,

has, for the first time, passed up the Nile and arrived
at Cairo.

RUSSIA.

Lists have been published at Petersburg, (says
a London paper) of the births and deaths during the

year 1816. The increase of population yvas 89l),000
individuals. These lists comprise only the pa-
rishes of the Greek church, ruling in the empire.
A fourth, or at least a fifth of the population is

composed of Catholics, Lutherians, Mahometans,
and Pagans.
The population of the Russian empire, exclusive

of the kingdom of Poland, was during the last year,
42 millions. If the same augmentation continues

proportionably, we may calculate that this popula-
tion will in 17 years amount to 50 millions, and in

72 years 100 millions.

CglNA.
The mission of lord Amherst to the emperor of

China has entirely failed. There is an account
of a fight between some Chinese war boats and the
British frigate Alceste—the latter is said to have
silenced them and the forts that opened upon her.

AFRICA.
The British have taken possession of the island of

Tristram de Cunha, for the purpose of fixing a

garrison upon it similar to that at Ascension: pro-

bably with a view to the better securing of Bona-

parte.
The dey of Algiers has issued an order prevent-

ing the export of all sorts of provisions to the Bri-

tish territories and possessions. The French have

supplanted the English in the commerce of this re-

gency, which is grievously complained of.

The grand seignior is about to make the dey a

present of a frigate, two corvettes, and three trans-

ports laden with naval and military stores. He will

soon have a respectable fleet.

dj^It would seem, from several hints in the Bri-

tish papers that a new expedition may be sent out

for Algiers. The dey is said to have captured se-

veral vessels, in disregard to his treaty; but the

probability rather is that the advantages he has

given to French commerce is really the cause of

hostility to him. Loivl Exmouth had been several

days in attendance at the admiralty.
BONAPARTE.

It is said that Las Casas has taken with him to

the Cape of Good Hope, the manuscripts of the life

of Bonaparte, which it is presumed he will publish
in England.
(jj'We have several papers respecting the treat-

ment of the ex-emperor, which we have not room to

insert or say much about at present. He has com-

plained, through count de .Montholon, of ill usage-,

which, however, is denied in the British state-

ments. Our last accounts from him represent him
as being very unwell. His boundaries have been

circumscribed, and he is more closely watched than

ever—being personally examined three times a day
MEXICO AND SOUTH- AMERICA.

The projected expedition against the patriots of

Mexico and South -America, yet remains at Cadiz,

without any immediate prospect of embarkation

The treasury of Spain is in a beggarly state.

Direct acemmts from Duenos Ayres announce the
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, U.i'ion of the royal forces in Chili, and the es-

lablishmeflt there of a patriotic government. There

.v;is much hard fighting, especially at Chacabnco,

on the 12th of February, where the Buenos Ayrean

general, San Martin, gained a complete victory,

killing 450 of the enemy, making 630 prisoners and

dispersing the rest, who, with the royal general

Marco, have been since picked up. FerdhtaiuVs

business is completely done here, and the patriots
will now have leisure and power to pay their re-

spects to the intruding Portuguese at Monte Video,
if the events in Brazil shall not have caused them

precipitately to depart.
The province of Pernambuco, in Brazil, has re-

volted and declared itself independent. The sol-

diers joined the people, and the revolution was com-

pleted without much bloodshed. A provisional go-

vernment, on a very liberal plan, has been estab-

lished, and there is every reason to believe that the

patriots will not only be able to hold their ground
in tins province, but to extend their principles

through the whole country. The next accounts we
have will probably relate to the return of the king
to Portugal.

Q£j*An intelligent South-American informed the

editor of the Register long ago, that Brazil was

ripe for revolution and only wanted a little encou-

ragement from Buenos Ay res—adding that if the

Portuguese interfered, as to the provinces of La
Plata, that they would repent it.

"Restoration."—The Jesuits were re-established

in Mexico the 19th of May last.

LATEST FROM ENGLAND POSTSCRIPT.

Summary, from London dates to March 28, inclu-

sive.—Lord Cochrane was preparing to leave Eng-
land for South-America—370,000 persons, in the

neighborhood of Birmingham, are in great misery,
but peaceable—a bill to prevent seditious meetings
was nearly completed; ministers were expected to

prolong the suspension of the habeas corpits,- why
not make it perpetual?

—American stocks, 101 a

101^; British 3 per cents. 69 7-8 70—the excise fell

off £600,000 the last quarter—most of the Man-
chester rioters had been released—Spain has appli-
ed to England for assistance against her revolted

colonies, and been refused—Ferdinand has issued
afi order for the release of some of his many state

prisoners—the slave trade on the coasts of Africa
still goes actively on, but the British have recently
captured several vessels—There is again a talk of

a constitution for Prussia—a Swede was sentenced
to deatli for writing against Bernadotte's becoming
king—there was a great riot at the Theatre Fran-

cais, at Paris, on the representation of a tragedy
which was supposed to have an allusion to Bona-

naparte's present situation; the military quelled it;

many arrests were made.

Plantiug Po(:itoes.

FROM THE NEW-JERSEY JOCTUSTAl.

Mr. Koliock—As it is an opinion with many, that

potatoes will yield best to change the seed, and

plant the largest, therefore I made the following
experiment.

Last fall I sent to Albany for some ofthe best red

potatoes, which were very good and large; and on
the 26th ofApril planted one row containing 19 hills

in which I put one potatoe in a hill larger than a

goose egg, weighing in the whole 8 lbs. and put a
shovel full of line manure in each. And when dug,
the above eight pounds ofthe largest potatoes pro-
duced 54 lb?.

The next row I planted with cut potatoes, of the
same kind, putting five pieces in a hill, the whole
of 4 lbs. weight and manured m the same maim r

as above. They produced 50 lbs. as did several other
rows in the same patch
And on the 15th May I pealed five of the largest

of the above potatoes, carefully digging out the eyes
about the size of a cent, winch I planted in 3 rows
of 16 feet long, putting the eyes 8 or 9 inches apart
and the rows 3 feet, which contained about half a
rod of ground. It produced 1 bushel and 9 quarts
(weighing 78 lbs.) of good sized potatoes; many of
which weighed from 8 to 10 ounces, and but a very
few small ones. This ground received no manure.

Yours, &c.

RICHARDSON GRAY.
P. S. The whole and cut potatoes were planted

in a light sandy soil, and the eyes in a damp soil;

and as the odds is so great, I think no one will he-
sitate to follow the plan, as it is a saving of all their

seed.

Elizabethtoiun, Oct. 21. 1816.

CHRONICLE.
Specie.

—Our readers will all recollect that Mr
Sergeant went to England, as an agent of the United
States' Bank, to negociate an exchange of United
States' stocks for specie

—and they will learn, with

pleasure, that he has entirely succeeded, and on the
most advantageous terms.
The precious metals, on private account, are also

flowing in from all quarters, especially from Eng-
land. It may be fairly presumed, from what we see
in the papers, that from 800,000 to 1,000,000 of dol-

lars arrived in the United States, from that country,
within the period of the last week.

Fire.—Two valuable manufactories, one for cot
ton and wool, the other for cotton bagging, both of
them extensive establishments, were lately destroy-
ed by fire, near Lexington, Ky. Supposed by de-

sign.
The Suaquehannah.—In the first 12 days of April,

100,000g worth of property was sent to market on
the Susquehanna!), from the village of (hvego, in the
state of New-York. It consisted of arks laden with

plaster of Paris, rafls of timber and boards, &c.—
500 persons were employed in conducting these to
market.
The fag of the United States is not altered, as

has been published In several papers. The proposi-
tion offered for it was not adopted by congress.
The Mediterranean squadron.—We have late ac-

counts from our squadron in the Mediterranean—
all well; nothing new.
The United States ship Ontario, enpt. Downs, has

received orders to prepare for sea with all possible,

despatch. It is understood she is to carry out des-

patches.
The United States brig Boxer, captain Porter,

lately sailed from New York for the Gulfof Mexico.
Septimus Tyler, esq. went out in her as agent to the

president of U.iyti, to demand satisfaction for a cap-
tured vessel, and the execution of an American.

Ship letters.—During the week, which ended on

Saturday last, thirty-three thousand three hundred and
thirty one foreign letters, were received a +

thetpost-
office in this city (N. York,) from Liverpool, London,
Bristol, Leith, Greenock, Havre-de-<. race, Rotter-

dam, Calcutta, Havana, Martinique, Amsterdam,
Jamaica, Bordeaux, and St. Thomas, fi >>. Citron.

Rhode-Island.—The republican ma?;.; r '-; a^olll
10.0 for goyernoT.
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Extract from the rules and regulations for the go-
vernment of the army of the United States.

"All officers, whatever may be their rank, passing

through a garrison town, or established military

post, shall report their arrival at such town or post
to the commanding oiiicer; by written notice if the

officer arriving be elder in rank, and personally if he

be younger in rank tlian the officer commanding."
Castle Clinton, head quarters, ")

3dM dept. April 22, 1817. S

DEPART-WEST ORDERS.

The commanding officer requires obedience to

the above regulations from all officers of the United

States' army. J. HINDMAN,
Col. commanding 3d M. Dept.

Adft and Inspector Gen's office, May 1, 1817.

general onnER.—Promotions and appointments to fill

vacancies in the army of the United States.

Corps of Artillery.

2d lieutenant Wm. Coffie, to be 1st lieutenant,

20th April, 1817, vice Kincaid, resigned.
3d lieutenant John R. Sloo, to be 2d lieutenant

20th April, 1817, vice Coffie, promoted.
3d lieutenant Henry Griswold to be 2d lieuten-

ant, 1st May, 1817, vice Campbell, resigned.
First Regiment of Infantry.

Brevet lieut. colonel James Y. Ball, major of the

6th infantry, to be lieutenant colonel, 3lst March

1817, vice Croghan resigned.
Brevet major R. Whartenby, captain of the 7th

infantry, to be major, 30th April 1817, vice Jesup,

promoted.
Third Regiment of Infantry,

Brevet lieut. colonel Thomas S. Jesup, major of

the 1st infantry, to be lieutenant colonel, 30th April,

1817, viee Brearley promoted.
Fourth Regiment of Infantry.

1st lieutenant Otho W. Callis, to be captain, 12th

March, 1817, vice Taylor, resigned.
2d lieutenant Richard M. Sands, to be 1st lieu-

tenant, 12th March, 1817, viae Callis, promoted.
Fifth Regiment of Infantry.

2d lieut. Edmund Kirby, to be 1st lieutenant,

1st May, 1817, vice Adams, resigned.
Sixth Regiment of Infantry.

Brevet major Gad Humphreys, captain, to be

major, 31st of March 1817, vice Ball promoted.
Brevet captain Elijah Boardman, 1st lieutenant,

to be captain, 31st March 1817, vice Humphreys
promoted.

2d. lieutenant John Ellison, to be 1st lieutenant,

31st March, 1817, vice Boardman promoted.
Seventh Regiment of Infantry.

Brevet colonel D. Brearley, lieutenant colonel of

the 3d infantry, to be colonel, 30th April 1817, vice

M'Donald, resigned.
1st Lieutenant John II. Mallory, to be captain,

30th April 1817, vice 'Whartenby, promoted.
2d Lieutenant Oranvilie Leftwich, to be 1st lieu-

tenant, 30th April 1817, vice Mallory, promoted.
2d Lieutenant Richard W. Scott, "to be 1st lieu-

tenant, 30th April 1817, vice Ross, resigned.
2d Lieutenant Lewis Lawshe, to be 1st lieutenant,

30th April 1817, vice Goodwyn, resigned.
Eighth Regiment of Infantry.

1st Lieutenant Thomas Mountjoy, to be captain,
15th January 1817, vice M'Keon.

1st Lieutenant Robert Houston, to be captain,
21st March 1817, vice Bissell, resigned.
2d Lieutenant George Kennedy, to be 1st lieu-

tenant, 15th Jan. 1817, vice Mountjoy, promoted.
2d Lieutenant R. Humphreys, to be 1st lieu-

tenant, 31st March 1817, vice Houston, promoted-

Rifle Regiment.
Brevet lieutenant colonel Talbot Chamber.!—

Major, to be lieutenant colonel, 8th March 1817,
vice Hamilton, resigned.

Brevet nuijor Willoughby Morgan, captain, to be

mjor, 8th March 1817, vice Chambers, promoted.
1st Lieutenant James S. M'Intosh, to be captain,

Stli March, 1817, vice Morgan, promoted.
2d Lieutenant Abner Harrison, to be 1st lieuten-

ant, 1st March, 1817, vice Laval, resigned.
2d Lieutenant John Hollingsworth, to be lstlieu-

tenan, 8ih March, 1817, vice M'Intosh, promoted.
2d Lieutenant Bennet Riley, to be 1st lieutenant,

3 1st March, 1817, vice Heddleston, resigned.
Appointments.

Perrin Willis, late captain 2d Inft. to be major
and assistant-adjutant general, 3d April, 1817.
Ehsha L. Allen, to be hospital surgeori's-mate,

8di March, 1817.
Geo. C Clitherall, to be hospital surgeon's-mate,

8th March, 1817.
John Carpenter, to be hospital surgeon's-mate,

9th April, 1817.
W. J. Clark, to be hospital surgeon's-mate, 26th

April, 1817.
Arthur Nelson, to be surgeon's-mate, 5th Infant

try, April 26th, 1817.
The officers promoted by this order will report

accordingly, subject to the approval of the senate
at their next session. By order

U. PARKER, Adjt. & Insp. Gen.

MARINE CORPS OF THE UNITED STATES.

List of officers to be retained in the United States'

marine corps, under the act of congress passed
on the third day of March, 1817, entitled "an act

fix the peace establishment of the marine corps."
Franklin Wharton, lieut. colonel commandant

CAPTAINS.

Anthony Gale
Archibald Henderson
Richard Smith
R. D. Wainwright
William Anderson

FIRST LIEUTENANTS

Samuel Miller

John M. Gamble
Alfred Grayson
William Strong.

P. W. Bellevue

Lyman Kellog
Samuel E. Watson
Wm. L. Brownlow
Thomas W. Legge
W. H. Freeman
Joseph L Khun
Henry Olcott

Charles R. Broora

Benjamin Richardson
Francis B. White
William Nicoll

Charles Lord
Levi Twiggs
John Harris

Samuel B. Johnston
The following eight second lieutenants are prs

moted first lieutenants, April 18th, 1817.

Thomas A. Linton James I. Mills

Richard Auchmuty
James Edelin

Christopher I'ord

Park G. Howie

George B. English
Richard D. Green

SEdOND LIEUTENANTS.

Elijah J. Weed
Shubeal Buttertield

Thomas G. Chase
Robert Lyman
John H. bunoan

Augustus De Rumford.

Edward S. Nowell
Robert M. Desha
John S. Page
Henry E. Dix

Aug. A. Nicholson
Edwin B. Newton
William Brown
(C/'Three vacancies of second lieutenants, yet to

be filled.

The number of non-commissioned officers, musi-

cians and privates, to be as follows:

Seventy-three sergeants, seventy-three corporals,

forty-two drums ami fifes, seven hundred and fifty

privates.
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Political Curiosity.
The following,' more properly belongs to the pro-

posed collection of revolutionary papers than to

the body of the Register itself—but we prefer to

publish* it now to invigorate the hopes and

strengthen the exertions, of all interested in that

undertaking
-

.

The people of the United States will be pleased to

see "the first printed essay towards a form of go-
vernment in this country," written "six months
before the declaration of independence," by pre-
sident Adams: and they will remark, with singu-
lar pleasure, how nearly, in spirit and form,-our

republican governments which succeeded that

declaration, have approached the lines sketched

in this "marbled colored bagatelle," as Mr. A.

sportively calls it, from its being done up in mar-

bled paper.

Quincy, April 58/7*, 1817.

Sir—I have received eleven volumes of your

Register, well bound and in good order, for which
I have paid Mr. Ballard; and I thank you for the

promptitude with which you have obliged me.

"VIVE LA BAGATELLE."

The light sketch enclosed, is at this day of
no;

value: not even an object of curiosity, except onj
account of the critical moment in which it wasj

crayoned, six months before the declaration of in-

dependence, and as it was the first printed essay
towards a form of government in this country.
As Mr. Tajrlor of Hazelgrove, Portroyal, Virgi-

nia, lias in his late work honored with several pages
of remarks, an imperfect copy of it, it seems right
that the public should possess an authentic one.

If you think it worth a place in your Register

you may give it one. If not, I pray you to return it

to me by the post. Indeed in any case I wish to

have it restored to me, as I know of no other copy

ofDunlap's edition.

You may make what use you please of this letter

and all its contents, upon condition you return me
>ny marble coloured JtJagatelie.

1 am, respectfully, your servant,
JOHN ADAMS.

VK Mle».

.Vemcnandum by JiJtr. Ada

Ac winter of 1776 there was much discussion

m congress concerning the necessity of indepen-

(lenoe, and advising the several states to institute

governments for themselves under the immediate

authority and original power of the people, (ire.it

difficulties occurred to many gentlemen, in making
a transition from the old governments to the new,
5. c. from the royal to republican governments. In

January 1776, Mr. George Wythe, of Virginia

parsing an evening v i»h me, asked what futin I

Tor nil

woidd advise a colony to pursue, iu o.derto get <• it

of the old government and into a new <>or.

sketched in words a scheme, which he reque
me to give him in writing. Accordingly, the next

day I delivered him the following letter. He lent

it to his colleague Richard Henry Lee, who asked

me to let him print it: to which I consented pro-

vided lie would suppress my name: for if that should

appear, it would excite a continental clamour

among the tories that I was erecting a battering
ram to demolish the royal government and render

independence indispensable.

Quincy, Ju'y 21, 1811.

THOUGHTS OX GOVERNMENT: APPLICABLE TO THE TUB'

SENT STATE OF THE AMERICAN COLONIES; ts A LET-

TER EROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS F»IE!ID, [i.
C FR01I

JOHN ADAMS TO GEORGE WITHE.] Tiili. ADELFIU-l:

FRISTE11 V.Y JOHN IUTNLA1'. M,I)CC,LX\\ I.

Thoughts on government, &c.

Mr dear sir—If I was equal to the task cf form-

ing a plan for the government of a colony, I should

be" flattered with your request, and very happy to

comply with it; because as the divine science of

politics is the science of social happiness, and the

blessings of society depend entirely on the consti-

tutions of government, which are generally insti'u-

tions that last for many generations, there can be

no employment more agreeable to a benevolent

mind, than a research alter the best.

Pope flattered tyrants too much when he said

"For forms of government ltt fools contest,

"That which is best administered is best."

Nothing can be more fallacious than tius: Gut poets
read history to collect flowers not fruits—they at-

tend to fanciful images, not the effects of social in-

stitutions. Nothing is more certain from the his-

tory of nations, and the nature of man, than that

some form's of government are better fitted for be-

ing well administered than others.

Ve ought to consider, what is the end of govern-

ment, before we determine whicli is the best form.
—Upon this point all speculative politicians will

agree, that the happiness of society is the end of

government, as all divines and moral philosophers
will agree that the happiness of the individual is

the end of man. Prom this principle it will follow,

that the form of government, which communieates

ease, comfort, security, or in one word happiness
to the-- greatest number of persons, and in t\\p

greatest degree, is the best.

All sober enquirers after truth, ancient and mA-

dern, pagan and Christian, have declared that the

happiness o/ man, as well as his dignity consists in

virtue. Confucius, Zoroaster, Socrates, Mahomet,
not to mention authorities really sacred, have agreed
in this.

If there is a form of government then, whose

principle and foundation is virtue, will not every

sober man acknowledge it better calculated to pro-

mote the general happiness than any other form?

Pear is the foundation of most governments; but

is so sordid and brutal a passion, and rentiers men,
hi Wnase breasts it predominates, so stupid, and

miserable, that Americans will not be likely to ap-

prove of ally political institution wh'rph is foond^l
on it*.
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HOnonf is truly sacred, but holds a lower rank
iiv the scale of moral excellence than virtue.—In-

deed the former is but a part of the latter, ami

Consequently has not equal pretensions to support
a frame of government productive of hurnan hap-

piness.
The foundation of every (government is some prin-

ciple or passion in the minds of" the people —The
i) >blest principles and most generous affections in

our nature then, have the fairest chance 'o support
the noblest ami most generous models of govern-
ment.
A man must be indifferent to the sneers of mo-

dern Englishmen, to mention in their compnuy, the.

names of Sidney, Harrington, Locke, Milton, Ned-

ham, Neville, Hurnet, and Hoadlev.—No small forti

tude is necessary to confess that one h is read them.
The wretched condition of this country, however,
for ten or fifteen years past, has frequently re-

minded me of their principles and reasonings.
—

They will convince any candid mind, that there is

no good government but what is republican. Tliat

t!ye only valuable part of the British constitution is

."-
; because the very definition of a republic, is

'•an empire of laws, and not of men." That, as a re-

public is the best of governments, so that particu-
lar arrangement of the powers of* society, or in

other words that form of government, which is

b*st contrived to secure an impartial and exact ex-

ecution of the laws, is the best of republics.
Of republics, there is an inexhaustible variety,

because the possible combinations of the powers of

society, are capable of innumerable variations.

As good government, is an empire of laws, how
shall your laws be made? Tn a large society, inha-

biting an extensive country, it is impossible that

the whole should assemble, to make laws: The
first necessary step then, is, to depute power from
the many, to a few of the most wise and good.—
l?ut by what rules shall you choose your represen-
tatives? Agree upon the number and qualifications
of persons, wiio shall have the benefit of choosing,
or annex this privilege to the inhabitants of a cer-

tain extent of ground.
The principal difficulty lies, and the greatest

care should be employed in constituting this repre-
sentative assembly. It should be in miniature, an
exact portrait of the people at large. It should

think, feel, reason, and act like them. That it

mav be the interest of this assembly to do strict

jus' ice at all times, it should lie an equal represen
ration, or in other words equal interest among the

people should have equal interest in it.—Great care

should be taken to effect this, and to prevent unfair,

partial, and corrupt, elections. Such regulations,
lio .'ever, may be better made in times Of greater

tranquility than the present, and they will spring

up of themselves naturally, when all the powers of

government come to be in the hands of the people's
friends. At present it will be safest to 'proceed in

:til established modes to which the people have been
familiarised by habit.

A representation of the people in one assembly
being obtained, a question arises whether all the

powers of government, legislative, executive, and

judicial, shall be left in this body.' 1 think a peo-

ple cannot be long free, nor ever happy, whose go-
vernment is in one assembly. My reasons far this

opinion are as follow:

1. A single assembly is liable to all the vices,
follies and frailties of an individual.—Subject to

fits of humor starts of passion, flights of enthusi-

asm, partialities of prejudice, and consequently
•Hroductive of hasty results and absurd judgments':

And all th'ese errors ought, to he corrected and ikj
lies supplied by some controlmg power.

2 A single assembly is apt to be avaricious, and
in time will not scruple lo exempt itself from bur-
thens which it will lay, without compunction, On
its constituents;

3. A single assembly is apt to grow ambitious,
and after a time will not hesitate to vo'.e itself per-
pettral. This was one f.mlt of the long parliament,
but more remark. bly of Holland, whose assembly
first voted themselves from annual to septennial,
then for life, and after a course of years, that all

vacancies happening by death or otherwise, should
be filled by themselves, without any application to
constituents at all.

4. A representative assembly, although extreme-
ly well qualified, and absolutely necessary as a
branch of the legislature, is unfil to exercise the
executive power, for want of two essential proper
ties, secrecy and despatch.

5. A representative assembly is still less qualifi-
ed for the judicial power; because it is too numer-
ous, too slow, and too little skilled in the laws.

6. Because a single assembly, possessed of all.

the powers of government, would make arbitrary
law* for their own interest, execute all laws arbi-

trarily for their own interest, and adjudge all con-
troversies in their own favor.

Bui. shall the whole power of legislation rest in-

one assembly? Most of the foregoing reasons ap-
ply equally to prove that the legislative power
ought to be more complex—to which we may add,
that if the legislative power is wholly in one assem-
bly, and the executive in another, or in a single
person, these two powers will oppose and encroach
upon each other, until the contest shall end in war,
and the whole power, legislative and executive, be
usurped by the strongest.
The judicial power, in such case, could not me--

diate, or hold the balance between the two contend-

ing- powers, because the legislative would under-
mine it.—And this shews the necessity too, of giv-
ing the executive power a negative upon the legis-
lative, otherwise this will be continually encroach

ing upon that.

To avoid these dangers let a distinct assembly
be constituted, as a mediator between the two ex-
treme branches of the legislature, that which re-

presents the people and that which is vested with
the executive power.

Let the representative assembly then elect by
ballot, from among themselves or their constitu-

ents, or both, a distinct assembly, which for the
sake of perspicuity we will call a council. It may
consist »f any number you please, say twenty or

thirty, ami should have a free and independent ex-
ercise of its judgment, and consequently a negative
voice in the legislature.

These two bodies thus constituted, and made in-

tegral parts of tha legislature, let them unite, ami

by joint ballot choose a governor, who, after being
stript of mo.->t of those badges of domination call-

ed prerogatives, should have a, free and indepen-
dent exercise of his judgment, and be made also
an integral part of the legislature. This I know is

liable to objections, and if you please you may
make him only president of the council, as in Con-
necticut: But as the governor is to be invested with
the executive power, with consent of council, I

think he ought to have a negative upon the legisla-
tive. If he is annually elective, as he ought to be,
he will always have so much reverence and affec-

tion for the people, their representatives and coun-

cillors, that although you give him an independen'
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xerciseof his judgment, he will seldom use it in

Oppdskionto the two houses, except in cases tlie

public utility of which would be conspicuous, and
i*me such cases would happen.
In the present exigency of American affairs, when,

by *n act of parliament we are put out of the royal
protection, and consequently discharged from our

allegiance; audit bus become necessary to assume
g >vernment for bur immediate security, the gover-
n >••, lieutenant governor, secretary, treasurer, com
naissary, attorney-general, should be chosen bt

,i«/mt ballot, of both houses. And these and all

other elections, especially of representatives and
councillors, should be annual, there not being in

The whole circle of the sciences, a maxim more
rnfifHible than this, "where annual elections end,
there slavery begins."
These great men, in this respect should be, once

a year
"Like bubble* on the sea of matter borne,
"Tliey lise, iliey break, and to tiut sea return."

This will teach them the great political virtues of

humility, patience, and moderation, without which

eve.ry man in power becomes a ravenous beast of

prey.
This mode of constituting the great offices of

state will answer very well for the present, but if,

6y experiment, it should be found inconvenient,
the legislature may at its leisure devise other me-
'hods of creating them, by elections of the people
•a large, as in Connecticut, or it may enlarge the
term for which they shall be chosen to seven years,
•>!• three years, or for life, or make any other alte-
rations which the society shall find productive of
As ease, its safety, its freedom, or in one word its

happiness.
A rotation of all offices, as well as of represen-

tatives and councillors-, has many advocates, and is

contended for with many plausible arguments. It

would be attended no do'ubt with many advantages,
and if the society has a sufficient number of suita-
ble characters to supply the great number of va-
cancies which would be made by such a rotation,
I can see no objection to it. These persons may be
allowed to serve for three years, and then be ex-
cluded three years, or for any longer or shorter
term.

Any seven or nine of the legislative council maybe made a quorum, for doing business as a privy
council, to advise the governor in the exercise of
the executive branch of power, and in all acts of
state.

The governor should have the command of the
militia, and of all your armies. The power of par-dons should be with the governor and council.

Judges, justices and all other officers, civil and
military, should he nominated and appointed bvthe
governor, with the advice and consent of council,
unless you choose to have a government more popu-
lar; if you do, all officers, civil and military, mayBe chosen by joint ballot of both houses, or in or-
der to preserve the independence and importance
of each house, by ballot of one house, concurred
oy the other. Sheriffs should be chosen by the
freeholders of counties—so should registers of
deeds and clerks of counties.

All officers should have commissions, under the
frund of the governor and seal of the colonyThe dignity and

stability of government in all
its branches, the morals of the people and dverv
blessing of society, depends so much upon an up-
right and skillful administration of justice, that
the judical power ought to be distinct from both
the-legislative and executive, and independent un .

<ra h-oth. ftntt s.o it may be a check unon both, as

both should be checks upon that. The judge
s

therefore should always be men of learning and
experience in the laws, of exemplary morals, great
patience, calmness, coolness and attention. Their
minds should not be distracted with jarring inte-
rests- they should not be dependent upon any man,
or body of men. To these ends they should hold
estates for life in their offices, or in oilier words
their commissions should be during good behaviour,and their salaries ascertained and established by
law. For misbehaviour the grand inquest of the
colony, the house of representatives, should im-
peach them before the governor and council, where
they should have time and

opportunity to make
their defence, but if convicted should be remove*
from their offices, and subjected to such other pu-
nishment as shall be thought proper.A militia law requiring all men, or with veryfew exceptions, besides cases of conscience, to bo
provided with arms and ammunition, to be trained
at certain seasons, and requiring counties, towns,
or other small districts to be provided with public
stocks Of ammunition and entrenching utensils,and with some settled plans for transporting provi-
sions after the militia, when marched to defend
their country against sudden invasions, and re-

quiring certain districts to be provided with field-
pieces, companies of matro.sses, and perhaps some
regiments of light horse is always a wi.se institu-
tion, and in the present circumstances of our coun-
try indispensable.
Laws for the liberal education of youth, especial-

ly of the lower class of people, are so extremely-
wise and useful, that to a humane and generous
mind, no expence for this purpose would be thought
extravagant.
The very mention of sumptuary laws will excite

a smile. Whether our countrymen have wisdom
and virtue enough to submit to them I know out.
But the happiness of the people might be greatly
promoted by them, and a revenue saved sufficient,
to carry on this war forever. Frugality is a great
revenue, besides curing us of vanities, "levities and
fopperies which are real antidotes to all great man-
ly and warlike virtues.
But must not all commissions run in the name

of a king? No. Why may they not as well run
thus,

«« The colony of to A. B. greeting,"and be tested by the governor?
Why may not writ's, instead of running in the

name of the king, run thus, "the colony of
to the sheriff," &c . and be tested by the chief jus-
tice. J

Why may not indictments conclude "against the
peace of the colony of and the dignity 0l
the same.'" D *

A constitution, founded on these principles, in-
troduces knowledge among the people, and inspiresthem with a conscious dignity, becoming freemenA general emulation takes place, which causes good
humor, sociability, good manners, and good morals
to_

be general. That elevation of sentiment, in,
spired by such a government, makes the common
People brave and

enterprising. That ambition
which is insp.red by it makes them sober, indus-
trious and frugal. You will find among them some
elegance, perhaps, but more

solidity; a little plea-
sure, but a great deal of m.siness-some politeness,but more

civility. If you compare such a count™
with the regions of domination, whether monarchi-
cal or anstocratical, you will fancy youraelf in At>
cadia or EUsium.

If the colonies should assume governments sepa-
rately they should be left entirely to their own
choice oT the fo/ms., and if a continental constitu-
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tfon should be formed, it should be a congress,

containing a Pair and adequate representation ofthe

colonies, and its authority should sacredly be con-

fined inihc.'i cases, viz. war, trade, disputes be-

tween colony and colony, the post-office and the

Unappropriated lands of the crown, as they used to

be called.

These colonies, under such forms of government,
ajid in such a union, would be unconquerable by all

tne monarchies of Europe.
3fou and I, my dear friend, have been sent into

lit"', at a time when the greatest lawgivers of an-

tiquity would have wished to have lived.—How few

of tlie human raae have ever enjoyed an opportuni-

ty of making an election of government more than

of air, soil or climate, for themselves or their chil-

dren.—When! before the present epocha, had three

millions of people full power and it fair opportuni-

ty to form and establish the wisest and happiest

government that human wisdom can contrive? I

hope you will avail yourself and your country of

that extensive learning- and indefatigable industry

which you possess, to assist her in the formations

of the happiest governments, and the best charac-

ter of a great people:
—For myself, I must beg you

to keep my name out of sight, for this feeble at-

tempt, if it should be known to be mine, would

oblige me to apply to myself those lines of the im-

mortal John .Milton, in one of his sonnets,
"I dii! but teach the age to quit their cloggs
'•By the plain ink sot ancient liberty,
"When In! a barbarous noise surrounded me,
"Ot owls and cuckoos, asses, apes and dogs."

Public stocks.
mOM THE BOSTON- CENTINET.

"The public stocks of modern nations have been
considered the best criteria of the stability of their

governments.
—By this rule, then, that of Great

Britain is considered as firm as the Peruvian Andes.
TuL-r an example.

—American stocks are considered
to be next in stability;

—but American securities,

bearing six per cent, interest, will only command in

specie one or two per cent, above par—whereas
British stocks, bearing only three per cent, interest,
will command in specie 70 per cent:—which at the
rate ofsix per cent, would be 40 per cent, abo-ve par!
What will the croakers and boasters say to this?"

REMARKS.
There is apparently a singular disposition in some

American citizens to exalt the character of Great
Britain tycn at the cost of their own country's re-

putation. The writer of the preceding paragraph
seems to havethat disposition—for, not content with
the facts state-.!, which he assumes as "the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth" of tlie

ftiatter, he evidently exalts at the supposed supe-
rktr.stabilityof the British government over that of
the United States. One might have thought that
this would rather be a subject for regret than of

plea ore.

B is true, when British three per cents, were at 70,
in London, American six per cents, were no more
than 102: but this is not "criteria ot tin stability
»>f the governments." There is no man who be-
lieves that the present American debt will be per-

petual; it is known to be in a rapid state of re-

duction, and its period is reasonably calculated—
whereas, there is no man who dreams or supposes
that the British debt will ever Ue paid; it is by all

accounted an impossibility to do it. There is, then,
something else, besides the presumed "stability" of
the respective governments, that makes the British

capitalist willing to give a higher comparativt

price for the stocks of his own country than for
tho'se of a fpreign one- tins sometbingmay be the

greater facility with which he can collect the inte

rest, but chiefly in the greater convenience with
which he may Bonvertxllis stock into other kinds of

property, at pleasure: 'I he British stocks, from
the immense trade carried on in them, answer near-

ly all the purposes of money, at their current va-

lue; ami millions on millions of -them are bought
and sold in the course of a week, Without the use
of money at all—one kind, or lot, being disposed of
and another bought, by certain sets of persons, in

continual succession. But real purchasers—that
is, such as purchase slocks to invest funds for the

receipt of interest, are of little account in the stock

market; where the trade goes on, buying and selling-,
without delivery, in numerous cases,like the famous

Tulip trade which had its day in Holland, many
years ago. The case is different with the American
stocks; these are only to a certain extent in the
market—the trade in them is limited, and they do
not serve the stock-jobbers and others the purposes
of money, so easily as the British stocks do. \ sale'

of them cannot ahvaysbe effected, at half an hour's
notice—and . ence they are, comparatively, of less

value, proportioned to the interest payable on them,
in the British money market. And besides, their
amount is too small to engage much of the attention
of the great dealers in stocks—who turn in one
week as great a value of British stocks as the whole
debt of the United States amounts to.

Bat there is another point of view in which the
editor of the Boston Centinel might have represent-
ed the matter mare fairly, if he had pleased. He
could have compared three per cents, with three per
cents. We have not seen any quotation of the Ame-
rican 3 per cents, in the British market, but it may
be presumed they bear the same relation to the
6 per cents, there that they do here. The prices
current at Baltimore, last week, gave 6 per cents.

lOOi; and 3 per cents, at 65. The first being 102
in London, would give the latter there, at the same
rate, a little more than 68 pr. ct.—only 2 pr. ct. less

than the British 3 per cents, in the British market.

Further, and to shew that the price ofthe British

3 per cents, were not raised to 70 for the sake ofthe
interest to be received, we may observe that when
the 3 per cents- were at 70, the five per cents, were

only 99—As 3 is to 5 so is 70 to 116 2-3—which
ought to have been the price of the 5 per cents, in-

stead of 99.

Observations on Flour and Bread.
The following series of experiments and remarks

are deeply interesting to a large portion of our
reader.-.; and the facts, so carefully ascertained,
will instruct and amuse those who have no need
to profit by them. The gentleman who commu-
nicated them stands second to no man as a nice

observer of truth, and what lie alleges on this, as

on other occasions, may be entirely rfelied upon.
Tn his letter, enclosing the article, he says "it was
" my intention to have carried these experiments
" still further, and to have reduced them to a

"certain degree of order, which, owing to a va-
"
riety of cii cuinstances, I was compelled torelin-

"
quish"

—
adding, "1 now send them to thee, in

" their rough state, to be made use. of as may be
'' most agreeable. These experiments were made
" with sufficient accuracy, and my notes entered
"
immediately on weighing the bread," &c. We

have thought that in their "rough state" they are

the most explicit, and have not ventured any al-

teration of 'heir matter or manner.
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"The peck loaf of England must weigh 17/6. 6oz/itained of the accuracy of these experiments; but L

for which about 14/6. of Hour is usually employed; |

have none, as the wheat was manufactured in my
the half-peck weighs 8/6. II02.; the quartern loaf

j

own mill, and the bread made up and baked in my
Alb. 5oz. Sdrs.—be'nce, in the usual way of sale, 56j

own family.

ounces of flour makes 69hoz. of bread; or 10/6.
of|

A third experiment was made,

(27th. 9th mo )
with

flour makes 12/6. of bread'"'—"514!6. of flour, when; 14/6. of flour, of quality No. 2, made up with. 1/6.

baked, produced 672/6. of household bread, or atthe|7oz. of yeast, and the requisite q tantity of ivtter.

rate of 30 per cent, beyond the weight of the flour"! The result was 19f'6?. of bread when cool—which

"this is at the rate of 13/6. of bread to 10/6. ofi is an advance of 41/6. 2o:. percent; In experiments
flour. I presume this breid was weighed warm." No. 1 and 2, the yeast was not weighed, supposing

"'According to lord Sheffield, the general calcula

tion is, that a Winchester bushel of wheat, weighing

the measure used would contain (being a rniik pint)
no more than 1/6. but on weighing a like quantity.

60/6. will produce 54/6. of mevl, 5*76. of bran, and in experiment No. 3, the result was as above stated

j-/6. of *vater; that this 54/6. of meal will make 68/6.
|[ 1/6. 7oz.*] being that kind of rising called here

of bread. This is at the rate of 13-/6. of bread to

10/6. of flour." "It appeared from the examination

of the bakers, about the period of the scarcity in

England, that American flour, weight for weight,

produced rather more bread than the best English

flour"—"Hence, I conclude, that 10/6. of Ameri-

can flour ought to make 13/6. of bread, if well ma-

naged."
—

Emporium, vol. 5, page 277*
In order to ascertain whether he above trials and

opinions would correspond with experiments made
under my own direction, I weighed 12/6 of flour,

which, being made up with 1/6. of yeast and 5 pints

of milk, and baked in my own house, produced 17^

pounds of bread, carefully weighed when nearly

cool. Two weeks after the above trial, 1 weighed
J 4/6. of flour, which whs, in like manner, made up

"sotts," a Dutph term, I presume. This difference
in the weight of the veast will mike a correspondent
difference in the results of No. 1 and 2, and will

be accounted for hereafter.

10/6 mo. 6th.—A fourth experiment was ma le with

14/6. of flour, made from wheat of the prese t' ve.ar

(1814) This flour was hud to
r-i,se

with the usual

quantity of "sotts" (1 nint) and mixed with two

quarts of milk and half a pint of water: the pro-
duct was 21^/6.5. of bre.id, weighed when >varm:—
this is equal to 153/6. 8<vr. of bread to 109/6?. of

flour, or an advance of 53/6. 8oz. per cent, an unex-

pected result—in addition to which it is proper to

mention that, supposing this flour would prove
similar to a previous baking of new flour (which
was runny') a small portion of flour, supposed to be

with 1/6. of yeast and 5j pints of milk—the bread equal in quantity to that employed in maki 1 tite

was weighed in a similar state with the first expe-

riment, and produced 20J/is. of bread.

The above trials were made in the 8th and 9th

months (August and September) of the present year

(1814.)
The wheat from which the bread first mentioned

was made was from the peninsula between the Dela-

ware and Chesapeake bays, and of what weuld be

called middling quality
—the second parcel ofbread

was made from flour of New-Jersey wheat, of a su-

perior quality, well cleaned. Both parcels of wheat
were of the harvest of 1813-

The product of the first quantity of flour (12/6.)
is at the rate of 145/6. 136* to 100"/6. of flour.

The second parcel (14/6. of flour) produced at

the rate of 146/6. 80;. Mrs. to the 100/6s. of flour.

The average of these two trials is an increase of

46/6. Qoz. lZ^drs. per cent, which exceeds the Bri

tisii average by 50 per cent. Doubts may be enter

'Note—The above observations of lord Sheffield,
with respect to the product of wheat, do not actord

wit,h the experience of millers in this neighborhood:
For, though our wheat probably contains less water
than the English wheat, in consequence of our cli-

mate being less humid, yet the quantity of filth that

is brought to market in the American wheat, owing
to the common method of treading it out, and to

other circumstances, causes a loss of from 2 to 5/6.

per bushel, instead of j of a pound, including wa-

ter. The quantity of bran also (owing to like causes)

is, on an average of the different qualities of wheat,
nearer 9 pounds than 5. By the word meal it is pre-
sumed that lord Sheffield intended to include every

quality of the flour; but in the United States vari-

ous qualities of stuffs, superior to bran, are made
from every parcel of wheat—viz superfine, mid-

dlings and ship stuff, for ship bread—and ship stuff

for horse-feed. The writer apprehends that the
British wheat is generally kiln-dried before it is

manufactured; if that is the case it is probably much
drier than the American wheat when it comes into

'.he hand of the miller to be ground.

s*tts," was reserved to mix up in the morning vith

the dough, but as it was found unnecessary, it may,
therefore, be safety calculated that 13.1/6. of flour

produced the 2H76. jif bread—which is an advance

equivalent to 59/6. 7oz per cent The wheat of
which the above flour was made came from the

peninsula between the Delaware and Chesapeake.
l\th mo. \9th —3lbs. of Indian meal were made

into hasty pudding and laid to rrse with 14/6 super-
fine flour, 1 pint of yeast and 5 pints of xvatei—the

product was 21/6. 4oz. of bread; increase, 25 per
cent. The wheat of which the above flour was made
was a mixture of the crops of 1813 and 1814, from
the peninsula; the flour not of good quality

—the

bread proved hard and unpleasant; whether owing
to that cause or a want of nuilk in making it up, the

product was much less than 1 expected.
1st mo. 25th, 1815.—3/6s. of Indian meal was made

into hasty pudding, with 8 pints of water, and mix-

ed up with 14/6s. of superfine flour, 2 pints of water

and 1 pint ofyeast—the product was 23/6s. of bread;
an increase of 35 5-17 per cent. This wheat was of

the crop of 1814, quality tolerable—the grain from

the western shore of the Delaware.

9th ma. \3th, 1816—Having aparcel of good wheat
in the mill from Virginia, of the crop of the present

year, 14/6s. of the flour of that wheat was laid to

rise with 1 pint of "sotts," and made into dough
with six pints, of water. The bread, when nearly

cool, weighed 19 $lbs. giving an increase of 41 per
cent.

llthmo. 9th— 14/6.9. of the flour of a good parcel
of Virginia wheat was laid to rise (last evening)

*On measuring a pint of mi'k and weighing
it, (9th mo. 26th) it gave 1/6. 3oz.—the measure,
such as is commonly made use of in this neighbor-
hood. But, with respect to weights and measure s,

the community are pretty much in the state that

Tsrael was when "every man did that which was

right iii his own eyes," thanks to our congress, who
nave it in their power to do a great good, by aj'ldv
cious regulation of weights and measure?..-
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itli 1 pint of "setts" and made up this morning, Speaking of the lately established societies
•i ** r* . _ L 1 !_1 3 ...V. ~~ » U-n ..nmr\iirin' i r*-v ^ -

. '. ~ .. .. •*. . ,I\. -4. >» 1. „ U „
w iUi 6 pints of water; the bread was weighed when

quite cool and proved to be 21' /6s. The weight of

the bread in this instance exceeds that of the last

experiment; owing, perhaps, to the wheat having

parted with a portion of its water, by two months

drying, and from the bread having been weighed
when quite cool.

Wth mo. 16th—lAlbs. of flour was made up last

evening with the usual quantity of yeast, and 7 pints

of water—the product in bread, weighed when cool,

vas 2\lb$. The flour of Virginia wheat.

11/6 mo. 50th—Albs, of flour was kneaded with

4ilbs. of boiled potatoes, and 2-3 of a pint of yeast—the product was 7 lb. 13oz. bread.

Same time—Albs, of flour, of same quality, was

made up with 1 1-3 pint of water, 2-3 of a pint of

yeast
—product 6lb. 3oz of bread.

MILK WATER

Experiment JVo. 1—12/6s. of flour, 1/6.

foz. of yeast and 5 pints of milk, pro- lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

dueed an advance of, per cent. 45 13

Experiment JVo. 2—1476s. of flour, 1/6.

foz. of yeast, and 5^ pints of milk-^-

product, 20/6*. 8oz. of bread, which
is equal to, per ceut. 46 7.

Average, milk mixture, per cent. 46

"Experiment JVo. 3—14/6s. of flour, 1/6.

7oz. of yeast, and water—product,
19/6*. 12«~ of bread, which is, per
cei't.

Experiment JVo. 4— 14/&*. of flour, 1$.
7oz of yeast, 8 pints of milk, and £
pint ofwater—product 2 1^/6*. bread—an advance equal to *53

Experiment JVo. 5—3/6*. of Indian corn

meal, made into hasty pudding with

•water, 14/6s.superfine flour, 1/6. 7«x-

of yeast, and 5 pints of water, pro-
duced 21/6s. 4oz.—per cent.

Experiment JVo. 6—3lbs. ofmml, made
up as before, 14/6* of flour, 1/6. 7oz.

of yeast, 2 pints of water—product
23/6*. of bread—per cent.

41 2

25 00

60 5

Average, per cent.

Experiment JVo. 7— 14/6*. of flour, 1/6.

7oz. of "sotts," and 6 pints of water—
product, 19^/6*. of bread; an in*

crease of, per cent.

30 2i

41 00

American Manufactures.

The intelligent and indefatigable Mr. Isaac Brigg.t,

who, perhaps, at least as well as any man in the U.

States, understands the true operation of domestic
manufactures on the welfare of a cOuutry; whose
truth-directed pen is always followed by convic-

tion, though conversion may not succeed to the

desired extent, through the trammels of preju-
<5ce and the bustle and connections of business
—we are pleased to observe is still directing his

efforts to the great concern of these establish-

ments. If success does not crown his exe'"tions

to be useful, he certainly deserves it; and the
friends of manufactures have reason to be proud
of such a champion to advocate their cause.

*I suspect some error in this experiment.

promoting American manufactures," he has tlie

following remarks in a private letter to t!,e editor
of the Registf.h. We think he will pardon tLd

liberty taken in giving them to the public, if lie

can believe, with us, that they are calculated to

subserve the public good :

"The greatest enemy we have to fear at the pre-
sent juncture is that drowsy indolence and stupid

lethargy into which we are apt to fall after com-

mencing an enterprize apparently with some degree
of spirit. We commence, with a boastful and noisy
zeal, and continue ;i little while an enterprize of

high and lofty promise, just far enough to shew
that we are more than a match for our enemy to

alarm him completely and to awaken all his strata-

gems—we then fall asleep on the very threshold 6€

victory, and quietly sutler the unsleeping enemy to

gain possession of our arms and to tie our Lands.

Afterwards when we feel the triumphant and in-

sulting scourge, with anger and impotence, we
kick, threaten and scold. If we can produce and!

keep up excitement enough to operate as a preven-
tive of this disgusting lethargy, we shall deserve
well of our country."

At a regular meeting of "the society of the staff oj

Tie.laivu.re for the promotion of American maraifac-
tures," held in Wilmington on the 5111 April s

Mr. Isauc Briggs offered the following resolu-

tions, whi^ch, being considered, were unanimously
adopted.
Resolved, as the opinion of this society, that the

surplus produce of the industry of any nation, be*

yond the necessary wants of its own population, is

the only sure foundation of its independence and

wealth; and. its only means of supporting the ex-

penses of its own government: That no nation can.

sell more of its surplus produce than other nations

have an interest in buying—this interest will always
be the measure of value—a greater or less quantity

may be exported, but the value received in return

will be regulated by the interest of the buying na-

tion.

"Resolved, That although the maxim be old and

familiar, it is true, that a nation which imports a

greater value than it can expert, must soon become

poor, distressed, in debt, and finally despicable.
The debtor is generally, in a certain measure a

slave to his creditor—and this is true of nations as

well as of individuals. Labor is the foundation of

wealth—and the nation which is wise enough to

extend and multiply the objects of labor and to ap-

ply it properly, so that every condition in society

may find the roost suitable employment, will have

the smallest portion of idle population, and of

courseWill, in its trade with other nations, ensure

a balance in its favor, and plenty of specie, which
is the conventional measure of value between na-

tions, the basis of confidence in every other circu-

lating medium, and the oil which enables the grand
political machine to perform its functions with an

easy, regular and prosperous motion.

Resolved, That in our opinion, no maxim is more
true than—"Let labor alone, and it will best regu-
late itself"—but it is true only when its application
is complete and universal; when partially and im-

perfectly applied it is not true. If all nations would

faithfully adhere to this maxim, in their inter-na-

tional concerns, each nation might, not only safely
do it, but would be unwise not to do it, internally.

When the regulations of other nations affect par-

tially, and derange our industry, it is a duty we
owe to ourselves, by countervailing regulations

'
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restore harmony, health and victor to our own sys-
tem. Whenever our government protects us

against foreign interference and foreign competi-
tion, we will petition them to "let our labor alone."

Hesofaed, That as we believe, the preceding pro-

positions are clearly founded in truth, and that the

United States of America is on the verge of a crisis

in which, if we do not avail ourselves of a prudenc
foresight, we shall be taught through extensive

suffering that we must so far supply our own wants
from our own internal labor, as to need no more
from foreign nations than they need from us. If we
need less, w« shall have opened for ourselves a mine
of wealth, richer than those of Mexico and Peru

Resolved, That as the natural effect of rree govern-
ment, there is so much good sense iu the people of
the United States that they will not long remain

ignorant of their true interests—that the prejudices,
fabricated and circulated by self-interested men—
such as that we wish to tax the great mass of our
•citizens employed in agriculture, to place in a hot-

bed, and make the fortunes of those engaged in

manufactures—will be dissipated like morning mists
before the sun. Yet the noblest birth requires aid,
and infancy requires fostering care: Therefore

Resolved, That this society will unite its efforts

with those of similar societies, who may concur in

the measure, to cnllect and embody a statistical ac-

count of our manufactures and of our industry gene-
rally, with such remarks and observations on politi-
cal economy, as may bring the subject fully and ef-

fectually before congress at their next session, ac-

companied by the emphatic -voice of the people
—a

voice which, in our country, never speaks in vain:

And that this society will appoint one or more de-

legates, to meet, in convention, at the city of Wash-
ington, during the next session of congress, or at

any other time and place, such delegates as may be

appointed by other similar societies.

Resolved, That the president sign these resolu-

tions, attested by the secretaries; and that the cor-

responding committee be and they are hereby re-

quested and enjoined to have printed five hundred
copies, to communicate them to all similar societies
of which they may have knowledge, and otherwise
disseminate or dispose of the same, in such manner
as they may deem most conducive to the objects of
this society.

E. I. DUPONT, Vice-President.

Selleck Osborn, Secretary.

CIRCULAR.
Wilmington, (~Dd.J Jpril 17, U317.

The committee of correspondence of the Society

of the slate of Delawarefor the promotion of American

manufactures, having been enjoined to communicate
the enclosed resolutions—in the fulfilment of that

duty, respectfully oiler them to your consideration,

together with the following remarks.
The subject of internal economy has become verv

interesting to the people of tlie United States. Our
embarrassments already make us feel,- and we shall

feel more and more. This feeling while it awakens

attention, should excite enquiry into the causes of
our distress, until we are impelled to seek remedies
for past, and, taught by experience, to establish pre-
ventive guards against future errors. No class of

people in our country is more deeply concerned in

these inquiries than the cultivators of the soil; and

although the evil may reach them later than their
less favored brethren, the manufacturers, yet the

calamity will finally be felt pressing on them, with
a certain and destructive weight, and crushing down
their energies. There exists already in the United

Stales avast and increasing amount nf fragments of

opiujon and correct knowledge. Light is widely
spread and still spreading through every part of our

land, and through every occupation. It appears to

us very important that measures should be talr^n,

without delay, to concentrate these opinions and this

knowledge into one cle.ir, distinct, loud and empha-
tic expression of the public will, addressed to con-

gress at their next session, accompanied with a body
of facts, and remarks, so complete and so lucidly ar-

ranged, as ',o dissipate doubt and enforce conviction.

We apprehend that, as the cause is common to eve-

ry part of the nation, the measures proposed would
receive their best firm and direction in a convention
of delegates from the several societies. Should you
concur in the measure, and such a convention be

formed, how soon would it be practicable for it to

meet at New-York or Philadelphia? If any thing is

to be done, in this way, that it ought to be commenc-
ed quickly is, we think, very obvious

Signed bv order and on b.ehalf of the committee,
ISAAC BR1CGS, Chairman.

Land Offices.

CIRCULAR TO THE REGISTERS OF THE UND OFFICES OF

THE UNITED STATES.

Genera! Land Office, April 29, 13)7.

Sin—You will receire, with this, several blank
forms of a Meteorological Register, to which I beg
leave to request your attention.

The United States have already established twen-

ty land-offices, viz: at Detroit; in Michigan; at Woos-
ter, Sieubenville, .Marietta, Zanesville, Chilicothe,
and Cincinnati, in Ohio; at JefFersonville, and Vin-

cennes, in Indiana; at Kaskaskia, Shawneetown, and
lidwardsville, in Illinois; at Saint Louis, in Missouri;
at New-Orleans, Opelousas, and north of Red river,
in Louisiana; at Huntsville, Washington, Saint St/»-

phensj in the territory lately acquired from the

Creeks, in the Mississippi territory.
These offices are dispersed over a space of about

thirteen degrees of latitude and ten of longitude,*
The three columns for temperature, winds and

weather, are ruled for three daily observations of
each, viz. in the morning, at 2 P. M. and in the eve-

ning. The column entilled miscellaneous observations

is intended to comprehend a variety of objects,

among which are the following, viz:

1. The time of the unfolding of the leaves of

plants.
2. The time of flowering.
3. The migration of birds, whether from the north

or south, particularly of swallows.
4. The migration offshes, whether to or from thd

ocean, or other places and the time of their deposi-
tion of spawn.

5. The hybernation of other animals, the time of
their going into winter quarters, and their re-appear-
ance in the spring.

6. The phenomena of unusual rains and inunda-
tions.

7- Thephxnomena of unusually severe droughts.
The history of locusts and other insects in unusual
numbers.

8. Remarkable effect of lightning.
9. Snow storms, hail-storms, hurricanes, and tor-

nadoes—their courses, extent and duration.

"Longitude"—extending from the great northern
lakes to the gulf of Mexico, and including the river

Mississippi, with the Ohio, Missi-,

i"i, Ttrntesve, ReXl

river, (Jc.
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10. All facts concerning earthquakes and subter-

ranean changes.
H. Concerning epidemic and epizootic distem-

pers.
12 The fall of stones, or otlier bodies, from the

atmosphere. Meteors, their direction, apparent

velocity, &c.—and, particularly, the interval between
their apparent explosion and the heaving the re-

port
|

13 Discoveries relative to the antiquities of the

Country.
14. Memorable facts as to the topography of the

country.
A notice of any, or all, of the above articles will

be highly acceptable.
I wish you to transmit your observations monthly,

With your monthly official returns.

Whatever information may be thus obtained will

he public property.

My only object being the increase of our physical

knowledge of our country, I flatter myself you will

not think my request unreasonable.
I have the h or,or to be, very respectfully yours,

JOSIAH MEIGS.
To the register of the land office at

Pennsylvania Policy.
^Abstract of the general appropriation bills.

FBO"M THK DOWNINGSTOW3) REPUBLICAN.

During the last session of the legislature, a law

passed making the following appropriations.
To aid the turnpike road to Pittsburg, % 142,000
To aid in making the Schuylkill navigable, 50,000

ittsburg, Butler, Mercer, and Meadville

35,000
15,000

turnpike,

Turnpike from Reading to Hummelstgwn,
From the Willkesbarre and Easton turnpike,

to intersect the Springhouse, Northamp-
ton and Bethlehem turnpike,

To improve the navigation of the Monon-
gahela,

Cayuga and Susquehanna turnpike,
Bellmont and Easton turnpike,
Turnpike from Blueball, through New Hol-

land,
For a bridge over French creek, Venango,
Bridgewater and Wilkesbarre turnpike,
Mil ford and Owego turnpike,
From Jersey shore through Montrose to

Goudersdort,
Gap and Newport turnpike,

Huntingdon, Cambria and Indiana turn-

pike,

Lehigh navigation company,
Turnpike from Beaver through Greens-

burg to Petersburg in the state of Ohio,
Downingstown, Ephrata and Harrisburn<-

turnpike road,

Turnpike from Perkiomen bridge to Read-

ing.
The governor is directed to subscribe for stock

to the above amount in the several compames,
from which government are to have their dividends
of the proceeds.
The following sums are appropriated for internal

improvements:
For making a road from Lycoming across

Towanda,
.From Mdlerstown up Susquehanna,
Manhantango up do -

Through Somerset, Fayette and Green, to
the flats of Grave creek.

15,000

30,000
6,000

10,000

12,000

2,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

10,000

30,000

30,000

15,000

20,000

13,000

2,000
700

1,300"

4,000

For building piers in the Delaware at Ches-

ter,

Improving the navigation of Big Mahoning
creek.

Red bank creek,

Toby's creek,

Conemaugh,
Road from Frankstown in, Huntingdon, to

the town of Cpnemangh,
Road from the north line of the state, in

Warren, to Meadville,
Road from Easton, down the river

tf>
Ro-

mig's,
Road from Blair's Gap to the Western boun-

dary of the state,
Road from the White Deer mountain through

Ratling Gap into Nippinose valley,
A road in Washington township, Westmore-

land county,
State road from Franklin county line to top

of Sliding hill,

Road from Carlisle to Littleton, between

Roxbury and Littleton,
Road from Strasburg to the top of the se-

cond mountain,
Road from Indiana to Pittsburg.
Road from Mercer to Warren in Ohio,

Improving the Glade road from top of Alle-

ghany to Jones' mill in Westmoreland,
For making a bridge over Buffhloe creek,
Do. bridge over Conevvago creek,
Do. do. over Loyalhanna,

Improving the big Swatara creek,
Do. Delaware river from Easton to the falls

of Trenton,

8,000

8Q0
1,000
200

1,500

1,500

3,000

2,000

3,000.

500

500

400-

1,600

500

2,000

1,000
coo

1,500

2,000
300

10,000

Total, g521,100-

British Statistics.

Ibsiract of the net produce of the. revenue, in the /

ending 5th January, 1816, and 5th January. 1817;

and also the total produce of the customs and excise

Year ending Year ending
Jan. 5, 1816 Jan. 5, 1817.

£4,391,473 £4,979,154
2,469,144 2,393,201

3,126,900 1,008,366

CUSTOMS.

Customs, consolidated.,

Ditto, annual duties,

Ditto, war taxes,

Total produce ofcustoms, 10.487,522 8,380,721

exctst:.

Excise, consolidated,

Ditto, annual duties,

Ditto, war taxes,

19,351,956

595,950
6,614,526

17,871,998
534,124

4,462,074

Total produce of excise, 26,562,432 22,868,196

Stamps,
Post office,

Assessed taxes,

Property tax,
Land taxes,
Miscellaneous,

Pensions, offices,

5,865,413

1,548,000
6,214,987

14,318,572

1,079,993

366,867
16

5,969,721

1,426,000

5,783,320
11,559,590

1,127,929
341,199

4,016

Total net revenue,

29,393,848 26,111,777

66,443,802 57,360,694

The Irish and Portuguese payments for the inte-

rest on their respective debts, payable in England
»i r- "xcluded from this statement, and the war taxe
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11 .

griated to the interest of loans charged on

h'-m, a>e included under the head of war taxes, to

the quai^er ending the 5th of July, 1816, inclusive,

from which period the war duties of customs,

(being- made perpetual by act 58, Geo. 1IT. cap. 29)

are included under the "head of consolidated cus-

toms.
In account of the nuriher of vessels, with the amount

of their tonnage, and the number of wen and boys

Usually employed in navigating the same, which be-

longed to the several ports of the British empire on

of the national debt, up to the 5th January, 1817:
Total amount pflteliastd for G. liiitain

Bfld Ireland 338,101,058/. 10,222,905?.
Funded debt of G. Britain in perpetual re-

deemable annuities .... 311.853,172 10,109,032

Exeess redeemed 26,237,586/. 24,873'.

Treatment of Napoleon Bonaparte.
Letter, by order of the emperor JVapoleon, addressed

by general count Montholen, to sir Hudson Lowe,
liritisli governor of the island of St. Helena,

the Huh of September, 1816; distinguishing Great\ Geskral—I have.received the treaty of the 3d
Britain, Ireland and the British plantations in Ame
i tea and the 11 est- Indies.

Men and boys,

Tonnage, usually employed.

England,
Scotland,

Ireland,

Plantations,

.uernsey,
'

'••ey,

Isle of Man,

I'ot'l regist'd'

Sept. 30,1816

Ship*.

17,442
2,953

1,178

3,775
65

77
369

2,152,968
263,536

63,229
279,643

7,237

7,992
9,335

134,060
18.775

5,681

16,859
494
636

2,315

25,864 2,783,940 178,820

T. E WTLLOUGHBY.
Custom-house, London, office of Die

Register -General of Shipping, 6th .March, 1817.

.in account of the official value of the exports from
Great Britain, in each year, from 1792, to 1816,
both inclusive; distinguishing the valve of British of alliance and making war conjointly with them

of August, 1815, concluded between his Britannic

majesty, the emperor of Austria, the emperor o^

Russia, and the kisg of Prussia, which accompa-
nied your letter of the 23d of July.
The emperor Napoleon protests against the con?

tents of that treaty; he is not the prisoner of Eng-*
land. After having placed his abdication in the hands
of the representatives of the nation for the advan-

tage of the constitution adopted by the French peo-
ple, and in favor of his son, lie repaired voluntarily
and freely to England, with the view of living there,
as a private individual, under the protection of the
.British laws. The violation of every law cannot
I constitute a right. The person of the emperor Na-

|polion
is actually in the power of England, but he

jn either has been, nor is, in the power of Austria,

j

Russia and Prussia, either in fact or of right, even

according to the laws and customs of England,
which never included, in tiie exchange of prisoners,

Russians, Prussians, Austrians, Spaniards, or Por-

tuguese, though united to the.se powers by treaties

produce and manufactures, from that of foreign and
colonial merchandize.

OFFICIAL VALUE OF F.XrORTS FROM GRT.AT BIIITAIN

British produce Foreign and
and colonial

merchandize.
£• Year.

1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
3797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816

manufactures.
£

18,336.851

13,892,268

16,725.402
16,338,213

19,102,220

16,903,103

19,672,503

24,084,213

24,304,283

25,699.809

26,993,129

22,252,027
23,935,793

25,004,337
27,402,685
25,171,422

26,691,962
35,104,132

34,923,575
24,131,734

31,244,723

6,129,998

5,784,417

8>386,043

8,509,126
8,923,848

9,412,610
10,617,526

9,556,144

13,814,837
12,087,047

14,418,837
9,306,468

10,515,574
9,950,508

9,124,499
9,395,149

7,862,305

15,182,768

10,946,284

8,277,937
1 1,998,449

The records of this year destroyed by lire

36,092,167 20,499,347 56,591,514
44,053,445 16,930,439 60,983,894
36,714,534 14,545,933 51,260,467

WILLIAM IRVING,
Inspector general of the imports

aud exports of Great Britain.

Custom-house, London,
13th Marchj 1817-

The convention of the second of August, conclu-
ded fifteen days after the emperor was in England
cannot have a right of any effect. It exhibits only
a spectacle of the coalition of the four greatest pow-
ers of Europe for the oppression of a single man!—a

coalition which the opinion of every na'ion and all

the principles of sound morality equally disavow.

The emperors of Austria and Russia, and the king
of Prussia, having neither in fact or in right any
claim over the person of the emperor Napoleon,
could decide nothing respecting him.
Had the emperor Napoleon been in the power of

the emperor of Austria, that prince would have re-

collected the relations which religion and nature

33,640,357
1

have formed between a father and a son—relations

38,120,120! which are never violated with impunity.
37,786,856 He would have recollected that Napoleon had
4 1,41 1,966 i four times restored him to his throne: viz. at Leoben

31,578,495 in 1797—at Luneville in 1804—when his armies

34,450,367 were under the walls of Vienna—at Presburg in

34,954,845.11806, and at Vienna in 1S09, when his armies'had

36,527, 184 'posession of the capital, and three fourths of the mo-

34,566,571 j narchy! That prince would have recollected the

Total
Exnorts.

£
24,446,849
19,676,685

25,111,445
24,847,339

28,026,068

26,315,713
30,290,029

34,554.267

50.286,900
protestations he made to Napoleon at the bivouac

in Moravia in 180.6, and at the interview in Dresden

45,869,859, in 1812-

32,409,671

43,243,272

National debt.—Capital stock purchased by or

iferred t,o the commissioners for the reduction

Had the person of the emperor Napoleon been in

the power of the emperor Alexander, he would have
recollected the ties of friendship contracted at Til-

sit, Erfurth, and during twelve years of daily corres -

pondence.
He would have recollected the conduct of the

emperor Napoleon the day after the battle of Au«-

teriitz, when, though he could have made him with ,

the wreck of his army, prisoner, he contented him
self with taking his parole, and allowing him to ope
rate his retreat. He would have recollected the

dangers to which the emperor Napoleon personally

exposed himself in order to extinguish the fire at,

Moscow, and to preserve that capital for him—as
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surer!!)-, that prince would never have vi \ iled the

duties of friendship and gratitude towards a friend

Iii misfortune.

Had tie person of the emperor Napoleon been in

the power of the king of Prussia, that sovereign
could not have forgotten that it depended on the

emperor, after the battle of F.iedland, to place ano

ther prince on the throne of Berlin. He. would not

have forgotten in the presence ofa disarmed enemy,
the protestations of attachment and the sentiments

of gratitude which he testified to lam in 1812 at the

interviews in Dresden.
It accordingly appears From articles 2 and 5, of

the treaty of the second of August, that these prin-
ces being incapable of exercising any influence over

the disposal of the emperor, who was not in their

power, accede to what may he done thereon by his

Britannic majesty; who takes ujion himself the

charge of fulfilling every obligation. These prin-
ces have reproached the emperor Napoleon with

having' prefered the English laws to theirs. The
false ideas which the emperor Napoleon had formed

of the liberality of the laws England, and of the in-

fluence of the opinion of a great, generous and free

people, over their government, decided him to pre-
fer the protection of these laws to that of a father-

in law or an old friend.

The emperor Nappleon had it in his power to

secure, by a diplomatic treaty, whatever was per-
gonal to himself, by putting himself either at the

head of the army of the Loire, or at the head of

the army of the Gironde, commanded by general
Clausel; but wishing, henceforth, for nothing but

retirement, and the protection of the laws of a free

state, either English or American, all stipulations

appeared to him unnecessary. He conceived that

the English people were more bound by a conduct
which was, on bis part, frank, noble, and full of

confidence, than they would have been by the most
solemn treaties. He had been deceived, but his

error will for ever cause true Britons to blush, and

will, in the peesent as well as the future genera-

tions, be a proof of the bad faith of the English ad-

ministration.

Austrian and Prussian commissioners are arrived

at St. Helena. If the object of their mission be
the fulfilment of a part o.f the duties which the em-

perors of Austria and Russia have contracted by
lhe treaty of the 2d of August, and to take care that

the English agents in a small colony in the midst

of the ooean, do not fail in the respect due to a

prince connected with these sovereigns by the

bonds of relationship, and so many other ties, proofs
of the character which belong to those two mo
narchs will be recognized in this proceeding; but

you sir, have declared that the:;.e commissioners have
neither the right nor the power of giving any opi-
nion on what may be passing on this rock.

The English ministers have caused the emperor
Napoleon to be transported to St. Helena, at the

distance of2000 leagues from Europe! This rock,
situated within the tropics, and 500 leagues from

any continent, is subject to the devouring heats of

these latitudes. It is covered with clouds and fogs

during three-fourths of the year, and is at once the

njost arid and the most humid country in the world.
Such a climate is most inimical to the health of the

emperor, and hatred munt have dictated the choice
of this residence, as well as the instructions given
by the English ministry to the officers commanding
in the island.

They have even been ordered to call the empe-
.-'".• Napoleon, general, as if it were «mhed to oblige

him to consider himself a9 never having reigned in
France.

The reason which determined him not to assume
an incognito name, as he might have resolved to do
on "leaving France, were these: first magistrate for

life, of the republic, under the title of first consul,
he concluded the preliminaries of London and the

treaty of Amiens with the king of Hreat Britiam
nnd recieved as ambassadors, lord Cornwallis, Mr.

Mercy, and lord Whitworth, who resided in that

quality at his court.

He accredited to the king of England, count Otto
and general Anrlressi, who resided as ambassadors
at Windsor. When, after an exchange of letters be-

tween the ministers for foreign affairs of the two

monarchies, lord Lauderdale came to Paris invested
with full powers from the king of England: he trea-

ted with the plenipotentiaries possessing full pow-
ers from the emperor Napoleon and remained for

several months at the court of theThuilleries; when
lord Castleragh afterwards signed, at Chatillon, the

ultimatum, which the allied powers presented to

the plenipotentiaries of the emperor Napoleon, he

recognized by that the fourth dynasty. This ulti-

matum was more advantageous than the treaty of

Paris, but in exacting that France should renounce

Belgium and the left bank of the Rhine, it exacted
what was contrary to the propositions of Frankfort
and the proclamations of the allied powers—what
was contrary to his oath, by which at his coronation

the emperor swore to maintain the integrity of the

empire. The emperor, besides, thought that these

natural limits were necessary both for the security
of France and to preserve the equilibrium of Eu-

rope; he thought that the French nation in the situ*

ation in which it was, ought rather to run the ha-

zard of all the chances of war than to depart from
that policy; France had obtained this integrity, and
would have preserved it with honor, if treason had
not arrayed itself in aid of the allies.

The treaty of the 2d of August, and the act of
the British parliament called the emperor Napoleon—

Bonaparte, and gave him only the title of general.
The title of general Bonaparte is doubtless emi*

neatly glorious
—the emperor bore it at Lodi,at Cas-

tiglione, at Elvoll, at Arcole, at Leoben, at. the

Pyramids, at Aboukir; but for seventeen years he
has borne that of first consul and emperor, which

proves that he has been both first magistrate of the

republic, and sovereign of the fourth dynasty.
—

Those who think that nations are flocks which be-

long of divine right in certain families, do not be-

long to the age nor do they participate in the spirit

of the English legislature, which has several times

changed the order of its dynasty because great

changes had taken place in public opinion, in which
the reigning princes not participating, they became
enemies to the welfare of the great majority of the

nation, for kings are only hereditary magistrates,
who exist for the welfare of nations, and not na-

tions for the satisfaction of kings.
It is in the same hateful spirit that orders have

been given that the emperor Napoleon shall not be

allowed to write or receive any letters, unless they
are opened and read by the English ministers and
the officers at St. Helena. They have interdicted

to him the possibility of receiving intelligence from

his wife, his mother, his son, or his brothers; and

when in order to avoid the inconvenience of hav-

ing his letters read by subaltern officers, he wished
to send letters sealed to the prince regent, he was
told that the order could not be departed from,

and that the letters must pass open, such being
the instructions of the ministry. This conduct
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needs no observation; it gives rise, however, to

grange ideas as to the spirit of the administration

which could dictate what would he disavowed even

at Algiers. Letters have arrived at St. Helena, for

the officers in the suite of the emperor; they were
broken open and transmitted to you, hot you have
not conimunjeated them, bemuse thev did not

pome through the channel of the English; ministry.
Thus they had to go back 4000 leagues; and these

officers had the grief of knowing, that there was

intelligence on the rock, from their wives, their mo-

thers, their children, and that ihev could not know
the nature of it for six months—the heart must so-

lace itself.

They could net obtain either the Morning Chro-

nicle, the Morning Post, or any French journals.
—

Now and then a few stray numbers of the Times
reached LongWOod. Tn consequence of a request
made on board the Northumberland, some books
were sent but all those relative to the affairs of
late years have been carefully kept back. He wish-
ed to correspond with a bookseller in London, in

order to have direct the books which he wanted,
and those relative to the events of the day

—this was

prevented—An English author, having made a tour
to France, and having published an accotit of it in

London, he took the trouble to transmit it to you, in

order that it might be presented to the emperor;
you thought proper not to transmit it because it was
not sent to you by the express desire of your go-
vernment. It is said also, that other books sent by
tiieir authors have not been trasmitted, because
some of them were inscribed to the emperor Na-

poleon, and others to Napoleon the Great. The
English ministry is not authorised to order any of
these vexations; the law, although unique, by
which the British parliament regards the emperor
Napoleon as a prisoner of war, has never prohibit-
ed prisoners of war from subscribing to journals or

receiving printed books—such a prohibition only
takes place in the dungeons of the inquisition.
The island of St. Helena is ten leagues in circum-

ference; it is inaccessible every where; brigs sur-

round the coast; posts are stationed on the shore
within sight of each other, which render impracti-
cable any communication wi^ii the sea. There is

only one small town (James' town,) where there is

un anchorage, and where vessels touch. To pre-
vent an individual from quitting the island, it is

sufficient to guard the shore by land and sea. To
lay an interdict on the interior of the island can,

therefore, have no other object than to deprive him
of a promenade of" from eight to ten miles, which
it would be possible to make on horse back, and
the privation of which will shorten the life o.f the

emperor. The emperor lias been established at

Longwood, exposed to every wind, and where the
land is sterile and uninhabitable, without water, and
not susceptible of any cultivation. There is a cir-

cuit marked out of about 1200 toises, at about 11
or 1200 distance a camp is established on a hill,

and another camp in an opposite position at the
.same distance; in short, in the midst of the heat
of the tropic there is nothing to be seen but camps.
-Admiral Malcolm having learnt he utility which
the emperor would derive from a tent in that situ-

ation, caused one to be set up by the sailors, at

twenty paces distance in front of the house; it was
1 he only place in which a shade could be found.—
The en peror had as much reason to be satisfied

With the spirit that animated the officers and sol-

diers of the brave 53d regiment, as he had been
.. itli the crew of the Northumberland,
The house st Longwood was budt to serve as a

barn for the company's farm; the deputy govern-
or of the island had since built soro^ chambers; it

served him for a country house, but it was not in
a proper habitable state; workmen have been em-
ployed at it for a year, and the emperor has been

continually subjected to the inconvenience and

insalubrity of inhabiting a house in the progress
of building. The chamber in which he sleep.*
is too small to contain a bed ofordinary dimensions,
but every alteration at Longwood prolongs the

inconvenience of having workmen there. There
are, however, in this miserable territory, beautiful

situations, presenting fine trees, gardens, and

good houses. There is besides, Plantation house;
b.ut the positive intructions of government for-

bade you from giving up this house, although
much expence would thereby have been saved to

your government—an expence incurred in fitting

up at Lo,ngwood a hut, covered with paper, which
is already unserviceable.

You have interedicted all correspondence be-
tween us and the inhabitants of the island—you
have, in fact, placed the house at Longwood au
secret—you have even prevented any communica-
tion with the officers of the garrison; it seems,
therefore, to be your study to deprive us of the
little resource which this miserable territory af-

fords, and we are here just as we should be on the

insulted and uninhabited rock of Ascension.—
During the four months that you have been at St.

Helena, you have, sir, rendered the situation of
the emperor much worse. Count Bertrand has
observed to you that you even violate the laws of

your legislature, and that you trample under foot
the rights of general officers, prisoners of war.—
You have replied, that you act according to the
letter of your instructions, and that your conduct
to us is not worse than what is dictated by them.

I have the honor to be,
Your very humble and very ob'dt. serv't,

(Signed)
The general Count DE MONTHOLON.

After I had signed this letter, I received your's
of the 17th August, in which you subjoin the ac-

count of an annual sum of 20,000/. sterling, which

you consider indispensable for the support of the

expences of the establishment at Longwood, after

having made all the reductipns which you thought
possible. We do not think we have any thing to

do with the discussion of this point—the table of
the emperor is scarcely provided with strict ne-

cessaries, and all the provisions are of the worst

quality. You ask of the emperor a fund of 12,000/.

sterling, as your government will only allow 2,000/.
for all the expences. 1 have already had the

lionor of informing you that the emperor had no

funds, that for a year past he had neither written

nor received any letter, and that he is altogether

ignorant of what has passed, or is passing in Eu-

rope. Transported by force to this rock, without

being able to write or to receive any answer, the

emperor is entirely at the mercy of the English
agents. The emperor has always desired, and is

still desirous, to provide himself for all his ex-

pences, of whatever nature, and he will do it as

soon as you render it possible by taking off the in-

terdiction laid upon the merchants of the island,

with regard to his correspondence, and directing
that it should not be subjected to any inquisition
Ion your part or by any of your agents. Thcnce-

I

forth the wants of the emperor would be known
in Europe, and those persons who interested them-

selves in his behalf, might send him the funds ne-

ressary to provic
1

." for them.
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The letter of lord Bathurst, which yon iiave com-,
1

any one wish these sentinels to he removed altoge.
municated to me, gives birth to strange ideas.

VreJ ther just at the time when it was most likely that?
•

itir ministers then ignorant fl»at the spectacle ofi he should escape*
1

a great floan in captivity and adversity is a most

sublime spectacle ? Are they ignorant that N i

poleon at St. Helena, in the midst of pen
"

Soon after Bonaparte's arrival at St. Helena,
lie expressed a wish for some hooks to complete
his library, and a list was made out by general

of every description, to which lie opposes nothing Bonaparte himself, and transmitted to this country.
but serenity, is greater, more sacred, and more
venerable than, when sc m*-\ upon the first throne
in the world, where For so long a time he was the

arbiter of kings ? Those who, in such a situation,

are wanting to Napoleon are blind to their own
character and that of the nation Which they re-

present. MONTHOLON,

L'his list was sent to an eminent French bookseller
in this town, with other orders to supply such of
die books as he had, and to obtain the rest from
oilier booksellers. As several of the books were
not to be obtained in London, the bookseller was
desired to write to Paris for them. He accordingly
obtained some of them from Paris. These books
to the amount of 13 or 14001. worth, were sent, with
an explanation of the circumstances which prevented
the others from having- been sent.

Newspapers have been refused, from a knowledge

X/'This letter occasioned an interesting- debate i-i

the British parliament and formed the ground-
Work' of lord Holland's motion for an enquiry into

the personal treatment of the ex-emperor. The
j

that attempts have been made, through them, to hold

charges contained in it, however, were denied 'correspondence with him.

by the English ministry, on which lord Holland's 4. He might have sent any letter to the prince
motion failed. The following is from a London

J
regent, but not sealed. The ministers, who are

paper of March 11— I responsible, must know the nature of such a'letter,
We cannot help differing with those who are in- but it would certainly have reached his royal higb-

clined to blame lord Holland for bringing forward
;

riess. He may likewise send and receive letters
his motion yesterday, relative to the treatment of from his wife or relations, but they must be opened:
Bonaparte. For it drew forth a decisive and ofri- they will then be sent as addressed. Only one of
cial refutation of all the complaints of ill treatment

alleged against our government; it exposed the

mean and base arts which had been resorted to, to

Calumniate us, and it proved beyond the possibility
of doubt the absolute necessity of applying to Bo
n '.parte the most wacthful and incessant restric-

tions. For the sake of more clearness we shall state

the heads of the charges (A.) and secondly the re-

futations (B )

(A.) 1. The charges are, that he has been ex-

posed to additional restrictions with respect to the

space allotted him for exercise.

2. That at those hours most proper for exercise,
all ingress or egress from Bonaparte's residence,

Longwood, are interdicted.

3. That he was prevented from procuring such
books as he may want, or from subscribing to the

journals.
4. That he is not allowed to send a sealed letter

to the prince regent, nor to correspond with nor

receive letters from his wife, friends, or relatives.

5. That he is debarred the means of writing an

account of his former acts.

6. That the sum of his maintenance has been

reduced to 8000/. a year, and that the supplies for

his table are scanty and inadequate.
Such are the cliarges. The refutations are as

follows:

(B.) 1. During the first period of his confinement
he had a circumference of no less than 12 miles to

ride or walk in without the attendance of any ofTl-

- -which range had not been reduced till it had
been found that he had abused that confidence re-

posed in him by tampering with the inhabitants.

That range was now reduced to eight miles instead

of twelve, and within that boundary he might at

present walk without the attendance of any officer

his relations, his brother Joseph, has written to

him, and that letter was forthwith forwarded to
him.

5. Xo attempt has been made to prevent him from

writing
1

any account of his life.

6. Eight thousand a year has been deemed a fair

permanent allowance for his maintenance; hut Sir
Hudson Lowe thinking the establishment of Bona-
parte could not be provided for suitably under
12,000/ a year, the latter sum was immediately
agreed to.

With respect to provisions and wine, it need only
to be stated, that for nine persons, the number con-
nected with Bonaparte, there are allowed eleven
dozen of wine; (Claret, Champagne, Stc.) weekly.

Such, then, is the manner in which we treat Bona-

parte—a manner in which, if there be any room for

condemnation, we are quite sure it will not be on
the score of its being too illiberal, harsh, or
vindictive. Thanks, we repeat, are due to lord Hol-
land for affording so official and decisive an op-
portunity of putting down the charges brought
against us.

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.

Summary.—London dates of March 29—Many ar-

rests have been made in Scotland. (Jobbett has dis-

continued the publication of his Political Register,
and published a farewell address in the London

"Statesman," of March 25. Lord Castlereagh had
declared it the intention of government to observe

a strict neutrality between Spain and her revolted

colonies. The princess of Wales, curiously attended

by several Turks, was at Munich, March 25. 3 or

400 vessels had been chartered to bring wheat from

Beyond those limits he might go over any part of
j

the Baltic. Seven officers of the army broke their

the island, attendecLby an oflicer of rank not lower [swords when they heard of the suspension of the

than a captain in theSrmy. "(habeas corpus, and immediately prepared to em-

2. Though he has not free passage through the
J

bark for the United States. Gen. Boyd, late of the

island after sun-set he may at any hour walk in his
j

U. S. army, has been presented to the prince regent

garden. Sentinels are stationed there after sun-set, , by general Drummond. The royal assent has been

and he expressed his dislike to walk when he was! given to the "royal marine military bill."

thus watched. Sir II. Lowe, with every desire to
j' Later.— William Cobbctl and his two sons, have

attend to his wishes, after that, lived the sentinels! amved at Xew-York, in the ship Importer.
'. places where they would look on him. Would] Tea.—Tie amount of tea consumed in England
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in 1S14, was 24,640,000/6s. and ihe duty on it, sold

for i;.l< iv.al consumption, amounted to 4,130,000/
Last year the consumption was 20 .480,000 lbs. and

the duty collected less than 3,000,O00Z.
—a great

falling off in two years.
The prince regent is extolled to the skies be-

cause, to relieve the people of Great Britain, he

lias proffered to resign 50,000/. of his Income de-

) ived for personal services. A single supper that he

gave cost the nation as much, and the wedding
dress of his daughter relieved the treasury of a like

sum. The following bill ofexpenditures may shew
the value of the sacrifice he has made in his 50,000/.
relief.

George, prince regent*
Furniture fi>r Carlton-liouse and the

Pavilion, jar one quarter, ending
in July, /- 20,451 15 6

For work done at Carltonhouse, un-

der the direction of Mr, Wyatt, 6,900

Ditto, under the direction of Mr.

Nash, 22,600
For the breeding stud at Hampton,
and inclosing the paddocks, &c. 22,418 18 4

Coachmaker, for one quarter, 2,300
Laceman, for do. 1,600
Harnessmaker, for do. 6,175
For journies -with the emperor, and

Icing of Prussia, &c. 10,000
Expence of the preparations for a
grand fete, ball and concert, at

Carltonhouse, including the tem-

porary room in the garden, 26,500

/. 118,945 13 10
FRANC t.

A work, called "Carnot," has been seized in the

press, at Paris.

Marshal Macdonald, it is said, is about to marry
mad. Murat.

Nineteen theatres are daily opened for the amuse-
ment of the Parisians—and things seem settling
down to their old establishment.
The French papers are dullness itself—the re-

straint of the liberty of the press has destroyed its

life.
^

Paris, March 17.—The clergyman who refused
to give absolution to a young lady, on the eve of her

marriage, because her intended' husband, M. Pic-

ard, was a dramatic writer, has been condemned to
one month's detention at the seminary, by the me-
tropolitan chapter.

SPAIN".

The property of the "prince of peace" still re-
mains under sequestration in Spain.
By a decree of March 2, fcfiyhve books are pro-

hibited by the Spanish government.
1TALV.

The emperor of Austria has proposed to the king
of Sardinia to m.ike, at their common expence, a
canal from the Adriatic to the Gulph of Genoa.
The pope has restored the little republic of St.

Marino.

Preparations are making at Leghorn for transpor-
tation of the archduchess, Leopoldine, to tjie Bra-

zils, where she is to marry a Portuguese prince. If
she will wait a little, this purpose may be effected
without a voyage across the Atlantic, perhaps.

GEHMANY, &C.
An Austrian frigate of 56 guns, is about to sail

from Trieste for the Brazils with an ambassador.
The editors of the Prussian newspapers, have

been, it is said, forbidden to insert any articles re-

specting the interests of the Pnttshn manufactu-

rers, with relation to the importation of foreign
goods. Some violent sallies upon this subject are

supposed to have given rise to the prohibition.
RUSSIA.

Vessels are fitting in Rot ;a for another voyage of

discovery. They have already one vessel out on
such a voyage.
The prodigious exportation of grain from Odessa

forms a striking article in the German papers.
—

They state, that last year there were exported from
that place, in 1366 ships, goods to the amount of

5,406,000 roubles, and only to the amount of408,680
roubles imported. Among the 846 large ships which
arrived, were 407 Russians, 258 English, 101 Aus-
trian, 25 French, 23 Turkish, 15 Swedish, &c.

Augtburgh, March 9.—Scarcely had the peasants
of Esthonia been declared free, when already an

important step is taken in Courland, to restore the

rights originally common to all classes of society.
At the assembly of the states at Miethu, the mili-

tary governor of the Province, Marquis Palucci, ex-

pressed the wish of the emperor—
"That the nobility of Courland, following the

example of civilized states, might secure the re-

spectable class of husbandmen, in their relations, by
express laws."—"Born," said the speaker, "in a

country (Italy) where without personal freedom

every one thinks the existence of man destroyed,
I should feel myself supremely happy, if I could
see ki my new country, the class of peasants
elevated by giving them a legal existence to a free

sphere of action, and their lot secured by law formed
with the assistance of your own deliberations.

The intellectual improvements which had advanc-
ed in emulation of the parent state, cannot be deaf
to the imperious voice of the spirit of the times.—
With the liberality of sentiments that distinguishes

your illustrious body, it must appear to you a slight
sacrifice to transfer the authority exercised by your-
selves to the regular appointed judge, as it must be

easy for you to renounce the idea, that, in order to?

improve the political existence of the peasantry, a

certain maturity must be waited for. Whereas it is

precisely the state ofslavery, which notwithstanding
all physical advantages, opposes invincible obstacles

to this maturity."
The nobility hereupon declared themselves ready

to answer to the paternal desires of the monarch,
and, by contributing to the improvement of the si-

tuation of the peasantry, to show themselves wor-

thy of the emperor's confidence.

ASIA.

The rajah of Nepaul and his son have died of the

small pox, lately introduced into and making dread-

ful ravages among the people. One of his wives, a

concubine, and five of their attendants, were burnt

alive on his funeral pile, according to the terrible

forms of the east.

The Canton viceroy and mandarins are said to

have assured captain Maxwell, that the firing on
the British frigate Alceste, was entirely owing to

mistake—as it was intended to salute him.

i'ne Prussian captain, Gallownin, three years a

prisoner at Japan, is about to publish a narrative.

A French frigate and corvette are about to sail to

survey New-Holland. The British have also give
orders for a survey.

Calcutta, December 16, 1816.—We copy the fol-

lowing singular advertisement from the Madras Gu-

z.ette of November 16th. Our readers may smile at

the credulity of the Newaub, but we belie . e him to

have been very sincerej in the ex; '-eld

out by his notice:

"NotioB—Naw-aubMajotfdullD'v.v": ler,
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begs to inform his friends and the public, that the

Mohurrum Feast commenr.es on Fr'day the 22d of

Xoyember instant, and will continue till the 30th

of the said month of November, and Nawaub Ma
joon" id I Dowlah Behauder also begs to inform, tha'

lie will celebrate the said feast in the Mount road,
at a spacious upper roomed house, called Ubbaiissy

Baug, at the corner of the road leading to the late

Mr. Fullofield's garden, and which will be very

beautifully performed wish abundance of lights, &c.

The lighting, &c. will begin at 7 every night, and
end at three (3) in the next morning, with lights of

every kind to the amount of 50,000.
"The friends and public of every description who

wish to come and see the same, no prevention will

be made from the above said date to the end of No-

vember, in Ubbaussy Bavig, or place of worship; in

the first entrance of the house a row of lights will

be plat- d and chairs, Sic. will be put in a verandah,

facing the image; and also Nawaub Jlfajood ull Doiu-

Ink Be/Kinder, trusts that gentlemen or ladies of

any description will sit in the said varandah; there

are railings put and he trusts that no person will go
within the same, and he further begs to inform that

ihe same, is a very devoted place, and if any person
or persons make a supplication for any thing such
as for having issue, wealth, &c. and promising to

make an offering to the said place; the diety will in

(lie space of one year or six months comply with

their request, for many persons of different descrip-
tions have supplicated many things which were

complied with, and he further begs to state that the
same lighting-, &c. will again be performed on the

following days, viz.—
On the 2d December, 9th December, 19 lh Decem-

ber, 5th January, 1817, 6th January, 7th January,
8th January, 16th January, 17th January, 18th Janu-

ary."
WEST INDIES.

Tt is stated that the British naval force, on the

Jamaica station, is to be augmented by the addi-

tion of ten sloops of war—to keep in check the arm-
ed vessels of Spain and her revolted colonies.

The people of Cuba are said to be "well-inclined"
to the patriots—often coming off at night and sup-

plying the privateers with provisions, from which
some infer that the island will shake oil' its alle-

giance to Ferdinand.

SOUTH AMERICA.
The port of Perr.ambuco is declared open to all

nations—the Portuguese excepted. The new go-
vernment, it is said, have sent an account of their

proceedings to the United Stales. Every thing
ieems to go on very well there. A letter from Per-

nambuco says, "this province or captaincy contains
three millions of inhabitants." This cannot be true—the population of all Brazil, exclusive of Indians,
can hardly exceed that number, scattered over an
immense territory. The city of Pernambuco may
contain about 45,000 inhabitants, and is a place of

great trade, last year exporting 17,000 bales of cot
ton to England. The people are much attached to
those of the United States.

The present head of the new government is Do-
mingos Jose Martins—reported to be exceedingly
well qualified for the station.

The royal governor of Chili was captured at Val-

paraiso, where he was about to embark with two
millions of dollars.

Washington's birth day was celebrated in high
stile at Buenos Ayres, by the citizens of the Uni-
ted States then at that place, joined by some dis-

tinguished S. A. patriots. The toasts were good—
Ggn. Can-era gave the fbUoy.-ing volunteer—"The

generous North Americans; to whom this coun ,'

is in gratitude eternally bound."
[twasbelievtd.it Cadiz that two of the patriot

privateers, joining their forces, had captured, after
a smart action, a very rich galleon, destined for

that port, off the Canaries. He hope it is true!
A Carthagenian priv iteer off the Balize is report-

ed to have captured a Spanish vessel with 500,000§
in specie on board, and a cargo of Guatamala indigo
nearly of the same value !

While half a dozen Spanish vessels of war are in

Havana, their active enemies, the patriot privateei s,

often capture vessels and carry them off withhi

sight of the Moro castle.

(Xj=That the South Americans will ultimately
work out their emancipation, (unless a stronger
power than that of Spain and Portugal, united,
shall be raised up against them in Europe, of which s

happily, there is not any prospect at present) is ap-
parently certain. But, as observes a friend, in a
letter to the editor of the Register—"it will ne-

cessarily be a long and suffering struggle; and
"without it they would not be prepared for the
"correct estimate or right enjoyment of liberty.

—
"they are now at school, and must pass through
"all the gradations before they can become free-
:<men. England is what bad men have made her—
"poor and miserable; and so she will continue until

"church and state are severed, and mind assumes
"the power which now is in the hands of appetite.
"If the United States will open their eyes to their

"true interests, and depend on their own industry
"and resources instead of those of Europe, they
"may soon become truly independent

—and not ear

"sily s-o without it."

Indian Captives.
FIIOM THB GEORGETOWN (kT.) PATRIOT!.

That a number of prisoners taken since the com-
mencement of the late war by the indians, yet re-

main, we fear there can be no doubt. Some time in

the month of January last, we received information

by the return of one of our citizen soldiers, detain-
ed in indian captivity, that there were a number of
American captives, yet behind, in the same situation

(perhaps on lake Huron.) He also gave particular
information of a musician, by the name of Fant, or

Vant, who was in possession ofan indian near Que-
bec.

We have received for publication the following
copies of letters, the result of enquiries made by
our government on that subject.

Copy ofa letterfrom Jlichard Rush, acting secretary of
state, to col. II. Jll. Johnson, dated,

Department of state, Much 19,1817.
Sm—1 have the honor to send you the copy of a

letter from Mr. Bagot, to this department, and its

enclosure, one to him from the governor general of
Canada, on the subject of certain American prison-
ers, who were supposed to be still held in captivity

by the indians upon lake Huron, in whose cases you
have taken so much interest.

It would seem, f>om governor Sherbrook's letter,
that no such person as Thomas Fant or Vant, parti-

cularly mentioned by you, was ksown to ever have
been in Quebec. As governor Sherbrooke says,

however, that some individuals may possibly be yet
in captivity in the neighborhood of lake Huron,
(meaning, it is presumed, American citizens,) and
that he would avail himself of any information

which might be communicated through this govern-;

ment, for the discovery of such, with a view ta their

release and their restoration to their families an(5
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friends, you will readily, I am fully persuaded, fur-

nish this department with all the information that

you may obtain on this subject.
F have the honor to he, with very great respect and

consideration, sir, your obedient servant,
RICHARD RUSH, Acting secretary of stale.

lion. Richard -M. Johnson.

effect their release and restoration to their families
and friends.

1 have the honor to b'e, kc. Sec.

.?. C. SHERBROOKE.
His ex. the right him. Charles Bagoi.

Copy of a letter from H. Ti. JVI. minister to the acting

secretary of state, dated,
Washington, M.ireli M, 1317.

Sin—Upon the receipt of Mr. Monroe's letter of

the 28th January last, respecting certain American

prisoners who were supposed still to be held in cap-

tivity by the- indians upon lake Huron; I lost no time

in writing to the governor general of Canada, re-

questing that he would direct a minute enquiry to

be made into all the circumstances stated in Mr.

Monroe's note, and in the event of its appearing
that the prisoner in question, or any other citizen of

the United States were still frorcibly detained by the

indians, that he would use his utmost endeavors to

procure their immediate release.

I have now the honor to enclose to you a copy ot

•the letter which I have received from sir John Sher-

brooke, upon the subject of these prisoners.
From this letter there appears reason to hope that

the information which has been given in respect to

them, may be found to be correct; but the governor

general will not cease to use every exertion in his

power to ascertain their fate, and if the government
of the United States can furnish me with any addi-

tional information which may serve, in any degree, to

assist his excellency in his enquiry, I shall not fail

to put him immediately in possession of it.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consider-

ation, sir, your most obedient humble servant.

CHARLES BAGOT.
The Hon. It. Rush.

Copy ofa letter from sir John Sherbrooke, governor ge-
neral of Canada, to his excellency Charles Bagot.

Cartle of St. Lewij, Quebec, Feb. 19, 1817.

Sir—On the subject of Mr. Monroe's letter, I have

made every possible enquiry here, and cannot learn

that the American therein mentioned of the name of

Fant or Vant, was ever in Quebec.
You will naturally perceive how highly improba-

ble it is, that an indian, having a prisoner in his pos-

session, which they were invariably, as far as possi-

ble, prevented during the war from retaining, should

ever have brought him to Quebec. But if an indian

had so done, it is scarcely necessary that 1 should

remark to you, how absolutely impossible it is, in

such a city as this, he could at any time, much less

in peace, detain in custody an American citizen

against his consent; and this too while numbers of

the inhabitants of the United States are visiting or

residing among us.

After the most minute enquiry, 1 cannot learn

that Joseph Faudrie himself, the informant of the

circumstance referred to, has been in Quebec, and
can hardly conceive it credible that he could Ivave

been brbugh here a prisoner in custody of an indian.

It is, however, possible, notwithstanding all the

efforts of our officers and troops to prevent it, that

their may yet be some individuals in captivity in the

neighborhood of lake Huron. On this subject I have
not failed to write immediately to that part of the

country,and you may assure the government of the

United States, that if I can discover, or if they can

by further information, assist me in discovering
any su£b', no exfcTttons shall be spared by mfc. to

The following article, from the Sag Harbor Re-
corder of last week, proves that governor Sher-
brooke was mistaken in supposing that there were
no Americans in captivity by tlie Indians in the
neighborhood of Quebec:
"The schooner Lydia, Johnson, from Quebec for

New-York, having sprung aleak at sea, was run on
shore in Lon^-lsland Sound, near a place called the
Old Man, on Tuesday morning last. Came passen-
ger in the Lydia, Benjamin Powell, John Brown,
Elizabeth Smith and Sarah Roberts, all ofwhom have
been prisoners to the Indians,- by whom Mr. P's wife
and five children were murdered. Mr. P. after hav-

ing been cut and mangled in a most shocking and
barbarous manner, was left on the floor of his own
house for dead; but fortunately some of the Indians
returned in a few days, and finding him alive, took
him, bound up his wounds, and, by the aid of an In-
dian doctor, cured him. Mr. P. has'lost the use of his

right arm, by a cut with the tomohawk, in the
shoulder. Air. P. states that he, and three others,
were sold to a Mr. Randal M' Donald, an Indian
trader, for five gallons of rum. Mrs. Smith and
Roberts had both their husbands and several chil-
dren murdered by the savages. Mr. P. left this

place on Wednesday last for New-London, and from
thence to Providence (R. I.) the place of his nati-

vity. The other passengers in the schooner have
gone to New-York."

CHRONICLE.
Mr. Grosvenor, late a member of congress, from

New-York, recently died at Baltimore. And Mr.
King, late also a member from Massachusetts, has
died at Saco.

The freight bills of the steam-boat -Etna, from
New-Orleans to Louisville, amounted to more than

$22,000.
New-York election.—There has been a warm con-

test in the city of New-York for assemblymen—
Clintonians and Anti-Clintonians-. The latter beat
the former by a majority of 1900 votes.

American vert antique marble.—A quarry of very
beautiful marble was not long since discovered at

Milford, Connecticut, and is now worked. A small

supply has been received at Baltimore, by one of
our stone-cutters, who advertises that he is ready
to receive orders to work it up. This warble is of

singular beauty—the ground color is chiefly of grey
and blue, interspersed with olouds, spots and veins of

white, black and green. It takes a fine polish; and
for those purposes where elegant ornaments are re-

quired, renders us independent of the old world.
Indian hostility.

—The late outrages of the south-
ern Indians are attributed to the continued intrigues
of the infamous Woodbine, now said to be resident

at the mouth of Sewanee, where there is a fort and
block house. Besides exciting the Indians to mur-
der and robbery, it seems he is carrying on a trade

with Cuba, in slaves, inveigled from the United
States. Government appears to be impressed with
some facts of this nature, from the late marching of

troops for the Lower Creek country; and if it be true,
that Woodbine has a fort and is carrying on the ope-
rations attributed to him, we hope it may meet the

fate of that at Appalachicola. If the Spaniards lose

their neutral character, why should we respect it
J—
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if they are unable lo control such proceedings, we
must do it.

Many emigrants are arriving- from Europe—some
of whom, it is stated, bring- with them a good deal

of niimev

few days ago, we are told, is very extensively in

iured by the Hessian fly.

Drekidfid The following is from the (Baltimore)
Mere!. y.iits*CofFce House books:

Capt. M'Donald, of the British schooner Marga-
ret, reports that on .Monday last at half past 6

o'clock, P M. when he came into the bay, disco-

vered a Buenos A} res brig, commanded by com.

Chaytor and a schooner under the same flag, (for-

merly the Romp) anchored a short distance from

her, near c:.pe Henry—a pilot boat was near the

schooner supposed to be delivering powder, when,
says capt. if. "the most shocking spectacle I ever
witnessed was in the explosion oftne schooner-, she
ascended the air in a blaze offire, and not a vestige
of her was afterwards seen; the boat near her is

M'.pposed to have shared the same fate; the concus-
sion was so great, and shook my vessel so, we
thought she had struck the ground" It is since

reported by Thomas' pilot boat, that 22 lives wei'e

lost in the schooner.
HY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Whereas by an act entitled "an act providing for

the sale of the tract of land at the lower rapids of

Sandusky river," passed on the 27th day of April,
1S16, it was enacted that all the lands in the said

tract, except the reservations made in the said act,
{mould be offered for sale to the highest bidder, at

Wooster, in the state of Ohio, under the direction

of the register of the land office, and the receiver of

public monies at Wooster, and on such day or days
as shall, by a public proclamation of the president

:

; i n. It was lately raised by means of a divirig
b 1, in fmr fathoms' water, partly imbedded in

sand. It appears to be no way injured, corroded
or inorusled, by lying between thirty and fort]
years on the sandy bottom of the river. It is stated

WKeut.—This grain, which was so promising ajto
have been lost before or about the taking of

Cornwallis at York, by general Washington.
The slings gave way while lowering the cannon

into a scow, intended to convey it to the shore-,
but its enormous weight burst the scow asunder,
and it went to the bottom.

Upon examining the piece, it was found to mea-
sure 11 feet 10 inches in length, and its calibre

capable of carrying a 32-pound* ball. It is elegant-
ly carved about the butt end and other places, and
contains several inscriptions and devices. On the

upper part near the muzzle, are the words, "Le
Divertissant, which appear to have been meant as
a name for the piece, and may be properly trans-

lated, The Sportsman. Below that, are the Latin
words "ultima ratio regnm," royal logic, or literally
translated, the last resort of kings. Further on is

inscribed, "Le Marechal De Hamiers" with a- coat
of arms, probably of that general. Beneath that
are the Latin words—"Pluribus nee impar." This

inscription would seem to convey the value of ord-
nance when compared with small arms, and would
therefore be considered, by translation, as equal to

many small arms. Around the butt of the cannon
are carved the words, Killevi Tiguro Jfeh-itii F. D
1680—which may be rendered thus: "Keeler Tigu-
ru for TigwusJ of Switzerland, made this piece of
ordnance at Douay, in 1680.

By these inscriptions it appears that the piece is

137 years old, and was cast by a Swiss at the cele--
brated foundery of Douay, in the French Nether-
lands, established by Lewis the 14th, when, in the

height of his glory, he endeavored to subjugate
of the United, be designated for that purpose: And

j

and control all Europe. Humiers was one of his
whereas by an act entitled "an act providing for the

j

generals, and probably from the esteem of his so-
sale of the tract of land at the British fort at the vereign, had the liberty of inscribing his name up-
Miami of the Lake, at the foot of the rapids, and for on this piece, attached to his division of the army,
other purposes," passed the 27th day of April, 1816, .Marshal Humiers was beat at Walcourt in 1639,
it was enacted that all the land contained in the said by the allied armies under the prince of Waldec.
tract, except the reservations and exceptions made
in the said act, should be offered for sale to the

highest bidder, at Wooster, in the state of Ohio,
under the direction of the register of the land

office, and the receiver of public monies at Woos-
ter, and on such day or days as shall by a public
proclamation of the president of the United States

be designated for that purpose.
Wherefore, I, Ja:.:>:s Monroe, president of the

Cniled States, in conformity with the. provisions of
the acts before recited, do hereby declare and make
'mown that the lands authorised to be sold by the
first mentioned act, shall be offered for sale to the

SAMUEL AKERLY.
Since writing the above, the cannon has been re-

moved to the coffee-house. It is worthy the atten-

tion of the state or the United States, and ought
to be purchased by one or the other of them.

[New- York Gaz. April 22.

Splendid paper.—From the Democratic Press, ol

April 30— The declaration of independence—We have
this day received from the paper mill of Mr. Thos.

Amies, the paper on which we intend to print the

splendid edition of the declaration of independence,
which, for the fourteen montlvs last past, has been
under the graver. The paper is believed to be of a

highest bidder at Wooster in the state of Ohio, on s i ze and quality ^mor to any ever manufactured in
4 he first Monday >.n July next, and continue open]
tor seven days and no longer; and that the lands
mthorised to be sold by the last mentioned act,
shall be offered for sale to the highest bidder at
the same place, on the third Tuesday in July next,
..ml continue open for seven days and no longer.

Given under niv hand, this 13th day ofApril, 1817.

(Signed) JAMES MONROE.
By the president,

.1 MEIGS,
Commissioner of the general land office.

The elegant piece of brass ordnance landed on
Buchanan's wharf, west side of Rutgers' slip, was

the United States. The moulds, felts, &.c. were all

of the best kind, and manufactured for the purpose.-
The paper weighs one hundred and forly pounds, and
the price is one hundred and twenty five dollars a

ream. Cotton rags were altogether excluded, and
the finest linen only has been worked up. The size

is rather more than 36 by 25 inches. We flatter

ourselves that the paper is such as will do credit to

the state of the art of paper-making in the United
States.

Singular ccstoms.—The errors of the human
mind are sometimes so ridiculous that we can

scarcely give credit to them. In Egypt it was for-

merly a custom for the master of the house in

brought from Virginia, where it has remained in
J

which a cat died to shave his left eve-brow, as a
the bottom of York river since tiie American revo- Koken of grief.
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We have again a rich and various feast for our
readers—among the articles is an account of the

imports of the United States (a work of much extra

mechanical labor) and the report on the Delaware
and R.iritan canal, commenced in the present and to

he concluded in the first pages of the succeeding
number. It shall ever be our care to preserve things
that will wear well—and enrich our volumes for

reference, while passing matters are not neglected.

ROBBERY OF THE MATL.
Fayetteville, May 8.—One of the most high handed

"America"—we suppose that the sale of stocks by
the bank is alluded to, which was a transaction of
individuals with individuals, in no wise partakiuc: of
a national character on either side. The United
States do not want to borrow, and England lias

enough to do to borrow and pay the interest of as
much money as she wants for herself.

The sentence quoted has the same denomination
and tendency as that on which we offered some re-
marks last week, and is also from the Boston Cen-
tinel; and we have again to shew how easv it is to
communicate error in the words of truth;—which

frauds was practised somewhere betweenthis place j

we saal1 do for the sake of "America" attempted
and Baltimore, during the montli of March. We
Understand that three entir* letter mails, which
were sent on from this town in due form, did not
even arrive at Petersburg, Va. In these mails were

to be degraded, though America had nothing to do
with it.

What is national wealth—what constitutes a
wealthy nation?—The political economist will feel

ontamed large sums of money, in drafts and bank! at no *oss to sa
>'

tnat tne nrst is in the quantity of

notes, remitted to New York and Philadelphia, by'
the productive labor of a people, and the other in

merchants in this town, Wilmington and Charleston.
(

the aggregate means and resources of the whole.—
—So deep laid has been the fraud, that many stibse-f

1* mav be assumed as a general principle
—indeed.,

quent letters, intended merely as enquiries of the! * do not know but that it can be accepted as a rule

fate of former ones, from those persons who remitted i absolute, that excessive wealth, in the iiands of a

the money, have been cautiously intercepted. Not! *" a few of a nation, is conclusive evidence of na-

the slightest possible clue to this grand'scheme f!
tio

.

na l poverty. Nor is this paradoxical—it is ma-

iniquity has yet been discovered, and never will be n'fe8t t0 every man that observes the practical ope-

perhaps unless the general post office See fit to look
|

ral ' rj" of the fact, or reflects upon the subject. It

nto tne business. " s certain that England contains some of the rich-
est men in Europe; capwble, perhaps, of command-

dj^That the General Post-Office will look into

the business, cannot be doubted. But our great

ingmore ready money than the same number of pri-
vate individuals in any other parts af the world—but

object in noticing this unfortunate affair is to influ-
it: is also as certain that she has more paupers than

ence our subscribers and others, wishing to remit an
>' otner nation, probably more than there are in

money to us, not to be discouraged by it; we still

guarantee the safety of the mails for the receipt of
•all monies really forwarded to us. We fear nothing
so muck as the negligence of our friends.

"Talking about money, naturally puts us in mind
of" the address made to our subscribers out of

all the rest of Europe and America united. "Mag-
nificent are thy p.daces, O Genoa! but thou hast also

thy gallies." What better evidence of the impo-
verishment of a nation can we have than that ahoujt
one fourth of its people is subsisted by the coars-
est bread-stuffs that will keep soul and body toge-

the city of Baltimore in an extra-sheet. It was the! ther, at the cost of the rest, being public paupers?
result of necessity, and it is feelingly observed that —England has thr.-e millions of these,unproductive.
some attention has already been paid to it. One; If tliey were employed at something by which, (all

gentleman, in a very good humored letter, express-
the profits being included) they could earn only

"ing a determination not to be "among the drones /A" cents tach Per *%» tne
>'
would really add 45*0

that consume the substance" of this work, after no-
j

millions per annum to the national wealth—a sum

ticingan enclosure to pay his dues, says—"and as lnat makes the bagatelle story about 3D millions ap-

you appear to have the money fever* (a disorder, by Pear tru
'

v contemptible. Were the splendid palaces
the bve, which very few of us have escaped) I add of tne French nobles before the revolution, sur-

five dollars more as a payment in advanee. They! rounded with ten or fifteen milea of rich country
will do me no harm and may do you a little good." Ifl on which hardly any other houses stood than mud-"

every gentleman were to think" and act thus—with built hovels, an evidence of the wealth of France—
what delight, what spirit and energy, should we! would we not rather have taken an English county

pursue the business of the Weekly Reoistxb ! K dt that period) which, though it might also have
I, u, . 'had its palace, abounded with large edifices of

. _ brick and stone, filled with a ruddy and joyous pea-A iNatlOll'S Wealth. pie, keeping up the "hum of business," and enjoy-
An eastern paper ironically observes—"Impove-jing life? But to speak at once to the point—is the

"rished England, within a few weeks has loaned to
j

tact that some eight or ten harpies in a town (bank
*France and America more than thirty millions of

•'dollars, in solid coin, and at a moderate usance."

We do not know of any loan being made to

•We, indeed, have had a severe attack of this

^'disorder"—but a slight attention from our readers,
as a good physician, would instantly remove, it, and
preyent a relapse

Vtfi XU. M

directors, perhaps!) have in a course of years realiz-

ed a million each, and established a credit to mono-
polize accommodations for a million more, by "shav-

ing" the notes of their fellow citizens at 2 or 3 p< i

cent, per month, an evidence of the wealth or of the

misery of that town? This immediately applies to
the condition of England, where the people have
be<?n rhdyrd'iti AttinajlTTer of wots out of their e&n--
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itigs, until a fourth of the whole ofthem are tenants

of the poor house.

But it is the building up of these great personal
fortur.es that facilitates the general borrowing of

money, aid enables a government to levy heavy
taxes. One man with 10,100$ a year, has more

money to spare than fifty men with 1000 dollars

each, and he can pay more taxes than they, though
he h sonl\ a fif'.h th part of their wealth. This is

a very clear case—for the latter have fif;y times
more people to maintain than the former. The
truth is, that the unequal division of property, in

England, caused by excessive taxation, has enabled
the government thus far to continue that excessive

taxation, and raise the various loans required, which,
without it, it would have been impossible to do

It was by The operation of this principle that the

Egyptian pyramids and temples were built—the
whole labor and wealth of the people was centered
at the disposal of the king; and I desire no better

tviuerce of the poverty and misery that prevailed
than the existence of these monuments. Reduce a

pecp'.e to the lowest possible state of subsistence,

taking from them all they earn over* that, and a

pat amount may be reserved that would otherwise
I expended to procure some of the comforts of
life. '*It sounds large" that the Messrs Barings,
of London, for instance, can advance, in the first

instance, twenty or thirty millions of dollars, and
We are inclined to forget the fact that certain of
their countrymen, capable of actually creating as

great a value in 15 or 20 days, are dependent on
him and others for oat meal* enough to keep them
from immediate starvation.

It has always been my opinion, and I have always
supported it with all my heart and soul to the best

of my ability, that the virtue of government must

depend upon the virtue of a people, in like man-
ner as its wealth and strength depends upon their

profitable employment and numercial force. In

early youth, the venerable John Dickinson taught me
the force of his favorite maxim, "that an armed
PEOPLE AND AN UNARMED MAGISTRACY WAS THE BEST
sk( rnixf roil freedom," and consequently of hap-

piness
—

(a sentiment that deserves to be inscribed

in letters of gold over every man'sfire placeJ . The
pt inciple of this n: xim 1 would act up to in extenso.

I hope that no man in the United Stales will ever
be able to advance "thirty millions," for then we
shall, probably, see the poof houses tenanted by
others than those who, deprived of their natural

A sends, are incapable of themselves to earn a sub-

sis' ence. \.ct plenty prevail, and every man be able

to stamp his foot on the soil, saying
— this is mine,

independent <f all but viy Creator and God. A peo-
ple so situated cannot be enslaved—every house is

a castle garrisoned by freemen. But such a people
Cannot pay excessive taxes; and, what is more to the

purpose, they will not pay them—shall they be col-

lected of them at the point of the bavonetr no—
they cannot be collected but as the free will offer-

ing of the majority.
There is one thing that, more than any thing else,

I apprehend may have a tendency to reduce the

people of this country from their present happy
condition. I mean our banking institutions—they
are the leven which, in the hands of ambitious and
avaricious men, is most to be feared to raise up

* If Dr. Sam. Johnson were now living to revise

I) is dictionary, he might say that oats were "a sort of

grain" used to feed men in England—us well as

Scotland. See Brougham's speech'.

Barings amongst us. They have already accom.
plished much in this way; and have a decided ten.

dency to make the rich richer and the poor poorer
The people generally are getting alarmed at the

proceedings of those establishments; whose funds,
designed for the common accommodation, are more
and more monopolized by a few; thereby enabled to

-peculate on the wants of others, and make them-
selves fat on the sweat of the "weary laden."

r—> ii^ wiwfm

Mr. Russell.
The Boston "Yankee" of the 9th instant, has a

very neat and exceedingly well-written article vin-

dicatory of Mr. Russell, as to the proceedings had on
his late marriage, which has excited so much se-
rious reprehension and broad ridicule in the United
States. The length of that article alone prevents its-

insertion entire and without comment; it reprehends,
but in a gentlemanly and courteous manner, the
notice that "Niles' Baltimore Register and the Rich-
mond Enquirer*"—(papers to which the writer is

pleased to ascribe a very high character) have taken
of those proceedings; doing ample justice, however,
to the motives believed to have influenced us, and

excusing Mr. Russel as having had a very remote

agency, indeed, if any agency at all, in the pomp
and parade that really attended the ceremony; and
much less so as being concerned in the "ridiculous"
accounts of it published in the newspapers.
When we saw these accounts in the newspapers, it

is frankly confessed we were sincerely mortified that
a man of Mr. Russell's standing—a gentleman from
whom we expected examples of practical republican-
ism, should have suffered himself to be led into any
thing that could furnish a coloring for them. The
progress of luxury and its consequent, despotism, is

lamentably rapid enough; and we fear the introduce
tion of any new thing to accelerate it. And how was
it that we, who had laughed so much, and in honest

truth, so heartily, "at the gossip stories about Char-
lotte and Cobourg," should have passed over qui-
etly and without feeling, a type happening at home
of what we had reprehended abroad? The parties in

this case, it appears, have been much less to blame
than was supposed: Mr. Russell is not the first man
that an officious friend has made appear ridiculous;
to which the love of pomp and shew, among a cer-
tain set at Huston, may have contributed not a little.

The story of the ceremony was embellished to the
utmost bearing, though the chief things were, to
some extent, founded on what really occurred—
and in the tout ensemble there was abundant cause
to provoke even coarse censure, as a warning to

check the contagion of the example. This has, pro-
bably, been effected—few persons, to gratify a fool-

ing fondness for shew, will pass through such an
ordeal. We honestly regret, from the great respect'"
we had for Mr. iiussell, that this censure has fallen

upon hint; but are not sorry for the censure itself.

The first is a personal, the latter a public considera-

•There are very few newspapers in the United
States that have not had an original or selected arti-

cle about Mr. R.'s marriage; but the notice that

some have taken of the lady's dress (which was

foolishly described in the papers) has often been

coarse,if not indecent. This is much to be regretted.
Mr. R. might "stand as a mark to be shot at," being
a prominent man among the people but his lady
should have been treated with the respect due to

her private character and delicate sex. And, acting

upon this principle, iue said nothiirg mere of the lady

than to give her nan
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tion—and life one should always give way to the

•>ther, or the republic suffers a detriment. Mr. R.

is described as a man of plain, unassuming, unosten-

tatious manners—it was so that we had accepted

him, and our mortification was the greater on that

account.

In the sober virtue and sincere republicanism of

the body of the people of the United States, is (in my
opinion) the grand, and, in truth, the only security

for the liberties of this country. Hut much depends

upon the "manners of the great," as certain classes

are called in Europe, by whom I mean here those

enjoying the confidence of their fellow-citizens, to

put that security in some degree of hazard, by un-

dermining it. It therefore becomes us, the "com-
mon people," of whom I am one, to watch every
movement of such with singular care, and compel
them to wear the semblance of virtue and plainness,
whether they possess them or not, that the force of

example may have its effect. It is rarely indeed that

I have felt myself bound to notice the conduct of

individuals—the Weekly Register has endeavored

to lay down, or disseminate, principles that every
one might apply for himself; but so it was in this

case, that the principle could not be well stated

without involving the name of a person. And on

the whole, though the accounts of Mr. Russell's

always entertain for them in a higher degree than
towards any other people upon earth. I carry

nothing from my country but my wife and my chil-

dren, and surely, they are my own, at any rate. I s':all

always love England better than any other country;
I will never become a subject or citizen of any o'her

state; but, I and mine were not born under a go-
vernment having the absolute power to imprison us
at its pleasure, and, if we can avoid it, we will nei-

ther live nor die under such an order of things. If I

have not taken leave of numerous friends in London
and in the country, it was because I should have
been made unhappy by their importunities, and the.

expressions of their sorrow. I make an enormous sa-

crifice of property and of feeling; but when my heart
feels the tugs of friendship, and of all interesting
objects in Hampshire, it is reconciled to the loss by
the thought that I can enjoy them only during the

pleasure of a secretary of state W ».n this order
of things shall cease to exist, then shall I again see

England. WM. COBBETT."
dj*A great many stories have been told about Mr.

Cobbett since he left England, which he retires in a
New-York paper. He says that he had a clear in-

come from his writings of more than ten thousand

pounds a year—and that he expects to receive for

his landed and other property 20,000«£. He intends

taken of them.

marriage, which we received as acknowledged truths] in a few days to publish a prospectus of his fuiure

at Boston, may have injured that gentleman unfairly Uiterary labors—and in a P. S. in noticing certain

by their exaggerations, still, we believe, the public
|

articles published in the New-York Evening Post,

good will be subserved by the notice that has been
j

he says, though he hardly ever made a bet in his

life, he will bet with the editor of that paper 1000
dollars, "that the government ofEngland, that is to

say, the government of the boroughmongers, does
not lust three years longer''''

—which Mr. Coleman
declines—"tor (the possibility of losing being ad-

mitted, as otherwise it would not be k fair
be-.i)

al-

though the turn staked, might littie affect a fortune

Almeida's Case.
Our readers will recollect that Captain Almeida,

commander of a Buenos Ayrean privateer, was
arrested and committed under the authority of the

state of .Maryland, on a charge of piracy
—released

j

arising from such an income, [as Mr. Cobbett s;ates

by the judges of Baltimore county court, deciding! his to have been] it would be seriously felt by the

that the case did not come under the cognizance of
j

humble editor of the JVeiv York Evening Post."

the authorities of this state—and again arrested on

the same charge by authority of the United States,

and held to bail.

The grand jury of the circuit court of the United

States, sitting last week in Baltimore, found a bill

against hhn, and he was tried on Thursday the 8th

instant.

"After a full and elaborate investigation of the

merits of the case, wherein the treaty between the

United Slates and Spain was more particularly the

subject of discussion, the charge in the indictment)

'.laving been predicated on a clause contained there-

in, captain Almeida was, by direction of the court,

discharged. On this occasion judge Duvall perform-
ed the duties of his high station with unusual abi-

lity, and elucidated the points of the ease in the

most able, luminous and impressive manner."

fX/"It would be well if judge Duval's opinion
were published, for the general information.

William Cobbett,
Previous to his leaving England, published the

following address to the public, at Liverpool,
March 26—
"My departure for America will surprise nobody,

but those who do not reflect. A full and explicit
statement of my reasons will appeal

1 in a few days,

probably on the 5th of April. In the meanwhile, I

think it necessary for me to make known, that I

have fully empowered a person of respectability to!

manage and settle all my affairs m England. I owe!

;ny countrymen mos' sincere regard, which T shall'

The War Tables.
LAXn AXP SAVAL BATTLES, JN THE LATE "WAR.

Our readers will recollect that in the 9th and 10th
volumes of this work, we published certain labo-
rious tables, calculated to shew, at once, the ge-
neral result of the chief battles fought by land or
sea during the late war. Absolute correctness
was not affected, for the very nature of the thing-
forbade the hope of it. They were, probably, as

correct as they easily could be; and it is impossi-
ble that the gentleman who compiled them
should have willingly neglected the just claims
of the western army, of which he himself, a z*u-

lous patriot, on two or three occasions, formed
a part.

But we are thankful, even at this day, for the cor-

rections and additional information afforded in

the following communication; there is not, how-
ever, so great a discrepancy between the f.tcfs

stated in the tables and those furnished by it,

receiving, as we do, the latter to are entirely
correct, as at the first glanoe appears, in respect
to the affairs at Fort Meigs (No. 8, in the table,
vol. X. p. 154)

—the design of the compiler hav-

ing been only to shew the force of the sortio
under colonel Miller and of the enemy opposed
to it. Our loss under colonel Dudley is also re-

presented in the tables as being greater than it

was, and there is a difference, on both sides, in
favor of our arms, as to theforces engaged on the,
Thames.
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The communication is interesting for present use
and of great value to history, and we repeat our

(hunks to the very respectable gentleman who
furnished ic.

"My attention has been directed to a table, pub-
lished in your 10th volume, [pages 154—5] shewing
the result of the land battles fought during the

late w.ir. Having entered the service as a volunteer
at its commencement, and returned at the peace as

&n inspector-general in the United States' army, 1

feel m\ self authorised to suggest some inaccuracies, .

Which Lave occurred in your estimate of the rela-
ot cana

}

s > V1

^
Plans of locks

> and the supply ofwa
live loss at Fort Meigs and upon the Thames.

,

1 he information and observations are appli-
"You appear onlv to have given the force and re-

cabl
.

e to many olher places in the U. S. where canals

suit of the sortie under colonel Miller, when a con-

siderable number were disabled in other sorties

and during the siege. That detachment consisted

of 350 men, and carried two batteries defended by
550 British and 400 Indians : so gallant and warm
yas the contest, that in fifteen minutes, 186 were
killed and wounded on our side, and it is well

ascertained that the enemy suffered more severely.
Indeed, candid nun acknowledge that, upon a com-

parison of the force and the loss, it was the hardest

Jightivg during the war.
<fCo!ortel Dudley's detachment consisted of 800:

1/0 of them reached Fort Meigs; about 45 were
killed in the action and wantonly massacred in the

Slaughter Pen, at the Old British Fort. It is now
a-sc' rtaiiied that 30 or 40 were taken by the Indians

and have since returned to their friends. The
whole force of the enemy besieging Fort Meigs
consisted of 500 regulars, 800 militia and 1600l

Indians—total 2900; whereas your estimate gives
them 350 regulars and militia and 450 Indians.

The report contains a statement of the objec
tions to the old mode of using the beds of streams
with connecting cuts and locks, and to the more
recent mode of pursuing the vallies of streams with
canals adjacent to their banks; a detail of the ad-
vantages resulting from a level canal, if practicable.;
the proportions and dimensions of a canal suitable^
for the proposed navigation; an estimate contain-
ing the details of the work which may be necessa-
ry, and the probable expence of each item; and a
number of useful hints relative to the construction'

are m contemplation. A hint is also given on the
employment of the military on the canals; a plan
esteemed preferable to the project of reducing the
establishment.
The great national advantages attending a gene-

ral system of inland navigation in the U. S. renders
it of the greatest importance that the public atten-
tion should be excited, and that the subject should
be thoroughly discussed and understood, before
the plan is determined on, and the business com-
menced; on this account the rejection of the late
bill for internal improvements before congress, is a
fortunate circumstance.—Divisions of the appropri-
ation, and separate plans of work under state au-
thorities, would tend to defeat the arrangement of
the system for national purposes.

If the business is not marred in the outset, the
time may come, when the policy and practice of
China may be realized in the U. S. and our inland
commerce employ many of our merchants and sail-

ors; and manufactures, by an interchange among
"In the* battle of the Thames, the most correct °U*selves, will afford double national profits

information estimated our force at not more than

27-00—120 regulars, 800 or 900 of Johnson's regi-

ment, and from 1500 to 1800 of governor Shelby's
volunteers. The force of the enemy consisted of 700

regulars and 2000 Indians—600 regulars were cap-

tured, 12 killed and 22 wounded i but a very mate-
rial result of this "bloodless victory" you have en

tireiy omitted. There were not less than 40 Indians

found upon the ground, and no doubt the usual

proportion wounded. With the exception of a si-

milar loss at Tippecanoe, the N. W. Indians have,

never, in the history of their warfare, suffered sol
tud

f>
and return with the water of lake Champlain

severely. In the decisive battle fought by general
t(> *he Huds°n

; ascend to a canal fed by lake Erie,

Wayne, 23th August, 1794, at the '.Miami rapids,[^JPP™^11 ouj Mediterranean seas, not by the

and in that fought at the mouth of Kenhawa, 10th

October, 1774, from sunrise to sunset, there were
or.lv 19 Indians found upon the ground; and there

was not half that number killed in either the de-

feat of llaj-rnar or Si. Clair."

A vessel may depart from the seat of govern-
ment at Waslrington, ascend from the Eastern
branch to a level canal* on the New-Jersey plan,
fed by the Patuxent, proceed to the banks of the
South river, descend to the Chesapeake, touch at
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New-York, New-Haven,
and Boston, pass on to the Merrimack river, and
from thence into New-Hampshire, and, perhaps,
Maine. The vessel may then return to New-York,'
and, ascending the Hudson, enter lake Champlain,
visit our northern boundary in 45 degrees of lati-

Canals.

proposed route through Rome and the Cayuga
marshes, but by a canal

preserving a flow of water
from lake Erie to the Hudson, and pursuing nearly
a level, south of the Cayuga and Seneca lakes, on
the grounds dividing the waters of the Susquehan-
na from the streams of the Hudsq.n and Ontario,

{

From the port of lake Erie the usual route may be

[observed by Detroit and Mlchilimackiriack to Chi-
cago; from thence by the Chicago and Des PlanesTO THE EDITOR or THE WEEKtX BEGJSTES.

Sir—Observing that the proposed Delaware andj
mers' 01' b

-
v canals in their vallifes, to the Illinois,

Raman canal is noticed in a late Register, 1 send hence to the Mississippi and descend to New-
with this a copy of the report of the commission 0rleans; thence, inland, by Mobile, to St. Mary's,
exs to the legislature of New Jersey; as you may,

|ai,d t,ience through the Atlantic states of Georgia,

probably, be desirous of seeing the plan at length. '^
(

l'
!l

,

u
.
Carolina, North^ Carolina and Virginia to

An error is running through the different newspa-
pers relative to the elevation of the proposed canal

above the tidewater; it is stated to be 136 feet in-

stead of 68 feet—136 feet is the aggregate amount
of the assent from the tide water to the canal at| . . Part ot ,he tfmperate zone. Such are the fa-

one of the rivers, and of the descent from the canal!
Clllties

j

to effect at a moderate expence a eomple-
to the tide water at the other river. tlon oi tiie projected route, by an extension of in-

Washington the place of departure; performing an
inland national voyage of above 5000 miles, and
traversing an extent of 15 degrees of latitude, and
nearly 20 degrees of longitude, in the most delight-

part of the temperate zone.

•Alluding only to the force, we presume, which

opposed that under colonel Miller. E.i>. Reg.
*Consider the importance

I part of Maryland.

of this canal to cycrv
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contain goods subject to ad-valorem duties, shall
be selected from each invoice by the coll .

which shali be strictly inspected, with a view to

detect frauds which may be attempted by putting

16 millions,*" leaving nearly 2 millions for contin- in thesame invoice goods of greater and less price
'than twenty-five- cents the yard.

iand navigation unknown in the ancient hemisphere,

that it is estimated the total cost will be less than

eighteen million of dollars—indeed on computing
the pirts separately, the amount is little more than

gencies.
Inland navigation may also be introduced in the 2d. That a certain proportion of packages paying

vallies formed by the great ridges of the U. S. and specified duties be designated in like manner by
a canal may be constructed between the north and the collector, which shall be thoroughly examined,

south mountains, from the vicinity of Newburgh on] for the purpose of detecting any attempt-which
the Hudson, through New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, may be made to smuggle any articles not describe.!

Maryland and Virginia, by Tennes'see or North Ca- in the invoice.

rolin'a, to Alabama or Georgia; through as rich a 3d. That the proportion of packages to be dc
valley as any in the world, without the obstruction signated by the collector on importations upon cm-
of a hill, or' the necessity of' a tunnel.—The rivers signment, be double the number when the person

Delaware, Schuylkill, Susquehanna, Potomac and who enters them is the owner and importer.

James, may in part be directed from their beds at 4th. That in all cases of consignment the packa-
their respective gaps of the South mountain, and ges designated shall be lodged in the public ware

led by canals through other districts, dispensing houses until the inspection be made
the benefits of inland navigation and irrigation*

1

to

the arid plains below.—Canals may also be con-

structed from lake Erie to the Ohio river, and from

the Erie and Hudson canal to Pennsylvania and to

lake Ontario, effecting an inland navigable commu-
nication with every state in the union

Much more might be added, but I have already
exceeded my limits. I sat down merely to correct

a typographical error, and I have taken you a voy-

age nearly the extent of the inhabited parts of our

5th. That every importation shall be deemed to
be upon consignment unless the person who makes
the entry shall expressly negative the fact in oath
of entry.

In order that the inspection directed for the pur-
pose of detecting frauds of the first kind may be
skilfully executed, the inspector whose habits and
information qualify hina for the discharge of that

duty and in whose judgment and fidelity you have
most implicit confidence, should be exclusively

republic—If 1 succeed in exciting the attention of} employed for that purpose. Should none of the

an able and popular editor, and through him the (inspectors now employed be considered weUquali-

public, my motives will be answered, and theffied by you for this service, you are authorised to

thoughts of the nation directed to objects of the
|

select one specially for that object, and report him

greatest public utility and importance.
j

to this department.

Placing the foregoing at your disposal, for
sepa-j

As it is an object of importance that the revenue

rate extracts or paragraphs', of such parts as you system should be rendered as perfect as possible,

]

and that every attempt to evade the provisions ©f
; the existing laws should be known, you are request-
ed to communicate to this department every cir-

cumstance of that nature, accompanied by sugges-
tions ofthe provisions necessary to repress the evil.

I am most respectfully, sir, your very obedient

servant, WM. II. CRAWFORD.
James H. M'Culloch, Esq.

Collector of Baltimore.

may think proper,
I am, sir, very respectfully

Ad valorem Duties.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 7th May, 1817.

Sir—A general impression appears to prevail in

all the commercial cities, that frauds upon the re-

venue are committed to a considerable extent by
invoicing merchandise, paying an ad-valorem duty,
which costs less than twenty-five cents the yard, Custom Hocse, Baltimore,
with those which exceed that price, so as to pro- Collector's office, May 10, 1817.
duce an average value above twenty-five cents the Sir—I have been favored this morning with your
yard, and thereby introduce coarse and cheap fabrics

j

letter of the 7th inst. on the subject of imported
without paying the duty contemplated by the

tariff.]
cottons less than 25 cents cost per yard.

According to the same impression, frauds of a more The supposition in your letter as to the irfi-

glaring nature are frequently committed upon the, pressions under which representations of fraudulent

revenue, especially in importations on consignment,] proceedings in the case have been made to the de-

by the introduction of articles not described in the Apartment, is most probably well grounded—That
invoices, which from the imperfect manner in which, is, that the apprehensions have overgone the real
the inspection of the packages are made, escape misdealings in this instance. It is true, the time
with impunity. (has sot been sufficient to allow all the arrange-

It is possible that this impression may not be cor-jments which might perhaps be conceived to elude
reef' to the extent that it has been made, but it is

j

the intention of the law. But I have the satisfac-

believed that a due regard to public opinion upon'tion to report, that nothing has appeared here to
this subject, requires that a more rigid inspection countenance the suspicion in asingie instance—Not
than has heretofore been made, should be attempt-

j

an invoice presented to us, but has been clear
ed with a view to detect the frauds which are sup-i and specific in this respect; nor is any thing mo.e
posed to be practiced. It is therefore proposed:

1st. That a proportion of the packages which

•Monsieur de la Londe speaks of the canal de
Provence, which takes the waters of the Durance
to Aix and Marseilles, being 110,000 toises long,
and of the irrigations by its bringing in a mdlion of
livres a year. Des Canaux de Navigation, folio, 1778
—p. 175, 184. Young's travels in France vol. 2nd,
p. 176, Irrigation.

due to the mercantile body in Baltimore than
declaration from the officers of the customs here,
that such a correctness of transaction- appears in

their dealings relating to the revenue, as cannot be

exceeded in any place, and must be esteemed a

happy state of society wherever it is equalled.—
Scarcely one, to whom the name of merchant i<s

properly attributable, lias in a succession of years
incurred the censure of the office here for a failure

in the obligations alluded io.—On the co-rntrary, the
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instances are numerous, of declarations of goods
found beyond their accounts subsequent to entry;
of a relinquishment ofdiscounts previously allowed,
and of charges becoming known after receiving the

goods affected, as well as irregularities in the pro-

ceedings of their correspondents, and that to no

inconsiderable amount frequently. Yet the surmises
of different conduct have very often been made, in

a way more or less general or particular. As we
do not feel ourselves at liberty to slight any well

appearing information, we have often with much
trouble and unpleasantness to the officer and parties,

executed the most rigorous duties, and tried the

temper and patience of many, rarely finding any

thing but a compliant and just disposition towards

the law and its agents, even in the cases palpably
misunderstood, or misrepresented. Such, indeed,
should be the very cases in which a free submission

to examination ought to take place, but it will not

always be so, unless a good disposition and sense

of propriety prevails
—The natural pride of honesty

rises against it, and the affectation of this virtue

still more.
The directions you have given will be carefully

attended to, in their several branches, and such a

proceeding adopted, as we hope will fulfil the pub-

lieve them from the trouble of making summary ax-

aminations, were no practical benefit could be de-
rived from them by the parties, induce me to make
this communication.

This information may, also, be highly useful
to the parties themselves, who will in future, apply
directly to the treasury department for relief, when
the violation has been unintentional. In all cases
where the court, upon hearing the evidence, shall
be of opinion that the case requires or justifies the

interposition of the secretary of the treasury, it is

expedient that that course should be suggested,
and that the postponement of the judgement of the
court necesary to make the application should be

granted.
1 have the honor to be, very respectfully,

Sir, your most obedient servant.

WM, H. CRAWFORD.
To the hon. Wm. P. Van Ness,

Foreign Articles.

SHGLAJCD, &C
London pupers of

'

Jlpril 12.

3 per cent. cons. April 8, 73 5-8. They have
been subject to great fluctuations of late, rising

lie expectation and facilitate ail the transactions of
|

and falling suddenly-
Lord Cochrane has bought a fine vessel, nearly as

large as a frigate, in which he is about to take r,

voyage to South America.
The British ministry are stirring up the lagging

service of their members of parliament by urging

commerce subjected to it—[but unless some mode
more expeditions than that prescribed in G6 sec. of

the collection law is pointed out, equally safe for

the collector, it will be a work of difficulty; though
I am sure the merchants will acquiesce in any reason-

able measure.]
I am, sir, your ob't serv't,

JAS. H. M'CULLOCH.
William II. Crawford, esq.

[It is well observed in the Federal Gazette that
=—"The answer of the collector of this port to the

letter of the secretary of the treasury which will be

found in this paper, is as highly honorable to the

writer, as it is to the reputation of the merchants
of this city. From such an officer, a correct mer-
chant has nothing to fear, and may expect every

facility consistent with his duty. To such an offi-

cer, every correct merchant will give all the in-

formation and assistance that may be useful and
tend to render the performance of his official duties

easy and agreeable."]

Treasury remittances, &c.
Niw Yomk, Ma\ 8.—The following highly im-

portant circular, from the secretary of the treasury
to the district judges, was read on Tuesday movn

ing at the opening of the district court in this

city:
—

CIRCULAR.
Treasury department, Jlpril 3, 1817

Sir—Doubts having arisen whether, under the

act providing for mitigating or remitting the for-

feitures, penalties and disabilities accruing in cer-

tain cases therein mentioned, passed the 3d day
of March, 1797, the secretary of the treasury can

rightfully exercise the authority therein conferred,
after the sentence of the district court has been ex-

ecuted, or after a cause has been withdrawn from
it by appeal or writ of error, the case has been re-

ferred to the attorney-general, who has given an

opinion adverse to the exercise of this power un-
der such circumstance. As this opinion is under-
stood to be coincident with that of the judges of
the supreme court of the United States, I have de-

termined to be governed by it. My respect for the

judges ofthe district courts, and my desire to re-

their attendance, in printed circulars— so shame
less has the prostitution become.
The price of bread stuff's has considerably de-

clined, in consequence of the prospect of great
crops on the continent.

The royal assent has been given to the bill for

preventing "seditious meetings." There has been
a disturbance at Carlisle; Manchester w;is quiet:
but a Liverpool paper publishes an account of a plvt-

discovered there to burn down the whole of the ma -

nufactories. A design appears to have existed to

destroy the town of Ely by fire. The people are

mud with suffering. Their distresses, however,
are said to be declining. There are many mobs in

Ireland; which, appear to have a sole object of get-

ting provisions. The burning of several farming
establishments is mentioned.
The official report states the cost of the civic

entertainment giving to the prince regent, empe
ror of Russia, king of Prussia, and duke of Wei
lington, by the corporation of the city of London,
to be upwards of 24,0001.

We have a brief notice of the first report of the

select committee of finance to parliament. They
propose the total abolition of many officers whose

offices have died many years ago, and the reduction

of many others. There is room to do a good d«al
in this way. A treasury circular has issued recom-

mending that all persons in official situations, re-

ceiving more than 1000/. a year, should give up a

tenth part of their salaries for a limited time.—
There is a talk of levying a tax of 20 per cent, on

the incomes of absentees. Emigrations to Canada
are encouraged by the British government, by grants
of land, &c.

The British army is said to be reduced to 121,035
men. The ships in commission are very few.

The marquis Wellesley, brother of the duke of

Wellington, in a debate in the house of lords, called

lord Liverpool an "insolent man." There was more
candor than courtesy in the expression.
The venerable ear! of Buchan gave » splendid
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interUintneat to the Americans pursuing their stu-

dies at Edinburg on the 22d of February, in comme-

moration of the birth day of his friend, Washington.

The earl is about 75 years old, hale and hearty, and

on this occasion wore a mantle which had covered

the illustrious dead.

Locke's treatise on government has been expell-

ed from the college course, by the trustees of

Trinity college, Dublin. For one hundred years

admired, it is now discovered to have too liberal

ideas for the times.

It seems agreed—at least, is so given out by the

British government, that the late insurrection at

Manchester was a part of a very extensive system,
for a general rising of the people. It is said that

they intended to set fire to the buildings adjacent
to the town by means ofCongreve rockets to attract

attention, while they attacked the prisons, banks, Sic.

A young, and beautiful woman has been thrice

flogged on her naked oody, through the streets of

Invenittes, for drunkenness and disorderly beha-

viour in the streets.

Birmingham in England, is supposed to have

19,000 houses and 110,000 inhabitants There are

also 1,500 houses uninhabited. The outcast poor
were 20,000, besides hundreds in the poor houses.

Lately died in the Fleet prison, poor old Williams,

after an imprisonment of 54 years, on an alleged

contempt of the high court of chancery.
The total receipt at the Dublin custom house on

the 1st of March was only 91. 6s. lid
The following is an extract of a letter just received

by a gentleman now of Baltimore, from his friend,

a member of the society ofQuakers, dated Shrews-

bury, (Eng.) 3d mo. 24th, 1817.

"I am glad to hear you all got safe to America;
that thou gives-t so good an account of it gives
me pleasure. We are ready for open rebellion

here, and expect it in less than two years. The poor
are amused by making a few improvements [on the

roads, 8cc]
—the young men get 6s. per week, and

those with two children or more, get 9s. They are

employed only two weeks at a time, and then starve

two weeks or go into the work-house, which is next

to it."

London, Jlpril 11.—On Friday, an exhibition of the

sale of a wife took place at Dartmouth. A brute of

a fellow dragged lus wife to the public quay for sale.

She had been married about a twelvemonth, is not

yet 29, and could scarcely be sustained from faint-

ing as her unworthy husband dragged her along.
—

She was purchased for two guineas by her first

sweetheart.

Protest on motion for the third reading of the seditious

society bill, March 23, 1817.

Dissentient.
Because it appears to us that this statute, in inflict-

ing the penalty of death, is injustly severe; that it

gives to magistrates a formidable aud unnecessary

power, improperly controling the general expres-
sion of opinion, and interfering both with the pub-
lic and private meetings of the people, in times of

which we consider the danger to be much exagge-
rated, and which we think call for measures ofcon-

ciliation and relief, and not for coertion.

Grosvenor, Aucland,

Kosslyn, Augustus Frederick,

Clifton, Vassall Holland;
Erskine, Somerset.

FRANCE.
5 per cent, stocks, April 6, 63 70.

The Americans at Paris celebrated Washington's
birth-day

—among the invited guests were general
Li Fayette, Mr. Gallatin, George Washington la

Fayette, D. Parish, &c. Mr. Hughes, of Baltimore,

presided. Among
thus, "The
Fayette's health

ie toasts druik oi.e is printed
•

France."
was drank he

When fjenerll !i

rose and feelingly
said—"While I most gratefully enj >y

these testi-

monies of your friendship, permit me to receive

them as a token of remembrance for that old army
of American brothers, who had to boast of a Wash-

ington as their paternal chief; it is in the name of

the surviving veterans that I beg you to accept our

affectionate thanks."

Marshal Massena, prince of Essling, lately died

at his hotel in Paris. Bonaparte used to call this

distinguished chieftain "the fortunate."

France, except for a little "factious spirit" in

Paris, is spoken of as entirely tranquil.

Many French prisoners yet remain in the interior

of Russia, subject to the severest hardships. It.

seems that they are about to return—but a column
of 700 men returning, lost about 400 of their num-
ber by the hardships of their journey !

Some accounts say that the king of France is very
ill, and hint at his speedy dissolution.

It appears from a speech of the duke of Ragusa
that the French army scarcely consists of 20,009

fighting men.

Manuscript copies ofM. de Montholon's letter to

sir Hudson Lowe circulate, and are read with avi-

dity in every society in Paris. They dare not print
it there.

Marshals Macdonald and Victor appear highest
in favor at the court of Louis. It may be well here
to mention that it is a Neapolitan general of the

name of Macdonald that is reported about to marry
Mad. Murat.

BONAPARTE.
There is a report that the emperor of Russia is

interesting himself to procure the removal of Bona-

parte from St. Helena to Malta. There is no pro-

bability of its being true.

A vessel just arrived at New York from Calcut-

ta was telegraphed sixty miles distant from St.

Helena—and being boarded by "his majesty's brig
Leveret," as the New-York papers have it, received

information that Bonaparte had grown very fat,

and kept himself very clos-e to avoid the curiosity
of strangers.

Fresh provisions were so scarce at St. Helena
that a joint of meat was regarded as a great luxury
oil a general's table.

SPAIS.

The want of rain is severely felt in some parts of

Spain. A letter from one of our naval offices at

Cadiz says, "processions are often met in the streets

invoking the saint wlio.se business it is to furnish

water, to give them a supply."
The disputes between Spain and Portugal,though

the king of the former has just married a daughter
of the latter, appear to be serious. The garrisons
of the frontier towns have been increased, and hos-

tilities seem expected. Spain appears offended

with the conduct of Portugal in taking possession
of Monte Video, See. and Portugal complains that

certain parts of her European territory, wrested
from her by Bonaparte, are retained by Ferdinand.

We have an account of the books prohibited to

be read in Spain
—some of them are denounced for

being prejudicial to \\\e "holy office"—as the iiqui'
sition is impiously called.

The Spanish state prisoners, who have been re-

moved from Ceuta to one of the Balearic Islands
are accused of a plot for obtaining possession of the

former place by surprize.
The ambassador of ^ndn to the king of the
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Netherlands has instituted aprosecutior. against the

editors of a newspaper, (formerly the Jfdin Jaime)
for some alleged calumny on his royal master.

ITALY.

Lueien Bonaparte has applied to the pope for a

passport for the United States. It was not known
if it would be granted to him.

Maria Louisa lives in great splendor at Parma.
The grand Turk refuses to acknowledge a fiction,

and has given offence to the British by declining to

say that the Ionian islands are independent.
The celebrated sculptor Canova has had the ti-

tle of marquis conferred upon him by the pope, to

which is attached certain privileges. He is said to

have as much work bespoken as would occupy him
for 50 years.

SWEDEN.
A conspiracy is said to have been detected for

destroying the crown prince, Bernadotte. It seems
to have strengthened him in the good opinion of the

people—if the accounts are to be believed. The son

of Gustavus, who was set aside to make room for

him, lives with the king of Wirtemberg, who is

his cousin; he is also a nephew of the emperor
Alexander, and spoken of as an accomplished young
man. He will, probably, in these "legitimate" days
yet mount the throne of Sweden.

BFSSIA.

Lieutenant Kotzehue, commander of the ship

Rorik, has discovered on his voyage round the

world several new islands, which he has named
Romanzow's, Speridow's, Krusentern's, Kielusow's
and Suwarrow's islands.

AFRICA.

We have fresh reports of the hostile dispositions
of the states of Barbary towards Europeans. The
dey of Algiers is stronger than he ever was, and al-

ready has eighteen armed brigs, which are daily
exercised in the harbor

MEXICO.

We have a report, b_\ way of a letter from New-
Orleans, that Apodaca, viceroy of Mexico, has de-

clared' himself independent, and has an immense
force arrayed to sustain the declaration. There are

reasons >o hope that this report may be true,

j

In the late debate in parliament (says the Rich-

mond Enquirer) Mr. Ponsonby enquired whether
"the representations and remonstrances of the Spa-
nish Ambassador (in regard to our conduct as to the

South American colonies,) had been seconded by
the English minister in the United States." Lord

Castlereagh managed, as Mr. Ponsonby said in re-

ply, "to elude the question." But will lord C. pre-
tend to deny that Mr. Bagot did make some repre-
sentations to our government—that he was so ab-

surd as to suggest that the British court could not

be satisfied with any interference on the part ofthe
United States, which should contribute to the ag-

grandizement of the United States.

SOUTH-AMEIUCA.

A patriot privateer, called the ••Galveston," has
been captured off the Havana by one of the royal
vessels—her crew consisted of 44- men, "only 17 of

whom were s^ved- (says the official account) by
their obstinacy in attempting to escape."
We have it reported that the royal general, the

bloody JWoiillo, has been defeated in the valley of
St. Jose, and is dead of his wounds.

Speaking of the Brazils, the editor of the Essex

Register says
—t'The superstition of Portugal has

been proverbial. One fact may explain it. In the

war of the Spanish succession, the troops of Portu-

gal elected St. Antony for their general. The king,
pon Pedro, made out his commission and his pay.

This saint is still commander and chief of the army,
and every year receives in his churcli his salary from
the king. The image of the saint is borne in solemn

procession, and has the prostration and homage due
to his commission paid to this emblem of his pre-
sence and of his power"

(C/*If St. Anthony commands for the king, the "re-

bels" have no hope!
A Paris paper says—The tea-plant has been natu-

ralized at Rio-Janeiro, under the particular care of a
number of Chinese, whom the Portuguese govern-
ment has invited thither for that purpose.

It is intimated in the National Intelligencer, that
the people of the adjoining provinces had not sup-
ported those of Pernambuco, that the port was bloc-

kaded by a strong Portuguese force, Sec. But later

accounts, perhaps, than any that could have been
received at Washington, from St. Salvador, inform
us a brig had sailed for the purpose of blockading
the port, and that two other vessels were fitting for

the same purpose; but add, that the people of that

district, though they had not yet openly espoused
the cause of the revolutionists, obeyed their go-
vernment with reluctance, and it was thought that

the whole of that part of Brazil would follow the

example of Pernambuco. Success to them.
It may be well to repeat that a revolution in Bra-

zil was calculated upon by the Buenos Ayreans.
The provisional government of Pernambuco found

800,000 dollars in specie in the royal treasury,which

they unceremoniously appropriated to patriotic pur-
poses, as their own.-

HATTT.
A French frigate was lately off Cape Henry. A

letter sent in, addressed to "General CliristopAf,''
was returned by his sable majesty, unopened.

CHRONICLE.
Norfolk, May 7.—We perform a painful task in

announcing the destruction of the Buenos Aryean
armed schr. El Jlirevido, by the explosion of her

magazine, on Monday last, by which 23 persons,

including all the officers except the boatswain and
two masters mates were instantly launched into

eternity!
—It will be recollected by our distant

readers, that this vessel, in company with another,
a brig called the Independenciu, also under the

Patriotic flag of Buenos Ayres, put into this port
about two months ago. Here they remained about
six weeks, and then attempted to get to sea, but
the wind being a head they could proceed no fur-

ther than the tail of the Horse Shoe, where they
came to anchor in 44 fathoms water and about mus-
ket short distance from each other.

On Monday last the captain of the schr. dined
with the commodore on board the brig, and was

standing on the quarter deck (about 6 o'clock P.

M.) in company with the commodore and officers,

looking at the schr. at the moment she blew up.—
The explosion was terrible, and the schr. almost

instantly disappeared. Boats were immediately sent

off from the brig to save those who might be alive,

and succeeded in rescuing 33 who were all that

SHrvived, three only of whom were injured, and
those but slightly. From the account which these

men gave, it appears that the gunner had, contrary
to a standing order, opened the magazine, and while

•he was at work in it, the lieut. of marines called a

sergeant down into the cabin to pick him out a pair
of pistols from the arm chest, in doing which the

pistols were severally snapped, by way of trying

them, though the officer of the deck was heard to

forbid it. What followed is unknown, and it is

merely conjectured that one of the pisto!s snapped
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might have been loaded, and the contents acci-

dentally discharged into the magazine. The whole

,if the vessel abaft the main mast was literally

blown to atoms, though both masts remained un-

moved.
We regret to add that the pilot (the elder Thomas

of Hampton) and four young men, residents of this

town, were on hoard at the time, and are among the

number of the killed.

Commodore Cliaytor has very humanely made a

present of the remains of the schooner to the widow
of the unfortunate pilot, and his men are now em-

ployed in saving whatever is of any value for her,
which wjll amount to something handsome.—Herald.

Montreal, C. April 23.—Persons supposed to be

dead are frequently buried with a haste that is

highly reprehensible. This blameable precipitation
has often been followed by the most shocking and

disgusting consequences; it has frequently happen-
ed that persons supposed to be dead (but who in re-

ality were only in a state of lethargy,) have come
to life without being able to obtain light, and perish-
ed in convulsions and despair, as the subsequent in-

spection of their bodies has proved. Repeated re-

monstrances have not had the effect of preventing
the pernicious custom of burying the dead, the
moment that the breath 19 supposed to be out of
the body; it is customary to wrap up the corpse
with a sheet which is sewed from head to foot in

such a way as to prevent the admission of air. Tbe
following is a recent and terrible example.
A man named Testier, of the parish of Saint

Anne, in the district of Three Rivers, supposed to

be dead, was carried to church about twenty -four

hours after, where his funeral service was perform-
ed, he was then placed in the charnel house,* which
is the ordinary custom in the country during the
winter. About eight days after, it became again
necessary to open the charnel house, and the coffin

was found open, the feet were out, the hands were
torn, the left hand grasped into the right shoulder,
and the body was turned upon the right side.

Almost every vessel from England brings more
or less passengers

—the current of emigration is

steady, and of very respectable classes.

The distinguished Frenchman, who arrived some
months since at Boston, and supposed to have been
marshal Sou/t, is now said to have been the duke of

Vicenza, Caulincourt, who has taken up his resi-

dence at New-Orleans.
The arrivals of vessels, from England, France

and the West Indies with "lots" of specie are dai-

ly announced. We cannot suppose there is any
i-eal scarcity of the precious metals in the United
States at this time. Though our banks ostensibly

rare as it was some

"Paper does the bu-
pay specie, it is almost as

months ago to see a dollar
ness" still; and yet the banks are said to be "pull-

ing and hauling" their customers to the utmost—
frightened about something.

Naval—The Spark was at Gibraltar about 35 days
ago. The Washington and the Dutch squadron was
on a cruise off the Barbary coast.

The U. S. brig Prometheus and schr. Lynx are
ordered from Boston to Philadelphia, with r. crew
to bring the Franklin 74 to the former, to be equip-
ped for sea.

*Thename of Charnier (Charnel house) is givenm this country to a large common grave, where the
dead are put during the winter, so as not to dig a

grave for ^achboclv

A line of battle ship, and a frigate of 44 guns, are
ordered to be built at Portsmouth, N. H.

Connecticut.—The votes for governor have beeis

officially counted. For Mr. Wolcott 13,655; Mr,
Smith 13,119; scattering 202—majority for Mr. W,
334 The legislature is in session—Charles Denni-
son was chosen speaker by nearly all the votes of
both parties—but the choice of clerks was made a

party matter—the republican candidates had 98, the
federalists 95; 3 rep. members absent.
Rhode Island.—The legislature of this state is in

session. The ascertained majority of votes in favor
of Mr. Knight, (rep.) for governor is 68. Republi-
can senators, lieut. governor, treasurer, attorney-
general, &c. are also elected by an average majority
of about 80 to 90 votes.

The steam boat, built at Sackett's-Harbor, suc-
ceeds on lake Ontario, according to expectation.
The first vessel, a schr. of 60 tons, arrived on the
21st tilt, at a new port and village on the lake, cal-

led Carthage. How great will be the commerce of
these inland seas, when they are united with the
ocean!

Internal resources.—About a mile from Cumber-
land river, 80 miles above Nashville, after boring
60 feet, an abundance of water so saturated that it

will not dissolve salt, is found. It rises in the wells
to within 4 feet of the top of the earth; 10 bushels
of water make 1 of salt.

Monument to Washington. Measures have been
taken in Virginia to carry into effect the resolution
of the legislature for erecting a monument to gen.
Washington. Gentlemen have been appointed in

the several counties of the state for the purpose of

receiving the voluntary subscriptions of the citi-

zens—no person in his own name is allowed to sub-
scribe more than 20§.

Savannah.—By a late census, the population of
Savannah is ascertained to be 7624:—abo»t one half
more than it was in 1810.

Bank of the U. S.—The 3rd instalment, payable
on the 1st of July next, is called for by the presi-
dent and directors of the bank of the United States.

Col. Croghan has recently married Miss Livings-
ton, at New York.

The following is the result of the election for re-

presentatives to the fifteenth congress, in Virginia.
Those in italic are reputed federalists, the rest are

republicans. Those with * are new members.

I
FFFTEENTH COJCGItESS.

P. P. Barbour
fourteenth congress.

P. P. Barbour
Wm. A. Burwell
Burwell Bassett

James BreckenriJge
Peterson Goodwyn
Aylett Hawes
John P. Hungerford
John G. Jackson
James Johnson
John Kerr

Joseph Lewis
William M'Coy
Hugh Nelson
Thos. M. Nelson
Thomas Newton
James Pleasants

John Randolph
Wm. II . Roane
Daniel Shejfey
Ballard Smith

Magnus Tate

Henry St. G. Tucker
John Tyler

10 new members

Wm. A. Burwell
Burwell Bassett
John Floyd*
Peterson Goodwin
G. F. Strother*

Wm. Lee Ball*

James Piiidall*

James Johnson.
William I. Lewis*
Chas. F. Mercer *

William M'Coy
Hugh Nelson
Thomas M. Nelson
Thomas Newton
James Pleasants

Vrchibald Austin*
.1. S. Garnett*
Uexander Smyth*
Mallard Smith
Ed-ward Colston*

Henry St. G. Tucker
John Tvler.
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Aggregate of Importations.
General aggregate of importations, from each na-

tion and its dependencies, til Anieric in and foreign
vessels commencing the 1st da) of October, 1814.
;ind ending on the 30th day of September, 1815.
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AGGREGATE OF IMPORTATIONS—continued
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Delaware and Raritan canal.

[PASSED FEBRUAIIT IS, 1817]

The commissioners, appointed by an act of the le-

gislature, for ascertaining- the most eligible route

for, and the probable expence of a canal to con-

nect the tide waters of the Delaware with those

of the Raritan,
report—

That in ascertaining the most eligible route for

a canal to connect the tide waters of the Delaware

with those of the Raritan, they have examined the

plans and routes of canals heretofore proposed, and

have considered the advantages and disadvantages
which would respectivl«y attend them.

The first and most obvious plan heretofore pro-

posed, was to use the beds of the streams interven-

ing between the Raritan and the Delaware, to ascend

the Raritan from the tide water to the first ob-

struction, and by deepening or widening, or by con-

fining the stream to a narrower channel, to proceed
as far as practicable on that step, and then, by a dam
and lock, to raise boats to another step, to be pur-

sued by deepening, widening, narrowing, or clear-

ing, as before, until another dam would become

necessary, and in the same manner to continue the

process until the navigation would arrive at the

mouth of the Millstone river; to proceed from thence

up the Millstone, erecting locks in the several mill-

dams, and deepening, widening or clearing the

channel, and placing other dams and locks where

necessary, to the mouth of Stonybrcok, and from

thence up the Stonybrook in like manner, to the vi-

cinity of the great meadows, in the township of Law-

rence: here a connecting cut would be made through
the meadows of Lawrence to the Shippetaukin
branch of the Assanpink creek. This connecting
cut would, on this route, be the lowest part of the

ground dividing the waters of the two rivers, and

would form the summit, or crown level, of the canal.

The boats would be raised by locks to this level,

which would be supplied by a feeder from the near-

est stream of elevation; they would from thence de-

scend by locks into the Shippetaukin, where a like

process would be used, to enable them to navigate
to the Assanpink, and down the Assanpink, by Lam-

berton, to the Delaware. In this route it would be

necessary, in some places, to make cuts through in-

tervening- low grounds, and to depart occasionally

from the beds of the streams; the elevation of the

summit level would be about forty-six feet above

the tide water, and the whole distance would be

about forty miles. The route was viewed and le-

velled by "several gentlemen, in the year 1804, who
were of opinion that a communication might be

opened between the tide waters of the Delaware
and Raritan, of at least three and a half feet in

depth.
This plan is liable to objections:
First. From the difficulty and great expence of

removing obstructions i;i the beds ofthe Raritan and

Millstone, which are formed, as far as Rockyhill,
of red sand-stone, and its accompanying red shell,

or vvack.

Second. From the precipitous, marshy, or cavern-

ous banks of the streams, preventing the construc-

tion and continuance of towing paths, thereby" ren-

dering the labor of men necessary for propelling
boats instead of the draft of horses.

Third. From the dams across the streams occa-

sioning back water on the adjacent ground, destroy-

ing the fine: %

species of grass, and generating a mi-

asma, affecting the health of tile inhabitants of the

Couritrv.

Fourth. From the locks being placed in low si-

tuations, and therefore subject to injury and decay.
Fifth. From the cuts in the low grounds being

liable to be filled by freshes, with sand or mud, or
to be washed to an improper size or shape.

Sixth. From the unequal currents of the streams,
which in some places, would require the labor of
many men to stem their force.
Seventh. From the inconvenience of eight mills in

the route, any one of which could at any time during-
the summer destroy the navigation, by using and
exhausting the water oftheir ponds so as to occasion
shallow water above, and to prevent the use of the-
locks.

Eighth. From the great distance ofthe route, pre.
venting the dispatch so necessary to ensure a pre-
ference of conveyance and transportation.

Ninth. From the varying quantity of water at dif-
ferent times of the year. In dry seasons the water
near the dams being spread over the wide surface of
the bed of the creek, or river, and in some places
over the adjacent grounds, great quantities would
be lost by evaporation; and on the streams becoming
bow, the navigation would be obstructed by either

permanent or shifting bars, and shallows, which
would be often impassable for several days or weeks;
and in wet seasons the torrents of water after heavy
rains would totally stop the navigation, displace the
stones and walls constructed to widen or narrow
parts of the water-course, fill up parts of the chan-
nel, and sometimes destroy the dams and locks, and
perhaps the boats. These contingencies would oc- .

oasion great losses to the navigation, not only from
the expence ofremoving sands and obstructions, re-

placing facilities, and rebuilding dams and locks,
but also from the injury to the boats and their car-

goes, the delay and loss of time, the consequent
loss of toll, and the diversion of trade to other chan-
nels.

Another plan has been suggested, by digging a ca-
nal in the valleys, and along the banks of the streams
above mentioned, pursuing the level as far as prac-
ticable, and constructing locks where necessary;
thus rising to the summit level, from whence the na-

vigation to the opposite tide water would decend in
the valleys and along the banks of the other streams.,
by the same process.

This plan is also liable to objections:
First From the frequent occurrence of deep ra-

vines and gullies, conveying small runs of water to
the stream of the valley, occasioning expensive
aqueducts, culverts, walls, and embankments,
which in wet seasons would be subject to injury.

Second. From the adjacent stream overflowing
its banks, in some situations

filling the canal with
mud or sand, and in other places destroying the
locks and sides, and washing deep holes.

Third. From the irregularity of the valleys, high
promontories and low bottoms often succeeding
each other, rendering the crossing of the stream
frequently necessary, by expensive aqueducts.

Fourth. From the red stone and other hard mat-.
ter difficult to excavate, forming the banks of se-
veral of the streams.

Fifth,. From the circuitous route of the naviga-
tion.

Sixth. From the numbar of locks which w6uld be

required at irregular distances and in ineligible si

tuations.

Seventh. And, above all, from the almost insu-

perable difficulty of procuring a sufficient supply
of Witter at the crown level to answer the demand
at the locks, for the passage of every boat to or

i from the summit; and from thence to the tide water.
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Another route proposed was to make a cut from

Lambertoii to the. Assanpink ci'eek, and to proceed
on the bed of the Assanpink to the mouth of Sto-

ny-brook, as in the first-mentioned route; from

thence up the Millstone to Devil's brook, up Devil's

brook to the head thereof, from thence across to

Lawrence's brook, and to proceed on the bed of

Lawrences's brook to the tide water of the Raritan.

A third, route proposed was to ascend Crosswicks

creek to Doctor's creek, up Doctor's creek to the

vicinity of Allentown, and from thence, crossing'

the Millstone and other intervening streams, to

the Menolopen, then down the Menolopen to South

river, and down South river to the tide water of

the Raritan. A fourth route proposed was to pro-
ceed from the Assanpink, near Wright's mill, to the

Menolopen near Mount's mill, or Spotswood. A
fifth from Crosswicks creek to the head of Law-
rence's brook, and a sixth from the head of Law-
rence's brook to Wright's mill, on the Assanpink.

It has also been proposed to dig canals in the

valleys of the above-mentioned streams on the fore-

going routes, in the manner specified in the second

proposition.
It is obvious that many of the objections to the

plans already examined, apply also to these; and
that there are others still more forcible from the

elevation of the ground, and the scanty supply of

water; but in order to appreciate their relative

merits, it is necessary to take a general view of the

district of country through which it is proposed to

effect an inland navigation.
In the county of Monmouth, there is a ridge of

highland, which, like the chief part of the district,

is of alluvial formation. This ridge divides the

waters of the streams running immediately into

the ocean, from the waters of the streams running
into the Delaware and the Raritan: the highest

part is near Perine's and the Burnt taverns, in the

township of Upper Freehold.
Within a circle of not more than five miles diame-

ter, are the heads of Tom's river and Metetecunk,

flowing into the ocean, of Crosswicks creek and As-

sanpink creek, flowing into the Delaware, and of
the Millstone and South river, flowing into the Rari-

tan. Although no actual measurement has been

made, it may be safely asserted.that this spot is three

hundred feet above the tide waters of the Delaware
and Raritan; from hence the country gradually de-

scends in a northerly direction to the mouth of the

Millstone, a distance of thirty miles, and where the

waters of the Ra:*itan are not more than thirteen

feet above the tide water.
It is manifest, therefore, that the further we pro-

ceed from this circle in a northerly direction, and
the nearer we approach the mouth of the Millstone,
the less will be our elevation above the tide water;
but in our progres-s northerly, keeping in view the
descended country between the Delaware and the

Raritan, we are stopped by Rockyhill and the Sand-

hills; the former,a part of the granite ridge, first ap-

pears in the south-easterly part of Hunterdon coun-

ty, passes through the westerly part of Somerset

county, permits the Millstone to pass in a northerly
direction through a narrow gap between Kingston
and Rocky-hill Proper, and terminates in Middle-
sex county, near Dean's saw-mill, on Lawrence's

brook, where it gives place to sand-stone and wack,
which continue to New-Brunswick. The Sandhills
are a detached mass of sand, of greater elevation
than the terminating part of Rockyhill, and are si

tuated about one mile to the northward of Dean's
saw-mill. The sides of the gap of Rockyhill are
of considerable elevation, with little soil. A spur

or branch of Rockyhill', but of different formal i<

extends from hence northerly, for several miles, on
the right of the Millstone, forming its second bank]
and contains sand-stone and wack, also of consi-
derable elevation. From this view it is apparent,
that we cannot proceed to the northward of the
termination of Rockyhill, and that the ground near
this termination is lower than the ground to the
southward of it, towards the sources of the Mill-
stone and South rivers, and the Assanpink and
Crosswicks creeks.

It is also to be noticed, that Stonybrook, from
its confluence with the Millstone to the vicinity of
the great meadows of Lawrence, and the Shippe-
taukin, from its confluence with the Assanpink to

the same great meadows, are sluggish streams,
with very little perceptible fall; and that in the
time of freshes, part of the water of Stonybrook is

discharged through the great meadows, by the

Shippetaukin, into the Assanpink, from which it is

inferred, that those meadows are lower than the

Millstone and Assanpink above Scudder's and John
Mount's mills.

It will likewise be recollected, that a single foot

of additional height of the summit level of a canal,

gives two feet additional ascent and descent of

boats, increases the expence of constructing the

locks, produces greater delay, and requires more
labor for the transit, is attended with a greater

consumption of water, and occasions a smaller sup-

ply, by placing the canal above the level of some
streams, and nearer the sources of others.
From the foregoing objections to the old plan of

us>ing the beds of the streams with connecting cuts

and locks, and to the more recent mode of pursuing
the valleys of the streams with canals adjacent to

their banks, and from a general view of the face of

the country, it was proposed, as the plan of the De-
laware and Raritan canal, that the lowest part of

the ground, dividing the highest streams which
would be intersected between the Delaware and the

Raritan, should be ascertained, and assumed as the

point of passage of the canal, which would be the

highest part of the ground that it would be neces«

sary to pass between the two rivers; that a level

should be pursued from this place, and on this

elevation, towards the Delaware and towards the

Raritan, terminating on a high bank on the tide

water of each of the rivers, and that locks should

be constructed at such banks for the ascent and

descent of boats, to and from the canal and the tide

waters.

It appeared reasonable, that if this level could be

pursued without meeting with hills or hollows,

which could not be passed with moderate digging
or embanking, and if banks could be found at con-

venient places on the tide waters of the Delaware

and the Raritan, of the same elevation, or which

might be made so, by moderate digging or era-

banking, that great advantages would result from

the adoption of this plan.
First. The canal crossing the country on the

surfaee of the ground, as much water as may be

requisite of all the streams intersecting it, may be

turned into it by dams and feeders, constructed in

and from those streams, at short distances above

the canal, and the quantity of water supplied will

be regulated by the gates of the feeders, the re-

mainder of the water will fall over the dams, and

pursue the old channels through arches or culverts

under the canal.

Second. It will not be necessary to conduct a

feeder to the spot assumed as the crown level, as

the whole canal will be of the same elevation, but
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the feeders may supply the requisite quantity of

water at any point or points between the Delaware

and the Rarilan.

Third. The canal being on a dead level the whole

(Mstance, its sides will not be subject to injury by
t!ie rapid flowing of the water, nor will the puddling
be disturbed so as to occasion it loss of water.

Fourth. Heavy rains or freshes will not impede
the navigation, uor injure the canal, as the quantity
of water running into it will be at perfect command.

Fifth. There will be no difficulty in locating and

constructing reservoirs for the whole line of canal,

to be filled in the time of freshes, and to be used in

drv reasons, to prevent any injury to the mills

Sixth. The mills and low lands on the streams

will be benefited by the filling of the copious

reservoirs, which will tend to diminish the height
of the freshes, and to give a more regular supply of

water in summer.
Seventh. The greatest drought will not prevent

the continual navigation of the whole length of

the canal from lock to lock, that is, from river to

rive"r.

Eighth. If by an increased intercourse, and the

constant ascent and descent of large boats to and
from the tide waters, there should not be a suf-

ficiency of water for the locks in a dry season, with-

out injury to the mills, modes may be adopted to

transfer the freight of part of the boats to and from
the tide waters to other boats, without any loss of

water.

Ninth. Modes may be alao adopted to lessen the

consumption of water at the locks on the tide

water, by returning a part to the canal during the

descent of the boats, and to obtain a further supply
from the tide water during the descent of boats

or freights, and at other times by means of other

nv chinery.
Tenth. As in the usual mode of following the

valleys of streams, the water must be drawn out

of the connecting cut or summit level canal, when-
ever a boat enters or departs from it; if the level

extends only a short distance, a basin for the sum-
mit locks will be necessary; but if the canal extends
the whole distance without a lock, it becomes itself

the basin for the locks, and other basins for that

purpose will be unnecessary.
Eleventh. There will be no delay in ascending or

descending locks at irregular distances between ri-

ver and river; but the whole ascent or descent will

be performed at one time and at one place.
Twelfth. Only two keepers oflocks, with their ne-

cessary attendantss, will be required to superintend
the ascent or descent of boats; but if there are fif-

teen or twenty locks at different places, as many su-

perintendants will be necessary.
Thirteenth. The locks will be built at the tide wa-

Sixteenth. The towing paths, being on a dead
level from river to river, will form an excellent

turnpike for carriages of a particular construction,

during the winter season, when the navigation of
the canal will be obstructed by ice.

Seventeenth. Mills may be erected on the bank?
of the canal, and the most arid part of the country
may be irrigated by the surplus water.

Eighteenth. The grand trunk canal between the
Delaware and the Raritan, being assumed as the

New-Jersey level, minor canals may, at a future

period, be constructed, branching off from it

through most of the counties of the state, creating
an easy, active, safe, cheap, and lucrative, inland

commerce, by receiving the materials for agricul-
ture, manufactures, and domestic economy and com-
forts, and by transmitting their multifarious pro-
ducts.

It being deemed expedient to ascertain the prac-
ticability of the last-mentioned plan, the commis-
sioners, in order to obtain an accurate knowledge
of the country through which the canal would pass,

appointed Mr. Randel to make a map of the dis-

trict on a scale of one mile to an inch, and to lay
down the hills, valleys, swamps, roads, and streams
of water, from such materials as it was in their pow-
er to procure; and they appointed Mr. Erickson, a
skilful mill-wright, to follow the several streams
within the district,to observe the banks and currents
and to ascertain the number of mills, and the num-
ber of feet of fall at each, to be ins-»i ted on the map
by Mr. Randel.

By means of this information, and a tour through
the district in which the hills and streams, and the
ascent and descent of the country were particularly
attended to, it was ascertained that the lowest part
of the ground dividing the streams intersected by a
line drawn from the Dealware to the Raritan, is neat'

Longbridge farm: from this place it was supposed
that a level might be run to suitable banks on the
Delaware and the Raritan, and that the proposed
plan might be carried into effect.

Mr. Randel was appointed to run the level, and a
contract was entered upon with him, by which he

engaged to pursue a level line as far as was practi-
cable from Longbridge farm to the Delaware, and to

the Raritan, in the shortest direction that the ground
would admit, which line should be run with the

greatest accuracy, and be esteemed the base line

of the work; to ascertain the angles of elevation and

depression of the surface of the earth, and the an-

gles and distances ofthe courses of the line; to place
monumental stones in the base line about one mile

apart, and to have the height of every monument
above the tide water acctu-ately noted; to give a
section ofthe country at the distance of every half

mile, at right angles with the base line, and from
tcrs of the rivers, where stone, lime, and other !

fifty to eighty chains distant from the same, north-
materials for their construction, maybe brought by! westerly and south-easterly; to sink shafts in the

water, instead of being carted into the country, at a
j

base line, averaging one for every mile, a"nd six feet'

great expence. 'deep; to measure the quantity of water in all

Fourteenth. A plan is offered for consideration i streams intersecting or running near the baseline,
for ascending or descending the whole height be- by ascertaining the amount flowing in each stream
tween the tide waters and the canal, by a single |

in cubic feet per hour; to make a map containing a

lock, on a construction which will save a large pro 'section or profile of the above levelled lines, the

portion of the water, time, and labor which would be horizontal scale of which to be one thousand feel

required by the common mode for the same height.
Fifteenth. If the sum appropriated or subscribed

for the undertaking, should be insufficient for the
whole expence, the canal may be completed, and
used fVom the Delaware bank, to the Raritan bank,
without locks in the first instance, and at a future

period they may be constructed for the passage of
boats tb and from the tide water.

to an inch, and the perpendicular scale fifty feet1<;

au inch; to make another map containing a bird's

eye view of the route of the canal, and cross sec
tiona on a scale of one thousand feet to an inch,
and to lay down on it all useful matter to be ob-
tained while performing the survey, for the distance
of one mile on each side of the base line; and to

qbmplete the general map of the couu'.ry between
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the Delaware and the Jtaritan, and three miles

north west, and ten miles south-east of the Trenton
and New-Brunswick turnpike road; and to finish

the whole by the first day of October then ensuing.
It will be observed, that it was intended by this

contract to establish a base line of great accuracy
which might also perhaps be the line of canal; that

the monumental stones denoting the exact height
of each above the tide water might, at any time

hereafter, be resorted to, in running lines of level

diverging from the base line, to ascertain the height
of places requiring investigation, as it was esteemed

more proper te give scope to the professional ta-

lents of those practical gentlemen who may be

hereafter employed, than to confine them to a par-
ticular course, being well aware of the propriety of

the observation of Mr. Weston, that it requires the

utmost skill of the professional engineer to deter-

mine on the proper line of canal, and that the suc-

cess or failure of the undertaking frequently de-

pends on this part of the work; that the maps,

profiles, and sections, would furnish a general

knowledge of the district country, and an accurate

knowledge of the elevation and depression, topo-

graphy and chorography of nearly two miles in

breadth, of the most suitable tract for a canal
;

that the shafts would ascertain the nature of the

soil, and the kind of earth to be removed, informa-

tion so necessary in order to form an estimate of

the expeitce , f the work; and that a knowledge of

the quantity of water which might be procured
from the different streams would show the size of

the canal that might be constructed, and the extent

to which the navigation might hereafter be con-

ducted.

in pursuance of this agreement, Mr. Randel com-

menced his operations on the fifteenth of August last,

by causing exploring lines to be run from Long-

bridge farm, in direct lines, to the tide waters of the

Delaware and the Raritan, and shortly after began
to level the base line from the same place towards

the Delaware; but from the late period ofcommenc-

ing the work, the subsequent unfavorable weather,

and other contingencies, he did not arrive on the

banks of the Delaware until the tenth of October,

when he was under the necessity of suspending the

levelling for some weeks, on account of prior en-

gagements with the corporation of the city of New-

York; he afterwards resumed the business, and, on

the 29th of December, completed the field work.

The commissioners have since had the pleasure

to receive Mr. Handel's report on the performance
of his contract, accompanied with part of the sti-

pulated documents, and now venture briefly to

state, that, in their opinion, a canal may be con-

structed from the banks of the Delaware or Cross-

wicks creek to Longbridge farm, and from thence

to the banks of the Raritan, between New Bruns-

wick and Washington, on a dead level, without the

necessity of a lock, and with very moderate extra

digging or embanking: of course, the only ascent

or descent will be on the banks of the rivers, be-

tween the tide waters and the canal; that by

planning the surface of the water in the canal about

thirteen feet below the surface of the earth, at the

summit near Longbridge farm, the level may be

pursued near the surface of tke earth, and the canal

may arrive at convenient banks at each end, about

sixty eight feet above the medium of high and low

tide water in the Delaware and Raritan; that

Lawrence's and Devil's brooks, and Totamy's and

Hixon's runs, and several other streams, may be

admitted into the canal near their sources without

dams-, and that the surplus water may be discharged ,

into their old beds without injury to the canal; that
Cranburv brook, Millstone river, Bear brook, Assau •

pink creek, and Miry run, may be crossed on aque-
ducts, leaving sufficient space for the passage of the
streams through arches under the canal; that it is at

present supposed that part of the water of Cranbury
brook and Bear brook, may be brought to the canal
by raising the mill dams near the crossing places,
and that the mills will be benefited by the altera-
t'on; that part of the water of Millstone river, Assarf-

pink creek, and Doctor's creek, may be brought to
the canal by feeders, which may extend from the
canal on a level until they admit part of the streams,
and that these feeders may be used as branch
canals, communicating with the grand trunk, and
extending the benefits of inland navigation several
miles to the southward; that it will not be neces-

sary that the canal should intersect Heathcote'c*

brook, though it may run very near it; and that a.

part, or the whole, of its waters may be used, if

expedient, by constructing a short feeder; that
the route of the canal will not deviate two miles
to the northwest or southeast of a straight line, and
that the whole distance, including the necessary
curvatures, will be about twenty-nine miles.

In the foregoing designation of the most eligible
route, the commissioners have declined stating the

precise spots for the commencement and termina-
tion of the canal on the tide waters; there are se-

veral which appear to have advantages nearly equal;
to fix the particular points will be the business of
the professional engineer; after a careful study of
the banks and rivers, and after the plan of the locks
has been finally determined on: to offer an opinion
at present, would only give an imaginary value to

places, which would be favorable to speculation^
and unfavorable to the canal.

In estimating the probable expence of a canal,
the commissioners are naturally led to consider its

dimensions, the nature of the soil through which it

will pass, the quantity and the price of the land
which will be requisite,

-
the plans of work which

wdl be necessary for the safety and success of the

enterprise, and the elevation of the level above th»
tide water.

As to the dimensions, the commissioners do not

hesitate to declare, that their thoughts and wishes
are directed, in the first instance, to the construc-
tion of a canal which may be applicable to national

purposes; and which may form a link in the chain of

inland navigation from Massachusetts to Georgia.,
The secretary of the treasury of the United States,
in his report on roads and canals, in the year 1808,

states, that a navigation for sea vessels drawing
eight faetot water, may be effected from Massa-
chusetts to the southern extremety of Georgia; and
it is desirable that the proposed canal from the Ra
ritan to the Delaware may be constructed in con-

formity with this plan. The water in a canal ad-

mitting vessels of eight feet draught, should be
nine feet deep; and the sides should slope in the

proportion of five feet to three; that is, for three

feet rise there should be five feet slope on each

side, or ten feet in the whole, being equal to an

angle of thirty-one degrees with the plane of the

horizon.

The sides of canals formerly were constructed

with less slope* but the mere modt-rq are made, and

it is supposed with good reason, with the inclination

above mentioned. If, therefore, a canal is made

twenty-six feet wide at the bottom, and nine feet

deep, it will be fifty-six feet wide on the surface

of the water; this surface should be the line of the

canal, attd be cm a tevelj as nearly as practicable,.
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The original matter, Sec. that generally has prece-
dence in our numbers, is removed from its usual

place to continue, uninterrupted, the report about

he New-Jersey canal.

with the general surface of the earth. If the line of

the canal should be below the surface of the earth,

an extra expence will be incurred for deep cut-

ting; and if above, their will be an extra lockage, an

extra leakage through the fresh earth, and in many
places, an extra expence for embanking. The tow-

ing paths should be raised on the embankment two

feet above the line of the canal, and should be form-

ed of the excavated earth. Where moderate ele-

vations intervene in the route of the canal, which

cannot be avoided by a gentle deviation of the course

to the right or to the left, a deep cut will be made;
and where hollows or ravines in the same manner

occur, an embankment will be raised. Where ri-

vers or creeks are to be crossed, aqueducts will

be constructed, while culverts will be sufficient for

the transit,of minor streams, which are not admitted

into the canal. The expence of the excavation will

depend on the nature of the excavated matter, and
on the size of the canal: loose sand may be removed
at less cost, per cubic yard, than tough clay, hard

pan, Or stonei and gravel; and a narrow and shallow

canal may be excavated at less expence, per cubic

yard, than if it is broad and deep. The information

on this subject has been very vague, probably from
the above causes. In England there are estimates

from three pence to seven pence sterling per cubic

yard; in this country the commissioners on the ca-

nals of the state of New-York in one of their reports,
have estimated the excavation at twelve and a half

cents per cubic yard, and in another report, on the

same canal, at twenty cents.

1st. For the canal under* contemplation, as the

ground is^uncommonly favorable for excavation, be-

ing generally a sandy loam, it is concluded that

twenty cents per cubic yardwill be a suitable esti-

mate, calculating, as if the whole line of canal was,
on the surface of the earth, and including the deep
cutting and embanking where requisite; the excava

tion, therefore, of a canal of the dimentions propo-
sed will cost $£14,432 per mile, for 29 miles

8418,528
2d. The width of the canal on a le-

vel with the towing paths will be 62.66

feet, being 6.66 feet wider than the

surface of the water in the canal, 62.66

The breadth of the towing paths, 24
The space requisite for the surplus

excavated earth and for the slope of
the external sides at an angle of 45

degrees, 45.34

Total width of the land required, 132. it.

One mile in length, and 132 feet in

breadth, will contain 16 acres, aad 29 miles
will contain 464 acres.

It is evident that in many places adjoin-
ing the canal the land will become ex-

tremely valuable, and that the benefits ie>-

chived by some of the owners would much
V<ft Xlf. V

more than remunerate the damages sustain-

ed by others; but as it is desirable that the

proprietors should be perfectly satifised

with the proceedings of the government, the
estimate of the value of the land may be
made in the following manner:

1 mile averaging #152 per acre—#152
2 miles 100 200
4 80 320
6 70 420
8 60 480
8 50 400

29 miles avaraging §68 per acre, 1972
464 acres, averaging §68 per acre, 31,552
3d. There will also be requisite a fur-

ther quantity of land on occount of high
banking, deep cutting, and short turnings,
which will require a greater width than 132

feet; also, for docks, basins, and landing
places perhaps equal to l-8th of the whole

quantity—58 acres at §68 per acre, 3,944
4th. For reserviors, dams, and feeders,

say 500 acres of land at §50 per acre. 25,000
5th. Water rights. As great care will be

taken to preserve the power of the mills,
and as very few sites will be destroyed, or
even injured, it is estimated that §8,000
will be a sufficient compensation for the wa-
ter rights, the owners reserving the land, 8,000

6th. Aqueducts. It is very difficult to

estimate the expense of the aqueducts be-

fore the precise spots are ascertained,
where the canal will pass the streams; but
it is supposed that they will cost, if exe-
cuted in substantial masonry, 60,000

7th. Culverts and bridges. It is proposed
to construct culverts where practicable,
for the passage of the public highways and
the private roads, as well as for the passage
of the small streams, and where impracti-
cable, draw-bridges or swivel-bricLges will

be requisite; say 30 culverts, draw-bridges,
and swivel-bridges 40,P00

8th. Back-drains. Wherever there is an

embankment, and wherever the surface of
the water in the canal is above the surface
of the earth, there ought to be a back-
drain to protect the owner of the adja-
cent land from injury: there ought also to

be drains to lead to and from the culverts,
small streams and rain falls, which it

would be improper to admit, or which
cannot be conveniently admitted into the

canal, 1
3Q00

9th. Hard matter. There may be an ex-
tra charge for red shell and sand stone, to
be excavated near the banks of the Rari-

tan, which may be estimated at 5,000
10th. Blowing rocks. There are some

granite rocks at the termination of Rocky-
hill, near Dean's saw-mill, on Lawrence's
brook; but it is presumed that §1,000
will be sufficient to remove them, 1,000

11th. Woodland and heavy timber. The
extra charge on accoftnt of removing the
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I'nal io i Idition to the rise, and tlie lower gate*
2,000 must correspond with the depth of the locks. m

the present instance, it would be very difficult to
construct substantial lower gates nineteen feet in

1,000 height, that is, the proposed depth of the canal,
with a rise of ten feet. If one of the locks has a

:aler rise than the rest, the consumption of wa-
10*000 .ter will he the same as if they were all of that

height; thus, one lock of ten feet rise, and ten
locks of five feet rise in succession, will consume

5,000 double tire quantity that twelve locks of five feet
rise will consume.
The expence of the locks will depend, in somer

measure, on the plan of the cons! ruction: they
have been built at the Little Falls on the Mohawk
river for 1,000 dollars for every foot of the rise;'

4,000 but there excellent stone is on the spot, and *he
locks are only twelve feet wide: for the proposed
canal, locks have been estimated at 1,250 dollars

per foot, and the expence will be more or less,

according to the plan by which they may be built.

9,600 ! As every provision should be made for the con-
venience and accommodation of the inhabitants «f

J

the district, it is proposed, whenever the ground
|

will admit, that the culverts and the end arches of

1,200;
the aqueducts should be constructed of sufficient
size for the passage of carriages and hors^--, by

30,000 dipping roads, with a water course below the level*
this easy mode of intercourse is also proposed f>r

5,000
;

the public highways, which in some caSes may be
;led to them, as they will be more permanent and

5,O0OJless expensive than draw-bridges, or swivel-bridg-
es, and they will be attended with no inconvenience

170,000 to travellers or navigators, in the manner that

1 bridges frequently are.

Probable expence of the canal, §836,8241 The legislature of the state having evinced their
In planning the locks, there will be an excellent

j

conviction of the importance and utility of inland

opportunity for the display of the skill of the engi- .navigation, by enacting the law under "which this
neer. A 3pot may be selected, where there is a,i'i

v estigation has been made, it is unnecessary for

ravine gently sloping to the river for the extent of! the commissioners to enlarge on the utility of the
a mile; to avoid deep cutting, the canal may de- iproposed canal; but it may be proper for them to
scend by the bank of the ravine, and a space ot ca- inquire into what may be termed the capacity of

nalmay be constructed between each lock, as aba-
[its utility; that is, whether it can be supplied with

sin for the supply of the adjoining lower lock; or
|a sufficiency of water for an extensive, or even a

the ravine itselfmay be converted into a canal, with [limited navigation: fui- want of this inquiry, canals
dams aad locks across it, descending to the tide have been made in Europe at a great expence, and
water; or ground gently sloping for a mile or two

J

have been afterwards abandoned or converted into
to the river may be divided into spaces for locks, Irail-ways.
with a basin between each, for the supply of the : The quantity of water required for the canal

adjoining: loner lock; o:- the canal may be brought will depend on the plan of the focks, and the amount
of the transportation, after making the necessary*
deductions for evaporation, soakaga and leakage.
The evaporation from a canal has been estimated
in Europe at one 1enth of an inch of the surface per
day. Although there may be a difference in the

:

• of trees ought not to be
• than

J !th. bort turns. The route will be
free from thi .n, and gl,000 arc

isd a sufficient estimate,
13th. Lining and puddling the sides of

the embankment, and, in some places, the

bottom and si les of the canal,
14th". Levelling and gravelling the tow-

ing paths and dressing and re-soiling the
external banks,

15th. For 20 over-falls, to discharge the

surplus water of the canal, in case ofrains,
freshes, or extra admissions, in order to

preserve the dead level of the water in the

Citna!, and to protect the embankments—
these may be estimated at §200 each,

16th. For 8 stop gates, to prevent the

water from flowing off in ease of an acci-

dent to an embankment, and to facilitate

the repairs of such parts of the canal as

may require it, at §1,200 each,
17th. Between each stop gate there

should be a sluice, to let off the water for

cleaning or repairing that part of the ca-

nal, at 31 JO each,
13th. For constructing reservoirs, dams,

feeders, and water gates,
19th. For constructing docks, basins,

and landing places,
20th. For tolL-houses, fences, and land

gates,
21st. for locks, 126 feet, at §1,250 per

foot,

and toto a basin on the bold bank of the riser,

avaiddeep cutting, the boats may descend by a com-
bination of locks constructed, nearly at right angles
with the canal, in the bank of the river, and by
the side Of it to the tide water; or a lock may be
constructed the win.se height ofthe ascent from the amount in the proposed line of canal, it is safer to

tide water to the canal; boats may enter from the proceed on estimates which have been heretofore
canal through gates, or from the tide water through ni.ide, in countries where canals have been con-
a tunnel with gates; the water may be discharged structed, than to hazard an alteration without suf-

for the descending boats into ten or twelve basins
J
ficient data.

of intermediate heights, when the boat will be on! The evaporation, therefore, on a canal twenty-

a !e*-cl with the tunnel, and depart; and the water nine miles in length, and fifty-six feet in breadth,
reserved in the basins will raise the ascending will, at one tenth of an inch of the surface per day,
bo its to the level of the upper gate.

I.neks of the common construction have usually
a rise of from five to ten fleet: locks.of ten feet rise

may be built for a less sum for the sa.ne total rise

than those of five feet rise, as there will be ©ply
half the number,, cmd, of course, only half the pre-
paratory foundations, and much less time will be

necessary for the ascent or. descent of the height;
but they will consume double the quantity of water,
and they will be more liable to accidents and to be
out of repair: they must be of the depth of the ca-

amount to seventy-one thousand four hundred and

fifty-six cubic feet.

The soaknge into the earth, after the p.uts re-

quiring it have been lined and puddled, may be

estimated at the same amount per day
—

seventy-one
thousand four hundred and fifty-six cubic feet.

The leakage at the locks- may be estimated at

three locksful, whether the rise of the lock is five

feet or ten, as the line of aperture in the latter is

double in height, and the pressure of the water at

the bottom is in it quadruple proportion. If th r
-
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3ocks are eightv fi?et long, and twenty feet wide,

three locksful often feet rise will be forty-eight

thousand cubic feet; of five feet rise, twenty four

thousand cubic feet. There will, therefore, be

requisite one hundred and ninety thousand nine

hundred and twelve cubic feet, wi*h locks of ten

feet rise, and one hundred and sixty-six thousand

nine hundred and twelve with locks of five feet

rise, for the daily evaporation, soakage, and or-

dinary leakage of the canal.

A lock eighty feet long, twenty feet wide, and

nine feet deep, may admit vessels of nearly a hun-

dred tons burthen; it will also admit two canal

boats, seventy-five feet long, nine and a half feet

wide, and carrying fifty tons each, or four canal

boats, thirty-seven feet long, nine and a half feet

wide, and carrying twenty-five tons each, or three

branch canal boats, seventy five feet long, six feet

wide, and nearly thirty inches deep, carrying twenty
tons each.

Supposing fourteen locksful of water to be used

at each end of the canal every day, or twenty-eight
locksful at both ends, this may effect the daily

ascent and descent of five hundred tons each way
from river to river, on a computation that seventy-
one and a half tons pass on an average at each

operation of the locks.

It has been stated that a lock often feet rise will

contain sixteen thousand cubic feet, and of five feet

rise eight thousand cubic fee!; twenty-eight locksful

of ten feet rise will contain four hundred and forty-

eight thousand cubic feet, and of five feet rise two

hundred and twenty-four thousand.

But there will be an extra leakage at the locks,

according to the number of times the gates are

opened, which in twenty-eight times may be esti-

mated at two locksful, or thirty-two thousand cubic

feet on locks often feet rise, or sixteen thousand on

locks of five feet rise.

The whole daily expenditure, therefore, with

locks of ten feet, rise, will be six hundred and

seventy thousand nine hundred and twelve cubic

feet, and with locks of five feet rise, will be four

hundred and six thousand nine hundred and twelve.

It may be proper to observe, that the quantity
of water is estimated by the number of times the

upper lock is filled, as the water of that lock

answer^, for all the locks below it in succession;

and that the above estimated daily expenditure of

water will amount to ninety four hundredths of an

inch of the depth of the canal, with locks of ten

ieet rise, and fifty-seven hundredths of an inch with

looks of five feet rise. The advantage of the whole
canal being the basin for the locks becomes ap

parent by this statement, as there will be no sus-

pension of passage in the canal on account of an

xtra number of boats at the locks; but they may
•; intinue to pass without intermission for several

-.,
even if there was no additional water admitted

into the canal. Two hundred locksful, which will

be sufficient to transport eight thousand tons from
river to river, will lower the water in the canal

five and a half inches, while in the ordinary
mode of ascending to the summit by distant locks,
if there were locks within half a mile of each Other
at each end of *he summit, and the same number
>f tons attempted to be transported, under the same

circumstances, the canal at the summit would be

drained to the bottom, before five thousand tons

would pass, if practicable.

According to the computation of Mr. Randel, all

the streams which are applicable to the supply of"

the canal discharge seven millions four hundred and
-leveii thousand cubic feet per day at the places

where the water may be used; but the quantity erf

water which will be requisite for the canal, if

twenty-eight locksful are used daily, has been,
stated to be four hundred and six thousand nine
hundred and twelve cubic feet, with locks of five
feet rise, which is less than one eighteenth part df
the water flowing daily in the streams.

In planning a work which may continue for ages,
great care should be taken to provide against emer-
gencies which may occur at a future period. Al-

though the natural streams may at present be suffi-

cient for the supply of the canal in the existing
state of commerce, prudence requires us to look
forward to the period when, by the improvements
of agriculture, in draining swamps and low grounds,
and by constructing and clearing water courses, the
natural summer supply of the.streams will be greatly
diminished, while the commerce will be increased

by the completion of other canals and improve-
ments, enlarging the sphere of action and inter-

course, and which in time of war may be augmented
in a tenfold proportion, by unarmed vessels with-

drawing from the ocean within our own territories,
and navigating safe waters. Attention should also

be paid to the situation of the mills, and the

machinery dependent on the streams. The preser-
vation of these valuable works is of vital importance
to the inhabitants of the district, and altliough the
owners may be fully compensated if deprived of
them, still the loss te the state would be immense,
and ought to be avoided. With this view the com-
missioners have proposed to appropriate for re-

servoirs four hundred acres of land, to be procured
while it may be obtained at a moderate rate ana
before the rise in the value of the soil, which may
probably take place from the further improvement
of the country, the erection of buildings, and the

vicinity ofthe canal. The reservoirs collecting the

water, which would otherwise run oil* in injurious
freshes, overflowing the low grounds, and occasion-

ing back-water at the mill*, will benefit the agri-
culturists and manufacturers, and the water escap-
ing from them by soakage will augment the springs
and warer courses, on a lower level, and furnish a
further gradual supply to the adjacent mills, and,
in some cases, to the canal itself. If the reservoirs
imke a part of the original undertaking, they will
bebetter arranged than if introduced at a future day
as a substitute for deficiencies; and if judiciously
planned, there will not he the same danger of their

injuring the health of the inhabitants by miasma,
as there is from the overflowing of die low grounds
of rivers. Reservoirs have been constructed for

many of the canals of Karope : those of the canal

of Languedoc contain five hundred
1

and ninety five

acres, and those of the Rochdale canal cover three
hundred and eighteen acres. The canal of the
Forth and Clyde lias one reservoir which covers u
surface of fifty acres, and is twenty four feet deep,
and another, which contains seventy acres, and u
banked up twenty-two feet at the sluice.

Some of the proposed reserviors may include ra-
vines and swamps, «t a distance from the canal, and
if by embankmerits the water covers four hundred
acres of land ten feet deep on an average, and if

die reservoirs arc filled by freshes twice in a vear,
there will be three hundre 1 and forty-eight millions
four hundred and eighty thousand cubic feet, and
afier deducting evaporation, roakage, and leakage,
which may be etsimated at two thirds of the whole
there will still be one hundred and sixteen rhillio; «*

one hundred and sixty thousand cubic feet ap-
plicable to the canai, which, with locks of five feet

rise, will supply a sufficiency of water for two
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hundred and eighty-five days, a longer period tha.i

the usual season of navigation. But if it is contem-

plated to have locks often feet vise instead of five

feet, then it will be necessary for the reservoirs to

contain six hundred and sixty acres, ten feet deep
on an average, instead of four hundred, in order

to supply water for two hundred and eighty-five

days - „ •

To the question, whether there will be sufficient

water to fill the reservoirs, it may be answered,

that Mr. Randel appears to have measured the

water of the streams by the quantity used daily at

the mills; and there is "no estimate of the quantity
which runs off over the dams during freshes. If

we estimate that the district of country from which

il\& water descends into the streams that may sup-

ply the canal, contains seventy-five square miles,

and if we compute that only thirty inches of rain

fill annually on an average, and that the quantity

running from the surface, or issuing from the earth,

within the seventr-five miles, amounts to three-

fifths of the quantity falling as rain, there will be

three thousand one hundred and thirty-six millions

three hundred and twenty thousand cubic feet that

flow off m the streams annually; deducting from

this amount two thousand seven hundred and five

millions fifteen thousand cubic feet, the quantity

flowing in the ordinary way at the mills, according
to Mr. Randel's mensuration, there will remain

four hundred and twenty-six millions three hun-

dred and five thousand cubic feet for the amount

of the freshes, from which there will be taken

three hundred and forty-eight millions four hun-

dred and eighty thousand cubic feet for the supply
of the reservoirs, leaving still a surplus of seventy-
seven millions eight hundred and twenty-five thou

sand cubic feet.

It will be expedient, notwithstanding, that there

should be a communication, by feeders, with all the

streams which may be applicable to the canal, as it

would be unsafe to rely entirely on the reservoirs in

cases of emergency. Several of the feeders will

be branch canals for the immediate benefit of the

district, conveying articles which, without water

carriage, would not bear the expence of transpor

tation, as street and stable manure, marl, plaster,

stone, lime, ashes, ores, potters' clay, bricks, wood,

charcoal, fossil, coal, turf, &c. The branch canals

would diverge from the grand trunk in various di-

rections, and could be constructed at a small ex-

pence for boats seventy five feet long, six feet wide,
and nearly thirty inches deep, carrying twenty tons

each.

There may be also other modes adopted for pro-

curing a supply of water; it may be advantageously
raised from the Delaware, or from, the Raritan, by a

variety ofpropelling powers. Thousands of tons of

marl, of a fertilizing quality, almost equal to foreign

plaster, drawn from iuexhaustable sources near

the track of the canal, which may be penetrated,
at a trifling expence, by branch canals, will be an-

nually called for by the agriculturists of the adja-
cent states. This great descending weight may be

made the propelling power ofmore than two thirds

the weight of water transported at the same time
to the canal, while the descent of the marl may be

effected by transhipment, without consuming the

water of the upper level; the same machinery will

answer for several other articles of freight, and by
other machinery, and by transhipping the articles,

the transportation may be extended to an imim^e
amount without the loss of water.

Undertakings are frequently objected to on ac-

count of their novelty, and obstacles which appear

insurmountable at first, are considered trifling whe.'.

we become familiar with them; fortunately, no gi-

gantic projects form the component parts of the

proposed canal. By comparing the plan with the

canals of other countries, it will be seen that the

difficulties which were overcome in Europe were of
much greater magnitude.
The canal of Languedoc, connecting the Medi-

terranean sea with the Atlantic ocean, is one hun-
dred and eighty miles long: the proposed canal will

be twenty-nine miles long. The c»nal of Molstein,

connecting the Baltic sea with the German ocean,
is fifty miles long, and ten feet deep: the proposed
canal will be nine feet deep. The canal of Langue-
doc is one hundred and forty-four feet wide, includ-

ing the towing paths, and the canal of Hoist ein is

fifty feet wide at the bottom: the proposed canal

will be eighty-six feet wide, including the towing
paths, and twenty-six feet wide at the bottom. The
summit of the canal of Languedoc is six hundred
and thirty-nine feet above the tide water; of the

Leeds and Liverpool canal, five hundred and twen-

ty-five; and of the Rochdale canal, five hundred
and twenty-one feet: the summit of the proposed
canal will be only sixty-eight feet above the tide

water. The canal of Ladoga is obstructed by ice

above six months in the year: the proposed canal

will not be obstructed by ice three months in the

year. In the Rochdale canal, part of me water of
one of the reservoirs is raised above sixty -feet by
steam. At Harecastle, a canal passes through a

tunnel, or subterraneous passage, which is two
thousand eight hundred and eighty yards in length,
and more than seventy yards below the surface of
the earth. At Sapperton, there is a tunnel nearly
two miles and a half in length. A: Stratford mea-

dows, a canal is carried on an embankment which
is nine hundred yards long, seventeen feet high,
and one hundred and twelve feet in breadth at the

bottom. At Barton, an aqueduct, nearly fifty feet

high, and five hundred yards long, conveys a canal

over the navigable river Irwel; and near Bowling
bay, an aqueduct of four arches carries the canal
of the Forth and Clyde over the river Kelvin, and
a valley sixty-five feet deep, and four hundred and

twenty feet in length In the canal of Languedoc,
there are one hundred and fourteen locks, and on-

ly miles of the canal are on the same level-,

in the proposed canal there will not be more than
thirteen locks at each end; and the intermediate
distance of twenty-nine miles will be on the same
level, and without an obstruction.

It will also be seen that great undertakings for
the improvment of inland navigation are not con-
fined to Europe: The Royal canal of China, from
Canton to l'ekin, is eight hundred and twenty-five
miles long, fifty feet wide, and nine feet deep.
To complete the investigation it would be proper

to examine the probable amount of intercourse in

number of boats and tonnage, and the rates of tolls

and receipts, and also the probable annual expendi-
tures by salaries of superintendants and workmen,
by wear and tear, and by contingencies. The com-
missioners have forborne to make this inquiry, ask
was not made part of their duty by the law under
which they acted, and as it has heretofore been re-

presented to the house of assembly by a committee
of that body, that "it is ascertained, from data to-

lerably correct, that during the late war, a sum,
little snort of two millions of dollars, was paid for

cartage of various kinds of produce, merchandise,
and military stores across this state."

In the foregoing estimate, the commissioners

have inserted every item of expense which has oc-
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*urred to them in the course of their investigation,

.as applicable to the proposed undertaking; but as

they do not profess to have any practical knowledge
on the subject, they may have omitted charges

which, by some persons, may be esteemed neces-

sary, and there may be plans of work inserted which

a i experienced engineer may alter or dispense with.

It rests with the legislator to determine whether it

would be most expedient for the state to appropri
ate the sum requisite by annual instalments, and to

procure funds for the purpose by loans or solicits

tions, or to permit individuals to subscribe, reserv-

ing a part for the state; or to grant to the United

States authority to construct the canal, with such

reservations of "privileges to this state, and to the

inhabitants in the vicinity of the canal, as it may be

deemed expedient to stipulate.
If the latter proposition should be determined on,

they are of opinion, that it may tend to induce the

congress of the United States to promote and com-

plete a general plan of inland navigation, as a strong
cement of the union, an excellent preservative of

the lives of voyaging citizens and mariners, a sure

protection for domestic commerce, a ready way of

transporting troops and military stores, and a cheap
and safe mode ofconveying the products and fabrics

of American agriculturists and manufacturers to

American consumers.
If the design should be commenced and accom-

plished under the direction of the United States,

officers of the corps of engineers, with a due pro-

portion of privates, may be stationed at the locks

and reservoirs, and the whole business conducted
w'uh science and economy.

These civil fortifications, the cheap defence of

the nation, and the silent preventive of the harm
of an enemy, will then be arranged on the same

plan, and for the same vessels, from Massachu
sets to Georgia, and the whole voyage performed
under the superintending care of the general go-
vernment.
The commissioners regret that the short period

of time since the completion of the field work by
Mr. Randel prevents them from making a more

perfect report. Being aware of the general soli-

citude on the subject, they have concluded to ter-

minate their inquiries without further delay, and,
with all due consideration, they respectfully sub-

mit the result of their labors.

JOHN RUTHERFURD,
JOHN N. SIMPSON,
GEORGE HOLCOMBE.

yVew-Brunswick, Jan. 22, 1817.

National Literature.
Tke Portico, published in Baltimore, in monthly

numbers, and, certainly, one of the ablest and best

conducted periodical works that ever issued from
the American press

—"a p>-oud specimen of Ameri-
can independence, talents and character"—we re-

gret to learn, languishes and seems likely to fall

for want of support. The Edinburgh and London

Reviews, possessing no more merit than the Portico,
and far less interest to us, spread far and wide

through our country, disseminating their poisonous
principles and arbitrary notions among the people;
whilst this native -work, devoted to elegant litera-

ture, and which might serve as an antidote toforeign
productions, hobbles along and hardly gets on at all!

And is it so, that every thing must bear an im-

ported character to give it grace in the eyes of an
American public—are -me always to despise the dia-

mond that lie? at our feet and travel to far countries

in search of a gem less brilliant' This is too much
the case: the British, not content with dressing our
bodies, modestly assume the right of manufacturing
ideas for us, andof directing their uses—and we sub-
mit to both. In numerous instances, we play the

part of a "spoil'd child" (whose father had raised
himself to sufficient opulence by the trade of boot-

making to make a fool of his son) that requested old
dad to import half a do^en pairs of bootJ, f.-om Eng-
land, for him: he would run the risk of being un-
fitted—they might hurt his corns or wound his heels,
be too broad or too narrow—too thick or too thin,
no matter what, if they were made of English lea-

ther, by English workmen; there was something
excessively "wulgnr" in being booted from his fd.
ther's shop. When shall we look at ftomfeand have
horn'- feelings? The old English son'.' s:*s, "Home
is home, be it ever so homely"—but we seem to

say— English is English, beitei>er so English, and, on
that account, ought to be preferred!
The work before us is entirely destitute of what

we, in the United States, call party. Its ground is

so broadly national, that the « American" and "Fede-
ral Republican" newspapers in this city

—
(papers

as opposite in their party tenets as the antipodes)
have equally united in deprecating its fall, as a loss
to literature, elegance and the accomplished scho-

lar; and in this, standing as it were between the

two, we heartily join them.

My opinion about the influence of foreign books
is wel* known to every one of my readers. 1 have
considered them as among the most formidable en-

gines that can be brought to bear against our favor-
ite principles and best beloved institutions. I aim
at independence every way; and would no more come
under Scotch reviewers or London critics for the

thoughts ofmy heart, than be subject to Cdstlereagh
to direct my political conduct.' These reviewers
are continually libelling- my country; and not (infre-

quently in the coarsest and most uncouth manner.
That Great Britain has many very wise and learned
men, is with pleasure admitted—but, in general,
they want liberality; setting themselves up as gods
of literature to whom all the world must do homage,
or be anathematised. Is the rich soil and clear sky
of the United States less productive of genius than
the barren heaths of Scotland or mist-covered Eng-
land—and why have we not writers as reputable to
our intellect as the exploits of our army and navy
have been to the courage and skill of our soldiers
and seamen? The answer is given in the cse of the
boot-maker's son—we want a national, I had almost
said a natural, feeling, and are filled with preju-
dices in favor of foreigners; who hold us in a sort
of vassalage, and treat us rudely, indeed, for our

folly in submitting to it. As to myself, (lest
what is here said may give rise to invidious re-

marks) my pretentions to literature are very hum-
ble—I do not claim a name as a literary character;
I can make out, generally, to tell a plain story so as
to be understood, and this is about the extent of

my learning—but, I think, I have some capacity to

appreciate it in others; we may admire what* we
cannot imitate, and I oertainly love elegant litera-

ture, though I do not possess it, to ameliorate our
manners and refine society; which manners and re-
finement I would have American, suited to the ge-
nius of our government, destitute of every species
of injustice and despotism. We have men capable
of rescuing us from the slanders of insolent foreign-
ers, in the field of letters; who, "point to point"
and "yard arm to yard arm," will "meet the enemy
and make them our's." But they must be encou-

raged—they must have the mearrs to live; (he? m«|St
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not be suffered to languish, and, after every re-

source is exhausted, be compelled to retire from

the contest, "without a shot in the locker." The

poems of Byron and tfcotf have prod need more clear

money to booksellers of the United States, re-pub-

lishing them, than, perhaps, they have derived from

all our native literary works, united—yet we have

at least one man capable of rivalling llyron and of

surpassing Scott, in every respect, whose business

it would be to write poetry, if he could live by it—
but he prefers a subordinate station and a small

weekly stipend to the pursuit; well knowing that

if he were to publish a volume of poems, superior
to any thing that Pope ever put into his sweetest

measure, or Shakspeare imagined, they would (after

supplying a few personal friends, purchasing litem

out of compliment to him) remain to lumber the

booksellers' shelves, while any sort offoreign trash,

puffed by foreign reviewers, was selling by thou-

sands. It is thus in every branch of literature: Its

disciple is made sick by long-deferred hope, and,

in poverty, abandons it. There is not, to my know-

ledge, one man in the United States wl\p lives com-

fortably, and much less acquires fortune, by his

talents as a writer. The honest truth is—descend

ing from the Portico to the , that stupidity

is among the best qualities to make money as an

editor and publisher.* On this account, some may sa}

that / ought to do well!—and so I would, if I ha:!

not enough of a love of my humble walk iu litera-

ture to induce me rather to trim the midnig.:t lamp
to give a supposed value to my work, than spend an

hour in dunning for the money earned by it.

Designing only to have written one or two brief

paragraphs, I have been insensibly led to make a

long essay. It has its object in what is the favorite

wish of my heart. I am sensible that the sun is as

big to the United States, my country, as to England,
or even Edinburgh; and I will not travel across the

Atlantic to enjoy its light and heat when I can have

it at home. The liberal spirit of the Weekly Rhgis-

teii towards liberal foreigners or useful citizens,

coming amongst us, is universally known. It has

none of that ancient Jo/m-ift^-disposition that hates

or despises every man or thing because he or it was

brought to life or produced in a foreign country
—

let merit have iis due, be it derived from whence it

may But I naturally wish, that we should give a

preference to it in "our own household"—and it is

time enough when we do not find the thing desired

here to go abroad in search of it. By acting upon
this principle in every respect, we shall raise up a

national feeling
1

, and inspire a pride of country, more

powerful to operai e for our safety, than all the fleets

and armies of Englaud, (and, in a little while hence,
of all Europe, united) can do to our

injury. What-
ever we cannot get as good, or even as pleasing, at

home, provided we have the means of indulging
ourselves, let us courteously receive from foreign
countries—giving only a preference, for like quali-

ties, to the products of citizens and residents of the

United States.

LITERARY NOTICES.
tooke's pantheon.

A new edition of this standard work has just been

published by Messrs. Coale and .tfax-well, Baltimore,
j

embellished with thirty new and beautiful out-line i

plates, drawn from antique statues, engraved by
Fairman. This work requires no euloginm from
us. In the present edition an attempt has been made .

to render it free from that phraseology that made
it, occasionally, too indelicate for the youth of
either sex, while care lias been taken that no facj
nor incident, worthy of note, related by the author,
is omitted.

Mr. Corbett has issued proposals for publishing
his Weekly Political Register at New-York, at $5 pet*

annum, payable V. .If yearly in advance. Address
Henry Cobbett, l£f Wall-street, post-paid.
The reason assigned for the discontinuance of the

former Register at that place is, that the numbers
intended to have been forwarded to the United
States found their way into lord Castlereagh's office.

The American monthly magazine, anew work,
edited by H. Biglo-w, esq and published bv Messrs.
Kirk and Jleicien, New-York, has just appeared, j

and is highly spoken of. It is published in numbers
of 80 pages, making 2 vols, per annum, for five dol-
lars. This magazine is devoted to polite literature,

criticism, &c. We learn from the editor's address^
that it already has 1000 subscribers.

Another work entitled, "Atheneum, or spirit ofilA
English magazines," is publishing by Monroe and
Francis, Boston, in semi-monthly numbers, of 4J

pages, at $5 per annum. The title is sufficil

descriptive of the content? of this work.

*See some of our most profitable newspapers, on

both sides of the question, for proof of this.

The Albany Register, edited by Solomon South-

wick, e^q. one of the oldest papers in the state ofj
New-York, has been discontinued. The valedictory
address explains the cause—and shews how easy a

paper may expire for want of .support, with a largfl

subscription list. The disbursements of the print-

ing business are very heavy
—

large amounts must be
made up from small sums, which, because they are

small, thousands neglect to pay—and they can
do it at any time. One old balance is added to ano-

;

ther, and year to year. While the hope of payment
lasts, the harsh measure of stopping the paper uj

not resorted to; and finally the weight of debts due,
after exhausting all the means of the publisher to,

bear up against them, breaks him down. Tor a little

while, in a certain circle offriend?, his fate is mourn-
ed; but he is soon forgotten, even by those who
caused his fall, commencing a new course with some
new candidate for their f^voc.

English and Scotch Reviewers.
Few, if any, numbers of these works, ostensibly J

devoted to lofty politics, polite literature and iionestfl

criticism, are issued without some libellous attack,
or unprovoked invective, upon the American charac
ter. The most pitiful and contemptible things are

raked up to round a calumnious period, and any stu-

pid tale is accepted ;." a truth from sacred writ, if
itflj

tends to point it. The modest gentlemen who con-d.

duct them have kindly taken the science, literature,'''

morals and general conduct of the whole world into

their "holy keeping," as we say of the Inquisition,
when it is tearing a man to pieces, in its dungeons,
with red-hot pincers, to convince him of the merci-

ful dispensation of the saviour of mkn; and whatever
does not come up to their standard, is barbarous*

'"Barbarous" is a favorite term with these review-

ers, as applied to American literature and manners.

The English practice may suit their refined not; na

better. "I am ordered by my got i ini nt," said ati.-i

miral Cochrane in a public despatch, "to desthox
all places assailable." This, according to the

religious Dr. Sam. Johnson's opinion, that all of US
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-arid absurd. We were not surprised at the report

thatMr. Bagot, the British minister, had intimated

o our government that his master would not view

with satisfaction any arrangement with the late

Spanish colonies which should contribute to the

aiUraudizement of the United Slates—[see the last
aggi

dt in this bonk as they are pronounced, i

:rfectly satisfied that nothing is exs'ggeratfl i.

I this day met \v*di a pamphlet, ofabout 50 prig. ,

published in London in 1805, entitled ". i view of
the Luncirshire dialect, byway of dialogue" Sec. with
a "glossary;" which latter, I will soon shew the

reader, is necessary to understand it. The won
are spelt

number of the Registmi, page 184]—well knowing » am per

the insuperable objection that the governmeni of The following is a quotation from the first page !

his country has to the aggrandizement of anv power happened to open. I shall write out a couple. of

but its own—and which, if made, was treated b\ sentences, a/id tl.c.n refer to the glossary to. put the

Mr. Monroe just exactly as the prince regent's go ESgli-di above them. A clown is relating his ad-

vernors would treat a remonstrance from us
againsij

ventures—

their invasions of the territory of the king of XimtM -phmi wilt cay so In/ ami bye. Wlien T was ,'

;
-ed >f

—but we hardlv expected that the London Review-, "Ti*eaw r d sey so eendneaw. Whaii i'r tovartb
ers would have been jealous already of tlie trade;

• .DS
, >»u4.v c i a r 7„,w7o onrl out r»f that '""' tduce and crept away without \u\bit or

we have with the Sandwich Islantts, ana out at tUa.t -r r s L jwc IJ
.

'

, i'j. t+ . HI;n .,e tnitti thai that pleck; on cropeowev, wnheawt baovsope,
get an item to abuse us!f It is a serious trutn. tnat ' i . >

the visiing of these distant islands, governed by or pinch of snvf; for Iplayed the foal and on that

an independent and enterprizing prince, by our /'or cup o sneeze; far! gawmbi't on fleet tat
lepe

hardv mariners, in five or ten veasels in a year, is; ^ <00

sufficient to provoke the anger of these moderate
«g0oat0o

and unassuming gentlemen, who seem to think the 1

/ soon enquired this gentleman?s house

1 soyne sperr'd this gentlemon's hoah

out,- and when I got there, Igave a glance into

"eawt; on when eh geete tear, I gan o glent into

the cowhouse and.saiu a.man standing in the —
lipp'n, on seedo monstonning ith' groop.*<th'

world was made for" England and themselves.

But as, from the general good and gallant con-

duct of our countrymen, they would die of the

spleen for want of objects to whet their malice, (or

earn their wages) upon, they seize on our literature,
t was nQ easy matter to make this ont_the war 1

aud mouth it and maul it, and chew it and champ «sone >.
; s not in the glossary, and "groop" may as

it, like a hungry dog does a bone; twisting and} wel] remain untranslated. The Lancashire dialect,

turning it every way to get a taste cf something ; is pet.hapSj the most uncouth and unintelligible of
Buited to their appetite. I any in «// England, but these are some eight or ten
One might think, from the great zeal ot those dialects more that are*lmok as much so; and which

folks for the purity of the English language, in their a weI1 b ,
etl Englishman requires an interpreter to

terrible denunciations of every thing belonging to
|
understand. A man may travel in the United States

it on this side of the water, that their own people from Maine to Loilisiana) wit3i0ut meeting any one
were faultless, and that they had nothing to do at that he cannot understand and be understood by,
home. Now the fact is, there is not a people m the

;
if Jie .

lvoicls the few Dlltch anJ prencn settlements
whole world so ignorant of their own language as; that yetj a!;rinst unmised remain in our young
the people ofEngland—a little spot ot earth, with an

j country.
unmixed population for ages. An anecdote that oc-

j From t
iie preceding specimen and remarks most

cured to me may illustrate tlns-I believe 1 have told
| persons wiU conclude with us that the British re-

the story before, but itjs a good one and will fcear
i v ;cwer3 bave business enouHi ath.mie. and are wfth-

,a repetition. One evening taking a walk for amuse- out any nacessity of ceacWng across the Atlantic
ment and exercise, I stopped ata public house and; iflslrilct , Jp in the E i;sn lin^a^ in order to em-

garden, on the outskirts of the town, to refresh '^y themselves.

myself, where I happened to fall in with several
I

,

'

,
,

Englishman, deeply engaged in passing encomiums
|

V'Leet, light of, on, or met with, light ami

upon the general learning of their own countrymen
j

lightning."
—Olossart.

and depreciating that of others. 1 never meet this
j

*The dialogue between Thomas ami Mary [Turn-
sort of boasters without feeling a disposition to

j

mas and Bleary] begins with the following ques-

oppose them; and so, knowing several of them, ijtion and answer, which may amuse some of ou-:

joined in the conversation, flatly denying tUeir posi- j

readers—
tions, and proposing to prove, by themselves, thati Turn. Odds me, Meary? whcoa the dickens wou'd

they did not know what they were talking about'— o thowt o'lecting- o thee here so soyne this morning"

They stared at me and at one another, and the proof \V here has to bin? Theaw'rt aw en a -Swat, I think

was demanded: I proposed some common phrases far theaw looks primely.
of about ten words, and requested that each per- Mea. Beleemy, Tt^tnmus, I welly lost my wyi
son present should pronounce them in the dialect ' fur I've had sitch a traunce this morning as eh nee

of the county he came from. As good luck would '• had e'meh life: Far I went to ,1 one's o Harry's
have it, the first that attempted it was from the'o'lung Jone*s faft berrow their Thible to stur th

"West-Riding," (1 believe) of Yorkshire; he gave
j
Furmety web, an his wife had lent it to Bet o' in;

die words, and "staggered" all the rest; but the Gronny's: -SpT skeawr't eend wey, an' when el.

second, from Lancashire, completely knocked them

down, and they ceded the point. Most of the words

had no more tne sound of English than of Hebrew.

ought to have been hung for our rebellion, may be

a polished sentence—but the sentiment is import-
ant as being official, and perhaps unique; the pro-

bability is, that no other government ever issued

such an order. We ought never to forget it; and

really, with all the charities of heart collected, I

feel at a loss to say whether it ought to beforgiven
•fSee Quarterly Review for February.

coom there, hoo'd lent it to Lester oTJick's, an tb :

Dule steawnd im far a Brindl't Car!, he'd mede i

hit' Shoon I'egs. Xeaw vou'd not sit-h o Blooy
shine traunce potter onny Body's Wucksr

The Mails.
much respected friend at fUenderaMi, K . .:'

notified me of the great detention of the V

it Register, and pointed out what lie sup']

were the n.imes of it. !>• jievingthal thepublij

good mighi be subserved and r:\ own inters
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promoted by it, I forwarded the letter, with a

polite note, to tjie post-master-general, from

whom I received the following- prompt and satis-

factory reply. With such a proper disposition
in the head of this important department, I

would respectfully recommend that publishers,
who generally have the most reason to complain
of delays and losses by the mails, would rather

endeavor to ascertain the probable causes oftheir

disadvantageous operation, and make them
known to the P. M. general, than indulge in

common censures which very seldom have an ef-

fect to remedy them. By thus uniting our efforts,

we might do much to promote the good of the

establishment and our own interest.

General post-office, 15th May, 1817.

Sir—Since the receipt of your letter of the 13th

instant, I have instituted an enquiry into thje causes

of the detention of mails on their passage to Hen-

derstown, Ky. and I have taken measures to pre-
vent further failure* on that route. I am much

obliged to you for the information contained in

your letter, and I will thank you to point other er-

rors that come within your notice.

Respectfully, your obd't,
R. J. MEIGS, jr.

Mr. H. Mies,
Editor of the Weekly Register,

Baltimore, Md.

Our Naval Officers.

The various letters that have been published
from the officers of our several squadrons station-

ed at different times in the Mediterranean to their

friends in the United States, do no less honor to

their heads, than their courage to their hearts, or

their prowess to their arms—presenting the happi-
est unions of mind, with valor and skill. Their de-

scriptions of places are sometimes quite eloquent,
and always amusing—and are the more interesting
as coming from the quarter in which the foundation

of our naval glory was laid in our wars with the

Barbary pirates, erected, however, by the native ge-
nius of our countrymen, and carried to its pinnacle
of fame by a chivalric devotion t,o the cause of the

republic. They speak a language also, of a singu-
lar character—we can do this, we will do that, we
have done another thing; it is the language of men
who suppose themselves invincible, on any thing
like an equality of terms—and they are so. Talking
of the famous port of Minorca, one of the finest

harbors in the world, one of them says, "in case of
a Spanish war our present, force is sufficient to take

the place."

The following are extracts from three letters from
the present squadron in the Mediterranean—
"The mind in ruminating over the remains of an

tiquity, [the writer is immediately alluding to the
ruins of Carthage] which abound every where in

this part of the globe, is naturally led to consider
the frailty and vanity of man. Of all the great ci

ties that flourished in ancient times, little or no

thing now remains but their bare names, save the
deeds recorded of them by the faithful historian

If ever my country should cease to exist, may she
leave behind her, an example ofvirtue, bravery and

liberty, and so become the admiration of the world

May the historian have it in his power to say,
" Be-

hold a country that never bowed its neck to receive
the tyrant's yoke," which, in its infancy, overcome
one of the most powerful nations in existence, and

established its independence on the firm basis of

justice and equality, and preserved its freedom un-
blemished. In her old age she displayed the same
deeds that distinguished her in childhood, till time,
in his career, chagrined to see a people so happy,
with his all powerful hand, cut them off' forever."

"This place [Tripoli] is very interesting to an

American, when he considers that here our infant

navy first began to show those deeds which have
since distinguished it. Here is where Decatur,Jones,

Macdonough, &c. first displayed that firm and un-

daunted spirit which has added glory to their coun-

try, and immortalized themselves. The keeping
up of a force in this sea is a good thing for our na-

vy; as it not only gives the officers an opportunity
of acquiring experience, but going into so many
different ports, excites an emulation in cleanliness
and discipline, which will be the lasting support of
our navy. If an officer has no pride in his profes-

sion, he never will rise above mediocrity. There
is as much pains taken to keep our ships neater and
cleaner than those of other nations as there would
be in fighting them: and it is with pleasure an Ame-
rican can hear the meed of praise given by all to his

country's navy."
"He is as lazy as a Port Mahon soldier" is a com-

mon saying among our brave tars, and I must confess

they are the laziest set of men I ever saw: they sel-

dom appear in uniform, and their clothes look as if

they never were in the wash-tub—(when the sun

shines you can see them in groups basking in its

beams, employing their time in picking the vermin
off their clothes and bodies—they are all convicts

transported here from Spain. A few weeks before

our arrival a ship arrived here with 150 on board in

double irons, who were immediately released and

habited like soldiers: they get for pay, per day 10

cents and their bread—all of them have the look ol

villians, they steal every tiling they can lay their

hands on, even the tomb is not sacred to them;
they have broken up marble monuments and sold
the pieces, which are very good merchandize here.

"As to the justice administered here [at Minorca]
I shall give you but one instance, which is now the
common topic of conversation at this place. A res-

pectable gentleman who lives between Port Mahon
and George-Town, has a profligate son, who married
about six months since. He very soon run out the

sum of money his father gave him and went to him
for more, which the old gentleman refused and re-

monstrated on the impropriety of his conduct. The
son left him and immediately went to two soldiers,
to bargain with them to murder ins father, on
whose death the whole of the property would de-

volve on him, as the only child. The soldiers agreed
to do it for two doubloons to be paid on the execu-
tion of the deed. But as he had not the doubloons
he wanted them to wait for pay till he got the pro-

perty. But they thinking, tkat, after the deed was

done, the other would not pay, refused doing it with-

out being paid before hand; some altercation arose

and the son left them, saying that he could get it

done for half the money. The soldiers unwilling to

lose this opportunity of making money, lodged infor-

mation against' him before the magistrates. He was

apprehended, and on trial it was fully proved his in-

tention was to have his father murdered. The sol-

diers owned they would have done it had he paid
them the money. The soldiers were released, and
the son confined for three months,fwhich time is now
out, and he was set at liberty a few days since no
doubt to commit a deed whjch ought to fill the so

-

:!

with horror."
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Legislature of Connecticut.
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.

fJentlrmen of the council, Mr. Speaker, and
Gentlemen of the house of representatives.

I enter upon the duties of the honorable station

-which has been assigned me, wi'b emotions which
I cannot describe. Afier a long ab>ence from the

state, I found myself on my return almost a stranger
in the land of my fathers; and, till a recent period, I

should have deemed no event more improbable than
that which has rendered it my duty to address you
from this place.

You, gentlemen, are all witnesses that the public
suffrages have not been influenced by my solicita-

tions and exertions; neither ought! to attribute the
invaluable proof of the confidence of my fellow

citizens, which at this time demands my grateful
acknowledgements, to personal favor. If, indeed,
my countrymen have been in some degree influ-

enced in their choice, by a favorable estimate of
the services I have performed in various stations,
still it is my duty to acknowledge, that those ser-
vices Were commenced and continued under the

guidance of illustrious men, who were among the
founders of our nation; and that to the wisdom
of their precepts, whatever has appeared most
meritorious in my conduct, ought chiefly to be
referred. It is nufl}cient honor for me to have
obtained their confidence and approbation. Dis-

claiming all pretensions to a participation of their

glory, 1 cannot omit to express the reverence I en-
tertain for those

sages, whom no artifices could
deceive, no temptations seduce, no dangers inti-

midate. Their names have been already inscribed
on the imperishable tablets of history, and in now
tendering my homage to those, who, by divine
favor, were instrumental in achieving our indepen-
dence, and establishing our' government, I presume
that I perform a duty, which will be repeated by
every future generation with increasing gratitude.

In attempting to perform the duty of inviting
your attention to such subjects, as in my judgment
require the consideration of the legislature, I am
not insensible of the peculiar delicacy of my situa-

tion, arising not only from inexperience, but from
the want of precise information respecting the
actual situation of our public affairs. While I relv
with confidence on the wisdom and intelligence of
those whom I have the honor to address, 1 entreat
ihat the opinions I advance, may be considered as
the sincere convictions of my mind, declared un-
der a deep sense of those obligations of duty and
gratitude which bind me to my country. At the
same time it is my ardent desire, that the conse-
quences of any misapprehensions of the true in-
terests of our constituents, which I may have in-

voluntarily entertained, may be obviated by a
rigorous examination.
As the ancient system of taxation established in

this state, has ceased to be adapted to the circum-
stances of the people, I recommend that measures
be adopted, with a view to a deliberate, and sys-
tematical revision. To this end, the formation of
statements, exhibiting in detail the component
articles which ,f°rm the general list, both in re-
spect to the state, and the particular Townships,with accounts of the annual contributions of the peo-
ple for every purpose, distinguishing the permanent
Jrorn the extraordinary expenditures, appear to be
expedient. In forming a new system which must
affect every individual, it is proper to combine
every resource of information, and to possess data
by which the effect of everv principle may b^ fairlv
estimated.

'

'

From sources of information collected at dif-
ferent times, and from continued reflections, mv
mind is convinced that the effects of the present
system are far more injurious than can have been
generally supposed; and as illustrations of this opi-
nion, I submit the following observations to vour
indulgent consideration.

In respect to the capitation tax, it may be observ,
eel that an assessment of sixty dollars in the gene-
ral list 1S equal to that on twenty four acres of the
best alluvion meadow in the counties of Hartford
or Middlesex; or to that on forty.eight acres of the
best meadow land in any other part of the state-
or to that on one hundred and seventy-fve acres of
the best wood or timbered land in the vicinity of
our navigable waters; or to that on a first rate-new brick or stone house containing twelve fire
places, m either of our cities; that deducting ac-
cording to a moderate estimate, the cost of cloth,
ing and other necessary personal expences, the an-
nual contributions of a laboring man without pro-
perty, are, on a medium calculation for the state
equal to one sixteenth part of his income.

Other taxes, which affect farmers of the mid-
dhng condition, are not dissimilar in their operation.Their horses and oxen employed in agriculture
cannot be regarded as more eligible objects of
taxation, than ploughs, harrows, and other instru-
ments of husbandry, the tools of a mechanic, or the
nbrary of a lawyer, or physician. Though all these
articles have an intrinsic value, vet whenever theyare sold, they must be immediately replaced.—
Distinctly considered, they are objects of expence
rather than of profit, being merejy aids to that skill
and industry by which income is accumulated,
and without which, neither can be exerted with
success.

The same observations are applicable with equal
force to the produce of dairies, tillage, and the
growth of stock on a farm, so far as these incre-
ments are required for the support of a family.—The physical wants of persons are so equal, that
with the exception of persons reduced to absolute
slavery, the consumption of those articles which
constitute the common food of the people, must al-

ways be in proportion to the number, rather than
the wealth of different families. Hence it is has
been regarded as an axiom in finance, that taxes
levied on the consumption of the necessaries of life,
are nearly equivalent to uniform taxes on persons
without reference to property.
Although the object is of minor importance, yet

the operation of the assessment on fire places, is

very unequal. In our climate, three "fire places are
occasionally necessary to the comfortable accom-
modation of every family. According to our sys-
tem, the tax is not imposed on the building as an
index of the wealth or income of the occupant, but
on all fire places whether used or not and with re-
ference to the condition of the building as beingnew or decayed. Hence it must frequently happen,
that the cottage ofa man in very moderate circum-
stances, will be subject to a higher assessment than
the ancient, but comfortable mansion of his opulent
neighbor.

The assessment on mills, machinery and manu-
factures; on commercial investments; on the profits
resulting from trades, professions, and employ-
ments, and on monies loaned on interest, are in im
opinion, liable to the most decisive objections.—
Unless they are imposed according to uniform and
merely nominal rates, for the purpose of collecting
statistical information, they are necessarily arbitrarV
and unequal So far as they have any operating
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"they tend to depress talents, 'skill, and industry;

they expose individuals to odious investigations

and comparisons, ami serve to expel capital from

the state.

It is an obvious policy of this state, to limit, by
all reasonable means, those emigrations which

menace our resources. Fortunately fin the people,
this object can be attained by the alluring influ-

ences of interest and affection only. These may
be manifested by exonerating- industry and skill

from partial burdens, and by encouraging the free-

circulation of capital and credit. In proportion to

the improvements in the arts, and the progress of

civilization, the interests of the community become
involved. Our state of society lias already acq", ired

such a degree of maturity, that agriculture, com-

merce and the mechanic arts, have become mutual

supports and dependencies, which must flourish or

decay together. Each of these interests are equally
j

them, must require faculties of the mind which are

affected by those laws by which contracts are form-
1 rarely combined. Whenever the laws become fluc-

ed and adjusted, and to all, an exact adherence td\ tuatingand arbitrary, they cease to be rules proper
justice, as the only basis of a firm credit, are equally

j

for the direction of free citizens; and whenever their

essential. Owing to the subdivisions of real pro- : expositors are influenced in their decisions by the

perty, the farmers, hitherto the most independent
j
veering gales of party politics, the lives, liberties.,

class of citizens, cannot pursue their business to I and property of the people are rendered insecure,

advantage, without a pecuniary capital, or an oc
-j Moreover, history informs us, that disorders ia the

-casional resort to credit. Some estates are best administration of justice, are, of all political evils,

judges ofthe supreme judicial courts, should liok"[

their office*, during good behavior, with salaries ade*

quate to their independent support, and that they
should never be permitted to exercise the functions
of legislators.
The experience of every age has demonstrated

'hat no science can be improved and perfected, un-
less its interests are confided to the protection of a

particular profession. The science of law, as it

comprehends a knowledge of the human character,
and the rights and duties of individuals, in every si-

tuation, and under every modification of society^

ought to be cherished with peculiar attention.—
Though no controversies have ever existed respect-
ing the general principles ofmoral and social obliga-
tion, yet the regulations of every fr^e and civiliz-

ed state, must be numerous, complicated, and arti-

ficial, and the knowledge and proper application of

•adapted to tillage; others for pasture; and in a third,

winter forage is most abundant. Hence arises the

the least susceptible of redress.
Prior to the close of the revolutionary war, the

necessity for mutual credits, or the use of capit-.l ; judges of the supreme court were generally, if not
which may be fairly purchased but which will

retirejinvariable, designated from among themembers of
from the influence of legal coercion. jthe

council. In May, 1784, a law was enacted by
The mechanic arts have sometimes been repre-| which the office of a judge of the superior court was

sented as unfavorable to public morals. If instances declared to be incompatible with a seat in the legis-
can be adduced where artizans have become a de-

jlature,
or in congress. It w*s, however, at the same

graded class of men, the causes of their depression : time provided that the judges should thereafter hold
are to be discovered in political regulations which their offices, during the pleasure of the general as-

have restrained their liberty and reduaed them tolsembly. The separation of the judicial and legisla-

poverty. The nature of their employments mani-tive functions has remained complete; yet as the

festly tends to a different residt. It is in the work commissions of the judges have been limited to a
shop, that habits of order and attention to the ef-lsingle year, the security, and, perhaps, dignity of
fects of intelligent design are necessarily cultivated; ! their stations have been somewhat impaired,
and that fidelity, economy, and mutual co operation,! It is conceded that the legislature of this state,
are discovered to be duties of indispensable obliga (has hitherto recognized the principles which ap-
tion.

J
pear as fundamental articles in most of the Ameri-

The freedom with which I have thought it my du- can constitutions, by admitting in practice, that the

ty to disclose my sentiments respecting the opera-ljudges are, i
•

equity, entitled to reappointments
'ion of the existing system of taxation, upon the in- during good behaivour, or the continuance of their
terests of a great proportion of our constituents, ability to discharge the duties of their respective
.night, IF my motives were unexplained, expose me

[trusts.
Still there is a manifest distinction between

to the effects of impressions, which self-respect re- -the tenure Of an office during the pleasure of the

quires me to obviate. It is now more than twenty
years, since I presented a report to the house of re-

presentatives of the U. States, in which the exhaust

general assembly, and a tenure for a single year. In

the one case, the office is defeasible by a majority
of one branch of the legislature, while in the other,

:tg effects of unequal systems of taxation in several I the concurrence of both branches is necessary to
ifthe states, especially in New England, were dis- effect a removal.

iinctiy described. The opinions then expressed were
j As the principles of the act of 1784, in effect, ap-

iot dissimilar from those now submitted to your proximate to those declared in the constitutions of
consideration. As the principles of that report! .Massachusetts and several of the other states; as the

i .re approved by congress, and as the benefits of, sanctuary ofjustice cannot be rendered too secure
the consequent system, in equalizing the public and especially as our bench is, at this time, adorned
contributions, have since been demonstrated by ex-

j

with judges distinguished for learning, talents, and

perience, 1 consider that I may fairly claim to be ex- ! purity of character, 1 presume that no period more
-empted from any suspicion of motives arising from] unexceptionable than the present, can be expected
my present situation if I earnestly recommend a rule to occur, for the restoration ofprovisions of the high-
of taxation which has received the sanction of the lest importance to the present generation and to pos-
United States, to which I would add a few objects Iterity.
ot assessment, connected with our local circumstan-
ces as being best adapted to promote the interests
of the public

There are I believe, no principles in which the
-friends of civil liberty have more generally concur-

red, and in respect to which their opinions have
n more emphatically pronounced, than that

There are no subjects respecting which the sen-

sibility of freemen is more liable to be excited to

impatience, than in regard to the rights of con-

science, and the freedom of suffrage. So highly
do the people prize these privileges, that they
have sometimes ascribed to unfriendly motives, to-

wards particular .sects and denominations, such r£-
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it is the policy of every wise state; to considi r

well its situation and resources, atul by systematical
^illations as were sincerely intended to secure an

equality ofrights to eve;-y portion of the communi-

ty. Whenever the public uund appears to be con arrangements, to acquire* and maintain, some honora-

siderubly a'gitated on these subj cts, prudence re- ble distinction among' its neighbors, founded on a,

quires that the legislature hould reviewi*S mea- principle tlie least exposed to depression. In what.

sure, and bj reasonable explanations or modifica- ever relates to education, or the means of unfold-
lions of the law Sj restore pubtic comider.ee aiid ing and directing the human faculties, to "objects
tranquility.

j

connected with the great interests of society, pre-
1

1

sent and future, this state has nothing to apprehendHappily for us, the principles which must govern
ail deliberations on these subjects, are neither ab-jfrom external competitions and rivalships. It. can-
sU-u.se net uncertain. It is the right and duty of

j

not be a question whether all our existing institu-

every man, publiclv and privately, to Worship and tions ought to he maintained, hut in what degree
adore the supreme creator and preserver of the uni and in what manner they can best be invigorated,
verse, in the manner most agreeable to the dictates I extended, and directed" to new objects of public
of ins oivn conscience: and no man or body of men i utility. It is certain that no fame can be so dura-
have, or can acquire, by acts of licentiousness, im-ibie, as that which would arise from the possession
piety or usurpations, any right to disturb the public of institutions, for the cultivation of the human
peace, or control others in the exercise of their re-

j

intellect of acknowledged pre-eminence; and in

ligious opinions or worship. proportion to, our success in obtaining this distinc-

Though the gospel of Christ, like the ark of God, j
tion, will be the extension of an influence more

does not require the support of human strength, brilliant and useful, than under any which can be
yet it is conducive to good order, piety, and mo- derived from accumulations of wealth or territorial

ralitv, that public teachers of religion should be
|
dominion.

designated, and that laws providing etficient rerne-
j

A general view of the circumstances of the state,
dies for enforcing the voluntary contracts of the! presents subjects for consideration which require
people for their support, should be instituted and

constantly maintained)
In respect to the most suitable mode of support-

ing tiie ministers of religion, there has existed

grave, united, and patriotic councils, founded on a
just estimate of our situation. In the salubrity of
'nir

.
climate; in the fertility of our soil; in our

f. cilities for external and internal commerce; in the
some diversity of opinion among different denomjna- extent and variety of our industry and skill; and in

tions of Christians. That by fixed salaries, has been the intellectual endowments and energies of the
and probably will continue to be, most generally

approved. In whatever mode the support is afford

ed, the history of the church proves, that such has

been the attachment of tUe people to their pastors,

arising from the veneration for their virtues, grati-
tude for the consolations they afford, and the utili-

ty of their influence, when employed in promoting

peace and concord in society, that governments have

more frequently found it expedient to restrain, than

to stimtil. j the public munificence. It n#iy also

be observed, that the great body'of clergy, have |

people, we may securely confide; but we cannot
conceal the evidences every where present, that.
our wealth has diminished; that commerce has
declined; that agriculture languishes; and that the
factories, and mechanic arts, from which a great
proportion of the people derive their support, are

oppressed by the stagnation of markets and the

deficiency of an uniform medium, of exchange.
Some of these embarrassments are not peculiar to>

this state, and are owing to the calamitous and im-
poverished condition of other countries. The re-

always enjoyed the highest degrees of esteem, libe- dress of others, has, very properly been confided to>

rali y, and influence, under governments of a po-

pular form, and where the greatest equality of con-

dition has subsisted among the people.

our national councils, and from the operation of their

measures, relief is gradually extending among the
>eople. Still much remains to be accomnlished bv

In regard to the manner in which the right of our collective and individual exertions, and mucli

suffrage ought to be exercised, it may be remarked,
|

may be hoped from those sanative principles inherent
that not only the purity, but the freedom of the! in free governments, which serve to apply the defici-

electivefranchise, according to the dictates of pri- encies, or correct the errors of legislation,

yate judgmentappear to have been cautiously secur-
j

An
investigation of the causes which produce the

ed by our ancient institutions. As every freeman numerous emigrations of our industrious and enter-
is bound by a solemn oath, that he wilt give his

j

prizing young men, is by far the most important
votes and suffrages as in /us conscience he /Kr/g-etflsubject which can engage our attention. We can-
will conduce to the best good of the state, without not justly repine at any improvement of their con-

respect of persons or favor of any man; as motives idilion. They are our relations and friends, who, in
of friendship, personal favor and even private in-

terest, are by this obligation, excluded from con-

the honorable pursuit of comfort and independence,
encounter voluntary toils and privations, and the

sideration, it was inferred lobe but reasonable, that success of their efforts, affords a most exhilirating
the freemen, in forming their decisions with refer- subject for contemplation. Still it is certain that
ence to the persons most suitable to (ill ollices of the ardour for emigration may be excessive, and
honor or profit, should be exempted from those perhaps the time has arrived, when it will be wise
conflicts of feeling, which personal solicitations,

'

in those U'no meditate removals to compare the va»
the influence of office, or colissions of opinion, jlue of what they must relinquish, with what they
have a tendency 10 excite It must have been upon I can expect to acquire; and to reflect, that schools,
ihese principles, that the law has declared it to be

j
churches, roads, and many other establishments

a penal offence, merely to offer to a freeman a necessary to the comfort, preservation and dignity
written vote without being previously solicited. I

of society, are appendages of real property in old
The legislature will, in their wisdom, discern whe-

1 states; and that in a comparative estimate, the ex-
ther any well founded complaints of the violation Jpences of forming these establishments anew, ought
of these principles have arisen, in consequence of to be added to the first cost and other charges inci-

he present mode of exercising the right of suf- dent to new settlements.

wage, and iu that

proper remedy
Case, will Iqubtless apply tl On our part it is important to consider whether

every thing ha.- been done, v.hich is practicable, to
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render the people contented, industrious, and fru-

gal; and if causes are operating to reduce any class

of citizens to a situation, which leaves them no al-

ternative but poverty or emigration, in that case to

afford the most speedy relief.

I hope to be excused, if I express a decided con-

viction/ that the success ofthe manufacturing esta-

blishments of this country, is connected with our

most essential interests. A state which is depen-
dent <»n another, for clothing, arms, provisions, or

the instruments by which they must be procured,
cannot be tranquil, and must be insecure. I have

no doubt that our advantages and resources for en-

suring the complete success of these establish-

ments, are superior to those of any other people;
and I firmly believe that the embarrassments un-

der which they labor, are temporary; and that they
will diminish under the protection afforded them

by the national government, and the operation of

powerful causes, wluch are developing in their fa-

vor. Still, owing to the stagnation of commerce
and exchange, the present is an interesting crisis;

and they now need all the patronage which can be

afforded them, by government, and public opinion.
All which I venture to recommend at present is, that

until our system ofrevenue can be revised and equa-

lized, that they may be exempted from assessments,

capitation taxes, and services in the militia; and
that as doubts have been excited, whether manu-

facturing establishments are consistent with the

general policy of this state, that this question may
be settled by a resolution, expressing the sense of

the legislature.

Notwithstanding every embarrassment incident

to the present period, the rise, progress, pjid ac-

tual condition of this state, in connexion with the

American republic, affords just cause for patriotic
exultation. In particular, I desire to thank God,
that my existence in this life has been allotted, dur

ing a period, distinguished by remarkable events,

that I have constantly witnessed his protecting care

ofour beloved country; that I have seen the tree of

liberty, the emblem ofour independence and union,
while it was a recumbent plant, fostered by vigi-

lance, defended by toil, and not unfrequently water-

ed with tears; and that by his favor, I now behold

\k in the vigor of youthful maturity, standing pro-
tected from violation, by the sound heads, glowing
hearts, and strong arms of a new generation, elevat-

ing its majestic trunk towards heaven; striking its

strong roots in every direction through our soil; and

expanding its luxuriant branches, over a powerful,
"united and prosperous nation.

OLIVElt WOLCOTT
General Assembly, May session, 1817

Legislature of Rhode-Island.
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.

The honorable seriate and house of

representatives of the state of Rltods Island.

It is the boast and pride of the citizens of the
United States of America, that they alone of all

ihe nations of the earth, are privileged in choosing
whom they will, to watch over their affairs and to

•iirect in their public councils. This inheritance

was bequeathed us by our fathers, and we are
bound to transmit the blessing, unimpaired, to

posterity.
In reviewing the political events of nations, we

have much reason to be thankful to the supreme
uler of the universe, for casting our lot in this

- l
J\Te-.u U'orhl," for here alone rational liberty is

^njoyed. Here we behold the asylum of the op-

pressed—a country growing in wealth, population
and virtue, respected abroad and admired at home—at peace with all nations, and having entangling
alliances with none—possessing a character for wis-
dom, valor and justice—our public burthens daily
lessening, and our empire peaceably extending,
with a rapidity unparalleled in the history of na-
tions.

Such, fellow-citizens, is the situation of our com-
mon country, at the time we are entrusted with the
political destinies of Rhode-Island. Be it our care
to preserve her rights in the participation of those
blessings.

Although the clangor of arms during the late
conflict with Great Britain has not been heard at
our immediate fire-sides, yet the citizens of this
state have not been exempt from a share of the
public burthens; they have, however, contributed
their portion to the public wants, with a promptness
becoming freemen, determined to maintain invio-
late the principles declared by the sages of 1776.

Though demagogues may have attempted to make
a stalking-horse of the necessities of the times, the

people have remained true to themselves and their

country, and have kept in view its honor and inde»

pendence.
The philanthropist will regret the frequent

recurrence of wars, which tend to impoverish and.
demoralize society; but we should recollect thev
always spring from the degeneracy of man; and
that a defensive war is not only just but even ner

cessary. The names of Greene, of Perry, of Men,
and other heroes, by offering themselves in the
front of battle, in defence of their country's rights,
have been seen covere'. with glory, and will ever be
remembered by their grateful countrymen.

It is true that peculiar occurrences have caused

temporary embarrassment to some of our citizens^
but is confidently hoped that the approaching sea-
son will dispel them, and a plentiful harvest crown
their labors.

According to the ancient usages of this state, the
present session of the legislature will be limited to
the election of officers for the ensuing year. In

performing this part of our duty, I trust we shall
divest ourselves of all party animosities, and care-

fully investigate and decide on the merits of the
candidates by this criterion only

—"Are they honest,

capable, and faithful to the constitution."

On this occasion I cannot omit calling your par-
ticular attention to the judiciary department of this
state. Is the system perfect in all its parts ? Does
every man, according to our bill of rights, obtain

justice, freely, completely, promptly and without

delay ? If on a review of this subject, amendments
are deemed expedient, I would suggest for your
consideration, whether Uie present time does not
afford an opportunity.

It is a fact, established by experience, that an

enlightened and upright judiciary, constitutes a
main pillar in the edifice of freedom. What avails
the name of liberty, if our persons and property are

unprotected either from violence, the law's delay, or
an uncertainty of judicial opinions ?

On this first occasion of my addressing you, it

may not be amis to give this public assurance, that
at all times I will endeavor faithfully to adminis-
ter the executive functions vested in me, and will

cheerfully contribute my aid to any measure that

may have for its object, the security of the lives*

liberty and property of our fellow citizens; and to

perpetuate the republican principles of our goverp f

ment. N. R. KNIGHT
May 8, 1817.
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Foreign Articles.

ENGLAXD, &C.

English and French dates to April 21.

American stocks at London, April 10—6 per
cents. 102^—103; 3 per cents. 61—61$.

It is now said that lo d Cochrane will proceed in

a frig-ate, fully armed and manned, to South-Ame-
rica—every thing fitted in the first stile. It is also

reported that the Spanish minister at the court of
London has remonstrated against it, but it is stated
the British government are glad to get rid of him,
and have waved the application. It is expressly
said that he means to join his force to that of the
patriots; and we are really glad that they are about
to receive such a powerful auxiliary.

It is almost impossible to take up an English pa-
per without seeking an account of a man being
hung, for one crime or another. The frequency
of occurrences of this kind brings to recollection a

saying attributed to the priest stationed at New-
gate. When the new drop was made, he, with
others, went to examine the accommodations it af-

forded. One of the company thought the drop was
not large enough—but the priest said he was of
opinion "that six or seven might hang within its

space very comfortably."
Forty-six persons received sentence of death at

the Lancaster assizes. A London paper of April
14 says "from fifteen to fifty capital convictions
have taken place in almost every county." "Mil-
lions of seditious and blasphemous tracts have been
spread among the lower classes."

Eight of the "Luddites" received sentence of
death, at the late Leicester assizes. A "frame-
breaker" was sentenced to be transported for life.

Those executed left behind them more than tlurty
children.

The following is an extract from a handbill put
in circulation at Manchester—possibly by the agents
of government to frighten the people, and afford
pretences for measures that could not be justified
but upon some great emergency:
"Countrymen, the day of doubt and indecision

is past! Treason and rebellion in open war, stand
confessed! Perhaps before th*s reaches the public
eye, the blood of civil strife, the blood of the in-
nocent and the guilty, the blood of the traitor and
the peaceful citizen, have flowed in mingled tor-
rents down the streets of some of the principaltowns in the kingdom of England! Last night the
30th of March, the night of Palm Sunday, was fix-
ed upon a general rising and massacre, in further-
ance of insurrection and open rebellion!"
We noticed in our last, the steady emigrationfrom England to the United States. They who now

come to;os are chiefly of that class which once was
the

pride
and glory of England—the middle class I

the bone and sinew of any country fortunate enough jto have it, extensively; the poor, alas! cannot
Change their residence—they are chained to the
soil more tightly than our negro slaves, and the
rich can "live any where."

The suspension of the habeas corpus appears to
operate much more severely in Scotland than in En- j

gland. Glasgow, Paisley, and other manufactur-
ing towns, suffer the most—"hardlv a day passeswithout several arrests being made." Those sub-
jected to it are dungeoned without examination,and excluded from any intercourse with each otheror hen- friends; who, indeed, do not know where
they are. This is the far-famed "British liberty,"which

formerly made the islanders always speak of
,the French as "slave,:" but that day has past, aadMn BuU says nothing on that subject.

The following is a copy of a circular letter from
the

secretary for the home department to the lords
lieutenants of counties:

"Whitehall, March 27, 1817.
"my lord—As it is of the greatest importance to

prevent, as far as is possible, the circulation of
blasphemous and seditious pamphlets and writings,of which, for a considerable time past, great num-bers have been distributed about the country, I
have thought it my duty to consult the law officers
of the crown, whether an individual, found selling
or. in any way publishing, such pamphlets or writ-
ings, might be brought immediately before a jus-
tice of the peace, under a warrant issued for the
purpose, to answer for his conduct. The officers

having accordingly taken this matter into their con'
sideration, have notified to me their opinion, that
* justice of the peace may issue a warrant to ap-
prehend a person charged before him, upon oath
with the publication of libels of the nature in ques-
tion, and compel him to give bail to answer the
charge.
Under these circumstances, I beg leave to call

your lordship's attention very particularly to this
subject; and I have to request, that if your lord-
ship should not propose to attend in person at the
next general quarter sessions of the peace to be
holden in and for the county under veur lordship's
charge, you will make known to the chairman of
such sessions the substance of this communication,
in order that he may recommend to the several ma-
gistrates to act thereupon in all cases where any
person should be found offending against the law
in the manner above mentioned I beg leave to
add, that persons vending pamphlets or other pub-
lications in the manner alluded to, should be con-
sidered as coming under the hawkers* and pedlars'
act, and dealt with accordingly, unless they show
that they are furnished with a license, as required
by the said act.

,

I am, sir, &c. SIDMQUTH.
"To his majesty's lieutenant

of the county of Chester."
The British parliament adjourned from the 14th

to the 17th of April, on account of the illness ofthe
Speaker. It is understood that the present parliament will be dissolved at the close of the session
It seems determined to lay a tax of20 percent, upor
the property of absentees.
Four divisions, of about 150 men each, marched

into Manchester between 1 and 2 o'clock in the
night of the 11th April, with military exactness
and silence. The nature or object of these par-
ties is not stated.

Castlereagh was sick, at the date of our last ac-
counts.

The price of flour had further declined in En
gland.

It was expected that the income tax would be
resumed to meet the exigencies ofthe governmentA war establishment, as to taxation, in time of
peace.

The prince regent.—The following is the conclud-
ing paragraph of an address of "the bishop of the
diocese of Winchester; the reverend dean and pre
bendanes of the cathedral church of Westminster
With the other members of the said church, the
chancellor, and arch deacons of the said diocese
together,with the clergy of the same," to the prince
regent on the late attack made on him: these re-
verend folks have well subjected themselves to the
"suspicion oj being suspected of treason" by thus

|

making fun of wretched George Gvelj;h."We daily offer our prayers to God for the lone
'continuance of those timings, the fair prosnect of
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which is open to us [ourselves] by the exercise of

every public and domestic virtue which so highly

distinguish your roval highness both in your pub-
lic and private character, and which hath laid the

surest foundation for the future happiness nf your

people, together with your own, and insured to your

royal highness that ^-fary andprosperity, which is the

ne.ver failing rewardofevery good and virtuous king
in the love and atf'eotion of a grateful people."

rn ante.

The Federal Republican significantly calls the king
of France "a sovereign in a go-cart."
The duke of Wellington w:<s to leave Paris for

England on the 2<Sth of April
—as it was said, "to

attend the feast of St. George."
French 5 per cent, slocks, 66f. 90c to 67.

The pamphlet entitled "La Coalition et la

France," which was published in Paris some time

ago, has produced a very curious sensation. In this

pamphlet, most injurious aspersions are flung on
the British and Austrians courts, and to these pow-
ers all the humiliations and sufferings of France are

ascribed. Personal reflections are made also on the

duke of Wellington
—and it is said that he has com-

plained of them, demanding the punishment of the

author. The minister of another of the allied pow-
ers interfered in his behalf with such success, that

the author, who manfully avowed himself, and de-

manded to be fairly tried by the tribunals, was libe-

rated without even a reprimand This affair has

given rise to much discussion in the diplomatic cir-

cles, as it is pregnant with important results. Since

this the pamphlet has disappeared from circulation,
and rumor says the copies have been bought up.

Paris, April 15.—A telegraphic despatch, dated

Calais the 10th of April, announces the arrival in

that harbor of several transports with 450 French
and Italian prisoners of -war, who had been in the ser-

""ice of England, from which they were now discharged.
The French will be transmitted to their depart-
ments.

BONAPARTE.
In the late debate on lord Holland's motion, earl

Bathurst said—-uIt might be a question, whether this

person was to be detained at all; but if he was to be

detained, the most vigilant measures ought to be

adopted to prevent his escape."
NETHERLANDS.

Fourteen sail of vessels were preparing at Am-
sterdam to bring out five thousand Swiss and Ger-

man passengers to the United States. This rapid

emigration appears to have alarmed the Swiss and

German dealers in men, and many efforts, fair and

foul, are making to check it. Among the latter,

"letters from America," (such as British travellers,

confined to a garret in London, are accustomed to

write about the affairs of our country) are exten-

sively published, with a sort of semi-official sanc-

tion. One body of Germans that arrived here some-

time ago, were certainly cheated and deceived by
the Dutchman who contracted to bring them over
—a man as phlegmatic as the water in the canals of

his country, and some of them suffered much in

consequence of it. But several of those who came
in that vessel, we know, are exulting in the change
th^y have made, even on the unreasonably hard

terms that were imposed upon them. The Paris

papers attribute these great emigrations to "Dutch

speculations."
SPAIN.

The treasury of Spain is in the most beggarly
condition. A great effort has been made to raise only

500,000 dollars at Cadiz, among the merchants—
but the application, if not treated with contempt,
was, received with~m%rked indifference..

Many arrests are making in Spain. The vile go-
vernment has numerous agents through the coiinlrv

who mix with the people and abuse the king-, his

ministers and priests, to lead others into like ex-

pressions* who are then marked, and soon after

privately arrested "to be seen of their friends no
more." The minds of the people are represented
as in a state of desperation, through poverty and

despotism. The fellow who informed against the

patriot liechar, at Valencia, was assassinated on the
on the anniversary of that ofFence; bis head was cut
off and stuck upon a stake in the public square,
with this inscription—"Debt I pay to the heroes Re-
char and his companions, sacrificed through my trai-

torous denunciation"

ITALY.
The Paris papers say that the disputes between'

the United States and Naples still remained unset-
tled.

The labors of excavation at Pompei have lately
been renewed. On the 22d March, a magnificent
temple was discovered, in the midst of which were
found statues of collossal proportions, one of them
from 20 to 22 palms in height.

tue pope's brief.
To the editor of the London Morning Chronicle.

Sir—Having observed in a morning paper of this

day (April 10th,) a loose translation of an import-
ant papal document, which will probably be quot-
ed for generations to come, I send you a more lite-

ral version, together with the Latin itself, that you
may compare them, and print the English for the

information ofyour readers. I am, &c. &c.

Scrutator.
P. S. I shall publish immediately both the Latin

ami English at Mr. Hatcnard's, with notes and illus-

trations.

Ti anslation of the bull against bible socielie?, issued

June VVth, 1816.. by Pope Pius VII. to the arch bi-

shop of Gnesh, primate of Poland.
pars p. p. vn.

Veneiable brother—Health and apostolic benedic-
<ion. In our last letter to you we promised, very
soon, to return an answer to yours; in which you
have appealed to this holy see, in the name of the

other bishops of Poland, respecting what are called

bible societies, and have earnestly inquired of us

what you ought to do in this affair. We long since,

indeed, wished to comply with your request; but
an incredible variety of weighty concerns have so

pressed upon us on every side, that, till this da)',

we could not yield to your solicitation.

We huve been truly shocked at this most crafty device,

by which the veryfoundations ofreligion are undermined;
and having, because of the great importance of the

subject, "conferred in council with our venerable

brethren, the cardinals of the holy Roman church,
we have, witli the utmost care and attention, deli-

berated upon the measures proper to be adopted
by our pontifical authority, in order to remedy and
abolish this pestilence as far as possible. In the

mean time we heartily congratulate you,, venerable

brother, and we commend you again and again in

the name of the Lord, as it is fit we should, upon the.

singular zeal you have displayed under circumstan

ces so dangerous to Christianity, in having denounc
ed to the apostolic see, this defilement of the faith s

imminently dangerous to souls. And although we per
ceivethat it is not at all necessary to excite him t

activity who is making haste, since of your own ac-

cord you have already shown an ardent desire to de-

tect and overthrow the impious machinations ofthese

innovators: yet, in conformity with our office, we again
and again exhort you, that whatever you. can a-

chieye by power, provide for by counsel, or affect by

i-

I
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^titho) ity, you -mil daily execute with the utmost ear-

nestness, placing- yourself as a wall for the house of

Israel.

With tiiis view we issue the present Brief, viz.

that we may Convoy to you a signal testimony of our

approbation of your excellent eondtkt and also may
endeavor, therein still more and more to excite

your pastoral solicitude and diligence. For the

general good imperiously requires you to combine
all your means and energies to frustrate the plans,

ivldch are prepared hy its enemies for the destruction

of our most holy religion: whence it becomes an

episcopal duty, that you first of all expose the wicked-

ness of this nefarious scheme, as you have already done

so admirably, to the view of the faithful and openly

publish the same, according to the rules prescribed

by the Church, with all the erudition and wisdom
which you possess; namely "that the Bible printea

by heretics, is to be numbered among other proldbited

boohs, conformably to the rules of the Index (Sec. No
2 and o,) for it is evident from experience, that the

hely Scriptures, when circulated in the vulgar tongue,
have through the temerity of men, produced more harm

than benefit" (Rule IV.) And this is the more to

he dreaded in times so depraved, when our holy

religion is assailed from every quarter with great

cunning' and effort, and the most grievous wounds
are inflicted on the church. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to adhere to the salutary decree of the congrega-
tion of the Index. (June 13th, 1757,) that no versioris

of the bible in the vulgar tongue be permitted, except
such as are approved by the apostolic see, or published
with annotations extracted from the -writings of holy

fathers of the church.

We confidently hope that, in these turbulent cir-

cumstances, the Poles will give the clearest proofs
of their attachment to the religion of their ancestors;

and by your care, as well as that of the other

prelates of this kiiulgom whom, on accowit of the

faith -we congratulate in the Lord, trasting that they
all may very abundantly justify the opinion we have

entertained of them.

It is moreover necessary that you should transmi.

to us, as soon as possible, the bible which Jacob

Wuick, published in the Polish language with a

commentary, as well us a copy of the edition of it

lately put forth without those annotations, taken

from the writings of the holy fathers of our church,
or other learned Catholics, with your opinion upon
it; that thus, from collating them together, it may
be ascertained after mature investigation, that cer-

tain errors lie insidiously concealed therein, ami
that we may pronounce our judgment on this affair

for the preservation of the true faith.

Continue, therefore venerable brother, to pursue this

truly pious course upon -which yon have entered; viz.

diligently to fight the battles of the hotd for the koiouI

doctrine, and warn the people intrusted to your care.,

that they fall not into the snares which are pre/fared

for their everlasting ruin. The church demands this

from you as well as from the other bishops, whom
'.a.;- rescript equally concerns,- and we most anxiously

expect it, that the deep sorrow we feel on account

of tin's new species of tares which an adversary lain

o abundantly sown, may, by this cheering hope, be

somewhat alleviated; and, we always very heartily
invoke the choicest blessings upon yourself and

your fellow-bishops, for the good of the. Lord's

Mock, which we impart to you and them by our

apostolic benediction.

Given at liume, at St. Mary the greater, June 29
?

1816, the 17% year of our Pontificate.

PIUS P P. VII.

BKIWAXT.
The navigation of the Danube is stated as being

open on the 1st of April. An interview between the

emperors of Austria and Russia is spoken of. Ma-
ny couriers have latclv passed between Vienna and

Petersburgh. Some have given great importance to
the projects of these monarchs.

Many societies haVe been formed in Germany to

prevent the use of British manufacture's and en-

courage home industry.
HT7SSTA.

The amount of goods imported into St. Peters-'

burgh last year, was about 90,000,000 rubles—ex-
ports, nearly 77,000,000.
The country between Irckutsk and Nerischink,

in Siberia, has been invaded by a great number of
bears—penetrating the hamlets and remote habita-
tions in a most furious manner, the inhabitants of
which had much difficulty in repelling their attacks.

SWEDEX.
Several regiments of soldiers are stationed in

the capital, to give energy to the will of the govern-
ment.

A "conscription," no longer a work so shocking^,
seeing it is not made by order of Bonaparte, is

making in Sweden. It takes in all the young mat
in the kingdom born in 1796. There appears to/

have been a very serious conspiracy to put Berna-
dotte out of the way, and "restore" the old line of
kings.

Stockholm, March 25.—Count Gyllerstrom, mar-
shal of the court, and proprietor of estates in Po-

merania, is exiled from the kingdom; he is to leave
this capital in three days. There exists here' at
this moment a fermentation in the public mind, of
which it is impossible to forsee the consequences.
The government displays great energy. Vigorous
measures are spoken of as proper to repress the

parties which are showing themselves in the king»
dom.

BniTISfi AMERICA.
The ice was firm in the St. Lawrence at Quebec

on the first of May. Many May-poles were planted
upon it. The same thing is said to have happened
40 years ago; but then the ice gave way on the 2nd
of the month. Much snow remains in the vicinity,
Later accounts inform that the ice broke up before
the town on the 4th.

WEST INDIES.
The people of many of the "West India islands

are seriously alarmed as approaching a state of
starvation. At St. Kitts, after stating the supply
of hour on hand, they pray the governor to open
the port. The export of "ground provisions" is for-

bidden at St. Vincents.

SOUTH AMERICA.
iV vessel has arrived at Boston in 39 days from

Pernambuco—passengers don Antonio Gunzaloo de

Cms, minister from the new government to the
United States and Ids suite. Every thing was tran-

quil and prosperous—the patriot administration was

acknowledged by all the towns immediately de-

pendent on Pernambuco, and by the people of the
inferior, The provincial government had resolved
to raise a regular army of 15,000 men, and the

province of Pernambuco alone is said to be capa-
ble of furnishing 40,000 well regulated militia, [f

so—the BrazUlian kingdom may be considered as

approaching its end. The clergy appear to have*
taken part with the revolutionists, which is a g.

thing there.

The Portuguese minister in the United States lias

published an official notice of the blockade of tfie

port of Pernambuco, by the ships of war of his "m
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faithful majesty"—as the king of Portugal is called.

(jj^There are many printers in the United States

who, when a British vessel of war has been spoken
y.t sea, &c. describe her as "Am majesty's" ship,

just as an Englishman would do, without a national

qualification
—and there are others who rent the

air with huzzaings for the "Spanish patriots," who

call those struggling for emancipation from Ferdi

nand and the inquisition, "insurgents."
A report prevailed in London that the British mi-

nistry, in consequence of the offer of some com-

mercial advantages by Spain, had accepted a pro-

position of Ferdinand to mediate between him and

the independent provinces of S. A.—and it was

said that Cockburn was to command a squadron
destined for the coast.

The dreadful war of extermination still rages in

Venezuela. Bolivar, with an army of 4 or 5000

men having passed into the interior for the pur-

pose of forming a junction with the patriot general
Ardenot, approaching from Santa Fee, the royal-

ists recovered Barcelona, and massacreedthe small

garrison left, with all the women and children. A
general battle was soon expected, not far from

CHRONICLE.
The supreme congress of the Mexican republic,

have voted to Henry Clay, the speaker of the house
of representativesjtheir thanks for the disinterested,

manly, and generous sentiments he expressed on

die floor of the house, for the welfare of that infant

republic.
It is stated that 800 rafts oflumber passed Easton

Penn. in the course of one week, which upon a rough
calculation makes upwards of 30 millions of feet

—or in value about 600,000 dollars.

The several baitks of the city of Albany have a-

dopted the following regulations in respect to all

notes offered for discount.

Accommodation notes hereafter offered for dis-

cpunt, to be drawn payable 63 days after date

AH notes drawn for a shorter period will be con-

sidered as business notes, to be paid when due.

This regulation has been made in consequence of

a late law ofNew York authorizing incorporated
banks to receive seven per cent, interest for all

notes discounted for a longer period than sixty

days.
The Indiansin New-York, having had a very short

crop of corn last year, are said to be suffering much
tor the want of provisions. The Indians of the six

nations now in that state are given as follows: but

we are inclined to suppose that their numbers are

over-rated:

Senecas, 2000 ; Cayugas, 100 ; Onondagos, 700 ;

Tuscaroras, 316; the Stockbridge tribe, 4000.

The Hessian fly.—The crop of wheat last year,

notwithstanding all that was said about it in the

newspapers, was a very large one, and the quality
excellent. The corn crop was short, and hence
wheat has maintained its present enormous price.
There are so many people interested in the buy-

ing and selling bread-stuffs in the United States, for

home use and foreign demand, that we always sus-

pect any thing we see in the papers having a tenden-

cy to raise or depress the price of them, and at first

were inclined to believe that the reported ravages
of the Hessian fly were not nearly as extensive as

some had reported them—but that scepticism, wo
are sorry to say, is much lessened by the united ac-

counts already received from our owri neighborhood j

from the Eastern shore of Maryland, several parts
of Virginia, and from York, &c. Penn. To destroy,
or defeat, this terriblejitisect.is a thing worthy of the
most profound philosophy. Late accounts, however,
from the neighborhood of York, assure us that some
late rains have entirely changed the appearance of
the wheat, and that there is every prospect of a lux-
uriant crop. And we have also the welcome intelli-

gence of a prospect of large crops in other quar-
ters.

It is unpleasant to add to the foregoing, that the
"cut-worm" has made much destruction among the

young corn. The coolness of the season is thought
favorable to this enemy. But, it is said, that by
making a few holes with a sharp stick near the hills,

they may be destroyed. They fall in and cannot get
out. Some holes, it is stated, have been found half-

tilled with them in a single night.
The Florida*.—There was a report at Paris that

the United States had purchased the Floridas of

Spain.
Bank of the United States.—The scrip or stock o f

this bank, for 65 dollars paid, has been selling at.

$ 100 a share.

China—A London paper is alarmed because there
were no less than forty-two ships, chiefly Americans
and Swedes, lading at Canton with teas, for Europe—

intimating that their cargoes are designed to be

smuggled into England. Certainly, we have as good
a right to smuggle as they have, though, like them,
we do not sanction it with official documents.

Marshal Lallemand.
The following is copied from the Biographical Die

tionary
—and is interesting from the circumstance

that gen. L. has lately reached the United States.

Baron Lallemand, field marshal, commandant of
the legion of honor, knight of St. Louis, &c.

In the campaign of 1805, whilst colonel of the 27th

regiment of dragoons, he signalized himself at the
head of his regiment and was highly spoken of upon
several occasions. He distinguished himself also

in the campaign of 1806 and 1807 in Prussia and

Poland, and was made an officer of the legion of ho-
nor. He passed afterwards into Spain, when, he re-

ceived, the 6th of August, 1811, the dignity of bri-

gade-general, which he deserved by a succession of
the most important services. On the 11th ofJune,

1812, he opposed a column of English cavalry near

Valencia, and on this occasion was again honorably
mentioned. Returning into France at the time ofthe

restoration he obtained from the king the cross of
St. Louis, and the command of the department of

Aisne. By means of this command, in March, 1815,
he endeavored assisted by Ms brother general of ar-

tillery of the ex-guard, to take possession of the ar-

senal of Fere, and to make it a depot for the usur-

per; but this attempt was frustrated, and the two
brothers obliged to fly from the pursuits directed

against them. The prompt arrival of Bonaparte
permitted them to re-appear, and they both served

him with the most unremitted zeal; he rewarded
them for it, by giving one the office of lieuten-

ant-general and the title of member of the house
of peers, and to the other, the command of the foot

artillery of his army. It mast be acknowledged
that at Waterloo they both gave proofs of the great-
est courage. They afterward followed the fortunes

oftheir master, and went with him to England. They
are both comprised in the decree of the king of the

24th July, which orders them to be brought to trial

befpre a council of war.
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A Naval Establishment.
If we know the present, sentiments of the people

bf the United States, they are decidedly in favor of

a tespeattibl* naval establishment.* Our gallant little

n^vy in the late war "hewed its way to fame," and

immensely contributed to the national strength, by
the splendor of its deeds, and vexed and injured
the enemy in his tenderest point. Yet, with the

exception of the fleets on the lakes, it could not

assume the character of a protector of the coast,

on account of its weakness; and, probably, in this

respect, did as much harm as good. If, therefore,
we are to have a naval force beyond a few frigates
and smaller vessels, (rather calculated to annoy the

commerce of an enemy than to defend ourselves,) it

seems agreed that it should be of sufficient power
to guard us effectually! which, it is presumed, may
be accomplished by twenty ships of the line and
the requisite number of frigates, on a permanent
establishment. Vessels of the minor classes, except
a few to act as tenders, carry despatches, &c. need
not be built and kept up in time of peace; for in a

few weeks after a declaration of war we cun, at any

time, have as many of them as we please, and a

great expencc will be saved.

With a Meet of twenty heavy ships devoted to

defend the Coast, while the frigates were scouring
the ocean and our private armed vessels should be

vexing every sea under reasonable prospects of get-

tmg their prizes safely into port, no nation would

rashly quarrel with us. England, the great leviathan

of the deep, with all her mighty means and resour-

ces, could not send across the Atlantic and main-
tain near our shores, a power competent to meet it;

and her Nelsons and Howes and St. Vincents would
blast their fame if they ever came into contact with
it. Armies would no longer be transported at plea-
sure through the American seas, alarming and har-

rassing the whole maritime frontier, and lauding
Lind retiring whenever they thought proper; nor
would the war-whoop resound through the wilder-
ness—for the supplies of men and the munitions of
war to the colonies would be rendered so difficult

and uncertain, that, in general, if they did not fall

into our hands, they would at least be kept from

acting offensively against tis. With an American
fleet of twenty sail of the line, collected at a point
and prepared to scour the whole sea-board, how
should we laugh at a Cochrane threatening, by order
of his government, "to destroy all places assailable"—nor would infamous Cockburns amuse themselves

by conflagrating defenceless villages, after meanly
robbing the people that inhabited them. 1 fwe had had
such a force as this in 1812, there would have been

but little hard [land] fighting in the war, and nine

tenths of the militia services rendered therein could

have been dispensed with. Who shall count the va-

lue of the lives lost in those services!—the number,
alas! is fearful, and among them were many of our

*I am clearly of opinion, if we have any naval

force beyond a few frigates and lighter vessels,
that it ought to be strong enough to defend itselfand,

us—to relieve the sea-coast of an enemy rather than

.invite him to it.

Voi xir. o

i

best and most useful citizens. Some died in batl 1®

and there is a consolation in the belief that they

did not die in vain—but what multitudes perished

by disease and the hardships incident to the life of

an inexperienced soldier? I have been told that, in

the early part of the war, while Pike's regiment was

healthy and had every thing in abundance, that other

regiments, with the same supplies and conveniences,

were perishing by scores and almost in a state of

starvation. There is more mystery in learning how

to live in a camp, than to fight an enemy; and among
our soldiers [regulars and militia] during the bite

war, it is probable that perished in their

quarters for one killed in the field. The militia w<*e

a'wavs in a state of rawness; often called out on an

emergency and, ever hurried to the places whereat

they were to be stationed, were prevented from ob-

taining many of their proper conveniences and ne-

cessaries, on the whole of which they would hav^

been hardly put to it to live; and, in consequence*
an extraordinary number of them miserably, and

uselessly, perished: at times they were suddenly
drawn from the mountain's top to the low grovnds
of the coast, where they died by hundreds. How
great then would have been the saving of the in-

valuable lives of freemen, chiefly in the bloom of

youth, by such a fleet as is spoken of !—and, passing
from that to what we can better comprehend, how

great would have been the saving to the country, in

regard to its wealth, if such large bodies of men,
instead of burthening the republic, had been kept

quietly at home to enjoy the repose of their families

and pursue their ordinary lousinesses ! After think-

ing considerably on the subject, I incline to the be-

lief, that had this been the ca^e, it would have saved

to the government///?/, and to the people, as private

individuals, not less than one hundred millions of dol-

lars, including their losses of time and extraordi-

nary disbursements, sunk forever. It appears then

that a navy, competent to guard our coast and check

the operations of an enemy ui the American seas,

would be the cheapest possible defence of the na-

tion. But beyond this extent, as to heavy vessels,

it ought never to be perniiited to go—and we are

glad to see it approaching that extent With desira-

ble rapidity. We have three 74's (besides the ships

on lake Ontario) one other is building, and prepa-

rations are making to lay, the keels of two more.

The navy commissioners have issued proposals for

the machinery for three steam frigates, and it is un-

derstood that several frigates of the largest class;

are about to be contracted for.

Some have supposed that we have, arrived nearly

at perfection in the act of building and managing
ships in the United States. The progress towards

it, in the last thirty ye.«\-s,
has been so great as to

encourage the idea toat wc Slave reached the ne plus

ultra of any attempt to unite celerity and force wit!*

convenience and safety. There is nothing to be

compared with our ships and seamen but the copies

of their,; and it was truly a subject of just pride
that England, With her immense commerce and

mighty military marine, condescended Xo take so

many lessons from u.-l. When the late contest broke

out, she, with amazement, discovered that among
|ber "thousand ships of war" she bad nothing fit to
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c-ontroul, on equal terms, the operations of our

"hilf a dozen fir built frigates,"
as she had sneer-

Wlv called our little navy, and could do nothing

With them except literally to block them up in

ports and harbors, from which they would occa-

sionally escape notwithstanding, and, having sea-

room, go where they pleased : And then she went

to work to build or fit out some thirty or forty ships

expressly to manage the "half a dozen." But still

she failed—her lesser vessels of war were always

captured when met with, her commerce was assail-

ed in every part of the world, and she was compel-

led to seek protection in a vast superiority of force,

the '-ultima ratio" against superior skill and cou-

va*e. The term "cruising frigates" was expunged

from her admiralty books-frigates were convoyed

by chips of the line, and fleets of merchantmen

were surrounded by vessels of war. The Indepen-

dence and Washington (74's) have been fully tried,

and, notwithstanding all the croakings about them,

are highly approved—their general model and man-

ner will probably be observed as to ships hereafter

to he Duilt; but'from the science of our naval offi-

cers, so careful to observe and so competent to

understand all that belongs to their lofty profession,

no doubt some improvements may be made. Nie

ship building at Washington, under the zealous

and immediate inspection of the veteran Rodgera,

is spoken of as approaching the point whereat it is

expected we shall have to stop. Our ships of the

line have all the ease and swiftness of the best tri-

E-ites with the power and strength that belongs to

their class; so that, barring accidents, they can

as occasion requires, with equal

while absent, has been in port and detained by pri-

vateers 19 days and becalmed 7 days. The result

then is, that she has sailed 4000 miles in 19 days,

which is an average of more than 200 miles a day."

Other cases of equal speed might be added, but

these are sufficient to shew the perfection of build-

ing and managing vessels to which we have arrived.

Let this perfection be directed to the national ser-

vice, and no foreign army will ever again pollute

the shores of the United States.

The cost of supporting a naval force of 20 ships
of the line, in actual service is thus estimated:*

For one ship of the line.

92 officers and petty officers
"

280 able seamen,
J

233 ordinary seamen and boys_

Pay and clothing of marines .

Provisions ....
Medicines and hospital stores

Repairs and contingencies

paypannX 92,700

8,175
. 35,972

5,000
. 40,000

202,110

§4,042,200
the cost of

pursue or escape
success.

The preceding remarks originated hi an exami-

nation of our "pigeon hole" of scraps, where we

found the following items :

" The United States ship Prometheus went from

Boston to Cronstadt and returned, in seventy-six

days. She was absent only 101 days—25 of which

she lay in Kussia."

"The United States brig Boxer, capt. Porter, was

off Turk's-Island on the 4th instant, all well, having

passed within 200 miles of Bermuda, and perform-

ed a route of 1300 miles in seven days from the time

she left the anchorage ground at Staten-Island."
" A ship called the Beverly arrived at Boston

some months ago from Canton. She left the former

place in July, 1815; stopped three and an half

reonths in Valparaiso; visited all the Sandwich

Islands in the Pacific ocean; loaded in Canton; came

in the eastern passage, through Dampiera Straits;

stopped nine days at the Cape of Good Hope; and

averaged for the -whole time absent 5 knots and l-8th;

and landed 755 tons of goods, consisting of 12,500

packages, not one in the least damaged.
And what is most remarkable, during her voyage

round the world, she did not lose a spar of the

smallest size, nor had the most trifling accident to

happen; and the very sails which were bent before

her sailing were constantly worn during the voy-

age."
" The schooner Gazette sailed from New-York on

the 10th of February last and arrived at St. Bartho-

lomews on the 21st of the same month; next day
touched at St. Thomas, where she remained 24

hours; then proceeded to St. Jago de Cuba, where

she arrived on the 28th; remained there 16 days,
and sailed for New-York on the 16ih instant, and

was oi*ly 6 days from Crooked Island to Sandy Hook—having performed this circuitous voyage in 45

davs. Besides, it is ascertained thut the Gazette,

20 ships at 202,110g, each per ann. is

The amount is much less than was

drafting the militia, and their individual sacrifices

and losses, in a single state, in one year, during the

war. 10,000 American seamen afloat, in ships fitted

to protect the coast, would do more for the defence

of the country than 50,000 militia, and at less than

half the cost, man for man—the losses of individuals

drawn from their business being superadded to

their pay and subsistence.

There is a danger in vesting so great a power,
as the establishment of such a navy would create, in

the hands of the executive. But perhaps, this is an

evil to which all governments are liable. Happily,
we can correct by the the ballot bocc.

The Southern Indians.
We have always considered the conduct of the

British regarding the Southern Indians, as peculiar-

ly cruel and unjust to them and to us—as a wanton
waste of human happiness and human life. From
the foundation of our government until the massa-
cre at Fort Mims in 1813, the best interests of these

tribes had been our particular care : men of high
and honorable minds had been stationed amongst
them to assist them with counsel, and protect their

just rights from every encroachment. A spirit of

peace was zealously cultivated, and much money
expended by us to instruct them in agriculture and
the arts needful to their prosperity. Instruments

were furnished and schools established; and already

they had many pretty well-manag-ed farms—the men
driving the plough and attending their cattle, and
the women were spinning and weaving, Sec. The
benevolent I/aivlcins was their common father; his

whole soul appeared to be embarked in the project
of philanthropy, and every administration seconded
his beneficent views. The time seemed to have

nearly arrived when they were to have reaped the

fruits of an honest care of them—but the spoiler

came; the spirit that had destroyed millions on
millions of men in the east, entered the yet peace-
able plains of the west, and the restless disposition
of the indian was excited to raise the tomahawk

against his benefactor ! The plough was laid aside;

the quiet of the forest was disturbed by the war

* See report of the secretary of the navy 1811-

Weekly Register, vol. U. page 137.
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ithoop of the savage, allied to Englishmen
—defence-

less settlements were laid waste, and their innocent

people destroyed with a degree of ferocity hardly
to be paralleled. Hundreds of those who attacked

Fort Mims, and massacred the garrison, with all the

women and children who sought refuge there (some
15 or 20 excepted, who effected their escape while

the savages were busy in slaughtering and burning
the rest to death) spoke the English language, and

had been in constant intercourse with the whites.

What was the consequence ? The besom of de-

struction passed over them, and thousands of them

were swept from the face of the earth by the war

that gen. Jackson and others carried through all

parts of their country. Prostrate, they sued for

peace—and their life, justly forfeited by crime,

was granted to them. They had nothing to expec'
but extermination—yet they were spared. Still

Great Britain seemed unsatisfied—blood enough
had not been shed; and, though she made peace
with us, she furnished the savages with the means
of continuing war, and sowed the seeds of new
contentions. Depots of arms and ammunition were

made; and a very strong fort in the Spanish territory,

well furnished with cannon and every thing needful

to its defence, was given to them as a rallying point
and place of refuge. The fort at Appalachicola was

blown up by one of our gun boats, and its deluded

tenants miserably perished. We then hoped the

British had left the indians to themselves, and

that a remnant might be saved. But the work goes
on—the desire to obtain a pack of peltry at any
cost of human life, or maintain an ascendancy in

these tribes to injure the people of the United

Stales, continues. Several successive Englishmen,
under Spanish license or sufferance, with an official

or sort of official character, have been with them
—

exciting hopes that they [the agents] know can-

not be realized. Where is this business to stop f

It must stop. Any British agent found among these

Indians, within our territory, exciting them to mur-

der, ought to be seized, and tried, and punished,
with less pity than is due to a sheep-killing dog—
and, if Spain lends her territory to such men to

organize hostility in the tribes, Spain must be dis-

possessed of it. The law of self-preservation re-

quires it. The women and children of our frontier

shall not hold themselves dependent on the mercy
of British Indian agents for their lives.

We have said that the conduct of the British in

regard to the Southern indians was peculiarly cruel

and unjust. Their conduct was cruel and unjust to

all the tribes, in wantonly leading them to warj but

they whose consciences may permit them to justify
the murders and burnings at the River Raisin, &c. Jringed."
will feel much at a loss to palliate the proceedings of

the enemy in respect to the Creeks. These were led

to battle with a moral certainty that they would be
beaten. It was true, they might massacre a few harm-
less individual Americans, but no one could have
been fool enough to suppose that they had power
to affect the general operations of the war—and
their engagement in it was a wanton waste of hu-

man life, and a marring of the most benevolent
schemes that had been adopted by us to ameliorate
their condition.

The Lower Creeks have lately manifested a very

their proceedings that, we are told, gen. Gained

expects shortly to be compelled to invade their

country and "effectually subdue them"—for which

purpose it is thought that a few of the Georgia mi-
litia will be called out.

The following letter has been published at Mil*

ledgeville; and is, upon the whole, about as impudent
a thing as we ever saw. If the agent spoken of is

ever caught within our territory, let him be punish-
ed—if within that of Spain he meditates murder
and excites war, a nentral country ought not to pro-
tect him.* The period of submission has past. The
republic is no longer in leading strings. England
will never openly sanction such proceedings, if we
openly punish them. British "humanity and philan-

thropy" towards the indians ! ! Who placed the

knife in their hands—who paid bounties for the

scalps of babes—who permitted the burning of the
wounded ? My soul freezes with horror when I look

over the pages of the Register and view the things
that have past. But to the letter—if the "agent"
arrives and accomplishes the object hinted at—ihe

dissatisfied Creeks will be extinguished. What
need of this ? There is room enough for them and
for us. Let them live and be happy.

A. Arbuthnol to the commanding officer at Fort Gaina
Okulokne River, 3d March. 1817;

"The head chiefs request I will enquire of yoii,

why American settlers are descending the Chata-

houchie, driving the poor Indian from his habitation,
and taking possession of his home and cultivated

fields

"Without authority, I can claim nothing of you—but a humane and philanthropic principle guiding
me, I hope the same will influence you—and if such
is really the case;, and that the line marked out by
the treaty of peace between Great Britain and the

United States, respecting the Indian nations, has
been infringed by any of the citizens of the latter,

you will represent to them their improper conduct,
and prevent its continuance.
"

I have in my possession a letter received from
the governor of New-Providence, addressed to liin>

by H. B. M. chief secretary of slate, informing him
of orders given to tiie British ambassador at Wash-

ington, to -mulch over the interests of the Indian n'ations,

and see their rights are faithfully attended to and

protected agreeably to the treaty of peace nuide

between the British and the Americans.
"I am in hopes that, ere this, there is arrived at

New Providence a person from Great Britain with'

authority to act as agent for the Indian nations—and

if so it will devolve upon him to see, that the boun-

dary lines, as marked out by the treaty, are not in*

Public Economy.
A very respectable society has been organized at

Philadelphia, under the name of "The Pennsylvania

Society for the promotion of Public Economy." Its

objects are stated in the following preamble to their

articles of association—

* The Floridas were not nentral during the war—
all the excesses of the Creeks wore put in motion
at Pensucola, &c. and the British transported arm9,

unquiet disposition. They have already forgotten
J

Sec. through the country unmolested. Every prin-
that we refused to exterminate them, as we might,
when they exterminated our people, as they could.

'They have again listened to the seducer, and are

acting in a way that will go far to reconcile their
best friends to their extermination, which, I fer-

vency say., may heaven forbid !
——Sttdh have been

ciple of natural and civil law would have jusvified

us in seizing upon these colonies, and it was a grand
mistake that we did not do it. It would have added

nothing to the cost of the contest, and might have

led to a speedy settlement of our differences with

Spaffl
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'.'.The prosperity; and happiness of a nation depend the attempt is given over, and they perish in the

u;x>n the industry tne economy, and the morals of bottom of the holes.

its people
—to promote, to encourage, and 1o pro- Thousands of them are now perishing in my neigh

tect these three great essentials of national wealth
jbourhood. by this mole of procedure; if one

and character, is therefore of the first importance is not sufficient, more may be made at disci-

hole

etion,

to the statesman, and the philanthropist. To mul-

tiply the productive powers of labor by ascertaining

and pointing out its most profitable direction, is to

afford additional leisure for the cultivation of the

mind—to inculcate a prudent and judicious expen-
diture of money by instructing the great mass of me

~
ls the scattering of a tea spoonful of live ashes,

the community in the modes of economizing in their or tu-

lea Sp on's-fuH of dead or leeched ashes, on
fuel and diet will encourage temperance and accu-

j
every hill of corn, being careful that none of it fulls

mulate the productive capital of the country— on ti, e blades of the stalk, as it would injure them

with ease and despatch. Very respectfullv, from
CALEB KIRK.

Dr. James J^Ieaae, vice president
of the agricultural society, Philadelphia.

(Xj* A writer in the Federal liepublican recom-

whilst united with these to cherish a regard for

moral and religious obligation by the education of

the ignorant and the poor, is to elevate the human

character, to strike at the root of poverty and vice,

and to render the inhabitants of the land contented,

virtuous and happy.
"With the view of assisting to promote the objects

here declared by investigations into our present

system of public economy, by exposing its defects,

and by recommending to the public a radical reform,
where one is desirable

"We the subscribers, in accordance with the re-

commendation of a town meeting of the citizens of

Philadelphia and the adjoining districts, held on the

5th day of May, 1S17, do agree to form ourselves

almost as much as the worm. He says this pro-
cess is not tedious—one hand may carefully ash

three acres in a day, and that it will effectually des-

troy Or drive away the cut xuorm.

Mr. Phillips' Speech.
From the Glasgow Herald of April 11.

PREACH OF PROMISE OF MARRIAGE.
BLAKE VS. WILKIXS.

This cause which had excited universal interest,

c.ime on to be tried on Tuesday week, in Galway,
before the hon. Baron Smith, and a special jury.

Every avenue to the court house was crowded at

an early hour, and long before the trial it was
'

lm-
into a society, and for the better government of thelpossible to procure a seat. The plaintiff is a lieu-

same do adopt the following constitution."
[tenant

in the navy, not above thirty years of age—
CfJ-The by-laws provide for the appointment ofl the defendant is at least sixty-five, and is the widow

several standing committees: among them are—theioF l,ie sta{1r physician in whose arms general Wo.fe-

evar ;0US Jdied at the siege of Quebec. The plaintiff's case
library commi'tee, to purchase works on the various

branches of public economy, &c. a committee on
the poor laws, to examine the system, collect facts,
and suggest improvements; a committee on public

prisons, to report such improvements as may alle-

viate improper suffering and diminish the public

expences; a committee on domestic economy, to sug-
gest improvements in the saving of diet, fuel,

clothing, kc. a committee for the. suppression ofvice
and immorality, to examine the existing laws and

suggest amendments calculated to suppress tippling
houses and useless taverns, Sic. a committee on pub-
lic schools, to uee if the existing- laws for establish

having been gone through, Mr. Phillips addressed
the jury on the part of Mrs. VVilkins, in pretty

nearly the following terms :

May it please jour lordship
—The plaintiff's

counsel tells me, gentlemen, most unexpectedly,
that they have closed his case, and it becomes my
duty to stale to you that of the defendant. The
nature of this action you have already heard. It is

one which, in my mind, ought to be very seldom

brought, and be very sparingly encouraged. It is

founded on circumstances of the most extreme

delicacy, and it is intended to visit with penal con-

ing such schools are duly administered, report hn. se(*uences the '10Ilobsen'a" re of an engagement

provesnents, &c.

The Cut Worm.
Brandywine, YIth Sirio. 1817

Esteemed Friend—A. very simple, but importan

which is of the most paramount importance to so-

ciety, and which of all others, perhaps, ought to be
the most unbiassed—an engagement which, if it be

voluntary, judicious, and disinterested, generally

produces the happiest effects—but which, if it be

[either unsuitable or compulsory, engenders not on-

iy individual misery, but consequences universally

retarding the [pernicious. There are few contracts between hu-discovefy has been lately made, m
progress of the cut worm, or grub, which is

ifpos-jman beings which should be more deliberate than
sible more destructive^ the Indian crop this sea- that of marriage. I admit it should be very cau-
son than that of the last year. tiously promised; but, even when promised, I am
By making sharp pointed a piece of wood, from far from conceding that it should be invariably

one to two inches in diameter, any length most performed; a thousand circumstances may form an
convenient to handle—and by driving it in the hill 'impediment; change of fortune may render it im-
vi corn near to the plants as they appear above the prudent; change of affection may render it culpable.

ground, leaving a hole perpendicular six or eight The very party to whom the law gives the privilege
in«hes, opened into the ground, (or less if kept of complaint, has perhaps the most reason to be

ot been

g at night, by-

open.) The worm uniformly takes shelter from [grateful—grateful that its happiness has no
the rays of the sun after feeding at night, by bury- surrendered to caprice—grateful that religion has

,ing itself very shallow under the surface of the
loose earth, near its food, in order to resume its

feeding the ensuing night, and by this hole being
made immediately in the vicinity of its operations,
it serves as a place ofretreat, from which it is never
able to ascend, not being calculated for climbing
so perpendicular a surface; and more especially as

the crumbling earth Ms in with, the insect, until

aP r»~—b-
not con-trained an unwilling acquiescence, or made
an unavoidable desertion doubly criminal—grateful
that an offspring has not been sacrificed to an inde-

licate and ungenerous enforcement—grateful that

an innocent secret disinclination did not too late

evince itself in an irresistable and irremediable dis-

gust. You will agree with me, however, that if

there exists any excuse for such an action, it is on
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the side of the female, because every female object He was, however, so far fascinated, as to bequeath

being more exclusively domestic, such a disappoint- j
to her the legacies of his parents, when he found he

vnent is more severe in its visitation—because the: was pre-doomed to follow them. To this circum-

very circumstance concentrating their feelings ren

ders them naturally more sensitive of a wound—
because their best treasure, their reputation, may
have suffered from the intercourse—because their

chances of reparation are less, and Uieir habitual

seclusion makes them feel it more—because there

stance, very far be it From me to hint, that Mr.-.

Wilkins is indebted for any of her attractions. llicL,

however, she undoubtedly was, and rich she still

undoubtedly would have continued, had itnot been
for her intercourse with the family of t.ie plai .'.Hi.

I do not impute it as a crime to them, that .hey 'nap-

is something in the desertion of their helplessness I parsed to be necessitous, but I do impute it .;s ho/h
wliich almost merges the illegality in the unm-mli-: criminal and ungrateful that after having lived on

ness of the abandonment. However, if a man seeks [the generosity of their friend—af. er having literally

to er. force this engagement, every one feels that in-
j

exhausted her most prodigal liberality, they should

delicacy attached to the requisition
—I do not en- (drag her infirmities before the public gaze, vainly

quire into the compatible justness of the reasoning
j

supposing that they could hide their own contempti-—but does not every one feel that there appears jble avarice in the more prominent exposure of her

some meanness in forcing a female into an alliance r I melancholy dotage. The father of the plaintiff, it

Is it not almost saying, "I will expose to public cannot be unknown to you, was for many years in

shame, the credulity on which I practised, or you I the most indigent situation. Perhaps it is not a mat-

must pay tome in monies numbered, the profits ofjter
of concealment either, that he found m Mrs.

the heartless speculation
—I have gamboled with Wilkins a generous benefactress. She assisted and

your affections, I have secured your bond, I will supported bim, until at last his increasing necessi

extort the penalty either from your purse or your

reputation !" I put a case to you,where the circum

stances are reciprocal
—where age, fortune, situa

ties induced him to take refuge in an act of insol-

vency. During their intimacy, frequent allusion was
made to a son whom Mrs. Wilkins had never seen

tion are the same—where there is no disparity of
j

since he was a child, and who had risen to a lieu-

years to make the supposition ludicrous—where tenancy in the navy, under the patronage of their

there is no disparity of fortune to render it suspi- relation, sir Benj. Bloomfield. In a parent's p.me-
cious. Let us see whether the present action can be

j gyric, the gallant lieutenant was, of course, all that

so palliated, or whether it does not exhibit a picture j

even hope could picture. Young, gay, heroic, and
of fraud, and avarice, and meanness, and hypocrisy 'disinterested—the pride of the navy, the prop of the

so laughable, that it is almost impossible to criti- 1 country—independent as the gale that wafted, and

ciseit—and vet so debasing that huma;. pride almost; bounteous as the wave that bore him— I am afraid

forbids its ridicule.
|

that it is rather an anti-climax to tell you after t'ais,

It has been Ifft for me to defend my unfortunate .that he is the present plaintiff. The eloquence of

old client from the double battery of love and law,
j

Mrs. Blake was not exclusively confined to her en-

whieb at the age of sixty-five has so unexpectedly .comiums on the lieutenant. She moved at times

opt ne.l on her ! Oh g-entlemen ! how vain-glorious
is die boast of beautv ! How misapprehended have

into an episode on the matrimonial felicities, paint-
ed the joy of passion and delights of love, and ob-

been the charms of youtii if years and wrinkles can scuiely hinted that hymen with his torch, had an

thus despoil their conquests, and depopulate the

navy of its prowess, beguile the bar of its eloquence!
How mistaken were all the amatory poets from

ex.ict personification in her son Peter bearing a

match-light in his majesty's ship the Hydra.—
While these contrivances were practising on Mrs.

Anacreon downwards, who preferred the bloom ofl Wilkins, a by-plot was got up on board the Hydra,
the rose, and the thrill of the nightingale, to the and Mr. Blake returned to his mourning country,
saffron hide and dulcet treble of 65. Eveu our sweet i influenced, as he says, by his partiality for the de-

bard has had the folly to declare, that
*' He oner hail heard tell of an amorous youth,
Who was caught in his grandmother's bed ;

But owns he had ne'er such a liquorish tooth

As to wish to he there in his st^ad.''

fendant, but in reality compelled by ill health and

disappointments, added, perhaps, to his mother's

very absurd and avaricious speculations. What a

loss the navy had of him, and what a loss he had of

Royal wisdom has said that we live in a "new the navy! Alas! gentlemen, he could not resist his

era." The reign of old women has commenced, and 1

affection for a female he never saw. Almighty love

if Johanna Southcote converts England to her eclipsed the glories of ambition—Trafalgar and St.

creed, why should not Ireland, less pious perhaps, Vincent flitted from his memory—he gave up all for

but at least equally passionate, kneel before the woman, as Mark Anthony did before him : and, like

shrine of the irresistable widow Wilkins? It ap- the Cupid in Hudibras, he

pears, gentlemen, to have been her happy fate
toj

« took his stand
have subdued particularly the death-dealing pro- Upon a widow's jointureland—
fessions. Indeed, in the epistle of the Heathen my-

" ,s

"jS* »gh and tri.kling: tear

,. ,_ j t T -i , • Long d Jor nve hundred pounds a year,
thology, Mars and venus were considered as

mse-j And languishing desires were fond

parable. I know not whether any of you have ever! Of statute, mortgage, bill and bond."

seen a very beautiful print, representing the fatal
j

—Oh! gentlemen, only imagine him on the lakes of

glory of Quebec, and the last moments of its immor- North America—alike to hitn the varieties of sea-
tal conqueror

—if so, you must have observed the son, or the vicissitudes of warfare. One sovereign
figure of the staff physician, in whose arms the hero image monopolizes his sensibilities. Hoes the storm
is expiring: that identical personage, my lords, was rage

—tie widosv Wilkins outsighs the whirlwind
the happy swain, who forty or fifty years ago, receiv
ed the reward of his valor and skill in the virgin
hand ofmy venerable client !—The doctor lived some-
what more than a century, during a great part of

which, Mrs. Wilkins was his companion—Alas !

gentlemen, long as he lived, he lived not long enough
to belmld her beauty—" That beauty, like the aloe flower,

Butbloom'd and blossom'dat fouMcore.'
-

Is the ocean calm—its mirror shews him the love:

widow Wilkins. Is the battle won—he thins hin

laurel that the widow Wilkins may interweave h

myrtle. Does the broadside thunder—he invoke*"

the widow Wilkins !

" A sweet little cherub, she sits up aloft,
To watch for the lite of poor Peter."—Alas ! How much is be to be pitied ! How am-

I ply he should be recompensed ! Who but most
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mourn his sublime, disinterested, sweet-souled pa-

triotism ! Who but must sympathise with Ins pure,

ardent, generous affection ! Affection all impatient
for an interview ! Affection too warm to wait even

for an introduction ! Indeed, his Amanda herself

s-eemed to think that his love was most desirable

at a distance, for, at the very first visit after his

return he was refused admittance. His captivating
charmer was then sick and nurse-tended at her

brother's house, after a winter's confinement, re-

flecting, most likely, rather on her funeral than her

wedding. Mrs. Blake's avarice instantly took the

alarm and she wrote the letter which I shall now

proceed to read to you.
M. Vandeleur—My lord, unwilling as I am to

interrupt a statement which seems to create so uni-

versal a sensation, still I hope your lordship will

restrain Mr. Phillips from reading a letter which

cannot hereafter be read in evidence.

Mr. O'Connel arose for the purpose of support-

ing the propriety of the course pursued by defen-

dant's counsel, when
Mr. Phillips resumed—"My lord, although it is

utterly impossible for the learned gentleman to say,

in what manner hereafter this letter might be made
evidence, still my case is too strong to require any

cavilling upon such trifles. 1 am content to save the

public time and wave the perusal of the letter.—
However, they have now given its suppression an

importance, which perhaps its production could

not have procured for it. You see, gentlemen, what

a case they have, when they insist on the withhold-

ing of the documents which origined with them-

selves. I accede to their very polite interference.

I grant them, since they entreat it, the mercy of

my silence. Certain it is, however, that a letter was
received from Mrs. Blake, and that almost im-

mediately after its receipt, Miss Blake intruded

herself at Brownville, where Mrs. Wilkins was; re-

mained two days; lamented bitterly her not having

appeared to the lieutenant when lie called to visit

her; said that her poor mother had set her heart

on an alliance; that she was sure, dear woman, a

disappointment would be the death of her, in short,
that there was no alternative but the tomb or the

altar! To all this, Mrs. Wilkins only replied, how
totally ignorant the parties, most interested, were
of each other: and that were she even inclined to

connect herself with a stranger, (poor old soul
!)

the debts in which her generosity to the family
had already involved her formed, at least for the

present, an insurmountable impediment. This was
not sufficient. In less than a week the indefatiga-
ble Miss Blake returned to the charge, actually
armed with an old family bond to pay off the in-

cumbrance, and a renewed representation of the
mother's anxiety, and the brother's desperation.

—
You will not fail to observe, gentlemen, that while
the female conspirators were thus at work, the
lover himself had never even seen the object of his

idolatry. Like the maniac in the farce, he fell in

love with the picture of his grandmother. Like a

prince of the blood, he was willing to woo and be
wedded by proxy. For the gratification of his

avarice, he was contented to embrace age, disease,

infirmity and widowhood: to bind his youthful
passions to the carcase for which the grave was
opening—to feed by anticipation on the uncold

oorpse, and cheat the worm of its reversionary cor-

ruption. Educated in a profession proverbially
generous, he offered to barter every joy for money !

Born in a country ardent to a fault, he advertised
his happiness to the highest bidder! and he now
Vglicits an honorable jury to become the panders

to this heartless cupidity ! Thus beset, harassed,
conspired against, their miserable victim entered
into the contract you have heard—a contract con-
ceived in meanness, extorted by fraud, and sought
to be enforced by the most profligate conspiracy.
Trace it through every stage of its progress, and
its origin, its means, its effects; from the parent
contriving it through the sacrifice of her son, and
forwarding it through the delicate instrumentality
of her daughter, down to the son himself un-

blushingly acceding to the attrocious combination,
by which age was to be betrayed and youth degrad-
ed, and the odious union of decrepid lust and
precocious avarice, blasphemously consecrated by
the principles of religion ! Is this the example
which as parents you would sanction ? Is this the

principle you would adopt yourselves ?—Have you
never worshipped the bliss by which it has been
hallowed when its torch, kindled at affection's altar

gives the noon of life its warmth and its lustre, and
blesses its evening with a more chastened, but not
less lovely illumination ? Are you prepared to say,
i hat this rite of heaven, revered by each country,
cherished by each sex, the solemnity of every
church, and the sacrament of one, shall be profaned
into the ceremonial of an obscene and soul degrad-
ing avarice ?

No sooner was this contract, the device of their

covetousness, and the evidence of their shame,
swindled from the wretched object of this con-

spiracy, than its motive became apparent; they
avowed themselves the keepers of their melancholy
victim. They watched her movements; they
dictated her actions; they forbade all intercourse
with her own brother; they duped her into accept-
ing bills, and let her be arrested for the amount.

They exercised the most cruel and capricious

tyranny upon her, now menacing her with the pub-
lication of her follies and now with the still more
horrible enforcement of a contract* that thus be-

trayed its anticipated inflictions. Can you imagine
a more disgusting exhibition of how weak and how
worthless human nature may be, than this scene

exposes? On the one hand, a combination of sex
and age, disregarding the most sacred obligations,
and trampling on the most tender ties, from a mean

greediness of lucre, that neither honor or gratitude
or nature could appease—"Lucribonus est odor
exere qualibet;"-|- on the other hand, the poor shrivel-

led relic of what once was health and youth and

animation, sought to be embraced in its infection,
and caressed in its infirmity

—crawled over and

corrupted by the human reptile, before death had
shovelled it to the less odious and more natural
vermin of the grave. What an object for the specula-
tion of avarice ! What an angel for the idolatry of

youth ! Gentlemen, when this miserable dupe to

her own doting vanity and the vice of others, saw
how she was treated—when she found herself con-

troled by the mother, beset by the daughter,
beggared by the father, and held by the son as a

kind of windfall, that, too rotten to keep its hold,
had fallen at Ins feet to be squeezed and trampled;
when she saw the intercourse of her relatives prohi-

bited, the most trifling remembrances ofher ancient

friendship denied, the very exercise of her habitual

charity denounced: when she saw that all she was
worth was to be surrendered to a family confisca-

tion, and that she was herself to be gibbetted in

the chains of wedlock, an example to every su-

*She had signed a written contract to marry the

plaintiff.

fS weet is the odour of lucre from whatever source.
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perannuated dotard upon whose plunder the ravens
|

an honorable jury to abet it. The following letter
of the world might calculate, she came to the wisest

: from Mr. Anthony Martin, Mr. Blake attorney, un*J
^termination of her life, and decided that her for- folded the future olans of this unfeeling
ne should remain at her own disposal.—Acting, Perhaps the gen'l men would wish also

d
tu

upon this decision, she wrote to Mr. Blake, com- this document !

plaining of the cruelty with which she had been

treated, desiring the restoration of the contract of

which she had been duped, and declaring, as the on-

ly means of securing respect, her final determination
as to the control over her property. To this let-

ter, addressed to the son, a verbal answer (mark

conspiracy,
to cushion

They do not—Then I shall read it.

The letter is addressed to Mrs. Wilkins.

"Galwax-, Jan. 9, 1317.
"Madam—I hare been applied to, professionally,

by lieut. Peter Blake, to take proceedings against
you of rather an unpleasant nature; but from evety

the conspiracy) was returned from the mother, i'
etterofyp ,ir

'
s and other documents, together with

withholding all consent, unless the property wasjthe
material and irreparable loss Mr. Blake has sus-

seltled on her family, but withholding the con-jtained in 'lis professional prospects, by means of

tract at the same time. The wretched old woman your proposals to him, makes it indispensably ne-

coulcl not sustain this conflict. She was taken pessary for him to get remuneration from you. Un-

seriously ill, confined for many months in her bro-Kler these circumstances I am obliged to' say, that

tiier's house, from whom she was so cruelly sought
I have his directions to take immediate pr .ceed-

to be separated, until the debts in which she was ™gs against you, unless he is in some measure corn-

involved, aud a recommended change of scene,
1 pensated for your breach of contract and promise

transferred her to Dublin—There she was received! to him. I should feel happy that you would save
with the utmost kindness bv her relative, Mr. Mac

I

me the necessity of acting professionally by settling

Namara, to whom she confided the delicacy and the business, [you see, gentlemen, money, money,
distress of her situation. That gentleman, acting |

money, runs through the whole amour] and not

at once as her agent and her friend, instantly had
an interview with Mr. Blake. This was long be-

fore the commencement of any action.—A conver-

sation took place between them on the subject,
which must, in my mind, set the present action at

rest altogether; because it must shew that the non-

performance of the contract originated entirely with

the plaintiff himself. Mr. Mac Namara enquired
whether it was not true that Mr. Blake's own family
declined any connexion, unless Mrs. Wilkins con-

sented to settle on them the entire of her property ?

Mr. Blake replied it was—Mr. Mac Namara re-

joined, that her contract did not bind her to any
such extent. "No, replied Mr. Blake, I know it

does not; however, tell Mrs. Wilkins, that I under-

stand she has about 1580 a year, and I will be
content to settle the odd fflO on her by way of

suffer it to come to a public investigation, particu-
larly as I conceive from the legal advice Mr. Blake
has got, together with all I have seen, it will ulti-

mately terminate most honorably to his advantage,
and to your pecuniary loss.

"I hava the honor to remain, madam, vour very
humble servant, Ajtthoit Martin."

Indeed, I think Mr. Anthony Martin is mistaken.
Indeed, I think no twelve men, upon their oaths,
will say, (even admitting the truth of all he asserts)
that it was honorable for a British officer to aban-
don the navy on such a speculation; to desert so
noble a profession; to forfeit the ambition it ought
to have associated; the rank to which it leads; the

glory it may confer; for the purpose of extorting
from an old woman he never sasv, the purchase mo-
ney of his degradation? But I rescue the plaintiff

pocket money." Here, of course, the conversatioa, from this disgraceful imputation. I cannot believe
ended, which Mr. Mac Namara detailed, as he was! that a member of a profession, not less remarkable
desired, to Mrs. VV. who rejected it with the for the valor than the generosity of its spirit; a

profession as proverbial for its profusion in the har-disdain, which 1 hope, it will excite in every honor
able muid. A topic, however, arose during the

interview, which unfolds the motives and illustrates

the mind of Mr. Blake, more than any observation

which I can make on it. As one of the inducements

bor, as for the prodigality of its life-blood on the

wave; a profession ever willing to fling money to

the winds, and only anxious that they should waft

through the world its immortal banner, crimsoned
to the projected marriage, he has actually proposed

]

with the record of a thousand victories—No, no,
the prospect of a 150 annuity, as an officer's widow's, gentlemen, notwithstanding: the great authority of

•... i_ ...l* u _i._ i.i u» „.,.ui„,i ;„ !,„ ?. ... ir ... T °
. ,-. .. '.

pension, to which she would be entitled in the

event of his decease ! I will not stoop to remark
on the delicacy of this inducement—I will not ad-

vert to the glaring dotage on which he speculated,
when the could seriously hold out to a woman of
her years the prospect of such an improbable
survivorship. But I do ask you, of what materials

must the man be composed, who could debase the

national liberality ? What ! was the recompence of

that lofty heroism which was almost appropriated
to the British navy, the monopoly of maritime

renown—was that grateful offering which a weep
ing county pours into the lap of its patriot widow,
and into the cradle of its warrior's orphan—was
that g&nerous consolation with which a nation's

gratitude cheers the last moments of her dying
hero, by the portraiture of his children sustained
and ennobled by the legacy of his achievments, to

be thus deliberately perverted into the bribe of

base, reluctant, unnatural prostitution ? Oh ! I

know of nothing to parallel the self abasement of
such a deed, except the audacity that requires

Mr. Anthony Martin, I cannot readily believe that

any man could be found to make the high honor of
this noble service, a base, mercenary, sullied pan-
der to the prostitution of his youth! The fact is, that

increasing ill health and the improbability of pro-
motion, combined to induce his retirement on h ilf-

pay. You will find this confirmed by the date of his

resignation, which was immediately after the battle

of Waterloo, which settled (no matter how) the
destinies of Europe. His constitution was declin-

ing, his advancement was annihilated, and as a for-

lorn hope, he bombarded the widow Wilkins!

"War thoughts had left their places vacant,
In their roam came thronging soft and amorous desires;
All telling him how fair "young Hero was."

He first, gentlemeu, attacked her fortune, \r ith

herself, through the artillery of the church, and

having failed in that, he now attacks her fortune,
without herself, through the assistance of the 1 (w.

However, if I am instructed rightly, he has nobody
but himself to blame for his disappointmen'—Ob-'

serve, 1 do not vouchsafe for the authenticity of this
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fact; but I do certainly assure you, that Mrs Wil-
kins was persuaded of" it. You know the proverbial
fr.ilty of our nature. The gallant lieutenant was
not free from it! Perhaps you imagine that some
younger, or, according to his taste, some older fair

one, weaned him from the widow. Indeed they did
not. He had no heart to lose, and yet (can you solve
the paradox?) his infirmity was love, as the poet
gays

—
"

stiU—-love.

No, it was not to Venus, it was to Bacchus he
sacrificed.

^

With an eastern idolatry, he commenc-
ed at day light, and so persevering was his piety till

the shades of niglu, that when he was not on his
knees—he could scarcely be said to be on his legs.'
When I came to this passage, I could not avoid in-

voluntarily exclaiming, Oh, Peter, Peter, whether
it be in liquor or in love—

"None but thyself can be thy parallel!"
I see by your smiling, gentlemen, that you correct

my error. I perceive your classic memories recur-

ring to, perhaps, the only prototype to be found in

history. I beg his pardon, I should not have over-
looked

" — the immortal captain Wattle,
"Who was all tor love—and a littlefor the bottle.'''

Ardent as our fair ones are announced to be, they
do not prefer a flame that is so exclusively spiritual'.
Widow Wilkins, no doubt, did not chose to be sin-

gular. In the words of the bards, and, my lord, I

perceive you excuse my dwelling so much on the

authority of the muses, because really on this occa-
sion the minstrel seems to have combined the pow-
ers ofpoetry with the spirit ofprophecy—in the very
words of the bard—
He asked her would she marry him—widow Wilkins answered, no,
"Then said he, I'll to the ocean rock, I'm ready lor thu slaughter,
"Oh! I'il shoot at my sad image, as its sighing in tlir water;.

^Only think of widow Wilkins, saying—Go, Peter, go!"

But, gentlemen, let us try to be serious, and se-

riously give me leave to ask you, on what grounds
does he solicit your verdict? Is it for the loss of his

profession? Does he deserve compensation, if he
abandoned it for

intended? Is this a case where a reciprocity of
circumstances, of affections, or of years, throw:
even a shade of rationality over the contract?—Do
not imagine I mean to insinuate, that under no cir-
cumstance s ought such a proceeding to be adopted.
Do not imagine, though I say this action belongsmore naturally to a female, it's adoption can never
be one of the other sex. Without any great vio-
lence to my imagination, I can suppose a man in
the very spring of life, when lu's sensibilities are
most acute, and his passion most ardent, attaching
himself to some object, young, lovely, talented and
accomplished, concentrating, as he thought every
charm of personal perfection, and in whom those
charms were only heightened by the modest} that
veiled them; perhaps his preference was encourag-
ed; his affection returned, his very sighs echoed
until he was conscious of his existence but by the

soul-creating sympathy, until the world seemed but
the residence of his love, and that love the princi-
ple thatgave it animation—until before the smile of
her affection, the whole spectral train of sorrow
vanished, and this world of woe, with all its cares,
and miseries, and crimes, brightened as by enchant-
ment into an anticipated paradise! It might hap-
pen that this divine affection might be crushed, a.! 1

that heavenly vision wither into air, at the hell en-

gendered pestilence of parental avarice, leaving,
youth and health and worth and happiness, a Bacrt,
fice to its unnatural and mercenary artifices. Par
ami from saying, that such a case would not call
for expiation, particularly where the ruin bad ori-

ginated. Yet even there, perhaps, an honorable
mind would rather despise the mean unmerited
desertion. Oh, I am sure a sensitive mind would
rather droop uncomplaining into the grave, than
solicit the, mockery of a worldly compensation ;

But in the case before you., is there the slightest
ground for supposing any affection ? Do you believe
if any accident bereft the defendant of her fortune,
that her prosecutor would be likely to retain his'

constancy ? Do von believe that the marriagesuch a purpose; if he deserted at

once his duty and his country, to trepan the weak-
us s°ught to be enforced, was likely to promote

ness of a wealthy dotard. Butdid he, (base as the
inol

;
a
}
ltv a"<l virtue? Do you believe that those

pretence is) did he do so? Is there nothing to ottst

any suspicion on the pretext? Nothing in the as-

pect of public affairs? In the universal peace? In
the uncertainty of being put into commission? In
the downright impossibility of advancement? No-
thing to make you suspect that he imputes as a con-
nivance, what was the manifest result of an acci-
dental contingency? Does he claim on the ground
of sacrificed affection? Oh gentlemen, only fancy
what he has lost! If it were but the blessed raptures
of the bridal night! Do not suppose I am going to
describe it; I shall leave it to the learned counsel
he has selected to compose his epitbalamium. I

shall not exhibit the venerable trembler, at once a
relic and a relict; with a grace for every year and
a cupid in every wrinkle; affecting to shrink from
the flame of his impatience, and fanning it with the
ambrosial sigh of sixty five! ! ! I cannot pierce the
fierce meredian transports of the honey moon,
gradually melting into a more chastened and perma-
nent affection; every nine months adding a link to
the chain of their delicate embraces, until too soon
death's broadside lays the lieutenant low, consol-

ing, however, his patriarchal charmer (old enongh
at the time to be the last wife of Methuselah) with
a fifty pound annuity, being the balance of his glo-
ry against his majesty's ship the Hydra!!

Give me leave to ask you, is this one of the cases,
•5o meet which this very rare and delicate action is

delicious fruits by wljzh the struggles of social
life are sweetened, and the anxieties of parental
cure are alleviated, were ever once anticipated ?

Do
you think that such an union could exhibit those

reciprocities of love and endearments by which this
tender rite should be consecrated and recommend-
ed ? Do you not rather believe that it originated
in avarice—that it was promoted by conspiracy—
and that it would perhaps have lingered through,
some months of crime, and then terminated in an
heartless and disgusting abandonment ?

Gentlemen, these are the questions which you
will discuss in your jury room. I am not afraid of
your decision. Remember, I ask you for no mitiga-
tion of damages. Nothing less than your verdict
will satisfy me—by that verdict you will sustain the

dignity of your sex—by that verdict you will uphold
the honor of the national character—by that verdict

you will assure, not only the immense multitude of
bolh sexes that thus so unusually crowd around you,
but the whole rising generation of your country, that

marriage can never be attended with honor or bless
ed with happiness, if it has not its origin in mutual
affection. I surrender with confidence my cause to,

your decision.

The damages were laid at 5000/. but the plain-
tiff's counsel were in the end contented t-i with-
draw a juror, and thereby abandoning the cause, \

r
-\

L'.m pay his own tt sts
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George Canning.
never have brought you a penny; but your present

This person is WellTnQWn to the American people,
Sl^""^

be
^re^ure

to .you.

'

and they will feel some interest in the following wfcSdTX^Pth ,i^VV "°w
*{"'**£

articles about him. the SSrf »f/ Sa>
•

y "^ think
me worse ot me tor being seen in your companv.

from the LOMiONT morning chrosicle. Mrs.
Castlereagh—Fine lan<ma£e, indeed Miss,

A regular contest has taken place within these If vou
,
chose to part with your character for a

f w days between the Times and the Conner, upon
sum °' money, who have you to blame but yourself.

M-. Canning's appointment at Lisbon. We do not II
.

Was m
>' business to offer, and I beg you will

pretend to decide on the skill or talents of the giye yourself^no more unnecessary airs,

combatants, but must observe, the Times has evi- Miss
^Canning—

And what!—What I am to do,

dently tlie advantage of facts and dates, which of madam.

all aukward arguments, are the most aukward and "Vs
.- Castlereagh—Do, child! Why you are to

p. rpli xing to an adversary. The Courier is, there- \

)e olieo '
r
us, and act as we do. And if any body is

for-, gradually withdrawing from the defence, most
i

impertinent enough to throw your character in your
probably in consecjuence of a bint from head quar-;

teeth—as you have a tolerable tongue in your head,
ters, that it may be as well to drop the subject.— ^

ive t!,em their own, and sing—"You'd have done
It is clearly proved by documents on the table of;

tne same thing m the very same place."
the bouse that Mr. Canning's enormous salary com-
menced f ,r a long period before he could by any
possibility be called upon to act, and this at a pe-,

riod, when the office of our secretary of state was 1 trom a late L°ndon paper

literally crammed with official details of the mosti
H0>,ORS T0 ?IR - waithman;—afostacy to the tbai-

severe and deplorable distress in many parts of thel . ,
T0R castlereagh, &c. &c.

country. Mr. Canning told the electors at Liver-
An

.

ele£ant service of plate, with a suitable in-

pool, he had refused office twice in one year, evi- f/t uPtl?fVVas
.
P
T

rese
,

nted to Mr. Waithman on the

dently alluding to his objection to act "with lord ,?™
ult - by his London friends in testimony of their

Lord Castlereagh.

C^lkre.gh and his friends. He afterwards tells
h,
g
h sense

ff
h.s merit in supporting constitutional

them that all motives of personal feeling- are at an
reto"m - ^ he presentation took place at the New

end, and therefore he accepts office. That is, he
Uond

'.

m
_
tavern, where a dinner was given on the

occasion.
accepts a place under lord Castlercgh, and becomes
a narty in a job, to which we are at a loss for an .

1Iie Allowing is the inscription on one of the

epithet sufficiently expressive of the disgust and £
l

?f
es ' P"ese,ned by Mr. Fayal in the name of his

pity it has excited amorg all parties. Mr. Can- clt,zenS;

ning's retirement was certainly a bold finesse fur

attaining a loftier situation in the cabinet, but it

appears Mr. Perceval and lord Liverpool did not!

appreciate his talents so highly; and therefore, per-
ceiving he had outstood his market too long, he is

glad at bst, like a maid at 30, to surrender on any!
terms. He drops at or.ee from his aspiring flight, !

and is now content, with many other courtiers, toj

perform the operation of climbing, in the atiitudel
ot crawling, lie has fallen too from an eminence)
in public estimation, never to be regained; but we
are not inclined to dwell longer on his disgrace, be-

ing unwilling to press upon the bruised reed—
Win) would not laugh, ii' such a man there be;
Wiio would not weep, if Aiticus were lie?

FROM THE LONDON GI.0I1E.

LORD CASTLEREAGH AND MR. CANNING.
This amiable and accomplished nobleman, in sur-

To
ROBERT WAITHMAV Esq.Whose exertions in the cause of constitutional reform,Have been ardent and indefatigable"W hose eminent talents and an energetic eloquenceIn support of freedom and resistance to oppression,

Especially in persevering and successful efforts
Against that odious and degrading impost,

The income tax;
Whose public conduct fur more than twenty years,

Uiiawtd b) power, uncorrupted by influence,
And unmoved by calumny,

Has exhibited a noble exampleOf maidy zeal and inflexible patriotism.
As a tribute of esteem and admiration.

THIS PLATE,
Was presented by his grateful fellow citizens

On the 15th day of April, 1817.
Messrs. Fayal, Waithman, Bennet and Brough-

am, made excellent harangues. We extract the
following from those of Waithman and Brougham:

It was said that some wicked or foolish men had
given a pretence to ministers [to stifle petitions.]But this was a pretence which might alwav
found Was |t to be expected that while^grea?b '6' public interests were under discussic

'•Reflecting morn and cold indifference come.''
the British constitution, he should say it was the

It was a thing to be-Miss Canning—Oh! madam, to what have you
vorst constitution on earth:

reduced me? To what a situation am 1 now brought?
slmt UP in a Slass case to be looked at, not to be

Mrs. Castlereagh—Child, child! Hold up your
|Use('- °n the contrary, he contended it was fit for

head, dry your eyes, and let me hear no more of
a11 season

,

s , for the protection of the crown and the
such nonsense. benefit of the people, in times of danger as well as

Miss Canning—Qh heavens ! How much was I
of prosperity. The habeas corpus act'had passed in

once esteemed by all good people till you found mej
cliarles the second's reign—a time more fertile to

out, and by your cursed wheedling and the offer of\
Plots tnan an

-
v we read of in history. It was not

money, tempted me to forsake the paths of virtue' i

from Plols butfrom petitions, that the suspensions!"
Mrs. Castlereagh—Ridiculous! Are not you now' tliaUct was intended to guard the crown and the

in the way to preferment? And, as vou are a °-irl P ai'
liament. It reminded him of a couplet which

of some parts, may you not, if you mind your hits i

Dl7den hatl Put into the mouth of Charles IT

n.ake your fortune? Your virtue as you call it would] !StZ^Si^S^SSS^ "* ™ears,
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Like the late country {fid in the farce, who *•

wiien courted by a beau, exclaimed, "What shall ,

1 do with such a fine gentleman as a husbund, I

must have another for working days :" the mi-

nisters seemed to think, that it was on Sundays or

holidays only that our constitution could be of

service, and on the least appearance of an emer-

gency, they substituted a set of laws, for the time

at least, totally subversive of our boasted system of

government.
To show how ill it became some ofour supporters

of the encroachments on liberty to brand the friends

to reform as enemies to the constitution, Mr. Waith-
man then read from Evans's valuable pamphlet, the

declaration to the inhabitants of Down, signed by
lord Castlereagh and another, then candidates for

that county— i

"We will rigidly attend our duty in parliament,
and be governed by the instructions of our con-

stituents; ive will in unci out of the house, with all our

abilities and influence, promote the success afa billfor

unending the representation of the people ;

"A bill for preventing pensioners from sitting in

parliament, or such placemen as cannot sit in the

British house of commons;
" A bill for limiting the number ofplacemen and

pensioners, and the amount of pensions;
" A bill for preventing revenue officers from

voting at or intefering at elections;
" A bill for rendering the servants of the crown

of Ireland responsible for the expenditure of the

public money;
" A bill to protect the personal safety of the sub-

ject against arbitrary and excessive bail: and against
the stretching the power of attachment beyond
the limits of the constitution; and we will, as far as

in us lies, prevent any renewal of the police act.

(Signed) "EDWARD W*RD,
"ROBERT STEWART."

(Otherwise called lord Castlereagh.)" In tke JVewa Letter of the same date is an ad-

vertisement, to the electors of the county ofDoivn, in

which the following expressions are used;
" We are embarked in a much more interesting and

glorious cause than our success as individuals—we are

called forth as insthusients in xoub hands to eman-

cipate the country.

(Signed) "EDWARD WARD,
"ROBERT STEWART."

Yet men who had gone thus far, who had talked
of making themselves instruments in the hands of!

the people, now loaded with calumny those who!
viewed with indignation their infamous traffic and i

barter in seats in parliament, and their waste
ofj

the blood and treasure of the country. The spirit!
of liberty, he trusted, was not to be extinguished,
and if men of rank and character would assume, as

they seem now disposed to assume, the guidance,
of the people, they might rest in confidence as to

J

their final success."

Foreign Articles.
Royat, loxgevitt. From a Parispaper—There are

now living sixteen sovereigns in Europe, who are
of or above three score years of age ! The British

king is the oldest, having almost completed his
his 79th year—The duke of Anhault Dessau is 77
years old.—The pope 75. The elector of Hesse 74
—Henry XII of Ruess 70; the king of Sweden, 69;
the langrave of Hesse-Homburg 69; the king of

Saxony 67; the king of the two Sicilies 66; the king
of Sardinia 66; the king of France 62; the king of

Bavaria 61: Hie duke of Oldenburg 61; the grand

duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin 60; the grand duke

|

of Hesse 60; and the grand duke of Sa^e-Weimar 60.
It may amuse the reader to learn the ages of the

other potentates of the old world:—
The king of Portugal is 50 years of age; the em-

peror of Austria 49; the king of Denmark 49; the

king of Prussia 47; the king of the Netherlands
45; the emperor of Russia 40; the king of Wurtem-
burg 36, the king of Spain 33; the sultan Mahomet
32; the duke of Saxe-Cobourg 31; and the duchess
of Parma (late empress of France) 26. The latter
has renounced her title of empress.—A proclam-
ation before us begins :—"We, Maria Louisa, impe-
rial princess and archduchess of Austria, by the
grace of God, duchess of Parma, Placentia, Guas-
tella," &c. &c. [Daily Ad.

The season in England, France he. has so tar
been exceedingly dry. Last year the people prayed
for dry weather, and now they pray for rain.

ENGLAND, 8tC.

Lord Sidmouth's letter, addressed to the lord-
lieutenants of the English counties, inserted in our
last number, is considered in England as one of the
most alarming strides towards despotism that has

yet been made. It seems to be thought even worse
of than the suspension of the habeas corpus.
The duke of Wellington has arrived in England.

One of his aids, col. Harvey, it is said, is to marry a
Miss Caton, of Baltimore.
For the week ending April 22, there arrived at

Liverpool 49,500 bushels of wheat and 3,869 bbls.
of American flour. The price of bread stuffs was
still falling

—flour 72s per bbl.

It is announced that the princess Charlotte is

again in the "family way."
British dependencies. The revenue of Malta and

its dependencies, for the year 1815, was 114,426?.
and the expenditure consisting principally of sala-
ries and pensions 60,1 191. The revenue of Mauritius
and Bourbon, in 1814, was 2u6,S60/. and the charges
119,900?. The military expe-nces of the same island,
for the same year, were 186,912/. The revenue and
other receipts of the Island of Ceylon, during the

year 1815, amounted to 640,444?. The expenditures
for the same year, including the military establish-
ment of the island, was 647,848/. The native troops
of the island amounted to 5000 rank and file. The
revenue of the Cape of Good Hope, for 1815, was
229,495/. and the expenditure 234,832/. including
the pay of a native corps.
Bhitish navy. Building, 12 ships of the line; 2

yatches; 5 50's; 12 frigates; 4 sloops. Several of
these are to supply the places of vessels destroyed
or lost, and bear the same names.

Repairing, he, 14 ships of the line to be cut down
to frigates,- 4 ships of the line; 18 frigates (one of
which has never been at sea, and is estimated to

cost 12,000/.) 10 sloops.
American seamen. We have the following strange

article in a late London paper. "Earl Bathurst

having repeatedly written to Mr. Thomas Aspin-
wall, the American consul, directing him to provide
a ship for the conveyance of American seamen, by
wiom our streets are infested, to their own coun-

try, that gentlemen had accordingly prepared a ship
for the reception of these men, in the river; but no
less than thirty-seven of them, who had signed the
usual agreements for the voyage, deserted from
their quarters during the last week, preferring ra-

ther a precarious dependence on British charity to

a free passage to America. Mr. Aspinwall has ap-

plied by letter to Mr. Markland, of the Chadwell

police office, requesting lurn to lend the co-opera-
tion of his officers towards enforcing the orders of

Earl Bathurst on this subject."
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FRANCE.

The king has so far recovered his health as'to

attend so business as. usual.

A French ship, with 300 slaves, has been cap-
tured on the coast of Africa by the boats of the

British ship Cherub. She made battle, by which

3 Englishmen were killed and 12 wounded.
spain.

Some of the troops collected at Cadiz, destined

for America, lately raised a mutiny, saying they
would not act as butchers to the Cadiz monopolists
Other troops were drawn out against them, a battle

took place and the mutineers were subdued. 300
j

men are said to have lost their lives in the affair.

EAST INDIES.
Mr. Eustis, our minister at the court of the king

of the Netherlands, has succeeded in procuring an
ordinance regulating tjie trade with Java, by which
it is provided that foreign vessels coming from that
island are exempted from the import duties payable,
in Holland, on producing evidence that they paid
the export duties at Batavia.

SOUTU AMERICA.
It is reported, that in consequence of the con-

duct of the Danish governors in the West Indies, the
patriot admiral Brion feels himselfjustified in mak-
i.ig reprisals.
The ambassador, or agent, for the republic of

A quarrel took place between the British and
\ Pernambuco, has paid a visit to the venerable John

Spanish out-posts near Gibraltar, in which several u5dajH*, who recieved him with great cordiality,
of the latter were killed. Two of the ringleaders What a variety of interesting events must have

(Englishmen) were executed at Gibraltar. rushed on the recollection of the ex-president on

Spanish Navy. A writer in a London paper in-
j

such an occasion!

forms us that the whole Spanish naval force, con- 1 We have a very pompous and truly Spanish ac-

sists only of 1 ship of 64 guns, 2 of 44, 2 of 40 and i

count of the capture ofBarcelona by the royalists,
1 of 36. What a falling off is here!

j

whose force apppears to have been very large.
italy. Tna* of the patriots is given at 1000—and it seems

It is stated that the plague has broken out at admitted that nearly all of them, with many of the

Milan, inhabitants, were put to the sword. The loss of

Lucien Bonaparte appears to be closely watch- royalists in killed and wounded is stated to have

ed at Rome. It is probable that he will not ob-j
Deei > 98.

tain leave to embark for the United States.

SWITZERLAND.
The emigrants who are leaving Switzerland for

the United States, are said to have among them

many that were in easy circumstances, carrying
with them much money. Their number is given
.at 5000. We are prepared to give them a hearty
welcome. Their manners and habits most happily
fit them to strengthen this republic.

RUSSIA.

The late events in England, it is said, have indu-

ced the emperor Alexander to pause in his system
of enfranclysing the peasants of his empire!

SWEDEN.
The king of Sweden has acceded to the "holy

alliance." Bernadotte is busily employed in allay-

ing the ferment of the people. The conspiracy

against him was embarked in by many distinguish

From Buenos Jlyres. We have a singular statement
in the Baltimore Patriot of Thursday evening last,

announcing that three gentlemen named had just
reached this city, via Savannah, from Buenos Ayres,
under the following circumstances :

These three, with five others, all of whom appear
to have been persons of much consideration in their

country and to have filled very respectable civil
and military offices, were seized at Buenos Ayres
on the 15th of February, at the same hour, and,
without any thing bekig alleged against them, whh-
|Out examination, were secretly taken on board an
English vessel called the Hero, whose captain had
contracted to deport them to the United States
for the sum of 4000 dollars. The official letter de-
livered by the supreme director of Buenos Ayres to
the British captain, is given as follows:
"The persons mentioned in your enclosed list

(those alluded to above) have been shipped on board

ed persons. It is intimated that the occasion will tne cutter Hero, bound to the United States. They
furnish an opportunity to strengthen the royal au- are unfortunate beings, whom the government
thoritv.

I

nas
.
expelled from their country on account of their

So general has been the practice of vaccination
j

variance in politics, and of their exalted ideas. They
in Sweden, that for two years no case of the small- 'must not be viewed as criminals; but as they were

pox has occurred.
j

considered dangerous, it has become expedient to

Baltic trade.
, 'transport them, directing them to that country

The following is the amount of the cargoes of all; where they cannot cause alarm, as its constitution

the American vessels (85,) which passed Elsineur and laws present a formidable barrier."

in 1816. Of the above number, 26 were in ballast

—56 went to St. Petersburg, direct, 15 to Copen-

hagen, &c :

2,717,140 lbs. sugar— 1,085,420 do. coffee—

5,225,840 do. rice—125,744 do. cotton—105,220 do.

We are given to understand that the cause of this

outrage was the opposition of these men to the oc-

cupancy of a part of the provinces of Rio de la

Plata by the Portuguese; by whom, it is said, the

supreme director and the chiefmen at Buenos Ayres
cotton yarn and twist—95,985 do. ginger—52,512] have been purchased. If these things be true, we
do. indigo

—30,082 do. pimento—48,618 do. cocoa! cannot wish success to men capable of such acts of
—34,212 do. currants—17,159 do. gum Senegal— j villainy. But we have only heard one side of the

96,060 do raisins— 10,100 do. figs—12,718 do. cassia

—19,775 do. madder—1726 do cloves—8150 uo.

cream tartar—1910 do. almonds—251 do. carde-

moms—410 do. nutmegs—1571 do. sassaparella
—

325 hhds tobacco—974 casks quercitron bark—50

question.
rfpcblic of pernambuco.

We have a variety of accounts respecting the late-

revolution at Pernambuco, in the Boston Patriot o{

the 21st ult. communicated bv the secretary of Mr.

do. turpentine—625 bags tumerick—399 do gall
— (Cruz, the ambassador from the new republic to the

175 tons Nicaragua wood—1553 do. log and fustic
j

United States. It appears that the patriots have

wood—425 do. salt—30 cases camphor—208 do.

claret wine—1674 do. oil—3723 do. fruit—10 do.

shilack—62,921 gallons wine—265 do. brandy—
19,620 do oil—106.432 do. riyn—288 logs, mahogany.

completely succeeded. We are happy to observe,

that they have abolished all titles of nobility and
seem to possess very correct ideas of the republi-
can system. The following addresses are interesting;
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Jlddress of the provisional government to the inhabi-

tants of Pernambuco.

Divine Providence, which by its unsearchable de-

signs can extract from darkness the most effulgent

light, and through its infinite goodness allows not

the existence of evil, except to draw from it greater

blessings and felicity, has permitted some indiscreet

and inconsiderate spirits 10 spread the seeds of dis-
1

content and ill grounded jealousy between the sons
j

of Brazil, and those of Europe now in this capital,

from which a great flame might arise, equally inju-

rious to both parties, especially since the epoch in

tvhich the series of events in Europe began to give,
to the continent of Brazil that consideration to

which it was entitled. We ask, in what are the Bra-

zilians to be blamed ? If the prince of Portugal is
|

driven from his capital by the impetuous assaults of
i

an invading enemy, and compelled to leave his Lu-

sitanians to seek shelter in the free and generous
continent of Brazil, and to satisfy his hunger and

thirst in the latitude of Pernambuco, through the

liberality of its inhabitants, wherein are the Bra-

zilians to be blamed if this prince, actuated by mo-
tives of gratitude, should be desirous of honoring
the land that sheltered him by the establishment of

his court, thus raising it to the rank of a kingdom ?

The seeds of discord which unfortunately sprung
\ip in our country, enriched generally by nature

with unlimued fertility, so far from being eradicated

and stifled in their origin by the hand which had

the power to do it, were nourished by mutual indis-

cretion, both on the part of the Brazilians and Eu-

ropeans. They never attained to such a height,

however, but that they might have been extinguish-
ed by a conciliatory spirit in the respective parties,
But the spirit of despotism and bad counsel had

recourse to the must violent and perfidious mea-
sures that could be invented by the demon of per-
secution. They adopted the most tyrannic d mea-

sures to destroy honorable patriots who deserve
well of their country, thereby overwhelming with

tears and despair their unhappy families, dependent
on their exertions and labor, and whose loss has

been followed by the total and inevitable ruin of

their connexions. Nature and valor at length de-

termined to oppose with all their strength this

ii igl tful tyranny. The whole army thought itself

involved in the ruin of their officers, and the cry
of defence was universal ; it resounded in all the

angles of the town of St. Anthony ; the people flew

to arms and supported the soldiers, for they were
also Brazilians. The despots were intimidated by
this new and unexpected scene, and stiil more so

by their own consciences, that even in the breast of
the impious, rise in judgment against them, and

deeply torture the heart.

Inhabitants of'Pernambuco .' they had even taken
the inhuman and dishonorable resolution of as-

sassinating your associates. The patriots, in about
two hours, found themselves without a chief or

governor. In the centre of an agitated town, and
revolted people, it became necessary to adopt some
measures to avoid the disorders of anarchy. All

was done in an instant; it was the work of prudence
and patriotism. Pemambitcanoes, be tranquil; peace
reigns in the capital, the people are content; there
ii now no distinction between Brazilians and Euro-
peans; all are known as brothers, descendants from
'he same origin, inhabitants of the same country,
:md professors of the same religion. A mild and

enlightened provisional government, selected from

among all the orders of the state, presides over your
:,appmess; trust in their zeal and their patriotism.
That Providence whicfe directed the work, will

carry it on; this enterprise being from Heaven, will
be protected by it. You will see your happiness
consolidated. You will be free from the enormous
load of tribute under which you have groaned; out
country will rise to that pinnacle of greatness which
we have long been looking for, and you will enjoy
the fruits of your labor in the general prosperity.
Therefore, assist them with your councils, they
shall be heard; with your arms, the country de-
mands them; and with your industry and applica-
tion to agriculture; these make a nation rich and
powerful. The country is our common mother—
you are her sons—you are descendants of the brave
Luzos—a.re all Portuguese—Americans—Brazilians—
Pemambitcanoes.
Dated at the provisional government house, this

9th day of March, 1817.

(Signed) Iiev. Joao Ribeiro Pessoa,

Domingos Joze Martins,
Domingos Teotonio Jorge.

Another address from the Provisional government.
Patriots, honored Pemambucanoes—The fields of

Gararapes, Tabocas, and Qazaforte, exhibit striking
monuments of courage and fidelity, Their heroes
were not more illustrious than those of the present
day, for they estimated their greatness to arise from
the circumstance of their being Pemambucanoes ,

which we also are. Let us adore, beloved patriots,
the Great God; that supreme being abounding in

justice and goodness; let us raise our hands to him,
swear eternal fidelity to our country, pledge our-
selves to maintain with courage the "great cause of
liberty, and take no measures that shall not tend
to establish it forever, or to die in its defence.—
Let us be faithful imitators of the great heroes who
rescued Gararapes, Tubocas and Cazaforte.

Dated 12th March, 1817.

LONG LIVi; LlBF.nTT !

(Signed) Sep. Jvao Jiibnro Pessoa,

Domingos Joze Jlfar/ins,

Domingos Teotonio Jorge.

Bank notes not money.
CHTLLTCOTHK, O. MAT 13.

At the last court of common pleas held for Ross

county in this place, the following case excited
some interest, and as the question is a novel one

arising out of the statute, entitled "An act to pro-
hibit the issuing and circulating of unauthorised
bank paper," a brief statement of the case may not
be unacceptable.

State of Ohio vs. Isaac Evans.
Indictment for passing an unauthorised bank note

on the Owl creek bank of Mount Vernon.
Messrs. Bond and Sill for the prosecution.
Messrs. lireecher and Creighton for the traverser.

On the part of the traverser, it was contended
that the legislature in the second section of the a-

bove act, in the following words, "That every com-

pany or association that shall lend money, and shall

issue by their officer or officers, or by any person
or persons, bonds, notes, or bills payable to bearer

or payable to order, and endorsed in blank, or use

other shift or device, whereby the bonds, notes or-

bills given by such company or association, or on
their behalf, pass or circulate by delivery, shall be
taken and deemed a bank by this act"—had so par-

ticularly described the institution that should be
deemed a bank, that unless evidence sufficiently

strong to prove the -'Owl creek" association to be
of this nature had been adduced, the traverser must
be acquitted

—that no proof having been adduced
;
to substantiate the fact of that association havimj;
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lent money i. e. specie— it was not a br.ik withi i

act—so particular is the description, that no

allowance of what might have heen the intention

can be admitted.—The word iwneg as used in

the act, as contra-distinguished from hills, clearly

.k what is the intention. If it had been intend-

ed only for associations that issue bills, the words

lend money should have been left out, for that is an

essential requisite to constitute such a bank as this

act would embrace—for an association that does

not lodn money but issues bills, is not a bank within

\ his act, the circulation ofwhose paper is prohibited.

2 The constitutional objection
was raised that

the 'legislature had not a right to interfere with

contacts; that they could pass no law impairing their

obligation, and that they had no right to grant here-

ditary privileges, of which it was endeavored to

be shewn a bank is one-that the granting of in-

corporations was a dangerous thing, that much was

to be apprehended from their increase and final mo-

nopoly of the interest of the state-that the legis-

laturehadnot a right to impair one man s credu

bv saying that hi, paper is not good and its circula-

tors shall be punished, and at the same time say to

others your p-per is good the world may take it.
^

On the part of the prosecution it was contendeu

—That the word money thus used in the act was to

be received in its most known and usual acceptation,

i. e. the common currency of the country—that the

word as used in the statute books, in bonds of secu-

rity and in every instrument, meant the common

currency of the country, and that it should not now

bv a peculiar fatality be construed to mean specie

—that the statue was meant to provide against an

evil, and it would completely be repealed and its

remedies not advanced ifthe construction given by

the counsel for the traverser was to be received—

that as to the constitutionality of the law there

could be no doubt; the restriction of legislative

powers over contract was admitted, but it was con

tended that it applied only in contracts executed

or executory, but not to such as should be hai»eaiter

made—that the legislature had an equal right to re-

gulate the emission and circulation of spurious

paper, as they have exercised over retailers of spi-

rits, and in many other similar instances; and in

such flagrant cases, over institutions based on fraud

and supported by usury, to say they have no power,

is neither policy nor law; the power is weak enough
to stop the growing curse, and courts of justice

ought to advance rather than hinder the advance-

ment of the remedies.

The jury retired after receiving the charge: of

judge Thomson, who declared the law constitution-

al, and thought that from the strictness whish had

been used in framing that law and the precision in

its penning, particularly in defining a bank—that

there was no proof that the present institution was

a bank within the meaning of the act.

Next morning their sealed verdict was opened
and was a special one, finding the facts of passing
the money and under the knowledge of its being un-

authorized, and sai !, if the court think the bill mo-
ney we find the defendant guilty

—if not money, not

guilty.
—After continuing the point for advisement

for several days, the court decided that the bill

was not money, and the defendant was acquitted.

[Supporter,

Manufactures. ,

rnoM tuf boston nsTixJcr..
.Mr. Riusell,—Much has been recently written

upon American manufactures, and doubts have been

raised whether they ought to receive the countr-'
nar.ee of government. The principal reasons urg-
ed against them are that our country is vet too
young;—that some millions of acres of now wilder-
ness land should be first cultivated; that in manni
ficlures too great a population is collected together
for the enjoyment of health; that science is there-

by neglected, and immorality increased: that it is
more for the interest and happiness of the nation to

encourage our merchants, to import from foreign
countries already over peopled, and for our inhabi-
tants to cultivate our own soil.

The writer of this communication, it will readily
be perceived, is not a philosopher, nor deeply
versed in the history of foreign nations; but proj
fesses to be interested in both agriculture and ma-
nufactures, and will present a few common pbj.ee
arguments in favor of the latter.

I consider it a fundamental principle never to be
departed from, that agriculture should so far pri-
marily be attended to, as that in no possible year of
scarcity we shall be dependent on any foreign coun-
try for food. Beyond this, the result of our labor
is exported for money, manufactures or luxuries;
and I contend, that if the produce of the labor of
two cultivators is exchanged for what one could
manufacture at home, the country is a loser; but if
the raw material will otherwise be of no value,
then she is impoverished. It is for our interest to
ship the raw hides, furs, wool and cotton, and in>
port our shoes, hats and cloth? It is for our inter-
est to keep the ore hid in the bowels of the earth,
the rags of our worn out garments burnt; and iir»

port our pots, kettles, nails, and paper from Great
Britain, and our bar iron from Russia?
That our country is young admits of no argument

when compared with those of Europe; but in the
arts and sciences, wealth and ingenuity, we are not
a century behind them; and our wilderness gives a
happy resource to posterity to make it blossom as
the rose, or if more conformable to their genius to
cultivate the arts.

In Europe as well as in America, machinery not
only facilitates labor in a tenfold ratio, but enables
women and children, who are unable to cultivate
the earth, to make us independent of many foreign
supplies. In Europe they are compelled to use
steam power and the convenience of procuring fuel;
and thus crowd them together covered with smoke,
disease and immorality; but in our country we have
water tails in every town in positions the most heal-

thy, remote from each other, where literary and
religious instruction is no more a stranger than with
the cultivators of the soil. When government shall
aid the manufacturers, I trust it will be on condi-
tion that instruction accompany it; and that they
are not inconsistent is fully evinced by reference to
the establishment at HiimphrvtriUe, where the jus-
tices and rulers have certified that learning is faith-*

fully attended.

In no part of the union can manufactures be s4

beneficially encouraged as J\eio England. Our soil

is least productive, our lands most cultivated, our
:uills sites most numerous, and our climate most
favorable. The labor saving machinery, is almost
incalculable; but a few years since, it required the
labor of one man to make a thousand nails; now one
of less ingenuity, can make sixty thousand. In one
small establishment in the vicinity of this town, a
cotton manufactory annually spins twist, and weaves

cloth, in value §45,000; and employs but two men;
the other laborers are destitute widou-s, boys and

girls unable to cultivate the soil. The raw mate-
rial is the production of our own country, and wifl
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wear four times as long as that imported from India.

In civil society, next to food, manufactures be-

come a necessary of life, and in war an essential.

Upon prudential maxims can it be political wisdom

to discourage those manufactures which the con-

stitution of our nature requires, which insures a

market for the raw materials indigenous to our

own soil, as well as the surplus food from the fertile

fields of the south.

The author of the "Road to Ririn" may reason

that facts outweigh theories; and exhibit the pros-

tration of our woollen factories which had the

ephemeral growth of a short war, are now almost

at an end, and the ruin of many left to bewail the

delusion.
It is true, from the sudden and unexpected intro-

duction of merino sheep, they were so much en-

hanced beyond their value that hundreds have been

ruined and thousands essentially injured; but the

time will come, when, with the aid of government,
our woollens will vie with those of Europe, and the

country be enriched.

The manufacturers of cotton were more unfortu-

nate; by reason of interdiction from Europe, the raw

material was depressed below that of any former

period, many capitalists having no use for money in

their usual course of business, were deluded by
men who held water privileges to take shares in con-

cerns that cost treble the original estimate; were

conducted by men unacquainted with business, and

almost as soon as they became in operation, peace

presented an opportunity to flood our country with

foreign manufactures beyond consumption. But the

establishments which have cost millions, and the

machinery which is now rusting, will be placed in

the hands of judicious managers, and with the aid

of government in prohibiting the importation of the

deceptive India cotton cobwebs, our own will im-

prove and flourish, and increase the wealth and in-

dependence of the nation.

This section of our country is now over-peopled
for the cultivation of its soil, and the future increase

must migrate to the west, or be employed in manu-

factures; and with it goes our wealth and commerce.

As this subject will soon be presented to our nation-

al and state legislatures, I hope the societies formed

and forming for the encouragement and support of

manufactures, will not be deterred from explaining
the best interests of the state; and trust, some wri-

ters of greater talents will elucidate the subject,
' and point out the "road to wealtlt" S.

To Don Louis de Onis,
Minister plenipotentiary of his catholic majesty,

near to the government of the United States.

Sru,
In the diplomatic correspondence between you

and the honorable secretary of state of the United

States, I lind you have made very honorable mention

of my name; I therefore take the earliest opportuni-

ty to return my most sincere thanks: there are two

points however, in your communication, which I beg
leave to explain, and that explanation 1 #ive with

the more pleasure, because it will probably render

you more respectful to the government of the Uni-

ted States, and may even spare you an unnecessary
embarrasment at our next interview. You have at-

tempted, sir, to cast a shade on the administration

by your simple assertion, that I was concerned with

the revolutionary party of St. Antonia de Bexas;
this statement is altogether, and must be wilfully

incorrect, since it is a fact of notoriety, that on my
passage to the interior provinces uf Mexico (being

then on a mission under the authority of the govertt'

ment,) I was detained a prisoner three days at the

river Trinity, by the patriots, and the flag of the Uni-
ted States, my companions and even my servants,
were taken from me, and I was compelled to pass
through a wilderness of near four hundred miles

alone; and I aver that 1 was not directly or indirect-

ly concerned with that army; although, sir, I assure

you, that had I not been in the service of my own

country, I would most cheerfully have been one of

the party.
As it regards the second point, in which you ob-

serve that I was concerned in the murder of four-

teen Spanish officers: suffer we to inform you sir,

that I was in Orleans, on my way to Washington city,

when the dreadful outrage was committed. I was

personally acquainted, sir, with all those officers,

and the most of them gentlemen of honor, and

worth; with the unfortunate governor Herrara I had
been intimate for many years; and sir, any but an il-

liberal Spaniard may judge of my friendship for that

amiable soldier, when I state, that my son has borne

his name for more than ten years; no one can deplore
with more sensibility than myself, that horrid as-

sassination; but sir, by whom was it perpetrated?
Was it by Americans? No sir, it was by the secret

order of the commander in chief, a creole Spaniard,
who possessed no other feeling or sentiment than

that which is common to every native of that coun-

try; it was a feeling sir, which has arisen from 30

years of dreadful servitude, and it is to a sense of

injury, that Mexico will sooner or later owe her

independence.
I shall now add, by way of concluding this note,

that as your language, sir, is extremely indecorous, I

shall not descend from the dignity of an American
and an officer of the Mexican republic, to answer
the illiberal and scurrilous observations of the minis-

ter of Ferdinand VII. You will therefore please to

recollect, that as you state I have, in my own per-

son, declared war against his majesty, 1 shall in ail

future correspondence on the subject of that war,
address my communications directly to the king

your master; but, sir, I give you a parting assurance

that'I will give his majesty sufficient time to calm the

very important considerations -which lie before him,

having heard through the medium of your official

correspondence, that the king your master, was too

much occupied with the organization of the officers

of the bedchamber and the toilette apartments of

his young spouse, to attend at this moment to the

trifling considerations of Spanish relations with the

United States, or (as I suppose) the insurrection of

an hundred provinces in America.
I solicit you sir, to accept my most sincere solici-

tations, and my wishes that you may live a thousand

years to enjoy the reputation which you have acquir
ed in America.

JOHN II. ROBINSON.
Don Louis de Onis, &x. Stc. &c. &c.

Miscellaneous.
Destructive rxsECT. Vast multitudes of a worm,

about an inch long, called by some the locust larva,
and by others the cut -worm, has made its appearance
in some parts of Massachusetts. They are exceed-

ing voracious, destroying every blade of grass in

their progress, and so numerous that three hundred
of them have been dug up within a foot square.
Their motion is directly forward, and their course
is marked as though fire had over-run the herbage.
In one case it is stated that 40 acres of land in a

body are without a single spire of grass ! And some
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were burning over their pasture lands to plough and

plant them ; but as they do not injure the root, a

favorable season may yet restore the herbage.
The progress of these insects, it is said, mar be

stopped by cutting a trench or ploughing a deep
furrow, into which they fall and perish, being una-

ble to scale the walls. It was thus that the progress
of a similar worm was checked about the year 1779.

Literary and military intelligence. We understand
that captain O'Connor, of the artillery, has for

some time been engaged, by order of the war de-

too hot to be held; in addition to this, they may be
loaded with great ease, in almost every situation,
either in lying down, sitting on the ground or on
horseback, walking and even running''—"They re-

quire too less swabbing, and it never interferes
with the charge.—They cannot be so much over-

charged by accident as other guns, and therefore
are not so apt to get burst, &.c. &c. In short, they
are very durable, and combine every advantage
peculiar to muskets, except of throwing shot, and
that pertains to common rifles with many other im-

partment, in translating from the French a cele- portant advantages possessed by neither of those
brate<i Treatise on the Science ofWar and Fortifi-

j

species of fire-arms, but peculiar to these alone."

cation, originally composed by order of the
cm-j

The writer of the pamphlet observes : "As the

peror Napoleon, for the use of the students of the forte of American militia consists in 'heir superior

Imperial Polytechnic and military schools of France, skill in the direction and management of fire-arms

This work embraces the whole science of war andj
—as from their local knowledge and from their

field and permanent fortification, with all the mo-|^
laD ' ts they will always excel as light troops

—and
dern inventions and improvements in the latter

j

as the most important advantages may be derived

branches; and in France is universally used by the' fr°.
m their ability under proper arrangements of

military, and is esteemed beyond all other produc- qtuckly assembling and moving with rapidity to

tions on these subjects, being considered a master- anv required point, these guns are most excellently

piece. adapted for them."

We learn that the translation is completed, and
|

1ISHT houses—From the National Intelligencer.
—

will shortly be published for the use of the cadets! Contracts have been made for erecting during the

of the United States' military academy.—JVat. Int. present summer, the following Light houses, in the

Interesting drawings.—From the Petersburg Vn- state of Massachusetts, viz:

telligencer.—On the sailing of the French expedition
°n Petit Manan.

for Egypt frero Malta under Bonaparte, the fleet!
°n Naushawn Island, near Tarpaulin cove,

was intentionally dispersed in order to arrive with- ^>n West Chop of Holmes' Hole,

out being noticed; they had no sooner left Malta' At Nantucket.

than they learned that admiral Nelson had penetrat-
j

These houses will, probably, all be completed in
ed their design, and was in pursuit of them. Ex-i^ie month of October or November next,

pecting every hour to be come up with, and being I Arrangements have likewise, we understand, been
too weak to risk a combat, it was the resolution of,

made for determining whether Gas may not be ad-

Bonaparte and the rest of the illustrious persons on
j

vantageously substituted for oil, in the light houses
board L'Orient to blow her up, rather than be taken °f the United States. The experiment is to be
prisoners; but, that the memory of those who pe-i

made at the light-house at Newport, Rhode Island,

rished might be preserved, and their features known I

^ is particularly recommended to the attention of
by posterity, Bonaparte caused the portraits ofJ

mau™ersJ from whom communications (addressed
eighteen to be taken on two sheets of paper, andi t0 the treasury,) as to its relative benefits or incon-
to be rolled up, put in bottles and committed to the

:

veniences, when compared with oil, are invited.

waves. The names of the persons are, (first draw-
j

Annual cexscs.—The rev. John Stanford "at-

ing,) Dapaix [dead,] Bonaparte, Berthier [dead,]; tending minister," in the city of New York, has
Caftarelli [dead,] Kleber [dead,] Brueys [dead,] furnished the editor of the "Columbian" with what
Dalimier [dead,] Monge, Berthollet—Second draw-

(he
calls his "annual census"—of which the follow-

ing, Rampon, Marat [dead] Junot [dead] Lasnes i"g is a compressed view.-

[dead], Regnier [dead,] Belliard, Desgenettes, In the orphan asylum—66 boys, 47 girls
—total 1 IS.

Snulkaiiski [dead,] Larey. Thus of the eighteen I City almshouse, including children at nurse—white
eleven are now no more. The portraits are executed men 368, boys 396; white women 394, girls 242;
in medallions in India ink, and now ornament the! black men 29, boys 13; black women 47, girls 11—

total 1500

City hospital—patients 190; maniacs 78—total 268.
Debtors prison—including the liberties, 500.
Jirideioell—white men 44, woman 17; black men

28, women 33; boys 7—total 127.

Penitentiary—Bellevue, white men 83; white wo-
men 40; black men 52; women 14—total 1S9.

Stale prison—white men 624; white women 19;
instead of at the muzzle. Near the lock, there is a 'black men 80; black women 29—total 752.

spring which being touched and pressed down,) Grand total 5249—do. last year 2401; increase
causes the Receiver to fly out on a hinge. You 1 848.
introduce the cartridge, containing the powder and I Machine !—A catalogue of curiosities recently
ball, press the receiver to which shu's with a catch,

|
published in the Connecticut Journal, mentions

study of Baron Larey at Paris

Patent rifle—From the Richmond Compiler.—
There has been deposited in this office an "Im-
proved patent rifle, made by John H. Hall, of Port-

land, district of Maine." It is intended for the in-

spection of gentlemen, who are conversant in the
use of fire-arms. It is a curious invention, its great
peculiarity being, that it loads near the but end,

and the rifle is loaded. There is of course, no

ramming down the ball, kc. with a ramrod, the onlj

among the collection, the following modern inven-
tion:—"Amicus Famine Opttmus, or an African

use of which is occasionally to swab out and wash Corsletizing mill, for grinding up scandal and awl
the rifle.

Some of the advantages of this improvement, as
stated in an accompanying pamphlet, are, that the

patent rifles may be loaded and fired with good
more than twice as quid; as muskets can be

blades, envy and corkscrews, tattling and waggon
spokes, and mysteriously uniting them so as to pro-
duce ready made corslets for the use of the fair.

Wuai.e FlSHBRT—From a Rertmida paper. One
. ofMr Francis F. ninson's boats, in the whale fishe-

fired with cartridges
—they may be fired as often ry, which had been fitted with a gun imported by

as any gun can bear firing, without soon becoming 'the proprietor fur the purpose^ has lately shot a

aim.
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whale and brought it in. This is quite a novel mode
of carrying on war against those huge natives of

the briny element. The gun is charged with a har-

poon of a curious construction, which is shot with

such force as to enter the whule at a considerable

distance: and possession of the object is retained

bv a warp attached to the harpoon before the dis-

charge of tli e gun, and made fast also to the boat.

Bill of costs, from a British paper, paid by the uni-

ted kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland for

enslaving Europe.
The sums annually raised by taxes, since the

commencement of the war, are as follows:

1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1801

£17,656,418
17,170,400

17,308,311

17,858.454
18,737,760
20.654,656

30,202,915

35,229,908
33,896,464
35,415,096

37,240,213

38,858,373

1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814

£46,578,564
51,339,015

54,982,015
60,189,414

63,026,563

65,227,264

69,188,041

66,973,208
66,444,103

75,32 4,084

Ending 5th January
1815.

CHRONICLE*
A frigate-built ship, called the General Scott, late-

ly sailed from New-York, said to be bound for Ha-

vanna. She is described as one the fastast vessels

that ever floated—is of 1000 tons burthen, and ap-

pears to have been completely fitted and armed, from

the attention she excited in that place.

An English paper, noticing the election of Mr.

Monroe to the presidency of the United States, ob-

serves, that he lost a leg in the revolutionary -war, and

is rather of the Washington school.

On the 25th of April last, (says an Ohio paper) the

chief judge of the supreme court of the state of

Ohio, was fined one dollar and fifty cents for not

attending a militia muster, as a private sentinel, in

strict conformity to the laws of the state ©f Ohio.

The Spanish consul at New-Orleans has been

caned by a Mexican officer, who immedintely after

made his escape.

Died, at Belle Fontaine, capt. Edmund Shipp, of

the rifle regiment
—a valuable and much esteemed

officer.

Also, at Washington City, the lady of the Spanish
minister, the Chevalier de Onis.

And in South Carolina, col. Joseph Calhoun, in his

67ih year
— a revolutionary patriot.

It is stated that Mr. Taylor, our consul at Port au

Prince, has left that place in consequence of the

condemnation of an American vessel by Petion.

The merits of the case are not given.
It is also reported that the Carthagenian cruisers

have commenced hostilities on Petion for having
seized upon several Spanish prizes sent by them
into his ports.
Hemlock. Some school boys belonging to Hiilsboro',

N. C. stopping at a spring, met with what they
thought was angelica, but whicli was hemlock. Two
of them ate of it—one of them died in less than an

hour; but the other got well.

Stocks &c.—at Baltimore, May 28. U. S war loans

103, old 6 per cents. 100, bank stock 95,for 65 paid.

Exchange on London, 2 per cent. ad.

Common schools, in J\ew-York. We have an ab-

stract of the returns tor 1816, made to the superb.
-

tendant of common schools by the clerks in all the

counties in New-York, except 5—but the returns
j

from many of the towns within the counties report-'

ed are wanting. The following are the resmtfl
The counties reported contain 484 towns, and

retriros are given for 355. Whole number of school
districts in said towns, 3,fl3. Districts from which
returns were made, 2,873.

Amount of monies received in said districts*.

§174,681 96.

Number of children taught in them 173,240.
Number of children between the ages of 5 and

15 residing therein 198,440.
Impediment of speech. We are notified that a

person in Philadelphia has adopted a course of ap-
plication by which adults and children afflicted with
defects in speech, may be relieved and in some cases
cured.

Address, E. X. post paid, northwest corner of
Union and Friend streets, Philadelphia.
Steam frigates The commissioners of the navy have
issued proposals to contract for three steam engines
of 120 horse-power each, to be completed with-
in a year, for as many steam frigates.
North Carolina. We are, indeed, pleased to

learn, from the "Carolina Observer," that many va-
luable improvements in agriculture have lately been
introduced into the interior of this state. There is

no member of the union, perhaps, that possesses a
better soil or move healthy and benignant climate
than North Carolina, a small distance from the sea-

board; her population and wealth has rapidly in-

creased without much assistance from emigration,
and all are glad to hear of the prosperity of this

important and patriotic state; as domestic, and,

perhaps, as completely dependent on her ;eif for the

necessaries and comforts of life, as any in the union.

The Albany Register is to be resuscitated, and
will appear under the editorship of Mr. 1. W. Clarke,
on the 4th of July next. -,

Emigration. From the 10th of March to the 27th

May, there arrived at New-York, 250 vessels, in

which came 1600 passengers. Many have arrived
at other ports

—a vessel with 130 has just reached

Philadelphia from Guernsey.
"Tlie boundary commissioners" so called, appoint-

ed by the United States and Great Britain, appear
about to commence running the line to determine
the boundary east of lake Champlain.

The Roanoke. A board of commissioners has
been appointed to explore the coast of North Caro-

lina, with a view to ascertain the practicability of

deepening the entrance of the Roanoke river, which
is nearly choked up with sand externally, supposed
to be thrown up by the currentof the Gulph stream ,

Richmond. A census has just been taken, (by or-

der of the Common Hall,) of the population of this

city, and the result is thus reported :

In Jefferson Ward, 5,107 souls.

Madison „ 3,752
Monroe „ 5,479

Total population, 14,338

Being between 4 and 5000 more than is enume-
rated i:i the federal census of 1810.

Singular escape.
—From the (New York) Colum-

bia?! On Saturday last an infant about 2 or 3 years-

old, unperceived by its family, got out of the scut-

tle or dormant window of a two story house in Che-

ry-street, and crawled down the roof to the back

gutter. In this situation the child was discovered

by a man in Water street, and the alarm given to

its affrighted parents, who remained in an agony of

suspense for some time, until by the activity of a

cabinet-maker at work in an adjoining yard, the

the little adventurer was reached and handed in-

to the garret window in safety.
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A Naval Establishment.
The facts stated in the following' were expected

by \is to have concluded the article under this

head in our last paper, but they did not reach us

tni time for it. They are in answer to certain

querie« that the editor respectfully addressed to

a distinguished gentleman, whose great expe-
rience and local situation gave him the best op-

portunity of furnishing the information requested;
we are thankful for that urbanity which induced

him so handsomely to comply with our wishes,

and therein, we think, gratify his fellow- citizens

at large, deeply interested in all that concerns

the navy.

"Sin—In answer to your enquiries, permitme to in

form you, that the whole annual expense of a 74

gun ship, in service, exclusive of repairs, and which,

taking one year with another, will not exceed

g24,500, is estimated at §184,529 ; and the ex-

pense, in service, of a 44 gun frigate at §134,210,
exclusive of §14,200 for repairs.

I am not in possession of any positive data by
which to determine their relative expense, when
laid up in ordinary; but from any experience that

I have had, I am inclined to think we should come
nearest to the truth by estimating their annual ex-

pense, (keeping them in a state ot perfect readiness
for service) at a sum equal to, but not exceeding,
the amount required for their repairs in actual ser

vice. In this, however, it will be observed, that
the amount of the pay and provisions of the few
officers and men necessarily attached to them, for

the purpose of taking care of them while so laid up,
is included.

If the before enumerated estimates be correct,
and I have good grounds for believing them so,
it is to be inferred that the annual depreciation
of a 74 gun ship is actually no more than $24,500
—while that of a 44 gun frigate is but §14,200;

consequently, that by expending annually, for re-

pairs, the before mentioned sums, they would, in

all
probability, be as fit for service one hundred

years after, as they were the day on which they first

put to sea—provided, however, the repairs alluded
to are made in suitable docks, instead of the de
structive and inefficient mode [heaving down] that
we have heretofore practised.

The frames of our ships have hitherto been con-

structed of live oak, and we ought henceforward
never to use any other, provided that can be ob-

tained; and of which there is no doubt, if suitable

measures are taken to prevent its destruction.

I mention this to prevent your thinking me ex-

travagant in calculating the durution of the frames
of our ships at 100 years; but of this I have no

doubt, so far as regards the Jive oak part, provided

they are repaired under the advantages afforded by
dry docks:—indeed, from the observations that 1

have been enabled to make, on this kind of timber,

during a series of more than 25 years, I am led to

believe that under the circumstances I have men-

tioned, it would be found entirely imperishable, or

at any rate as much so as a block of marble."
Voi Xrt. P

Statesmen and Politicians.

POLITICAL ECONOMY—NO. I.

Many have thought that statesmen and politicians
were synonymous; but the absolute distinction be-
tween them begins to be duly appreciated. Politici-
ans are sufficiently numerous—some are to be found
in every village; but there are few statesmen. These
are better calculated to give light from the closet,
and claim admiration in the committee-room, than
shine before the people and make great speeches in
the legislative hall; and mankind are too willing to
sacrifice substance to shew, especially if the former
trenches upon their ease. In addition to these hin-

drances, the growth of statesmen is retarded by
the severity of labor and profound calculation need-
ful to understand the political economy of a coun-

try; and applause, more or less the desire of all

men, siowly follows its acquireme»t, because its

operations are prospective—and its benefits spread
themselves so gradually before the people, that, bv
the time they are developed, their author m«y enjoy
a posthumous honor, in the records of history. Few
men are willing to labor for this reward only—but
almost any man can make a speech about the com<-
mon concerns of the day, and say aye and no, with

promptitude, to the various questions of party; and
some can hold a good argument on either side, a*

they please
—without reflecting, without knowing,

perhaps, that mind has marched before them to lav
the foundation of the right or privilege to move
their tongue about politics at all. Statesmen mav
he called matter of fact men—politicians are men.
of opinion. It costs much trouble and research to
the first to advance a proposition— for they view it

with mathematical precision before they give it;

whereas the other, on either side of the question,
by subscribing to an active newspaper, may have all

the matter they want for eight or ten dollars a

year! What a vast saving of labor—calculations are
bothersome things. I knowtwo gentlemen, one then
a member of the senate and the other of the house
of representatives of the United States, (great poli-
ticiansJ who preferred each to extract two or three

pages from my humble writings and use them as their

own, letter and fgure, rather than take the trouble
of making calculations for themselves! I felt the

compliment, while I regretted that it was so paid
to me; for I spoke of things that ought to have been
notorious to every reflecting man. It is the silent

work of the statesman, not only to put the well-ba-
lanced wheels of a system in motion, but to take
heed that they are neither accelerated by the intem-

perate zeal, nor impeded by the culpable negligence
of politicians; often a disagreeable and very ungraci-
ous duty. If our nation's good depended upon an

ability to declaim about our
foreign relations—or

speak upon domestic contests of opinion, we should

every where present a front as terrible to an enemy
as the sides of the thrice-victorious Constitution

frigate; and have avoided the pinching times that
now set upon us so heavily. But this sort of people
do little good to the country

—office or power, for

themselves or their friends, is too frequently the

spring of their zeal—they care not where the foun-

dation lies 90 they ate at the head of the structure
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long
1

enough to accomplish their own selfish pur-

poses. Let us "dig- deep" and discover this founda-

tion— the gad-flies that flutter round will leave the

cap-stone, if the people strike at the base.

A writer in a.A 'orth- Carolina newspaper, supposes
that the present parties in the United States will

decline; that the Eastern states will side with the

administration, because the administration will sup-

port the "manufacturing policy"
—and goes on to

conclude that there will be a "manufacturing and

an agncrdhtral party." This is speaking as a politi-

cian, and, if such a division takes place, it will grow
out of politics, not of policy. There is no rightful
or reasonable cause for such a division; the in-

terests of the two are inseparable; and both, to a

certain extent, must be aided by commerce to their

legitimate standing. All will saj that agriculture is

the most important of the three, yet it is needful

to its welfare that the others should have respect
and importance, as we shall attempt to shew in the

sequel. I am of the belief, that nothing but a pro-

per equilibrium between them can be relied upon
to preserve the present glorious equality that pre-

vails in the United States, and keep the middle class

(so called) which is the bone and sinew of every

country, from annihilation. A nation of pure agri-

finalists cannot be numerous, unless there are lords

and peasants, masters and slaves;—a nation of manu-

facturers must abound with nabobs and paupers;
—

and a nation of merchants, to the misery of these two

would superadd a degradation capable of trampling

upon the cross and dealing in the scalps of men to

make monev. But each balances, regulates and

refines the rest; and, in their union, afford us the

means of being, and of continuing to be, a fx-ee and

happy people, as well as a sovereign and indepen-
dent nation, for ages.

Local circumstances and temporary matters may
make it the interest of small countries, or sections

of countries, to encourage or chiefly support some
one of these sources of wealth—and so the people of

Massachusetts, not long ago, seemed willing to sa-

crifice every tiling to commerce. This was a grand
mistake: but when, through the force of party zeal

for England, some of her citizens opposed the estab-

lishment of manufactures among themselves, they
deserved the character of madmen devouring their

own flesh and blood. A very honest and truly Ame-
rican politician in South-Carolina, Georgia or Loui-

siana, may feel a certain degree of indifference about

home manufactures and American ships for carriers

of his agricultural products to market; but the man
of Massachusetts, Rhode-Island or Connecticut that

has such a feeling, must possess a very depraved
heart, or a very weak mind. The statesman, in

either sec' ion, would see that a combination of the

interests of all was the true interest of all. The deep
soil and rich products, sparse population and nu-

merous slaves of the southern states, causes their

politicians to feel a less immediate necessity for

manufacturing establishments and the employment
of our own ships and seamen, than would others, in

the eastern states, where a thin soil and severe cli-

m.ite, affording no great profit to agriculture, teems
with freemen and is destitute of the cheap labor of

slaves. These must seek the productive employ-
ment abroad that the others have at home, or create

something that may afford it at their own doors;
and it will in no wise surprise me if the statesmen

of Massachusetts, whose voice, or will, was lately
drowned by the noise of faction and furycf politics,
should soon come out decidedly in favor of manu-

factures', and endeavor, by all honorable means, to

give them a firm fueling in their country. Nothing

else can prevent the flower of their youth from
emigrating too rapidly.

I certainly wish that, the present parties- in the
United States should decline—I gladly believe that
their animosities are subsiding, and feel assured that
if it were not for demagogues and office-hunters
that the people would settle down in a broad and
proud American feeling. Rut let us not shake oft.'

our present denominations of republicans and fede-
ralists to take up the more injurious party names
of agriculturalists and manufacturers. Their interests
are entirely compatible—they are so knit together
that they cannot be separated without an act of
violence ruinous to both and the nation at large.
Many statesmen have held an opinion that it was

for the interest of the United States to have their

"workshops in Europe." Among the most distin-

guished of these were Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Jlil-

liam L. Smith, late of South Carolina; both of whom,
with others, changed their opinion as the resources
of their country and its wants developed themselves.
Mr. Jefferson, in his admirable letter to B. Austin,
Esq. [see Weekly Register, vol. X. p. 25,] says—" We have experienced what we did not then [in"
1785] believe, that there exists both profligacy" and power enough to exclude us from the field of

"
interchange with other nations, that to beindepen-" dent for the comforts of life toe must fabricate them"
ourselves. We must now place the manufacturer"
by the side of the agriculturalist. The former ques-" tion is suppressed, or rather assumes a new form.

" The grand enquiry now is, shall we make our own
"

comforts, or go without them at the -will of aforeign"
nation ? He, therefore, who is now against do-" mestic manufactures, must be for reducing us

" either to a dependence on that nation, or be clothed
" in skins, and to live like wild beasts in dens and
" caverns. I am proud to say, I am not one of these."
Who does not see the force of these remarks ? Yet,
perhaps, to the original opinion of Mr. Jefferson, so
popular with one party and so much esteemed by
all for his talents, we are more indebted than to

any thing else, for the prejudices existing against
manufactures, among politicians—who look at the
outside of tilings, and feel it a sort of derogation
from their dignity to give up an idea once formed.
Truth—principle, is always the same, unchangeable.
It might, in 1785, have appeared the interest of the
United States to discourage manufactures—there
was a steady demand for all our surplus products of

agriculture;—but how have we changed, how has
the very nature, almost, of our country and of all

Europe changed since then» and what revolutions
have also taken place in manufactures themselves,
by the introduction of labor-saving machinery ?

The great objection to manufactures was, that

they abstracted labor from the more profitable and
more healthy pursuits of agriculture. And this

might have been a reasonable objection when able-

bodied men were doing the work that is now better
done by little girls from six to twelve years old.

We here allude to the manufacture of articles for

clothing, with a reference to facts that cannot be

questioned, Messrs. Robert and Alexander JH*£im
have a cotton mill in Baltimore, driven by steam,

capable of making a certain quantity of yarn per
annum. The cost of the raw material used, at its

present high price, is estimated at g35,200, and
the value of the yarn produced, at its present low

rate, at §58,500. The difference between these

sums (§23,300,) variously disbursed, and some part
retained for profit or interest on capital emploj ed,

is nearly as much a value created and thrown into

the geqeral wealth, as if the Messrs. M'Kims were
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capable of transmuting some useless substance into

pure gold of that value; for in the whole establish-

ment they employ but two or three men;—all the

rest, in number about 100, are girls from 6 to 12 or

13 years of age, and a few women; who, without this

employ, -would earn nothing- at all. Mr. A. M'Kim, (the

late member of congress from this city) informs me,

that many of his little work-people read and write

handsomely. They live with their parents, who are

generally poor, but not the most indigent; and their

wages assist in sending them to school or furnish

them with clothes to appear decently there. The
little girls often seek employment for the avowed

purpose of earning money to buy clothes to go to

school in, and no difficulty is found in obtaining as

many hands as are wanted. We feel warranted in

blessing and a comfort

source, and at a single point, would create a value
of §359,500 every year, which, without it, would
not in any way be created at all; for double the
number of children required^ are always running
through the streets or idling away their time, with-
out the least profit to themselves or their parents,
too poor or too careless to send them to school—
and we have several thousand respectable women
that would be glad to earn even two dollars a week
in any way esteemed reputable, if they could. An
extensive manufacturer of Philadelphia, who has the
best opportunity of knowing the fact he states, tel 1

me, that he believed there were 10,000 dx:ent and

good women in that city who would be happy for a

fitting employment at two dollars per week, for six

months in the year; but most of them would expect
to work in their own houses, which might be exten-saying that this factory is a uiMsmg

to'many families in its neighborhood. The yarn spun sively,contrivcd if manufactures were flourish

at this mill, if wove into cloth, would give us about Would they be any the worse of this—would agn-
315,000 yards 7-8 wide, at 25 cents per yard, or culture be injured if the, at present, unemployed
§78,750, and leave a gvoss value created of §43,550, -women of Philadelphia were to add 500,000 dolkirs

per annum but the weaving is chiefly done by a year to the general wealth of the nation ?

men. With these preliminary and desultory remarks we
This mill gives a steady market to agriculture of shall proceed to take a view of the following sub-

the amount of at least §37,200 a year—35,200 forjjects, supported by references to authentic docu-

cotton, and 2000 for the extra articles of food thatiments and appeals to palpable facts :

its laborers consume; for they certainly live better 1. That our agriculture cannot furnish a surplus
and fuller on account of the wages received, than

they would otherwise do if they earned nothing.

These are its first benefits to agriculture—what are

its disadvantages ? I can think of none, except the

duty levied on foreign cotton cloths can so be con-

sidered—which is paid by the consumer directly to

the government, on the foreign article—or an equi-

valent to the manufacturer, if he uses the home
made commodity. By the present tariff, this duty
amounts to nearly 4£ cents per running yard. But

the farmer pays no greater share of this, for one of

his children, than is paid by the poor child that

tends the spindles; for she also must be clothed.

Government must be supported; but of all taxes for

that purpose a land tax is the most equitable. Un-

der the present system, I pay more taxes than thou-

sands of farmers, with as large families as I have,

and worth twenty times more than I am—perhaps
thrice as much; such are the requirements and neces-

sities of a city life; nor have I any way to get this

equalized with them; they may or may not buy my
commodities—but I cannot use this discretion with

sespect to their products, \-must have them at their

own prices. I venture to say that the foreign goods
consumed in Baltimore produce more to the revenue

than all such goods consumed by the rest of .Mary-

land,- and this comes less of luxury than of necessi-

ty. Will the farmer refuse to advance his portion
of the public burthens, having the power to exact

the whole of it from the consumer of his articles ?

The man who eats bread may as fairly be said to

pay a part of the taxes of the farmed who raises the

grain, as he that uses foreign goods pays the duty

-upon them. Xo sort of tax can be laid that does not

settle on consumption, or that can fairly be paid ex-

cept by labor. But it is not worth while to discuss

this matter at present. Our system of taxation will

not be materially changed, except in case of war,

when all ranks and conditions must yield their sup-

port to the government
—and, the more domestic

we are, the less reason shatt.we have to expect col-

lisions with foreign nations.

The city of Baltimore can, without inconvenience

t*o its population, and with great advantage to the

morals and manners of its society, furnish hands for

15 mills like that of the Messrs. M'Kims, each mill

emptoyiirg children of the samefex. This single re-

for export ofsufficient value to clothe an 1 suppl ;

the people of the United States; and to the cost

of such goods we shall add the charges and du-
ties upon them,—which mast be paid as well as

the original purchase money.
2. That if agriculture could furnish such surplus,

the foreign market will not receive it one yea*
in ten—unless at such rates and on such terms
as would beggar us. Wheat, at 50 cents a bush-

el, delivered on our sea-boird, for example,
might, perhaps, generally find £ market— but
could we raise it at that price ?

3. That the foreign market is never to !-a relied.

upon, and may be lost altogether by war, &o.

4. That manufactures establish a steady home-
market that may be depended upon, and have
been found every where to give a stimulus to

agriculture
—in which it will appear that it is

not always the interest of individuals to pur-
chase a foreign article because they can get it

for less money than the domestic one costs.

5. That it is by manufactures, only, that we can

bring into operation the whole productive labor

of our country; which is the true and only cer-

tain source of wealth in any one.

6. That certain manufactures, now exceedingly
depressed, such as those of iron, for instance,
must be supported, being indispensable to our

political independence—and tlutt these manu-
factures being annihilated, cannot be suddenly
restored, if we should want them ever so much.

7. That the high price of labor, as the phrase is,

is no objection to manufacturing
—for all wise

nations prohibit the importation of [or lay hea-

vy duties upon] many things they want, which

they could get f >r less money abroad than they
can make them for at home. Instants. England,
who refuses to receive the cotton goods of her
own colonies in Asia.

8. That shipping and commerce is necessary both
to agriculture and manufactures, and essential

to the safety of the United States.

9. And, finally, that the people of the United
States, as agriculturalists, would be impove-
rished—by excessive manufactures, would be
rendered miserable and effeminate—by too

much commerce-, be converted inte ;i nation <.•*'
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knaves; and that the three, in certain and just .bigotry and indolence may latterly have degraded
proportions, must exist to render and to keep

'

us a free, happy and prosperous people.
G^/It may be thought by some that certain of the

preceding propositions are too evident to require
any thing to be said about them: but we propose to

support them, not by argument only, but by a col-

lection of statisticalfacte and calculations that may
serve for useful and easy reference, if they do no

good in the way of conviction and conversion.
This article shall be continued and concluded as

soon as time will allow us to collect and prepare the

tacts for publication; a work that cannot be per-
formed without much examination and considerable
reflection. The study of statistics, though ever de-

lightful, is always laborious.

Permanency of the American Union.
UKIXG PAIIT OF AST ESSAY DELIVERED BEFORE THE LITE-
RACY AXD PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF CHARLESTOX,
IN 1815-^-COMr.ICXIt ATF.D BY THS AUTHOR.
"The dread of calamity has often induced the

J

And she will, ere long, throw off' the incubus which
evil apprehended. A high confidence in our powers, j

encumbers her, and re-appear, the wonder of the

ler, she has had a period of power and renown, and
her regeneration is less distant than her senseless
tyrant imagines. Here, then, ferocious and vindic-
tive bands have formed a lusting union and made an

important nation.

Similar was the infancy of France. Clovis, the
chief of a *ribe, vanquished the Atemanni at To!-
biac—at Vouille he destroyed the army of Visigoths,
and from the repulsive fragments of nations, that
cherished mutual abhorrence, composed the foun-
dation of the French monarchy. Subsequent kings,
by the sword, enlarged its boundaries, until the pre-
sent mighty empire was formed. Provincial antipa-
thies have passed away, and the name of French-
man has absorbed every ancient distinction. Jena,
Austerlitz, Mowskva and Marengo, are the lofty-
monuments of her power—the last five and twenty
years have been illumined with the deeds of her
national devotion—with the agony of remorse, she
now acknowledges the infatuated error of having
welcomed, as guardians, foes so often deplumed,

on the contrary, however extravagant, has uniformlv
led to tiie noblest results. This consideration ex-
cites the most poignant regret in every American,
to observe the prevalence, in a degree, of an idea

which, if sound, would chill the hope of every pa-
triot. The idea alluded to is, that our confederation
is temporary—that as we increase in number we
shall diminish in harmony—that the remaining davs
of our national love are but few—and that perhaps
many of us may reach the afflictive hour when state
s'lall unfold its banners against state, and the tri-

umph of the American citizen will be, who is most

crimsoned with his brother's blood. Were this pos-
sible, who of us would not envy his father his grave?
Who • ould not weep over Ids child, bereft of the
beatitude we inherited, and born to act and to suffer

in this night of glooms, of sorrow, and of perdition?
Hut may we not ask, with the great Carnot—"was
'•

liberty only shewn to man that he might never
"
enjoy it? Was it incessantly offered to his desires

'• as a fruit which he may not touch, without being" struck with the hand of death? Has nature, then,
'• after making this liberty one of our most pressing
"
wants, refused us its blessings, like a cruel step-

" mother? No." We would add to the enquiry, is

not liberty the parent of American independence
and felicity, and can she also be the parent of our
wretchedness? Are we wrong in asserting, that her

bounty has been enjoyed with a gratitude which

globe.
Of the kingdom of Britain we know that the por-

tion denominated England was parcelled into seven

divisions, between which wars and animosities were

unceasing, until in the year 827, Egbert, king of

Wessex, having defeated the others, erected the
seveiH into one kingdom. In 1172, Ireland was re-

duced and annexed. In 1284, Wales, after the most
execrable and sanguinary acts, was added. Scotland

however, though occasionally kept quiescent by
terror, recognised in England only an enemy—and
the high-spirited Wallace and Bruce, at Sterling
and at Bonnuckburn, taught her the danger of out-

raging a people disposed to respect themselves.
James I. on the assinine principle of legitimacy t®

inherit a government, was titled king of Great Bri-

tain; but the connexion never merited the name of
union until 1707, when Anne succeeded in procur-
ing the compact of union. From that xra, notwith-

standing occasional bursts of angry recollections,
each country has been happier, and these hostile

neighbors have become inestimable friends.

Such is the nature of the materials which form
tiie great empires of Europe; the constituent parts
of the United States unquestionably have more prin-

ciples of affinity. The colonies were planted with

emigrants from Europe. In the year 1664, the Dutch

possessions, New-York and New-Jersey, were trans-

ferred to Britain, and all the colonies then became
evinces it was not misplaced and should not be dis-j the subjects of one government. There were no wars
continued; Without being sensible that our wishes between them—their views were limited to amass-
form our opinion, we think we see by the lights of ing opulence. In 1754, their foreign mistress being
history, that the American union is permanent; that involved with France, there was a slight co opera-

many causes of discontent are transient—and that >tion between the provinces to give efficacy to their

its strength will increase with our years, as time is respective efforts, but the real germ of union ne-

ver was sown until 1765, by the resistance of the

stamp-act. In '76 they resolved to expire or to
preparing new cords to encircle and bind us more
closely and more firmly.

1. The first great truth on which we base this [Sourish together. In '78 articles of confederation

position is, that those political bodies which we
j

were proposed by congress to each state, which,
li&w admire most, for their size and power, are

constituted of parts more heterogeneous than the
United States.

The whole of E irope was originally divided into

after candid and full discussion, were adopted—in

'89 the present constitution was substituted, which
removed obstructions, and infused new qualities of

attraction. From that period wealth and happiness,

small warlike clans, and the combination of these the fruit of union, have confirmed our determina-

oians form its present great divisions. Spain, we tion to remain for ever one people. Such is the ori-

know, was overrun by Moors, Visigoths and other! gin of the American republic. Its union is the re-

barbarians—the kingdoms of Aragon and Castile
jsult

of reason, sympathy and general interest, not

grew from an union of these small portions, and the

marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella converted Ara-

gon and Castile into the kingdom of Spain. However

(Like the nations of Europe) of compulsion. In the

retrospect we see every thing to revive and animate

affection, nothing that can irritate the pride or pro.-
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-;oke the anger of any one of its members. If, then,

English, Scotch, Welsh, Irish, Danes, Saxons, Nor-

mans, bred up to mutual destruction, can soften,

assimilate, and be directed by one government, why
shall not America' s, who have known each othe

only as brethren, and have always acted in the same

cause, be equally harmonious? History is no light to

the future, or our union is not to dissolve, but to

augment in vigor, and bear new blessings and new

glories.
2. The next truth which we would recal is—that

the principles of forming large communities are

discovered and developed as society improves.
The preceding facts establish this position. We

have seen the the tribe of Clovis become the French

nation, the littlt- kingdom of Wessex has grown to

the vast dominion of Britain. Among the most

powerful of these principles of forming great com-
munities we must enumerate, commerce, the press,

squality of rights, and representation.

Commerce, or the exchange of our respective
commodities, has civilized mankind. Our wants
mAe us mutually dependent, and by mutually sup-

plying them, habits of amity and of intercourse are

created. By being esseniial to each other's felicity

sentiments of friendship arise, prejudices are re-

moved by intimacy, and the affections expand as

our comforts reciprocate. This cementing quality
of commerce explains why domestic trade always
has been and ever should be preferred to foreign.
The privations of war must be less, and the strength
of the government derived from the union of its

members is thus promoted. Now there exists not

a country, the different sections of which seem to

have been so planned for each other, as the United
States. The manufactures and marine of the north

give life to the prolific agriculture of the south,
and without the south they would pine and waste to

annihilation. The tendency of this situation to

confirm our union has been impressed upon our le-

gislatures. All have concurred that our own ma-
nufactures and navigation should be cherished and

preferred. The only point of debate has been, how
far the exclusion of foreign is necessary to advance
the unanimous view. The amazing amount of our

tonnage, seamen, and workshops has surpassed the
most visionary calculations, and the result on our
union is manifest from the indisputable circum-
stance, that the south and north, that Carolina and
New York are more connected now than were the
.different parts of the same states twenty-five years
ago. This powerful band of union therefore exists,
and is daily strengthening and enlarging.

The press, we next mention as a miraculous en-

gine to effect uniformity of opinion and of con-
duct. It has not only overcome the impediment of

space by enabling philosophers in the remotest

spots of the most distant continents, mutually to

enlighten, but it has made the great living converse
with the immortal spirits of the great dead.—
Washington was the intimate of Cincinnatus, Na-

poleon of the wondrous Charlemagne. The coali-

tions of genius, century after century, triumph over
the obstacles of nature, give man new powers to
extend his schemes and to sublimate his happiness.
As knowledge pervades, the soul is liberalized,
softened and refined—discord, malice and depra-
vity are banished by philanthropy, and we learn to

mitigate and not to embitter the afflictions inhe-
rent in our lot. By the press only could whole na
tions discuss and ascertain their interests—and
whenever the right has been admitted invariably
the interests of that nation have been advanced. Is

not our country an unanswerable exemplification?

Who would altemnt to estimate how much we are

indebted to the diffusion ofsucli beneficial produc-
tions as that admirable dissertation on our union
and system of government in the book called the
'Federalisir" We never can know how such works
will impart stability to our institutions, by giving
tew ideas to the rising generation, and by secretly

dissolving the hopes of profligate ambition. The
interests ofAmerica are therefore ensured, for here

only has discussion ever been absolutely unrestrain-

ed, and she demonstrates the correctness of the

republican tenet that "error may safely be tolerated
where reason is left free to combat it."

EminUty of rights, by destroying the mortifying
distinctions and the real sufferings of a great por-
tion of a community, has ever been succeeded by
harmony. Coercing the principle, to trample the
mandates of conscience, to regulate his ideas by
'-he mind of another, would justify the belief that

government was designed as a diabolical torture.
But as social interests are understood, the institu-

tions of fanaticism vanish as the fogs of night before
the returning morn, and it is found that govern-
ment is stable as it is just, and that a people are
false only when they are oppressed. By ceasing to

injure we cease to hate, and general affection super-
sedes sectarian abhorrence. Such has been the
constant effect of exploding intolerance, and of

allowing our fellow beings to think and to act as

freely as ourselves. This doctrine has been estab-
lished by our own history. Several of the colonie?,
in their infancy, introduced a standard of religi-
ous

infallibility as the measure of civil rights. A
cruel mimickery of the religious establishments of

Enrope was exhibited, and dissention, its legiti-
mate offspring, assiduously followed. But in these
our nobler days, when toleration is merged in an

equal, indefeasible right of conscience and of free-

dom, the presbyterian, the catholic, the episcopa-
lian, the quaker, knows his fellow-citizen only as
his fellow-christian, and his country as his imparj
tially tender parent.

Representation is another efficacious agent. This,
if not the invention of modern times, appears cer-

tainly with new attributes. To collect the best

informed from the inhabitants of every station in

life—of every mode of employment—and of every
place, is the infallible and the only principle on
which the general interest can be discovered. But
how can this be ©fleeted if the right of election and

eligibility is limited ? A sagacious minority may
adopt plausible and deceptive measures; but their

own benefit will be secured, and not the general
benefit. Thus to give a fool a million a year to wear
a crown and sit upoa a throne, and to hire, at pub-
lic expence, the ecclesiastics of one sect to denounce
all others as heretics, is unworthy the rewards of
this world or of that to come—consults the dignity
and the happiness of the people in a manner which
an American is not sufficiently illumined to under-

stand. In the United States all on whom the laws

operate are accessary to the formation of the laws;

hence those principles are infused which nourish

the general interest : Our regulations are the result

of reciprocal accommodation—state fraternizing
with state smooths away local prejudices, and we
are becoming as uniform in national feeling as we
are in freedom and blessedness.

The good take delight in dwelling on our unpa-
ralleled enjoyments, but express an amiable appre-
hension that our present system may decay, and all

that endears it be lost. But why should science*

retrocede in politics only ? Have we not seen her

convert the coasting bark into the capacious mer-"
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chantman, and guide it in safety from continent to ! views; the other, the innate incapacity of any go
continent—from pole to pole ? How magnificent is

the mansion she has raised where once the slovenly

log-hut was her best production ! And shall we
doubt that she may erect political edifices that will

o'ertop the wretched coverings under which most
of our race are now suffering ?—The amelioration

of man is the design of Providence, and we have

been too much favored to dread unkindness here-

after.

3. Another luminous truth which declares the

perpetuity of our union is, that in all countries cer-

tain opinions become a national feeling and senti-

ment, and are consecrated by the devotion of the

people.
The sanctity of the Roman Catholic religion in

Spain and Italy, and the union of church and state

in England, are conspicuous illustrations. Now we
do assert that the unspeakable importance of the

union of the states in the political system of Ame-
rica is not a mere opinion, the result of a dispassion-

ate, cold, survey of our interests, but it has become
a national sentiment. An American would as soon

reason with an atheist as with the idiot who could

vernment to answer for a country so immense.
But we have no dread of ambition as we have wit-

nessed its impotence. The Americans have an en-

gine of punishment, more successful than the rack
or guillotine

—an engine which destroys the crime
without injuring the criminal public opinion-.

The reputation of Mr. Shays, or of the Hartford
convention, will scarcely lure the ambitious to imi-

tation.

In reply to the other objection : France proves
the number, Russia the extent of territory, which
one government can superintend. Our political sys-
tem is preferable to either of those. Like a well-

formed army, while congress will direct the general
regulations, the state authorities will attend to the
minute concerns of the parts

—each a distinct duty,
but all promotive of one object, the good of the
union.

The idea that Americans cannot form one empire,
is an old colonial prejudice inculcated by our fo-

reign tyrant to render us more dependent. As we
have thrown off her political shackles, let us no

longer be oppressed with her senseless doctrines;

those opinions which suit a great, free, and wise

nation.

not see, or with the traitor who pretended Iig did
j

but, using our own judgment, imbibe and diffuse

notjsee its vital importance. In every discussion all

parties have been agitated but by one emotion

when it seemed endangered. Was it not to secure

this so many relinquished their speculative objec-
tions and accepted our present national constitu-

tion ? Was not this the irresistible argument ? Did
we not see this sentiment melt all hearts into one

British Opinions.
FHOM THE tONDOS TIMES, APRIL 5, 1817.

The separation of North America from Great

during the late glories and trials of united America ?| Britain, will necessarily expose the empire to far-

What but this sentiment is now urging so manyjther dismemberments. We cannot calculate on

patriots of genius
—so many noble-minded associa

tions to rear monuments of literature and of art,"

not to a state, but to the United States ? Next to

the frown of Deity the loss of union would be our

most awful visitation. The American will forgive

perpetual concord with the United States. Their
first war with England made them independent

—
their second made them formidable. They have, in

consequence of that latter conflict, cultivated with

more assured and unbending pertinacity the means

any enemy, but that enemy who would assail the 'and resources both of war and peace. They have
union of the states. Time will invigorate the sen-

timent, and identify it with our existence.

4. The anticipation of the future grandeur of

united America is another unextinguishable cause
which will never allow the sentiment of union to be
cold. Whilst what has already been accomplished
elevates every citizen, yet what will be performed
inspires him with enthusiasm. How sweet to the

father to tell his son what he is to see—how empy-
rean is the gratification of two enlightened Ameri-
cans reciprocating their expectations, and glowing
over the vision of the great period when, unequalled

now for the first time a standing army,* a moveable

militia, and a victorious and resolute marine.—
Their next warfare will be offensive, if not against
our islands in the western hemisphere, at least

against the British possessions on the continent;

and who can say how long Canada, with her line

of defence so grievously impaired by the terms ef the

late treaty, will be maintainable against the renewed
attacks of this ambitious and invigorated republic ?

We may reckon, therefore, on the instability of our

western dominions. For the same reason it be*

comes a matter of very anxious consideration, how
in population, in arts, in science, and in freedom, |

far it would be politic to reinforce a population
their country shall be the wonder and example of
mankind. This is our evening theme, it is so much
a part of our best feelings, that all the machinations
of treason, and all the fiend-like efforts of foreign
foes will but infix it more deeply.

Such are some of the reasons on which a patriot

may found his belief in the increase and perpetuity
of owr fame and beautitude. Further consideration
would suggest others. Thus we might specify the
various improvements calculated to amalgamate the
states which are constantly developed. This may be
done hereafter, but we should prefer its being done

which may be considered as the garrison of an

untenable post. If, indeed, we had a prospect of

so far strengthening our possessions in North Ame-
rica as to ascertain their security against all at-

tacks from without, there is little question but

that a draught from the disbanded soldiery and

unemployed laborers of the united kingdom might
be settled in those provinces to advantage. We
have already expressed our fears, that under any
addition of force which we can bestow upon the

Canadas,the defence of them will be mostprecarious
in a future contest with the United States. But

by a better mind, with superior opportunities ofj
there is another circumstance of infinite moment-

information. A more inestimable gift could not be the colonists whom we detach to our own posses-
presented tLe American people than a comprehen- Lions, desert almost invariably to our republican
sive detailed view of each distinct mean to confirm

thp confederation.

The only causes of dissolution which have ever
been mentioned are two, viz. ambitious demagogues
will persuade various portions of the people to cast

away their freedom, and become slaves of their,

rival. During the late war above 2,000 British

soldiers remained (not as prisoners) upon the

*We have always had a small "standing army"—
not quite so numerous, however, as our present one.

ED. B£3.
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hostile territory. Emigrations of our settlers take

place every year. What the allurements may be,

is a subject of conjecture. The fact itself is be-

yond dispute, that British America suffers a daily
loss of its new European population; and that the

states of the union draw proportionate accessions
ofnumerical strength from our comparative decline.

If we colonize, therefore, it must not be to the
western hemisphere, which, from Hudson's Bay to

the Straits of Magellan, seems designed by Pro-
vidence for other nations.

AMERICA.—PRESIDENT'S SPEECH.

London, .tipril 20.—A variety of foreign and do-

mestic intelligence will be found in our columns of

tliis day- We cannot say, however, that there is

any part of it, of any peculiar importance to the

public. Perhaps the address of Mr. Monroe, upon
his inauguration as president of the United States,
deserves more consideration than it seems entitled

to upon mere perusal. We have never given much
credit to persons speaking inaugural orations: they
are too studied, to let the real feeling of the com
poser escape;

—
tl.ey ave like showy Birmingham

goods
—

entirely made for sale. If we could believe

all that is put forward in this address, we should
think the Americans the first people in the world;—we should think that Mentors governed, and
that every child of the United States was another
Telemachus ! But we are not so easy of belief.—
We have too often been disappointed and deceived

by such addresses; and we have too long known
how flourishing and courtly nations look in print,
whilst poverty and oppression are their melancholy
portion, in reality.
With all the distrust, however, which an ac-

quaintance with the quackery of politics, and the

knavery ofstatesmen must inspire, we still can catch

through the wilderness a gleam of light, that helps
us on, in our road to ascertain the truth. The
American government seems desirous to preserve a

strict line of amity with foreign powers; at the same
time, that they take all those necessary precautions
which may secure them from aggression. Their
revenue would appear to be in a very flourishing
condition; but then the expences of their govern-
ment are comparatively nothing. We know not how
it is, that a republican government can keep their

states secure, and afford protection to their people,
whilst taxes are unoppressive, and liberty of person
and of creed is unrestrained in its exercise. We
cannot imagine why monarchical governments
should be so particularly expensive; especially, as

we have never seen that their people are more hap-
py or more free than those who live under a repub-
lic. We are friends to monarchical government,
because we think, if properly balanced and ad-

ministered, it could secure every desirable blessing
we might covet. We rather think republics are
unsuited to enlarged domiuions; or where nations
arrive at a certain point of elevation, either com-
mercial or military, or agricultural. Indeed, in

Greek and Roman history, we have frequent in-

stances of this truth; and we think, before very many
years elapse, that America will add another—to
the examples which could be cited. The popula-
tion is not yet sufficiently dense in America, to have
those divisions occur in property and in interests,
which operate in other countries; and, of necessity,
almost impel them into a monarchical, if not a

despotic form of government. But as soon as
America becomes a nation—as scon as her people
bear that proportion to their soil, which those of
other countries bear to theirs—as soon as a national
taste is formed, ivnd as conflicting interests begin

to assume their proper appearances
— it will be

found that America will become a monarchical, if

not perhaps a mditary and despotic goyernment.
We cannot say that our wishes second our observa*
tions upon this point. On the contrary, we should
wish for the improvement of the world, that Ameri-
ca should remain arepublic; because, exterisparibus,
ifthe least expensive government possess in it equal
elements of duration, and afford equal protection
of person and of property as a more expensive, the

advantages are with the republican form of govern-
ment, and should therefore be preferred.

America possesses many advantages denied to

other countries; and if she act a prudent part to-

wards her brethren of the south, her commerce
must improve, and her navy acquire a permanence,
which may alter, in the process of time, the situa-

tions of many European states. No man can con-

template the situation of America without feelings
of superior exultation.—In this country, unhappily,
we look upon the Americans as the lees of society,
and vainly think that the abuse of Jonathan will

secure a pre-eminence to John Bull. The public
should be disabused of tlus erroneous notion. We
should watch the progress of other states minutely;
where we see their virtues, to copy them; and where
we meet their vices—to correct those of a similar

nature in ourselves.

Judge Hanson's Opinion,
Delivered i/t Baltimore county court on the return of a

writ of habeas corpus, in the cise of Josepu Al-

meida, who -was imprisoned in virtue of a wtirrant

issued by a justice of the peace oj the state of .'>/>

rylandfor a supposed breach of a lav, of the U:dted

States.

The argument in this case had not proceeded
very far, before it was manifest to me, that the

learned attorney for the United States, was entram-

melled in a dilemma, from which all his ingenuity
could not extricate him. If a justice of the peace
of the state of Maryland, had any legal power to

arrest a person charged with an offence against the

United States, it follows as a dictate of common
sense, that there must, independent of the laws of

congress purporting to give jurisdiction to state

tribunals, reside somewhere in the state, as an essen-

tial component of the sovereign and protecting

power it has a right to exercise over and in behalf

of all persons within limits, a right of deciding
whether or not that arrest was properly made; and,

consequently, that if Thomas W. Griffith, Esq. had
the power of issuing a commitment, tiiis court has

the power of ordering a habeas corpus, and upon
its return, not only of deciding the sufficiency of

the return itself, but of adjudging whether or

not the intelligent officer in this case, in issuing
his warrant, acted substantially in conformity to

the established principles of law, regulating the

subject of commitment. To the warrant, in the

present case, there is scarcely one am.jng the

many objections that have been made to it, which

has not been ably and fully sustained. One sin-

gle material defect is, however, sufficient to in-

validate it; and that of the omission to make it

returnable, at any time, or before any person, af-

fords, of itself, ample reason for quashing all autho-

rity derived from it. No proceeding, under the

color of law, can be more susceptible of bemg
wrought into an engine of oppressive power, than

that of depriving an individual of his liberty, and of

consigning him to imprisonment upon an "ex parte

hearing." Every freeman has a right to be confront?
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ed with the witness against him, in all stages of his

accusation; the privilege is inherent, and the right
to demand the enjoyment of proving his innocence

simultaneous with the first step of prosecution.
—

Before, therefore, any commitment can be lawfully

made, the accused is entitled to an opportunity of

shewing, either that the act he is charged with is

no crime in the eye of the law, that if any wrong has

been done he is not. the perpetrator of it, or that

however strong the evidence may be against him,
the offence alleged is of a class justifying the dis-

charge of his person, upon the production of such
bail as may be legally required of him. If the con-

dition of society were otherwise, the time would
have arrived ere now, when the occasion and the

disposition would have presented themselves of

deciding all such questions in a very summary way.
These preliminary points being settled, it becomes

necessary to decide the main question, in which the

"whole of the case has resolved itself. That is to

say, whether this court has power to commit for an

aMeged offence against the United States; and going
Oie step further, whether a law of congress can
confer any judicial power upon state tribunals ?

Although the abjudication of this point devolves

tiponus the duty of passing upon one of the greatest

judicial questions, that of the constitutionality of a

law of congress, yet as every court is bound and

presumed to know its own jurisdiction, we cannot

avoid deciding whether we derive any jurisdiction
from the law of the United States, passed in the

year seventeen hundred and eighty-nine, organizing
the judiciary of the national government; and con-

sequently whether the 33d section, and indeed ma-

ny other sections are constitutional. Notwithstand-

ing this point has been expressly decided in Virgi-
nia and in Ohio, and collaterally in the supreme
court of the United States, as may be implied from
the scope of the opinions of judges Johnson and

Story, as reported by Wheaton, it is with an irresisti-

ble awe that I approach it, for should our decision

be adverse to the constitutionality, we virtually ad-

judge, that in this case, although it be a question
arising under the constitution of the United States,
the supreme court can exercise no appelate juris-
diction, inasmuch as we absolve ourselves from the

obligation ofsending up the record for their revision;
and as so many other of the statutes of congress are

dependent for their execution and utility upon the
administration of them by state tribunals, the argu-
ment "ab inconvenienti" has great weight, and is

entitled to the most serious consideration. The law
of congress before us, was passed in the year 1789,
the first session after the adoption of the constitu-

tion; it was proposed, debated and digested by a

body of men, the chief and prominent characters of
whom were themselves the erectors of our national

institutions. It has been acceded to and acted un-
der in this and every other state in the union; it has
never been instrumental to any signal grievance, or

complained of as a public or private evil; it has on
the contrary been resorted to as a useful and saluta-

ry regulation; it has saved expense and trouble to

the general government without being burthensome
to state officers, and there appears a degree of pro-
priety and fitness, that as every individual state and
every officer thereof is interested in, so they shall be
rendered auxiliary to the execution of laws, made for

the benefit and protection of the whole. The law has
obviated on the part of the United States, theneces-

sity of scattering at large a host of officers through-
out the communities of the different states; it has

^keptthem clear of creatures armed with authority,
derived from an executive foreign from and not har-

monizing with the state government, subject to re-

gulations in their official capacities to which the

people, amongst whom they be placed to reside,
would be unused and averse, aud susceptible of

being made the instruments of power whensoever
it might be expedient for the general government
to avail itself of engines calculated to propagate its

opinions, and to uphold and enforce its measures; or,
at least to defeat by confounding the resort to legal

remedy, in the heterogeneous process or jarring and

conflicting jurisdictions. But, notwithstanding all

these considerations, I will proceed as concisely and
in as condensed a manner as I am capable, to pre-
sent my view of the subject. The national govern-
ment appears to me to stand in relation to the states,
as civil society does to the individuals composing
it. Both consist of a congregation of surrendered
or delegated rights

—and in neither case can these,

conceded powers be enlarged, diminished or return-
ed to the parties granting them, but by their own
consent, collected in such manner, in the first case,
as the constitution providing for its amendment
should prescribe; and, in the second, as the laws of
the social compact should direct.

The several independent states have agreed, by
the constitution, to invest the judicial power of the
United States in one supreme court, and in such in-

ferior tribunals as the congress may from time to

time ordain and establish; and then the constitution

goes on to define, what is the judicial power of the

United States collectively, as a national govern-
ment, as I understand it, in contradistinction to the

judicial pawers of all the states seperately, viz:—
The judicial power of the United States, shall ex-

tend to all cases in law and equity arising under the

constitution—the laws of the United States, and
treaties made, or which shall be made under their

authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors, and
other public ministers; to all cases of admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction; to controversies to which
the United States shall be a party; to controversies

between two or more states, between a state and
the citizens of another state, between citizens of
different states, between citizens of the same state

claiming lands under the grants of different states,

and between a state, or the citizens thereof, and

foreign states, citizens and subjects. From the
word all being used in the first part of the clause,

dropped in the middle and again resumed, it has

been inferred, that exclusive jurisdiction was not

in every case enumerated, delegated to the United
States. Be this as it may, the states, beyond all

controversy, reserved to themselves some, if not all

rights not expressly given away, and having done

so, they unquestionably had the power and exer-

cised it, of creating judicial tribunals for the pro-
tection of such of those rights, and the adminis-

tration and exposition of laws passed in regard to

chem, as they might deem proper; and if they
deemed it expedient to leave their citizens with-

out tribunals having authority to afford them reme-
dies in certain cases, and especially those where
the United States had clearly jurisdiction, if only

concurrent, where exists the power of congress,
under the constitution, to compel the states to cre-

ate such courts, or what is there to prohibit the

states from enjoying the exclusive use, for state

purposes, of their own courts and civil officers, and
of prescribing as a condition of the tenure of of-

fice, that they should, as the constitution of Ma-

ryland has done, exercise no office of profit or trust

under the government of the United States ? What

rightful power has the congress, after the adoption
of the constitution and the investment thereby of
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judicial power in the general government, to en

large, diminish, or return any of its powers to the

states? If it had a right to confer any power, what

power has it not a right to confer, unless express-

ly prohibited by the letter of the constitution?—

and state tribunals must thus be converted into

courts of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction. In

fact, if the congress has the power of conferring on

them the duty of arresting, of committing, holding
to bail or discharging without it, all of which are

judicial acts, because they imply an act of judg-
ment and are not mere ministerial duties, it must
also possess the power of assigning to them that

of trial, conviction and sentence to punishment—
Surely it cannot be contended that such authority
is derived from the clause that the judicial power
of the United States shall be vested in a supreme
court and in such inferior courts as the congress

may from time to time ordain and establish, and

that under this interpretation, state courts may, at

the pleasure of congress, without their consent or

knowledge, or the sanction of the state under

which they act, be converted into United States

courts; if such were the case, congress would have

nothing more to do, in order to destroy a state ju-

diciary, than to assign to the judges duties under
the general government, and as fast as the state of

Maryland created courts, congress might prostrate
them until its constitution should be altered and its

officers allowed to hold offices under the United

States. To whom shoidd we then look for the pro-
tection of reserved rights? The first section of the

court of the United States is clearly prospective:
it declares that the judicial power shall be vested

• in one supreme court, not in a court as it were al-

ready created, but io be created, not in inferior

tribunals in existence, but such as congress shall

from time to time ordain and establish hereafter;

evidently intending these courts to be United
States courts, responsible and impeachable by the

United States for neglect of duty or the abuse of

power, and forming a constituent part of the judicial

system of the United States—Again, if congress
has power to return to the states judicial powers,
or enlarge the power of state courts, why should
it not have the power of* returning to, or enlarging
and diminishing the legislative and executive pow-
ers, and if it could assume such power as to all the

states, what is to prohibit it from exercising it as

to any one or more of them? And thus at once might
be frustrated, the wisdom and foresight of our
fathers in securing to the small states an equal re-

presentation in the senate of the United States with
the large ones—by yielding to a majority ofcongress
the power of importing superiority and predomi-
nance to any one or more states by returning to them

sovereign, judicial and executive powers conceded
to the general government, whilst it withheld them
from others—These may be termed extreme cases,
but it must be observed, that if the occurrence of
such cases had not been slighted and overlooked,

many revolutions of government would have been

escaped, which have involved in them the servitude
and wretchedness of millions. If congress has

power to require of the state courts to take cog-
nizance of any matters assigned or relinquished to

the supreme and inferior courts of the United

States, it surely is not limited as to the extent of
this demand; and under such a construction, all

the business of the general government might be

imposed upon state tribunals, whose judges being
thus subjected, it is easily comprehended, would
be compelled either to resign their seats upon the

bench, or to exact of the state. -governments, by

whom thej were employed, an increase of compen-
sation commensurate with the enlargement of their
official duties; and the general government, by
these means, might be enabled to impose and ex-
act a tax, of any one or more states, in a way un-
just and unequal, and never contemplated by the
genius of our government, or letter of the consti-
tution. Besides, the constitution of the United
States prescribes, that the judges shall hold their
offices during good behavior, and shall receive for
their services a compensation, not to be diminished
during their continuance in office; now the tenure
by which state judges hoid their offices, it is no-
torious, varies in almost every state, and, here par-
ticularly, it essentially differs from that provided
by the constitution of the United States, and civil
officers are expressly forbidden to hold any office
of profit or trust under the general government;
how then, can the congress of the United States,
compel them to accept one, for which they shall
receive a compensation, not to be diminished du-
ring their continuance in office?—Again, the man-
ner of their appointment is totally different—The
constitution ofthe United States requires thejudges
to be appointed by the president and senate; can
it, then, be seriously contended, that congress, by
a law can, not only, ordain and establish judical
tribunals, convert to its own use state courts, some
created since, others in existence before itself was
in being, but that it should also forthwith proceed
to the appointments ofjudges thereof, without the
consent of the president, Hie senate, or the judges
themselves. Certainly, such a doctrine asserts the
power and would have the inevitable consequence
to absorb into the general government all state

sovereignty, and by thus appropriating and control-

ling state courts—indirectly to modify, regulate,
abridge, invade or destroy the rights and privi-
leges reserved to the states, for the protection of
which, they had organized their courts ofjustice.
Have the states any where expressly or by implica-
tion delegated any such power to the general go-
vernment ? It has, however, been urged as an ar-

gument in support of this motion, that in many cases
the state courts and the United States courts, have
a concurrent jurisdiction, and that, therefore, the

judicial power does not exclusively belong to the

supreme and other courts of the United States; and
strength is attempted to be given to this idea, from
the word all not being used throughout, but drop-
ped, when controversies between the United States
and any one state are provided for. If there can
be any discrimination between the judicial power
and all the judicial power, it may possibly have
been, with a view of avoiding any expression that

might be construed to take a jurisdiction from the
state courts which they had before exercised, to-

wit, that of deciding claims for, and against the
United States, under the old confederation, and
which the constitution subsequently expressly re-

serves to them, that this variation of language was
adopted.—But if this proves any thing, it proves
too much, (there being no denial, that the national

government has power to punish offences against its

own laws) for it rather implies, that where the word
all is used there is no concurrent jurisdiction, and
that concurrent jurisdiction existed only in cases
where the state courts had a previous cognizance:
besides, if the constitution, with a view to the
doctrine of reserved rights, gave, or recognized a
concurrent jurisdiction, there could be no neces-

sity for the law of congress to give it; and, if the
stale courts had it not before, and did not get it from
the constitution according to the principles I have
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endeavored to enforce, they could not obtain it by
a law of congress. Whatever doubt, therefore,

there may have been as to the jurisdiction in civil

cases, with respect to the criminal law of the Uni-

ted States, I can entertain none; for, it is obvious,

that previous to the constitution, there could be no

criminal jurisdiction ofoffences against the United

States any where; and, if the state courts could sub-

sequently have it, they must derive it from the con-

stitution itself. But this no where appears on the

face of the instrument; and, inasmuch as the legis-

lative, executive and judicial powers of the state

governments, consists in the reservation of rights
not delegated, and cannot in any degree be compo-
sed of concessions from the national government,
which is itself made up of what the states had part-
ed with, it would be, according to my apprehension,
too great an incongruity to construe the right of

conferring jurisdiction to be vested by the constitu-

tion in congress; and it cannot be too constantly
borne in remembrance by the civilian and statesman,
that if congress could enlarge or diminish the pow-
er of state authorities, it would necessarily follow,
that our national government would present the

singular anomaly of one co-ordinate branch of ago-
vernment possessing, as a component part of it, the

inherent constitutional means, not only of its own
dissolution, but that of undermining the basis of the

whole fabric, in the surrender, without the consent

of the parties to the contract, who must be either

the states or the people, of legislative, judicial and
executive functions.

Upon the whole, it appears to me, that every co-

temporaneous exposition ofthe views and considera

tions ot theframers of the constitution—all tradi-

tional information of their conferences—and the

opinions of enlightened statesmen who have before

and since discussed it—carry with them a weight
too impressive to be resisted; and that they all con-

cur in converging to the position, that every exer-

cise of control over, or interference with state au-

thorities, on the part of the United States, where
the right is not explicitly granted, has a tendency
to convert our confederative republic into a consoli-

dated government; and that unless such construc-

tions are guarded against in time, at some day, a

popular and ambitious executive might become the

"architect of ruin" of the liberties of the people,

by attaining a sufficient ascendancy to contract or

dilate state powers, according to circumstances;
to convert independent sovereignties into vice-roy-

alties, subservient to his mandates; and, in fine, to

reduce a state, as it relates to us, into a mere "im-

perium in itnperio," and possessing no more distinct

and separate rights, than the mayor and city coun-

cil of a city could exercise in opposition to the

legislature, judiciary and execution ofa whole state;

and although it may be oppositely said, that state

governments, as regards the national government,
ought not to be considered as sovereign powers
foreign to each other; that they are all parts of the
same whole, and that as the people of the states

are the people of the United States, the same policy,
laws, and process may and ought to pervade and

regulate the whole empire, as the same blood which
flows into and nourishes the heart, runs through
and invigorates every artery and fibre of the body;
yet to my mind, the uniformity of a conitellation is

more illustrative, in which the national sovereign-
ty, whilst performing its evolutions, is revolved
round by the states, on their own axis, and in their
own orbits, and if in departing from its course
it should approach to concussion, with its satelitcs,

"hey would be jostled and obtruded from their

spheres, whilst its own functions would be obstruct-

ed, and the order and conformity of the whole sys-
tem, deranged and destroyed.

I am ofopinion, therefore, whatever doubt may
exist as to the extent of jurisdiction common to
state and United States' courts in civil cases, that
state authorities cannot act in any stage of prosecu-
tion for offences against the laws of congress.

Manuscript from St. Helena.
From Bell's London Weekly Messenger, ofMarch 31.
As so much of the attention of the public, dur-

ing the last week, has been directed towards this

singular production and its reputed author, and as
the manuscript appears to justify the importance
assigned to it, we have deemed it our duty to give
it a perusal. According to Mr. Warden (a self-

sufficient writer, and a foolish one, but an authentic

one, as far as he himself appears to be the writer)
Bonaparte was much occupied in writing; and the
natural purpose of writing is to publish and be
read. If Bonaparte, therefore, had thus written
his memoir, either in part or in whole, it is no
matter of just surprise that it has found its way
to the British press. Of his several visitors at St.

Helena, there are many who might have brought
away with them a letter or packet; and Bonaparte
would find no difficulty in procuring persons in

England who would undertake and execute the

charge of having it published. We do not intend
to infer, from what we have said, that there is any
thing improper in this act of publislung, or bring-
ing away for the sake of publishing. If there had
been any thing libellous, the English law would
have had a responsible subject in the bookseller.
Let Bonaparte, therefore, be permitted to publish
as much as he pleases. It will be an aid to the

history of the times, and will bring us better ac-

quainted with a character which has occupied so

large a space upon so wide a theatre.

The first singularity in the work (which is only
published in French) is the abrupt, and, as it were,
passionate style of the writer; a style which has so

notoriously the characteristic manner of Bonaparte,
as to be an argument neither on the one side nor
the other, for the authenticity of the work. In a

very foolish book, but a very interesting one, of
that French archbishop and intriguer De Pratt, the
reader may remember several long conversations
of Bonaparte related verbatim, and in which may
be seen some very striking specimens of this style
of the French chief—a style equally characteristic

of his temper, and of the quality of ids mind. Full
of great, and indeed magnificent images—swelling
with his conceptions; forgetting the present in a

splendid imaginary future; then suddenly awaken-

ing to the present difficulty and distress, express-

ing himself with passionate impatience with re-

spect to all the causes, and in the next moment
resolving upon some daring remedy. Such is the

manifest character of the mind of Napoleon; and

such, as it appears to us, is the style which is em-

ployed in the work before us.

The narrative (for such it is) throughout is in the

first person. The book is an octavo volume of 150

pages, and the subject is a running commentary
upon the principal events, of the military and civil

life of Napoleon. Our limits will not admit a

lengthened criticism; but we must notice, in pass-

ing, one or more of its most striking passages. We
begin with thejpreface, which is bold enough, and

short enough.
«'I shall write no. commeiytarv," says the writer,
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^Napoleon, or some one speaking his name.) "The

world lias seen my reign, and I feel no disposition

iValimentera la curiosite publique (to purvey for pub-

lic curiosity.) But 1 shall briefly run over the main

events of my life, for two reasons; I care nothing

ibr the present times, but let me stand as I am be-

fore my son and posterity.
"This is my motive for writing; I am compelled

became attached to my profession of arms; and
sought all books within my reach, and applied them
to the system in my own mind.and in what is going
on around me. I 'thus formed my theory of war,
and Europe has seen what it is."

He then proceeds to relate his part in the siege of
Toulon; it introduced him to the notice and patron-
age of Barras. Barras was in power, and Bonaparte

to resort to an indirect means of rendering this I needed a patron. Each suited the other, and Bona-

narrative public. Should I send it to the English parte was made a general. In the affair of Sections

ministry, it would remain forever in the office which [he regards himself as having merely done his duty,
it would first reach."

|

He was called out to disperse the insurgents against
This is the whole of the preface. The work

|

the actual government. He obeyed and cieared

then commences with a narrative of his early life, the streets. The service was regarded to be of

his education, &c. but which are all dispatched,
each in its turn with a sentence. Some of these

condensed members are very striking; some even

acute, and all are characteristic,

a few of them.

great importance, and he was made general of di-

vision.

The narrative then proceeds to the several other
"We shall subjoin 'eras of the life of Bonaparte; his appointment to be

J
general and chief of the army in Egypt, his Egyptian

"I succeeded in every thing, because I resolved
j

campaign, &c. in all of which it contains most im-

to succeed. My will was strong. 1 looked at thejportant matter for future history and reflection.—
point, and precipitated myself towards it. I carried

j

We strongly recommend the work to serious atten-

all difficulties by assault, and as few difficulties 'tion, and regret that our limits will not admit of a

are mails of brass, they fell before me. The secret : longer account of what so well merits it.

of my success is, that I never hesitated.

"The best part of courage, or rather courage QC^The work referred to in the preceding has

itself, is the will—in a vigorous but decided re- 'been translated and re-published in the United

solution. But this will, the faculty of thus
will-]

States,.and is for sale by our booksellers. It cer-

ing, is not a matter of choice; it is the gift of tainly is characteristic and interesting; but we can-

nature; it is natural firmness." But the French is

here so much more expressive than any transla-

tion, that we are induced to add it—"La Volonte

depend, au reste, de la trempe de Vindividu; il n'ap-

partieut pas a chactin d'etre maitre chez lui."

"I derived no advantage from any study but the

mathematics. I read, indeed, all, because I would

not be ignorant of what was known to those around

me. But long and methodical arguments of these

writers on morals, law, and history, seemed so

much beating about the bush; I saw their object at

once; in history I wanted only the fact, and in mo-
rals I saw the reasons in the book of the world be-

fore me. I very early accustomed myself to impress
a distinct idea, a picture in full of every subject on

my own mind; I then closed my eyes and ears, and

examined it, as it were, in the silence and darkness

"of self reflection. This is the secret of my strong

conceptions, which were, in fact, only clear concep-
tions.

"I was first under fire (when a lieutenant) in a

small action with the Genevese. My natural cool-

ness and habit of attentively looking at the affair

not believe it to be the production of the ex-empe-
ror. Mad. de Stael is named as the author of it.

Legislature of New-York.
A J-QXG DEFERRED ARTICLE.

Report of the joint committee en manufactures.
Mr. Elmendorf, from the joint committee of the

senate and assembly, to whom was referred that part
of his excellency the governor's speech which re-

lates to domestic manufactures, reported as follows,
to wit:

That the return of peace having opened to this

country an uninterrupted communication with all the
nations of Europe, has held forth such inducements
to commercial enterprise as have deluged our coun-

try with foreign fabrics. Though it cannot be expect-
ed that such a course of things Will long continue,
at the immense loss which must necessarily be sus-

tained by those concerned in the importation of
these articles, it is yet to be feared, that while Great
Britain finds her European market circumscribed

by the neighboring powers, she will still contrive to

before me, made me at once a soldier and I date 'throw into our market such quantities of manufac-

my military ability from that moment. I saw that
j

tured goods as will altogether suspend the opera-
both parties merely occupied themselves in firing jtions of our cotton and woolen manufactories, if not

Straight forward at each other; and that this mode
j
altogether ruin the manufacturer,

promised nothing decisive on either side—bothpar-| Great Britain established her manufactures on
ties fighting merely to discharge their duty. I saw | the plan of exclusion. She prohibited manufactures
a hill at a short distance; I saw that commanded
their rear, and I concluded that if I fell on them
from that post I should decide the battle. I took

from abroad, and invited the manufacturer to her
shores—she taxed the living to employ her looms;
and to ensure the sale of her products ordained

small body of men; I made the movement, and that the dead should be shrowded in woolens; and

gained the victory. 1 was made a captain in con

sequence; but my reason for mentioning it is, that it

taught me the art of gaining a victory; and this art

consists in being in earnest; in looking attentively

upon the point, whilst all others are employed in

the noise and bustle of the common detail, and in

making some decisive movement which fortune may
admit. I require of my soldiers only steadiness in

front, till fortune shall throw the cast which affords

the opportunity for my play."
"This was my first notion, and always has been

and is still, what belongs to a good general I now

lest the manufacturing art should travel to other

countries, she imprisons the weaver and the arti-

san who makes an attempt to withdraw from her
dominions.

The congress of the United States, at their last

session, adopted two very masterly reports, made
by their committee of commerce and manufactures.
These reports recognised the importance of manu-

factures, and the policy of protecting them effec-

tually against foreign machinations. "The foreign
manufacturers and merchants," said the commit-

tee, "will put in requisition all the powers of in-
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genuity, will practice whatever art can devise, and

capital accomplish, to prevent the American from

striking root, and flourishing- in their rich and native

soil.

"The American manufacturers have good reasons

for their apprehensions. The}' have much at stake

—they have a large capital employed and are feel-

ingly alive for its fate. The foreign manufacturers

and merchants know this, and will redouble with

renovated zeal the stroke to prostrate them. They
also know that should the American manufactur-

ing establishments fall, their mouldering piles, the

visible ruins of a legislative breadth, will warn all

•who shall tread in the same footsteps, of the doom
and inevitable destiny of their establishments."

Many of these predictions are in a course of ful-

filment, notwithstanding the patriotic intentions of

the federal government to prevent it. Some of

our manufactories are prostrated, and others tot-

tering to their fall. The duty of 25 per cent, if of

sufficient amount, is not of sufficient duration to

produce confidence in men of capital; as at the end

of two years, it is to be reduced to 20 per cent.

It can never be expected that large sums of money
will be invested in manufactories, while there is a

probability they will not receive support.
The distress which has overtaken all classes of

society since congress adjourned, evinces the
inju-

rious effects of unlimited importations. The far-

mer and manufacturer, the merchant himself, have

felt severely the depression of trade, and the depre
oiation of tbeir pursuit more especially in the east-

ern and middle states.

When we consider that much capital had been

employed in manufactories—that great inconve-

nience had been experienced through want of such

establishments at the commencement of the late

war—when we consider that we have most valuable

flocks of merino sheep, and cotton in abundance—
that in 1815 there were employed in cotton facto-

ries alone, one hundred thousand persons and a ca-

pital offorty millions ofdollars—that ofthese 100,000

persons, 66,000 were women and children, (who
were of no service in agriculture)

—when we re-

flect that manufactures will be the life of agriculture,

by furnishing a market at home, and restore the pre-

cious metals from abroad, the committee are strong

]y induced to believe it to be of the highest impor-
tance to mature and defend those institutions in

their infancy, which, in their maturity will requite

our beloved country by prosperity and comforts,

and perfect independence.
New-York has a deep interest in the protection

ofdomestic manufactures, as the late census affirm.

—In 1810 they exceeded thirty three millions of

dollars; and in 1813-14, must have been more than

fifty millions.

This amount of domestic industry we have reason

to fear has in a great measure subsided, and can

only be revived by affording it full protection, and

creating around it a legislative barrier to ward off

foreign pressure. This must be done by the gene-
ral government; and the committee believing that the

sense of the people of the state of New-York ex-

pressed through their representatives to congress,
will receive due attention, respectfully submit the

following resolutions:—
lieselved, That our senators in congress be in-

structed, and the delegates of this state requested,
to use their influence, at the present session of the

national legislature, to obtain sufficient protection
for the infant manufactories of the United States,

particularly woolen and cotton, either by a perma-
nent augmentation of the duties upon certain goods^

or by a prohibitation ofsuch woolen or cotton goods
from foreign countries, as can be supplied by out"
own manufactures.

Resolved, That the president of the senate, and
speaker of the assembly, subscribe the said resolu-
tion in behalf of the legislature* and transmit it te
our senators and representatives in congress.
The committee fucther report, that they have not

omitted taking into their consideration what advan-
tages our manufacturing establishments might be
expected to derive from liberal loans out of the
treasury.
On this point they are constrained to be of opi-

nion, under present circumstances, that no such aid,
within the extent of the ability of the state, can af-
:ord that permanent support which might render
them publicly useful, and profitable to the owners.
The great influx of imported cotton and woolen

goods forced into our markets by sales at auction,
rendered practicable and even profitable in conse-
quence of the extensive frauds practised by ship-
ping them for this express purpose, accompanied
with fraudulent invoices, in which they are prised
so far below their original cost, as to evade the ef-
fect of the duties upon importations. It is in this

way, that as well the sale of imported goods as
those of our own manufacture, are successfully fore-
stalled in the market, and ruin has thereby been
brought to the door of the fair importer, as well as
manufacturer. To correct so extensive an evil, an

appeal will not be made in vain to the patriotism of
the country, for the purpose of introducing into do-
mestic use her own cotton and woolen fabrics; and
the committee deem it not unbecoming the immedi-
ate representatives of the people, in the legislature,
to set the example.

It is with the proudest satisfaction we can state,
that our ability to manufacture cotton and woolen,
is to the full extent necessary for domestic use;
and that we have so far advanced in the knowledge
of the art of manufacturing as to equal, in appear-
ance, those imported, while at the same time they
are much more substantial for wear; and, with the

exceptions of cottons imported from beyond the

cape of Good Hope, it is confidently believed, that
our own manufactures, especially the woolens, can
be afforded for sale in the market for the same pri-
ces at which they can be fairly imported.—There-
fore the committee recommend the adoption of the

following resolution:

Resolved, That it be earnestly recommended to
the members of the legislature, and all officers of

government of this state, and the members of the
senate and house of representatives of this state in

congress, to clothe themselves, when acting in their

public capacities, in the manufactured goods of our
own country; and to take all practicable means to

cause them to be extensively introduced into gene-
ral and domestic use, in preference to those offoreign
importation.
The committee also deem it highly expedient in

furtherance of their views above expressed, that the

buildings and machinery of all cotton and woolen fac-

tories should be exempted from taxation; and that
all manufacturers, actually employed in manufactur-

ing should be exempted from all militia duty, from

working on the public highways, and from serving
as jurors in all suits to the value oftewnty five dol-

lars or under; and therefore ask for leave to report
a bill prepared for that purpose.

There was a great fire at Sag-Harbour on Mon-

day the 26th ult. Houses and other property to an

estimated value of200,000 dollars, were destroyed-
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Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.
A person named Knight, culled in the London

papers "the celebrated orator for parliamentary
reform," was lately arrested near Halifax by a war-
rant from lord Sidmouth, and lodged in the New-
Bailey prison.
The quantity of flax-seed sown in Ireland last

year was 54,000 hhds. The supply for the present
year is said to be very short.

A large meeting of merchants and others inte-

rested, has been held in London for the purpose of

petiLioning- government to prohibit the exportation
of cotton yarns.

Ministers have determined not to suffer the act

suspending the habeas corpus to remain as a dead
statute—we hear of 163 persons being arrested at

Manchester, 79 at Leeds, &c. &c. &.c- 300 were
seized in one week at Glasgow and Paisley. These
men are carried off at once to jail, and kept au se-

cret, as they say in France.
3 per cent, consols, April 23, 72.
A proposition was made in parliament to repeal

POLAND.
Kosciusko has declared free, and exempt from all

charges or personal services, the inhabitants of his
domains in Poland, A few others Lave followed
his example. Our readers will bear in mind that
the body of the people of that country are slaves,
as much appertaining to the soil as the trees that
grow upon it.

SWEDEN.
The king of Sweden has prohibited the import-

ation of all white cotton goods and muslins, ex-
cept those brought from India in Swedish ships;
also porter and wine, except for the church. The
motive assigned for this measure, is to keep down
the course of exchange.

CHINA.
It is now intimated that the fleej which is fitting

out in England is destined for the Chinese coast, to
demand of the emperor an apology for some offence
he has given, and to claim the occupation, by British
troops, of all the strong places on the Canton river!
There is something exceedingly modest in all this.
The offence of the emperor, we believe, is, that he

the duty on salt—Ministers opposed it, for it yield-
w^ not have a more intimate connection with the,

<»d a million and a half, and carried their point 79 l

Bmish- than with others.

to 70.—dj^The liritish parliament has more than 600
members; here are about one fifth of them deciding
a most important question.

Waterloo.—It is said, that in the battle of AVater-

loo, fifteen thousand men were killed within halfan
hour in an orchard not exceeding four acres in ex-
tent: the ranks being mowed down over and over

again, and their places filled up with fresh victims.
Fifteen thousand in four acres, is in proportion of
a little upwards of 23 to the perch or rod!

FIIANCE.
The French officers have subscribed for a mon-

ument to the memory of marshal Massena.
6PAIN.

Letters coming into France from Spain are dipped
into vinegar at Bayonne, on account of the conta-

gious disorders which rage in some parts of that

country.
We have an official notice ofa late "horrible con-

spiracy" at Barcelona, in which many persons of
rank were implicated—among them generals Lacey
and Milans, late patriots and heroes of the revolu-
tion. The horrible crime of these men consisted in
a desire to restore the constitution of the Cortes,
which they and the "adored Ferdinand" had solemn-

EGYPT.
The plague has raged at Cairo with great fu-

ry. But the most extraordinary circumstance from
this country is, that it rained in torrentsforfour days.An event like this is not recollected, and it nearly
destroyed whole villages; the houses being built of
unbaked mud, were washed away. If it had lasted
a few days longer it is supposed that half of the
city of Cairo would have been destroyed.

FLORIDA.
We see a letter published from S. B. Gardenier,

to his brother in Ohio, stating that he had joined
the patriot service in East Florida, in May last

(1816)—that after a hard fight with a superior par-
ty of royalists, he was taken prisoner and sentenced
to the mines for life. "The mines in the Floridas
(says he) were so full of Americans, that he and
his party with about 50 more, were ordered to those
i» South America." But in crossing the isthmus
he made his escape, and swam to an English brig
called the Syphax, whose captain treated him gene-
rously and put him on board a patriot privateer, who
landed him at Savannah.

MEXICO.
We have a report that the patriot gen. Jlina has

ly swore to abide by. The account adds that the
sa

'^
ecl from Galvestown and was before Tempico,

greater part of the conspirators were imprisoned.
|

wn
|

cn lie
.

intended to attack, being well furnished
It now seems that some part of the force, so long |

Wltil artillery, &c. for the purpose. This place i's

collecting at Cadiz, has at last sailed for America
|

m the vicinity of Vera Cruz.—10 vessels left there with troops, April 1. west indies.

Italy. From the 6th to the 17th of March last, nine
The king of Naples, restored to his throne and hundr^ nnd twenty slaves arrived at Havana from

still supported upon it by Austria, has yet refused i

tne COlLS
J-

or Africa—and on the 15th of that month
to acknowledge Maria Louisa as sovereign of Par-

j

Viere sa^ec^ frotn tnat P01-t 5 brigs and 5 schooners

ma, &c. Not being Willing to relinquish a dormant for the same coast and on the same business!

claim that he supposes himself to have upon that 1
south ameiuca.

territory as heir of the Farnese family, once princes
Tne provisional government of Pernambuco will

of Parma. There is a prospect of great crops of soon ',ave a considerable squadron to protect the
corn in Italy. !

trade of the place. One brig of 22 guns was alrea-
'

fly fitted out.

A Spanish schooner from Jamaica for Cuba, valu-
ed at ^l,500,000 has been captured by a patriot
privateer, supposed to be the late Mammoth of
Baltimore.

uEnMAM, &.c.

It is again said that the king of Prussia is about
to open a way for his Polish peasants to gain a por-
tion of freedom. Like those of Russia, they arc
absolute slaves.

A steam boat has arrived at Hamburg from Ber-
lin in 35 hours 25 minutes, the distance beng 72
leagues. It is destined to plv between these two
cities constantly

We have the details of the affair between the pa-
triot gen. Ptttr, who commands in Barinas (Vene-
zuela) and the royalist Morillo, on the 18th of
February. The royal force consisted of 1000 infan.-

ftry and 800 cavalry. The cavalry of the forme,r
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completely routed the cavalry of the latter andl porlant places in the union, is auspicious of happy

compelled his infantry to retreat to the moun
tains of Apuse. The royal loss in men and horses,

and arms av.d ammunition was considerable.

Piar also completely routed and defeated a body
of royalists near Guayana, consisting of 400 men; of

•whom he says hardly 50 escaped. He also captured
600 horses, and a large quantity of stores.

The Buenos Ayrean com. Taylor has officially

notified Petion of his intention to detain all Hay-
tian vessels, in consequence of his seizure of sever-

al Buenos Ayrean prize?. We have a copy of his

letter to Petion on this subject
—

telling him he

would wait his answer until the 28th of April; and

in the mean time detain all Haytian vessels he met

with; which, however, lie would give up on receiv-

ing a satisfactory answer.

Com. Taylor has also addressed a letter to the

insurance offices of the city of New-York, giving
an account of his overhauling a Haytian ship whose

hill of lading exhibited a large cargo, though she

had hardly any thing on board. A fraud on the in*

surance officers was evidently designed
—and the

commodore deserves the thanks of all honest men
for detecting the conspiracy. The vessel was sent

back, uot being fit for sea; but certs in Spaniards that

were on board of her were made prisoners of war.

CHRONICLE.
TIIE TIIESIDENT OF TUK UNITE?) STATES

Arrived in Baltimore, on Sunday last, at about

2 o'clock, escorted by the First Baltimore Hussars,
and a large concourse of citizens—aud after dinner

attended Hivine service at the first Presbyterian
church. Early on Monday morning, accompanied

by generals Smith, Strieker, Winder, Swift, &c.

he visited the battle ground, where Koss was kil-

led, &.c. Sept. 12, 1813; at 11 o'clock he proceeded
to examine Fort Jttc Henry where he received the

customary honors; after which he reviewed the

3rd or Baltimore brigade, which acted so conspicu-
ous a part during the war. In the afternoon lie

visited the AVasbington and Battle monuments e-

recting in this city
—and towards evening waB visit-

ed by the officers ofthe brigade, and many citizens,

and received the address of the corporation, &.c.

He left here early the next morning in the steam
boat for Philadelphia.
The pressure of the people that continually

surrounded him though grateful to his feelings,
inconvenienced him not a little, and has a tenden-

cy materially to defeat the objects of his journey;
yet we cannot find fault witli the people for desir-

ing to see and pay their respects to their chief

magistrate.
Mr. Monroe travels as privately as he can, ex-

cept he were to pass on incognito—his dress and
manners have more the appearance of those suppo-
sed to belong to a plain and substantial, but well

informed farmer, than such as, from our perverted
notions, are attached by many to a personage so

distinguished. When shall we fully believe that

kings and princes, as well as presidents, are mere
men ?

ADDItESS.

Jiultimore, June 2, 1&\7.
to tiie parsirKXT of the united states.

Sin—We, the major and city council of Balti-

more, embrace with great pleasure this opportunity
of personally congratulating the chief magistrate
of the anion, on his arrival in this place

consequences—Not satisfied with previous know^

ledge, or second hand information, you are anxious

that, on your part, nothing shall be wanting to

promote the common weal.

That a city which bore so conspicuous a part in

the national defence, should first be honored with

the presence of the chief magistrate, is flattering
as it is natural; and we sincerely hope, that your
observation of our position and means of defence

may enable us, before another war, to bid defiance

to any enemy.
When, sir, we review your long tried, faithful and

able services : when we consider the increasing

harmony and concord of the United States; when
almost universal peace reigns among the nations,

we augur great and lasting happiness to the United

States, in giving full scope to the developement of

her faculties in the arts and sciences, in agriculture,
manufactures and commerce : and in the permanent
exhibition of the advantages of a form of civil and

political governments, superior to any that has

hitherto existed.

To our fellow citizens it is a most interesting

spectacle, to see the chief magistrate of this great
and powerful nation, making an official tour through
their country in the style of a private citizen, guard-
ed only by the respect paid to the high station he

occupies, and the affections of a virtuous people.

We, sir, wish you, in the sincerity of our hearts,

a pleasant tour through the states, a happy return

to Washington, a reputation and satisfaction in your

presidency equal to any of your predecessors
—and

finally the reward of a well spent life in an eternal

world.

We are, sir, with sentiments of very great re-

spect, your most obedient servants,
GEO. STILES, mayor of the city of Baltimore,

Answer of the President.

TO THE MAYOIt AND CITT COUNCIL OF BALTIMORE.

Fellow Citizens—The sentiments which you have

communicated, have afforded me very great satis-

faction. They are just, as to the objects adverted

to, and to me they are generous and kind.

It was impossible for me to approach Baltimore;
without recollecting, with deep interest, the gallant
conduct of her citizens, in the late war, and the

happy result attending their exertions. The glori-

ous victory which was achieved here, and in which
her citizens bore so distinguished a part, at a very

important epoch, not only protected this patriotic

city, but shed great lustre on the American name>

Experience has shewn our dangers, and ad-

monished us as to the means of averting them. Con-

gress ha9 appropriated large sums of money for

the fortification of our coast, and inland frontier,

and for the establishment of naval dock yards, and

building a navy—It is proper, that these works

should be executed with judgment, fidelity and

economy—much depends, in the execution, on the

executive, to whom extensive power is given, as

to the general arrangement; and to whom the

superintendance exclusively belongs. You do me

justice in believing, that it is to enable me to dis-

charge these duties, with the best advantage tp my
country, that I have untaken this tour.

From the increased harmony of public opinion,

founded on the successful career of a government,
which has never been equalled, and which promises

by a further devolopement of its faculties, to aug-

ment, in an eminent degree, Uie blessings of tins

Your determination, in the commencement of favored people, I unite with you, in all the antict-

yotir administration, to visit several of the most im-< pations which you have so justly suggested
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In performing services, honestly and zealously

intended for the benefit of my fellow citizens, I

shall never entertain a doubt of their generous
and firm support. Incapable of* any feelings distinct

from those of a citizen, I can assume no style, in

regard to them, different from that character : and

it is a source of peculiar delight to me, to know,
that while the chief magistrate of the United States

acts fully up to this principle, he will require no

other guard than what may be derived from their

confidence and affection.

JAMES MONROE.
Baltimore, June 2, 1817.

After this interchange of sentiments and feelings,
the mayor, in his own and in the behalf of the cor-

poration, cordially invited the president to a pub-
lic dinner : which he declined on the ground, that

it would not be consistent with his previous ar-

rangements for him to accept this public mani-

festation of their regard. The president, in the

most feeling manner, expressed the lively sense lie

entertained of the civility and attention of his fel-

low citizens, but was compelled, from motives of

public concern, to forego the acceptance of their

invitation.

Brigade Orders. Third Brigade M. M. Jime 3d,

1817. The arrival of his excellency the president
of the United States in this city on Sunday, called

for an expression of the respect entertained by its

citizens for the chief magistrate of the country.
The brigadier general was not disappointed at the

alacrity and promptitude with which that call was

obeyed by the regiment of artillery, the 5th, 6th,

27th and 39th regiments of infantry, the corps of

riflemen, the First Baltimore Hussars, and captain
Hanna's company of dragoons. A cheerful and a

willing obedience to orders is a characteristic of

the third brigade, which the general has often had
occasion to notice and applaud

—their appearance
and number (considering but a few hours notice

could be given) did honor to the occasion which

required their services.

By order of general Stehett.
GEO. WINCHESTER, Brigade Major.

George M. Bibb, esq. of Georgia, has been ap-

pointed governor of the new territory of Alabama.

Spanish vice consul at New- Origans. We noticed

the rencontre between this man and a Mexican offi-

cer at New Orleans, some time ago. In conse-

quence he lias issued the following notice, dated

"Spanish consulate, New-Orleans, May 1"—"Bon

Diego Morpliy, vice consul of his Catholic majesty
for the stale of Louisiana, notifies the public, that

being fully convinced that in this city that protec-
tion is not granted to him ivhich is due to him, not

only in his quality of a public officer acknowledged
by the president of the United States, but also as

an individual, he sees himself with regret under the

necessity of ceasing his consular functions, until

justice is d'jne him and he shall have received orders

from his government."
The Boston Chronicle and Patriot are merged in-

to one paper, to be published daily by Mr. D. C.

Ballard, editor of the latter, under the title of the

''Independent Chronicle and Boston Patriot.
" The

enlarged field thus given to exercise the talents and

industry of Mr. Ballard, will, no doubt, be im-

proved to its utmost extent.

Steam boats. A steam boat called the Constitu-

tion (late the Oliver Evans) burst her boiler nearly

opposite St. Francisville, on the Mississippi, by
which every person in the cabin, 11 in number, at

breakfast, were scalded to deatJti

Such dreadful accidents may go so far to reduce
the confidence of the people in these invaluable

boats (under proper management) as to destroy a

great part of their usefulness. Those who are con-

versant with the subject assert that such accidents

always come out of carelessness. How sober and
discreet ought they to be who have charge of ma-

chinery capable of accomplishing such terrible mis-

chief in a moment!

Specie.
—We still have many arrivals with specie

from Europe and the West Indies—but the banks

yet keep it scarce.

•Massachusetts election, for governor, official re-

turns.—For gov. Brooks 45,106; for gen. Dearborn

38,130; scattering 206.
Hessian fly. It appears, by many certificates of

respectable gentlemen in Virginia, that for several

years past they have cultivated a species of wheat,
called by them the "Lawler wheat," that effectually
resists the attack of the Hessian fly

—this wheat was

originally brought from Chester county, Pen. where
it bore the name of Jones' white wheat. This is

really an important matter, and the fact appears to

be undoubtedly established. The gentlemen who
certify its fly-proof qualities, from their own expe--

rience, reside in the neighborhoods of New Balti-

more and Buckland, Va.
Cotton. We hear of frequent frauds in the

package of cotton, in the south. The legislatures
of the cotton growing states ought to protect the

character of their great staple.
Banks. The banks of Kentucky have resumed

specie payments. The governor of Indiana has re-

cognized the bank of Vincennes as the state bank.
A bank to be called the bank of Illinois, is to be es-

tablished at Shawanoe-town—capital 300,000.

Batavia, May 4.—One of the most singular cir-

cumstances, recorded in the history of accidents,
occurred in the town of Middlebury, in this county,
on the 16th inst. and exhibits, in the hero of mis-

fortune, a mind excelling in the cool, deliberate,
and determined virtues. The subject is as fol-

lows: Artemas Shattuck, on that day, in a piece of

chopping that lie was clearing, fell a tree across

a stump, in which situation it remained nearly
balanced, the top, however, buoyed up the but;
while thus suspended, he undertook to cut the tree

in two near the slump upon which it was lodged,
and while standing upon it for that purpose he cut
so much more upon the upper than the under part
of the tree that the weight of the butt caused it to

split, and at the instant of the greatest vibration ov

separation of the severed parts, his foot slipt into

the cavity of the opening timber, and remained
as firmly fixed as in a vice;—he fell immediately
backwards, in which fill he lost his axe, but soon

recovered a position that enabled him to hold upon
the tree by one hand, with the other he drew out

his pocket-knife and cut a limb with a hook at-

tached to it with the intention of drawing up the

axe and cutting the tree to liberate his foot, but
soon found his effort's fruitless. He next tried to

break his leg, as that would have enabled him to

turn his body in a position to sit upon the tree and
wait the lingering hour of assistance; but his posi-
tion prevented even the gratification of this harsh
relief. Finding his strength failing fast, and no

prospect of timely relief, (as no human nssistpv.ce

was withing three quarters of a mile) be adopted
the only alternative that remained of saving him-

self from the hard and horrible death of expiring
while suspended in the air, with his head down
and his feet up.

—With his penknife he deliberately

, severed his foot from his leg at the ancle joint, and
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on his hands and knees bent his course for home.
In this posture he crawled a full half mile before

his calls for assistance were heard, and twice had
to deviate several rods from a direct line to a rivulet

to quench his raging thirst.—We are happy to state

that he is like to do well.

Somerset notes—Gentlemen at a distance have sup

posed that they accommodated the editor of the

Weekly Register by forwarding the bills of the

Somerset bank, in this state, in payment of their

dues. One person, in his zeal to serve us, gave 3

per cent, premium in the notes of a bank of his vici-

nity, that would havebeen, at least, fifteen per cent,

better here than those of Somerset, which now have

little, if any, circulation amongst us, and I do not

know that they can be disposed of at tnoentyfive per
oent. discount. It follows, that we cannot consider

them as money.
Richmond inspectio7is, for six months, ending April

30—102,924 barrels superfine flour; 340 half do.

do; 12,035 bbls. fine, do; 1,796 do. X middlings; 213
do. do; 245 do. s. stuff; 256 do. condemned—total

17,809.
Mobile promises soon to become a place of much

trade. The imports, coastwise, v/ere valued at a

million of dollars lor the last year
—1700 bales of

cotton were shipped there in the last six months,
and a like quantity remained to be shipped.
Mammoth vegetables, &c. Letters are published

from an officer of the U. S. army stationed at Fori

Osage, which seriously state that they have raised

cabbages there which were sixteen feet in circumfer-

ence; a beet that was 2 feet 4^ inches in circumfer-

ence, and two feet 4^ inches in length, weighing
13 ^lb.

—
a. pumpkin, 14^ feet in circumference, and

weighing 172 lb. with 4 others on the same vine

that weighed more than 100 pounds each; and a

turnip that weighed 17 lb.

The same letters announce the discovery of a

large number ofbones, not far from the bank of the

Quicaurrie river, 150 or 160 miles from its conflu-

ence with Missouri, and about 925 from Fort Osage,
which are supposed to have belonged to the mam-
moth. The shoulder blade is described ?s being
4 feet long and 3 broad.

The legislature of Connecticut has closed a more

lively and spirited session than any had in that state

for several years. But the council generally op-

posed itself to the reformations proposed and car-

ried in the house of representatives. "Every bill,

(says the Hartford Times,) which passed the house,
intended either to remove popular complaints or re-

dress public grievances, was neglected by the coun

cil." The majority of the house of representatives
have published an address "to the friends of tolera-

tion and equal rights," which shall appear in our

next.

The two men sentenced to be hung for negro

stealing in North Carolina, have had their punish-
ment commuted to an imprisonment in a dungeon
for 12 months.
A girl at Brookville, Indiana, only 17 years old,

is said to weigh 335 lbs.

Noah Webster jan. has sold the copy-right of his

spelling book for 40,000 dollars, to Messrs. G. God-
win and sons, of Hartford, Con.
The yellow fever is dreadfully raging at Havanna.

Vessels from that port arriving at Savannah, are to

be examined by the health officer, &c. A vessel

has arrived at the Philadelphia lazaretto from Gua-

daloupe, which lost four of her crew on the pas-

sage.

The ship Mercury arrived in the Chesapeake, last

week, in eight days from the Balize.

Ingenious invention.—A young gentleman of this

city, about ten days ago, showed the editor the

drawing of an apparatus, to be attached to a gas
lamp, which being once lighted, supplies itself with
the gas, at once generating and consuming it; no
matter what the substance, coal or resin, &c. Of
its success we have no doubt. Wr

e understand he
is now constructing one. JV; Y. Col.

Marshal Massena.
This distinguished officer has recently died at Pa-

ris. The following account of him is from the
Moniteur of the 6th April.
"Andrew Massena, prince of Essling, duke of Iti-

voli, grand cross of the royal order of the legion
of honor, commander of the royal and military or-

der of St. Louis, &c. &.c. was born at Nice, on the
8th of May, 1758, and died in the hotel at Paris,
in the street de Bourbon, on the morning of the
4th of April, after along and excruciating illness.

"After having at an early period of life served
three years at sea, he entered into the army of
France during the year of 1775, when he joined the

royal Italian regiment, in which his uncle was cap-
tain.

"He successively became commander of the se-

cond battalion of the Var, colonel of the ci-devant

regiment of laSarre, and a general of brigade
and of division in 1798. The ensuing year he com-
manded a body of 20,000 men, charged with the

expedition of Onello, and the taking of Saorgio;
he afterwards almost uniformly commanded the ad-

vanced guard of the army of Italy, took the prin-

cipal part in its movements, and acquired the epi-
thet of the cherished child of victory!

"Hostilities recommencing in 1799, he, as com-
mander of the army of the Danube, made that me-
morable campaign which the battle of Zurich ren-

dered at once so decisive and glorious; of which
70,000 prisoners were the trophies, and where he
contended with those two great generals prince
Charles and marshal Suwaroff. He immediately
afterwards took upoj himself to conduct the wreck
of the army of Italy, and acquired new reputation

by the defence of Genoa, where his heroic bravery
a second time conquered Italy.

"After having sat in the legislative assembly as

deputy for the department of the Seine, he com-
manded the new army of Italy, in the campaign of

1805, and penetrated with it into Germany. He
was after this entrusted with the conquest of the

kingdom of Naples, whence he was called into Po-

land, and returned to France on the peace of Tilsit.

"In 1809, war again summoned him to the plains
of Germany, where, after several honorable actions,

he received, upon the field of Essling, the title of

prince, having there sustained the shock of the

enemy's right, and thus saved the French army by
his manoeuvres and his judgment. He afterwards

bore a brilliant part in the battle of Wagram, dur-

ing which, although sick and wounded, he was seen

at the head of Ids troops, whom he animated by
his example.
"His military career ended with the command of

the army of Portugal, in 1810 and 1811, and where

he again displayed the firmness of his character, in,

the midst of those difficulties which he surmount-

ed. He has left a widow, two sons, and a daugh-

ter, who is married to the lieut. general the count

Reille, his eleve, and aid-de-camp since 1793."
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fHINTED i.X.I PTCDLISSEI) HI H. WILES. AT TH K K~AV OF CHI'.APSIDE, AT g.> PKTl A!»inn*"

Revolutionary Pamphlet.

Quincy, May 25, 181 r.

Sir—Thanks for your favour of the 13th,

and the return of the pamphlet with a copy.
You revive me, when you assure me, that

" the original principles of the revolution are
* ;

coming again into fashion; and that foreign

"feelings are giving way to a national charac-
'• teiv'

As you are "zealous to help on the latter," I

should be happy, if 1 could, to help you.
As doubts and questions are easily started

upon almost every political subject, many be

raised concerning "'the principles of the revo-

lution," as well as concerning "a national cha-

racter."

The enclosed pamphlet may shew the sense

in which some people understood those princi-

ples.
The story of it is this. A series of political

essays were published by me, in the Boston

Gazette, in the latter part of December, 1774
and the beginning of (775, over the signature
of Novanglus. .Those news-papers went of

course to England, as all American papers at

that time did, and fell into the handsofAlmond,
the bookseller, who printed them in a volume
of "prior documents," as a supplement to his

Remembrancer, for the year 1775. From that

copy they were reprinted by Stockdale, who
had been an apprentice of Almond, in 1784, in

the form of the pamphlet enclosed.
Whether it is consistent with your plan to

make any use of it or not, 1 know not. but you
inay do what you will with it, as well as with

this letter, provided you return the pamphlet
f o me; a favour which 1 am ohliged to ask, be-

cause 1 have no other cop}", and because I know
of no other

copy, but one, in America, and that

is in Connecticut.

I am, sir, your obliged servant,
JOHN ADAMS.

Mr. JSFUes.

The pamphlet alluded to is entitled "Histo-
ry OF THE DISPUTE WITH AMERICA; FROM ITS

otjgin ix 1 754. Written in the year 1774.
i'v Joux Adams, esq."

It is not easy, by extracting a passage here
and there, to do justice to this patriotic work,
a.nd it is too long for entire insertion, making
about 90 pages. But the following may par-
tially effect our purpose. There is a freedom
of remark and boldness of expression that can-
not fail to claim the admiration of every one

Voi Xfft
'

Q

that throws his mind back to their period,
and.

considers the power to winch they were op-

posed.

The character ofliprnard and the tory junto
at Boston, is thus drawn:
"Uersakd was the man for the purpose of the

Junto—educated in the highest principles of mo-

narchy, stilled enough in law and policy to do mis-

chief, avaricious, and needy at the same time, hav-

ing a numerous family to provide for—lie was an

instrument suitable in every respect excepting one,

for this Junto to employ. The exception I mean
was blunt frankness, very opposite to that cautious

cunning, that deep dissimulation, to which they had

by long practice disciplined themselves. However,

they did not despair of teaching him this necessary
artful quality by degress; and the event shewed

they were not wholly unsuccessful in their endea-

vors to do it."

Among other designs of the ministry these

are mentioned, and supported by proofs from

gov. Bernard's letters—
'They intended further to new model the whole

continent of North America; make an entire new
division of it into distinct, though more extensive

and less numerous colonies; to sweep away ;dl the

charters upon the continent, with the destroying
1

bes-<m of an act of parliament, and reduce all the

governments to the plan of the royal governments,
with a nobility in eacfe colony, not hereditary in-

deed, at first, but for life."

After noticing the letters of gov. B. the wri-

ter says
—

"Now let me ask you— if the parliament of Great

Britain had ail the natural foundations of authority,

wisdom, goodness, justice, power, in as great per-

fection as they ever existed in any body of men
since Adam's fall: And, if the English nation was

the most virtuous, pure, and free that ever was,
would not such an unlimited subjection of three

millions of people to that parliament, at three thou-

sand miles distance, be real shivery? There are but

two sorts of men in the world, freemen and slaves

—The very definition of a freeman, is one who is

bound by no law to which he has not consented.

Americans would have no way of giving or with-

holding their consent to the acts of tt;is parliament;

therefore they would not be freemen. Hut, when

luxury, effeminacy and venality are arrived at such a

shocking pitch in England; wlien both electors and

elected are become one mass of corruption; when
the nation is oppressed to death with debts and

taxes, owing to their own extravagance, and want of

wisdom, what would be your condition under such

an absolute subjection to parliament.' You would not

only be slaves—but the most abject sort of slaves

to the worst sort of masters"'

Exhorting his fellow citizens, Mr. A. ob-

serves—
"The grand aphorism of the policy of the whigs

has been to unite the people of America, and divide

those of Great Britain. The reverse of ibis has been

the maxim of thetories, vfc to unite the people of
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Great Britain, ami divide tliose of America. All the credit, in the account of public burdens and eg-

movements, marches and counter-marches of both
jpences,

so much paid in taxes, as we are obliged to
i : rties, on both sides of the Atlantic, may be re-;seli our commodities to her cheaper than we could
dficfd to one or the other of these rules. I have iget for them at foreign markets. This difference
s ie\vn that the people of America are united morel is really a tax vipon us for the srood of the empire
perfectly than the most sanguine whig could ever

have hoped, or thai; the most timid tory could have
fe s-.-eil. Let us now examine whether the people of
Great Britain are equally united against us. For,
if Die contending countries were equally united, the

prospect of success in the quarrel would depend
upsn the comparative wisdom, firmness, strength,
and other advantages of each other. And, if such
a comparison was made, it would not appear to a

demonstration that Great Britain could so easily
subdue and conquer. It is not so easy a thing for

the most powerful state to conquer a country a

thousand leagues off. How many years time, how

many millions of money did it take, with ffve and

We are obliged to take from Great Britain, com-
modities thai we could purchase cheaper elsewhere.
This difference is a tax upon us, for the good of the

empire. We submit to this cheerfully, hut insist
that we ought to have credit for it, in the account
of the expences of the empire, because it is really
a tux upon us.—Another thing. I will venture a
bold assertion: The three million Americans, by
the tax aforesaid, upon what they are obliged to

export to Great Britain only, what they are obliged
to import from Great Britain only, and the quan-
tities of British manufactures, which in these cli-

mates they are obliged to consume, more than the
lik e number of people in any part of the three king-

thirty thousand men, to conquer the poor provinces jdoms, ultimately pay more of the taxes and duties
of Canada? And after all the battles and victories,
it never would have submitted without a capitula-
tion, which secured to them their religion and pro-
perties."

A"-;tm—

that are apparently paid in Great Britain, than any
three million subjects injthe three kingdoms.

—All
this may be computed, and reduced to stubborn

figures In the minister, if lie pleases. We cannot
do it. We have not the accounts, records, &c.—

"In a land war, this continent can defend itself
|

Now let this account be fairly stated, and I will

against all the world. We have men enough; andi
en

g/'5
e for America, upon any penalty, that she

those men have as good natural unders landing, and u lU P ay lhe 0Vel*P l| is, if any, in her own constiiu-

as much natural courage as anv other men. If they
Uonal wav > provided it is to be applied for national

were wholly ignorant now, they might learn the art purposes, as paying off the national debt, maintain-

of war. But at sea, we are defenceless. A navy might |

,n£ llie fl
^et,

&c. not to the support of a standing
burn our se.i-port towns. What then? Three hum

!

arm
,

v in time of peace, placemen and pensioners,
dred and fiftv thousand land-holders will not give

j

C-

up their rights, and the constitution by which they ]

On the political principles of the people, he
hold them, to save fifty thousand inhabitants of ma- sovs—
ritime towns. Will the minister be nearer his mar- 1 "It is true, that the people of this country in

kef, :.fier he has burnt a beautiful town, and mur- general, and of this province in special, have an
dered thirty thousand innocent people? So far from hereditary apprehension of, and aversion to lord-

it, that oi:e such event would occasion tbe loss of
all the colonies to Great Britain for ever. It is not
.so cicar that our trade, fishery and navigation could
be taken from us. Some persons, who understand
this subject, are of a different opinion. They think
that our trade would be increased.

Further—
Qbstaprincipiis

—Nip the shoots of arbitrary pow-
er in the bud, is the only maxim which can ever

preserve the liberties of any people. When the peo-
ple give way, their deceivers, betrayers, and de-

stroyers, pi-css upon them so fast, that there is no

resisting af erwards. The nature of the encroach-
ment upon the American constitution is such, as to

-tow more and more encroaching. Like a cancer,

ships temporal and spiritual. Their ancestors fled
to this wilderness to avoid them; they suffered

sufficiently under them in England; and there are
few of the peisent generation who have not been
warned of the danger of them, by their fathers or

grandfathers, and enjoined to oppose them.
"It is curious to observe the conduct of the

tories towards the clergy. If a clergyman preaches
against the principles of the revolution, and tells

the people, that upon pain of damnation they must
submit to an established government, of whatever
character; the tories cry him up as an excellent

man, and a wonderful preacher; invite him to their

tables, procure him missions from the society, and

chaplainships to tbe navy, and flatter him with the

i eats f. ster and faster every hour. The revenue i hopes of lawn sleeves. But, if a clergyman preaches
create* pensioners, and the pensioners urge for more Christianity, and tells the magistrates, that they
:e .:me. Tbe people grow less steady, spirited and

wei
i

e not distinguished from their brethren for

s.iiuous. aid the seekers more numerous and more the"" private emolument, but for the good of the

corrupt, and every day increases ttie circles of their
!

Pe0P 1 -: that the people are bound in conscience to

dependans and expectants, until virtue, integrity,
°°e> a

5?
oocl government, but are not bound to sub-

public spirit, simplicity, frugality, become the ob- "kit t0 one that aims at destroying all the ends of

iects of ridicule and scorn; and vanity, luxury, fop. government—oh sedition! treason!

pen . selfishness, meanness, and downright venality,
'

.

The clei'gy in M ages and countries, and in this

ilow up the whole society." ;

in particular, are disposed enough to be on the side

"There is not in human nature a mere wonderful of
b'
overnnient

> as h">£ ;is >* *s tolerabfc : If they

omenqh, nor in the whole theory of it, a more ,wve not been generally in the late administrations
on that side, it is a demonstration that the late ad-

ministration lias been universally odious."
'Nero murdered Seneca, that he might pull up

virtue by the roots; and the same maxim governs
lhe scribblers and speechifyers on the side of the

minister. It is sufficient to discover, that any man
as confim d all our trade to herself. We are willing

j

has abilities and integrity, a love of virtue and li-

she should, as far as it can be for the good of the I berty; be must be run down at all events. Witness

em] i

intricate speculation, than, the sbiftings, turnings,

lings and evasions of a guilty conscience."

Justifying
the refusal of the Americans to

j ay taxes, there are the following remarks—
•'•We have much more to say still. Great Britain

But w« say that we ought to be allowed as 1 Pit*., Franklin, -id too many pikers."
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The following is full of the spirit of the times:

"But what a pity it was, that these worthy gen-
*lemen could not be allowed, from the dearest af-

fection to their native country, to which they had

every possible attachment, to go on in profound
Confidential secrecy, procuring troops to cut our

throals, acts of parliament to drain our purses,

destroy our charters and assemblies, getting estates

and dignities fur themselves and their own families,
and all the while most devoutly professing to be
friends to our charter, enemies to parliamentary
taxation, and to all pensions, without being delect-

ed! How happy! If they could have annihilated

all our charters, and yet have been beloved, nay
deified, by the people, ;«s f; iends and advocates for

their charters. What masterly politicians! To
have made themselves nobles for life, and yet have
been thought very sorry that the two houses were

deprived of the privilege of chusing the council.

How sagacious, to get large pensions for them-

selves, and yet be thought to mourn, that pensions
and venality were introduced into the country!

—
How sweet and pleasant ! To have been the most

popular men in the community, for being staunch
and zealous dissenters, true-blue Calvinists, and
able advocates for public virtue and popular go-
vernment, after they had introduced an American

episcopate, universal corruption among the leading
men, and deprived the people of all share in their

supreme legislative council ! I mention an episco-

pate; for although I do not know that governors
Hutchinson and Oliver ever directly solicited for

bishops, yel they must have seen, that these would
hue been one effect very soon, of establishing the
unlimited authority of p rliament"

The character of Hutchinson is thus drawn:
"This gentleman was op„-n to flattery in so re-

markable a degree, that any man who would flatter

him was sure of his friendship, and every one who
would not was sure of his enmity. He was credulous
in a ridiculous degree, of every thing that favored
his own plans; and equally incredulous of every
thing which made against them. His natural abili-

ties, which have been greatly exaggerated by per-
sons whom he had advanced to power, were far from

being of the first rate. His industry was prodigious,
liis knowledge lay chiefly in the laws, ami politics,
and history of this province, in which he had a long
experience. Yet with all his advantages, he never
was master of the true character of his native

country, i.ot even of New-England and the Mas
5>:;CUusetis bay.

—
Through the whole troublesome

period since the last war, he manifestly mistook
xne temper, principles, and opinions *)f this people.
He had resolved upon a system; and never could
or would see the impracticability of it."

Speaking of the salaries paid to certain oiii-

eers of the crown, Mr. A. s^vs—
•*L )W as the wages were, it was found that when-

ever a vacancy happened, the place w.is solicited
with much more anxiety and zeal than the king-
dom of Heaven."

The business of the tea at Boston is mention-
ed as follows—

"Boston is the only place upon the continent,
perhaps in the world, which ever breeds a species
of Misanthropos, who will persist m their scnemes
tor their private interest, with such obstinacv, in

opposition to the public good; disoblige all their
feltow-citiz«ts for a little nelf; and mA: them-

selves odious and infamous, when they might be
respected and esteemed. It must be said, how-
ever, in vindication of the town, that this breed is

spawned chiefly by the Junto—the consignees would,
not resign; the custom-house refused clearances;
governor Hutchinson refused passes bv the castle.
The question then was, with many, whether the

governor, officers and consignees should be com-
pelled to send the ships hence? An army and navy
was at hand, and bloodshed was apprehended. At
last, when the continent as well as the town ami
province, were waiting the issue of this delibera-
tion with the utmost anxiety; a number of persons,
in the night, put them out of suspense, by an obla-
tion to Neptune."

"If Boston could have been treated like othar

places—like New-York and Philadelphia, the tea

might have gone home from thence as it did from
those cities. That inveterate, desperate junto, to
whom we owe all our calamities, were determined to
hurt us in this, as in all other cases, as much as they
could. It is to be hoped they will one day repent,
and be forgiven; but it is very hard to forgive with-
out repentance. When the news of this event ar-

rived in England, it excited such passions in the
minister as nothing could restrain; his resentment
was kindled into revenge, rage and madness; his

veracity was piqued, as his master-piece of policy
proved but a bubble: The bantling was the fruit of
a favorite amour, and no wonder that his natural
affection was touched, when he saw it dispatched
before his eyes.

—His grief and ingenuity, if he hail

any, were affected at the thought that he had mis-
led the E.isl-lndia company, so_much nearer to de-

struction, and that he had rendered the breach
between the kingdom and the colonies almost

irreconcileable; his shame was excited because op-
position had gained a triumph over him, and the
three kingdoms were laughing at him for his

obstinacy and his blunders : Instead of relieving
the company, he had hastened its ruin : Instead of

establishing the absolute and unlimited sovereignty
of parliament over the colonies, he had excited a
more decisive denial of it, and resistance to it.—Ail

election drew nigh, and he dreaded the resentment
even of the corrupted electors."

The necessity of union is thus pointed out—
"If we recollect how m;my stales have lost their

liberties, merely from want of communication with
each other, and union among themselves, we shall

think that the committees ofcorrespondence may be.

intended by Providence to-'accomplish great events.

What the eloquence and talents of Demosthenes
could nii. effect, among the state? of flreece, might
have been effected by so simple a device. Castile,

Arragon, Valencia, Majorca, &c all complained of

oppression under Charles the fifth; flew out into

transports of rage, and took arms against him—But

tkey never consulted or communicated with each
other. They resisted separately and were separately
subdued. Had don Juan Padilla, or liis wife, been

possessed of the genius to invent a committee of

correspondence, perhaps 'die liberties of the Spanish
nation might have remained to this hour."

These are the most material
tilings that bear

upon the subjects that induced Mr. Adams to

honor the editor with the loan of his pamphlet*.—it is chiefly what its title
purports to be, a

-history of tf\e dispute;" and to the historian,

wishing to dive into the minute matters <i( rku

revolution, Is of great vata?
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Ross' arms and Parkers monument.
A gentleman of the first distinction has furnish-

ed the editor of the Register, with an authentic

copy and description of the coat of arms granted to

the family of gen. Ross, and shewing the "honora-

ble augmentations" made thereto by the approbation
of the prince regent; and of the inscription on the

monument lately erected to the memory of sir Pe-

teh Parker, at Westminster Abhey. They may
be relied on as authentic—the former being copied
at the Herald's office from the original designation
and record, and the other taken on the spot by the

hand of an honorable American, who forwarded
them to his friends in the United States as curiosi-

ties.

On communicating these—the gentleman, with

regard to sir Peter's monument, observes "as your
"Register is as likely to be referred to by posterity
"for the character and conduct of the principal ac-

"tors in the late contest between our country and

"England as the tomb-stones of WestminsterJlbbey, I

"lei.ve it to your judgment to determine if it would
"be doing more than common justice to ourselves

"to give it a place in your work, accompanied with

••'.such facts as belong to the case," &c. The like

remarks apply equally to the "honorable augmenta-
tions" to the arms of the family of general Ross,
and we enter fully into the feelings of the gallant
officer who sent us the copies of them—consider-

ing it as a "dastardly disposition" thus to attempt
bolster up the fame of the deceased by the degra-
dation of our country.
We war not with the dead—whatever we might

have thought of lioss and Parker, living, they have

paid the great debt that they owed to nature and to

the United States, and let them rest in peace. Nor
can they be affected by any thing to be said ofthem
now; but their officious friends are not entitled to

such forbearance. The "star spangled banner"
shall not be so easily disposed of by the Guelphs;
nor shall falsehood wrest from a brave yeomanry
their well-earned reward—if we can help it.

COATS OF ARMS OF THE FAMILY OF GEN. ROSS.

[The second cut represents the original coat of
arms of the family of Ross; the first shews the aug-
mentations, accompanied by an heraldic account of

the same ]

>1AJ. GEN. ROBERT ROSS, I

Died August 4, 1814; |
Slain at Washington, in America,*

commanding Ins majcstj'a
troops.

His widow and i!. sctndants to be
called

TROS* OF BUDENSTiTJHGn

DAVIO ROSS,

OF BOSS TREVOR LE DOWN,

ESQ.UIRE,

FATHER Of StJtmr, ROSS.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ARMS.
Per fess embattled argent and or, in chief Usu*il

a dexter arm embowed vested gules, cuff azure,
encircled by a wreatli of laurel, the hand grasping
a flag-staff broken in bend sinister, therefrom flow

ing the colors of the United States of America
proper, in base the arms of Ross, of Ross Trevor,
on a canton of the third pendent from a ribbon, a

representation of the cross presented by command
of his majesty to the late major-general in testimo-

ny of this royal approbation of his services, with the
motto BLAnENSBuiiofi, and for a crest of honora-
ble augmentation in addition to the crest of the fa-

mily of Ross of Ross Trevor, the following, that is

to say, on a wreath of the colors out of a mural
crown or, a dexter arm grasping the colors as in the
arms.

Gt/'Can it be possible that the British are so igno-
rant of the facts as to believe that gen. Ross was
killed at Washington, and on thefourth of August
1814?—No—no— it is impossible; but, by coupling
his name vr'iWWmMngtmf* they hoped to gratify
a pride as mean in its practice as it is false in its

principle. The affair at Bladensburg took place on
the 24th of that month, and every body knows that
the general was killed near Baltimore, on the

twelfth day of September, 1814. But this "would
not tell well in history"—and the glories of Wash-
ington were to be made a channel for those of the
wanton destroyer of "costly monuments of taste
and of the arts,"* "depositories of the public ar-

chives, not only precious to the nation as memori-
als of its origin and its early transactions, but inte-

resting to all nations, as contributions to the gener-
al stock of historical instruction and political sci-

encef."
That general Ross was a brave man, no person

will be disposed to deny; and that he was a "dash-
ing" officer must be admitted from the character ot*
his attack at Bladensburgh—and here his merits,
if these things are merits, appear to have an end,
for his after-conduct was barbarous; belonging to

ages long past, and without a parallel in the his-

tory of modern wars. Most of the capital cities of
Europe have latterly been captured and recaptured,
and among the whole we have not one solitary case
to compare with the proceedings of gen. Ross at

Washington city. But it may be said he had or-
ders to "destroy all places assailable"—this is no
excuse; his government had no right to convert a

military officer into a house-burner. He mighthave
found an example in the conduct of the French
general who told one of the merciful Bourbons,
many years ago, that he was always ready to fight
and would do all that he could to defeat, the king's
enemies in thefield—but if an assassin were wanted,
they must employ some one else; he was not fitted
for such an office, nor was the office fitted for him.
That general Ross, after the burning of Wash-

ington, intended also to have burnt Baltimore, is

unanimously admitted—that such was his design,
we believe, has never been doubted. But it is use-
less to comment on these tilings. They are calcu-
lated only to rouse feelings which, though they
ought not to be forgotten, should be allayed. The
general as justly died for his offences against the

"It is worthy of remembrance, that in the highest
fury of the French revolution, and at times when
the most unprincipled men had sway, that orders
were given to preserve the "monuments of the

arts," even though they pertained to kings.
t Proclamation of the president, Sept. 1, 1815.
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i*.ws of nations, as ever did a poor solitary indivi

dual for violating those of his particular country—
if instead of the crest, "a flag staff broken, there-

from flawing the colors of the United States of all of whom got well

vented the annihilation or capture of the whole
force but col. Reed's want of ammunition for his
men. We had none killed and only three wounded

America," the regent bad ordered a representa-
tion of the capital with the library, &c. in flames, ive

There is no doubt, the "Bri-ish official" to the

contrary notwithstanding, that Sir Peter's force was
should not have objected to it: and we think that he , superior to col. Reed's in point of numbers. Mr
more truly deserved the latter than the former.

jCrease's
account would give us to believe that Sir

J

Peter had only 124 men— it is hardly probable that

Inscription on the monument of sir Peter Parker, at 14 of these should be killed and 27 wounded, and
Westminster Abbey.

In the pious hope of a glorious resurrection,
Pursued through virtue, faith and valor,

HERE LIES INTERRED THE MORTAL REMAINS OF

SIR PETER PARKER, B VRONET, aged 28 tears,

Captain of his majesty's ship Menaiaus.
An accomplished officer and seaman,

Who, after landing with part of his crew, on the

coast of America,
Defeated an enemy, supported by cavalry & artillery,

three-times the number of his own force;

And, in the moment of victory, received a mortal

wound,
Under which he continued to cheer his men tofollow

up their triumph,
Until, sinking under its fatal result,

He fell into the arms of the companions of his glory,
And surrendered, on the field of battle,

His own gallant spirit to the mercy of Heaven.
He closed his career August 3, 1814

THE OFFICERS AND CREW, OH THEIR nETURN,
ERECT THIS MONUMENT,

As a testimony of their grief for his loss, and re-

spect for his character and merits.

40 "missing;" for Mr. C. sent a flag on shore the
next morning for an exchange of prisoners, 40 of the
crew being missing. We believe his force was fully
150 men armed with muskets, and about 80 armed
with pikes and pistols, &c. And this is the affair that
shines -with such splendor on his monument. Bcttbs
MARBLE CANNOT BLUSH !

Commodore Rodgers.
The compliment designed to be paid by certain

citizens of Baltimore to this able and patriotic offi-

cer, is ready for delivery. I. is a most superb service
of plate "intended for the dinner table, and consists
of a large fish dish: four large meat and four smal»
ler dishes: four covered dishes for vegetables; two
soup tureens and ladles: two large pitchers; four
sauce boats and ladles: a bread basket, and a dozen
forks—all of the most substantial workmanship, and

reflecting on the artists, Messrs. Fletcher and Gar-

diner, of Philadelphia, the highest degree of cre-

dit."

Each piece has the following inscription:
"Presented by the citizens of Baltimore to COM„

JOHX RODGERS, in testimony of their high sense of

Qjr*Poor Sir Peter—he little expected thus to be>the important aid afforded by him in the defence of
"made fun" of after his death, though he dearly
loved a "frolic" while living, and, uselessly to his

country, lost his life in consequence of one. The
facts are these—
The Menaiaus frigate had been for a considerable

time near the head of the Chesapeake bay [not on the

coast of America] committing the most disgraceful
and most contemptible depredations on the people
near its shores—destitute of any national object
and only derogatory to the character of her officers

and crew; among which were the burnings of cot-

tages, after plundering the poor inhabitants of

their few goods, and destroying all that they did
not see proper to carry away—a species of warfare

Baltimore, on the 12th and 13th of September, 1814."
Never was such a compliment more honestly,

more faithfully, earned—never was one presented
with a deeper interest and feeling than this occasion
will give rise to. The unwearied volunteer-like
services of com. Rodgers in the defence of Baltimore,
in Sept.l814,were as a host in strength

—
teaching by

example, spreading confidence every where, and in-

fusing into each breast a portion of his own invinci-

ble spirit.
This service of plate cost g4000. It is splendid-

ly "ornamented with borderings and embrossed fi-

gures after the manner of the Egyptian and Grecian

sculpturings," and is universally admired. It was
such as we might expect only from Algerines. exhibited a few days for the gratification of the sub-

When things were ripening for the attack upon scribers and others.

Baltimore, he was ordered down the bav, but before

he obeyed he resolved to have a "frolic with the

yankees," and landed nearly the whole force of his

frigate for the purpose of attacking colonel Reed,
who had collected a few militia at Moore's Fields,
not far from Georgetown X Roads, on the eastern

shore of Maryland, to check his depredations. Ac-

cording to the British account of this affair, signed

Legislature of Massachusetts.
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.

Gentlemen of the senate, and

gentlemen of the house of representatives:
The return of the election season brings with it

little novelty, but much to engage and interest us.
"Hen. Crease, act. com."—[see Weekly Register, j

Past events, and a long catalogue of patriots and
suppt. vol. vn. p. 150] he landed 104 bayonets and 'statesmen, with the recollection of whom the trans-

20pikes—(but col. Reed estimated sir Peter's force actions of the season are associated, recur to the
as being superior to his own, which amounted to mind and enter deeply into the meditations of the
170 men, all told—see vol. VII p. 11, and suppt. to occasion,
vol. vn. p. 157) and rashly rushed upon his fate. History, the instructive epitome of the character
He was met by a raw militia, "few of whom had of man, exhibits to us not only the perpetual conflict
ever heard the whistling of a ball," and in a few of reason and the passions, of striking alterations of

rectitude and error and the commanding powers and
extreme imbecility of the human mind, but the
formation of the governments, their progressive
changes and ultimate catastrophe.

But without extending our views over the gene-
ral history of man or of governments, the annate ef

minutes was completely beaten, with the loss of his
own life and 13 others killed and 27 wounded, ac-

cording to the acknowledgment of Mr. Crease,- and
his force retired leaving behind it a quantity of
arms, ammunition and other apparatus of war, with
the dead, and nine of the ifouvdid.—nothing pre-
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our country, the authentic memorials of the migra-
tion and settlement, the character and manners, the

political and religious principles, and the literary

j istitutions ofour forefathers; the rise, progress and

termination of the momentous question between

Great Britain and her colonies, now the United

States of America, respecting the right of parlia-

mentary taxation; the origin of structure and estab-

lishment of our systems, jurisprudence, and their

influence upon individual and social happiness,

open various and prolific sources of instruction to

the legislator, and of proud satisfaction to the Ame-
rican patriot.
You are called upon, gentlemen, to exercise the

functions of legislation at a time highly propitious

ftr impartial enquiry into the great interests of the

commonwealth. For a long succession of years,

such wastbe extraordinary state of most of the na-

tions ofEurope with which our interests are involv-

ed, that the minds of your predecessors havebet-n

occupied with painful apprehensions of the public

safety, or with the arduous duties of providing
jneans for public defence.

Daring that eventful period the ordinary avoca-

tions of many of our fellow-citizens were inter-

rupted. Navigation, commerce, manufactures, and

even agriculture, assumed or were forced into a

preternatural state. Vast numbers of the people
-were compelled to abandon the pursuits which in-

clination h^d selected, providential allotments had

facilitated, and habit had rendered familiar and

lucrative, and resort was had, in too many instan-

ces, to desperate projects of speculation and adven-

ture, equally eluding calculation, ruinous to indi-

viduals and vitiating to public morals.

But the public mind being now relieved from its

disquieting solicitude by the internal tranquility of

the state, the elevated character of our republican

systems of government, the respectable condition of

public credit, resting on its primitive principles of

iiscal administration, and the existing relations of

amity between the United States and the other

commercial naiions of the world, you are happily

indulged the opportunity of turning your attentions

specially to the interior concerns ot the common-
wealth. And coming as you do from every section

of the state, you bring with you not only a know-

ledge of the wants and wishes of your respective

constituents, but of all those facts and circumstan-

ces prerequisite for suggestion and perfecting any

public improvements of which the commonwealth

may be susceptible.
Annual elections and frequent meetings of the

legislature being designed to perpetuate the prin-

ciples of a free constitution in their purity and vigor,

and to promote in the highest degree possible the

general welfare of the state, it seems highly pro-

per as auxiliary to these ends that the attention of

the legislature should be often directed to inqui-

ries into the competency of the laws for securing
to the people their political and elective rights; to

inquiries whether they obtain, as they may be a

demand, what the constitution assures them, right

and justice freely, completely and promptly, without

purchase, without denial, and without delay? Whe-

ther the code ofcriminal law be adapted to the state

of society and morals, and punishments be uniformly

commensurate with the nature and turpitude of

crimes? Whether due encouragement is bestowed

tjpon the interests of religion, learning, humanity
and benevolence; upon agriculture and the fisheries;

Tipon naval architecture and other mechanic and

-.manufacturing arts; upon commerce and those pro-

ductions of genius and taste which enrich and em-

bellish a state? and in fine whether the laws are im-

partially and faithfully administered?

Agriculture was not only the first employment of

man, but we may observe an admirable and happy
coincidence ofhis interest, his passions and his taste

with his primitive destination. But agriculture is

unsusceptible of an independent existence. Unso-
licited by the demands of commerce and manufac-

tures, would the rural economist extend ids care

and his toil beyond the supply of his own immedi-
ate consumption? men do not act without motives.

The hope of profit sweetens and originates labor.—
But if the surplus products of the soil become a

worthless incumbrance to the producer, langor, in-

action and scarcity would be the result.

Whatever may be the intrinsic value, or the rela-

tive importance of the several great departments
of political economy, which are so intimately united
as to be inseparable, an enquiry into the most pro-

mising means of multiplying and meliorating the

the products of husbandry, will not be deemed un-

worthy a Massachusetts legislature, A plenitude
of subsistence affords the most sure and stable foun-

dation for the maintenance and augmentation ofthe

population of the state, for the improvement of ma-
nufactures and for the active circti' tion of the sur-

plus products of art and labor.

Massachusetts has ever been repesctable. And
while she retains the spirit and is g.'.ve n< -1 by the

principles of her political, religious and nfor.il in

stitutions;—while her shools and higher- seinin.i s

of learning; while science and the useful arts shall

be cherished; her love of justice and her habits vi

industry and economy shall be maintained, she must
continue to command the respectful consideration

of the world. The commonwealth, to the mild bes

neficient influence of whose constitution and laws

we are immediately or remotely indebted, not only
fur our civil rights, but for the secure enjoyment
of the rights of conscience, the pleasures of friend-

ship, and of whatever is most dear to our affections

in domestic life, claims our first fealty and ho-

mage. And I may add, that the people of the seve-

ral states will most efficaciously perpetuate our sys-

tem of national government, by preserving the solidi-

ty and the strength, and maintaining the erect at-

titude of the pillars upon which the vast and lofty

superstructure is erected. By recurring to the re-

solves of the last session of the legislature, it will

be perceived that, on the third of December last, a

resolve passed, authorizing and requesting the go-

vernment, with the advice of the council, to ap-

point agents to present the claims of this common-
wealth against the United States, for expenditures

during the late war, to the congress of the United

States, or to any department of the government, as

might be found expedient. In conformity tn the

authority vested in the executive by that resolve,

agents were appointed, and commissioned, to re-

pair to the seat of government of the United States

for the purposes expressed in the resolve, and the

hon. James Lloyd and William H Summer and Jo-

seph H. Pierce, esquires, were selected The two

former gentlemen, with as little delay as possible,

proceeded to the city of Washington; the latter

gentleman remained in Boston and has been occa-

sionally employed in selecting and furnishing docu-

ments to elucidate the principles upon which our

claims are founded, and to arrange the component

parts of the account under specific heads, as re-

quired by the department of war.—The course pur-

sued by the commissioners and the result of their

mission you will learn more distinctly by referring

to their corresnondence with the acting sen-eta* v
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of war, which the secretary of the commonwealth
wiil

l.iy
before you.

A few hems of our account as exhibited agaiusi
the United Stales by the commissioners were con-

sidered by the executive as coming' within the pur-
view of existing laws, and eleven thousand dollars

have been remitted to me by the war department
on account— which sum I immediately placed in the

hands of the treasurer of the commonwealth, where
it waits the order of the legislature.

Since the last sitting of the iegis'a'ure it has been
ascertained that a considerable bah.nee of arms is

due to this state, by virtue of the act of congress
passed in April 1808, for arming the whole body of

the militia. While our commissioners were at the

seat of government they suggested to the acting

secretary of war a proposition for transferring to

the United States a number of musquets, the pro-

perty of the commonwealth, and now in its arsenals,

equal to the balance due to the state from the ap-

propriation of the above mentioned act of April
1808, to be reconveyed to the state as its balance
of arms due at the close of the last year. Tuis

proposition it is understood would have been ac-

ceded to by the executive of the United States,
and payment made for the arms at the last contract

price of arms manufactured for the service of the

United States, had the powers of the commission-
ers been competent to that object. It rests with

j

you, gentlemen, to authorise, at any future time,
a commutation of any portion of the arms now iiT

your arsenals, agreeably to the above mentioned

suggestion, or otherwise as you may think expedi-
ent.

The resolve of the 12<h December last, autho-

rising and requesting the governor with the advice

of council, to appoint agents for erecting a milita-

ry arsenal at Cambridge, and a laboratory at Boston,
and the resolve of the 13th December, authorising
the appointment of three persons to consider the

subject --if the state prison at large, have severally
been attended to, and theagents duly appoinied.—
The arsenal and laboratory have been contracted

for, and are in a suitable state of progression.
A report from the commissioners employed to

enquire into the mode of governing the Pennsyl-
vania penitentiary, and other institutions of a simi-

lar nature, and to consider at large the subject of
the state p'-ison, and to report any improvement,
organization or enlargement of that establishment,

together with a communication from the directors

of that institution, will be laid before you by the

secretary. The importance of that humane and be
nevolent institution has always been highly appre-
ciated by the government of the commonwealth;
and from the encreasmg population of the state,
and from a variety of other causes, which the se-

veral communications now to be submitted to you
will disclose, it is daily assuming a deeper interest.

Such are my views of the importance, and indeed

necessity, of further improvments in the interior

arrangements and management of that institution,
in order to the attainment of the beneficial designs
which dictated its establishment, both as a place
of mitigated punishment, and a penitentiary, that

I feel it to be my duty specially to invite your atten-

tion to this weighty concern.

Since the last session I have received a letter

from the governor of the state of New-Hampshire,
together with a resolve of the legislature of that

state, suggesting a modification of the laws of this

state, relative to the inspection of provisions. With-
in the same period I have received from the gover-
nor ofNorth Carolina, a letter accompanying a pro-

posirion of the legislature of that state for amen '.-

ing the constitution of the Unite L States. These
several communications will be hud hi-.ore you with
oilier documents by the secretary.

Accept, gentlemen, mv assurances of the high-
est respect, and of my readiness to concur with

you in all vour efforts io promote the honor and

happiness of Massachusetts. JOHN BROOKS.
May 31

Connecticut Politics.
Jldifre&s of the majority <Jf ilie house of representa-

tives, to the friends of toleration and equal rights.
Fellow citizens—Your representatives consti-

tuting a majority in the popular branch of our go-
vernment, beg leave to congratulate you on the

glorious triumph of just and liberal principles, over
that aristocracy which has long been supported "by
the influence of office" and the prostitution of the
fundamental principles of republican government.
In the bold and energetic language of his excellen-

cy the governor, we may now truly say, "the actual
condition of this slate, i:« connection with the Ame-
rican republic, affords just cause for patriotic ex-
ultation." And let us with him, "thank God that
we have constantly witnessed his protecting care of
our beloved country; that we have seen the tree of

liberty, the emblem of our independence and union,
while it was a recumbent plant, fostered by vigilance,
defended by toil, and not unfrequently watered
with tears, and that by His favor we now behold it

in the vigor ofyouthful maturity, standing protect-
ed from violation, by the sound heads, glowing
hearts, and strong arms of a new generation, elevat-

ing its majestic trunk towards Heaven, striking its

strong roots in every direction through our s.oi},

and expanding its luxuriant brand es over a pow-
erful, united and prosperous nation."

Fellow citizens—We have felt an awful responsi-

bility at this momentous crisis. To establish the
foundation of a system of policy and measures,
which shall secure to our citizens equal rights and

privileges, both civil ami religious a thorough re-

form aad correction of abuses; an equalization of
the public contributions; a judiciary which should
not be influenced "by the veering gales of party po-
litics," which render life, liberty and property inse-

cure; free toleration and equal privileges, in regard
to the rights of conscience; and the restoration of
our ancient system of election, unawed "by the in-

fluence of office" or dread of persecution, became
our paramount duty. Happily for us, our patriotic,

governor did not shrink from responsibility; with
that manly independence which characterised his

worthy ancestors in the chair of this state, in the

face of opposition, he boldly recommended a sys-
tem of measures which at one stroke demolished
the tottering and rotten fabric of Connecticut poli-
tics—pointed out clearly the path of our duty and
received from your representatives, a cordial and
united support.

Fellow -citizens—We are fully sensible your expec-
tations, in some few particulars, may not be fully
answered. But in legislating for the whole, private,
views must bend in some measure to the public

good. Considering the important duties which de-

volved on us, the shortness of the session, and the

various views of men, acting in concert, (for the

first time) on the great and fundamental principles

of republican government—a majority only in ojie

branch of the government—we feel the most per-
fect confidence, that all has been done wbjci) could
be done by us,
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In the examination of the proceedings of the

present session, it will be perceived, that almost

the whole attention of the legislature has been

confined to the revision of laws and usages, which
had oecome odious, the correction of abuses, and
in short in endeavoring to lay and establish a good
foundation, rather than in building an elegant su-

perstructure on a foundation of sand. To our suc-

cessors we leave the more pleasing task of erecting
and finishing the building, when a majority of both

branches, will act in concert, and your representa-
tives will not be shackled by the jealousy or oppo-
sition of the other branch.

Our task has been arduous, but we have not

shrunk from duty—Our constituents will decide on

the propriety and expediency of our measures and
from these our motives will be seen, and candidly
scrutinized.

The republic is safe. Honest men of all parties
are uniting, and but one effort more is necessary
to complete the work of reformation. We have
with us a good cause, firmly supported by all who
seek the best interests of the state andnation. Our
adversaries are those who cannot consent to sur-

render unlimited power to its legitimate owners—
ihe people

—they cling to their offices and stations,

as the drowning man in his agonies catches at straws.

The nomination of candidates for the council

which has been made by gentlemen from every part
of the state, many of whom are not members of

assembly, we recommend to you, and feel the

most perfect confidence, that it claims, and will

receive your undivided support
—
you will once more

be compelled to stand up and be counted—Our old

election la~.v, under which our ancestors "led quiet
and peaceable lives" for more than 100 years, is not

restored—the upper house refused to concur with

tis to repeal the stand-up la-.u—let this not be for-

gotten
—unite as a band of brothers—rally round

the standard of toleration and equal rights
—

sup-

port the arm of our excellent chief magistrate, and

Israel (and not Amalek) will prevail.

Signed by order,
JAMES STEPHENS, Chairman.

[language of the supreme court of the United States.

"Nor is it to be forgotten that this is not a case
in which the judiciary is called upon with painful
firmness to resist some legislative encroachment,
subversive of justice, upon the private claims of
the citizens or the great rights of the people. The
legislative act is entirely beneficent, and nothing is

to be dreaded but that it may not be executed.—
Under such circumstances the question must be
clear indeed to authorise the judiciary to raise this

sacred shield of public liberty and private right.
Tt should only be brought forth on extreme occasi-
ons. If it be voluntarily assumed for every little

exhibition—I fear it may be shattered, and with its

I bearers, cloven down in some ignoble strife which

may grow up, in which the unequal strength of

legislative power and judicial independence shall be

put in opposition, mixed up with all the bitterness
of human passions, and all the wantonness of hu-
man folly."

Judicial Opinion.
On the po-ver of thejudiciary to decide on the constitu-

tionally of the laws.
r
Langdon Cheves, esq. a judge in South Carolina,

was lately required to decide on the constitution-

ally of a law—the following is extracted from his

decision.

"I have never entertained a more decided opinion
on any question. I am clear the act of assembly
under consideration is constitutional and operative.

But if I were less clear I should still believe it to

be the duty of the judges to carry the act into ef-

fect. I hold it not to be enough to doubt, I must
be fully and clearly satisfied that an act of the le-

gislature is unconstitutional, before I shall refuse

to carry it into effect, or exercise the authority
with which T am vested to restrain its operation.

"The co-ordinate authority of the judicary and

its right and duty to determine, where its functions

involve the question on the constitutionality and

validity of a legislative act, I take to be a point
now settled by the judgment of almost every re-

spectable judicial tribunal, and confirmed by the ap-

probation and acquiescence of all wise and sober

statesmen, in the union; but it is still a power to be

exercised with great circumspection, and a duty
-which is incumbent only in very clear cases. On
"this subject I adopt with entire approbation the

Foreign Articles.

ENGtAJSD, &C.
Petitions for relief from distress, continue to be

presented to parliament. One, which had five thou-
sand signers, prays to be furnished with means to

emigrate !

The chancellor of the exchequer has stated in

parliament that no loan will be required by govern-
ment this year.

Southey, poet laureat, in vindicating himself

against a charge of apostacy, says "it is the peoph
who stand in need of reformation, and not the go-
vernment" Good,!
The employment of boys to draw lotteries has

been stopped in England., as tending to make them

gamblers. Keally good.
Five bills for high treason have been found aguins*.

"Arthur Thistlewood, gent. James Watson, the

elder, surgeon; James Watson, the younger, sur-

geon; Thomas Preston, cordwaiaer, and James

Hooper, laborer." Thistlewood was intercepted
in an attempt to escape to America.

Employment of the poor. In the house of commons
the chancellor of the exchequer has brought for-

ward his plan for the employment of the poor.

The sums proposed to be voted are— for England,
1,500,000/. in exchequer bills; and for Ireland,

250,000/. out of the consolidated fund of that king-
dom.
Advances are to be made on the security of the

poor-rates in England, No advance to be made to

any parish except in cases in which the rate was
double the average of the two preceding years.

Manufacturers of Birmingham and other places,
to be assisted with loans.

We see many gossiping paragraphs in the London

papers about the condition of the princess Charlotte.

We have also a pompous account of the marriage of

an American lady to a col. Harvey—and that some
American women danced so well on another occa-

sion, as to please, [how gracious!! the enlightened
and polished prince regent ! Quantum suf
The princess of Wales is expected at Paris—it is

said she "threatens" to return to England. She was

mightily offended at Vienna by the conduct of

the British minister there, lord Stewart—who, to

avoid her visit, setoff with his family into the coun-

try. She openly declared her daughter should be

informed of the procedure—and we cannot but be-

lieve, though she is a princess, that she will remem-

ber the wrongs of her mother.
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One of the French exiles under sentence par eon*

Vlad de St. Jean d'Angely, (whose husband is in
j

iumace, has recently gone to Parma, the residence of
FRANCE.

the United States) was arrested at her chateau Napoleon's wife

near Paris on the 25th April, and sent to the Con-

ciergerie.
The cause of this proceeding is not

stated. . ,

Restoration ! A poor maniac entered the me-

tropolitan church at Paris, and cut his throat in it

__oii which the church (says the Moniteur of the

30th April) defiled by the effusion of blood, was

immediately closed; and after a decision of the

chapter had been made, it was restoredto purity

according to the form prescribed by the ritual. At

a quarter past five o'clock, the clergy of the me-

tropolis assembled in the church, and closed the

doors The pascal taper, the chandeliers, The can-

dles and the cross of the great altar, were taken

away, and the hosts of the tabernacle. The vicar-

seneral, Jalabert, being clothed in a violet-colored

vestment, went forth of the church by the great

door, and sprinkled the walls above, and all about,

while the clergy chaunted the psalm Expwgat Dew.

Having returned into the church by the same way,

the clergy were on their knees at the foot of the

great altar, with the officiating priest, who sprink-

led the walls inside, especially the place where the

suicide was committed, and the places stained with

his blood.

This ceremony, which took up some time, was

attended, and participated in by the people, and

concluded with prayers being again recited at the

foot of the altar.

French commerce. Arrived at Havre in March—

138 vessels, viz. 79 French, 18 American, 13 Eng-

lish, 8 Norwegian, 7 Swedes, &c. Of die former,

only four were from the colonies.

Sailed in March— 130 vessels, viz. 106 French, 11

American, 4 English, 3 Norwegian, 3 Prussian, 2

Swedes, &c. Of the former, 17 were for the colo-

nies in India, Africa, and West Indies; 3 for Ame-

rica, (New.Orleans) 1 Brazils and 2 Havana.

A list of all merchandise imported in March is

1 also given—including 5,687 bales of cotton, 2,279

tierces, 100 sacks and 72 casks rice, 275 bbls. pot-

ash, 135 cases indigo.
Madame JVey. A letter is published in the Paris

papers as written by the emperor of Austria to

"'Madame la princesse de la Moskoway," in reply

to one from her, asking leave to settle in Florence.

The emperor, in the most frank and polite manner,

is made to offer the liberty of any part of his domi-

nions, as agreeable to herself—it being his wish to

treat her "as one of his dearest subjects"
—adding,

" We deplored the fatality of the circumstances

which brought on this misfortune of your illustrious

husband, and impressed with the recollection of his

Santini has lately arrived at Brussels from St.

Helena, via England. All his steps are watched. It

was asserted in London that he was the bearer of
letters from Napoleon to his wife.

MINORCA.
There is a report that a bargain is on foot for the

surrender of the island of Minorca by Spain to Rus-
sia. If this should take place, no doubt England will

feel it a sufficient cause for war with these powers !—
believing as she does, that no nation has a right

to cede a naval station, especially, to any other than
herself. Witness the alarm at the rumor that Na-

ples was about to cede the island of Lampedosa to

the United States.

CORSICA.

A London paper says—Previous to April there had
been no rain in Corsica for three months. Two
leagues of soil and fifteen houses were burnt by fire

supposed to be electrical.

AUSTRIA.

Two Austrian frigates have lately sailed from
Trieste for the Brazils, giving freight and protec-
to many tons of the manufacture of the empire, and
to open a direct commercial intercourse with that

country.
PORTUGAL.

The Portuguese government is said to have con-

tracted, in England, for 30,000 stand of arms, to be
sent to Lisbon without delay

—6000 are already on
the passage.

INDIA.

The PiNDAnEES. From a late London paper. By
recent accounts from India we are informed that a
considerable movement pervades the native pow-
ers throughout the north east and centre of the

peninsula. The tributaries and officers of the ra-

jah Typour, terrified by the advances of Ameer
Kahn, and still more by the imbecility of their own
rajah, resolved at one time to call in the assistance
of the company's troops

—at another to chose a
more capable and efficient sovereign. The British
resident at Delhi has received intelligence that the
number of Pindarees in the field amounted to no
less than 80,000, mostly well equipped, and all

well mounted. Their mode of making war is most
destructive, as plunder is their only object

—
they

separate for the purpose into bodies of from 100 to
4 or 5000 horse, and ravage a territory of fifty miles
or more in circumference—whence after rendering
it a perfect desert, they march elsewhere to similar

devastations. It was a detachment of several thou-
sand of these fierce marauders which traversed last

year the whole of India—and penetrating to the bay
having been the victim of his devotion to a prince of Bengal, laid waste to the British province of Cat

"
tack, in the neighborhood of Calcutta. It is pre-
sumed that some decisive measures will be taken

by the company government, and their several al-

lies, to check the progress of this terrific banditti,
and to chastise their insolence—since otherwise
there will be neither security nor tranquility for the

peaceful inhabitants from north to south of India.

For this purpose his highness the Nizam had resolv-

ed to embody 5000 cavalry, and place them under
the command of British officers. To this end alsoj
it was conjectured, as much as with any view to-

wards anticipating the designs of the Mahrattas, a

subsidiary force of six battalions of company's in-

fantry, five regiments of horse, and a proportionate;

allied to us by the ties of blood, and to her majesty
the duchess of Parma, our beloved daughter, we
make it our duty to concur in offering you every
consolation in our power." This letter is dated at

the palace cf Blankembourg, Feb. 20, 1817. If ge-

nuine, the preceding extract may be considered

important.
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.

A Brussels paper states that some of Bonaparte's

partizans in France attempted to carry on a corres-

pondence with him by means of a magnificent mus-
lin dress, which was sent as a present to madame
Bertrand—the embroidered flowers and figures of

which were hierogliphical characters.

Bonaparte's military carriage and equipage, taken number of artillery, were forthwith to assemble at

at Waterloo, and which has been exhibiting fori Nagpour, in the dominions of the rajah of Berar,
jjme timein England, is to be brought to America, under the command of col. John Adams—a/id col-..
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Frith bad been appointed to the second division of
i

tbe army in the field.

Q^Later advices say tint one body of the Finda-

rees was surprized and totally defeated, with im-

mense slaughter.
- AFRICA.

The navv of Tunis is said to consist of—3 vessels

of 48 guns", 2 of 26, 1 of 24, 2 of 18, 1 of 16, 1 of 14,

1 of 12, 2 of 8—9 lateen vessels, &c. of 2 each, 2

bombards, and 80 gun boats, 1 each; besides an old

corvette of 20 gins, and anew fiigile nearly plank-
ed up. Total 108 vessels—413 guns. This'list was
furnished by a U S. nav.d officer.

WEST INDIES.

Assassination is so frequent at Havana that
aj

patrole lias been established to prevent it. It is said|
that nine persons were assassinated in one evening.
The guards are ordered to search all persons, with-

out distinction, for knives—but they may carry
swords, if exposed to view by being hung at the

aide.

A project is on foot to build two steam boats to

ply between Trinidad and the Main.
FLORIDA.

The Spanish commandant at Pensacola has re-

fused a passage to the transports with provisions for
|

the U. S. troops stationed on the Conawa, &c. with-
1

out the payment of an enormous duty—and is said

actually to have seized some of their rations. It is.

intimated that general Gaines will negotiate a pas-,

sage for these vessels.

SOUTH AMERICA, &C
Good news. The troops that had just arrived from

|

old Spain, (about which there was so much talk and

preparation, and so much difficulty to get off')!

amounting only to 2000 men, landed and formed
aj

junction with other royal troops near the Oronoko—
where the patriot general r"iar drew them into an!

ambuscade and killed 800 on the field, and took asi

many of them prisoners
—Only 250 of the whole I

united force had reached Guayana. May thus for-!

ever perish the hopes of Ferdinand, the ungrateful,!
of chaining South America !

Bolivar and Piar are on the best understanding,
'

and co-operate handsomely; and every thing seems}
to go on very well. A little more perseverance, and

liberty triumphs.
Lord Cochrane who goes out to South America, is

to be accompanied by Sir Robert Wilson. Success
to them !

Com. Taylor is said to have informed Petion, that,

unless he comes to some arrangement respecting
the vessels he has seized, he will capture all Hay-
tian vessels he meets with until he gets property to

the value of two millions of dollars. The Haytian
chief has a frigate of 40 guns, a ship of 22, 1 brig
of 18, and 1 of 16, all completely equipped and

manned, but lie seems unwilling to send them out
to drive away Taylor's light vessels.

Pernambuco. We have an account that this place
is blockaded by a Portuguese force of 2 ships of 32

guns and a brig of 18, manned by volunteers—the

appearance of which had thrown the patriots into

confusion. They had embargoed all the Portuguese
vessels,and it was expected that this measure would
be extended to those of other nations. It is also

said that the people of Bahia remained firm in their

allegiance to the king, the governor having given the
soldiers double pay and rations.

In opposition to the preceding, another account

says, that the whole coast was in a state of revolu-

tion; which would doubtless end in the total exclu-
sion of the Portuguese monarchy.
The Mexican patriots are much elevated and the

royalists as much depressed, at the prospects they
have of a war between the United States and Spain—of which, however, we see no immediate proba-
bility, unless the late hostile proceedings of the

Spanish authorities in the Floridas and in Mexico

bordering on Louisiana, may tend to it.

Gen. Boid, who left the United State* some time

ago to assist the patriots at Buenos Ayres, has re-

tirned, afier the most outrageous treatment from
the supreme director. On his return from Ciiili, he
was privately seized and condemned to le.ve the

provinces without examination or trial, like ihose

gentlemen whose arrival we lately noticed. His pay
was even retained. We fear that things are not go-

ing on as we would wish them. General II. in his

statement, however, gives us hopes of the people;
who, he says, love liberty, and will persevere in de-

fence of their rights.
Peru. Our hopes are again revive! that Peru is

about to be wrested from Ferdinand. The patriot

army consists of 3000 men, and has lately guned
sjme considerable advantages over the royal forces.

Sound Doctrine.
FROM THE !C. T. MERCANTILE ADVERTISER.

Extract of a letter from a distinguished revolutionary

patriot, to his friend in this state, -written in May
last.

"I hope, with you, that the policy of our country
will settle down with as much navigation and com-
merce only as our exchangees will require, and that

the disadvantage will be seen of our undertaking to

carry on that of other nations. This, indeed, may
bring gain to a few individuals, and enable them to

call off' from our farms more laborers, to be con-

verted into laquies and grooms for them; but it will

bring nothing to our country but wars, debt and

dilapidation. This has been the course of England,
and her examples have fearful influence on us. In

copying her, we do not seem to consider, that like

premised induce like consequences. The bank mania
is one of the most threatening of these imitations; it

is raising up a monied aristocracy in our country,
which has already set the government at defiance,

and, although forced at length to yield a little on
this first essay of their strength, their principles
are unyielded and unyielding. These have taken

deep root in the hearts of that class from which our

legislatures are drawn, and the sop to Cerberus,
from fable, has become history. Their principles

lay hold of the good, their pelf of the bad; and thus

those whom the constitution had placed as guards
to its portals, are sophisticated or suborned from
their duties'. That paper money has some advan-

tages is admitted; but that its abuses also are in-

evitable, and, by breaking up the measure of value,

makes a lottery of all private property, cannot be
denied. Shall we ever be able to put a constitutional

veto on it?"

Church Affairs.
The very respectable gentleman who forwarded

to the editor certain pamphlets regarding a dispute
between a highly-titled ecclesiastic and several of

the congregations of christians under his charge, is

informed that we read them with much interest and

no little astonishment. It seems so repugnant to

common sense, that those who, by voluntary sub-

scriptions, raise money to erect places of worship
and support clergymen to officiate in them, should

not have the right of electing their pastors and of

fixing their compensation, that we hardly supposed
a thing of the sort could have happened m the
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United States; and we feci very certain that there

must be a degradation injthe character of some of

our citizens, if they submit to such severe disfran-

chisement-

But, as in this respect the people have, or may
Jiave if they please, an entire controul over their

own church affairs, it is not necessary for us to say

any thing on the matter, which is only a private, or

particular, concern, to be regulated by the discre-

tion of those interested in it; though we regret and

cannot help reproving an attempt to apply the mo-

narchical principles of Europe to any part of the

people of the United States.

CHRONICLE.
The president of the United States, after visit-

ing fort Mifflin, &c. reached Philadelphia on the

evening of the 5th inst. escorted by three troops of

horse and a great concourse of citizens—in the pre-

sence of whom he reviewed gen. Caldwalder's bri-

gade. While in Philadelphia he visited the venera-

ble Tlws. Mc Kean, also Thos. M. Willing and the

widow of the late Robert Morris.

On Friday the 6th inst. the members of the Penn-

sylvania state society of the Cincinnati, paid their

respects to the president of the United States, and

presented the following address:

To James Monro?, president of the United States.

Sm—Embracing the occasion which your atten-

tion, as chief magistrate, l0 the military defence-,

of the United States, has afforded, it is with peculiar

pleasure that the members of the Pennsylvania so-

ciety of the Cincinnati, a portion of the surviving

few who were your associates in arms during the

war of the revolution, approach to renew their per-

sonal intercourse, and to assure you of their cordial

support to the firm and impartial administration of

government which, by combining in its measures

domestic tranquility with the respect of foreign

nations, they confidently anticipate, will promote
the best interests of the United Sta'es, ensure to our

citizens the advantages of social harmony and indi-

vidual happiness.
That you may participate those blessings and en-

joy the grateful esteem of a happy people, is the

sincere wish of your faithful friends, and respectful

fellow-citizens.

Signed by order, and by the

unanimous vote of the society.
D. LENOX, President,

Hon. Btnney, Secretary.

Philadelphia, June 6, 1817.

the phesihent's answer.

To the members of the Pennsylvimia society of the

Cincinnati.

FET.LOW citizens—In attending to the naval and

military defence of the United States, nothing can

be more gratifying to me, than to meet the surviv-

ing members of my associates in arms, who distin-

guished themselves in our revolutionary contest. I

can never forget the dangers of that great epoch,
nor be indifferent to the merit of those who partook
in them.
To promote tranquility at home, and respect

abroad by a firm and impartial administration, are

among the highest duties of the chief magistrate
of the United States. To acquit myself in the dis-

charge of these duties, with advantage to my fel-

low-citizens, will be the undeviating object of my
zealous exertions. Their approbation will be the

highest recompense which 1 can receive.

.lAMES MONROE.
T'iladetyhia, June 6, 1816.

"The ancient and honorable artillery company"
of Boston has presented a costly and elegant sword
to gov. Brooks, of Massachusetts. This company
is the oldest military association in the new world;
and has been kept up with life and spirit from its

first establishment. They have just celebrated
their 179th anniversary !

A ship with 400,000 in specie on board, bound
for India, lately suffered much by the explosion of
her magazine, by which one man was killed. But

by prompt assistance from the Independence 74,
the specie was saved and the wreck secured so

that the vessel may be repaired at a comparatively
small expence. In generous principles, our naval

officers have no superiors.
The Venezuelan chief, sir Gregor Mc Gregor, is

at present at Charleston, S. C. It is intimated that
he soon expects to rejoin the patriots.
The Hudson— Projects are mentioned by narrow-

ing the channel of the Hudson at certain places, to

deepen it so that sea vessels may go up to Albany.
Success issanguinely calculated upon.

Lieut. Heath, of the U. S. navy, has been killed in

a duel with a midshipman, at Hoboken, near New-
York. The editor of the register well knew the

deceased—a more amiable young man or more

promising officer, did not belong to the navy; and
he is uselessly cut off, in the very budding of life !

Jl "hard mouthed" fellow.
—A criminal who lately

made his escape from the Georgia penitentiary is

s^id to have possessed
** an extraordinary faculty of

releasing himself almost at pleasure from chains—
and tears to pieces with his teeth the strongest

padlocks with apparent ease."

Ship News. The newspapers published in the

numerous villages that have sprung up on the New-
York coast of Like Ontario, since the war, have a

portion allotted to ship news as regularly as those

on the sea board. The chief places of trade, at

preseHt, are Sacketts Harbor, Ogdensburg, Troups-
ville, Gennessee River, and B'iffdoe—the most of

which were covered with woods 5 or 10 years ago.
New Church. The corner stone of a new church

has just been laid in Baltimore. On a brass plate

deposited in the stone is written—
" There is one Gun, and one mediator between God

and man, the man Christ Jesits." 1 Tim. ii. 5.

The mammoth. We have a detailed account of
some newly discovered bones of the mammoth, in

the presence of several distinguished gentlemen,
in Orange county, New-York. The frequent dis-

covery ofsuch relicts, at a day so distant from that

in which these monstrous animals must have lived,

gives us certain proof that they wereor.ee very nu-

merous in our country. What changes in its nature

and climate must have happened since then!

The cut worm. Mr. John Erwin, of Newport, Del.

has clearly ascertained that the cut worm is trans-

formed into a fly
—in which state it propagates its

species.
Hessian Fly. A letter from a gentleman at Clarks-

burg, Va. to the editor of the Register, says that
the fly has not extended its ravages to that quarter
of the country, and that the crops of wheat never
looked better. He adds, as yet we have no locusts.
The season in the western parts of New York

has been very cold and unsettled, The fruits are

despaired of. A snow that would have been six

inches deep, if it had not wasted after its fall, fell

at Canandiagua on the 27th of last month. The ,

corn has been severely injured by the cut worm,
but the wheat had a very fine appearance.
The crops in North Carolina are reported as pro-

mising a most abundant harvest. On the whole,
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though some parts of our country has suffered

much, we incline to the belief of a probability of

the greatest harvest of bread stuffs ever gathered
in the United States.

Important present. Arrived at Baltimore, on Tues-

day last, in the brig Margaretta, captain Gardner,
from London, six beautiful young cows and one bull,

of the Devonshive breed, together with some im-

proved implements of husbandry, for Mr. Patter-

son and Mr. Caton, of this place, the whole being
a present from the celebrated Mr. Coke, member of

parliament for Norfolk, the richest and most parti-

cular farmer in England, who gives the following

description of these cattle :

" I venture to give it as my opinion that we have

no cattle to be compared to them in the united

kingdom, for purity of blood, for aptitude to feed,

for hardiness, as well as for the richness of their

milk, and for work when required, as I have repeat-

edly found by a variety of experiments upon my
own farms and elsewhere.

" That they may answer in America as well as

they are now universally acknowledged to do in

England, I most cordially hope, and my wishes will

then be gratified."
Ad valorem duties. The utility and necessity of

the regulation lately directed by the secretary of

the treasury, "that a portion of all goods imported,

subject to ad valorem dudes, shall be examined to as

certain the quantity and quality thereof" has been

already tested. In one invoice that underwent this

scrutiny last week, we understand there were twen-

ty-six packages found of a fraudulent character,

being invoiced and entered as chocolate, confected

citron, gentian root, gum lac, orange peel, See.—
They were found to contain, besides these articles,

upwards of seventy small boxes secreted therein,

containing sewing silks, ribbons, silk stockings, silk

velvets, Prussian blue, boots, shoes, &c. to the amount
of five thousand dollars ! We trust that a strict and

vigilant attention to this regulation, by a competent
officer, will be uniformly practised, that the revenue

may be secured, the honest importer protected, and do-

mestic manufactures have a fair chance in their stneg-

gle for their existence. We believe that there is every

disposition on the part of our revenue officers to

pursue the same vigilant system which denuncia-

tions will not be able to check, nor interested clamor
weaken. Nat. Advocate.

JVaval—The U. S. brig Enterprize, it is said, is

fitting out to take a survey of our coast, and will

be manned entirely by midshipmen, under the com-
mand of lieut. Kearney. By this method the num-
ber ofmidshipmen at present unemployed will have
an opportunity of rendering themselves familiar

with the duties of seamen, and qualify themselves
for actual service at any moment when required.
The Deaf.

—The following very interesting article

is taken from the Christian Observer, [of London]
of September, 1816 :

—Messrs. Wright and son, sur-

geon aurists of Bristol, have succeeded in restoring
the faculty ofhearing to several persons born totally
deaf and dumb. The persons having now acquired
the possession of distinguishing sounds, are daily

improving in the power of conversing. These gen-
tlemen intend to receive a limited number of per-
sons of respectability laboring under these infirmi-

ties, into an establishment in the neighborhood of
that healthy situation, Clifton.

t

Chinese state paper.
The London Traveller, of March 11, contains a

particular account of the fracas between the Eng-

lish embassy and the Chinese, in September la»J-,On this subject the emperor issued the following''
edict:

*

IMPERIAL DECBEE.
Dated the 15th day of the 7th moon of the 21st year

(6th September, 1816.) of Kia-Kiang, addressed
to the Viceroy King, and the Feymen Jung of
Canton, and received the 5th ofthe 8th moon 25th
September.)
The English ambassadors, upon their arrival tins

time at Tiensing, have not observed the laws of
politeness, in return for the invitation* of the em-
peror. Reaching Tung-echow, (four leagues from
court) they gave assurances of readiness to per-
form the prostrations and genuflexions required
by the laws of good manners (of the country.)

—
Arrived at the imperial country-house (half a league
from court,) and when WE were upon the point
of repairing to the hall (to receive the embassy,)
the first as well as the second ambassador, under
pretence of ill-health, would not appear. We, in

consequence, passed a decree, that they shoidd de*
part. Reflecting, however, that although the said
ambassadors were blameable in not adhering to
the laws of politeness, their sovereign, who, from
an immense distance, and over various seas, had
sent to offer us presents, and to present with re-

spect, his letters, indicating a wish to show us due
consideration and obedience, had not deserved

contempt, such being also against our maxim, of
encouragement to our inferiors; in consequence,
from among the presents of the said king, we chose
the most trifling and insignificant (which are) four

charts, two portraits and ninety-five engravings;
and in order to gratify him, have accepted them.
We, in return, give as a reward, to the said king,
a Yu, Yu, \ a string of rare stones, two large purses,
and four small ones; and we ordered the ambassa-
dors to receive these gifts, and to return to their

country (we having so enacted) in observance of
the maxim (of Confucius,) "give much—receive
little."

When the ambassadors received the said gifts,
they became exceeding glad, and evinced their

repentance. They have already quitted Tung-echow.
Upon their arrival at Canton, you Kiang and Jung,
will invite them to a dinner, in compliance with good
manners, and will say to them as follows:
Your good fortune has been but small; yon ar-

rived at the gates of the imperial house, and were
unable to lift your eyes to heaven (the emperor.)
The great emperor reflected that your king sighed
after happiness (China ! !

!)
and acted with sincerity;

he therefore accepted some presents, and gifted
your king with various precious articles. You must
return thanks to the emperor, for his benefits, and
return with speed to your country, that your king
may feel a respectful gratitude for these acts of
kindness. Take care to embark the rest of the

presents with safety, that they may not be lost or

destroyed."
After this lecture, should the ambassadors sup-

plicate you to receive the remainder of the presents,
answer—"In one word, a decree has passed; we
dare not, therefore, present troublesome petitions:"
and with this decision you will rid yourselves of the

embassy. Respect this.

* Previous to coming to table, the guest makes a

profound inclination, or actual prostration, accord-

ing to the rank of the host.

fInsignia of honor (a longcarved stone) presented
on days of fete, to high mandarins and foreign an>
bassador.s
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Mr. Hay's speech on Usury.
TO TUE EDITOR QF THE EKCUUHEn.

Sir—I send you enclosed a rough sketch of my

remarks, made last winter, in the house of del*

.rates, in support of the bill commonly called the

usury bill. Your publication of this sketch, will be

a performance of the promise contained in my last

address to the freeholders of Henrico.

I do not recollect that the bill was printed in the

Enquirer; but whether printed or not, it may not

be improper to state the substance of its principal

provisions: .

All the existing laws for the prevention
ot usury

were repealed. .

Loans at any rate of interest were authorised,

provided the contract was reduced to writing, sub-

scribed by the partv to be charged therewith, and

attested by two witnesses, who should subscribe

their names under the words, "having first read

this contract."

Where there was no express stipulation on the

subject, interest was to be fixed a' the rate of

per centum per annum—at which rate, interest

was to be allowed when assessed in the form of da-

mages.
The bill directed, that the settlement of the ac-

counts of executors, administrators, guardians,

trustees, and committees of lunatics should be

made on the principles heretofore established.

All contracts made by virtue of the law were de-

clared to be subject to the control of courts of

equity; on the same principles on which reliet

against other contracts is afforded.

A penalty was denounced against those who re-

ceived, or stipulated to receive, higher interest

than was expressed in the contract.

These, 1 believe, were the principal provisions

—I speak from memory only, having actually worn

out the copy of the bill, which you were so good
as to send vne.

Yours, respectfully,
GBO. HAY.

Ashfeld, May 6, 1817.

Mr. Hat's srEEcu—In the comviittee of the -whole, on

the bill to repeal the several laws of the state q/
-

Virginia, for the prevention of usury.
Mm. Chairman— I admit, without hesitation, that

the object of the bill before you, is the subversion

of a system, which has existed (under different mo-

difications) for more than three thousand years.
—

This acknowledgement, I am aware, leaves me ex-

posed to the imputation of temerity, lor having
brought that bill before the house. This imputa-
tion would indeed be merited if the opinion, which

gave rise to it, had been but recently adopted, or

was confined to myself alone. Sir, this opinion,
imbibed while I was merely a student, has been
confirmed by the observation and experience of

succeeding years. But my conviction on this sub-

ject, however strong, would not have induced me
to trespass on the time of this assembly, if it had
not been participated by others. Yes, sir, what-

ever gentlemen may think, or whatever surprise

they may choose to manifest, it is a fact, that the

doctrine for which I contend has been supported

by writers occupying high and distinguished sta-

tions in the literary and political world. I will lay
before you, sir, the opinions of a few—not as au-

thority, for in political science there is no authori-

ty
—but as an excuse, an apology to the committee,

for introducing a subject, whose supposed novelty
has already attracted so much notice.

Sir, several years ago, I read, and very recent,

ly I have again perused, a little volume on the

subject now before us. It is written with great

perspicuity and force, and undertakes to prove and
does prove, that all the laws that have ever been

made, or can be made, for the suppression of what
is called usury, are not only useless but injurious.
This little volume, written by Bentham, has never
been answered, and I am entirely persuaded never
can be refuted.

Sir, in the 52d No. of the Edinburgh Review,
this book is mentioned in terms of approbation,
and the writer in the language of respect. But,

sir, the reviewers, who oontstihite the highest
literary tribunal now known, or perhaps ever known
to the world—the reviewers, as much distinguish-
ed for their profound speculations in political eco-

nomy, as for their knowledge of literature and
the sciences, not content with this notice of Ben-
tham and his book, have gone onto express their

opinion upon the merits of the very system, which
it is the object of my argument to expose, and of
the bill before you to destroy. In speaking of the

distresses of Great Britian since the peace, they
do not hesitate to ascribe a portion of them to the

operation of the laws against usury. They speak
of the laws themselves in the strongest terms of

reprobation. They denounce them as absurd and
barbarous—laws, which " no man of sound under-
"
standing can now be found hardy enough to sup--

"
port." In the same strong tune of disapproba-

tion and contempt they express a hope that the

British parliament will "
distinguish this age by

"
eradicating one of the most pernicious errors,

" which the darkness of the early ages, and the
" blind deference to authority of more civilized
ic
times, has ever planted in society."
Have I not said enough, Mr. Chairman, to rescue

myselffrom the imputation of temerity ?—from the

sarcasm, as irregular as unprovoked, thrown out in

debate a few days ago, upon another topic, inti-

mating that this was the age of discoveries, and
that the member from Henrico had made the "nota-

ble discovery" that the laws against usury were

impolitic ?—"No," (will be the answer,) "you have
not said enough. This Mr. Bentham, and these

reviewers are people of whom we know nothing.
They may be men of mere theory and speculation;
men without that practical knowledge of human
affairs, which alone can entitle the opinions to re-

spect."
How far this may be true as to Bentham, I know-

not; that it is not true as to the reviewers, I have

good reason to beiicve. Several of them are men,
who have held high stations in the government of

Great Britain; while others actually engaged in par-
liament are as much distinguished for their practical

knowledge as for their great literary attainment;.

But let this pass. I will occupy your time for a

moment longer on this paint, by introducing one
more witness to complete my apology.

Turgot was unquestionably a practical man.—

Distinguished in France more by his virtues and
abilities than by birth or connections, he was called

by Louis 16th to the office of comptroller general
of the finances, of that great and opulent empire,
[lis administration, it is true, was not of long con-

tinuance. He could not resist the influence and
the cabals of those who rioted on the oppression
of the people; but he carried with him into his re-

tirement the affection and confidence of all the

wise and the virtuous; and dying, left a character,

which the pen of Condorcet has employed itself to

preserve and perpetuate-.
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The opinions of this statesman, on the question! tracts for interest concede, that where the capital
before us, are expressed in the strongest terms:— is alienated, a rent or interest may be reserved. (2)
"I will dare to speak, out." Will you pause for a Between a temporary and permanent loan, there

moment, Mr. Chairman, to, observe the expression,
dare to speak out ? Sir, that word, "dare," is

Worthy of notice. Turgot felt that he was treading
on ground consecrated by the prejudices of more
than a thousand years, and k required an effort of

his moral courage to speak the truth to the ears

of a prejudiced and deluded people. Sir, I feel

the force of that word. I know, 1 see, what pre-

judice is, and I feel that he, who questions an opi
nion which has passed from generation to genera-
tion without examination, does dare, when he as-

serts Ids own, even in this free and enlightened coun-

try.
"I will dare to speak out," says Turgot. "The

" laws recognized in our tribunals, on the subject
" of the interest of money, are pernicious Our
"

legislation is suited to the strict prejudices con-
"
earning usury, introduced in ages of ignorance,"
hy theologians, -who understood the sense of the Scrip-

" tare no more than the principles of natural la-iv.(l)

"The rigorous observation of these laws would
"be the destruction of all commerce; and they
" are not rigorously observed. They interdict every
"

stipulation for interest without an alienation of the
"

capital; they forbid as unlawful all interest be-
" yond the rate fixed by the ordinances of the
"

prince; and it is a thing notorious, that there is

" not on the face of the whole earth a place of
"
trade, where the greatest part of the business

" does not depend on money borrowed without an
" alienation of capital, and where interest is not re-
"
gulated by agreement."
I will not, Mr. Chairman, occupy more of your

lime in preliminary remarks. 1 say, I have proved,
that the bill before you constitutes a subject of
fair md legitimate discussion. If further proof
were necessary, it is at hand. Mr. Locke, whose
name alone reminds us of all that is great in in-

tellect, or pure in morals, has long ago demonstra

ted, that the market rate of interest cannot be re-

gulated by law.

Waving all benefit from the opinions here quo-
ted, except that of justifying the proposed inquiry;
I proceed at once to the several propositions, up
on the truth of which depends, F conceive, the po-

licy of the measure now under consideration. I

am well aware, that the discus>ion will be tedious,
but the importance and the novelty, legislative

novelty, of the subject induces me to hope, that

the committee will favor me with their attention.

The first proposition is, that by the law of na-

ture—that is, by the principles of reason, justice,

morality', independent of municipal law, interest

may be required, as a compensation for the loan

of money. In this point, all ethical writers now
agree. It would be a waste of time to refer to

them. In this point, all legislators now agree. In

every part of Europe, Turkey perhaps excepted,
some interest may be taken. In every state in the

union, interest, higher or lower, is allowed. In

this state, interest was originally settled at 5, and
was then- increased to 6 per cent. Tt may therefore
be assumed as a position unquestionably true, that
it is not immoral to exact interest for the loan of

money. Even the most strenuous opponents of con-

(l)Accordmg to Mosheim (abr. 2. 70) the clergy,
even of the 16th cent, knew nothing of the scrip-
tures. The most famous university in Europe could
not furnish a single man, who could discuss a ques
tion of religion on a scripture foundation.

is no difference in principle,. Interest may be re-

quired with as much propriety in the first case as
in the last; nor is there a single exception allowed
by the scholiasts to the general prohibition, which
does not shew the absurdity of the prohibition it-

self. (3)
Now, sir, mark the difference. If it be morally

lawful to take interest for the loan of money, it is

morally lawful to take any interest fairly agreed
on. This inference is justified by a proposition
universally true, that all contracts between per-
sons competent to contract are binding, unless
there be fraud or mistake. Sir, the inference is

irresistible; and contracts for interest must be ad-
mitted to stand on the same ground with all other

bargains. If it be alleged, that they form an ex-

ception to the general rule, the burthen of the

proof lies on the exceptor. It is his business to

shew, that although all contracts fairly made are

morally binding, a stipulation to pay interest, no
matter what, ;airly made, is not in like manner obli-

gatory.
But it has been suggested, (not here,) that the

price of money has been regulated by law from
motives of policy only. I should have been glad
<o learn what those motives were. I have never

(2) This distinction, after long discussion, was
settled by a papal decree. It was established, or
sanctioned by Pope Martin 5, and confirmed several

years afterwards by Calixtus 3d—Theoue de l'in-

teret. printed at Paris 1730, p. 130. These Popes
both lived in the 15th century.

(3) Saint Thomas, (Thomas Acquinas,) who was
called the angelic doc. or, and wrote against in-

terest, (in the 13th century) was yet of opinion,
that interest might be taken on money lent to one,
who wanted it oidy for parade—"ad ostentionem!"
The plain people of this country, who are no Saints,
differ from St. Thomas, and think it wrong even to

give money which they know is to be squandered.—Theone, 176.

Another Saint (St. Beuve) who lived in the 17th

century, tlio' he agreed with St. Thomas, was yet
inclined to think that money might be borrowed
on interest, for a purpose of "signal utility," or by
a merchant in a case of "real necessity." He would
not advise such a thing to be done, but he could
not condemn it.—Ibid. This man was expelled
from the Sorbonne. It is not improbable that his

scepticism on this subject, may have contributed to

produce that event.

Another exception admitte-d by St. Thomas, al-

lowed interest "ratione damni." If the money lent
was not paid at the appointed time, interest might
be claimed by way of damages! ! It may be very
sifely affirmed, That Locke, Stewart, Smith, Quesnal
and Turgot imbibed no portion of their political
science tVom that class of writers commonly called
the schoolmen or scholiasts. Of these people,
enough is said in three lines by Enfield : "The art

of reasoning was employed not in the free inves-

tigation of truth, but merely in supporting the
doctrines of the Romish chureh, &.c." Enfield
Hist, of Philo. 2. 360. Mosheim is equally point-
ed and severe. There is no temerity in saying
that from the time of Charlemagne until the era
of the reformation, these Platonic and Aristotelian

theologians had not advanced real science one sin-

gle step. There is a good account of them in

Mallet's life of Bacon..
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seen them stated. I have never heard them men- Uoi was revived. This proscription was continued
tioned In truth, sir, they never liad existence. I until the I4th year of the reign of Elizabeth, when
will prove to you— 1st, that the restriction on the interest over 10 per cent, was, as in the reign of
rate of interest throughout the Christian world was Henry 8di alone, prohibited. In the reign of James
not founded on considerations of policy

—
2dly, that 1st, her immediate successor, interest beyond eight

if it was so founded, it was nugatory and absurd

Sir, permit me to remind you, that the Mosaic
law had forbidden any interest whatever, in con-

tracts between Jews.—After the establishment of
the Christian religion, the clergy both of the Greek
and Roman chinches, differing as they often did on

points frequently unintelligible and always unim-

portant, concurred in denouncing usury, or what
was then understood to be the same thing, the tak-

ing of interest-for money, as an offence not only

against the principles of religion but of morality.
How it came topass that these ecclesiastical legisla-

tors, laid their pious hands on a subject so entirely
unconnected with religion, 1 shall not stop, minutely
to enquire. The miserable and abject condition

to which the people of Europe were reduced, by
the increasing power and wealth of the papal

clergy, from a very early period, until the 16th

century, will at once shew that they had extended
their dominion to almost every transaction of hu-

man life, and to every condition ofhuman existence.

Now, it is apparent, that these theological law-

givers were mistaken, both as to the law of the old.

and the doctrine, of the new testament. It has

heen long conceded even by churchmen themselves,
that the Mosaic law was apolitical precept, confined

to Jews bargaining with Jews only. The people
of that nation so understood it, and have always so

understood it. For centuries they were the princi-

pal money denders of Europe.
It is equally clear, that the taking of interest,

and of very high interest too, is not incompatible
with the principles or precepts of the Christian

religion. Extortion, it is admitted, is always con-

demned. It is condemned by the laws of all civi-

lized countries, whether it manifest itself in aeon-
tract for money, or goods, or land: but that the

receipt of interest was not deemed a crime, by the

author of the Christian system, is demonstrated by
the comparison drawn by himself, between the

Christian religion, and the man who travelled into

a distant country, and on his return, commended
the servant who brought him ten talents for five,

and punished him who had buried the money
confided to him, and would not put it out even to

interest.

Of all this, however, the people of Europe were

entirely ignorant. The scriptures had never be,en

translated, at least for their use; and if translated,
could not have been read by the unlettered laity

They believed therefore what they were required
to believe, and their humble piety, if it deserved
the name, poured out its effusions, in a language
of which they knew nothing. The councils of the

clergy therefore met with no opposition, when they
issued their canons and decrees, denouncing in-

terest as a crime, and, in the language of Turgot,
the legislation of Europe, was regulated by the

prejudices, which they so solemnly inculcated
Even in Creat Britain, interest was prohibited

until the37th year of Henry 3th, who had defended
the Pope against Luther, and then quarrelled with
the former, for opposing on the ground of the vali

dity of his first marriage, his entrance into a second.
To the resentment of this arbitrary monarch the

English are probably indebted for the first indirect
sanction of interest on loans. In the reign of his

father, Henry 7th, it had been expressly proscribed,
and in rhc reign of his son Edward 6th theproscrip-

per cent, was prohibited. There is a proviso in
this statute, which merits attention. The proviso
is that "the statute shall not be construed or ex-
"
pounded to allow the practice of usury in point" of religion or conscience." Such was the influ-

" ence of prejudice sanctioned by time. Thus even
in the 17th century, the parliament of Great Britain,
and its monarch, though loug separated from the
dominion of the Pope, doubted whether interest
was not against conscience.—They therefore allow
it indirectly only by prohibiting all beyond eight
per cent, leaving the question whether any ought
to be taken, to the conscience of the lender. Now,
sir, mark the progress of opinion, slow indeed, but
easily discerned. In the year 1546, when the first
statute in England, in the reign of Henry 8th, was
passed on the subject of interest, the taking of in-
terest is declared by the preamble to be immoral
and criminal. Still, though criminal, it was tolerat-
ed. Rather more than half a century passed away,
and then it was viewed as a doubtful question, the
decision of which was referred to the conscience of
the individual.

On the continent, prejudices were still stonger,
at least of greater duration. In the year 1700, the

assemblyof the clergy of France and the theological
faculty of Paris, in conformity to a decision of In-
nocent 11th, condemned interest as entirely unlaw-
ful.

'

Even as late as the ye'ar 1770, a decree of the
French king in the case of certain bankers of An-
gouleme, speaks of France as having no positive
law authorising a stipulation for interest. Such,
sir, was the influence on the minds of the legis-
lators of the two most enlightened nations of Eu-
rope, of this absurd and fanatical perversion of the
scripture's.
The effect was equally visible and equally perni-

cious even on the minds of the writers, who thought
themselves qualified to instruct mankind by the
publication of their opinions. A few instances will
be sufficient. Grotius, whose mind was at least
one century in advance of that of his cotempora-
ries, though at the same time greatly infected by
the pedantry of the age, was so much influenced
by the existing opinion of the world, that he ex-

pressly denounces interest, not as immoral, but as

contrary to religion. This opinion he retained till

after the publication of his book l)c jure belli et

pacis; but he abandoned it afterwards, as we are in-

formed in a note by his commentator to the original
work, and supported that which now generally pre-
vails.

Dornat, who published the first volume of his
"civil laws" forty years after the death of Grotius,
and who received a pension from Louis 14th, as the
reward of Lis great abilities, enters into a long dis-
sertation to prove the immorality of interests. He
concludes with these words; "all these proof,
which shew that usury is not only unlawful, but that
it is a crime, do likewise sufficiently evince, that
their is no case wherein it is lawful, and that every
covenant of commerce, whereby interest is taken for
a loan, whatever pretext is made use of to color i' , is

a criminal usury most piously condemned by the law
of God, and that of the church, and most justly
punished by the ordinances."
To refute this opinion, as pernicious as absurd,

an opinion which even the mes! mi of ortr
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countrymen would treat with derision, volumes
have been written. Even as late as the middle of

the 18th century, the enlightened and scientific- edi-

tors of the Dictionaire Raisonnee in France have

employed no less than fourteen columns to prove
that interest may lawfully be taken. The volume,
which furnishes me with the opinion of Turgot al-

ready quoted, was written for the same purpose, as

late as the year 1779 or '80.

I have stated these circumstances, Mr. Chairman,
to which many of the same character might be ad-

ded, for the purpose of shewing, how deeply this

prejudice against interest had, in the lapse of ages,

ages of ignorance and barbarism, taken root in the
human heart. The canon law proclaimed it to be
immoral and repugnant to religion, the civil law de-

nounced it as a crime, and the writers of the high-
est character for morals and talents gave their sane
tion to the error.

What then could the legislator do, when experi-
ence had convinced him that the business of borrow-

ing and lending was indispensably necessary in hu-

man arr'.iirs, and that it was in fact perpetually carri-

ed on in defiance of law, religion, and theprejodice
of education. I say, what could a legislator do? What
course would you expect him to pursue ? Pass a law

authorising what was declared to be immoral and ir-

religious; advance straight up to the truth, tramp-
ling as he v.-ent along on the opinions and prejudices
of ages i Sir, it could not be expected. Such is not
the march of the human mind. Its progress towards
truth is slow. Opinions and prejudices imbibed in

our youth are abandoned, when abandoned at all,
with great reluctance. We are dragged away from
ihem only by the irresistible force of truth, and we
cannot leave them forever without casting many "a

longing lingering look behind." All, therefore, that
could be expected, was a compromise, between ne-

cessity, experience, and good sense on one side, and

prejudice on the other. The circumstances which
I have already stated, as to the statutes of Henry
and James, seem decisive. The first statutory pro-
visions on the subject, did not authorise the taking
of interest, but prescribed a limit, beyond which
the transgression would be punished. Such, sir,

was the origin of what was called a restriction on
the rate of interest. In truth, it was not a restric-

tion, but an indulgence. It was an indirect sanction
of the usage of the country to a certain extent, a

.sanction called for by the business and increasing
commerce and transactions of the world; but a line

was drawn in deference to old laws, ecclesiastical

and civil, old habits, old prejudices. The legisla-
tion on the subject was, therefore, manifestly a com
promise, and the demarcation of a limit was not the

result of an} profound, or even superficial, specula-
tions concerning the relation between the rate of

interest and the capital stock of the country, nor
in trutii from any consideration of policy whatever.
But it has been or may be remarked, that other

nations, not Christians, had laws against usury.
—

Thisxis true as to the Romans, probably true as to

many other people. The first Roman law on the

subject however is ascribed by Tacitus to the De-
oemvirs in the SOSdyear after the foundation of the
commonwealth. Interest was by the twelve tables

fixed at one per cent. Montesquieu is of opinion
that Tacitus was mistaken, and that the tribunes

brought forward this measure nearly 100 year9 af-

terwards. Gibbon indeed sneers at Montesquieu
for his presumption; but Ferguson agrees with the

latter, for reasons, which to my mind are conclu-

sive-. But whether the first law restraining inte-

rest was made in the year 302 or 308 A. IT. C. no

argument is afforded in favor of the policy of the>

restriction. The 12 tables constituted a barbarous
code. Parents had a right to kill or sell their chil-

dren, and creditors were authorised to put their
debtor to death, and to divide his lands among them.
It may further be remarked, that the men who pre-
pared that code were conspiring against the liber-
ties of their fellow citizens, and might reasonably
calculate on pleasing one party by severity against
debtors, and the other by reducing so low, the rate
of interest for money.
If, on the other hand, the first proposition to restrain

interest came from the tribunes, its origin was not
on thataccount the more respectable. These men,
in order to ingratiate themselves with the people,
frequently proposed not only the reduction, but the
extinction of interest, the abolition of debts, and
the equal division of lands. In all these proposi-
tions, they were seeking popularity at the expence
of the public good. Such was and such forever
will be the character of seekers of popularity.

—
Decemvirs and Tribunes combined, afford but a
slender sanction to any proposition whatever; to

this, none.

But, sir, whatever may have been the origin of
the system prescribing a general rule in contracts
for interest—a rate beyond which lenders could
not go, the limitation itself is ineffectual, and inju-
rious. I say, sir, that the laws of all countries

against usury have been both ineffectual, and inju-
rious; ineffectual, because the supposed evil still

continued; injurious, because this evil was increas-
ed in proportion to the severity with which it was
pursued. The facts which I am about to state will

illustrate both parts of the proposition.
The authority to which I shall first refer is Mon-

tesquieu. Remember, sir, that I quote bim as

authority for facts, and not for opinions. With his

opinions, at present I have no concern, and I am
glad of it. I confess that I do not feel for them,
that profound respect which is generally professed;
but in his veracity I have great confidence. (4) Ac-

cording to the Koran he tells us, and so do others,.
all interest is regarded as usury, and forbidden.—
This is not merely a law of Mahometan countries,
but a precept of religion. The government in

those countries, we know to be absolute, and pu-
nishment is as severe as it is summary. The power
of absolute government, and the influence of a re-

ligion, to which the people are enthusiastically de-

voted, combine to prevent the offence of taking in-

terest for money. But interest is taken, and is aug-
mented, says Montesquieu, in proportion to the

severity of the prohibition.

(4)This remark about Montesquieu has been no-
ticed in the public papers, and censured. It may
not, therefore, be improper to state, that while I

feel high respect for his abilities and information,
and admire his "Spirit of Laws," which as a cele-

brated writer (Voltaire) observes, "if it does not

always instruct the reader, always makes him think,'
'

I cannot admit that he is to be quoted as authority
to decide a political question. Any claim short of
that I am not disposed to controvert. I had before

expressed the same idea as to Grotius and others.

Treatise on expatriation
—On this very subject Mon-

tesquieu has not reflected profoundly. In truth,

every man who writes a volume, embracing a great

variety of subjects, must make up many opinions

just as he finds them in the world. Even Smith is.

not consistent with himself on this very subject..
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I have before remarked that some of the Roman

magistrates endeavored to gain the favor of the

people, by proposing laws concerning the reduction

land extinction of interest, and the abolition o'f debts.
" These things," says Montesquieu, "naturalized
"
usury at Rome. All honest means of borrowing

*•' and lending were abolished, and the most mon-
" strous usury established itself, notwithstanding
" the strict prohibition and severity of the law.—
" Interest in the city was at 34j ir. the provinces at

" 48 per cent. Brutns himself lent moiiey at that
" rate." Ferguson takes a similar view of this sub-

christian enemies into the sea, and perished. What
man then in that age would lend money nn interest,
without being indemnified against the" reproach of

acting like a Jew? The spirit ofpersecution against
these unhappy people, if it ever existed in this coun-

try, has become extinct, but the companion, to
which it gave birth, is familiar even at the present
day.
The same historian informs us, that Henry 7th

not only enacted laws against interest, but against
all profit on bills' of exchange. It is needless, he
says, to remark, that these laws could not be exe-

ject, speaks of the same fact, and ascribes it to thejcuted. What, sir, not executed by Henry 7lh, a

same cause. miser, as well as a tyrant? whose agents were ac-
tive and eager in pursuit of penalties, and alike re-Adam Smith, whose opinions, though generally

correct, are not always to betaken upon trust, lays
it down as a maxim, in political economy, that

gardless of the means as well as mischiefs of ex-

torting them 2

Yes, sir, such was the fact.—These
wherever a great deal can be mads, by the use of ,

laws could not be enforced. The power of the

money, a great deal wHl commonly be given for it; monarch; the vigilance of his agents, aided by a

and of course, that when little can be made, less) timid and subservient judiciary, availad nothing-.
will be given. This we all know to be true. In a

j

Yet we go on in the same tract. We prcfitneither

country like ours, where capital is never at a loss [by
the evidence of history, nor the admonitions oj

for profitable employment, the privilege of employ-
j

our own experience.

ing that capital will be purchased at a high price. In the reign of Henry 8th, as we have seen, inte-

If, then, the market price of money will regulate rest at ten per cent, was tolerated; but in the reign
itself, as the maxim supposes, how futile is the ef-

(

of his son, the prohibition was revived, and conti-

fbrt to regulate it by law. Smith tells us that it nued in force during the reign of Mary. Yet mo-
cannot be done. No law can reduce the common ney was lent in defiance of the law, and of the well

rate of interest below the lowest ordinary market known character of Mary—and the common r.ite of

rate, when the law is made. I quote this opinion i interest was 14 per cent. If law, backed by reli-

with respect, because it is the opinion ofone of the gious prejudice, and supported by a powerful and

greatest men whose writings have ever enlightened ambitious government, could not restrain the ex-

the world, and with confidence, because it is con- 'action of interest, what are we to expect from such
firmed by the uniform evidence of history, and by laws here, upheld by no such prejudice, backed
our own immediate observation. by no such government, but on the other hand.
The same writer recommends the statutory pro- condemned by multitudes as impolitic and absurd'

visions in England on the subject of interest, be- In Russia, we are told by Bentham, the laws an*

cause they fulloioed the market, and did not attempt
to regulate it. These provisions, so far as they
went to fix a rate, where the contract expressed

none, were certainly proper. The bill before you
does this.

The history of England furnishes some very im-

portant facts in relation to this discussion. Ed-

ward the first, in the year 1215, influenced by thejlaw against usury,

same barbarous and fanatic zeal, which had ted

him to Palestine, confiscated at a single stroke,

the property of the Jews in England, and banished

them from the country.
—15000 were robbed and

driven into exile. As it is impossible, continues

the historian, for a nation to subsist without lend-

ers of money, and none will lend without a com-

pensation, the practice of usury was thenceforth

exercised by the English themselves, or by I-om-

bards and other foreigners, and was probably more
s>ince than it had been before. As the canon law,

seconded by the municipal law, permitted no
chris-

tian to take interest, the christian was to be pnid
not only for the use of his money, but for the infa-

my and danger which he incurred by the transac-

tion. To take interest, says Bentham, was acting
like a Jew. Now the Jews were not only persecut-
ed without mercy but abhorred: so much abhorred,
ihat when the victims ot the royal edict were pre-

paring to embark, multitudes were thrown by their

To* XtT-. R

totally unavailing, and contracts are secretly made
fur interest at the discretion of the parties.

In England, the rate ot interest is fixed at 5 per
cent, yet, at this very moment, 10, 12, and even
15 per cent, are paid far money, raised by way of

annuity, even with real security.

I know no country, but one, in which there is no
Mr. Locke states that in Hol-

land there was no suc.'i law. Every conn-act stipu-
lated the rate of interest to be p^id; aud whether
the rate was high or low, the contract was enforced.

Now, sir, what mischiefs must Itave been experi-
enced by the people of Holiand, if our laws are

founded on wisdom and policy? What extortion

must have been practised? How the money lender,
restrained by no law, must have grown rich on the

spoils of the necessitous and the extravagant, who,
let it be remembered, are always necessitous! Sir,

such must be supposed to have been the condition

of the country, !>y all who think these restraining
la>vs beneficial to the people. No supposition, how-

ever, could be more erroneous. The common rate

of interest, even then, (about the year 1680) w»
3 per cent.

But it may be said, Holland was a rich country,
in which capital abounded: true—and that the iovr

price of money arose from this abundance of capi-

tal: agreed. 1 ryntend far no raor^K Let capital,
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atone—where it abounds, it can be procured ov

cheap terms: where it does not, a higher price
must be paid.

—T! e price will regulate itself.

The testimony of Mr. Turgot,' founded on actu-

al observation, is equally conclusive. After enu

merating the various heavy penalties against usury
in France, he states expressly that it may With

truth be said, that there is not a merchant, or

banker, or person employed in the business of tlie

king, who is not exposed to them. It is notorious,

he says, that the current business of almost all

France is done by negociation of this kind; and he

mentions one very important branch of business

which is carried on with money borrowed at 17A

per cent, to the satisfaction of the borrower as well

as the lender.(5) Sir, if all this evidence be not

sufficient, let us attend to the lessons of our own

experience. Of what avail are our laws against

usury? The instances in which they have an effect

are indeed few in number; so few, as to be unwor-

thy of notice. Sir, the law is not violated; it is

evaded or rather avoided. The law operates on

loars There is no such thing as lending money
as a matter of business. Apply to a man who is

supposed to be rich, and is so. Ask him to lend

you money. He will smile at your simplicity. He
has no money. It is all gone, he believes, like She-

ridan's Jew," into the Sed Sea. But he will sell

you public stock, or bank stock, upon your note at

60 days, and he will obtain in the price of the stock,

the. interest which he chooses to exact. Can you

prevent this? Will you attempt to fix, by law, the

price of every article of traffic? You know it could

not be done without the ruin of all credit, and the

stagnation of all business.

In the purchase of tobacco or flour, the purcha-
ser frequently has nothing in vv w but to convert

the article into cash for his immediate use. In the

advancer
1

price, which he allows fc- the credit, he

pays the interest which he thinks the capitalist may
properly demand. The flour and tobacco, as well

as the stock, are immediately converted into cash,

and often in a few minutes get back to the man who
sold them.
None of these transactions are within the scope

of the law. Nor does the law prohibit the pur-
chase of notes at any price the holder may choose
to take. This is now the form which pecuniary

negotiations must frequently assume. Of what

avail, then, I repeat, is your law against usury? It

has done no good—It never can do good—It aggra-
vates the evil—It forces business out of its natural

channel—It keeps ever}' monied man, either scru-

pulous or timid, out of the market—It fixes a stig-
ma on those concerned in it, and always present to

their minds the idea of litigation and reproach.
—

For all this, the man who wants money must make

compensation.
But let it be supposed, for a moment, in defiance

of what experience so long, and so general has

t<o ; d us, that a law could be devised, sufficient lj

comprehensive 'o take in, notonly all loans but all

those cases which human ingenuity has substiuted

for them, and sufficiently penal to prevent usury and

shaving in every possible shape. Let this be sup-

posed, and what would be the result? I say (even

leaving commerce out of view,) mischief incalcula-

bly greater. As long as accident, misfortune, or

folly continues in the world, there will be men
who will want, who will have, indeed who muit
.^ I

.. " !-- - I.-— ... II I— ... I i

(5) In London money it lent at 10 per cent, per
day, to barrow women, who sell rish, fruit kc in

'.Vie streets. Colquuoun, I'ol'fce of London, 16~.

have money. In the event supposed, how could it

be^
obtained? Only by the sale of property. For

this property the capitalist would give only
so much as would assure him of the return of his

money by another sale, With the expected profit,—This assurance would probably cost the seller
at once 50 per cent. In fact so much property
would be perpetually at market that a general de-

preciation and ruin would be the Consequence. But
it is needless to pursue this idea. The supposition
which has been made is absurd— it never could be
realized—but if it could, experience wonld soon

demonstrate, that when money must be had, it is

cheaper to raise it by purchasing cash articles for

sale, than by selling properly, which is not a cash
article, and still cheaper to raise it by a direct ne-

gociation for a loan, where this can be effected
in consequence of the character of the borrow-
er; and that the negociaMon could be effected
on the terms on which it ought to be effected, tak-

ing all the circumstances of each Cfcse into view,
which the parties can do, if the laws, which cannot,
would condescend to admit their incompetency.
These truths appear tome to be setf evident.

Sir, I lay it down as a proposition universally
true, that the law ought never to attempt to regu-
late the price of any thing. This rule is indeed

generally observed. It is founded on the most ob-
vious policy. If the price is fixed, in conformity
to the decision of the market, the interposition is

useless; if it be not, it is di-regarded. The regula-
tion of tolls at bridges, mil's, and turnpikes, firms
no exception.

—These are b-iilt by legislative per-
mission, and the government may prescribe the
terms on which the permission is granted. (6)
The only prices in this country which the law

undertakes to regulate, are those of baker's bread,
tavern rates, lawyer's fees, and money. They are
all equally disregarded, as in fact they are all

equally absurd. As to fees, what can be more ri-

diculous than the attempt to regulate by the same
standard the price to be paid for the labors of
Bxotian dulness, and the efforts of Athenian learn-

ing, genius and eloquence? What can be more in-

consistent and capricious, than the provision which

requires me to pay 50 per cent, more to one man
than to another, though both in giving an opinion
have performed precisely the same service.—Well
has it been said that individuals profit little by
experience, associations of men still less, and go-
vernments least of ail.

I will submit another remark. . It is, that all

lawrs regulating the value of money, without refer-

ence to the market standard, and ail laws restrain-

ing the exportation of money, have been proved by
experience, like the laws regulating the price of

money, to be unavailing. In ancient Rome and in

nodern Europe, repeated experiments have been
made to raise the value of money, by giving a new
denomination to the existing pieces, or by coining
them over again with additional alloy. This act of
fraud and tyranny has ruined creditors, public and

private: but the standard value has always been re-

gulated in the market by public opinion.

Upon the same principles, efforts have been made
to keep the paper issued by governments at its nomi-

nal value. These laws have been entirely fruitless.

All our tender laws and all our revoluti«nary pa-
triotism could not prevent paper money from sink-

ing to nothing. The French experiment with as-

(6) The attempt to regulate the wages of labor-

ers in England was given up after experiments re-

peated for four hundred years. Smith, 1, 144.
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signats, aided by a ferocious mob and a remorse-

less guillotine, terminated in the same way. In

Great Britain during the late war, coin was a matter

of truffle, and not of currency. A guinea was sold

for 27 or 28s. in bank paper. Such sales were

made indictable offences. The guineas were then

dipt and sold, or melted and sold, at the market
rate of exchange. The statute could do nothing.
But mark the result. Peace came. The exporta-
tion of specie for the armies abroad in a great mea-

sure ceased—and it came from all quarters to buy
the manufactures of Great Britain. In a short time

paper was preferred to specie, and bore a premium
Things took their own course. The tide ebbed

and returned again, as little affected in its passage

by the laws of England, as the waves of the ocean

by the command of Canute.

Equally unavailing, because equally absurd, have

been all the laws that were ever passed to keep
specie within the limits of the country; laws, says

Hume, that have no other effect than to cause more
to be exported. Spain and Portugal, as well as

other countries, occasionally have tried the experi-

ment; and precisely so far as it operated, has it been

injurious to the industry of the country. In truth,

sir, money is like a fluid, which will find its level;

and interest, which is the price for the use of it,

has the same invariable and irresistible tendency.
But, sir, the laws against usury are not consistent

with themselves. There is no limitation as to ma-
ritime interest. A man may lend money at 50 per ct

for three months, to an individual who engages in

a maritime speculation. The reason assigned, is

that the principal is put in hazard. This is amere
delusion. The principal is not put to hazard. The

voyage is insured; and the insurance if effected at

the expence of the borrower.
The same inconsistency is observable in lending

upon an annuity for life or lives. The monied
man may obtain an annuity of 200£ per annum, by
advancing only 100/. The lives are insured so as

to secure the rate of interest sought, and this insu-

rance also is effected at the expence of the borrow-
er. In this way money is now obtained in England
at a rate calculated to be equal to from 12 to 15

per cent. How futile then to attempt to control

the operations of money ! It is at once the most

powerful and the most subtile of all agents. How
inconsistent to lay down a rule from which an ex-

ception is allowed, which renders the rule a nul-

*ity.(7)
It may also with truth be said, that the laws

against usury have an immoral tendency.
The lenders are bribed to evade their contracts :

the law distinctly tells them that if they can prove
the usury when sued, they shall gain all that they
have borrowed. The judgment shall be in their

favor. But the same law tells them, that if they
oannot prove the fact, which, if established in their

defence, would afford them entire protection, they

may go into chancery; and although the same fact

be acknowledged by the lander, why then the

borrower is to pay the principal lent, without any
interest. Yet we regard all this as wise and moral;
and I am afraid we should regard it in the same light
if it were ten times more immoral and absurd.—
Such, sir, is the influence of opinions, which we
find established at our entrance into the world, and
sanctioned by a general acquiescence.
But much, sir, as we, from habit, venerate the

(7)The most palpable inconsistency is seen in re

fation to the banks; they lend, it is true, at 6 per
cee*. but they divide from 8 to 18 or 20 per cent.

law in the abstract, its practical operation has been
always odious. Sir, I have seen a borrower retire
from the supreme tribunal with a decision in his
favor. The instinctive honor of the bystanders lias

opened a lane for him to pass as if they feared con-
tamination from his touch.

Sir, these laws are calculated to harden the heart
of man. They offer him a premium for unkindnesfs-.
You cannot lend your neighbor, however respecta-
ble, 100 dollars at the rate of 61 per cent, to save
him from the loss and disgrace of an execution.
But you are indemnified fin- this privation. The
law whispers in your ear, let his property be sold
by the sheriff, and you may buy it for fifty per cent.
less than it is worth.

Sir, what sort of a law is that, the violation of
which, is an act of duty, of sentiment, of virtue ani
honor, and the observance of which, would be
deemed infamous by all mankind? Let me sup-
pose, sir, that you are my friend—that you lend me
money without interest, by the use of which 1 have
grown rich and prosperous. Yon have relied on my
friendship and honor to pay you when in need.
The hour ofneed unexpectedly arrives. Your house
and all your property are consumed by fire. I go
to you, surrounded by your sympathising friends—
I condole with you—acknowledge your service",—
but regret that I have not been able to raise any
money for your relief, unless I had given more mo-
ney than the law permitted to be taken. How would
you feel ? What would you say ? Sir, I will not
utter here what you would be authorized to say.
I hasten from this view of the case. Let us take
another. I carry with me all that you lent, with
full interest, though you did not stipulate for in-

terest. You know my situation; yon know that I

could not command so much money, without selling
or borrowing. You kindly express your fears that
I have made sacrifices to serve you. That is mv
concern, I reply, not yours. You afterwards learn
that I have borrowed money at 2| per cent, a month.
I need not ask you how you would fee!, nor what
you would say.

Sir, where is the difference between interest on

money, and interest in the shape of rent ? Upon a
house that cost me $10,000, I may get §1200 rent;
but for 10,000 in cash, I can procure 600 only. I

may sell land, houses, horses, any tiling, for any
price that I can get, without reference to what I

have given. I may buy a house at auction, and sell

it before I quit the ground, for 10, 15, or 20 per
cent, profit, but my money I must part from at a

price regulated by law. Why ? because people are

more ready to contract debts than to pay tlierf^

because borrowers are more numerous than lend-

ers; and being generally poorer tfcan lenders, are

the objects of a sympathy to which the latter can-

not pretend. The whole force of the statutes, there-

fore, is directed against the lender : and the bor-

rower is invited to defraud him.

With respect to the price to be paid for the use
of a house, of a slave, or any other thing, the law
does not undertake to judge. It cannot judge; nor
can it judge of the rate of interest between indi-

viduals. There are considerations peculiar to each

transaction, which no general law can estimate. At
one time a man, having money, may have an object
in view of more value to him than any interest that

could be paid; or of" so much importance that no

ordinary rate of interest would induce him tq part
with it. Of these things the law knows nothing.
The borrower may Want money for an imrae ha j

purpose, on which his credit, as a man of busin. ^s,

entirely depertds. He may WH money Ui tn*b:rt
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him to bring
1 a sick son from a distant college, or to

carrv the afflicted mother of his children to a place
v, here health is expected to be found. Of the va-

lue of money to this man, the law can form an esti-

mate about as accurately as it can of the ardor of

corrupts them without rendering service. Hot*

many laws would be expunged from our code, it

the doctrine now advanced were more regard-
ed? In the instance before us, the folly of this guar-
dianship is apparent. A man cannot borrow at 7
per cent, per annum, but he may sell for cash at a
loss of twenty per cent, in an instant.
The effect of repea'ing these laws will be even-

his conjugal love, or the force of his parental afflic-

tion. On the other hand, the lender may, in some

instances, be influenced by the risk of delay from

the law, and in others, of final loss from the situa-
jtually

to lower the rate of interest. It has been al-

tion or character of the borrower, or the nature of 'ready proved that penal prohibitions increase it,

the security. Of all these things the law cannot
j

If this be true, the remov.d of 'he penalties will re-

judge. Blackstone himself admits this position. \
duce it to the poin' from which the penalties raised

But then, he says, that the general inconvenience lit Another consideration still more important is,

of parting with money, may be estimated by law; 'that every man who can spare money, will lend it.

and on this ground he rests his vindication of the IA vast proportion ofthe monied capital ofthe coun-
statutes against usury ! The law can make a gene- try is now kept out of employment, because the

legal rate of interest is so far below that of the
ma-ket. Open then the market to all. Let the bu-
siness be done in the face of day, to the presence of
witnesses, between the real parties of the transac-

tion, and not as now, in secrecy, by a third person,
the lender afraid, and the borrower ashamed to ap-
pear. Yei, sir, open the markec, and the competi-
lion will soon fix the standard of interest lower than
we have ever yet seen it.

The inconvenience arising from this measure
would be temporary. Let us suppose, the law being
repealed, that the market opened at 20 per cent!
Such I am persuaded would not be the fac f

; but let

it be assumed as true— I am willing to take any sup-
position—the consequence is obvious. Every man
that had money would lend it, and others would
be for converting their capital into money, that

they, too, might share in the golden harvest.—In a
little time the market would be glutted

—lenders
would be looking out for borrowers, and the price
of money would come down as low as the demand
for capital would permit it to come. Money would
pour into the country from every quarter, and never
cease to flow, until interest was reduced to its pro-
per level. Be assured, sir, great profit never can
be made for a long time in any husiness in which

money, and money only, is required.
But it will be said, shall we give up the people

a prey to usurers and exfortioners? I answer, no.

Give them up to themselves. Let them alone. Let
them manage their own concerns in their own way.
You have had your turn. You have been trying for

ages to take care of them. Your experiment ha3

uniformly failed It is time now to make a different

experiment. If it fail, also, you can easily get back

The law can make a gene-
ral estimate of the inconvenience of parting with

money, bjt to make a particular estimate, it is ad-

mitted to be incompetent ! But this estimate, ac-

cording to Blackstone himself, would be insuffi-

cient, becatise the rate of interest does not de-

pend, he says, on inconvenience alone, but also on

the hazard of the transaction. To estimate one,

therefore, without being able to estimate the other,
is going but hi If way in shewing that a legal stan-

dard ought to he established. This defect, how-

ever, is a mere trifle. Blackstone has a great name.
Ilib book is qyqted as authority; and we learn, when

young, to regard his opinions with a reverence which
often precludes all examination oftheir propriety.

But !>«;w can this general inconvenience be esti-

mate] according to Blackstone's theory? By go
ing into the market, and ascertaining from mer-
chants and others, at what price money is common-

ly obtained? No, sir: that course of proceeding,
however obvious, would not answer. Truth, which
lifcs iri the high road, on the surface of tlu. earth, is

hot worth finding. We must searcii, explore, and

dig deep for it. Blackstone accordingly searches,

explores, and digs; and the result of his labors is a

discovery, that the rate of interest depends on the

quantity of money in the country, "which a person,
"

\i-eil skilled in political arithmetic, might, perhaps,
" calculate as exactly as a private bai-ker can the
" demand for running cash in his shop." I will not

stop, Mr. Chairman, to animadvert on the palpable
absurdity of erecting a theory so important on a

foundation, of which the builder, I will not say per-

haps, but certainly, was somewhat doubtful; but will

remark at once, that the amount of money iu a

country cannot be accurately estimated; and if it

couid, that the rate of interest and the quantity of ;to the ground you left. No harm can result from

money have no necessary connection with each oilier, leaving, for a short time, at least, the path in which
Two of the most enlightened political economists (you have tnvelled so long, without beingnearer to
in the world have exposed the fallacy of this idea, 'the object, than when you sat out. It is time to

They shew that the rate of interest depends on the
j

abandon the pursuit. Are you not complaining at.

amtmnt of capital, and not on the quantity of money 'thU very moment of usury, of shaving, of extor-
in a country. But we have no occasion to lookjtion? And is not tins fact, independent of all other
abroad for evidence on this point. The quantity 1 circumstances, sufficient, of itself, to justify a sus-

of money in the United States has of late greatly en- '

pirion, that your own laws are, in a great degree,
creased; but we all know that the rate of interest t the cause of the mischiefs you condemn? It is won-
h^s not diminished: nor will it be diminished while

j derful, says the author cf the Police of London,
the means of employing capital in this new country . when we reflect on the various institutions, unpa-
continue as abundant as they are.

Sir, tli is restriction on contracts for interest, is

not consistent with the fivst principles of our go-
vernment. AV'e hold it to be a fundamental position,
that the people have understanding enough to know
theiv own interest, and to take aire of it. The le-

gi*im*.-e objectof all governments and laws, there-

fore, is, to protect men from the force or fraud of

others, and not to protect them against tnemselves. (8.)Periiaps my doubts, or rather opinions, as to

This the law cannot do; and, whenever it assumes : the poor laws of our country may also be deemed
'vllis sort of guardianship over men, it degrades and

j heretical-. Tl ese laws have been in England, what

raileled in point of extent and munificence, for the

relief of the poor of tne metropolis, that their mise~

vies are not alleviated, and that their mtruh should

grow wor.-,'? Good man! he little thought that

much of the misery and vice which he deplored, in-

evi.ubly arose from the institutions which he admir-

ed. (3)
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Shall we give up the people a prey to usury? Sir,
j

When Gilileo, in the 17th century, revived the

this question is propounded in the very spirit of the system ofCopernicus, and boldly made the sun the

yranny and bigotry of the 15ib and 16th centuries,
j stationary centre of our system, oh! says the chief

"What, shall we give up the land to heresy, to impi- ofthe inquisition, thi9 is amost "notable discovery;"
.tv, to Wasphemy? Shall we suffer infidelity to! You are wiser than your ancestors— wiser than
unfurl its standard, and seduce the people from; Joshua. The sun, instead of standing still at his

their allegiance to the living God? No. We will 'command, has been always stationary. This is a

save the souls of our fellow creatures from perdi- wonderful discovery, and entitles you to a distin-

tion, and punish the wretch, who perversely aban-jguished
station in one of the cells of the inquisition.

dons the faith of his ancestors, the faith in which To this punishment this great man was twice con-
he was brought up. Well, sir, the pious expert-jdewned, and he was compelled to abjure the very
ment was m ide, and thousands, aye millions, ofhu-| doctrine which has rendered his name immortal,
man beings became its victims. We now see

iisj
The case of Harvey, who discovered and 'lemon-

folly, and deplore its cruelty; and in this country, strated the theory of the circulation of the human
we hold it to be the most clear of all truths, the 'blood, cannot have escaped your recollection. No
most sacred of all principles, that every man hhould I physician in Europe, over 40 years of -ge, would
be left, on the subject of religion, absolutely free. [admit it to be true. The faculty could no submit

Strange inconsistency! You permit every man, and! to the idea of having spent their lives in ignorance
it is your boast, and'happincss, and glory, that you of a fact so important and interesting in the animal
do permit every man to adjust in his own way "thei system of man. They persecuted the author as an
vast concerns of an eternal world;" yet, he cannot innovator, as a maker of "notable discoveries;" and
make a bargain for 100 dollars without your peep- his practice as a physician was greatly diminished,

ing over his shoulder, to see whether he gives a With what effect mlpht this argument have been

quarter of a cent too much. urged in the reign of Henry and Elizabeth against
But we have been told, this is a most "notable] the toleration of interest! flow many mo-e years

discovery." We are wiser than our fathers. We have of want and misery might Europe have experienced,

just found out, that laws which have existed for if it had been urged against the repeal of the ancient

ages ought never to have passed To speak plain- (laws prohibiting the exportation of grain, and even

ly, Mr Chairman, I think we ce wiser, much wiser)
the transportation ofitfromoneprovii.ee to anotheri

than our fathers. The art of printing has^ made
some difference between the people of the 19th

century and those of ancient times.—We are wiser

than they were in the time of the Crusades—wiser

than they were, when the judgment of a court de-

pended on the result of a single combat—when wo-
men were burnt to prove their chastity, or drowned
to prove their innocence to whitchcraft—when the

bishops could not write, and statesmen could not

read—and when the incendiary or the murderer was

safe, if he could reach the sanctuary of the church.

Sir, the sarcasm which 1 have just staled, is the

most formidable argument that I expect to encoun

Sir, there has been a great deal of useless legis-
lation in the world, which might have been defend-
ed by the same sort of argument. At one time, the

people of England were harassed with sumptuary
laws. They sre now abandoned. Laws have been
made to produce conformity in religion. They are
in a great measure abandoned also; here, thank God!

utterly abandoned and abhorred. Laws have been
made to punish monopolists of corn. Men have

profited by exnerienee; aye, sir, grown wiser than

'heir fathers; and those monopolists, though having
nothing in view but their ®\vn emolument, are now

regarded as real benefactors ofthe country. In form-
ter. It is an argument of very ancient date, and of er days, men were as zealous and as active in legis-

very general use. It has been invariably resorted to dating, and in writing, and in speaking too, against

by those who, from bigotry or interest, have oppos- any interest, as they now are against interest b?yond
ed the progress of science and the reformation of a certain point. That error is now universally ex-

mankind. A few examples will illustrate the cha- ploded. Let us take one step farther, Mr. Chair-

racter of this sort of argument. man. Let us leave meu to themselves in making

Cobbett calls a blistering shirt; in several places in

the United States they are very busy in making the

same shirt—In the city ofNew York particularly, it

seems as if they had already thrown the two main

parts over their shoulders. They will find In a few

years that they must add sleeves and wristbands,
and a collar to—It is impossible to read the travel-

lers Young and Townsend, or Smith and Malthus,
without imbibing a very strong suspicion, if not

conviction, that the present system of poor laws is

radically wrong, particularly under a republican

their own bargains, and free ourselves entirely from

the fetters with which fanaticism and folly have so

long bound us.

One remark more, Mr Chairman. It has been al-

ready stated, that the insecurity of contracts natura-

lized usury at Rome. This fact affords a most va-

luable lesson; (9) a lesson teaching us never to in-

terfere wi'Ji contracts but for the purpose of in-

forcing them. Rely upon it, sir, as an unquestion-
able truth, that this assembly can never pass a law,

impairing the obligations, or suspending the execu-

tion on contracts, without making- men more anxious
ofgovernment. The fact stated by Colquhocm to he it0 keep their capital in their o^n hands, and

so wonderful, is worth a whole volume of specula-| C0Urse more exhorbitant in their terms for parting
tion—This is another "notable discovery." Iknowjfrom it. I repeat, let the people alone in miking
not who has the merit of it—Malthus has no claim, their own contracts, and let alone the contracts
Lord Kaimes forty years ago, called the first statute

jwhen made.
authorising a tax for the relief of the poor—"a fatal; . „

blow;" and he refers to the author of Angeloni's let- (9)£ hold no political proposition to be more clear
ters as having the same opinion, and also to justice

Fielding, than whom no person had a better oppor
tunity of deciding on the policy and effect of the

poor laws. But in the United States we never ex
amine into these matters. Systems, ready made,
especially of English manufacture, get into fashion

s,t once; whether they fit or not is immaterial

than this—"that all indulgencies experienced by
debtors, whether arising from a defective ad-

ministration ofthe law, or from the occasional inter-

position of the legislature, are injurious, not only to

the morals but to the interests of the people, parti-

cularly the debtors, and have an influence as perni-

cious as Inevitable on the price of money."
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Editorial Notices.
(Zj'To correspondents. The state of the editor's

health is suoh us to require all possible relaxation

from the labors of the desk. The various business

of the REfjisTEit employs eight or nine hours per
day, and oftentimes more, and the consequence in,

a return of the complaint he Lad in 1814—a pain in

the breast, with a threat debility of his system. These
were relieved in the summer and autumn of that

year fey moderate exercises and amusements in the

open air, which must be resorted to again. It is

hard to spare the time necessary for this purpose;
but it must be spared—and as business cannot be

neglected, lie has resolved as much as possible to

avoid the writing of letters and especially of long
ones, which the friendly correspondence of many
gc itiemen has hitherto made it rightful and courte-

ous that he should write. He entreats, however, that

sue)) will not deprive him of the pleasure he has al-

ways felt in reading their communications; .jid that

they will believe that nothing but the necessity of

the case could induce him to decline a full recipro-
cation of their kindness and politeness to him.. He
hopes thVt as yet the disease^ not seated too strong-
ly to be removed by as much relaxation as ninety-
nine hundreds of his fellow-citizens enjoy. fcj'Jl
little attention to the contents of a late circular from the

editor, -would very much contribute to this

The statistical facts, &c. with which it was pro-

posed to continue a series of essays on political

}.co>ojit, are industriously preparing
—and are ex-

pected ;o amuse, if they shall not instruct, the
rea Lenof-the Reoisteb. "Stubborn figures" are
hard things 'o reduce to order and harmony—but,
when rightly fixed, are stumbling blocks, Indeed,
to enemies of truth.

Banks and Bank Notes.
Our banking institutions have raised up an aristo-

cracy that portends a fearful prostration of the

public rights .-.nd private independence of the peo-
ple. Ostensibly designed for great and noble pur-
poses -to assist the operations of industry and
encourage enterprise, they are more and more be-

to the few at the expence of the many. I am in pos-
session of some disgraceful facts as to the latter
which I dare not publish, lest they might ruin the

friend vt\\o communicated them; for the state of the
case is so that suspicion would light upon him; and
to be "suspected of being suspicious" by the banks,
is as ruinous to those dependent upon them, as it is

for any man in England to be so regarded by the

magnanimous and mercifid Castlereagh, under the act
for suspending the habeas corpus.

It is not enough that we the people are every day
subjected to the receipt of counterfeit notes, or of
those of small denominations altered to pass for
those of greater denominations, which are "as plenty
as blackberries," and so artfully done as almost to

defy detection even by those who may be considered

good judges of them—and that we, for three years,
took their paper without interest, and at a sacrifice
of from 15 to 20 per cent, on it, compared with mo-

ney* while they made us pay interest on every scrap
of paper they took from us; but that we "should
still be plagued and wronged by their arbitrary and
useless rules in receiving or rejecting such notes of
other banks as they please, which the very nature
of their institution has made the medium of the
commerce of the country ? When reciprocity fails

there is an end of obligation—and if every thing
like favor is to be extended only to the banks, we
have arrived at a pretty predicament indeed.

Cases like the following belong to almost every
seotion of the United States, and happen, more or

less, with nine tenths of the persons in business in.

the neighborhoods of banks. I instance Baltimore,
not because it is singular, but merely for example.
The bills of the banks in the District of Colum-

bia are 1 to 1^ per cent, below par in Baltimore;
and the bills of the Baltimore banks are 1 per cent,
below par in the District. Those of the state bank
of North Carolina are 4 per cent, below par in Bal-
timore; and those of Baltimore at about the same
discount in North Carolina : in respect to those
of South Carolina, Georgia, &c. it is somewhat the
same; and it works thus every where. Wht ?—is i&

because the banks reciprocally suspect the solvency
of each other ? By no means. One of them is pro-

sinks of speculation and tyranny—centre i
babty as Sood as the other; and the southern banks,

in them, insiduous- especially those of South Ca
points at which some interested

ly and dishonestly collect their unholy profits upon
the necessities of the poor—mere facilities for bro-
kers and money-changers. Of all sorts of tyranny,
deliver me fro*» that of avarice !

Our citizens are becoming indignant at the unne-

cessary sufferings and losses occasioned by and
through these institutions; but, unhappily, they have
not the power or want the courage to do what they
would to redress them. They see the worthless and
unprincipled rearing princely fortunes by specula-
tion; and repine that honest industry languishes and
ifi compelled to contribute of its scanty means to the
wealth of the undeserving

—drones cf society, that

ought to be expelled from the hive.

What is it that has given to banks a sort of ex-
clusive privilege to become bankrupts or shuffle off
their engagements ? The people submitted to their

non-payment of their debts for about three years,
during which the prudent institutions, by issuing
thei:- paper and purchasing stocks of the United
States,made vast sums ofmoney; which we must re-
deem at its par value, with interest. Public opinion
then supported them in refusing specie payments,
for the public good seemed to be concerned in it—
and public opinion must now put them down, for
the needless oppression and vexation they subject
Us to—and for the partial advantages that they give

arolina and Georgia, are,

naturally, the most likely to be the best off of any of
them. Whence then comes the refusal to receive
each other's notes ? I have exercised the chari-
ties of my heart to make|an excuse for them—one
throws the blame on another; and we must conclude
that this unpleasant and oppressive state of things,
comes of their own folly or of the craft of those ma-

naging them, to carry on the business of shaving
bank notes. Since I began to write this article, I

have paid as much discount on bank notes to get
Baltimore paper, as my semi-weekly marketing costs

me; with which, if I had been at the places where
those notes issued, I might have received as great
a premium if I would have taken the said Baltimore

paper, jointly making a difference of ten per centum;
which, in less speculating times, was considered a

good interest for a whole year's employment of ca-

pital. A few days ago I passed at one of our banks
a 5§50 Boston note as a favor; which, some time

since, would have brought me j§62£ in Baltimore

paper. The difference between these I lost on
such sums of the last named, during the suspen-
sion of specie payments; because with the specie
which the banks ought to have paid to me, I could
have realized it in procuring so much the greater

*It is an established principle of law that bank
notes are not money.
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value of commodities that I wanted—yet my Boston

note was received as a favor .' /will not give the

cause that brings about such results the name it de-

serves, lest it might seem ungenteel !*

To make the enormity the more manifest and
shew the extent to which it might be carried, (and
it may .as fairly go in its utmost length as nave
its present operation,) let us suppose that the bank
of the United States and its offices should refuse

to receive any other as money than their own bills.

The immediate consequence would be that those

of almost every other bank in the United States,

would depreciate from 5 to 20 per cent, or the

merchants and others, having bonds and notes to

pay at this bank and its brandies, would have to let

them lay over: for although the most of our old

b mks are admitted as clearly solvent, they, no more
than individuals, can suddenly meet the payment
of all that they owe, for they cannot suddenly get
in all that is owing to them—and, if they have not

more o wing to them than the amount of their capi-

tal, the business would not yield the stockholders
more than 3 to 5 percent, per annum, let it be hand-

led as circfully as it could be, instead of 8 or 10,

as their dividends generally give them.
The pretence for the present conduct of the state

banks, I am told, is because the United States' bank
m.dcts them pay interest on their notes that they
cannot redeem.

-j
Without presuming to decide on

the merits of this arrangement, let us broadly ask
—why should they not? They will not give the

people the use of their money without paying in-

terest for it; and can they expect that their notes

should lie dead in the vaults of the hank of the

United States—and especially so wheel they refuse
the like f»vor in the receipt of those of each other?

"It is a bad tide that will not work both ways."
But it may be said—if you dont like the banks,

refuse te have any dealings with them or to take
their notes. We h.ive a parallel for this in the elo-

quent speech of a certain member of the British par-
liament who, in his place, descanting upon ihe

blessings of England, roared out "if any man don't

like England, why d him let him leave it." If

the people could leave England—if they could give
up all the ties of country and kindred, and had the

means of emigrating, with liberty to do so, the

"honorable Jack Fuller'' would soon feel the neces-

sity of withdrawing his generous license. Bui Jack
was not a fool—he knew well enough that the peo
pie could not emigrate if they would. So it is

with our banks: It is as hard for us to divest our-

selves of business with tn.ni as to leave our country—and it is therefore our duty to reform them.—
They grew up out of the indulgence of the people,
and the people ought to see that that indulgeunce
is not used to the general injury.

After the, evils entailed upon our country by ne-

gro slavery, there are none, in my opinion, is so fa-

tal to the freedom and prosperity of the people as

*I may add, also, that many, residing in those

parts of the country where Baltimore paper was at

a discount, thought they fulfilled the extent of their

engagements to me by paying me with it; of which
I could not complain.

-j-The banks have resumed specie payments ra
ther in theory than in practice. They make no

ceremony in cutting down any man's note at will—
but regard every man as an enemy that asks them lo

meet their own obligations. Of all the traders in

Baltimore, how many is there that dare demand of

a bank the payment of a solitary thousand dollars
fcf their notes? .Wo.' one in a hundred.

the multiplication of the banking establishments.

Lonjr will Pennsylvania mourn her disr: spect of the

warning voice and veto of her excellent governor
SNYDER—a man whose nime I priit in capitals in

token of my regard for many acts of his administra-

t'o:i, but especially for his refusal to sign the bill

for littering' banks in that commonwealth. But (and
heaven be praised for it!) we may yet reduce tii--

banks to a proper number—there is a period to

their charters; and certainly, laws may he passed,
am' public opinion, more powerful than the law it-

self, receive such a direction as to keep them, and

money-shops having the semblance of them, in due
bou, his. To assist in giving public opinion such a

direction, I feel to be one of my duties—as an ho-
nest politician who never yet bowed to any shrine
but what was supposed to be that of-rnum, and
whose knees are now too stiff to kneel to P.'utns,
whose altars seem ready to supercede those of the
MOST HIGH, and certainly are the best attended.
I know very well that theseremarks will not please
some of the priests that officiate in the temples of
the god of money; but I care not whether they arc:

pleased or not, if the remarks are just; for in that
case I can cast myself upon my ,own conscience
and rest with faith ou my countrymen to bear me
out in making them. And further, it should be re-

membered that I was among the most zealous of
all men to support and to the utmost of my ability

did support, the banks in their refusal to pay then'

debts while it appeared that the country's good re-

quired it, and cheerfully suffered an extra share of
the losses occasioned by the depreciation of their

paper. But now, in the present altered state of

things, when I see sprcidatnrs and stock jobbers and

money changers fatted like stail-fed oxen by a se-

quence of things that was permitted, ag-iinst law
and justice, by the patriotism of the people, it cuis
me to the quick that I still suffer, and am so en-

trammelled by these that I am compelled to sacri-

fice ("and to them.'J at the rate of three or four
hundred dollars per annum of my hard-gathered
earnings, in discounts on bank paper, received at

par, and as good, if not better, as that which they
have been pleased to fix upon as the standard of
value. For so it is with me that I must allow them
whatever they please to ask to exchange it.

The things that are here spoken of are as free-

ly discussed and as severely reprehended in every
private circle; but so it is that the pkkss, which
should bring about a reformation of abuses, is so
fettered that it dares not move in i!ie business:* the

speculators form a consider ible part of what the

newspaper editors call "their advertising patron*,*'
whose delicate ears must not be offended, less they
withdraw their support! It is thus that tue press
is ioo generally regulated in our commercial towns,
and managed as carefully as if it were under the
direction of a royal police. Whip me such servili-

ty!
—"I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon" and

tnrow my types into the -iver and jump in after them
myself, than be an editorial slave to such men.

Historical Subjects.
We most heartily approved the resolution of

congress for employing Col. Trumbull to execute
four large historical paintings, to represent as many
e:vents in our revolution—believing that they would
have a powerful tendency to keep alive the feelings
of that glorious period, and be instrumental to the

raising up of a national character.

*l speak generally, for there are a tew, (and but

| very few) honorable exceptions.
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An enlightened legislature
will always regard

these things as important, for they are of countless

value in giving strength and efficiency to a people.

And, in many ways, they may be considerably pro-

moted without cost, if any are disposed to put dol-

lars and cents in the balance against them; which 1

am not, if any thing like moderation is observed.

We are clearly of opinion that much money might
be appropriated to such purposes with more real

advantage, than almost to any other.

Among the cheap means for effecting those de-

sirable objects, we with pleasure observe the course

that has been pursued in regard to our vessels of

war. The first ship of the line that we built is cal-

led the Independence,- the second, Washington; the

third, Franklin;—and the names of our frigates and

smaller vessels are, generally, significant and inte

resting. There is a use in names—we cannot pro
nounce the name of any thing without the mind

being led to its subject. Every man, woman and child

is, as yet, familiar with the names, and the mean-

ing of the names, just given; but the time may come
when the people shall be less so than they are now
—and the want of a warm and general remembrance
of many illustrious men and most important events

is already to be regretted. Lexington, Bunker's-

Jlill, Saratoga, Trenton and Yorktotvn, (and names
of places ought to be preserved as well as those of

individuals) with others, would lead the youth of

our country 10 the happiest enquiries into its his

tory. Lexington would direct his mind to the be-

ginning of t tie contest in arms for freedom; and
with it he would associate the name of Samuel
.Mams* who planned or brought about the last ap-

peal, which he saw was inevitable, under the most
favorable circumstances; and of the brave yankees,
who there "first put the British troops to school,"
and taught them "the manual exercise of heels/' and
desire to see the monument standing there inscribed,
''SACllED TO LIBERTY AND THE niRUTS QF MASKISb!"
and preserving the names of those who fell on that

occasion; With Bunker' s-Hill he would remember
Warren, who died there, and learn to estimate

rightly the prowess of a people determined to rescue
themselves from oppression. With Saratoga he will

feel his soul elevated in the consideration that there
a numerous and well appointed British army first

surrendered on American ground, while Gates and
Arnold and Stark, and others, will rush through his

mind, with various and mixed emotions. To Tven
ton he will travel in idea with Washington, and par
take of the gloom that then overcast our prospects;
will track the soldiers by the blood from their bad-

ly clad feet that covered the frozen earth, and his

pulse will beat quicker by the capture of the lies

* S. Adams did not personally act in the battle,

though his bold spirit was there. He was convinced

that the time to strike had arrived,—and knew that

time was only to be taken by the forelock. He
therefore planned it that the mditia should be col-

lected, and then intrigued to have them attacked

under circumstances in which it was probable that

the royal troops would be worsted; for he was so

situated and so closely watched, that his whole
scheme of revolution might have been defeated if

he had openly acted to bring about that affair. The
revolution, perhaps, owed more to Samuel and John

Adams for its commencement, than to any other

men in America. They both possessed invincible

perseverance, courageous minds and sound politics—and looked boldly at independence before it was
dreamed of by the most of those who aided in ac-

complishing it.

sians, who had been imported to exterminate the
"rebels," as Washington and, those who acted with
him were then designated. With the name of York-
town how must his patriotism be roused ! here was
the ending, as it were, of what had been begun at

Lexington; a second British army surrendered, :uid

"the most noble marquis Cornwullis" delivers his
sword to "Mister" Washington, as the British call-

ed him until after that memorable event; and he
will partake of a part of that feeling that led a ve-

nerable friend of mine, resident in Philadelphia, to
rush from his bed into the street, in his shirt, when
he heard the honest Dutch watchmen call out—
"Bast doo o'glock, and Gonnvallis it> dnken."
But where am I ? I had forgot that I had taken

up the pen simply to introduce an extract or two
from some remarks on the proposed paintings in

the "Examiner," a late London newspaper.
Commending the procedure, the editor says

—
"And how much longer will England turn her

back with stupid apathy against all propositioas for
the public commemoration of great events by histo-
rical painting ? Has she nothing worthy to com-
memorate ? And even now, when there is an oppor-
tunity to employ the genius of the country to illus-

trate its greatness by pictures in the Waterloo and

Trafalgar monuments, it is on the point of being
decided that a senseless column, and a more sense-
less tower, are the most fit objects on which genius
can display itself to illustrate such great even's."
"The American congress have done themselves-,

honor by their energy and decision; and if they wish
to do good to their country, they must not end here:,

they must not be content with one vote of four pic-
tures, but persevere and adorn in succession all

their public buildings by successive votes, so that

the young American artists, studying in this country
and in others, may go on with the glorious certain-

te of being employed, if they display genius on
their return home. The American congress have
done more for the arts of America, by the confidence
this single vote will give, than if they had founded
academies in every town, or sent one hundred stu-

dents to Europe for improvement. Success attend

their energy and sense ! Not all the examples in

France and in Italy, to which our nobility crowd fov

refinement, and where every church and hall and

public building is filled with pictures, have ever

had the least effect !"

"Not all the advice, not all the entreaty.
not all the arguments, of all the enlightened part of
the country, have ever had the slightest effect on

the British government to protect painting; and
now America, with a foresight and energy worthy
of Greece, has set them an example, it should have
been their glory to set her."

[He then goes on to give an account of the ward
ofpatronage to British artists, and details the priva-
tions and difficulties they have encountered to live,

&.c. which, though interesting, is foreign from out

present purpose and omitted.]

National Law Case.
FB03I THE CHARLESTON PATRIOT.

Decision of the hon. Langdon C'heves, in the case of
Andreiu Rhodes, delivered at Chambers, on a ivrit

of Habeas Corpus and Subjiciendum.
EXPARTE—ANDREW RHODES.

The prisoner is brought before me, at Chambers,
on a. -writ of Habeas Corpus ad Subjiciendum, and the

officer in whose custody he is, exhibits as the au-

thority by which he detains him, a warrant of com-
mitment under the hand and seal of John Ilincklcv
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Mitchell, a justice of tlie peace of tins state, on a

charge that the prisoner hath forged or counterfeit-

ed a 'number of protections for American seamen.—
this, jiis believed, is no offence against this state;

but is an offence against the laws of the United

States.

I am called upon, on the part of the prisoner, to

discbarge him from custody, under this warrant, be

cause it contains no accusation under the laws of

the state, and it is contended, the magistrate who
committed him, being an officer of the state, had
no authority to commit him for an offence against
the United States, because the 33d seciion of the

judiciary net, (1 vol. laws U. S. p. 72) which in its

terms authorizes such commitments is unconstitu-

tional.

It is contended:—
1st. That by the 1st section of the 3d article of the

constitution of the United States, "The judicial

power of the United States shall be vested in one

supreme court, and in such inferior courts, as

congress shall, from time to time ordain and es-

tablish"—and that this judicial power in criminal

cases is under the constitution, exclusive of the

authority of the states:

2d. That the act of granting all warrant of com-

mitment is a judicial act, and therefore, in cases

under the laws of the United States, to be exclu-

sively performed by an officer of the United

States:

3d. That it is my duty as a judge of this state, un-

der the Habeas Corpus act, to take cognizance of

this case on the grounds stated.

1st. All these questions are important and diffi-

cult; and the first is of peculiar importance. It has

been a controverted question from a period ante-

ing in a judicial capacity, and for that reason they
refuse to issue a mandamus, and founding their

judgment on this distinction, they virtually declare,
that the granting a warrant of commitment is not a

judicial act. I am aware it may be said, as all com-
mitments must be founded on some evidence, in all

cases of commitment a judicial act must be per-
formed. There is certainly an opinion to be formed
on the nature and sufficiency of the evidence ad-
duced; but if such an exercise of the mind be a

judicial act, then almost every function of all the
inferior officers of justice will be judicial, and even
constables, who have, in certain cuses, the power
of commitment, will be judicial officers. This is

preposterous. There must be some more correct
view of th« subject, and to obtain it let us resort
to authorities. Our object is to ascertain whether
the function of a justice of the peace, in granting a
warrant of commitment, be judicial or ministerial?
It is not denied, that a justice of the peace does

possess cerUin judicial powers, but it is denied
that the granting a commitment is a judicial act.

We must carefully distinguish between the original
duties of a justice of the peace and those which
have been subsequently imposed upon him—The
first constituted him merely a conservator of the

peace—the latter have made him a judicial officer—the first authorized him to apprehend and com-
mit offenders—the latter, in many cases, have con-

ferred upon him the powev to try and convict.

Sir William Blacks tone, (1 com 351) after speak-
ing of the occasion of the first appointment of these

officers, says—"It was ordained in parliament that

for the better maintaining and keeping of the peace,
in every country, good men and lawful, which were
no maintainers of evil, or barretors in the country.

rior to the adoption of the constitution of the Uni-
should be

5"*w*to keep the peace; and in this

led States, amJ
. still remains unsettled, and I am

happy to be relieved by the opinions I have formed
on the other questions, which the case presents,
from the necessity of deciding this

granting a warrant of coramit-

think it

2d. Is the act of t

ment a judicial act?— I think it is not. I urn aware
of a late decision (the case of Joseph Almeida, in

Maryland) in which this question has been deter-

mined in the affirmative. In this opinion I cannot

concur. The only authority which is relied upon
to support this opinion, is a single expression con-

tained in the decision cf the supreme court of the

United States, in the case of the United States vs.

judge Laurence— (3. Dallas' rep. 53.) This au-

thority, it is evident, has been misconceived. That
was a case in which, under our consular convention
With France, judge Laurence^ who was then the
district judge of the United States for the district

of New-York, had been required, by the vice-consul

of the French republic, to issue a warrant for appre
bending captain Uarre, commander of the frigate
J..e Perdrix, belonging to the French republic, as a

deserter. The judge was of opinion, that before
the warrant could issue, the consul should prove
by the register of tiie ship or roll d'equipage, that

captain Barrewas one of the crew of theLe Perdrix.

The consul offered other proof; but the judge
thought this indispensable; whereupon an applica-
tion was made to the supreme court for a manda-
mus, to compel the judge to issue a warrant. The
court, in deciding the case, refused the mandamus,
and in giving their reasons, say

—"It is evident that
the district judge was acting in a judicial capacity,
when he determined that the evidence was not suf

manner, and upon this occasion, was the election of
the conservators of the pence taken from the people
and given to the king; this assignment being con-

strued to be by the king's commission: But still they
were only conservators, -wardens or keepers of the peace
till the statute 34 Ed. 3, c. 1, gave them the power
of trying felonies, then (they acquired the more iiono=

rable appellation of justices."
"The power, office and duty of a justice of the

peace depends on his commission, and on the seve-

ral statutes which have created objects of his juris ,

diction. His commission first empowers him singly
to conserve the peace; and thereby gives him all

the power of the ancient conservators at the com-
mon law, in surpressing riots and affrays, in taking
securities for the peace, and in apprehending and

committing felons and other criminals." (id. 353, 354.)

Who are these conservators of the peace who

possess the same authority to commit as justices of

the peace? Are they judicial officers? Among others,
sheriffs are conservators of the peace

—"Constables,

tithingmen, and the like, are also conservators of
the peace within their own jurisdictions; and may
apprehend all breakers of the peace, and commit
them till they find sureties for their keeping it:"—
(Jacob's law diet. tit. Conservator of the peace, vol..

2, p. 26.) "Conservators of the peace did commit

at common law, and it was incident to their office,

as it is to the office ofjustices of the peace who are

not authorised by any express words in their com-

mission, but do it, ratione oJicic,'\l5 Vinar 8 Tit,

"justices of the peace."
"It seems that the power of such conservators of

the peace, whether by tenor, election, or prescript
iicient to authorize his issuing a warrant." It

isjtion,
was no greater than that of constables at this

very manifest that it is to his judgment on the evi- day, unless it were enlarged by some special grant
dence the court allude, wjien they say he was act-! or prescription

—(ibid 4.)
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"Holt. ch. I. said he knew not whether, at first,

justices of the peace were more than high consta-

bles; but the statute that made them complete

judges is that of 34 Ed. 3."— (Ibid.)
Lord H.de, in his analysis of the latu, after hav-

ing- said that there are two kinds of subordinate

civil magistrates; those that have a power of juris-
diction, and those that are without jurisdiction,

says:
—The persons that exercise this power, or ju-

risdiction, are called judges or judicial officers,"

(sec. 11, p 26, 27;) and in sec. 12, "of inferior inu-

jestrate-:
sine jurisuictione"

—
(p. 29) he speaks thus:

' The sheriff' of the county is the greatest minis

tcriui officer; and I call him magistrate because iie

is a conservator of the peace of the country, &c. &c.

Ike"" "Constable and head constables. These,

though the) have not ant/ jurisdiction to hold cogni-

zance of any fact, yet are conservators of the peace."
Dr. Sullivan in bis commentary on magna charta,

speaking of the warrant of commitment, says,

"Thirdly, the warrant must no o.ilycomain aluwfu
cause but have a legal conclusion, and him sefely

keep until delivered by law; not until the party com-

mitting doth further order—for that would be to

make the magistrate, who is only ministerial, judicial,
as to the point of the liberty ol the subject" (2 vol.

Lectures on the constitution and laws of England,

p. 266)
I presume I have now established beyond all

doubt, that the act of tlie magistrate, in granting a

warrant of commitment, is a ministerial and not a

judicial act. It may be useful, however, to spend
a moment longer on the nature of that judicial

power which is spoken of in the constitution.—
There are functions to be performed by inferior

magistrates, commissioners and other like officers,

which leave in them a discretion, which in that par-

ticular, resembles judicial authority, but is not of

tjie nature of that judicial power which forms one

great branch ofgovernment. It is the latter, which
is spoken of in the constitution. It is that which
lord Hale defines to be "a power of jurisdiction,"
and of which he further says, "the persons who
exercise this power or jurisdiction are called

judges or judicial officers; the places or tribunals

wherein they exercise their power, are called courts,--

and the right by which they exercise that power
is called jurisdiction." (Aaalysis, sec. 11, p. 26,

27.) He then goes on to enumerate the superior
and inferior courts of England, and gives us a clear

and distinct idea of what may be embraced, and

what is meant by the 3d art. of the constitution on

this point. They both mean to speak of trial, judg-
ment; emphatically of the administration of justice,
and not the little functions and functionaries, which
are merely incipient and ancillary to this great
essential power, which are inseparably incident to

it; and can with no propriety be called implied

powers.
If it has been proved that the act of the ma-

gistrate in commiting an offender is a ministerial

act, then the ground on which the counsel for the

prisoner has put this argument, which is the same
relied upon in the case of Almeida, though he h.s

enforced it with ability and eloquence, entirelyfails.
The onl}' question that remains is, whether the

legislature of the United States has a right by a

statute forbidden bj
T no provision of the constitu

lion of the United States, to give a limited authority
to conserve the peace to one or more of the citizens

and subjects of the said United States; who happen
at the same time to be conservators of the peace
of the state ? If not forbidden by the constitution

of the United States, what other power can forbid

it ? That constitution expressly fbrbid3 all it Bbes
not authorise, If not so forbidden, the statute is

the supreme law of tha land. All the minor argu-
ments of expediency, such as blending jurisdic-
tions, neglect of state duties, want of respo.sibility
and others of the same description, are of little

weight in themselves, and are not for judicial, but

legislative consideration. Throughout the whole
system of the government, the legislative, judicial
and executive functions of the union and the states
are blended; the responsibility of the citizen is

divided, and duties to the states are superceded
by duties to the union. But what then ? Is it for

judges, therefore, to say, they deem them inex-

pedient, and because they deem them inexpedient
declare them void ? I will not sav that expediency
shall be always rejected in a judicial judgment on
the meaning of the constitution, but it will seldom
be a very weighty consideration, and ought always
to be used very cautiously. But I think it highly
expedient, that cowgress should confer this autho-

rity on the ministerial officers of the states. It is

as useful to the stares as the union, that the crimes

against the United States should be punished. Their
interests can seldom, perhaps never, be wisely se-

parated. The crimes punishable under the laws of
the United States are great and important, but few
in number. With out the aid of the ministerial offi-

cers of the states, to have the laws of the United
States effectually executed against a few offenders,

(probably not one hundred in a year in all the states)
it would be necessary to appoint and scatter over
tneir vast territory many thousands of justices of
the peace, coroners, constables, &c. The attempt
to execute the power, would be as impracticable
as it would be ludicrous. But it is said the states

are to watch with jealousy the acts of the general
government, (a monstrous heresy in the politics of
this country) and if it use the agency of the officers

of the slates, it will have a tendency to a consolida-
tion of the state governments.

Exactly the reverse is the sound conclusion. The
necessary dependence, practically, of the genera,
government on the states, in many particulars, is

one of the points in which its weakness has been
most obvious and mosi lamented.
The counsel for the prisoner, taking it to be

granted or proved that the act of the magistrate
>vas a judicial act, contended that the constitution
iiad established a mode in which all judicial officers

were to be appointed, and that an act of congress,
giving authority to the magistrates of the state,,

was a violation of this provision of the constitution.

It would not foiiow, however, if the function were

judicial that the appointment must be made by the

president and senate, for the constitution authori-

zes congress by law, to vest the appointment of
such inferior officers, as they think proper, in the

president alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads
of departments; but the function is not judicial; the

officer, consequently not judicial; and therefore,
the argument, as urged, does not apply. But it

may, perhaps, be insisted that though the constitu-

tion does authorize congress by law, to vest the

appointment of inferior officers in the president
alone, in the courts of law, or in the heads of de-

partments, it does not authorize congress, though
both houses and the president should unanimously
concur, itself to appoint immediately by law. This
would really be construing the constitution like

an old pleading, without allowing the benefit of
the statutes pf Jeofails.—Qui cadit a syllaba, cadit

a tota causa. A rational construction, it would

seem, would authorize congress to do itself what
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it can, at its pleasure, authorize an inferior body
or an individual to do; but that is not the question.
It may be safely admitted, that congress cannot di-

rectly bylaw appoint an officer whom it can autho-

rize an individual to appoint, and yet the difficulty
will not occur in this case. This is not the case

of an appointment. The magistrates of the state

are not, by the act of congress, constituted officers

of the United States. They are merely authorized
to do a certain act. The case may be easily con-

ceived in which a magistrate of a foreign state may
by act of congress, be authorized to exercise an

equivalent power. That it is not an appointment
in the sense of the constitution, will be proved by
reference to the undisputed practice of some of the

state governments.
The constitution of Pennsylvania provides that

the governor shall appoint justices of the peace
—

(art. 5. sec. 10) and that they shall be commission-
ed during good behavior. But by an act of the le-

gislature of that state, passed 20th March, 1810, all

the powers of justices of the peace are vested in

all the aldermen of the city of Philadelphia—who,
I believe, are elected annually by the people of that

city.

So, in New-York, justices of the peace are ap-

pointed by the governor and council, according to

the express requisition of the constitution, and hold

their offices during the pleasure of the governor
and council. But by act of the legislature of that

state, (2 vol. Laws of Now-York, 508,) the alder-

men of the cities of New-York, Albany and Hudson,
are vested with the same powers as justices of the

peace.

By the constitution of South Carolina, jastices of

the peace shall be nominated by the senate and

house of representatives, jointly, and commissioned

by tfce governor (1 Brevard 468,—2 Brevard 175).
Yet the clerks of the courts, the wardens of the

city of Charleston, and many other officers of the

state, are vested by act of the legislature with the

powers of justices of the peace. The like case pro-

bably occurs in almost every state of the union, and
the argument of unconstitutionality which we are

now examining will equally apply to them all.

I am then satisfied that in relation to the c;«se be-

fore me, the 33d section of the act of congress, com-

monly Galled the
judicial act, is constitutional and

expedient, though I reject the argument of expe-
diency, from the grounds on which I rest my deci-

sion. It is not a case in which I have a right to

weigh it.

3d. I might here leave the<;ase, but I deem it pro-
per to consider the third ground. I think I have no

jurisdiction over the case. I am aware of but three
cases in which this question had been made. The
case ot Almeida already mentioned Tbe case of
Emanuel Roberts,*(2, Hall's law journal 192) in Ma-
ryland; and the case of Jeremiah Ferguson, in New-
York, (9? Johns, rep. 239.) In the first case juris-
diction was assumed and the prisoner discharged.
The second was the case of a minor enlisted in the
service of the United States, and Nicholson, chief

judge, determined against the jurisdiction. He
does, indeed, say, in speaking of an extreme case
which was put by counsel, of great oppression and

injustice, that he would interpose and discharge the

P 1-isoner in the case supposed, but he adds—"If in

such a case I should exceed the technical limits of
my authority, I should have tlwe approbation of all

good men, for resisting oppression under the colour
of law." This is certainly no argument in favor of

jurisdiction, while the judgment in the case is on
the want of it. In the last case, which was also the lousy

case of a minor who had been enlisted, the court
refused to interfere on other grounds—but chief

justice Kent declares explicitly, that the state
courts have no' jurisdiction where the arrest is un-
der the authority of the United States. In this

opinion I concur. If there be cases in which the
state courts have jurisdiction of the principal mat-
ter, I am of opinion they may entertain an inci-

dental or collateral question—they may, therefore,
in such c-ases, release under a writ ofhabeas corpus
on the ground of illegal confinement, because the

prosecution is groundless, or for other suHicient
cause. This authority may, perhaps, be exercised

by courts having a superintending power, though
they may not have jurisdiction for the purpose of
trial, for they have authority to restrain and annul
the acts of inferior jurisdictions. But in a case
like the present, where tfie state courts in no case
and under no circumstances, can take cognizance
of the offence charged, to punish or or acquit, and
where the functionary appealed to, is himself in

all questions under the laws of the United States,

subject to the controul oftheir high tribunals, all

preteece of jurisdiction seems to vanish. I cannot,
nor can all the judicial authority of the state, dis-

charge a defendant in a civil suit who has been held
to bail in the courts of the United States, how-
ever illegal the arrest may be, because I have no

jurisdiction—and yet it is seriously imagined that
I have, at my Chambers, authority to take their

criminal jurisdiction, which is, by their laws, ex-

pressly exclusive out of the hands of their tribunals
and to determine the acts of the national legisla-
ture, unconstitutional and void? Nay more, in this

state any two justices of the peace, one of whom
shall be of the quorum h&ve authority to carry the
habeas corpus act into execution, and have on the

subject all the authority I enjoy. They, too, then,
have a right to determine on the constitutionality
of the acts of congress, and to release those who
are amendable to the United States in their crimi-

nal courts. But the pretence for all this is, that

the liberty of the citizen i& to be preserved invio-

late. Is it meant by this, that he shall be exempt
from all the usual modes of trial instituted for the

preservation of that very liberty? That the march
ofjustice is to be divested of every thing staid and
sober? That instead of her solemn and learned

judgments, we are to have pie poudre expositions
of the great act of our national union? But against
whom do we seek this protection ? The govern-
ment of the United States, the government of the

people themselves, whose greatest power, returns

into their hands bienally, and all of it at short

intervals. A government as able, as much bound,
and no doubt as willing to protect the citizen as

the governments of the states. A government,
which has its habeas corpus act and its judges
bound under the most solemn sanations to execute
it. A govesnment to which the states constitu-

tionally look up for the preservation of their free

institutions. That jealousy which we sometimes
see recommended, is bad law and worse policy. I

deny that it is inculcated by a true understanding
of the constitutions of the states. That it is ne-

cessary to the preservation of state rights or that

it can conduce to national happiness, or national

greatness. It may m:ike us busy about some little

factious privileges which are in no danger. But a

regulated liberty, under the protection of stable

institutions, will be best and longest secured to

us, by regarding the government of the union in a

spirit full of confidence—in a temper devoid of jea-*
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Finally, I am of opinion I have no jurisdiction of

the case. Let the prisoner be remanded.

Edward P. Stsioss, esq. oounsel for the prisoner.
Thomas Pahkkr, esq. for tlie United States.

Legislature of New- Hampshire.
GOVERNORS MESSAGE.

Gentlemen of the senate, and
Gentlemen of the house of representatives.

In obedience to the public will, 1 have again

accepted the office of chief magistrate. I sensibly

fce\ and frankly acknowledge, the obligation my
fellow citizens have conferred upon me. Tliey
have made it my duty to promote their interest, by
devoting my time and my talents to their service.

if these can secure their approbation, my official

conduct will not, I hope, disappoint their reasona-

ble expectations.

Though the United States enjoy peace and secu-

rity; though their government is administered by
able men, who possess the confidence of the peo-

ple; yet they as a nation, and we as a state, have

difficulties to surmount and embarrassments to re-

move. The great change which the European
world has recently made, from war to peace, has

very materially affected us. The nations in that

quarter of the globe being now at peace with each

other, have revived, and rigidly execute, their

Though the last year was unfavorable to the pro*?
duction of some kind of bread stuff, we may with
confidence expect more favorable seasons; that.

"seed time and harvest will continue"—and that
"he that tilleth the land shall have plenty ofbread.'*

But a state wholly agricultural cannot long exist
as a free and independent people. A foreign manu:

factoring nation will soon impoverish, and then re-,

duce it to dependance on them, as servile and de-

grading as that of colonies. Hence arises the ne-

cessity of our affording aid and support to manu-
factures. We are as able to make our own cloth-

ing as to raise our own food; and we ought not to

depend on foreign couutries for either. It is to

household manufactures that we must principally
trust for our supply; they bring to the general stock
of wealth the labor of the people; their industry
affords aid to the larger establishments; and is a
constant and cer'ain source of wealth to the nation.

The increase of manufacturing establishments not

only enriches the farmer, by opening a market
near him for his surplus provisions, but retains at

liome the wealth of the community by preventing its

specie from being sent abroad for the goods they
manufacture.

If our object is to promote the real prosperity of
our country, we must patronize agriculture and
manufactures. They ave the main pillars of our

support; and on them we must depend for our
wealth as a nation. If wo cherish these, they willformer colonial system of excluding other nations

from a participation with them in the commerce of: mutually encourage and support each other, and
their colonies and dependencies. We are not only

deprived of the carrying trade of Europe, which

during their wars was a source of immense wealth

to us, but the subjects of those nations now obtain

a portion of the transport even of our own produc-
tions.—This change has not only greatly depress-
ed our commerce, but injuriously affected our agri-

culture and manufactures and extended its effects

to almost every class of our citizens.

In New-Hampshire the balance of trade is against

us. Our imports from foreign countries and from the

southern section of our own country, exceeds cut-

exports.
—This order of things must necessarily

drain off our money, and tend to produce a state of

.dependence on other nations and other states, in-

jurious to our interest, and dangerous to our freedom

and independence. For it is with a state as with an

individual—he that continues to buy much more

than he sells must be involved in debt, and sooner

or later become poor. We may increase the num-

ber of our banking institutions, but they will not

the wants of the people will be suppliedfrom their

own industry. And let us never forget, that labor is

the real source and fountain of wealth; and that the
rich equally with the poor, are not only "fed from
the field," but clothed from the manufactory.
For the protection of our trade and navigation we

must depend upon the government of the union,
winch has the exclusive control of this branch of
our affairs. There is reason to hope, that their pre-
sent unfavorable state will not become permanent;
and that the activity and enterpiize of our citizens,
which heretofore have been so successful, will in

due season, again enable them to acquire their ac-

customed share of wealth from foreign commerce.

Though I have not obtained a final adjustment of

the claims of this state against the Unued States,
for military services during the late war, I have re-

cently received on that account, a draft from the

treasurer of the United States on the cashier cf the

New-Hampshire Union Bank, for twelve thousand

dollars, which I delivered to the treasurer of this

increase our wealth—the precious metals will be
j
state, who has received the money for the same

sent to other countries to purchase goods we do
j

The treasurer's report will exhibit the state of

not want, or such as we can make ourselves. For
j

our finances, and enable you to determine what tax

these evils, we may apply a gradual, but effectual
j

will be requisite to raise for the year ensuing,

remedy, by the increase of agriculture and of manu- Among other appropriations, it will be necessary

iaclures.
'

t0 provide for the building and finishing the state

house.

Our laws subject buildings and unimproved lands
We are by nature formed for an agricultural and

manufacturing state; and our habits and pursuits

ou^ht to conform to our situation. An improved! to taxation according to their real value. But in

state of cultivation would render our lands more (many towns, this kind of property is estimated

fertile, our people more wealthy, and our country j greatly below what those who make the appraise-

more independent. The constitution has made itjment consider its actual value; by this means the

our duty to "promote agriculture;" let us perform taxes become unequal, both as it respects the pro-

this duty with a zeal proportionate to its importance.
'

portion to towns and individuals; and they fall hea-

Our improvements, compared with those in a neigh-
j

vier on other property, and particularly on the poor-

boring state, are few and inconsiderable. As indi- er class of the people. To remedy this evil, permit,

vidual members of society, we may do much to) me to recommend a revision of the law on this sub-

convince our fellow-citizens, that it is more for their
jject, defining more explicitly the duty of select-

interest to cultivate the lands they now possess, than
j

men and assessors.

increase the number of their acres; and to devote The law requires the cashier of each bank, on

their attention to those branches of agriculture, being requested, to inform the selectmen of the

which are best suited to our soil and climate.— 1 names of the stockholders living in the town to
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.nich they belong
1

, and the amount of stock, in or-

der that the owners may be taxed for the same.

This mode of obtaining information is attended with

difficulty and expence, and the practice under it

operates unequally, as the selectmen of some towns

apply and tax the stockholders, but others neglect
it. I therefore suggest, for your consideration, whe-

ther more correct information would not be obtain-

ed, and at less expence, if the cashier was required
to make out the name of each stockholder, his

place of residence, and the amount of his stock

standing on the books on the first day of April, an-

nually, and transmit the same to the secretary of

state, who should cause it to be printed in the

newspaper in wlvch the non-resident taxes are pub-
lished, on or before such particular day in April,

annually; and that the selectmen should tax each

person living in their towns agreeably to such re-

turn.

As taxes are indispensably necessary to support

government, as every man in the community is

bound to contribute in proportion to his taxable

property, it is our duty to render them as equal as

the nature of things will permit.
The senate of the United States have recently

directed the secretary of war, to report to them at

their next session, the laws of each state relative to

the militia, probably with a view to revise the laws

of the union upon that subject; and as the laws of

congress must control those of the state, I submit
the question to your consideration, whether it will

be requisite at this time to revise our militia laws,
as proposed at the last session.

Though we are now at peace with all the world,

(and it is of vast importance to preserve it,) yet

considering the state and condition of Europe, their

jealousy of our growing importance in the com-

munity of nations, and the history of former times,
we cannot rationally, expect to be altogether ex-

empted from the evils of war, which have so fre-

quently visited mankind. Sound policy therefore re-

quires us, in time of peace to prepare for war; and
it is our duty at all times, carefully to attend to

the instruction, discipline and equipment of the

militia, which when well regulated is our sure de-

fence, and in a great measure will supersede the

necessity of a large standing army in time of peace.
Neither our constitution or laws, declare the

tenure by which registers of probate shall hold
their offices; nor the mode by which they shall be

removed, when they either become incapable, or

neglect performing their duty. I therefore recom
mend to your consideration, the propriety ofpassing

• a law denning the tenure of their office, and esta-

blishing the manner in which they may be removed
therefrom, when the public interest shall require it.

Groundless, vexatious and trivial prosecutions,
arc sometimes commenced and carried on in the
name of the state, which subject the county where

they are prosecuted to the payment of large bills

of cost. In some of these, the prosecutor makes
use of the name of the state as an engine to gratify
his revenge on the accused, more than for the pur-
pose of convicting and punishing those who have
violated the laws. In these prosecutions, judges
have considered themselves bound by law, to allow
full cost to the prosecutor. It appears to me, that
the great object of the law would be more effectually
obtained, if authority was given to the superior
court of judicature, not only to allow the full costs

usually tiixed in all criminal prosecutions, but to
reduce it to such sum or allow no costs at all, as

they should judge right; and even to award costs
and order execution to issue against complainants

in such cases as they may consider groundless, vexa-

tious, cr trivial.

In a variety of cases, where penalties and for-

feitures are annexed to the breach of particular*

statutes, authority is given to any person to pro-
secute for the same; one moiety of which is to be
for the use of the prosecutor, and the other for the
use of some county, town, or other corporate body.
Instances have occurred, where the prosecutor has

compromised the suit with the defendants and there-

by prevented the corporation from receiving its

moiety. Prosecutions of this kind may be com-
menced by collusion between the prosecutor and
defendant, and continued from term to term, till

the right foT any other person to commence a suit

shall be barred by the statutes of limitation, and
then the prosecution be dismissed. To remedy
these evils, I recommend that a law be passed sub-

jecting all persons who commence quitam prosecu-
tions, and settle the same, or consent to their be-

ing dismissed, without the moiety due to the coun-

ty, town or other corporate body being first

secured, to be themselves liable to pay the same.
To render this provision more effectual, it may be
advisable to authorize the courts of law, where it

shall appear that collusion exists hetween the

plaintiff and defendant, to notify and permit the

corporation which is entitled to the other moiety,
to appearand carry on the prosecution.
The present mode of settling the maintenance

of paupers, is attended with considerable delay
and great expence. It merits the consideration of
the legislature, whether our laws, on this subject,
may not be so amended as to remedy, in some
measure, those eviis, and at the same time ensure

justice to the parties litigant.
The United States require their officers to make

accurate returns annually of the amount of salary
and emoluments that they receive from their offi-

ces. If a similar return was required of certain

officers acting under the authority of this state, I

think its effects would be beneficial. It would not

only tend to correct abuses, but afford useful in-

formation to the legislature in regulating the future

compensation of those officers.

As Mr. Carrigain, acting under the authority of
the legislature, has recently furnished the state, at

great expence, with a map of New-Hampshire,
which is not only elegant but splendid, permit me
to suggest for your enquiry, whether we have made
him such a compensation as is adequate to his

services and expenditures; or such as will entitlt;

us, in the language of the constitution, to be con-

sidered as the patrons of science and the useful

arts. From a careful investigation of this subject,
I think it my duty to recommend the case to your
favorable consideration.

We commence our respective duties under cir-

cumstances favorable to the faithful discharge of

our important trusts. At peace with all nations,
and enjoying without restraint the fruits of our

own industry,and the rich inheritance ofour fathers'

toils—knowledge, freedom anel independence—we
have it within our power to command as great a

portion of national and individual happiness as ever

fell to the lot of any state or nation. It is from
the fatal effects ofparty spirit, depraving the morals
and perverting the understandings of the people
that we have most to fear, either for the stabili-

ty of our government or the harmony of its coun-

cils. With the exceptions of those interested indi-

viduals, who look rather to party than to their me-
rit or public services for preferment, and who owe
their chief importance to the angry pa*sions ajjd par-
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tyfeuds which have too longdistracted thesesiates,

the great body of the people seem disposed to judge
of the proceedings of their government with candor

and liberality. They feel the important '.ruth that

moderation is wisdom: and though differing in thei;-

views and means of judging, they are inclined to

consider all honest politicians as having the public

good for their polar stir. We cannot rationally

expect to extripate party spirit altogether; a por-

tion of it seems requisite in a free government to

excite public vigilance, but we may do much, as

legislators and citizens to control and circumscribe

its pernicious effects, and to banish from the com-

munity that illiberal and malignant temper, which

ascribes the best actions to the worst motives and

influences us to impute an evil design to those

from whom we differ, even where we cannot with-

hold our approbation from their measures. A dis-

position the reverse of this ought to prevail Con-

scious of the purity of our intentions, we ought to

consider others as equally honest, though they may
be mistaken in their views. Such enlightened and

liberal sentiments, tend to unite the people with

their government, produce harmony in the public
Councils and dispatch in the public business

In alLour proceedings, let us cherish a spirit of

moderation and harmony, of vigilance and frugali-

ty, and be emulous to advance the real interest of

our constituents, that we may effectually obtain the

the end for which we were vested with authority.
WILLIAM PLUMER.

June 5, 1815.

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.

It is bbserved, by the editor of the Columbian,
that in about 60 years 1100 miles of cannl have been

cut in the British dominions. Some of these are

"great and glorious works."
The wife and five children of a man who lately

emigrated to the United States from Ireland, being
on board a vessel (passage paid, &c.) tor the purpose
ofjoining him, were turned ashore to starve, unpro
tected, because they could not produce a certifi-

cate from the clergyman and resident magistrate
that they were at liberty to emigrate!

FRANCE.

A merchant ship, of 300 tons, is fitting out at

Havre de Grace for Calcutta, which "makes u great
noise in the papers." The French shipping revives

very slowly.
SPAIN'.

The ordinary revenue of Spain is given at 48 mil-

lions of dollars, and the amount derivable from all

the colonies is estimated at 12 millions more; toge-
ther 60 millions. But the latter ha9 fallen off very
much; the full amount is far below the cost of the

peace establishment, and the people have no confi-

dence in the public securities. Hence the treasury
is always without money.
, A Madrid article of April 3, says

—"Whole bands

of robbers infest the neighborhood of this city.
All the neighboring villages have troops stationed

to prevent their depredations. Great exertions are

made to prevent the evils which attend peace. Our

government has
knews from Mexico and Pen., but

nothing transpires. Orders are given for troops to

be sent out."

At the date of our latest accounts from Cadiz, il

was believed that Barcelona was in a state of insnr-

ITALY.

We learn from Rome, that the pope and the

English, in alliance, are interesting themselves for
the exercise of the Catholic religion in Turkey !

It is said the British have excited as great dis-

contents in Sicily "as they have in India !"

We have a rumor of an intended "sacrilegious"
attack upon the person of the pope. Particulars
not stated.

A paragraph dated Naples, April 5, mentions
hat very interesting discoveries had lately been
made at Pompeii. Near the temple, a rectangular
public edifice, of 260 palms in length and 120 in

breadth, with a portico of 50 columns in the interior

has been discovered, and in it several remarkable

pieces of statuary and other works of art. It is

hoped that this enclosure may prove a productive
mine of objects of art.

NETHERLANDS.
Two thousand Quaker Hollanders were about to

sail from Antwerp for Philadelphia. One ship with
350 of them had actually left that port destined as

stated. These emigrants are probably wealthy.
1500 persons were also embarking at Amster-

dam for the United States.

A vessel has arrived at New-York from Amster-
dam with l00,000g in specie and 288 pipes of

gin.
SWEDES.

The coasts of Sweden are closely watched to pre-
vent the entrance of "unknown or suspicious pep*
sons" into the kingdom !

ACSTRIA.

A very active correspondence is still carried on
between the courts of Vienna and St. Petersburg.

TURKEY.

Troops are marching from Constantinople—the
fortresses of Romelia are supplying with men and
provisions. This would lead us to suppose there is

some probability of the long talked of war with
Russia.

Anconay April 6.—A vessel has arrived from Con-
stantinople which gives us a very satisfactory ac-
count of the disposition of the Sublime Porte in

regard to the Christians found in the provinces of
the empire. They report an order addressed to
the Pacha of Jerusalem, which is quite new in the
annals of Ottoman policy. The vexations of this

Pasha having excited just complaints on the part
of the Christians, the religious orders deputed to
Rome a proper person to make known the situation
of the church in these countries. His holiness has
had news that his efforts for the peace of this
church have been crowned with success, and that
the Pacha had promised not only to protect the

pilgrims, but to restore what had been extorted
from them. The order was, "Hearken diligently,
Pasha, it is thy master speaks to thee. The com-'

plaints of the people have reached my ear, and
demand vengeance.

—Thou hast abused thy au-

thority to exact tribute of the Christians, beyond
that which the treaties have fixed. Do what I or-

der thee. As soon as thou receivest my command^
instantly restore what thou hast extorted, lest my
anger rise against thee. If thou doest delay to

obey, expect the chastisement due to tbee. Hum-
hie thyself under the command, and say in thy
heart that thy master is like God, he can have
m^rcv and forgive thee. Praise, praise, praise be
to God!"

CANADA.
ruction—that general Lacy was assassinated, ai'di The Boston Chronicle notices a new map of Ca-
that the mob had mutilated all the friars—unman- jnada, published by col. Bouchette, styling himself

ning them. |"surveyor general of Canada," which very modest'*
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ly takes in many millions of acres of valuable ter-

ritory which we always thought belonged to the

United Stales; wholly excluding- us from any com
munication with the river St. John's. But the com-

missioners under the treaty ofGhent are about to es-

tablish the lines.

Many vessels have recently arrived at Quebec.—
\\e have terrifying accounts ofthe dangers and suf-

ferings encountered in their passage up the gulph
and river St. Lawrence, in consequence of meeting
vast quantities of floating ice, and from excessive

cold. Some of these vessels were stationary in the

ice on the 14th and 15th of May\ The Quebec edi-

tor gives it as his opinion that frpm the very unfavora-

ble change of the temperature of Canada, i-. will be

imprudent to sail for the St. Lawrence before the

latter end of April or the 1st of .May!
WEST ISDIES.

Several transports with troops have arrived at

Barbadoes from England, as it is said on a secret

expedition.
It appears that many of the planters are retiring

from the Bahama islands to St. Vincent, Sec.

MEXICO.
Certain communications from persons high in

authority in Mexico, intended for the use of Ferdi-

nand's ministers, have been diverted from their des-

tination by one of the patriot privateers. They are

interesting as shewing the progress of the revolu-

tion, and as leading us to its probable result. Ei-

ther party is deficient of military supplies, botli

Want energy, and the war drags heavily on. Yet,

says a letter from the archbishop of Manochoan,
"almost the -whole population gravitates to-vards inde-

pendence; and will at last overturn its by its own mere

weight." A dashing spirit like gep.eral Jttina (who
is now about to take an active part in the affairs of

Mexico) supported by a few men of energy and
talents and tolerably supplied wTth the munitions
of war, would accomplish the revolution in a very
few weeks.

It appears ako by these despatches that there is

a great, falling off of the royal resources in Mexi-
co— 100,000 persons were formerly employed in the

mines; now there are but 20,000, and the coinage
of the mint has of course decreased—yielding a\

present only six millions of dollars, per annum.
The internal taxes do not yield one fifth of their

former amount; the tribute formerly paid to the

king is refused; tythes are no longer depended up-
on—out of 50 districts under an archbishop, 37 are

in the hands of the patriots. Much of the plate
of the churches lias been melted up and applied to

the king's purposes, &.c.

Dr. Robertson says that the republican force of
Mexico is eighteen thousand strong, well organised
and disciplined

—that they occupv the heart of

Mexico, and have an extent of territory that contains ;

a million of sou's. That they have a congress regu-[*
larly elected, after the manner of that of the United
States, and want nothing but a supply of arms to

give them immediate success.

SOOTH AMERICA.
The royal governor of Angustura, a place ofcon

siderable importance on the Oroaoco, it appear.'
had plotted to deliver up the place to the patriots
tinder Piar, which was discovered six days before
it was ripe for execution. Inconsequence, lie was
Seized, and put in irons, to wait the deci-ion of
his fate by Morillo. Several of his accomplices
had been put to death in a summary way.

In consequence ofthese events the royal general
Morales with a considerable body of troops, advanc-

ed, fdr the protectinn ofAngustura
1

, beseiged by the

patriots. He attacked and defeated them; but they
rallied again at the distance of six leagues, where
it was said they were again attacked and beaten

by Morales.
In the mean time the royal commander of fort

Guiana (Saruti) having heard of the arrival and
success of Morales, sallied out and attacked the

patriots under Cedana (second in command to Piar)
in which he himself was taken prisoner with near-

ly the entire lass of all his men.
The Jamaica papers are filled with accounts of

depredations committed under the Carthagenisn
flag; but speak well of the Buenos Ayrean com.
Taylor. A vessel under this flag is said to be in
the North sea. Among litem they have nearly anr.il i-

lated the commerce of Spain—which begins to be
carried on chiefly m neutral bottoms.
We learn from Cadiz that the soldiers who lately

embarked at that port for America, were literally
forced away; and it was thought probable that the
half of them would join the patriots.
The patriot privateers have lately made some

valuable captures off the Havana. It "is also believ-
ed that they have captured three armed vessels
which lately sailed from this port, among them one

formerly called the Jacob Jones, of Boston, carry-
ing 22 guns, on board of which it was thought there
was a viceroy for Mexico and a bishop. We fear
that this report is too good to be true.

We have a report that the people at Rio Janerio
have followed the lead of those of Pertambuco, and
drove ojfihe king of Portugal.

Mr. Da Cruz, agent or minister from the repub-*
lie of Pernambuco, has arrived at Washington city.
It is understood that he cannot be received in an
official capacity, though he will, no doubt, be treat-
ed with respect as an individual.

CHRONICLE.
The president's tour.—We shall not follow the pre-

sident step by step, and retail all the chit chat siufF
that appears in the papers about him—as irksome
to the republican mind and manners of Mr. Monroe
as to the people at large. We by no means find fault

with the marks of respect paid to the chief magis-
trate on a tour of duty, but think there is more of

pomp and parade given to it by the people than the
fitness of tilings requires. But as it belongs to this

work to keep a sort of journal of his oj/iciul proceed-
ings and to record the various "addresses; offered
to him in hi<; tour, with his replies, we shall keep co-

pies of them, and occasionally insert some of them hi

regular succession.

On the 9th instant he arrived at the seat the vice-

president on Staten-Island, and entered the city of
New-York on the 12th. On the 14-th he embarked
in a steam-boat for AVest- Point. While at New-
York and in its neighborhood, the president examin-
ed ail the public works and visited most of the

public institutions—and was every where treated
with the resp«rct due to him as first citizen of the

republic and as a gentleman.

But—as to the addresses offered to him, the Essex,

Register has the following happy remarks:—"We
Lave been pieased with every thing we have heard
m the visit of the president of the United States,
besides the addresses. In this we are guided as

much by his pleasure as our owfi. We do not ex-

pect that lie comes to us to read and write, but to

see us. We should deem it very absurd on a private
visit to give a gentleman a letter, find oblige him
to read and answer it, before we conversed with
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him. Send to "Washington as many addresses as (the Pennsylvania legislature, at its last sess,

you can, and let him read them there; but at yow March 11, passed "an act to authorise the govern
own house, like friend of Northey, of Salem, only to appoint commissioners to explore the route of
bid him welcome."

j

the intended canal for uniting the waters of the

The New-York Gazette says—The steam frigate Seneca lake and Tioga river, in the state of New-
lias been got in readiness to convey Mr. Monroe, the i York."

re-president, to the fortifications below—and we are
j These commissioners are obliged to "make

informed that she will start this morning up the port to him, to b* laid before the next legislature,
Hudson, to meet, and take him on board. The fri- of the practicability, importance and probable ex-

gate is to be manned by the brave tars at our navy i pence of making and completing the said canal,

yard, and a detachment of the marines

Mr. Jidams is expected to arrive from England
and assume the duties of the department of state,

early in July next.

New-Hampshire election. Official—for governor,
William Piumer 19,088; James Sheafe 12,029; Je-

remiah Mason 3,607; Josiah Bartlett 539; scatter-

ing 112. Plurality for Ma Piumer over all the can-

didates, 2,801.
The Roanoke. A lot of tobacco [40 hhds.] from

Marseilles, a little town of North Carolina, situate

on the river Dan, a branch of the Roanoke, 300

miles from the sea-board, has arrived at Norfolk,

Va. This is noticed as the "first fruits" of late

internal improvements and enterprize in that quar-
ter.

Error. In giving an account of the arrival of the

valuable cattle presented by Mr. Coke to Messrs.

Patterson and Caton, and speaking of that distin-

guished gentleman, we designated him as the "rich-

est and most particular farmer," instead of saying
he was the richest and most practical farmer in

England.
The great canal. Contracts are offered for con •

together with such other information as they may b;
able to obtain."

Great advantages are anticipated from the com-
pletion of this plan, it being intended to unite the
Seneca lake, by the Chemung and Susquehanna ri-

vers, with the Chesapeake.
"We have only to add (says the Geneva Gazette)

that after these locks and canals are constructed,
and when those at the Seneca falls are completed,
(the latter of which will be effected the ensuing
season) an uninterrupted inland navigation will be

open fiom Lake Ontario to the Chesapeake bat,,"

Com. Bainbridge and captains Evans and Perry,
are appointed by the president of the United States
to examine and survey the harbor of Newport, with
a view to a site for a naval depot, dock yard, Sic.

The Prometheus and Lynx are ready for sea, at

Boston, and only waiting a fair wind.
The American Academy of Fine Arts in New-

York, have purchased of colonel Trumbull, a col-

lection of original paintings for 13,000 dollars.

The Greek ship Jerusalem, on her voyage from

Smyrna to the United States, lately foundered at

sea. Her cargo in part consisted of 450 tons of

strocting certain sections of the great canal, west- (quicksilver, which, bursting, so corroded the iron

ward of Rome, N. Y.

Emigration. Among the foreign articles is some

notice of a great emigration about to be made to

the United States from Holland. Many persons al-

so arrive from England and Ireland.

Exchange of lands. Gen. Jackson, gov. M'Minn,
of Tennessee, and gen. Meriwether, of Georgia, are

appointed commissioners to negociate with the

Cherokees an exchange of their lands in Tennessee

work that the water rushed into the ship from every
part, and she sunk off Cape Hatteras. Of the crew

consisting of 36 men, all Greeks, only 5 were saved.

We observe notices of two deaths occasioned

by the blunders of apothecaries
—

giving poison in*-

stead of physic.
From the JVew- Orleans Gazette of May 7-

We announced to our readers on Monday that

Don Diego Morphy, late vice consul of his catholic

and Georgia for lands on the White river, beyond] majesty for Louisiana, had been summoned to ap
the Mississippi.

Cottcn. The southern printers have adopted an

excellent practice. They now publish the names

of persons detected in selling stones and rubbish

for cotton.

Charleston. The population of the resident inha-

bitants of the city of Charleston has just been as-

certained, and is as follows:

White males
females

Colored free males
~— females

Slaves

Total

5573
5656-

434
766-

-11,229

- 1,200

11,515

3,941

pear before the court of the first district to answer
for the disrespectful and apparently contemptuous
publication to which we on that day alluded.* Mr.
M. appeared in court, by his counsel, declined the

jurisdiction of the court, alleging that, in his con-

sular character, he was amenable for offences under
a certain grade, solely to the courts of the U. S.

Hi9 honor, Judge Lewis, overruled this objection,

holding that it was the indispensable duty and the

indisputable right of every court of record to sus-

Itain

its authority from violation and its dignity from

insult; that the class of offences, to which the con-

sular privilege contended for, extended, were of-

I

fences against positive law, and not of the descrip-
tion embraced in the doctrine of contempts. Pre-

paratory to further investigation, the court requiredDied, at Georgetown, Dist. Col. on the 18th inst

the Rev. Leonard A'eale, archbishop of Baltimore, I of Mr. Morphy to answer whether or not, he was

snd successor of the late Dr. Carroll, in the 71st the author of the publication in question. Upon
vear of his age. his answering in the affirmative, he was required

jttank Fisheries. We understand, (says a Boston to confess or to disclaim the supposed disrespect

paper) that 55 sail of vessels have arrived at Mar- lor contempt contained in his publication; he asked

blchead this spring from the Grand Banks, aver, g-
J

some time to consider, and was allowed until yes-

ing 16,500 codfish; when cured for market it
sup-|terday to answer the interrogatories. Upon being

posed they will weigh 33,611 quintals, and accord- (brought up, he declared under oath that he had no

ing to a fair calculation, will bring from 100,000 to
j
design, by his publication, to speak with disrespect

120,000 dollars.

Seneca and Susquehanna locks and canals.—It ap-

pears that, at the request of the. "Seneca and Sus-

<jud«nna Lock Navigation Company" ofNew-Yo*k, J.
'See page 239, present vol. M e^kly Register,

or contempt of the court,

was discharged.

Hereupon Mr. Morphy
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The article on "Political Economy" that fol-

lows, has so much occupied the attention of the

editor for several days, as almost to prevent him

from attending to any thing else: yet he has to re-

gret many interruptions and incidents calculated to

unhinge the mind of that degree of harmony which

is so necessary to the proper accomplishment of

undertakings like this.

He respectfully invites a deliberate examination

of the facts stated and assumed—assured that an

attention to them, whatever may be thought of

their arrangement and application, will be Useful

to his country.

Political Economy—No. II.

PROPOSITION THE FIRST.

Oun AGRICULTURE CAHTTOT FUnNISU A SURPLUS FOR

EXPORT SVFriCIEST TO CLOTHE AND SUPPLY THE PEO-

PLE OF THE UNITED STATES; TO THE -COST OF SUCH

GOODS BEING ADDED THE DUTIES AND CHAH&B3 UrON

THEM, WHICn MUST BE PAID AS WEIL AS THE ORI-

GINAL PURCHASE MONET."

The broad ground of this proposition admits the

introduction of numerous facts, and involves the

most important subjects of political economy. AVe

shall treat ofihem as briefly as we can; but if they

appear tedious to any one, let him turn to the close

of 'the article where the results of our enquiries are

collected and stated, pro and con.

In the first place we have to calculate the value

of the goods required to clothe and supply the peo-

ple of the United States—and

In the second, after shewing the value of all our

agricultural products, to attempt to ascertain the

surplus we might have, if we were to abandon cer-

tain manufactures—and

By a comparison of the two, to demonstrate the! for an average—say 200,000 at 50$
proposition. Judging by the returns of the mar-

(Crlt is proper to observe, that we shall calculate shals in 1810, which, though defective,
the former at so much as it may be supposed to cost gave a value to the product of our dis-

the farmer and planter
—andthelatter at the amount! tdleries and breweries of more than

which it clearly brings to him—immediately, In both|l6£ millions, and adding thereto trie

After numerous calculations and many appeals to

the opinions as well as the experience of others, I

have arrived at the following conclusions—that the

manufacturedgoods (not made up into clothing) re-

quired to clothe the people of the United States,

costs, or may be valued, thus—duties, S;c. included ;

For every white person under 10 year.-; old

Si 2 per annum
above 10 30

other free person (average) 20

Slave (average) 10

I cannot believe that these estimates are nuroa-

sonable. The more I look at them the more certain

I feel that they are under the average cost. Out

accepting them as data, we have the following re-

sults :

3,750,000 persons at §12 45,000,000

3,800,000 30 114,000,000

300,000 20 6.0:.

1,350,000 10 13,500,000
Cost of manufactured articles need-"!

ful to clothe the people of the C gl78,500?
000

United States, j
There are in the United States more

than a million of families of free persons,
each of which consumes an average va-

lue of more than 40§ per annum, in

other manufactures; such as for beds
and bedding, table cloths and towels,

carpets, &c. articles of ironmongery
and brass wares; china, queen's, earth-

en and glass wares; window glass, look-

ing glasses, paper, Sec. 40,000,000
The new h« lses built every year and

the old ones repaired, for ironmonge-

ry, window glass, paints, paper hang-

ing, &c. cannot cost les* than §50 each

10,000,0(30

oases. The difference between the original eost «r

final product, is the profit and support of the classes

amount of foreign liquors consumed,
we cannot estimate the cost of our

that do not labor—the merchants, traders, lawyers, drinks at less than

50 millions lbs. of sugar, besides that

which is made in the United States,

(including the duty) at 12A

8 millions galls, molasses, as above,

&c. he. and for the support of the general and state

governments. It is important that this should be

recollected..£D
The present population of the United States, ma-

thematically ascertained by the facts furnished in at 50
the several censuses, amounts to about 9,200,000 44 millions bush, salt, as above, at 60

souls. This is rather below than above the real, 15 millions lbs. coffee, 25

number; for it is in the very nature of things that| 34 millions lbs. tea, 1U0

any census of the United States, while the people! Minor articles—pepper and spices,

we so thinlv scattered over so vast a tract of coun-; mustard, foreign fruits, &c. &c.—S5

3O,W0,0Q0

6,250,000

4,000,000
2,700,000

2,750,000

8,500,000

try, must be defective

The present population may be thus designated :

White persons under 10 years old 3,750,000
over 10 3,800,000

Free person of color, exclusive of In-

dians 300,000
Slaves , ... 1,350,000

vflt? xfp.
ttttl, O>?00,000

s

for each family, less than 1U cents per
week,

Add for Cue product of our furnaces

and forges, rolling and slitting mills,
and other factories and works in iron,

(estimated in 1810 at nearly 14$ mil-

lions) v.L'h the imnjrft.etire of awnv

5,000,000
- . —— —*.,

283,70U,0<;u
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and ammunition, and the value of the

implements and tools of our fanners,

manufacturers and mechanics, 26,300,000

And we have the sum of gr> 10,000,000

Now, I am perfectly satisfied this vast amount

is far below the cost, or value, of the things named
or referred to; and I wish it strongly impressed
on the mind of every one, that we should have to

pay that amount annually to foreigners (if we coidd)
<ir live very different, indeed, From what we now

do, by merely rejecting the following home manu-
factures :

1. Srf.vjTING ASM WEAVING.
2. Wouks in inoN, except common blacksmith's

work.

3. DisTrainrs and brewing.
4 Works 'is glass and clatt—paper and paints

--Leaving to us all other manufacturers or me-

chanics—such as those who make and make-up lea-

ther, hatters, all that work in wood and in metals

except iron, all engaged in the building or equip-

ping ships and vessels— in short, all, except those

that belong to the six things just named, which
seem to be those that some would rather wish to

dispense with. But I venture to say there are few
who ever supposed their value to be any tiling like

what ii is—Tims :

The aggregate is 310,000,000
Deduct—as the value of the foreign

goods imported and consumed of the

classes enumerated (and it cannot ex-

exceed this sum) to the original cost

of the articles being added the duties,

merchants' profits, &c. 80,000,000

And the value of the domestic ma-
nufactures will appear to be |

§230,000,000

I request the reader to stop and yiause a little

while to examine what I have stated. Let him pass
before him all the documents within his re;ich, and,
in the absence of those, figure for himself, and com-

pare his calculations with mine. I see nothing ex-

travagant in the aggregate
—indeed, it appears to me

to result from very moderate estimates, made when

facts were wanting. And the result is supported
as strongly by the returns of the marshals in 1310,
as returns so very defective as they were can sup
port any thing; especially by their enumerations of

spindles and spinning wheels and looms, and fur-

naces and f ages and other works in iron, in those

fewstates or districts where attention was paid to

collec. their amount. And although, perhaps, our

manufacturing establishments are not now much
more extensive, as to the wotk performed in them,
than they were in 1810, yet it is notorious that

househ'ild manufactures, (the sheet-anchor) have

immensely increased since that period. Take the

following abstract of a letter to the editor of the

Register from a Pennsylvania farmer, dated on the

2d instant, as evidence of what I say
—for *he care

of this gentleman, living in one of the m .st popu-
lous parts of that state, and but a few miles from

Baltimore, is the case of tens of thousands of his

brother farmers. He says
—his family consists of 8

persons, 7 of whom are above 10 years of «ge—his

farm contains 250 acres, 'lis whole disbursement*
fbr foreign goods, for clothing, for a year just past,
for himself and his family, w.is only eleven dAlars, yet
his current expences for the year amounted to $600.
But in this period, after supplying himself and fa-

mily, he sold cloth made of his own wool, &tf; and
spun by the women of his family, that brought him
eighty dollars, and has yet fine wool enough on hand
to 'make $400 worth more. He keeps a strict ac-
count of all his receipts and disbursements, and the
statement may be relied upon. He is incapable of
saying what is not true. This plain unvarnished
fact is worth a bushel of speculation. Here is a

family entirely supplied with all its clothing, and
cloths required for other purposes, with a balance
of $69 in hand of a surplus, chiefly through the
wholesome employment of its women, whose labor
would otherwise have been lost to it and the coun-

try.

Here it may be well to make a brief digression
from the subject immediately before us. Some
will b ! ready to say

—
"Certainly, no one iiondd wish

to check or destroy ftvhily manufactures" But these

may, to a given extent, be checked, or destroyed,
as easily as those of the greater establishments. It

is the disposition of every one to receive a fair value
for the labor of his hands. The co union laborer,
whose regular wages, or fair earnings, are equal to
tine dollar per day, will do the next thing to starv-

ing himself rather than work for 50 cents a day-
Nothing but pinching necessity will induce him to

it; and if so induced, he will waste all the time that
he can as a sort of a balance against the necessity.
And—if, through deep laid plans and immense sacri-

fices in foreign countries to send goods to the
United States, (which are smuggled ashore and
thus avoid the duly) we are inundated with such

goods, and they are sold at 50 per cent, less than
their real worth, are not our household manufactures
affected? The gentleman whose letter I have noticed

above, says that his wool on hand, enough to make
§400 worth of cloth, would have been made info

cloth, "if there had been a demand for it." The dif-

ference, then, between the value of the wool and
the cloth was, somehow, lost to him and his country
forever, during the last year. The females of this

substamial farmer's family are no more compelled to

spin than the "princess Charlotte" is; and they will
not do it, over as much as is needful to clothe the

family, unless they are reasonably paid for it: the low

price of the foreign article, or the. prejudices of the

people in favor of it, operated, then, as an absolute
loss of th.: value of a certain part of the labor of
th.se female.-, which might, and would, in other

circumstances, have furnished a certain quantity of

goods for market. But we shall speak again on this

matter, for it is vtry important.

We shall now attempt an estimate of the value
of all the agricultural products and capacities of

tne United States, by adding to the supposed con-

sumption of the people the amount consumed in

certain manufactures, the amount exported to fo-

reign countries, and the amount of increase that

might be produced by an increased quantity of la-

bor tor agriculture, by the destruction of the manu-
factures named. This is a vast field, indeed, in

which we may e .sily lose ourselves; but we intend

to advance wuh a gr^at deal of caution.

It was the opinion of Dr. Cooper about three years

ago, that the agricu'mral products of the United
Slates were worth 640 millions of dollars—j^See

Voi.VIl. p. 237, Weekly Reqister.] But. with great

respect for such high authority, I must venture an

opinion, that that result came out of erroneous

propositions, while some things were omitted that

would havL changed it materially. The doctor's

conclusions, after many calculations, were, that—
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The grain required for one man per ann. was

fe$ bushels, at 125 cents, $10.62
365 lbs. ofmeat, at 1 lb. per clay, at 6 cents 20.90

Whiskey or other drinks, equivalent to 15.00

Fuel, vegetables, pepper, salt, &c. 7-47

$55.
A hard-working man may consume these quanti-

ties—but I presume they are much greater than an

average of the whole people will admit of; and

there is nothing allowed for the support of horses

and other, animals, that do not form a part of our

meats.

Beanjour^ho travelled through the United States

in 1810, estimated the "general revenue" at only

350 millions—thus

Product of agriculture, 200 millions

forests, mines and waters, 25

manufactures, 100

foreign trade* 25

350

This is ridiculous. The whole amount that he gives (pitulation
would hardly half clothe and feed the people of the

U. States, as we shall see by and bye. He also esti-

mates the consumption as follows:

25,000,000 of quintals of grain,

25,000,000 do. potatoes,

200,0u0,000 of pounds of butter, .

1,500,000 head of horned cattle,

2,000,000 do. sheep,

2,000,000 do. hogs,

50,000,000 do. poultry, and

600,0011,000 bottles of wine, brandy and other li-

quors.
The whole value of real and personal property of

the U. States, in 1805, he estimates at 4,070,937,559
dollars.

Having noticed those authorities, which differ

nearly by a half, we shall now give a calculation in

our oiim way, which will, probably, differ very much
from both.

My own family, I think, presents me with a fair

medium between the rich and ihepoor, for the waste

or use of the substantial necessaries of life. It con-

sists of myself and my wife, 4 males between 16

and 20 years old, 2 from 14 to 15, 1 of 10 and 1 of

5; 2 women and my female child of 10 or 11—
in all 13- We use the very best wheat flour (extra

superfine) and buy the best pieces of the best meat;

but every thing is prepared in the simplest way
possible; and, in common, the whole family eats

only of one dish of meat—we always have full sup-

plies of fine vegetables, such as potatoes, turnips,

parsnips or cabbages, and the like, and all eat just
as much as they please, as most people do in the

United States.

I find that we use of flour, per day, PJbs.

Vegetables, and other substitutes for or

in lieu of bread, pies, puddings, &c.

of the value of 5lbs.

•\Zlbs.

Meat, fresh or salt, 6!bs.

Butter and lard, 1 $lbs. equal to Slbs.

Olbs.

With eggs, milk, &c

raised for the food of man) and the idea of its su*

perabundance will be lessened.
I therefore conclude that the people in general,

adults and children, eat sometliing as bread stuffs

equal to lib. each per day, and of meats (and fish,)

including the relishes they generally have, with their
coffee or milk in the town's and in the country, morn-
ing and evening, the quantity of l'b. per day. And
the amount for ench person, averaging grain, wheat,
rye and corn, at 125 cents per bushel, and the meat
(or fish in lieu of it) at 6 cents per pound, will lis

about as follows:

7$ bushels of grain or other vegetables,
of equal value, at 125 cents," 9 37£

281/6*. of meat, at 6 cent3, 16.86

26.23£
The fuel consumed, on the average, i3 equal to 1

cord of wood for every individual, including work-
shops, «c. and the drinks I have already estimated at
30 millions for all the people of the United States.
We shall use the data thus ascertained in the reca-

2. The next valuable product of agriculture is

the food of our horses ! This will seem strange to

many who have looked so much to foreign trade—
but it is not the less true because they never have

thought of it. I do not say any thing about other
kinds of stock, because the cattle and sheep, Z<c>

come into the quantity of our meats.
The only fact that we have to make an estimate

upon of the number of horses in the United States,
is the return of the marshal of the district of Penn-
sylvania in 1810; who gives them ::t 255,998. Ti fa

was, probably, far short of the real mlinber in that
state in that year; but Pennsylvania, from her local
situation and habits, has a far greater proportion of

hofses, according to her population, than any other
state; and rating the whole by her, we should have
had no less than 2,304,000 in 1810. Our brethren
of the eastern states wisely prefer oxen for their

farming businesses, and those of the south chiefly
cultivate their fields with slaves—so that, although
if we had taken Pennsylvania as a standard for the

whole, allowing wie horses to have increased with
the same rate as the people since 1810, we should
have had nearly three millions (2,962,285,) we can-
not admit that there are more than two, as given
in a former estimate—see. W. R vol. IX. p. 241.
Each horse, on an average, will consume 1^ tons of

hay and 45 bushels of grain per annum, (4 qts. per
day) on their equivalent.

3. Cotton has the third grade in value. This great
staple has grown up within a very few years In 1791
we exported only 189,316 lbs; in 1792, 13S,328 Ibsj
in 1793,487,600 lbs.,—ten years afier, 1803, we ex-

ported 41,105,623 lbs; in 1807, 64 millions; in 1810.,

93 millions; in 1815, 83 millions;—and for the year
ending with September 1816, nearly 82 millions, as

follows :

lbs. ets.

f2,046,790 at 27

9,900,326 at 47

If the amount of meats is thought too high, we

may add to it the value of the tallow consumed in

Candles, (which is apart of the product of animals

•If the persons were fed on stale dry bread, only,

perhaps the average w»uld not amount to $U>. for

each per day. But this is not the case In th-e United
States, and I hoje never" will be.

Uplands
Sea islands

Valued at

§24,106,000

lbs. 81,947,116
We have seen an anonymous estimate of the

whole erop of 1816—which gives us 320,000 bales

as the whole quantity raised, viz.

•The grain is rated at 6{)tbs. for the bushel—and
.from its product is deducted the loss and was'-? tff.

Its manufacture into ,flrniv rn* mpwfe
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Ih Virginia, .... 2,000 bales.

North Carolina, , . . 13,000
South Carolina, . . . 120,000

Georgia, . . . 110,000
Louisiana, Tennessee and Ken-

tucky, . 75,000

Which are valued thus—
290,000 bales upland at $75
30,000

"
sea island 115

320,000

22,050,000
3,450,000

£,25,500,000

The bale is not a determinate quantity. But we
are told that it may be averaged at 320lbs. This

estimate then would give us a product of only

102,600.000 lbs. The average of the four years ex-

port before the war, viz. for 1808, 1309, 1310 and

1811, was about 55 millions; but In 1815 we ex-

ported 83, and in 1816, 82 millions. We know that

the cultivation of this commodity has been greatly
extended; and if we can take 80 millions as the

surplus quantity over the home consumption, the

whole quantity raised can hardly be less than 120

or 130 millions— it having been estimated that our

factories could consume 27 millions, as they stood

in 1815. These have somewhat declined, perhaps,—
but Aowse.'it/J manufactures, as before observed, have

greatly increased; and we shall put down the crop
of hst year at 125 millions of pounds, of which 13

may have been sea-islands.

4. Of Tobacco we exported ih 1815, 85,337 hhds.

and in 1816, 69,241 hhds the last valued at

S12,809,000, or an average of 185 dollars per hhd.

For the yeas? 1808, 1809, 1810 and 1811, the average
v.-f.s somewhat more than 45,000 hhds. The culti-

vation was declining for several years before the war,
but has, since the peace, been far more rapidly ex-

tending
—and we may accept 70,000 hhds. as the

surplus quantity. The table before referred to esti-

mates the whole crop of last year at 127,000 hhds.
—valued as follows:

45,000 Virginia,
~> "*>

33,000 Louis'iia & Kentucky
7,000 North-Carolina,

7,590 South-Carolina,

7,500 Georgia, 3
30,000 Maryland, 90^
This gives an average of only SH4 P ei' hhd—§71
less than the treasury estimate of last year. But the

price of the article has decreased; and this may be a

pretty fair estimate of the quantity produced. The
export of manufactured tobacco is not worth taking
into the account.

5. Sugar is becoming a very important item in our

agriculture; and the time is close at hand when it

will nearly cease to be imported. Large tracts of

land are continually brought into the cultivation of

the cane. Mr. Darby tells us there are 250,000
acres in Louisiana fit to produce it. V/e have rea-

son to believe there is a much greater quantity than

that; but 250,000 acres, worked by 83,333 hands, at

one to three acres, calculated to produce 1000/6s.

per acre, would give us 250 millions of pounds !
—

a quantity that we should not know what to do with.

Besides, it succeeds well in Georgia and the most

southerly parts of South Carolina. At present, it

is the most profitable crop of the planter
—Mr. Dar-

by estimates the product, per hand, thus :

*This valuation is not at such a high rate as that

made at the treasury department, allowing the bales

to be of SC0/6-.'. weight each, as it is probable they
were rated at.

at #130

96
^14,562,000

at

Sugar at 8 cents per lb.. §240 per hand
Cotton 15 189

Indigo 100 140
Tobacco $10 per c-M. 107
Rice 6 per bbl 84

We have no certain returns whereby to calculate
the qnan'ity of sugar and molasses made in the
United States. In 1810, the marshals returned

9,665,108/bs. of maple sugar, and 9,671 hhds. from
the cane, together about 20 millions of pounds—
with 3,590 hhds. or 179.500 galls, molasses. The
quantity ofmaple sugar made has not, probably, in-

creased; but it ma} be safe to say that Louisiana.

now makes at least 30 millions from die cane.
6. Rice—ihe expert last year wis 137,843 'ierccs,

valued at 53,555,000, $26 per tierce, nearlv. For
the year 1809, '10, '11, and '12 the average" annual

export was about 115,000 tierce*. The estimate
before referred to, gives the whole- crop of 1816, as

being only 110,000* tierces, valued at S3,600,000.
The quantity we think cannot be less than 150,000.
But as its home consumption comes in lieu of wheat,

corn, and other grain, we shall consider it as al-

ready accounted for in the vegetable food we have

supposed was consumed. The cultivation of 'Act

appears to be declining.
7- Sheep's wool, henipTflax andflaxseed, must make

a large amount of value. Perhaps ^is high as 40
millions. But this is altogether "guess work."

8. The produce of the forest exported last year,
such as skins and furs, all sorts of lumber and tim-

ber, naval stores, and pot and pearl ashes, was va-

lued at §7,293,000. This amount is considered as

agricultural, because the labor required to prepare
the articles for market is chiefly of the agricultu-
ralists.

Having thus passed through the chief things in

detail, we shall endeavor to ascertain the portion
of labor that might be added to the business of

agriculture by abstaining from tlie following manu-
factures:

1. Spinning and weaving. 2. Works in iron, except
common smith's work. 3. Distilling and brewing.
4. In glass, clay, paper and paints. For these items

take in all that we talk of abandoning to make cut

our proposition.
It may be estimated that one fifth of the whole

population of the United States is capable bearing

arms; of course, of performing a day's labor in the

field. One-tenth of the whole, males over 45 and lad&

under 16, may be regarded as "half-hands "

We have 7,850,000 free persons and 1,350,000
slilVCS"-™

l-5th of 7,850,000 is 1,570,000
1-lOth is 785,000—£ of which is 392,500

1-2 of the whole number of slaves 675,000

Whole amount of day's labor 2,637,500

But not more than £ of the people are

engaged in agriculture
—the other £ are

mechanics and manufacturers, seamen,
fishermen and watermen—merchants, tra-

ders and shop-keepers, and other dealers,

in town and country, civil and military offi-

cers and men, lawyers, doctors and cler-

gymen, persons living »n income, &c.

The latter classes (merchants, &c.) may-

have in thenj unproductive labor to the

amount of 200,00<*

And the days' labor performed is 2,437,500

The cotton "manufacturing establishments in 1815

were estimated capable to manufacture the worth
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of 244 millions a year, including' tlie cost of 27 mil-

lions of lbs. of cotton—and of employing
1

, in all their

departments, 100,000 persons; 10,000 ofwhom were
males above 17 years old, 24,000 do. under that

ape—the rest, 66,000, women and female children.

Knowing
1 the ages of the boys employed in such

establishments to be, generally, from 8 to 12 years
old. only, we cannot estimate the day's labor in the
whole as equal to more than that of 16,000 hands,
lit for agricultural services. But, as much of the
work of those factories goes out in yarn, and is

afterwards spun by men, we shall rate them at

20,000, which is a large allowance.

culture. [I am, indeej, pleased to find that what
were chiefly suppositions, or my own calculations,
are so nearly supported by acknowledged facts.
It inspires me with a confidence that I may be toler-

ably correct.]
On the same principles, the woolen manufacturing

establishments afford us only §760, and, deducting
the value of the raw material, nearly §500 per land,
as above. Rut the rate of profit is'much greater in
the household manufactures; in which nearly all the

labor, except that of weaving, is performed by wo-
men who otherwise might not labor to any profit at

Taking the preceding estimates as data and
The woolen manufacturing establishments, in a.\making due allowance for the fact last stated, I have

report made to congress [see vol. X. p. 82] were\
caku!ated and do conclude, that the supply of 132

estimated to produce a value of 19 millions annu- jmillions
worth of cloths (of all sorts) made by the

ally, the raw material of which was worth 7 millions; | people of the United States to meet their own
and to employ constantly 50,000 persons, and occa-j

wants
J does not take from agriculture more than

sionallv 50,000 more. The average number may
have been 60,000; neither the ages nor the sexes of
those persons are mentioned—but, as the manufac-
ture of wool is less adapted to the labor of women
and children than that of cotton, we can suppose
that the male spinners, weavers, dyers, fullers,

shearers, &c. &c. may have possessed a quantity of
labor equal to that of 25,000 field hands.
From these elements we may, perhaps, be able

to get an idea of the whole quantity oflabor that

might be applied to agriculture by a retirement
from the manufactures stated.

We have calculated that it requires a value

equal to §178,500,000 to clothe the people of the
United States, to which we must add 15 millions
for all the great variety of stuffs needful to them in
theirfamily capacities—together 193,500,000.

Mr. Jinggs, in his inestimable letter to the chair-
man of the congressional committee on commerce
and manufactures, January, 1816, [see Weekly Re-
gister, vol IX. 389] ascertained that llie amount of

goods imported and consumed for clothing and of
cloth consumed for family purposes, in 1804, (for an

average) was equal to g5 for every parson in the
United States, at their official value 'or original cost
Ifwe were to judge by the imports of the year 1815
[see present vol. p. 186] the same result would
nearly appear—but there was an extra supply in

1815, for our manufactures have done something
since 1804, and a more reasonable estimate may
be at 4g per head.—

9,200,000 persons at $4* 36,800,000
Duties, charges, merchants' profits,

he. 40 per cent 14,720,000

861,520,000
Which, deducted from the whole cost of clothing

and all sorts of cloths, leaves nearly 132 millions to
be furnished by home manufactures.
The work in the cotton establishments, at the

rates slated, gives the great sum of $1225 for each
field hand,- so much of the labor being performed bv
machinery, attended by females and children whose
labor would otherwise be lost. Deducting the value

of the raw material, (7i millions for the whole) we
have §362£ for every such hand. (gj'Herein toe
see the real advantage of manufactures—and it will
not appear that ive ure veryfar from the truth, when it

is known to be generally believed that the labor of one
man, aided and assisted as he is by labor-saving machi-

nery and by women and children, has been generally con-
sidered as equal to that of four men employed in agri-

. *This would not be so great if luxury had not so
much increased—we are now retiring a little from
it.

102,000 hands, that might reasonably be expected
to labor in it—viz. 50,000 for manufactures in co<-

ton, &c. and 52,000 for those of wool; and they cre-
ate a home market for 45 millions of dollars worth of
wool, cotton and flax.

Our works in iron, other than common smith's

work, in glass, paper and earthen wares, and in the
distilleries and breweries, producing an annual va-
lue of 65 millions of dollars, (the most of the busi-
uess being performed by menJ require about 54,000
able hands; which, including the cost of the raw
materials and their waste, both of which is very
great, the vast capital employed, high wages paid,
with the tear and wear of costly machinery and ap-
paratus, appears to me to be reasonable—being at

the rate of §1200 per hand.
We have thus patiently waded through the chief

points that strike us as being very important to a
due consideration of the subject before us, and
shall proceed to our sum-nary, and haste to conclude
this long and laborious article.

-i

RECAPITULATION-.
We have seen that the cost of clothing and sup-

plying the people of the United States, as stated,
amounts to 310,000,000 dollars, per annum. It is

ueedlesss to repeat the items which make up the

this aggregrate.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

1. Grain and meat annually consumed—
9,200,000 persons at J^ bushels of

grain, at 125 cents per bushel, §#5,500,0 JO
The same at fft. of meat per clay,

281/6. per annum, at 6 cents 155,112,000
16,000,000 bush, rye, barley, &c. con-

sumed in the distilleries and brewe-

ries, at 75 cents, 12,000,000

253,612,000,
2. Food ofhorses.

—
2,000,000 horses at 1 $ tons of bay per
annum, at 10§ per ton 25,000,000

The same at 4qts of grain per day—
90,000,000 bushels, oats, corn 8cc. at

40 cents 36,000,000

3 Cotton—whole crop
112,000,000 lb upland—at 25 cents')

13,000,000—sea island S
i. Tobacco—whole crop

127,000 hhds. at the average value of

S120

61,000.000

33,850,000

15,240,000

* The cost of each horse at this reasonable rate,

is 314 dollars per annum.
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5. Susrar—whole crop
40',000,000 lbs. at 10 cents* 4,000,000

6. Rice—for exnort

110,000 tierces at g30 3,600,000

7. Sheep's wool, hemp, flax &r\cl flaxseed—
Supposed value 40,000,000

8. Miscellaneous—
Value of articles exported, and not in-

cluded in the preceding estimates,

Vegetable food:

Wheat, flour and biscuit 7,712,000
Indian corn and meal 1,646,000

Rye, qats, pulse, potatoes,

apples, &c 338.QQ0

Beef, tallow, hides, live cat-

tle

Butter and cheese

Pork, bacon, lard, live hogs
Horses and mules

Sheep

Other small items

9,596,C00

738,000
223,000

719,000
364,000
49,000

Let us see the result—
The clothing and supplies of the whole

people as detailed, are valued at
Food and grain for drinks are equal to
Food of their horses

310,000,0:;j;

253,612,000

61,000,000

2,093,000
350,000

first amount,
9. Product of the forest

—
Articles exported
1 cord of wood for each person, in-

cluding the quantity consumed in

manufactories, workshops, &c. (cut,
hut in the woods) at gl.50

Wood for other purposes than fuel

426,441,000

7,293,000

fl 3,800,000

|15,000,000

Total annual value of agricultural > 0469 534, nno
products 5

»***»

Now to shew what might be added to this pro-
duct by the abandonment of spinning and weaving,
and the works in iron, glass, paper and paints, and

of distilling and brewing.
Three fourths of all the labor of all the people of

'the United States, fitted for agriculture, is en-

ged in the business of agriculture, and furnishes us

with commodities worth' §426,441,080, exclusive of

the product of the forest, because the labor of

1000 men would do nothing, (according to our pre-

sent habits') to increase the quantity of timber. The
whole amount of days' labor performed, or that

may be performed, in the field is 2,437,500—three

fourths of which is 1,828,125, or about £233 per

hand,* which, at the present very high price of pro-

duce, may be nearly right.

To the first amount 426,441,000
Add the amount of labor equal to that

of 154,000 men, (the manufactures

ceasing as proposed) at §233 each 35,882,000

Add. again, for the labor of seamen, v

fishermen and watermen, snip-

wrights kc. 100,000 at g233
Product of the forest that might be

exported

462,323,000

23,300,000

9,000,000

Deduct

Annual balance

624,112,000

495,653,000

g 128. 459,000

If there are any errors of great magnitude in the

preceding, (and where so much depends upon opi-
nion many will be of opinion, no doubt, that there
are some, notwithstanding our earnest endeavors to
ascertain truth) I am confident that they are in favor
°f agriculture. The above balance must stand an-

nually against us by ceasing to manufacture the few

things named. It is for those that are opposed to
manufactures to shew how that balance is to be paid.
I say it is impossible, utterly impossible to pay it.

But we shall have to recur to this matter again as
we proceed to examine some of the rest of the pro-
positions, and dismiss it for the present.

proposition the second.
That if agriculture couldfurnish such surplus, thefo-

reign market -will not receive it one year in ten—
unless at such rates and on such terms as would beg.
gar vs. Wheat, at 50 cents a bushel, delivered on
our sea-board, for example, might, perhaps, general-
ly.find a market—but could -we raise it at that price ?

This requires only a very brief exposition. Ac-

cording to the preceding estimates we should have

nearly gl8f),000,000 worth of agricultural products
to spare*, There cannot be a steady foreign market
for it—and the surplus would be so great as to low-
er the price or value of the whole 50 per cent.

Every thing would be a perfect drug in the market.

PROPOSITION THE THIRD.
That the foreign market is never to be relied upon, and
may be lost altogether by war, &c.
No argument is necessary to demonstrate this pro-

position. The fact must be evident to every one.
The 4th proposition is interesting, and with the

5th, 6th and 7th, will make the subject of the next
number.

&r,d we have the capacity to produce "£ q-^5 553 00G
a value of 5

' '

*
30 millions from the cane and 10 from the ma-

ple. We have left out the value of this product in

the table of costs by cliarging only the amount of

foreign sugar consumed, but it is of no great conse-

quence."

-(These items, at market, are worth much more

t,<j gee nex,t,coJunfR,

than the amount stated—but the amounts given may
be about the value they are of to X.he farmer.
^The free laborers assisted by horses and oxen,

may earn more than this, but we must recollect that

almost one third ot the number of days' work we
have allowed to agriculture is performed by slaves.

Sugar, Mr. Darby says, may produce to the plan-
ter 240g per hand, cotton 184,—tobacco only 107—
which it is presumed is an addition to the culture
of their own bread stuffs, &c.

§These are added because the cost of their

maintenance is calcuated, and because the value of
their labor is estimated in the consumption of the

people.
* To pay 310,000,000 with, or exceedingly re-

trench our present expences.

Declaration of Independence.
Philadelphia, June 16th 1S17.

Messrs. William M'Corkle and Son,
Gentlemen—Several applications have been recent-

ly made to me to state the errors which I had ob-

served, and often mentioned, in the publications of
the names of the members of the continental con-

gress, who declared in favor of the independence of

the United States, on the 4th of July, 1776—1 have
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not at present sufficient health and leisure o> reply i

on comparing- the names published, as subscribed to

severally to each application. There can be but one the declaration of independence, he observed a va-

torrect statement of facts: one public statement,

therefore, through the press, will serve the pur-

pose of tfie gentlemen who have made the request,
and may also g ive satisfaction to the mil is ofothers,
who have turned their thoughts upon the subject.
If I am correct in my statement, it may be of use!

nance, and the omission in some publications, of
the name of Thomas M'Kean; having procured a

certificate from the secretary of state that the name
of Thomas M'Kean was affixed in his own hand writ-

ed to the original declaration of independence,
though omitted in the journals of congress, Mr.

to future historians; if not, my errors can be readily Dallas then requested an explanation of this cir-

corrected. I wish, therefore, by means ofyour pa-
' cumstance from me, and from my answer to this

per, to make the following statement of the facts application, the following extracts were ak^n and
within my knowledge, relative to the subject of en-

j

published by Mr. Dallas in the appendix to the first

quiry. 1
volume of his edition of the laws.

On Monday, the 1st day of July, 1776.vthe argu-' "For several years past I have been taught to

ments in congress for and against the declaration; think less unfavorable of scepticism than formerly.
of independence, having been exhausted, and tiie : So many things have been misrepresented, mistated
measures fully considered, the congress resolved

itself into a committee of the whole; the question
was put by the chairman, and all the states voted in

the affirmative, except Pennsylvania, which was in

the negative, and Delaware, whic > was equally h-

vided Pennsylvania at that time had seven mem-

and erroneously printed (with seeming authenticity)
under my own eye, as in my opinion to render those
who doubt of every thing, :!0' altogether inexcusa-
ble. The publication of the declaration of indepen-
dence on the 4th of July, 1776, as prin ed in the

journals of congress, vol 2, p^ge 242, &c. and also

bers, vfz. John Morton, Benjamin Franklin, James
|

in the acts of most public bodies since, so far as re-

Wilson, John Dickinson, ltobert Morris, Thomas i spects the names ofthe delegates or deputies who

Willing, and Charles Humphreys. All were present) made the declaration, has led to the above reflec-

ts the first of July, and .he three first nam "'d voted
j

tion. By the printed puMieations referred to, it

for the declaration of independence, the remaining »'ould appear as if the fif i-five gentlemen, whose
four against it. The state of Delaware had three| names are there printed, and none other, were on
memb is, Cxsar Rodney,. George Re d, nd m se-'. that day, personally present in congress, and assent-

George Read and I were present. I voted for it, ing to the declaration; whereas the truth is other-

George Head against it. When the president re-;
wise. The following gentlemen were not members

sumed the chair, the chairman of the committee of|on the 4th of July, i776, namely, Matthew Tiorn-
the whole made his report, which was not acted 'ton, Benjamin Rush, George Clymer, James Smith,

upon till Thursday, the 4th of July. In the mean
j George Taylor, and George Ross, esquires. The

time I had written to press the attendance of Cxsar i
five last named were not chosen delegates until the

Rodney, the third delegate from Delaware, who ap- : 20th of that month; the first, not until the 12th day

peared early on that day at the state house, in this
j

of September following, nor did he take his seat in

place. When the congress assembled, the question
was put up on the report of the committee of the

whole, and approved by every state. Of the mem-
bers from Pennsylvania, the three first, as before,

voted in the affirmative, and the two last in the

negative. John Dickinson and Robert Morris were
not present, and did not take their seats on that day.
Cxsar Rodney, for the state of Delaware, voted with

me in the affirmative, and George Read in the nega-
tive.

Some mor.ths after this, I saw printed publications
of the names of those gentlemen, who had, as it was

congress, until the 4th of November, which was four

months after. The journals of congress, vol. 3d,

p..ge 277 and 442, as well as those of the assembly
of the state of Pennsylvania, page 53, and of the

general assembly of New-Hampshire, establish these
facts. Although the six gentlemen named, had
been very active in the American cause, and some
of them, to my own knowledge, warmly in favor of
its independence, previous to the day on which it

was declared, yet I personally know that none of
them were in congress on that day.

"Modesty should not rob any man of his jus.t

said, voted for the declaration of independence, and honor, when, by that honor, his modesty cannot be

observed that my own name was omitted. I was notaj offended. My name is not in the printed journal of

little surprised at, nor could I account for the omis- i congress, as a party to the declara' ion of indepen-
sion; because I knew that on the 24th of June pre- . deuce, and this like an error in t> e first concoction,

ceding, the deputies from the committee of Permsyl
'

has vitiated most ofthe subsequent publications, and

vania, assembled in the provincial conference held at
j

yet the fitct is, that I was then a member of congress
the Carpenter's Hall, Philadelphia, which had met on tor the state of Delaware, was personally present
the 18th, and chosen me their president, had unani- ! in congress, and voted in favor of the independence
mousiy declared their Willingness to concur in a! on the 4th day of July, 1776, and signed the decla-

voteof the congress, declaring the United Colonies
[ ration, after it had been engrossed on parchment.

free and independent states, and lu.d ordered their

declaration to be signed, and their president to de-

liver it to congress, which accordingly Idid the day

following; 1 knew also, that a regiment of associa

where my name, in my own hand writing still ap-

pears. Henry Wisner of the state ofNew-York was
also in congress and voted for independence

"I do not know how the misstatement in the print-

tors, of which I was colonel, had, at the end of May |
ed journals has happened. The manuscr.pt public

before, unanimously made the same declaration.— j journal, has no names annexed to the declaration

These circumstances were mentioned, at the time

to gentlemen of my acquaintance. The error re-

mained uncorrected till the year 1781, when 1 was

appointed to publish the laws of Pennsylvania, to

which I prefixed the declaration of independence,
and inserted my own name, witji the names of my
colleagues. Afterwards, in 1797, when the late

A. J Dallas, esq. then secretary of the common
wealth, was appointed to publish an edition of laws,

of independence, nor has the secret journal; but it

appears by the latter, that on the 19 h day of July,
1776, the congress directed that it should be en-

grossed on p rchment, and signed by every member,
and that it was so produced on the 2d or' August,
a.id signed. This is interlined in the secret journal,
in the hand writing of Charles Thomson esq the se-

cretary. The present secretary of state of the Uni-

ted States, and myself, have lately jnspee'.ea the
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journals, and ssen this, The journal was first print-,
them the chief magistrate of the nation, in the oa-

ed by Mr. John Dunlap, in 1778, and probably copies
with, the n-uiies then signed to it were printed in

August 1776, and that Mr. Dunlap printed the

names fiom one of them."

Your most obedient servant

THOS. M'KEAN*

The President's Tour.
The president reached Trenton on the evening

of the 7ih inst. where he was received by the muni-

cipal authorities, volunteer companies, and a large
concourse of other citizens—the bells were rung,

afue de joie fired, &o. The following extempore ad-

dress was delivered to him by the recorder :

" The mayor and city council, and, through us,

the citizens of Trenton, present to you, sir, their

most unfeigned respects
—

congratulating you on

your arrival, and give you a most cordial welceroe
to this city, the scene, sir, of some of the services

you have rendered our country.* We most siucere-

ly wish you the enjoyment of health, a long life,

x,v\ a prosperous administration."

To which the president spontaneously replied :

" I feel very sensibly this kind attention on the

p:-.rt of the authorities of the city of Trenton—the

place where the hopes of the country were revived

in the war of the revolution by a signal victory ob-

tained by the troops under the command of general
Washington, after a severe and disastrous campaign.
I :un well acquainted with the patriotism of the

citizens of Trenton, and, indeed, of Jersey, for none

Jpacity
of a private citizen, reposing himself, with

jjust
confidence, on the affections of a generous peo-

me, and are happy to embrace this opportunity, in

(behalf of themselves and their fellow-citizens, to

.express to him the high sense they entertain of his

private virtues and public services.
i Called by the voice of a nation of freemen to the
first office in their power to bestow, you can pos-
sess no higher evidence of their approbation ofyour
past conduct, and of their confidence in the "able
and faithful discharge of the important duties as.

signed to your present station. Nothing can add
to the force of this testimony, founded, as it is, with
uncommon unanimity on the sense of a free and
enlightened people.
We learn, with great satisfaction, that your pre-

sent tour is connected with the object of carrying
into effect the measures of general defence propos-
ed by the congress of the United States, and that

you have deemed them of sufficient importance to
merit your personal attention. On this subject, per-
mit us to say, that our citizens feel a deep and lively
interest. Tltis state, from its local situation and
extensive frontier, is peculiarly subject to become
the theatre of war; and the city of New-York, while
it affords the strongest temptation, is much exposed
from its natural position to the attempts of a fo-

reign enemy; although, in the late contest, it has
not actually been assailed, we may presume it may,
without arrogance, be said, that the extraordinary
and spirited exertions of our citizens, powerfully

supported by the patriotic efforts of the people of
this and a neighboring state, taught the enemy tosuffered move, or displaced greater patriotism, in

our revolutionary contest. 1 beg you to accept rny|
believe that such an attempt could not be made

he^ wishes for your continued prosperity and hap-
Wl^ impunity. The wisdom of our government is

pmess."
At J\*ev-lfruns\oick, the president's arrival was

announced by a discharge of cannon, the ringing of

bells, Sic. He was received by a very respectable
committee of the citizens and escorted into the
town by the volunteer companies. He remained
here only an hour, during which the patriotic people
of that place vied with each other in tendering him
the most respectful attentions.

O.-i the. evening of the 9th, the president arrived
at the seat of the vice-president, on Staten island,
under a salute from the batteries, the Saranac sloop
of war, and the cutter. He spent the next dav with
the vice-president, and in visiting the military
works in the vicinity, and on the 11th. entered the

city of New-York, accompanied by the vice-presi-
dent, general Swift, captains Evans and Biddle, of
the navy, Sec. He landed at the Battery under a

salute, and then reviewed the troops paraded on
the occasion, Sec. &c. &c. Suffice

displayed in the measures now undertaken to pro-
vide, in time of peace, the security required in war;
and we feel the highest confidence that, under your
auspices, that security will be afforded for every
future emergency. The present happy condition of
our country in general demands our highest grati-
tude to the Supreme Ruler of events, and opens to
our view great and interesting prospects. In a state

of profound peace, after a conflict, in which the

rights of the nation have been vindicated, and the
honor of the American name been exalted, we see
a great people united amongst themselves—devoted
to a government of their own choice—possessing a

country as fertile as it is extensive—evincing a spi-
rit of enterprise in the various employments of agri-
culture, commerce and manufactures, ardent in the

pursuit of science and in cultivating the arts which
adorn civilized society, and advancing in popula-
tion, power and wealth, with a rapidity hitherto

unexampled. The destinies of such a people, withit to sav, that

every respectful and delicate attention was n;Jd to the blessings of Providence, cannot be anticipated
him during his stay at New-York. ^d defy calculation.

THE MAIOH8 ADDRESS
To the President of the United States.

SIR—The mayor, aldermen and commonalty, of
the city of New-York, beg leave to present to vou
their sincere congratulatioiis on your arrival in this

city.
It is with pride and pleasure thattheysee amongst

*The venerable writer of this article, died at Phi-
ladelphia on the ^4th instant. He was, we believe,
the last surviving member of the "stamp act con-

gress," held in 176J.
* Mr. Monroe received a wound at the battle of

Trenton, in the revolutionary war, that confined
h;m nearly nine weeks.

It is your happiness, sir, to have commenced your
administration at a period thus propitious and inte-

resting; and we have no doubt it will be your great
ambition to bestow on those important objects all

the patronage in your power, and justify the high
expectations which, have been formed.

That the pleasing prospects we have indulged
may be happily realized, and that your administra-

tion may, in all respects, effectually promote the

best interests of the United States, and that you
may long live to witness the prosperity ofyour coun-

try and enjoy the esteem of a virtuous people, is

the ardent wish of those on whose behalf 1 have the

honor to address you.
In behalf of the corporation of this city. 1 have
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the honor to be, with sentiments of the highest meeting of the society for the encouragement of
Domestic Manufactures, the president, (the vice-

president of the U. S.) in the chair—Mr. Monroe
was unanimously elected and, with much attention.

esteem, your obedient servant,
J. RADCLIFF

THK rnESIPENT's ANSWER.
To t(ie Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New- York.

Fellow-citizens—In performing a duty, enjoined
on me by the constitution and laws of the United

States, 1 cannot express the satisfaction which I

derive from the intercourse to which it leads, with

so many of my fellow-citizens—and from the op-

portunity it affords, to beh,old in person, the bless,

ings which an all-gracious Providence has extended

to them. In executing the laws which congress
have wisely adopted for the national defence, the

Atlantic and inland frontiers of this state, by their

exposed situation, are entitled to particular atten-

tion.— I am aware, too, that this populous and

flourishing city, presents, in time of war, a strong

temptation to the cupidity of an invading foe. It

is in the spirit of the laws, which I am called to

execute, it is in the spirit of the people whom I

represent, to provide amply for the security of

every part, according to the danger to which it is

exposed. In performing this duty, I shall endeavor

to be their faithful organ.
The present prosperous condition of our country

is, as you justly observe, the best proof of the ex-

cellence of our constitutions, and of the wisdom
with which they have been administered.

It affords, too, a solid ground on which to in-

dulge the most favorable anticipations as to the

future. An enlightened people, educated in the

principles of liherty and blessed with a free go-
vernment—bold, vigorous and enterprising in the

pursuit of every just and honorable attainment—
united by the strong ties of a common origin, of

interest and affection—possessed of a vast and
fertile territory

—improving in agriculture, in the

arts and manufactures—extending their commerce
to every sea—already powerful, and rapidly in-

creasing in population, have every inducement and

every means whereby to perpetuate these blessings
to the latest posterity.
The honorable termination of the late war, where-

by the rights of the nation were vindicated, should
not lull us into repose

—the events attending it show
our vulnerable points, and it is in times of peace
that we ought to provide by strong works for their

defence. The gallantry and good conduct of our

army, navy and militia, and the patrioi ism of our

citizens, generally, so conspicuously displayed is

that war, may always be relied on. Aided by such

works, our frontiers will be impregnable.
Devoted to the principles of our government from

my earliest youth, and satisfied that the great bles-

sings which we enjoy, are, under Divine Providence,

imputable to that great cause, it wilt be the object
of ray constant and zealous efforts to give to those

principles their best effect—should 1 by these ef-

forts, contribute in any degree to the happiness of

my fellow-citizens, I shall derive from it the highest
gratification of which my mind is susceptible.

JAMES MONROE.
After the ceremonies of the address, the presi-

dent received the visits of the Cincinnati—and at

5 o'clock sat down to dinner at his quarters with

received as a member. To an address from Mr.
Tompkins on the occasion, he replied very prompt-
ly and earnestly—" that he was sensible of the ho-
nor conferred on him by this very respectable socie-

ty-
—As to its object, the promotion, of domestic

manufactures, he was heartily friendly to it, as to

every other measure that lessened our "dependence
on foreign nations for articles ofuecessity—In favor-

ing manufactures, we befriended the prosperity of
the country with which they were intimately asso-

ciated, and furthered the great purpose of the re-

volution—(independence. Such, he said were his

opinions and disposition; but how far it would-be
in his power to carry the wishes of the society into

effect, depended on circumstances which no indi-
vidual could assure himself of controling or regu-
lating.
The society then proceeded with its business,

on a report from the committee of correspondence,
&.C.—After which the president retired, ike.

The following is a copy of the address of th»
state Cincinnati delivered to the president.
To James JMunroe, president of the United Stater.
" Sir—The New York society of Cincinnati, take

this opportunity, when your important duties, as
chief magistrate ofthe United States, have procured
for this city the honor of a visit, to present to you
the assurances of their respect and of their cordial

disposition to support with all their power the mea'
sures which the wisdom of the government shail

adopt to promote the honor and welfare of our be.
loved country.
"Your presence, sir, recals those patriotic emo-

tions in which the society of Cincinnati originated;
and as a distinguished individual among the offi-

cers of the revolutionary war, of which the society
was composed, you are associated with the pleasing
recollections, which we cherish of the result of
that ardent struggle." We beg you to accept our sincere wishes for

your personal happiness, and the assurance of our
high esteem and consideration."
To which the president made the following reply." The opportunity which my visit to this city, in

the discharge of important public duties, has pre-
sented of meeting the New York society of Cincin-

nati, with many of whom I was well acquainted in

our revolution, affords me heart felt satisfaction.

It is impossible to meet any of those patriotic citi-

zens, whose valuable services were so intimately con-
nected with that great event, without recollections
which it is equally just and honorable to cherish.
In your support of all proper measures for the
national defence, and advancement of the public
welfare, I have the utmost confidence, Those
whose zeal and patriotism were so fully tried, in

that great struggle, will never fail to rally to the
standard of their country, in any emergency.

JAMES MONROE?'
Address ofDe Witt Clinton, Esq. to the president, on

his induction into the institution of the Literary uv.d

Philosophical society.

"Sin—As it has been the usage of this society to

the vice-president, De Witt Clinton, Rufus King, \

enrol among its members such characters as are
&c. and his old companions in arms, gen. Stevens 'distinguished for their virtues, their intellectual

col. Willet, and col. Piatt, and other gentlemen, 'powers, and their literary attainments, it affords me
In the evening the public buildings were illumina-j great pleasure to inform you that you have bec
ted. unanimously admitted an honorary member—the
The day following he visited the. public works, highest honor in our power to bestow—ar.d it is

Institutions, fcc'i In the evening, there was a special' peculiarly gratifying to find that en this occa-jio..
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the honor which is conferred is reflected on the

institution.

"Viewing", in the course of your past life, the

certain pledge of an able and patriotic administra-

tion, we are fully persuaded that you will always

keep steadily in view the great interests of litera-

ture and science, as inseparably identified with the

lienor, the glory, and the prosperity of our coun-

try."
To which the president made an extempore re-

ply, nearly in the following language.
"Sir— I cannot express the sensibility I feel upon

this occasion.

"The high honor thus unanimously conferred, by
the members of this respectable institution, will

ever be cherished by me with grateful recollection;

nor can I be insensible to the nattering manner in

which you, sir, have communicated this expression
of their kindness.

"I beg leave to assure you, and the members of

this association, that as far as my influence may ex-

tend, it shall be exerted in promoting the interests

of science and literature, as among the most effi-

cient means of preserving the integrity of our re

publican form of government, and the honor of our

country."

On the morning of the 14th he left New York in

the steam boat for West Point. He appears to have

won the hearts of the good people of the city by
his republican plainness, ease and simplicity.
On the 18th instant, havuig returned from West

Point, he embarked on board the Steam Frigate,
under the discharge of her cannon, to visit the for-

tifications below. This immense vessel stemmed
the tide with great speed. After viewing the works,
he proceeded to his late lodgings with the vice-pre-

sident, and the next day visited Harlem Heights.
In all these excursions he was attended by the most

distinguished citizens—and volunteer salutes every

(£/*Great preparations for his reception are malt-
ing at the places that it is expected h* will visit.

Of this it may be said, vires acquirit undo. The
governor of Massachusetts and the people of Bos-

ton, seem particularly zealous to receive him in

stile.

Battle of Trenton.
Extract from the 1st vol. chap. 8, page 129, of

Wilkinson's JUemalrg.
"It was broad day, and the storm beat violently

in our faces. The attack had commenced on the

left, and was immediately answered by colonel
Stark in our front, who forced the enemy's picket
and pressed into the town; our column being close
at his heels. The enemy made a momentary shew
ef resistance by a wild and undirected fire from
the windows of their quarters, which they abandon-
ed as we advanced, and made an attempt to form in

the main street, which might have succeeded but
for a six-gun battery opened by captain T. Forest,
under the immediate order of general Washington,
at the head of King's street, which annoyed the ene-

my in various directions; and the decision of capt.
William Washington, who, seconded by lieutenant
James .Itonroe, (now president of the United States)
led the advanced guard of the left column, perceiv-

ing that the enemy were endeavoring to form a bat.

tery, rushed fir-ward, drove the artillerists from their

guns, and took two pieces in the act of'filing.
"These officers were both wounded in the charge;

the captain in the wrist—the lieutenant through the

shoulder. These particular acts of gallantry have
never b>"-en noticed, and yet thei/ coidd not have been

too highly appreciated; for if the enemy had got his

artillery into operation, in a narrow street, it might
have checked our movement, and g.ven him time
to form and reflect; and if he had retired across

the bridge in his rear, and taken post, he would

where greeted him. When he visited the state I have placed a defle between us, which, in our half-

ai-senal, says the Columbian, "which is under the naked, halffrozen condition, he ought to have de-

care of major M'Laughliti, he was received under fended against our utmost efforts; and we in turn

a salute of 13 guns by the Veteran Artillery Company, \ might have been compelled to retreat, which would have

captain Chapman—This salute was fired from two i
beenfatal to us.''

6-pounders, which, it is said, were taken at Trenton,

by a part of the corps under the command of colo

nel (then lieutenant) M<>nroe. After a very minute

inspection of the arms, Sac. &c. in every part of the

building, the president reviewed the corps of Vete-

ran Artillery, and seerned greatly delighted at meet-

ing so many revolutionary soldiers. On his depar-
ture, captain Chapman saluted him with 13 guns
more."

Among other resolutions of the corporation to

honor him was the following:
"Resolved, That his excellency* be requested to

honor this corporation by sitting for his portrait, to

be placed in the gallery of portraits belonging to

die common council."

Winged Gudgeons.
This case is important to almost all persons inte-

rested in machinery
—which has induced U9 to

give it a place.
LAW CASE—KIRK vs. WITHERS.

District court of United States for the district of

Maryland, held the 5th June 1817, judge Houston

presiding. Gen. Harper and I. Pnrviance esqrs.
for the petitioner, gtn. Winder and T. Kell, esqs.
for the respondent.

This was a case of application to vacate a patent
obtained by the respondent, August 24, 1813, for

the exclusive right to the -'cast iron wing-gudgeon,''
On the 20th, in company with several of the citi- .which has been generally used in all machinery

zens, he left New-York in the steam-boat for New- where wooden axles or revolving shafts are requisite

Haven, where he arrived in the evening. The for performing the movements, and which, it is

shore was thronged on his arrival; he was received

by gov. Jf'olcott, with his horse guards, and by seve-

ral independent companies of militia, under federal

salutes, and with the ringing of bells, and every
demonstration of attention and respect, by the peo-
ple of all parties. The next day he was to review
the troops, visit die gun-factory, college, '&c.

known, has been in common use in this country, as

well as in Europe, for half a century past.
The validity of the patent was impeached, on the

ground of usage, long before the patentee's sup-
posed discovery of the invention.

By the decision of the court in this case, the

patent of Withers is now confined to what he terms—~
'—-

i an improvement, by bevelling or sloping one side to

•They seem exceedingly fond of this word in New- each wing of the edge nearest to the neck of the
York. We meet it sometimes five or six times in gudgeon so as to leave that edge about half as thick
twice as many lines, in seme of the newspapers. on the innerpart adjoining the body of the gudgeon
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as il is on the outer part connected with the

bands which bind the gudgeon and shaft together;

-.he other edge remaining of an uniform thickness.

Tie e.rpressely
abandons all claim to the general

principle of the winggudgeon, as usually made,- either

with a bevel on both sides of each wing running

Thinner towards the neck of the gudgeon or with

out any bevel or variation in the thickness of the

wings. . , ,

The testimony of several experienced and re-

spectable mill-wrights and mechanics before the

court, united in expressing the belief, that no bene-

fit could arise from the alleged improvement of

Withers; and some of them expressed a belief that

his alteration is injurous; in other words, that the

improvement makes the common wing-gudgeon
worse. It certainly makes the wing weaker, and

consequently more liable to be broken off in driving

The judge very strongly intimated his private
opinion "that the improvement relied on by Wi-
thers was not useful, and consequently not a patent-
able improvement under the patent law." tti other

words, that it was a mere alteration, and not an

improvement. But he thought that he could not,
under the summary proceeding deoide on the point,-
or pronounce the alleged improvement not to be
useful; that being in his opinion the proper pro-
vince of a jury.

—He also appeared to doubt whe-
ther the terms "obtained surreptitiously or by false

suggestions," on which the summary proceeding
was founded, and which tlte law uses in describing
the cases in which proceedings may be employed,
could apply to a ease like this, where there was
some alteration, and a machine before in use or pub-
licly known, was not exactly copied.

His doubts on this subject was the stronger, inas-

the wedges; an accident which sometimes happens |

much as none of the witnesses had seen the gud-
to those of the usual form, notwithstanding all the

care that can be used in driving.

Withers rested the merit of his pretended improve-

ment on two points,

1st, "That the gudgeon made on this plan may
be fastened with four wedges instead of eight,"

which the common gudgeon requires, if this

were true the advantage would be perfectly insig

nificant. Every mill-wright can judge how much

or rather how little would be saved in making a

water wheel, by inserting only four wedges in the

end of the shaft instead of eight.

2d, "That from the slope or bevel which the wing up the pretended invention of Withers, and to in

has towards the body of the gudgeon From the form millers, millwrights, and others concerned,

outer edge, the wedges in driving will tend that it is not for the -winged gudgeon in common vse

downwards towards the body of the gudgeon, and that he now states himself to h'-ve obtained a pa-

thus keep it more firmly fixed in its central posi-| tent, but for an alteration believed to be merely
tion." I

in form and wholly useless.

Whether the tending downwards of the wedges as
j

If, however, those who understand the difference

thus described, would produce this effect, is far! between his improved gudgeon and that in com-

from being clear; but is quite certain that the
ef-j

mon use think fit to pay him for a licence to use

feet may be easily and completely produced with.! his, it is their own affair.

the common gudgeon, without the aid of Wither's The object is to let all understand that his claim

pretended improvement.

geon in use which Withers no-v chums, and they
were consequently unable to pronounce positively,
or from actual experience or observation on its

inutility.
On these grounds the judge dismissed the sum-

mary proceeding, and left Withers to try the validi-

ty of his patent, if he should think fit, by actions

at law, against such persons as may use his improve-
ment without licence.

This statement is made to put the public on its

guard against those misrepresentations of this de-
cision by which it may be attempted to bolster

up the pretended invention of Withers, and

Any workman will see

a moment that if you wish to make a wedge tend
is founded wholly on this alleged improvement-,
and that his patent does not include the common

downwards, in driving horizontally, all that you j wing gudgeon,
'nave to do is to bevel the iiedge or make it thicker | (Xj=vVote.

—As a further evidence of the fraud

at one edge than at the other, and then place the|practised under cover of the patent above mention-

thick edge downwards in driving, making at the ed, by Withers and his agents, ia collecting of

same time, the opening into which it is to be driven) many who, from the ambiguity or indefinite terms

wider below than above, which is most easily done
(

of the specification of said patent, supposed it to

by using a bevelled chisel to make the opening. j completely embrace the common wing gudgeon, that

Consequently it is manifest that the pretended im-j every mill more or less makes use of, and for which

provement is a mere alteration and not an improve- 1 they demanded and received payment of the pro-

ment; and the act of congress expressly declares, i prietors, hereunto is subjoined an extract of a

that a mere "alteration in the form or proportion of] letter from Wm. Thornton, Esq. superintendant of

an instrument or machine, shall not be the foundu-
\
the Patent Office, Washington, written on the lOlh

tion of a patent," and the patent of Withers is there- ! of June, 1817, in answer to one which was written

fore clearly void. So he will find, should he ever i by Caleb Kirk, of Brandywine, near Wilmington,
attempt to enforce it by an action at law for its in- Delaware, on the 7th of the same month, for in-

fringement, formation relative to the patent of Michael With-

But this it is confidently believed lie will never ers.

do. He will content himself as he has hitherto' "Though it would, at all times, give me much
done, with getting paid for his pretended improve- {satisfaction

to be able to defend poor ingenious pa-

ment, by such persons as may ignorantly or in-, tentees from the numerous impositions of the pub-

cautiously consent to pay him, under the impression ! lie, yet being as much bound in conscience to de-

that his patent embraces, and rightfully embraces
the wing-gudgeon, commonly in use. In this man-
ner he has already gotten some money. It is to be

hoped that afer the recent proceeding in the dis-

trict court he will thus get no more.
Tne object of that proceeding was to vacate his

patent in a summary way, on the ground that it had
been obtained l 'sm reptiiibutlij or by false sugget-
(tons."

fend the public against direct and wilful imposi-
tions of patentees, I hesitate not to express my sur-

prise that the patent of Michael Withers was not
set a side; for though the second section of the pa-
tent law (laws of the U. S vol. 2, p. 20,) admits
that patents may be taken out for improvements in

the principle of any machine, and that the patentee
shall, in such cases, be confined to the improvement,

yet the same section expressly says that "simply
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changing the form, or the prooortion of* any ma-

chine or composition of matter in any degree, shall

not be deemed a discovery;" and therefore it is pre-

sumed is not considered as, patent able; or ifpatented
not defensible.—The winded gudgeon, as made by

Withers, has been in use for forty years; but to ob

tain a patent he only bevels one edge of the wings
'

Instead of both.—This is no change in the principle.
It is a small alteration by omission; in the same way
three wings would be an alteration from four; and

99 cogs in a wheel an alteration from a 100; but such

alterations would not be considered in the patent
law as inventions. This alteration in the gudgeon
is neither an invention nor improvement; and none

but a gudgeon can purchase a patent right for such

a.gudgeon. At the utmost the decision mentioned
to me can allow only the privilege of having any

impositions practised under his patent, decided by
juries; and can admit no power of selling more than

the alteration, which nobody will buy.
—When his

patent was first granted, I objected to it, as a gross

imposition (but there is no discretionary power in

granting patents) and informed him there were about

four thousand winged gudgeons in the public works
at the navy yard, in this city. He went and saw them—but was afraid to make any claim because he
would have been published as an impostor.

—Mr.
"William 0. Newton, of Alexandria, his agent,
knows all this, and much more.—He has, neverthe-

less, charged and extorted money from many of the
millers in various parts ofthe United States for the

right to use the common winged gudgeon, under
Withers' patent, which is not sustainable in any
court ofjustice; and if the patent now under consi-

deration can only be supported in consequence of

deviation from the common gudgeons, he will, of

course, be liable to a warrant or a suit to recover
the money paid, in every case where he has thus frau

dulently charged for the use of the common winged
gudgeon— for this is expressly contrary to the let-

ter and spirit of the law—and this construction is

applicable to the sale of all patent rights thus ob-

tained."

Hessian Fly—Lawler "Wheat.
At a meeting of the cultivators of the Lawler

wheat, and others, at New Baltimore, on the 27th

day of May, 1817, it was on motion resolved, that
iu consequence ofthe providential exemption which
this wheat has experienced in this and former years
from the ravages of the Hessian fly, in this neigh-
borhood, a duty is imposed on the cultivators of it

to endeavor to' render this blessing as diffused as

possible. That a principal means of effecting that

object, will be to give publicity to the evidences
of the fact: wherefore, it is alsoresolved, that it is

proper to appoint a committee to prepare such a
statement of facts on the subject of the Lawler
wheat, as are notoriously within the knowledge of
the people of this neighborhood, and which mavbe
substantiated by incontrovertable testimony, if re-

quired, together with such certificates of experi-
ments of a special nature, as may be deemed wor-

thy of notice; and that the said committee report
the same to a meeting to be held on Saturday
next the 31st inst. at Bucklar.d, Prince William
connty.

^

The following gentlemen, to wit: John
Love, Thomas llunton, Gerrard Alexander, sen.

George B. Pickett, Griffin Stith, Martin Maddux,
and Owen Thomas, being named and present, con-
sented to serve as a committee, aha the meeting
adjourned MARTIN MADDUX, Sec.

WM. S MOONEY, Cl'k.

The committee to whom was assigned, by a meet-
ing held at New- Baltimore on the 27th inst; the
duty of preparing such a statement of facts, in re-
lation to the kind of wheat called the Lawler wheat
as are notoriously within the knowledge of the peo-
ple of this neighborhood, together with special cer.
tificates ofexperiments made, in proof of this wheat
not being subject to injury from the Hessian fly,
nave endeavored, in the best manner the time limit- •

ed would allow them, to preform that duty; and re-

port—that the following facts are notorious in this

neighborhood, and can be supported by the testi-

mony of many respectable men, to wit: that thi>
wheat was introduced among us in the year 1810,
in a small quantity, by James Lawler, (since dead)
and who stated, that he had procured it in Chester
county, in Pennsylvania,, where it was called Jontj'
while wheat, and was said not to suffer injury from
the Hessian fly: That it has been propagated with
some attention in this neighborhood, and in the
course of its cultivation, including the present sea-
son, has not been injured by the Hessian

fly; That
the present crop of it i 3 ofluxuriant growth, in pro-
portion to the land, and promises an abundant
harvest, while every other kind of wheat is injured
'in a most serious degree. It is a smooth headed
white wheat, of tall growth, nearly on a medium be-
tween rye and the bearded wheats; later from three
to six days than the golden beard, when sowed at
the same time, and when the fly has not injured the
bearded kind; but from, that circumstance this year,
appears to be in an equal state of forwardness with
the best bearded wheat, it having met with no ob-
stacle to its growth, and the season having been
good. A peculiarity of general notoriety is, that
of its appearance of firing, to a very great degree,
soon after the commencement of the spring growth;
the lower blades, which seem only to have been in-

tended to survive the winter, turn yellow and die,
without affecting the stock. There has been con-

stantly found in it a few grains of a red chaff wheat,
the grain a deep red; this kind of wheat is subject
to injury from the fly, as experiments have shewn..
The committee have thought proper to confine their

report to statements of a general nature, rather

choosing to submit to the test of investigation, if

dfemed necessary by any one, their individual re-
lations of more particular matters, belonging to the
the subject, and therefore refer to such statements,
together with those of others, who have presented
the results of their experiments and observations.

JOHN LOVE,
THOMAS HUNTON,
GERHARD ALEXANDER, sen.

GEORGE B. PICKETT,
GRIFFIN STITH,
MARTIN MADDUX,
OWEN THOMAS.

I have sowed the Lawler wheat for four years past on the Buck-
land farm, and hare never known the crop'injured by the Hessian
fly: this year it has an unusually healthful and abundant appear-
ance. I have also sowed last fall of the bearded hrnd. and early
wheat, both of which are much injured by the fly; the early while
wheat in a less degree than the other, yet the injury to that is not
less than one lialf the crop. I am enabled to make a more accu-
rate estimate of the injury done the early wheat, troin the cir-

cumstance of the same ground having been two years ago in Law-
ler wheat, appearing lo be doubly as thick then", although there
has been no exhausting crop since taken from the land, and it has
received two dressings of plaister, and the present year much
more propitious to the growth ot plants than that; 1 reaped of
the Lawler wheat twenty-five bushels to the acre, I do not think
the product this year in the early wheat will exceed ten imp twelve
bushels, if what remains is harvested; but it is daily tailing from
the inflictions of the lly: I think I shall lose seven hundred bush-
els, by sowing 08 bushels of the May wheat last fall.

The first year I sowed the Lawler wheat, I reaped eleven for one,
which was a full crop for the quality of the ground; from the land
adjoining it in the same field I did not get more than three for

one; that year many <rops were destroyed by the rtrst and rot, my
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Lawler wheat was not hurt. The next year I sowed seventy-five
bushels of it, and one hundred and ninety-five of other kiniis,

.'making 270 bushels.) I made more from the Lawler wheat than
all the rest, The third year £ sowed of it nearly my whole crop,
which in respect both to 'quantity and quality was the best I ever
made from tiie same number of acres. The last fall I sowed nine-

ty bushels of tne bearded, and three hundred and seventy-one of
the Lawler wheat, and I think there is no part of the Lawler wheat
oj ninety bushels seeding, which will not, if present appearances
are re-jfUe.1, produce three fold more than the bearded.
The product of the Lawler wheat in fiour, is as great I think as

any other of tin- white wheats, and the quality as excellent as any
I have seen. There were ground at my mill last season upwards
of live thousand bushels of it, to a good profit, after giving a bar-

rel more 01 superfine Hour for each one hundred bushels, than is

customary for red wheat. JOHN LOVE.
In 181^ or 1813, I obtained nne bushel and three pecks of the

Lawler wheat, sowed it lite, and although apparently injured by
the rust, made twenty one and one half bushels or merchantable

wheat; my crop that year was materially injured by the fly, except
the above suiali quantity! Last year I commenced sowing about
the 15th of September, that is now the most promising part of my
crop, and appears to he entirely exempt from the fly;ana although
I have found occasionally a fly in tin- wheat, on strict examination
lam left to doubt, whether it is confined entirely to the mixture
which is generally found in the wheat; neither has it ever been

injured since by the rust. Numerous instances and experiments
made by different persons near me, in several years past, are such
as constrain me to believe that the Lawler wheat is providentially
from some cause, almost if not entirely exempt from the ravages
of the Hessian fly; I have sowed last fall about four hundred
bushels of the Lawler kind, and twenty of the bearded; I think I

shall not make more than a third of a crop from the bearded

wheat, owing to the depredation of the fly, and calculate on a

loss of two hundred bushels, from having seeded the twanty sf

bearded, instead of Lawler, as the ground is of good quality.
THOMAS HUN ION.

Having sustained, in common with my neighbors, almost the

entire luss of my growing crop of wheat from the ravages of the

fly, I was induced to Visit tlie neighborhoods of Haymarket and
Uucliland.tor the purpose of examining the fly-proof wheat, known
iuthfse pans of the country by the name of Lawler wheat, and
cultivated tins year in considerable quantity, by Messrs. John

Love, Griffin Stith, Win. and Thos. Hunton, and others; I was

fully satisfied, upon viewing the respective farms of these gentle-

men, that this wheat is entitled to the character of fly-proof', the

fields of each of them exhibiting the most abundant crops of
wheat I have tier seen, below the Bullrun mountain, and unless

Some future disaster shall bel'j.l them, will probably yield an ave-

rage of from fifteen to twenty bushels per acre; it is proper to re-

mark that oft each of the farms of the above gentlemen, except
AVm. Hunton, I found several of the other kinds of wheat, usu-

ally cultivated in Virginia—such as the golden bearded, purple
straw, and white wheat, growing on some farms in the same field

with the fly-proof or Lawler wheat; on others a fence or road only
separating them, and in every instanca the fly had injured the for-

mer very materially; while the latter or fly-proof was left unhurt;
1 have therfore no hesitatijii in recommending this wheal to the

of the mountain wh!t» wheat, and now find the latter very much
injured by the fly, and the Lawler not at all injured; and althoughtne land which was fallowed is much richer than the corn land, ir
nil! not make as much per acre from the present appearance.Last year I had four kinds of wheat in the same field, and now I
linil no'Volunteer wheat, only where the Lawler wheat was sown
and brieve that the fly took the whole of the othe. volunteer whea i
last tall, and did not touch the Lawler.

May 31, 18 17.
JOHN HAMPTON.

i
X' JuS!rPh,Ball, of Fauquier County, hereby certify, that in ISlfi.

I ploughed in,,n the month of August, mv stubble. a part of which
was of the Lawler wheat and a part of the purple straw, with an
intention lo sow ,t again in wheat; that the wheat which came
up in the purple straw stubble was destroyed by the Hessian fir.but that winch came up-ffrom thn Lawler wheat stubble was not
injured. Both these kind of wh^at came up about the last of A ugust
orlirst ot Septemb»r; from this circumstance, and th- general ex-
perience I have had in the cultivation of the Lawler wh -at I am
convinced it may be sowed at an earlier period, without risk from
"*?*• , ,

'

„ JOSEPH BALL.
I have made one crop of the Lawler wheat which was of ex-

cellent quality; but I thought the yield was not quite so great as
ihat ofsome other wheat. The Hessian flv did not injure it in the
slightest degree. My present crop is chiefly of the Lawler wheat'
and very slightly injured by the fly, as there can only here and there
ba found an affected bunch after the. strictest search, and myothi?"
wheat, the mountain white and the Baltimore bearded, is soi'niureti
as not to l«nve room to expect any thing like a halfcrop. I am of

» „,,,„. ISAAC FOSTER.
May 28, IS IT.

I obtained from my neighbor, James Lawler, in the fall of 181 1 a
half bushel of wheat, which he brought tlje seed of from Chester
county, Pa. on account of its resisting the Hessian fly. I sowed it
in November, and raised seven and a halt bushels, which I sowtd in
1312, and raised one hundred and ten, and have since continued to
sow said wheat; my crops last year and this are entirely of that
kind; I would sow no other, being satisfactorily convinced, from
experiment and observation, that the fly would liot affect it. I be-
lieve said wheat is of superior quality to any raised in this neigh-
borhood for some years; as a proof, .'.jr. Love gave me for my last
crop h barrel nf flour, in the hundred bushels, more than for other
wheat, and told me notwithstanding his profits were mora than thev
were in the nd wheat; also. I lately sent nine bushels and three
pecks by measure, weighing at the mill ten bushels and twenty-six
pounds, had it ground for family use, from which I got afte'rthe
common toll fthe tenth) was taken, four hnmhed and 'fifty-four
pounds excellent flour. Said wheat has not been injured since i
raised it by any disaster, except the second crop injured a little by
rust, as was my crop of other wheat the same year.

„ „ AVM. HUNTON.
,, . , . ,

Burkinnrl, Kinsley Mills, May 2-5.

Having been, during fhe last ami present year, principal miller
in Mr. Love s nulls, called Kinsley, I hereby certify, that I have
"•round, during the past season, upwards of five thousand bushels

attention of eveij farmer in Virginia to be sowed in preference of
|
of the Lawli r wheat, and for the portion of it groi.ii i for others, bare

any other; for myself, lam fully convinced, under present cir- given at the rare of 2) barrels nf superfine flour tor each 100 bushels;
oumstanccs, of the I utility of sawing any other kind known among

;11 "' ' am "atisfiej a better profit has been made on that than the
us in this state. GERHARD ALEXANDER, Sen.

I, Owen Thomas, do hereby certify, that in Dec. 1811, I was in

Cluster county, Pennsylvania, on a visit to my friends, wliere 1 un-
derstood that the Jones's white wheat was cultivated, and was told

that since the introduction of that wheat there, they had not expe-
rienced any injury from the Hi*ssian fly. I intended to have brought
some of it to Virginia, but by different occurrences was prevented;
after my return I found Mr. James Lawler, of the same county I

lived in, had brought a small parcel in from the same place, and
bad seeded it; I got seed of that, and have sowed it for four years
past; it has never been injured by the fly. I sowed n jwrt ofmy
crop of Lawler wheat last Jail in tlie first week ill S ptember; it is

now the bust wheat I have, in proportion to the quality of the land,
and has not been at all injured by the fly : a part of my crop last

•year was injured by the rust, and I am satisfied it was owing to a

particular cause, as some of it was not injured; and I do not believe
that the Lawler whe-.it is more subject to rust than other kinds; I

have sowed last fall my whole crop of it. OWEN THOMAS.
I, John Brown, of Fauquier county, do hereby certify, tftaton the

11th of September, 1313, 1 mixed three bushels of the Lawler wheat
with three of the purple straw, and sowed tht>m tog. ther, and sowed
adjoining wholly of the Lawler; that the purple straw was almost
wholly destroyed by the fly, and the Lawler mixed with it unin-

jured by it, and matle as heavy a crop as might have been expected
from the quantity of seed, but not near so heavy ai the Lawler wheat
adjoining it. which was unmixed with any other. 1 have continued
to sow of the Lawler kind, and bave not had any ofmy crops of that
kind injured by the fly. I ground a part of my crop at Mr. Love's
mill last season, and got twenty-one barrels of Hour to the hundred
bush. Is, and flour of excellent quality. I found among the Lawler
wheat some beads of red chatf wheat, tfie grain of a tleep red; I

picked out in the fall of 1814 a pint ot that wheat, aud sowed it by
itself—the Hessian fly depredated on that and entirely destroyed it.

JOHN BROWN.
I commenced sowing the Lawler wh»at in 1813, and have conti-

nued to cultivate it ever since, sowing generally several kinds, and
have found it always to resist the fly, and not more subject lo other
disasters than the other wheat, hut it is about a week later. Finding
the Lawler wheat foul with cockle and cheat, (ihe cause of w lich I

know not) I ]\ad determined not to sow any last fall, but at length
concluded Co sow forty bushels in my con land, and suwed uiy fallow

average of red wheat, ground at the rate of 20 barrels of superfine
flour to the loo bushels, and that it will yield as much flour as any
other white whesW I have ever ground;it having been mixed with red
wheat as it came into the mill, I canm* state, what was the product
ot the whole, but I think it has exoseded 196 ihs of flour for four
bushels 20 lbs. of wheat. Mr. Wiiliam Hunton lately brought ten
bushels and twenty-six pounds, it was prepared for family use and
particularly weli cleaned, not necessary to be screened or fanned
I ground it after taking toll, a tenth, and what remained producedtwo barrels of 105 lbs. each, and 62 lbs. of superfine flour.

WM. FLORENCE.
_

Mr. Love having stated, that he has hatJ the mor-
tification to hear that reports have heen circulated
that he intended to demand an exorbitant price, ot

exchange, for his Lawler wheat : on his motion if
was

Ifcsolved inmnimovsly, as the opinion of this meet-
ing, thst it would be improper and might j'tstly be
deemed illiberal, in those who have been so favored,
as to be possessed of a species of wheat satisfacto-

rily shewn to resist the ravages of the fly, to re-

quire of such of their less fortunate fellow-citizens
as are desirous of obtaining seed, a price for it be-

yond an equal exchange, and a fair compensation in

addition, for the risk and trouble of getting out
their crops in the summer season; and that from
these considerations the price required by any
member of this meeting shall not exceed the value
(when a price is agreed on, or exchange, when ex-

change is made) of one bushel and an half of com-
mon wheat for one of Lawler wheat.

MARTIN MADTWjX, Ser.'rv.

WM. S. MOONFA", Clerk
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Articles.Foreign
ESGLANJ), &c.

We Lave London dates ofMay 1. The distresses

©f the people still occupies the papers. The

princess of Wales was expected at Paris.

London Jfay 1.—We received yesterday the

Paris papers of Sunday last. The following from

ene of them dated Madrid the 14th ult. serves to

shew the impression upon the continent as to the

negotiations between this country and Spain, with

relation to Spanish America :
—"Our department

for foreign affairs has been for some time much oc-

cupied. Important negotiations with England are

publicly talked of, and an arrangement is spoken
*>f with our insurgent colonies, through the media-

tion of that power. It is also said that negocia-
tions are on foot respec'ing the Floridas, and that

we are to cede those countries to the United States,

on receiving a suitable indemnity,"
TRANCE.

Madame Regnault de St. Jean d'Angely is said

to be charged with holding correspondence with

some of the exiles.

A military court assembled at Paris for the pur-

pose of trying marshal Grouchy has declined to act,

thinking themselves incompetent. An idea is held

out that the difficulties as to his case may be re

moved.
SPAIN.

We have many accounts of the disturbed state

of Spain
—but such is the case of the press that

the truth cannot be had. Gallicia is said to be in

open insurrection.

Arrests are so numerous in most parts that the

prisons and castles can no longer hold the loving

subjects of the "adored" Ferdinand. Would thai

he were the tenant of the deepest dungeon he has !

Don Antonio, the uncle of Ferdinand, died abou;

the 22d of April last.

ITAXT.

This country abounds with robbers and psssssins.

Picquets are placed along the great roads for the

protection of travellers, to little purpose. Pesti-

lence and almost famine prevail at Milan and the

ports adjacent
—373 persons died in one street in

24 hours. The disease is called fehra apophelicha,
considered highly contagious, and said to have

had its origin in the bad living of the poor.
SETHI: 11 LANUS.

It was reported at Paris that the JVain Jaune, and

the Liberal, two newspapers, had become objects
of jealousy to the allied powers, who had request-
ed that they might be suppressed !

ronTCGAi..

We have a renewed report of a misunderstand-

ing between Portugal and Spain. It is said that

great warlike preparations for defence are making
by the regency of the former. The king seems in

a bad way—rebelled against in the country he ho-

nored by making a kingdom of, and threatened in

his old possessions by his dear son in law, Ferdi-

vand.

TtonmA.
The governor of Pensacola has not yet permitted

the provisions destined for the U. S. troops in the

interior, to pass. He received 10 per cent, from
the contractors for permission to land them, and
demands 3 per cent, more as an export duty.

MEXICO.
Gen. Mina, with a supposed force of about 1000

men, landed at Soto la Marine, in Mexico, 35

leagues north of Tampieo, on the 22nd April
—from

whence he is said immediately to have marched

for St. Ander, the capital of the province, being
joined by 7 or 800 of the militia of the country.
Strength to the arm that strikes for freedom. May
complete success attend him, While he wars against
Ferdinand and his monks.

SOUTH AMBHICA, &C.
We have a report that Monte Video and Jiio

Grande have been taken by a Buenos Ayrean army .

Accounts from Bahia (Brazil) say—"A native

priest had been detected and executed as a spy and
emissary, a few days after being landed in the
night, near that place, from a vessel dispatched
by the government of Pernambuco. Numerous
letters to individuals in that provice were taken,
but being directed in cypher, and the priest refus-

ing to name them, the secret died with him—his
last words were, "I die for liberty, my country and
her Independence."

If such a spirit is abroad, the king of Portugal
cannot lay it. Will the "holy alliancers" help him'
They appear perfectly indifferent as to the fate of
the colonies claimed by Ferdinand, and, indeed,
seem rather to wish them emancipation than other-
wise.

Some troops were to sail for Rio Janeiro from
Perndmbuco on the 17th of April, to suppress the
"rebellion." They were only about 20u0 in num-
ber.

Our last accounts from the Brazils speak of dis-
affection at the capital, Bio Janeiro, where it was
also understoood that the blockading squadron
"gave very little trouble" to thepeople ofFernamby-
co. The provisional government of this new repub-
lic is composed of men of talents.

From the Oronoko.—By a vessel arrived at Salem
—That on the 10th of March, the royalists, about
2000 strong, under Morales, who had proceeded
from Angostura, to attack the patriots at a place
cailtd the Missions, 100 miles below Angostura,
were totally defeated and cut to pieces, only six
men escaped, including Morales, and 2 other offi-

cers. All who were not killed on the field of bat-
tle were afterwards shot, and among them, Sheruty,
formerly governor of Angostura.

After the battle, the patriots under gen. Piar, ap-
proached Angostura, where they threw up abreast

work, upon which the guns of the fort could not be

brought to bear, and immediately commenced firing

upon the town within half musket shot, and the

firing had been continued day and night. They had
made several attacks upsn the place, but without

great loss on either side. One of the officers had
gone for cannon, more effectually to attack the

works.
The patriots had completely surrounded the

place and the inhabitants and garrison were reduc
ed to the most wretched and pitiable condition for

want of povisions. Great numbers had actually
died of starvation. .Horses, mules, jackasses, dogs,
8cc. had been consumed, and the governor himself
had actually paid 3 dollars for a Cat !

A great number of the inhabitants had left An-

gostura and fifteen hundred, principally women and

children, in the most pitiable condition, sailed

the same day the vessel left, in Spanish vessels.

The men were not allowed to depart. Our in-

formant thinks it impossible that the place could
have held out more than two or three days after

he left, unless relieved in some unexpected manner.

Guayana was still in possession of the royalists—it was strongly fortified, and no probability of its

being taken except by starvation.

Fitzgerald, the governor of Angostura, who had
been arrested and sent to Carraeas, on suspicion rf
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ffeaehery, had been ordered back, and was still in ,tee of the legislature "that the State treasury is

command of the place. The most sanguinary mea- i entiely out of debt, and has a permanent fund of

sures were adopted at Angostura in regard to
sus-j nearly

four hundred 'housand dollars, besides their

pected persons. Eight men were shot atone time [great "school fund," the capital of which is one
ibout the first of May, on suspicion of being friendly
to the revolutionary cause.

The forces of the patriots were estimated at from

four to six thousand men, all mounted, and they
had complete possession of the surrounding coun-

try

milli n five HrsniiEi) thousani) nnix.vns—and the

committee add, that on a full examination, they Jind
that the accounts of the state are kept in a correct and

pe> spicuons manner."
The Canal Cavondole has been completed at New-

Orleans. It was ascended by a large topsail schooner

The Tiger, of Salem, was the only American jon
the 19th ult. It is spoken of as a very useful

vessel at Angostura; she carried out a small quantity
j

work. This canal opens an immediate navigation
of provisions, which were immediately taken pos- ;

with the lakes.

session of by the government.
dj^The city is now reported as having Surrendered

to the patriots.

[Angostura, is a city in South- imerica, nearly
400 miles up the river Oronoko. It is the only

port of entry on the river. It stands on a high point
of land, ami commands a beautiful and extensive

prospect of the river and country. The place con-

tains about 1000 houses, built of stone.

Morse's Gaz.

Naval. Washington City, June 2?.- In addition to

the duty of directing the necessary surveys and
examinations preparatory to the selection of a suita-

ble site for a naval depot and dock yard on our
northern coast, we learn that the commissioners of
the navy are also charged with the general survey
of our const, and that they have issued orders to the

officers employed on both those services.

With a view to the instruction of our young offi-

cers, the vessels employed in these surveys are to

be wholly manned by them.

flWTPl v Militart. Col. JlPRee, of the engineers, and
LHKUJMLLit,.

major Thayer, distinguished and accomplished offi

It appears that Mr. Bibb has not been appointed cei.

S) have"just returned to their country from Eu-

governor ofthe Alabama territory, as was confident-
1
rop e> Y.-hither they went to perfect their science

ly stated.
j

and enlarge their knowledge.
Jeremiah Mason, Esq. (fed.) of Xew Hampshire, Kidnapping. Two men of respectable Conner,

has resigned his seat in the senate of the United
| tions, lately convicted of kidnapping negroes in De-

States. He will be succeeded by a republican.
;

i

aware) have been publicly tohipped and cropped.—
A drove of cattle has arrived at New-York from; There }s no penitentiary in that state. Well as

Chilicothe, in fine order
!_

An ox, bred at Spring-
j

these men may have have deserved the severest

field, Mass. weighs on the hoof, 3,100 lbs. His
] punishment, we regret that thev have thus been

leng-th from the top of the nose to the root of the \patented for villains the remainder of their days:
tail is 10 feet 7 inches; circumference 8 feet 9

j

but this vile business must be stopped, if possible,
inches. Ship timber. The government of the U. States,
The propriety and practicability of cutting a ca- has purchased of Richard Hartshorne, Esq. what

rial in New-Hampshire to connect the waters of lake
;
j s commonly called Sandy Hook, a very large and

Winnipisecgee with the Piscataqua, is discussing in
j

valuable peninsula, extending from the Portland
the papers of that state.

j
Highlands to the sea, a distance of seven miles. On

A steam boat plying on the Delaware, between thj s \^Vge tract of land there is a considerable

Philadelphia and Burlington, has run the distance :

quantity of valuable cedar, which, in time, mus L

(19 miles) between them, in 1 h. 40 m. (become useful in ship building. The sum paid, we
Specie flows in abundantly. The British sloop of

j understand, was 20,000 dollars. ^V. F. Gaz.
war Cherub, with £600,000 on board from Jamaica

j
Fayetteville, „V. C. June 17. J\'ew itheat was sold

nnd Havana, stopped on Charleston on the 16th inst. !

yesterday for two dollars per bushel.
to land 300,000*—the rest is for England. A vessel

has arrived at Baltimore from Jamaica, with 96,000
WOODBINE—AGAIN.

St. Stephens, fJMiss. Ter.J .May 23, -Our readers
and many others with smaller sums at different

j

w|fl be able to judge when they read in this day's

ports. _

l paper, the late talk of the arch villain Woodbine
Lulian warfare. The Indians on the frontiers

ofj
to the Creek Indians, which has been the cause of

Georgia have lately committed many depredations
— the late murders committed on our unoffending:

1- ..1 1 O _ „ 1 _ . _ A * t —_ ).. *. . — ...* — - ^
stealing cattle, horses, &c. and sometimes murder

ing the people. A small party assembled at Clark's

Mills, in Camden county, to pursue a body of them,
who came up with the Indians, and killed three of

them. The whole frontier is in a state of alarm;

and this rencontre may lead to an open rupture.
The season. Divine Providence has thus far fa-

vored us with the most delightful season for vege-
tation that we have seen for several >eaxs. In oppo

citizens of the frontier, by the lower Creeks. The
Talk alluded to, was handed us for publication by
a gentleman of veracity from fort Jackson, who
was called on by the Big Warrior to consult and
return an answer. He informs us, that every word
and deed of the Big Warrior, on this occasion, has
been that of a patriot and a true friend to the Unit-

ed States. It is not our wish to implicate the Bri-

tish government in this business, but we would
sition to all the reports about Hessian flies and cut 1

only remark, that it would be well to watch more
worms, all accounts agree in assuring us of the

j narrowly, the conduct of some of their agents, or

prospect of the greatest crops of all sorts of grain j rather that they select men for such important
ever raised in the United States. The late wet wea- 1 stations of more Ironesty and truth than col. Wood-
ther has, however, caused some uneasiness

Sheep. A merino buck, at a place called Water-

loo, in New-York, was sheared on the 23d ult. of a

fleece weighing/bwrree/i pounds.
Connecticut. It appears by a report of a commit.
The captain receives a certain per centirm as jri

freight—his own perquisite. *ti

bine. [Halcyon.

Copy of a Talk sent fr»m the British' agent in East

Florida, to the Big IVarrior, head d.ief of tlie Creek

nation of Indians.

When the English made peace with the Ame-
ricans, they included the whole of the Ir.dian na-

tions, viz. Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw and Chero-
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kee; those nations were guaranteed in the quiet

possession of their lands, and the Americans engag-
ed to give up such lands of the Indians as they had

taken possession of during the war.

If they have not done so, or if they have been

making further encroachments, the chiefs have only

to represent their complaints and the aggressions
of the Americans, to the governor of New-Provi-

dence, who will forward them to England, or get

them conveyed to the British minister at Washing-

ton, who has orders from the king of England to

see that the rights of the nations above mentioned

are protected, and the stipulations contained in the

treaty, in their favor, are faithfully carried into

execution. The Americans have no wish to go to

war with Great Britain; they will not, therefore, do

any thing contrary to the treaty, and what encroach-

ments have been made, must be without the know-

ledge of the chief of the American government:
and so soon as he is informed thereof by the Bri-

tish minister at Washington, he will order the Ame-
rican people who have taken possession of Indian

lands, to draw hack to their own possessions.

The Indian nations are all one great family; they

possess lands their great forefathers handed down
to them, and they ought to hand them down entire

to their children. If they sell their land, what do

they receive for it? Nothing that will last—it is

wasted away in a few years. Whether, therefore,

they sell or give it away, they are robbing their

children of the inheritance they had a right to ex-

pect. As a great family they ought to live as such

with each other: let the four nations join in bonds

of brotherly love; let them smoke the pipe of peace;
let the cultivation of their lands be their chief ob-

ject during the spring and summer, and hunting
their diversion during winter; and the produce of

their labor will be bought by good people, who
will come and deal with them, when they know
there is any thing to be purchased for goods or mo-

ney.
If the Americans, or other nations, live near them,

let them live in friendship with them, and keep up a

good understanding; but on no account sell or give

away any of their lands.

1 recommend this as a friend of humanity and of

<rood order.
A. ARBUTHNOTT.*

Okelolcne, March 11, 1817.

The head chiefs of the Upper Creek nation, have

desired me, Oponey, to get the straight talk for

them; what is written in the foregoing, I believe to

be the true and straight talk, received from an Eng-

lishman, who carried two deputies to New-Provi-

dence, and has returned with them to Okolokne.

I Oponey, have been sent by you, th« head chiefs

of the Upper Creek nation, to see the Seminole In-

dians; I have done so; they live quietly and peace-

ably, and wish to do so with all their red Brethren

in every part of the nation.

Opoy Ilatcho has desired me to see those things;
I have done so, and see all quiet, and had the talk

I now send you, and shaken hands with the friend

who gave it me.
That the friend I have met came over with goods,

by desire of the chiefs of the Lower-towns, and is

a true friend to the Indians. The various and
untrue talks that you send ine from time to time,
must be made by some person, an enemy to all us

Red Brethren, and ought not to be listened to; let
..— ..I " — — -II.- . I III . . , M I » >! II — .

*
Arias, the notorious Woodbine,

me know who they are, and send me an answer a?
soon as possible, to the present talk.

OPONEY, his x mark.
Written by order of the aforesaid Oponey, the

11th March, 1817.
A. ARBUTHNOTT.
Witness—Ahon Moms. .

J\'ew-Orleans, May 7.—The following letter will
be read by the public with deep and serious atten-
tion.

Extract of a letter from an indian agent at Natchi-
toches to the commanding officer on that frontier,
dated
Indian agency, Natchitoches, March'25th, 1817-
Sir—The enclosed exhibits the names, the num-

ber of warriors, and the geographical position of
the several Indian tribes connected with this agency,
taken from the best source of information I am able
to obtain. Those marked thus* are supposed to be
under the influence of Tooling and the Caddo chief.

On his (the Caddo chief's) return from St, Anto-

nio, not long since, he delivered a speech to the
Haines and Natchitoches to the following effect:

"You recollect when our old friend Tooling told

us not to permit the Americans and their Indians
to come into this country, they would kill all our

game. We were fools and did not believe him;
now you see his words were true: the Americans
and their Indians have killed all our deer and buf-.

faloe, and it is difficult to get meat for our families:

I am just returned from St. Antonio, and my advice

is, that you have your bous and arrows ready.
"Our old father, the king of Spain, will soon be

here and drive all the iVmerioins to their own coun-

try; and when any of their traders come among you,
if you cannot get goods at your own prices, seizti

and carry them to St. Antonio."

Similar talks have been given on Red river, and
some of our traders have been mal-treated : their'

licenses have been torn, and they were threatened

to be driven out of the country: The Indians said it

was Tooling's and the Caddo chief's orders to do so.

I Imivp also seen a letter signed Morphy, who is

said to be the Spanish consul at New Orleans, to

the chief of the Appaches-, inviting him to Havana
without a moment's delay.
The simultaneous circumstance* induce a belief-

that the Spaniards are attempting to engage the at-

tention of the Indians for some future operations in

this quartw.

Mr. Crowinshield, in his incomparable vessel*

Cleopatra's barge, was at Madeira on the 1st of May
—from thence he was about to proceed to coast and
visit the whole shores of the Mediterranean.

The report that Mr. Webster had sold the copy-

right of his spelling book t© the Messrs Goodwins,
of Hartford, (see page 240,) is not true.

Towns and villages,;«m/j up so suddenly in some

parts of the United States that it is at times no

easy matter to know where they are by their names.

We have received the first number ofa well look-

ing newspaper published at the "upper end of In-

dependence street," in Perrypolis, which we believe

is in Pennsylvania, near Connelsville. It is not not-

ed in any of our books as a town, or mentioned in

the post office lists.

Erie. Penn. June 7. A considerable quantity of

plaisser of paris has lately beea brought across the

lake to tbis place. It i» said the quality is superior ,

"This enclosure, for obvious reasons, it is depmefl

improper t-o publish at this moment _
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"Political Economy, No. 3," is inserted in the

present sheet. The subjects proposed to be no-

ticed will occupy two numbers more.

toa

Secret Papers.
The editor is indebted for the following papers to

the politeness of President Adaxs. They afford

us some light to the history ofour own times, and,

on that account, as well to comply with the wishes

of the venerated gentleman that they should be

preserved in this work, are gladly inserted. At

the date of these papers Mr. Adams w-ds vice-pre-

sident of the United States—and his opinion being

required by President Washington goes to shew

a state of things then existing, different, we be-

lieve, from what has been the practice since. In

communicating these papers Mr. Adafns says—

"Inclosed are four papers.
—No. 1. A letter from

President Washington, Aug. 27, 1790; No. 2. Ano-

ther letter on the same subject, en the same day,

and its commerce with die West-Indies, *re

obvious to need enumeration.
What then should be the answer of the • xecutivc

of the United States to lord Dorchester, in c.^se he
should apply for permission to march troops through
the territory of the said states from Detroit to the

Mississippi?
What notice ought to be taken of the measure, if

it should be undertaken without leave, which is the

most probable proceeding of the two?

Mr. Adams will oblige the President of the

United Sta'es by giving his opinion in writing on
the above statement.

GEO. WASHINGTON.
Mr. Adams.

(No. HI.)
Omitted—being the roug-h draft of No IV.

(No IV.)
Nsw-YwBk, August 29, 1790.

Sin—That New-Orleans, and the Spanish posts
on the Mississippi, will be among the first attempts
of the English, in case of a war with Spain, ap-

Aug. 27, 1790. No. 3. First rough draught of an
j ve

*
bable ; and that a comb in :d operation

answer, in my hanu writing. 4. A copy of my an-
j
ft

,om Detro it, would be convenient to that end an-
swer to the president, which was sent to him, dated

j

nQt be double<1 The consequences, on the western

settlements, on thecommerce with the West-Indies,
and on the general security and tranquility of the

American confederation, of having them in our real",

and on both our flanks, with their navy in front, are

obvious. The interest of the United Slates dulv

consum-

mgton, is
August 29, 1790, and which, if it was not

ed in the Vandalion combustion of Washii

probably now in being among the archives of the

president.
"I have motives of private honour and public duty

for wishing to preserve these papers in print. Your
1 ±\. I weighed, and their dutv conscientiously considered,

repository is the best: and if you will insert them &
QUl lQ lh |n ^ case of guch a war a neu>

you may. But, whether you print them pr not, I ^ ag
.

as ^ m be practicable . The peo .

pray you to return them tome, as
I^find

it 1S neces-
le of these

6
stateg wouW not wiUifigly gupp(frt a

sary for me to preserve vouchers.
war> and the present government has not strength

(No I.)

New-York, August 27th, 1790.
to command, nor enough of the general confidence

of the nation to draw the men or money necessary
S Ia—Being very desirous of obtaining such aids! until the grounds, causes and necessity of it should

and information as will enable me to form a just opi become generally known and universally approved,
nion upon the subject of the enclosed paper, in case A pacific character, in opposition to a warlike tern-

the events therein mentioned should take place; l| per, a spirit, of conquest or a disposition to military

have taken the liberty to submit it to you for your i enterprise, is of great importance to us to preserve

consideration, requesting that you will favor me! in Europe: and therefore we should not engage even

with an opinion thereon

With very great esteem and regard, I am, sir,

vour most obedient humble servant,
GEO. WASHINGTON.

Mr. Adams.
(No. TI.)

Secret.) United States, August 27, 1790.
'

Provided the dispute between Great Britain and

Spain should come to the decision of arms, from a

variety of circumstances (individually unimportant
and inclusive, but very much the reverse when

compared and combined) there is no doubt in my
mind, that New-Orleans and the Spanish posts above

it, on the Mississippi, will be among the first at-
j

to the English, but would be a real injury to Spain

in a defensive war, until the necessity of it should

become apparent, or at least, till we have it in out*

power to make it manifest in Europe, as well as at

home.
In order to preserve an honest neutrality, or even

the reputation of a disposition to it, the United
States must avoid as much as possible, every real

wrong, and even every appearance of injury to

either party. To grant to lord Dorchester, in case

he should request it, permission to march troops

through the territory of the United States, from
Detroit to the Mississippi, would not only have an

appearance offensive to the Spaniards, of partiality

tempts of the former, and that the reduction cf

them will be undertaken by a combined operation
from Detroit.

The consequences of having so formidable and en-

terprising a people as the British on both our flanks

and rear, with their navy in front, as they respect
«ur western settlements, which may be seduced

thereby, as they reg-ard the scChrity of the union

The answer, therefore, to his lordship should be a

refusal, in terms clear and decided, but guarded
and dignified; in a maimer, which no power has

more at command than the President of the United

States. If a measure so daring, offensive and hos-

tile, as the march of troops through our territory
to attack a friend, should be hazarded by the

Eng-
lish, without leave, or especially after a refusal, < :

.
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Is not so easy ;o answer the question
—Wha> notice

ought to be taken of it? The situation of our coun-

try is not like that of most of tlie nations in Europe.

They have generally large numbers of inhabitants

iu narrow territories. We have small numbers scat-

tered over vast regions. The country through
which the Britons must pass from Detroit to the

Mississippi is, I suppose, so thinly inhabited, and at

Mich a distance from all the populous settlements,

that it would be impossible for the President of the

United States to collect militia or march troops suf-

ficient to resist the enterprise. After the st< p shall

have been taken there are but two ways for us to pro-

ceed—one is war and the other hegbciation. Spain

would, probably, remonstrate to the President of

tlie United States; but, whether she should or not,

the President of the United States should remon-

strate to the king of Great Britain. It would not

be expected, I suppose, by our friends or enemies

that the United States should declare war atouce.

Nations are not obliged to declare, war for every

injury, or even hostility. A tacit acquiescence under

such an outrage', would be misinterpreted on all

hands; by Spain as inimical to her, and by Britain

as the effect of weakness, disunion and pusillani-

mity.

Negociatlon, then, is the only other alternative.

Negotiation, in the present state of things, is at-

tended with peculiar difficulties. As the king of

Great Britain twice proposed to the United States

au exchange of ministers, once through Mr. Hartley,
and once through the duke of Dorset, and, when
the United States agreed to the proposition, flew

from it, to send a minister again to St. James', till

that court explicitly promises to send one to Ame-

rica, is a humiliation to which the United States

ought never to submit. A remonstrance from sove-

reign to sovereign cannot be sent but by an ambas
sador Of some order or other: from minister of

state to minister of state it might he transmitted

in many oth^r ways. A remonstrance, in form of

a letter, from the American minister of state to

the duke of Leeds, or whoever «*ay be secretary
of state for foreign affairs, might be transmitted

through an envoy, minister plenipotentiary or am-
bassador of the president of the United Slates, at

Paris, Madrid or the Hague, and through the Bri-

tish ambassador at either of those courts. The
utmost length that can be now gone, with dignity,
would be to send a minis. er to the court of London,
with instructions to present his credentials, de-

mand <m audience, and make his remonstrance, but

to make no establishment, and demand his audience
of leave and quit the kingdom in one, two or three

months, if a minister of equal degree was not ap

pointed and actually sent ^o the President of the

United States from the king of Great Britain: It is

a misfortune that, in these critical moments and

circumstances, the United States have not a minis-

ter of large views, ma 1 ure age, information and judg-
ment, and strict integrity, at the court of France,

Spain, London and the Hague; early and authentic

intelligence from those courts, maybe of more im-

portance than the expence: But as the representa-
tives of the people as well as of the legislatures, are

of a different opinion, they have made a very scanty

provision for but a part of such a system. As it is,

God knows where the men are to be found who are

qualified for such missions and would undertake
them. By an experience often years, which made
me too unhappy at the time to be ever forgotten, I

know that every artifice which can deceive, every
temptation which can operate ®n hope or fear, ambi-

tion or avarice, pride or vanity, the love of society,

, pleasure or amusement, will be employed to divert
land warp tt.em from the true line of their duty, and
I the impartial honor and interest of their country.
To tlie superior lights and information derived from
office, tlie more serene temper and profound judg-
ment of the President of the United States, these

j

crude and hasty thoughts, concerning the point
I proposed, are humbly submitted, with every senti^

ment, Sec. 8cc.

Political Economy—iVo. III.
ruoposiTiox th?. Forfc-rii.

That manufactures establish a stead:/ home market that

may he depended upon, and have bi en found every
where to give a stimulus to agriculture

—in which it

will appear that it is not always the interest of iiuli-

viduals to purchase a foreign article because they
can get it for less money than tlie domestic one costs.

P.HOPOSITJO.N' TiiE FIFTH,

That it is by manufactures, only, that we can bring
into operation the whole productive labor of our

country; which is the true and only certain source of
wealth in any one.

1'IIOPOSITIOX THE SIXTH.

That certain manufactures, now exceedingly depress'

ed, such us those of iron, for instance, must be sup-

ported, being indispensable to our political indtpen-
dence—and that these manufactures being annihilat-

ed, cannot suddenly be restored, if we should want
them ever ss much.

PROPOSITION THE SEVE5TH.
1 Thut the high price of labor, as the phrase is. is no

objection to manufacturing —for all wise nations pro-
hibit the importation of [or lay heavy duties upon]

many things they want, which they could get for less

moneyfrom abroad than they vudce them for at home:

Instance England, who refuses to receive the cotton

goods of her own colonies in *lsia.

We think we have very clearly shewn that it is

impossible for us, merely as an agricultural people,
to clothe and supply ourselves in tiie comfortable,

and, to a certain extent, in the luxurious manner
that we now do. With the most prosperous state

of things and at the very highest* and, indeed, ex-

orbitant prices for the product of the soil, we seem
to have the capacity to raise a value of

$495,653,000
Of which we require, to subsist our-

selves andjour horses 314,612,000

Leaving a surplus of 181,041,000
But our wants for clothing, Sec. are

j

equal to 310,000,000

( And there would be an absolute an-

!
nual deficit of £128,959,000

This deficit, enormous as it is, under the circum-

stances supposed, would be immensely increased—
if we required the import of 310 millions instead

of 60 or 70, and had for export the value of 180

instead of the 60 or 70 : the value of the imported

goods, by the increased demand, might be raised

50 per cent., and diat of those to be exported be

depressed at the same rate, by their increased sur-

plus. Value is an a-bitrary term as measured by

money; for it depends altogether upon the plenty
or scarcity, or demand, of the article valued. Mo-

ney may become cheap as well as any thing else-

witness the report that the governor of the besieg-

ed city of Angustura (see page 236) had given
\ three dollars for a cut> for food. In other drcutu-
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stances, as many millions of cats as there are grains
of sand on the sea shore, would not fetch one cent,

as animals for the food of men.

But by balancing labor, or subdividing it between

agriculture and manufactures, we overcome these

otherwise insuperable difficulties—create a home
market that takes off the surplus, and keeps clown

the price of imported commodities to a reasonable

amount
Tl» is is easily shewn—
The whole amount cf clays' labor in the United

States, that might be applied to agriculture, is esti-

mated at 2,437,000
Besides that of the unproductive classes

and which • cannot be brought into the
common stock
We say that there are now engaged in

the manufacture of cotton, wool, flax and
iron—iu the distilleries and breweries,
and in the works of glass, clay, and pa
per

As seamen, watermen, fisher-

men, shipwrights, &c.

Suppose we add to those

classes

And, agreeing to make our own
sugar and molasses, take from
the other classes

151,000

100,000

100,000

50,000
404,000

inics^

se oi'C

and additionally to manufactures, is sufficient to ge*-
rid of a surplus that, without manufactures, and
this new proposed agriculture, it would be impos-
sible for us to dispose of at all—and, therefore, the

amount, is really so much profit absolutely gained.
It follows then, with individuals as well as with the

nation, that it may not be our iuterest to purchase
the foreign article because of its lesser price than
the domestic one—and for the very best of reasons^

(a "Paddys reason" I confess) because we could
not pay for it. The principle may lie elucidated oy
the following case, which, though it may he an ex-
treme one as applied to an individual, and apparent*

Iy of small account, is exactly the state! in which
we, as a nation, would be placed without munufao
tures.

Firmer.V 50 or 60 miles distant from a market
—i.e. a body of consumers, riot growers of grain
and other vegetables

—has a very Hue kitchen gar-
den in which he raises more cabl'age^, beans, peas,
he. than his family can or wi.l ase, irid hey pe-
rish on their stalks. But B. -a saddler, settles in his

neighborhood and says f> him, "I will give you a
sad lie every year, or make or mend harness for

you to its value, for the surplus of your garden
stuffs.'* "Xny," says farmer A. "for these stuffs at

Baliimore, Philadelphia, or .AV.- York would fetch

me double the price of a saddle—it is not a fair

exchange, and you shall not have them." "Well
Left for agriculturalists, mechanics')

'

then/' returns B. "I will i em for thyself, or
and manufacturers, other than those of

£. 2,033,000 1 do without theirt,"— and'thi as be
the few descriptions named j j fore, or are not planted as they might be. A. car-

We have conceded that the labor of agricultural-! ries his wheat to the city, and of its proceeds buys
ists, including the value cf their own food, Sec.

1

a saddle; the cost of which is as completely lost to

may be rated at ^233 per hand. him forever as if he had thrown the money into the
Then—

404,000 hands at 233 would be equal
to g94,i32;O00

And they would manufacture or con-
sume—

All the sheep's wool, flax, hemp,
&c. valued at

Manufacture— (including the labor
of women, &c.) 45,000,000 lbs.

cotton

Make sugar and molasses worth
And use 16,000,000 bushels of grain

for drinks

river—for he might have had as good a one for that

which produced hirn no value at all.

It appears to me that this is sound doctrine, ..p-

plicable to every country, as long as- the value o ('a

thing is determined by the quantity and demand tar

it. To a. certain extent there is a demand fur our

40)000,000 1 agricultural products, arid at time3 for more than

|
we have to spare: but with Europe «t peace, and

{blessed
with her usual crop-;, she may as well sup-

11,250,000 'ply u.s as we supply her with brer.d-sturls and aieats

10,250,000 —and she would do it, by the eheapuesj of labor, if
;

she were not so oppressed by the requisitions of

12,000,000 'her governments. And, indeed, and besides, to

'©icourage and support ilieir own agriculture, some

167,632,000 of the nations will not receive supplies of hese on

anv terms— it is in cases of necessity, only, Hint

Which, deducted from the 5131,041,000 worth of|they open their ports, and thus
prevent

a f\ir aud

surplus, Would immediately reduce it to about 14
j regular competition from us—without which we

millions—if so low was thought adviseable, and fcoidd have no chance of making a profit in the end.

keep the world rather dependent on us than make; The 5th proposition is manifested in the facts al-

ourselves dependent upon any part of it. For a fo- ready stated. By an entire attention to agriculture
reign market for the balance that we might have we liave a quantity of labor sufficient to raise an
"to spare would be -commanded, instead of sought for. [uncertain value that may amount to 405,653,000 or

Here, then, is an instant and complete relief tojbe less than ha.' that sum : but by manufacturing
agriculture

—but even this, important as it is, is but i to a reasonable extent we either consume or com-
a small part of the advantages that we should de-; mand a market for agricultural product" of the cer-

rivefrom this little insensible change of cur habits.
;

(ain value of 400 millions, a'ul create a value in
We might be furnished with 19-20ths of all the; goods worth 250 millions more—a certain diH'-r-

manufactured articles we should want, and ha'. an! cure of at least 150 millions' every year in our fa-

ample balance to supply us with luxuries desired.' vor. This vast amount, (1 repeat it that every one
the product of the shipping iuterest, and the labor! may remember it) originates in tiie advantage! le-

of our invaluable seamen being added to that of the
'

rived from labor-saving machinery, and from bring-
manufacturing classes.

The first section of the 4th proposition is, in my
opinion, so entirely demonstrated as safely to be
left where it is. The home market, created" by the
simple transfer of a certain portion of labor equal
to that of 150,000 hands, from the present pursuits
of agriculture to another busir.ee-' of "agriculture

ng into operation the whole productive labor of the

.people.
The 6th proposition involves a subject of vast and

vital importance, and 1 exceedingly regret t

shall have to dismiss it without a full < xpoisiti -n,

which 1 must do from the want of particular Tacts.

iron •.
r a- 1 e is much deflu'essed-^almost ruitwd.
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The establishments for making iron require a great

amount of capital, and years are necessary to get

experienced workmen, and reduce so large con-

cerns to system. Destroy these works and disperse
the workmen, and when the day of calamity arrives

—when war is made upon us, we shall lament our

folly too late. Nothing, perhaps, suffers so much

by neglect or want of use as works for the manufac-

ture of iron—an interruption of their business almost

amounts to the ruin of those carrying it on.

We have heard it stated that the manufacture of

iron in the counties of Huntingdon and Centre, alone,

in Pennsylvania, has produced a value of S>l»OCO,000

per annum, and employed, immediately, about 150*'

men, affording a living* for them and their families;

creating a most valuable home market for the far

mer, and giving labor to hundreds of mechanics
scattered round the neighborhood of the works,

forming little villages and towns, wearing the most

prosperous and happy appearances; and raising the

value of the land, by the market afforded for its

products, 50 to 100 per cent, in every few years.
—

These manufactures must beprotected- It is impossi-
ble tor us to prosper without iron works. They are

a sine qua non to the preservation of our indepen-
dence. Every branch of society is interested in

them—they have an importance that comes home to

the doors of all men—and all men should unite to

carry into the congress of the United States a due
sense of that importance. Labor is cheaper in Europe
than with us, because our people live better and
labor less—and we glory in it that they have some
of the comforts of life with leisure to enjoy them;
and the duty upon the foreign article must be in-

creased, or no one will follow so severe a business

here. This brings us to a consideration of the 7th

proposition.
It has yet been the policy of the United States

neither to prohibit the import or export ofany thing,
as a permanent regulation, and so far, perhaps, that

policy has been a wise one. " But circumstances

alter cases,"—and we have the unanimous sanction

of all the statesmen of Europe that a contrary course

is best adapted to the situation of their several coun-

tries. England, for instance, will not permit the

export of -wool, nor admit the import of cotton goods,
even from her own colonies.* Each of these regula-
tions is intended to counterbalance the higher price
of labor, (though it seems to be low enough now)
and to find employment for her people at home.
Tills kind of policy may certainly be extended to

an unreasonable length, and be less fitted for our

Country than to any other—but who is prepared to

say that it may not be a correct one in certain cases ?

It is not the nominal price which a man pays for a

thing that determines its value to him. A bushel

of wheat is dearer at one cent, to one that cannot

procure that cent, than to another as the equivalent
of a day's labor which he has the power to exchange
for it—yet the intrinsic value of tho wheat would
be the same. It is the ability to pay that fixes the

value to the purchaser, as in the case of the farmer
and the i addler just above stated. And it is point-

edly the interest of a. free people that the price of

labor should be kept as high as possible
—to pre-

the citizens,

and keep up a spirit of intelligence, with a degree
of independence, without which the useful classes

must degenerate into herds of slaves. No loss is

occasioned by the high price of labor, if its product
is protected in a country; for it spreads itself

through all ranks of society, and every body feels

it, from the landlord, living on his rent-coll, to the

miserable chimney sweeper.
But, to return to them mufacturesof iron and con-

clude the present number, simply to say that "come
what will," in any event, and in every event, these

manufactures must be protected. If they sink they
sink for years. The cost of putting them into ope-
ration is too great, and the time employed to set

them agoing too precious, to be hazarded by an

uncertain policy. Let it be ascertained at what

price a ton of iron may be furnished, leaving to the

workmen a little more wages than are paid in most
other branches of business, on account of the pecu-
liar severity of their employment, and levy a duty
upon the foreign commodity high enough to keep
it from being fairly sold under that price

—compe-
tition will do the rest, and keep us from being ex-

torted upon. This is as much the interest of the

merefarmer as any body else; for it makes a market
or his goods, and keeps up the price of them by
the demand.

serve the greater equality among

* A strong petition is before the house of com-
mons from the English farmers, to prohibit, also, the

imparl of wool. The value of the domestic article

has decreased from 3*. to Is. 6d. per lb. But so great
is the distress of the manufacturing classes that it

was thought the prayer of the petition could not be

granted.

Captains Heath and Perry.
We have a pamphlet entitled, "Serious charges

against captain Oliver Jf Perry, of the United States

navy, by John Heath, lute captain of the marine corps"—and recently appointed consul at TenerifFe.

It is a rule absolute with me not to admit any
thing of * private <. r personal nature into the pages of

the Weekly Register, though on one or two occa-

sions I inadvertantly transgressed it. For several

days I have had the question under consideration,
and am not yet able to resolve it, whether the con-

tents of this pamphlet should be estimated as hav-

ing a public or a private character. As the former,
I would publish it though I had regarded those cen-

sured by it as demigods—as the latter, I would not

give it a place if my own father were living and was
the complainant.
The charges of captain Heath are really "serious,"

and severely affect the reputation of com. Chauncey
and capt. Perry; the latter as a tyrant, and the for-

mer as conniving at a most flagrant abuse of autho-

rity. According to the narrative, (which is welt

written, and seems to be a plain statement of facts)

captain P. without provocation, and impelled by
the fury of passion, after the most insulting lan-

guage, descended to strike captain Heath, -with his

fist, in the cabin of the Java,* and then ordered him
to be confined in his state-room, with a sentry over

him, where he was kept from the middle of Septem-
ber until the last of December, 1816, without trial,

or being regularly charged with any offence, and

then, a prisoner, asked by com. Chauncey for the

charges that he intended to prefer against capt. P.

It is, indeed, a most strange history
—but it seems a

court martial was at last held, by which each of them

was sentenced to receive a private reprimand.
It is impossible that we can easily give up the

hero of Erie to a censure like this—or readily sup-

pose that ,'om. Chauncey and the gallant officers of

*For this oapt. Perry, through capt. Grane and

lieut. Macpherson, ottered an apology, such as

"was thought proper for capt. H. to receive and

capt. P. to make,"—but capt. II. then confined by

Icapt. P. would not accept its
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the squadron in the Mediterranean, should become

parties in it through an unjust partiality for capt.

P. or a pusillanimous fear of his renown. But so

it is that, in our opinion, this pamphlet demands a

reply. If its facts are mis-stated, it is easy to prove
them erroneous—Jf otherwise, they must make a

"serious" impression, injure the service very consi-

derably, and tend to produce a re-action against the

naval establishment. Hence it is a public concern;

for the people, in love of freedom, will not tolerate

tyranny—be it committed by whom it may.

Present state of England.
It has long appeared to us, (tho' some may have

thought that we ourselves were much in the same

Way) as if an American newspaper could hardly be

filled up, either with original or selected matter,
without having something in it about England, other

than articles of ordinary intelligence
—as though we

bad but little in our affairs to interest us. I have

ardently wished that we could be brought to look

more at home: weTiave objects enough to command
attention, and there are an infinity of things to do
to accelerate the progress of the United States to

a sure and solid independence.
It is universally admitted that we shall be a great

nation. The anticipation is delightful
—but really,

I should like to possess as much of the feeling that

belongs to an assurance that the fact is so, as is pos-
sible. Hence, I want to see an improved agricul-

ture, with an extension of domestic manufactures—
a study of political economy and a race of statesmen

superseding that ofpoliticians
—the making of roads,

bridges and canals, with improvements of our nu-

merous and immensely important rivers and streams—an increased cultivation of the arts and sciences,
and of learning in general; with the erection of per-
manent means for defending our country, &.c and
a jealous care exercised to preserve the national

independence and keep up that high-toned spirit
which at present belongs to the people at large. I

would that we should really feel as if we had a

home and a country
—and be ready to claim, as the

proudest title that can be conferred upon us, a

citizenship of the United States.

Therefore, we have sometimes been rather dis-

gusted with the eternal ding dang in our papers
about England, to the neglect of things that a thou-

sand times more concerned us, and have done all

that we could to give the current another direction.

But, notwithstanding all this, we would have given
place to some very interesting letters on the pre-
sent state of England, just published in the Boston

Chronicle and Patriot, if we had had room for them.

However, their merit has secured for them a very
general circulation, and they are in the hands ol

Iftany of our readers.
,

The state of the British empire is truly distress-

ing. Misery walks abroad, and is to be met with

every where. The papers ape filled with details of

starvations and executions—distraints of the govern-
ment and robberies by individuals—and with re-

ports about the poor and of accounts of donations

to keep them from literally starving in the streets

and highways. Take the following as a specimen
of the contents of two papers before us—
An account of starvations at Wapping and Moor-

fields, where "thousands are reduced to actual

want." A report of the poor in the parish of St.

James's, visited and partially relieved by a commii-

tee, amounting to 2,204 families, or 7,672 persons
A statement that the funds of the pawn-broker
were exhausted, in consequence of every thing re-

maining unredeemed. Sacrifices of property—a fine

gig-horse, for instance, sold for 31. A prereinptory
order of the government to recover the taxes, im-

mediately. The transport of 60 persons from the

county of Tipperary, under the insurrection act.

And further, as particularly regarding the state of

Ireland—an aocount of the execution of Ann Field

and her two sons, for having gun powder in their

possession; of 18 men being sentenced to be hanged
and 69 to transportation, on a Sunday, at Durtdalk;

of 94 starving to death in the vicinity of Carrick-

macross; of an entire family, embracing eight fe-

males, being sentenced to be transported, on suspi-

cion of having had in their possession a gun; and of

the execution of 300 rioters at Dublin.

These last, however, appear in the Exile, a paper

published at New-York, and are made up from pri-

vate letters—the British press having censed to be.

a medium for giving the whole truth to the peo-

ple.*

* While on this subject it may be well to add the

following case—it is only one often thousand, but

it strikes the deeper by its detail. It is copied from

the London Traveller of the 28th of April.

1NSOI.VKNT BEBTOUs' COURT, APRIL 26.

The right hun. John earl of Morlt-y, (late lord Boringdonj)
vs.

Thomas Rerswell.

The insolvent, in this case, was remanded on the

last sitting of the court, by consent of the parlies,

it being argued by Mr. Bassett, the counsel, on

the part of his lordship, that he had been finally re-

manded at the session at Exeter, for fraud and con-

cealment of property: and as there was no expla-
nation to the court how a debt of 18? 10s could

be possibly augmented to the sum of 3,500/. the

case stood over to be tried on its merits only. Mr.
Bassett stated to the court, that since the prisoner
was brought up, he had obtained an official docu-

ment from the clerk of the quarter sessions at Exe-

ter, proving that the prisoner was finally remanded

by that court on the 9Ui of January, 1816.

Mr. Heath on the part of the insolvent (an old

man, near 70 years of age,) contended that the cer-

tificate could not be produced, as it was agreed,
and the adjudication of the court was, that the case

should be tried on its merits only; and a former re-

mand had nothing to do with the merits of the case.

Mr. Bassett handed the certificate to Mr. Ser-

geant liunnington, who said, it being an official do-

cument from an under court, it must be received.

Mr. Heath—"It cannot be received unles it is

proved, and who can prove the hand writing of the

clerk?"

The court was about to decide that it cotdd not

be received, when Mr. John Yolland, steward to the

plaintiff, addressed the court, and said, th.tt he

knew the hand-writing. Tiie certificate being shown
to him, he swore that it was signed by the clerk of

sessions at Exeter.

Mr. Bassett put the certificate in as evidence,
and contended that he, the insolvent, having been
remanded by a court below, which had jurisdic-

tion, that the court could not possibly alter its ad-

judication.
Mr. Heath said, that if that were the law of the

case, it would not matter to his client; but he was
satisfied it were not, and read to the court a chaise

in the act 53d of the king, which empowered that

court to adjudicate upon a case which had been

heard in sessions. He then took another objection
to the certificate being received, as it was not ac-

cording to the act of parliament. The document
stated that "the insolvent was not entitled to the
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When we see those things, and contrast them
|

ment for his wandering' wife and her daughter, which
with the profligacy and contempt of the wretched I the people have had to pav——and recollect that
ness of the po " that prevails among those possess- this misery has been brought home to England by
ing the government—for in the same paper there the misery that her rulers h-..ve inflicted abroad;—
is a statement of the prince regent's espenr.es,

j

the uttermost parts of the earth being vexed by her

amounting, i one quarter, to £199,195 16s. 7J— , missionaries of crime, penetrating alike the frozen

(nearly a million of dollars) besides the establish.
J

regions of America, to make a traffic in the scalps—
i
of women, or the burning plains of Asia to spread

he eli. of the act, and doth certify the same to the
,

conr' of insolvent debtors." Such was contrary to !
*ess he paid the amount of 721. which was double

the letter of the act.
j

the price of the bullocks and the value of the pony.
Mr. Srgeant Runmpgton said the objection was

J

He could not pay the money, and he was dragged
fatal to the reception ofthe document.

|Out
of his bed, bad as he was, and confined" ""u is

.Mr. Basse-it then agreed *o go into the case. months in Bridewell at hard labor, and had nothing
Mr. Heath said, he would develops this case, put bread and water during that time,

and shew to the court a chain of proceedings the Mr. Heath.—"Was a distress in your house dnr-
the most iniquitous, oppressive, and inhuman, that

had ever been practised) and he would say, exceed-

ing any thing ever disclosed in that court. The

ing the 34 years you lived on the farm under the
Admiral ?"—«fNo."
Mr. Heath.—"Was you not considered, at the

prisoner being examined stated, that he rented a
j

time the earl of Moriey purchased the estates, a
farm at Plymp'.on, Devonshire, which he held by j

very respectable farmer?"—"I was considered the
tease the last two years under earl Moriey. He

\ greatest."
—

[Here the feelings.of the old man over-
had lived on the farm thirty-six years, thirty-four of

J

powered him; he burst into tears."}—He continued :

which he rented it under admiral Calmary. About
'

"I was considered not only the greatest, but one of

Lady-day, 1810, the earl of Moriey purchased the
j

the most respectable farmers in that neighborhood;
farm; liis lease granted by the admiral expired at

Lady day, 181?. The earl of Moriey applied to him
to continue on the farm, and take the adjoining one,

which he agreed to do; bur his rent was doubled.

At that time farming- produce was very deal-. He
psid liis rent for two years, and several times ap

and if I had not been distrained upon, and my rent,
had been lowered according to the produce of the
farm, 1 should have been doing well; and my wife
would not then have been saved from the work-

house-merely by the charity of friends. When my
term of imprisonment expired, and as I was coming

pVd to the earl to lower his rent or take ihe Lease I out of Bridewell, two sheriffs' officers arrested me,
offhis hands, which he refused to do. On the 29th I at the suit of his lordship, for 18/. 10s. the sup-
Septi iu! ei 1814, he was in arrears half a year's rent, posed balance of the rent, and dragged me to

He attended at the rent day and paid 50/. and in a {Exeter gaol. Wluen my three months expired, I

Ibrtnighl after 20/. more, which, was 70/ towards! applied under the insolvent act, for relief at the

150?.;'and he took his lease with him hoping the .quarter sessions. The earl of Moriey opposed my
earl would c uicel it or lower the rent, as the pro- 1

discharge. He stated that I had concealed some of
duce was unsaleable. About a week after, a fair my property, and without any further examination
WaS held for cattle at Tavistock, about sixteen I was remanded. 1 remained two months longer in

miles from his house. Heset out early in the morn- prison, and seeing no hopes of beir^- liberated, I

ing, with ^ix yearling bullocks, to the fair, and sold got bail, and justified out of custody, on the 12th
them to a deJe.r in cattle at the market price,-for of January, 1816. In consequence of my not put-
24/. Ou\ of 'liis sum he paid 10/ to the plaintiff, and ting in a plea to the action, interlocutory'judgment
51. for poor rates The fair was held on Friday. On

j

was signed, and an execution was issued out against
the Monday followinghg was absent at a neighbor's.' me. I therefore surrendered to prison on discharge
on a pony belonging to his daughter; and on his! of my bail at the former suit of 18/. 10s. and in

return home, he was informed that during his ab- Hilary term I was charged in execution at the suit

sence, a distress had been put in his house by Mr.
' or l^e eari of Moriey, for the sum 3000/. debt, and

Yolland, his lordship's steward. He, therefore, did' 15/. cost. I know of no claim the earl can have up-
not take the pony home, but ief; it at a neighbor's.! on me, as no claim whatever has been made upon
Ail his effects were sold for 133/.; but his lordship, me but for 18/. 10s."

was the principal purchaser, the other buyers were! .Mr. Heath.—"I am satisfied that no peer of Eng-
aii his lordship's tenants, and no one durst bid

j

land would ever have been concerned in such in-

againsthis lordship. Mr. Yolland purchased part' famous conduct."

of his live stock, for about one third of their value. 1 Mr. Yolland being now called and examined, ac-

llis lordship received, with the 70/ and the 133/.
j
knowledges that he did purchase some of tiie live

jnore than the rent due, but he claimed 18'. 10s. as • stock when he destrained for the rent on the pri-
due to him; and Mr. Yolland took forcible posses- isoner.

sion of the farm, though his lease had eight years}
Mr. Bassett said, were the prisoner to be re-

unexpired. |

manded till the next sitting, he should be able to

His property being all sold, his lordship applied i bring up witnesses that would put the case in a dif-

to the magistrate for a summons to serve on him, to 1 ferent point of view.

appear before them, lor taking and selling the six
|

Mr. Heath opposed the case being put off an hour
bullocks in a clandestine manner; and 12/. the sup- [longer.

—His client had been imprisoned twelve

posed value of the pony. The summons was served 'months, which was quite long enough, at the suit

upon him when in bed. He being very ill at the 'of the plaintiff, for debt, and six months in Bride-

time, took no notice of it or the magistrates, as he
j

well; but that was a case for subsequent considera-

thought they had no power over him for selling his
j

tion; such illegal conduct should not be practised
cattle fairly in an open market, and that no rent was i with impunity.
due till the 25th of March following. In a few days Mr. Sergeant llunnington said, that he was ex-

af er a warrant was granted by the magistrates to tremely happy the case had been investigated. He

apprehend him, and carry him to Bridewell, to be should have been sorry had he been remanded on

kept to hsrd labor for sis months without bail, un- account merely of his former remand. Discharged .
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dissention and gather up gold, rr.ixed wi h 'he blood

of men, our soul is seared against pity, and toefeel

that the punishment is just. Ti.ose who at present »re

the victims of that accursed lust for domination,

which his tirade the cross of England almost every

where t >e signal of slaughter or oppression, are

innocent, in purt, as to the commission; but guilty,

in omission, in permitting those things to be. Let

them suffer—let misery be heaped upon misery,

grievance on grievance, and oppression upon op-

pression, until, by accumulated distress, tfcey shall

as ume the management of their own affairs, and

sh ike off, as the vipers of the human race, those

authority; much more must every man, who be-

comes a member of any particular civil societv, do
it with a saving of his allegiance to the Universal

Sovereign. We maintain, therefore, that in mat-
ters of religion, no man's right is abridged by the

institution of civii society; and that religion is

wholly exempt from its cognizance. True it is that

no other rule exists, by which any question
which

may divide society, can he ultimately determined,
but by the will of a majority; but it is also true,

that the majority may trespass on the rights of the

minority.
Because if religion be exempt from the authority

that have been the common disturbers of t'>e peace [of
the society at large, still less can it be subject

of the world—who, for .a p tek of beaver skins, have
;
to that of the legislative body. The latter are but

subjected whole frontiers to the tomahawk of the the creatures and vicegerents of the former. Their

savage, and, for a barrel of rice, seen then..dves of jurisdiction is both derivative and limited —It is
age.

Hindostan strew the high-ways with dead bodies,

through a monopoly of their food. Let them suffer,

until hey resolve to act—and when they resolve,

may God give them unity and strength to banish to

limited with regard to the co-ordinate departments;
more necessarily, it is limited with regard to the

constituents. The preservation of a free govern-
ment requires, not merely that the metes and

some new" St. Helenas the breeds of kings, nobles 'bounds which separate each department of power,
and priests that eat out their substance, and mak;

them miserable tools to carry misery to others.

Amen!

A Memorial and .Remonstrance,
[iiRAWir by james madison-.. latb pbesideht of the

j
pie who submit to it, are governed by laws mad

be invariably maintained; but more especially,
that

neither of them be suffered to overleap the great
barrier which defends the rights of the people.
The rulers, who are guilty of such an encroach-

ment, exceed the commission from which they
derive their authority, and are tyrants. The pen-

UXITF.D STATUS,]

Against the general asssss.nent, presented to the gene-
ral asse libit, of Virginia, at the session for the year

of our Lbrd one thousand seven hundred and eight j-

five.

To the hon. the general assembly

of the commonwealth of Vi-ginia.

We, the subscribers, citizens of the said common-

yrt dtb.havihg taken into serious consideration a bill, ;

neither by themselves, nor by an authority derived

ifrom them, and are slaves.

Because it is prop°r to take alarm at the first

;

expej-iment on our liberties. We hold this prudent

jealousy to he the first duty of citizens, and one of

the noblest characteristics of the late revolution.

The freemen of America did not wait until usurped
i power had strengthened itself by exercise, and

entangled the question in precedent. They saw

all the consequences in the principle,
and they

tion of a law, will be a dangerous abuse of power;
are bound, as faithful members of a free state, to

remonstrate against it, and to declare the reasons

by which we are determined. We remonstrate

against the said bill,

Because we hold it f>r a fundamental and
unalienable tru.h, "that religion, or the duty which
we owe to the Creator, and t je manner of discharg-

ing it, can be directed only by reason and convic-

tion, not by force or violence."* The religion, then,

of every man, must be left to the convic ion -and

conscience of every man; and it is the right of every
man to exercise it as these may dictate. This right

is, in its nature, an unalienable right. It is unaliena-

ble, because the opinions of men, depending only
on the evidence contemplated by their own minds,
cannot follow the dictates of other men. It is

unalienable, also, because what is here a right to-

wards man, is a duty towards the Creator. It is

the duty of every man to render to the Creator such

homage, and such only, as he believes to be ac

other religions, may establish, with the same ease,

any particular sect of Christians, in exclusion ol

dl" other sects; that the same authority, which can

force a citizen to contribute three pence only
of

his property, for the support of any one establish-

ment, may force him to conform to any other esta-

blishment, in all cases whatsoever f

Because the bill violates that equality which

ought to be the basis of every law; and which is

more indispensable, in proportion as the validity

or expediency of any law is more liable to be im-

peached —"If all men are by nature, equally free

.md independent,"* all men are to be to considered

as entering into society on equal conditions, as re-

linquishing no more, and, therefore, retaining no

less, one than another, of their natural rights;

above all, are they to be considered as retaining an

"equal title to the free exercise of religion accord-

ing to the dictates of conscience."-)- Whilst we

assert for ourselves a freedom to embrace, to pro-

fess, and observe the religion which we believe to

ceptable to him. This duty is precedent both in
jbe

of divine origin, we cannot deny an equal free

order and time, and in degree of obligation, to the dom to those, whose minds have not yet yielded
claims of civii society. Before any man can be con- |io the evidence which has convinced us. If this

;ty. before a^y
sidered as a member of civil society, he must be

considered as a subject of the governor of the

Universe. And if a member of civil society, who
enters into any subordinate association, must always
doit with a reservation of his duly to the general

•Declaration of rights, article Ifi.

freedom be abused, it is an offence against God, not

against man. To God, therefore, and not to man,
must an account of it he rendered.

'Declaration of rights, article 1.

fOeclaration of rights, article 16
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As the hill violates equality, by subjecting some

to peculiar burdens; so it violates the same princi-

ple, by granting to others peculiar exemptions.
—

Are the Quakers and Menonists the only sects who
think a compulsive support cf their religions un-

necessary and unwarrantable ? Can their piety

alone be entrusted with the care of public worship ?

Ought their religions to be endowed, above all

o'hers, with extraordinary privileges, by which

proselytes mav be enticed from all others ? We
think too favorably dff the justice and good sense

of tiie.;e denominations, to believe that they either

covet pre-eminences over their fellow-citizens, or

thit they will be seduced by them from the common

opposition to the measure.

Because the bill implies, either that the civil

magistrate is a competent judge of religious truths,

or that he may employ religion as an engine of civil

policy. The first is an arrogant pretension, falsified

by the extraordinary opinion of rulers, in all ages,

and throughout the world: the second.an unhallowed

perversion of the means of salvation.

Because the establishment proposed by the bill,

is not requisite for- the support of the Christian

j-f-1 i^ion. To say that it is, is a contradiction to the

Christian religion itself; for every page of it disavows

a dependence on the power of this world : it is a

contradiction to fact, for it is known that this reli-

gion both existed and flourished, not only without

the support of human laws, bat iu spite of every

opposition from them; and not only during the

period of miraculous aid, but long after it had been

left to its own evidence and the ordinary care of

P.-ovidence : nay, it is a contradiction in terms; for

a religion not invented by human policy, must have

pre-existed and been supported, before it was esta-

blished by human policy : it is, moreover, to weaken
in those, "who profess this religion, a pious confi

dence in its innate excellence, and the patronage of

its Author; and to foster in those, who still reject

it, a suspicion that its friends are too conscious of

its fallacies, to trust it to its own merits.

Because experience witnesses that ecclesiastical

establishments, instead of maintaining the purity
and efficacy of religion, have had a contrary opera-
tion. During almost fifieen centuries has the legal
establishment of Christianity been on trial.—What
have been its fruits ? More or less in all places,

pride and indolence in the clergy; ignorance and

servility in the laity; in both, superstition, bigotry,

and persecution. Inquire of the teachers of Chris-

tianity for the ages in which it appeared in its great
est luztre; those of every sect point to the ages

prior to its incorporation with civil policy. Propose
a restoration of this, primitive state, in which its

teachers depended on the voluntary rewards of

their flocks, many of them predict its downfal.—
On which side ou.qht their testimony to have the

greatest weight, when for, ox when against their in-

terest ?

Because the establishment in question is not ne-

cessary for the support of civil government. If it

be urged as necessary for the support of civil go-
vernment, only as it is a means of supporting reli-

gi >-i, and if it be not necessary for the latter pur-

pose, it cannot he necessary for the former. If reli-

gion be not within the cognizance of civil govern-
ment, how can its legal establishment be said to be

necessary to civil government ? What influence, in

fact, have ecclesiastical establishments had on civil

society ? In some instances, they have been seen

to erect a spiritual tyranny on the ruins of the civil

RUthorHy, in more instances, have they been seen

upholding the throne of political tyranny; in no in-
stance have they been seen the guardian's of the li-

berties of the people.—Rulers, who wished to
subvert the public liberty, may have found an esta-
blished clergy convenient auxiliaries. A just go-
vernment, instituted to secure and perpetuate it,
needs them not. Such a government will be best
supported by protecting every citizen in the enjoy-ment of his religion, with the same equal hand
which protects his person and property; by neither
invading the equal rights of any sect, nor suffering
any sect to invade those of another.

Because the proposed establishment is a depar-
ture from the generous policy which offering an
asylum to the persecuted and oppressed of every
nation and religion, promised a lustre to our coun-
try, and an accession to the number of its citizens.
What a melancholy mark is the bill of sudden de-
generacy? Instead of holding forth an asylum to
the persecuted, it is itself a signal of persecution.
It degrades from the equal rank of citizens, all
those whose opinions in religion do not bend to those
of the legislative authority. Distant as it may be, in
its present form, from the inquisition, it differs from
it only in degxee: the one is the first step, the other
the last, in the career of intolerance. The mag.
nanimous sufferer under the cruel scourge in foreign
regions, must view the bill as a beacon on our
coast, warning him to seek some other haven,
where liberty and philanthropy in their due extent
may oiler a more certain repose for his troubles.

Because it will have a like tendency to banish
our citizens. The allurements presented by other
situations, are every day thinning their number. To
superadd a fresh motive to emigration, by revok-

ing the liberty which they now enjoy, would be the
same species of folly, which has dishonored and
depopulated flourishing kingdoms.

Because it will destroy that moderation and har-

mony, which the forbearance of our law to inter-
meddle with religion has produced among its se-
veral seats. Torrents of blood have been spilt in
the old world, by vain attempts of the secular arm
to extinguish religious discord, by proscribing all

differences in religious opinion. Time has at length
revealed the true remedy. Every relaxation of nar-
row and rigorous policy, wherever it has been tried,
has been found to assuage the disease. The Ameri-
can theatre has exhibited proofs, that equal and
and complete liberty, if it does not wholly eradicate

it, sufficiently destroys its malignant influence on the
health and prosperity of the state. If with the sa-

lutary effect of this system under our own eyes, we
begin to contract the bounds of religious freedom,
we know no name that will too severely reproach our

folly. At least, let warning be taken at the first

fruits of the threatened innovation. The very ap-
pearance of the bill has transformed that "christian

forbearance, love, and charity,"* which of late. mu-
tually prevailed, into animosities and jealousies,
which may not soon be appeased. What mischiefs

may not be dreaded, should this enemy to the pub-
lic quiet be armed with force of law?

Because the policy of the bill is adverse to the

diffusion of the light of Christianity. The first wish
of those, who ought to enjoy this precious gift,

ought to be, that it may be imparted to the whole
race of mankind. Compare the number of those,
who have as yet received it, with the number still

remaining under the dominion of false religions,
and how small is the former! Does the policy of

, . -4*

*Declaration of rights, article 16.
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the bill tend to lessen the disproportion. No; it at

once discourage* those who are strangers to the

light of truth, from coming into the regions of it;

and countenances, by example, the nations who
continue in darkness, in shutting out those who

might convey it to them. Instead of levelling, *s

far as possible, every obstacle to the victorious

progress of truth, the bill, with an ignoble and un-

christian timidity, would circumscribe it, with a

wall of defence against the encroachment of error.

Because an attempt to enforce by legal sanctions,

acts, obnoxious to so great a portion of ciizens,
tends to enervate the laws in general, and to slack-

en the bands of society. If it be difficult to exe-

cute any law, which is not generally deemed neces-

sary nor salutary, what must be the case when it is

deemed invalid and dangerous? And what may be

the effect of so striking an example ofimpotency in

the government on its general authority?
Because a measure of such singular magnitude

and delicacy, ought not to be imposed without the

clearest evidence that it is called for by a majority of

citizens; and no satisfactory method is yet proposed

by which the voice of the majority in this case may
be determined, or its influence secured. "The peo-

ple of the respective counties are, indeed requested
to signify their opinion, respecting the adoption of

the bdl, to the next session of assembly." But the

representation must be made equal, before the voice,
either of the representatives or of the counties, will

be that of the people. Our hope is, that neither ot

Rhode-Island
INSULT TO GOVERNOR JONES.

FROM THK NEWPORT MEKCL'UV OF JUNE 21-

As many unfounded reports have b^en circulated

respecting the insult which wafc offered to govenor
Jones on his landing here, the day preceding the

last general election in this state, we think it pro-

per to publish the following documents:

House of Representatives, June 12, 1817-

Whereas, on the 6th of May last, the day prece- 1

ding the last general election in this state, a gross
insult was offered to the chief magistrate of this

state, by music belonging to the United States

troops stationed in the harbor of Newport :

Therefore resolved, that a committee be appoint-
ed to investigate and report the facts connected

with such insult: in order that such steps may be

taken by the general assembly, as will maintain

the honor and dignity of the state.

Resolved further, That said committee have pow-
er to send for persons, and examine witnesse.-; and
that Ephraim Bowen, Nathaniel Searl, and Lewis

Rousmaniere, with such as the hon. senate may
add, be that committee.

Voted, &c—Bv order,
THOMAS BURGESS, clerk.

In the senate, read June 13, 1817, and concurred,
as expressed in the following words, viz. Whereas
it has been reported, that an insult was publicly

the formal after 'due consideration, will espouse)
offered to his excellency, governor Jones, on the

the dangerous principle of the bill. Should the
j day preceding the session of the general assembly

event disappoint us, it will still leave us in full in May last:—Therefore resolved, that the hon. Ed-

confidence, that a fair appeal to the latter will re- ward Wilcox, Ephraim Bow-en, Nathaniel Searl,

verse the sentance against our liberties. Lewis Rousmaniere, Samuel Vinson and Stephen B.

Because, finally,
" the equal right of-every citi-' Cornell, be a committee to inquire into said report,

zen to the free excercise of his religion according
to the dictates of his conscience," is held by the

same tenure with all our other rights. If we recur

to its origin, it is equally the gift of nature; if we

weigh its importance, it cannot be less dear to us;

if we consult the " declaration of those rights
which pertain to the good people of Virginia, as

the basis and foundation of government," it is enu-

merated with equal solemnity, or rather with stu-

died emphasis. lather then we must say, that the

will of the legislature is the only measure of their

authority; and that in the plenitude of this authority,

they may sweep away all our fundamental rights;
or that they are bound Jo leave this particular

right untouched and sacred: either we must say,
that they may control the freedom of the press; may
abolish the trial by jury; may swallow up the execu-
tive aud judiciary powers of the State; nay, that

they may annihilate our very right of suffrage, and
erect themselves into an independent and heredi-

tary assembly; or we must say that they have no

authority to enact into a law, the bill under consi-

deration. We, the subscribers, say that the gene-
ral assembly of this commonwealth have no such au-

thority; and that no effort may be omitted on our part

against so dangerous an usurpation, we oppose this

remonstrance, earnestly praying, as we are in duty-

bound, that the supreme lawgiver of the universe,

by illuminating those to whom it is addressed, may,
on the one hand, turn their councils from every
act, which would affront his holy prerogative, or

violate the trust committed to them; and on the

other, guide them into every measure which may
be worthy of his blessing, may redound to their

own praise, and may establish more firmly the li-

berties, the property, and the happiness of this

commonwealth.

and report to this assembly, as soon as may be.

Voted per order,
SAMUEL EDDY, see'ry.

In the house of representatives--^ ad the same

day and concurred. Bv order,
THOMAS BURGESS, clerk.

Report of the joint committee.

The committee, appointed by a resolution of the

general assembly at the present session, to inquire
into the report of a public insult, said to have been

offered to his excellency William Jones, on the day-

preceding the session of the general assembly in

in May last, beg leave to report that application
was made, by some gentlemen of the town of New-

port, to the commanding officer at fort Wolcott, for

the music attached to that command to salute the

governor elect on his arrival at Newport, on the

day preceding the last annual election—that the

music was accordingly ordered into town, and pla-

ced under the orders of capt. Root. B. Cranston,
of the artillery company—that the music were pla-

ced at Banister's wharf, and on the approach of

his excellency gov. Jones, were directed by said

capt. Cranston to beat the retreat; which, in opinion
of the witnesses present, whom we have examined,
was highly improper, and derogatory to the dignity
and the honor of the state. The committee have

great pleasure in stating, that they have received a

polite aud gentlemanly letter from col. Towson,

(the commanding officer at fori Wolcott, in which
he expresses great regret that "

any soldier under
his command should have been made the instrument

of insult to any one; much more the hon. person who
has held the dignified station of governor of Rhode

Island; that if any blame conld aUach to the music,

he would hav^ them punished;—but that, he was
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persuaded, they could not have been guilty of an}
indecorum of the kind without orders."

All which is respectfully submitted,

(signed) ffdwacd U'ilcox,

Stephen B. Cornell;

JCphraim Bo-wen,
Samuel Vinson,
Nathaniel Searl,
Lewis Rousmuniere.

Jane 13, 1817.

Fori Wolcott, June 13, 1817.
Gentlemen—I have the honor to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of this morni ig; and o inform

you, i< answer to your inquiry, that a gentleman,
who was introduced to me by major Watson, ap
plied for the music of the fort, for the purpose,
as he stated, ofpaying respect to the goverp.or elect.

As the music, attached to the company, is un-

der '.lie immediate command of lieut. Wilkins, I

referred him to that officer; who informed me he
sent the music to Newport, under the command
of a corporal with orders to report 10 Mr. Cranston,
and receive his instructions I have sent the cor-

poral for the purpose of examination by the honor-
able committee, and he will be able to give them
fuller and more satisfactory information on the sub

ject.
I regret extremely, that any soldier under my

command should have been made the instrument
of insult to any one; much more the honorable per-
son who has held the dignified station of governor
of Rhode-Island.

If any blame could attach to the music, I would
have them punished; but I am persuaded they
would not have been guilty of any indecorum of the

kind, without orders.

I have the honor to be, gentlemen, your obedient

servant, N. TOWSON.
The hon. Ed-ward Wilcox, Ephraim
Jiowen, Samuel Vinson, Stephen B. Cornell,

JVathuniel Searl, Lewis Ruusmaniere.
House of Representatives, June 14, 1817.

"Whereas by the report of committee of this gene-
ral assembly it appears, that on the 6th day of May
last, a gross insult was offered to his excellency
William Jones, hon. governor and commander in

chief of his state, by Robert B. Cranston, an offi-

cer of the artillery company, of the town of New-

port :

Resolved, therefore, That his excellency the go-
vernor of this state be and he is hereby requested
forthwith to institute a court martial upon the said

Robert B. Cranston, upon such charges as may be

preferred against him in the premises; and to sus-

pend the said Cranston from his command, until

the proceedings under said court martial may be
had. Voted per order,

THOMAS BURGESS, clerk.

In the senate—read and concurred.

By order,
SAMUEL EDDY, Secretary.

On the preceding the Newport Mercury observes—
"Considering the situation in which capt. Crans-

ton is now placed by the foregoing resolution, which

passed both branches of the legislature, without a

dissenting voice, we deem it improper for us, at

present, to make any remarks in regard to his con-
duct. It is, however, due to the artillery company,
of which he is the ensign, to state, that no part of
that company had any concern with the music, of
which, it appears he voluntarily took charge for
the purpose of paying military honors to the go-
vernor elect. Capt. Cranston was not on duty with

any part of company, and did not act under the

orders of col. Champlin on that day. A detach-
ment of the company was ordered out. It was
commanded by major Randolph, was stationed at
the head of Long Wharf, and fired the customary
salute on the approach of governor Jones."

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &(\
The list of British navy officers enumerates as

follows:

Admirals 192—employed 12
Captains 371 68
Commanders 797 46
Lieutenants 3983 362
Masters 674 122
Surgeons 947 115

Assistant-surgeons 319 115
Pursers 920 HI

Total 8707 980
The duke of Wellington's service of plate, exe-

cuted under direction of the Portuguese govern-
ment, and said to have cost 200,000/. sterling, has

lately been exhibited at London.
Emigration to the United States, from England

and Ireland, is much spoken of in the newspapers.
The cost of passages js about 12/. ov 50% each.

200 persons were on board a single vessel at Ports-

mouth, on their way to the United States.

The "Holy Alliance" does not seem to be so well
liked in England as it was. There is a suspicion
that "something more is meant than meets the ear."
The usual bulletin says the king is in good bodily-

health, but that his disorder is unabated.

Stock*, .May 3—three per cent. cons. 73 a 73$.—
United States 6 per cents, at London, May 2, 102
a 103.

Jack Ketch, who had officiated many years at the
Old Bailey, lately died a natural death in the Lon-
don hospital.

Desperation.
—A late London paper says—At the

last Assizes, before baron Richards, Jl'illiam Lvff
was tried for burglary in the dwelling house of J.

Turner, at Ketton; the offence was committed by
Luff*and another man, named Briggs (not yet taken)
a; long back as November, 1815; and the evidence
of Luff* fully substantiated his guilt. The jury re-

turned their verdict—guilty,- and the learned judge,
in passing sentence, told him that if mercy were
extended it could only be on the condition of his

being sent away from this country. "I hope not,

my lord," interrupted Luff, with hardened bold-

ness, "I would sooner be hanged." "You shall be

punished as you deserve," continued the judge hi an
elevated tone, "and it is not for you to choose the
mode." The learned judge then concluded the
awful sentence, at the close of which the ruffian

exclaimed, laughing, "Thank your lordship!" to the
utter horror and disgust of all present.

FRANCE.

Population.
—The French Almanacs for 1817 give

the following table of the population of Paris for

1815. Of 26,000 children (as nearly as possible)
born every year in Paris, 10,000 only attain the age
of 20, and 6,800 attain the age of 45. One fourth

of the children born die within the first year, and
one third never attain 2 years of age. Notwithstand-

ing all the efforts of the French government in sup-

port of vaccination, deaths by small pox form a

considerable item in this bill of mortality. The
calculator proceeds to draw this inference, that if

the whole population of France be 29 millions, the

middle term of human beings, who attain the age
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Of the 22 642 children borpjgr
a alarm. The dey of Meiers has walked in a

a Q«9 procession, barefoot and bareheaded, to supplicate
of 20 vears is 261,690.
in 1815, 13,630 were bom in wedlock, and 8,yb

out of wedlock, which seems to say, that morals are

to corruption in the ratio of about 13 to 8, or thai

there are nearly two honest women for one loose

one. It is the custom in Pans, to strike, at the

mint of medals, pieces called marriage tokens,

which are given by bridegrooms to brides, on the

celebration of marriage—of these were sold, during

the first andsecond quarters of the year 1812, 1,171

—and during the second and third quarters of the

year 1816, 2,224, being an increase of 1,053.

KBTHKRLAND8.

The commerce of Amsterdam, Antwerp, Sec. has

very considerable revived But the Ditch have

much to do before thev regain their old ground-

t.ie Deity for rain! The Jews have also assembled
in heir synagogues for the same purpose.
The dey exercises his ships daily, and is increas-

ing his force.

WEST INDIES.
" Restoration"—"Upwards of six thousand six

hundred slaves were imported into theJlavaniia.

the first week in the last, month, June.
BRITISH AMERICA.

A British sloop of war has lately sent twenty sail

of American fishermen into Halifax, for trespassing
in the waters of the coast.

THE FtORIDAS.

An idea again generally prevails that the United

whjch Qj
,

superior activity ofStates are about to have the Florida* ceded to them.

Bneland &c they never will do. l
*

is >'-n eventthat we shall hail with pleasure, as, be-

The editor of the Constitutional Journal, at An Mes vheir intrinsic value, and the security a pos-

has been arrested, to be tried by a specid sesion of them will afford to an extensive frontier-
it will prevent the necessity, for selfpreservation,
that we might otherwise have, of destroying the

twerp,
court—his offence was in article in favor of the

merchants of that place.
SWISS.

An account from Jutphaas, Netherlands, April 24.

says, yesterday there passed this place "1? )0 fami-
lies"—and to day 600, of Swiss, en their way to the

United States. They are to be followed by greater
numbers. It appears that a body of 'his valuable

people, having reached Amsterdam, have been re-

poor indians, led by the intrigues offoreigners to

murder our people, in the mere wantonness of bar-

barity.
There is a very probable report that Sir Gregor

McGregor has taken possession of Amelia island.

SOUTH AMERICA.
We lure received several proclamations, ike.

duced to the utmost distress through the villainy jthe Portuguese government on the revolution of

of one with whom they contracted to embark. He \Pernumbuco,- but they are not worth inserting,
received a part of the passage money of each and! Some vessels had arrived at Uahia which were
made his escape. These Swiss are chiefly manufac

^ turned off by the blockading squadron. As yet
turers. there appears no prospect of reducing the "rebeis."

GERMANY.
In Austria, a sect called Petzelians, has started

up, to sacrifice men to purify others from sin. In

Some of the troops sent against them are said to

have joined them.

ingustura has fallen into the hands of the patri-
Passion week, several men were thus murdered— ots, and the spoil must have been immense. The
and on Good Friday a virgin, aged 13, was also

j

vessels that were sent off by the governor were
butchered in a similar manner. Petzel, the founder probably intercepted by a part of Biron's squadron
and eighty six of his followers, have been arrested, stationed at the Oronoko for the purpose,
and will be tried. We have the official bulletin of the patriots giv-

rcpsia. I ing an account of their late splendid victory on the

The Russians (observes a New-York paper) whom
j

Oronoko. They succeeded in drawing the royalists
We have imagined to be a heavy and dull people, (from their entrenchments, when a most terrible

without spirit or enterprise, are giving us daily; battle succeeded—bayonet to bayonet, and sword

proofs to the contrary. They have taken possession jto
sword. The royalists fought like men worthy of

of one of the islands in the Pacific Ocean, not far a better cause, but were completely routed—they
from the Sandwich islands and have already fortified

the same. They will now derive the advantages of

the whaling trade, one of the most profitable and

necessary pursuits for the Russians, who consume

great quantities of oil. We shall shortly find that

nation, with their resources and active government,
in every part of the world.

had 593 killed and left on the field, and 497 were
made prisoners. The two Guayanas thus fell into

t.ie hands of the patriots, and they have also thereby
opened a communication with .Yew-Grenada. In
this decisive battle they had only 31 kilied and 75
wounded. It is reported, however, that another

I
royal force was proceeding to the Oronoko to dis-

Frankfurt, April 17.—According to the s'ate- 'pute the possession with Bolivar and Piar.

ments published by Mr. Storch, there are in Russia

20,000,000 roubles'in gold and silver coin, 25,000,000
in copper, the real value of which is only 612,t;00,

and 577,000,000 of roubles in paper, which pass at

a fourth part of their nominal worth. Russia has

therefore 622,000,000 nominal value, of the value

of 170,500,000 in money. The government still hopes
to raise the value of the public funds by withdraw-

ing paper from circulation.

TURKET.

Many of the finest provinces of Turkey are in

open rebellion. Troops are assembling on the plains
of* Adrinople. The rebel governor of Bagdad has

had a pitched battle with and defeated the "legiti
mated" authority.

AFRICA.

The long continuance of dry weather in Africa

Stnd on the opposite coasts of Spain, has caused

The following is given as "a list and situation of
the republican armies of South America, in the pro-
vinces of Venezuela and Guayana :"

General Simon Bolivar, at the head of the main

army, his head quarters at the Meza, before Angus-
tura, besieging new and old Guayana, with the di-

visions under generals Piar, Arismendi, Cedeno,
Bermudez, Valdez—about 7000 men strong, infan-

try and cavalry.
General Paes, with the armies of Lower Apure.

about 6000 strong, mostly cavalry.
General Sarasa, at Chapana, in the province of

Barcelona, rear of Caraccas, with 1500 cavalry and
about 600 infantry.

General Monagas, in the rear of Barcelona, with
700 cavalry and 300 infantry.

General Marino, in the province of Cumana/witL
2500 infantry and 300 cavalry.
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General Razas, at Maturin, with 700 cavalry and
300 infantry.
A list of vessels under the command of admiral

Brion, with a complement of 3,500 men, destined
for the Oronoko—sailed from Carupana on the 6th
of June 1817:—

Sloops vfivar
—Congress, Indio Libre.

Brigs—America, Libre, Conquestador, Valiente,

Terrible,'Formidable, Carpolican.
Hermaphrodite. Superbe.
Schooners—Centaur, Jupiter, Grerrere, Brion, ge-

neral Marino, Tartar, g-en. Arismendi, Constitution,

gen. Fa/rasas, Condor, \ enganza, Conesor.

Sloop\ Aurora.
Gun Bhtts—St. Anna, Una Sna Del Vaile, La Per-

la, DevasUdora, Felix, St. Joseph, Vengador, gen.
Piar, Fulmillante, Invincible, Insurgente, Yenganza.
Admiral Brion is exerting himself very much to

prevent piracy under the patriot flag.
A patriot privateer, or pirate, as the British West

India papers call her, was lately wrecked on Cape
Florida. An attempt was made to seize her and the

cre\v,by the British authorities—which was partially
effected; but some of them seized a small vessel,
and escaped with 140,000 dollars in specie.
A proclamation has been issued by theyyovernor

of the isknd of Trinidad, denouncing the severe

penalty of banishment from the colony, and confis-

cation of property, against all persons detected in

transmitting arms, warlike stores, or money, to the

independents of South America

that it be and is hereby recommended to the peo-
ple of this state, to purchase and use (when they
can be procured on terms equally advantageous)
the woolen and cotton fabrics of this country, in

preference to those of foreign countries; and that
such establishments from time to time be encou-
raged and secured by such provisions of law, as
their importance demands.
A true copy ofrecord—examined by

THOMAS DAY, Secretary."

Blunt but effective Oratory.
[The following is given by Dr. Ramsey, as the ad-

dress of Col. Cleveland, of the North-Carolina
militia, to his soldiers, previous to an attack
made by the Americans upon a body of British

troops, commanded by col. Ferguson, at King's
mountain, in the year 1780. It appears that the
Americans fought much in the same unpolished
way as their commander harangued them. The
consequence was, the total rout and surrender of
the British troops.]

"my brave fellows,
"We have beat the tories, and we can beat them.

They are all cowards. If they had the spirit of men,
they would join with their fellow-citizens in sup-
porting the independence of their country. When
engag d you are not to wait for the word of com-
mand from me. I will show you my example how
jtofigiit.

I can undertake no more. Every man
Lord Cochrane (says the Monring Chronicle) has must

.

consider himself an officer, and act from his

sailed from England, with 300 officers, and #100,000
on board. His destination is not known; some peo-
ple think he proceeds to Buenos Ayres, and others
to Venezuela

National Feeling.
We are pleased, indeed, to notice the following para
graph in the answer ofthe house ofrepresentatives of
Massachusetts to the late address ofthe governor of
tlie commonivealth:

"With a few occasional and temporary exceptions
of national prosperity and striking examples of vir-

tue and patriotism, the histories of other countries

exhibits their people sunk in ignorance, debased

by slavery, oppressed by misfortunes, or stained by
crimes; while that ofOUR OWN presents the grate-
ful and singular spectacle ofa people, which during
its whole existence of nearly two centuries, by its

intelligence, its morals, its principles of freedom,
and love of justice, has held on its course to opu-
lence and power, unchecked by any signal calamity
snd UNSULLIED BY ANY GROSS DEPARTURE
FROM NATIONAL RECTITUDE."

Example and Precept.
No less than four-fifths of the late general assem-

bly of the state of Connecticut were entirely clo-

thed in domestic manufactures—and the fol-

lowing was passed at their session just closed.
"Whereas the cotton and woolen factories estab-

lished in this state, to form and finish cloths from,.,
the raw material, are from causes, which are believ- (moulder away.'

own judgment. Fire as quick as you can.
r When

you can do no better, get behind trees or retreat;
but I beg of you not to run quite off. Ifwe are re-

pulsed, let us make a point to return, and renew the

fight. Perhaps we may have better luck in the se-
cond attempt than the first. If any ofyou are afraid,
such have leave to retire, and they are immediately
requested to take themselves off.'"'

»—- '

"

Ancient Fortifications and Tumuli.
FttOM THE nEPUHLICA«f ADVOCATE.

Ridgeway, JV*ew York, June 10, 1817.—These are
so common in this part of the country as to excite
no great degree of curiosity—but the one before us

possesses something of extraordinary interest.
In the 14th township, 4th range of the Holland

land company's lands, there is an ancient fort,
situate in a large marsh or swamp, it covers about
five acres of ground—large trees are standing upon
it—the earth appears to have been brought from a

distance, as its site is dry gravel and loam—with-
out the embankments it is wet—from its situation
it appears to have been the last resort. At the
distance of about half a mile from it on the margin
of the swamp, there has recently been discovered,
on opening the earth, a large quantity of human
bones of an unusual and large size; the thigh bone
appears to be about two inches longer than a com-
mon sized man's—the jaw or chin bone will corer

large man's chin, the skull bones appear of an
enormous thickness, and the breast and hip bones

e very large; on being exposed to the air, they

ed to be temporary, subjected to great inconveni-
ence and embarrassment, and deserve as far as prac-
ticable, the relief and encouragement of this assem-

bly,

Resolved, as the sense of this assembly, that the
establishments in this state for the manufacture of
cotton and woolen goods, are ofa great public utili-

ty—that the protection and extension thereof are
.onr.ected with the best interest of the state, and

The bodies appear to have been deposited there

by their conquerors, as they were laid across each
other in every direction; no appearance of bullets
were discoverable about them.
North of the mountain or great slope, there is no

appearance of ancient fortifications or tumuli— this

appears to be a strong circumstance in favor of the
idea that the mountain once rounded the shores of
lake Ontario.
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"Plaster of Paris"
FROM THE BOSTON CHRONICLE AMI PATRIOT.

The act regulating the plaster of Paris trade hav-

ing been published with the year 1813 inserted m
the 2d section instead of 1817, we have been per-'

first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and seventeen : Provided, nevertheless, That if any

foreign nation, or its dependencies, which have now
in force regulations on the subject of the trade in

plaster of Paris, prohibiting the exportation thereof

mitted to publish the instructions annexed, recent-

ly transmitted to the collector of this district, by

the comptroller of the treasury, for the information

of all persons interested in said trade.

Circular to Collectors, Mival Officers, and Surveyors.

Treasury Department,

Comptroller's Office June 4, 1817-

Sm—The governments of his Britannic majesty's

provinces ofNew-Brunswick and Nova-Sco' ia, on the

continent ofNorth America, having made regulations

in relation to the trade of plaster of Paris, by which

the vessels of the United States are totally exclud-

ed from a participation in that trade, the subject

was taken into consideration by congress, and an

act passed on the 3d March last, to take effect from

and hfter the 4th day of July next, entitled «*An

aot to regulate the trade in plaster of Pans —a

copy of which is enclosed for your information and

government.
You will observe, from the terms of this act, that

it is to continue in force five years from the 31st

day of January, 1817; except in relation, only, to

•such foreign nation or its dependencies, as shall,

previously, withdraw or discontinue its restrictions

.on that trade; in which event, the president of the

United States is authorised to declare that fact by

his proclamation, whereupon the restrictions im-

posed by the act now transmitted, are, thencefor-

ward, to be inoperative as to such nation, or its de-

pendencies.
But, so long as this act shall be in force, plaster

of Paris, theproduction of any country, or its depen-

dencies, from which the vessels of the United States

are not permitted to bring the same article, on being

imported in a foreign vessel, from any place what-

ever, is forfeited, together, with the vessel, her

tackel, apparel, 8;c.

A confident reliance is entertained that, by your

vigilance, all attempts which may be made, in j
cur

district, to evade the provisions of this law, will be

detected, and the parties dealt with accordingly.

With due respect,
JOS. ANDERSON.

H. A. S. Dearbobx, esq.

AN ACT to regulate the trade in Plaster of Paris.

Be it enacted by the senate and house of representa-

tives of the United States of America in congress as-

sembled, That from and after the fourth day of July

next, no plaster of Paris, the production of any

country, or its dependencies, from which the ves-

sels of the United States are not permitted to bring
the same article, shall be imported into the United

States in any foreign vessel. And all plaster of Pa-

ris imported, or attempted to be imported, into the

United States, contrary to the true intent and mean-

ing of this act, and the vessel in which the same

may be imported, or attempted to be imported, to-

gether with the cargo, tackle, apparel and furniture,

shall be forfeited to the United States; and such

plaster of Paris, vessel and cargo, shall be liable to

be seized, prosecuted and condemned, in like man-

ner, and under the same regulations, restrictions,

and provisions, as have been heretofore established

for the recovery, collection, and distribution, and

remission of forfeitures to the United States, by
the several revenue laws.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That this act shall

Continue and be in ferce five years from the thirty-

to certain ports of the United States, shall discon-

tinue such regulations, tli e president of the United

States is hereby authorised to declare that fact by
Ills proclamation, and the restrictions imposed by
this act shall from the date of such proclamation,
cease and be discontinued in relation to the nation

or its dependencies, discontinuing such regulations.

[Approved March 3, 1817.]

Lupenella.
The seed of this most valuable species of grass

has been transmitted by our consul at Leghorn to

the secretary of the treasury, which is thus spoken
of in a letter from him to the acting governor of

Georgia,
—published in the Georgia Journal of the

10th inst.
" I have lately received from our consul at

Leghorn, in Italy, a parcel of the Lupenella seed,

which is represented as the finest grass cultivated

in that country, for the quantity and richness of

the hay; the preference felt for it by all animals,

and its fertilizing effects upon the land in which it

is cultivated. In Italy it is sown in March and

October—it is cut with a side to avoid shaking off

the blossoms, bound up in bundles of 71bs, and fed

to working horses without grain, as it is sufficiently

nutritive of itself.

Three years cidtivaiion of this grass enriches the

poorest land so much, that two successive and abun-

Jant crops of grain are produced without manure.—
This is the account which I have received of it

from Mr. Appleton, the consul.—As it succeeds in

Italy, there is every reason to believe that it will

succeed in Georgia. The quantity I have sent you
to furnish several of our acquaintances with enough
to put them in stock of it, and thereby multiply
the chances of success. It is sown, I presume,
broad cast, but drills wiil be more produc-.ive for

seed. I am convinced that when sown for bay it

ought to be sown thick, as a certain means of keep-

ing the crab grass under. When it is mowed, it

may fun some risk of assault from this formidable

adversary, but I am persuaded it will be diminished

by the thickness of the Lupenella."

Chinese Criminal Law.
From the Boston Centinel.

Mr.Husbbi.!. A copy of the translations of extracts

from the Chinese criminal code of laws (which are

circulated among the Americans aad English at

Canton, &c.) has lately fallen in my hands; and <*s

it mav afford some information respecting the cus-

toms 'of that remote and apparently benighted na-

tion, you are requested to give them a place.

Translations ofextractsfrom the Chinese criminal codr

of luxes.

1. A man who kills another on the suspicion of

theft, shall be strangled, according to the law

against homicide committed in an affray.

2. A man who fires at another wit!* a musket and

kills him thereby, shall be beheaded as in cases of

wilful murder: if the sufferer is wounded (but not

mortally) the offender shall be sent into exile.

3. A man who puts to death a criminal, who had

been apprehended and made no resistance, shall be

strangled according to the law against homicide'

committed in ua afiViy.-
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4. A m'an who falsely accuses an innocent person
of theft (in crises of 'greatest criminality) is guil-\

of a capital offence; in all other cases the offenders,

whether principal of accessories, shall be sent into

exile.

5. A man who wounds another unintentionly,
shall be tried according to law respecting blows

given in an affray, and the- punishment rendered

mere or less severe, according to the-degree of in-

jury sustained.

6. A man who, intoxicated with liquor, commits

outrages against the laws, shall be exiled to a de-

sert country, there to remain in a state of servitude.

The foregoing are articles of the laws of the em-

pire of China, according to which judgment is pas-
sed on persons offending against them, without al-

lowing of any compromise or extenuation.

Literature*
FROM THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE.

Improvement in the Hebrew language.
—A highly

interesting publication has just been completed
in France, which will serve to throw the greatest

light on modern learning. Its title page is—
"The Hebrew language restored, and the true

sense of its words recovered and ascertained, by
their radical analysis," &c. by Mr. Fabre d'Olivet—
2 vols. 4to.—Paris, 1813 and 1816.
' In the first part of the work of this celebrated
writer are found—1st. An introduction to the ori-

gin of speech, to the study of the languages leading
to it, and to the views of the author in pursuing his

plan. 2d. A Hebrew grammar, grounded on new

principles, and a mode subservient to the study of
all languages. 3d. A series of Hebrew roots, con
sidered in a new light, and intended to facilitate the

understanding both of this language and the science

of etymology. The second part opens with a pre-

liminary discourse, and a translation in French, of
the ten first chapters of the Sepher, (Genesis) con

tabling the cosmogany of Moses. This translation is

intended to corroborate the principles established

in the grammar and dictionary.
"We shall here give a short account of tbe motives

which determined Mr. d'Olivet to prosecute the
execution of this important work. All learned men,
who had examined the Hebrew language, and en-

deavored to underst^d its genius, were persuaded,
setting aside their various countries and religions,
that it had been lost for a long time, the words made
use of in t\\t. grammar and dictisnaries, with which
it is learned, being grounded on erroneous principles.

Nearly 600 years before our era, the Jews, them-

selves, understood no more the language of their

ancestors, and had adopted one intermixed with
those of neighboring nations. It is in this dialect,
called Hebrew, to which, hereafter, were added
some Greek and Latin words. The Talmuds are

written, as well as most of the books considered to

be ancients, by the modern Jews. This loss of a

language, so materially connected with the history
of the earth, and in which so much information was
accumulated, lias exercised the sagacity of a great
number of studious men, at different periods, among
various nations and religious sects. Many have at-

tempted, by uncommon labor, to discover its origi
nal principles, and through them re-establish it, as
well as (of course) the right sense of the words.
Not only Ciiristians, but Jews, and even Mahome-
tans, rivalled in zeal for it: but in vain have many
among them spent their whole lives in the enter"

pi'ize, as none could attain its forgotten principles,

and the edifice which they sometimes raised, with a

thousand struggles, for want of a good foundation,
crumbled down at the least touch. The author will
not hesitate to say that he knew, long before, the
rock on which they all had been wrecked, and would
not have ventured on a sea covered with the testi-

monies of their misfortune?, if peculiar circumstan-
ces had not brought him again to the subject almost
without perceiving it. His studies were, at first,

directed to another object. A work on archeology,

embracing the whole history of the earth, fixed his

attention. When employed in deep researches about
the principal language of Asia and Africa, he was
led to examine the Hebrew he had studied in his

youth, just after the manner it is generally learned,
that is, very imperfectly. This language, interest-

ing under various point;.' of view, attracted the more
his notice, on account of having not got acquainted
with it by the usual channels, cither of the Latin or

Greek, but by languages that had more anrdogy with
its origin. The uncommon path he had taken, de-

termined the irregular manner he adopted, to con-

template the same; and what many learned men had
in vain attempted to do, he accomplished. Without

difficulty he discovered the principles of the lie-

brew, and rendered himself capable of ascertaining
the sense of its terms, not through the knowledge
of the Greek and Latin translations, most of which
are erroneous, but by an intimate knowledge of its

genius. Looking, then, with an investigating eye,
on the inestimable monument, transmitted to us by
the Hebrews, that is, into the Sepiier of Moses, he
saw in it many things, Which, in relation to morality,
and philosophy particularly, might be vastly inte-

resting for humanity; and he was of opinion that

in this book, coir.e out entire from the sanctuaries of
Thebes and Memphis, we possessed, without think-;

ing of it, all the sciences nf ancient Egypt.
This discovery was for the author a strong mo-

tive for making an attempt to restore the Hebrew

language, which could facilitate their knowledges
but t^fhad not that motive alone—for in agreeing
with those who have employed their time on the

matter, that Hebrew did not differ from the ancient

Phenician language, respecting its radical form?
what a vast light could not the possession of it

tiirow over the history of Europe, and over the

origin of the idioms which, in succession of time,,

have appeared in it ! Every one knows that the

Phenicians formerly did for that part of the earth

what we have recently done for America; that is,

they colonized the whole extent of its coasts, civil-

ized the savage nations inhabiting them, gavethera
laws, religion, and various arts; taught them how
to build cities, to form regular societies, and sowed
in this way the seeds of those harvests of glory

gathered afterwards by the Greeks and the Romans.
It is on the language illustrated by these two na-?

tions, that have been formed all those spoken at this

time in Europe; it is on their literature that all the
literature of Europe lias been established—and so

there is neither public or private instruction with-

out these two languages; no methodical mode of

teaching but must be chiefly grounded on them.
These are the principal motives which have de-

termined Mr. D'Olivet to write and publish the pre-
sent work.
As the translation contained in the second part,

mentioned at the beginning of this account, cannot
be analized, we shall confine ourselves to an extract
from the preliminary discourse, that is, to the state-

ment of the author respecting the advantages which
must result from, this translations
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" Thanks to my publication of the Skpuf.h, (says
Mr. d'Oiivet,) Moses will no longer be the shelf of

reason, and the spectre of the physical science. In

his cosmogany will no more be seen those disgusting
contradictions or inconsistencies; those ridiculous

pictures which afforded sue)) dreadful weapons to

his enemies. In him will no longer be seen a nar-

row-minded being, supposing the Almighty, actuat-

ed only by the inosi confined views and passions,

refusing to man his immortality, and never talking

but of the soul seeding away with the blood; but a

wise jrian, initiated in all the mysteries of" nature

uniting to the substantial and enlightened informa-

tion wliich he had acquired in the sanctuaries of

Thebes, the light of his own inspiration. If the

natural philosopher consults him, he will find in

this, his work, the accumulated observations of an

innumerable series of centuries, and all the experi-

mental philosophy ofthe Egyptians condensed in few

words—he will be able to compare his important
natural philosophy to that of the moderns, and be ena-

bled to judge in what one resembles theodier, and

wbecher it is superior or inferior to it. The meta-

physician will have nothing to say in opposition, as

natural philosophy is not born among us; but it is

especially the philosopher who will discover in this

book analogies worthy of his curiosity. Were he to

have a mind to it, this book will become in his hands

a genuine criterion, a touchstone by which he will

find, in any system of philosophy, whatsoever that

s\st< m contains of good or evil : he will, in short,

find in it the most correct and sublime thoughts of

the philosophers from Thales and Pythargora to

Neioton and Kant. My notes will supply him in that

respect with many dates; beside, in writing them,
I constantly had under my eyes the four most au-

thentic original versions; I quoted them when ne

cessary; to the other versions I paid little attention,

for it is known that none of them can be of any

authority."

Lawrence, by order of the common council, in honor
of general Pike and capt. Lawrence, of the navy.

Baltimore. In our late wJks we were asto-
nished at the many new and beautiful houses that
we saw were erecting, in several parts- of our city.
We are told that they amount to about eight hun-
dred. The building of that vast pile, the Catholic
Cathedral church, is resumed and goes on with

spirit; a large edifice, designed for an Unitarian

church, is going up rapidly; a splendid church, call-

ed St. Paul's, is just completed, and another epis-
copal church is begun; and they have reached the
second story, (besides the basement) of the centre

building of that mighty fabric that is to be the Ex-
change. New streets are continually opening and
paving, snd in spite of "dull times" Baltimore, as
to improvements, presents a most delightful and
highly interesting aspect.

The Jyew- Hampshire State Prison seems to have
about paid the expences of supporting the institu-
tion. The receipts and expences are stated as fol-

lows :

From June 1816 to June 1817.
Profits of labor including work on the

state house g4,054 OS
Received from spectators Y5 22
Notes due the institution, 3,017 81

CHRONICLE.
The Franklin 74, capt. Stewart, is rapidly fitting

to sail immediately for the Mediterranean, to re-

lieve the Washington.
The common council of New-York, on the 24th

of March last, directed that 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and
6th streets, in the Bowery, should thereafter be
known and designated as follows:

lst-street to be called Chrystie-street, in honor of

lieut. col. John Chrystie, a citizen of New-York,\vho
died on the Niagara frontier during the late war,
while in the service of the United States, 22d July,
1813.

2d-street to be called Forsyth- street, in honor of
lieut. col. Forsyth, of the U. S rifle corps, and who
died of a wound received in Lower Canada on the

28th of June, 1813.

3d-street to be called FJdredge-street,'m honor of
lieut. Eldredge, of New York, who was arrested in

his hopeful career by the tomahawk of the savage,
in Upper Canada, 7th July, 1813.

4tii-street to be called Allen-street, in honor of
Wm. II. Allen, of the U. S. navy, and who died of a

wound received on board the sloop of war Argus,
engaged with the British sloop of war Pelican, 14th
o? August, 1S13.

6th-slreet to be called Ludlow-street, in honor of
lieut. Ludlow, of the United States

n.-ivy, who re-
ceived his death wound on board the U. S. frigate
Chesapeake when engaged with the British frigate
Shannon, 16th Sept. 1813.

Streets have heretofore been designated Pike and

SV47 09
Bpsides a considerable stock of manufactures,

provisions, &c. remaining on hand.

Hospital expences 150 00
Interest on monies borrowed 74 81
Expences of joiner's shop 180 74
Provisions

2,385 93
Cloathing, &c. of convicts, guard, and
wages of watchmen 3,939 92

Repairs and additional buildings 971 11

$7,702 50
New Hampshire. Six ballotings have been had*

in the legislature of New Hampshire to electa sena-
tor in the place of Mr. Mason ('fed.) resigned. The
rep. candidate, Mr. Storer,had 87 votes", Mr. Smith
fed. 83—neither having a majority of the whole
number of votes (188) the further balloting was
postponed to the ensuing week.

_

Ohio. It is stated th*t governor Cass is invested
with authority from government to purchase and so

extinguish the Indian title to lands in the state of
Ohio. The procedure will confer a signal service
on this most rapidly growing state— a' little while
since a wilderness, and now containing more than
half a million of freemen.

The Hudson. We are, indeed, much pleased flo

see that the project for deepening the Hudson, so
as to produce a permanent depth of twelve feet to

Albany, by the erection of piers to lessen the width
of the channel, at certain places, seems to be ac-

cepted as easy to accomplish. Regarding that no-
bie river as the great out-let and inlet of an incalcu-
lable trade to be carried on by our inland seas, be-

ing connected to them by a canal, we hope that no
reasonable means will be spared to give it every
degree of imp^-veinent of wliich it is susceptible.
The commissioners of the great canal have borrow-
ed $'200,000 for

6 per cent, stock, issued at par,
to make * beginning with.
MiLiTinr. The corps of cadets, belonging to the

military academy at West Point, 200 strong, under
command of captain Partridge, and accompanied by
their elegant band, arrived at New-York on thff

24th ult. on a visit, or ;,s a short relaxation from
their usual studies. They visited the tbeatce itf
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the evening, where the play was the "School for Sol-

diers" and the afterpiece of the "Broken Sword."
This youthful band astonished and delighted the

people by the precision and celerity of their move-
ments and firings. Tiiey were reviewed by the go
vernor elect of..New-York, gen. Morton, he.

The U. S. frigate Macedonian, at the navy yard in

Ch; rleetown, has undergone a thorough overhaul,

and repair. She was found extremely defective in

her upper works; but is now one ot the firmest and
most compact vessels of her class in the service.

The U. S. frigate Congisss, brig Boxer and schr

Firebrand, are cruising in the gulph of Mexico and
West India seas.

Westward A certain Jeremiah Meade and his

brother with their children and grand children,

thirty in number, lately passed through Pittsburg on

their way to Indiana.

Alexandria Inspections, for the year ending June

11—201,935 bbls. of flour, 6,575 half do. 72 bbls.

rye do. 50 half do. do.

Crimes. We observe along detail in some ofour

papers, copied from the British journals, giving an

account of a certain crime committed in the Isle of

Man, by a person of great wealth and fortune there.

I never see any thing of this sort published without

recollecting the saying of the Greek philosopher,
who, being in a vessel with pirates importuning the

gods to protect them during a storm, advised them
to hold their tongues, and, if possible, keep it from

the knowledge of the gods that they were on board,
lest the innocent might perish with the guilty. Ver-

bum sat.

Mississippi and Alabama. The division of the

Mississippi territory appears to receive the public

approbation. A convention is expected to form a

constitution and accept of the bill for admitting
the former into the union as one of the states. The

Pittsburg Gazette says that gen. Jackson is now su-

perintending the erection of a national cannon and
cannon ball foundery, on Shoal creek, Madison

county, Mississippi territory. He lias laid off 30,000
acres for the use of the establishment.

Hydrophobia. A case of this dreadful disease^ in

which the patient died in terrible agonies, occured
in Baltimore a few days ago, supposed to be from
the bite of a dog about twenty years before, and not

then thought mad.
The president is proceeding on his tour with every

mark of respect—the last account we had of him
he was at New-London. Details hereafter.

The story of the Greek ship Jerusalem (mention-
ed in this paper) sinking in consequence of the cor-

rosion of her iron by quicksilver, is now believed to

be made «p for the mere purpose of swindling the
charitable.

Internal improvements. During the nine years
of governor Snyder's administration, 1,710,082 dol-

lars have been appropriated in Pennsylvania to in-

ternal improvements.
Stocks. United States 6 per cents, at Baltimore,

June 23, 102£ a 102^. As the banks pay specie,
this is the specie value.

Internal Navigation. We lately noticed a speedy
prospect of an internal water communication be-
tween lake Ontario and the Chesapeake bay—and by
the Susquehannah, quantities of goods are received
at Baltimore every year from the western parts of
the state of New-York. We observe in a late Pitts-

burg paper that lumber has arrived there also,

brought down the Alleghany, from the same state.

It is supposed that pot and pearl ashes, so import-
ant to the manufactories there, will soon follow,
with supplies of plaster of Pari,?, &c. What a coun-

try are we blessed with—every way intersected wit;"

streams to invite us to union, by making it our in-

terest to love one another.

Employment for shipping ! In the absence of a
better business, we have several cases of vessels,
laden with stones, Stc. employed to defraud the in-

surance offices, by being sunk at sea, with at-

tempts to make it appear that they have valuable

cargoes on board, &c.

Specie. Another vessel has arrived at Charleston
from Jamaica, with 100,000 dollars.

Fish. Eleven fishing \-essels arrived at Philadel-

phia on the 26. h ult. with full fares from the banks.
This is a new branch of industry, which we hope
may be well rewarded.
A tiito. Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, ex-

presidents of the United States, and James Monro? ,

our present president, met near Charlotteville, Va.
on the 5th of May, to assist in fixing a site for a
"Central College," under an act of assembly. What
a spectacle ! Where should we look for iis fellow ?

A certain captain John Parker lately died in

Massachusetts at the advanced age of one hundred
and twenty years.

'

,

Hail. There was a hail storm in Washington coun-

ty, Md. on the 21st inst. which did great damage.
The hail was generally of the size of a hulled wal-

nut, and some of the stones were four inches in

circumference.

Stages. By an advertisement^of the postmaster-

general, it appears, that after the expiration of the

present contract, the mail is to be carried in stages
from Pittsburg to Louisville in Kentucky, (a dis-

tance of four hundred and forty miles,) in seven

days.
A strawberry has bepn plucked near Philadelphia

that measured four inches and an eighth in circum-'

ference.

EMIGRATION FROM THE CNITEn STATES.

From a Quebec paper.
Statement shewing the number of British subjects
who lately left Great Britain and Ireland for the

United States of America, and who received, be-

tween the 10th of March and 10th of May 1817,

passports to entitle them to grants of land, from
James Buchanan, his majesty's consul at New-

York, to proceed to British North America, chief- t

ly to Upper Canada.
Farmers
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Letters of Thomas McXean.

Quincey, June 30, 1817.

Mr. NtlkSj
The oldest statesman in North America is no

more. Vixit.
,

Mackean, for whose services, and, indeed, tor

whose patronage, the two states of Pennsylvania

and Delaware once contended, is numbered with,

his fathers.

I cannot express my feelings upon this event in, ^Qn^ protracted lifs) heretofore experienced, and.

any way, better, than by the publication of the in-
j
my nea itn and comforts are sufficient for a reasona-

closed letters : bleman.
1. June 13, 1812. Our country is at this moment in a critical si fua-

2. August 20, 1813.
j
tion; the result is in the womb of fate; our system

3. August 28, 1813.
|
of government, in peaee, is the best in the world,

profits, rank or fame between us; I shook band?

with the world three \ears ago, and we said fare-

well to each o'.her; the toys and rattles of childhood

would, in a i'^\r years more, be p-obably as suita-

ble to me as office, honor or wealth; but (I lhank

God) the faculties of my mind are as ye* little ifany

thing impaired, and my affections and friendships
are unshaken : I do assure you that I venerate our

early friendship and am happy in a continuance of it.

Since my exemption from official and professional

duties, I have enjoyed a tranquility never (during a

4. November 15, 1813.

5. January, 1814.

6. October 15, 1814.

7. November 20, 1815.

8. June 17, 1817.

1 pray you to print these letters in vour Register.
JOHN ADAMS.

Editor of the Baltimore Weekly Register.

Philadelphia, June 13th, 1812.

Deah Sih—On my return from a tour to the state

of Delaware. I found your kind letter of the 2d

instant, and thank you for this mark of esteem.

Our venerable friend Clinton has gone before us, !

but how it will operate in war is doubtful; this, how-

ever, is likely to be soon put to the test, and I sin-

cerely regret it.

There is a cheerful air in your letter that eviden-

ces health, peace and a competency, which that you

may long enjoy is the sincere wish and ardent pray-
er of, dear sir, your old friend and most obedient

servant,
TIIO'S McKEAN.

Jons Adams, Esquire,
Late President of the U. S. of America.

Philadelphia, August 20th, 1813.

Dear Sih—T can at length furnish you with a go-

so has the illustrious Washington, eleven years ago;
| pv of ^ procee dings of the congress held at New-

and I have nearly outlived all my early acquain- ; Y
"

ork in 1765; it is inclosed herewith. After dili-

ance. I remain the only surviving member of the

first American congress, held in the city of New-

York in October, 1765; and but three more, ofwhom
vou are one, remain alive of the second, held in this

city in September, 1774. It was my fate to be de-

legated to that trust 'annually during the revolu

tionary war with Great Britain, until the prelimi-

nary articles of peace were signed in 1782, which

dforded me an opportunity of knowing every mem-

gent enquiry I had not been able to procure a single

copy, either in manuscript or print, done in the

United States, but fortunately met one, published

by I. Almon, in London, in 1767, with a collection

of American tracts, in four octavo volumes, from

which I caused the present one to be printed : it

may be of some use to the historian at least.*

The marquis de C^sa Yrujo, with my daughter,
their children and servant", made me a visit on his

ber of congress during the whole of that time; and
re j-um fr0m an embassy to :he prince regent of Por-

I declare with pleasure and also with pride, that I
tag^ a t Rio Janeiro, in Braail, last June was a year,

embraced the political sentiments of none with
anc] rerna ined here until a few weeks ago, owing to

more satisfaction (being congenial with my own) t |, e emDargo, war, blockades, &c. when they sailed

than yours; nor do I recollect a single question in
fQT Q^iz. The above circumstances, with others,

which we differed.
_ w[[\, I trust, be some apology from my long delay

II is true, 1 was a friend to the revolution in France, I

-m answer jn jr your last esteemed letter,

from the assembly of the Notables until the king. jn t jie COI1 jrress of 1765 there were several con-

was decapitated, which I deemed not only a very
j sp ic ;ous characters : Mr. James Otis appeared to

atrocious but a most absurd act. After the limited me tQ be tne boldest and best speaker— I voted for

monarchy was abolished, I remained in a kind of, nim as our president, but brigadier Ruggles smc-

apathy with regard to the leaders of the different
j ceej e(i by one vote, owing to the number of the

parties, until I clearly perceived that nation was m-
j

com mittec from New-York, as we voted individual-

ly : when the business was finished, our president
would not sign the petitions, and peremptorily re-

fused to assign any reasons, until I pressed him so

hard that he at last said, "it was against his con-

science;" on which word I rung the change so loud,

capable at that time of being ruled by a popular go-

vernment : and when the few and afterwards an

individual assumed a despotic sway over them, I

thought them in a situation better than under t!ie

government of a mob, for I would prefer any kind

of government to such a state, even tyranny to

•anarchy. On this subject then, I do not conceive

we differed widely.

My dear sir, at'this time of our lives, there can

.-'ertainly be no question., urs you observe, of honors,

* The journals of this congress, taken from the

original M. S. S. of its clerk [John Cotton, esq ]

were published in the AYekki.y DegisteHj vol. Ilf-

July 1812*.

Tor .XTfr T-
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thataplain challenge was given by him and accept- itained the deprivation of great comforts; but oar*

cd, in the presence of the whole corps; but he de- floss
is their ineffable gain, they are in the bosom of

parted the nest morning beforeday without an adieu
j

their father and their God. These are among the
to any of his brethren. He seemed to accord with

,

common calamities' of life; resignation to the' dis-
what was done eturing the session so fully and hear-jpensations of Providence, and gratitude for all the

tily, that Mr. O is told me frequently it gave him i blessings left us are indispensable duties,

surprize, as he confessed he suspectedhis sincerity. Your favor of the 31st last month would have
There was less fortitude in that body than in the

:

been acknowledged before now, but from a hope
succeeding congress of 1774: indeed some of th e 1 1 entertained of giving you some account of the
members seemed as timed as if engaged in a trai-

\ congress at Albany in 1754: however, after con-
terous conspiracy. Mr. Ogden, then speaker of siderable enquiry, I have been disappsinted. I have
the New-Jersey assembly, following the example of i a feint recollection, that it was appointed by the
the president, declined to sign the petitions, though I British ministry for the ostensible purpose of ascer-

warinly solicited by myself in private and also by jtaining
the boundaries of the several colonies to

my father- in-law, 'col. Borden, his colleague : the the eastward of Delaware; but in reality to propose
consequence of my mentioning this fact, as I re-

turned to Newcastle through New-Jersey, was to

the least offensive plan for raising a revenue in Ame-
rica. In 1739, Sir William Keith, a Scotch gentle-

Air. Ogden a burning in effigy in several of the *man, who had been a lieutenant-governor of Penn-
counties, and his removal from the office of speaker sylvania, proposed such an assembly to the ministry;
at the next meeting of the general assembly; and

jhe
also proposed the extension of the British stamp-

to me, menaces of another challenge. The great duties to the colonies. He was then, I believe, in
mass of the people were at that time zealous in the the Fleet-prison. The hints he gave were embraced,
cause of America. Other incidents of that day are the first in 1754, the second in 1764.

recollected, but they are of trivial import. It has been long a matter of surprise to me, thai;

In the year 1778, and afterwards until the pre-
j

no gentleman of talents and character has undertak-
li:.iinaries of peace were signed, the members

ofjen
to write a history of the former British colo-

congress varied yearly in point of talents and
cx-jnies,

now United Slates of America, at least from
ertions in favor of the revolution: they seemed to 1756 to 1806, a period of fifty very important years.
be considerably governed by the prospects before jSuch a work would not only be a great benefit to

them, as they were promising or the contrary : how- posterity but also to the author—it would sell well.

eve,- a great majority were si aunch Whigs at all times,
j

To form an opinion that a majority of the people
Whatever m':iy be the fate of our government in of Pennsylvania were against the American revolu--

the United States, I decidedly think with you, tion at its commencement, was not uncommon, espe-
for the reason you assign, that a democratic form in i cially by strangers: the mistake arose from the

France, in the present age, was preposterous : I en-! circumstance of a large majority of their represen-
tertain the same opinion of the Spanish provinces Jtatives

and civil officers being* in the opposition,
in South America. The form established last year This state was first settled by a colony of Quakers,
by the cortes of Spain is admirably adapted to

thejtheir proprietor and governor, William Penn, be-
state of civilization in the peninsula

— it is a capital ing at the head of the sect: they had the entire

performance, but will be attacked and resisted by | government or rule of Pennsylvania from 1682 until
the inquisitors, Jesuits, monks, and all the bigots T776, by the following means: The province was in

and petty tyrants.
the beginning divided into three counties, Philadel-

It does not seem to me, that either of your sue- iphia, Chester and Bucks, and when the three lower
cessors enjoy more ease than your predecessor. Mr.jcounties

on Delaware (now state of Delaware)
Madison has paid too great a deference to tberecum-

1
separated from them in 1700, each county had

menda'aons to office by low and designing men, who: eight members in the legislature, and the city hav-
stood very much in need of recommendations them- jing been incorporated and inhabited chiefly by that

selves, though excellent democrats, if they were
tojsect,

was allowed two. Eight other counties were
be credited;—Mr. Jefferson split on the same rock; ! erected prior to the revolution, and were allowed,
many of their appointments have been exceedingly .some two, some but one representative, so that in

improper: though general Washington conferred
[all they

had but ten; although, if they had founded
offices on some tories, yet they were capable and; the representation according to the number of hu-

only undeserving. man beings in each district or county, the Quakers
My paper is drawing to a close, so is my life; l! would have been greatly overruled, even adding all

am now in my eightieth year, therefore more than, the tories or enemies of the revolution to their
a year older than you. Had you not noticed the qui- 'number. The voice of the representatives was not
•Deration of your hand (an expressive word, though the voice of the people, as is the case with theBri-

newly used) I should not have discovered it—minejtisb parliament; the three Quaker counties, having
quivers very much when feverish or agitated by se- 24 members in assembly, made all the laws. They
vc-re exercise; my eyes grow dimmer, my hearing 'gave great trouble to the whigs, but they were kept
duller, and I have other symptoms of age; but why

j

under by fear as well as b) superior numbers : from
repeat grievances that cannot be redressed ? May that day the people called Friends have ceased to

you not only continue to enjoy, but increase your rule Pennsylvania; they foresaw the consequences
health and odum cum digaitate with every other of an equal representation, as it would affect them-

blessing.
Dear sir, your friend,

Hon. John Adams.
THO'S McKEAX.

Philadelphia, August 28th, 1813.
Dear Sir—With sincerity 1 condole with you on

the death of your daughter; I had five children v. ho
have died, three of whom have been married and Lef

& numerous offspring. By these evgste we have sui-

selves, and this was a principal cause of their aversion

to a change in the form of our government as a bo-

dy, though many individuals of their society differed

with them and became active and good citizens.

In the marriage of our children, their, not our

happiness is to be chiefly consulted; I confess, my
wish is to have them established in their native

country.
On reflection, I cannot refer to a single instance

pf disinterred qv evident friendship of Great Bri-
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tain towards this country during the period you |

laries would necessarily cease; it was their interest

mention : every act which might bear such an as-
1 therefore, to oppose the revolution, and they did

pect, has been performed for the interest of the
j

oppose it, though with as much secrecy as practi*
administration alone, although coupled in some

j

cable; they told theirhearers, many of whom, espe-
cases with that of their own island. cially in Sussex, were illiterate, ignorant and bi-

I shall be always pleased with your correspon- Igotted, that it was a plan of the Presbyterians to

dence, and happy in contributing to your amuse- :get their religion established, 'hat it originated in

ment. Your able talent for writing history, and your , New-England and was fostered by the Presbyterians
eminent public stations, induced a hope that we in every colony, or province: a majority of this state

should be favored with an account of the transac- 'were unquestionably against the independence of

tions in America, for at least the last sixty years, America, but the most sensible of the Fpiscopa-.
from your pen. lians, the Baptists and Quakers, and the Fresbyte-

THO'S McKEAN. rians, with very few exceptions, prevailed against
them, as they believed they would be overpowered,
with the help of the other colonies, if they resisted.

I could not avoid remarking, that I was chosen,
Philadelphia, November 15th 1813

Dear Sir—I have to thank you for the introduc-

tion of the Rev. Mr. Henry Coleman to my acquain- 1 unanimously, speaker of the house'of represeuta]

tance, and am sorry his other engagements deprived \
tives of this state, when, of all the members pre*

me of his company as often and in the manner I 'sent, there were but six, including myself, who
wished.

j

were esteemed whigs.

My last letter was (I perceive) dated in August That you miy continue to enjoy health and every
instead of September; your's of that date, to which , other blessing is the sincere prayer of, dear sir, your
mine was an answer, bore the same date, and I sup- old friend,

pose lay before me. Old age will discover itself
j

THO'S McKEAN,
whether we will or not. jThe

hon. John Adams.
The anecdote of Sir William Keith's proposal to

' —
the British ministry is to be found in the latter end '

Pldladelphia, January, 1814.

of the 1st volume of American Tracts, printed by I Dear Sir—In your favor of the 26'.h November
I. Almon, in London, 1767 : it had been published ;last you say, "that you ventured to say, that about
in London in 1739, and is titled "A proposal for [a third of the people of the colonies were agaiast
*'

establishing by act of parliament the duties upon .the revolution." It required much reflection bs-
"
stampt paper and parchment in all the British fore I could fix my opinion on this subject, but on

"colonies." Part of tiie anecdote I had by tradi-| mature deliberation I conclude you are right, and

tion, and in a novel, "Peregrine Pickle;" for I have
j

that more than a third of influential characters

read and still read novels : these fabulous histories ! were against it. The opposition consisted chiefly
afford me not only amusement but pleasure, because

j

of the Friends or Quakers, the Menonhts, the Fro-

they almost universally make vice detested and pu-
' testant Episcopalians, whose clergy received sala-

nished, and virtue triumphant, which is not the case i ries from the Society for propagating the gos-
of history of real life. pel in foreign parts; and from the officers of the

AVith respect to the histories of North America
i
crown and proprietors of provinces, with their con-

hitherto published I concur with you in opinion; nexions, adding the timid and those who believed

they were not popular, because the authors were l the colonies would be conquered, and that of course

little known, and it was known, that they had not they would be safe in their persons and property
an opportunity of personal knowledge of the facts from such conduct and ?.'so have a probability oi"

they related, and in several of them were mistaking: \ obtaining office and distinction, and also the discon-

the authors seem to have paid too much attention tented and capricious of all grades,
to those whom they supposed would, from their

j

I have not heard the specific sum of money Mr.

reputation for wealth and influence, be most like- C. J. Marshall received for his copy right of the

ly to promote the sale of their bonks, or otherwise Life of Washington, nor have I been able to oitain

advance their fortunes : this temptation is now done
| any certain information concerning it; but if he ob-

away; the favored characters are all dead, and very ! tained a sixth part of what you mention, I think he
few of their descendants at present in any way dis-

j
ought to be contented,

tinguished. __ During my protracted life I neither have had lei-

1 have briefly mentioned the situation of the peo- ;

s~ure or inclination to write a history, and at my
pie of Pennsylvania at the time of the American

j pr'_»cnt age it is out of the question. It is true, I

revolution; the like shall now be done with respect ,
have often been spoken to and even solicited by a

to Delaware. This small state was inhabited be- . great many of my learned acquaintance to undertake
fore Pennsylvania; it consists of only three counties, : that of the American revolution, beginning at the

viz. Newcastle, Kent and Sussex; the last was set-
J year 1760 or before; among them Dr. Bush, your

tied by a few families from Sweden, more from Hoi-
1
former correspondent, was not the least anxious.

land, but the great mass from England; Kent was Though 1 shall never write a history, I will give

nearly in the same proportions; and Newcastle was
J you an historical fact respecting the declaration uf

inhabited from Sweden, Holland, but the great I independence, which may amu>e, if not surprise.

majority were from Ireland—there were a few from On the 1st July, 1776, the question was taken in

England and Scotland. In Newcastle, three-fifths the committee of the whole of congress, when
were at the time of the revolution Presbyterians;

'

Pennsylvania, represented by seven members then
iii Kent about five-eighths Protestant Episcopalians,
and in Sussex two-thivds of the latter. The 'Socie-

ty in London for Propagating the fJospel in Foreign
:

arts," had about half a dozen missionaries, per-

aps more, in the state of Delaware, to some of
whom they gave a salary of 60/. to others 50/. ster-

-ing a year; these ministers foresaw, that if Ameri

present, voted against it—4 to 3; air. trig the majori-

ty were Robert Morris and Johr Dic'tinson. Dela-

ware, (having only two present, namely, myself and
Mr. Bead) was divided : all the other states voting
in favor of it. The report was delayed until the

4th, and in the mean time I sent an express for

Cxsar Rodney, to Dover, in the county of Kent, in

'a became an fiTttependettt state or Nation, thehf •*:*- Delaware, at my private expence, whom I met at th
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Sta'e-'<ouse door on the 4th of July in his boots; he

resided eighty miles from the city, and just arrived

as congress met. The question was taken, Dela-

ware voted iu Favor of independence"; Pennsylvania,

(there being onlv five members present, Messrs.

Dickinson and Morris absent) voted also for it;

Messrs. Willing and Humphries were against it.

Tims the thirteen states were unanimous in favor of

independence. Notwithstanding this, in the printed

public journal of c.o. gress for 1776, vol. 2, it ap-

pears tbat the declaration of independence was de-

clared on the 4th of July 1776, by the gentlemen
whose names are there inserted; whereas no person

signed it on that day, and among the names there

inserted, one gentleman, namely, George Read,

Esq. was not in favor of it; and seven were not in

congress on that day, namely, Messrs. Morris, Rush,

Clymer, Smith, Taylor and Ross, all of Pennsylva-
nia, and Mr Thornton of New-Hampshire; nor

were the six gentlemen last named, members of

Qongress on the 4th of July. The five for Pennsyl-
vania were appointed delegates by the convention

of that state on the 20th July, and Mr. Thornton
took his seat in congress for the first time on the

4th November following : when the names of Henry
Wisner of New-York, and Thomas M'Kean of De-

laware, are not printed as subscribers, though both

were present in congress on the 4th of July and
voted for independence.

Here false colors are certainly hung out; there

is culpability somewhere : what I have heard as an

explanation is as follows : When the declaration
|

was voted, it was ordered to be engrossed on parch-
ment and then signed, and that a few days after-

wards a resolution was entered on the secret journal,
that no person should have a seat in congress during
that year until he should have signed the declara-

tion of independence. After the 4th July I was not

in congress for several months, having marched
with a regiment of associators, as colonel, to sup-

port general Washington, until the flying camp of

ten ti ousand men was completed. When the asso-

ciators were discharged, 1 returned to Philadelphia,
took my seat in congress and signed my name to

the declaration on parchment. This transaction

should be truly stated, and the then secret journal
should be made public. In the manuscript journal,
Mr. Pickering, then secretary of state, and myself
saw & printed half sheet of paper, with the names of

the members afterwards in the printed journals,
stiched in. We examined the parchment where my
name is signed in my own hand-writing.
A glimmering of peace appears in the horizon;

may it be realized : but every preparation should
be made for a continuance of the war. When the

British arms have been successful, I have never
found their rulers or ministers otherwise than

haughty, rude, imperious,—nay, insolent. The\
and their -Hies have this year been successful, both
in the north and south of Europe.
My sight fades very fast, though my writing may

not discover it. God bless you. Your friend,
THO'3 McKEAN.

His Excellency John Ada>is.

Philadelphia, October 16th, 1814.

Dr. «i» sir—The communications of our plenipo-
tentiaries at Gljent give complete evidence of the

temper and 'ir.vs of the British government re-

specting peace with the United States; they will

emphatically iDiiie them. I have always been of

opinion that the administration of Britain intended
to protr-ic the negoci.i ion until the result of the

present campaign should be know; but, until now,

I did not believe they meant to continue the war
longer. War, then, is the order of the day. We will
never be British colonies again. The loss of the
lives of many thousands of our fellow-citizens and.
of millions of treasure must be the consequence;
but in times of peace death is not idle, and luxury
and dissipation squander millions. When not half as
numerous and not a tenth part so wealthy, we fought
them, near forty years ago, with the assistance of
five or six thousand troops from France, and the i~

version occasioned by the French navy, and we L e t

them. We are now so well prepared, and have had
such recent proofs of skill and bravery, both on the
ocean and on the land, that there is no reason to

despair of success agam.
The year ensuing will be the year of trial:—we

shall then have as able and as brave officers and
privates as we have ever had; nay, I will venture to

say, superior by sea and land—and, when I reflect,
that we can bring ten men into the field for the s me
expence as our enemy can one, (for they will have
10 bring their forces three thousand miles at least
before they can meet us) there is reason to con-
elude our finances will hold out as long as theirs;

especially when we consider they have been lately
twenty years at war with another country, that com-
manded all their energies.
An omnipotent and benevolent Providence may,

by permitting new broils and contests in Europe, or

by other means, furnish other employment for the
British adminis ration, besides planning the de-
struction or subjugation of an innocent people,
fighting for their independence and just rights. On
God let us rely; he has been and still is our general
in chief.

I though- 1 had done with the World, having spent
eighty years in it, but unexpected events have re-

called my attention to it for a short time.
The declaration of war appeared to me improvi-

dent and very wrong; but now there must be no

retrospection; all our powers mast be exercised on
the present and the future.

In Philadelphia we are at last roused and pre-
paring for defence and safety. There is an entire

change of elective officers, both in this city and
county, without a single exception.

This will be handed to you by the rev. Mr. Cole-

man, who makes but a short stay here: he has as-

sured me of your good health. Having this oppor-
tunity, I could not refrain writing-, and my mind
being engrossed with the situation of our country,,
in obtaining and securing the happiness of which

you and 1 have employed so mai^y years of our lives,
at the risk of every thing valuable in this world,
has forced from me a political epistle. Your wor-

thy sou being placed at the head of the commission-

ers, of the United States, for negociating a peace,
h.s hitherto prevented me from engaging my pen
to you about the politics of the times.

May we live to see an honorable and successful

termination of this second arduous contest for Ame-
rican liberty; and may you be as happy as I wish,

you. Your friend,
THO'S McKEAN.

His excellency Johs Adams.

Philadelphia, November 20th, 1815.

DEAn Sin— 1 can now answer the questions in your
favor of the 30th July last, viz. Who shall write

the history of the American revolution, &c. ?

Major general James Wilkinson has written it.

He commences with the battle of Bunker's or

Breed's hill, at Boston, and concludes with the bat-

tle near New-Orleans, on the Mississippi, a period
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Of forty years. It will be published in three v

lumes large 8vo, each containing
- about 500 pages.

T'.e general, I am informed, confines himself to

military transactions, with a reference to a very
few of the civil. I knew him person illy

near forty

years ago, but have not seen or heard from him for

the last seven years : I think him above mediocrity.
He has been in the army during the whole time, and

is better qualified to give a description of its pro-

ceedings than any gentleman with whom I am ac-

quainted.
This history has been written within the last se

ven or eight months, at Germantown, about six

miles from this city; though I have not heard of the

general being there until lately : he has kept him-

self quite re'ired and private.
I do not recollect any formal speeches, such as

are made in the British parliament and our late

c n resses. to have been made Li th revolutionary

congress, though I was a member for eight years,
from 1774 until the preliminaries of peace were

signed. We had no time to hear such speeches;
little for deliberation : action was the order of the

day. The speech of Mr. Richard K. Lee, given by
the Italian, ihe chevalier Botta, which I have read,

may have been delivered, but I have no remem-
brance of it, though in congress, nor would it do

any member much credit : I have no favorable opi-
nion of the Chevalier, he appears to me a vain and

presuming character to have attempted such a his-

tory; perhaps the res angustae domi (poverty) im-

peded !iim.

Although we may not in the United Slates have

aThucidydes, a Tacitus, Hume, Robertson or Gib
bon, who have been reckoned the best historians in

Greece, Rome or Great Bri ain, yet we have gen
tleroen of great talents and capable of writing the

history of our revolution with at least as much re-

gar. 1 to truth as any of them has exhibited.
With respect to general Wilkinson I recollect an

anecdote : he was in 1777 an aid to general Gates,
and by him sent to congress at Yorktown, in Penn
sylvania, with the dispatches, giving an account of
the surrender of Sir John Burgoyne and the British

army to the Americans at Saratoga on the way he

spent a day at Reading, about fitiy miles from York
town, with a young lady from Philadelphia, whom
he afterwards married. When the dispatches were
read in congress, propositions were made for pay-
ing a proper compliment to the favorite of general
Gates who brought us such nleasing news. Gov.
Samuel Adams, with a grave and sol emn face, moved
congress that the young gentleman should be pre-
sented with "a pair of spurs."
What changes in Europe have occurred since I

had the pleasure of writing to you last? Lewis I8lh
is again on the throne of France, the great Vapdeon
at the bottom of the wheel, never to rise more, a

prisoner for life. The French nation miserable;
Spain has reestablished the tribunal of the Inqui-
sition and restored the Jesuits. The rulers of Por-

tugal void of common sense. South America in a
state of opposition to the government of Span, and
in all appe trance will soon be independent of it.

Whatever is is right, said Mr. Pope, the first of
poets and moralists.

I have nothing to do with politics, nor much with

any thing else in this world, but I hear and listen.
It is said that James M >nroe, secretary of state,
John Armstrong, late secretary at war, Dewit Clin
ton, late mayor of New-York, and perhaps Rufus
King, now a senator, will be proposed as candidates
for the next presidency. I do no ihink the prospect
»f either or any of them very encouraging.

Mr. John Q. Adams has been lvuued, but it not
known whether this may not create jealousy or in-

jure him with 'he present administration, which his
friends would by all means avoid.

My sheet is almost finished. God bless you.
Your old friend,

THO'S McKEANg
Mis Excellency Johx Adams.

Philadelphia, Jan- 17th. 1817.
Dear Sir—Tarn at present obliged to write 10 vou

bv another hand. The inclosed letter was sent to me
in May last, by your son Thomas B Adams, Esq.
with a request that I should return it under cover
to you. I regret that owing to a mi-take of his re-

sidence, I had not the pleasure of his company at

my table when he was last in this city. Miss Rutter
h <s been so kind, I understand, as to explain the
circumstance to him.

It seems that the office of secretary of stp.te, the
talents of the candidates being equal, is the step-
ladder to the presidential chair, at least it has been
so in the cases of the three last presidents. Now
as your son, the honorable John Quincy Adams, is

appointed to that station, if he makes the best ad-

vantage of his situation, it is more than probable
that he may be the next president of the United
States.

I shall seldom hereafter be able to write to you.
Please to pay my devoirs to your son, and accept

my most sincere wishes for your health and happi-
ness. I am your old friend,

THO'S McKEAN".
His Excellency John Adams.

P. S. I have answered Mr. Ingersoll's request by
a publication in the newspapers.*

Defeat of Sir Peter Parker.
Before I published ibe copy of theinscriotion on

the monument of Sir Peter Parker,—pige 245. I ad-
dressed a note to col. Reed, (a revolutionary soldier
and late a senator of the United States) who op-
posed and defeated the baronet, requesting any par-
ticulars of the affair that he might be pleased to
communicate in addition 10 those contained in his
official letter to general Chambers. In a very polite
letter just received from him, dated on theSd inst.
he apologizes for not answering my note sooner, and
observes—

" It is to be regretted that on any occasion the
friends of a gallant man should be so unmindful of
what they owe to his memory and to truth, as to
inscribe on his tombstone a palpable falsehood.
That Sir Peter was a man of ^reat gallantry there
is no doubt; that he sought fame in every clime
and bid far to rival Nelson, is also true. It is

not true that I had three times the number of the

enemy's force—but it is certainly true that Sir Pe-
ter had at least double my force. It is not true that
I was supported by cavalry—there was not one man
or officer belonging t,o cavalry o- the battle ground,
or in the action, except captain Wilson." [H

- then
proceeds to state various facts to shew that the
enemy's force was double that of his own, on the

testimony of an intelligent gentleman who was a pri-
soner on board the Menelaus, and dined every day
with the officers, to whom they spoke freely of their

object, force.&c. and who heard the roll culled before
and after the action, they apprehending no danger
from him. ''In a conversation," continues col. R.
"between cap;.. Chambers and lieutenant Cre-se [of

See page 278, present vqI. W. R\
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the Mer.elaus] the latter insisted that we must have

had 500 men, and that we were covered by a mask-
ed battery

—this monstrously magnifying vision of

the lieutenant may account for the mistake inscrihed

On the tomb-stone as to numbers, cavalry, &c. A
gentleman of intelligence, who was a morning or

two after the affair taken from his habitation on the

bay-shore by lieut. Crease and 200 men, stated that

the enemy complained most vehemently of the ef-

fects of our buckshot—his information fully cor-

roborates that before received, with the addition
that the enemy bad but thirty men who escaped
unhurt, losing their weapons, &c.

"I will now observe, that Sir Peter came up the

bay with a squadron consisting of the frigate, a

large schooner and a sloop. The schooner was up-
set in a gale off Swan Point, crew saved except two.

It is not likely that of this force he would have
landed only 124 rank and file. We do know that

while his squadron was in the waters of Sandy
Point, he did cause Fort Madison to be r£connoi-

tred, and that the night following he landed 300
men, got lost, was ashore the whole night, and only
l*e-embarked at day-light

—to this circumstance was
the safety of For t Madison, in all probability, owing.
3 wrote an account of this at the time. His landing
on an unknown shore to attack a work he had lit-

tle knowledge of, speaks for his character. Upon
one of Sir Peter's people being asked, 'whether they
did not consider the attack upon us as a hardy un-

dertaking ?' he replied, 'Sir Peter never stopped to

calculate danger when he had an object in view—
fliat he had frequently landed on the coasts of Eu-

rope, and surprized and carried the works of his

enemies in that quarter, and that he was adored by
his crew.' He calculated on surprizing and carry-

5ng my camp, and although but a handful, it covered
at that time the country he was acting upon under
the burning orders of admiral Cochrane, His com-
mand brought out one day's provisions and all the

prepared materials for communicating fire to build-

ings, &c.—these were left on the field and picked
up by our people, the neighbors. Had he succeeded,
no doubt the adjacent country would have present
eda widely spread scene of ruin, Chestertown (not
Georgetown x Roads) was only seven miles distant
and -t. fine road. Whether that was within his range
I cannot tell, though my information justified the
belief that it was."

The just and full share of celebrity that belonge i

to the former was not, perhaps, rendered to him
through the local situation and higher ground occu-

pied by Washington; and of him it may be right;
that the marble should speak to our children. But
let not the stone that covers Franklin's ashes be
touched!—nor permit the sublime simplicity of its

inscription to be lost by the stateliest production of
art. The world is filled with his name—eripvit
fulinen ccelo, septrumque tyrannic; he is every where
known and revered; and forbid it that an idle gaz-
ing at his mausoleum should usurp the place of a
solemn admiration f*f his various talents and ser-

vices when near the spot where his ashes repose.
The man "that has a soul" will be filled with stronger
and more delightful emotions on looking at the

plain slab that covers his remains, on which only
appears

Benjamin"? r.
t^ > Frahklin,Deborah }

than in beholding a column high enough to out-cap
the pyramids of Egypt, the names of whose builders
are lost; but that ofFranklin is immortal. Science
and Philosophy have inscribed it in all their works—

Liberty has proclaimed it to all nations, and His-

tory consigns it to the reverence of ages.

"Difference of Opinion."
Among the ablest, neatest and most respectable

weekly newspapers that we see, is the Telescope,

published at Columbia, S. C. It is one of the few
that we generally lay aside for a second looking-
over; and in one of these we observe a well written
article in reproof of such as are constantly clamor-

ing about the "ingratitude of republics."
—I never

could see that a charge of ingratitude for services

rendered belonged more to my country than to

others, though it is not without sin in this respect.
It is true, we have not the habit, and I hope never

will, of building up the fortune of one man who
happened to command, on the misery of" tens of
thousands of others commanded, that did their

duty andfulfilled every obligation as well as he; as
U the practice in monarchies, to bolster themselves—but there is a more general diffusion ofjustice in

our public measures. Yet the editor of the Tele-

scope believes that we have neglected the "great
and good deceased," and quotes a couple of arti-

>ies relating to Gen. Greene and Dr. Franklin.

Political "differences of opinion."
The sentiments contained in the following extract of

a letter to the editor from a gentleman of the b:a

in North-Carolina, are not less flattering to the
one than honorable to the other.

"As you have given me an opportunity for writ-

ing to you, allow me as one ofyour readers, to thank

you for the valuable information which your paper
has afforded. You and I may not, perhaps, coincide
in many of the doctrinal points of party politics,

but, thank God, the time is going by when there is.

any necessity of recurring to these as tests of ho-

nesty and patriotism, or of considering them as the

indispensible links of friendship and good neigh-
borhood. For the good of our glorious forms of

government, neither of us, probably, would wish to

see the whole nation think alike, and follow, like

,nere automata, all sorts of public measures; but
let us, if possible, make this necessary contest good,
natured, charitable and gentlemanly."

The Locust.
A respectable old gentleman, who has seen and

observed the locust at the different periods of their

appearance, as noted below, has favored the editor
of the Register with the following memoranda:

TnE locust appeared—
In 1749, in the mouth of May.
In 1766, they came out of the ground from the

14th to the 17th of" May.
In 1783, they came out from the 16th to the 19th

of Mav.
In 1800, from the 19th to the 26th of May.
In 1817, they did not appear until the beginning

of June; it is supposed the cold and wet weather
retarded their progress.

They continue from four to six weeks, and are

harmless, except to young and tender fruit trees or
the twigs of older trees, wherein the female depo-
sits her eggs, which in a few days vivify, and the

twig either breaks off, or the young locust emerges
and falls to the ground, and makes its way into tht-

earth, for another period of 17 years.
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Domestic Manufactures.
f ROM THE KEW-IORK EVENING POST, OF JUNE 14.

The American Society for the encouragement ot

American manufactures, met last evening-, in the

assembly room, at city hotel.—
Dauiel D. Tomkins, president of the society, took

the chair, supported by the vice-president, col. Few,
and John Ferguson, esq. The society being orga-

nized, James Monroe, president ofthe United States,

was proposed as a member, whereon, the presiding
officer suggested that the usual form of ballot be

dispensed with, and that James Monroe be received

as h member; a motion to this effect was then made
and carried unanimously—Messrs. Morris, Golden,
and Peirson were appointed a committee to wait on

the president of the United States, to inform him

of his being elected, and to solicit the honor of his

attendance at the meeting; to which he politely as-

sented, and being inducted by the committee, took

his seat on the right of the presiding officer, who

immediately rose and in an extempore and eloquent
address, assured his excellency, of the high sense

entertained by the society, of the honor he confer-

red, by assenting to become one of its members,
which created a confidence, that he would do all

which he consistently could, to promote the views

with which the society was instituted.

To which, his excellency replied, with much elo-

quence and force, that he duly appreciated the ob-

jects of the institution, which were particularly
dear to him, from their being intimately connected
with the real independence ofour country, and clos-

ed, with an assurance that he would use his efforts

as far as the general interest of the country would

permit, to promote the patriotic and laudable ob-

jects of the society.
James Madison, Thomas Jefferson, and John

Adams, were then separately proposed as members
and admitted unanimously: the usual form of ballot

being, on motion, dispensed with.

The corresponding committee offered the follow-

ing report, with an address from the pen of C. D.

Golden, esq. which were severally read—After

which, the president of the United States withdrew,
and the society adjourned.

REPORT
Of the corresponding committee of the society for the

encouragement of domestic manufactures.
The corresponding committee, elected in persu-

ance ofthe 3d article ofthe constitution, for the cur

rent year, respectfully report
—

That immediately after the meeting of the socie-

ty, held on the 31st of December, 1816, they- took

the speediest measures for carrying into effect the

resolutions, respecting the printing and publishing
the address then reported and adopted—They ac-

cordingly caused to be printed 5000 copies; one of

which was transmitted to the president of the Unit-

ed States, and one to each of the members of con-

gress and heads of departments of the general go-
vernment, and to the governors and members of the

therein stated; for a recommendation to the officers

of the army and navy, and to all civil officers, to be
clothed in American fabrics; that all public supplies
for the army and navy might be of American ma-
nufacture; and for such other protection as might
place our mercantile and manufacturing interests

beyond the reach of foreign influence.

It is with pleasure and gratitude your committee
have learned, that the war department has given an
entire preference to domestic manufacture, and as

much is confidently hoped from the department of
the navy.
Your committee elected a delegate to proceed

with the same to the seat of government.
Memorials of similar import, were drawn up by

the merchants of this city, and by the citizens at

large, respectively; and another member of your
committee was deputed by the merchants, who also

appointed a citizen of New-York, then in the city
of Washington, to co-operate with the delegates of
this society, and cause the above named memorials
to be laid before congress, with instructions to so-

licit and promote the objects of them, by their best
endeavors.
The delegates, on their way to the seat of govern-

ment, took occasion to explain to certain respecta-
ble and influential citizens of Philadelphia and UhI-

timore, the objects, views, and motives of this socie-

ty and the nature of their mission; and had the sa-

tisfaction, during the short period of one day in

each of these cities, to witness the formation of
kindred associations, whose proceedings have been

long since made public, and which by their intelli-

gence, patriotism, capital and character, have prov-
ed an inappreciable acquisition to the cause of do-

mestic industry.

During their residence in the city of Washington,
the said delegates, with the aid and co-operation of

their colleague, made a similar and no less success-

ful appeal to the citizens of Washington, George-
town, and Alexandria; who at a meeting convened

by public notice, instituted and organized, an as-

ociation, entitled the Metropolitan Society
—the

proceedings of this association have also been made

public, and their zeal^influence and respectability,
have done much in rousing the spirit of inquiry and

promoting the true interests of their country.
The delegates were heard with much attention

by the committee of commerce and manufactures

of the house of representatives, to whom the above

memorials were referred, and that committee re-

ported in part by a bill, for the continuance of the

existing duties upon importation as prayed; and re-

ferred the other matters more immediately connected

with the revenue to the secretary of the treasury;

whose opinions, we think ourselves authorised to

state were in unison with the prayer ofthe memorial-

ists.-^And although the lateness of the session, and

the mass of unfinished business, prevented the im-

mediate attainment ofthe objects desired, yet the

wisest and most experienced in and out of congress

(the enlightened members ofthe committee ofthe

legislators of the states respectively, as far as the house included) were of opinion, that nothing
same was practicable. I would be lost by thpracticable
Your committee, in further pursuance ofthe du

ties delegated to them, caused a memorial to be

drawn up on behalf of the society, addressed to the

the congress ot the United States, praying for the

permanency ofthe duties imposed by the tariff; the

prohibition of cotton goods, manufactured beyond
the cape of Good Hope; such revision and modifica-

tiou of the revenue laws, as might prevent smug-
gling, false invocies, and other frauds; for a duty of

10 per cent, on auction sales, with the exceptions

by the delay, as every day would
ofl'er new manifestations of the public sentiment,
and the circumstances of the times be more fully

developed, and operate as a law of necessity.
It may be important also to state the friendly in

timation of the committee itself, that nothing would
more conduce to future success, than an authentic*

collection of facts, tending to shew the value of ths

property embarked in domestic manufactures, the

great portion of which was jeopardized by the cau-

ses set forth, and the losx and irrepairab'.e injury
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the community tmut suffer from neglect andindif-

erence to so essential an interest. As that lntiir-

mation could be best collected and embodied by
the active industry of this and other societies, we
mention it as an additional stimulus to exertion

and efforts, well combined and vigorously sustained,
and we trust that all citizens, who prize the last-

ing independence of their country, who rejoice in

its general and individual prosperity, will take

pride and pleasure in sharing so generous a task.

The +wo delegates who proceeded together from
this city, were gratified, in returning through the

town of Lancaster, in Pennsylvania, to witness the

formation of an association of citizens, possessed
of every qualification to be useful;—talent, influ-

ence, and capital. They were there, as on the for-

mer occasions, invited to explain the views and

tendency of their mission, and had the pleasure to

find the principles of this institution approved,
adopted, and promptly acted upon by theirrespect-
ed fellow-citizens.

Numerous societies have cotemperaneously, and
in rapid succession, arisen throughout the union;

many have announced themselves by publications
full of energy, and marked with intelligence. Regu-
lar communications have been transmitted to us

from the societies of Wilmington, in the state of

Delaware; Middletown, Hartford and Litchfield, in

Connecticut; Rome and other places, in the state

of New-York: and we have full authority to say,
that Ohio, Kentucky, New-Jersey, Virginia and

Mississippi, will soon add their strength and weight
to the common stock.

The most eminent journalists, without regard
to political or party relations, have lent their un-

bought talents: and essays have appeared in their

columns, which would do honor to any country or

to any cause. The periodical publications of most i

acknowledged merit, and extensive circulation,
have likewise appropriated their labors to the ser-

vice of tneir country, and as far as their sphere I

extended, iave put prejudice to flight, and igno-
rance to siiame.

A pamphlet has been compiled by a judicious
and masveriy hand in the city of Philadelphia,
from tlie report of the celebrated Alexander Ha-

milton, made by that statesman in the year 1790,
when secretary of the treasury, by order of tiie

house of representatives: this paper has been emi-

nently serviceable, inasmuch as it brings back the

judgment of the reader, to the natural order of

things, before the distorted and disjointed relations

of the civilized world lud habituated mankind to

disturbed and crooked views, and fallacious relian-

ces upon ephemeral hopes and transient specula-
tions.—It establishes principles pure and unerring;
and has the merit not only of sage predictions, but

of prophecies fulfilled.

It is impossible to notice all the valuable tracts

that patriotic excitement has given birth to, with-

in the short period since our institution led the

way—the address of the society of Middletown,
in Connecticut, and the report of the committee
of Pittsburgu, reprinted by order of the house of

representatives, are documents deserving much at-

tention; and it is to be wished, that a collection of

the most of these valuable tracts, should be em-
bodied and preserved—they are so many pledges
to the public, of the faith and loyalty of the citi-

zen.

The address of the society has been reprinted
and circulated in such abundance, in so many dif-

ferent forms, and noticed with so much favor, that

Jit is impossible to retire from the front of the bat-

tle, where we first appeared, without some los3

pf character. It is our turn now, to take the next
step in the field of generous emulation, and we
should meet, more than half way, every overture
to correspondence and co-operation—\Ve should

acknowledge our obligations for the confidence re-

posed in us, and for the light and instruction re-
fleeted upon us.

So far your committee have traced their progress
in the execution of their trust; so far, our bark has
adventured with a favoring gale; for although we
lament that some of our fabrics must suffer, with-
in this year, irreparable loss; yet we trust, that the

certainty, with which they may count upon the foster-

ing care of the government, will in general restore

courage, confidence, and credit, and enable the

greater part to ride out the storm. The immense
losses, at which our markets are glutted, cannot
endure for many years, and little can he see, who
does not read the rising prosperity of our manu-
factures, at no distant day, and with it, the power,
happiness and security of this high favored land.
Your committee, considering the interests of

commerce and manufactures as inseparable and
identical, cannot close this report without notic-

ing an evil wihch has grown to an alarming extent.
The present system of auction sales of recent date,

in this country, and an anomaly in the history of
commerce, has nearly exploded all regular business;
and the auctioneer, whose office was formerly w6-
ordinate to that of the merchant, is now nearly the

only seller; and if subordinate to any, merely to a

foreign principle. If any sales are now made by the

regular trader, they are occasional and supplemen
tary.
Commercial education, orderly habits and sober

pursuits, honor and good faith, too fatally yield to

gambling speculations and fraudulent contrivances.

The benefits, if any, that result from this extraor-

dinary monopoly, are dearly paid for by the ruin
of a class, whose industjy was the life of the com-

munity and through them in a greater or less de-

gree of the various and numerous descriptions of

persons, who, without being commercial, depend
upon commerce for their support—And if once the
merchant disappears from the scene; if the source
is once destroyed, the thousand channels which it

fed become dry and fruitless, the proprietor, the

mechanic, the artist, the laborer follow in the train,
and must seek elsewhere for subsistence.

Already has the public feeling remonstrated

against this abuse; but the practice has still pre-
vailed. The established merchant it has been
shewn, must ever be unable to compete with the

stranger who is charged with no contribution to
the public service, subjected to no rent or house-
hold expenditure, none of the costs or charges of a

commercial establishment, nor taxes, nor imposi-
tions for the support of government.
Your committee therefore, refer this subject to

the most serious attention of the society, that the

most suitable means of investigation may be adopt-
ed to substantiate its truth and to procure relief

ADDRESS.
All who believe that the happiness and indepen-

dence of our country, are connected with the pros-

perity of our manufactures, must rejoice to see the

chief magistrate of the nation honoring with his

presence, a society instituted for their protection
and encouragement. Knowing that the manufac-
tures of the United States cannot in their infan:

state, resist the rivalship of foreign nations without
tne patronage of the government, it is consoling to

find, that ho, to whom the unanimoo^ voice of afrco
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people has committed the fiighest ffice, has no'

only consented to become a member of our institu-

tion, but that he avails himself of the first opportu-

nity, of giving
-

it the countenance and support of his

attendance.
An incident like this may form a new era itl the

history of society.
—In other countries the influence

of the magistrate is felt, only from the operation of

his laws or through the instrumentality of his sub-

ordinate agents: while on the other bund, he de-

rives his information through intermediate chan-

nels; but our happy constitution, places the people
and their officers, in such relations to each other,

that they may have a mutual and direct intercourse
—and we now behold the first magistrate of a great

nation, seeking at its source, the information which
will enable him to know the wants and wishes of

the country. A life devoted to the good of his coun-

try, gives us assurance, that it is only necessary to

make him acquainted with what will promote its

happiness, to insure all the support, which may be

derived from his high station. It is now too late

to question the advantages of manufactures; all his-

tory shews us how much they have contributed to

ihe prosperity of every state, where they have been

encouraged. Indeed, we find that in sortie instances,

they have been the sources of all the wealth and

power of a people. As they have prospered or declin-

ed, nations have risen or sunk. Even wealth, with-

out manufactures and commerce, has only served

to degrade a great community, by the introduction

of that luxury, which was purchased with the pro-
duce of inexhaustible mines of gold. JLiut it is no -

,

as they are sources of •wealth, that an America:! must
feel the deepest interest in the fate of our manu-
factures—they more nearly concern us, as they are

connected with our independence. For how shall

We avoid the influence of foreign nations, while we
sull'er ourselves to be dependent on them, not only
for the luxuries but the necessrries of life ! Can that

nation feel independent, which has no reliance but

upon foreign hands for the fabrics which are to

clothe her citizens ? For manufactured materials

which are necessary for the construction of their

dwellings and for the tools with which they are to

cultivate their soil ?

But such has been our situation, (unknown almost
to ourselves,) until a jealousy of our prosperity

provoked a war, which barred us from the work-

shops of England; and then we found we were in

some measure obliged to rely ou a treasonable trade,
to clothe the armies, which met her in the field of

battle. The very powder which generated the

thunder of our cannon, was sometimes British ma-

nufacture, and the striped-bunting may often have
been from the same loom with the Cross of Saint

George,over which it so frequently waved in triumph.

Such a state of tilings, could not but awaken the

spirit and enterprize of Americans. Amidst the

agitations of war, while one part of the population
was ranging itself under the military banners of

our country, another devoted itself to her interest

in another form. Manufactures arose as if by en-

chantment—on every stream she formed for her-

self spacious dwellings, and collected in them ma-

ny thousands, who in no other way could contri-

bute to the general weal. Those too young, or too

old to bear arms, who had not strength for agricul-
tural labors—the female whose domestic services

could be dispensed with in her family, found here

a means of individual gain, and of adding to the

public prosperity. In a short three years, the pro-
duce of our looms rivalled foreign productions, and
the nation with which we were contending, felt

more alarm from th? progress of our manufactures,
than she did from the success of our arms. But
peace came—while we were at war, the warehous-
es of England were filled with the produce of the
labor, which a loss of market had enabled her to»

purchase at a depreciated price. The moment in-
tercourse between the two countries was opened,
her hoarded stores were thrown upon us, and we
were deluged with the manufactures which had
been waiting the event. They could be sold without
profit, because the foreign" manufacturer thought
himself fortunate, if he coul<J realize the capital
which he had been obliged to" expend, to support
his establishment while there was no sale for wares.
But he was content to bear a loss, because, in

the words of an English statesman, "it was well
worth while to incur a loss upon the first exporta-
tion, in order by the glut, to stifle in the cradle,
those rising manufactures in the United States,
which the war had forced into existence."—It
would have been surprising indeed if our infant

manufactures, the establishment of which, had ge*
nerally exhausted the capitals of those who embark-
ed in them, could have sustained themselves under
such circumstances, without any aid or support from
the government, without any means of countervail-

ing the effects of the sacrifices which foreignera
were willing to make for their destruction.—How
were they to maintain themselves ? It was impossi-
ble—many of them sunk—but we hope, to rise

again. The attention of the government was too

ar.'ently directed, during the war, to other objects,
10 perceive the policy or necessity of that projection
which the manufacturing interest did not then ap-
pear to want. But now, that peace will leave our

legislators free to consider and provide for the reai

independence, and permanent prosperity of our
country, now, when we have at the head of our ad-
min is (.ration, a citizen, whose presence here this

evening assures us of the interest he takes in the

objects of our institution, we may hope, that Ame-
rican manufactures will receive all the countenance
and support that can be derived from the power of
the government. Let that power be exerted only
so far as to counteract the policy of foreign nations,
and every American may be gratified in the pride
of wearing the produce of the American soil, manu-
factured by American hands. Again shall the sur-

plus population of our great cities, and the feeble

powers of women and children, find that means of
useful and profitable employment, which manufac-
tures alone can afford them: Again shall the patrio-
tic and enterprising capitalist find advantage in

devoting his means and mind to objects so calcu-
lated to promote the prosperity and happiness of
his country. And again shall foreign nations dread
to see us rising to that real independence, which we
never can in truth enjoy, while we depend upon any
but ourselves for the first necessaries of life. The
Society beg leave to testify to the chief magistrate
of the nation, the high sense they entertain of the
honor he has conferred upon them by his presence
at this time, mid sincerely participate in the feel-

ings, which have been so universally manifested on
his visit to our city, and most cordially tender him.
their best wishes for his health and happiness.

—a a» .

Legislature of New Hampshire.
AGRICULTURE AND MANUFACTURES.

In the house of representatives, June 26.
The committee to whom was referred so much of

his excellency's message as relates to agriculture
and domestic manufactures, made the following re-

port :
—
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Your committee ate deeply sensible that agri-|

culture and domestic manufactures must be our

permanent sources of wealth and prosperity; that

a proper attention to, and encouragement of, these

objects are the only possible means of turning the

balance of trade in our favor, and securing to our

citizens that independence so necessary to us as

individuals or as members of the community.
Your committee would beg leave to remark,

that while other sciences, and other arts, are re-

ceiving the most flattering encouragement, both

by legislative patronage and individual bounty
—

we cannot indulge the mortifying reflection, that

agriculture and domestic manufactures, so neces-

sary to our existence as an independent nation,

should be suffered to languish in obscurity, or be

known only in habits sanctioned by tradition.

The greatest nations of antiquity have given
honorable testimony of their veneration for agricul-
tural pursuits, and their history furnishes the

brightest examples of its importance to mankind.
And while the labor of some of the nations of

Europe, in modern times, has been employed in rais-

ing their country from the domains of the ocean,
and in others contending with obstacles which na-

ture seems to have designed as insurmountable to

cultivation; we cannot but congratulate our fellow-

citizens on the fertility of our soil—the ease and
readiness with which improvements may be made—the sure and happy rewards of industry, and the

unbounded field which is here opened for the

exercise of every agricultural experiment calculated
to increase our knowledge, improve our wealth,
and add to the stock of individual and social hap-
piness.

Iii selecting the means most likely to produce
the great and obvious benefits resulting from an

attention to these object*, your committee would

respectfully suggest
—that the members of the le-

gislature, in their private capacity, as citizens of

the different sections of the state, can, undoubt-

edly, do much by their example and influence for

the improvement of arts so important to our vital

interests.

Your committee would further recommend, that

societies for the promotion of agriculture and do-
mestic manufactures be established in those coun-

ties of the state where such societies have not al-

ready been instituted; that correspondence be esta-

blished between the societies of the several comp-

lies, and all proper exertions be made to collect
and disseminate all useful information on the im-

portant subjects under their consideration.
And further that the sum of one hundred dollars

be appropriated to the use of the " Cheshire agri-
cultural society" for the purpose of enabling said

society to grant premiums for the best productions
either of stock, grain, or such other articles as may
be thought expedient; and that said society be re-

quested to include the subject of domestic manu-
factures with the objects of their association. And
that a society in each of the other counties in the

state, which is, or may be established for the above

purposes, receive from the treasury of this state
"the like sum of one hundred dollars, on application,
after being duly organized as aforesaid.

Respectfully submitted by
JOHN BROADHEAD,

For the committee.

Which report was accepted, fin senate, same
Jay, read and concurred.]

The President's Tour.
Our regular accouut of the president's tour (page

282) left him on his arrival at New Haven. The
lollowing is an account of subsequent proceedings.
On t!te 21st ofJunehe reviewed the troops at New

Haven, and received due military honors. In tht
afternoon lie was visited by all the surviving revolu-

tionary officers resident in that city, eighteen m
number, and by the distinguished citizens general-
ly
—after dinner, accompanied by gov. Wolcott, the

Lieut, governor &c. he visited tht places about the
town deemed worthy of note. On Sunday he at-
tended divine service and in "the evening, the com-
mittee, in the name of their fellow citizens, took
leave of his excellency in a short address, expres-
sing the high sense which they entertained of his
visit with their sincere wishes for his individual

prosperity, and his successful administration in his
exalted station. The address was reciprocated in
a manner honorably to the president and highly
gratifying to the committee."

In his visit to New Haven he seems to have won
the hearts of the people—the editor of the Herald,
in an account of it, says—"The dress of the presi-
dent has been deservedly noticed in other papers
for its neatness and republican simplicity. He wore
a plain blue coat, a buff under dress, and a hat and
cockade of the revolutionary fashion. It comport-
ed with his rank, was adapted to the occasion, well
calculated to excite in the minds of the people, the
remembrance of the day which "tried men's souls."
It was not the sound of artillery, the ringing of bells,
nor the splendid processions alo .e,f ;m which we are
io judge of the feelings and sentiments of the peo-
ple on this occasion—It was the general spirit of
hilarity which appeared to manifest itself in every
countenance, that evinced the pride and satisfaction
with which the Americans puid the voluntary tribute
of respect to the ruler of their own choice—to the

magistrate of their own creation. The demon of

party for a time departed, and gave place for a ge-
neral burst of NATIONAL FEELING."
He reached Middleto-wn on Monday, at 9 o'clock,

a. m. escorted by a company of cavaby, and break-
fasted—after which he viewed the pistol, sword and
rifle manufactories there, and proceeded to Wea-
thersfield, where he was met by the military from

Hartford, &c. and received with a national salute,
and introduced into the place by a very great asserrtr

blage of citizens and soldiers, who escorted him
over the bridge, which was elegantly ornamented
with three lofty arches thrown over it, composed of

evergreen and laurel—from the central one was
suspended a label—"March 4, 1817."
The members of the corporation of the city visit-

ed the president immediately after he had arrived

at his lodgings; and (in the absence of the mayor)
John Morgan, esq. senior alderman, delivered the

following address; to which the president gave "an

appropriate extemporaneous answer."

To the President of the United Stales.

Sir—The pleasing duty has devolved on us of

presenting you the congratulations of the citizens

of Hartford, on your arrival in this city. It is with
sentiments of regard for private worth, no less than

respect for official dignity, that the personal pre-
sence of the first magistrate of our nation is as-

sociated.

The endearing relation which subsists between
the people of a free country, and their political fa-

ther and guide, is peculiarly fitted to cherish and
ennoble, these sentiment?.
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It is no less our happiness, sir, than yours, that

your administration has commenced at a period

gilded by the recent exploits of our army and navy,

and at the same time enjoying the tranquility and

security of peace: when full scope is given to the

enterprize, industry and skill of our citizens, in the

employments of agriculture and manufactures

when th

the arts

who saluted him, &c. Here he received a brief
but handsome address from a committee of the citi-

zens. After which he inspected the public works
of the United States. On his return to the inn,
410 children assembled from the several schools
in the village, passed in procession before the

i door of the inn at which the president was stand*

ie pursuit of science, and the cultivation ofling to view them as they were passing. One of the

3 of civilized life, are encouraged by thejr committee said to the president, "We here pre-

appropnate rewards: and when the spirit of party, (sent
to your excellency the hopes of our country,

with its concomitant jealousies and misrepresenta- 1
*»d we are endeavoring to train them up in the

tions, no longer "render alien to each other, tlio.se nurture and admonition of the Lord, and in the

who ought to be bound together by fraternal affec-
1 pure priuciples of republican government,"—to

tion." We anticipate in your administration, com-
j

which the president replied
—"I am much pleased

mencing under such auspices, and blessed with the and gratified with their appearance, and I pray God
smiles of HIM, ''whose dominion is an everlasting ! to bjess them and you, aud carry your good design

dominion," a period of glory to our country and of
jiato

effect.'
1

honor to yourself.
The state of Connecticut, as she was among the

first to adopt the constitution of the United States,

so will she always be among its most firm and

zealous supporters.
The people of this state, while they cherish a

high spirit of freedom, are from the force of our

institutions and habits, distinguished also for their

love of order and submission to the laws.—In pur-

suing a policy, which, as we confidently expect,
will give the best effect to the principles of our

government; establish commerce upon a permanent
basis; render us strong and independent; confer on

us a distinct and elevated national character; and

iecure to our country those high advantages, which
seem destined for her by Providence—you may be

assured of a hearty support.

May Heaven grant, sir, that your life may be long
and happy; and that the freedom and independence
of our country may be perpetual.

JOHN MORGAN.
In behalf of the mayor, aldermen, common coun-

cil and freemen of the city of Hartford.

Hartford, .Time 23, 1817.

To which the president made the following reply:

To the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of the

city of Hartford.
"Fellow-Citizens.— I beg you to acceptmy grate-

ful acknowledgments for the favorable sentiments

which you have expressed towards me, and the kind

After dining, the president left town, about four

o'clock, p. m. on his way toNew-London, escorted by
about forty gentlemen, on horseback.
At JYe-w-London, the president was handsomely

received by the corporation and people; the former
addressed him, to which he made a suitable reply,

[we have not received a copy of the address]. Af-

ter the ceremonies were over, he proceeded to bu-

siness, visited the forts, examined the river Thames
for several miles upwards, and embarked on board
the U. S. brig Enterprize, under salutes from the

forts and shipping, for Gardiner's Bay—from thence
he proceeded to the famous town of Stonnington,
where he was saluted from the two 18 pounders

}

that so galled and mauled the enemy in the late

war.

On the 30th of June he reached JVetvport, R. I. in

the cutter Vigilant, from Stonnington. The bells

were rung and salutes fired from Forts Wolcott and

Adams, on board the cutters, and by detachments of

artUlery of the town. He was received with great
attention and respect; and proceeded to examine
the forts and the surrounding country, accompanied
by governor Knight, col. Towson, &c. Stc. On Sun-

day morning and evening he attended divine service
—and on Monday, accompanied as before, proceed-
ed to Bristol and Providence.
At Bristol, he stopped at the splendid mansion of

George D'Wolf, and partook of refreshments "in a

style and manner worthy the occasion." The en-

and friendly manner in which you have received trance of Mr. D'Wolf's house was strewed with

me. No one car. take more interest than I do, in roses, and the ladies showered them before and up-
the present prosperous and happy condition of our on the president on his departure. He reached

country. Having witnessed two wars, attended
J

Providence late in the evening, in the steam-boat;

with eminent distress, and which made a severe
|

and was received by the committee of arrangement,
trial ofour institutions, I see, with the most heartfelt

I

the military, &c. with salutes of artillery, &.c. &c.

satisfaction, the happy consequences attending our
j

and amidst the cheers of the people. An address

exertions, and which you have so justly described I was presented to him, but we have no copy of it or

in the review you have taken of them. Blessed it should have a place here.

with peace; agriculture, the arts, and commerce The next morning he received all that wished to

flourishing; jealousies subsiding, and our bond of.be presented to him, and then proceeded to view

union daiiy gaining strength, our situation is

peculiarly happy, and the prospect of its long con-

tinuance the most flattering.
—In a state where the

arts and sciences are so happily cultivated, and

which has evinced so strong an attachment to the

cause of liberty, full confidence is entertained, that

it will always be found among the most zealous sup-

porters of that cause, and ofour most excellent con-

stitution."

When the ceremony of receiving the corporation
had closed, the president and suit reviewed the

troops, and visited the American Asylum for the

I)eaf and Dumb.
From Hartford he proceeded to Springfield, Mass.

and arrived in the town escorted by 60 gentlemen
yii horseback, being met by an artUlery company

the town, and visit the neighboring cotton mills,

&.c. At Pawtucket he was shewn.the first frame

upon the Arkwright plan put in operation in this

country; it has been running 27 years, and was
erected by Mr. Slater, the present owner of the

establishment. After which he took a polite leave

of his Rhode Island friends, and passed into Mas-
sachusetts.

We have already mentioned that much preparation
was made to receive the president at Boston. His

expected visit had been a subject of legislative dis-

cussion and provision, and the manner of his entry
was laid down at a town meeting with the greatest

nicety and precision. We thought first of detailing
all those things at length; but, really, they are not

worth the room they would occupy.
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On his arrival at D-.-dham, he was waited upon b\

one of the governor's aids to bid him welcome t<

Massachusetts, and request him to accept of at:

escort, &c. Just after this he reviewed a regime' \

of militia—on arriving at Roxbury be was saluted

with a discharge of artillery, at different posts, and

soon after bv the guns of Fort Independence. At

Boston-neck he was met by the municipal authority,

the srand committee of superintendance, squadrons

rained to the highest dignity which can be confer*
red by a free people.
These public claims to consideration and atten-

tion, from all descriptions of your fellow-citizens,
are cheerfully admitted by the citizens of Boston;
who are also desirous of evincing their respect for-

the unblemished tenor of your private character,
xnd their sense of the urbanity and hospitality
which peculiarly characterized your deportment

ofcav lry, and a large body of citizens on horseback i owards all those of your countrymen, who, during

and in carriages, who formed a cavalcade accord- . the period of your foreign embassies, were so for-

ing to previous arrangement, under the direction tprtate
hs 'o come within the sphere of your civili-

of marshals appointed for the occasion—cannon
j'ies

and

were firing during the whole time of the procession,

at various points. The streets were immensely

crowded—and the houses so filled that, as the Bos-

ion Gazette says
—

"You would have thought the very windows movM,
To see him as he pass'd, so many, young and old,

Through casements darted their desiring eyes."

Shortly after his arrival at his lodgings, the ad-

dress given below was delivered. At 5 o'clock he

dined in company with president Adams, governor

Brooks, the lieut. governor, major-gen. Dearborn,

com. Bainbridge, general Miller, captains Hull and

Ferry, and a crowd of judges, &c &c.

To the President of the United States.

Sir—The citizens of Boston, by their committee

appointed for that purpose, beg leave to offer you
their cordial and respectful salutations, upon your
arrival in this metropolis.
The visit, with which you are pleased to honor

them, recalls to the recollection of many their in-

terview with your illustrious predecessor, the fa-

ther of his country, on a similar occasion. They
remember with great satisfaction, the hope, the

confidence and the fond anticipation of national

prosperity which his presence inspired; and it is

now, sir, a subject of congratulation to you and

themselves, that after thirty years of eventful ex-

periment, during conflicts and revolutions, in the

old world, which have threatened all, and subvert-

ed many of its ancient governments, the constitu-

tion which was adopted under the auspices of that

great man, has acquired vigor and maturity; and

that m a season of profound peace, his successor is

permitted, by the prosperous state of public affairs,

to follow his example, in visiting the extensive

country, over which he has recently been called to

preside.
While this journey affords to many of your fel-

low citizens the opportunity and advantage of com-

mencing with you a personal acquaintance, which
is always desirable between a people and their ru-

lers, they rejoice at the same time in the belief, I his country,
that the local information relative to the great and It was natural, that the presence of a citizen, so

various interests of the United States, which you] respected and beloved, who had so eminently con-

protecUon.
It is, therefore, with real satisfaction, that they*

receive you within the precincts of Boston; and
t ey pray you to be assured of their earnest soli-

citude to contribute by all the means at their com-
mand, to your comfort and enjoyment during your
re-udpnce in this town.

They also, confiding in the rectitude of your in-

entions, and trusting that the powers vested in you
by the constitution, will be exercised with a sincere

reg -.rd to the welfare of the people, whose precious
interests are committed to your charge; avail them-
selves of this occasion to express their ardent hope
that, the favorable circumstances which attend the

commencement of your administration, may with
the blessing of Heaven, under your guidance, con-

cur to promote the advancemnent of our beloved

country, to the highest possible condition of pros-

perity.
With these sentiments, they unite their best

wishes, for your health and happiness; and that the

course and close of your administration may entitle

you to the gratitude and aff-ctions of your consti-

tuents, and the respect of posterity.

By order of the committee,
CHARLES 151 LFINCH, Chairman.

The President's Answer.
Feixow-Citizexs—The kind reception which

you have given me on the part of the citizens of

Boston, and which their conduct has fully confirm-

ed, has made a deep and lasting impression on my
mind, which you will have the goodness to com-
municate to them.
As no person is more willing than I am, in the

discharge of my duty, according to the fair exercise

of my judgment, to tak c • x mple from the C'>n-

duct of the distinguished men who have preceded
me, in this high trust, it is particularly gratifying
to me, to have recalled, by this incident, to the

memory of many who are now present, alike visit,

from the illustrious commander of our revolution-

ary army, who by many other important services,

had so just a claim to the revered title of Father of

will derive from actual observation, will facilitate

your arrangements for their defence and security;
and enable you to apply in practice, with additional

confidence and success, those principles of an ele-

vated and impartial policy, which you have been

pleased to promulgate, as the basis of your intend-

ed administration.

Called to the service of your country at an early

tributed to the establishment of this government,
and to who its administration, in the commence-
ment had been committed, should inspire an en-

lightened, a virtuous and free people, with unlimit-

ed confidence in its success; and it is a cause of

general felicitation and joy to us all, to find, that

thirty years successful experiment, have justified
that confidence, and realized oar most sanguine

period of life, and distinguished in the arduous i hopes in its favor. Yes, fellow citizens, we in-

struggle which obtained its independence; your j
stituted a government for the benefit of all; a go-

subsequent occupations, in successive important! vernment which should secure to us the full en-

offices and various departments, at home and abroad, jjoyment of our rights, religious and civil, and it

have afforded you the means of becoming conver- has been so administered. Let us, then, unite, in

sant with the foreign and domestic relations of the
| grateful acknowledgements, to the Supreme Author

Ration; and with these qualifications, you are now I of all our good, for extending to us so great a
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blessing. Eet us unite in fervent prayers that He
will ^e graciously pleased to con-.inue that blessing,

to ns, and to our latest posterity.
I accepted the trust, to which I have been called

bvmi- fellow-citizens,with diffidenc-, because I well

knew the frailty of human nature, and had often

experienced my own deficiencies. I undertook

this tour, with a view, and in the hope, of acquir-

ing knowledge, which might enable me to discharge

my various and important duties, with greater ad-

vantage to mv country, to which my whole mind
and unwearied efforts shall always be directed. In

pursuing objects so dear to us all, I rely with con-

fidence on the firm and generous support of my fel-

low-citizens throughout our happv union.

JAMES MONROE.
It is though' that 40 or 50,000 persons were

engaged in welcoming the president to Boston—
among the rest were about 4000 children neatly

dressed, and in a body, under charge of their pre-

ceptors, &c. They attracted the notice of Mr. Mon-

roe, and beauty did all that it could (and how pow-
erful is it!) to render the scene interesting. "The

representative of eight millions of people" was re-

ceived as kings never can be.

Early the next morning the president viewed the

town and its environs—he breakfasted with the "he-

ro of Brownstown," g;en. Miller, distinguished, also,

by all that valor could do, on the Niagara, and at 8

o'clock embarked in one of the barges of the Inde-

pendence 74, to view the works at Forts Indepen-
dence and Warren, accompanied by a splendid suit

—soldiers of other years and the glory of the pre-
sent times. The due salutes, 5tc. were fired. He
returned at two o'clock and dined with gov. Brooks,
at Medford. In the evening he visited the amphi-
theatre at Charlestown, welcomed by the cheers
of the men and the waving of the handkerchiefs of

the ladies. On the 4th of July he examined several

specimens of inventions in the arts, and breakfasted
with the conqueror of the Java, Bainbridge—then

viewed many factories in the neighborhood, called

upon Mr. Gore, went to the arsenal, and returned

at noon.
On his return, the Cincinnati of Massachusetts

were presented to him; when col. Tudor, vice-presi-
dent of the society (the president, gov. Brooks, be-

ing on other public duty) presented to him the fol-

lowing address :

** To James Monroe, President of the United States.

Sir—Whilst meeting you as one of our most dis-

tinguished brothers, permit us especially to thank

you for furnishing an opportunity ofsaluting another
chief magistrate of the United States taken from
our ranks; and to offer you all the assurances of

respect and affection which it becomes a society
like ours to present, and which we pray you to ac-

cept as flowing from hearts first united by the pow-
erful sympathies of common toils and dangers.
Although time is fast reducing our original asso-

ciates, we trust that whilst one remains, he will ne-

ver desert the sacred standard of freedom and his

Country, or our sons forget the sacred duties their

sires had sworn to discharge. We fought to obtain

security, self-government and political happiness,
and the man who can approve both the principles
and the means, can never be indifferent to the so-

cial designs which such a warfare contemplated,
for among those purposes were included the resto-

ration of good humor, good manners, good neigh-
borhood, political integrity, with a spirit of mild
and manly patriotism.
We congratulate you as the highest representa-

tive of our beloved country, that party animosities

has, on all sides, so far subsided before the day-
star of sound national policy; and we look with
confidence to a wise and liberal administration of
the presidency to produce its termination.
And now, sir, in bidding you a long farewel,

for from our lessening numbers such another occa-
sion can scarcely again occur, we join our best

wishes, that when you shall seek a retreat from the
honorable fatigues of public energies, in which so

large a portion of your life has been employed, that

your retirement may be accompanied by the ap-
plause of the wise, and the concurrent blessings of
a prosperous and united republican empire."
To this address the president made a very affec-

tionate and fraternal verbal reply; in which he re-

cognized the services and sacrifices of the defend-
ers of the independence of our country, and inti-

m ited that at a future time he would give them an
answer in writing.

General Dearborn, and a committee, presented
an address of the minority of the legislature to the
president; to which also the president replied.

In the afternoon, the president visited the elegant
and complete military armouries in Fanenil Hall, and
testified much satisfaction at their condition and
completeness.
He afterwards dined with his brethren, the Cin-

cinnati, in Concert Hall.
At the dinner, which was prepared in great style,

the following among other toasts were given :

By the governor—The day, and the recollections
of the event and characters which this anniversary
recalls—uniting all hearts.

By the president of the United States—The com-
monwealth of Massachusetts—Whose sons so emi«-

nently contributed to the independence we this day
celebrate.

By the lieutenant-governor—The heroes of the re-
volution—Their services claim and will receive the

grateful acknowledgments of succeeding genera-
tions.

On the president's retiring the governor gave
—

The President of the United States.

[Nine cheers."]
When the governor retired, his honor the lieut.

governor gave—The governor of our commonwealth
[J\/7ne cheers.]

Foreign Articles.

ENGLAND, &C.
The poor taxes for England and Wales, amounted

to eight millions sterling (35,520,000 dollars)
—and

the bospitals, work houses &c. to the sum of si.r

millions more—together §62,160,000—an amount
fully twice as large as we expend, (including the in-

terest and payments on account of the principal of
our debts) to support our national and state govern-
ments, including county rates for maintaining the

poor, making roads, &c. Sec.—annually.
American 6 per cent, stocks at London, May 13,

104. British 3 per cents. 72|.
The names of some persons arrested for high

treason, are given in the British papers.
Arrests of persons suspected of being suspicious

continue in England. Some of the "state prisoners"
are about to be tried.

Sidmouth's circular to the magistrates ofEngland
has again been the subject of an animated debute in

parliament, and that's all. The majority look as

much to the nod of the minister as the drummer to

the drum major's cane, and obey it as quickly.
The wretched people of many districts in the

counties of Sutherland, Caithness, Kose and Enver-
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ness, in Scotland, derive "a principle part of then-

subsistence from bleeding- their cattle and boiling
the blood into puddings!"
Several frigates, for a purpose not stated, are or-

dered to be fitted and manned.
A large fleet appears to be fitting out in England.

The report is that the tyrant, the ungrateful, Ferdi-

nand, has purchased the liberty-loving prince regent
and his ministers, to kill oft as many as may be

needful of the South Americans to reduce the rest

to obedience. This is Italian murder on a large
scale. May every man they send out for this pur-

pose, die in agonies the moment he breathes the air

of America: "Perish the invaders."

We have a correspondence between sir Richard

Phillips, publisher of the Monthly Magazine, and

earl Bathurst, relative to Bonaparte's writings. The

former, having understood that the late emperor
was engaged in writing the memoirs of his own life,

asks leave, as a mere matter of business, to open a

correspondence with him, through the department
of state, to publish them—which the other "de-

clines" to grant or otherwise permit.
The following is the state of the woolen manufac-

tory in Yorkshire, for 1816, as returned atPontefract

Easter sessions, 1817; narrow cloths milled, 3,650-
669 yards being 2,990,190 yards less than in 1815;
broad cloths milled, 10,135,285 yards; being 259,171

yds. less than in 1815.

The plan of ministers to reduce the interest of

money in the funds, is said to be, for every 100/. 5

per cent, to give one hundred consols, at 72/. and
28/. in money; but if the parties object to receive

the 28/. in money, they may have an annuity of 2/.

per annum for life in lieu of it, sinking the capital
of 28/. which will be 3/. in consols and 2/. annuity,

making 51. per cent, during his life. The ministers

calculate by this arrangement a saving of above a

million and a quarter to the public annually.
The army estimates for the current year, were

proposed in the house of commons on the 12th, by
lord Palmerson. The proposed reduction, in point
of numbers, during the current year, amounts to

55,300 men; and the estimate of the army expences
this year is 1,800,000 less than the estimate of the

last year.
Several lead miners with their families have left

England for Canada. We may expect soon to hear

of them in Missouri.

"Scarcely the hundredth part of an inch of rain,"
that could be measured, fell in England in the

month of April.
The British ministry, to reward Mr. Canning for

his "adhesion," made him ambassador to Portugal,
where there was no court, with a salary, &c. of

18,380/. sterling per annum. The purchase of his

services has just been severely reprehended in par-
liament.

A fellow lately sold his wife at public miction, in

the market place, at Preston, for the sum of two

pence.
The Catholic question is again before parliament.

The bill was read the second time, but the first

clause, to admit Catholics into parliament, "on cer-

tain conditions," was lost. It is altogether nonsense.
The government priests will shake the throne, if

it passes, more severely than the prostrate Catholics
can do, if they remain as they are.

From the British navy list for March, 1817.— Wi-
dows' pensions—Of a flag officer, per annum 129/.;

admirals, 100; post captains, 80 a 90; commanders,
70; do. superan. 60; lieutenants, 5q; master, 40; sur-

geon, 40; purser, 30; gunner, 25, boatswain, 25;

carpenters, 25; second masters, &c. 25, Widows

of a col. of marines, 90; lieut. col. 70; major 6Cfc

captains, 55; 1st lieut. 40; 2d do. 36.
The bourd of admiralty intends to allow 68 senior

commanders of the royal navy to retire with th£
rank of post captain. [It is curious to contrast the
amount of these pensions with those of the pimps
and panders of the court; where one great villain
swallows up more of the public money than is al-

lowed to the widows of 2 or 300 gallant men.]
Refinement. A man was lately killed in one of

the boxing matches that the "nobility gentry and
clergy" of England get up to amuse themselves. The
story of his death is told in all the pomp/or slang,
of the "science"
Power of Beauty.—The neighbourhood ofBethnal

Green (says a London paper) has been thrown into
confusion by what does not now, for the first time,
disturb men's minds—female beauty. A young
widow has, it seems,'taken a public house there,
which, before her fortunate entrance into it, had
been deserted. By the attraction of her beauty
she fills it from morning to night; and such is the
discontent of those who are unable from their num-
bers to obtain admittance, that tumults have oc-
curred in the street where she lives, and constables
are stationed in it. This is stated to Us a literal

fact. Her age is about 27, and her beauty, it is

said, deserves all its fame. The other publicans in

the neighbourhood would be ruined, if it were not
that the overflowing of her house fills their benches.
Thus London lias its humble imitation of the Venus
des mille colonues, at Paris.

Execution—Saturday last, Allen, a considerabi
firmer in Cheshire, who was convicted at the last

Chester Assizes of issuing forged banknotes, suf-

fered the sentence of the law. He met his death
with extraordinary fortitude, but his sufferings
seemed long continued, the muscular motion being
terrib'y exerted for more than ten minutes. A
great number of friends, his wife and eight chil-

dren attended, and took the body for interment at

Waverham. During the awful solemnity of fixing
the rope round the neck of the unfortunate culprit,
three pick pockets were detected in the execution
of their profession, directly under the drop.

—So much
for example. [London paper, May 12s

FRANCE.
The town of Mayence has suffered so much by

enormous military exactions, and lodgment of

troops, that out of 24,000 inhabitants, 8,000 are now
paupers.
The middle and southern parts of France are suf*

fering much for want of rain—for which public
prayers are offering up.
The king, on the anniversary of his return to Pa-

ris, (May 3) showed himself to the people in an

open carriage, accompanied by Oudinot, duke of

Reggio.
Some arrests ofsusptcted pei?6ons are still making

in France.
The following are published as extracts of a letter

from Mad. Regnault de St. Jean D'Angely to her

husband, said to have been seized on the person of
a Mr. Robert, who was about to embark for the.

United States :

"My Bear Friend—It is impossible that these mi-

serable people can continue to exist. A revolution

is inevitable. It will be terrible, but it will lead

to good; and we must resign ourselves to the

most painful operations for the recovery of health.

Uo not believe that my partiality misleads me. It

is easy to see that 1 do not deceive myself. Ask
M. de Robert; he will tell that if he could have

|.antjc+p«ted ttre effect o;f Germ;u»c»s, we should
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nerfiaps have been delivered from these odious of a memorial presented to the king by some of the

wretches. It -will require no very great effort to

overturn "them, and they feel it. If they thought
themselves strung, this week would have^undeceiv-
ed them.

Government is obliged to change the system of

mildness which it has adopted and pursued for the

last six months. It is by that they expected to lull

us asleep, and many persons have said that they
would do so; but things are not so bad. Those men
are our executioners. They are the destroyers of

our honor, of our glory, of our laurels, of our indus-

try. No possible reconciliation can take place be-

tween them and France; and every body must suffer,

because every body is hostile to them.

And that man whom we have lost by our own

fault, and given up to our most cruel enemies who
have him in their power ! All my strength, all my
courage fails me in this reflection, at once so pain-

fid and so humiliating. He left us his son, and he

knows that that son is the only true king of France.

But he will deliver his father; our honor depends on

it. How all those people, already so contemptible,
will sink before the Colossus ! do not believe that

I am credulous, my dear friend. It is the sole oc-

cupation of my thoughts ! but it is that of many
others, who are perhaps more active. I will tell

Catholic bishops, against the regulations issued by
authority of government, for conducting education
in the universities. These memorialits have the

arrogance still to maintain that the interest of the
state and of the church (meaning themselves) are
the same, and require the application of the same

principles !

SWITZERLAKD.
A London paper of the 8th of May says

—The ac-
counts from Switzerland continue to be of the most

distressing nature. In the eastern cantons there is

almost a famine. Zurich is endeavoring to get corn
from Genoa and Venice—Uri from Italy; Fribourg
has adopted severe measures against forestallers

and regraters; Basle has prohibited the making of
white bread; Zug has prohibited the exportation of

butter, and Schwitz the exportation of hay. Under
these circumstances, emigration assumes a more

alarming activity.
SWEDEN AND DENMARK,

It is reported, have very serious differences. The
latter has been much abused, and we wish she
had the power to right herself—and especially of

regaining Xorway, which the "legitimates" despoil-
ed her of.

ASIA.

The British are building 2 ships of the line, and.

a most happy crisis. Return quickly, that you may j

2 frigates to carry 64 guns each, at Bombay,

judge more nearly." africa.

A Paris paper of May 6, says.
—Twenty -two : We yesterday received (says the New-York Ga-

French prisoners, soldiers of the ex-guard, have
Jzette)

a Gibraltar paper of the 10th of May, in which

passed by Anvers on the 26th ult. They came from
jit

is asserted, that the Tunisian Bashaw has been

the farthest part of Siberia, and state that there notified, by capt Forrest of the British frigate Astre,

are yet many Frenchmen who are now on their re-

turn to their native land. This affords some ground
for hope, fur many families, who have lost individual

branches, that they may still he restored to them.
BONAPARTE.

There is an idle report about the liberation of

Napoleon, by the British, and of his sailing from St.

Helena for Malta.

ITALY.

The pope is said to be very ill. The frequent
arrival of couriers at Rome give ?ise to conjectures
that something important is in agitation.
The revenue of the pope, before the revolution,

amounted to about nine millions of crowns—at pre-
sent it is only about three, and the public debt
amounts to 120 millions.

There is a report that the emperor of Austria has

taken possession of Rome—probably to pay himself.

An article from Rome, published in a London pa-

per, says
—"We are assured that the prince regent

(of England) ar.d the emperor of Russia have made Mexico,
known to his holiness their desire ofconcurring with

j
New-Mexico,

him in extending the empire of our holy religion. It is
j
Yucatan,

believed that his holiness, in virtue of an article in |Guatimala>,
the treaty of holy alliance, will be restored to the

j

Florida, ..

possession of various donations which belonged to

the holy see in different countries. It is certain
|

that under Christian princes, the work of religion
cannot be abandoned to chance" ! ! !

GERMANY.
Some political disturbances have occurred in

Wirtemburg. The diet of Frankfort has resumed
its sittings.
The son of Napoleon has received of his grand-

father, the emperor of Austria, the regiment that
became vacant on the death of general Lindenau.

NETHERLANDS.
London, May 12. A Flanders mail arrived last

in the name of the prince regent, that he may go
to war with whomsoever he may think proper, pro-
vided he comply with the article relative to the abo-

lition ofslavery.
FLORIDA.

It is now stated that Amelia island was to be taken

possession ofby Sir Gregor Mc Gregor, on the 2nd
inst. The Spanish force there does not exceed 50
men. QC^Later accounts assure us that it is taken.

It will be very advantageous to the patriots.
"Spanish" America.

The following is given as the probable population
of what used to be known by the general name of

Spanish America :

South.

New-Grenada and Venezuela

Peru, .

Buenos Ayres and Chili,

J\i"brtft.

3,500,000 persons.
1,700,000

3,800,000

9,000,000

3,000,000

8,00,000

1,600,000

1,800,000

10,000

8,010,000

Total population 17,010,000
It is intimated that the British have a powerful

ascendancy with the present revolutionary govern-
ment of Buenos Ayres. If so—it is all over iiith them,

unless thefaction is destroyed.
The touch of Britain, sure as the lightning blasts

the tree- that it strikes, destroys that of liberty.

"It is asserted," observes the Baltimore Patriot,

"on good authority, that the government of Great

Britain have become possessed ofan extensive tract

of land on the river La Plata; which they have for

night, but the only article deserving notice (andltified at great labor and expence; that their pro
-

that on acccrunt of its impudence) is the substance jperty at that place aniptrjits to the enormous sum
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of eight?/ millions ofdollars,- and that their agents and

subtle tools are dispersed throughout Peru, Chili,

Paraguay, &c. Large sums have also been expend-
ed in erecting splendid buildings at Buenos Ay res;

and every precaution lias been taken by these emis-

saries, not only to purchase the compliance of the

supreme director with their views, but to conci-

liate the favor of the members of the executive

junta, by frequent entertainments, and other insi-

dious means.
BRITISH AMERICA.

From the Montreal Herald.—Although the Gazette

published at Sacketts-IIarbour, does not notice the

fact, it is nevertheless true, that governor Gore,
on his way to England, was saluted from the guns
of the fort on his arrival at the harbor. Such marks
of respect, always deserve notice in public prints,
as they tend to conciliate passions and to secure a

reciprocity of favorable sentiments.

Buffalo, July 1.—All the British government ves-

sels on lakes Erie and Ontario are ordered to be
scuttled and sunk, and their crews to return to

England. There will also, it is said, be but one

regiment of troops stationed at all the posts above

Kingston. These measures, it is presumed, result

from the general system of retrenchment of govern-
mental expences, which the ministry have been

compelled by the ceaseless clamors of the people
to adopt, and not from any new expedition on foot,
or meditated danger from any other quarter than
at home.

CHRONICLE.
John Quincy Adams is coming home in the ship

Washington, for New-York.
The Susquehannuh. The transport of produce on

this noble river is vastly
r increased every year.

From the 29th of March last, when the boat navi-

gation commenced, to the 26th of June, ult. there

passed into the canal that runs through the town
of York-Haven, 261 boats, whose cargoes, in part,
consisted of 94,500 bush, wheat, some rye, corn,

buckvvheat.oats, flaxseed, and cloverseed, 8320 bbls
flour: 474 do. whiskey, with some pork, butter,
5ro:i, leather, &c. making an aggregate value of

$340,000: which is supposed to be only about
onefifth of the value of the produce that was float-

ed down the bed of the river in the same time.
The boats return laden with other sorts of mer-
chandize suited to the wants of the rich and ex-

tensive country that is watered by this stream
The Red liiver.—A letter from Natchitoches

describes the Red River as one ofthe most remark •

able the writer had ever known. In ascending it,

in December last, during a rain of 31 hours, the
river rose 31 feet. For 500 miles above Natchi-
toches it is narrow and deep, above that distance
it is wider and more shallow.

The 4th of July was to be celebrated, at Argyle,
Washington county, N Y. by the opening of a sub-

terraneous canal, of 400 leet, dug through a hill, and
of the average Of 30 feet below the surface.
A meeting was to be held at Warren, in the state

of Ohio, on the same day, to take into consideration
the propriety of petitioning the legislature of that
state on the subject of opening and connecting the

navigable waters of Luke Erie with those of the
river Ohio. This may easily be done.
The anniversary of American independence has

been duly observed in all parts of the United States
so far as we have heard, by military processions,
civic feasts, &c. So let it be, until the sua "grows!
di© with age, and nature, sinks in years." I

The British are making great exertions to prd"
mote and encourage emigrations to Canada—afford-
ing all the facilities in their power.
De Witt Clinton, Esq. as governor, and John Tuy-

let; Esq. as lieutenant-governor of the state of New-
York, took the oaths ofoffice and entered upon their

respective duties, on the 1st inst.

Mr. Storer, rep. has been elected a senator of th&
United States from New-Hampshire, vice Mr. Ma-
son, fed. resigned.

The U. S. brig of war Saranac, capt. Elton, under
sailing orders, on the 2nd inst. at 1 P. M. in coming
out from the navy-yard, New-York, the wind being
light from the N. W. went ashore on the rocks be-
tween the navy-yard and Jackson's stores, and on
the falling of the tide bdged and filled with water.
Her guns and stores were immediately gol out, and
the vessel stripped. She has been got off the rocks
with the assistance of lighters. Damages not very
important.

DIVISION ORDER.
AnJCTANT-GESERAL's OFFICE, ~>

H. Q. Division ofthe South, 3
Nashville, April 22, 1817.

The commanding general considers it due to the

principles of subordination, which ought and must
exist in an army, to prohibit the disobedience ofany
order emanating from the department ofw»r, to offi-

cers of this division, who have reported and been as-

signed to duty, unless coming through him as the

proper organ ofcommunication. The object of this

order is to prevent the recurrence of a circumsUnce
whichTemoved aw important officer from the division

without the knowledge of the commanding ge-
neral, and indeed when he supposed that officer en-

gaged in his official duties, and anticipated hour-

ly the receipt of his official reports on a subject of

great importance to his command; also to prevent
the topographical reports from being made public
through the medium of the newspapers, as was
done in the case alluded to, thereby enabling the

enemy to obtain the benefit of all our topographical
researches as soon as the general commanding,
who is responsible for the division. Superior oflL
cers having commands assigned them are held re-

sponsible to the government for the character and
conduct of that command; and it might as well be

justified in an officer senior in command to give or-

ders to a guard on duty, without passing that or-

der through the officer of that guard, as that the

department ofwar should countermand the arrange-
ments of commanding generals without giving
their order through the proper channel. To acqui-
esce in such a course, would be a tame surrender of

military rights and etiquette; and at once subvert
the established principles of subordination and good
order. Obedience to the lawful commands of su-

perior officers is constitutionally and morally re-

quired: but there is a chain of communication that

binds the military compact, which if broken opens
the door to disobedience and disrespect, and gives
loose to the turbulent spirits who are ever ready
to excite mutiny. All physicians able to perform
duty, who are absent on furlough, will forthwith re-

pair to their respective posts. Commanding officers

ofregiments and corps are ordered to report spe-

cially all officers absent from duty on the 30th of

June next, and their cause of absence. The army
is too small to tolerate idlers, and they will be dis-

missed the service.

By order ef Maj. Gen. Jackson.

(Signed) ROBERT BUTLER,
Adjutant Genera
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Political Economy—No. IV.

PROPOSITION' THK EIGHTH.

That shipping and commerce li necessary hath to
AGRICULTURE ASM MAXUFACTURKS, AND ESSBSTflAL
TO THE SAFETY OF THE UNITED STATES.

The shipping
1 and commerce here mentioned is

to be understood as appertaining to our intercourse
with foreigners. But the internal and coasting trade
is immensely more valuable.

The tonnage of the United States, on the 31st of
December, 1815, the latest return that has been

published, amounted to 1,368,127 tons—the great-

e wards "national r.ha-
1 J"

<onnatre that belongs to any nation in the world,

racter," "national feeling," and the like, coming
G*e»t Bntain excepted-and our seamen and half

into common use;-and it is, indeed, a luxury to the «eamea may amount to nearly or about 1OO.0OU men.

editor of this paper to believe, that he, as much as ™e value, «.*« ***** m:l
-
v be esti.nated at 60

any man, has contributed to bring it about. A milhons
?
f
*»J?"«» ,f<J

the annual earnings o the

pride of country is a bulwark of safety. Let us garner'. mcuclmg all the costs and profits belong-

cherish it-it is the cheapest, as well as the best, tog to the wnole husmess , at §800 dollars for each,

defence of the republic.
0r 80 ™lllQJ,a a

/
e;f rh

?
,r employment cVeates

1 a great home-market tor provisions, timber, cordag •,— &c. Stc*

A gentleman of great taste and accuracy, a mer-

chant of this city, has furnished us with a highly

interesting statement of arrivals in the several ports

of the United States, for the year 1816. We are sa-

tisfied that it is as correct as, from the nature of

things, it can easily he; affording a valuable item in

the statistics of our country. See page 324.

Judge Livingston's opinion respecting the bank-

rupt law, was intended for this paper. It shall ap-

pear in our next. The law cases inserted in the

Weekly Rkoisteb are useful, not to gentlemen of

the bar only—but may improve and instruct the

people at large in matters of great moment to

them.

Internal Improvements.
"Xorth Carolina seems roused to a sense

many natural advantages. The clearing of the ob-

structions to the navigation of the Rvarioke and

of her
|

• "Home market.'1
I wish that the importance

of this w;is better understood, and appreciated as

it ought to be by the people of the United States.

Cage Fear river:;, at present occupies the attention Every body may see it, yet most are insensible of
of some of her statesmen, and with every prospect of its advantages." Lands are improved and property
success in both undertakings. We have heretofore! rises in value—and they think not of the why or
noticed the former, and now have before us a re-

j

wherefore. I well know a district of country "in a

port of the president and directors of the ^Cape neighboring state in which, by the extension of one
Fear Navigation iCompany" to the stockholders, | manufactory and the establishment of one (or two)
which warrants a hope that that noble river, for a

j new ones, the land, for several miles round, has treb-

great distance into the interior, may easily be made) led its price within the short period of about eight
navigable for the craft usually employed; in which' years—and numerous fields that were considered

they have made Very considerable progress. ("worn out," are now, through an invigorated agri-
The course of the river has been chiefly obstruct- culture, covered with the most 'luxurious produc-

ed by immense numbers of logs and trees deposited tions. This effect is wholly, or at least chiefly, caus-
in its bed, and forming sand banks and shoals, un-j ed by the market established at the farmer's door
til the original channel was nearly filled up. Vasti—a place whereat he can always raise a little mo-

quantities of these have been removed, "some of ney if he has any thing to sell, without trouble.

them almost as heavy as stone by their long submer- A neighboring miller's bill for Hour furnished the

sion," by a very "simple method," that "requires
j
people at. one of these establishments, average.,

only the steady operation of labor," and it is found
;
2000 dollars a year—and every thing eise is in prq-

that the channel is immediately deepened, the sand I portion.
then giving way to the cu-rent. The removal of the f do not recollect that I evsr mentioned a con-

iogs alone, it is believed, will effect ail the desired) versation that I had at AnnapoUs eight or ten yeaps
improvement from Wilmington to Fayetteville. | ago, with a sage member of the legislature of the

This state owes more to Archibald D. Murphy^ state, before a room full of company— The legisla-

esq. than to any, perhaps,!of her many enlightened
J

tor was complaining of the multitude of business
His name, through his reports to the le

'

•sitizer.s

gislature, he. is familiar to our reader*; but he has

now many associates in his meritorious labors. Ai
the late celebration of the 4th of July, at Fayette-
xille, by all parties, we notice with pleasure that a

just tribute was paid to Jus worth, "as the success-

that was presented to the assembly from Baltimore^
to which I replied that the fault was in that body,
\)V neglecting, or refusing, to grant powers to the

city suited to its progressive state of improvement,
by which it ought to be enabled to regulate its IccJl

affairs. He said that this might be so— but "any
ful promoter of inland navigation," and with a wish

j
how,—1 wish it were sunk in the basin." This was

that "the state might delight to esteem and honor not a political effervescence—he was only tired of
him, as he had benefited and honored the people."
1 hope that the growth of such men may be encou-

raged—one of them is worth a thousand gabbling
politicians; and 1 truly rejoice to see that they are

coming into fashion, m manv parts of the union
."Wb XII.

making laws to lay out new streets, S;c. in Baltimore.
I bowed, and lhanked'the gentleman in the name of

my fellow citizens for his goutiness towards them.
After a while, I suddenly turned, and asked the

{legislator if he had any land, and what he valued it

V
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Foreign trade is at present very dull. By the ta numerous at sea. In a few years more, if peace lasts

bles inserted in subsequent pages it appears that we in Europe, we cannot expect any part in the carry-
are rivalled by foreigners in our own ports, and in ing trade, and, perhaps, this is as well; but our ships
the transport -of our own commodities. Experience should be protected so as to give to them a decided
tenches—we ought no more to suffer foreigners to preference in carrying our own commodities and in

underwork us in shipping than in manufactures, and: supplying us with those that we want for our own
for the same reasons. But the defence of our coun-j uses from abroad. Independent of the profitable em-

try is immediately connected with the prosperity of! ployment thus afforded and the home market there-

cur shipping and fisheries—as these decline our I by'created, it is by this only that we can expect to

means of supporting a navy fails. Ships, of them- keep up a naval force; and it is now generally agreed
selves, are as inefficient to protect us as the trees of; that we ought to have a respectable establishment,
which they may be composed. Napoleon had three ["sufficient to defend itself and us." If the present
fine squadrons rotting in port, while oui few frigates,

j

power to support it is lost, years must elapse be-

more closely watched by the same enemy, were fore it can be regained. Seamen cannot be made

scouring every sea. If we had had those ships, the

late war would have borne a very different character;
and the trident might have trembled in the hands
of the "mistress of the sea" lam not aware of

our capacity to man a naval force by voluntary en-

listments, and we never can resort to any other

means, though impressment for the sea-service is,

I believe, used by every other maritime nation : but

the capacity is great, seeing that 300 able seamen
are considered amply sufficient for a ship of the

line, the rest of her crew being made up of ordi-

nary seamen, landsmen and boys. This force has

risen up from an extensive and long prosperous
commerce; and, for the want of it, is now declining
as rapidly as it rose. Powerful efforts should be
made to prevent it from sinking below its natural

level : we have had more foreign trade than was
our just share; but it is now a matter of much in-

terest to take care that we have not less than that

share. The reduction of the British navy has cast

many thousand seamen on the merchant's service,
and their wages are very low. Holland, France,
&c. &c. are reviving

—and their ships are already

at ? He was surprised with the question and an

swered, hesitatingly, that he had, and named a price
that he supposed it would fetch. I then enquired
what it was worth twenty years before—he turned
and twisted the question as though he suspected
something, but at length stated a sum less than
a third of the amount, first given. What was the
cause of this great rise of value ? 1 supposed he
had richly manured his fields, built a fine barn, and
a new dwelling house, within the twenty years—
No,—neither; the lands were poorer and the build-

ings worse now, by their tear and wear, than they
were at the former period. But, said I, there is no
effect without a cause what is the cause of the

greater value of your land. Why— it was the rise

of property, said the law maker. This is an effect—but I want you to tell me the cause. "Cause—
cause," said he, confusedly, and with a blank and
ludicous countenance, "I don't know any cause."
I'll tell you—it is a market for your products—a

place at which you can always get money for any

thing and to any amount, great or small, that you
have to sell; it is that Baltimore which you wish

sunk into tbe basin. The man looked wildly for a

moment—the light of truth seemed too great for

him; he faintly confessed that he believed it was so,

and a peal of laughter completed his discomfiture.

But, and notwithstanding the home market is of
such mighty importance, and so many times great-
er than the foreign, still the latter, to a very consi-

derable extent, fixes the value upon or determines

the pi'ices, of most things that any of us have to

spare; extending even, perhaps, to establish the

price of a day's labor Hence, it is essential to the

jntereste ofdi rartk:3 and descriptions ef peop'e*

in a day—and their habits are such that they are

easily scattered and lost to their country, by the
want of employment under its flag: We might
here pay a tribute of praise to those of the United
States—but we cannot add any thing to their fame.
Their renown has reached every part of the world.

They are invaluable, and contribute more, perhaps,
to the national strength and prosperity, than any
other class not more numerous; and we ought to

guard their interests as the apple of our eye.
We shall conclude this article with a table shew-

ing the tonnage of the United States for the several

years from 1793 to 1815 inclusive, (excep: 1814}-
which will be very convenient for reference, and
some remarks or comparisons with that of Great
Britain.

REGISTER'!)

Dec.
31

1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

95th

367,734 23

438,862 71

529,470 63

576,733 25

597,777 43

603,376 37

669,197 19

669,921 35

718,549 60

560,380 63

597,157 05

672,530 1

749,341 22

808,284 68

848,306 85

910,059 23

984,269 05

18 11 "768,852 21

1812 760,624 40
1813 674,853 44

18151854,294 74

ENROLLED

tons. 95th

114,853 10

167,227 42

164,795 91

195,423 64

214,077 5

227,343 79

C20,904 46

245,295

245,255 34

260,543 16

268,676 12

286,840 1

301.366 3

309,977 5

318,189 93

69,053 54 387,684 43

371,500 56

397,704 32

420,673 77

LICENSED
under 20 t's.

tons. 95tli

TOTAL

tons. 95th

7,217 53

16,977 36

19,601 59'

22,416 66

23,325 66

24,099 43
25,736 8

27,196 91

28,296 91

29,079 58

30,384 34

30,696 56

31,296 73

30,562 54

30,838 39

33, 135 33

33,661 75

42,809 85

42,976 36

477, 971 00

462,807 22151,025 77| 1,368,12778

889,804 86

623,067 54

714,868 23

764,573 60

835,177 19

854,819 54

915,837 73

942,413 35

993,100 90

850,003 42

896,277 51

990,066 75

1,082,004 38

1,148,824 32

1,197,335 27

1,189,873 35

1,315,221 59

1,424,783 27

1,232,502 39

1,238,595 40

The gross tonnage belonging to all die ports of

the British empire (except Ireland) was, in

1803 2,108,990 tons*

1812 2,421,695*

Ireland, in 1812, only 57,103

'Notwithstanding this aggregate, it appears that

no more than 1,579,715 tons of British vessels were

entered inward in the same year from all parts of

the world, including their repeated voyages—which

takes in all from Ireland, Guernsey, Jersey, &c. In

the same year there cleared, outwards, in like man-

ner, 1,507,353 tons. Either of these is rather ove:;

the. average for 10 years,*
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NEW VESSELS BUILT—Toys.

1TEARS.!
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Commerce of the United States.
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kJomparative statement ofthe arrivals offoreign vessels

and American vessels, from foreign ports, at the five

chiefports of the United Slates, in 1816.

British . ,

French
Danish and Swedish
Russian
Prussian .

Dutch .

Hamburg 8c Bremen
Spanish
Portuguese .

Buenos Ayres .

Haytians

Arrival of foreign
Arrival of American

>
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It is believed that the decision of the court has

over-ruled two long and well established principles
of commercial law—and since, by the decision of the

highest tribunal of the state, it has now become the

law of the land, we have deemed it important to

obtain k short but substantial statement of the case

for publication.
John M. Minor, of the city of Baltimore, shipped

a quantity of merchandize on board the schooner

Eagle, for Oumana and a market, consigned to James

Owings, the appellant, as supercargo on board the

vessel, and received bills of lading therefor, dated

9th January, 18G7.

On the 10th, the day following, a contract of co-

partnership in the cargo was entered into in writing

by 'Minor and Owings, and at the same time a ver-

bal agreement was alleged to have been made be-

tween them, that Owings should retain the cargo
and proceeds until all advances and engagsments
made by him on account of the cargo, as well as

any private debt due by Minor to bim, should be sa-

tisfied.

Both these agreements were private, and made
after the cargo had been shipped in Minor's name,
and all the papers made out so representing it, and
after the vessel was cleared out.

On the 13th the vessel sailed with Owings on

board, ostensibly as supercargo, and without any
alteration of invoice, bill of lading, &c. the whole
of which papers were by Owings permitted to re-

main without objection in the hands of Minor.
Soon after the vessel sailed, Minor obtained in-

surance in his own name.
With the bill of lading, invoice, and policies of

insurance in his hands, Minor applied to Karthaus,
Yhe appellee, to loan him his promissory notes for

§4,600, and offered him an assignment ofthe policy,
bill of lading, and invoice as security, Karthaus

accordingly loaned him his notes to that amount,
and received an assignment as proposed, by blank

indorsements. Shortly afterwards, Minor abscond-
ed from his creditors, and Karthaus paid the notes.

Owings sold the cargo at Laguira and shipped a

return cargo, and took bills of lading for it as ship-

ped on account and risk of Minor solely, and the
manifest was cynformable thereto. On the return

of the vessel to Baltimore, Owings having learned
thatMinor had absconded, altered the bills of lading
and manifest so as to make the shipment to himself
and Minor jointly.

It was contended on the part of Karthaus, first,

that the contract of co-partnership and the verbal

agreement for Owings to retain were, under the cir

cumstances, fraudulent as related to Karthaus, who
confided in documents voluntarily left in Minor's
hands by Owings, which represented the cargo to

be the whole property of Minor, Owings appeared
only as supercargo; and, secondly, that ifnot fraudu-
lent and the partnership and contract were real and
bona fide—that yet Minor had the power, as a co-

partner, to pledge or sell the goods, and having so
done in his partnership character, the endorsements
in blank being John M. Minor and company, Kart-
haus had, at least, an equitable lien on the goods,
superior to that of Owings, upon the general prin-
ciple that either partner can sell or pledge partner-
ship goods on partnership account so as to bind his

partner.
.
But the court overruled both points and decided

that the contract of co-partnership and the verbal

agreement between Owings and Minor gave Owings
an equitable lien on the goods for his advances and
engagements, which over reached the assignment
*jcm him tc- KarthauS.

The President's Tour.
To notice the proceedings at J\re-w-London, &c.

we have to make a retrospect. At New-London the

following address was presented:

To the President of the United States.

The mayor, aldermen and common council of
the city of New-London, in behalf of the corpora-
tion, with high respect for his exalted station, em-'
brace this occasion to welcome the president of the
United States on his safe arrival in this place.
A visit from the chief magistrate of a nation, so

respectable and important in the scale of political
existence as the United States, to this portion of
the union, is an occurrence interesting to the pa-

triot, and highly gratifying to the feelings of this

community—an occurrence, which, as individuals,
we shall remember, and which the corporation will

record.

It affords us consolation, that your administration

has commenced at a period, favorable for improve-
ment; for the establishment of a national—of an

American character. A period when the storms of
war have passed, and the days of peace commence
ed—when party spirit is assuaged, and a spirit of
mutual charity and forbearance nationally prevails.
That the president of the United States, in com-

mon with his fellow-citizens, is enjoying that state

of peace which his own agency and energy so essen-

tially produced, is to us a source of pleasing reflec-

tion and consideration.

We trust that we may be indulged in the pleas-

ing contemplation that we possess our habitations

in safety
—that our shores are free from alarms, and

that the waters of our harbor are relieved from the

presence of a threatening and hostile fleet.

With great satisfaction we once more behold, in

the chief magistrate of the United States, a man,
who in his youth, had an agency in achieving, with
his sword, the independence, and establishing the

pdlars of that government, of which he is now the

head, and which is the pride of America, and the

wonder of the world.

From the high stations you have held, and honor-

ably sustained; from the eminent services you have
rendered our country, we have a happy assurance,

junder Divine Providence, of an honorable and pros-

perous administration; and that, under the auspi-
ces of your government, we shall be a united and

happy people.

Nothing can give us more satisfaction, than a con-

sideration of the parental view and extensive sur-

vey which the president is taking of the north-

ern section of that country, which is happily united

under a government of energy and freedom; and of

which, by the choice of a great and enlightened

people, he is now the political head.

Be pleased, sir, to accept our sincere wishes that

your life may be prolonged and happy; that your
administration may be prosperous and blessed.—
That your journey may be pleasant; and that you

may, in health and safety, be returned to the bosom
of your family, and all your endearing and domes*

tic relations, with happiness and satisfaction.

JEREMIAH BRA1NAKD, Mayor.

THE PRESIDENT'S HErLY.

Tg the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Couucil of thq

city of Neiv-London.

Fellow-citizens—In making a tour through the

eastern states, with a view to public defence, New
London had a strong claim to attention; and in vi-

siting it I have been much gratified by the very

friendly reception whujh hcsbeen given tome
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Aware of the favorable circumstances under

Which I have commenced the duties of the high
trust to which I have been appointed by my fellow-

citizens, it will be my zealous endeavor to derive

from them, in the administration of the government
all the advantages which they can afford. It is only

making adequate preparation for war, now that we

are blessed with peace, that we can hope to avert

that calamity in future. It is only by a vigorous

prosecu'ion of the war, when it becomes inevitable,

that its evils can be mitigated, and an honorable

peace be soon restored.

In the pursuit of great national objects it is

equally the interest and the duty of the whole Ame-
rican people to unite. Hippy in a government
which secures to us the full enjoyment of all our

civil and religious rights, we have every induce-

ment to unite in its support. With such union, we
have nothing to dread from foreign powers.
For the kind interest which you take in my wel-

fare, I beg jou to accept of my warmest thanks,
and to be assured of the sincerity with which I re-

ciprocate it, in favor of the citizens of New-London
and its vicinity. JAMES MONROE.

Afier inspecting the site and works of Fort Trum-
bull, he proceeded across the harbor to Groton, to

visit Fort Griswold, that memorable spot, which a

band of volunteer militia defended, when assaulted

by the British, September 6th, 1780—and where a

large number were sacrificed after the surrender.

He entered the fort with his suite, the naval and

military officers present, and several distinguished
citizens. In the fort, at his request, some of the

surviving heroes, who so valiantly defended it, in

the revolutionary war, were introduced to the pre
sident. The scene now became truly interesting.
After a lapse of so many years, Fort Griswold and
the hill on which it stands, becomes again distin-

guished in the annals of our country. There we
behold the nation's chief, and at his side the hoary
veteran, who on that spot, thirty seven years having
since passed, stood as a volunteer in defence of his

country and his heme; and, after surrendering to a

superior force, was wounded and left for dead.
Mr. Park Avery, and his brother Mr. Ebenezer

Avery, of Groton, both upwards of 70 years of age,
were among the few present. Their scars were too

conspicuous to permit them to escape the particular
notice and kind attention of president Monroe.
Past scenes crowded on his recollection, and when
under the impulse of the moment, he laid his hands
on the traces of their wounds, these venerable pa-
triots realized that their country blessed them,
while her chief gratefully noticed the scars which
bore honorable testimony to their valor, and their

Sufferings in her defence.

Mr. Monroe, in reply to the Middletown address,
observes,

"If I were a spectator only, instead of party in

this scene, I should be deeply affected by it. There
can be no spectacle more interesting to a generous
mind, than that of a free and virtuous people, re-

ceiving with unfeigned demonstrations of respect
and confidence, a chief magistrate, deriving his

office from their voluntary suffrages.
"Aware of the great importance of the establish-

ment of adequate works for territorial and maritime

defence, it is my object to give full effect to the

provisions made by law, for those purposes. Should

my efforts obtain the approbation of' my country,
and contribute in any degree to promote harmony
of opinion among my fellow-citizens, so necessary to

their prosperity and happiness, I shall derive from
their success tjhe highest gratification."

Continuation of proceedings at Boston, &c.
On the 5th, hevisited the firstvictor in the Consti-

tution, capt. Hull, at Charlestown, and breakfasted

with him. A spacious arch was thrown over Charles-

town square, in the centre of which appeared—
"June 17, 1775.'

the memorable day of the fight at Bunker's Will.

He then examined the navy yard, and visited jthe

ship Independence, elegantly decorated with 'he

flags of various nations. He afterwards return- '

'.o

Chariestown, and reviewed a body o' roop-f the e

assembled. Then he ascended the memo; ; .ble mil,

where, in 1775, the hardy yeomanry of Massachu-
setts so bravely withstood the assaults of superior
battalions of disciplined veterans. Here, near the

monument erected to the memory of War hex, he
reviewed about 1,700 men, artillery, cavalry and

infantry.
In the afternoon he attended the sacred Oratorio,

given by the Handel Haydn Society.

Among the private visits of the president at Bos-

ton, &c. we notice the following : To president
Adams, governor Brooke, Messrs. Gore, Otis, Per-
kins ami Lyman—and the ladies of William Gray,
esq. general Dearborn and captain Hull, and of
Messrs. Otis and Blake. At Mrs. Dearborn's h©
renewed his acquaintance with the widow of the
late vice-president Gerry—Mrs. Gray's reception is

spoken of being very magnificent. The Patriot ob-

serves—"The easy and affable manners of the pre-
sident charm all hearts; and make him as great a

favorite with the ladies, for his urbanity and po-

liteness, as he is with the other sex for those high
and commanding powers of mind, which have pro-
duced for him his present exalted situation." He
also paid paid a friendly visit to the widow of Han-

cock—president of the congress that declared these

states independent.
On the 7th of July th&president visited the Uni-

versity at Cambridge, where, after an address and

reply, the degree of Doctor of Layvs was conferred

upon him. After which he viewed the library and

philosophical chamber, &c. then witnessed the ma-
noeuvres of the Harvard Washington corps, and

partook of a collation with the president of the

University. At one o'clock he reviewed the first

division of Massachusetts militia, accompanied by
the governor; but left the ground earlv to dine

with the venerable president Adams, at Quiucy.
The following address was presented to the pre*

sident on the 4th of July.
To the President of the United States.

Sir—The recent session of the legislature of

Massachusetts being closed previously to your ar-

rival in Boston, tne republican members of both

branches are deprived of the pleasure of personally

paying their respects to the president of the United

States. Those members, therefore, who were pre-

sent at the adjournment, together with a number
of their brethren of Boston, have deputed us to

offer you their congratulations on your arrival, and

to express their high regards for your official and

personal character.

We are happy, sir, in having this opportunity not

only of expressing our sincere congratulations on

your election to the chief magistracy of the United

States, by so large a majority of the electors, but

to bear this public testimony of our estimation of

the services rendered your country, in the various

stations in which you have heretofore officiated in

Europe and America. These are sure pledges
that the prosperity of the American republic will

be the object of your pursuit, and that white you
:tre desirous of allaying the asperity of party disseiN
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tionSjyou will b^ anxious to maintain the legitimate

principles of Uie constitution with unabated ardoi'.

The patriot who has uniformly supported the.

hoVior of his country in its various conflicts, is ever

entitled to the applause of his fellow citizens. Fully

impressed with this sentiment, we gratefully ac-

knowledge vour unremitted exertions in vindicat-

ing our national and commercial claims, when the

immediate calls of the country rendered the servi-

ces of our most enlightened statesmen urgent and

indispensable. We anticipate with pleasure the

blessings arising to the United States from the wis-

dom and rectitude of your administration, more

particularly in patronising sush institutions as will

extend the useful branches of science and literature,"

and promote the agricultural, manufacturing and

commercial interests of your constituents.

We wish you every blessing, both national and
domestic, and trust that your name will be recorded
in the American annals with the same respectful
veneration as distinguishes the characters of your
illustrious predecessors, Washington, Adams, Jef-

fersok and Madison.

May you pursue your journey under the care of a

benign Providence, hrppy in the reflection that the

personal safety of the chief magistrate of a republi-

can government, requires no other protection than

what arises from the affections of his fellow citizens.

In behalf of our brethren and fellow citizens, we
most cordially bid you welcome to the metropolis
Of Massachusetts.

HENRY DEARBORN.^
feENJAMIN AUSTIN,

j

WILLIAM LITTLE, |

RUSSELL STURGIS, > Committee.

JACOB RHOVDES,
JOHN BRAZER.
WILLIAM INGALLS J

To this address the president returned a brief

reply and intimated that he should make a full reply-

in writing.
On passing through Charlesloivn he was welcomed

by the following address.—
"We have the honor, sir, in behalf of the inha-

bitants of Charlestown, respectfully to welcome

you to this ancient settlement, which has once

fallen a sacrifice to freedom; and still retains some

vestiges of the revolutionary war, in which you

engaged, at an early period of life.

We cheerfully unite with our countrymen, in the

expressions of esteem and confidence to which your
illustrious character and station entitle you, and
we rejoice that whilst your administration has com-

menced under such auspicious circumstances, we
can anticipate its progress, with public approbation,
and its termination, with renown to yourself, and

prosperity to the nation."

To which the president replied:
"It is highly gratifying to me to meet the com-

mittee of Charlestown, upon a theatre so interesting
to the United States.

It is impossible to approach Bunker Hill, were
the war of £he revolution commenced, with so

much honor "to the nation, without being deeply
affected. The blood spilt here roused the whole
American people, and united them in a common
cause in defence of their rights

—That union will

never be broken.
Be pleased to accept my thinks for your kind at-

tention on this interesting occasion."

At the university of Cambridge, the audience be-

ing seated, president Kirkland, addressed the dis-

tinguished visitor in the following animated and

congratulatory address.

Sin— The president and fellows of Harvard col-

lege are happy in an opportunity of presenting their

respectful salutations to the chief magistrate of the
nation. It is peculiarly grateful to us that a visit to
the university has not been found inconsistent with'
those objects of public concern, which engage the
attention of the president of the United States in the
course of his itinerary progress.
We take satisfaction in this notice of our semina-

ry, as evincing your estimation of liberal studies,
and your interest in the education and character of
American youth. Our academic functions cannot
fail to derive dignity and effect from the counte-
nance of the civil authorities, and our pupils to find
incitements to excellence in all the demonstrations
of sympathy in their pursuits and destination, given
by those who fill exalted stations.

We bid you welcome, sir, to an establishment
coeval with the foundation of the state, and the ob-

ject of public and individual favor through many
successive generations. While, however, its con-
nection with the history of past times, and the num-
ber of sons, which, in the lapse of nearly two centu-

ries, it was annually dismissed from its care, are
circumstances which naturally excite a degree of

interest, we are sensible that antiquity alone

though venerable, is an inadequate basis of respect
from men of intelligence and reflection. We would
hope that the cherished seminary has other and

stronger claims to complacent regard from every
friend to the best interests of man, every patron of
intellectual and moral excellence.

Wit!) the rudiments of good literature and the
elements of science, it has been the constant and
elevated aim in this institution to inspire the minds
of youth with these principles of virtue and piety,
with those manly sentiments, and with that pure
love of truth and duty, which are the most valued

ingredients of character, and, which are best calcu-

lated to form the man and the citizen.

By pursuing such a course this'ancient school has

sought to preserve in close alliance the interests of

religion and learning, of faith and charity, of liber-

ty and order.

Desiring to train those who are under our charge
for the whole public and for mankind, we deem it

an essential part of our office to endeavor to tem-

per the prejudices and feelings incident to parti-
cular attachments and geographical divisions; to ex-

hibit the evidence and authority ofour common faith,

with a due moderation i,i respect to peculiarities
of opinion and mode; and to encourage free inquiries
into the nature, the value, the dangers and the

preservatives ofour republican institutions; with a

just reserve upon those controverted questions which

'tend to inflame the spirit of party.

We present to your view, sir, that portion of the

youth of our country now resident within these

walls; and are happy to bear testimony to the many
pledges they give of their regard to the interest-

ing objects of literary pursuits, and to those at-

tainments on which their future usefulness must

depend.

May they, and all the sous of this University,

ever cherish those generous affections, and aim at

those solid acquirements, which shall bind and

endear them to their country, and render them

approved instruments in advancing the interest and

honor of our nation, and strengthening and protect-

ing its precious institutions.

In these indications of the purposes of public

education, we are persuaded, Sir, that we refer to

objects which you deem worthy of high regard.
We congratulate you on the auspicious circuir.
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fiances which aUetvl the commencement of your
administration. Accept our wishes and prayers for

its happy course and issue; and indulge the ex-

pression of our desire, that whilst you, by the favor

of heaven upon the exercise of the appropriate
duties of your high station, Obtain the happiness
of seeing the associuK-d communities, over which

you preside, safe and prosperous, it may be our

privilege by fidelity and zeal in our allotted sphere,
under the smiles of the same good Provideuce, to

co-operate in the work of patriotism, by diffusing
'.he light of knowledge and the saving influence of

religion and morals.

July 7, 1817. JOHX T. KTRKLAND."
The reply of the president was energetic, elo-

quent and satisfactory
—at the close of which he

said he should embrace another opportunity to

return a more full and formal answer in writing
1

.

Oi the forenoon of the eight of July he left Bos-

ton for JMarbltliend and Salem.

(Tj*We have devoted more time and room to an

account of Mr. Monroe's visit to Boston than many
may think it deserves But if it does not interest

finv it may be useful for reference. The Chronicle

and Patriot observes—"The visit of the President

seems wholly to have allayed the storms of party.

People now meet in the same room who would be-

fore scarcely pass the same street—and move in

concert, where before the most j.<rring discord was

the consequence of an accidental rencounter. We
hope it will so remain. If no other effect is produ-
ced by the president's visdt, this alone will be an

ample remuneration to him for his journey. By mak-

ing people better acquainted with each other, the

thousand prejudices and animosities previously ex-

isting are rubbed off. It is found that citizens in

opposite parties are not so unworthy ofreciprocal re-

spect as before thev were thought to be, and that

each have qualifications which entitle them to the

esteem of the other. The spirit of exclusive self-

love wears away, and intercourse with each other

shews even to prejudiced minds, that the virulence

of party spirit which has been imputed to them is

not so strong or immovable as had been suspected.
This harmony is the harbinger of a better order of

things, and we trust it will continue beyond the

cause which produced it. While the red rose and
the white one is the ornament of the same bosom,
we hope it will be an antidote to that spirit of arro-

gance and presumption which prevents them from

growing on the same stock"
In the other papers we see notices of the presi-

dent, in perfect harmony w'uh the preceding—
The Boston Gazette says—"In every place through

which the president has passed, in his eastern tour,
the people have most generously, and without dis-

tinction of party, manifested that respect towards

him, and paid him those civic and military honors,
which his distinguished merit as a patriot and chief

magistrate, has justly entitled Imp to, from his fel

low-citizens."

The Boston Centinrl calls the present the "em of

good feelings," and observes—"during the present

jubilee may persons have met at festive boards, in

pleasant converse, whom party politics had long
severed. We recur with pleasure to all the circum-
stances which attended the demonstrations of good
feelings.
The dinner given by the venerable ex-president

Adams, consisted of nearly forty covers—was ar-

ranged with noble simplicity and unaffected ele-

gance, and embraced as guests eminent men of all

political parties. The accomplished and excellent

lady of tire ex-presid^nt did the hortfrrs, seated be-

tween tiie president of the United States and the.

governor of the commonwealth. Besides these per-
sonages, and their respective suits, there were
among the guests, his honor It. gov. Phillips, chief-

justice Parker, judges Davis and Adams, marshal
Prince, and \Ir. Blake, district attorney; maj. gen.
Crane, the generals Dearborn, Humphreys and Mil-*
ler; the commodores Bainbridge, Hull,' and Perryj
hon. William Gray, H. G. Otis, James Lloyd, and
.Tosiah Quincy; W. NT. Boylston, esq. president Kirk-
hnd, reverend Messrs. Whitney and Coleman; Mr,
Shaw, to whom the republic of letters is greatly
indebted for the establishment of the Athena:um',
and others whose names we could not learn."

After complimenting that excellent officer, gen.
Swift, of the engineers, the Centinel speaks of the/

president's visit, as "an event which has a more di-
rect tendency than any other, without any violation
of principles, to remove the prejudices, and harmo-
nize feelings, annihilate dissentions, and make us
indeed one people: for we have the sweet consolation
(a balm that will heal and cicatrise all wounds) ta
rest assured that the president will be president,
not of a party, but of a great and powerful nation.
"Should these brief articles ever be perused in a

foreign land.le. the reader know, that they ^re not
the adulatory or idle compliment of a few courtly
sycophants; but the voice of truth pronounced with
emphasis by millions of bold and independent free-

men, who, However they may differ in opinion on.

minor points of policy, feel they have a common coun-

try to love and defend.

"During the president's excursion among the
beautiful islands in Boston bay, to explore with a
military eye the points of defence, and to examine
the reasons for establishing a great maritime depot
at the navy yurd, there was one proud moment for

sketching a. picture worthy the hand of a master.
"It was when the commander in chief of the land

and naval forces of United Americs, standing on the

lofty head oiLong Lland,\vlnch overlooks the whole

picturesque and delightful Archipelago, 'general
Swift unfolded on tlte ground before him, a spa-
cious map of the harbor, and with a soldier's im-

pulse, indicated with his sword's point the fortifica-

tions which had been erected under his orders;
while the gallant Hull, Bainbridge and Pekht,
explained the course and depths of the channels
through which their ships had borne them trium-

phant from the ocean.
"As appendages to these primary and prominent

figures, the group might include the real likenesses
of heroes and patriots whose services to their coun-

try can never be forgotten."
Mr. Topliff, keeper of the Merchants' Hall, says—"Ever since the president arrived here, business

has in a great measure been suspended. Party
feeling and animosities have been laid aside, and
the people have universally discovered a disposition
to do every thing in their power to render his visit

agreeable and happy. But one great national feeling
has animated every class of our citizens—in fact,

they never appeared, and certainly never conducted
more like true Americans, than on this occasion.—
The president must have been highly gratified with
the attention shown, and the citizens equally so ir»

having the opportunity."
Indeed, the president's stay at Boston was a round

of amusement and pleasure. The fondness of the

people of that town for shew was indulged to the

utmost extent, and all parties seemed really rar-

prizctlnt their meeting and being so happy togethei;— for in Boston, party had drawn a line between
rood neighborhood. The ladies' entertainments were--.
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very splendid—200, and upwards, being present at

some of them.
A few warm politicians have felt offended at the

proceedings at Boston; or, seem rather angry with

Sir. Monroe for giving up to them as he did. I am
not one of these. Ido not like such pemp and pa-
rade as has been exhibited—but I believe it will do

a great deal of good in the present instance; and

h*.ve much effect to raise up a nationalfeeling, on the

ruins of party prejudice.
There was also much ceremony and shew at Sa-

lem—but the narrative must be postponed
—At ho

nest JSlarbleliead the president was received with

great respect by the fathers of the town and the

people.

By the order of the governor, the major-generals
of their several divisions, with their suits, will meet
the president at the boundaries of their districts;

and accompany him through them. This attention

will be in addition to the escort of cavalry which is

to escort bim every mile he travels in Massachu-

setts, including Maine.

Foreign Articles,
STA'I'E PAPERS.

Difference between Spain and Portugal." Mat 8.
" The conduct of the government of Brazil, in

invading the Spanish possessions on the river Plate,
has occupied the attention of Europe as much on
account of the act itself, as on account of the pe
riod at which it was done. All nations were con
vinced that the profoundest peace was necessary to

heal the deep wounds which had been the conse-

quence of so many years of war and revolution.

Yet this was the moment which the court of Brazil
chose to invade the territories of its neighbor. The
Spanish government on this occasion acted with the

greatest prudence and moderation—and the allied

powers afforded a fresh proof of their generous
ideas and pacific intentions. The following note

from the ministers ofAustria, France, Great- Britain,
Prussia and Russia, delivered to the marquis de

Aguiar, his most faithful majesty's minister for

foreign affaire, is a document perfectly well calcu-
lated to tranquilize the public mind, and to induce
a hope that the court of B razil, adopting those

principles of legitimacy and justice upon which the

present system of the world is founded, will avoid

compromitting herself with the allied powers.—
The good faith and dignified character of his cha-
tholic majesty are most apparent upon this occasion.

The decisive language of the ministers from which
the following note has proceeded, will prove the

opinion of their respective sovereigns in favor of

Spain—and that their relations with her are as fixed
and solid as they can be between powers the most

intimately connected.

Note from the ministers of the mediating courts to the

marquis DPJIguiar, secretary of state for foreign
affairs to his most faithful majesty.

P.vnis, March 16, 1817.
The occupation of a part of the Spanish posses-

sions on the river Plate by the Portuguese troops of

Brazil, was no sooner known in Europe, than it was
the object of official and simultaneous steps taken

by the cabinet of Madrid, with the courts of Vien-

na, Paris, London, Berlin and St. Petersburg, in

order to protest solemnly against this occupation,
and to claim their support against each an aggres-
sor).

Perhaps the court of Madrid might have thought
herself entitled to recur at once to the means of
defence which Providence has placed in her hands,
and to repel force by force. But guided by a spirit
of wisdom and moderation, she was desirous first
of employing the means of negociation and per-
suasion, and she preferred, notwithstanding the dis-

advantage that might result to her possessions be-
yond the sea, addressing herself to the five under-
mentioned powers, in order to an amicable adjust-
ment of her differences with the court. of Brazil,
and to avoid a rupture, the consequences of which
might be equally disastrous to the two countries,
and might disturb the repose of both hemispheres.

So noble a resolution could not but meet with the
entire approbation of the cabinets to which the
court of Spain has addressed herself, and animated
with the desire of preventing the fatal consequen-
ces that might result from the present state of af-

fairs, the courts of Austria, France, Great Britain,
Prussia and Russia, equally the friends of Portugal
and Spain, after having taken into consideration the

just claims of the latter power, have charged the

undersigned to make known to the cabinet of his
most faithful majesty—
That they have accepted the mediation demand-

ed of them by Spain.
That they have seen with real pain, and not with-

out surprise, that at the very moment when a dou-
ble marriage seemed to bind more closely the fa-

mily ties already existing between the houses of
Braganza and Bourbon, and when such an alliance
was to render the relations between the two coun-
tries more inrimate and more friendly, Portugal has
invaded the Spanish possessions on the river Plate,
and invaded them without any explanation what-
ever, and without any previous declaration.
That the principles of equity and justice which

direct the councils of the five courts, and the firm
resolution they have adopted to preserve, as much
as is in their power, the peace of the world, pur-
chased by such great sacrifices, have determined
them to take cognizance and part in this affair, in
the intention of terminating it in the most equita-
ble manner, and most conformable to the mode of

maintaining the general tranquility.
That the said courts do not dissemble that a dif-

ference between Portugal and Spain might disturb
that peace and occasion a war in Europe, which
might not only be disastrous to the two countries,
but incompatible with the interests and the tran-

quility of other powers.
That in consequence they have resolved to make

known to the government of his most faithful ma-
jesty, their sentiments on this subject, to invite
him to furnish sufficient explanations upon his views,
to take the most prompt and proper measures to

dissipate the just alarms which his invasion of the
American possessions of Spain has already caused
in Europe, and to satisfy the rights claimed by the
latter power, as well as these principles of justice
and impartiality which guide the mediators. A re-

fusal to yield to such just demands would leave no
doubt with respect to the real intentions of the
court of Rio Janeiro. The disastrous effects that

might result to the two hemispheres would be im-

puted entirely to Portugal; and Spain, after having
seen all Europe applaud her wise and moderate
conduct, would find in the justice of her cause,
and in the support of her allies, sufficient means
of redressing her complaints.
The undersigned in acquitting themselves of the

orders of their courts, have the honor to offer to
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fiis excellency the morquis d'Aguiar, the assurance
of their high consideration.

(Signed) VINCENT,
RICHELIEU,
STUART,
GOLTZ,
POZZODIBORGHO.

ircrF.jr boxaparte.

Geneva, Jlpril 25. I send you a copy of the do-

cument which contains the determination of the

allied powers, to prevent the escape of Lucien Bo-

naparte to the United States of America, and those

ulterior plans which the discontented refugees pro-

pose for the purpose of making of America a thea-

tre of revolutionary ideas, and a new field for am-
bition and intrigue. The principles of justice,
order and legitimacy that govern the powers of

Europe, will always disconcert the machinations of
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made known to the four courts, and may produce
a determination on their part upon this subject.

(Signed) VINCENT,
RICHELIEU,
WELLINGTON,
C. STUART,
POZZO DIBORGHO.

EWOLAKI), Sec.
In the house ofcommons, May 21—Mr. Brougham

gave notice of his intention to move, on the 5th of
June (which he believed was the first open day) for
leave to bring in a bill for the repeal of the Sep-
tennial act [loud cries of hear ! hear ! hear ! on the
opposition benches.]

Sir Francis Burdett's motion for
parliamentary-

reform, was negatived in the house of commons
May 20—ayes 77, noes 265. That gentleman's
speech is a most able one.

the seditious to disturb the peace, and will oppose
a barrier to their spirit of rapine, and their plans of

usurpation. The first and most efficacious informa-

tion of this business was derived from the zeal and

activity of the Spanish government, well informed
of these plots by exact accounts received both in

Europe and America. Thus Spain deserves the

confidence of all governments and the approbation
of the people.
The following document will be read with much

interest :

Paris, .

Protocol of the conference of the IZth of March.
Present the minister of Austria, duke de Richelieu,
duke of Wellington, Sir Charles Stuart, the Prus-

sian minister, the minister of Russia.

The conference having been opened this day with
their excellencies the dukes of Richelieu and Wel-

lington, to take into consideration the demand
made by Lucien Bonaparte for passports to conduct
one of his sons to the United States, and the Aus-
trian minister having again laid down the three

questions proposed at the protocol of the 2d inst.

relative to the same object, it has been agreed—
1. That North America having received a great

number of malcontents and French refugees, the

presence of Lucien Bonaparte in the United States

would be still more dangerous than it is in Europe,
where he can be better watched, and that in con-

sequence it is to be desired that the passports he
has asked for should be refused.

2. That in order to deprive him of all possible
motives for soliciting the said passports, it would
be equally desirable to refuse them to his son

Charles, whose journey seems to be only a pretext
for the plans of the father.

3. That the news received by different means
and from different countries, particularly from Na-

ples, leave no doubt of the intrigues and dangerous
relations which Lucien Bonaparte keeps up in Italy—and considering that Rome is, perhaps, of all cities

that in which superintendence is the most difficult

to be exercised, and is exercised with less severity,
and that he may, notwithstanding the refusal of

passports, find means of deceiving the vigilance of

the Roman government, and of escaping to proceed
to America; it would be desirable that another

abode be assigned him than Rome and the Roman

states, by the hign allied powers, and that he should

be further removed from the coasts, in order to ren-

der the plans of escape which he may meditate

more difficult.

This opinion being common to all the members
of the conference, it has been resolved to consign it

in the protocol of the day, in order that it may be

A mob collected at Clare, in Ireland, broke onen
the stores and carried off 2000 barrels of oats that
had been imported for seed.
The great mills at Birmingham, called the Wa-

ter street mills, were lately burnt to the ground.
Loss estimated at £200,000. Several hundred peo-
ple are thereby thrown out of employment.

It is perfectly understood that the habeas corpus
suspension act will be further extended. The com-
mon council of London had met for the purpose of
petitioning against it.

Since 1814 it is said that the British army has
been reduced 221,794 men J—This, it is presumed,
includes the foreign mercenaries.

It is reported that 6 ships of the line and 12 fri-

gates are immediately to be equipped for South
America.

Large quantities of American flour have arrived
in England—yet the price kept up; 76 to 77s. or
about <glT per bbl. It was intimated, however, that
it would soon decline, the prospect of the crops
being very good, in consequence of late rnios.
The value of ten millions is to be issued in a new

gold coin to be called sovereigns and half sove-
reigns, 20 and 10s. pieces.
The present stock of sheep in Great Britain and

Ireland is estimated at 42 millions, of which more
than 30 millions are of the short wooled species.
As one instance out of many of the enormous in-

crease of the poor rates in England, the "Globe"
informs us that those of the parish of Plymstock,
in Devonshire, which three years ago did not ex-
ceed sixty pounds per annum, now exceed fifteen
hundred po'nds for the same period-

Amongst the arrests ofthe disaffected which have
lately taken place in the united kingdom, is that
of the Rev. Neil Douglas, a minister residing at

Glasgow, in Scotland. He is accused with "wick-

edly, slanderously, falsely and seditiously, in the
course of the prayers, sermons, or declamations ut-

terred by him, of asserting and drawing a parallel
between Nebuchadnezar, king of Babylon, and the

king of England; who he Says, like the former was
driven from the society of men for infidelity and
corruption; that his royal highness the prince re-

gent was a poor infatuated wretch, or a poor infa-

tuated devotee of Bacchus, who, not having taken

warning from the example of his father, would meet
:>. fate similar to that of Belshazzar, king of Baby-
lon, if he did not amend his ways, and listen to the
voice of the people." The reverend gentleman is

also accused with calling the honorable members of*

the house of commons thieves and robbers. [Ham
impudent

—to tell so many tru<ha in sofew -cords—Hang'
the "jacobin,"]
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A gentleman of the name of John Ritchie, of Li-

verpool, has recovered 750/. of the proprietors of a

stage coach, in consequence of wounds lie received

by being overturned through the carelessness of the

driver.

A return has been made to an order of the house

of commons, in which it appears that the aggre-

gate amount of debts of persons who have applied

for the benefit of insolvency is 8,863,969/. 13s. lOrf.

The number of insolvents 11,617. [The time is not

given.]
Business has considerably revived in England.
The son of a gentleman of fortune, in St. James'

Square, being intoxicated, d—d the prince regent
—

for which he was taken up and examined, and held

to bail for his good behaviour.

The county of Loivth, in Ireland, has been pro-

claimed under martial law.

There are 15,000 common beggars, and 50,000

common prostitutes in London alone— 100,000 of

the latter are estimated ip England.
Talma, the celebrated French tragedian, is on a

visit to England. Kean, the English tragedian, is

engaged to visit the United States.

Scottish Petitions.

We have seen copies of some of the petitions from

Scotland, lately presented to parliament and to

the prince regent. The following is sufficient

to shew their manner and spirit :

PETJTIOX TO THE PR1JJCE nr.nF.NT.

To his royal highness, George, prince of Wales, regent

of the united kingdoms of Great Britain and Ire

us to be candid, and to state, that those evils are.

by no means the consequence of a mere transition
from a state of war to that of peace, (as attempted
to be circulated,) nor from any sadden or acciden-
tal cause; but have been progressively accumulating,
until now, that they are past the power of anv tem-
porary expedients to remove. They are the effects
of a misguided policy, which plunged the nation into

unjust and unnecessary wars, wantonly entered into,
and pertinaciously persisted in, even when no ra-
tional nor national object could be obtained. In all

these wars, and particularly the last, the expendi-
ture of the people's money has been profuse, im«*

provident and unbounded. Abroad, foreign princes
were bribed with immense subsidies, to fight their
own battles, and to extend their domains by rob-

bing their weaker neighbors; whilst other prince*
have been forced back upon the nations which ex-

pelled them, and held them in abhorrence. At home,
hath notprodig.ility been the order of the day ? A
civil list of unexampled magnitude—exorbitant
salaries—unmerited pensions—and sinecures in still

increasing multitude. A military peace estnblish-

ment, which is unconstitutional, and unprecedented
in number. By these improvident measures, a debt
has been incurred, so immense, that though figures
may indeed compute, yet the human mind can form
no distinct idea of it. A debt so enormous as to
exceed the fee-sirrple of the whole of your three
united kingdoms, at a fair valuation,

When, we came to discover those alarming facts,
our hearts stood appalled, as if we hadir we had trod on a

land, the humble address and petition of the burgesses'* volcano : We looked around for the cause, and we
and inhabitants of the toivn of Kilmarnock. I found it in the very corrupt and defective represent

May it please your royal highness, we, his majes- taticrn of the people in parliament. We found that the
commons' house, whose members oiig&f to be cho-
sen annually by the people—should be the organ of

iy's dutiful and loyal subjects, beg leave to repre
sent to your royal highness our distresses and qui

grievances, to point cut to you the causes of them, the people's voice—the guardians of their rights
and respectfully tc suggest the adoption of those! and the public purse, had lost all control over the
measures which we conceive to be the only remedy. I

servants of the-crown, and had become subservient
We can no longer conceal that we, and the great! to the will of the minister of the day : That the

bod\ of ourfellow-citizer.s around us, (as flu- 28 our great body of the people are excluded from their

knowledge extends,) are suffering under the
mo.st|

elective franchise—that a majority of your honora-

unprecedented distress and unaccustomed priva-! hie house are returned to parliament by proprietors

tions, from a general stagnation in every branch of of rotten boroughs, the influence of the treasury,
trade, and the consequent want of employment i and a few more individuals; and that seats therein

which hath reduced many families (lately in a state are bought and sold like tickets for the opera. Of
of comfort) to the extreme of poverty and wretch- this very serious defection, we are possest of proofs
edness; and although shades of difference may be innumerable*—the facts were distinctly stated and
found amidst such a wide spread population, yet so offered to be proved at the bar of that honorable
universal is the evil, that every class of the commu- house, in a petition presented in 1793, by the hon.

nity is sinking tinder its irresistible pressure, with-

out any prospect of amelioration.

W'e ascribe all the evils which we suffer chiefly

Charles, now Earl Grey; which were tacitly admit-

ted, and now stands acknowledged by every can-
did mind. Yet your ministers accuse the people of

to our enormous burdens—to that excessive taxa- being irritated and misled, and sometimes of igno-
tion which misses nothing under Heaven, and which i ranee and impatience, £tc. We shall not dispute

extends, in many instances, to 3, A, and even to the charge. \Ye reply that we have indeed been,
500 per centum on the prime cost of many different I misled, but it was by those very ministers who have
commodities. P>y such immoderate imposts, of long duped and misled us, as well as your royal highness-
endurance, and incessantly repeated, have the capi- 1

If irritated; it is they who have done it. And if we
talsof all classes been sapped, drained or exhaust- have been unfortunately ignorant of our political
ed. Bankruptcy follows bankruptcy in melancholy condition in the state—we solemnly promise to be
train. The circulating medium ('our national coin,)
hath evaporated in subsidies, and is succeeded by
paper as a substitute. The natural and inevitable

consequence of all which is, that our agriculture

languishes, our manufactures decline, and our com-
merce expires. The ingenious artizan, the adven-
turous sailor, and the active and industrious laborer,

so no more.

. But we beg your royal highness will permit us to

state to you, that the late war, so very baneful in its

national effects, and which we have above designat-
ed "unjust and unnecessary," bears still a more ag-

gravated character : Your royal father's ministers

publicly told us, that it was "for religion and social

are now seen half fed, half clad, and idly roaming! order"—the "status quo ante bellum," or state

on the brink of despair.
j prior to the war, "indemnification for the past and

\\ '*• wish not to trouble your royal highness with! security
ror the future." And they now boast that

the painful detail of all the complicated calamities,' they have conquered and gained their every object.
Inch beset us on every side; but our duty obliges' But we would ask these ministers, if to restore the
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pope to all his former splendor, and the inquisition

to all its racks and fiery horrors, be religion ? Do
thev call it religion

—their having forced three bi-

goted catholic princes back upon the people, who

despised them, with all the mummeries of popery;
or palliating, with palpable untrutns. the massacres

at Nismes, and the chains and dungeons which as-

sailed the Spanish patriots ?—Or was it religion
which prompted them to coalesce with papists

alone, and to war with every protestant state, to

force them into their mad crusade ? We would like

wise ask them, cam social order, or the social rela-

tions, subsist betwixt the arbitrary princes whom
we have forcibly restored, and their unwilling sub-

jects ? Is it the status quo—the state prior to the

war, to sanction robbery in the gross, yet punish it

in detail ? Was restoring all to the "state before

the war," to extinguish the ancient republics of

.Poland, Holland, Venice and Genoa, after having
induced their aid by solemn promises of such resto-

ration, to our indeliable dishonor? As to our "in-

demnification for the past," who is there so ignorant
as not o know, that it may be crammed into the ca-

vity of a nutshell, yet no* burst it. And with regard
to our "security for the future," we are sorry to

think, that afrer all the expenditure of men and

money, it is fully as problematical as it was twenty

play was stopped, and the opposite parties, without
more to do, went to fighting. The national guard
sided with the tri-colors, the Swiss hirelings took
the part of the tohitea—the latter were defeated
with great damage. The foreigners have since
been removed from the city.

Many plots and consphacies are talked of. It
would seem that they are likely to become/asfa'tma-
ble.

The expences of the French government for the
year 1817 are estimated at upwards of a thousand
millions of Francs—nearly 200 millions of dollars,
of which about 75 millions are exlraordinaries; a
loan of 54 millions will be required, in addition
to the taxes, &c. to meet those expences.

NETHERLANDS.
The Naine Jaun and Liberal—the Journal of East

and West Flanders, and the Constitutional Journal
of Antwerp have been suppressed, and the proprie-
tors banished at eight days notice. How strange,
that a press and a few types should so alarm the
"allied sovereigns," with their millions of soldiers ?

GERMAN r, Ike.

From the 1st to the 16th of May, 5,817 persons
passed Muyence on their way down the Rhine to

proceed to America.
There have been great mercantile failures at Ere-

three years ago. We have here deemed it necessary,
J

men, Hamburg and Copenhagen.
sir, to undeceive you, by telling you those things! The marriage of the archduchess Leopoldina
in order to do away the false coloring with which with the oldest son of the king of Portugal, &c.
ministers constantly endeavor to gild their mea- was celebrated at Vienna on the 13th of May.
sures, to deceive and mislead the nation, and avert

bla ve for their mad career.

Such is our condition, that we can no longer sup
port our aggravated burdens with such diminished

resources; and do most humbly suggest to your royal

highness, that we know of no remedy, nor means of

preventing a recurrence of the dreadful evils which

we, as a nation, suffer, and the grievance we com-

plain of, than by a thorough reformation of the

abuses which led to them, and restoring to the peo-

ple their undoubted right of freely, equally, and

annually electing their own representatives, in the

commons house of parliament; this will infuse a

hope of better times in their bosoms, which will

calm their apprehensions—allay the severity of their

sufferings
— ensure their loyalty and affection, and

prevent those calamities which the nation cannot
fail to be involved in, by an infatuated adherence
to the present system of corruption and extrava-

gance.
May it therefore please your royal highness, to

call your parliament together as soon as practicable;
and we most earnestly pray that Ttou will have th#

goodness to recommend to their immediate atten-

tion and consideration these important concerns,
•and the adoption of measures for abolishing all use-

less places, pensions and sinecures; the reduction
of our present enormous military establishment;

making every practicable reduction in the public
expenditure, and restoring to the people their con-

stitution and imprescriptible rights of annually

choosing their own representatives in parliament.
FRANCE.

The sum of 75,000 francs is daily expended by
the city of Paris to keep down the price of bread
to 18 sous for 4 lb.

A petit conspiracy of some five or six soldiers re-

solved to shoot the Bourbon princes at a review, is

mentioned in the French papers.
An actress at Lyons dropped her garter on the

stage
—it was tri-colored. Sue hastily picked it up

and appeared to wave it. Thunders of applause,
with violent clamors immediately followed. The/

Bible societies, and the circulation of the bibles

gratis, or at a low price, have been forbidden in

Hungary, by a formal decree, dated at Buda, 23d
December, 1816.

Prussia.
We are glad to learn (says a London paper)

that the Prussian Council of state have decided, by
a large majority, in favor of an unrestrained freedom
of commerce throughout the Prussian dominions.

It appears from a recent statistic work that thes

population of Prussia contains 9,822,000 inhabitants,
exclusive of the army.

Sweden.
Stockholm, May 13.—A royal decree of the 30th

of April, ordains:
1. From the 1st of October, this year, all sales of

prepared coffee in inns, hotels, coffee houses, ta-

verns, and all the public places, at fairs and at auc-
tions, as well in the towns as in the country, are

prohibited, under a penalty of 10 rix dollars for the

buyer and seller.

To prevent fraud, which might be occasioned by
|

the use of what is called Swedish coffee, this, and
all other substitutes, which in look and taste resem-
ble real coffee are included in this prohibition. i

2. All use and sale offoreign wines, known by the
names of Champaigne, Burgundy, Canary, Malm-
sey,.Sack, Cape or Tokay, as well as all foreign li-

quors, spirits, brandy, cider and beer, are entirely
prohibited, and to cease from the 1st of January,
next year.
Whosoever after that time shall be convicted o*

the forbidden use or sale of the above articles, shall

pay 3-3d rix dollars, so that the buyer and seller

are each for himself to pay his peualty-
SPAIN.

The Spanish navy is in a deplorable state. The
officers and men have been paid little or nothing For

six years—the former are compelled even to wash
their own clothes; yet Ferdinand has issued a re-

gulation to prevent the "scandalous desertions pre-

vailing in one of the marine divisions."

Many conspiracies are spoken of in Spain. Av-
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rests are exceedingly numerous. Many are put lo

death. And nearly a famine prevails. Gen. Milans,

at the head of a strong party of guerillas, threatens

a terrible retaliation if certain state prisoners are

injured, on the persons of the monks of Catalonia.

Rumors had reached England that Spain was in

a general insurrection—even at Madrid. The exe-

cution of gen. Lacey had been ordered by the king,

but his officers were afraid to put him to death.

Spain is endeavoring to negociate a loan in Hol-

land.
PORTUGAL.

At one moment we are told that there will be a

war between Portugal and Spain—and at another

that Portugal is to be ceded to Spain for an indem-

nity in America—and at the next both reports are

doubted or denied. It is certain that they are dis-

posed to quarrel; each prefering a long list of

grievances. The allied powers have interfered—
see "state papers," above.

ITALY.

Letters from Palermo state, that in consequence of

an earthquake, the sea had retired a great distance

from the shore, that ./Etna had opened six new cra-

ters, and that a village in the environs of Nicolosi

had been overwhelmed by the lava.

AFRICA.
Three Algerine cruizers were spoken in the Me-

diterranean in April.
Lieut. Campbell is proceeding on his voyage of

discovery
—to explore the Jobila, or Niger. He had

arrived at the head of the river Nunez, whence he
was to cross the mountains towards Bammakoo.
Two Tunisian corsairs appeared in the British

channel about the 20th of May—one carrying 26,
the other 18 guns. They captured the Hamburg
ship Ocean, from Charleston for Hamburg, and a

vessel belonging to Lubec. The prizes were re-

captured and one of the corsairs taken by the Bri-

tish—and three vessels had sailed in different di-

rections after the other, which was chased by the

Ganymede frigate, but escaped for that time. The
underwriters at Lloyd's had refused to make insur-

ances on vessels from Holland and the Hanse Towns,
in consequence of the presence of these cruisers.

A report had reached 'London that the British
vice-consul and other British subjects, &c. had been
murdered at Algiers. A Danish frigate, laden with
naval stores as presents to the dey, kas sailed from

Copenhagen.
THE BONA PARTES.

Napoleon remains at St. Helena—"sulky," as the

English say, because he will not kiss the hand that

smites him.
Lucien has put the allied sovereigns in a trepe

FLORIDA.
We have accounts that may be relied upon (wc

believe) informing of the capture of Amelia island,
without opposition, by gen. McGregor, on the 1st
of July. Not a single gun was fired by either party.
Hundreds were flocking to his standard, and he was

immediately to proceed to St. Augustine, which, it

was expected, would also fall into his hands. A
naval force co-operates with McGregor.
The Washington City Gazette gives a report that

the United States are to have the Fioridas for 8
millions of dollars. This sum would be very con-
venient for Ferdinand—for that which, though of

great value to us, is an annual loss to him.
BRAZIL.

A letter dated the 25th May, from Pernambuco,
is published. It says that the patriot army had re-
tired to the interior, and that on the 22d the town
was taken possession of by the royalists without op-
position, and business was resuming its former cha-
racter. These facts are confirmed in various way—
Martins, late at the head of the revolutionary go-
vernment, is a prisoner. Others of the patriots
have killed themselves. Another 'account says
that Martins had escaped—and that the patriots
fought two battles with the royalists before they
gave up the city.

"spasish" America, &c.
The privateer Regent has captured off Cadiz and

sent into Buenos Ayres, the Philippine East India

Company's ship Triton, of 800 tons burthen, and
carrying 22 guns and 85 men, with a cargo worth
a million of dollars. The Regent had 10 guns and
105 men. The Triton fought two hours and a half
before she surrendered. The prize was discharging
at Buenos Ayres, where several very heavy priva-
teers were fitting out.

By an arrival from Havana we have a report that
the Spanish frigate Sabina had captured one patriot
privateer and driven another ashore, in the Gulph
of Mexico.
The captain of the brig that, in conjunction with

the frigate, fired upon the U. S. schooner Firebrand,
was lately tried by a court martial at Havana and
broke. The captain of the frigate had been sent to

Spain for trial.

MEXICO.
We have a detail of gen. Mina's proceedings—

so far they are fortunate. He landed, as has been
been observed, at Soto la Marina, on the 19th April
—the royal troops fled, and he was joined by 400
men of the country. He left a garrison and march-
ed for JYew St. Andero, the capital of the district,

containing 5000 inhabitants, where he was received
with acclamations, and immediately recruited 400

dation, by asking leave to embark for America; "£ ™^«ft

He
t "fished

a local force and dis-

which they have refused, in violation of every princi-
*nbut

f
d 2000 stand oP arms among the people, who

pie of right and justice.
—See state papers.

brought him immediately 6000 fine horses, with
which he mounted his whole force and left the sur-

Joseph is quietly settled down in New Jersey, and ...
is becoming a very good farmer.

*
?lus h°rses,ndepot. He was t

^out to h
in search of the royalists.

" The district of New
St. Andero, (says tiiese accounts) borders on the
sea coast and extends north to the Rio del Norte;
the town is on the southern extremity of the dis-

trict, and forms part of the ancient intendancy of
St. Louis de Potosi—the mines of St. Louis de Po-
tosi, Catorci, and Sieetecas, are under the same in-

tendancy; and since the revolt, the products have
been conveyed part to Tampico, part by St. Andero
and Soto la Marina, and by sea to Vera Cruz, as the
interior communication has been interrupted. The
mines of Catorci, alone, produce annually five miK
lions of dgltars."

*'

Jerome has just purchased a large estate two
leagues from Vienna.

Eugene has obtained the principality of Eich-

staedt, and will reside thereon.

BRITISH AMERICA.
There was ice half an inch thick at Quebec on

the nights of the 15th and 16th of June. But from
those dates to the 26th, the

tthermometer was fre-

quently above 80.

The Hudson Bay and North West companies have
not yet made peace"! They have frequent little

battles.
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j PROCLAMATION.
Javier Miner, general in chief of the auxiliary army

of the Mexican Republic.

Spaniards, soldiers of king Ferdinand. If fascina-

tion lias made you the instruments of the passions
of a wicked monarch or his agents, one of your

countrymen, who has consecrated the most valua-

ble part of his life to the good of his country,
arrives to liberate you, without any other interest

than that of the glory of promoting the cause of

truth and justice.
Ferdinand VII. notwithstanding the sacrifices

which Spaniards have made for him, oppresses

Spain more cruelly than the French did when they
invaded it; the men who most labored for the re-

storation and liberty of this ungrateful wretch, are

now loaded with chains in dungeons, or fly from his

on two of their marauding parties, by a small de-
tachment ofvolunteer militia. The frequent irrup-
tions of these savages into pur territory for some
months back have excited very general alarm among
the defenceless inhabitants of our southern frontier,
many of whom have abandoned their homes and
fled to the interior for safety. The executive of
Georgia unwilling to rely any longer on the pro-
mised assistance of the national government, which
has probably been delayed by the peculiar situa-
tion of the war department, has issued orders to

general Floyd, requiring him to call into service,
from any part of his division, a sufficient force to
ensure the protection of the frontier settlements
exposed to danger and the effectual chastisement
of all future marauding parties of Indians. From
the late insidious attempts of the Spanish govern-

cruelty. Serving then such a prince, you serve iment to stir up the western savages against us, we
the tyrant ofyour nation, and by aiding his agents I have a right to attribute the persevering hostility
in the new world, you degrade yourselves to the of the Florida Indians to some such improper in-

rank of executioners of a people, the innocent vie-
1 terference. The artillery company from Charles-

*ims of a greater cruelty than that which the Spa-
j

ton, which was stated to have been stopped at Creek
nish people suffered, on account of the same princi- Agency, has, we learn, descended Flint river, Tand

pies, at the most glorious epoch of their history. arrived at Fort Scott

Americans, soldiers of king Ferdinand.—If force

keeps you in slavery, and compels you to pursue

your brethern, it is time that you should be de-

livered from such a shameful situaiion; a single

effort will now be sufficient to deliver you from the

yoke under which you are bowed down; and to

elevate you to the dignity of men, of which you
have been deprived for these three centuries. Unite

yourselves with us, who have come to give you li-

berty, and with no other view than the glory which

follows great actions. The precidus soil which you

possess, should not eternally remain the patrimony
of despotism and rapacity; do not oppose the career

of your destiny; if you were to disregard this op-

portunity, you would aim only to frustrate the views

of Providence, which now grants you the proper
moment to exchange subjection and misery for

independence and prosperity. What sad experi-
ence has ancient Spain undergone

—and what sad

lessens have you received from bad Spaniards, who,
to the disgrace of the good, have come here to

subjugate you, or to enrich themselves at the ex-

pence of your degradation.
If there are any among you who make common

cause with them to oppose us, through apprehen-
sion, interest, or ambition, abandon them; detest

and even destroy them : they are worse than the

tyrannical chiefs with whom they are united, while

they are so degenerate as to sacrifice their most
sacred duties to such disgraceful passions.

Spaiush and American soldiers.—Leave such vile

chiefs and repair with us to the camp of glory, where
waves the bright standard of liberty; you shall be

happy by contributing to the liberty of this coun-

try; the laurels that shall encircle your brows, ac-

quired in defence of our jyst cause, will be an

imperishable reward, superior to the treasures of

the universe.
'

Head quarters, Soto la Marina, 18th May, 1817.

XAVIER MINA.
General commanding the auxiliary army of

the Mexican republic.

Extract of a communication from genera! Floyd, com-

manding the 1st division of Georgia militia, to the-

executive of this state, dated.

St. Mart's, 5th June.
"Your letter of the 29th April affords ample

proof of your prompt attention to the unsettled
and perilous situation of the southern frontier,

bordering on the savages
—and I yield cheerfully

to both inclination and duty in apprizing you of
such occurrences in this quarter, as may have a

tendency to involve the interest and public welfare
of the state.

"A copy of major Bailey's report to me of a late
affair with the Indians is forwarded to you. The
misconduct of evil disposed persons on both sides.,
has produced a state of things worse than open
war with our red neighbors, which requires a

reciprocity of vigorous measures for the restora-
tion of order and tranquility to the respective fron-

tiers.
"I have just received information of a party of

Indians having, on the 30th ult. entered the neigh-
borhood, and in open day light took the cattle
from Rollinson's pen. Such is the state of alarm,
that many families have broken up."

Major Bailey's report to gen. Floyd.
Camden county, 28th May.

"I deem it expedient to inform you, that on the
20th instant I left Trader's Hill, accompanied by
twenty four volunteers, in pursuit of cattle lately
driven off from this frontier by a party of Indians.
We took their trail, and followed it to where the
Maccasooka path crosses the Suannah river. When
about a mile from the river, on the 22d, between
seven and eight o'clock, P. M. we saw the light of
a fire, which we made for, and found it to proceed
from an Indian eamp of from 5 to 8 men, who we
had no doubt, were a party fitted out to do mis-
chief, and then on their way for the frontier settle-

ment. We attacked them at 11 o'clock the some
evening, killedj'one man, and wounded others, who
were assisted off by their comrades. At this camp,
we got three horses and two guns. On the morn-

ing of the 23d we fell in with an Indian trail, which
CHRONICLE. we followed a circuitous route, bearing for the big

INDIAN AFFAIRS. bend of St. Mary's—at 9 o'clock, P. M. of the 24th,
Milledgeville, June 24.—The annexed documents' we came up with them at a camp on the waters of

St. Mary's river, and attacked them at day break
the next morning, killed two, and wounded several.

There were 12 or 15 in number, litre v.e got two

Furnish authentic information respecting the pre
sent state of our affairs with the Indians below;
andj also the particulars of atete lyuccessftrl attack
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guns and sixteen horses, two of which belong tola settlement near the confluence of the Alabami
to our citizens. I am happy to state that not one of and Tombigbe. Commissioners to select a spot
our party received any injury."
Extract of a letter from the A'gent for Indian affairs

to the acting governor of the slate, dated the 10th

instant.

Last night a runner from low down Flint river

brought me a letter containing the following in

formation:—"It seems a small parcel of the Uysehee
red people who reside on the Chatahoochee river, a

tribe that has always been friendly to our govern-
ment, and never one of them has been known to

join theredstick party, were on ahunting excursion

Bear the water of St. Mary's river, when in the night

by moonlight a party of white people rushed upon
them, killed one man, and wounded the other four

badly—drove off all their horses, took their guns,
and every thing else they could carry off from the

camp. The four wounded men are now lying very
bad, about sixty miles below here, not being able

have arrived at Mobile.
The Sabbath. It is noticed that for thejint thru

in Louisiana, the storekeepers of St. Francisviii -

on Sunday the 13th of June last, refused to do anj
business or sell a single commodity.

The number of children returned by the assessors
of the city and county of Philadelphia, to be school-
ed by the county commissioners, is, 3,092.
The Congress frigate was about to sail for Port

au Prince—as it is said for the purpose of demand-

ing satisfaction in respect to an American seaman

put to death there, some time age*.

Rapid sawing.
—At the stcain saw mill of Messrs.

Stewart and Hill, in Baltimore, there is a circular

saw, about four feet in diameter, chiefly calculated
for cutting veneers. It runs through a log seven
feet long and 21 inches thick, with ease, in less

than two minutes—and two minutes more are suf-

to proceed to their town on Chatahoochee. It is| cient to place the log in a propel' position for ano-

not known whether it was done by the white peo
pie that reside in the Spanish government, or in our

own government.
It is very desirable to ascertain whether the mis-

chief was done by the people of Georgia, or by
those of East Florida. If by the latter, retaliation

may be averted from our people by a timely re-

presentation of that fact to the chiefs of the town
to which the injured party belong. The chiefs

of the nation are to meet at fort Hawkins the first

of next month, which will afford a fair opportunity
of making explanation, if in the mean time you can

asceKain the aggressors.
—Journal.

The Bank of the United States has declared a

'ividend offourper cent, on the stock paid in agreea-

bly to their charter—and they are said to have a

surplus of profits of about 200,000 dollars more.

Fourth of July. It is known to many that a su-

perb bridge is now erecting over the Susquehannah
river, at a place called Itock Run—over which is to

pass the main road between the cities of Philadel-

phia and Baltimore. On the 4lh instant the chief

stockholders and their ladies, about 150 in number,
met at the romantic spot, and after viewing the

work, delighted with the prospect of its early fi-

nish, partook of an elegant entertainment.

At a place called Ellington, in Connecticut, the

people celebrated the day by drawing stone to en-

close their burying ground
—53 ox teams were em-

ployed, and a great deal of work was done by the

willing laborers.

Another/ A gallant youth Win. JL. Lee, a lieut.

©f tlie navy was lately killed in a duel. He
his 21st year.

Gen. Strong, of the Vermont militia, has been

presented with the sword voted to him by the le-

gislature of New-York, in ample form. Particulars

in our next.

Captain Ferry, it appears, is about to retire from
the command of the Java—on which the officers of

that ship presented to him a most flattering address,

ther cut. Eight veneers are cut out of one Solid

inch. After the log is put on the carriage, the

whole business of sawing is attended to by two

boys.
Steam boats. It is remarked, and the remark is

worthy ofserious consideration, that the steam boats

on the Hudson have been running ten years with-

out a single person being injured by them. Here
is a valuable assurance of their safety.

Died, at Baltimore, on the 31st. ult. in the 75th

year of his age, Henry Jackson, esq. a gentleman well

known in the history of the struggles of Ireland

for freedom, and father in law to Oliver Bond.
He was a. most respectable and a good man, and
a real friend of the human race.

Lieutenant Hoffman, of the navy. A number o'

citizen? of Dutchess county, N. Y. of which Mr. H.

is a native, have presented to him a service df

plate in testimony of their sense of his gallantry
and good conduct in three naval victories over the

British, in the late war—which he very courteously
received.

Liberality. A citizen of Massachusetts has made
a donation of §20,000 to the General Hospital.-ot
that state.

Plaster of Paris-~Notwithstanding the legiskv
tureofSt. Johns, New Brunswick, have prohibit-

ed, altogether after the first of July inst. the ex-

portation of plaster of Paris from that province, we
are inclined to think, from what we see published
in the New-Brunswick papers, that there is no great

probability of there being a scarcity of that article

1
1
in our market. At present plaster is not allowed

to be brought away in any vessels except British

bottoms. In consequence of which, it is stated in

the above mentioned papers, that the town of St.

Andrews has become the centre of an American

conspiracy to evade the laws of that country and

bring the public authority into contempti that in-

stead of the inhabitants aiding the revenue officer

of that port in detecting and preventing the smug-
It was signed by all the officers except the purser ! gling of plaster, all assistance is wholly denied to

and surgeon, wiio were absent at the time the ad- 1 him; that he dare not go in the night to prevent its

dress was drawn up. being taken away; and even in the day time the

The boundary commissioners are on the lines be- smugglers set him and his authority at defiance,

tween the United States and Canada, in pursuance
' His boat has been taken from him and made use of

of their duties. to carry the plaster off to wharves which the Ame-

ricans arc said to have erected on that island. From
these facts it may be fairly inferred, that in despite

of his majesty's collector, a tolerable supply of that

article is likc-ry to find its way to our ports.

[JV. Y. Eve. i-V#.

Emigration. Very many passengers are ariving
in vessels from Europe; in one of them 409 persons,
none over 30 years- of age, have reached Philadel-

phia from Amsterdam.
A number of French, emigrants ar; about to form
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Hac oldm meminisse jur-abit.
—Vman.
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the whole American! continent, and an influential

mediating
1

power to Europe, it-must he because the

policy of their fathers had errorie nisly shaped the

course of their destinies. We shall justly merit

this reproach, unless it be the fundamental policy

which shall be inserted as
j

to bend all the energies of the nation to the ad-

?e dispose of Judge Livingston's opinion, to jvmcement of a navy in the the ratio of the grou-
nded in our next.

l

mg resources—in thirty years apopulation oftw e;>

We are politely furnished with a very full, learn-

ed and interesting examination of the question,
"Can congress constitutionally investany of the pub-
"lie functionaries of a state with power to declare,

'^expound or execute laws for and in the name of

'•'the United States?

oon as "w

be concl

ty millions, in sixty or seventy years forty millions

j
and so in progression. Is our country, then, either

I to crouch to a petty island, or still continue io bob-""w
iTT"' »" '7r ,.• ble through injrlorious defensive warfares, for vio-

!he following is copied trom the Aatvmal Intelh- kted
•

,us?
*
Such , be the anIeM s „ .

gehcer, because it seems chiefly to have
onpnat-j ê cient Wfiapo„ be foi

.

?ed t0 slrike wit,

Navy of the United States.

ed from an article that appeared in the Weeklyk^ an ar fm.

tifi calioils and millua; these, from
1st of May last-and for the] UieneceS!,ity of the case, must form the adinterim

The
of the

purpose of offering some remarks upon it.
measBres fdefence; but will to a degree, be supereditors of the Intelligencer introduce the essay. seded when ourcountIys navv shall be so power-

by obseormg-" The writer ofl*e following-e* fu, ^ tQ {o^ the n .vv of any nation into awe; so
say has the merit ot havmg opened a quest***Lowerful> as l0 renderan attempt at invasion a for-
which possesses interest enough to excite atten-

;
fon] h SQ verfi: i as to^ due we^hx to the

lion, even at a moment when indifference to the

political interests ofthe United States prevails to

'

peremptory language, "that you shall no longer inus-

self
?

to the necessary extent of the American navy. '»-'„, „ „ i

'

„„ i„ r r+~ *%.*> „„:»„ „r« -A
..

,
. .

3
, , . , _< No man can be so cleat to the voice o< iiistory.But tlie question cannot be too maturely corfsi- , ... , . ., „ ,„ ,, e i , .„ , .• „

,
. , J .. . a .

i i_i- or so blind to the events ot his own times, as to
tiered what policy in this -.'espect the republic a ,. t • „, f -,u „r.„i , -„„- .• cr

,
} ii. .. j Hatter himself %\ un any rational expec ation of en-

is to pursue—and we are Erlad to see the mind • .. > i * , »•..
•

i- :*• i
„ .«, t . . „.

*
, , ,.

. joying more than snort truces trom indignities and
of at least one intelligent man duly alive to its r'

J
*.**. . ... „ .

°
.

,,
b •

^spoliations, until our country possesses supn a navy.
importance.

, fiut &t the same time> it is n
'

ot iQ be disguised, that
A NAVY. i in t'.e progress of creating sucli a navy, our country

Is it understood to what extent in rearing a navy will have many arduous conflicts to sustain, eveii

-.hose called to the councils ofour country conceive to maintain the advance that is made. Such can
themselves impelled by public opinion? The pre-, be shown to have been the uniform spirit by which
-ident's inaugural address does indeed breathe a

Roman spirit for the support of the rights and
honor of our country, as well as salutary warning,
that we should be '-'disregarding the faithful admo-

the political course of Great Britain lias been

directed, under every change of administration, for

more than a century past, that it becomes morally
certain that she will stir heaven and earth to po-

sitions of experience, if we did not expect dan- vent tiie navy of anv nation from '-becoming formi-

gers from abroad, attempts to overset our govern- dable to berowii. The great question now for the

nient, to break our union, and demolish us as a I immediate decision of the pevjple of the United
nation:" but it does not clearly announce, that the

only really efficient means to render abortive all

such attempts, and secure ultimate tranquility, is

States seems to be, whether they will determine
to prepare themselves in good earnest for entering

upon the conflict for the dominion of the ocean, or

to have the most powerful naz-y in the worUl. Most permanently acquiesce in that species of vassaUige.
writers who have essayed upon this subject, seem,
from some motive, to feel themselves under a neces-

sity to ipeA with some caution, and to limit a na-

vy for the United States according to their fancies.

For my p.rt, I must make free to say, that 1 hold
such prospective limitations as idle, and the reason-

ing for it is as so much labor lost to the writers.

Future legislators and generations will regulate
this affair in their own way; and it is only for us

profiting from the experience of the past, to lay a

foundation to meet the probable future, and best

promotive of the interests and the glory of our de-

scendants. It has been somewhere written that a

man may carve out his own destinies: apply this to

nations, and if our now young children do not see
The United States a leading, a controling power over

Vut XII.

they have felt for the last twenty years. There
is no other alternative fur us. If the former, to

use the emphatic language of the great Patrick

Henr_\ , "we must fight." If the latter, proceed not
a step farther in building a navy. Let pur limita-

tion be a respectful one. "T\< enty ships of the line

and the requisite number of frigates," (as the Balti.

more Weekly Register of May 31, proposes,) would

give umbrage, bring war upon us, and avail but little

as an instrument of defence or annoyance. It would
be found, that more must be provided against the
next war. Our present force seems sufficient to

overawe the Barbary states: and will not bring war

upon us, provided \.ve submit, with a good grace,
to be impressed and plundered at pleasure. The
Marshal de Bellwif/a minister to Louis the fifteenth .
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lias I5id, that "France has often attempted to create

a navy, and as often been arrested in her progress

by the Bi rtoas. They have seized our ships iu full

peace, and have not waited for war to commit their

hostilities upon the sea. It is, that the cabinet, of

St. James would much rather pass for unjust, than

run any hazard of losing the superiority of their

navy. A king of England would soon be dethroned

if he was to be obstinately faithful to his treaties

of peace with France. It is understood, that a

treaty shall no longer subsist than whilst France

forbears to build ships." The events which have

passed in review, as it were, before our own eyes,

that verify the justness of this delineation of the

British character by the French minister, would

form a long catalogue. Only look at the seizure

of Lbe Spanish treasure ships; the attack upon Co-

penhagen; the seizure of the Danish fleet; all done

> \ "full peace." The system of impressment itself,

:*. exercised* towards us, grows out of the very

same principle, that'the superiority of the British

navy must he maintained perfas et rsfas, by all

means whatever, just OP unjust. Yankees are good
seamen, to be found every where, and are a never

railing resource for the supply of his majesty's
s hips, when in want of men. It is only to feign rnis-

takas, and all goes well—with the "Boston stamp."
How comes it that the mistakes could not be dis-

covered before, as well as after the breaking out

of the war between Great Britain and the United

States ? Was there any additional evidence of

Americanism or Yankeeism given after the com-
ment enu-nt of the war, to the pious ministry or

honest captains of his majesty's ships, that so

wrought upon their tender consciences, they could

not find in their hearts to compel brother to slay

brother; but, in order to make due atonement for

their own previous wrongful act most magnanimously

discharged them—ts prison ? Thus treating as the

lawful captives of war, those whom they had cap-
tured in peace, and who would not have been in

their power, by their own confession, without their

own previous unlawful act. (See Mr. Beasly's cor-

respondence in London.)
Truth is not calumny. There are injuries that

may be forgiven, but ought not to be forgotten. I

have not brought forward these transactions with

any view ofnow exciting angry feelings. Long may
the two nation continue in their now apparent friend-

ly harmony. But no man is justly censurable for

warning his countrymen to provide against the fu-

ture, by recurring to examples of the past. There
is nothing that augurs the smallest change of system
in the British councils. She has hitherto, it is be-

lieved, refused to arrange upon the subject of im-

pressment. The prince regent's proclamation, im-

mediately after the affair of the frigates Chesapeake
and Leopaxd, remains in full force; and only awaits

the signal to be again and again put into execution.

Yet a little while and a renewal of all those out-

rages and chicaneries, too sickening to be enumerat-
ed. They are consigned in the annals of the age,
and must go down to our successors for retribution.

// is for us to shape the course of their destinies.

The cost ot such a navy must be of no considera-
tion. Dollars and cents must not be put in the ba-

lance against national rights aDd honor, has been
often said. Let not my countrymen be appalled at

at the magnitude o.f British debt. It is an error to

impute more than a very inconsiderable portion of
it to her navy; and if the navy had credit for all the
wealth it has brought into the nation, legally and il-

legally, that portion would be greatly diminished.
it Is to an unexampled extravagant inte.rr.aj admi-

nistration; to the vast armies maintained and sub-
sidised in her continental wars; to the wars them-
selves, is to be imputed the gigantic size of her
debt. A powerful navy to the United States would
almost wholly supersede an army, fortifications, and
militia; and, above all, -be a preventative finally to

wars, unless we too become ambitious and mad af-

ter foreign conquest. Besides, it would be the

only indissoluble cement to the union of the states.
No more Hartford conventions would be heard of.

History furnishes many examples of despotic
usurpations through the instrumentality of armies.
Xonc is recollected through the means of navies
alone. A navy cannot long enforce the maintenance
of itself like an army. It cannot serve as a body
guard to a tyrant. Delenda est Carthago. The
thunder must be hurled upon the coast of the ag-
gressor. CATO.

REMARKS OX THE ABOVE.
Notwithstanding the introductory remarks of the

editors of the National Intelligencer, to be respected
as an index to the character of the writer, to us

anonymous, it was not easy to conclude whether the
article was from the pen of a friend to the navy or
not. It is true, that the author very ably urges
many facts exceedingly well calculated to rouse the
proud feelings of an American, and excite a spirit
to resist a repetition of the wrongs we suffered so

long and so patiently, anterior to the late war. from
abroad,-—yet his views are so "bold and enlarged"
us to seem almost as well designed to alarm us for

safety, at home. But, we have concluded (and whe-
ther our conclusion is worth any thing or not, is

"another affair") that "Cato" is a friend of the navy,
and so we shall treat him in our ranarks; believing,
however, that his prospects are neither suited to
the means nor the wishes of the present generation

—
and "future generations," to use his own language,
"will regulate this affair for themselves."
We do not regret that such ideas are spread be-

fore the people—-where reason is free to combat
error, good must result from the discussion of a

question of such mighty importance. The general
opinion seems to have been that a navy for the
United States should have a defensive character—
"Cato" would make it defensive by giving it a power
to be offensive

—"to hurl its thunder on the coast of
the aggressor"—pointing to Great Britain as being
most likely to molest us; and, indeed, as the only
nation that has seamen enough to do us great harm
on the ocean.

"Cato's" opinion that the raising of a respectable

(not "respectful") naval force would give umbrage
to England, is warranted by the uniform practice
of the government of that country; and I certainly
believe that the building of twenty ships of the line

in the United States would be considered by it as

a "just cause" for war—but it is not so easy to sup-

pose that they would deem it expedient to wage it.

The loss of a naval battle at sea, between fleets of

heavy ships, would sink the national spirit much
more than the fight ofMount St. John exalted it; and
iu the present state of things probably cause a revo-

lution. They managed to get over their defeats in

the late war with us pretty well, by systematized

deception and flagrant falsehood; but this would
not do if such a fleet as that wherewith Ju'elson so

easily mauled the unskilful French and Spaniards
at Trafalgar, were beaten. Such an event, as the

lightning of heaven rives the rugged oak and causes

all creatures near it to shrink with terror and dis-

may, would pull down a ministry and fill the people
with consternation; and that minister who did not
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calculate on this as a possibility (we having the ships

proposed) would deserve to lose his head for trea-

son against common sense. It was clearly ascer-

tained that out of their "thousand vessels of war,"

the British had none able to catch and fight our fri-

gates; and they are not now to be informed that

they are in the same dilemma as to our ships of the

line. It is the universal opinion of those who ought
to know, that our 74's may avoid or fight, barring

accidents, any ships that float. It is true, Great

Britain might take pattern by them as she did of

our frigates; but still she wants, and must want

under her system of impressment, high spirited/ree-
men to put them upon art equality with our's. I,

therefore, conclude, that although the building of

these ships by the United States would offend Great

Britain, she would hardly think it expedient to re-

sent the affront.'
The British are intollerably jealous of onr com-

m'erce and commercial means. Every body recollects

what a terrible fright they appeared to be in last

summer, when it was reported that Naples was to

cede the island of Lampedosa to us, for a vavalpost
in the Mediterranean. They have lately had a like

rumor that we were to have one somewhere m the

Baltic. This modest people, who have ports and

stations every where, have imputed to us something could make money by ? The lives of men have been

offered to Deity. With a navy so powerful, we
should seek out for colonies,- and, indeed, they Would

appear to be necessary to it—we should want sta-

tions for our ships in the West, and, perhaps, even
in the East Indies, to "protect our trade," and so

forth,- and, inch by inch advancing, become- fettered

with alliances and immediately concerned in all the

affairs of the old world, to the total subversion of
the present purity and simplicity of government
and manners. We would rather that our own conn-

try was surrounded by a wall of brass, as high
and as broad as the mightiest of tfie snow-covered

Andes, than behold her stretching her arms ovei;

the earth and sea, like England, lo rake the ashes,
as it were, of the widow's cottage for the little bit

of gold that composed the ear ornaments of its lats

inhabitant, immolated by avarice. Wiien that dav
comes, our country will have lost her freedom—the
tillers of the soil will not then he its lords—the ba>-

lot box will have lost its virtue; and misery have
taken the place of the present ease and indepen-
dence of the people. Every thing will be made to

bend to the wishes of a few, and all the meannesses
and ciimes ofcommerce will be superadded. Witness

England and Holland—what is it they have not
traded in, and supported by their navy, that they

like hostility for our commerce on our own rivers

"The designs of the Americans on the Ofuo and Mis-

sissippi, are every day more apparent" said a minis-

terial writer, "fanning the embers" of the late war.

Hut still, we think, they would hazard too much in

wantonly compelling us to fight them again. Ano-

ther war would be carried on very differently from

the last, and totally sever the bonds that unite us

to them by their maxvfactuues—ami well do they

know it. But and if it shall so happen, their jealousy
ami envy making them blind to their interest, we
believe that the naval force proposed would be suf-

ficient to cause our coasts to be respected, as well

as occasionally to alarm some of those of their most

valuable coion'es, and thus distract their atten-

tion and afford full opportunity for our frigates and

lighter vessels, public and private, to root up then-

commerce, on winch they so much depend for every

thing
-

: for we totally reject the idea that an Ame-
rican fleet of twenty sail of the line is tf> be kep!
blockaded by any force that Great Britain can send

and maintain on our coast for that purpose. Such a

things of calculation with tli^m as much as hogs
heads of molasses. Witness also the conduct ofnu
own merchants—before the war, they (as a body )

would have consented to have p.iid a tribute to Eng-
land, under her orders in council for levying it, for

liberty to navigate the high seas; and after war
was declared they were base enough to seek protec-
tion under British licenses, and extensively become

smugglers and dealers in goods known to be smug-
gled. The often told story of the Dutch trampling
on the cross at Japan for liberty to deal there, is a

perfect type of the spirit of trade, whose satellites

are cruelty, perjury and forgery. How strange i*

it, that men apparently honest and correct in their

dealings with individuals, feel no compunction at
such things if committed in the way of trade against
governments or a people at large ! We suppose
their arithmetic teaches them that a crime m»iy be
so mucli subdivided as to pass for nothing ! I have
no doubt that many members of tii£ English East
India company were taking the sacrament with the

apparent sanctity of angels, while Warren Hastings
fleet would go out; and, like our frigates, having or lord Gives were depopulating India of thirty mil

sea-room, go where it pleased, with power and in-^ions
of harmless and inoffensive men, women a:>

'

calculable effect. There would be no more of drop- (children, in subservience of their commercial views.

pmg one ship in the Chesapeake, another in the

Delaware, and a third off Sandy Hunk, to seal up
our ports. If, with the faint prospect of gain that

the late war afforded, and the great risk of person
and property that attended the business, we cap-
tured not less than two thousandJivs hundred British

>ug'.i
the;The merchants have influence enough, tb

command of the floating wealth of the country, a .-

we ipell knoio by rueful experience; afid of all class^>

they ar« the last whose influence should be increas
ed—as it would be by the establishment of a ruvu
commensurate with "C.'.to's" ideas. Of every.

But the preceding may he considered as mer

vessels in its short period, ma-.y of which, however, cies Gf sectarian power, may heaven defend us-

were lost to us by recapture, or tiie necessity of|against that of traders ! The Holy inquisition is on-

destroying them to prevent their falling into the ly another name for another thing, to produce .;

enemy's hands,—how great would be the annoyanceUame general effect. And the last, perhaps, is th-

under the new order of things? We should hardly I least mischievous of the two, because more limited

have less than 150 stout privateers always at sea—
;as

to its objects.

if seamen couhl be gat to man litem.

Nothing is further from our wish than to limit the (matters of opinion. Let us proceed to the root or'

power of the republic to redress its wrongs—but a I the affair. Ships jn'ay be built in great numbers,

remedy may be as bad asadisease. We do not only I but has"Cato" thought they must be-also maun </.'-

count the "dollars and cents" that a navy, such
as}How are the men to be got I By imphsssmknt ? No.

"Cato" aims at, would cost us; but because we fear; By voluntary enlistments 9 J very much question our

that if it did not lead to the prostration of freedom [capacity
to man, in this way, "the twenty ships o v

*

at home, it might, at least, render us tyrants abroad, (the line and requisite number of frigates" proposed*
We have always thought that the petition "r.F.ui csJThe fact is, that in the late war there often was j,

kot into temp,tatio> j

" was amongst the wistet even r?al scarcity <A' seamen, and it was n jeJful -
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fer them from t!ie ships on the sea-board to those

on the lakes. It is the practice, 1 believe, in all

other countries where there is a navy, to impress
seamen for it, in time of war—but a man might as

Well attempt to empty lake Superior with a horn

spoon as to introduce it here, in the present dispo-
sition and state of the people.

In our last number on "Political Economy
5* we

Supposed that the seamen and ludf seamen of the

United States might amount to 100,000 men : And,

procure their supplies, and hold a useful and pre
Stable intercourse with all the maritime nations of
the earth. The expence and labor of this great un-

dertaking bear no proportion to its utility. Nature
has kindly afforded every facility; we have all the
moral and physical means within our reach and con-
trol. Let us then proceed to the work, animated

by the prospect of its speedy accomplishment, and
cheered with the anticipated benedictions of a grate-
ful posterity."

Judge Richardson then broke the earth with awhile we bear in mind that, through a decrease

of commerce they also are rapidly decreasing, we
| spade, and the laborers, amidst the acclamations of

shall admit it as (lie number that may be counted! the people and the discharges of artillery, cora-

upon. 1 feel satisfied that the allowance is a large
|

menced the mighty work.

uxic; for it gives us one hand to about every thirteen

tons of all our vessels, every way employed or un-

employed.
Twenty ships of the line and the requisite num-

ber of frigates and smaller vessels would require
seamen and ordinary seamen about as follows :

For 20 74's includingipetty officers 600 each 12,000
20 44 gun frigates 400
20 18 gun sloops of war 150
other vessels and flotillas, boats and

barges, 'on the lakes and elsewhere

8,000

3,000

2.000

Men 25,000
The privateers, under the protection of such a

fleet, would employ not less than 12,000 men—
making a total for military purposes of 37,000. A
force that cannot be raised by voluntary enlistments;
for the coasting, bay and river trade would employ,
even in time of war, (protected as above) not less

than 30,000, and the merchants require alarge num-
ber. As either of these three pursuits- would af-

ford higher wages than the United States could

give to mar. their ships, and when we recollect also
the charms of variety to the sailor, we must con
elude that our present means are inadequate to sup-
port the force just mentioned; and they will be-
come less so, if we do not keep a sharp look out to

i tvive our commerce. Our seamen are constitu-

tionally brave and patriotic; but it is really counting
a great deal on these to suppo.se that one of every
three men would freely embark and continue in the

military service of his country. It cannot be count-
ed upon—the mest sanguine cannot hope for it.

We have thus, by matters of opinion and some
things of fact, endeavored to maintain the ground
we tO'.-k, as politically and morally the ultimate
< xtent, to' which we, at this time, ought to desire or

j

such manner as experience shall dictate.

They then had a procession, oration and feast.

It appears*that the first object of the commission-
ers will be to perfect and open a communication
from Schenecdaty (and of course the city of New-
York) to the Seneca lake. The western inland lock

navigation company have already done much for

this—they have removed rocks and trees from the
beds of streams, straitened Wood creek by one
half the length of its old channel, and dug two-

short canals and erected excellent locks, "faced
with hewn stone, that may be pronounced stupen-
dous works, which would do honor to any country
in Europe.'" Thus they entered the Oneida lake

and thence up the Onondaga river, &c. into the
"lot of lakes," Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca, &c. &c.
in that country. In 1812 it was estimated that 1500
tons of goods passed annually through these locks
—what must be the quantity now, seeing that im-
mense tracts of land about these lakes, then covered
with their native forests, are reduced to cultivation'

and teem with inhabitants ? But though much has

been done, much remains to do to complete this

navigation, which the commissioners of the great
canal will soon effect. It seems, however, that in

pursuance of .the whole plan, they will cut a canal

direct from Utica to Salina, 69 miles, and so shorten

the navigation by, perhaps, that distance, as we
judge by the map. A water level between these

two places may be maintained, and the cost is esti-

mated at only 8000 dollars per mile. To conceive

the importance of these things we must look at the

map and see what a great inland navigation they
will open—and success in them, which appears cer-

tain, will afford as well vigor as funds, to progress

gradually towards lake Erie; and finish the great
nd glorious undertaking, by such routes and in

expect to go. And \ cannot see any impropriety in

''limiting" our views by the nature of things.

"

It

would appear rather to do good by giving us a point
::> look at.

Internal Navigation. &c-
Thefourth of Jitly was celebrated at Utica, N. Y.

'•_/ co^rii^fci-ig- trie excavation tluit it to unite the great
aleta vuL the Atlantic. On this interesting

1 occasion
'tie following address was delivered by J. Hathaway,
sq.

"Fello-ie- Citizens—We have assembled to com-
mence the excavation of the Erie canal. This work,
when accomplished, will connect our western inland
&<•» with the Atlantic ocean. It will diffuse the
benefits of internal navigation over a surface of vast
ixten;, blessed with a salubrious climate and luxu-
. iant soil, embracing- a tract of country capable of

bustaining more human beings than were ever accom-
modated by any work of the kind. By this great
highway* unborn millions will easily transport their

fclirplus productions to the shores of the Atlantic,

Lake Erie. A writer in the Albany Argus informs

us of a very important harbor, just discovered, ex-

actly half way between Buffalo and Erie, 45 miles

from each. It is called Dunkirk. The form of the

bay is nearly a semicircle, with a capacious channel

towards the west headland of 12 feet depth, and on
the east of 10 feet. Within the ledge is a spacious
basin capable of containing 100 sail of vessels with

from 12 to 18 feet water, and good anchorage.
A town is laid off here and will soon become a

considerable place; as besides its advantages for

the lake trade and the value of its harbor, the Casa-

dago lake lies about 8 miles south of it, the waters

of which are navigable for boats of five tons bur-

then, communicating with the Canawongo branch of

the Alleghany i iver, leading to Pittsburg.
"To perfect the navigation, some obstructions of

trees at the outlet of the lake require to be remov-

ed, which can be effected at a trifling expence. The
west promontory being faced with high perpendi-
cular rocks, washed at their base with the waters

of the lake, is remarkably well situated for works of

defence, and as a commanding site for alight-house
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'In proof of the rising importance of this harbor,

vo essential to the safa navigation of lake Erie, we

give this fact, that the last Chautauque Gazette de-

tails a list of ten vessels which arrived at, and of

three which sailed from, Dunkirk, during the week

preceding
1 the 30th June."

The Alabama. The natural advantages of this

aountry are daily developed. Cotton will be a great

staple, and it can be carried by water from fort

Claiborne to New-Orleans, for four dollars per bale.

But the stopping place will soon be at Mobile,
which probably will be a large city. In consequence
of the great emigration, provisions have been very

high—corn g5 per bushel ! On the 26th of April
it was selling at 2£, and flour at $20 per bbl. at fort

Claiborne.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July 4. Singular arrival. Ar-

rived at this port on Monday morning last, (30th

June) a small schooner-built boat of about six tons

burthen, 30 days from Rome, on the Mohawk river,

state of New-York.' The boat was conducted by
captain Dean and four Indians;—passengers, two

squaws and an Indian boy. It was a handsome

model, painted in neat style, with two masts, and

sails, and an appropriate flag. They sailed hence

nors, he was conducted to the hotel, where many
ladies and gentlemen, previously assembled, were
presented to him. As he left the hotel, a very large
number of the inhabitants of both sexes and of all

ages, drew up in two lines on the common, forming
a lane extending from the hotel to the meeting-
house, through which, with his excellency govern-
or Brooks, and their respective suite, preceded by
the committee ofarrangements, he passed delighted
on foot, and then ascended his carriage and conti-

nued his journey.
Whilst at the hotel, the following address was

read and then presented to the president by the
chairman of the committee, accompanied by a
briefhistorical statement of the manufactures ofthe
town.

JVtay it please your excellency
—The committee ap-

pointed for that purpose respectfully tender you
the congratulations of the citizens of Lynn, upon
your arrival at this ancient town.

It is with sentiments of patriotic pride and heart-
felt pleasure that the inhabitants of Lynn enjoy this

opportunity of beholding among them the chief ma-

gistrate of the union.

Elevated to your high and honorable office by tb.e

•on the afternoon of the same day for the Wabash; suffrage of a free people, in conformity with the
their avowed object is to enter lands on behalf of

their tribe, and then to ascend the W:ib;ish to its

principles ofour excellent constitution, it is no les*

the duty, than it is the happy privilege ofthispeo-
source, cross over with their boat to die Miami, and; pie to pay their voluntarily respects to the man of
return by the way of lake Erie. This boat left Rome
on the first of June, passed into lake Ontario by
way of Wood creek, Oneida lake and Oswego river,
and after navigating the greater part of the south

their choice,.

Whilst under foreign governments, the people
are oftentimes obliged by royal mandates, to pay
reluctant honors to their rulers, it is the singular

ern coast of that lake, was conveyed round the falls fortune of Americans that they are free to act fur

of Niagara on wheels, eleven miles; then by the way
of Buffalo, across the end of lake Erie to the mouth
of Cataragus creek, and up it to a portage of eight
miles and an half across to the head waters of the

Alleghany river. It arrived at this place, after pass-

ing two portages amounting to nineteen and a half

miles ! During this time they were detained nearly
ten days by head winds and rains.

These descendants of the forest, now wearing the

habiliments and appearance of civilization and in-

dustry, manifested in their deportment that ingenu-
ousness and dignity of mind which have character-

ised, in many instances, the savage of the forest,

improved in a considerable degree by the hand of
civilization. While gratifying the curiosity of se-

veral of our citizens, by taking them on board, and
with a gentle breeze, sailing a considerable distance

up and across the river, the following characteristic

and appropriate toasts were given by one of the

Indians, accompanied by the firing of his gun :
—

while on the Kentucky side, "The patriotism and

bravery of Kentucky,"—while on the Ohio side—
;(Free trade and no slavery."

President's Tour.
The Salem Gazette represents the president's en-

try into Boston as equalling in splendor "an ancient

Roman triumph."
The president, during his stay at Newport, vi-

sited the hon. William Ellery, one of the four surviv-

ing patriots of the revolution who signed the de-

claration of independence.
The bridge at Milton was fancifully decorated

with green branches—over it an arch with the in-

scription, "Welcome illustrious chief." Here a

great crowd of people received the president with

acclamations, whilst the artillery announced his ap-

proach, with a national salute.

At Lynn, after being received with military ho-

themselves, and that in paying honors to the men
of their choice, they are to acknowledge no other
mandate than that offreedom.

impressed by such considerations, the inhabitants

of Lynn, known as a manufacturing people from the

early settlement of the town, heartily congratulate

yen on the present peaceful and prosperous state

of the country, and fondly indulge the hope that the

blessings of liberty will be preserved, and that
the arts, commerce and manufactures of the nation
will be fustered and protected by jour administra-
tion recently commenced undec circumstances so

auspicious.

Wishing your excellency a long continuance of
health and happiness, we have the honor to be, with
sentiments of the highest respect, vour obedient

servants, It. W. TREVETT,
Chairman of the committee.

To which the president made an extemporaneous
reply to the following effect:

The kind reception given me by the citizens of

Lynn, has my hearty thanks.

It affords me pleasure that they so justly appre-
ciate the principles ofour excellentconstitution.

It will be my faithful endeavors so to conduct my
administration, as to realize their expectations; and
the best reward of my exertions in the office lately
conferred on me, will be the approbation of my fel-

low citizens.

At Salem he was received in great style, and we>

corned by the select men to that "ancient town," i i

company with governor Brooks and a splendid es-

cort, civil and military. Among the distinguished

personages who surrounded him were the secretary
of the navy, general Dearborn, William Gray, esq.

judgs Story, generals Swift and Miller, of the ar-

my, and Bainbridge and Perry, of the navy. When
he arrived at the lines of Salem, he left his car-

riage and proceeded on horseback with the cava!-

cadCj A fine arch was thrown over the bridge, dress •
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cd with flags. The streets were filled with people
and the windows thronged with "females in a

pleasing uniform;" all was life and animation. At

the head of Essex street the cavalcade stopped and

the president dismounted and proceeded on foot in

procession, under a continued salute of artillery, to

the lodgings provided for him. A thousand children,

peatly dressed, formed a part of the line through
which lie passed. In front of the house an address

was delivered, to which he returned a short extem-

poraneous reply- After refreshments, he attended

a military review, y, hich was handsomely conduct-

ed. Returning to lus lodgings, he dined with many

g'.iests he had invited, and then visited the Town

JLdl, which had been decorated with great'taste
and

splendor, with festoons of oak, Connected with

bands of gold, &c. by the ladies—500 of whom were

present, with whom he mixed in mutual delight, a

fca-id of music enlivening the scene, lie was seated

in a chair from MountVernon, marked with the name
of Washington. The room was embellished with

portraits of distinguished characters, and lighted

v.p by a thousand variegated lamps, which nume-
rous mirrors reflected with great eifect. The ce-

remonies and amusements of the evening were con-

cluded by a display of fire works.

On Wednesday the president visited the fort, and
the Asylum for the Indigent; afier which he par-
took of a collation with a large party at Mr. Sils-

bee's, the representative in congress. He then

visited Fort Pickering, the Museum of the Salem

taken leave of by the committee of arrangements,
in a very respectful manner, to whom he expressed
himself highly gratified by the attentions that had
b<#n shewn to him. Besides the cavalry, he was
escorted by a company of truckmen, dressed in

white frocks, who volunteered their sen ices on the

occasion, in token of their respect for the chief

magistrate, and their respectful recollection of his
visit. The scene was novel and produced a highly
agreeable effect.

He arrived at Ips-wich, at 9 o'clock for breakfast.

Here, also, he was received in form. The bridge
was decorated, and a band of music near i: played
national airs as lie passed. Having refreshed himself,
and received the visits of the people, escorted by a

regiment of cavalry and great cavalcade of other

citizens, he set out for Newburyport.
We are compelled to stop our journal for the

present and suffer also several addresses and re-

plies to lie over for our next. At our last account,
the president having visited Portsmouth and Port-

land, was on his way to lake Champlain.

The president's answer to the addressfrom the corpora-
tion of Harvard university.

Sin—I am deeply impressed with the distinguish-
ed attention with which the president and fellows
of Harvard University have been pleased to honor
me on my present visit. Nothing is more interest-

to my own mind, and nothing can be more impor-
taut to our common country, than the cultivation of

East India Marine Society, and the Athenaeum, and science and liberal literature;—The principal sup
called on Benjamin Pickman, junr. esq. A large I port of a free government is to be derived from the

party dined with the president at the secretary of

the navy's. After dinner the children from the Fe-

male Orphan Asylum were presented to him; and
in the evening he honored with his presence a bril-

liant assembly at judge Story's.
On Thursday the president proceeded to the seat

e? col. Thorndike, in Beverly, where he breakfasted,
nnd a large number of ladies and gentlemen of the

town were introduced to him. On entering the

town he was saluted by a discharge of artdlery.
O i Ids return he left his public quarters, and re-

mioved to the house of the secretary. In the even-

ing a Inge and brilliant party visited him.

Among the other private families visited by the

president during lus stay in Salem, were those of

sound morals and intelligence of the people; and the

more extensive the means of education, the mor%

confidently may we rely on the preservation of our

public liberties. Whatever doubt may once have
been entertained upon the subject of stability of a

republican government, and of its capacity to pro-
mote the public interests, the progress of our own,
must now have satisfied the most sceptical mind,
and awakened the strongest conviction of its energy
and excellence.

The venerable university, over which you preside,
has long been a great ornament of our country. It

seems exceedingly well adapted, in its organization,
to give the best instruction. It has nurtured in its

bosom many of those, who by their patriotism, their

captain Stephen White, capt. Joseph Peabody, and] piety and their learning have conferred lasting be-

Nathaniel Bowditch, esq. the distinguished mathe-jnefits on mankind. Most sincerely do I wish that

matician.

"In the interview with the citizens of Salem (says
the Register) the president engaged all hearts

it may continue to be a public blessing, and, under
the smiles of Providence increase in usefulness.

An institution, which endeavors to rear American
'he most brilliant circles were formed around him, 'youth in the pure love of truth and duty, and while
nd the rising generation received every token of it enlightens their minds by ingenuous and liberal

his friendship with sure records on their hearts of

that affection he displayed before them. The pre-
sident, in the constant attention he paid to the im-

portunate wishes of the citizens, discovered no

symptom of fatigue, and gave no notice of the hours
which were to limit our pleasures. The same cheer-

fulness, freedom, and presence of mind, appeared
through all the services which each day required
of him, and we were more reluctant at parting with
him at the last hour, than we could have been at

studies, endeavors to waken a love of country, to

soften local prejudices, and to inculcate christian

faith and charity, cannot but acquire, as it deserves,
the confidence of the wise and good.
You do justice, therefore, to my feelings in believ-

ing, that such an institution must possess my high-
est regard, and that I shall always take a lively in-

terest in its prosperity. JAMES MONROE.
To the Rev. president Kirkland.

any one which preceded. When we see the entire] Answer of the president of the United States to the
face of society changed, all hearts united in a last- address of the minority of the legislature of Mas-

]ng friendship, and satisfaction every where pro- sachusetts, &.c.

claimed, we are astonished at an event, which our) 7^ Henry Dearborn, Benjamin Austin, Thomas Mel-
best hopes for human nature did not allow us to

contemplate even for ages yet to come."
He passed Friday chiefly in a retired manner, at

ville, William Little, Russell Sturgis, John Jirazer,

Jacob Rhondes, and William Ingalls, Esquires.
I have received with great satisfaction the very

tending to various matters of business. He left the . friendly welcome which you have given me on the

\Q\wa the next morning (July 12) at 7 o'clock, being I part of seme of the members of the legislature of
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Massachusetts, and of others, citizens of Boston,

who tad deputed you, to offer mje their congratula-
tions on my arrival in this metropolis.
Consc : ous of having exerted my best faculties

with unwearied zeal, to support the rights and ad-

vance the prosperity of my fellow citizens, in the va-

rious important trusts with which I have been ho-

nored by my country, the approbation which you
have expressed at my conduct, is very gratifying to

me.
It has been my undeviating effort, in every situa-

tion which 1 have been placed, to promote, to the

utmost of my abilities, the success of our republi-

can government. I have pursued this policy, from

a thorough conviction, that the prosperity of the

whole American people, depended on the success of

the experiment which they have been called to

make. Ail impartial persons now bear testimo-

ny of the extraordinary blessings with which we
have been favored. Well satisfied I am, that these

blessings are to be imputed to the excellence of

our government, and to the wisdom and purity with

which it lias been administered.

Believing that there is not a section of our union,

nor a citizen, who is not interested in the sviccess

of our government; I indulge a strong hope, that

they will all unite in future, in the measures neces-

sary to secure it. For this very important change,
I consider the circumstance of the present epoch

peculiarly favorable. The success and unexampled

prosperity with which we have hitherto been hies-

sed, must have dispelled the doubts of all who had

before honestly entertained any, of the practicabili-

ty of our system, and from these a firm and honora-

ble co-operation may fairly be expected. Our uni-

on has also acquired, of late, much strength. The

proofs which have been afforded, of the great advan-

tages communicated by it, to every part, and the

ruin which would inevitably and promptly over-

whelm, even the parts most favored, if it should be

broken, seem to have carried conviction home to

the bosoms of the most unbelieving. On the means

necessary to secure success, and to advance with in

creased rapidity, the growth and prosperity of our

country, there seems now to be but little, if any,
difference of opinion.

It is on these grounds that I indulge a strong hope,

ajid even entertain great confidence, that our prin

cipal dangers and difficulties have passed, and that

the character of our deliberations, and the course

of the government itself, will become more harmo-

nious and happy than it has heretofore been.

Satisfied as I am, that the union of the whole

community, in support of republican government,

by all wise and proper measures, will effectually se-

cure it from danger, that union is an object to

which I look with the utmost solicitude. 1 consi-

der it my duty to promote it, on the principles and

for the purposes stated; and highly gratified shall 1

be, if it can be obtained. In frankly avowing this

motive, I owe to the integrity ofmy views to state,

that as the support of our republican government is

my sole object, and in which I consider the whole

community equally interested, my conduct will be

invariably directed to that end. In seeking to ac-

complish so great an object, I shall be careful to

avoid such measures as may by any possibility sacri

ficeit. JAMES MONUOE.

Answer of the president to the address of the

Cincinnati.

To his excellency governor Brooks, president of the

Cincinnati of Massachusetts.

Sib—The affectionate address of my brothers of

tue Cincinnati, awakens in my mind the most grate-
ful emotions. No approbV ion can be more dear to

me, than that of those with whom I have had the

honor to share the common toils and perils of the

war of >*ur independence. We were embarked ii

the same sacred cause of liberty, and we have lived

to enjoy the reward of our common labors. Muny
of our companions in arms fell in the field before

our independence was achieved, and many, less for-

tunate than ourselves, lived not to witness the per-
fect fulfilment of their hopes in the prosperity and

happiness ofour country. Youdo but justice lo your-
selves in claiming the confidence of your country,

thatyou can never desert the standard of freedom.
You fought to obtain it, in times when men's hearts

and principles were severely tried; and your public
sacrifices and honorable actions are the best pledges
of your sincere and devoted attachment to our ex-

cellent constitution. May your children never for-

get the sacrod duties devolved on thern, to preserve
the inheritance so gallantly acquired by their fa-

thers. May they cultivate the same manly patriol
-

ism, the same disinterested friendship, and [he same

political integrity, which has distinguished you,
and that unite in perpetuating that social cor.cnr 1

and public virtue on which the future p-osperity of

our country must so essentially depend. I feel movt

deeply the truth of the melancholy suggestion, that

we shall probably meet no more.—While, however,
we remain in life, I shall continue to hope for your
countenance and support so far as my public con-

duct may entitle me to your confidence; and in

bidding you farewell, I pray a kind Providence long
to preserve your valuaole lives for the honor and
benefit of our country. JAMES MOXROE.

Foreign Articles.

F.SGI.ASH, &c.

Mr. Manners Sutton is elected speaker of the.

house of commons in the place of Mr. Abbott, re-

signed. The name of the latter has been changed
to lord Colchester, and it is understood that he is

to receive a pension of £4-000 ($17,760) P^i" annum

during life, and £3000 for the life of his male heir.

Pretty well tor those days of economy and retrench-

ment.

The regent's ministers have caused him to send

a message to parliament ordering a continuance of

the habeas corpus suspension act, accompanied with

papers which were referred to a secret committee'

in both houses.

The Irish are "turning the tables" on the English
A Dublin paper says there were more cosvic'.ions

in Lancashire, one county, than in the entire of Ire-

land.

The same paper says
—"In North Jlmerica, liberty

and prosperity go hand and hand. We shall have

some observations to make upon Monroe's noble

document when more at leisure; suffice it to say,

that their debt is diminishing, their trade increas-

ing, their population multiplying and their liberties

secure—Glorious America—may you be worthy of

your high destinies!—It consoles the slaves of con-

tinental Europe, to contemplate the light oflifo'er-

ty which you hold out to the world.
"

On the 10th of .June, Amei ican hour, at Liverpool,

was brisk at 79s. and expected to rise. Am. 6 per
cent, stocks 103$ a 104. Dollars 5s. 2hl.

Nearly 300 constables are in attendance on the

trials for treason at London.

42,900 barrels of fbur arrived at Liverpool from

the United States in the week ending the 7th June.

Ireland is in a dreadful state for want ofprovi-dems
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—even potatoes are at 13d. per stone. Crowds of

starving people in many parts of the country, men
and women, assemble and violently lay hold on any

thing to eat. A military force is required in Wex-
ford. In England it is not better—a Loni7

».i paper

saya
—"The price of corn rose at the last market

day. The distress and the number of the indigent

daily increase in a terrible manner.
The Democratic Press says

—"Our latest London

papers are of the 7th of June. We have received

our files so late that we are unable to present our

readers with any extracts, nor are, upon a cursory

view, able to state any news of any moment. Mr.

Wooller, the editor of the Black Dwarf, a powerful

opposition paper published in London, of which we
have received several numbers, has been tried for

two libels on the government generally, and lord

Castlereagh and Mr. Canning in particular.
On one libel he was acquitted, on the other a ver-

dict of guilty has been recorded, but a motion was

pending on an affidavit for an acquital. Three of

the jurors having sworn that they desired to attach

to their verdict the following words, «?As ;ruth is

declared by the law of the land to be a libel, we
three are compelled to fi:id the defendant guilty."
It is also said that the whole of the jury were not in

court when the verdict was given in.

Toasts!—By an Orange club, in Ireland—"The
pope in the pillory; and may the devil pelt him with

priests."
At a meeting in Lancashire, T^ng.

—"May the

types of the reformers be cast into bullets, and their

first impression made on the body of the proprie-
tors!"

The corporation of the city of Dublin have voted
their thanks to the majority in both houses ofparlia-
ment, for their rejection of the Catholic claims.

State prisoners.
— London, JWuy 27.— Since the pri-

soners were arraigned, the elder Watson, on behalf
of himself and the other defendants^ addressed the

following letter to lord Sidroouth:

"Truer, May 19, 1817.

"Mt lord—I am desirous to inform your lordship
that I shall have occasion to subpccna several wit-

nesses to be in readiness to be called upon as evi-

dences on my trial, but not having the pecuniary
means to defray the expence consequent upon their

attendance, and bringing up three or four a consi-

derable distance from London, I beseech your lord-

ohip will lay the same before the honorable the

privy council, that they may take the same into

their consideration, and be graciously pleased to

afford me such relief as is consonant with the true

spirit of justice, and the liberality of the British

government; I beg your lordship will also lay before
i he honorable the privy council my total inability to

defray the expence attending retaining council

.snd paying that of my solicitor's charges, that they

may alio take this graciously into consideration for

the same purpose; but I could wish that your lord-

ship will condescend to inform the honorable the

privy council, I do not intend to place myself in the

extremity of pleading in forma pauperis, and hope
•

hey will not wish to reduce me to that condition.
s beg further to trespass upon your lordship, to in-

form your lordship, that my fellow prisoners ex-

7>ressed a desire to me in court on Saturday, that
I would ask of the honorable the privy council that;

we may, for our own preservation, be permitted to;

hold confidential communication, now that we have 1

been arraigned and evidence collected against us—
j

the propriety of the privilege I fear will not meet;
•the concurence of the honorable the privy councils

"*>ut having passed my word to jnake the request,'

I must leave it for the honorabje the privy com
to determine; under the impression that all the in

dulgence will be granted that the nature of our
case will admit. I am, &c. James Watsos."
The next day Mr. J. II. Addington seat a lettei

to the deputy-lieutenant of the tower, directing hint
to acquaint Mr. Watson, that lord Sidrnouth had
communicated his request to the privy council, who
were of opinion, "that they would not be justified
in advising a grant of pecuniary assistance to per-
sons charged with Crimea against the state, to en
able them to provide for their defence, except rr

commending, that tbey should be furnished with

subpoenas for their witnesses; and that as to the wish

expressed by J. Watson, on his own behalf ..nd thai
of his fellow prisoners, to have private confidential
communication with each other, it will not be com-
plied with.

Prince Regent's message on the state of the country
Lord Sidmonth brought down the following mes-

sage from the throne, respecting the country:
"Geoiirf. p. r.—His royal highness the prince re-

gent, acting in the name on the behalf of his majes-
ty, has given orders that there be laid before \he
house of lords, papers respecting the information
received of the continuance of combinations, meet-

ings and seditious practices, in different pacts of
the kingdom, similar to those to which his ro-.-al

highness had already called the attention of parlia-
ment at the- commencement of the session, and
which are still carried on in such a manner, and to
such an extent, as to excite the most serious appre-
hensions for the public tranquility, and to endange.
the established constitution of the country. His

royal highness, therefore recommends them to the
immediate and serious consideration of the house."
The uddress was agreed to.

FRAXCK, oiC

General Savary has arrived at Trieste. He ap-
pears to be in custody until they hear from Vienna,
where his papers have been sent. Some of the
"Bordeaux conspirators" have been condemned,

Paris, June 4. The duke of Orleans arrived at
the palace yesterday morning, at 11 o'clock, and

apprised his majesty that her serene highness tht

duchess, his lady, bad presented him with a daugh
ter I

SPAI*.

London, June 5. We have received the Paris pa-
pers to the 2d inst. They contain no domestic newt
of any interest. Spain, in her difficulties, has had
recourse to a new system of finance, which is well
calculated to produce a revolution. It consists of
the seizure of ecclesiastical property, and a reduc-
tion of benefices to such a point, that an income of

20,000 reals (about 220/.) will be their maximum.
The next is a property tax; and the third, which is.

meant to gratify the populace, and array them
against the other classes, is the abolition of custom-
houses in the interior, or what we should call ex-
cise offices.

Amusements are suspended and prayers offering

up, in consequence of the approaching accouchement
of the queen !

WIHTE51BOHG.

Stutgard, J\Iay 15.—Prince Paul of Wirtemburg
has addressed a letter to the privy council of the

king, dated Hanau, 24th April 18*17.

"Governments (says the prince) like individuals

ought to be instructed by the experience of the

age, when that of their ancestors is lost upon them.
After three ages of existence the constitution ot

the hereditary states had been overturned by force ,

and after ten years of inquietude its place was sup
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plied by a constitution which gives security to no

rights, and least of all, to the ancient rights of the

country. Customs and oaths have been alike vio-

lated, every thing has been sacrificed to the inte-

rest of the moment. The former government, in

the course of its negociatioos had necognized the

rights of the people; but the present government
has taken a position that dispenses with that re-

cognition, it will find, however, from the opposi-
tion of the slates, that this must be eventually

impracticable, and that the ancient constitutional

fights form the only anchor upon which the confi-

dence of the people reposes. A constitution which

is founded upon the interest of the government
alone cannot possibly have any guarantee for its

existence. If, afier the adoption of the constitu-

tional act, differences arise between the states and

the government, the government being always the

interpeter of its own work, will it not be at the

same time both the judge and party? Who are they
that have advised this work? Strangers;

—men who
have no interest in the welfare of the country or

of the royal family
—men whose heads are filled

with the vain theories of despotism, which have
been adopted and even publicly announced without

having been communicated to the presumptive heir

of the crown. To a constitution so framed and so

adop.ed, I must inevitably refuse my consent; and
1 declare as the first of the male line, 1 never will

recognize any oilier constitution save that which
shall have been freely and legally agreed to by the

assembly of the states.

If, however, the independence and liberty ofthe

states do not, in giving its consent to the constitu-

tion, experience any of the shack els which it lias

been sought to impose upon them; if the states, in

guaranteeing the principle of right from whence it

set out in the commencement of its negociutions,

agree with the government upon the constitution,
I shall adhere to it on my part, because individual

rights ought to yield to the public good.
A copy of this letter will be despatched to the

assembly of the states, in order that they may know
the dispositions of the undersigned.

Prince PAUL^ ofWirtemburg.
To this letter, the privy counpil of lUe king

replied in substance as follows:

"Stutgard, May 20-—The letter of your royal

highness relative to the new project of the con-

stitution, contains accusations of so serious a na-

ture, as well against the late king as against the

present government, that we regard an answer to

that letter as a great sacrifice, which we make to

the express command of his majesty the reigning

king." The reply then proceeds to state, with re-

gard to the charge of the recognition of the rights
of the people having been dispensed with, that the

principle was expressly recognized and acted up-
on by the king when he laid down us a basis for the

new constitution, not only the work commenced

by his late father, but also all the parts of the an-

cient constitution which were still applicable. The

lights and liberties of the states were not it says
in any degree compromised by the manner in which
that assembly accepted the constitution. The re-

ply concludes with observing, that the council did

not expect a renewal of that species of interference

which had been formerly exercised by members
of the royal family, under the title of "first of the

inale line" and of "heirs presumptive," and which
tended so frequently to produce dissentions be-

tween the king and states. The present king it

deplares will not suffer an interference soirjuri »us

to the rights of the crown, and the relation between
the members and the head of the royal family, will
in future be regulated in a more precise manner.

NETHERLANDS.
It is said that regulationsj have been adopted in

the Netherlands to prevent emigrations from Ger-

many to America. Its object appears only to be t<%

prevent them from becoming chargeable on the"

people.
The Journal of Ghent states a report, that the

concordat is happily concluded between his majesty
the king, and his holiness the pope.

GEH3IANT, &C
The first trial of a "revolving steam engine" has

been made at Vienna, and highly approved, for its

simplicity, economy, and lightness. It occupies a
very small space.
The people of Elberfield have solemnly bound

themselves not to wear any stuffs of British manu.-
5

facture.

nussiA.
An opinion begins to prevail in England that

Alexander is not quite to "magnanimous and disin-
terested" as they supposed he was. His movements
are viewed with jealousy, but they dare not quarrel
with him. He is silently marching to the mastery
of continental Europe, if he does not already pos-
sess it. Turkey has quietly ceded to him the rich

provinces of Moldavia and Wailachia, and it is un-
derstood that he wants a slice from Austria, which
she will hardly refuse; Poland is his own, Prus-
sia a vassal kingdom—and the Bourbons are his

slaves. But we feel very little interest in these
affairs—if Holy alliances and legitimate kings are to

prevail, we had rather that Alexander should be
at the top of the wheel than any of the rest of them.
He has more sense and virtue in his own person,
perhaps, than the whole stock of all the rest of
the legitimates, (not excepting the learned and ac-

complished Guephs) would amount to, collected.

FRENCH IX RUSSIA.

Mr. James, in his late travels in Russia, gives the
official return of the losses of the French army up
to the 19 th of June, 1813, which amounted to

Killed and Wounded.
Generals. Officers. Privates.

10 144 128,411
Prisoners.

52 2891 1S6,250
ITALY.

Magnificent monuments of ancient splendor still

continue to be discovered in searching the ruins of

Pompeii. Behind the temple which was lately no-

ticed, a public building has been found, built at

right angles, 260 Neapolitan palms long, and 120

broad, and surrounded in the interior by a portico
of 50 columns. It is ornamented with beautiful

paintings, some of which are very valuable; as,

among others, one which represents a warrior pre-

cipitated from a car drawn by a fiery hordes. The
pavement is a Mosaic, formed in part of small white
and colored stones, and in a part, of large slabs of
marble of various colors. Several inscriptions hav&
been traced, that ascertained the use of this monu-
ment. One of them indicates that the right luminum

obstruendorwn, (a right established by the Roman;
laws preventing, in certain cases, neighboring pro-
prietors from having lights or prospects over the

contiguous estates) had been purchased at the prict>
of several thousand sesterces. This discovery has

afforded new riches to sculpture—several statues

have been found. A Venus, five palms high, and :».

Hi mxiphrodite, may b£ placed among the finest spc-
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cimens of the Greek chissel that bave come down
to us. Several distinguished artists thinlc that in

this Venus they have discovered one worthy to dis-

pute pre-eminence with the Venus tie Medicis. This

opinion, inspired perhaps by the pleasure of disco-

very, may be before long discussed, as these preci-
ous monuments of sculpture are to be transported
to the Musee Bourbon. In the same place have

been found tv/o arms of bronze, adorned with brace-

lets. The Chevalier Ardite, who directs the search,

hopes to be enabled in a short time, to expose the

whole extent of Pompeii, which will probably be a

mine fruitful in objects of the line arts—French pap.
AHA.

The British frigate Alceste, with lord Amhest,
late envoy to Pekin, on board, 8;c. was wrecked
in the Straits of Gaspar, about the 18th Feb. last:

no lives lost.

AFRICA.

The other Tunisian corsair that had been in the

British channel, was captured. But both of them,
after being conducted out of the narrow se«s, were
released. It is British lata that ships of war shall not

hover on their coasts. It is calculated to excite inte-

resting reflections that they themselves have not

observed this rule to others.

A Tunisian cruiser was near'Corunna on the 9th
of May. Two vessels had been seen on fire off there.

WEST INDIES.

The grand powder magazine, at Portau Prince,
was struck with lightning on the 19th of June,
and blew up—it contained 108,000lbs of powder,

and saying they could not meddle with the second,
determined that the Candor came in a character
which entitled her, by the laws of nations, to pro-
tection from civil process, and consequently that
this repleven was improperly brought: The "court,

therefore, decided the repleven to be discontinued,
and the vessel to be given to the defendant in the
same state as when the repleven was executed.

NRITIS1I AMERICA.

Halifax, July 2.—The following circular letter,

published by order of his excellency the lieutenant

governor, has been addressed to the several collec-
tors ofIris majesty's customs, as well as to the se-

veral collectors of light duties at the different port?.
in this province:

(circular.)
Secretary's Office, Halifax, June 24, 1S1"

Rear-admiral sir David Milne having communi-
cated to his excellency the lieutermnt-governoi\
that the American government had declined to ac

cede to the propositions which have been made to
them by his majesty's government, for the purpose
of endeavoring to frame some arrangement, by which
the citizens of the United States of America might
be permitted to a participation of the fisheries with-
in the limits of the British jurisdiction, I have it in

command from his excellency the lieut. governor,
to apprise you, that American fishermen are not

permitted to frequent the harbors, bay? or creeks,
of this province, unless driven into them by actual

distress; and I have to desire that you, on no ac-

count, ask or receive any light money, anchorage,
which of course did great damage. And on thejor any other fees whatsoever, from vessels belong-
"7th, an officer in a fit of intoxication and anger.jing to American subjects.
blew up the magazine at Fort Bisseton [Port aui I have the honor to be, sir, your mos,t obedient

Prince] which contained 28,0001bs powder. In this| servant, Rupert D George, secretary.
last the officer was the only person killed. More
than half the houses in Port au Prince require new
roofs.

Law-case.—Jamaica, June 13—Soon after the ar-

rival at this port of the Venezulian government schr.

Candor, cant. Philipe Estevez, a repleven was issued

against her by the agents of her original owners,
who were Spanish subjects residing in the Havana,
and from whom she was captured by the lndepen

"SPANISH AMERICA.
After the capture of Angustura, Boilvar is said

to have advanced against the city of Garracas—
which, it was supposed, he would take without op-
position.
A brig belonging to the royal fleet at Havana,

formerly the Chasseur of Baltimore, returned into

port on the 5th inst. in a v.ery crippled state, and
with the loss of 60 men in killed and wounded, in

dents; a motion having been made in the grand) an engagement with a Carthagenian privateer. This
court to discontinue the repleven, it came on to be

argued on Saturday last:

The court considered this matter in three points
of view—

1st, How far they could permit the plaintiffs to

proceed, in a British court of justice, for tbe reco-

very and to settle the ownership of a vessel, which,

by their own confession, was, at the moment it was
seized by the Venezulians, engaged in a traffic

which is directly in the teeth of the abolition acts

of Great Britain.

2d, Whether the court will permit itself to be
called upon to decide a great political question,
between Great Britain and the subjects of another

country, in a state of civil war among themselves,
when the British government itself is maintaining
the most marked neutrality towards both the con-

tending parties.

3d, Whether the Candor, coming in a public cha-
racter from Venezuela, not only with despatches for
the admiral on this station, but with despatches to
be forwarded from him to our government at home,
which might be of the utmost importance to the
mother country, was not entitled rather to the pro-
tection of the court than to be considered as subj ect

to be detained by its process, and that particularly
at the instance of the subjects of Spain.
The court, without deciding on the first point,

vessel was probably the Hotspur, capt. Rapp, since

spoken, which had 24 me^i killed and wounded.
A vessel has arrived at New-York that was board-

ed by the Carthagenian privateer, commanded by
Almeida, who put on board of ner two Spanish state

prisoners taken out of a vessel hound for Cadiz,
which he had captured.
The schooner Hannah, of Baltimore bound to

LaGuayra, with her cargo, was captured within a

day's sail of her port by a Spanish privateer, carried
to Puerto Cabello, and condemned as good prize.
Mr. Wilson, the consignee at the former, proceeded
to the latter place, and made an investigation into

the matter, and unfolded a scene of great villainy
on the part of the captors to make a robbery com-

plete
—for this he was deprived of his papers, and

thrown into prison by "the worse than savages"
where he nearly died of disease—but was recover-

ing, and had strong hopes of bringing <'these

wretches to condign punishment."
The royalists are completely driven out of Chili.

The patriots banished to the island ofJuan Fernan-

dez have been brought back in triumph. The con-

test of the Buenos Ayreans with Peru, still goes
on, with various success.

Another very valuable ship belonging to the Phii-

lippine company has just been captured oft" Cadiz

by two privateers, one of 20, the other of 10 guns..--
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She was captured on the day she lef P ' •

j

The cannonade was heard at Cadiz, and four days

af - several of Ferdinand's ships went out to see

What was the matter! Among other valu ible et-

fects she hud g200,Q00 in specie on board. The

same privateers had also captured another vessel

with 50,000 do! as.
FLORIDA.

The capture of Amelia Island, by gen. M'Gregor,

is certain. He landed his men on the 30th of June,

Jtt the rear of Fe.rnandina, marched them throug 1

•.the marsh, breast-deep, and entered the town by

capitulation, without firing a gun. There were only

about 70 Spanish soldiers on Amelia.
\
He was ra-

pidly recruiting his little army, and 'intended im-

mediately to march for St.Augustine, a strong place,

and said 'to be defended by 500 men, wnerehe will

probably have warm work. He has with him a ship

of 22 guns, and some smaller vessels. The official ca-

pitulation andM Gregorys proclamations, &c. must be

postponed until our next.

A small military posT. on St. John's river, called

Fort Nicholai, was abandoned by the Spaniards,

who escaped in two gun boats, after the capture of

Amelia.
Two schooners were captured at Amelia by

McGregor, who has already established a court of

admiralty there, with a post office, &c. John U.

Heath, formerly a member of the bar, at Charles-

ton, is the judge. A newspaper, in the English

language, is intended to be printed. One privateer

had received a commission at Amelia and sailed on

a cruise.

Forty African slaves taken at Amelia, were con-

demned as prize and sold at auction.

Later accounts say that every thing was tranquil

at Ajnelia. Gen. McGregor was sending off' troops

to St. John's for St. Augustine, which was closely

blockaded by a patriot frigate and a sloop of war—
they were thought a match for any naval force that

Spain has in the western hemisphere.

The governor of St. Augustine, col. Croppinger,
is represented as a brave man, and very popular with

the people.
MEXICO.

Letters from gen. Minds army, dated -at Soto la

Marina, M-y 16, are published. They detail a cou-

ple of little skirmishes he had had with the royal-
ists. In one of these col. Pierre, of New«Orleans,
with 60 men, attacked and completely routed with

the bayonet, a Spanish force of '250 men, killing 10

of them, with the los^ of two of his own men. The

enemy being mounted, escaped.

The following is given as the number of men and

amount of ammunition and resources of gen. Mina:
'

"Staff, 40

Guides, 20
Guard of honor, 50

Volunteers of officers, 30
Red hussars, 120
Blue do. 40
Horse artillery, HO
1 regt. of Americans 260
1 do. Mexicans, 240
1 do. 86

2 companies of this city, 116

Artillery of campaign.
4 4-pounders,
2 6-inch swivels,
4 9-pounders,
4 3 pounders Total 14.

Artillery of siege.
4 9-pounders,
7 24-pounders,
2 10-inch mortars—Total 13.

Besides 6 add.ition.il carriages, 5 forges, axes,
tools of every kind, a printing press, 4000 suits of

regimentals, 10,000 muskets, 100,000/6s. of powder,
100,000 musket ball, 100 boxes of fixed ammunition
for transportation in the interior, &.c. &c."
On establishing his head quarters at New St. An-

dero, by gen. Mina, the bishop of the place celebrat-

ed divine service and caused a Te Denm to be chant-

ed. This looks well. On the 18th of May the ge-
neral mustered his force and found it to consist of

2000 men, which a day or two after was strength-
ened by two companies of the royal troops who
abandoned the cause of Ferdinand. If Mina can

support himself a little while, he will probably ac-

complish the liberation of Mexico.

Total, 1132

Employed in the fort we have 150 workmen, also

the crew of a ship of 400 tons. Our number daily

increases, and in three months we shall have 10,000 'quantity of specie to be invested in our stocks.

CHRONICLE.
It stated that the Congress frigate, with an agent

of the government, Septimus Tyler, esq. on board,
is to visii Hayti, and thence proceed to Margaretta,
St. Martha and Carthagena. The nature of the bu-

siness to be transacted at those places is not stated,

4000 tons of plaster of Paris was imported into

Boston in the last month,

Fifty families of French emigrants have arrived

at the Tombigbee, on their way to the Black War-
rior, to settle on the tract of land allotted for the

cultivation of the vine and olive. They have with

them cuttings and scions of choice fruits, &c.

As a proof of the growing importance of the city
of Richmond, an instance is cited of a lot ofground
wiiich, in 1811, was purchased for ^500, that sold

in this nifiiith for 5510,000, and upwards.
The pirate Mitchell was lately shot through the

body, but not wounded mortally, by some military
sent from New-Orleans to apprehend him, in the

neighborhood of that place. This man has commit-
ted great depredations in the gulph of Mexico, and
is reported to have sunk a ship with 80 persons on

board, by scuttling her ! Many packages of goods,

supposed to have been a part of his spoils, have

been found in the woods and swamps.
Monet. New-York, July 19. Bills on London

101 2; Philadelphia bank notes, par; Baltimore j,
dis.

Boston -h a 1, do. Connecticut, Rhode Island and
New Hampshire, and the country banks of Massa-

chusetts, from 1 to 2, do. Virginia, 1 to 1£ do.

North Carolina, 3 do. South Carolina ll2 do. Georgia
2; Louisiana S.

At Oswego, N. Y. a large company of both sexes

partook of a banquet prepared by the ladies, in

honor of the 4th of July- The two following toasts

were given by two young ladies present -,

The day toe celebrate—Sacred to virtue, honor and

liberty; it is the privilege and the duty of both sexes

equally to participate in its joys.
Female loquacity

— Satirized by the opposite sex
—May it ever be exerted when the cause of our

country demands.

Specie.
' The British packet, Lord Sidmouth,

lately arrived at New-York, brought out a large

men. The following is a statement of our arms
ammunition:

and Southern Indiana. A letter is published in the

[Savannah Republican, dated at St. Mary's June 27,
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from which it appears that the people
• f Camden

county, Geo. are abandoning their homes for fear

of the Indians. The neglect to establish a military

post on that frontier is loudly complained of The
Seminole Indians are remarkable for their ferocity.

General Jacksow. The life of this distinguished
officer is published. We have not yet seen the

work; but a Virginia paper noticing it, says
—"There

is one circumstance mentioned, of which we do not

recollect previously to have seen any notice; on the

propriety or constitutionality of which the reader

will make his own comments. Jackson had heard

that the legislature of Louisiana, then in session at

New-Orleans, meditated the offer of a capitulation
with the British. He ordered governor Claiborne,

should such a determination be manifested, imme-

diately to "arrest the members and hold them sub-

ject to his further orders ." and the governor, in

consequence, placed an armed force at the door of

the capitol, and prevented the members from meet-

ing."
The Ohio. The depth of water, opposite Cincin-

nati, in the Ohio, was about fifty feet, on the 30th

of June. The river was higher then than it had

been known for years so late in the season.

(£j*The establishment of a powerful company to

prosecute the fur trade to the "White Capped
Mountains, and along Jefferson's, Madison's, and

Gallatin's rivers," is strongly recommended in a

St. Louis paper. It would probably be a profitable!

speculation, and of considerable political impor-,
Jance.

A remarkable circumstance happened en the 30th

flit, on the Genesee river, about ten miles from this

place. A part of the land upon the north bank has

fallen into and across the river so as completely to

change the course of the stream, which was at this

place about eighty yards wide. The laud on the

south side of the river was level for some distance;

on the north there rose a very high and steep hillJ

commencing about 20 or 30 feet from the edge off

the bank. Along the intermediate space a road

passed, the level of which was not more than six

or eight feet above that of the water. In the after-

noon of the day above mentioned about half an acre

of the bank fell into the river. About half past ten

o'clock at night the people in the neighborhood
were suddenly alarmed by a tremendous noise from
the hill, accompanied by a jarring of the houses.

Upon going immediately out they discovered huge
masses of the mountain tumbling from above into

the river, and dashing the waters to a great height.
About 15 acres of the surface is supposed to have

fallen. The cavity left in the hill is of a circular*

form, the back part of which presents a precipice

nearly perpendicular of about 150 feet in height.
Several of the trees which stood on the side of the

mountain yet remain in an erect posture, having
been carried down in that position on masses of the

earth; the tops of others are buried in the ruins,
while their roots are raised into the air. The cur-

rent of the river being completely obstructed, it

has risen above the opposite bank, and is now form-

ing a new channel for a considerable distance.

[
Gen. Farmer.

points, which will not only enable the society i'>

pursue it's future measures with certainty, but may
"

also justify the government in affording it's co-

operation in a way most conducive to the success
of the object in view.—To effect this we have
perceived the necessity of engaging a competent
person to visit the settlement of Sierra Leone and
other ports of the continent of Africa^ and probably
also to spend sometime in England.
For these and other purposes, it becomes im-

mediately necessary that the society should call up-
on it's friends and ascertain what extent of funds,

may be expected.
The board do not think it necessary to comment

upon the many and obvious benefits that may result;

from the labors they are engaged in.

The love of our own country, and benevolence
to the cause of our suffering fellow men, conspire ta
offer the most persuasive motives. To these are
to be added the far higher and more animating
inducements of being the instruments of a gracious
Providence in dispensing the light of Christian hope
and joy over a benighted and important portion of
the earth.

The board therefore call with confidence upoa
their countrymen and fellow Christians for that
liberal aid to their designs, in reliance upon which
this association was formed.

BUSH. WASHINGTON, Pres't.

II.

TO THE PEOPEE OF THE UNITED STATES.

The board ofmanagers of the American Coloniza-

1 ion Society being about to enter upon the prosecu
t.ion of the great object of the institution, beg leave

to address their countrymen upon this important
.•Subject.
The first duty to be performed is to obtain un-

•""'stJonable information upon several most essential

Important Law Intelligence.
We have been furnished with •

copy of the opL
nion delivered by judge Livingston, at the late cir*

cuit court of the United States, held in this city,
in the case of Adams and Adams vs. Storey, by which
the following important points are decided:

I. That the act of the legislature of this state of
the 3rd of April, 1811, is an insolvent, and not
a bankrupt law.

That if a bankrupt law, it would not be void,
the several states having a right to pass such

laws, notwithstanding the power granted to the

general government of establishing an uniform
system of bankruptcy.

III. That insolvent laws, although they may affect

pre-existing debts, are not laws "impairing the

obligation of contracts" within the meaning of
the constitution.

IV. That a discharge under the insolvent law of
the 3rd of April, 1811, of a person residing
within this state, may be pleaded to an ac-

tion brought by a citizen of Massachusetts, al-

though the debt was contracted in Boston, and

payable there.

The opinion delivered on these points follows:

Circuit Couiit of the United States foh the dis-

tuict of New-York.
Benjamin Adams and Caleb Adams

versus

Augustus Storey.
R. H. Sedgwick, of counsel for plaintiffs.

Fay and Emmet, of counsel for defendant.
Mr. Justice Livingston. This is an action

brought on several promissory notes, made or in-

dorsed by the defendant, then residing in Boston,
to the plaintiffs, who were then and are yet resi-

dents of the same place, The notes are also made
payable in Boston, and were dated prior to the pas-

sing of the insolvent law hereinafter mentioned.
The defendant pleaded the general issue, and on

the trial offered in evidence, pursuant to a notice

given for that purpose, a discharge by the recorder
of the city of New-York, dated the 13th Nov. 1811»
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"Sfhich was granted in virtue of an act of tlie legis- 1 sons, \v!io are the objects of these laws, that n differ

sature of the state of New-York, entitled "An act

ditors," passed the 3rd of April of the same year.

ence exists, but their general and most important
tor the benefit of insolvent debtors and their ere- i provisions are essentially dissimilar. Under a bank-

rupt law, the debtor is at once by operation of lau„
"o the reading of this discharge, the plaintiffs i

as soon as he has committed an act of bankruptcy t

objected—but it was admitted. A verdict, howe-j divested of all his property, which is transferred to

ver, was taken by consent for the plaintiffs, subject I assignees in trust for his creditors. All dispositions
to the opinion of the court on a case to be made I by the bankrupt himself after this are void—an in-

hy the p ivties. If the discharge was improperly
'

solvent, on the contrary, retains the management of

admitted, judgment is to be entered on the ver-
1
his own estate, however he may misbehave towards

diet as it now stands—but if the discharge shall
|

his creditors at large, and it is rarely, unless on his
be thought a good bar to the action, the present! own application, vested in others, it is of no im-
verdict is to be set a^ide, and a verdict and judg-j portance how many acts he may commit, which un-
ment thereon entered for the defendant. The de-| der a bankrupt system would enable his creditors

fendant, at the time of obtaining his discharge, re- to take from him the control of his property, they
sided and yet resides in the city of New-York. can seldom act upon him compulsively under the
Few questions have ever been agitated, in any provisions of an insolvent law, if he be obstinate or

court of the United States, since the formation of dishonest, until be has given what preference he
the federal government, of more extensive conse

quence, or of more delicacy than those which are

thinks proper, and is become so poor as to be
scarcely worth pursuing. Under the one system

now to be decided. When the binding force of
j

the creditors are actors, and under the other the
an act of the legislature of any state is drawn

intoj
debtor himself originates the proceedings; and if, ae

question for its supposed repugnancy to the fede-jis
sometimes the case, his creditors may do it, even

xal constitution, although no court can entertain any
j

then his consent is generally indispensable under
doubt of its right to pronounce it invalid, yet it is 1 the provisions of an insolvent system. Other dif-

no more than becoming to proceed with caution, ferences, in almost every stage ofproceeding, might
and with more than ordinary deliberation. Pre- easily be pointed out, but they are so familiar to the

sumptions will ever exist in favor of the law, for it
| profession, that a. bare inspection of the act under

will not readily be supposed that any state
legisla-j

which this discharge was obtained, will leave no
ture, who are as much bound by the constitution, and i

doubt on the mind of any one to which class it be-
are under the same solemn sanctions as the judges, longs. "The title proclaims it to be an act for the
of those courts, to regard it, have either mistaken! benefit of insolvent debtors, and their creditors."—
its meaning, or knowingly transcended their ownj

The first section gives power to the insolvent him-

powers. If, then, by any fair and reasonable inter- self, who is imprisoned on any civil process issuing
pretation,wherethe case is as at all doubtful, the law under the authority of ibis state, to present the pe-
can be reconciled with the constitution, it ought to i

tition to a proper officer, praying that his estate
be done, and a contrary course pursued only, where

J
may be assigned and he discharged from his debts,

the incompatibility is so great as to render it ex-
1

The residue of the act is principally made up of
tremely difficult to give the latter effect, without

j

directions as to the proceedings which are to be
violating some provision of the former.

J

observed after the presenting of such petition, until
The plaintiffs' counsel in support of the verdict,

j

the final discharge of the debtor, all of which dif-

say, that the discharge which was given in evidence fer greatly from the proceedings which take place
can be no bar to the action. They contend, on the issuing of a commission of bankruptcy. The

1st. That the the statute of New-York, under
|

fourth section declares that such "discharge shall
which it was obtained, is a bankrupt law, and_asj

extend to all debts due from him at the time ofthe
such is void for its repugnancy to the constitution

j assignment, or contracted for before that time,
of the United States; and this position is supported! though payable afterwards." If this be not an in-

by the broad assertion that every law which dis solvent law, the court is at a loss to say to what act

charges the person and property, as well future, as in
[

this appellation can apply.

posession of the debtor, is a bankrupt law. Hut to
|

The opinion which has been expressed on this
this difinition the court does not assent, for this 'point would seem to preclude the necessity of en-

would be to confound at once almost all the distinc- '

quiring how far this law interferes with the autho-
tions b jtween these laws, which have been known '

rity given to congress to "establish uniform laws on
and recognized in England, from which country the subject of bankruptcies"—but, as the view
we borrow the term, from the first introduction of which has been taken of the act of this state may
the system there, in the reign of Henry the eighth,; be thought incorrect, the court has no objection to
down to the present time: distinctions which must

j

consider it, as though it were a bankrupt law.

have been familiar to many of the members of the The power to pass laws of this character, it is

convention that made the constitution. It is not said, is exclusively vested in congress,*and whether
because these laws may, in some respects, produce they exercise it or not, no state can have a bankrupt
the same effects, that they are not to be distin- law of hs own. As a consolidation of the different

guished from each other. In England the bankrupt stales, into one national sovereignty was neither ef-

system has been confined exclusively to traders and i fected, nor intended to be effected by the constitu-

creditors of traders; whereas the insolvent laws
ofjtion,

it has always been eonceded that the state

this country embrace every class of debtors. It is
j governments retained so much of the power, which

of no importance whether the debt lias been con-
j

they before had, a6 was not by that instrument ex-

tracted in the way of trade or not, for a person to : clusively delegated to the United States. It is now
come within the purview of an insolvent law. So ex-

i

indeed one of the amendments to the constitution,

clusively have bankrupt laws operated on traders, I that the powers not granted to the United States by
that it may well be doubted whether an act of con- the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states,

gress subjecting, to such a law every description of I are reserved to the stales respectively or to the peo-

persons within the United States, would comport
with the spirit of the powers vested in them in re-

lation to this subject. JBnt it is not only in the per-

pie. It is agreed that such exclusive alienation of
state sovereignty can only exist in three cases—
where, by its terms* it is so—or where a power fs'cofi-
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ferred on the feder.il government, and the states

are prohibited from exercising a similar authority—or where aR authority is granted to the former, to

which the exercise of alike power on the part of

the different states would be absolutely and total-

ly contradictory and repugnant. It is not pretend-
ed that the grant of the power under considera-

tion is exclusive in its terms—or that there is an

express prohibition on the states from exercising
a like authority

—but it is supposed that such exer-

cise would be so totally inconsistent with the one

granted to the government of the union, as to be

necessarily comprehended in the third class of ex-

clusive delegation. If it be really so, that the pas-

sing of a bankrupt law by a state, to operate, as it

necessarily must, within its own limits, be absolute-

ly incompatible with the power vested in cpngress,
it would be conceded at once, that tsuch an act

would amount to a violation of the constitution of

the United States and be void. Let us see whether
the consel have succeeded in establishing this po
si lion.

It must be allowed by all, that at the time of

making the constitution, each state had a right to

pass insolvent and bankrupt laws. As it was desir-

able, in a country so extensive as the United States,

.and every part of which was more or less commer-

cial, that the laws relating to bankrupts should be

uniform, so also it was an object of great impor-
tance that none of the larger commercial states

should at any time be without some code on this

subject. A system of the first kind, that is one

which should be uniform throughout the union,
could not well be brought about but by delegating
the power of rendering it so to congress. Great

difficulties however would lay in the way of a sta-

tute, whose provisions should pervade^ the United

States; and as these must have been foreseen, the

states might be willing and desirous of retaining
the right of passing laws of this nature until con

gross could agree on a general plan. Nor can the

court perceive any contradiction, absurdity or re-

pugnancy in these several powers existing at the

same time in the general and in the state govern-
ments—in such subordination however, that the

exercise of the authority vested in the former

should, for the time, suspend all exercise of the

power which resided in the latter, and operate as

a repeal of any laws which might have been pre-

viously passed by the several states. It is an uni-

form rule which congress are to prercribe. But if

they furnish none, how is it an interference for

each state to legislate for itself? Neither the terms
nor spirit of the instrument are thus disturbed. It

seen.s designedly to have been left optional with
the general government to exercise this power,
that if die embarrassments which lay in the way
were insurmountable or very great, they might omit I

to do it, and thus leave the states to take care of

themselves. If it had been intended immediately
to divest the states (if all power on this subject,
and to compel congress to act, the terms of the ar-

ticles would have been much more imperative than

we find them, and probably it would have been

accompanied with a prohibition on the states. No
writer on this part of the constitution has gone far-

ther than to say that the power of naturalization is

exclusive—because if congress have a right to or-

dain a general rule, the states can have no right to

prescribe a distinct rule. This construction is sup-

posed to follow, not from any inconsistency there

would be in eacli state passing a naturalization act

for itself, if congress did not bring into action the

power delegated to them, but from the inconve-

nience to which it might subject some of the states,
by imposing upon them as citizens, obnoxious fo-

reigners, who might become naturalized in another
state, without any previous residence, or without
any regard to character, by the mere formality of

taking an oath of allegiance.
II the argument ab inconvenienti applies to the'

case of naturalization, it has no bearing on that of
bankruptcy; for, in this case, each state would be
legislating principally for its own citizens, and
other states could not be injured by any system it

might ndopt. But this construction, even in the
case of naturalization, where the argument in favo*
of an exclusive power is much stronger than in that
of bankruptcy, has not only been strongly contro-
verted, but is opposed by a judicial decision entit-
led to no little respect

'

It is the case of Collet
and Collet, in the circuit court of Pennsylvania, in
which the three judges, one of whom had been a
member of the federal convention, decided, after
solemn argument, that the federal states still enjoy
a concurrent right with congress on this subject,
''which, however, cannnot, they say, be exercised
so as to contravene any rule which congress, in
their wisdom, may establish." The most strenuous
advocates for the exclusive exercise of every un-

qualified power granted to the general government,
seem not unwilling to admit the se veral states a

participation of such power, if it can be exerted

consistently with, or without derogating from the

express grant to congress. It has not been shown
how a bankrupt act, passed by a particular state,
can interfere with the exercise of a power residing
elsewhere, to promulgate a uniform law for all the
states. If similar powers had been granted to the

government of the union, respectiug the descent of"

real estates, the recording of deeds or the celebra-
tion of marriages—will it be said that the several
spates must have remained without any laws to go-
vern the transmission of landed property, or that
no deed could be acknowledged or recorded, nor a
valid marriage solemnized, although congress
might for years omit to prescribe rules on these sub-

jects? The object of this grant could have been
no other than to place some where a power to cor-
rect the mischiefs which might arise from the dif-

ferent states passing on the same subject, not only-
dissimilar laws, but such as might be unequal in -

their operation on the citizens of other states. This
end of the grant will be sufficiently and effectually
attained if, when the evil arises, congress bring in-

to action the authority vested in them. From
them only can a uniform system emanate; but sys-
tems, greatly varying it is true, all of which, how-
ever, may be salutary, may be established without

any derogation from or interference with a right
residing elsewhere to introduce uniformity on the
same subject. Nay, from these very provisions,
however discordant, might be selected materials
for the one which it was committed to the general
government to form. Neither can the passing of
such laws by the states be regarded as a resump-
tionjof power by them, in which case, it is said,

they should produce an express grant of it. This

argument proceeds on the presumption ofa previous

relinquishment on the part of the states of all right
to interfere in this matter, and is thus taking for

granted what is the whole question in controversy;
for unless such transfer has been made, which is

not admitted, no reassignment of it by the general

government can be necessary. No com of the U.

States will be suspected of feeling any disposition
to countenance encroachments by the state legisla-

ture on the legitimate authority of the trnvernrr.er'
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of the Union: but in cases of doubt, and where the I of a law impairing' the
obligation

of contracts that

limits of separation are not very distinctly marked,
I

can well be imagined—while the defendant con-
and especially where the power's exercised leave in i

tends that it is quite as certain that insolvent laws
{"nil force and unimpaired those given to the general

government, the tranquility and harmony of the

Union will be better preserved by allowing to the

states a reasonable share of legislation on the subject
in dispute, than by strenuously insisting on a total

exclusion. Congress, themselves, must have enter-

tained an opinion that the different states have this

were never intended to be embraced by this pro-
vision of the constitution. The latter is the opi-
nion of the court; but instead of regarding it, with
the defendant's counsel, as a question of little or
no

difficulty, the court has not come to this con-
clusion, but, after much hesitation, owing not only
to its intrinsic difficulty, but because it is well

right in the present case; for on no other principle j

known that the most respectable opinions to the
ran we account for their leaving the United States.f contrary have been expressed elsewhere, the court
so long without a uniform system of bankruptcy,

f

will proceed to assign its reasons for the judgment
Great and pressing as the call for such a system : which it has formed.

has been, the obstacles in the way of one that
|

To arrive at the true meaning of any article of
shall be uniform, and in that shape agreeable to all doubtful import in the constitution, a better mode
the states, continue to be so numerous, that but cannot be adopted than the course which is gene-
little hope is now indulged that any will he soon

\ rally pursued for the interpretation and unders'tand-

adopted—but great and serious as these difficulties
j

Ing of ordinary remedial statutes : That is, to recur

may be, it would almost Ite the duty of congress |

to the situation and history of the country at th

to disregard them, if there existed no where else

a power to correct the mischiefs which must ne-

cessarily be felt in many of the states from the

non-user of this authority. The inference which

has been drawn at the bar from this silence or

inaction of congress does not appear correct. It

is considered as equivalent to an expression on

their part of their sense against the wisdom and

policy of all bankrupt laws, and that none ought
to exist any where. Keeping in view the prober which

congress have, on this subject, it is more natural

to interpret such silence into a declaration of their

opinion of the inexpediency at present of any uni-

form system, and that the several states still retain

the power which has been contended for, and can

therefore take care of themselves. This would
not be so great an imputation on their wisdom, as

to suppose they can entertain an opinion in op-

position to the sense of the whole world, that in a

commercial state, such law3 are mischievous or

unnecessary. The opinion of the court, therefore,

is, that this law, if a bankrupt law, would not on

that account be void.

Another constitutional objection is made to the

defence which is set up in this cause. The law

under which this discharge was obtained, having

passed subsequent to the date of the notes on which
the action is brought, is suppose/1 to "impair the

-obligation of contracts," and therefore to be void,
either in the whole, or so far as it may extend to

debts incurred previous to the passage of it.

There is not perhaps in the constitution any ar-

ticle of more ambiguous import, or which lias oc-

casioned and will continue to occasion more dis-

cussion and disagreement, than the one under
which the present difficulty arises, or the applica-
tion of which to the cases which occur, will be at-

tended with more perplexity and embarrassment.
Laws may be passed which so palpably trespass
on this article as to leave no doubt on the mind of

any man; others again will be of so questionable a

character as to render it not very easy to form a sa-

tisfactory opinion concerning them. All the other
restraints on the separate members of the confe-

deracy contained in this section of the constitution

are conceived in terms so clear and intelligible,
that rarely will any hesitation exist as to what will

amount to violations of them; but to decide whe-
ther a law impairs the obligation of a contract will

generally be a task of some intricacy, and it will

not be surprising if, in the discharge of it, gre;it

diversity of opinion will arise. This lias been
treated as a very plain case by both parties. 13v

time; to its contemporaneous exposition, if it has
received any; and to the general understanding of
the community, especially if such understanding
shnll have been long acquiesced in by all the state?
and all the courts of the union. Keeping in view
these rules, let us inquire what were the kind of
laws to which this prohibition was principally
designed to extend. There can be no doubt that

by it was intended to be corrected some, if not all,
of the evils which had crept into the system of
legislation of many of the states, and had excited
a considerable alarm for the security of private,
rights.

_

hi many parts of the union all confidence
in public faith was extinguished. This had been
occasioned by frequent interferences on the part
of some of the legislatures in matters which wern:
not believed to fall within their ordinary and legiti-
mate sphere of action. By recurring" to the his-

tory of the times, and the reasons assigned by titer

friends of the constitution for the insertion of this

article, much useful information will be obtained,
and we shall be at no loss to discover to what
species of laws it was then thought that the in-

terdiction was principally supposed to extend.—
During a long and arduous struggle for imlepen-
dauoe, much individual misery and distress were
unavoidably produced. Driven from their homes,
and cut off in many cases from their ordinary pur-
suits, the resources of many were either exhausted
or so much impaired as to 'induce the legislator on
various occasions to listen to the pressing calls which
were made upon them to devise some mode for their

relieC Various expedients were accordingly resort;
ed to, and the practice of interfering between cr<

ditor and debtor became so very extensive and so in-

considerate, as in many instances to pbee the former

entirely at tiie mercy of the latter, and that too un-
der laws which were apparently introduced with no
Other view than that of affording to the debtor a

temporary relief from the pressure occasioned by
the then situation of the country. Rills of credit.

and paper money were issued, and by legislative
sanction were substituted for gold and .silver in the

discharge of debts. Creditors in some places welV
liable, without any adverse proceeding on their part,
to be cited by their debtors, and to have the sums
due to them tendered in a currency whose deprecia-
tion at the time produced the most glaring injus-
tice. On theff refusal to submit to this mockery of

justice, the public securities, which had been tjiua

offered, might be deposited with some public offi-

cer, and the creditor was forever barred from any
recovery. In other cases payments were authoriji-

the plaintiffs we are.tujd that it is the clearest cHse to be made by instalments. In some stat«s*the"m<
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terest which had accrued during the war or a part
of it was remitted, while elsewhere not only a paper

currency of no value, hut almost every species of

property, was made a legal tender, and no stipula-
tion however solemn, to pay in the precious metals,
afforded any security to the creditor. The courts

ofjustice in many of the states had been closed al-

together, and the creditors tints withheld, at least

for a time, from every appeal to the laws of his

country, while his debtor might be squandering
the property out ofwhich his demand ought to have

been satisfied. Geographical limits had also been

resorted to, for the purpose of introducing the most
ediwus discriminations between creditors them-

selves. For those who resided within the British

line, and those who were without those precincts,
distinct remedies were prescribed, and the scales

ofjustice so unequally graduated, that while the

latter might recover the whole of" their demands,
the former, if they sued, where commpelled to re-

which now composes a part of the United States.
It must have originated wherever we find the

practice of it, and perhaps it is not hazarding to;»

much to say that it is universal, not only from a con-
viction that the encouragement of trade required i<,

and so are the recitals to many of the acts; bul,
from those indelible principles, which are implant-
ed in the breast of every man, and which proclaim,
in a language not to be misunderstood, that in eve-

ry country, where imprisonment for debt is allowed,
there must and ought to reside a power somewhere'
of compelling creditors to abandon their hold of
the body of a debtor, who shall fairly and under
such restrictions as the law may provide make a-

complete surrender of his property, to be divided

amongst those whose debts some unexpected turn
of fortune has' rendered him unable to pay. In such

cases, his future acquisitions, although here there

may exist some diversity of opinion, should also be
his own, or he will be restored to his freedom and

ceive public certificates of one description or other, family, not only without property, but without
of 9o little value as scarcely to indemnify them fori credit, and in many cases with such a heavy load

$he costs of suit which they were obliged to pay.
— of unextinguished debt and so many liens on his

Very great liberties had also been taken with Bri- future acquisitions as must stifle every exertion to

tish creditors, many of whom complained, and too

justly, of the impediments which continued to be
make any. His freedom, in such cases, will be a

mockery, nor will such a state of servitude to his

thrown in their way even after the return of peace, creditors often prove of any service to them; for,

These frequent interpositions, in private concerns,

during a period of great public and private suffering,
and for many of which the condition of the country
yid the great object at stake, might seem to offer

sinking under a burden from which he sees no pros-
pect of relieving himself, his ambition and efforts

will be limited to the gaining of a bare maintenance
for himself and family, knowing that neither he nor

some apology, became so common, so intolerable, they can ever be benefitted by any surplus. But
and so inveterate, in many places, that it became no whatever considerations may Lave first called into

easy matter, even after the restoration of peace and
the acquisition of our independance, to lay them
psicle. There will therefore be in the statute-books

practice a power of this kind, it is sufficient for our

present purpose, that we find it in use in perhaps
every state of the union, under some modification

of several of the states, after the termination of the
for other, at the time of the adoption of the constitu-

wav, many provisions of the same meddling and ob- tion, and that the laws passed on this subject very
noxious character, which either changed the nature generally, if not universally, provided not only for

of cor.irscts, or suspended the payment of them, or

authorized it ia a way contrary to the plain engage-
ment and manning of the parties.

By laws of this description, which had become

future cases of insolvency, but for those which
existed at the time. If this be so, and that it was
so to a very great extent is not denied, it must have
been known to the friends of the constitution, who

too dangerous and oppressive to be any longer borne,
J

exerted themselves in favor of its adoption; and

very extensive and great uneasiness was produc- yet no arguments drawn from that source are to

ed, and against them was raised a corresponding be found in the debates of any of the conventions,
and almost universal expression of indignation and in favor of the prohibition. Nor is it recollected

regret. Accordingly to all the objections made that those who were hostile to its adoption, ever

against the prohibition on the part of the states, to
| objected to this feature of it, because of its liability

pass laws impairing the obligation of contracts, we to such construction, and yet such objections would
find the friends of the constitution every where, have been heard from more quarters than one, if it

and again and again urging the necessity of it, in 'had then been thought susceptible of the interpre-
order to put an end to the evils which had flown

|

tation which the court is now expected to apply to

from acts of the kind which have been mentioned,
and which had, after the rovolution, been extended

by designing and influential men, to many other

cases so as to encraase, instead of diminishing the

alarm which had been excited. To such acts we
find them constantly ascribing the decay of com-

merce, the ruin of public credit, and the almost
entire extinction of confidence between individuals,
and pressing with vehemence the adoption of this

article as one of vital importance, and as the only

j^uard and preventive against the promulgation by
future legislatures of similar acts in derogation of

private rights, however great the emergency might
be deemed.—But on no one occasion do we hear
of any complaints against the power of passing
insolvent laws; this practice had not arisen out of
the calamities of war; it was brought with the first

American colonists from the mother country; it

was adopted, in one form or other, by all the
British colonies in North America, without an ex-

ception that has heen discovered as to any. one

it. It may also be observed, that if it had been

thought necessary at that time of day to tie up the

hands of future legislatures in relation to this mat-

ter, it would have been more natural to have com-
mitted to congress a power of establishing a uni-

form system of insolvency as well as of bankruptcy,
or to have transferred to the general government
an unqualified and express power in the premises;
for it cannot be credited that a people who had

been so long accustomed to laws of this kind, would

have consented to deprive the state legislatures of

the power of passing them, without at the same
time delegating to that of the union some control

over the same subject. Dissatisfaction may have

existed and been expressed at the abuses which

were committed under the sanction of such laws,

for not more effectually pretecting creditors against
the frauds of their debtors, and such dissatisfaction

is often heard at the present day; but never was the

right or propriety of an interference in this way
called in question
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To the practice of the states antecedent to and at

the epoch of adoption of the constitution, and to the

silence on this head of those whose attention was

directly called to this article, may be added the

uninterrupted and undisputed usage of all or most
of the stales from that day down to the present
'time. Yet, after the lapse of near thirty years,

during which time scarcely a chasm or intermission

\s to be discovered in the usage of the state where
the court is now holding, il is c.dled upon to pro-
nounce all ib: insolvent laws, so far at least as they

operate on past debts, and all discharges under
them of such debts, as repugnant to th.e constitution j

and therefore void. Without adverting to the se-

rious consetjuouc.es of such a decision, with which
the court has nothing to do, how, it may be a.-ked,
is the uniform practice which has been mentioned
to be accounted for, but from a general and univer-

sal understanding that such practice was no depar-
ture from any of the obligations which one slate had
contracted with the others? Can we believe that
before lime was allowed to organize the general go-
vernment, find while the instrument of its formation
w is undergoing the examination and criticisms of
able and industrious adversaries, any stale could
h • passed laws of this character, not only without
animadversion, but execute them without any ob

j action from a numerous class of citizens who are in

general not the most inattentive to or ignorant of
their rights? Would not a clamor on the part of
Creditors have been heard from one extremity of the
of the union to the oilier, against such usurpation of

power if it had been viewed in that light? And if

the legislatures of-tbe several states could not have
been brought back to a sense of duty by remons.ran
ces against iue exercise of such a right, woulel
not applications have been made to the courts ot

justice,
to arrest by their decisions the progress' of

such gross and frequent violation ofthe constitution?
But not only have these laws been passed without
a constitutional difficulty being ever suggested by
any n» of Ihe 1 lature, at.thexime; but fre-

tjuenlly ..-, tliey luusi have been brought to the no-
tice of the courts of the different states, and some
times of the federal judiciary, it is not until very re-

cently that the present objection has been heard of.

Gongre
-

too, in the only bankrupt law which they
ever pissed, introduced a provision, thai, it should
not 'repeal or annul the laws of any state, then
in force or which might hereafter be enacted for

the reuef of insolvent debtor-,"—nvmy, if no,

ot winch then in force, will on examination be
found o be retrospective. Either, then, these
laws are not within tbe prohibition, or if they are,
and She ;e:ms of ii aresoobscuiv as to have hither-

to eluded ue research of so many who must I aw
had an interest in its discovery, it is the very east

in which a court ought to reh lor its true sense in a

general practice winch has been so long submit. ed
to. It tias been said that a practical construction is

of no importance when a question arises on public
ac . of so import int and solemn a nature asawiitu i

gompact between several independent, stales. I he

instrument, n is said, should speak ior itself. l$u

if there oe any thing m tins remans, a decision of

Voj.. XII

the supreme court of the United States on the ef-

fect ofa practice, in fixing the meaning of the eonsti-

tution, would not permit the court to lisle to it.

In the case referred to, a usage ofonly ten or twelve

years, and which had once been interrupted by an
act of congress, was deemed to set'le a ques lion, in

which was involved the very independence of an

important and co-ordinate member of the federal

government, and that too in opposition to what,
many will think, as probably did the judges them-
selves who decided it, the plain and obvious letter
and spirit of 'he constitution.

But aside from this contemporaneous, and unive; -

s-d expression of public and private sentiment on
this subject, the court is noi very certain that
it would have regarded a law of this nature if the

question were of earlier date, as "impairing the ob-

ligation ofcontr ets."

This objection goes only to such of these laws as
affect antecedent contracts. It may very safely be
assumed, that most, if not all of the insolvent laws
in this country, fail within this description, and an

interposition by the legislature in this wray se rma

absolutely necessary, . if not inevitable, wherever
'imprisonment for debt is allowed. Such laws can-
not therefore be regarded as contrary io the fust

principles of the social compact, or opposed to
those sound and wholesome rules of legislation
which were intended to be preserved pure and in

violate by those whoanade the constitution. Answ-
er to pass such iaws necessarily results from an an-
tecedent state of things, ind from, the existence of
.1 system, which, if left to itself, without occasional
controls on the pari of the legislature, would pro-
duce permanent individual distress and ruin, and to
an extent, highly injurious, not. only to the state

itself, but to the very parties, who might, in the
moment of passion or, Ii-. ;pp untment, resort to it as
a mean of coercion :

—This attribute of sovereign-
ty, for :.s such it is regarded by the court, it was
better that the state si ould 'iet ii , than to iiavr re-

linquished to the federal government, By the 'for-

mer it would be exercised within a less ex - ended
sphere, and of course with not so much danger of
injury to the parties concerned, as if the same duty
had been performed by the congress of the United
States. If then the passing of la « s affecting in ihis

way, past as well as futiu-e, debts has been in use
within this state ever since its independence, and
for many years while a colony, and if such practice
has not only been acquiesced in but was absolutely
necessary, may it not be fairly presumed that every
contract within this state, or to be enforced here, is

made under i full knowledge of such practice,
which must no>\ be deemed a perfect rigJitj .id
hai this being known and understood by bo'ii par-
ties at the time, die creditor lies no right to com-
plain, if his debtor sh dl one day be liberated by vir-

tue of an insolvent law which may be in force at
the time of the contract, or which m iy be aftei wards

p issed, not from the obligation or payment of the

debt, but from personal confine meet, on condition
of making payment as far a- he is a : ue ? The court
lias proceeded on a belief .ha" mos' if not allot
tne states has been in the habit of extending the£;
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insolvent laws to all debts without any regard to

the time of contracting them. Time has not been

aftbrdtd during a very busy term to examine the

statutes of the different states, even if they had

been within reach of the court, to see if there were

any exceptions. There may be some difference in

these laws, as to the mode of proceeding, and in

(he effect of a discharge obtained under them. In

some cases the debtor is alone the actor in obtain

i'ng it. I, i others a part of his creditors unite with

him; by some again the person only is exonerated,

either from all his creditors, or from thovc who have

•sued him. By others all future acquisitions as well

as the body are placed out <.f the reach of the cre-

ditors; but the principle On which they proceed is

the same in all, that is, a right in the legislature to

relieve insolvent debtors from imprisonment by
sjme general law. The. decree of interference is

of no Importance as it affects this question. Every
kind of interference, ho'wever limited in degree,

TYiust, on the principle in which the plaintiffs rely,
be a violation of the constitution. If these laws

had been of the odious character which is now at-

tached to them, is it not probable that at least some
one state would have checked the further enacting
of them by an article in the bill of rights.prefixed
to its constitution ? No such limitation, however, is

'o be found, norany expression bearing on the sub-

ject. Referring those who may wish to pursue the

enquiry for the laws of the other states on this sub-

ject to their several statute books, the court will

only notice some of those which have been passed

by the colony and by the state of New York. In

1755 a general act for the relief of insolvent debtors

was passed. In May, 1761, another passed requir-

ing the assent of three fourths of the creditors in

value, which expired in 1770. From that time until

1784 no general system was in force, but many acts

were occasionally passed for the relief individuals.

In 1784, a general system was again adopted si-

milar to the one which had expired in 1770. In

1788, another general insolvent law passed. This
was revived in 1801. In April, 1811, thelawpassed
under which the present discharge was obtained,
which permitted the debtor alone to petition, with-

out t]ie concurrence of any creditor. In 1812, the

last law was repealed, and the consent of three

fourths of the creditors again required. In 1813

the system now in force was adopted, which re-

quires the co-operation of two thirds instead of

three fourths of the creditors. By not one of these

laws are debts previously contracted, excepted from
its operation. Let it also be remembered, thai

frequently as the attention of the council of revi-

sion of this state, composed of the governor, chan
cellor and judges of the supreme court, has been

i>alled to this subject, this objection has never oc-

curred to them, watchful and able as they ever have
been to discover and check every aberration in the

legislature from a correct and constitutional course

of duty. But if it be on account of their relation

back, that insolvent laws are regarded as impairing
the obligation of contracts, bankrupt laws are liable

to the ' am e objection; and such was the character of

the only one which congress ever passed. Now, al

though there be no constitutional restraint in terms
on that bacly from passing laws interfering with pri-
vate contracts, it is not to be presumed they would

knowingly give their sanction to any act of this

kind. Nor, even in passing a bankrupt law, would

they have done it in a form liable to so serious an im-

putation, if they had believed they were impairing
the obligation of contra _ s, especially as that power
r/ugUt have been, exercised free from every -objec-

tion of this nature. It is some proof that laws of
this description are not regarded by congress as

any violation of contract, merely on account of their

retrospective influence. The contract in truth re-

mains in full force, while payment thereof by the po-
licy and humanity of most civilized nations must m
case of misfortune be sought for out of the estate
of the debtor, who, as well as his future property,
is in general released.

Afitr all that has been said, the court considers
this question as one of considerable difficulty, and

regrets that it has not yet received a decision at

Washington, which would produce uniformity of

judgment at least in the courts of the United States.

But if these constitutional objections are removed
it is alledged that the contract being made and

being payable, in Boston, cannot be affected by any
discharge obtained under the laws of the state of
New-York. Under this head ofargument the court
has been reminded of a rule, which it is presumed,
when properly understood, will be acknowledged
by every one; that is, that the lex loci contractus
must be resorted to in o'-der to ascertain the mean-

ing of every agreement made abroad. This does
not proceed from mere comity or courtesy to-

wards other nations, but from the immutable prin-

ciples of justice, which would be violated by ap-

plying to a foreign contract, when deciding on its

obligation, and affect any other law than that of the

place where it was made—for how palpably unjust
would it be for this court to pronounce void a bond
executed at Canton and payable there, because by it

should be reserved a greater interest, which might
be lawful there, than seven per cent, per annum,
which would render it usurious in this state ? This
is the meaning of the rule, and it is a salutary and

just one. But out of it have arisen some dicta,
which are ripening very fast into decisions of the
most mischievous tendency, and between which
and the rule itself it is difficult to perceive any
connection. It has been said that the nature and

validity of a contract must be settled by the law
of the place where it was made, so also, it cannot
be affected by any discharge of the debtor under
the bankrupt or insolvent laws of the place where
he resides or of the country to whicli he belongs,
or in other words, that a contract made in a foreign

state, and with a view to its code, can only be dis-

charged pursuant to, that is, as the rule is now ap-

plied, under the bankrupt laws of such state. Ac-

cordingly, suits have recently been maintained

against bankrupts and insolvents, whenever they,
have been arrested, by process out of the court of

an> other state than the one in which they became
so. Thus a citizen of Pennsylvania has not been per-
mitted to sue in New York a debtor who may re-

side, and have been liberated under a law of the

latter state, but if he can be found in Massachu-

setts, or elsewhere, his certificate it is said will be
of no avail, provided the contract were made in.

Philadelphia, or elsewhere in the commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. This is not exactly the case herer
but as these decisions are supposed to have a con-

siderable bearing on it, the court will be expected
to express an opinion on them. It has no hesitation;

in saying, that it considers them as forming a part
of a class of cases, which, it will one day be lament-

ed, should ever have found their way into the com-
mercial code of this country. They appear to pro-
ceed on a misapprehension of the rights of inde-

pendent nations—but principally on a mistake in.

applying the lex loci contractus, as well to the re-

medy as to the construction and validity of the

agreement, contrary to all the adjudged case* (fk.
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tfiJs head. Tliey maintain that a debtor can never

under any circumstances, be discharged against the

will of his foreign creditors, if his contracts with

them he made where they reside, and with a view to

fhe laws oftheir country, by any proceedings under
the insolvent laws of the state of which the debtor

is a member, but onlv by a certificate obtained pur-
suant to tii« bankrupt system, if any such there be,
of the several countries in which his creditors may
happen to reside. If the ride be not laid down pre-

cisely in these terms, such are its import and effect,

and such or something like it is the practice which

this court. I then stated that a surrender of all a

bankrupt's effeefs, under the laws of the state in
which he permanently resided, ought to operate an
a discharge from his creditors in every part of this

world; and I will now add, without any regard to
the court or country in which the action against
him may be prosecuting : whatever fault may be
found wit!) this opinion, I am mistaken if it will not
be found to conform with the sentiments and prac-
tice of commercial men, and to be for the benefit;

of trade, that it should be so. Merchants generally
believe, that if their debtors abroad, no matter hovv

Is very fist in'roducing itself, under the sanction ofj
the debt was contracted, or when payable, heregit-

it. If this be ao, how is an American merchant, larly discharged by the bankrupt or any other law*

who may be indebted itvseveral countries abroad, ill

«ase of misfortune, ever to get disentangled from
his debts. No proceedings under the bankrupt
laws of the United States, if there be any, nor in

conformity with the insolvent provisions of his own
state, can do him any good. If he remains in his

own country, trusting to the validity of such pro-

ceedings, perpetual imprisonment must be his

doom, if his foreign creditors shall be as unrelent-

ing as this rule is well calculated to render them;
for no power there, it is said; can relieve him against
this class ofdemand, but upon full payment of them,
without a violation of the contract made abroad,

if the state in which they reside, and his estate:

being divided amonc; all his -reditots, they are ex-
onerated every where. The r. le so often cited from
Muberusand Casaregis, has no application to such
a case. When the latter speaks of contracts ter-

ritorial and exterritorial, it is most manifest that
he means nothing more than that a contract made
in one country, is not to be construed by the laws
of another. Now, the difficulty is to find out what
the lex loci contractus lias to <\'o with the case of a,

future insolvency, or how the law of one country
can differ from that of another in this respect. If.

is presumed to be law every where, that a man h
or a disregard of the comity, due from one nation

|

to pay according to his contract, but if he b? unable
to another; according to this doctrine he has no al- to pay any where, what then has the les loci to d*i

tentative left but that of going to the different with the case ? Is it part of that law, or is it at

countries where he may be indebted, and there

submitting to the proceedings established for the

relief of unfoutunate traders. And vet h is not per-
ceived how his foreign Creditors will be gainers by
exposing him to so great a hardship, for if he
shall commence his career of insolvency, as he na-

turally will do, in his own state, the assignment of

his estate made there, will leave nothing for the

creditors abroad, it being admitted, that by it the

whole of his property, wherever it may be, will pass.
In like manner, a debtor who shall fail, and have

part of the contract express or implied, that no
government upon earth shall be allowed to Inter-
fere for his protection in case of misfortune an L

insolvency; or, if it does, that such protection sb 11

not extend beyond the limits of the state in whicit
he lives, and not even there, as is contended in th 3

case? Is it not for the advantage of foreign credi-

tors, and will it not comport better with the inV-'

rest of all parties, thai when an insolvency occurs*
they shall be placed on an equal footing with donvs;*
t:c creditors ? It may be ruinous to the debtor, btf.

Creditors of this description in different parts of the of what advantage will it be to his absent creditor,

union, will have to make a tour of the United States,) to have him consigned to a prison dti ring life without
before he can commence business again, in order to

seek relief under the insolvent system of each state.

Is it not more reasonable to suppose, as the case

most undoubtedly is, that every contract, where-
ever made, must proceed on an expectation, that

any right to a pari i'cipation on his part, in the proper-
ty in the hands of his assignees; for it has not yet
been pretended, although this might as well be prov-
ed by the lex loci, that the creditors abroad has :*

right io a dividend of his estate, and to the bo lv at
the parties shall perform it according to the terms, < the debtor in the bargain. If care be not taken the?

if they are able, but if there shall be an inability in
| great solicitude which has recently been discovered

either to fulfil his p, rt of the agreement, that then
j

for creditors in other countries, will produce d-< -

the other party shall be placed on as good, but not

or) a belter footing, as to any remedy which l.e may
seek for its breach or non-perfoi manee, as those
who ina\ reside in the country of the debtor. "This,
i;i case of insolvency, 1 should regard as a per-
form .nee of the contract, secundum legem loci con

traetus, unless it wee shown, that some different

Stij illation in the event of insolvency had been en-

tered into, which is not pretended, and probably
never lid form a part of any contract, where no

sinus, if such have not already been thade, which i i.

case of bankruptcy will do them more harm t : am

good. The truth is, all that amity, good faith, the

contract of the parties, and the lex loci, if it h i

any thing to do with the question, dan r< quir- :<

that their interests and rights shall no bepos p •

ed, of in other words, that they shall be as Well
^^kencare of as those of other creditors. Vei th :

court of king's bench, in Smith and Buchanan, wet It

on the sole ground of the leS loci, when i' deem-ial

specific security was taken; and if it did, would tanfhe inefficiency ofa discharge in Maryland against;

hardly be enforced to tin.- pi\ jndice of other cre-

ditors. If a remedy against tne person of an insi •

vc debtor be allowed to his creditors abroad
whi'oli is denied to a domestic creditor, what is it

bin to give the firmer a preference, over the latter,
which neither justice will Sanction, nor 'he tax hit
in any c .se t-xprct. On this Subject I iiad an oppor
(unity of expressing m^ opinion many ye^r* ago, it

one of the cases which has now .een sited. To

the claim of a British creditor, "it is impossibl

says lord Kenyon, "that a contract made in One
country is to be governed by the laws of anolhr."'

is also remarked in this case, that it might :\i

well oe contended, that if the state ofM iryjand hail

enacted that no debts due from its own subjects, tm
die subjects of England, should be paid, the V, g!i :.%

creditor Would be bqtin by it. A Lay of this km. J

, on d not ha'.n been enfbn ed by any Court of ti.Lj

that opinion I adhere, and shall adhere until a dif- country, but between lite iniquity and }nj is ice t
fercnt rate sUull be presented by a tribunal .-.ii'.cn Lucj asta'uir, and one which

|

laced .:.e iVui-:.- on
has a right to control and lirect the judgment of /Ji level with the WmeEicart tee -.'[• or, this courtptv-
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ceives no resemblance; while the one is c .Icil.ued

to excite the just indignation of any m-an, the other

is,vMl entitled to universal approbation. If in all

its provisions it did not resemble the bankrupt laws

ofEngland, its effect in producing an equal division

of the insolvent's estate was the same, it ought not

to pass unnoticed, that at the very moment of ren-

dering this judgment, the court admits that an as-

signment under the act of Maryland, would vest the

properly of the bankrupt, wherever it might be, in

his assignees. If so, it would seem to follow, that

the debtor himself ought to be discharged; for if

the law takes from him, and against his consent, his

property every where and secures it even from the

pursuit of a foreign creditor, why should it not be

allowed to offer a protection equally extensive to

his person ? Or why should he be placed in the very
awkward situation of being liable to imprisonment
abroad, when in that very country he may have

more than property enough to satisfy the demands
of his foreign creditor, but which has been placed
cuit of his reach by an assignment previously made
tinder the laws of his own state ? Aud it may here

he remarked, that the universal effect which is

given to such assignments is not among the least of

the advantages which foreign, creditors derive from
the bankrupt or insolvent laws of il.e country where
their debtors reside. It prevents the creditors near

him, and who will be first apprised of his misfor-

tunes, and of the nature and situation of his pro-

perty, from laying attachment on many parts of it,

to the prejudice of those at a distance. T is case

will be dismissed with only one other observation.

The merchants of the United States have never sup-

posed that they can proceed in their own courts

against British bankrupts, if found here, merely
because the debt m-iy have been contracted and

payable on this side of the Atlaniic; they receive and
are satisfied with the dividend made in England; but

shall any hereafter make the attempt and succeed
it is to be hoped that the court which shall sustain

so novel a pretension, will'have more courtesy than

to compare the bankrupt laws of England, which
are perhaps as perfect as such a system can well be,

with an act of parliament, which prohibit to Ame
can citizens the recovery of their just demands

against British subjects. In the case of Van RaUgh
and Van Arsdaln in the supreme court of this state,
vfce are only told that,the question had been decided
ten years before, but what the case referred to was,

or on What ground the decision was placed, does

not appear, lu Smith and Smith, however, the court

refers to the decision in East, and assigns the same
reason that is there given, and which has ahead)
been remarked on.

But this court is desired and expected to ad-

vance one step beyond ail the decisions which have

yet been made 0:1 this subject. Hitherto, an unfor

lunate debtor, even if he had heard of the few

cases which have been men ioned, might think

himself safe if he would but confine himself v. hi:,

the limits of his own state. Here he might confi

dently expect protection < gainst the pursuit «f

every" creditor withdut regard to his place of resi-

dence, or to die spot where the contract was to be

performed. But even this security from imprison-

ment ')•. is now desired to be withdrawn from him,
and tlu_ course of conduct is pressed on the com-,
not on the footing of a series of adjudged cases

from which there might be no escape, for none such

are produced; not because it viil accord with u,e

1 eneral sense of the commercial world, for that it

is believed is directly opposed to it. Not because

.. i.. iv J 104s discriminations which are found in

the insolvent law of this state, between territorial!
and extra territorial creditors, for they are placed,
on a perfect equality. Not because the interests of
commerce will he advanced by it, for in such a state
of things none but men of the most enterprising
character^ will dare to e; gage in it. Nor yet be.
cause other count! ies practise on this rule, for no-

thing resembling it is pretende 1 to be in use in any-
other part of the globe Nor is it to be believed, that
the court of king's be> c itself, notwithstanding the

solitary case which I as been produced as to a dis-

charge abroad, would disreg; rd a plea of bankrupt-
cy by a British debtor, against the claim of any fo-
r ign creditor, whatever might be the plea of con^
•ruct or of payment. The court having already
expressed its opinion on the inapplicability of the
lex loci contractus to all cases of this kind, will

only add that this rule has performed its office, as 3
construction is given to the contract, according to
such law; but in case of inabilty, a new state of
things occurs, the only proper rule to govern which
is, that care be taken to enforce an equal and fair

distribution of an estate, under the laws of the

Country in which the debtor has his residence. In-
solvent laws have been hardly and not very earnestly
considered by plaintiff's counsel, to laws authoriz-

ing the payment of adebt with one cent in the dol-
lar, and in a way and at a time different from the
agreement of the parties. They do no such thing;
tney afford a sanction to no injustice

—they violate
mo law human or divine; they leave the obligation
ofparties in full force—they create no inability, nor
interfere between one who is able to pay, and his

creditors, but when such inability intervenes, they
step in and take care, or at least such is their object*
that a complete surrender of the debtor's estate
shall be made for the benefit of all his creditors,
and when this is done, they compel the latter to-

observe towards him that mercy and forbearance

which, in similar circumstances, they would wish
and expect to have extended to themselves.

It seemed to be admitted on the argument, that
if foreign creditors h.<d been named in this act, they
would have been barred. The court thinks them
as much bound by the general and comprehensive
terms of this act, as if they had been specially de-

signated. Enough has already been done in their
favor without clothing them with a prerogative not

yet heard of, that of being exempt from every laWj,

unless particularly named; nor is this the ground
on which these decisions go. It is that a state haa
no right to pass laws to discharge its insolvent sub-

ject from debts due abroad. But if the court has'

erred in the principles which it has adopted, or is

the application of them to foreign creditors in ge-
neral, the plain. iffs have no right to complain, for

when a cit izen ofMassachusetts, where they reside,
is imprisoned, at the suit of a citizen of this or any
Other state, he can, under thelaws of that common-
wealth, obtain his discharge, as to his person at

ieist, without the creditor's consent, and such dis-

ci; rge is regarded, as it ought to be, binding oa
all the courts of that state.

Sitting, therefore, in the state which passed the

insolvent act in question, and to which no constitu-

tional objection ppears, this court is not sensible

that it departs fi* m a single adjudged case in Eng-
land, or in this s ate, when it decides on the uni-

versal Valid! t
j of a discharge obtained under it.

Upon the vt r.le, this court 1j of opinion that th'»

act of the 3d of April, 1811, is an insolvent and not

a bankrupt law; that if it be of the latter descrip-
tion, the several slates have a right to pass bank-

rupt laws for themselves until congress shall e«ta-
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Vfish a uniform system on the subject : that an in-

solvent act extending- to past as well as future debts

is not a law "impairing
1 the obligation of contracts,"

within the meaning- of the constitution : and that

a fe ieral court, sitting within this state, is bound to

support a discharge under such law against the

claim of a foreign creditor, although the debt due
to him may have been contracted and made payable
at his place of residence.

The present verdict must, therefore, be set aside,

and a verdict and judgment entered for the defen-

dant.

QT/*For two or three years pas', by direction of

the "seventt-six association," of Charleston, S. C.

the editor of the Weekly R gister has been favored,

io a very flattering man er, with a copy of the

annual orations delivered before it on the 4th of

July. That on the late anniversary, pronounced by

Benjamin Elliott, esq. has been received—and, it is

well observed by the highly respectable committee

presenting it, that "the energy with which this pro-
duction upholds the republican cause, and the elo-

quence with which it illustrates its principles give
it, as we conceive, strong claims to your perusal
and that of every other patriotic American." Hear

tily subscribing to this opinion, we shall endeavor,
as soon as relieved of our present heavy engage-
ments, to givp it a place in this paper, for its more
ffeneral circulation.

and most honest men living; and tint many such
establishments are, or are d •signed to be. * conduct-
ed or. their original principle. But he is not less

informed, and the fact is no*oriou «> everybody,
that excessive banking has opened a door to sys-

tematic speculation and deliberate fraud unpa-
ralleled, perhaps, in any country

—which strikes

chiefly, if not entirely, at the poor and needy, the

struggling and laborious classes of society. To
the former description of persons the editor re-

spectfully offers his homage; calling upon them
to interpose their wealth and influence to pro-
tect labor from the vultures that are preying

upon it—for the other description, he wishes

voluntary repentance, or coerced justice
—

pro-

mising them his best endeavors to effect the one

or the other.

As honest a man as ever lived may be unable to

pay his debts. But no honest man, so situated, will

live profligately, and spend double the amount that

he ought to do.

To apply this proposition to a fact that has just
came under my observation, tending to shew the

speculating conduct of some of our banking insti-

tutions: I see an advertisement in a public news-

paper, that a certain bank has declared a dividend

of five per cent, for the last si.r months, which bank
does not houor its notes, the same being 7 or 8 per'

cent, below a specie value, or the notes of another

bank in the same place: the latter, with honorable

Several ofour friend*hive very good hnraoredlyl efforts to meet its engagement's, having made a

queried, whether the plain republican character of

the Weeklt Register was not rather compromised
by the rp tee allowed in its pages to accounts of the

forms and ceremonies attending the •'President's

tour," &c. Tie editor thinks it is not: a belief that

these things belong to the history of the manners
an '. feeling.-, of the times, and an assurance that they
will be frequently referred to hereafter for various

useful or amusing purposes, led him to give them
so much in detail. His own views of things are

entirely repugnant to the pompous proceedings of

his eastern brethren: so much so, that understand

ing Mr Monroe was on a tour of business, with a

pointed intimation that he wished to avoid any mark
ofpublic respect from the people as he passed along,—he, valuing the services of the president and

yielding obedience to his wishes, carefully kept
himself from every place where it might be expect-
ed to meet him, during his stay in Baltimore. It

seems impossible that, encompassed with a crowd—at every hour intruded upon, and beset at every
turn and corner by an idly gazing multitude, Mr.
Monroe can either perform his public duties so

easily, or enjoy himself as a private gentleman would

do, under other circumstances—and it was these

united considerations led us to the procedure just
stated; nor can we conceive a situation more un

pleasant than that of man's not having a moment
at his own disposal. These things are mentioned
to shew, that, in recording the events of his lour,

we do not approve them—and that that disappro-
bation arises from our wishes for the public ser-

vice, with the private convenience, of the president
of the United States. Besides—there is danger in

pomp and parade. "Caution is the parent of secu-

rity."

Banks and Bank Notes.
The editor of the Weekly Rmjister is not ignorant

that among the directors of our banking institu-

tions there are many of the best, most honorable

very small dividend, if any at all, for some time

past. I do not know which i> most to be admired—
the impudence of the bank in thus proclaiming its

o\»n shame, or the patience of the people in sub-

mitting to so gross an imposition. There is every
reason to believe that this bank might have met
its engagements, if it had been as zealous for its own
honor as to make a profit by its business. It is un-

derstood to hold a considerable amount of the U. S.

stocks, which are convertible into specie at an
'lour's notice, for at lemt par, though purchased at

10 or 12 or 2D per emit, below it: but, by holding on
to this, while the people demean themselves by not

refusing their depreciated paper,.they make a dou-

ble interest—and this is too severe a temptation
for their virtue to withstand! Really, really, there

is a degree of assurance in it that shocks me.- In

such a state of things, why is not the dividend, or

profits, applied to a payment of the debts of the

bank—why is not the U. S. stock sold to liquidate
them?

Noyv, let us take it on the other side: If this bank
holds the paper of individuals, whose notions of

mere convenience or designs to make a profit by it,

will not permit them to retire in due season, ac-

cording to specific engagement, as ivell as their pro-
mise expressed on the face of it—what would the bank
do? The directors, assembled in august conclave,
would instantly pronounce the makers of such pa-

per dishonest, as well as impudent, and direct the

sheriff, on judgment obtained, to seize upon and
sell the very beds of such contumacious persons!—
Yt-s—and I say they would do what is right. I have
no pity for a man that suffers convenience to stand

*The attention of all is requested to this expres-

sion, marked in italic. The truth is, that there are

very few of the bank?, that, through some tunning
lirectors or cute officers, are not, more or less, made
* medium of speculation and imposition on the pub-
lic. 1 know some queer things winch a regard far

my informants forbids a present publication o
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in tlie way between him and the payment of his

debts due.* lint—this "rule works both ways"—
the misfortune is, that the men able to exact jus-
tice, plain simple justice, of the banks, are so gene-

rally parties to their speculations. I say "specula
tions," because the people are not yet prepared to

hear the right name that such conduct deserves. Bui

they will too soon be prepared.
Another exceeding!} convenient method has been

pdopted to ileece the people. A bank, at "Owl

Creek"^ for instance, employs an engraver and apa-
per maker, (who are now very important persons in

the making of bunksJ and issues a number of notes,

p<\ able or redeemable in some city, or at some

pkee, where a large parr of the business of the

people about the said Owl Creek, for instance, as

af'or ••aid, i? centered. For a while, these notes are

faithfully paid or redeemed, being cautiously given
oui, ,<nd obtain the entire confidence of the people.
This first p-.rt of the scheme being accomplished,
immense issues of such bills are suddenly made,
jm i loaned by the directors to each Other, The
farmer confiden'ly sells his produce, and the me-
c!> .n';c cheerfully gives Ids labor for them. And
fhen, they are not paid or redeemed us promised, and
do-.un

t.'iey go —"seven and a huh" to ten per cat below

par," and are bought tip at that depreciation In
the very persons who put them rh'st into circulation

to meet their own engagements at the bank, ut par
The difference is clear profit

—for the interest paid
to the bank for the use of its notes, is returned to

the borrowers, as stockholders, in dividend. 1

know a person that by one of these operations lost

100 dollars; an amount probably greater than the

profit he made on the article for which he received
the notes. 1 cannot see why counterfeit notes, to

the amount of that loss, might not as well have been

imposed upon him. Nay, i; were better that it had
been so; for if he could not have recovered the

money of the person deceiving him, he might, per-

haps, have caught him and punished him as he de-

Served.

Independent of these legitimate frauds, the people
suffer excessively by other speculators who also

*ake the liberty of making bank notes. The country
is full of counterfeits, or of bank notes of places
where there are no banks; and we can hardly take

up a newspaper without seeing some caution on the

subject, or an account of some "notorious" villain

detected, &.c. This latter evil has its birth chiefly
in the former one, and will advance pan passu with
it: and they are more nearly of a kindred cjuality
th >n many have thought of. The manner and ope-
ration is different, yet the effect is the same. Bin,

by the first, one man rides in his coach—and, by
the second, another saws stone in the penitentiary.
Hundreds of men have been hung in England,^

*It may be right for a man to avoid a sacrifice of

bis property to pay Uis debts. But he that will not

Bell any mercantable thing that he has, at & fair

price,
to pav them, cannot be ranked as honest.

fit is said 'here is a bank somewhere called the
i(Owl Creek Bank "

Tl ey are so numerous and so

(Easily made a^ present, that they are "hard run" to

get names for them!

}The natives of England generally call their coun

try Hengland. Some very learned men suppose thi-

to be a corruption of the word Hlsa-land—which
St appears to deserve from the frequent hangings of)

the people. There are more persons, probably, pui
to death for crimes against the civil law in the

United kingdoms s than in all the rest ofEurope and

America. j

whose aggregate depredations on the puhlic bay§
not equalled those of many individuals of our bank*

directing speculators.
There is no real scarcity of specie to justify the

refusal of some banks to pay it, and of most to deal
it ought as though it were "their heart's blood. Ve-
ry 1 u-ge quant ities of it are received from all parts

—
Mexico and South America, England, France. Hol-
land, Germany, Italy and Turkey, with the West
Indies, Lc. contribute to our stock. It is the opi-
nion of many, and I think it is a fact, that there ne-
ver before w is so much gold and silver in the United
States as there is now—perhaps by one third or an
half of the whole quantity; but the banking mania,
with the speculations that have followed it, has

given to the precious metals more value-titan they
used to have. At a majority of the banks who no-

minally affect to honor their notes, they look upon
a man as a sort of an enemy who asks them to pay
a debt of ten dollars. It is this foolish and niggardly
practice that keeps a specie circulation scarce—and
'• is to such banks that we are indebted for all the

inconvenience that arises from its real or supposed
greater value. If they paid it out freely and by
common consen', they would receive more of it than

they would payout.exctpt ofsmall pieces for change.
But here is the secret—deposits of specie bring
them no interest—the United States' stock do; and
the public right or convenience is laughed at when
it comes in contact with the profit of the stock-

holders. 1 have heard of a bunk that prefers pay-
ing interest to another for a greater amount than its

capital and trust to the chapter of accidents to

reduce it, rather than part with its U. S. stock, at

par. This is a part of the new system of things;
if a person, ten years ago, had said that such an

event could happen to a respectable institution, the

people would have called hirn a fool.

Every body knows that these things are so-i—and

every body, in the neighborhood of banks whose
notes have not a specie value, writhes under their

oppressive operation; yet such is the terror of these

institutions, so great their hold and influence on
the public mind and feeling, that they goon, bank-

rupts as they are, with a high hand, and laugh at

the petty obligations of honor and of lata, which

they so rigidly exact of others! This is true. "We
have fallen on evil times," indeed—can we think

that there is a conspiracy among the rich to oppress
the poor, and reduce them to subordination* Alas!

it looks too much like it. The spirit of a people,
that Great Britain in two wars, with all her armies

and navies, could not break down, yields to the

influence of old rags, and submits, without a strug-

gle, to a grievance of Far greater magnitude than
the imposition of a paltry tax of 2d. per lb. upon
tea! The truth is, and the length and the breadth

of the matter is this, that public opjxio:*, aided by
the /aw, must reduce the influence of the banks,'—
or the banks will reduce a great and mighty people-
to the condition of the inhabitants of Sparta—in

which were two classes, Spartans and Helots.

I have a large fund of facts belonging
to these

things that would make some bank directors open
their eyes with astonishment; and they shall be

brought forward, from a sense of public duty, if [

find the people able to bear them. Let the maxim that

I have always endeavored to impress on my readers

be observed—a villainy is a villainy, be it commit-
ted by whom, and when, and where it may. Person,
time or place, does not alter the nature of things.

England h d no more right to kill or imprison the

'legitimate kings," of Asia, than Bonaparte had to „

serve others of Europe in the same way.
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What portion of the people are interested in the
dividends of the banks, to any considerable extent?

Hardly one in a thousand. Who, that is in business
of any sort, is not interested in their good conduct?
Nine hundred and ninety-nine in a thous md. Are
so many to be sacrificed for the benefit of the few?
Banks were instituted for the public good, but what
is their general operation? Why—while Mr

,

speculating in the funds and giving luxurious dinners,
&c. might get 50, 100, or 200,000 dollars from seve-
ral banks, and of several of them, perhaps, at a

time, some two or three hundred regular traders or
h ird-working mechanics, were deprived of the little

accommodations they had had to make room &js
the

mammoth. And thus, to a greater or lesser degree,
it is every where. Such vast sums of money have

lately been made by dealings in stocks,
•

shaving
hank notes, &c. that many want to dabble in them.
How convenient then is it to have the direction of a

bank, which may now be called a money-making ma-
chine/ Tiie idea of a bank used to be as ofsomething
safe and steady, rigidly honest and highly respect-
able—what is the idea of it now?—as of a thing to

grind down the poor.

Emigration.
riccount of emigrantsfrom foreign countries arriving

in the UniteJ States— collectedfrom the shipping
lists received at the office of the Weekly Register
for two weeks, ending yesterday morning, -lug. 1.

Tables like the following are calculated to inte-

rest the political enquirer. They afford data on'

which more extensive calculations can be made,
and are useful to the historian and others. This
^ist was commenced on Friday, the 18lh of Jul),
withoutany regard to, or idea of, what it would pro-
duce, and kept up from day to day is we received
our newspapers by the mails. But oftentimes, when
there are only a few passengers, they are not noticed,
and some th X were mentioned may have escaped
our notice. The amount is, probably, about five-

sixths of all who arrived in the fortnight.
Fable tells us that Saturn devoured his own chil-

dren, by a contract, arising from jealousy or the
Jove of self-rule. It is thus that many European na-
tions act. They had rather that their people should

perish at home, than suffer them to emigrate, and,
possibly, strengthen the power and add to the re-

sources of another country. The degree ofsuffering
must ever be very great to rouse a courage suffi-

cient to cause many to leave the tombs of their an-
cestors and fly to a strange laud from whence they
never expect to return; but to this, and all the

strong ties that unite with it, many regulations are
added to check it, or render it impossible. It re-

quires a little fortune for a man and his family to
leave the British dominions, at this time. Vessels
are severely limited as to the number of passengers
they may carry, and the cost of a passage is pro-
portionably dear. It is virtually prohibited to the

poor, and denied absolutely to mechanics and ma-
nufacturers. On the continent, also, measures have
been taken to circumscribe emigration; but still it

is powerful, and will increase. We have room
enough yet; let them come. The tree of liberty
we have planted is for the healing of the people of
all nations that will come under its shade: not self-

ish, for our benefit only. But the emigrants should
press into the interior— in the present state of the
times we seem too thick on the maritime frontier

already—within, there is ample and profitable em-
ployment for all, in almost any branch of business;
»nd strangers should be encouraged to seek it there.

IVherefrom
Liverpool,

Vessels' names
Amies,
Erin,
Betsey, _
Emulous,
Golconda, ».

Favorite, _
Thomas,
Financier,
JefFnson,
Henry Clay, _
Andes,
Sarah & Sophia, London
nichard & Ami, Hull,
Phocion,
Dykes,
Dlnas,

New-Jersey,
Alpha,
Concord,
Only Son,
Calpe,
Vigilant,
Nicholai Paulowitch
George,
Columbia,
Britannia,
Jason,
Hel.-n,

Helen,
John,
Vr. Catharine,
Mars,

Philip,

Support,
Mary,
Eucbaris,

Arrived at \
New-York,

*

Philadelphia,

Baltimore,
Savannah,
New-York,
Philadelphia,
New-York,

'

fleaumauris, Wales, Baltimore,
Carnarvon, Uo. N- w-Yorlc,

Baltimove,
Philadelphia,
Boston,

Philadelphia,
New-York,

Cork,

Dublin,

Belfast,—
Baltimore,

-t New-York,
—% Philadelphia,

Newry, New-York,
Londonderry, Baltimore,
Kilkaldy, Seotl'd, Norfolk

faisengcrs,
40
38

4fi

65
31
14

So
40
-35
4 J

42

Qi
50
49
IS

4.1

25

24
20
33

23
66
160
87
27
f 4

101
33

400
2*0
IZrt

20
10
11

y>

* 640
51

. 581
134

. 82i
31

2272

By looking over the ship news to make out the
preceding, we have reason to suppose that the num-
ber will be considerably greater for the next two
weeks. Many from Holland being immediately ex-

pected.
It is worthy of remark, that some of these bodies

of passengers have reached the United States, via

thejBritish possessions. Perhaps, to avoid the exact

scrutiny that might have been made if they had
taken their passages direct.

Leith,

Amsterdam,

Hamburg,
Havre de Grace,

N.wYork,
Philadelphia,

Baltimore,

New-York,

Boston,Nantz,

11ECA5ITULATIOX.
England, , .' .

}
>a

.

les
>,

Ireland,..... #

Scotland, ......
Germany and Switzerland, via Amsterdam, gec
France, ...

President's Tour.
The president entered JVewitiryport, escorted

by the civil and military officers forming a great
cavalcade, amidst discharges of Cannon and the huz-

zas of the people. At Bartlet mall he passed un-
der a civic arch, tastefully decorated with flowers,
and through an avenue of the youth of both sexes,

arranged in order, amounting to 1850; neatly dres-

sed, and full of health and animation. A &j.g ot

old times was displayed at the court house. On
alighting at the hotel, he was greeted by the shouts
of the multitude. After these plaudits had subsided
the chairman of the committee rose and addressed,
the president as follows:

Sir—The citizens of Newburyport, by their com-

mittee, beg leave to present their sincere respects
to the chief magistrate ofthe United States.

Having been called by a free and intelligent peo-
ple, to preside over their most important concerns,
it must be peculiarly grateful to your feelings, at

the commencement of your arduous duties, to be
made more particularly acquainted with their local

interests, and to receive their respectful and affec-

tionate salutations. It is no less pleasing Vt us

than happy for the nation, that we derive the honor

•Via Halifax, where they arrived, with a view ol" eomiiig to the
United State9. '

tVia £t. Andrew?;. jvia Lubec, jr. fbe District ol" Maine. .
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of this interview, from the practical operation on

that naxim of your illustrious predecessor, the fa-

ther of his country, in his hist affectionate address

to his f How citizens, that "timely disbursements to

to prepare for danger, frequently prevent much
'

greater disbursements *o repel it." A numerous an-

wealthy population, stretching along an extensiv

Sea-coast, presents to a foreign enemy many alluring

objects of attack; and the present period o peac
an>' public tranquility appears peculiarly favorable

for vour patriotic efforts for our independence and

security.

Enjoying as we do the blessings of a free govern
m.'nt, our attachment cannot be the less ardent,

w> '.m administered by one, who took so honorable

and active a part in those measures by which it was

obtained. We trust, that underyour administration,

by the smiles of a kind Providence, a spirit of peace
will be generally diffused, the venerable and pious
institutions ofour fathers preserved, and the citizens

meet their appropriate rewards, in the labors of

agriculture, manufactures and commerce, and in ex-

tending the sciences and the ->rts.

Accept, sir, our best wisiies, that you may be

prospered in the important objec s ofyourjourney,
and a ' \e close of your tabors receive a consolation,

the mos. dear to a pa. riot, in the happiness and

prosperity of the country.

To which the Pmsidext was pleased to reply, in

sitb-itance, as follows:
That he received with great sensibility the atten

tions of the Citizens of Newburyport—that his prin-

cipal object, in making this tour, was to see the si-

*tu ti >ft of the people, in different parts of the eoun-

try, and the entrance and harbors of the principal

towns, and to acq ;ir'- such information as would ena

Ble him the bet' er to discharge the duties ofhis office

—that in '.is journey he had been highly gratified
with the prosperous condition of the people, arid

that their situations were far more happy than tl\at

Of any other in any part of the world—and that we
Could not be sufficiently thankful to that bountiful

Providence which had confered upon us such dis-

tinguished blessings. Tne president concluded
with desiring, that his grateful sentiments for the
the kind and rtspectf d manner, in which he had
been received by the citizens, might be communica-
ted to them.

At dinner. Gen. Swift announced the fallowing
as t e president's toast—Happiness and prosperity to

the inhabitants ofW'ewhuryport
Af.er dining, having expressed a wish to dis-

pense with the escort of cavalry, he sat out for

Portsmouth, which he reached the same evening;
stopping at Amesbury an hour to view the valuable
factories there. At Newbury port, the If raid, speak
ingof the new feelings that the visit of the president

gave rise to, observes—"The public mind though
long employed upon narrow and contracted systems
of politics, was now directed into another channel.
Convinced of the incalculable advantages to be de
rived from the liberal encouragement of liberal

feelings, it continued no longer to turn from that

course, in which its influence would be most effec-

tual; but freed from every unworthy fetter, it indis

eriminately embraced "all as federalists—all as re

publicans."
"Did we record every incident with minuteness

and precision, we should exceed the limits of oui

paper. Suffice it to say, that every circurnstanct
awakened grateful emotions—nothing occurred to

damp the general joy, for all appeared to be "mu-
sing praise, and looking lively gratitude."

*ls a contrast to the preceding and to other arti-

cles of like pleasing character winch we have co-

pied from the &oston papers—wt insert the follow*

ing from the Albany Gazette, as a finished specimen
of "the sublime and beau ifuF—
"We have often heard soyae considerable surprize

manifested that the TQnkees of Connecticut and the
'-Jostonians should be so very over earnest to show
their regard for president Monroe Tt is well known,
as wehave before mentioned, that the states of Con-
necticut and Massachusetts, have a considerable
claim against the general government for ex-

pences incurred during our "second war for inde-

pendence," which yet remains in force:—But it is

much easier to tell a story than to write an essay.
V pious Irish catholic who had t.Jken his station

before the mast of an Indiaman, was put in great
consternation bv a tempest that rose soon afier he
had pu* to sea. In this dilemma he endeavored to

propitiate the virgin by promising to light a taper
before her shrine that would be larger than their

nuin mast, if she would s;:ffer him once more to

set his foot on dry land. His comrade cautioned
'urn that he never would be able to fulfill his en-

gagement. "Be azy, my honey," says he, "don't

you see that I am only coaxing the hussy!"
"With respect to the above claims of M issachu-

setts and Connecticut, although they have been re-

fused, yet we venture to predict, that within two

ye rs, tliev will be paid bv the general government
t the utmost farthing." [They will nor]
On his way to Portsmouth, the president was met

at Greenland by a cavalcade of citizens and an escort
of cavalry, and entered the town under a discharge
of artillery, with the ringing of bells, &c. The
children from the different schools, in neat uniforms,
ho the amount of 1000, lined a part of the avenue

through which he passed. In Market-street he pas-
sed under an arch, tastefully formed by *he ladies.

it Frost's hotel the address was delivered to him
—The Portsmouth regiment then passed in review
ind paid him a marching salute; after which the
citizens waited upon and were introduced to him.
Gov. P'.umer's sickness prevented his attendance.

O i Sunday, the 13th, after church, he visited the

wi lo -,t of the patriot Lang-don, and on Monday in-

spected the navy yard, forts, Stc. and received an
address from the associated mechanics, &c. and left

town early the next morning.

To the president of the United States.

Sin—The presence of the chief magistrate select-

ed for eminent vir'ues and public service, to preside
over and direct the councils of a great nation, must

always exci.e feeling's of the highest interest. The"

inhabitants of the town of Portsmouth, remote from
die seat of the general government, can expect few

pporlunities of witnessing such a gratifying scene.

\Ve therefore eagerly embrace this fortunate occa-

sion to present our ardent and sincere congratula-
tions.

Engaged chiefly in the business of commerce and

navigation, we know our destinies are, in a peculiar

manner, dependent on the measures of that govern-

ment, to which the protection of those important

objects ij exclusively confided. These enterpriz-

ing pursuits, which have always been greatly con-

tributory to the general welfare, are now suffering
under a temporary depression. But we have en-

tire confide, ce, that the wisdom and justice of go*

vernment, will extend to them all the protection
.nd support, that shall be in its power.
To superintend and conduct the national concerns

as always, in free governments, been the favorite

mpioyment of the best and greatest men. By no

other means can an individual of distinguished <^\
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Vents so eminently promote the public pood Theimeni of their choice and 'if their high respect for

successful performance of such duties must, at all

times, constitute a sure c! aim to t!ie gratitude of a

. rous people. This Sir, is the arduous and

honorable set vice, which is entrusted to you, by the

citizens of the United Stales.

Sensible how greatly the national prosperity de-

pends on the due adrai listration of the government,
w? rec.J I to our recollection, with much satisfac-

tion, the numerous pledges of attachment to the

the man who has been called by the voluntary suf-
frages of the people to preside over it destinies.

In this visit, sir, our citizens discern your paternal
solicitude to make yourself acquainted with the
Various sections of the country and the people, who
inhabit them, and we are charged to assure you-
that they have a deep interest in the progress and
happy termination of your journey.We congratulate you, sir, upon the present peace-

public interest furnished by the history of your jful
state of our country, and that your administra-

past life li is our earnest and confident hope thatiti f,n of the government commences under circum-

y )ir administration, by perfecting our valuable in-
1 stances, so pleasant to yourself, and auspicious to

stitutions, and by uniting public semiment, and

wisely directing- it to proper national objects, may
fulfil the present happy anticipations, and thus es

pablish on a firm basis your own and your country's
\i ippiness, honor and glory.

J MASON, in helm'f of the

Inhabitants of the town of Povtsmon'h.

To James Monroe, President of the United States.

Sin—In behalf of the Society of Associated Me-
chanics and Manufacturers of the state New-Hamp-
shire, we ask leave to present you their respectful

salutation's, and to express with unfeigned cordi

ality the sat isfac thai they derive from the visit

with which you are pleased to honor this metro-

polis.

They are not unmindful that your numerous offi-

cial avocations require your first attention, and

them—and we assure you that our citizens have the
fullest confidence, that the best interest of the peo»
pie will be promoted; and their prayers to heaven
are, that, at some future period, when you shall
retire from your present elevated situation, you
may receive the acclamations of the whole people,
made hippy, under an administration marked for.
its -wisdom, its inildness and spirit of conciliation.

G. W. WAUL1NGSFORD,
in behalf of the committee.

The following ('says the Boston CentinelJ from
an authentic source, is given as a correct report oi
the answer of the president to the address:

"MR. CHAIRMAN,
Sir—I ask you, and the gentlemen associated

with you. to communicate to the citizens of Kenne-
bunk and its vicinity, my thanks for the friendly

must necessarily render your present tour through 'reception which they give me, and for those testi

the country • xtremely arduous; consequently, the monies of respect, which they are pleased to mani-
too frequent recurrence of formal addresses may be- jf

est for the chief magistrate of the United Ssates-

come irksome, and even painful; yet they have pre-j^
e pleased to assure them that, on this as well as

sumed it not incompatible with duty or with the{
on other similar occasions, I am unable to express

rules of propriety, to avail themselves of the pre-
sent opportunity of expressing their public regard
for the man in whom seven millions of people have

reposed the highest degree of public confidence,
and to whom they are indebted for the most im-

portant services.

We notice with peculiar satisfaction the attention

which the arts and manufactures of our country
have received from you, and view it as the harbin

ger of increasing prosperity, and as a mean of per-

petuating our independence.

\ccept, sir, our sincere wishes for your future

health and happiness, and our assurances that no

portion of the community can feel a more lively
interest to your personal welfare than do the Asso-
ciated Mechanics of New-Hampshire.

Jlbner Greenleaf~\ g
IVilliam Simes, |

3
JVatfil. B. March, > 3.

John Bnrley Hill, \
5

David C. Poster, J ft

[To both of these addresses the president made
-'suitable replies"—not yet received.]

Leaving Portsmouth he was handsomely received

at Kittery, York, Kennebunk, Wells and Saco.—
Arches of ever-greens, flags and music and caval-

cades and cheering, were every where displayed.
At Kennebunk, after refreshments, the chairman of

the committee of arrangements, in the presence of
a vast crowd of citizens, delivered to him the fol-

lowing
ADDRESS:

Sir—The committee designated by the inha-

bitants of Kennebunk and its vicinity bid your wel-
some to Maine, and particularly that part of it in

which they reside.—The novel spectacle of seeing

among them the chief magistrate of the union,
excites sensations of no ordinary class; and equalh
evincive of their strong attachment to the govern-

my emotions. To behold a free, an enlightened
and a high minded pople paying a spontaneous
tribute of respect and affection to the rm.n who is

elevated to the chief magistracy of a nation, is in
itself an imposing spectacle. To that individual,
such a scene, you may well believe must possess a
character of peculiar and appropriate interest—I
have never before been so much affected. Such
distinguished attentions, such unexpected effusions
of regard, as I experience from my fellow-citizens,
do indeed sink into my heart. They make me
feel, if possible, a deeper sense of my obligations to
devote all my faculties to their service.

It was my wish in the first instance, while orrthis
tour to have devoted my attention exclusively to
those public and national objects which I had in
view. But finding that this 'arrangement did not

comport with the feelings of my fellow-citizens, I

relinquished it. Indeed, when I found a disposition
so generally manifesting itself, to improve the oc-
casion for a personal interview of the people with
the citizen whom their voluntary suffrages had
elevated to the highest office in their gift, and

through him to exhibit the homage which they feel
for die government itself, and the high value which

diey entertain for its republican form, I cheerfully
yielded to their wishes. Nor can I ever regret, that
I have thus afforded myself so many opportunities
of seeing and feeling how much we are one people—how strongly the ties, by which we are united,
lo in fact bind us together; how much we possess^
in reality, a commt-nity, not only of interest, but
of sympathy and affection. I am the more led to

mike this remark because you are pleased to ex-

press a confident hope that a spirit of mutual con-

ciliation may be one of the blessings which may
result from my administration.— This, indeed,would
be an eminent blessing, and I pray it may be realized.

The United States ai'e <: rtunlyth- mqst erdiprhjten-

?-.
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ed people on earth. "We are rapidly advancing in

the road to national preeminence. Nothing but

union is wanting to make ns a great people. The

present time affords the happiest presages that this

•union is fast consummating. It cannot be otherwise.

I daily see greater proofs of it. The further I ad-

vance in my progress through the country, the more
1 perceive that we are all Americans—that we com-

pose but one family
—that our republican institu-

tions will be supported and perpetuated by the

united zeal and patriotism of all. Nothing could

give me greater satisfaction than to behold a per-
fect union among ourselves—an union which, as I

before observed, is all we can want to nuke us

powerful and respected—an union, also, which is

necessary to restore to social intercourse its former

charms, and to render our happiness, as a nation,

unmixed and complete. To promote this desirable

result, requires no compromise of principle; and I

promise to give to it my continued attention and

my best endeavors. For the good of our common
country I feel that I am bound constantly to act.

So far as integrity and zeal are concerned, I can

confidently say that I shall not be found wanting;
and if I shall fail in the discharge of duly, it shall

be from want of judgment. I also hope that I shall

be enabled actually to improve all the opportuni-
ties, which the station to which I have been called

shall afford me, to advance the interest, the honor,
and the felicity of our beloved country.
Be pleased, sir, to communicate to the citizens

whom you and your associites represent, my best

wishes for their individual prosperity and happi-
ness"
He then took up his journey for a little way on

fbo: —passed the bridge highly decorated, and

through along avenue of ladies and gentlemen and
children—the "Star-spangled banner" frequently

greeting the eye. When he entered his carriage,
the people bade him adieu with loud plaudits.

Proceeding to Portland he crossed the bridge,
ornamented with green branches and flowers, numer-

ously attended—the "faff of our nation" joyously

floating among them. A live eagle flapped her

wing's in front, and was released to her native

region. The Portland regiment was reviewed by
him; and the children, 1500 in number, paraded—
the females strewing flowers before him. There

were fire works and illuminations in the evening.
The next day he visited Forts Scammel and Preble,

received the visits of the citizens, waited upon the

widow of com. Preble, and spent the evening with

a large party at Mr. Chip's. While at Portland, a

calf was exhibited to the president, one year old,

hit weighed 1300/6s.

mOVinENCF. ADDRESS.

To the President of the United States.

Sir—The citizens of Providence beg leave to

"offer to you their sincere and cordial congratula-
tions upon your arrival in their town. With the

most sensible pleasure, they again see among them
the first magistrate of the union, under a constitu-

tion, the adoption of which they so earnestly desired,

to which they are so devotedly attached, andfrom
the operation of ivhich they huve derived so many ad-

vantages; and have the honor of presenting their re-

spectful address to you within their own municipal

jurisdiction, as they have before had the satisfaction

of doing to two of your illustrious predecessors.
The time and circumstances of your visit to this

part of the United States are such as to excite

in every mind the most gratifying and patriotic
sentiments. A great and free people, in the full

enjoyment »f peace and gcad governraent, unani-

mously bestowing upon their chief magistrate, p
his progress through the country, the unsought
and spontaneous expressions of their good will and
confidence, offers unequivocal evidence of general
happiness and freedom, and is a spectacle which
no country in the world except our own cau now
exhibit.

The proofs which you every where receive of the
respect and confidence of the people, and of their
reverence for our republican institutions, must be
to your own mind a source of the highest satisfac-
tion, and a rich reward for all your "arduous- labors
in the public service. May you long continue to
receive these rewards, so grateful to your heart
and so honorable to your character, and to witness
the increasing prosperity of die republic, to vj/wse

service, iti the field and in the cabinet, both your youth
andyour mature age have been so FAiTHFcitr and so-

successfully devoted.

We have the honor to be, with the highest re-

spect, in behalf of the citizens of the town of
Providence, your most obedient and verv humble
servants^

William Richmond,
Oliver Earle,
Richmond Bullock,

Stephen Tillinghast,

Stanford Newell,
Richard Jackson, jun,
Thomas P. Ives,
James Burrill, jun.
James Fenner.

Edward Harrington,
Samuel G. Arnold,
Jeremiah B. Howell,
Caleb Earle,
JJ'illiam Church,
John CarHie,

'tan. puesjdext's answer.
Gentlemen—I receive with great satisfaction,

the address which the citizens of Providence,
through their committee, have been pleased to
communicate to me. The pleasure of my journey
has been greatly enhanced by the uniform kindness
and promptitude with which the objects of ray
visit have been seconded by my fellow-citizens.

Every where in our country the reflecting mind
cannot fail to observe the blessings of a free go-
vernment. Living under a constitution which
secures equal civil, religious and political rights
to all, it is a great consolation in administering it,

that the people have formed so just an estimate
of its value, and from rational conviction and not
from blind prejudices are sincerely devoted to its

preservation.
I hope that this just confidence in the stability

of our government may continue to increase; and
if it does, it cannot fail to produce the happiest
effects, by encouraging a love of our country, and
an honest zeal to promote its best and permanent
interests. Happy shall I be, if my exertions in the

public service shall be so far successful, that they
may assist the industry and enterprize of my fellow-

citizens in increasing the general prosperity.
JAMES MONliOE.

To the committee of the toivn }

of Providence. 3
The following is a copy of the address of the com-

mittee of the town of Newport, R. I. to the

president of the United States, with the answer
of the president to the same :

To the President of the United States.

Sin— The committee of the town of Newport:
come to express the satisfactipji felt by them ana
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their fellow-citizens at your arrival here, in th<

prog-ess of your tour to survey the condition or

your country, in relation to its military and naval

defence.

Our means are adequate, and a state of peace is

propitious to the attainment of the important ob-

ject you have in view.
In manifesting so deep an interest in this great

national concern, you enter auspiciously upon the

higti duties, which have devolved upon you, as the

chief magistrate of the nation.

In viewing the general state of our country, we
trust, you have had, and will continue to have,

occasion to observe the beneficial effects of our
free form of government, on the various interests

and general happiness of your fellow-citizens; and
that this view will add new force to your love of

country, and ..ew incentives to the exertion of your
talents, to ex end the influence of the national

councils, in advancing the national prosperity.
Chris. G Chamjilin, "^

Benjamin Hazard, |
o

Stephen T .Yort/iam, I

|
Thomas G Pitman, (S,"

Samuel f ernon, %
AsLer Robbins, J

Newport, June 23, 1817.

president's assweh.

Gextle^e^j— 1 return my sincere thanks to the

•inhabitants of Newport for the kind manner in

ivhich, through the committee, they have expressed
their approbation of my present visit. It is my
anxious desire to promote the permanent interests

of our common country; and to enable me to ac-

complish this with more success, I have deemed it

important to examine the principal places adapted
to military and naval defence.

In the progress of my journey I have received

great satisfaction in witnessing the happy effects of
a free government, in promoting the moral, physical,
and intellectual strength of our country.
We may justly be proud of our situation, since

all classes of citizens are secure in the enjoyment
of their civil, religious and political rights; and

may, by their own industry and enterprise, acquire
a competent share of all the necessaries and com-
forts of life.

JAMES MONROE.
To the committee of the town of Newport.
[The president probably reached Ptattsburg about

the 24th ult. to which place we expect to follow his

progress in our next.]

Foreign Articles.
&c.ESKLANB,

London papers to June 13.

(Jj*American Jl>iur -was ut 82s. per bbl. at Liverpool,
in consequence of a demand from France. It is for-

tunate that we in the Unued States shall have a

great deal to spare. The double, perhaps, of our
usual quantity.
A bill has been framed by the bench of bishops

to enable them to appoint curates at discretion—
its object to increase the influence of the dignita-
ries of the church. The London Chronicle, com-

menting upon it, observes—"We do not say that
the power of the bishops has ever been abused—
tve dare not say so."

Tne Bntisii Uave a sloop of war called the "Erie,"
in the Mediterranean.
A colossal statue of Bonaparte, 12 feet high, is

to be placed in the hall of the duke of Wellington's
house.

Purity.
—By a publication of lord Cochrane, we

observe that at the election of a member of parlia-
ment for Honiton, the votes of the electors were
purchased at 10/. per piece, "by the bell of the town
crier."

"Traitorous conspiracies," in various parts, are
still hinted at—an intended "simultaneous rising in
the northern and midland counties" of England is

spoken of. Some arrests have been made at Sheffield
and Wakefield.
Mobs of men, women and children collect in va-

rious parts of Ireland, and attack stores, mills, &c*
for bread. In some instances they enter fields of
potatoes and carry them off in their unripe state*

Potatoes had been sold at Id. per lb. American
fiour was 85*'. per barrel. The troops are sometimes
called in to tranqiriiize the people with the reason
' f the bayonet. A Cork paper gives the Names of
23 men arrested as being concerned in some of
these riots.

In Nottinghamshire "48 ringleaders" of those

urging reform or asking bread, have been arrested.
There have been riots in Derbyshire. Much is said
about a supposed meeting of delegates that was to
have been held in Yorkshire. Arms that were con-
cealed are said to have been discovered. Arrests
are made in many parts.

If half of what we hear from England be true,
there is nothing wanting to a shaking of the throne,
but a ftw men ofcharacter for leaders of the people.
The lord mayor of London has been elected to

parliament, and immediately tookhis seat with the

opposition. He pledged himself to keep to his post,
and never give a vote that was not in favor of pub-
lic liberty.
A "petition to the prince regent" was in circu-

lation for signatures in London, praying him to dis-
miss his present ministers, and to dissolve the pre-
sent parliament.
A pickpocket, lately tried at Bristol assizes, hear,.

ing some person speak about the distresses of the
times, said—«Ah! they are very great; I have dip-
ped into a hundred and Sfty farmers' pockets, and
have not found a shilling."

Progress of letters in England.—Lord Palmerston
(secretary of war of Great Britain, says the Albany
Advertiser) in a late debate in parliament upon the

army estimates, stated that the diffusion of educa-
tion among the lower classes of society, within the
last few years, led to a great accumulation in the
business of the military correspondence—from 900
to 1000 letters were weekly received, containing
enquiries about the effects, arrears, and other par*
ticulars relative to private soldiers. In the year end-

ing in March 1791, the number of letters sent from
the office, were 7,004

In 1812, they amounted to 14.703
In 1816, they amounted to 92,420
And in March of the present year to 106,940
American 6 per cent stocks—104.

Forty three ships from the United States, arrived
at Liverpool during the week preceeding the 13th
of June.
A late London paper says, that a few days since

about 1000 Saxon coins were ploughed up in a
field in the parish of Docking, in a high state of
preservation. "They are of various monarchs and
archbishops; many of them in the time of the Hep-
tarchy, and have probably been hidden 900 years."
The London papers tell us that "the princess

Charlotte abstains from all crowded assemblies,
and lives entirely at Clermont, on account of her
interesting situation."

Another paper says—"The account of her roval
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highness (the duchess of Gloucester) having slip ( sure, insomuch as to render it incumbent on u.9 to.

ped down a step— is erroneous." It is also said

''we rejoice to learn that she- is in fair way" to be a 1

mother.

Now if these women were like Barbara, mention-
ed below, there would be some smse in "putting
them in the papers"—"In the parish church of

Boenning, in Wurtemberg", there is a tomb-stone if

memory of Adam Straizmmns and his wife B irhara,

whose union was blessed with no less than fifty-

three children, viz. thirty-eight boys and fifteen

girls."
FRANCE.

The French papers, regulated as they are, are

dullness itself as t > r>ol tica. ievs— nore si tha i t

any period in the time of Napoleon.

dismiss him from the trust of a general vicar, which
be before held. How k-as it then happened, that
forgetting the reverence date to us and the holy see,
you have elected that very man capitularlv vicar
whom we could not retain in a station of much
less dignity and trust, that of general vicar ? And
ot satisfied with this violence, you have dared to
firward a request to us for a sanction of this your
election.

To this request, however derogatory to the holy
see it may be, we shall answer in mildness and since-
rity. That not only do we absolutely refuse to sanc-
tion the election of the said bv.-on [gnace Henry, of
Wessemberg, as a capitulary vicar, and protest
gainst it; but that we do at the same lime protest

The celebrated general Vanrlamme has arrived at against and refuse to acknowledge Antony Reini-
ger, as his substitute: and our pleasure is, that nei-
ther shall our ecclesiastical courts acknowledge the
one nor the other in the stations to which you have,
chosen them, nor shall we take any notice whaiso*
ever of any writings sent on bv them. Therefore,
in virtue of the sacred trust confided to us by Al-
mighty God for the whole church, we therefore
command you, laying aside the aforesaid spurious
election of the said baron of Wessemburg, to elect
a capitulary vicar of a good reputation from amongst
the members of the catholic church, one compe-f
tent to know and execute exactly and steadily the
duties of the office to him confided
This letter may grieve you, but may it lead to

the grief of repentance, so" that you mav be led to

yield obedience to the holy church, and therefore
give to us speedily that relief from our anxiety for

you, which has preyed upon us so much; and that
there may be an immediate removal of the evil
which you have committed.

In the full expectation thereof, we bestow on you
with tenderness our apostolic benediction.
D;ne at Rome, on the 15th March, of the year of
Grace 1817, and of our Papacy 18.

Philadelphia, from Amsterdam
There have been some disturbances in France on

account of a scarcity of bread stuffs—but the pros-

pects of the harvest are said to be good.
A new census has been taken of the population of

Paris, which has been found to exceed 860,000, be-

ing 20,000 more than London within the bills of

mortality.
BONAPARTE,

A London paper tells us that Napoleon is always

guarded by 14- centinels who draw up close towards

night; and says something about an attempt hei

made to escape in a chest. To escape, it is added,
is impossible. "From the island he is doomed never

to stir—it is to be his prison and his grave." Vet

these hind people complain that he is "suiky!"
SPAIN.

Ferdinand VII of Spain, has ordered that no like-

nesses of himself or his family, shall in future be

published without the license of the royal academy.
This measure has been adopted to prevent the per
sOnal beauty of royalty from being made a subject of

ridicule.

The ungrateful creature is said to be as ugly in

person as he is depraved in mind.

Spain is unsettled. The garrisons at many places
are on a "war establishment." Gen. Milans, a patriot

chief, has a strong and daily increasing force in

Catalonia. Success to him.

The marine arsenal at Cadiz has been destroyed

by fire. Loss estimated at a million of dollars

Mr. Meade yet remains dungeoned in the castle

Of St. Catalina. He is called "the victim of B i-

tish ministerial influence at Madrid." His lady and
children arrived at Baltimore a few days ago.

ITALT.

The influx of strangers at Home is very great-
A letter from that city states—"More than 4000
workmen are employed on public works; the exca-

vations surpass all expectation; many valuable mo-
"luments have been discovered; we shall soon see

.ancient Rome again standing with her temples,

groves and fountains."

Jirevet of his holiness to the Senior and Canons of the

Cathedral of Constance, Germany.
fivs r. r vn.

To our beloved eonsi Health—
Your epistle to us of the 18th of last month, with

winch you communicated to us the decease of
the archbishop of Ratisbonne and head of the ad-

ministration of the church of Constance, and at the

same time, the transfer of the office of the capitu-

lary vicar to the baron, Ignace Henry of Wessem-

berg, has caused great pain to us. You cannot be

ignorant of it being very well known, that for the

most important reasons, the said baron, Ignace Hen-

ry of Wessemburg, has incurred our deep displea-

PORTUGAL
A most formidable plot against "legitimacy" has

been detected at Lisbon, which had for its purpose
to cast off the house of Braganza, and elevate the
young duke of Cardival to the throne. Many per-
sons of high standing appear to have been concern-
ed in this scheme, which was designed to have
been acted upon on the 5th of June, being the feast
of Corpus Christi; and a part of it said to have
been .o have murdered all the English. But mar-
shal Beresfwd heard of the plot, and, before they
were aware of it, seized the conspirators in their

h-ds, and so fc.r the thing was ended. The city re-

mained tranquil under the care the troops, and the
trial of the "traitors" was soon to commence.

(J^lt is intimated that the plot was got up by
general Beresford, himself, that he might put down
some persons that he hated or feared, and possess
a more despotic power in the affairs of Portugal.
"Plots" are among the arts of able politicians to

effect their purposes.
NETHERLANDS.

About the middle of May it was proposed in the

Ghent and Brussels papers to establish throughout
Flanders an anti British society, every member of
which was required to make oath, that he would
not buy, wear, or use, any article of British pro-

duce, or of the growth cf British colonies. Their

motto, Nihil Anglicanum—their model, the Holy
alliance formed by the continental sovereigns for

the support of legitimacy.
Commerce is very dull in Holland. It will be a

long time before the Dutch recove^themselves, so as
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to be again carriers for Europe, Sec. if ever they do.
|no

fruits oi the seeds left by Peyrouse,nor any sheep
ind of the United Stales or hogs

—a single fowl was brought to him for sale.

pass the next
The shipping rt'f Kiir;!:m.'l

must firsi dhJUne much below their present rank It is said the Russian court will

and importance.
winter at Moscow.

I'lii- state of the poor appears to be as miserable I The emperor has ordered 100 millions of roubles

in Flanders as any where else, being nearly in
aj(->0

millions of dollars) to be applied annually to

state of starvation.

swiT?>;r.f.A"in

The gorerment of Basle has just announced thai

it will deliver no more passports for the United

States, but to such emigrants as shall exhi'-it ;.t the

chancery a bill of exchange of at least 200 florins

upon Holland, payable at Amsterdam. This mea-
sure has the advantage of preventing inconsiderate

resolutions and their disastrous results.

GERMAN*, &c
Austria has appointed a consul general for the

United States, maj. Weiss. This appointment has

been m*de in consequence of the trade of the port
of Trieste with the United States. That city car-

ries on more trade with this country, than with any
other country.

it is said that there are forty thousand weavers in

Prussia, who for want of employment are unable to

furnish subsistence to their families. [The Prtis

sian council having admitted British goods.]
It appears that the beautiful bridge over the

Kibe from Hamburg to Harburg, built by the French,! royalists, through the dissentions of their officers.

is to be pulled down. They write from Harriburgl There are len s'out patriot privateers cruising ii

that they will be employed in demolishing it iu the

course of the approaching month.

the payment of the public debt.
BIIITTSH AMERICA.

Miss Burroughs, daughter of Stephen Burroughs,
of bank note-making celebrity, lately received the
white veil of the Ursuline nuns at Three Rivers, in

Canada.

WEST INDIES.

Several of the West India islands are afflicted by
the prevalence of a very mortal fever. Many of our

countrymen are victims of it.

Died, on the 2d of July, at cape Henry (Hayt$
the prince of Hayii, in the 40th year of his age.

"spanish" America.
The outrages of the present government of Bue«!

nos Ayres are attributed to the prevalence of an

English faction. The gallant general Carrera was
offered the choice of death or banishment, for some
offence unknown. He preferred the latter, and was
landed at Monte Video.
A division of the patriot troops, commanded by

gen. Teran, in Mexico, is said to have joined the

the gulph of Mexico, viz. The General Artig'as,
Invincible (brig), Invincible (schooner), Mexican

Fhe political'affairs of Wirtemberg are still un-
{Congress, Mexican, General Arismendi, Flying

settled. The assembly, 67 to 42, have rejected the Fish, Gilpin, Hotspur, and Potosi.

proposed constitution. On which the king dissolved The Havana papers have an account of the cap .

the assembly and issued a proclamation declaring ture by the royalists of the Mexican patriot chief
that the constitution, notwithstanding, should go
into efl'ect "as soon as it should be approved by a

majority of the people in the several villages."
The intervention of the military has been neces

sary to quell a formidable disturbance of the people
at JWimich.

Darmstadt, Jlpril 8. There arrived a few days ago
in the village of Arheiligen, in our neighborhood, a

Waggon with four horses, containing, besides some
men and two women, twelve pretty and healthy
looking farmer girls, .one above the age of sixteen
or below twelve, to stay there through the night.
It ways soon understood by the landlord from the

waggoner, whom he knew, what the view of these
travellers was in thus making their journey, the

following story about them being made known, viz:

that one of the travellers, a man, was a native of

Wirtemberg, who had already crossed four times
over from America, for the purpose of rendering
'issistantee either by his propositions or his advice,
and even by considerable advances, to all such as
were inclined to emigrate to America. That this

time, however, he was on his way with the view on-

ly safely to conduct these twelve young Wirtember-

ger girls into the United States, as brides for such
of his countrymen as he knew waited for them, and
who would, on no account, marry themselves with

any but their own countrywomen.
SWEDEN.

Mr. Hughes, appointed secretary of the American

legation at the court of Sweden, and, during the
absence of Mr. Russel, charge des at/hires of the
United Slates at that court, lias arrived with his

family at Stockholm, and been very politely receiv-

ed.

RUSSIA.
W>* have some account of Kotzebue's voyage

round the world. He has discovered several new
islands in the Swath sea. At Easter island he saw

Calzada, who was called lieuteiunt-general of the
north. This is considered as an affair of great im-

portance.
The port of Vera Cruz is now closed against all

foreign vessels—even those with provisions.
The London Courier says, a deputy from Buenos

Ayres is said to be on his way to Vienna, to offer
the "kingdom of Buenos Ayres" to an Austrian
prince—upon his refusal it is to be hawked about
to some other powerful court.

It is also said that the government of Buenos
Ayres have offered to receive Charles, the brother
of Ferdinand, for a king, if the latter will relinquish
his claim to South America.
We hope these things are not true. But the ad-

ministration of Buenos Ayres has lost our confi-
dence.

FLORIDA.
Our latest accounts from Amelia anticipate that

McGregor will fail in his expedition by delay ia

executing it. It is said he ought to have marched
immediately on St. Augustine, and that all his forces
ue dissatisfied. Augustine, in the mean time, is

said to have been strengthened.
CupitulatUn of the Island of Amtfta.

Brigadier-gen. MacGregor, commander-in-chief
of all the forces, both naval and military, des ined
to effect the independence of the Floridas, duly
authorised by the consituted authorities of the re-

publics of Mexico, Buenos Ayres, New-Grenada ani
Venezuela, offers to Don Francisco Morales, capitan.
del reqimicnts de Cuba, and commandant, civil and

i . .
,

>>f Vhe Island of Amelia, the following
terms:

1st, The commandant, civil and military, Don
Francisco de Morales, shall forthwith surrender the

garrison of the is nd, with all the a--ms and muni-
tions of war belong le king of Spain.

Sdly, All the officers and troops of the, garriscr.
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shall surrender as prisoners of war, to be sent to

Augustine or to the Havana, with their private bag-

gage, which shall be respected.

3dly, The lives and property of all private per-

sons, whether friends or foes to the system of inde-

pendence, shall be sacred and inviolate; and to

those who do not choose to join the standard of

ind-ependepce, six months shall be allowed to sell

or otherwise dispose of their property.

4thly, The general also offers to the inhabitants

of Amelia, whether friends or foes, who have ab-

sented themselves on account of the present circum-

stances, the privilege of returning to their homes,
and enjoying the benefit of the third article of ca-

pitulation, and passports will be freely granted to

all who wish to depart.
The preceding were agreed to between the com-

mandant Don Morales and the secretary of general

MacGregor,
Fernandina, 29VA June, 1817.

Fkancisco Morales,
Joseph de Yribarren.

Attest—Bernardo Segin.

Approved, GREGOR MACGREGOR.
PROCLAMATION:

Gregor MacGregor, brigadier-general of the armies

of the United Provinces of New-Grenada and Ve-

nezuela, and general-in-chief of the armies for the

two Floridas, commissioned by the supreme di-

rectors of Mexico, South-America, &c.

To the inhabitants of the Island of Amelia—Your

brethren of Mexico, Buenos Ayres, New-Grenada

and Venezuela, who are so gloriously engaged in

fighting for that inestimable gift which nature has

bestowed upon her children, and which all civilized

nations have endeavored to secure by social com-

pacts
—desirous that all the sons of Columbia should

participate in that imprescriptible right
—have con-

fided to me the command of the land and naval

forces.

Peaceable inhabitants of Amelia, do not apprehend

any danger or oppression from the troops which are

now in possession of your Island, either for your

persons, property or religion; however various the

climes in which they may have received their birth,

they are nevertheless your brethren and friends.

Their first object will be to protect your rights;

your property will be held sacred and inviolable;

and every thing done to promote your real inte-

rests, by co-operating with you in carrying into ef-

fect the virtuous desires of our constituents; there-

by becoming the instruments for the commence-
ment of a national emancipation. Unite your forces

with our's until America shall be placed by her high
destinies to that rank among the nations, that the

Most High has appointed. A country by its extent

and fertility, offering the greatest resources of

wealth and happiness.
The moment is important. Let it not escape

without having commenced the great work of deli-

vering Columbia from that tyranny which has been

exercised in all parts, and which, to continue its

power, has kept the people in the most degrading

ignorance, depriving them of the advantages result-

ing from a free intercourse with other nations; and

of that prosperity which the arts and sciences pro-
duce when under the protection of wholesome laws,

which you will be enabled properly to appreciate,

pnlv when you will have become a free people.
You who, ill-advised, have abandoned your homes,

whatever may have been the place of your birth,

your political or religious opinions, return without

"delay, and resume your wonted occupations. De-

precate the evil counsels your enemies may disse-

minate among you. Listen to the voice of hons?
to the promises of a sincere and disinterested friend,
and return to the fulfilment of those duties which
nature has imposed upon you. He, who will not
swear to maintain that independence which has been
declared, will be allowed six months to settle his

affairs, to sell or remove his property without mo-
lestation, and enjoy all the advantages which the-

laws grunt in such, cases.

Friends or enemies ofour present system of eman-
cipation, whoever you be, what I say unto you is

the language of truth; it is the only langirage be-

coming a man of honor, and as such I swear to ad-
!

here religiously to the tenor of this proclamation,.
Dated athead quarters, Vmelia IsUnd, June 30tb,

1817. GREGOR MACGREGOR.
Jpu. de Yribarres, secretary.

Gregor MacGregor, general of brig.tde to the armies
of the United Provinces of New-Grenada and Ve-
nezuela, and general in chief of that destined to
both the Floridas, with commission from the su-

preme governments of Mexico and South-Ame-
rica, &.C.

Soldiers and Sailors—The 29lh of June wilt be for-

ever memorable in the annals of the independence
of South America. On that day, a body of brave

men, animated by a noble zeal for the happiness of

mankind, advanced within musket shot of the guns
of Fernandina, and awed the enemy into immediate

capitulation, notwithstanding his very favorable po-
sition. This will be an everlasting proof of what
the sons of freedom can achieve when fighting, in z
a great and glorious cause, against a government
which has trampled on all the natural and essential

rights which descend from God to man. In the
name of the independent governments of South-
America, which I have the honor to represent, I

thank you far this first proof of your ardor and de-
votion to her cause; and I trust that, impelled by
the same noble principles, you will soon be able to

free the whole of the Floridas from tyranny and op-

pression. Then shall I hope to lead you to the con-
tinent of South America to gather fresh laurels in.

freedom's cause. Your names will be t-ansmitted
to the latest posterity as the first who formed a so^

lid basis for the emancipation of those delightful
and fruitful regions, now in a great part groaning
under the oppressive hand of Spanish despotism.
The children of South-America will re-echo yon?
names in their songs; your heroic deeds will be
handed down to succeeding generations, and will-

cover yourselves and your latest posterity with a

never-fading wreath of glory. The path of honor
is now open before you. Let those who distinguish
themselves look forward with confidence to pro--

motion and preferment. To perpetuate the memo-
ry of your valor, I have decreed, and do decree, a

shield of honor, to be worn on the left arm of every
individual who has assisted or co-operated in the

reduction of the Island of Amelia; this shield will be

round, of the diameter of four inches, made of red

cloth, with this device, "Vencedores de Amalia, 29th
of June, de 1817, 7 y 1," surrounded b;>

a wreath
of laurel and oak leaves, embroidered in gold for

the officers, in yellow silk for the men. The colors

of the corps of national artillery, the first squadron
of cavalry, and the regiment of Columbia will have
the same device embroidered on the right angle
of the colors. Long live the conquerors of Ame-
lia !

Dated at head quarters, San Fernandina, 1st Julys
1817, 7 & 1. GRECOR MACGREGOR .

Ju. r>E Yr.rr.AHREx, sjr.v-
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Honor to the Dead. SKETCH OF CAPTAIN HOWittl) S ABDIIT.SS.

My Friends and Frllow Soldiers—We are assenv-
bled on this day for the purpose of completing a

design that we have long entertained. It is to per-
form one of those duties that can happen but sel-

dom in the course of an individual's life, for wars*
thank heaven, in our country, are not so frequent
as to call upon us often to honor the memories of."

those who fall in her defence. But when it does

occur, it is a duty for the performance of which we
are bound by more than ordinary ties. We owe
something to those who are dead—something t»

those who are yet unborn. So strongly do I feel

this, that my imagination at this moment flies for-

ward to the future, and my memory back to the past->-

I can picture to myself the sensations of those whe»

in far distant days will contemplate this monument,,
while busy memory brings before me the scene
which was exhibited here, and the melancholy event
which has caused our assemblage at this spot. Let
us turn our attention for a moment to the year 1814,
when a black and portentous cloud seemed threat-r

ening to burst upon our country; when it had beer*

vauntingly declared that all assailable places were
to be laid waste, and our city rich with the gifts of

commerce, and strong with the sinews of war, stood

high on the list of proscription
—But the spirit of

the nation was roused, and the torch of military en-

thusiasm was lit at the flame of the consuming capi-
tol. There the list of proscription stopped. With
the points of our swords, we erased from it the
name of Baltimore, and Eatimore was saved.—And
whom had we to oppose ? not a miserable rabble

fighting for their rations alone; not an irregular
and undisciplined enemy, but troops that had scat-

tered the armies of France to the right and to the
left in their march through Spain; troops inured to

carnage and war, and flushed with thinking they
had tamed the American pride at that ill-fated,
unfortunate Bladensburg

—Can we look back upon
this contest with any less feeling than pride ? Was
there any thing in our conduct that should mak«
us avoid recurring to that period ? No—Thank
Heaven, there was not—here we stood, and here
we acted our parts

—Here we all shared one com-
mon danger, and though the ball that bore the mes«

sage of death as it sang through the air, took only
one from among us; yet who is there might not
have shared the same fate ? who is there that might
not have been that one P (t well becomes us there-

fore to join heart and hand in placing some dura-
ble memorial on a spot so consecrated as this. This-

monument which we are now erecting, will stand
as a solemn expression of the feelings of us all, as

a solemn determination, that though the life of
Randall was rudely and umimely destroyed, his

name shall not perish from the face of the earth.

Our city, I am proud to say, has evinced no

backwardness, no cold reluctance, to honor the
memories of those who fell in her defence. She
has placed in her bosom an ornament to her beauty,.
and a monument of her gratitude. She has erected
in the midst of her busy streets an edifice whose

toweling column is destined to bear the names

"BALTIMORE—GRAVES TO UEIl IJiVADERS, TO HER de-

fenders a monument."— Com. Porter's tvast.

"JJulci et de'corwn est pro patria tmri.
'

On Monday last, "The first Mechanical Volun-

teers," one of the companies attached to the fifth

regiment, erected on the spot where the advanced

party under major Heath was engaged with the Bri-

tish forces, a MONUMENT to tha memory of Axil-
la Randall, one of the members, who fell in that

skirmish. The company, headed by their command-

er, captain li. C. Howard, marched from town at an

early hour; and having been joined on the ground,
at 11 o'clock, by col. Heath, lieut. col. Barry, major
Stenart, and several other officers of the regiment,
the ceremony of putting up the monument was then

commenced, and in a very short time completed,
under the direction of Mr. Towaon (lieutenant of

the company)—Indeed mlich commendation is due

to this gei/Ueman (and no less to colonel Small, who

assisted in the design) for the style and good taste

in which the monument is executed. He has aimed

at simplicity and neatness, and he has not been

disappointed.
The monument is a pyramid of white stone, about

four feet high, resting on a well proportioned pedes-

tal, which bears the four following inscriptions :

[O/i tlte side facing the road.]

How beautiful is death, when earned by virtue.

[On the opposite side.]

SACRED TO THE MEMQRY OF
AQUILLA RANDALL,

WTio died, in bravely defending his country
and his home*

On the memorable 12th of September,
1314,

Aged 24 years.

[On the aide np the road.]

THE FIRST MECHANICAL VOLUNTEERS,
Commanded by Capt. B. C. Howard,

In the 5th Regiment, M. M.
HAVE ERECTED THIS MONUMENT,

As a tribute of their respect for

the memory of

THEIR GALhAkT BROTHER LY ARMS.
[On the side down the road.]

IN THE SIUUMISH

WHICH OCCURRED AT THIS SPOT,
Between the advanced party under

Major Richard K. Heath,
Of the Fifth Regiment, M. M.

And the front of the British column,
MAJOR-GENERAL ROSS,

Commander of the British forces,
received his mortal wound.

H'aving completed the necessary labors of the

undertaking, the company was then drawn up in

front of the monument; the ofr.rers of the regiment
attending by invitation were posted in front of the

company, and captain Howard delivered, in a mo-
dest but. impressive manner, the address, an imper-
fect sketch of which follows.

The address was remarkably appropriate—It is

indeed to be regretted, that in yielding to the re-

quest for publication, captain Howard has not been
able to collect from a tailing memory, the whole

address, as he delivered it. But there is enough
lefttoch.allengeprai.se: not only for the judicious! grati'ude of Baltimore to her defenders. But I

selection of topics, but also for the beauty and puri- regret that the spot, which is made classic by the

ty of his language. effusion of blood, the spat where the long line.

After firing three vollies over the monument, the stood unappalled by the systematic advances of an

company was dismissed to partake of u handsome experienced and disciplined foe, has been suffered
collation. [to remain unnoticed. It is here where her.c?:-

of those whose lives were olfi red up to save her
f'-om the inutile tread and the midnight terrors
of an exasperated and ungovernable foe. Not a

traveller car. pass without stopping to admire the
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zens stood arrayed in soldiers* garb, that honors
to a soldier's memory should have been paid. To
mark the spot be then our care. Let our monu-
ment arise, in humility proportioned to our nu-n

ber, comnared with the collected tmss. Let the

name of Rand dl be recorded on imperishable stone,
on the spot where his life-blood streamed upon the

ground. I scruple not to say, that though the

lofty column does not rise above the tops of the

neighbouring trees; though plain and unadorned
With magnificent and expensive sculpture; the mo-

nument which we have this day erected is a proud,
a noble, a splendid tribute to his memory. Who
is there here, whose heart would not beat faster

whose pulse would not throb quicker, at the pros

pect of such a monument as this. For myself 1

could almost change places with him; I do believe

that his death atoned for many a sin, if many a sin

fce had committed. To defend our country has

ever been considered one of the highest, holiest

duties that man has to perform; religious bigotry

may tell us, that war is unlawful and a crime; but

the honest, unperverted feelings of the human heart

will always refuse to believe it. V/h:\t—has Pro-

vidence blessed us with a noble country, enriched

with all the blessings of civilization and enlightened

by the animating principles of liberty, only to stir-

render it up to the first invader ? Shall we not

keep what God has given us ? He who suffers the

fiery death of the warrior, whose soul has burst,

not crept forth from its tenement of clay in such a

cause as that, has well performed his part in life.

The lamp of life, if it be not suddenly extinguished
will waste slowly away; better to be extinguished
in the midst of its brightness and leave the me-

mory of its brilliancy behind it, than glimmer for

years in the socket.

Near this spot another monument was earned,

though ten thousand swords would leap from their

scabbards to prevent it from being placed there.

It was here that the haughty general who declared

he did not care if it rained militia, atoned with his

life for his rash opinion. It was here that they
rained such a tempest upon his head as beat him

A.n the ground. There let his memory—re»t for us.

If his government have done, what it is said they

have, they have not only insulted the feelings of the

A .lerican nation, but imprinted a foul and shame-

ful spot on the memory of him they wished to honor.

To assert that Ross was slain at Washington is as

monstrous and inexcusable as to engraft upon his

coat of arms the broken flag of the United States.

How different is it with us. Truth, simple as the

stone and pure as the color that glitters in the day,
breathes in every word and action The honors

we pay are those we think due. No more. With
that sublime attribute of heaven, truth, engafied

upon them, they can be locked upon with more

pride bv those who give them and the friends of

him on whom they are bestowed, than the most

pompous and lordly testimonials, framed to feed

national vanity at the expense of history and fact.

My friends— I have done—We commit this monu-

ment to destiny and time.

CHRONICLE.
Plaster of Paris. A letter from Lubec, Maine,

intimates thai by some improvements of roads and
water communications, we can be supplied with

Plaster of Paris as abundantly and nearly as low

from our own territory as from that of the British.

Let these roa Is, Sic. be made, and the import of the

foreign commodity become a matter of revenue.

Thi- would be fair play, and further would secure
t-> us the many advantages arising from -he carry-
ing of so weighty a commodity in the employment
of our ow'i seamen.
We frequently hear from our squadron in the

Mediterranean—all well.

The harvest We learn from every quarter of our

couiury of the most productive harvest perhaps]
ever known in the United States; and a much in-

creased quantity of grain was planted. The price
of fl .ur in Europe keeps up. See "Foreign Arti-
cles."

A Spanish ship with a valuable cargo, bearing the
character of a prize to a Buenos Ayrean privateer
c-dled the .Hungero, has been detained by a revenue
cutter in the Ch -sapeake, and sent into Norfolk.
She was bound to Baltimore. Several circumstan-
ces of a mysterious nature led to the seizure.

Great canal.—It is expected that 16 miles of the

great canal in New York will be completed in the

present year.

Interior trade.—From a Louisville, Ky. paper of

July 7—Arrived at Shipp'mgpor, steam boat

Franklin, 36 d;;ys from New-Orleans (having been
detained 14 days) a distance of 1510 miles, with a

freight that will clear 6,500.

Indian treaty. GovernorjCass and gen. McArthur
are shortly to hold a treaty with the Indians at Fort

Meigs, with a view of purchasing lands of them, to

facilitate the intercourse between the state of Ohio
and territory of Michigan.

Axothek treaty.—Fro-n the Knoxvitle Gazette of
July 17.—We are enabled so state, on authority en-
titled to the fullest credit, that on the 8th inst. go-
vernor M'Minn and generals Jackson and Meriwe-
ther, commissioners on the part ofthe United States;
effected a treaty with the Cherokee Indians, (by
way of exchange) for a small tract, ofcountry on the
north side of Tennessee river within the limits of
this state, including little more than Sequatchet
valley; and all the land south of Chatahoochee river,
in the state of Georgia. It is expressly stipulated
in this treaty, that the census of the whole nation
be taken in the month of June next, with a view to

ascertain the gross number of those on the Arkan-
sas and White rivers, including all those on the east

side of the Mississippi, who, on taking the enume a

tion, shall express a wish to remove thither—and
that after the enumeration is taken, the Cherokee
nation shall cede to the United States such portion
of their country as those on the Arkansas and White
rivers, together with .dl those who wish to remove,
are justly entitled 10 from their numbers; for which
the United States are to give them an equal portion
of land on the Arkansas and White rivers—the

bounds of which arc designated in the present

treaty.

Those that make their election to remove, are to

be furnished with bains and supplies necessary to

their removal, at 'he expen/v of the UnitedSuaes^
each individual of the poor Indians to be furnished
with a rifle gun, a blanket and kettle, or steel trap.
There will be reserves of 640 acre- allowed t.> the

heads of families in the portion of country given up
to the United States, should the individual claiming
it reside thereon until ids or her death, which will

descend to their posterity in-fe* simple; but should

they leave their reservations during their life time,
such lands will become the property of the govern-
ment. A reasonable compensation is to be made to

those Indians who leave plantations, for their inv-

provements
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National Politics.—It is with much satisfaction

that the editor presents to his readers a very learn-

ed and interesting investigation and argument of
f ::e great national question, mentioned in the Re-

gister of the 26fh ult. to his enlightened readers.

! i-. written by judge Bland; and will be concluded

in the first pages of the subsequent number.
It is believed that this subject is worthy of!

deep consideration by every statesman amongst us;

and) certainly, the present is as happy a time as can

possibly occur to discuss and ?ettle it, with others i

that grew up during the late war. We have morej
nearly perfect peace and comfort than, perhaps,

any people ever enjoyed
—

party has lost its fervor,]

and our citizens have both leisure and inclination to

seek truth, unprejudiced. The great maxim, that

in peace we should prepare war, as well applies!
to the fixing of constitutional points as in erecting]
forts and building ships. And the editor, ever;

desirous to give to this paper va high and truly na-1

tional character, invites, and, with much pleasure,;
will devote some of his pages to the insertion of a

proper reply to judge Bland's arguments, if they
are thought erroneous. He has only to e::press ,

a wish that its length may not defer any one from a

'-..ireful reading of it.

The great extent of the essay noticed above, has

excluded, and probably will exclude from our next

paper, the concluding number on "Political Eco-

nomy," with several other articles in manuscript.
An "Attentive Reader" of Philadelphia, will

please to accept the thanks of the editor for his

communication, which shall appear next week; and
an attempt will be made to improve his hints.

New arrangement and prospectus.
Two numbers m^re will complete i:.e Xllih vol. '

or 6; h v ear, of the Weekly Register. Considera-

tions of much importance to the ed'nor and of!

some interest to the friends of the work, induce

him at this lime respectfully, but most earnest-

ly, to invite the attention of every one to the fol

lowing exposition.
The presen' volume is so far designed to com- !

p'.ete a series, a« to be embraced by the pr po^edi
GENERAL INDEX. In other respects, the Rigis-

•per will be issued as heretofore—without much, if

any, alteration as to its matter, manner or arrang-
ment.
The intended volume of Revolutionary speech

es, orations, See. will be entirely supplementary,
and have its own index; unconnected with the re-

gular work, except in being calculated to match
it by size of page, quality of paper, and in gene-
ral apnearance.
But there will be a change in the terms of the

paper—of no consideration with its friends, but so

much so to the editor as o constitute t/ie sole con-

dition on -which he, himself, consents to continue the

publication of it— it is, that the usual subscription of

five doliars per annum shall be paid to him in advance,

by eve y one thai receives it.

We live frequently heard of "great effects from
Vox. XII. Y

little causes." The tea
plant

of China brought about
the American revolution; which originated the
French; which convulsed the world!—This slight
alteration in the terms of the Weekly Register
may effect measures as important to it:—cause it

to flourish like our own republic, or dash it pros-
trate as freedom lies in Europe—according to the
manner in which the resolution is received, fiut the
editor cannot see how it may injure or rightfully
offend any one; and is satisfied that it will accom-
plish the following desirable things for himself—

1. It will enable him to settle and close up his

past business, which abounds with perplexed and
confused accounts, and prevent them in future.—
This object takes in rlaims due to him of a large
aggregate, indeed—sufficient to make him easv and
"comfortable."

2 It will S've at least 1000 dollars a year for

clerk-hire and other cash expences incident to

keeping and collecting the accounts, and pro'ec.'c
him from annual losses of a nvich greater amour.',

3. And, what is most interesting to those who
receive the work— it will allow 10 the editor at leas_t

double the time that he now has to devote to the

proper business of Conducting' this work.
But to bring about these things, it is indispensa-

ble that the subscribers should immediately commuid-
cale luitli the editor,- the functions of all the agents
beirg suspendedfor the present, as to debts becoming-
due after the present volume is finished:* and it is also

requested and expected tha> every subscriber will

forward his arrears, if any there are, with the ad-

vance for the year up to September 1818, direct,

by mail, at the ri*k and cost of the editor, if any
are pleased to make the postage an objection to

the procedure. This suspension of the agencies is

fl>e result of much reflection—among the agents
are many of the best and most generous of men,
to whose friendship I would confide claims for mil-

lions, if I had them—but no way can be de\.sed
to effect this genera! measure but through gene-
ral means—and I trust that my kind fiends >vill

not be offended by it. If I c mid think that any

*ExCept at thi.se places vr) ere" subscribers have
been accustomed to p ijr

in idvance, to which the

bills will be forwarded next week. And as the ac-

counts at other places are adjusted and clcsed, no*

tices of a restoration of he agencie
; will b' pub-

lished. (HZf'P'ery few gentlemen can be a-.vare of the

importance of effecting such adjustment Wi hi : one

agencv there is between 6 a id 700$ apparen \ due,
for subscriptions actually paysble, md, in many,
various sums f om 1 to 300 dollars, in the list of
names belonging to which an- s me of the most

wealthy men in the United Siate . It cannot be
esteemed correct to point out or designate the places
where these things have occurr '. and vhfre seems
no way of getting rid <»f the difficulty, originating
in inattention, than by the measure contemplated.
Subscribers, expecting to be called upon by the

agent, have felt easy on the matter; the agent as

neglected, or had too much business of Ins own to

oerform, the part he took upon himself ta oblige
me, and I have syffered.
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such ought to be, I would alxmcmri lire great el jfet patriotic effusions' of those memorable days arc lost.''

ring up mv affairs-, rather than be guilty of Yet, many fragments h ;ive been gathered up, ami
.in act so ungrateful. When this is clone, t* shall i there is, perhaps, few men1

in the United States

again- eiiifeat their good service; and trust that: better prepared to undertake this pleasing w«rk

they wiii render it as heretofore. This regulation 'than myself. If we fail in eoBecfing < sufficiency
i" not designed to apply to the receipt of new snh-

jof
revohti'orOrg matter to make a volume, there arc

senders, except that their money must be forward-
j

other stores of rich things to resort, to, and we dat-

ed hi advance.
|

ter ourselves -of an ability to give general salisfuc-

The rule as to payment in 'advance will b£ enforc- tiom to do which, we expect the assistance of :t

ed, at every hazard. After the 4th or 0th number learned gentleman, whose zeal for" the work is only
of the next volume, as the distance of the mibscri-jto be equalled by the indefafigabjliiy of his cha-

ier's reudtmce may justify, the paper shall not bejracter, and the labov that he will below to give

forwarded to-.any one tint neghfets to comply with
j

value to the compilation'. The price of this volume
this requisition, I cannot believe that it is unrea.- 'will also be three dollars, in sheets.

sonable—and though every honorable effort will be
|

It is important to ascertain the probable number
made to extend the circulation and exalt the cha- mf those works that will be required.. They are loo

racter of this work bv a less divided and less dis- heavy, and we havenot the funds to commencethem
tracted attention to its legitimate concerns, and , on chance. Gentlemen wishing either, or both of

every support will be thankfully received— it is them, will, therefore, forward the price of them,
\\ ished to be understood, that the quid pro quo can-

j

with their regular subscriptions—for after they are

eels obligation, and puts the subscriber and the! put to press, especially the general ihdex, no one
editor only on a par. The idea has been encouraged, j

can calculate upon a copy unless so secured. Con-

by the voluntary opinions of men most esteemed bv

the people of the United States, that the WeekIy
Kf.oisti-i is fully worth tire price asked for it—but

every one will judgft and act for himself; and here

on let it rise to greater usefulness or altogether
cease to be. It is mere th/riigfitlessitess

that gives so

much trouble to publishers
—gentlemen that will

pay 10 or 20,000 dollars, on a simple notice that it

is due, suffer themselves to be dunned for a paltry

Sum due to their printer
—not reflecting on the waste

of time and derangement of business caused to both

parties by it.

The following, then,, are the terms on which this

paper will he published
—

ft must always be paid fir in advance—avd the ad-

vance jor the year ending in 1818, -with the ar-

rears due, if any there are, is required to be re-

mitted ilirert to the editor, at his ri&k, &c. as

'iforesaid, by mail, tlu;t the past business may be

settled up r.'ilh accuracy avd vdihoutftirther delay.

The notes or hills of almost any chartered bank

nearest to the residence of a subscriber, tvillbefe-

eived in payment, .bed that every gentleman may
kno-ii how his account stands on the books of the.

office,
he willJlltd itdthtn this sheet something to shena

him the year, or years, as the case may be, appa-

erttty .//.•' to September 1818, or to such other time

within that year as it may extend to* (£J Hut in
]

too many instances, by the receipt of monies
j

from agents without directions to whose credit ;

it should pass, the amount that seevii due may]
be wrong: yet the proceeding will cause an !

enquiry to be instituted, which will produce!
a satlsfactp.ry explanation

—and, in the mean
j

time, the sum really due may be forwarded as
'

:. bove.

The inxsiut, ixasx and volume of iuwolutiox-

Ajiy SPEECHES, &c. are soon expected to be ready
for the press. The editor ventures to promise that

the former will meet the public wishes; for patience,

itself, is impressed into our service to render it an

easy and certain reference to every thing desired to

be found. It will make a large volume, and the price
of it, ill sheets, cannot be less than three dollars.

As to the other, we cannot speak so confidently:

by the letters of the late gov. M'Kean to president
Jkdams, published a few days ago, it appears that it

was not tht practice 1o make set-speeches in the old

congresses as it is in the present, and much of the

uderable loss has resulted from the manner in which
tiie supplements to the several volumes have been
disposed of; and the number to be printed of these

weighty volumes shall be made to correspond with
the subscribers obtained and the complete sets of
of the Register yet remaining on hand—which latter
no one will expect us to break for his accommoda-
tion.

One other remark and we have done. For the pre-
sent, and for two month- hence, until the said com-
plete sets are fully ascertained and laid by, any
gentleman desiring certain volumes to complete his
own set, may have them, at the subscription pHee
But after that time, no volumes will be scd i s i

rately, except such as there may happen to be an
extra number of.

Eastport Custom-house Bonds.
[Our readers will recollect that at the time ..f the

capture of Eastport, (Moose Island) during the
late war, certain bonds for duties due the United
States to the amount of jg5(j or $60,000 fell in-

to the hands of the British, through the treaci ery
of one of those misguided Americans w: se

sympathies were all with the enemy- Payment
of the>e bonds was attempted to be enforced by
the captors through die court of vice-admiralty
at Halifax. The following correspondence ex-

plains the very satisfactory close to which this

part of the transaction has been brought. Be-
sides the interest arising out of tie facts here dis-

closed, which more immediately relates to the

obligors, there is 'one of a more general and we
might add of a more important nature While
the steps which have been taker, by our own go-
vernment shows the care with which it watches
over and protects the rights of its citizens, the re-

sult shows the fairness with which the British

government seems at present disposed to conduct
towards us [Eastern Jirpns.

'Exce^i. those delivered in Baltimore-

subsci'.ib4ps will be waited upon..

-where

(cop-/.) Department of siute, July 15, 1817.

Sir—I have the honor to enclose the copv of a

letter from lord Castlereagh to Mr. Adams, just re-

ceived from the latter at this office, stating that or-

ders had been given for suspending all further pro-

ceedingB in the case of Mr. Baxter's appeal, and for.

relieving the other obligors with him lYom all possi-
ble operation of the decree of condemnation passed"

by the Vice-Admiralty court of Halifax, in relation

to certain bonds seised at Moose Island during th-s

late war.
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It gives me great pleasure thus to make known ling forth the discavery of the mineral, the com

i^i you for the information of the parties concerned, mencement and progress of the manufacture, and

l^iesatisfactpryresiilt ofthe steps which n ere taken the happy results to the country,' rendering itinde-

by this department in consequence of your letter of; pendent of Europe for an essential article of gene-
the 17th of September 1316.

,

r.il use. The president was pleased to express his

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your
obedient servant,

RICHARD HUSH, acting Secretary.
tVilliam P. Preble, esquire,

JlHorney of- the. (J)ii(ed Slatesfor
the District ofMaine.

(copy.)

pic
satisfaction on the dcve'lopernent of such an import-
ant natural re source of the nation.
The Boston Cehliiiel observes—In the places at

which the president, in his tour makes any stay
'lis first attention is given to objects of national' de-

fence; but Jiis next is devoted to the various manu-
facturing establishments. On this subject we are

assured, he has expressed net only his <fe!ight, hut

The undersigned, his majesty's principal secre- ^s'sui-prise at their extent ait improvement. 116

tarv of state for foreign atfMrs, has the honor io : mentioned, we are told at Waltham, that a few
such establishments as he there saw would be

[sufficient to supply the United States with cotton
acquaint Mr. Adams, in refereiice-tcvthenote whidh

the undersigned had the honor to receive from him
j pT*V""

on the 17th January last, respecting certain be ids
,

-
a ''' c -

selzed during the late war at M rase I,iand, that or- :

a * °^ l0 ucll!
\

,

tlnt
,

the s 'JPerb
,

apartment^

ders have been given for the immediate suspension,
Provided for the president s accommodation in the

of all further proceedings against Mr. Baxter, a, ! pwwange
Coffee- House, ttv re from our own ware-

well as for relieving, as suggested by Mr. Adams "° tses '

\
h? ti *e highly finished Piano-Forte which

in his feote, the other obligors from anv possible )

decorated the drawing room, was from the musical

operation against themof the decree of cm.demna-1 establishment in Mi>k-street ; and that the entire

tion passed ly the Vice-Admiralty court of Halifax.
' servlce °J ff^iss -ware used at lite sumptuous dinner

The uudersig.cl regrets that such a delay has|S
lven °"

„
lhe dav ()f the. president's air

intervened between the receint of Mr. Adams' note
'

he

g

was manufactured at the Boston glass-house

d here .

the

and the present reply, but has the honor to acquaint j

attention of the president was arrested by the beau - ,,

iestv's advocate general was anxious ;

l
>'.
and ponderosity of this ware; and on learning its i**xfChim that his m i^.,

to obtain all the information in Ids power respect-
or,Sm '

'";
W«^ «™f» grat1fica.t lo».,.

ing the transaction, and likewise to have a person,! [
Small tilings speak loud truths.

conference with the captors or their agent before

he gave in his report of the merits of the case.

The undersigned avails himself of this opportuni-

ty to renew to Mr. Adams the assurance of his high
consideration.

(Signed) CASTLEUEAGH.
Foreign Obficb, May 21, 1SI7.

omit to mention, that previous to the arrival of the

president here, the people of the towns on the rrinds

he was expected to pass, turned out and removed

every impediment, so that not a pebble should ob
struct a journey which all believed to be well-tirm

cd, and wed intended, and which, while it increas-

es the knowledge of the visitor will subserve the
best interests of the visited.

The C-'n.inel also says, ''We. deem the follow-

ing anecdote worthy of record—In the widow of the

Pre«ident^S ToiT late president Whcelock, the president found the
I fair comforter who dressed the wound which he re-

axi:ci\otes A>m scraps—and progress of itis journey I ceived m. the memorable battle of Trejitoii in 1777.

On the late visit of the Phesidbht tfo tiie hide I As they liad not before seen each other since that

deuce 74, coir,. B*aikbhibse, with that attention
;
period, the emotions which the interview occasion

to the interests of those under his command which jed may he better conceived than described."

so strongly characterizes him, on presenting ids At i'urh, Mr. Monroe was waited upon by the

officers, detained ac^Hg- midshipman King, while he venerable judge Sew all, of the United States dis-

mentioned his escape alone in an open boat from ' tricl com-t, now in his 82nd year, who delivered
Bermuda.— [For an account of which, see Wl-eklv

|

the address.

Register, Vol. IV. page 385.] At Biildefordhe. was accompanied by a cavalcade
The last Boston Intelligencer relates the follow- through the village, tov/ards Saco, where he passed

ing, in speaking of the president's tour:— under an arch over the bridge, amidst discharges
At Enfield, Vermont, he visited the " Habitation of artillery^ and die huzzas of t]»e people*—and re-

bf tiie Shaken community" to use theirown phfaseo- 1 ceived an address from the selectmen, lie then pro-;

logy, or in more familiar language the Shaking Qua. [ceeded to Scarborough, where an arch crossing the

kers. lie was received with the
simplicity that dis- high way decorated with roses, bore the inscription

ies that sect. The elder came forth from "united ice stand." At // oodslccl the bridge was
the principal house in tiie settlement and addres-

j

ornamented with nineteen arches of evergreen',
,-,ed the president,

" I Joseph Goodrich welcome i and flowers, festooned with taste^ and each bearing
James Monroe to our habitation." The president ! the name of a state; and. on a twentieth were r.ine-

exumined the institution and their manufactures, teen, stars. He alighted from the carriage to pass
was also welcomed by the women, and having re- lander them. At Portland there Was much parade
inained about an hour, he retired very much pleas- j

and ceremony, as has already been mentioned. The
-d with his visit. \ English ships in the harbor were decorated with

At Strafford, the president, at the invitation of I

(lags and in the evening with lamps. The illumiiu.

col. Binney, examined the extensive manufactory tion was very general and splendid. At .Mr. Clap's
of copperas owned by gentlemen in Boston, in party where he spent the evening, 300 persons were
whose behalf col. Binney had been delegated Ujd present. At judge Thatcher's, where he breakfosl
make the invitation, and explain' the extent and uti- ed, Dea. Samuel Chase, in the 99t.ll year of his age,

lity of the establishment. This was done to the was introduced to him. He addressed the presid(en<

entire satisfaction of the President, both by actual ! vvitli tne simplicity of a christian and affection of a

observation ar.d in a written communication, stt-j father, ?'. Was v.v. i
'

,.ig-cc.i»—The pre9icidn$
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feelings were evidently touched, especially when

the good old man rose, and with all the dignity of

an ancient 'patriarch pronounced his parting bles-

sing.
At bevcr .V. //. he Was addressed on behalf of

the people, and spent the evening at the seat of

JfttHain Hale, esq. At Concord he was handsomely

received bv the selectmen and a committee of the

Citizens, with a display of troops, discharges of ar-

tillery, Sic. After refreshments, the address was

presented to him on a stage erected for the pur-

pose, amidst the acclamations of the people. At

dinner, he gave for his toast—"the town of Concord

—may its inhabitants continue to nourish and pros-

per." He was very generally visited—judge Wal-

ker, 30 years old/ paid his respects to him. He

took an excursion on board a pleasure boat, de

corated, &c. for the occasion, and called the Presi-

dent, owned by .1 . Langdon Sullivan, esq', on the Mer-

rimack, and examined the locks and passed through

them, &c. He returned by land, and spent the even

ing at col. Kent's—attended divine service the?next

day (Sunday the 20th of July) and left the place

the following morning, greeted with music and the

huzzas of the populace.

aes.

rur.fi.AMi Aimn ess.

Maxth please the president of the Waited Slat

The committee of arrangements wait on you, sir,

in Behalf of the citizens of Portland, on your arrival

in this town, to tender you the homage due to the

chief magistrate of a free republic.

A visit, for the first time, to this place, of a per-

sonage of such high distinction, who has so recent-

ly been elected, under such favorable auspices, to

wield the destinies ofa great people, will be expect-

ed to excite no ordinary sensation. We see in your

elevation to the chief magistarcy, a fellow-citizen of

great experience in the policy of nations, and one

whose life has been spent in the service of his na-

tive country. We have ever been among those who

have deemed experience to be the only correct

source oj political wisdom, and have neve* ceased

to place ft higher value upon its precepts, than upon
the theories ofImagination.
Your tour through the union evinces how highly

vou appreciate the knowledge, derived from your
own observation, above the uncertain intelligence,

collected from odier sources. And the early peri-

od of your presidential term, at which this tour is

commenced, augurs auspiciously to the great inte-

rest of our common country. May all your efforts

to promote the honor and advance the prosperity of

'.he nation, be duly appreciated by an enlightened

and grateful people.

Here, sir, you behold a town once a victim to the

•var oi' that revolution, in which you commenced

vour patriotic career. What you now see is but

\be Phenix from its ashes, reanimated and invigo-

rated bv the vivifying influence- of the federal con-

stitution. To the fostering care of the general go
vernment, to its protection and encouragement of

commercial interests, we are indebted for the pros-

perity we have enjoyed, and on its future protec-

tion and encouragement must we rely, for the ac-

complishment of our best hopes.
Permit us, sir, to bid you'welcome; to present you

with the respectful saltations ofour fellow citizens.

May your visit, here, afford yett some portion of that

satisfaction is imparts to others. And be assured

that in all your exertions to promote the public wel-

fare, you will be aided and supported by the patrio

•J ism df this section of the union.

Under your administration, may our civil, reli=-

gious, and literary institutions be pro'ected and en-

couraged; commerce, agriculture ,md manufactures
fostered and promoted, and that freedom and inde-

pendence which, in the field, you labored to achieve,
defended and preserved.
That your hands may be strengthened, and your

heart encouraged, in the discharge of the high du-
ties of your office, we would commend you to the
favor of that Being who is the fountain of all power
and wisdom, with our ardent aspirations to Him
that your life may be long and happy; that the uni-

on of these states, our rejmblicau form of govern-
ment, and the prosperity ot our beloved country,

may be perpetual.
In behalf ofthe committee of arrangements.

ISAAC ADAMS, Chairman.-

The answer of the president was full and affection-

ate. He repeated the leading objects of his tour,

among which was an examination into the state of

commerce;—Thai in pursuing these objects he had

every where met the most respectful attentions,
and friendly reception; and particularly so in Port-

land. He spoke of the great importance of com-

merce, as it respected the country at large, and this

section of the union in particular, and that to'encour-

age it, with other institutions, and to preserve and
maintain the union, independence, freedom and

prosperity of the nation, would be his constant en-

deavors.

A71TUIKSS or Tin: CXEHGT.

To the president of the United States.

Sir—The ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ of
different denominations, hi Portland and vicinity,
amid the congratulations of their fellow-citizens,
would now, in a body, tender their respectful and

christian salutations: Opening to you their bosoms,
revered sir

s
and imploringon you the divine presence,

guielance and support, as the father of a great and

happy people: That you may have, in continuance, a

prosperous journey, by the will of God, through the

northern and western parts of these United States, a

safe return to the capital, and to the bosom of jour

family: That the morning of j'uur presidency, being
a morning without clouds, which has thrown such a

lustre upon our public affairs, and occasioned such

surprising harmony in the public feelings, may
indeed be as the shining light, which shineth more
and more unto the perfect day.
And when; sir, your hands are heavy under the

weight ofa nation's cares, be assured the interces-

sion of our closets, and of our altars, (animated by
the grateful remembrance ofyour presence amongst
us) shall be always going up to the mercy-seat in

your behalf: That through your instrumentality the

beauty of the Lord our Cod may be upon us, and

his glory appear to our children. And having serv-

eel your generation according to the will of God, in

a good old age, and full of days, and of honors, may
you be gathered unto the illustrious fathers, who
rest from their public labors, and enter with them
imo heavenly glory.

The president''s reply, as near us can be recollected.

Gentlf.mkk—Among the numerous tokens of re-

spect, which has been shown me by my fellow-citi-

zens, during my present tour, undertaken to ad-

vance the public interest, 1 nave received none more

grateful than the one I now receive from you, the

ministers of cur Lord and Saviour. lie assured that

the kind sentiments of your affectionate address,

especially those which regard my person, are warm

ly reciprocated-
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A proper reverence for our Maker, and indeed

religion in general, leaving all men, however, free

to act agreeable to the dictates of their own con-

sciences, will ever meet my approbation and sup-

port.
I am sensible, gentlemen, that I cannot do justice

to your address, in this summary reply, I must
therefore conclude by repeating to you the assur-

ance of my great satisfaction in receiving this tes-

timony of your regard, and by requesting you to ac-

cept rnv thanks for your respectful and christian

salutation.

Addresses were also delivered to him while at Port-

land, by deputies from the towns of Bath, Wis-

cassett, Brunswick and Topsham, inviting him
to continue his tour further eastward, to which

he made the following reply:
Fellow-Citizens— I beg you to be assured, that

it would afford me great and sincere pleasure, to

proceed to the towns which you represent, and

even to Casthic, if impprious circumstances did not

prevent it. I undertook this lour, to acquire infor-

mation, by personal inspection, of our principal
harbors, of the entrances into them, of the state of

the public works, and of the points at which it

might be proper to erect others, and it was my ob-

ject to embrace in it the Atlantic coast, to the

extent mentioned, and the inland frontier, as far
j

as Detroit. I now find, notwithstanding the exer-
!

tions which I have made, that if i proceed further
|

to the eastward, I shall be compelled to abandon 1

all the western part of my contemplated tour, or

be thrown on the lakes at an unfavorable season; [

and shall likewise be detained from the seat of go-

vernment, longer than a due regard, for other im-
1

portant national interests, will permit. I regret,

therefore, to be compelled by these considerations,
to terminate mv tour, eastward, here; considera-

tions, which will, I doubt not, have their due weight,
with you, and my other fellow-citizens of the dis-

trict of Maine.
I am happy to meet here deputies, from so many

of the towns, to the eastward, because, from you,
I shall receive much information, touching your
local interests, which will be useful. I shall pay
to it, the utmost attention in my power.

I am aware, that the prosperity of the towns in

this district, and I may extend the remark to the

United States, depends on the prosperous state of

their commerce. Nothing is more just, than that

our trade with foreign powers, should be placed,
in every branch, on a footing of reciprocal and

equal advantage.— It gives me pleasure to state,
that this important interest, has already received
the consideration of the national councils, and
that I have no doubt, it will continue to be duly
attended to until it is placed on a just, and satis-

factory footing.
On all the great concerns, of this highly favored

and happy nation, there is but one common interest.

We are all equally interested in preserving our

present republican government and institutions, in

their utmost purity; we are all equally interested,
in adopting suitable measures of defence, land,
and naval; and in the proper protection and en-

couragement of our commerce; and it is highly
gratifying to me, to witness, in the whole extent of

my tour, that great harmony of opinion prevails,
an all these important points.

JAMES MONROE.
MAINE ADDIIE8S.

To the president ofthe United States.

Sia—As citizens of Maine we take the liberty to

meet the chief
magistrate of the nalimn, on his en.

tering our district, and to pay him our respects—It

being the first time a president of the tViied States
has visited this sect ion ofthe country, i< is a source
of peculiar satisfaction to meet and greet one whose
private virtue and public aclminisiratimis have,
been so much and so justly admired by the peoph-
of Maine.

Permit us, s.ir, for ourselves and our friends, to

congratulate you on your election as president; to
bid you a cordial welcome to this part of the uniony
to tender you our services to alleviate the fatigues
of your journey, and our wishes and exertions that
all your labors for the people may be received with
gratitude and crowned with success.—Through the
wisdom of yourself and your co-patriots, the patrio-
tism of the people and" the favor of Heaven, yon
have the singular felicity to receive the voluntary
homage of the nation, and to witness i.ts peace,
prosperity, freedom and happiness.
This journey, like the journey of your life, is com-

menced and pursued for the public qood.
Like that, its fatigues have been endured With

patience, its obstacles overcome with perseverance,
its storms encountered with firmness, and its re-

freshing sunshines relished with equanimity and
gratitude—Tn each, as > 011 have advanced, you have

acquired additional honor, reverence and love. In

your future progress in both may your health be

preserved, your country's prosperity and glory se-
cured and the affections, confidence and union, of
the people, increased and confirmed.
And when these respective journies shall be end-

ed and you return home, may you at the close of
the one be received in health and happiness to the
embraces of an affectionate family, and of the othtte

to the favor and friiition of Him, who will never fall
10 reward the great and the good.

John Holmes,
Si. K. Parrls,
W. P. Preble,
Jeremiah Bradbury,
T- G. Thornton,
Alexander Rice,

lieodbnry Storer,
Isaac Ilsley,

Josiah W. Seaver,
William Burley,

Benjamin Greene.
The president made an extemporaneous reply, and

expressed "the high gratification" he felt "in being
thus met and received by gentlemen, for whose pri-
vate virtues and public character he entertained so
much respect."

CONCOnD ADI>nES9.

To the President of the United States.

Sir—Permit us, as the organ of the citizens of
Concord, to express the high satisfaction we feel
in beholding the president of the United States in
our village, and in having an opportunity to present
you our most respectful acknowledgements for this

distinguished honor.
All hearts, sir, bid you welcome—We deem it a

peculiarly happy circumstance, that in discharging
the important duty of examining the works of de,-
fence on our exterior lines, you witness universal

eagerness and cordiality in the salutations vou re-
ceive in every place you visit. Upon this auspicious
occasion party feelings are buried, and buried w-
would hope forever. A new era we trust is com
mencing. The leading measures of the general
government accord remarkably with the views and
principles of all parties; and your private as well
as public character furnish u;> a pledge, that yoc?
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v.-iU endeavor to make your adtnhri:

sigg io our country. And we pray

:.hr.\ a bles-

Goc] to grant

yoi?'success;~ami have vou under bis holy keeping.
'

Accept, sir, our best wishes that your present

lour maybe eminently useful to the nation, both

in afifydl g them security against their enemies and

union amongst themselves.

XIIOMA$ W. THOMPSON.
Tulv 18 1817. f°v the comvaittee.

To this address the president made an extem-

poraneous reply of some length.

GOVKItXOU fiuUBit'8 I.V.TXr.ll TO TEE PRESIDENT.

JVao-IfampsIrii e, executive, department*

Ppfl»e,JpWi 18 »
lsir -

-Qv.kxi Sin—V is to me a subject of much regret,

that in your tour through Neiy-Hampshirc, I have

been unable to pay you that respectful attention,

and tUose personal civilities which ! consider due

both to your private character, and official station.

Y ii were verballv informed, while at Portsmouth,

f my severe indisposition and 1 am now obliged

o add that I am still confined to my chamber and

bed b'v an attack of the typhus fever, which has

not yet, I fear, reached its crisis. This unfortunate

event has deprived me of the satisfaction of a per-

Btmal interview with vou; and prevented mc from

receiving a visit at this place, with which I had

hat tered rm self vou would have honored me.
'

* military escort having been called out by the

governors °f some of lhe states» l0 ^company
vou through those parts of the country, 1 was

desirous that the same tribute of respect should

be paid vou on vour passage through New-dlamp-

shire. The power to call out such an escort

seemed at first view incident to the nature of my
office as commander in chief of the militia; yet so

accurately is this command defi ;ed, and so cau-

tiously restricted, bv the prudence, or the jealousy,

of our state constitution, that Fhave authority at

n<> time to order out the militia, except for cer-

tain known objects particularly designated in the

.nd by the laws enacted under it.

Foreign Articles.
KM; LAND, &C

YVaston, sen. Preston, Tbiatlewood and Hoops?,
were arraigned for high treason, at the court or

King's Bench, on the 9th of June. The trials appear
10 have much excited the public attention, bub-

soriptions. by a placard publicly posted up, were

requested and readily obtained to repay *he ex-

pense of toe defence. Grrat pomp and ceremony has

been observed on the occasion.

"The captain of the yeoman, or q-entletfien jailors,

and the lieutenant of the tower," says a London

paper, were placed by the side of Watson at the

oar.

Being arraigned, the attorney-general moved,
that the prisoners, as they insisted on the right of

challenging jurors, should be tried separately; to

which lord Ellenborough assented.

The indictment consists of four counts and a

great many specifications:
1. For compassing and imagining to put the

king- to death.

2. For compassing and imagining to depose the

king.
3. For levying war against the king, on the 2d.

Dec. 1816, at the parish of St. James, Clerkenwell,
l&c

in

4. For conspiring to levy war against the king,
. order to compel him to change his measures.

It will be recollected that a British sloop of war,

called the Tay, laden with 800,000 dollars, was

lost on the coast of Mexico, some time ago. The
vessel was surrendered to the Spaniards as a prize,

and the officers gave up themselves, and their

crew as prisoners of -car. A court martial, investi-

gating the subject, has justified the officers in their

conduct, deciding that the only way they had to

prevent the flag from being insulted -was to strike it,

he. on account of the treacherous and outrageous
conduct of the Spaniards. The subject was be-

fore parliament, £c Castlereagh stated that the pro-

per remonstrances had been made to the Spanishconstitution -.,

have though proper to make this statement, both,-
nment in respectio it

in iustice to myself, and to the state over which lr

preside—a state Which yields to none m the union,

Mther in attachment to the general government,

or in respect to the distinguished individual, who,

with its' full consent and approbation has been

raised to the fust office in the gifi of the nation.

This letter will be delivered to you by the secre-

tary of state. Had my health permitted, I should

lave taken great pleasure in wailing upon you in

n during the time you remained in this state,

andin suggesting some objects of inquiry, which

might perhaps have merited your attention in this

part Of our common country. But in my present

condition I can only add my sincere congratula-

tions, and my best wishes for the success of your

administration, which has commenced under cir-

cumstance* peculiarly favorable to yourself and to

our beloved country.
I have the honor to be with the highest personal

respect and esteem,
Dear sir, vour most obedient, humble servant,

WILLIAM PLUMER,
James Moniioe, President of the

United Slates, now at Concord, JV. If.

(Jj-Tlv prudent, having visited several places

in Vermont, embarked on board one of the steam

boats on lake ChampTain, and cxaminecLits posts

and memorable places—visit ed Pittsburgh, reach-

ed O^densburg on the 29th of July, and was ex-

pected ut Sacketl's Harbor on the 1st August.—
He had been joined by m'aj. gen.

Brown.

We have long accounts of the riots of the people
of Ireland, for w/ht of bread, of the attacks upon

places where flour, &c. was deposited, and the de-

fence by the military, and the like. Iii some of

these affrays certain persons were killed. The

saying that "hunger will break through stone walls"

has been literally fulfilled, in several cases. Ma-

ny have been arrested to answer their crimes.
"

A motion was made in the house of commons on

the 10th of June for a list of the number of per-

. I sons and their names, ages and places of confine-
b

ment, under the suspension of the habeas corpus

act, and lost—the vote stood 104 to 53—majority
for ministers 51.

A proposition
to prohibit the export of corn to

France, had been before parliament. Lord Castle-

reagh opposed it, considering it unnecessary, as

the difficulties of that country were nearly over—

the rye harvest being about to commence.

In Nottinghamshire the riots have been pretty

formidable—the people cried out for a "revolution?'

liut hemilitarv checked them and apprehended 30

miserable wretches. Part of Yorkshire, Leicester-

shire, Derbyshire and Cheshire are exceedingly-

agitated by mobs. The lords lieutenants have been

ordered instantly to repair to them. Many are ar-

rested.

house of lords.—June 12.

Report of the committee of secrecy—Further sv-i.pen-

sign of the habeas corpus.
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The carl of rlarrowby presented a tepofi from
the committee qf secrecy, whicli was read by the

reading clejrk at the table.

The report began by staling', that Ihe committee
had taken into their serious consideration the pa-

per referred to in the prince regent's message, find

they feel it their duty to state, that it appeared
from the evidence before them, tliat the practices,

meetings and combinations, alluded to in their for-

mer report, still continued in various parts of the

country, having for its object the overthrow of the

Constitution and government, and the destruction

of the established system of order and tranquility.
The evidence upon which they founded their Opin-

ion, was in par-t derived from persons implicated in

these tranaetions, and from individuals who-had par-

ticipated in them, with the view ofmaking commu-
nications rr. 'he subject to the magistrates or to the

secretary ofstate. With respect to these latter per-

son;-, the committee though til riglit to state in some
instances they had urged on other individuals to

acts of vioi°nce, instead of merely watching what

they did—Making, however, every allowance for

the exaggerations which had thus arisen, the

ornmi'.tee had evidence before them of the ac-

curacy ofwhich there was no doubt, that the dis-

affection to a considerable extent prevailed in the

manuf icturing districts in the northern parts of the

kingdom. It was undoubtedly true, that in some
of these districts there existed considerable dis-

tress—but it was equally true that the distress

which actually existed was used as an instrument
in the hands of the designing, rather tiian operating
as a cause of the disaffection, it being the fact, that

in many districts where equal, if not greater dis-

tress existed, the people evinced the greatest loy-

alty, pa'jence and resignation.
The committee bad found that since the last re-

port, the practices at Manchester had been con-

tinued, and that a meeting was summoned to be
held there on the 3d day of March, which was nu-

merously attended, and at which the jrtost inflam-

matory language was us,ed. It was proposed and

agreed to at this meeting, to hold another meeting
on the 10th of March, and it was recommended
that 10 out of every 20 assembled on the latter

day, should be in readiness to proceed to London,
for the pretended purpose of presenting a petition 1

to the prince regent; with which view they were to

provide themselves with blankets, shoes, Sec. The

meeting was held, and atteuded hy from 10 to 12,000

persons, notwithstanding some of the ring. eiders
had been previously arrested, and the project of

proceeding to London was attempted to be car-

ried iuto effect; but the deluded individuals were

stopped through the activity of the magistrates at

different short distances, and compelled to retrace
their steps. It appeared it was held out to them
that they would be joined on their road by large
bodies from different towns, so that by the time

they advanced towards London, they would be

100,000 strong. The grossest delusions were in fact

held out to the persons assembled upon the occasi

on, nor could the project itself be considered in

any other light than as directed against the pub-
lic tranquility, which must necessarily havelbeen

considerably endangered by the attempt of a con-

siderably body of men to advance in the manner

proposed to London.
After this period, it appeared that the addition-

al power entrusted to the government had some
effect, and that numerous meetings were not at-

tempted to be held, but secret meetings were at-

tempted in remote places; and though some soci-

eties were broken up, and some public houses
would not receive them, they contrived to assem-
ble in other houses in a lonely situation. At some
of these meetings the most undisguised language
was used; it was no longer Parlimentary Reforni

that washel-1 up as spretext, but Revolution vvai

openly advocated; the individuals attempted to be

influenced were called upon to provide arms

(though the committee had been unable to tries

any arrangement male for the actual procuring <S

arms,) and it was even held but, that persons in

office, and others pbnoxisus to them, ought "to be

got rid of. A general rising was contemplated, ><>,

April, but from some circumstances it Was put oft

'ill .li!n,e. In the mean time, numerous meetings
in consequence of the additional power placed;
in the hands of government not being deemed :;.'-

visible, a svstem of delegation was established, and

persons calling themselves delegates assembled at
different places. It was held out, that it would not
be advisable to commit much to writingj and th;ft

the names of the leaders should be as much as poet
sihle co ice ded. These persons calling themselves

delegates, repeatedly assembled and kept up an
extensive correspondence. An assembly of these

delegates was held at a town in Yorkshire, early in

M ay, at which it was determined that a general

rising' should take-place on the 10th cf June. Not-

tingham was to be the head quarters of the insur-

gents. Tiiey were to obtain arms by plundering
the barracks aid other depots, and to march in a

large body to London. It appeared that the con-

spirators had even gone the length of contempla' »

ing the destruction of Manchester, for the pur-
pose of adding to the discontent, by thro*.ving a

great number of persons out of employ. The sig-
nal was to be given by a rocket being fired; tipo.i
which the manufactories and other buildings were
to be destroyed. The project was frustrated by
the activity ofthe magistrates; and it-appeared tliat

the project of the general risinghad been frustrat-

ed; but there were some districts in which the par-
ties had determined on rising, notwithstanding the
determination of this meeting of delegates: and
the evidence before the committee upon this subject
had been corroborated by the information received
within these few days, of bodies of men being hi

arms within the district to which the practices al-

luded to were chiefly confined.

The committee, in taking this view of certain

parts of the country, which were unfortunately too

well supported by the evidence and documents be-

fore them, felt it their duty to state, that in other

quarters there was a general feeling of loyalty and
attachment to the government; and that, even in

the disturbed districts, the greater part of the

people were loyally attached to the government.
The magistrates had displayed the greatest acti-

vity in frustrating the projects of the disaffected,and
tbev were powerfully aided by the loyal part of the

population. The magistrates, however, were of opi-.

nion, that the most effectual means ofputting down
the disaffected, and frustrating their projects, had
arisen out of the additional powers placed in the

hands of government;and the committee were ofopi-
nion,upon the whole view of the case, that in order
to frustrate effectually the projects of the dis direct-

ed, it was absolutely necessary to continue the addi-

tional powers vested in the hands of government,
the ordinary laws being insufiicient for that pur-

pose.
The earl of llarrowby moved that the report d.>

lie on the table, and be printed, which was order-

ed.
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The earl of Liverpool gave notice, that if the

printed copies of the report were read to-morrow,
which he expected, it was the intention of a noble

friend of hifc (Lord Sidmouth) to bring in a bill,

for continuing the act for enabling the government
to detain in custody persons on suspicion of trea-

son (Habeas Corpus Suspension.) In case the bill

was oresented to-morrow, it was intended to move
fche second reading to-morrow-

Lord Castlereagh in a debate in the house ofcom
Tnons, May 9, stated that in the "political arrange-

ment," as he called the system ofrobbery and spolia-
tion at Vienna, "the question of religion was -wholly

abandoned" He declared to the hcuse, "that not

cue -word ivas uttered about it"

FRANCE.
A woman, dressed in black and holding a white

crucifix, has been taken up at Paris and committed
to the care of the prefect of the police, for march-

ing through the streets "to confirm the revelations

of the archangel Raphael, concerning the reforma
lion of religion in France,"and crying out—"Jlcpait.'

repent/
—woe to Paris—w«e to France!"

AFRICA.

Mr. Skaler, our cor* i general, is on, a tour of

duty through the Burbary consulate*.

The grand seignor has paid many high compli-
ments to the dey of Algiers, for the firmness and

energy he displayed in the late attacks of the

"'infidels"—among other things, he has presented
him with a captain's dress, which is considered as

the greatest mark of honor. He has also given him
a frigate and a ship of 400 tons, laden with muni-

tions of war. There were great rejoicings at Al-

giers in consequence of these events. The dey's
fleet now consists of 1 frigate, 2 sloops of war, 3

18-gun brigs, 1 18-gun schooner, and one sloop of

war on the stocks, &c.

BUAZIL,

We have intelligence from Brazil to the 17th

of June. Though Pernambuco is in the hands of the

royalists, and Martins and some other chiefs have

been taken and shot, it seems that a patriot army
"was probably in force in the interior, and may serve

as a rallying point for the disaffected, with whom
Brazil abounds. A general insurrection appears to

have bsen intended, which prematurely broke out

at Pernambuco, and in consequence many arrests

are making in all parts. These ideas are strength-
ened by the fact that the royal forces at Pernam-

buco have been greatly augmented since the sub-

mission of the place. Several vessels have been

sent into Bahia for a violation of blockade.

There were 71 state prisoners at Bahia; most of

Whom, it was supposed, would be put to death.

FLORIDA.

A New York paper says that M'Gregor has issu-

ed a quantity of scrip, made payable by the delivery
of lands in Florida to the holders at the rate of 50

cents per acre, if he should come into possession
of it, or to be paid in cash with interest; on which
he is said to have raised upwards of 200,000 dol-

lars.

Mr. Hubbard, sheriff of the city and county of

New York, we learn by the papers of that place,

having most honorably adjusted the affairs of his

office, resigned the same, and left the city in a

vessel that he himself had fitted out, to join

JH'Gregor.
Accounts from Amelia island to the 20th ult. in-

form us that McGregor then remained there or-

ganizing and augmenting his forces, and in set-

tling the executive and judicial departments of his

tflfcncjuest.
Jie is said to bave conducted himself with

great mildness and propriety, and his great objec
seems at present to be to secure the possession of
the island as a rendezvous for the many vessels s til-

ing under the patriot flag. The following is anothe;

of his proclamations:
Grepor MacGregor, general ofbrigade of the armies

of the united province;; nfJVew Genuda and Venezue-

la, euidgeneral aiul'c.huf'ifthe tinny destined against
the Floridas, duly commissioned by the supreme. ja-
vernments ofMexico and South America, Sic. He.

Inhabitants of the north and western districts of East
Florida'

The evacuation of Fort San Nicholas by the Sp. .

nish forces on the fourth of this month, has placed
the adjacent territory under the control and protec-
tion of the independent government. { lose no time
in assuring you of the enjoyment ofyour civil liber-

ty, the preservation of your rights, and the protec-
tion of your property. I would extend to all those

peaceful citizens living in or adjoining the waters
of the St. Mary's and St. John's rivers, and the isl-

ands and country intervening-, all the advantages
to be derived from the third and fourth articles of

the capitulation of the 29th June, on the surrender

of this place
—a full protection of their lives and

property.
Let not a fear of rapine and spoil drive into oppo-

sition or disturb the well disposed inhabitants cf

Florida. Other and more glorious motives impel
those who fight in the cause of liberty. Continue to

evince your friendly disposition by remaining quiet-

ly at your homes, in the exercise of your domestic

employments, and such conduct will insure its re-

wards—Join not the ranks of our enemies, nor aid

them against us, or you will be met in the spirit of

hostility, and youv persons and property must share

their fate. Rely on the assurances of candor and
truth—do not compel us to oppose as foes, whom
we would embrace at brothers.

Head-quarters, Feruandina, July 12, 1817, 7 and 1

Grf.guu MacGregoii.

CHRONICLE.
Two ladies, during divine service, were killed,

by lightning, in the Presbyterian meeting hous.e ;

in Lexington Ky. on Sunday the 20th ult.

Military. A company of U. S. troops, under Capt
Paine, is to be stationed at Point Petre, near St.

Mary's.
Naval. Col. Wharton of the marines, has been

arrested in consequence of late charges exhibited

againsl him by Major Henderson. His trial was to

take place at Washington, on the 1st August
Capt. Stewart, of the navy, is president.
The U. S. ship Alert, Capt. Kennedy, lias arrived

at Norfolk from the Mediterranean with despatches,,
&c. she brings no news of importance, the officers

and crews of the squadron were generally in good
health. Capt. IV. Stewart, late commander of v\\%

Alert, and Lieutenants G. IV. Spooner and Dudley,
have paid the debt of nature.

The U. S. brig Saranac, Captain Elton, having
been repaired, proceeded yesterday afternoon,

(says a New-York paper of the 31st inst.) to the

usual anchorage off the Battery, where the U. S.

sloop of war Ontario, Captain Biddle, also lies,

ready for sea, waiting for orders.

Mississippi. The convention has met for the pur-

pose of erecting this territory into a state, by vir-

tue of the act of congress. David Holmes, esq.

governor of the territory, is president of the con-

vention—The act ofcongress was accepi e;!, 36 to 1 1„

and a committee was appointed to draft a constitu-

tion.
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National Question.

9ft

CAN COSeJtKSS CONSTITUTIONALLY INVEST ANY OF

the prune '••jnctioxaiues or a stati; with

I'OfftK TO Dr.cLAHE, TO EXPp*JSD, OR TO EXE

CUTE LAWS FOH AND IV TH« H.Mt QI THE UNI-

TI.1) STATES ?*

Tins quest tan, which sprar.ee from the 33d section

of he act of congress of the 24Mi Sept. 1789; from

limited views and respectful doubts, has risen to

solemn decisions, and excited so much attention as

to be likely to agitate congress, and to attract the no-

tice and warm the feelings of the people. It would
; cents, it is denied ''that jealousy is inculcated by a

scarcely afford a sufficiency of interest to awaken true understanding of the constitutions of the states

the attention, or bear up the mind through the tedi- —that it is necessary to the preservation of state

pus, and apparently rugged paths of constitutional i rights; or that it can conduce to national happiness,
a •! municipal law, merefy to ascertain, whether the

j

or national greatness; that it may make us busy
petty and inferior judicial officers of a state might I about some little factious privileges which are in

be called on to lend their aid, and be used for the no danger—but that a regulated liberty, under the

bumble purposes of preparatory, incipient, or ancil- [protection of stable institutions, will be best and

liury justice, were it not that it involves this great i longest secured to us, by regarding the government
question, in which it will be at once perceived, some] of the union in a spirit full of confidence—in a tern-

fe.v offenders, i
s probably not one hundred in a year

in all the states) it would be necessary to appoint
and scatter over their vast territory many thousands
of justices of the peace, coroners, constables, Sic."—that the introduction of a patronage so vast and
voracious would devour, at a meal, all the useful
influence and valuable checks and balances of the
states; that to wink at contradictions, to pass by
confusion, and to endeavor to pacify the most pre
voking collisions by inculcating confidence, sweet
and humble confidence, is "good law and better

policy"; or, with the most alluring and courtly ac-

of the most valuable principles of our constitution

are embraced—which principles, to be understood

as they ought, require to be traced to their several

sources, laid down with accuracy, and exhibited in

the fairest ami strongest lights:
Whether a court, or a justice of the peace of a

state cm be called on, and used to expound and

per devoid of jealousy."
Entirely to calm the feelings, remove the preju-

dices, and direct the enquiries of every one into the

proper channel is not to be expected. But, I flatter

mvself, that I may be enabled to contribute some-

thing towards a dispassionate and correct exposition
of our constitution in this respect. And, however

enforce the criminal law of the general government,) tedious, ungrateful and barren, portions of the
has been a question often agitated and much dis

cussed in congress, in the courts of justice, and be-

fore the people, but never finally put to rest. In

congress, pparently from motives of expediency,
a decision seems 10 have been waved; in the fede

ral courts principles have been laid down, and opi
nions incidentally expressed which would exclude

congress from such a power; and in some of the

courts of Virginia, Ohio and Maryland, solemn

adjudications have been given against the right;
while in some of thos'e of Pennsylvania and South-

Carolina contrary determinations have been had.

The nature and the importance of the case of Al-

meida, connected as he was with the cause of

freedom in Spanish America, which in all its

forms is so interesting to the people of the United

States, brought ihis great question again before a

court of justice, after it had apparently slumbered

in forgetfulness for some years, and presented it in

a more regulated and enlarged form; shewed it in

some new lights, and gave it a currency it had ne-

ver before obtained.

This, like most political questions of any magni-

tude, seems already to have aroused and enlisted

the interests, the fears and the passions of the con-

tending parties; who, instead of undertaking a pa-

tient examination, or severe scrutiny into the nature,

meaning and objects of our constitution, or of bor-

rowing light from past example and experience,
suffer their minds to be filled with apprehensions
and prejudices, and their attention to be directed,

with rude clamor, exclusively to the consequences
of excluding congress from the exercise of such a

right, as imaginary as they are intended to be alarm-

ing. It is asserted, that "without the aid of the

ministerial officers of the states, to have the laws

of the United Slates effectually executed against a

* Before tne reader proceeds with this investiga-
tion it will be best, or indeed necessary, that he

should turn back to pages 114, 231 and 264 of this

Volume, and read, with attention, the opinions of

Judges Bland and Hanson, in Almeida's case, and

also that of Judge Cheves, in Rhodes' case

ground over which we shall travel, and which we
shall find it necessary to explore, may be in appear-
ance, yet it will be seen and recollected that they
are connected with, and parts of the land offreedom
And whoever would wish to form a correct estimate
of our admirable constitution, of its strength, dura*

bility and beauty, must not confine himself to a ge-»
neral view; but must enter anc), examine each apart-
ment, notice the materials, closely inspect the man-
ner in which they are cemented, and then contem-

plate the whole grand edifice together.
I shall, therefore, find it necessary to enquire,

what is meant by judicial power? because the ques-
tion itself first arose from that source—and, as it

has been contended, that "the judicial power of the
Uaited States," spoken of by the constitution, has

something in it peculiar to itself, it will be proper
to see whether those peculiarities really exist, and
what they are. A.s in the exposition of the consti-

tution it will be necessary to lay down a standard
of interpretation, and to ascertain whence it may be

derived, it will be useful to turn aside, for a mo-
ment, to bestow a few reflections on the question,
whether the common law of England is in force ia
the United States as such? or whether they can be
said to have a common law, and what is its nature?

And, since there is a difference of opinion as to what
is the true nature of judicial power, it will be well
to enquire, whether there are not similar restric-

tions, with regard to legislative and executive, or

ministerial power, to those which render it incom-

patible with the constitution to transfer any of the

judicial power of the union to the officers of the
states?—And, byway of fortifying the principles so

established, 1 shall gather together some of the past

examples and experience, with the opinions of a few
eminent men upon the subject, so as to satisfy every

impartial person how much less dangerous it is to

resist the little additional influence of a few inferioj

judicial officers, than to avert, or overcome those

rancorous collisions, and the paralyzing effects

which always do and will inevitably arise, from a

reliance on requisitions, and from a dependency on

state officers, as agents^ to execute the laws of the
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nation—and, finall)', to shew, that unless the judi-

ciary of the union is completely organized, it is

impossible the constitution can operate as it was

intended, move in its proper sphere, or according
to its true principles.
As to the first enquiry, Whdt is meant by judicial

p j~ue r?

It will be necessary to trace, with the most mi-

nute and perspicuous accuracy, the nature of judi-
cial power in various directions, as well when exer-

cised by the lowest as by the highest officer of the

government; for, neither name of office nor forms

of evidence, nor deg.-ee of crime or criminality, nor

value have any thing to do with the abstract nature

and character of judicial power. It is deen»f*l best,

in the first place, to ascertain what is the idea uni-

formly and universally annexed to such power by
the common law; not that a doubt is entertained,

that the idea of judicial power, according to any
other code, will be found essentially different from
that of the common law; but, as the language of

that code is more familiar to us than any other,

and abounds more in intelligible examples, the idea

of this power can be Hnore fully and distinctly illus-

trated and explained by it than by any other.

Tfe capacity, authority, or discretion to determine on

any matter, -which is in someform or •way the gu&jectof

Utigaticin and controversy, is judicial power; and he

who exercises such authority, performs a judicial act.

But it would be taking the definition too large to

say, that every act, where the judgment is at all ex-

ercised, is a judicial act; for a judicial act is sup-

posed to be done pendente lite of some sort or

other—3. JSarr, 1262. Although all judgments are

said to be those of the law, and that the magistrate
can render none other than those which the law

will allow, yet the idea of a degree of discretion,

and of a right to exercise the judgment to some

extent, is always annexed to judicial power; for

although the judgment does not depend upon the

arbitrary caprice of the judge, but on th» settled

and invariable principles of law, yet what that judg-
ment shall be is the result of deliberation and study—aud, therefore, the judicial discretion extends

only to the application of the rules of law to the

facts and circumstances of each case—3. Black.

Com. 395. To declare what shall be the rule is a

legislative act; but to apply the rule to the case is

a judicial act. And this power of applying the rides

of law to cases presented for determination carries

with it other incidental powers—as the right to

judge of the competency, pertinency, and credibi-

lity of evidence; and also the right to call for tes-

timony in the best and most authentic form; to

issue summons for witnesses, Sic. But, in all crimi-,

nal prosecutions, and in most civil cases, this power
of deciding is divided between tiie judge and the

jury; the one determines the competency and per-

tinency, and the other the credibility of evidence;

yet in both, by the jury, who, in criminal cases, may
decide on law and fact, if* less than the judge, who

is, most generally, confined to the mere law, the

determination is a judicial act in all its character,

features, and consequences. This capacity to exer-

cise the judgment for the purpose of removing
doubts aud deciding on matters which are affirm-

ed on the one purt and denied, or presumed to be

denied, on the other, is always accompanied with a

personal confidence and trust; therefore, no judicial

power, however small, can be, in whole or part,

transferred, assigned over, or delegated, by the

officer who has been clothed with it to another.—
Cald. 31—6. Mod. 87. Another of the consequences
flowing from the incommunicable nature of judicial

power is, that it cannot be exercised in the name Qt
-

the principal, by deputy, in any case whatsoever.—
Jacob. L. I) verb, deputy. And, as t'"is power cannot
be exercised by any o'lier than the individual to
whom it is granted, so neither can it he exerted

upon any other subjects than those to which it is

extended; or wi'.hin any other territorial limits than
those prescribed in the grant ofsuch power—3.1iac.
Mr. 798. All acts ofjudgment required of two or
more persons must be done together; because thev
should counsel with each other—3. T. !l. 38. 380
—8: T. R. 45-1—8. East 327. And as the minting
authority of the supreme judicial po'weq relates

altogether to judicial acts, the superior court will

not, in any c*s^, remove the proceedings of an offi-

cer, before it for that purpose, when the officer does
not proceed judicially; but is entrusted with a f ! i s -

ci«etio
li.ry power in matters of revenue, compensa-

tion for set-vices, pensions, and the like.— Cald, 305—Sayer6—2.. Ball, 410, note.

These principles may be regarded as the tests by
which it maj' be at once ascertained, whether an
act be truly judicial or otherwise; but, by contrast-

ing them with those relative to ministerial power,
we shall thereby obtain a more perfect idea of"

both.-

Where an officer is invested with discretionary
power, which does not enable birr in any way to
determine a controverted matter; as where a man
acts as an attorney or agent, or as a collector of the-

revenue merely, his official acts are ministerial and
not judicial. In all cases relative to the adminis-
tration of justice, where the manner and form of

acting is prescribed, or the officer acts in obedience
to a court or judge, his act is ministerial—as die

clerk of a court, or a sheriff, or a constable, Jke.

in executing, process. In somecases a mere minis-
terial power may be assigned over, transferred or

delegated, by the officer holding it, to another. Al-
most all ministerial acts may be performed bv de»

piity in the name of the principal. Some ministerial
acts may be performed beyond the territorial limits

assigned to the officer invested with such power—
Cro. Car. 213. An there is no discretionary autho-

rity to determine any controversy, in any form
whatever, annexed to a mere ministerial power, it

is, therefore, a general rule that the officer, who is

invested with such pawer only, cannot administer
an oath; because to do so is a judicial act— 1.1.State

Trials, 317. Where an officer, the general charac-
ter of whose office and official duties are judicial,
is directed to do a certain act, according to a cer-

tain prescribed form, by which he is deprived of all

manner of discretion to act in any other way than
the manner laid down, the performance of such act
is ministerial and not judicial. So. where the manner
in which an officer should act is fully prescribed by
law, and he has no judicial power, he may be speci-

fically commanded by mandamus or otherwise to

do the a£t so prescribed
—4. Bac. Mr. tit. manda-

mus, [D.]
Some few examples and cases will place these

general rules and principles in a very strong and
clear point of view.

The appointing of over-seers of the poor of a pa-

rish, by the justices of the peace, according to the

provisions of the statute, 43. Eliz. c. 2, is held to be
a judicial act; because, they should confer together
for the purpose of a communication on the subject
matter on which they are to determine; and an ap-

peal lies from their judgment— 3. T. R. 38—2- East

244. So the assenting to the indenture of a parish

apprentice by justices, according to the same sta-

tute, is held to be a judicial act—3- T. li. 380—
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? T. N. 454. So the making orders concerning
: he

j
closed in one way or other, vet he will not be com-

poars? rates, by the over-seers of the poor, areheldfmanded to perform a judicial act in a specific and
':o be indicia! acts— Cald. 30—6. Mod. 87—but the designated maimer—4. Bac. Mr. 509.

Judges and jus' ices of the peace are, chiefly,
judicial officers; yet many of their acts are wfaoliy
ministerial—as in the instances where certain arts
if the legislature authorise these officers to take the

mere allowance of the rates, by two justices of tilt

peace, in theform prescribed by the statute, is held to

be a ministerial act— 1. Stra. 393. So t);e exami-

nation of a mother, and an order of filiation, i i

case ofbastardy, is held to be a judicial act—6 Mod I acknowledgment of deeds, and prescribe the en-
180—2. Bia. 1017. The authority given by the sta- 1 tire form and manner in which such acknowledge
tute of 1. Jac. 1, C. 15, to the commissioners

ofj
ment shall be made, so that they have no discre-

bankrupts to issue their warrant, under certain tib r it has been held that the taking of an aeknow-
circumstances, to arrest and bring a witness before lejgmeit, in such case, is a ministerial act—3. //.

them, ii held to be a judicial power; because ihe\ I and •!/'//. 432. The sheriff is considered as the

ought to hold counsel together, and the order for I principal ministerial officer of the courts of justice,
such, warrant must be the act of .heir joint judg- and at present his duties are almost exclusively
ment— 3. East 319 Likewise, the authority given ministerial; but anciently he held a court and was
to

^jistices
of tie peace io hear and determine on the chief judge thereof; and even now, in many

an application foi- the benefit of an insolvent act, is instances, iie acts judicially
—as in executing writs

held to be a judicial power
—2 Show.74. And, also, I of enquiry, writs of ttd quid"damnum, and the like;

the authority given by the statute of 6 Geo l,c.2l, and, therefore, in such cases he cannot act bv
to receive an information and make a determination

j
deputy; for, like all other judicial duty, that of the

upon a seizure, under the revenue law, is held to be sheriff's m»«t be performed in person 1. lilac.

a judicial power; and, therefor**, the superior court
i
Com. 343. The duties of- a' coroner are also of a

would not direct in what specific way such deter- i mixed nature. When lie calls an inquest over the
initiation should be made, but merely that it should] body of a deceased human creature, to ascertain bv
be made— 1, Sira. 530. what means the death was occasioned, he sits as a

B:it, on the other hand, hi the registering and re- judge, and acts judicially; but in all cases where
cording of a meeting-house, unde: the statute cal-

j

the sheriff is interested, or in any way legally dia-

led the toleration act, the court of quarter sessions qualified, the coroner is his substitute, and acts as
ac:s ministerially and not judicially; because, when i the principal ministerial officer of justice— 1. Blac.
the specific forms prescribed by the statute are Com. 348 A constable is sometimes said to be ex-

completed, the court has no discretion lefi— I B!a.
'

clusively a ministerial officer; yet it seems to be
605. So an order of the county court, concerning admitted that there are instances in which even lie

a compensation to be allowed to an attorney fow may act judicially; and when he docs so act, ii is

services rendered, was held not to be a judicial
'held to be clear, that the duty mit% be peformed

proceeding, there being, as it would seem, no lis in person and not by deputy—3. Burr. 1259—2. T
pendens— CaU. 309. The judicial power of a jus i

R. 406— Cald 294.

tice of the peace is circumscribed to ihe County By the common law there were a great variety of
wherein he is appointed a justice; therefore, he

'

officers, who were recognized as keepers, guardi-
cannot issue his warrant to apprehend a felon in any

' ar>s, or conservators of tie peace, from the king to
other county than that within which he is a justice; |

the constable. \nd their acts, as such, were, al-

berause the i suing of such a warrant is a judicial
most all of them, ministerial,- because, they were,

act; but he may take the examination of an offender, oftener than otherwise, dir.ies to be performed ac-
or of the witnesses against him, in any other county

'

cording to some established and prescribed form.
as well as in that to which he belongs; because the Bat » when a court of record, (for such a court
statute having prescribed the manner and form of was

>
at common law, a conservator of the peace,)

such examination, he is, in fact, nothing more thanj ora judge, or a sheriff, or a coroner, in certain
the official stenographer to take down what the case!*> 2 Hale P. C. 107, awarded process to ap-
accused Or the witness shall declare; and, conse- prehend an offender, and compelled him to give
quently, as to such purposes, his acts are merely security to keep the peace, it was deemed a judi-
ministerial—2. Hales, P. C. 50, 51—3. Bac Mr. 79s! cia ' act; because, such conservator was called— Cro. Car. 215. jf> upon- to' exercise a discretion, and to form ajudgment
The nature of the act is not all affected by the

,

according to law; and, therefore, it was held, that

general character of the officer by whom it is per-
tlve act vvas ( ' one in virtue of his judicial capacity—

formed, as may be shown in a great variety * f in- 5 lVilL Just. 96. 2 Hale. P. C. 105,- but, a constable

stances. The judgment rendered by the judges of could not award process to apprehend an offender;
a court, after hearing and trial, in a civil or criminal because, notwithstanding he is, by the common
:ase, is a judicial act of the most obvious kind;
and

is, therefore, acknowledged to be such by everv
one. But if, in the course of a trial, a party should
offer any testimony which is objected to, and is, in

consequence thereof, rejected by the judge, the
statute provides that, in such case, the party may

law, a conservator of the peace, he cannot admi-
nister an oath; and, consequently, has not the judi-
cial power'nedesssry for sUsb purpose, Cald. 294.2
Hale. P. C. 105.

A court is a place, where justice is judicially
administered,—Co. hctt. 58,—and when either a

im mediately and correctly reduce such proffered
sheriff or coroner sit-; in his judicial capacity, he.

is s.iid io hold a court; for such a scene is, as of-

ten as otherwise, spoken of as the sheriff's or the'

coroner's court. So, of justices of the peace, it is

said, that the ordinary course of proceedings is

in their sessions, which are of two kinds, private, or

public, the former of which is ordinarily for the des-

patch of country business, about ale -houses, poor
&c. the public sessions are of two kinds, the gene-
ral quarter sessions, and the generalsessions, that

are not quarter sessions, 2 Hale P. C. 48, 49.

testimony to writing, in the form of a bill of excep
tions, and require the judge to put his seal to it—
In which case, the duty being specifically prescri'J
cd, the judge lias no discretion; the act, so requir
ed to be done, is, therefore, not judicial but minis

terial; and if the judge refns.es, he may be compel-
led to seal the exception by a writ from the supe
rior court— 2. Inst. 427. For although an inferior
officer may be commanded to perform his official

.'"ties generally, so that the party may have his case
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And regularly all courts ami persons, that have

judicial power by the common law, or by acts of parli

me?it for the conservation of the peace, have power to

grant warrants fir arreslivg of felons,- but such as

are simply ministerial and have no jurisdiction, as

constables, cannot issue warrants for that purpose,
but must do their office alone, or with others cal

led to their assistance, 2 Hale P. C. 105. And
this judicial power whether executed by the chief

Justice of the nation, or an humble justice of the

peace is an act of precisely the same nature it is

one of those preparatory judicial acts necessary and

proper to be exercised by some judge or other in

order to ensure an observance of the law, and to jjraph, so far as it has any bearing upon the ques
bring offenders to justice. It is, therefore, one of! tion, rather fortifies and corroborates than militate?
the common law judicial powers and duties of all

on the other, the acoused might be detained in sucf>
a manner, or, for so short a time as virtually to auv
diorise an escape. Hence, the correctness' of the
provision of thelaw, as laid down, that where it
has been judicially decided, that a person shall
;hall be arrested and detained for trial, the magis-
trate shall have no farther discretion; but, in the
language of the law, shall direct, that he be safely
kept until delivered by law And, therefore, the' ex-
ecution of the warrant and the detention of the ac-
cused, subsequent to the judgment, that he ought
to be arrested and detained, are ministerial not ju-
dicial acts. t is clear, therefore, that this para-

judges and justices of the peace, 1 Hale. P. C. 579.

582—2 Hale. P. C. 107. 109.

A partial quotation from Sullivan's lectures has,

however, been adduced to prove, that the deter-

mination of a magistrate on the sufficiency qf the

evidence and grounds on which a warrant may or

may not be issued is a ministerial and not a. judicial
act. The whole paragraph, when taken together.
however, clearly shews the reverse. "First, then,

says the author, for making a mittimus a good war-

rant, it is previously necessary, that there should
be an information on oath, before a magistrate hav-

ing
1 lawful authority, that the party hath commit-

ted an offence; or at least of some positive fact,

that carries with it a stroner and violent presump-
tion, that he hath so done: Next, then, the miitimw

must contain the offence in certain, that it may ap-

pear whether the offence charged is such an one as

justifies
the taking, whether it is bailable, or such

as the law requires the detention in prison, A war-

rant without the cause expressed, is a void one,
.and imprisonment on it illegal, and so it was ad

judged in Charles the first's reign, though done by
the secretaries of state, by the kinir's authority,
with the advice of his council; thirdly, the war

rant must not only contain a lawful cause, but have

a legal conclusion, andhim safely to keep until deliver,

edby law; not until the part) committing- doth far-

ther order, for that would be to make the magis-
trate, who is only ministerial, judicial, as to the

point of the liberty of the subject; from whence

might redound great mischief to the party on one

hand, or to the king and public on the other, by

letting an offender escape." Sail Lect. 511.

The author is here speaking, not of .the nature of
{'he act of the magistrate in granting, or refusing a

warrant, but of the foundation, contents and quail

ties of a warrant to arrest and the mittimus to de-

tain a person accused, for trial. And, it is evi-

dent, he means merely to say, that when the ma-

gistrate has decided, the accused may be arrested

and detained for trial, his discretion shall then

cease, he shall decide on nothing mere, he shall

not adjudge, that the prisoner be detained during
his pleasure, or during any given time; for, tha'

would be to render judgment, to pass sentence as

io the manner, form, duration, and object of the

detention, which, being accurately prescribed by
law, cannot be departed from; to do so, therefore,

as the author observes, "would be to make the

magistrate, who is only ministerial, judicial as to

the point of the liberty of the subject." Whence, it

is evident, great mischief might redound; because,
if the magistrate were invested with any discretion

.is to the form, manner, and duration of the im-

prisonment of the accused, he might, on the one

hand, detain him in a different way, or for a longer
ivme than was necessary to bring him to trial, or,

.. es
against what has been hitherto advanced upon this

subject.
There is, however, a passage in Hawkins, and I

believe the only one to be found in any law book, in
which even a supposition is hazarded, that in grant-
ing a warrant a justice of the peace proceeds ra-
ther more ministerially than judicially—."And, per-
h'ips, says the author, there may be this difference
between the warrant of a justice of peace for such
causes, which he has not authority to hear and de-
I ermine as j-idtce without the concurrence of others,'
and such warrant for an offence, which he may so
determine without the concurrence of any other*
that in the former case, inasmuch as he rather pro*
ceeds

viinistaiially than judicially, if he act corrupt-
ly, he is liable to an actioi. at the suit of the party,
;is well as to an information at the suit of the Tung:.
Rut in the latter case he is punishable only at the
suit of the king, for that regularly no man is liable to

an actionfor what he doth as judge." 2 Hawk. P. C.
ch. 13, s. 20.

Bill when the authorities, on which the perhaps.
in this section is sustained, are examined, it will
be found utterly destitute of foundation. The
whole is rested upon the case of Windham vrs,

Clere, as reported in Cro. Eliz. 130, and in 1 Leo-

nard^ 187, which was an action on the case against a

magistrate for corruptly issuing a warrant against
the plaintiff", and causing him to be arrested for fe-

lony, when in truth there was no accusation made
whereon to ground such warrant to arrest, to the

great scandal and damage of the plaintiff, &c. where-
fore, he brought his suit—and it was held, that an
action on the case would well lie for such injury.

—
This case then affords no direct support to the text
of Hawkins. But, as it would seem, that an action

upon the case against a magistrate for illegally

granting a warrant, whereby the party was arrest-
ed and so injured, could only be sustained upon the

ground, that he had proceeded ministerially and not

judicially, therefore, the principle of law suggest-
ed by Hawkins, is correct only so far, and no far-

ther, than this case of Windham vrs. Clere, can be
deemed £ood law in that point of view.

But, from the account of this case, as reported
in Leonard, it was not an action on the case to re-
cover damages arising from the false imprisonment,
but tho^e only which arose from the slander of the

charge contained in the warrant; the trespass seems
to have been waved—and the judges are made to

say by Leonard, that "if a man be accused to a

justice of peace for felony, for which he directs his
^arrant to arrest him, although the accusation be

false, the justice of the peace is excused; but if

the party in truth was not accused before the jus-
tice, it is otherwise." This is correct, and the jus-
tice would be excused upon the ground, and none
other, that he had acted judicially in granting such
warrant. In this point of view, and to this extent
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this case is sound law. But upon the other ground, tained according to the common law; but, are we?
that an action on the case would lie against a justice
lor maliciously issuing a warrant and causing a per

to regard that exposition as the authoritative doc-
trines of the code of the United States, or the mere

son to be arrested and imprisoned, who was in illustrations, brought from a foreign system, which
truth not accused, and so incidentally establishing least much light upon the principles of our own.—
the principle suggested in the text of Hawkins, the

[

These reflections have suggested the propriety of
court of king's bench, in the case of Morgan wj. (suspending the investigation of the nature of judi
Hughes, 2 /'. R. 225, say, that this case of Wind
ham vrs. Clere, cannot be law; that if it were, it

would confound all legal principles, which have

governed cases of this kind; and that it did not ap-

pear ever to have been acted under. This section

of Hawkins in which it is so very cautiously and

diffidently advanced as a principle, that perhaps
the justice in granling a warrant proceeds rather

ministerially than judicially, is, then, a conjecture of

the author's utterly without foundation.

Hut, admitting, that the discretionary exercise of

authority with which a judge or justice is invested,
for the purpose of determining on the sufficiency or

insufficiency of the evidence and grounds for issu-

ing a warrant to apprehend a person, who may be

accused of the perpetration of an offence, be a ju-
dicial act according to the principles of the com-
mon law; yet, it is said, that however near such au

act may in its nature resemble judicial authority,

cial power, as a branch of the government, until
we have bestowed some consideration upon the

question, how far the common law of England is lt»

be regarded as authority in the United States.

Whether the common law of England is the
common law of the United States as such, has been
so fully discussed by those, who have undertaken
to consider and answer the assertion, that "the com-
mon law of this country remains the same, as it was 6e«

fore the revolution." And it has been so clearly and

conclusively shewn, that the common law of EngJ
land in mass cannot be considered as the common law
of the general government, that it is deemed wholly
unnecessary to re-examine the subject in that point
of view- I* Tuck. Bite. app. note E—4 JYiles' W. R.
109—The United States vrs Fluker & Morgan, in

the National Intelligencer of 20th February 1812—
7 Crunch 32—1 Oallison 488—1 Wheaton.

But, on the other hand, are we, therefore, com-,
it cannot be considered as an emanation, or a por-|pelled to admit, tlmt the United States can have

tion, however small, or of the nature of that judi-
j

no common law of their own? Must all the law of
cial power, which forms one great branch of go-; ihe United States as such, flow from the positive
vfrnment. And, that the federal constitution, by : legislative provisions and adoptions of Congress?
the phrase in the third article, "Thejudicial power \

Is there no medium between the adoption of the

of the United States? means "to speak of trial, ; English common law in mms, and the rejection of

judgment; emphatically of the administration of every thing but the acts of Congress? And if there

Justice, and not the little functions, and functiona-
J

be a medium, where, or how shall the line be

ries, which are merely incipient and ancillary to (drawn? It has been repeatedly said, that the con-

t'hi.s great essential power, which are inseparably stitution of the United Stales contains many words
incident to it, and can with no propriety be called and phrases, which can only be explained, or un-

implied power." Is. the judicial power of the derstood by having recourse to the common law of
common law, and of the constitution the same

thing, or different in their natures; and if they
differ, then, in what respect

—and how far does [books of the common law—But, when we have so

England; and that, to obtain a correct and clear

idea of its meaning, it is proper to refer to the

the discrepance extend* But, if the common law
of England be the common kiw of the United States,

ascertained its meaning, it would seem to be the

opinion of some, that we must there stop short,
as has been contended by some, the^i there is &n!arui wholly reject every portion of that law, which
end at once of this question; because, as has been

shewn, the nature and principles of judicial power
a,re laid down by that law, with great precision and

accuracy as to all cases, and as to this, of a ma-

gistrate's warrant, fully and unequivocally.
To ascertain what is the true meaning of the

constitution, the English authorities are sometimes
as freely resorted to, and as confidently relied on,
as if thq question were to be decided in West

was found so necessary to the true exposition of
the instrument itself; while others contend, that

those words and phrases of the constitution, prove
the existence of the common law, and that it is ap-

pealed to fpr the construction and interpretation of
its powers; and, therefore, that the common law
must have been thus incidentally adopted—1 Gal-

lison 488.

But, we are not informed to what extent it is

minster Mall. It is proper, however, to listen to i thus indirectly adopted; and, indeed, from the

instruction from whatever quarter it may be >».Ter-
j

manner in which this incidental adoption is spoken
ed, and it i? commendable to borrow light and in- !of, it would seem to be intended, that, in all cases

formation, wherever it can he had. But, is the
'

where the laws of the United States were deficient,
common law of England in force in the Unitedjreconr.se might be had to the English system, to

Slates as such? has it been adopted by the consli- supply such deficiency; which would, in effect,,

tution altogether, or in part? and if so, how much' amount to the same thing as a declaration, that the

or, are we permi'ted to look into the common law i common law in general should be in force in the

of England as we look into the Institutes of Jusli United States in all cases; except where it was
nian for instruction merely; but not to read it as I manifestly incompatible with the constitution or

the authoritative voice of the law of this land?— [was abrogated by acts of Congress. But to prove
These are questions of the greatest moment; they
at one time shook the union; and there are none,
which every intelligent friend of his country would
more sincerely wish to hear of being correctly set-

tled. The utility of a perspicuous understanding
Upon this subject is manifested continually and in

a great variety of ways. In the discussion of the

question now under consideration, conceiving it to

be n:?essary to ascertain tne nature of judicial pow-
er,, its principles have been explored and ascer-J

the existence of a code of laws, or that it is recog-
nized by the constitution, or appealed to for the

explanation of some of its plrrases, does not prove
the total adoption, or the introduction of any entire

part of such code of foreign law; nor does it fur-

nish any criterion whereby to regulate the adop-
tion of such of those positive institutions end customs,

not specifically alluded to, which might be thought

necessary for the preservation of the government—
as*ftr instance, it is said, that the common law in.*
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stitution of primogeniture in the succession to es

tates is adverse to the nature of our government,

vet there is nothing in the existence of the commo-

law's being constitutionally recognized,
or appealed

to for elucidation, that would, in itself, direct the

rejection of the doctrine of primogeniture, and

the adoption of the special custom of gavalkind in

its stead.

When we 9peak of the common law, it is univer

5ally understood, that a por ion of the legal code of

England is alluded to and designated; because, no

part of the laws of any other nation is distinguished

by that particular name. But if we attend to the

description, which the english lawyers give of their

common law, it will appear to be of two kinds,

and that the code of every civilized nation contains

a similar portion of Lav. The common or unwrit-

ten law of England is formed, it is said, in part of

customs and immemorial usages; as who shall suc-

ceed as heir to the ancestor, what is the ceremo- y

requisite for passing a freehold, what estate and

how much the wife shall have for her dower, trial

by jury, the full a$e of persons, and many other

.such matters, which are considered as the express

and positive usages or common law of the land.

This part of the common law is local, and peculiar

in its nature to England, Every nation, however,

has its peculiar usages,; and, therefore, in that sense

a common law of its own. The people of the

States of United America brought with them., or

adopted the greater part of those positive english

customs and usages. And there are many instan

ces of.one nation's introducing or borrowing from

another this species of common law. It would be

iiiincult, however, to prove or comprehend how
the whole, or any, entire brunch of this kind of en

glish common law had been simply transferred into

the United Slaves by the federal constitution.

tint several portions of this species of the common

law, or the customs and usages of England lave

been specifically referred to, and rendered necessa-

ry to the understanding and efficacy of our consti

tiition; and, consequently, so far, and to that ex-

tent those portions are adopt ed, but no farther.

The .other kind of common law is formed of

those principles, which flow as inevitable conse-

quences from some customary, statutory, or con

.stitutional provision; or those principles suggested

"by circumstances, and the nature and reason of

the thing itself. This sort of law, although it

forms a part of what is called the common law of

England, yet is not peculiar to that code. lis

rules and precepts are the same in all civilized

nations, it is formed, not according to the pecu
liar doctrines of the common law, but from the

dictates of sounA sense and justice, common to ci-

vilized man. It is luUural luiv and natural reason

applied by the courts of justice to the purposes of

the society to which they belong. And it appears

by every book Of reports of decisions of West-

minster Hall, that the English courts are contin-

ually adopting this natural law, and applying it to

*he various novel cases, that are produced by the

changes in the state of society, and the fluctua-

tions of human affairs. A cursory comparative

survey of the codes of different nations would fur-

nish a multitude of instances of this catholic or

universal species of law. It is according \o the

principles of this species of law, that the rules

which govern in cases of bailment and common
carriers, are found to be nearly the same in the

code of ancient Rome, Greece, and Judea, of En

gland, continental Europe, Hindos a* and China—
Jones on Bailment, and Jeremy's La-xi of Cbrrie)t$.

Reason Hid experience unite in teaching tli5s

species of law to every nation. The rule of pro-
reeding is defined by the solution of new cases;
the principles of which being recorded and report-
ed, for the scrutiny of further experience, are
bus gradually formed into useful guides for future
conduct in judicial affairs. It is thus, slowly and
surely, and rationally, that this portion of the cods
of every nation is formed. The great bodv of the
Reman law was formed chiefly in this way. And
as the civil and c-mon laws have their canons, de-
crees and decretal determinations extant in wri-

ting; so those laws of England, not comprised
under i'Cts of r.arliment, are to be found in records,
in reports of judicial decisions, and in tractates of
learned men. In both codes the errors or the
vices of the Pra:'.or or the Judge expired with his

office, and such maxims .done as had been approv-
ed by reason and practice were copied by those
who succeeded—Hales Hist. Com. L. 23. Gibbon's If.

uiul F. ch. 44. For the law would be a strange
science indeed if it were decided upon precedents
only. Precedents serve to illustrate principles,
and to give them a fixed cerUinty. Rut the law,
which is exclusive of s'atutes and positive insti-'

tutions, depends upon principles; anil these princi-

ples run through all the cases according as the

particular circumstances of each have been found
to fall within tr.e one or other of them— Cowp. 39.
3 T. R. 63. 2 Ld. Raym. 957. The Institutes of
Justinian and the Code Napoleon, stampt with tha
name and authority of powerful Emperors, like
the commentaries of Blackstone, which have no al-

lowance but that of common opinion, are little

i.ore than a methodised and condensed digest of
those scattered usages and judicial decisions, the

principles of which are drawn from the great foun-
tains of natural reason and natural law.

In this sense and according to those notions then,
the United States have a common law—not that ot"

England, or of Rome, or of France, but the com-'

nion law of the United States—and the common law
of this republic consists of ail those usages of En-

gland, or the legal principles of other codes spe-

cifically refered to, and which are necessary to ex-

pound and give effect and operation to the consti-

tution itself; together with that body of natural
reason and natural law, necessary to the political,
md municipal welfare of the society, and which
are not controlled or altered by the positive pro-
visions of the statutory and fundamental laws of
the federal government.
The United Slates exhibits the extraordinary-

spectacle of an entirely new and original frame of

government, having been called into existence by
the unbiased will, and voluntary impulse of a free

and independent people. It is universally allowed
as a general rule, that when any portion of a na-

tion segregates itself from the mother country,
and settles in an uninhabited region, it carries with
it all the laws by which it was previously governed.
1 Tuck. JJlac. 108. Because, since society must
:iaye some rules and principles of justice, by which
to regulate the concerns of its members, and their

intercourse with each other, those in existence at

the time cannot be presumed to be abrogated by
the mere act of separation, but must be continued

in force, so. far as circumstances will allow, and
until abolished by positive enactments; and, for

these reasons, as it would seem, it has been held,

that even a moving and unsettled portion of socie-

ty, such as an army, must, in the absence of otuer

municipal law, he governed by that of the countr/
from which it emanated—10 East. 288.
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With regard to the United States, however-, theit.iin evdidcnce of the contract from the defendant
facts and the circumstances are exactly the reverse;! himself, or there should be any thing peculiar in its

instead of a segregation of one portion of society] nature, which the rigid forms of the common lav/

from another, there has been an aggregation of cannot reach, he may apply to a court of equity for

many distinct societies into a larger one; and
in-)

relief. But whatever may be the judicial forms he
stead of-enquiring what laws have been discon-|may use, or of the forum to which he may apply
tinned or abolished by the separation it must be us-l for relief, the nature of his case and the principle's
certained what laws have been directly or indirect-] of justice by which it should be governed remain

ly adopted or are necessary and common to the the same. The principles of law and justice appli-
tmion. The case is entirely novel; it is altogether cable to a case have, at all times and in all nations,

unique; it has no precedent nor parallel. Hence
j

been held to be essentially distinct from, and whol-.

the difficulty of ascertaining, what may be truly, ly imaftecte»d by the forms of judicial proceeding,
considered as embraced by the code of such an by which

J.hose principles of justice may be carri-

agTrregalioii, the code of each component society;
ed into ejfeeft-and in the wide extent of the corn-

of which, is known to be, in many respects, essen-i merc:al connexions and operations ofmodern times,,

tially different from every other of the confederal it is by no means uncommon to observe the prtnci-
ld extraordinary case, there

j pies of commercial law recognized to be precisely
mode of solving the difficul-

1

the same, by various nations, yet Operating' and
tion. T:i this new am
seems to be no other

ty, but by having recourse, in the first place, to enforced by the greatest variety and diversity of
the language of the compact of* union, thence to I judicial forms and proceedings.

ascertain; whether any and what are tlrose
posi-j

These clauses and phrases of the constitution,
tive rules and institutions, that have been adopted; i then, not oniy enumerate the kind of objects, subjects

and i» the next place to deduce those principles of and controversies, to which the jurisdiction of the

law, common to all civilized society, that is of na- union shall extend, but their peculiar expressions
tiipal leasov and natural laiv, which ape necessary
and essential arrd which may be considered as com-

rtiori to the union at the time of its formation.

On entering up<3n the examination of the various

also designate the forms and manner in which that
jurisdiction shall be exercised, by the rules of the-
common law, in equity, or according to the forms
and practice of cases of admiralty and maritime

provisions of the constitution for the purpose of jurisdiction, When the constitution gives jurisdic-

ascertair.m^ what bus been adopted from foreign Jtioirof
a controversy and speaks of that,jurisdiction

codes, it will be perceived that the most important
j

being exercised, as "in a suit at common law," the
as well as the most controverted are those rela-J inference is inevitable; it is essentially necessary to a
tive to the judicial department of the government. i %«" understanding of the constitution, its operation
The constitution provides for the establishment of anu< efficacy, that such jurisdiction should be cxer-

courts ofj'is'ice; it specifies the objects, the subjects}
cised in that way and no other—and, consequent*

and the controversies of which they shall have juris
j

ty> arllhe forms and modes of proceeding of that

diction; and it speaks in distinct terms of (Areei coainion law, so spoken of, as descriptive of the
modes in which those courts may exercise their ju-

exercise ofjudicial functions, must by the clearest

diciul functions over the cases so placed under their implication be held to be adopted, so far as it is

jurisdiction. It is declared, "that the judicial power necessary to administer justice in the cases id

of the United States shall be vested in one su- which such jurisdiction is given. The implied
•'.•me court, and in such inferior courts-as the con- adoption of the common law, in this «ray and to

•i ss may, from time to time, ordain and establish." I
this extent, is as strong as if the constitution had

the constitution had said nothing more than this, [directly declared,
that the courts shouldin such cases

cerhing the judicial power Of the U. States, it ]s\ exercise their jurisdiction according to the curse of the

a- that the manner of organizing such courts, \common law and none other.

appointment of the judges, the tenure by which ;

The same may be said of cases of equity, and cP
l y should hold their offices; the objects and ex- adnriratty and maritime jurisdiction. And the man
. nt of their jurisdiction, as well as the manner arid ner in which the constitution speaks of these three

form in which, their judicial powers should be exer-
'

modes ofproceedings in contrast, and in describing
cised, must be prescribed and declared by statu-

j

the judicial power of the United States, strength*
torv provisions, befon- such tribunals could act in ens and confirms the argument in favor of the im-

any way whatever. But the constitution has pro - plied adoption of so much of each of those threr.

vided for the appointment of the judges, the te- \motksofproceediyg8m is necessary to give effect to

Jiure by which they shall hold their officc-s/and in ,
the judicial authority cf the government. And the.

enumerating and describing the objects, subjects .uniform interpretation of .these phrases of the con-

and controversies to which the judicial power SJhall
;

stitutiou lias been, that they were intended to refer

extend, it adds these expressions, descriptive ofthe I to, and rece-gniz
• three distinct a:,d known fbrmg

manner in which such judicial power shall be exer of judicial proceeding, as well as to describe av.ci,

cised, "all cases offaw and equity," and "all cases of I

illustrate the nature and extent of the judicial

ralty and maritime jurisdiction"
—and \n the so-

'

power or' the United Stutes.

venlh amendment declares, that "in suits at cymmon\ It is a rulv oJ' the engiish common law relative ',o

law, where the value in controversy sludl exceed the interpretation of statutes, that it a statute make.

twenty dollars, the- right of trial by jury shall be !

use of a word t!ie meaning of which is well known
preserved; and no fact tried by jury shall be other-

J

at the common law, the word shall be understood in

wise re-examined in any court of the United States,
' 'be same sense it was understood at the common

than according to the rules ofthe common law." law. The sound sense of this rule is so obvious,
It is manifest, that these phrases of the constitu-

1

that iis principle has been repeatedly urged aid
tion are used for the purpose of designating the (admitted

as a rule of oou^tructiou applicable, as,

form and manner in which judicial functions may
be exercised, which are totally different from the

principles of law applicable to the case itself— a

seaman may sue for his wages .* common law, or

in the admiralty court; and if ue should wish lo ob-

weil to our constitution, as to all other instruments.

Hence, it seems to be generally agreed, that when
the constitution uses words known only to a parti-
cutar code of laws, such words should carry with

them the sarne safc.se, fore*, and operation, as fn) •
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circumstances Will allow, that they have according
to the code of laws to which they are peculiar.
The third section of the third artical of the consti

tution declares, that "the trial of all crimes, except
in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury" the 5th

amendment provides, that "no person shall be held

to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crimes,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a gran'!

jury-, the sixth amendment provides, that "in all

criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the

right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury
of the state and district wherein the crime sh.dl

have been committed;" and the seventh amendment
provides, that "in suits at common law, where the

value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,
the right of trial by jury shall be preserved."

This form of trial byjury, here spoken of, prevails
in every state in the union; all of them have adopted
it from the English common law; and in all, with

the exception ofsome few unimportant statutory mo-

difications, it is altogether regulated by the rules

of that law. It follows, therefore that it must be
the trial by jury according to the course of the

English common law, which is spoken of in these

clauses of the constitution—and this form of trial

being thus specifically adopted, it must be used in

the administration ofjustice in all the cases desig-
nated—and consequently, after a court was com-

pletely organized pursuant to the provisions of the

constitution, the first enquiry naturally would be,

firms and principles, in all cases whatever, owin^
to the state ofour society and the positive provisions
)f our constitutions—as in the case of a writ of
right; in which case, when the mise whs joined upon
the mere right, such issue could only be tried, ac-

cording to the course of the common law, by the
grand assize, which must consist of four knights ai
i he county, in which the controversy was to be tri-

'

eel, girt with sviords, and twelve other jurors, in all

sixteen jurors or recognitors -3 Wils. 420, 54K
But as there were very few or no titled personages
in any of the colonies before the revolution, the Eug--
lish common law, in this respect could not be execu-
ted; and therefore, it is believed, never was intro-
duced into any of them— Kilty's report, 7£. Such a
form of trial is now, however, clearly incompatible
with that provision of the constitution which de-

clares, that "no title of nobility shall be granted by
the United States "

The ninth section of the first article of the consti-
tution provides, that "the privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless, when,
in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety

may require it." Here is another instance of one
of those technical phrases of the English system,
which lias been frequently adduced to prove the

adoption of the common law. By that law all the

judges of the superior coirts, recognized as the
main judicial branches of the government, might in

court, or in vacation, grant such writ of habeas cor-

supposing congress to have made no provision upon pns as is here alluded to—3. Bac. Abr. 438, note.—
the subject, how it should proceed to grant this I There could, therefore, be no difficulty in adopting
form of trial by an impartial jury, which it is de-la form of writ suited to the purpose; in giving the
clared the party shall enjoy and which shall be pre- , power to issue and use it to that analogous class of
served in ail cases? !judicial officers, who are specifically made a branch
The first step would be to cause the jury to be, of our government by the constitution; and in apply-

convened in the most proper manner, and by an
offi-j ing to such process all those rational principles of

'-.er who was altogether impartial. By the common! the common law, which experience lias shewn to be

law, the jury must come from the neighborhood [necessary to its utility and efficacy. But with re-

where the offence was perpetrated, or the litigated 'gard to the writ of habeas corpus, the trial by jury,
matter arose, and be selected and summoned by and all other cases of the introduction of the positive
the sheriff, as the chiefministerial officer ofthe court—which sheriff, by the common law, was elected by
the people of the county within which the fact in-

tended to be tried was alledged to have happened.
But the U. States as such, have no counties; and the

marshall, who is the chief ministerial officer of their

courts, is appointed by the president. The jury,
therefore, as is expressly provided by the constitu-
tion in criminal prosecutions, must come from the
itate or district wherein the crime shall have been

committed, and in all other cases from the body of
the district placed within the jurisdiction of the
court: and be selected and summoned by the mar-
shal—2. nail. 341, 345, 382. By the common law
the jury, in order to be impartial, must be selected
and summoned bv the coroner, in case the sheriff

institutions of the common law, they cannot be al-

lowed any farther than they may be necessary to

give effeot and operation to those parts of the con-

stitution, in which they are spoken of and referred

to, or than may be perfectly compatible with the
whole of our civil and political system.

But, the constitution contains words and phras-
es, which, must, evidently, be expounded by a

much more comprehensive view of law, than that

of the mere municipal code of any nation what-
ever. Those provisions relative to cases of admi-

ralty and maritime jurisdiction, cannot be limited

exclusively to the adoption of the english princi-

ples on that subject; because, cases of admiralty
and maratime jurisdiction are every where govern*
ed by ihe law ofnations; the constitution, therefore.

was interested; or by an Elisor in case they should
;

as to such matters, must be construed to extend to,

both of them be legally disqualified—as the consti- jand embrace those principles of national law inci-

tut^on specifically requires an impartial jury, the
j

dent to the subjects spoken of—And by the ninth

court must, therefore, follow the common law, and
appoint an Elisor where its regular ministerial offi

cer is presumed to be under too strong a bias to be
intrusted to make a selection of an impartial jury
—and the court must also adopt all the doctrine of
of challenges, which is founded in the very reason
and nature of the institution itself, 4. Ball. 414,
as well as all the other regulations relative to the

rights and duties of juries and the nature of ver-
dicts.

But this form ofjury trial, although so often and
distinctly spoken of. as necessary to be adopted for

section of the first article it is declared, that "no

title of nobility shall be granted by the United

States." The "phrase, title of nobility, is as well

known to the common law, as that of Habeas Cor-

pus, trial by jury, or any other such expression;

but, to limit its meaning to that species of nobility

recognized by the English system alone, would be

completely to evade, and entirely to prostrate its.

genuine spirit—The manifest scope and object of

iliis clause, when taken in connexion with the

whole, is to prohibit titles and their incidents of all

descriptions as established in any age or nation
the beiter administration ofjustice, yet it cannot be whatever. It must, then, be presumed, that by
introduced exactly according to the common lay J such passages of the constitution as the9e, all
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those legal principles, rules and regulations, from
whatever source they may be derived, are intro-

duced, which are necessary to the complete effect

!Uid operation of" such clauses when taken with
reference to the subject matter spoken of and in

connexion with our circumstances and political in-

stitutions.

By the eighth section of the first article it is

provided, that "the congress shall have power to

exercise exclusive legislation over all places pur-
chased by the consent of the legislature of the
state in which the same shall be, for the erection
of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and
other needful buildings." And by the third sec-

tion of the fourth article "the congress shall have

power to dispose of, and make all needful rules and

regulations respecting t e territory or other pro-
perty belonging to the' United States." When such

places, as are here spoken of, are ceded to the
United States, it would seem, that they carry with
them under the jurisdiction of their new sovereign,

to any other nation. Th£ breach of a law should
be punished in some way; the positive provisions of
the constitution require, that the trial and convic-
tion should be by jury according to the course of
the common law; and they prohibit the imposition
of excessive fines, or the infliction of cruel and
unusual punishments. From the nature of .hings
and according to the spirit of the constitution,
therefore, and not because the English common law
so directs, the punishment, where none other is

prescribed, can only be by fine and imprisonment
And as to the other case, it is a universal rule,
that where a thing is forfeited, and no individual
owner of the forfeiture is pointed out, it must be-

long to the state—And this rule is not the m<ir.e or
less the law of the United States because it is a rule
ofthe English common law; but it is the law of the

union, because it is the unequivocal dictate ofsound
sense.

If the various provisions of our limited constitu-
tion be thus carefully examined and persued, it will

upon the general principles which govern in such be found to have thus,from various sources and in dis-

eases, all those municipal laws, which were in
j

ferent ways, provided a c >de of laws fully commen-
force at the time of such cession within such pla-jsurate to all its legitimate ends and objects,
ces. This was held to be the case in the territory, J Having by this investigation shewn, that the man-
r.ow forming the states of Tennessee, Ohio, and In- Iner and form in which the judicial power of the U
diana, and the territory on the Mississippi; and lj States is to be exercised, in criminal cases, must
presume would be held to be the case also, in Fort 'be according to the course of the common law, it

McHenry, Springfield and other arsenals or
pla-j

follows as an inevitable consequence that a judicial
ces within which the United States have obtained act, in the sense of the constitution in such cases, must
by cession the right to exclusive legislation

—And,
j

be substantially and essentially the same as a ju-
consequently, that the mode oftransferring estates, jdicial act in the sense of the common law,- and, there-

the right of inheritance, and succession to estates \fore, that the granting- of a -warrant to arrest a felon iji

real and personal, and the like, would be govern- a judicial act reithin the meaning of the constitution
ed by those laws in force, at that place and at the

time, when the cession was made; so far as such

municipal regulations can be adopted, and until

they are altered by congress. But, the wa*nt of

justices of the peace and^ome other offices and offi

cers in such places will render it impossible to ex
ecute some of the municipal laws of the state in

any way, and perhaps, therefore, they cannot for
that reason, be considered as adopted: such as the

authenticating or recording of deeds for the trans-
fer of property or the bringing of suits by warrant
for the recovery of small debts, Sec.

As to those principles of law, founded on natural
reason or deduced from positive institutions, and
the circumstances and nature of things, they are so
obvious in themselves that one or two examples will

be sufficient to illustrate their nature and applica-
tion. When a statute prohibits a thing without im-

posing any penalty, the injured party may have his

action,or the violator of such law may be prosecuted
and punished by fine and imprisonment—6. Bac
Abr. 392. And where an act is prohibited under a

penalty, but nothing is said about the disposition of
such penalty, when recovered, like all forfeitures or

property which has no designated owner, it shall be

paid into the treasury and belong to the state—
Sira. 828. These are principles of common reason,
as well as of English common law, growing out of
the positive provisions of the statute law, taken in

connection witk the circumstances, and the nature
of government. They are, therefore, as entirely ap-
plicable to the United States as. to Gteat Britian or

Vo», XII. Z

Bui les any doubt should still be entertained,
whether this species of preparatory judicial act was
intended to be embraced under the general expres-
sion, "the judicial power ofthe United States," it will

be proper to consider, what was the subject matter

spoken of; and what was understood to be the ex-
act boundaries of judicial power, considered as »

constituent branch of government, by those respec-
table political and leg-al writers, with whom, and
those legal controversies with which the framers of
our constitution were most conversant.

The broad distinction between judicial and mi-
nisterial or executive power, in the administration
of justice, has been well understood and clearly
recognized in the codes of all civilized nations; the
distinct natures of the duties of the Pi <etor and the

lictor, of ancient Rome, were as different and as
well understood as tliose of a Judge and a SJierif&t
this day. Judicial and ministerial or executive

powers and duties have been variously united in

the same officer, but never confounded with each
other. The great utility of separating them alto

gether, however, and placing them in different

hands, as a division of power requisite for the pro
tection of civil and political liberty, is an improvt
ment in political science cf modern date; one whicl
never has been carried ir.to complete operation in

any country, but this of the United States. Mon-
tesquieu fancied he saw such a division of power
distinctly traced in the English constitution; adopt-
ed it as a political axiom, explained its value, and

gave \t currency among civilized nations,
Thi<^
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divisfam of power was recognized and incorporated >pected of felony, though the original suspicion be
into all the constitutions of the United Slates that

were famed immediately after the declaration of

independence. It was afterwards engrafted into the

not in himself, but in 'he party that grays ins war-
raijt; because he is a competent judge <f the probahiHty
offered to him of suck suspicion But in both cases it

Constitution of the United States; and from tlfe
[is fitting to examine, upon oath, the party requiring

writings of the "Federalist," r.nd other political a warrant, as well as to ascertain J,Uat thereVsafelo-

cpsays of that time, it appears that the judicial,' ny or other crime coin nit! ed, without", !ic«nc war-

power, spoken of in the constitution of the general j

rant should be granted, as also to prove the cause

government, is deduced from that which was under-, and probability of suspecting the party, against
stood by the political and legal writers of England

J

whom the warrant i-< prayed; This warrant ought
as one of the members or the instruments of the to be under the hand and seal of th; justice; should

English constitution. set forth the time and pLce of making, and the
It is remarkable, however, that most of the vri- cause for which it is made, and should t>e directed

lers on tout constitution; enumerate the three con

.''itucnt branches of that government as consisting
of the king, the lords, and the commons; they all

to the constable or other peace officer, (or il may
be to an) private personby name) requiring Bitn <o

bring the party either, generally, before any justice
1'escribe the judicial authority as i p'art of the exe- of the peace for the county, or only before the jus
cutive or royal branch; as a subdivision of one of

the three principal divisions of power. Tire primary
checks and balance?) of the English constitution are

founded on a separation and distinction of classes

and orders of men; those of the American constitu-

tion spring froYifi the division of the forms, modes and

principles of
'

ctcfian. The American primary political
checks and balances are derived from the division,

no! of men into clashes, but ofpower into the modes by
sohzch it operates

—as the legislative, the judicial,and
the executive. Those of the English constitution

tice who granted it; the warrant in the latter case

being called a special warrant. A general rarjraot
to apprehend all persons suspected, without naming
or particularly describing any person in special,
it illegal and void for its uncertainty; for it is the

duty of the magistrate, and ought not to be left to the

officer, to judge of the ground of suspicion
—4. lilac.

Com. 239, 290.

"We are now, says Delolrne, to treat of an article

which, Chough it does not in England, and indeed
should not in any state, make part of the powers -which.

re artificial, incongruous, and the perpetual source are properly constitutional, that is, of the reciprocal
of jealousy and strife; those of the United States

are rational, natural, and peaceful in all their ope-
rations.

But, since it is clear, that the judicial power, as a

branch of the American government, was derived

from the English notion of judicial power, consi-

dered as a portion of the executive branch of that

government, it will decide the question now under

discission, to ascertain with precision, what was
meant by such judicial power?—and whether the

incipient and anciiliary judicial act of a justice of
the peace, in deciding on the propriety of granting
a warrant to arrest a person accused of a breach of

law, was a portion of that judicial power"?
Coke, Blackstone, Delolnte, and other writers on

rights by means of -which the pj-.ecrs that concur t»

form the government constantly balance each other, yet

essentially interests the security of individuals, and, in
the issue, the constitution itself; I mean to spe*k of
criminal justice. But, previous to an exposition of
the laws of England on this head, it is necessary to
desire the reader's attention to certain considera-
tions"—book 1, ch. 12. "After having offered to the
reader, says the author, in the preceding chapter
such ge.teral considerations as I thought necessary,
in order to convey a jusrer idea of the spirit of cri-

minal judicature in lingland, and of the advantages
peculiar to it, I now proceed to exhibit the parti-
culars. When a person is charged with a crime,
tiie magistrate, who is called in England a justice

\}\e English law and constitution, af^er describing i of the peace, issues a warrant to apprehend him; but
the judicial power as apart of the executive branc
of. the government, state that every portion of the
executive office of the chief inagistr.-.te, called the

judicial power, has been completely and entirely

delegated to a distinct set of courts and officers,
who are, in one way or other, independent of the

king and responsible for their conduct—2 Inst. 71— 1. tiiac Com. 266— Delolrne 233. They lay great
syess upon the advantages resulting from this total

transfer of judicial power to a distinct order of

this warrant can be no more than an order for bring-
ing the party before him: he must then hear him,
and take down in writing his answers, together with,
the different informations. If it appears on this ex-

amination, either that the crime, laid to the charge
of the person who is brought before the justice, was
not committed, or that there is no just ground to

suspect him of it, he must be set absolutely at li-

berty; if the contrary results from the examination,
the party accused must give bail for his appearance

officers; particularly c- elates to the personal secu-
j

to answer the charge—unless in capital cases—for

rity and liberty of the
prtl

izen, in the administration
of criminal justice. And, when treating in detail

of criminal prosecutions, they point out the various*

forms and methods by which truth and impart iaiity

may be attained, so as effectually to secure the citi-

zen from unreasonable arrests, imprisonment, per-

secution, and oppression.
"We are now, says Blackstone, to consider the

regular and ordinary method of proceeding in the
courts of criminal jurisdiction; which maybe dis-

tributed tinder twelve general heads, following each
othfr in a progressive order—viz. 1. Arrest; 2. Com

then he must, for safer custody, be really commit-
ted to prison, in order to take his trial at the next
sessions."—B. 1, ch. 13.

"I come now, says Hale, to consider of arrests of
felons, or persons suspected of felony, by warrant
or precept—namely, not of precepts that issue upon,
matter of record, as upon appeals or indictments,
which regularly are to be by writ, but such warrant*-
as are preparatory to it, or for conservation of the

peace. And herein regularly all courts and persons,
that have judicial power by the common Una, or by act

of parliament for the conservation of the t'eace, have
Hutment and bail; 3. Prosecution; 4. Process; 5. Ar- power to grant warrants for arresting offelons; but

raignment, and its incidents," he And, speaking such as are simply ministerial and have no jurisdic-
of the arrest, he says "that a justice of peace hath I tion, as constables, cannot issue warrants for that

power to issue a warrant to apprehend a person I purpose, but must do their office either alone or
occased of felony, though not yet indicted,- and he with others called to their assistance."—2. Halts

may a.l$o issue a warrant to apprehend a person siis-j jP. C. IQi,
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And where a person lia:l been arrested and "unpri- jof

the people, flowing from such a Separation and

sorted by a Warrant, under the king's own hand, he [division of power, has been fully explained, not

was released; because it was held, thaf the whole I Only by many foreigners, but also by some of the

of the judicial power, incident to his office, having I most eminent ofour countrymen. Mr. Taylor, in his

been delegated to others, he could nor grant such work entitled "An enquiry into the principles and
a.warrant, 1 Bac.Abr. 6(J7; For-esqne's Rep. pre/, xii.

But this portion of judicial power, to issue a war

rant to apprehend a person on a criminal charge,

was not yielded by ttie kings of England, uivil after

policy of the government of the U. States," main-
tains it to be one of the best of the principles of our
excellent constitution. "la order, says the Federal-

Lit, to lay a due foundation for that separate and di -,«

nv.mv anil great struggles; particularly by die sove- 1 unci exercise «.if the different powers ofgovernment
: iis of the house of Stuart. This subject was, which, to a certain extent, is admitted on all hands

for the last time, elaborately investigated and dis to be essential to the preservation of liberty, it is

cussed, just
before the American revolution, in the

|
evident, that each department should have a will of

celebrated cases relative to general warrants; and; its own; and consequently should be so constituted

in the case of seizure of p.vpers of Ehtick v*. Car- i that the members of each should have as little

rington, lord Camden, who delivered the opinion ofUgency as possible in the appointment of the mem-
the court, i.i the year 1755, throughout, speaks of! aers of ttie others"—Yo 51. la shoi-t, this maxim
the granting of a warrant to arrest and detain a per- which requires the separation of the departments
son, on a criminal accusation, as a judicial act; and

;

of power, it was believed, was so universally under-

a.s a very important portion of that judicial power,! stood aad approved, that it would be sufficient to

which could not with consistency and safety be
\

notice it in the most concise terms \'ov the purpose
entrusted in the hands of the king, the secretary of' of shewing how fully opposed it was to the naising
state, or with any other than those who properly
came under the denomination of judicial officers—
1. Slate i 1 1. -3. olo-

And the judicial power of the United States, con-

sidered either in a legal or political aspect, or in

whatever way it may be exercised, or whomsoever

may be clothed with it, is always spoken of and a!

of an act of congress, which should, in itself, con-
fer judicial p.ower and also designate the person
who was to assume and exercise it.

But this constitutional maxim, thus merely
referred to as one, which obviously stands in the

way to prevent congress from transferring the judi-
cial power of the nation to any of the officers of the

Id ved to be of precisely the same nature, in all re- 1

slates, has been treated as an interpretation of that

spects whatever, as that of England. The only i instrument not only inadmissible, but even ridiou-

dlfference between the two, which can be deduced
'

Ions—li
But, it is said, it may, perhaps, be insisted,

from anv author, consists, not in the nature of the that though the constitution docs authorize con-

po.v.r i'.sclf, but in the place which it occupies in gress, by law, to vest the appointment of inferior

the constitution of the nation. Ln that of England I officers in the president alone, in the cours of

it does not "make a part of the powers which are law, or in the heads of departments, it docs nofe

properly constitutional;" in America it forms one of
J
authorize congress, though both houses and the

the constituent branches ofthe government—2 Dall.\ president should unanimously concur, itself to np-
2. 7, 384—3. Dal. 42, 318, 473—4. Ball. 429, abp.\ point immediately by law. This would really be con-

Sxri-^-1, Cm/i.13, note 165—2. Craft. 17i>—3. Craiu

161, 1<33, note, 173, 33.5—4. Cran. 23, 93, 216—
5. Cran. 185—7. Grim. o2-^l.

Gailk: 4X6—Brack.
L.M.305, 389.

Upon the whole, then, it is clear, that .the judi-
cial power spoken of in the constitution of the U.

S.ates, and the judicial power of the common law,

are, in all respects, the same; and that the granting
of a warrant by a ju^iice of the peace is one of those

preparatory,- incipient and ancillary judicial acts,

which is a portion of that judicial power which

for ..s one of the great branches of our g >vernmen ;

a d being such a judicial act, it can only be per-

formed by a judge or justice of the United Slates,

and noi bj any state officer whatever, as such.

"But, as has been said, it certainly will not be

Contended, that congress can, by a mere legislative

ac , create the tffice an! officer together
—ordain

and es ablisa the court and the judge at once—and
thus deprive die executive branch of its right of

appointment; and so destroy lha most valuable

among the checks contained in the constitution—
Which provides that the lav and the executors of

the law sir.li emana e from different sources, bo as

to countervail the irregularities of e»c i ot!)er"—
An 1 for this purpose one of tiie great fundamental

maxims of all the A i erican const itutioi s requires
the scp ration of toe dep at nents of power; and

that the making of laws, the ju lging of the appli-

strumg tne constitution li!te an old pleading with-

out allowing the benefit of the statute ofj ofails-*-

qui cadet a si/fiabu. cadet a iota catis-i. .1 rational.

construction, it -would seen, -would authorize congress
to do itself what it can, at its pi asu e authorize aa

inferior body or an individual to do." By the second
.section of the second article of the constitution it

is provided, in conformity with the maxim which re-

quires the si p..ration of the departments of p •,vc:-,

.< the president "shall nominate, and by and wkli
the advice and consent of tlie senate, s tail ippoinjj

ambassadors, otiier public ministers, and consuls,

ju Igen of the sun /erne court, and all other officers

of tne United Slates, whose appointmen s are not

herein otherwise provided for, and •which shall be

established % law. But congress may, '>y law, vest

the appointment of such interior office 9 as they
think proper in the president alone, in tii

of law, or in the heads of departments." \ 1 1 13

it poss.ble, that ai^y one could scr 0.1 iy co iceive,
that a rational construction of this ci o s • wouid
m'horize congress its If to make the appoint ents
to office as therein mentioned? The assertion is too

grossly absurd 10 need reply of any sort.

But it is sail, that "it may he Safely admitted
that co 'gress cannot directly by taw appoint ai
'fficer whom it can authorize an individual to ap-

point, and yet the difficult) will not occur 1
•

• '):.«

case. This is not the ''as? of an a.ipoi u*c it. The)

cation of laws, and the execution of Lbem, should magistrates of the state are not, by the act of c »u-

no* be united and invested in tne same persons; but gress, const ilu ed officers of tiie United Slates-**

be separated and cm ti led to different p rso.is— th y are merely authorized to do a certain ac:." An
who- should, also, as far as practicable, be clothed )ffice is defined to be, "that function, by 1 ue

with luthority by different neaiu. vhereof, a man bath some employment in the aff ira

The very great security to the rights and liberties of another, as of th" king or an uiier person"—/*%-§
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Jt. D verb, office. Tt seems to be difficult to dis-

tinguish between that which is thus defined to be

an office and the being "merely authorized to do cer-

tain acts" The author of tlie 81st number of the

Federalist, who w:ts himself a distinguished mem-
b<=r of that convention which formed the constitu-

tion, appears to have been strongly impressed with «

belief that the being thus "merely authorized to do a

certain avt" would amount to an appointment, which
there were some very substantial reasons should not

be made. Rut why, it is asked, (says he) might not

the same purpose have been accomplished by the

instrumentality of the state courts? This admits
of different answers—Though the fitness and com-

petency of these courts should be allowed in the

utmost latitude, yet the substance of the power in

question may still be regarded as a necessary part
of the plan, if it were only to authorize the national

legislature to commit to them the cognizance of

causes arising out of the national constitution. To

confer t/pon the existing courts of the several states

the power of determining such cause*, would perhaps
be as much "to constitute tribunals" as to create new
cou)ts -with the like power. But ought not a more
direct and explicit provision to liave been made
in favor of the state courts? There are, in my opinion,

substantia' reasons against such a provision," &c.

"That it is not, however, an appointment in the

sense of the constitution will, it i3 said, be proved
by reference to the undisputed practice of some
of the state governments."

•'By the constitution of South Carolina, justice* of

the peace shall be nominated by the senate and
house of representatives, jointly, and commissioned

by the governor
—Yet the clerks of the courts, the

warden; of the city of Charleston, and many other

officers of the state, are vested by acts of the legis-
lature with the powers ofjustices of the peace. The
like case probably occurs almostin every state ofthe

union, and the argument of unconstitutionality,
which we are now examining, will equally apply to

them all."

There is not the least doubt, that this case does

actually occur in every state of the union; and there is

as little doubt, that it is perfectly correct and con-

stitutional—And this is the case cited to prove, that

the Itgiskiture of one sovereignty may constitutionally

transfer its judicial power to the officers of another so-

'^ereignty.' Before the total dissimilarity of these
two cases are exhibited in contrast, it will be proper
to set down a few undisputed fundamental princi-

ples
— All the American constitutions are predicated

upon the separation of the departments of power;
all of them prescribe the manner in which their se

veral officers shall be appointed; not one of them au

thorizes an appointment to be made in the form of

a mere legislative act: The legislatures of each

state of the union has the power either according to

the constitution or otherwise to establish courts of

justice, and to authorise such courts to appoint tliei

own officers, clerks, &.c. And the legislature of

each state also has the power to create and
establish bodies politic and corporate with the assent

o/" those to be incorporated, and may invest such

corporation with the power to make bye laws,
and to appoint or elect its own officers, who are to

execute the municipal laws ofthe state and the bye
laws of the corporation within its own boundaries.

All these officers derive their power from the same

sovereignty, yet they are neither those who made nor

the mere agenti of those who made the law; they are

clothed with power by means different from those

of the legislators, and thus the separation of power
is preserved; and alsr> the poh'tirat check to the

abuse of power intended to spring out of such s&
paration.

In the case of the transfer of power by act of con-

gress to the officer of a state, such person has no
other legal existence as an officer oj the union, than
that which is given him by the law in which his pow-
er and person are both disignated; he is, therefore,
appointed by the law, officially created and commis.
sioned by it—In the one case, the rule is laid down
as prescribed by the constitution, and the officer is

appointed according to a mode also prescribed ei-
ther directly or indirectly, by the same constitution-,
but in the other case, the rule is laid down, and the

person, who shall execute it, is designated by an of-

ficial description, which is unknown to the constitu-
tion and laws of that sovereignty, whose legislative
rules he is authorized to execute. The legislature may
create aii office, and the right of appointing the offi-

cer will vest in the executive, or in the manner de-
clared by the constitution;" or it may create a cor-'

poration, with the assent ofthosetobe incorporated,
and prescribe the manner in which the corporators!
shall elect or appoint their officers; and it may lay
down rules by which each class of officers shall be
governed in the administration of justice, or in the
conservation of the peace. But the legislature can-

not, constitutionally pass a law declaring, that such
and such persons, designating them by name, places
of residence, professions, trades, or commissions,
(held under other sovereignties) shall execute such
law. In this respect their can be no difference be-
tween saying, that John, Thomas, &c. shall execute
the law, and declaring that all those men who hold
such a commission in such a state shall execute the
laws of the union; because, the determination on, or
the execution of the legislative rules of the sove-

reignty is not in such case refered to the judicial or
executive power of the same sovereignty; but to per-
sons designated by the legislature, and who derive
their authority wholly from its acts; and who are not
commissioned as those are, who, alone, the constitu-

tion declares, shall be intrusted with its judicial cr
executive power Each constitution of the union has
three separate departments of power; to each legis-
lative body, there is assigned a judiciary, who shall

apply, and an executive, who shall execute the laws

promulged by such legislative body: and, therefore,
to permit those laws to operate by any other means
than those constitutionally disignated agents, is to

suffer its best principles and primary checks and
balances to be totally abolished.

But the great principles contended for, as will ber

seen by adverting to the question propounded as

the text to these observations, arc not confined to

mere judicial powers and officers, it embraces all,

legislative and executive as well us judicial power.—
They are, that "

every government ought to possess the

means of executing its own provisions, by its own au-

thority; that the peace of the whole, ought not to be left

at the disposal of a part; that the generalgovernment
must carry its agency to thepersms if the citizen; thai

it must stand in need of no intermediate legislations;

but must itself be empowered to employ the arm of the

ordinary magistrate to execute its own resolutions; that

it must have been the intention of thef amcrs of the go-
vernment of the union, that it should be provided with

powers fully commensurate to those great objects; and

also, that those powers should be so distributed among
its own agents, as to enable it to uct from itself by its

own motion; and not through the instrumentality ofany
other independent sovereignty."
The authority of a justice of the peace to grant a

warrant to arrest, it is asserted, is a ministerial on-

executive act.— Let it be ron-eded, that it Ungues

\
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itmably is so—And what then? The ground is
j

purpose of relieving the-ftMinn from all reKancte on

omewhat different, the scene is shifted—Rut is m>> the governments of the states, and from the neces

thing gained? Change only a few words, and all

the argument against the transfer ofjudicial power
to a state officer, instead of being answered or

weakened, rises again with renewed and added

strength. The first section of the second article of

the constitution declares, that "the executive power
shall be vested in a president of the United States

of America," and the same article then proceeds to

describe in what the executive power shall consist,

&c. Here then is the executive power of the Unit-

ed States. The congress have no right to prescribe

where (his executive power shall or shall not vest;

they may create executive offices and duties; but

they must be Jilted and discharged in the manner

prescribed by the constitution, and in no other way.

And so we may proceed step by step to apply all

the arguments that have been advanced respect-

ing the judicial power to this of the executive.

And the same kind of argument may be used

against the capacity ofcongress to transfer its legis-

lative powers to the legislative functionaries of one

of the states, or any other sovereignty; for the first

section of the first article of the constitution having

declared, that "all legislative powers herein granted,
shall be vested in a congress of the United States,

which shall consist of a senate and house of repre-

sentatives," congress csw have no more right to au-

thorize the legislature of a state to make laws for the

union than it lias to authorize any state officer to ex-

ercise judicial functions, or to execute the laws of the

general government; fur and in the name of the Unit-

ed States.

The denying to congress the right to invest the

jus. ices of the peace of the states with power to

execute the laws of the union has been considered

as leading 10 consequences the most alarming; as

likely to involve the nation in expences the most

enormous; and, in addition to the patronage of the

executive already too strong, as arming that branch

with one, that will be altogether irresistible. It is

asserted, that "without the aid of the
ministe-^

rial officeisof the states, to have the laws of

the United states effectually executed against
a few offenders, (probvbly not one hundred in

a year in all the states,) it would be necessary
to appoint and scatter over the vast territory

many thousand of justicts of the peace, coro-

ners, constables, Sic. The cttempt to execute the pow-
er, -would be as impracticable as it would be ridicu-

lous'* There appears to be io reason to doubt the

sincerity of such an assertion In reply to a fancy
so buoiant it would, however, ,e altogether idle to

offer any thing like fact, calculation or argument.
—

Yet one cannot, but wish, that v
.he patriotic mind

may somewhere find relief, from»he terrible forbo-

dings with which such melancho./ flights are too

apt to fill it.

I have always been a decided adv<vlte for confin-

ing the powers of the general govenment strictly
within the limits assigned to them. 'i'he federal

government was, most certainly and bviously in-

tended to be a system complete withi
itself, and

in all its parts. Its power in all respectsti, se over
the militia excepted, where it acts not >om itself,

but by the instrumentality of the states, re amply
commensurate to all its objects. But in oj er) that

its benefits should be fully understood arnfe [ t) it

should be completely organized in each ofi. bran-

ches, in its judicial, no less than in its execut.
e> its

senate and house of representatives. Strange,ow_

ever as it may seem, it is nevertheless true, thi a].

though this government was formed for the exp,Ss

sity of resorting to their agency in any ca^es what-
ever, yet the judicial power of the union has hither-
to been but partially organize:! and the judiciaries
of the states have, ofchoice, been used as the only
instruments for executing*'a great portioH of die laws
of the nation. It. is believed, that here is no position
ofwhich the history of these states will furnish more
ample, conclusive, and unanswerable proofs, than
that "the necessary dependence, practically, of the

general government on the stales, in many parti-
culars, is one of the points in which its weakness
has been most obvious and most lamented."
We are not without the most impressive exam-

ples of how much may be effected by mere precedent,
whether of the use, the abuse, or the absolute ne-

glect* of the provisions of a constitution. If, how-
ever, example and precedent have exhibited in a

strong point of view the uses of our constitution;
that it is capable of a simplicity, and facility of ope-
ration far superior to what was expected; that &
possesses energies commensurate to the most peril-
ous seasons, and excellencies infinitely superior to.

any form of government ever before known; if the

experimental development of its perfections has
drawn about it the attachment and warmest affec-
tions ofthe people; the sacred and unerring oracles
of experience have also exhibited some of its weak-
nesses and failings, in a very melancholy point of
view. They prove, incontestibly, that however the

influence of the general government may require to
be constantly watched in some respects, to prevent
our inestimable institutions from falling into an in-

evitable and slow decay, yet that in its conflicts with
those of the states immediate and general dissolu-
tion and ruin present themselves, as certain and
unavoidable. Experience has shewn, that in those
cases where the general government had the means,
and could, and did resort to the same methods of

executing the powers, with which it was invested,
that are possessed and exercised by the govern-
ments of the several states, the opposition from dis-

orderly, refractory and seditious individuals was

easily overcome, and harmony soon restored; but
where a

conflict arose between the government of
the union and a state, the powers of the nation were

paralized, the subversion of the whole was threat-

ened, and there seemed to be only the awful alter-

native left of "substituting violence in the place of

law, or the destructive coercion of the sword in the

place of the mild and salutary coercion of the magis-

tracy." Since precedent and example are so power-
ful in developing and expounding, in fortifying and

undermining written constitutions, and in establish*

ing unwritten ones, they should be recollected and
looked into with the most careful attention.

A frequent recurrence to first principles, also, is

recommended by some of the most sage political

writers, and has been adopted as a fundamental

axiom by some of the constitutions of the states.

To rely on state officers, who are no way respon-
sible to the general government, for the execu-

tion of the laws of the United States would be a

departure from the first principles of the national

constitution; and "would be, as has been said, to

restore the theory, principles and practice of the

old articles of confederation; the evils of which,

*
By. the constitution of Virginia the executive is

required to appoint a secretary,- yet no such office r

has existed in that state since the death of the one

in office at the formation of the const its tiau whieip

happened during the revolution.
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i> this r.spect, particularly, among many others,

this constitution was intended to remove." The
evils here alluded to seem to have been, in a great

part, forgotten, or to be now considered as merely

imaginary. It wili be well, therefore, to recur to

the actual history of our country and enumerate

some of them. This enumeration I shall extract

each oilier, till bounties grew to an enormous anc

insupport»ble size. The hope of a still further in-

crease, afforded an inducement to those who were
disposed to serve to procrastinate their enlistment;
and disinclined them from engaging for any consi-

derable periods. Hence slow »nd scanty levies of

men, in the most critical emergencies of our affairs

literally from the papers called the Federalist, i

—short enlistments at an unparalleled essence—
where they may be found very perspicuously dis

jilayed and ably elucidated.

"The great and radical vice, cays the Federalist,

in the construe. ion of the existing confederation,

is in ihe principle of legislation ior state governments,
i

1

; their corporate or collective capacities, and as con

continual fluctuation in the troops, ruinous to their

discipline, and subjecting the public safety fre-

quently to the perilous crisis of a disbanded army.
Hence, also, those oppressive expedients for raising
men, which were upon several occasions practised,
and which nothing but the enthusiasm of liberty

tz adislinguished from the individuals of whom they i
would have induced the people to endure."

coiisist. Though this principle does no! run through
j

"A circumstance, which crowns the defects, o

all the powers delegated to the union; yet it per-! the confederation, remains yet to be mentioned,

v.tdes and governs those on which the efficacy of I The want of a judiciary potvei
—Laws area dead

the rest depends. There is an essential difference
j

letter, without courts to expound and define their

between a mere non-compliance and a direct and ac- true meaning and operation. The treaties of the

five resistance. If the interposition of the state) United States, to have any force at all, must be

legislature be necessary to give effect to a measure
j

considered as part of the law of the land. Their

ofthe union,«they have only not to act, or to act eva- true import, as far as respects individuals, must,

sivelu, and the measure is defeated. This neglect 'like all other laws be ascertained by judicial de-

of duty may be disguised under affected but un-
j

terminations—To produce uniformity in these de*

substantial provisions, so as not to appear, and, of
j

terminations, they ought to be submitted in the

course, not to excite any alarm in the people for! last resort, to one supreme tribunal—And this tr:-

the safety of the constitution. The state leaders
j

bunal ought to be instituted under the same autho-

m.iy even make a merit of their surreptitious inva-
! rity, which forms the treaties themselves. These

sions of it, on the ground of some temporary con- ! ingredients are both indispensable."

venience, exemption or advantage." "The result of these observations to an intelli-

"Tlie next most palpable defect of the existing I gent mind must be clearly this, that if it be pos-

confederation, is the total want of a sanction to its
\
sible at any rate to construct a federal government

laws. The United States, as now composed, have I capable of regulating the common concerns, and

no power to exact obedience, cr to punish disobe- preserving the general tranquility, it must be

pecuniary founded, as to the objects committed to its care.dience to their resolutions, either by

muicts, by a suspension or divestiture of privileges,
or by any other constitutional means. There is no

express delegation ofauthority to them to use force

against delinquent members. The want of such a

right involves, no doubt, a striking absurdity. The
Ui i 'eel States afford the extraordinary spectacWtif
a government destitute, even of the shadow, of con

upon the reverse of the principles contended fur by
the opponents of the proposed constitution. It

must carry its agency to the persons of the citi-

zens. It must stand in need of no intermediate

legislations; but must itself be empowered to em-

ploy the arm of the ordinary magistrate to execute

its own resolutions The majestv of the national an-

s^itutional power to enforce the execution of its
j

thorny must be manifested through the medium of the

own laws."
\

courts of justice. The government of the union, like

"The principle of regulating the contributions of that of each state, must be abl' to address itself im-

mediately to the hopes' andjeart of individuals; and tothe states to the common treasury, by quotas, is

another fundamental error in the confederation. Its

repugnancy to an adequate supply of the national

exigencies has already been pointed out, and lias

sufficiently appeared from the trial which has been

attract to its support, those passions, which have the

strongest influence upon the Itiman heart. It must, in.

short, possess all ihe means, and have a right to re-

sort to all the methods, ofexecuting the powers with

made of it. 1 speak of it now solely with a view \-which it is intrusted, thai are possessed andeprercp
to equality among the states. Those who have been

]

ed by the governments of he particular states

accustomed to contemplate the circumstances,
which produce and constitute national wealth,

inu,;t be satisfied that there is no common standard

rw barometer by which the degrees of it can be

ascertained."
"In addition to the defects of the existing fede-

ral ststem, before enumerated, the want of a power
to regulat e comm erce, is, by all parties, allowed to be

or the number. It is indeed evident, on the most

supe^ ficial view, that there is no object, either as

it respects th*». interests of trade or finance, that

From the first morrent the American people
took up arms againstthe despotic encroachments

ilppfl their rights b}
the British king, there was

but one common o'i'don among them as to the

Importance, utilitynd necessity of union. The war

of the revolution ^ on 'v suggested a union to the

states, its nature^nd exigencies actually effected

a complete one,n fact, long before its principles

were reduced t certainty by a solemn compact.—
The nature an extent of the powers, which Were

thus tacitly a^ from necessity vested in congress.

The power of raising armies, by the most obvi

9US construction of the articles of the confederation,
is merely a power of making recpiisitions upon the

states for quotas ofmen. This practice; in the course

of the late rrar, was found replete with obstructions

to a vigorous, and to an economical system ofdeftnee.

It gave birth to & competition between the states,

winch creaietl a kind of auction for men. In order

ta furnish the quotas required of them they outbid,

more stronglv demands a federal superintendence." have been'seeral times elaborately discussed be.

fore judges who had been themselves active and

distinguish'* agents in the establishment of Ameri-

can libert' and it has been uniformly held, that

the powei °f congress antecedent to the articles

of confer-ra*!0n >
which was sent to the states for

ratificafn on the 17th November, 17f7, and finally

accede l0 by Maryland on the 1st of March, 1781,

mustrcessarily be supposed to have beenco-exten-

siye *th the great objects which America then ]>&£..
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invietf, and that the articles of confederation must (state courts still refused obedience. The national

be considered as the specification, affirmation or
j

court threatened them, and laid an account oc

confirmation of those pre-existing powers— 2. Ball, their refractory conduct before congress. Congress

160—3 hall. 54- adopted some spirited resolutions! and concluded by

That the government of the union should haveimviting the states to a conference on the subject of

exclusively the powers of peace and war, the regu- the contumacious conduct of their courts. The

lation of all foreign relations and common concerns, s'ates supported their tribunals and totally disre,-

and also the power to repei and to punish offences garded the resolutions ofcongress, which "con- ain-

and crimes against the nation whs agreed on all led a course of reasoning so cojent and conclusive,"

iands; but whether those powers should be exer-

cised by a government acting as a confederation

upon state governments, or as a consolidated govern-

ment actinfr upon individuals, was a question
which

the rivalship, or the just jealousies, of the states

would not, until some time af.er the revolution,

allow to be as fully understood as it really merited.

ed
Mid also their invitation to a conference. Thus
the laws and powers of the union, fir the -want of
a judiciary vf its or.'», by which it couid act im-

mediately upon the individual, was entirely pros-
trated; and, actually, in these cases, remained in

that degraded situation until it was uplifted and
xecuted by the just and superior energy of the

Exoerience of the evils, that have been just
enu- judicial establishment of die present constitution

nierated, has, however, determined in favor of the

latter, and the result has been the adoption of the

present constitution. 1 shall now close these ob-

servations upon this important question with exhi-
j

biting some few instances, which as incontestihly

prove the necessity ofa completely organized nation

+,] judiciary, as contemplated by the present con-

stitution, invested witb po.vers co-e-xtensive with

the jurisdiction of the general government, as that

of any oiler provision of that instrument by which
the government of the union is enabled to act as

an independent consolidated sovereignty.
By the first section of the ninth article of con-

federation, which has been considered as a mere
affirmance of the pre-existing, tacitly conceded

powers of congress, it is provided, thr.c "the U
States, i;\ congress assembled, shall have the sole

and exclusive right and power, of establishing- rules

for deriding in all cases, what captures on land or

water shall be legal, and in vhat manner prizes
taken by land or naval forces \n the service of the
"United States shall be divided or appropriated; of

graining letters of marque and reprisal in times
of peace; appointing courts for the trial of piracies
and felonies committed on the high seas; and esta-

blishing courts for receiving and determining final-

ly appeals in aTf cases of captures; provided that

no member of congress shall be appointed a judge
of the said courts." By this article, it will be
seen, that congress were invested with the power
to establish but one kind of tribunals, and those
courts of appeals merely. They had the right to

lay down rules of judicature for the government of
all tribunals, those of the states ag well as their

own, in all cases of prizes, or as it is expressed, "of
establishing rules for deciding in all cases -what cap-
tures on land or water shall be legal" &.c. But all

the judicial powers of congress and the nation were
to be executed through the medium, instrumentality,
and agency of tribunals established by, and responsible

only to the several states.

Congress recommended, and the states did or-

ganize such tribunals, as recommended, for the
trial of all cases of admiralty and maritime juris-
diction. But some of the states chose to provide
for the trial of matters of fact by jury in all such
cases. On appeals from courts, so organized, in

Rhode Island and in Pennsylvania, the congression-
al court of appeals reversed the judgments of the
state courts founded on a verdict; thus disregard-
ing the legislative provision of those states rela-

tive to the trial by jury in such cases; and remand-
ed the cases with orders to proceed to final judg

Penhalloio vrs. JJoanz. 3 Hal!. 54. The case of tkt>

sloop Active, or Qliusteu'j case. .

"

Tiie prosecution, conviction, and fine impose**,
on captahj Elijah Boardman for causing drufi*^ lo
be beat through the public streets of tits Clx\ of
Kartford in Coenecticut while on th*" recruiting
service in time of war, in the sumj»' ep f 1314 \\
Mies' IV. R. 299, 8 Mies' W\ R a.5> and U»S
opinions of the judges of Ma>^achusetts' justify iri<<-

the ridiculous, perverse, „-lld per&
-

jeio„s conduct
of gov.-rnor Strong respecting the militia of that
state. Brack. L. M. 390. ? Mies' IV. R. 148-8
M!e:j IF. R 204, shews now little reliance ought
to he placed on the agency of state officers for the
e^ccir ion of the law, of d.e union in seasons of great
emergency; and how dangerous it is, in any case
to return to the- policy of the old articles of con-
federation, either of a legislative, a judicial, or an
executive nature. But it is not merely in the
selection of the state, or the influence* it mayhave over its officers, which in such cases, will

produce the neglect of the interests, o? the diso-
bedience of the calls of tiie union—The state it-

self may, and in some cases, has interposed its

authority and forbidden even a w filing officer frorr.

undertaking the task of executing the laws of the

general government.

During the late war, Massachusetts, in order to
check the national government in its determina-
tion to retaliate the threatened barbarities of the

enemy, for the victories over whom, the pious
legislature cf that state declared it unbecoming a
moral and religious people to rejoice, "authorized
and required the keepers of the gaols of that state
to discharge all prisoners of war committed under
the authority of the United States,"— 5. Miles' II .

li. 381—6. Miles' If. R. 4.

And some time in the spring of 1T99, captain
Truxton of the Constellation frigate, sent to Dr.
J. K. Bead, one of the aldermen of the borough
of Norfolk in Virginia, a man, whom he said ac-

knowledged himself one of the mutineers on board
the llermione, a British frigate; tiie man was com-
mitted to jail, subject to the order of the British

consul, by him taken out, sent to Jamaica, and
there executed.

This subject was communicated to the legisla-
ture of Virginia by Mr. Monroe, now president
of the United States, then governor of that state,
on the 1st December 1S00 in a message as follbvvsS"

"Sometime in April last, says he, 1 was advised by
a respectable citizen of Norfolk, that u magistrate
of that borough had received from the captain of

ment and execution as directed. Tiie state courts 'the Constellation, a frigate of the United States,
refused to obey, so as to become the instruments

| person said to be one of the mutineers on board
c oversniing a legislative act of their own states.

[His
Britannic majesty's ship the Hermione; that lie

T! e court of appeals issued an injunction. The 'committed the said person to jail, with an order to
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The jailor to surrender liim to the British consul,
on his application; that he w.is surrendered ac-

cordingly to the said consul, who sent him to a

Uritis'. island where he was executed. A conduct
so extraordinary as that aVledjyed, could not other-

wise than excite the astonishment of the execu-

tive. Every man within the jurisdiction of the

*tate, is, under certain exceptions, amenable to

its laws and entitled to its protection. If h? com-
mits an offence against the sovereignty, or other

rights of the United States, he is amenable to their

government and laws for th* infraction. But the
• act -which was denounced did not appear to pro-
ceed from, or be sanctioned by the authority of

tlrat government. To designate a man within the jit-

risdictign ofa state as one. not entitled t-> its protection,
or that of the. United States, to divest him of such j>ro-

fection, and surrender him to a foreign ptrufep, to be

sent abroad, tried, condemned and executed, by the

sentence of a ji>reian tribunal are important acts of

igwereignty, in which the character and agency of the

chief public functionaries should he seen, anilfor -which

'hey aft. highly responsible. Hut nothing of that kind

appeared' n„ the present instance No respectful,

though strict' &o'd\s.s, hy the coupe ent authority,
of the respective claims to jurisdicljon between
the state and the UYuJsd States, with respect to the

fugitive who sought an asylum here; no circum-

spect examination of treaties between the United
States and a foreign power, which ought to pre-
cede an act derogating in some respect* from the

national sovereign'}', were heard of The magis-
trate who acted -was not even an officer of the federal

government, but of this state, in which Sight, he was
in a peculiar degree responsible to its authority. The

act was strictly that of the magistrate himself. As,

however, this communication compromit*d the

character of a consul of a foreign power, and an

officer of the United States, as well as that of a

magistrate of this commonwealth, the executive
was careful to observe in the part it took, the ut-

most deference to the rights of those who were to

be affected by it." National Intelligencer 15 Dec.

1800—and 9th Jan. 1801.

This case, it will be recollected, is strongly ana-

logous, though not altogether similar to that of
Jonathan Robbins, about which so much was said

both in and out of Congress. It is not, however,
adduced to revive the recollection of the princi-

ples discussed in Robbins' case; but to bring into

view chat very particular in which they chiefly dif-

fer. Robbins was delivered over oy an order of
one of the Judges of the United States; in this

case the man was delivered over by a magistrate
of a stale. In the one case "the character and

agency of the chief public functionaries of the

nation were seen, and for which they are highly

responsible. But nothing of mat kind appeared in

the present instance." \nd fro:n the expressions
e>f the Governor, that, "the magistrate who acted

'mas not even an officer of the federal government, but

7>f this state, in which light, he was in a peculiar de-

gree responsible to its authority. Che act was strict-

ly that of the nagistra'e hi itself;"
—ic is very strong-

ly intimated as his opinion, ttiat the judicial offi-

xmr of the state had no authority u> expound or to

execute the laws of the United States in any case

civil or criminal. But whatever might have been
his opinion, there can be no doubt about that of

the Legislature of Virginia upon tnis point; for, in

consequence of this co nmunication, on the 21st of

January 1801, they passed the following law for-

bidding their magistrates from exercising a similar

authority in future.

It was enacted "that any person who shall here-

after, of his own free will and accord, or by the
i persuasion of, or combination with any foreign
: agent, or any dthe> person, being an alie

--

:, or a citi-

zen of this commonwealth, or of any other of the

|

United States, deliver up or surrender, or cause

j

to be delivered up or surrendered, either by his own

authority, or under colour of any office whatever, held,,

or claimed to be held, under the authority of this com-

monwealth, any citizen of this commonweal .h, and
entitled to th^ protection of the laws thereof, dur-

ing his residence therein, to be transported beyond
sea. or elsewhere without the United States, shal'l

on conviction of every such offence," be sentenced
to the peni entiary for a term not less than one, nor
more than ten years—and by the second section it

is enacted, that if the person transported shall be

executed, then the person by whom he was deliver-

ed over shall be deemed a felon and or, cor.victiori

suffer death.

This great question as to the right of Congress
to invest state officers with a portion of the judi-
cial power of the union was once agitated in Con-

gress; and, as it would seem, rather waved than
decided in any way—what was then said upon the

suhjectmay be found in the National Intelligencer
from the 5th to the 19th January 1801.

As to the necessity of scattering over the vast

territory of the United States "many thousands of

justices of the peace, coroners, constables," kc.
I will make a few remarks before I close—I deem
it the constitutional right and duty of Congress to

increase the number of judicial and executive offi-

cers so as to make the judiciary of the United

States, in all respects, co-extensive with its ju-
risdiction—And, thus to complete the organiza-
tion of the national,judiciary, I deem it essentially

necessary, as the cheapest, safest, and suiest

means of preventing those tngry and ruinous col-

lisions between the governments of the union and
the states, which will inevitably increase in num-
ber and frequency with the increase and conden-

sation of the population of the nation—The neces-

sity for the great multiplicity of justices of peace
in the states, is evidently occasioned by the num-
ber and variety of petty municipal regulations,
which they are required, daily and even hourly, to

execute; but the jurisdiction of the United States

is neither so various nor multifarious; it is confined

etiiefiy to foreign affairs. It would, therefore, be

sufficient th it such inferior judicial officers should
be placed most convenient to where such cases

were most likely to arise. No state would perhaps
require a greater number of judicial officers in

proportion to its population than Maryland. Let
us then suppose two United States justices sta-

tioned in Baltimore, and one in each of the other

cointies of the state, except that in which the dis-

trict judge resided, in all but nineteen—More
would not, I am sure, in the opinion of any one, be

necessary. As to the expence; the justices of Ma-

ryland receive neither fee nor salary in criminal

cases, and but small fees in civil matters. I do
not see why respectable citizens might not be found

willing to act as justices of the union upon the

same terms. The utility, or rather indispensable

necessity for magistrates, invested with jurisdic-
tion both civil and criminal in small matters which
arise within the Forts and other places, where the

authority of the United States is exclusive, is obvi-

ous and altogether unanswerable; for if there are

such things as political axioms, the propriety of

the judicial power of a government being co-exten-

sive with its legislative, may be ranked among the-
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number. In such a salutary extension of tlie judi

ci'ary of the nation, I see nothing monstrous or ter-

rifying-, either as to patronage or expenditure.

"Uppn the whole, it does appear to me, that the

Congress cannot, constitutionally, confer any por-

tion of the legislative, judicial, or executive pow-
er of tlie union on any of the public, functionaries of

the states, either to declare, to expound, of to en-

force the laws of the nation; and, that, if Congress
were even allowed to do so, yet as it mii^ht, in a

time of the greatest peril, under the influence or

authority of the state, be neglected, disobeyed or

prohibited, the execution of such power, could

not, nor ought not to be relied on; because, the

agent would be wholly irresponsible, and both in

-tlie neglect and the execution the most provoking
and dangerous collisions might be excited between

the government of the union and those of the

states. THEODORICK BLAND.
Baltimore 25th July, 1817. >

Though the editor has not immediately suffered

by the late freshet, some account of which is given

bejow, it has, in many ways, tended to derange the

business of the Register for the week, and prevent-
ed the desired attention to seyeral things

—nqt ne-

glected, but of necessity delayed.

The late Freshet at Baltimore.
It is no easy matter to sit dovn quietly and give

a tranquil account of the scenes through which we
have past ; for the mind is yet continually divert-

ed from the cool regularity of narrative by some

particular incident that excited feeling, on the

awful occasion.

On Friday night, the 8th inst. the rain descend-

ed with exceeding violence—it was almos. an inces.

sant and increasing torrent, or de;Uge of water,
until about 1 o'clock, P. M. on Saturday. By this

time, Jones' Falls, or Jones' Creek, which runs

through the city of Baltimore, and divides that

part familiarly called "Old Town" from the rest,

had swelled to great height. This stream is about

1^ miles long, with a very rapid descent; passes

through a hilly country, and affords, perhaps,
more mill seats than almost any one of its length
in the United States, nearly all of which are very

highly improved. In general, it may be any where
forded without reaching above a horse's knee, and
within the built parts of the city is confined by
stone walls, built on piles, by houses on its banks,
or wharfed, to a space of 60 feet wide, above Mar-
ket street bridge, but of some greater width below
to the basin. At 1 o'clock, the wooden-bridge, at

Centre-street, (the highest on the stream within the

newly extended city limits) was lifted from its

abutments and happily deposited in a garden below.

Many of the mill-dams above, had, by this time,
been swept away, and their accumulated waters
were added to the torrent. The next bridge, at

Bath-street, also of wood, shared the fate of the

former, but passed, in an undivided body, down the

stream and lodged against the stone bridge at Gay-
street. Here it instantly collected an immense mass
of floating timber, parts of houses, &c. and formed
a complete dam. The water then spread over the

low grounds west of the Falls, and impetuously pas-
sed down Fish-street to Harrison and Frederick-

streets; that part of the city called the "Meadow"
being overflowed to the depth of 10 to 15 feet. The
greatest force of the torrent in this part fell against
the brick-houses near the intersection of the south

c'uXe of Gav with Frederick and Harrison streets,

and especially in thMa*ter,where some frame build-

ings were in a moment swept off, and those of brick

hardly resisted the force of the stream, their foun-
dations being near rooted up. Harrison is a very
wide street, extending northwardly From what is

called the "market-space," or place where the prin-

cipal market house'of tlie city is located, and af-

forded vent for an immense quantity of water, in

many places more than six feet deep, and of such
power at the head of the market-hous^ as to render
it unsafe for man or horse to cross it—"hough, ex-

cept for abou* half an hour, when the flood was at
its greatest height, it was forded by carts loaded
with people—but a coach, in attempting it, was
swepc off and lodged against the posts at the market,
the horses very narrowly escaping.

— Market-street

bridge, built of stone, and not being dammed as that
at Gay-street was, and protected by the diversion
that the damming of the latter caused, stood the

current, which pissed under it with the rapidity of
an arrow, awfully sublime. Before this, thetwo light

foot-bridges, between Market and George street

(or Peters') bridges, had given way—and George-
street bridge, of wood, old and designed to have
been speedily supplied by one of stone, soon shared
the same fate; it lodged, crosswise, against the stone

bridge at Pratt-street, and soon formed another

complete dam. The water then took an additional

rise,but rather momentary, of about.three feet in less

than three quarters of a minute, and a lar^re quan-
tity of property, until yet but partially injui-ed, was
sacrificed. This was the lowest bridge on the Falls,
and the water, after passing it, spread over tlie low

grounds in its course to the ha-un, and did but little

comparative damage. Of all tlie bridges on the

Fall*, ,that at Market-street only is uniniured.—
Those at Gay and Pritt-streets are so much injured
that they can only be passed on foot in safety, and
will require to be rebuilt—.one arch, at least, of each.

It is utterly impossible to embody on paper the
scene that this deluge presented. Houses, horses,

cattle, with many swine—carts, drays and other

carriages, with, perhaps, thousands of cords of

wood, and immense quantities of heavy timber of
all sorts and descriptions, and some entire trees,
with a multitude of articles of household furniture

and mechanical industry, hogsheads and bar-

rels of whiskey, flour, Sec. &c. and, on two or three

occasions, human beings, were seen mingled in tre-

mendous confusion, dashing against each other t

and impelled with irresistable force! Women and

children, in the upper stories of their houses, were

sending forth their shrieks, and calling for assis-

tance from their frail fellow men, gallantly risking
their lives to rescue them, but without much suc-

cess until after the flood was at its greatest height,
which was at about 3 o'clock. When we recollect

the awful force of the water, and measure the depth
that it bad, we are humbled with a sense of grati
tude that so few persons were lost—not yet ascer-

tained, but, probably, not exceeding six in the
whole. The compactness of the houses, though it

raised the water, broke the power of the current

and protected them; else, as at Dr. White's late

extensive distillery, which first met its force, eve-»

ry feeble building must have been swept away, and
with them their inhabitants. It is a blessing, in-

deed that it did not come upon us in the "night
season." To the loss of property we should have
had to add that of hundreds of lives; for it came
on so suddenly that many who slept on the first

floor of their houses must "have drowned in their

beds; and others, in attempting to save them, not

seeing the danger, would have perished]
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It is impossible to go into a detail of individual

losses. The citv corporation lias sustained a da-

mage of from 80 to 100,qpo dollars—tHe works of

the water company are extensively injured
—the

entire loss, within the city, may, perhaps, amount

lo a million and a hilf of dollars. But this is, and

must be-, chiefly a "guess."
The mayor of the city, George Stiles, esq. has dis-

played all the energy nr.d promptitude for which his

character has so long been remarkable, to reduce

ihe extent of bur calamity; in which he has been

faithfully supported by the rest of the city officers

and others! It has added to our misfortune, that he

was only just recovering from a sickness that ma e

vis despair of his life—bu/, though his body is weak,

his mind has all the activity so happily adapted to

meet an occasion like the present. The comman-
der of Fort Mcl/enru, (at the time M jor Hall,) at

Ids request, instantly stopped the passage of all

fco^isand vessels.until they were examined;'for there

were wretches enough ready* to prey up' n the mis-

fortunes of the people, and make lawful prize of

whiskey and other liquors, fionr, and 'he many
other valuable things that were brought down the

Falls. Immediate measures were also taken to

clear the bed of the stream, and collect the frag-

ments of property for the right owners; and to re-

lieve the streets of the mud that had been deposit-
ed in them, (in some places two feet deep,) re-

pair tlie shattered pavements, Sec. One wonders
when he sees what has been done in so short a

time, and we cannot but feel grateful for the wis-

dom and energy of the measures every were

pursued to lessen the calamity, and prevent any
effects it might havp on the health of the city, at a

season so liable to disease.

We may, perhaps, hereafter, in cooler moments,
when the acuteness of feeling for the sufferings of

•thers is a little blunted by time, and the ravages
©f the flcrd are less hideous than they are now,

give a more detailed account of this visitation;

which lias also swept away, or virtually destroy-

ed, the several stone bridges on Hartford Run,
which serves as a natural drain for the more eastern

and yet not much built upon part of the city. But
that a better idea of the freshet maybe had at a

distance and to serve for future reference at

home, we have, with line and rule, ascertained what
was the depth of the water at the several places
as mentioned below; premising that the excess

water of the Falls passed through one of the thick-

est bui it parts of the city, for the distance of al-

most half a mile.

The heigh of the Falls above their ordinary level,

depended so much on accidental circumstances,
that it is impossible to fix a medium. Opposite
the jail, it was about 24 feet, being confined be-

tween high grounds; just above Gay street bridge,

having found a passage through Fish street, &c.

it was 16 feet, 2 inches; adjacent to (above) Mar-
ket street bridge, 10 feet, 7 inches; adjacent (and

Oelow) that bridge, 10 feet 3 inches; immediately
above Pratt street bridge, 10 to 11 feet. These
are the points at about which the water seems to

have stood for a considerable time—the damming
of it at Gay street, and Pratt street, gave it a sud-

den rise of a greater denomination; but it forced its

ay through the houses, streets, &c. and,sought its

sured by the Editor of the wef.kit register; tUs'

distance, in a'l case*, (where not otherwise expres-
sed* taken from the foot pivement immediately
adjacent tothe point mentioned,

Market Spaceand Harrison street, &c.

/'
At the S. W. corner of Market space and
Water street [J. West's]

• S. E. do. [J. Armstrong's]
N. W do. and Second street,

Legi-.nd'.;]
- opposite—[head of the Fish market]
- S W. corner of M.rkel space and

[S.

1

2

3

4

in.

6
n

10

Market street [J. Sterling's]
X. E. do. do. [W. Ross']

It Harrison street—side nearest the Falls,

(average)*
furthest frojn the

Falls, (avenge)"

o
ri

O

6

4

4

4
7

4

9

5

7

9

f
o

level by more widely extending its surface. Before
sundown nearly all the streets were drained of their

water.

STATIONARY HEIGHT OF THE WATCH,
During the Fre*het at Baltimore, on Saturday the 9 th

at the intersection with

Gay street, W. side,
; E. side.t

Gay street, &c.

Gay street, opposite Fish street 5
North side of Gay, opposite the above

[at W Lovell's] 5
E. corner of Gay and Fish streets 6

Upper corner of Gay and Frederick streets 4
Fish street, &c. average from Gay to Holi-

day streets 7 ?

Ho'iday street.

Average depth from Fish street to Finn's
corner

Depth at Finn's corner
« bath house, rear of the above

(front)
At the Museum, [above the lower floor]

Calvert street.

At the front building of the Pavillion Gar-

dens, above the floor,
Above the floor of the "Temple" in ditto,— the foot pavement in front of the

City Spring
Concord street.

W. Camp's upper ware house
S. E corner of Concord and Water streets

[bake house] 4 2
S. W. corner Concord street and Fish mar-

ket space [G. W. Miller's] 6 2
North east pier of the Fish market 5 7
In the rear of Concord street, next the

Falls
5f. Qin. to 5 6

OTj" The real height of the water in the streets

may be determined by adding a general average of
about a foot to the above, for the elevation of the
foat pavements, adjoining the houses.
There is much doubt and considerable dispute,

whether the late freshet was so great as that suffer-

ed 32 years ago. We, of ourselves, know nothing of
the latter; but from all that we hear, are inclin-

ed to believe that a greater quantity of water came
down then than on Saturday last; but that this

freshet was higher in several places (owing to the
encroachments upon the water course and other
obstructions of the stream) by 3^ or 4 feet than the
former—but, possibly, lower in others, more imme~

diately on the banks of the Falls. It is hardly prac-
licable to fix an average gauge for water rushing
forward with such rapidilj, and meeting with so

7
8
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Jnany partial causes to raise or lower it, as must be

the case ir: the built part o r a city.

,'jjWe have calamitous accounts from all the

neighboring countrv of houses, mills and mill-dams,

&.c. swept away. Eight persons lost their lives and

16
'

ouses were destroyed by the rising of the Ca

dorus, at York, Pa. 6". the' Great and Little Gun-

powder Falls, Jones' Falls, Gwinn's Fails, Pa-

ta:;sco F:>1!>, &.c Sec. h ndl. a single bridge re-

mains—and those on most of the streams between
B Itfmore and York have gone. At Washington city,

OccSquon, &c. the flood fell in great force. Some

30i

politicoal aggrandizement, which his eminent

employments presented to him.
In the course of a lor.g life, spent in public sta-

tions, his incorruptible integrity shone conspi-
cuous. Conversant with courts, and daily mixing
in the aft'-drs of the world, his character retained
to the last its original warmth of feeling and sim-

plicity; a trait as rare as it is extraordinary—which

always led him to regard events in the most fa-

vorable light, and to repose a faith in mankind
seldom to be found but in the unsuspici us, confid-

ing temper of youth. To this primitive and bene

of the turnpike and odier roads are so washed in
\

volent cast of mind is to be attributed that kir.d-

places as to be almost impassable. Rut we are sick
:,|

ness of heart, and constant piayful cheerfulness,

with the disastrous detail, and, at least, must defer

any thing fur her of it.

which accompanied him to the last moment of hiss

life, and gave an endearing charm to the affection
with which he w*s regarded b\ his friends.

In the year 1773, the principles of philosophy
and political economy displayed in one of his pub-

I).pi»\T uk Ny.Morjf ;

'cl-r. m et venerabile no-
1 lications, "Ll's Ejihewcrides du citoyen," being ob-

rne ," is no more. He has just paid the great' noxious to the French minister, the Duke de Choi-

dehr of nature in a strange land, but happily died ! send, he was obliged to leave France. Several.

I,-, the arms of his children and grand children, and i foreign princes, then distinguished by the liberal-

Pupont de Nemours.

in tbe rio^session of every domestic blessing that

could contribute to mike the transit easy. The
editor well remembers the venerable deceased;

having seen him very frequently during his first

visit to tbe Unite'' Spates:—his figure and manners

ity of their sentiments, offered him an asylum.
The Margrave of Baden, appointed him his Conseil--

ler intime et aulique de legation; Leopold, of Tus-

cany, and Joseph II. corresponded with him; Gus-
tavius III. of Sweden decorated him with the

we-e t
1 o-e of ? sage, with "BF.ffEFirENCK" more! order of Vasa; and the king of Poland, Stanislaus

legibly stamped in his countenance than on that of
j

Augustus, appointed him his director of the nati--

any other man we ever saw. There was a child-' onal education. This last situation, which present-
like harmle-sness in his deportment, with some -

1 ed the most advantageous pro.spects to himself and

thing so dignified and imposing, that it was not family, he relinquished, to accept an inferior sta-

e=>sy to behold him without a mixed and most tiori in the service of his native country, at the

pleasant feeling of familiarity and respect. PhHo- invitation of hip intimate friend, the great and

sophy had triumphed over the passions that agi-j good Tttrgot, wdio was then appointed minister of

tate and influence men. His cheerfulness was as
i

finance by Louis the 16th.

different from boisterous mirth, as the tranquility!
In 1782 he was commissioned byM.de Verger!-.

of his mind from monkish austerity. The gr.tve or
;

nes to correspond with Dr. James Ilutton, the con.

the gay—old age and youth—the most learned
\

fidential and secfet agent of the king of Great .

and the least wise, was equally interested by his! Britain; and bid, with that gentleman, the basis of

conversation and demeanor; bearing irresistable i

the peace of 178J, by which the independence of

evidence of the strength of his talents and the ! the United States was acknowledged,

goodness of his heart.
(

He was many years inspector and commissary
It is not customary with us to insert long obituary general of commerce and manufactures, and coun-

no', ices in he Vv'v belt Register, except of our own sellor of state. In those different capacities he

distinguished citizens. But the name of Mr. Dppont\ greatly contributed to extricate French industry
is so intimately connected with so many of the

i

from the shackles that had restrained it. In 1787

great events that have happened in Europe for so and 1788 lie was appointed by the king, secretary of

many years past, as, in our opinion, to justify an

exception to a general rule, by giving place to the

following, communicated for this work.

Died at the Eleutherian Mills, on the Brandy-
wine, near Wilmington, in the State of Delaware,
on the 6th inst. and in the 78'h year of his age,
Peter Samuel Ihi Pont de Nemntr's, member of the

Institute of France, Counsellor of State, and

Knight of the order of Vasa, of the legion of honor
and of the order du Lys.

This excellent man whose loss will be most sen-

sibly felt by all that knew him, was one of those

rare individuals whose natural virtues and mental

acquirements shed a lustre upon humanity, and
render them models fin- future generations.

Born With a strength of mind, an elevated cou-

rage and an indefatigable spirit of benevolence

worthy of the bes' days of antiquity, he devoted
ins life to the service of his country ancVof man-
kind. So pure was hi* patrotism and so disinte-

rested his motives, that his time, his health and his

talents were continually engaged in the prosecu-
tion of these great ends, as regardless of the op-.

Xortunjties of improving his fortune, as of person- j

"am ? visited America

the assembly of notables; and in 1TS9, was elected
a member of the first National Assembly, where
he distinguished himself by his sound principle-..
Ids courage and his talents. He devoted himself
to counteract the factions of the day, whose in-

trigues and plots disgraced the French revolution,
and prostrated the hopes of those who wished to
behold France regenerated and happy. He was
twice elected president of that celebrated body,
which combined in itself, as it were, the talents of
the old world. His object was improvement with-
out violence, and he opposed the abettors of anar-

chy with a courage and energy bordering upon
temerity.
When a horrible tyranny stalked through France

and levelled in its progress the great and the good,
Mr. Dupont was persecuted and imprisoned," and,,
after several narrow escapes, his life was only pre-
set v;d by the downfall of Robespierre. Subsequent
to that event, and when the reign of terror had
ceased, he was elected a member, and also presi-
dent of the Council of Ancients. The jacobin*
having succeeded in overturning the directory m
Fructidor 1798, he left France and for the firer
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In 1302 he returned to France, and when Bona-

parte sacrificed the cause of freedom to his own

personal ambition by causing himself to be nomi-

nated consul for life and then emperor, Dupont de
Nemours remained steady to the principles which
had guided his path through life, by abstaining
from any participation in his government. But the

-onfidence of his fellow citizens followed him into

the recesses of private life and his appointments to

the presidencies of the Bank Terriloriale and of the

Chamber of Commerce, and his election to nume-
rous charitable institutions, of which he was an ac-

tive and conspicuous member, mark the extent of

that confidence and the sincerity of their regard.
—

On the fall of Napoleon, Dupont de Nemours was

appointed secretary of the provisional government,
which accepted the house of Bourbon, in the hope
of thereby securing to France a free constitution

and government.
Upon the return of Napoleon from Elba, he emi-

grated a second time to the United States, where
his two sons had been naturalized many years be-

fore.

He has left in France, a wife highly distinguish-
ed by her eminent virtues, and in this country, a nu-

merous posterity to lament his loss. To those who
looked up to him not only as the best and kindest

of parents but as a bright example fos their imita-

tion, it is a consolation to reflect that his last mo-
ments were spent in the midst of his children, and
that his venerable relics repose among them in the

land of freedom, which, next to his native country,
was the object of his warmest affection.

His principles of religion were steady and pro-
found; and it may be confidently hoped that he en-

joys the immortal reward laid up in store for the

just and good.

Foreign Articles.

EXGLAXI), &C
r The fi'nancial committee of the house of commons
has reported that there will be wanted for the ser-

vice of the year 1817, over and above the products
of all the taxes, &c. the sum of £ 15 ;312,288; and
for that of the year 1818, nearly 13 millions, with-

out calculating contingencies! A reduction of the

interest payable on the national debt is hinted at.—
It must come to thai, sooner or later.

The effective strength of the British army at home
and abroad, exclusive of artillery, formed a grand
total of 166,865 men on the 15th of April.
The woolen goo'ls exported from Great Britain

in the year ending January 5, 1817, were valued at

£8,405,486—of which, the value of£3,029,667 were
sent to the United States.

A fleet is fitting out at Portsmouth, supposed to

be destined for China, from the extensive purchases
of tea made by the East India company.
Many complaints are made about the ingratitude

of Ferdinand in respect to his regulations of the
trade of the British to his American possessions—
especially that which was carried on from Jamaica
across the isthmus of Panama.
We have long details of riots in many places.—

In several instances the people had armed them-
selves, especially at Nottingham. Reports were
floating about the discovery of guns, pikes, &c.—
All the lords lieutenants were ordered to repair to
their several counties, "to be ready for any emer
genev."
The south of Ireland is in a great ferment, on

the apprehension of a scarcity. Martial law would
probably rule the country.

The duke of York's late "dear angel,
v

Mary
\nn Clarke, still attracts attention. But her trade
of" selling benefices in the church and commissions
in the army, is at an e«d.

A new bridge over the Thames, called the "Wa-
terloo Bridge," Was opened for passengers with

great ceremony on the 18th of June, the anniversary
>f the battle. The prince regent headed the pro-
cession on foot, [this is important, as informing us
that he can walk!] with the duke of York on his

right, and the duke of Wellington on his left—202

guns, the number takeo by the British, as they ssy,
at that battle, were fired on the occasion, &c. &c.
The bridge is a noble edifice. It is 1242 feet within
the abutments, a«d has nine arches—total length,
including the road on each side, supported by otjier

arches, 2890 feet; width, within the balustrades,
42 feet. It is built of granite. The piers are built

upon piles
—320 to each pier, of the diameter of 13

inches, and 19 to 22 feet lon^
—one pile to every

yard square.
A London paper says something about "the real

lovers of the constitution." We should like to see a

copy of it, and learn how its principles are applied.
From the 1st of April to the 17th ofJune, 275,000

barrels of flour were received in England from the
United States.

The British ports are opened to all nations for
the import of bread-stuffs, in any ship or vessel,
until the 14th of November next.

Am. flour at Liverpool, June 17, 79s per bbi. at

Cork, 85s

JVaUon and the rest of the state prisoners have
been acquitted. His trial closed on the 15ih of
June. Lord Ellenborough was five hours in deli-

vering his charge to the jury, and, being exhausted,
was assisted by judge Abbott. The jury after be-

ing out a short time, returned with a verdict of
'•not guilty." Great huzzaings followed in the hall

of the court. The populace took the horses from
the carriage in which Watson left the court, and
drew it through several streets; after which they
retired in good order.

The other prisoners, viz. Thistlewood, Hooper,
and Preston, were arraigned and acquitted, no
evidence being offered by the attorney general in

support of the indictment.

The expenses incurred by the government in the
trial of Dr. Watson and his accomplices are said
to amount to several thousand pounds. Many ar-
rests for high treason are still made.
Edward Itushton, one of the purest and ablest ad-

vocates for freedom that England boasted of, is de-
ceased.

British laiv.—From a London paper of June 7—
"The Tunisian cruizers, just released, are ordered
not to appear again i?i these -waters, under pain of con-

demnation. Their prizes are ordered to be restored,
on paying salvages." [What would the British say
if this rule were applied to them? Who does not
recollect that our very harbors were blockaded by
British vessels, at times, for several years before
the late war—that they fired upon our coasters, and
killed some of our people, &c. The case of the
Tunisian vessels, therefore, deserves a special re-

cord. But certainly, the British never will again
blockade us in time ofpeace! The day of such things
has gone by.]

FRANCE.

Much of the French papers is occupied with tel-

ling as how the king went to mass, and how the

king came from mass. Events like these are the

only things on which they speak freely.
There is also much said in the French papers abau
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an intended "procession of the holy sacrament" Como, and his papers sent to Vienna. How fearful
which is to be attended by the princes and prin-lare the "legitimates," of the dungeoned lion!

cesses.

•, The British papers say much about the Freitch

settlement that is to be formed in the Mississippi

territory
—which, we think, probably, may be very

extensive.

A letter from Prance, which bears claims to

our respect, says
—"Our fine country is at present

devoted to the great principles of legitimacy, and in

such a miserable situation, that very little can be

spared from mere existence, while France at the

s'ame time labors under the greatest scarcity; thou-

sands and thousands are forced to eat grass and

roots procured by digging the fields and woods;
women and children are found dead, from want of

food; such is our miserable situation, and Switzer-

land and Savoy are not better."

The grain harvest promised to be very abundant.

American flour at Havre, 90 francs per bbl.

There have been many riots in France for want

of bread. But the people were quieted by the

legitimate argument of the bayonet. In one of tbem
near Lyons, several hundred people are said to have

been killed.

It is ordered that no Frenchman above 15 years
of age shall travel out of the immediate neighbor-
hood of his donucil without a passport, and that

no one shall leave the kingdom without one.

Condemnation of persons engaged in '•commo-

tions," are frequent in France. The country is far

from being tranquil, but the papers give few details

of what is going on.

Trie king of France being apprised that sfaty or

t&tenty persons in Lsere had been wounded by a mad

ivolf, was pleased to forward lQOO francs for the

relief—-avritging three dollars for each. "The gene-
rous care thus evinced by the king, the generosity
which he feels towards his subjects, must endear

him to every good Frenchman," says the French

paper,
ITALY.

Prince Eugene Beauharnois has sold his Italian

principality to the king of Naples, for the sum of

five ffuliions of francs.

The pope is said to have recovered from his ill-

ness. The prince regent of England's wife has ar-

rived at Rome.
GERMANY, &C

The number of persons who have>etnigrated from
Baden this year, is said to be 20,Q00; ofwhom about

2000 .have gone to Poland, and the remainder to

North America. [They have not yet arrived.]
The king and queen narrowly escaped drowning

at their country seat near Stutgard.by the overflow

ing of the Neckar. The water rushed into the house
with such violence as to tear up the pavements in

the hall. The queen made her escape out of the

window by means of a ladder.

The states of 'Wirtqmburg having rejected thc

royal rescript of the 26th of May, for the conclusion

of a constitutional compact, his majesty has declar-

ed their assembly dissolved, and commanded that e

very member not residing at Stutgard, his vocation

having ceased, shall immediately repair to his own
home.

It is intimated that the king of Wirtemburg has
received a letter from a "great monarch advising
nin* not to go beyond what has been done before,"
and promising assistance against his subjects, if he
should require it.

The, Austrian princess has sat out for the Brazils,

leaving embarked at Leghorn.
?antarri, from St. Htf^na, has been arrested at

SWITZERLAND.
In the canton of Fribourg, it is ordered that eve-

ry man be imprisoned and criminally persecuted,
who shall refuse to attend confession, &c. regular-
ly. Such tyranny accounts for the emigrations from
thence.

DENMARK.
A treaty has teen made between Denmark and

Spain—placing the commercial relations of the two
countries on their former footing.

SWEDEN.
The king of Sweden has formerly acceded in

the Holy alliance.

EAST INDIES.
We have a particular account of the burning of

a leper at Cutwa. "A pit, about ten cubits in depth
was dug, and a fire placed at the bottom of it, but
instantly on feeling the fire, he begged to be taken
out, and struggled hard for that purpose. His mc»
ther and sister however thurst him in again."

This practice seems common. The notion isj
that the purifying of the body by fire gives it a hap*
py transmigration—whereas if the person died by
the disease he would after four births, have an-
peared on earth a leper again.

WEST INDIES.
The export of sugar, in any other but French ves-

sel, is prohibited at Martinique.
The Royal Gazettes of Hayti contain a decree of,

king Henry, for the sale of all the dominhtl estates
of the crown, excepting the palaces, the forests, and
edifices appropriate to public purposes.
From the 9th to the 14th of Julv, four vessels ar-

rived at Havana, from the coast of Africa, with 956
slaves. Three of these vessels were schooners, from
which an idea may be formed ofthe manner in which
the miserable creatures must have been stowed.
King Henry is said to have marched with 16,000

men to attack president Petion; and the latter to
be prepared to meet him.

"Spanish" amebica.
A royal Spanish account claims a victory by the

,
Sabina frigate and two schooners, over Mina's fleet,
at Soto la Marina\ saying the latter was annihilated,
the crews escaping to the shore, &c- This may bs
so—but ive more than doubt it.

Lord Cochrane is represented to have arrived at
St. Thomas', with 40 or 50 British officers* to join
the patriots of South America.
There is an account of the capture of MargarittaJ

by the royalists—If so—its loss will be severeh/
felt by the patriots.

*

FLORIDA.
We have a report that the royalists have attack.

McGregor at Amelia with a great deal of spirit.At our last accounts the patriot flag was still
flj

.-

ing, and the fighting had ceased. Further particu-
lars unknown.
The ship Margaret left the port of New York on

Sunday last, bound to Amelia Island; but was over-
taken and carried back by the revenue cutter, Cap-
taiu Cahoone. The Margaret had on board several
persons, who embarked with the intention of join-
ing the patriots under General Mc Gregor—a\so
munitions of war, it is supposed for his troops.The cutter fired several times at the Margaret be-
fore she hove too.

^A letter from Amelia island dated the 28th July-
says, "one of our privateers has sent in a prize.—
a brig laden with sugar and coffee, and with twen-
ty-six thousand dollars in specie." M'Gregor ap-
pears to be waiting for reinforcement* The *>
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counts said to be from the island are contradictory J Navalforce en the Lakes—\t !,as been published;
and inconclusive.

f

that the British are dismantling their vessel up m
BRAart. tne hikes. This, we learn from good autiioritv, is

It would appear that the patriots of Brazil are in pursuance of a mutual understanding between

still in force, commanding the interior. The peo-|the American a:,d British government, that neither

p!e of Paraiba, 30 leagues nortb of Pernambuco,
j

power shall retain more than two revenue cutters,

wolutionary cause; and at this of two guns each, on either lake, in service; and
that six months notice shall be given by either, of
an intention to augment this foree.

In this arrangement the interests of the two

have joined the revo

port a vessel lately arrived with 3000 stand ofarms,

which were paid for in specie

CHRONICLE.
The president bad arrived at S'ackett's Harbor

and was soon expected at Buffalo, where the U. S.

schooners Porcupine and Client had arrived to bear

him up bke Erie. A committee of arrangement
had been appointed to receive him in form, at Buf-

falo which he. probably reached about the 8Ch or

10th inst. The particulars of his tour shall be

resumed, and continued.

Naval.—Commodores Rodg-rs and Decatur, at

New-York, have made arrangements for immediate-

ly commencing the building of a ship of the line

and two frigates, a' the navy yard there. It is con

governments are mutually promoted—and many-
occasions of collision and jealousy avoided. It

saves a great expence to both; and is, besides., as
evidence of confidence and good will which it is

the interest of both to promote.—.fronts.

•Specie is pouring in from all quarters, The Bri-

tish frigate Inconstant, sir James Yep, from Jamaica,
via Havana, with 2,250,000 dollars on board, s'opped
at New-York on the6ih instant, to 1 -nd 405.000 for

the U. S. Bank, and 50.000 for individuals—the ba-
lance for England. A vessel has just arrived at

Boston, from Lisbon, with 84,000 for tiie U. S. bank,
and 34,000 fi>r individuals: the U. States ship Alert

brought 75,000 tor the bank of the U. S. We also
notice, arrivals with specie, on private account, fromfidently stated, that they will also make similar

arrangements at Portsmouth, Boston and Philadel-
1 Cimpeachy, and many parts of the West-Indies,

phia, for building a 74 and a frigate at e;idi—the
J.Mexico

and South-America, from Madeira, Amster-

line of" battle ship building at Washington is rapid- jdarn,
Havre de Grace, Cork, Liverpool, &.c. Sec. in

Jy progressing, the materials for a frigate are col- ail not less than twenty or twenty-five in the list

lecting, and a 74 has been commenced at Norfolk. |two weeks. If there should happen to be a short

It would appear that the nine ships of the line, jcrop
in Europe, we shall, from the exuberance of

twelve frigates and three steam batteries, autho- jour's, give a great additional force to the current,

rized by law, will be completed with all desirable
jThe emigrants, also, bring much with them

ipeed,—and it is expected that the cost will not

exceed the 8 millions appropriated. The. frames of

all those vessels will be of live oak. When they

are built, our navy will consist of

12 ships of the line,

19 frigates,
4 steam batteries,
8 sloops of war;

with a number of smaller vessels, besides the fleets

on the lakes.

We have in commission—
3 ships of the line,

3 frigates,
7 sloops of war;

and several small vessels surveying the coast, Sec.

John Quincy Adams, esq. arrived at New York
from London, on the 6th inst. lie has been treated
with a sumptuous public dinner, at Tammany Hall.
The United States' armory at Harper's Ferry em-

ploys two hundred and fifty or sixty persons.—
2U.000 stands of arms, complete, are deposited, rea-

dy for service, and a great number is in different

stages of progress.

Occidents and crimes.—Whether it is because the

printers want mutter and eagerly seize upon things
as news which hitherto they disregarded, or whe-
ther there are more accidents a:id crimes than
there used to be, is hard to say

—but the fact is,

we never heard of so many houses destroyed by-

fire, so many people drowned or otherwise accident
The destination of the Frunkli.i 74 is said to be

tally killed; so many suicides, and so many robbe-

«hanged—-she still lies in the Delaware, and was ries, as we hear of now
intended for the Mediterranean

The ship John Adams is immediately to be fitted

at New-York.
The sloops Ontario and Saranac yet lay off New

York, completely fitted for sea, waiting orders.—
The Congress frigate has been at Port au Prince,

where captain Morris and his officers were treated

with the greatest respect by Petion. The absence of

our consul is said to have prevented any definitive

neirociations on ,- ,e objectofhervisit. She lefi there

on' the 27th of Ju.y to settle some affairs with king

Henry, at the Cape.
From the apparent bustle, as to naval matters,

it has been hinted that "something might be brew-

ing." The whole secret, we etpect is this—the

law is passed for building these vessels; the trea-

sury is full of money; it is the people's desire to

have a respectable navy, and its erection at this

time will give employment to thousands of ship

carpenters, &c. that are suffering for the want of

it, through the present stagnation of commerce,—
and it may never occur again that they can be built

so cheap. Thus all things are fit'ed to each other,

ay.d opportunity is seized by the forelock.

The new s" earn boat Virginia, plies as a packet
between Baltimore and Norfolk. The distance be-

tween those places is 210 miles. It is exp^ted her

passages will average les9 than 23 hours. T e Vir-

ginia is a very large and staunch boat, elegantly
fitted, and cost £55,000

Wheat.—A Mr. William Buck, of Lancaster, Pa.
i : said to have reaped sixty bushels and three pecks
of wheat, weighing 66 lbs per bushel, from one
acre of ground!

Exchange, At New-York Aug 9. Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Bank of Columbia, and Richmond bmk
notes, par. Bos'on ^ ..is. Rhode Island notes. 1 to

3 dis. Connecticut, par, a 1 per cent. dis. New
Hampshire 1| to 2 dis. New Jersey, par to J dis.

Delaware notes, 2 a lu, do. North Carolina, 3 a 5;

South Carolina, 1 a 1J, do. Georgia, 2 a 3, do..

Kentucky, 7 a 10, do; Tennesee 7 do. Ohio, t« a

15, do. New Orleans 5 a 10, do.

The notes of the banks in the interior of New
York, Pennsylvania &c. are at various ra'es. \Jany

nowever, o; the former, are at par. Notes of the

District oi Columbia, except of Uje banis of Co?

lumbia, at 2 per cent, d;s.
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This business of exchange is a curious business.

I think that a managing man, through the generous
assistance of the brokers and their secret patrons,

migtit change a ten dollar note, of a specie -paying

bank, into a five, in less than an hour, by discounts

the council to abrogate their ancient law of retalia-

tion, Which permitted a murder to be satisfied by
taking the life a relation of '.he murderer, if the
principal could not be found; and have thus for-
bidden the practice of indiscriminate revenue. On

I

and premiums; and really, if I could afford to sport this point they have passed a written law. The
five dollars, I would try it and publish a detail of all agent also procured their consent to the. cession

t"he transmutations it would undergo in the process.'
of a piece of land which shuts them out entirely

The history might be useful. 'from a part of our frontier and secures the Citizens

Amain* the queer things of the times, is a state-
j

from the danger of Indian aggressions. The dav
ment matte bv the paymaster of the militia of Indi-

j

the United States' Ag?nt left them an unfortunate

ana, Mr. A. Whitlock. published in the Indiana He-
[

affair occurred. The Indians having received a con-

raid, of the 25th ult- apparently to vindicate him- siderabje sum of money from the United States,-

self against a charge of paying the militia in a de-! some of the younger warriors determined to have

predated currency. He says diat he paid out pre I
a frolic,before they went home. A principal warriov

cisely the same money tkat was delivered to him by
one who was next in command to M'Intosh, in the

the receiver of public monies at. Vincenn^s; and then '.service under general Jackson, among others got
oeson to enumerate the banks or banking' estab

j

drunk and killed his own nephew. The chiefs im-.

tshments by which it was issued, which are sixty f mediately convened, and after ascertaining the fact

oxe in number. j P
1
"

the murder, they ordered the perpetrator to be
It is pleasant to observe that the extent of the instantly taken and executed, winch was done in

business of exchange is daily lessening, by certain
j

less than an hour after the murder had been com-
of the banks getting up their notes to par. ;

ranted.

Cr'oghammUe.
—The U. S. lots in the town ofi Indian Speech.—Tdsefollowing speech of Sr.tFECHi

Groghansville, at the Lower Rapids of the Sandusky,
j

Bahwbw, a half breed Creek Indian, was delivered

were sold at public auction on the 7th ult. All a short time past before a national assembly of the

were disposed of except those reserved for schools. !
chiefs:—It evinces a pacific disposition which should

The tract is two miles square, and the whole! be cherished-by our government.— Geo. *9rg-ns.

amount of the sales was §121,000. Takiig in Ihe
j

"My Gowitrirmen—God made vis all, both red and

reserves, the product is about fifty dollars per acre,
j

white Americans, to live on one island. Since the

The situation is a good one; but in and about it I Almighty has said we should live together, why
it is yet a wilderness. did we join the people who came from" beyond the

A newspaper has been lately establised at Dc- salt-water? Why did \vc join the British ? Let

troit, by Messrs. Sheldon and Reed, entitled the
|

us raise our children to the end that God created

^Detroit Gazelle." jthem.
We can live without the red-coats or their

Mr. Ttaschkoff, the Russian minister, has lately! help. Let us, then, raise our corn and eat it. When
Visited the falls of Niagara. j

God gave us this land, he said we should rest our
An insurance company is established at Buffalo— i bones upon it—so he said.to all those to whom he

Capital §400,000. gave land.

Disg' ucefnl—The following is from the Charles-
j

.

"I think there is hut one God; and that that God is

Con Courier of the 2nd inst.—Many hundreds of'ljust
—if we walk strict in this, he will save us in the

our citizens in town and on Sullivan's Island, '.next world. The cold water which he gave us still

witnessed, on Saturday last, a smart cannonading! runs—so are the paths for the government of the

between for! Johnson and the revenue schr. Gallatin,
j

conduct of good men still here. Foolish as I am*
The latter, it appears, had been out over the bar, j

my little understanding telis me, when I see these

having on board a number of gentlemen, on a party things, that they are God's works,

of pleasure. On her return to town in the afternoon, |
''When the white people first came among usv

passing the Fort she was fired at, with a view of; the Great Spirit had forbid our mixture—we did

bringing her to, under the quarantine regulations I

mix—and to avoid the pain of separating the hus-
—the shot was immediaiely returned by the cutter,

! band from his wife, the father from hi? children,
and a smart fire was kept up between them, until I ar.d the brother from his sister, he has continued
the latter got out of reach of the guns of the Fort the course of the mixed blood in our veins. We
The flag of the revenue cutter has heretofore been

! must remain in this situation, because God is upon
generally considered as a sudicieit evidence of her tt»e top of us, and directs it to be so. Gc-n. Washing-
character, to allow her to pass the Fort without] ton acquired a war-name above the rest cf men—
molestation; but a different opinion appears now to

j

but the mixture of our blood, and the accession

prevail; which gave rise to the above conflict. We I
of a part of our strength to his, added not a li'tls

do not learn that any injury was sustained either by [to
it. You all know, my countrymen, who know

the Fort or Cutter on this occasion.
I any thing of the unfortunate history of our coun-

indian affaiks.
j
try, how slow was his progress when opposed by

We learn from our southern papers, that the as- i the strong and undivided arms of our fathers, and

.semblage of the Creeks at fort Hawkins, in July, (how rapid it has been since Whiskey and Calico

amounted to between fourteen and fifteen hundred; have divided us.—We are all one people."
and many were prevented from attending by the i U. S. Bank.—George Graham, esq. is appointed
^inconvenience of leaving their crops at that im- president of the branch at Washington, vice Mr.,

portant period of the season. The conduct of the Cutts resigned; and Samuel W. Dana, esq. a se-

Indians at this council, it is said, was marked with 'nator of the U. S. is appointed president of the
branch established at Middletown, Con.

Maryland Penitentiary.
—Whole timber of con-

victs 3'Jl—viz. 210 men, and 85 women, variously
employed.

Extraordinary crop. G?Keral Israel Jencks, of
Ba i Win '

or, (Con.) raised the last year, from 54

great propriety and decorum. The principal chiefs

dint.! every day with general Mitchell, the United

States' agent, and in the afternoon executed the

points which i ad beer previously discussed and

de .led upo ; council.

\ this meetmg, *e are informed that the United

Sites' agent hftd ^yfficAen.t ffifltien.Qe, to prevail en acres and 84 rods, 417 bushels rye, 295 bushed.
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wheat, 5400 lbs. tobacco, 150 bushels turnips, 1600
bushels potatoes, and 60 tons of hay.

EMIGRATION.
Within the last ttvo -weeks, ending yeaterdav

morning, we have received accounts of the arrival

of twenty-six vessels, at the several ports of the

United States, with two thousand fivp hundred and
twelve passengers, viz.

From Amsterdam—Germans and Swiss 1896

England, Ireland, and Scotland 281
the same, vis. Nova Scotia and JVcw-

fnundland 238
—« France 97

2512

Oj'We have a detailed statement of all who
have arrived at Philadelphia since the opening of

the navigation of the present year, which we in-

tended to have published; but will thank the

obliging gentleman that furnished it, to continue
it up to the end of the year, and favor us with

said continuation. It will then be complete in itself,

and, probably, be accompanied with like tables for

other ports.

Baptists in the United States.
Extract from the proceedings of the general con-

vention of the Baptist denomination in the United

States, at their first triennial meeting, held in

Philadelphia, in May, 1817: shewing the number of
churches and members in each state

State Churches.

Maine 112

New-Hampshire 53
Vermont 112
Massachusetts 91
Rhode-Island 57
Connecticut 49
New-York 321
New-Jersey 24

Pennsylvania 60
Delaware 8

Maryland 33

Virginia 314
North-Carolina 215
South-Carolina 169

Georgia 202

Mississippi Territory 56
Tennessee

Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
St. Louis, 111. M. T.
S. G. Conf. U. S. A.

169

421
103
67
9
10

2664

Members.
6287
3738
8470
7731
5945
6772

23558
1941
4517
570

1455
11838
11711
11003
16834
2441
9704

22434
3628
2474
216
1934

165,201
There were no returns of the mimber of churches

.<.iOr members in one entire association, and the num-
ber ofmembers are not reported from 142 churches

'

in Virginia.
No return of members from 18 churches in North

Carolina.

No return ofchurches or members from one entire
association of South Carolina.
No return do. one do. in Georgia.No return of members from 8 churches in Ken-

tucky.
No do. do. 5 do. in New-York.
Upon making a very moderate allowance for the

associations, churches, ^c from which reports have

not been received, the exhibit of the whole will Le
as follows:

Number of Baptist churches in the U- S. 2,727
Ministers 1,935
•Baptised last year, at least 10,000
Members in Fellowship 183,245'

Altitudes of Mountains.
A table, containing the Altitudes of Mountains,

calculated from Barometical observation, by A.'
P- captain in the United States corps of En
gineers.

WHITE MOUNTAINS.
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iher we continue in the possession of it or not.—
The base on Which it must rast is an enlightened

policy, founded upon political economy,- a science

that teaches us to produce great results from ap-

parent trifies, and extends equally from the small-

est to the most important xsources of power in a

people. I do not mean a mere power for w«rj 1 give
it a Wider range, and mean the po:ssr to prosper in

ev-rv legitimate undertaking. But this science is

miserable neglected. Gentlemen will give me what

credit for the assertion they please,
—but I truly

confess, I have felt myself humhled at the high

praises bestowed upon my small efforts in it;j
which

i.
' ——

f.\s, in whatever concerns the editorship of the

Weekly Regis teh, I am especially zealous to be re-

garded as "a matter-nf-fact-man," as a distinguish-
ed gentleman, on a public occasion, was pleased to

call me, I take the liberty to offer the following ex-

tract torn a long editorial article in a very respect-
able newspaper, the "Western Herald," published
at Steubenville, Ohio. It is but a small part of the

spontaneous praise of the editor of that paper, who
is unknown to me. personally or by private corres-

pondence, though it seems that we have, with' 1

knowing it, mutually esteemed one another. The
text .if his remarks is a short editorial paragraph in

which I assuwted some share of tfie credit of bring

ing the words "national character" and "national

feeling" into common us*e— (see the Register of the

19 ult.) and, on first glancing at it, I felt a little

alarmed lest that assumption might have been

thought indelicate by a man whose goo 1 opinion 1

would desire to have, and yet I felt justified to

myself in what I had done. For, though the "oys-
ter knife" wit, or "hair splitting" criticisms, ofsuch
folks as tlbe editor of ihe Albany Gazette and the
late editor of the Virginia Patriot,* raise abroad
smile for a second of time, thjere are some whose

rq^rehension would make me unhappy for a week,
though so long used to being bandied in the pa-

pers. But the editor of the Herald not only does
not reprehend me, but gives me infinitely more
credit in tins and in other respects than my vanity
ever aimed at looping to receive, from any man,
much less to deserve. After speaking of the es-

says on "Political Economy" which, under vari-

ous heads, have appeared in this work, he says
—

_

"A man might read Adam Smith's wealth of na-
tions till doomsday, before he coukl get half as

much light on the subject of the economy of nations,
as Mr, Xiles has furnished within the last two years.
By localizing the particular branches of his sub-

ject, he has matured and prepared the mind of the
reader to take a "view of the -whole ground."—Air.
Niles has not only done "as much as any man" in

developing the best mode of maturing and making
the most of our resources, but in our opinion he
has done vastly more than any ten, or we might say
more than any 100 men, whatever may be their

standing in the nation, and, so far from Mr. Niles

having rated his labors too highly, he has not valued
them equal to the high estimation in which they are
held by the public.

*
i

'•

-is man once raised a fair laugh. He wrote
and twblished about three columns to prove that
/ was a fool;—and, in his very next paper, in v.

column and a half, made it out that Mr. Jefferson
was one also L— If he had known how moderate rrv

pretensions are to the character of a scholar, h'c

would hardly Uave taken so much trouble with -me.

I am no scholar—*omake-mystlfciciady understood
» all that 1 aim at.

have also caused me deeply to regret a want of ta-
lents to develope its multifarious branches, as I

would—as welt as a want of sufficient ease and retire-

ment for reflection, to giv: it even the views, that I

might.—The truth, '» vrvev, is—that very manyn-h to v.-j.-.] in the manner that they steep; without
'he trouble of thinking ef what they are dc&tga and
r have always been satisfied, that though the labori-
ous statistical articles in this work are most credi-
tible to ir m the opinion of many, some would rather

occasionally see accounts of ghosts and "horrid mur-
ders," with narratives of trim con. shew'msr 'how

"The subject of political economy, w'sich Mr.
Niles has examined, required much research. The
labor of the mind, and of such a mind as Mr. Niles',
has been productive of much £ood to the nation
and to the millions of which it is composed. A
mental labor, like Mr. N'.ies', is worthy, every wav
worthy, of its due reward. He possesses a' mind
of great compass, and embraces at a glance, the
means and the aggregate of a nation's wealth. He
views the minutiae and the fragments of man's in-

dustry scattered over the various climate «id soil
of every state. He combines the substance and
the industry of all, and presents to the nation a
view of its whole mass of weal'h. He does more:
he exposes the prejudices and the folly of an
enlightened peup'e,'v.\ unenlightenedage, in consuming
the manufactures of foreign nations, to the manifest
injicry of our own. He presents you also, with the
picture of a nation about to regenerate itself, by
saving its substance, simply by the introduction
and protection of "home manufactures." He has con-
vinced every man among u» who was devoted to

England and her manufactures, (and they were
not a few) that it is more profitable for us to make
our straw bonnets, our boots, shoes, our cotton, our
linen, our cloth, &c. here than in England. And
so much is the public mind improved (and greatly
by his means) that it would now be deemed tedious,
and trifimg with a man's time, to offer an argument
to prove that wc can grow rich and accumulate
capital by manufacturing so much as to supply our
own wants and even the wants of others, and that
we must inevitably grow poor, yes poor indeed, by
foolishly importing manufactures from foreign coun-
tries, substitutes for which can be made better and
cheaper at home. The home feeling on this sub-

ject is now good—only keep it alive, and it will do
every thing for us as a nation."

[At the conclusion of the whole, he offers the fol-

lowing proposition. The question is partially an-
swered already, (in an extended view) in the se-
cond number of our serieson "Political Economy"
recently published, but may be very happily intro-

duced, so as to come home to every man's fire side, in
the concluding essay, not yet finishedy .<r.d 1 ac-
cede to the request with the same frankness that
it was made. I will attempt to shew the important,
"difference" desired by Mr. Wilson—\\o~< , however,
with the hope of giving it so much force as he
would cause some to expect from me]
"A word to Mr. Niles. We would propose to you,

to present the public with a picture or a statement
of two different settlements of ten thousand acres

each, with a given popuhitim, shewing the diffe-

rence in their advancement to wealth and the accu-
mulation of stock. The first settlement we may
suppose to be located on the Atlantic seaboard, and

fA very friendly writer in the Platlsburg Repub-
l-ca.'i, will find a grateful ackne^degement for and
a liberal use of, the statistical facts afforded by
him* in this essay.
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Lorenzo raised the devil,"* and the like. Bat they this pbisciple the work will sta\d on fall It

do not suit my humor, though the introduction of

them migh* not injure my pocket, and a pair of

sharp scissors become the great editorial instru-

ment instead of a goose quill, to the relief both of

body and mind—and cannot have a place in this

work, while it is under my charge. It is very cer-

tain that my first object is to malie money; but li-

terary men (descending even to my own walks) as

'.'ell as statesmen and soldiers, have a thirst for

what the world cails glory, and as warmly purs ae it

—a passion that, properly regulated, is the grand
stiimflus 10 noble actions;—and my second object,

hardly less ardently desired 1 han the former, is to

be the maker cr compiler of a work to become a

'due qua non to complete a LianvnT. A few .years
hence wiH shew die extent to which 1 have suc-

b e led. And here it seems a proper time to say
—

that the work is my own. With the exception of

about a diz-n current articles, long or short, in die

1st and 2nd volumes, and about as much in the

1'Ofh and 11th, (ail which were written from out-

lines furnished by myself) every thing else of an edi-

torial character is die product of my own personal I
the moment, by extending its circulation in their

labor, unassisted in any vav by any one soever. (several neighborhoods, lest it may suffer through
In reviewing the vast fu-'ld occupied >y the Re- I

the inattention just spoken of The favoritephrase,
oi*T£it far the six years of its publication, I do not

j

"that his majesty wants men and must have them,"
see any thing that I heartily repent myself of, ex- just as well applies to us, in having punctual sub-

cept some dunning notices. Would they were all scribers—"his majesty" could no more carry on lis

blotted out!—But they were wrung from me by an
[wars

without the former, than we publish the IIe-

is a rightfu. and i e .sonable one, and will be eon-
vended for at every cost. If it cannot withstand
'me first shock which inattention, pure inattention,
to the requisition, may give to it—for many may ne-

glect a compliance with the terms and of course
cease to receive it, an I some perhaps even feel of-

fended by the procedure. I cannot help it.—
Th.t which is esteemed full value is offered for
the money required; but everyone has an undoubt-
e 1 right to :iold a different opinion, and wid act
for himself. After usi.ig every fair and honorable
means to keep up this work, on my part, it w .11 re-
main with the public to say, whether it shall be
printed for rna:iy years by me and my sons an 1 sue*

cessors, or expire in a few. I cannot pretend an
indifference to the result ofthis proposition, though
c aivinced that the same industry and application
in other pursuits might be quite as productive of
pecuniary profit—for it is my "hobby." And, to the
real friends of the Weekly Register I have re-

spectfully to say, that .their efforts ,re "impressed"
or "conscripted" to bear it against the pressure of

excess of pecuniary suffering, not originating in this

work, but which ought long since to have been re-

lieved by it. Nothing of the sorr will, probably,
occur hereafter; as well from the result of experi-
ence that they do no good, as in there be'r.g no

necessity for them, by the new arrangement requir-

ing payment for the Resistor in advance. It ison-

may be called the Anglo-American province, to raise

agricultural products only, and to purchase every

manufactured article that they used from foreign
countries.—The other settlement we would locate

on the banks of the Ohio, and call it the Economical

Republic
—to rai?e, produce, and manufacture, eve-

ry thing they might eat, drink, wear, or in any wise

use, and sell their surplus articles of agriculture and

manufactures for cash.

"The question then would be—"what -wouldie the

difference in the accumulation nf capital in one year,
between the Anglo-American province and the Eco-

nomical republic?"
".Mr. Niles is folly equal to such an estimate as this.

Should he decline making it, we must, as we are

strongly impressed with the importance oFpresent- [reputation is as much a part of his stock i

gisteh without the latter. Ad we will further re-
mark in conclusion, that the instructions which may
be given for cooking a beef-steak, as for* things
of the greatest moment, suns us precisely: it is
this—"Tf 'twere done, 'twere -veil 'twere well done,
quickly.'"
On this occasion, making a period, as it were, in

our editorial labors, the present volume being de-

signed to complete a scries of the work to a cer-
tain extent, as explained in our ..um'^erof the 9th
inst. the editor, perhaps, aaay be justified in insert-

ing the following extracts from three letters re.,

ceived during the week, neither of which were de-

signed for or expected to be published, and the
names of the writers cannot be mentioned, how-
ever flattering it might be to his vanity to giva
them. It is sufficient to say that thej are from gen-
tlemen that have filled, or ^ now 'in, som ofdie
v_'r\ highest legal situations in the gift of the Uni-
ted States or ofsome of the states, eminent for their

literary acquirements.The honest truth is, that he is

proud of such things; nor does he see any tiling to
oe found fault with in the confession of it. A man's

n tr^de

ing su •
i a picture to the public, attempt it. But as his money, and sometimes worth a great deal

the subject being familiar to Mr. Niles, and every |

more; and he has as much right to make an honor-

way in consent with his habits and reflections, we • able use of it.

doubt not he will accede to our proposition.
—Such

|
I.

a comparison will have a good tendency— it will "The Register really cmtains srch an extent and
shew us how we ought to live— it will shew us how

( variety of information, on every subject interesting
to grow rich— it will shew the nation the way tot to the politician, professional gentlemen, or man jo.f

wealth— it will make the principle of home economyr]
business, th-at it has superseded with me all the

familiar to every village, U»wn and city, in the U. . other periodical publications of this country. May
States—it will present a bold and imposing view of

the good fruits of home feeling, of home industry,
and of home economy: and if there is a British Owl

lurking any where near, with his eyes still cohered
with the film of prejudice, present him with this

it continue to prosper and flourish,"

II.

"I consider it [the Weekly Register] a publication

highly useful for the political, statistical, and ju-.
iicial information, which it contains; and in otner

picture, and he must either fly off to his native e. respects it certainly surpasses any other smilax

congenial soil, or acknowledge that his predelic- j nirnal, with which I am acquainted. Its strong
lions are stronger than facts." m I ardent patriotism, and its firm American prin-
*A story of a drunken husband and a strumpet

'

ciples and attachments, cannot but give it a still

wife, just now taking its round in the paper-. A I higher chum with those who sincerely love their

single mail brings to ua five cr six copies cf Jto i rountry
—To this cormpendationyour work Ls fjin
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ly entitled even from those who may no-: subscribe

to all the opinions which you entertain. To myself,

personally, it has an additional value from the opi-

nions and decisions upon legal questions, which

you have so judiciously placed in it."

III.

"I find much to please, and instruct me in read

ihg the volumns of the Register, which 1 often look

sen the bulk of them are mere slaves, and, in the

parts distant from the capital, with no more right*
than cattle. The great military force of Russia ha»
been raised exactly as a man would select certain
oxen from his herd for the butcher's knife; yet
. I'i. i under, on one or two occasions, descended to
talk about the conscript i^ns of France! Russia lias

also a considerable number of ships of war, some.

into in my hours of leisure; and I f. el grateful for |of which are said to be very fine vessels; but will

VOUt labours which have selected, arranged, and

preserved such a mass of useful matter in a per-

spicuous and permanent form."

"Y^u have my best wish.es for an increase of pro-

fitable patronage, and success in your editorial la-

bours."

ftj^The late Mr. Dallas, author of the famous

^'Ssposi ion of the cause and character of the war"

with Great Britain, openly and repeatedly mention-

ed the services this work had done him, in that

well executed undertaking.
The Rkcistbr is now as a part of the out fit of

our foreign mi listers, and is at every principal
court in Europe. I have sold either five or six

sets to our government*
And, 1 am told that a copy has been obtained

by the emperor of Unssia, "the magnanimous A-

ltx.nder" who has "gracious!) been pleased to s.
,

that he received more light through it of the real

condition of the United States than from every
other source.

Glances at Europe.
Utiusia appears to be the only country in Europe

where the state of man is improving. It is true,

there was more room ibr it in this great empire,

perhaps, than an\ where else, a very large part of

the population being semi-barbarians and absolute

slaves. Alexander Is, withoul doubt, the widest and

most politic, as well as the best sovereign in the

World, (f.r they are generally half-ideots or drunken

sot?) though not the least ambitious; and deserves

great credit for ids successful exertions to amelio-

rate the condition of the numerous and various peo-

ple that inhabit his widely-extended empire, as yet
much behind the neighboring countries in a know,

ledg^ of the sciences and useful arts. The views

of this prince are truly gigantic; and he will, cer-

tainly, be the arbiter oi'the old world, if the present
rta.e of lings is permitted to go on. With one

foot placed on the Baltic, ready to be advanced to

t le . \ . j.':c when occasion fits it, he washes th^

other in the Pacific, and stretches his arms from

the pote towards the Mediterranean. Already, em
phaticaliy entitled to be called the ruler of nations,
and having blotted Poland from the map, he per-

suades tee Grand Turk out of seme of his fines

provinces as introductory to a future seat at Con-

stantinople, holds Prussia, Denmark and Sweden, and

sever.. i German states as his satellites, alarms .ins-

tria, intrudes upon Pe ta, and threatens even the

distanfejnpireof China. Iv. France, too, he rules, and

Spain and It,Jy bow to his influence. He protects
the arts, encourages agriculture and extends com-
merce. The Blade Sea is covered with ihe Russian

flag, which now visits all nations, and the Caspian
will sooiybe thronged with their ships. The dis-

orderti. state ofE .rope has thrown into his country
mam, thousands .»f die most enlightened and mo „, andnever denied, in parliament.* "Sham-plots" are
useful ofher citizens; and he, instead of fearing, has
cherished diem, t.. chasten society, and, in a thou
sand nays, arid to the resources of his empire.—
liberal idea.-, must more and more prevail, and the

peasantry receive emancipation, b} degree*—at pre-

not, probably, become a great maritime power until
i' pleases the emperor to extinguish Denmark and
Sweden and drive the Turku into Asia; events that,

probably, may soon come to pass, and then his

means and conveniences for a large navy will be

very ample. More politic than Napoleon, we see*

that Alexander has fully as enlarged views—and, in

truth, it appears quite as necessary that kings, as

individuals, should have a master: and, when he has
consolidated and organized his late acquisitions, we
shall see whether it is better that they [die kings]
should be governed at St. Petersburg than at Paris.
The finances of Russia, in common with those of

Europe, at large, are however much disordered,
and the public credit must beat a low ebb; for, by
a late ukase, the commissioners of the sinking fund
:

-

e authorized to give a bonus of 20 per cent, for

monies lent, with 6 per cent, interest on the who.e

capital thus created. U v as almost as bad in the
United States during the late war, when a vast con-

spiracy was in full operation to bankrupt the go-
vernment; but it did not last long

—and, being at

peace, our 6 per cent stocks are above par. But

many of the British loans have been raised on as

destructive- terms, in time of war.

England is in a peculiar and very interesting
State. She has neither external nor internal mary

yet she is not at peace
—

[see the speech of the chan-
cellor of the exchequer on the budget;] but with

peace abroad, has a quasi war at home, and is com-
pelled still to keep up a vast regular military fr.rce

to assist the "loyal" militia of the kingdom. With
r,tr grea' . xports and the vast product of her ma-

nufacturing industry, rich colonies and numerous

advantages, the people arc unable to pay the tr.xes

levied upon there, and these taxes, if collec'ed, are

inadequate to her expenditure! The permanent
contributions of the people cannot full much short
of lOu millions a year; say 60 millions for payment of
interest on the national debt and support of govern-
ment, 15 to the various herd of commissioners and

1

x-gatherers, spies and pensioners, 10 in poor-
ra>es and at least 15 in what are called "private cha-

rities," but which, in fact, are nearly .s much extor-

ted as anv thing else, and a long List of el ceteras. In

the present year, the government will real! • borrow
not less than 20 millions, CI 00 millions of dollars)
ind next vear as much more, with the interest on

this, must be borrowed, if the present state of things
continues. The habeas corpus act, once the boast

and glory of England, is further suspended, and the

infamously famous letters de ratchet of old France,
are vjrtuajly in use. The whole country is infested

by spies ar; I informers— villains of the darkest cast,

who y."^c the people to riot and disorder 'o earn

the wages of ministers, as is broadly, ye strangely,
confessed in the report of the committee <>r' the

house of lords, recommending a continuance oi the

suspending act, and as has been repeated!* stated.

Extract fro:.; the report.—"This intelligence must
be considered as resting in mam of its parts upon
tue depositions and communications ofpersons who
either are themselves more or less implicated in
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& part of the system; without them tfie arm of go? to_
these who have the most need of it, from

vernmerit must fail, and the leeches ce.*se to suck • a jc/ousy ie-t they might incidei
'

il\ swell the
the blood ofthe laboring npor. These are the words population of another power—r^.her than which
of truth and s >berness—literal facts, of common thev would ha\ e th°m to peris!, ,i .,,, .

» To
notoriety; and some, in the house-ofcommons, Have play a little longer on he public '\ !i.:<, a com-

openly said that certain tumultuous meetings of the! ini.tee of the house ofcamm i shave intim r.ed thit

people, as they are called, werefor a fourth part a reduction of the interest on tlie debt would be

composed of spies, urging them to extremes. A
expedient

—hut this is nonsense; the people never

wretch, that passes by the name of Oliver, was de-
j

will be relieved of it bit" by managing the affair

tected hi some treasonable a'ct, and about *o be com I themselves; and h ippily, nine te vhs of the loss

mitted, but instantly released by instructions from that might thereby be incurred would fall upon
London! The people have found that in fiirh'.ing for

the "iiberties of Europe," (the phrase under which

all the /7m Hulls cloaked th ir own schemes ofdo-

mination,) they have perfectly enslaved themselves;
and the boors of Russia are hardly less degraded
than the laboring classes in England—one-fifth of the

people are paupers, dependent on the "public boun-

ty" fir potatoes enough to keep soul and body toge-
ther. The secret service money of England, openly

those who dishonestly, or without value given for
it, acquired the property. The p ior mad king,
perhaps, holds a million or two, for an instance; so
it passes through the immense mass of nuisances,
in state and church. Almost every part of the
country seems agitated; but if the people h.iveany
fixed design they are witllout method, and onLy
make bad worse by a shew of resistance.
What is to be the end of this svs em—or when

acknowledged, or drawn from the "droits of admi- \ it shall end, we know uot; but it seems as if i* must

ralty" without saying one word about it, amounts have an end, and we cannot be sorry that the worst
to a greater sum than 'he whole cost of the govern [government

in the world should fall.

ment of the United Sates, including the interest on i France, that lately dictated to the continent, is

the national debt; and the payment of the persons [now
bearded by all the old "legitimates;" a fo-

employed there to manage the debt and collect the
\

reign army in her territory dictates the law to the

revenue, amounts to three times as much as we have
j

king, and exacts tribute by the bayonet. The imbe-
to nay! Prance had her bastile; but every English clip Bourbons are restored, and all that belongs to

county jail
is .,ne now. Misery increases as it goes her as a great nation has retired, or reposes for a

oil—the taxes are equal to the' whole rental of the new opportunity to c >roe forth. With the exception
kingdom—the wholesome middle class is disappear- of some mobs crying for bread, France seems quiet;

ing or has disappeared; late respectable men are but we must rather believe it is the quiet of neces-
literal beggars, and the whole wealth of the nation sitythan of content. The government is borrowing
is collected into the hands of the worthless, specu-j large sums of money.
la' ing, stockjobbing few; who, in luxury, look down

'

Spain, with an ungrateful fool for her king,sufFers
and laugh at a starving multitude. With an entire much. She is every way miserable—without honor
evidence of the fact that England is too populous

and without means. Poverty prevades the whole
for a pe..ce establishment, so many obstructions are

'

country. Her public debt is about 60 per- cent, we
laid in the way of emigration as, in fact, to deny it

| believe, under pat, and there seems to be little pros-
• — peel of paying the interest o*r principal of it. The
these criminal transactions, but who have apparent- king would borrow much money, but none will trust

ly engaged in them, but with the view of obtaining I
the traitor.

information, and imparting it to the magistrates or
j

In Austria, and Germany generally, together with
to the secretary of state." Prussia and in the Netherlands, much private dis-

Sir Francis Burdett r >und!y charged the minis- 'tress and public difficulty prevails. In Switzerland,
ters with manufacturing the treason themselves,

j

also, and northern Italy, there is great suffering for

The spies, it appears, made much use of the name
j

want of food—mere necessaries of life. The finan-

of this gentleman to get the confidence of the
peo-jces

of all are deranged; and it would appear, that

pie, and sir Francis enquired if they were instruct- :
no government in Europe possesses resources equal

ed so to do—Lord Castiereagh admitted that they to its expenditures, though all are at peace! Nor is

•were so instructed. What a state of society is here!
|

there more than one or two in which the people
"Who can wish it continued? have, or can get, enough to eat by their lanor! Such
We have a particular account of the detection are the fruits of legitimacy. What a contrast to the

of one of these spies in Ireland. The wretch was state of our own republic!
the chief evidence at the LifFord assizes against
several persons charged with offences that, if they
had been guilty of, would have caused them to have
been transported, at least. The presiding judge
happened to be an independent nun, who loved

justice more than the king's service; and, in the

examination of the fellow it appeared, by his own
reluctant confession, that he was employed by a

justice of the peace to entrap and ensnare the un-

wary—to serve in which he acknowledged that he
had taken no less than five false oaths which Jie had
meant to break; that he had been present at the

burning of a house, without using any means to

prevent it, thinking it time enough for him to com-
municate the crime when it was committed, &c&c.
The principal in this business, the justice of the

peace, was a major D'Arcy; who, it appeared, had

riTnr BD*mrABT.
From the Catskill Recorder.

Spain—Conspiracies, bigotry and the Inquisition.
France— Humiliation and proscription.

"Upon mj head they pivd a t'ruitli?« crown,
"Ami put a barrel, sceptre ill n») grip-."

England—isp end id national poverty
—

paupers and
princes and criminals.

Leiand— Riots And starvation.

Russia—Colossal projects and colossal means.
Austria—Poland—Switzerland—Dark shades in a

j
dark picture.

Italy
—The pope, the Iazaroni and the robbers.

The Black Sea.
The National Advocate exiiibi's the importance

cf the trade of the Black Sea, and urges it to Ame-
a tribe of such scoundrels in his pay. The persons! rican enterprize. From the improvements recent

charged were instantly acquitted on the preceding ly made on its banks and of those of the rivers

ftufte being known. that empty into it, by the enlightened policy o
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Odessa,

r of tltt

J50 ship-
la -ge ves-

the Russian government, the chief

hr.s become the granary of that quart

wor d. In the last year, no less than 1

cleared at this port, 846 of which wei

sels; viz. 407 Russian, 258 English, 101 Austrian,

25 French, 23 Turkish, 15 Swedes—not one of the

United States. Taugarock,' at the eadofthesea

of As h, is also a very important place, and i^

the great derm of the over-land trade with Chim ,

&c. Nicoieff and Cherson are also represented
'

be improving very rapidly, and carry cr< a very

fumdsome commerce. Tlie neighborhood of the

Slack Sea will probably become among the most

important and interesting of ail the countries in the

Russian monarchy, having great advantages of soil

and climate, and watered by several great rivers.

T!.e Turks command the' entrance—but it is

thought, they would not deny it to the American

flag.' if it were asked, as whatever relations we

have had with them have been friendly; and indeed,

they will be little disposed to quarrel with Alex-

fader, who, if no- checked, will himself very soon

command it; he has full as much ambition, with

more policy, perhaps, than JWipoieon, as is seen

from his stretching his immense power in every di.

rection, though he rules a territory far greater in

surface dun "ail Europe. If his present designs
should not extend to a driving of the Turks be-

yond the D irdennalles, it will at least be exerted

to support the commerce of this highly favored

part of his dominions, and the Turks will hardh

refuse egress and ingress, as he wishes to have it.

Cannon Foiuulery.
The KewYork papers gives lis a very interesting

pecount of a new and extensive cannon foundery,

lately established by Peter Town-send, esq. onGhaj -

ber'-" CTreek, near Newburg. Ninety tons of cannon,

12 pounders of iron for field service, of which the

'/eight ill he less '.ban tlie French, English, or

American brass g ins of the same calibre."

The lieutenants who assisted in the examination
i I p oof, received a military eduction at W st

Point. Tfcey pointed the guns, and in 150 discharges
never once missed the objects they aimed at—:

i h were, first, emp'y barrels, 2d, a joist, ;:nd 3d,
i crow bar. \ perfection h irdlyto have been ex-

pected. The distance 150 yards.

The Public Lands,
LE 1TE& li

Chillhho rut:, August 4'h, 1?17.

dear sir—An unusual press of business has hi-

therto prevent e I me from continuing the series of

le'ters, concerning "the western country," which
was commenced i:i the No. of your "Weeklv Regis-
ter" for the 12th of April last— (see vol. 12, p. 97.)
And it is partly by way of relaxation from more ar-

duous employment, that I now take up my pen to

give you, as promised i 1 my ! st, "so ne account of

the several systems of tlie public surveys, and of the

land offices established for the sale of public lauds

in tlie 'fates of Ohio and Indiana, and the territories

of Michigan, Illinois and Missouri."

The first body of public, lands which was survey-
ed, is that which is now called "the Oid Seven Ran-

ges," lying in the eastern part of this staie. This

system of surveys was mad" in pursuance of an ordi-

nance ofcongress of 20' : My 1785. I: commences
on tie N. W. side of

•

lie Ohio river, where tlie western
line of the state of Pennsylvania crosses itj and is

bounded on the north by a line run due west from,
that point to the distance of forty two miles; on die

west by a line drawn thence due south to 'he Oido

river; and on the south and east by the 0':io river.

Tiiis tract is laid off into seven ranges of towns hi us,

which ranges are run parallel with the aforesaid

the first ever manufactured in the state of New said state fine, and are designated by numbers, pro

York, after undergoing a thorough examination by

M-.jor Ualaba and Lieutenants Simaso n and Tho-

mas, were proved in t very severe manner, and

the whole quantity passed die ordeal. The charges
werp as f l.'nvs, the first for the lS's, the other for

he 24 pound
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ver; thence up the main branch of the said river, to to the Little Miami river. The sections are nunV
the place where the Indian boundarj crosses the bered in the s;»me manner that they are in the "old
same; thcce along the said boundary line to die! seven ranges.

"

Tuscarawas branch of the Muskingum river, at thei The fourth system of surveys in order, is that

crossing place abovt fori Lawreffce; thence up said wliich lies between the Great Miami river, on the
river •• o the point w.'.ere a line run dwe west from ean, and the old Indian boundary line, running from
the place of beginning will intersect sa ;d river-A the mouth of Kentucky river to Fort Recovery, o.i

thence along t
v e line so run to >he place of begin- the west. For the survey of this district, the stats

ning. This tr:;C' was appropriated by act of con- line between Ohio and Indiana, which is run due:

gre.si, p.»ssed 1st June 1796, fo-- satisfying land war-ruprth from the mouth of the Great Miami river, is

rants granted for military services in the United! constituted the "first principal meridian}'' and the

nated by progressive" numbers from the eastern ern boundary, is continued in this district also. The
boundary, westward; and the townships are uum- sections are numbered in the manner at present
bered in like manner, from the southern boundary pursued, and described in the letter before refer-
towards the north. la pursuance of the act of ed to.

congress of die 1st of March, 18l)0, ihe secretary]
When the old "Vineennes tract," (so called) I;i

of (he treasury designated, by lo
, fify quarter-Jthe

state of Indiana, was about to be surveyed,
townships of the land remaining unlocated, to-

jit
became necessary to change the mole of num-

gether with the unlocated fractional quarter town-| Bering the ranges and townships, because the tract

ships, to he "reserved for satisfying warrants grant- ! lay in the interior of the territory, unconnected with
ed to individuals for their military services." Those) any other public lands; and had no natural or per-
quarter townships and fractional quarters, baVelmanent boundary from which the surveys could

-
commence; and because (anticipating -.he acquisi-
tioa and survey of the Indian Ian is separating this

been subdivided into lots of one hundred acres

each, the greater part of which have been located.

The remainder of tne lunds in this district have
beer surveyed into sections of 640 acres, and offer-

ed for sale a= other public lands are. Each town-

ship, therefore, contains only 25 sections, which are

thus numbered:—

"araung mis
tract from prior cessions) it would :,.4ve be?n im-
practicable to pursue the old plan with vat carryin

•

into those subsequent surveys a confusion and'pcr-
plexity, which it was very prudent and desirable
to avoid. A pLn of survey was their-fare devised

! by that valuable officer, colonel Mansfie'.d, 'he then
s lrveyor-general of the U. S. which no. only aroid-

! ed this perplexi'y and confusion, but remedied the
! defects of the old system, which experience and
[reflection hud pointed out to be considerable.
1 his pkffl is the same that is described in my h.st

(see Weekly Register vol. 12, pr.ge 97) and is the
same that is pursued in ell the public surveys since
executed under the direction of the survey or ge.ne-

•ral. A standard line, designated as the' "Second

[principal
meridian," was run through the eastern

end of the "Vr
incennes tract," which meridian be-

ing continued south, in the survey of s ibsequent
cessions, struck the Ohio about three miles below
the mouth of Little Eiue river. "A base-lin»," at

right angles from the meredian, has bee i run east-

; wardly to the western line of "Charles' Grant/' and,
Thelands lying west of the old seven r.nges east passing the northeasterly line of said grant, it stikes

of the Scioto/ and south of the military tract, have
;

tiie o: ' io river about a mile above the most easter-

been surveyed into ranges and townships in the man- ly corner thereof. Continued west from t!ie same
ner in whicli the seven ranges have been; the ran- point on the meridian, the base line crosses the

gesbeing numbered westward in continuation there-! Wabash river about three miles above its junction
of, and the townships northward from the Ohio— !'vitJl White river; and, crossing the fourteenth
The sections, however, are numbered on the plan>

a'>.?e west of the second principal meridian, passes
now pursued; an example of which was given in mv ;

"**» the next sy--,tera of ranges and townships. From
last letter.* The surveys have been continued in \' - second princip il meridian, the ranges have been
like manner through the'lands lying north of the old! l 'l 'd

.

o1}
"

parallel therewith, ar&$ to the old
seven ranges, and the military' tract, to the south-

|

Indian boundary running from the mouth of Ken-
ern line of the "Connecticut Western Reservation," .tucky river to Fort Recovery, and to the sv foe
on the 41st degree of north latitude. , of Ohio; and Toesfwardly to the western line of the

Proceeding westward, the Mrd system ofpublic
l&Ulteenth range, West, and the Wabash river south

purveys, is the tract lving between the Great and! *' where it crosses said western line: the ranges
Little' Miami rivers. Th is tract was surveyed shortly j

are numbered eastward and westward from the
after the "seven ranges," and partakes of its errors 'principal meridian; and the townships are num-
in an accumulated degree. The ranges, contrary to i

bered northward and southward from the base-line,

all other public surveys, are run east and west, and,'
1

'

11

'

1 - extensive system embraces all the public
are designated by numbers progressively northward J

antls in lh?
;';<'

e
;-

f Indian*, except the small snip
from the Ohio rivet1 to the Indian boundary. The
townships are numbered eastwardly from the Great

5
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The sixth svstem of public surveys, is that where t m,ent directed a suspension, and finally a

in a standard Kne run iioi ll From the confluence ftflquishment of the surveys; and, in lieu thereof, two
th" Ohio and Mississippi rivers, is constituted the million of acres wera appropriated in the te;

.'.',.</ principal Meridian." The basr-nne belong ries of Illinois a *\ Missouri. AM the lands lyin#

i.ijj to the last described svstem, is continued! between the military district ant}, the eas.'em b

tiimiigii Litis, from the 14tli riinge.
«••' of the 2»«dIf dary of the territory, were subsequently directed to

princinal meridian. The base line cKwies the 3rd; he surveyed, and is now nearly complete, 1. Tliis

idian at about fil miles, and strikes

ippi at 121, about 8 or iu nrdies below

; Missouri Ter. ami ah. km 30 miles be-

piiiicaj.,' men
the .m:

St. Louis,
low the mouth of the Missouri river. In this sys-

Uact extends from near the mouth of the nv.s

Raisin, on Lake Erie, to the outlet of Lrike it iron,

bordering oh the river and lake 3-. Cldr, Detroit
:iver and Lake Erie; and embraces a fine tract oi

tern, the ranges and townships are numbered pro-
^

country, containing nearly a million a-'d a half acres.

gressively, from the meridian and .lie. base lir.e re- The surveyor-general expects to have the wlioje

spectively. in I lie manner described in the last sys- \
district completed in time to be brought into mar-

tern; the 11th range east of the 3rd principal me-

ridian is closed on the 14th west of the 2nd.

The seventh system is unconnected With any
other, and was formed for the survey of the army
bounty lands appropriated by pongress in Illinois

Ter. This svstem of surveys 'its betw-sen the Mis

.si^sippi and lili'iois rivers, and commences at theii

junction: from
run north, called

ket du; ing .lie ensuing autumn; is now makinej
every exertion for that purpose.
There are in the state of Ohi", two large tracts of

land, to the soil of which the United Sta es have no
claim. First—The lands lying between <he l"t!e
Miami an«J the Scioto rivers, reserved by the state
of Virginia for satisfying military land warrants,

licli point a standard line has been
'

granted to the "Virginia troops on the continental

the fourth "principal meridian.*'jestabdishmen,t."
Second—Trie "Connecticut west-

The c >urse of the Illinois river a' i's junction with jern reservation," lying in the northeast quarter of

the Mississippi, is nearly east, the meridian there- the state, hounded on the south by a line drawn
fore immediately crosses it, and continues on the: from the western line of.the state of Pennsylvania,

same side to the end of 72 miles, when it recrosses

to the western side. From this point, the base

IKe is run west to the Mississippi,
about 52 miles

distant. About 2,500,000 acres have been survey-
ed in this district for military bounties.

The eighth system is for the survey of the public
lands in the territory of the Missouri. A standard

line, the "fifth principal meridian^', has been run

north from the mouth of the Arkansas river, which

meridian crosses the base line at 51 miles; the

Missouri river at 318 miles, about 35 miles west of

§t. Louis, and strikes the Mississippi river a few

miles above the mouth of the Illinois The base

line is run west from the mouth of the St. Francis

river, and crosses the meridian at about 27 miles;
and strikes the Arkansas river at about 85 miles.

Between the Arkansas and St. Francis rivers, there

lias been two million acres of army bounty lands

on the 41=.t degree of north latitude; and on tiie

west by a line run northwardly, parallel with, and at

a distance of 120 miles from the aforesaid state
line. Those tracts have been surveyed and located

conformably to laws and regulations adopted by the

states, respectively, which claim them.
An account of the several land offices, which I

proposed to give in this communication, would
swell it to too great a length; I must, therefore*
reserve that subject for my next.

Yours, &c. S. W.
Mr. H. Niles, Editor of the Weekly Register.

High blood—"legitimacy.''
^During the troubles in the reign of Charles I. a

country girl cane to London, in search of a place'
as a Mi'w«it maid, but not succeeding, she applied

appropriated and surveyed. One million and a half
,iei

;

self t0 «"'ry«»g out beer from a brew-house,

more, has, I believe, been surveyed in the vicinity I

™d was
?
ne of those called tub ™m?n

;
. The

of St. Louis, on both sides of the Missouri river.
brewer

>. observing a well looking girl in this low

Through this extensive traet, the ranges and town- 1

'

ships are designated by progressive numbers, from
the above described principal meridian and base-

line, respectively.
The ninth, and last system of public surveys which

remains to be described, is that formed for the sur-

vey of the territory of Michigan. When the two
millions of acres of army bounty lands, appropri-
ated in this territory, was directed to be surveyed,
it was intended to have it laid oil' adjoining the
western boundary of the cession by the treaty of

Detroit, of Xovember 17th, 1807. With this view
a standard line, called the "principal meridian for

Michigan territory," was run north from FortDefi

vant, and after a white married her; but he died
while she was yet a young woman, and left a large
fortune. The business of the brewer)' was drop-
ped; and the young woman was recommended to

Mr. Hyde, as a gentleman of skill in the law, to

settle her husband's affairs. Hyde (who was after-

wards the Earl of Clarendon) finding the widow's
fortune very considerable, married her. Of this

marriage there was no other issue than a daughter,
who was afterwards the wife of James II: and
mother of Mary and Anne, Queens of England."

Here, on the sure side, is the boasted blood of

the "illustrious family of Brunswick;" crossed,

passed eight miles north of Detroit, and at 77 miles
from the meridian, terminated on the border of Lake
St. Ctair, seven miles above its outlet into Detroit

river. The military district aforesaid was laid off

in eight ranges, east of the principal meridian, and

extending six townships on each side of the base

line. But a Considerable portion of the western

part of the district proving to be unfit for cultiya-

tipn, by reason of swamps and small lakes, govern-

from,

Foreign Articles.
&c.BNGLAKn,

The bill for further suspending the habeas corpus
had passed the house of commons, and, no doubt,
would be passed by the lords.

Wheat and other grain, and flour suffered a se«

vere fell about tbe $3d of June, qji t Jje promising
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prospects of * rood harvest. Flour, at Liverpool,

;.!iii 1, 70 two- per bbl. and declining-

Vlo'nej n< ver >. us so pfenty among the monied

men in Engjand as ^ Litis time. The floating wealth

of the nation is hi the hands ol
-

a very few specula-

tors and others, and the increasing misery of the

people adds to their stock.

The floating debt, or exchequer bills [treasury
notes! of England, amounts to 50, 897,200/ upwards
or" two hundrexland thirt) four millions a/dollars.

Another issde of 12 millions of pounds, more,

must be made to meet the current or actual ex-

pences of the. p eseiityear This debt, is not noticed

i , the :

-b,udget." In the "hands?full of millions" it

is no importance! ^-Nor iloes the budget say any

thing of t!)
• interest of the oublic debt, which is, or

is to be, otherwise provided for.

From the lute finance report it appears, that the

British government have on hand the following
amount pf gunpowder and small arms

ir.ident similar to this occurred to an actor
71aimer some-years ago. Me was performing

pu powder,
Muskets,
Rifles,
C-.rL'.n 'S,

bis. 294,000

818,000
4,000

36,04a

CuSt =£1,470,000

1,7-57,800

10,500
64,000

Total gunpowder and small arms, =£3,302,300
F om the twenty third to the twenty sixth June,

the mean temperature in London and Westminster,,

had been 83 and 84 in the shade, and from 108 to

111) in exposed situations. The intense heat had
been fatal in an unprecedented.degree to that use-

ful nim .!, the horse. Not less than twelve fine

m ac! l:-opperi betwe.en Hyde Park and

llounsiq
Gen. Thornton, in the British house ofcommons,

ask A
. leave to bring in a bill to abolish the dis-

graceful practice of publicly whipping women as a

punish nent; Tk<i proposition wan received -with re-

iterated bursts oflaugfiter, and he had somedimcul-

ty to ge' bis. motiqn seconded. "The English are

a floggsd nation," s »ys Cobbett.

Tne wretched and nearly naked populace of Dub-
lin have raised several riots, requiring the aid of

the military. The poor people seized loads of po-
tatoes in the stree's and devoured them raw!—
Among the most active in reducing them to order,
we observe the name of ihe supremely infamous

major Sir -, who with the guard of lancers gallantly

charged the miserable rabble, while they were eat-

ing their spoils! "Tranquility" had been restored.

The people of Dublin were ordered by the mayor
to remain in their respective bouses from 9 o'clock

at night until six in the morning, by proclamation.
The state of Ireland is very alarming. "From

the north to the south or the west," says the Dub-
lin Evening Fost, "and at home, there is not a

single county in which disturbances have not oc-

curred; but they are serious, indeed, in Minister,

Kerry, Clare, Water&rd, Cork, but above all, Lim-

erick, have been the scenes of tumult and outrage,
such as were never before experienced in those

districts."

Three British frigates were about to sail for

South America to strengthen the force on that sta-

tion.

Heal tragedy. A late London, paper says
—Last

night, while tile tragedy of Jane Shore was perform-

ing at our theatre, the par of Dumont Ly Mr. Cum-

mins, the highly respectable veteran had just re-

pe;te
*

t' 1 ' benedictory words,
" Be witness for me, ye celestial hosts.
" Such mercy, am! such pardon, as my soul
" Accords to thee, and begs of heaven, to shew thee;
" Mav »uch befal me at my latest hour,"— #

.

when lie fell down on the stage, and instant ly expired .1

An
named
in the "Stranger"—His own domestic circumstan

ces so closely resembled those of* the character he

was sustaining, that when he had, with exquisite

feeling, repeated the exclamation,

''O God! there is auother and a better world:"

His sensibility was overpowered; he fell on the stage*
and expired in sight of the audience.

HOUSE OF COSTMOXS—JUTE 20.

The Budget.
—The chancellor of the exchequer

moved the order of the day for the house resolv-

ing itself into a committee of ways and means.

Mr. Tierney suggested the propriety of postpon-

ing the committee at that late hour.

The chancellor of the exchequer observed that,

after the statement of, the income and expendi-
ture of-the country had been fixed for that night, it

would be necessary, in order to prevent the circu-

lation of unfounded rumors, that the house should

go into a committee.—The house then resolved it-

selfinto acommittee.—The chancellor ofthe exche-

quer was sorry that it was necessary, at so late an

hour to bring the subject before the house, but in-

dulged the hope that no material measure lie had
to propose to the committee would meet with oppo-
sition. The house would also come better prepared
for the discussion than upon similar occasions by
means of the different reports of the committee of
finance. These reports would spare him much la-

bor, as to them he intended to refer; and more at-

tention would probably be paid to printed docu-
ments of that nature than to any necessary hurried

statements that he might make. His labor would
be also much diminished by the consolidation of the

revenues of Great Britain and Ireland. Much labor

had beer, employed to reconcile the accounts of the

two countries, as would appear afterwards. It had
been so arranged in virtue of the consolidation of"

the English and Irish exchequers, that from the 5th

of lastJanuary they started with a new consolidated

account of the revenue of the united kingdom. In

one part of the revenue only, there was to be regret-
ted a deficit of 20 per cent, but this could not be
wondered at in an agricultural country like Ireland

at the conclusion of a w^r which had impoverished
its natural resources. Notwithstanding these pain-
ful circumstances, the house would be gratified in

hearing, that the means by which the current de-

mands of the year were to be met, were neither bur-

thensome nor objectionable. The supplies of the

year were estimated as follows:

SUPPLIES.

Army (including =£1,500,000, for extra-

ordinaries, and exclusive of troops, in

France) =£9,030,003.

Navy (exclusive of grant for the reduc-

tion of navy debt)
Ordnance
Miscellaneous

Total smply for the service of the /

year 1817 <,

Interest on exchequer bills £1,900,000

Sinking fund on ditto 3:""0,000

To make good the perma-
nent charges of Ireland to

January 8, 1817
Towards reduction ofjury ~>

and ransport debt, 5

6,000,000>

1,221,30©

1,700,000

18,001,SO*

246,508

1,660,000

-4, 136,505

2;2,137,80.8
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Sirch was the total amount of that establishment

lie had to propose. He could not call it a peace es-

tablishment, for the period ha-1 not arrived at which
we could be said to enjoy the bene fits of a profound
and real peace

—(Hear, hear!)
—The house would

recollect that at the opening of the session he had
estimated the expenditure 'at .£1S,300,000, which

fell £300.000 short. The unfounded debt was
if 1,990,000 and there were thirty three millions of

unprovided expenditure. This expenditure he pro-

posed to meet in the following manner—
WATS AND MEANS.

Annual-duties £13,000,000

"Disposal 11815 15,749

Ways and means 3 1&16 1,819,810

1,865,559
Excise duties, after satisfying grant

thereon for the year 1816
'

1,300,000

Money remaining at the disposal ofpar-
liament of the consolidated fund, at

April 5, 1817, 1,225,978
Eotterv 250,000

Old stores 400,000

Arrears ofproperty tax received or to be

received between the 5th of April,

1817, and April, 1818, 1,500,000

Irish treasury bills

Exchequer bills

3,600,0-00

9,000,000

9,511,537

-12,600,000

22,141,537

Before Easter, no less than 74,200,000, had been

applied to equalize the bank of Ireland, which still

insisted on an inte^st of five per cent; but as the

Irish exchequer biils would not become due till

Jmm .rv next, it was the intention of government to

remedy this evil. He had no doubt at the same

time, that the bank of England would reduce their

interest as the bills became due. There still re-

mained /9,000,000 to be provided for, which he

proposed to do by exchequer bills—a mode which

every circumstance had convinced him was most be-

neficial to the public. He has tried to reduce the

exchequer bills, and had succeeded in reducing it

to i lie amount of three hundred thousand pounds a

year without the least difficulty. From the 24th of

February he had disposed of twenty-seven million

pounds sterling of exchequer bills, and more than

eight months remained for the disposal of the other

24 millions. It was upon these considerations that

he recommended the measure with the greatest
confidence as one not likely to reduce the credit

of the country, and which, in point of fact, would

not produce the least inconvenience. Without now

going to the extent of what might be offered to the

house, it was no slight satisfaction for them to

reflect that the public securities had improved to

the amount of 20 per cent, on the whole capital of

the country. Exchequer bills, which were lately

at 4 3-4 and 5 1-4 per cent, were now reduced to

3 3-4 per cent, interest, with 12 shillings premium.
This improvement of the state of public credit

shewed that the resources of the country were re-

viving.
There was another topic to which he was anxious

to call the attention of the house, and this was the

resumption of cash payments by the bank. When
he recollected how he had been mocked and twit-

ted on this subject not longer than two years ago,
and he believed the house had not forgotten it—
(Laughs)

—he had some reason to pride himself on

what had now taken place. Tfce difficulty in fact

was to prevail, on the public to take guineas, though
the bank was ready to supply them.—(Laughs)
That resumption had, however, been carried to a

consolatory extent, »ffld he hoped, would be com-
pleted by July, 1818. So far as this resumption
had gone, it had been accomplished without giv-
ing the least shock to public credit. (Cries of
Hear!)

—so that the value ofour paper and our spe-
cie were alike unimpaired. As to the public debt,
their committee had not reported with regard to it-

but, notwithstanding the failure of his own antici-

pations, this also bad been reduced 400,0001. be-

yond what was promised.—Nor was this the only
satisfactory circumstance connected with the pub-
lic revenue: for since the 1st day of October, 1816,
/32,000,000 of cpiial stock had been paid oft" in

tl>e market.—These sums were taken out of the
stock market, so that every day diminished their

amount, and, in all probability, the sum so redeem-
ed would amount to 720,000,000, by the time of
next year's budget He felt not only sanguine, but
confident as to the progressive improvement of the,

revenue, though he could not, under all circum-
stances, pretend to pi-edict the exact period when
such an improvement might be expected—(Laugh.)—This amelioration was connected with that of the

continent, who suffered more than we possibly
could. We had a share of calamity, though a small

share, while the continental countries were strug-
gling for subsistence, and therefore could not bene-
fit us. Should it please Divine Providence to bless
the nations with a plentiful harvest, and the people
were grateful for it, then he had no doubt there
would arise fresh demands for our articles, com-
merce would be increased, and the resources of the

country soon be replenished. It was no slight sa-

tisfaction to him that he had to congratulate the
house on the improvement of public credit, the re-

sumption of cash payments, and the reduction ofthe
national debt. lie trusted that he should hear no
further of those dangerous remedies for public diffi-

culties which had been suggested in that house;
that no proposition would be made to reduce the
interest of the national debt, or commit a breach of

public faith. (Repeated cheering).
—He should

have no occasion to resort to parliament for the

interest on the new exchequer bills, and he felt fall

confidence in the state of the country.
At the suggestion of Mr. Tierney, and after some

conversation, the chancellor of the exchequer con-

sented to put off the report of the committee till

Tuesday next.

The several resolutions were then put and agreed
to, and the reporc ordered to be received on Tues-

day next.

Adjourned at twelve o'clock.
Ad captandum—In consequence of the retrench-

ment in the expences of the prince regent, a quan-
tity of Madeira wine had been sent out to Kingston
(Jam.) in the ship Glohe, and was to be soid for

the prince's benefit.

fhance.
The withdrawal of a second fifth of the "army of

occupation" is spoken of. A Russian fleet of 8 sail

of the line, 1 frigate and a brig has arrived at Calais

for the purpose of carrying off 10,000 troops.
The famous count Lavaletie is reported to have

arrived at New York, during the last week.
The French frigate Eurydjce has arrived at New

York, from Martinique, on a visit. She has for

some time been stationed in the West Indies.

The bishop of Orleans, and forty Catholic priests,
were to sail from France in a frbgate, the end of

j
June j Cor tlie Mississippi.
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THE BONAPARTES.

The following queer article is copied from a Lon-

don paper of ii>e26th of June—
"The Dutch Mail of yesterday supplies the fol-

lowing account of the ex king of Spain's colony
in the United States:—"Joseph Bonaparte is build-

ing a town near Baltimore, which none but French

are permitted to inhabit. It is capable of con-

taining for the present 12,000 inhabitants. The
art of the most sublime «rchitecture is employed
to embellish the edifices. Thus it should seem,
that the French refugees renounce the hope of ever

returning to the continent of Europe, since they

spend their whole fortunes in fixing themselves in

so magnificent a manner in America."

Joseph Bonaparte is so quiet and inoffensive, and

really so unimportant a character in the United

States, that not one in a thousand of the people
troubles himself with thinking whether he is here

or not. I do not certainly know where he resides;

but believe it is somewhere in New-Jersey—and

the last account I had of him was that he was

cultivating cabbages and potatoes, in elegant retire

ment, much respected by the neighboring people.
for his mild and friendly qualities. But as to the

"town," we never before heard of it.

Since the above was written, we see it stated

that Mr. Bonaparte lives at a place called Point

Breeze, on the Delaware, near Bordentown, X. J.—
a beautiful farm, which he has expended much mo-

ney to improve. It is said he intends to take up
his winter's residence in Philadelphia.

spaix.

The late destruction of the naval arsenal near

Cadiz, is imputed to design to prevent the fitting

out of vessels against the patriots. It is a severe

loss to Spain.
It is stated that the secret reason for permitting

the importation of negroes into Cuba, is to secure

its allegiance, by alarming the people for their own

safety!
ITALY.

It is mentioned that the Confederates, upon the

solicitation of England, have determined to de-

prive the young Napoleon of his mother's princi-

pality in Lombardy, and to bestow it, upon the

death of Maria Louisa, upon Spain.

Naples, June, 2.—Important explanations are

said to be passing between this court and the cabi-

net of Petersburg, supposed to relate to the differ-

ences between the United States and us.

We are sorry to learn that several vessels have
been met with abandoned at sea, in consequence of

the attacks of the Barhary pirates, who are more
audacious than ever.

GERMAN!, &C.

So great are the oppressions of the middling
classes, and so severe the privations of the poor,
that it would seem as if half the population of

some of the German states, and Switzerland,
would cast itselfon the shores of the United States,

if it could. Many who appeared in easy circum-

stances, were preparing to embark. The passage
of emigrants for the United States is refund

through die Prussian dominions unless they are fu>

nished with passports, which are granted only on

certain conditions.

The entertainment given by the Portuguese am-

bassador at Vienna on the occasion of the late

manage, cost a million of florins—upwards of

360,000 dollars.

NETHERLANDS.
The scarcity of bread is assigned as the cause

j

of some very alarming rifts ftt Mruj-.'s, Lc. The!

people cried, "Bread—Hon exportation of grain
no king". But the military quieted them.

nussiA.
From a Russian history, published a few years

since:

St. Petersburg, June 4th—In the matricular book
of the inhabitants of the county called Trooiska,
remitted this year, (1782,) into the chancery of the
town of Moskowa, there is made mention of a pea-
sant, named Pheador Vacilitz, (Theodore Bas-

lides,) 75 years old, who was married but twice,
and has a very numerous family. His first wife lay
in 27 times; she was brought forth of four children
at a time, at four births; of three at a time at seven
births; and of twins at 16 births; so that in all she

brought forth 69 children. His second wife gave
light to 18 children in eight deliverances, to two
in six, and to three in two deliveries, so that in 35
labors of his two wives, that peasant became the
father of 87 children, of whom 73 are now living."
The Paris papers record a noble act of the em .

peror of Russia:—A German clergyman at St. Pe-

tersburg had procured a subscription of 3000
roubles for the distressed inhabitants of the Swiss
Canton of Claris, whose wretchedness is extreme.
The list of subscribers being shown to the em-
peror, lie enrolled himself among them for the sum
of 100,000 roubles; inscribing his name with his
own hand, as, if to show the cordiality of the deed,
and ordering that the money should be paid im-

mediately. This contribution is from his own pur^e;
there is no fund in Russia, out of which it can be

paid, without effecting him.

FJLOIUBA.

Our latest accounts from MacGregor, at Amebic,
are vague and unimportant. It is stated that his

admiralty judge has already left him. The expe-
dition will probably soon have an end, and amount
to nothing. But the reports are so various that we
know not what to believe. The battle said to have
Uken place at Amelia was a mere exercise of the

troops.
"spajtish" amehica.

It appears certain that the royalists have captur-
ed Margaretta. The people fought them like lions,
and the design seems to be to exterminate all the
inhabitants of the island. Many have been put to
death.

Guayara is said to be entirely relieved of the roy-
alists by a late victory of Merina over Morillo, in
which the latter suffered a complete defer.t, &c.
The sovereign congress of the United Provinces,

of La Plata met on the 12th of May. In this body
are said to be some men of distinguished talents,
and much good is expected of them. The Buenos

Ayreans are still skirmishing with the royalists of

Peru, yet unconquered. Four very richly laden

Spanish vessels have been captured by the patriots
at Valparaiso. Several stout and well fitted ships
were about to sail from Buenos Ayres to cruize in

the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

The following summary, from the Boston Daily
Advertiser, being the principal contents pf Buenos
Ayres papers received there, as late as the 24-th of

May, is useful to shew the general state of things
in this quarter of the world—

Auxiliary army of P>-vu— Bulletin No. 19, dated
at the H. Q. in Freeman, April 9, gives an account
of operations from .March 2 1

), to the date. The
royalists in Jujui remained closely besieged. Their

troops dare not set a foot beyond their entrench-

ments, their communications with the interior tre

so insecure that strong convoys are necessary.—
They lose men, arms, and beasts every day. On the
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29th of March there arrived at II. Q. 142 deserters

and prisoners, and to-day 31, besides 81 on their

way. March 25, the royalists entered the town of

©ran, where thev plundered houses and churches,
and lost 80 men" and 60 horses. By the different

parties of guerrillas 36 men have been killed and
j

more than 300 animals liken P irties under lieut.

col. Torre, commandants Gorritti and Corte, an!

majors Saravia, Zerda, Maurin and others carry on
{

hostilities with great firmness and success, and not
j

a day passes but they kill some, and bring- in de-

serters and prisoners.
Bulletin No. 20, is dated April 30, and gives a

narrative of operations from the 10th to the date.

On the 15th the roynlist gen Serua, by a rapid and

bold movement took possession of the town of Salta

His army however has been constantly harassed by
the parties under the different partizan chiefs, and

sustained constant losses.

Bulletin No. 21, dated May 1, gives
an account

of the capture of the town of Farija, by a party of;

the republican troops under col. Madrid, in Which

he took 264 prisoners, 400 muskets and a consider-

able quantity of munitions of war.

A subsequent paper contains a despatch from

Manuel Belgrano, general cf the auxiliary army i

The passage ofSan Martin's army over the Andefi
was a greal undertaking -300 men were emnlovrrl
to clear the road of the drifts of snow. I'his gene-
ral appears to be not only a verv brave and able
commander, but also an honest man and a sincere
patriot, as well as generous and humane.
A detachment of 500 Portuguese, from Mont©

Video, in search of provisions; were attacked hyone of Artigas' parties and put to the sw«rd. Arti-
gas was on the heights commanding Monte Video.
One of the first measures of the Chilian patriot

government was to send away the bishop and clergy,who had meddled in the affairs of the country!—
Well done.

Troops were collecting at Chili, and contracts foe
ships made, for an expedition against Lima. Pri-
soners were brought into Buenos Ayres daily front
Lima, who principally entered into the patriot ser-
vice.

A Portuguese frigate has lately captured an hide*
pendent ship of 20 guns, off Oporto, after a severe
battle.

of Peru, dated at Twcuman, May 3, which states

that the enemy have not derived the advantage
which they expected from the possession of Salt::;

j

nhat they 'have carried or. hostilities With grea
j

activity and fury, sacrificing their men, and that
j

they lose many by desertion. This despatch is'

accompanied by a number of letters from Don
|

Martin Gvemes, governor and commandant of the|

province of Salta. in one of these he estimates!

the enemy's force which entered Salta at 2,400

men, and those remaining at Jujui at 600, besides

4 or 500 employed in conveying baggage Stc. He

gives the details of numerous trifling advantages

gained by him, but it is apparent that on the whole,
j

the army of Peru had for the last month been rather

losing than gaining ground.
In Chili, the royalist power seems to be less

formidable. On the 4th of April a party of 6 or

700 royalists attacked the republican advanced

posts at C arapaligue, but were repulsed with the

Toss of 10 men killed and 10 made prisoners and

deserters.—The republican loss was 4 killed and 7

wounded On the 22d of April, brig. ^en. Seignior
Don Bernado O'Higgins, had left cot. Don Hilarion

de la Quintaria in command of Si. Jago, and pro-

ceeded as far as Talca, with 800 men to drive out

the remainder of the royalists from the province of

Conception.
April 14.—San Martin, captain general of the ar-

my of the Andes, who was then at lUienos Ayres,

addressed to the supreme director of state, a letter

giving a particular notice of the officers who dis

tinguished themselves in the great battle of Chara-

buco, on the 12th of February.

April 15.—An order was issued by Pueyrredon,
the supreme director of state, conferring certain

honors on San Martin, "to whose indefatigable zeal

and military skill the country owes the greater part
of the glory of that day," and on the officers and

men of the army.
The Gazette of April 26, contains a list of about

eighty distinguished citizens of Chili who had

been confined as prisoners at the Island of Juan

Fernandez, but who, in consequence of the late

successes of the republicans, had been released and

s estored to their friends.

Other accounts.—The patriots were aiming at Po-

sfti
—but do not appear to have reached it.

Domestic f anufactures.
American society for the encouragement of domestic

jWiiiiiifuctures.
It will be recollected tha' on the 13th of June

kst, the Americm society f.>r the encouragement
ofdomes- ic manufactures in New York un mimously
electe 1 tow Adams, Thomas Jekfersbn, and Jambs
Muuso.v, members thereof, and directed their se-

cretary to apprize them sf the circumstance bv let-
ter. The following is a copy of the secretary's let-

ter, and the answers thereto—
New-York Uth June, 1817.

Sir—The American society for the encourage-
ment of domes ic manufactures, instituted in this

ci'y. sensible of the zeal you have uniformly dis-

played, in the promotion of every object, connected
with the welfare and independence of our country,
had the honor to elect you a member at their last

meeting, convened on the 13th inst. for the pur-
pose of initiating into the society, James Monroe,
president of the United States.

It would afiurd me the highest gratification tc»

announce to the society, your assent to become one
of its members.

I have honor to be, sir,

With respect and consideration,
Your obed't servt.

D. LYNCH, Junr,

Qirincey, June 23, 1817.
Sir—I have received the letter you did me tha

honor of writing to me on the 14th of this month,
announcing to me my election by the American
society for the encouragement of domestic manu-
factures instituted in New-York, as a member—an
honor made more illustrious by the presence of the

president of the United Slates.

Be pleased, sir, to present my respects to the

society and my thanks for the honor they have done
me—and to assure them if the best wishes of a man
at 81 years of age can promote the wise purposes
of their institution, I shall be a useful member-—
For, according to my superficial view of political

economy in civilized society, next to agriculture,
which is the first and most splendid, manufactures
are the second, and navigation the third. With
agriculture, manufactures and navigation, all the
commerce which can be necessary or useful to the

happiness of a nation will be secured.

Accept my thanks for the civility with which, yot*
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fcaVe poiimmmicfcted the vote of tlie society to their

and your friend.

JOHN ADAMS.
1).""Lynch, jini. esq. secretary of the (American-

society fi>r the encouragement of domestic manu-

factures.
Moiiticelh June 26, 1817.

SrR— T :<m thankful for the honor done me by an

association with the American society forth- en

couragertienl of lomestic manufHptur.es, instituted

in New-Yo> k.—The history f the last 20 years has
hostility between the two countries.ft

' d faint"

b<en a sufficient b>sson for us all to depend for

Anecdotes.
The following anecdotes are copied from the Phi-

ladelphia True American, for which they were
communicated by a gentleman who was in Eng-
land at the time of their occurrence:
At an annual meeting- of a bible society in Eng-

• and, during" the late war, the Rev. Dr. Romeyn
was present, and with several speakers addressed
the assembly. When Dr. R. informed the audience
that he was an American, yet, notwithsta ling the

ssop for us all to depend
necessaries ow ourselves alone- and I hope that 20

years more will place the American hemisphere

under ?- system of its own essentially peaceable

and industrious, and not needing to extract its

comforts out of the eternal fires raging in the oid

world—The efforts of the members of your institu-

tion being necessarily engaged in their respective

vicinages, I consider myself, by their choice, as

but a link of union between the promoters there

and here of the same patriotic objects. Praying

you to present to the society my .just acknowledg-
ment for this mark of attention, I tender to your-

self the assurance of my great respect and con-

sideration.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.

Mr. Lynch.

JlfantpeSer, June 27, 1

self that he could meet Englishmen, engag d in an

interesting
1

enterprize, with the affectioi of charity
and christian love, hewashssed, and rudely inter-

rupted, especially when he alluded to his native

country.

Very recently the queen of England held a levee
lt

when the foreign ministers and distinguished offi-

cers were received. From sixty to one hundred
thousand people went up to witness the cavalcade,,
which was numerous and m gr.ifieent. The Russian,

Spanish and other foreign ministers proceeded in

most splendid carriages, attended by many out-

riders, &c. Thus far the procession was received

by the populace wit!: out the manifestation of any
other passion than that of curiosity. At length,
however, Mr John '-1. VdamS, minister of the Unit-

ed Slates, arrived in a neat plain carriage, attended

by one out rider, arid one footman. At the moment
Si a— I have received your letter of the 18th mst. k'e was discriminated hi the line by the populace.,

informing me that the American society for the en
twenty thousand hats flew into the -'ir; and as many

CQOragement of domestic manufactures, have been
(obstreperous voices greeted the distinguishedAme

equally persuaded that in this as m fOJ.
l])e warj^ l]ie tvfeaVy „f Ghent:

there are exceptions to the general rule ________________

pleased to elect me one of its members

Although 1 approve the policy of leaving to the

sagacity of individuals, and to the impulse of pri-

vate interest, the application of industry and ca

pital, I am
other c:.ses there are exceptions to Hie g
which do not impair the principle of it.—Among
these excepions is the policy of encouraging do-

mestic manufactures, within certain limits, and in

reference to certain articles.

Without entering into a detailed view of the

subject, it may be remarked, that every prudent
nation will Wish <ohe independent of other nations,

for the necessary articles of food, of raiment and

of defence—and" particular considerations appli-

cable >o ihe United States, seem to strengthen the

motives to this independence.
Besides the articles falling under the above

description, ihere may be others, for manufactur-

ing which natural advantages exist, which require

temporary interpositions of bringing them into re-

gular and successful activity.
Where the fund of iiulustry is acquired from

abroad, and not withdrawn, nor withheld from other

Amnestic employments, the cise speaki for itself.

I will only add, that among the articles of con-

sumption and use, the preference in many casts, is

decided merely bv fashion or h..bit. As far as

rican statesmen and negoeiator. After his carriage
passed the profession advanced without notice from
the populace, until the arrival of the princess Char-

lotte, who was received with loud cheers. So mucts

equality, aixl still more, where a real superiority is

found in the articles manufactured at home, ad

Marshals of France.
FROM THE BOSTON CENTINEL.

Frequent errors are made in print and conversa-
tion on the subject of the marshals of France, whose
deeds of arms for the last twenty-five years filled

the world with astonishment and alarm; and whose
names had become among all classes as familiar as

those of household deities. To give some informa-

tion, if not amusement, we have collected the fol-

lowing particulars respecting
- those renowned soL

diers. We believe it is not generally known, that

all this corps of marshals alive (save four only)
are now in France: and that all of them (with, per-

haps,
' he exception oftwo) are full in the confidt nee

ofLouis 18th; sustaining under him the highest offi-

ces.-—And further, that he has no other marshals in

his service, than those who were first created by

Bonaparte.
The following are now in France and rank in the

oider in which they are enumerated:—
1. Marshal Victor, (duke of Belluno) military

governor of the 16th division, president of the elec-

tpral college of the Loire and Cher, major-general
imisi be sensible, that it is politic and patriotic to

j
of the king's house hold, Grand Cross of St. Louis,

encourage a preference of them as affording a more land one of the witnesses, for the army, of the mar-
certain source of supply for every class, and a rr.o-e riage of the duke ofBelli.
•ertain market for the surplus products of the] 2. Jean Baptiste Jourdan, born in 1762, military

agricultural class.

With these sentiments, I beg you to make my
acknowledgments for U>e mark of distinction con-

ferred on me; and which I accept, from respect for

the society, and for its objects, rather than from

any hope of ben -g ;spfui as a member. To yourself,
I tender my friendly resnects.

JAMES MAWSON.

governor of the 7ih division.

3. Pierre Augereau, (duke of Castiglione) bora,

in 1757— a peer of France, and governor of the 19tW

military division.

4. Edward Adolphus Cssimir Joseph Mortier,

(duke of Trevis ) Nor:-, in 1~68—militar- governor
of tne 16th divisi

5. Louis-Nicholas Davoust, (prince of EckmuhJ^
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and duke of Auerstadt) born 1776—Recognized
ns marshal of France, but has no command, and re

sides at Louviers.

6 Charles Oudinot, (duke of Reggio) born in

1765—A cousellor of state and priv\ counsellor,

and r.v<jor-;reneral of the king's household; governor
of the 2 1 military division; president of the depart-
ment ..f the Meu'se; Grand Cross of the order of S .

Louis; conim-.nder of the grenadiers and chasseurs

of the king's guard, and commandant of the na-

tional mi«p >s )f Paris.

7. E. J. J A. Macdonald, (duke of Tarentum)
horn in Ledan, in 1765—A privy counsellor ami

peer of France-, major-general of the king's house-

hold; a military governor of a division; and Grand
Cross ofAhe order of St. Louis.

S. Au'rrv.cs F. L. V. Mai n-,nt, (duke of R.igusa)
born in 1774— i peer of France; niijor-general

of

the kin •'
i household, and Grand Cross of the order

of st. iu i : .

9. Louis-Gabriel Sachet, (duke of Albufera) born

hi 1769—He was one of Louis's peers, bat having

accepted a seat in Bonaparte's house, he was unpeer-

d in 1816; hut has since been appointed military
of the 9th division.

are 13 p> i-iings of Raphael. 9 of L de Vinci, 20 of -

Titian, 10 of Corregio, 6 of Tintoret, 10 of P. Vero-

nese, 28 of the Cavaccis, 6 of Julio Romano, 23 of

Gnido, 14 of Donrinichino, 17 of Albano, &c. again 17
of Vandyke, 41 of Rubens, 15 of Rembrandt, 6 of Hol-

bein, and many others by German masters, besides
the whole addition of the French school itself, viz.

the Ponssin's, the Lesnuir's, the Lebrun's, the Ver-

net's, &c—without this collection of paintings, the
16 saloons of antique statues, distinguish them-
selves by the brilliant display of 350 antique sta-

tues, busts, bus reliefs, tombs and monuments of anti-

quity This last collection was, as every one knows,
ths invaluable property of the prince of Borghese,
purchased by Bonaparte for the very same museum,
which always was and yet is its chief ornament:

consisting of the Gladiator, Jason, the old Matron,
several JUuses, the Centaur, .Minerva, Hercules, J\far-

sais, Hermaphrodite, &c. Cut before the Kalian eas-
ier pieces were carried as a booty to Paris, France

possessed in the royal palaces and garden celebrat-
ed pieces of antique statues; for example, the ex-

quisite majestic statue of Diana, of Fountainbleau.
And she now occupies the place where her divine

I brother Apollo of Beiviclere formerly stood, and it

10. Marshal Gouvion St. Cvr, secretary of state! is asserted that she was made by the same Grecian

for the marine and colonies, a"peer, and privy coun-J
ariist Praxiteles, and like him she attracts every

sellor; a military governor, and Grand Cross of the I eye the same way as he formerly did.

order of St. Louis. ® ar museum was, and after all is, the first mu-
ll. Francis Charles Kellerman, (duke of Yalmy) |

seum of Europe. We shall have yet a considerable

born in 1735, (the eldest of the marshals)—Was I
addition of statues and busts of kings, ministers,

gnpeered by Louis 18th in 1815; bat appointed!
and sages, in what is to be called the "Mnsee Fran-

rand Cor -I coise," preserved for
military governor of the 5th division; Gi
dor of the royal legion of honor.

12. Joseph Lcfevre, (duke of Dantzic) born in

1756—He loo accepted a peerage from Bonaparte
oh his return from Elba; and was, therefore, expel-
led by L'uiis. He has no command.

13. Marshal count Perignon, a peer of France;

governor of a military division, and Grand Cross of

tfae order of St. Louis.

14. Marshal count Serrurier, governor of the

voyal hotel of invalids, and one of the peers of

France
KOTE.

Of the balance of the marshals, it is kno-.vn,

that A'ey, Bertheir, Las'ies, Besueres, Juriot, and

.Vlassena, are deceased—Bernadotte is in Sweden;

Siult, Grouchy, and Savary, in exile; Brune is in

France, but not recognized as a marshal.

the last twenty four years by
that name in the ancient monastry called the Petit

August! nes, which objects were saved at the time of
vandalism and devastation in France, out of the

churches and abbeys, and brought thither, which

very valuable and memorable collection, will occu-

py some more saloons of the museum.

A cancer cured.
From the Middlesex, (Mass.) Gazette.

Dracut, April 9.

Sin—Considering it a duty incumbent on each in-

dividual of society, to do all in his power to promote
the health, prosperity and happiness of all his fel-

low citizens, I will state to you the commencement,
progress and cure of a most distressing disease,
which has occurred in my own family. Ifyou think

it worthy of a place in your paper, I have no objec-
tion to its being made public; and will afford me
great consolation to learn, that the application which

wrought the cure, has had the same efficacious ope-
ration upon others in similar circumstances.

About seven years since, my wife was seized with

a cancer on her ankle, which increased with consi-

derable rapidity, and was attended with pain; it con-

tinued sorely to affect her for nine months, during
which time no pains were spared to obtain the best

advice from those well versed in medicine and sur-

gery. It was twice attempted to eradicate it by the

application of vegetable caustics; and many other
The limb

French Museum.
Paris, April 20.—The musi.ntm of paintings and

antiquities newly opened, has become again a great

place of resort and enjoyment to the Parisians, as

well as to strangers visiting the ci'.y. Master-peices
of art, of the Italian, French, and Flemish schools,
were scattered through different castles of the

kingdom. The}' have now been collected and fill

up with those left by the allies and others lately

bought by the king from foreign princes, that
wide chasm which was made by the allies, when I applications were°unsuccessfully made,
they carried off so large a number of pieces of art, became weak, and at times, much swollen. She had
either to themselves or to the pope and Italian prin- in a measure lost her appetite; and her whole system
ces.

I
seemed on the decline. The sore was deep and

The Museum contains at present, if not quite the
j

broad. In this situation we commenced the appli-
same value in master-peices as heretofore, at least i cation which produced the cure. The principal in-

the same number. Splendor proportioned to the gredient is an evergreen plant, which is to be fou d
taste of the exhibition in the nmjestic gallery of i in all the northern states, in woodlands which pro-
the Louvre, makes good the remainder. The num-

1
duce a mixture of oak and pine timber. It is by

ber of paintings of all schools amounts to upwards |
different people called ever-bitter- sweet-winter-

-

I L100»»no great master's name is missing. There
j green rheumatism plant, fcaj.;

the botanica) name o£
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Vhe plant is pyrola. We made a strong' decoction,

by boiling the pyrola in pure water, placed in a

vessel containing considerable quantity of pulve-

rized roll sulphur, and poured tire decoction upon

it, boiling liot. Mrs. Varnum took a small quant 1-

v of the decoction, internally* two or three times

in a day; bathed the defective part and parts adja-

cent to it several times in a day, and kept a cloth

wet with it constantly on the ankle. She took about

an ounce of common medicinal salts, every second

day: the decoction was renewed as occasion requir-
ed. We commenced this system of operation about

the middle of April, 18.15, and pursued, it with un-

remitting care and attention, without variation. In

a very few days from the commencement of the

operation, the patient began to realise the benefi-

cial effects of it: her appetite was restored; her pain

Wte9 gradually eradicated: she rapidly gained

strength, both in body and limb; so that in less

than six weeks the defective ankle was entirely

healed and sound, and her health and strength com-,

pletely restored. It is now almost two years since

this apparent cure was effected; and we have the

greatest consolation of learning from her, that she

has not felt a single twinge of the disorder since

that period, we do therefore confidently hope, it will

?}ever return.

Mrs. Varnum now enjoys remarkable good health

for a person of her age. Some people may object
to making a thorough experiment, in cases similar

to Mrs. Varnum's, on account of the simplicity and

novelty of the prescription.—But however simple
and novel it may appear, and however inefficient it

may prove with others, Mrs. Varnum and myself,
with our family, have abundant reasons to rejoice
and bless the Supreme Arbiter of events, for the won-

derful effect which through the beneficence of.
Di-

vine Providence, it has had in her case.—And I am

sanguine in the belief, that if early and undevkiting

experiments of the kind be made, they will prove
efficacious in most, if not all cancer cases.

I am sir, with respect, your obedient servant,

J. B. VARNUM.
FROM THE AURORA.

JTr. Ditane.—As you have published general Var-

num's account of the valuable properties of the

pyrola in the cure of a cancer, you will probably
have no objection to inform the public, that pyrola
is a generic term, comprising several different spe-
cies of plants, and that the species which he refers

to, is the pyrola wnbeltata, known in Pennsylvania
and Delaware, by the name of phipsesa-va. It may
be distinguished from the pyrola metadata, or spot-
ted pyrola, by the leaves bring uniformly green, and
broadest near the extremity, while the leaves ofthe

latter kind are variegated with whitish stripes, and
are widest near the foot stock.

Having now in my pasession a specimen of tiie

plant Which was given to me by general Varnum at

Washington, I can vouch for the correctness of the

above statement.

This noble plant, (called by the ancient natives,
the king of plants) has also been found surprisingly
efficacious in the radical cure of crofula.

Autcom

CHRONICLE.
The president of the United States embarked in

the U. S. brig Jones, at Sackett's Harbor, on the

5th iiiit. for the head. of the lake.

The president arrived at Fort Niagara on the Sth

inst. which he inspected and reviewed the troops,
Sccr He went up the rivsrasfar r.s the. Fails', an i

lodged with judge Porter. He reached B-uTalo on
: lte 9th, and, being received according to the ar-

rangefnents made, embarked in the evening in the
U. S. schooner Porcupine, lieut. Packett, for De-
troit.

On Saturday last there were seven southern mails
due at Washington city. So greai a number in ar-
rears were never known before. The interruption
was caused by the Late extensive hurricane.
Some American sailors at St. Croix had a fracas

with a part of the crew of a Danish government
brig, and, as their custom is, handled their oppo-
nents pretty roughly and came off conquerors! A
second rencontre took place which was provoked
by the Danes; on which the governor interfered,
"and to quiet tie clamors of theplaintiffs," ordered?
one of the Americans to receive twentyfive lashes,
which were inflicted upon him. Tire affair will

hardly pass unnoticed, but as yet we have no offi-

cial statement of its facts.

JVaval.—A letter from an officer in the Mediter*-
ranean says, that the old "War Queen," (the fri-

gate United States) having been completely repair-
ed, is fitted to perform any service, and is one of the
finest and fastest sailing ships in the world.

Lieut. Cunningham, 'in the U. S. schooner Fire-

brand, has retun.ed to U>.e Balizefrom Vera Cruz,
where he was received very politely, and succeed-
ed in his object; which was to bring home for trial

acertain person charged with piracy and murder.

Passing Barrataria, lieut. C. took possession of a
small vessel, manned by 8 men, with a swivel and
25 muskets, supposed to have been fitted out for;

some piratical expedition.
The brig Mary, ha9 arrived at New York from

Jamaica, with 200,000 dollars in specie.
Died, at Charleston on the oth inst. the rev. Theo-

dore Deshon, protestant episcopal bishop of South
Carolina. He was much beloved by his flock, and
respected by the people of every denomination.
Died—recently at New York, after a lingering

illness, Charlotte, the wife of capt. Joseph Bain-

bridge, of the U. S. navy, aged 27 years.

Kidnapping.—One of the kidnappers lately caught
in New-York, has been sent for three years to the

penitentiary. No fine was inflicted, because the

negroes, set free by his conviction, had cost seve-
ral thousand dollars.
The Delaware papers have a long account of a

negro's selling- his own mother, aged 60 years,
to one of the ki.ots of traders in human flesh that
infest the lower parts of that state. The villain had
been permitted to purchase her at a nominal price
through charitable motives, with an understanding
that she would be free. He got sixty dollars for her.

The traders instantly made known the transaction
to excite the interference of the humane, and mo-
destly asked 200 dollars for the old woman, and
would probably get it.

Britisli consulate nt A'e-v- Orleans, June 19.

wear sin— 1 am desired by our minister at Wash--

ington, the hon. Mr. Bagot, to take the earliest op-
portunity of expressing his acknowledgments for

your prompt interference in the case of the Ha-

milton, whereby the remainder of the crew of that

vessel were rescued from imminent danger, and
a large amount of Britisli property from destruc-

tion.

1 embrace this occasion to convey to you the as-

surance of the esteem and regard with which I

have the honor to remain, dear sir, vourmost ob*-

Idieftt servant. J\0. DAVIDSON
C, V. E W. J&pley, maj:gen. com. %»h #$£.
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American Wi%e—The Indiana Register, publish-

ed at Vevay, informs us that the Vineyards in the

vicinity of that place, have the brightest prospect of

rewarding the labors of the vine dressers. The

luscious fruit is in great perfection; and it is culti-

vated extensively by the Swiss settlers—whose

numbers will probably be greatly increased by the

late emigrations. It is pleasing- to learn that these

cultivators of the vine on the Ohio, find it a very

profitable business.

Rut the following' extract of a letter to the edi-

tor, from another point on the Ohio, is not encou-

raging.

"My vine is improving, and your bottle will cer-

tainly come by the first safe opportunity.
"Since the latter end of May, we have had rain

almost every day, and our grapes (that weathered

the frost) are rotting very fast. I still expected to

save about 100 gallons, but the weather continues

wet and seems to get worse and worse—I am afraid

there will be none left—it appears as if the ele-

ments have conspired against us since we planted
the vine;—or else the god Bacchus, unlike the

king of Portugal, is determined not to transplant

Lis empire from Europe to America."

Fast sailing.—The ship Pacific reached the

Irish coast from New York in V2'j days, at the rate

•f 216 miles per day, for an average.

Charleston.—From what we see in the public pa-

pers, there is reason to believe that a destructive

fever is raging- al Charleston. It seems chiefly to

attack strangers; for whose relief the city corpora-

tion has appropriated feo^W, as well as appointed
a committee to receive :-he voluntary contributions

of the people. A proposition is offered to remove

all such to HaddreWs Point, where every provision
will be m..de for their iccommodatioa; the com-

mander of the harbor having tendered the bar-

racks for the purpose.

Frightful fish. There is a story in the Salem pa

p.rs, and it seems as if it might be true, about a

monstrous fish that has frequently shewed itself at

Gloucester. It appears to be of the serpent kind,

"like a siring of gallon kegs, 100 feet long." Ma-
nv people, with muskets, harpoons, &c. had went

out to take it, but with.out effect. Ore man dis
j

charged a musket at its head, at the distance of,

only 30 feet. Its motions are exceedingly quick ;

— its bead is of the size of that of a horse, and

white. We may expect particulars.

Compliment.
— At the dinner in honor to Mr Ad-

ams, at New-York,* one ».f the guests, Mr. Fearon,

of London, rose in his turn, and addressed the com-

pany as follows:

"As several gentlemen have volunteered songs,

I would beg leave to oiler a semitnent which 1 am
sure will meet the hearty concurrence of all pre-

sent; but previous to which I desire to express the

high satisfaction which this day's entertainment

*The room in which the dinner was given was

handsomely decorated. In tlie centre was an ele-

gant circle of oak leaves, roses and flags, the whole

representing with much effect our happy ur.
:

on,and
fnom the centre ofwhich, as from her native woods,

appeared our eagle bearing in her beak thisirrupres

sive sc oil

"Columbia, great republic, thou art blest

"While empires droop" and monarebs sink to rest."

Among the guests were governor Clinton and the

mayor of New-York, &c. The company consisted

of about 200 gentlemen <£ the greatest respectabi-
lity.

has afforded me. Though a native of Great Britain}
and but a few days in the United Si ..i es, I am for the

fi-st time in my life in a free country, surroVinded

by free-men; and when I look a1 the inscription
which decorates your Eagle, I rejoice that T have
been desiin~ed to see this day. A great number
of the enlightened portion of* toy countrymen ad-
vocate your cause—admire your principles. And
though we have unfortunately been engaged in a

war, I trust the result has taught wisdom to both

parties.
"In your political institutions, vou have set a no-

ble example, which, if followed throughout the

world, will rescue mankind from the dominion of

those tyrants who jeer at the destruction which

they produce—
"Like the moon beams on the blasted heath,
"Mocking its desolation."

Gentlemen, in conclusion, I beg to express the

delight which I feel, and propo'e to you as a toast,

"May the United States be an example to the

world; and may civil and religious liberty cover'

the earth as the waters do the channels of the'

deep."

MF.THOllISTS IN THE UNITED STATICS,

Extract from the minutes taken at the several

annual conferences of the Methodist Episcopal
church in the United States for the year 1817,

showing the number of members in each confer-
ence.

Conferences.

Ohio,
Missouri

Tennessee,

Mississippi,
South Carolina,

Virginia,

Baltimore,
Philadelphia,

New-York,
New-England,
Gennessee,
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